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JOURNEY OF CAREY AND DALGLEI8H
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INTRODUCTORY BEMABES.

Bt E. Dklmab Morgan.

The following translation of the late General Prejevalflky's seventh

ohapter of hia last work and the tabulated itinerary of Mr. Dalgloish

(the companion of Carey) relate to a country of which our knowledge

is as yet meagre and imperfect. While all that part of Central Asia

generally known as Western Tnrkistan, comprising the region extending

from the slopes of the Pamirs westward to the shores of the Aral and

the Caspian, has been Tinted and explored within the last ten or twenty

years by many travellers, the tract lying to the east of it—^that is

to say Eastern Tnrkistan, the basin of the Tarim, Lob-nor with its

swamps and deserts, and Northern Tibet—^has been visited by few. The
remoteness of these regions, their inaccessibility, the great trials and

privations which must be endured by those who would penetrate into

them, the formidable physical obstacles to be overcome, the predatory

instincts of the few scattered tribes inhabiting the mountainous parts,

and lastly, Chinese-Tibetan ezdnsiveness, have all deterred explorers

and travellers from penetrating thither.

Since the publication of the English version of Prejevalsky's first

book, there have been but six expeditions in the same direction; of

these, three organised by the Russian Geographical Society were led by
Frejevalsky himself, one was undertaken by Pundit A. E. for the Govern-

ment of India, a fifth by the Austrian Count Szech^nyi, while that by
Messrs. Carey and Dalgleish completes the list. None of these travellers

except A. E. succeeded in reaching Lhassa, the goal they had set them-

selves to attain, and this city remains at the present day more difficult

of access than it was in the last century, when Manning, the friend of

Charles Lamb, gave us the first account of its wonders.

But however unsuccessrul in their main object these expeditions

B a
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mft7 have been, in a g«ogniphi<»l point of view they have at all events

not been vnfirnitfal. Tboae of Prejeralsky in partioolar have filled

many blanks in our mape, and, extending our knowledge over remote

regioni, have reduced itill Airther the terra incognita of Central Asia.

To him, indeed, wo owe the redieoovery of Lob-nor end the tracing

of the Tarim to ita final discharge in that waterspread. He was the first

of modem travellers to visit the souroea of the great Yellow River of

China, and delineate with some approach to aooaraoy the mountainous

system of the Kuen Luen where this mighty range forms the outer

barrier of Northern Tibet.

I propose in the following pages giving a brief outline of his last

journey as fkr as the point where we take it up in detail. In the

autumn of 1888 his expedition, composed of twenty-one men all told,

mustered at Urge, and starting thence on the 8/20 November, made
their way across the Qobi by the track which he had before followed

several times. For nearly a month they advanced by slow marches

across the wide belt of steppe and desert which, in the meridian of

105° E. long., intervenes between Siberia and Western China. Tho
weather was fine, as it usually is in Mongolia in the autumn, and as

they went south the temperature became warmer, f^ost and snow being

left behind. Nor did they experience the violent winds which in spring

and summer are so remarkable a feature of the desert of Gobi ; on the

other hand, they had ample opportunities of beholding those gorgeous

atmospheric phenomena at sunset observed all over the eastern hemi-

sphere towards the dose of 1883, and attributable, it is generally

believed, to the volcanic eruption of Erakatoa.

Having crossed that tract of shifting sand desert known as the Galpin

Qobi, lying immediately beyond the Hurku hills and forming as it were

a prelude to the yet more desolate region of Alashan, they encamped on

the 3/15 January, 1884, in the vicinity of the town of Din-Ynan-ing, the

residence of tho Prince of Alashan. Here they were among old ac-

quaintance, forProjevalskyhad in 1871 and 1878 received hospitality from

this prince, and on his third journey he had twice visited the place. On
this, his fifth visit, he records the presence of a European—a German,

Grezel by name, the agent of an English company—who was engaged in

buying wool, chiefly camel's hair, for export viA Tientsin, and rhvbarb

obtained at Sining. Here, then, in this out-of-the-way comer of the

world, has European commercial enterprise gained a footing, the merchant

following closely upon the footsteps of the explorer. It is interesting

too to leam that the country of Alashan, which had suffered greatly

from the Dungan Muhammadan insurrection, now shows signs of re-

covering. The formerly deserted mountains, in which wild beasts

multiplied, and where forests untouched by woodman's axe grew

luxuriantly, had felt the effects of a long period of peace. The deer

and the antelope, scared by the sportsman's gun, uo longer yielded an
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HaTing employed « week in refitting, in baying tnA oamala aad

provisiotta, the expedition set out onee move by thehr old triad roata

through Southern Alaalmn ttf the boeden of Kaa>«i. •()» their left

rose the lofty walMike Alaahan rangst en their right was the plahi

gradually sloping from -iha fMi of the moutttaina, and far-some diatanoe

at all events tolerably weU oovared with> grass, a fcot attribntabU by

the Mongols to an unusually pleniiftil nainMl during the preeeding

summer.- At 6hanghin<dalai, meusorable for their having nearly leat

their way here in June 1878, thfty halted for one day^ adding a newbird

to their odleotion—named, after JConsieur Koslof, one of Prejevalal^'s

companions, Atceittor KuAomi,

Leaving the high road to Lan-chau on their left, they revisited

the spring of Baian-biila1t;< where they had hoped to have obtiUned

astronomical obsorvationar but'•were disappointed owing to the bad

weather—thick clouds of dust, suspended in the air for days together,

completely obscuring the iky. The path from Baian-bulak crosses a

southern arm of the Tingeri ahifting' sanda, winding over rid^ and

furrow. Fortunately, however,! it was winter, and the ftoaen aabsoil

gave a secure footing to the camels. The wells here axe dug through

loeas deposits to a depth of 100 to. 180 iSset; and it isrelated that when
digging one of them the workmen came vupon a heaortb, built in the

Mongol fashion of three stonea, and ashes below it, buried under at least

18& fbet of soil. . This discovery so frightened the weU'diggers that they

abandoned their work; hadthey oontinned it positive evidence might

have been forthcoming of the remarkable effsct of the levelling prooess

constantly at work here—for in these dry wind-swept countries the sandy

marly deposits, whilst they obliterate every vestige of human labour,

preserve it intact for future generations, just as the monuments now
being exhumed in Upper Egypt are found to havo lost none of their

sharp outlines, though several thousand years have probably ^ elapsed

since they were first erected.
. •.^^^mT ^ f.^w^r

The southern limit <ii Alsshan is the Nannihan, the easternmost part

of the Kuen Luen, that mighty qrstom which^ under various names and

through 20 degrees of longitude,' forms « bulwark ito the highlands of

Tibet. The exploration of the Nan-shan range was a chief feature of

Prejevalsky's third expedition (1879-80), but we will now fulbw our

traveller to the sourcea of tiie Hwang-ho^ whither he proceeded after

crossing the Burkhan Buddha range.

This river rises in the eastern slope of the. BaiauRkara-ula range,

where it is known as the Altyn-gol, under which name it flowa about

100 miles towards the northroast, receiving a number of small tribu-

taries ; it then crosses an extensive marshy tract upwards of 100 miles

in circumference, fed by springs, and called by M(mgo1s " Odon-tala,"
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and by Ohinese ** Sing-aa-hoi," the former name signifying "Starrj

steppe," the latter "Starry aea"—names auggested by the numerous

springs which here force their way to the surface, and appear, when
seen from a height, like stars on the horizon. These springs unite their

waters with the Altyn-g^I, which then flows 30 miles to Lake Tsaring-

(or Charing-) nor, and ten miles further on enters a second lake, Nioring-

(or Oring-) nor (soe supplementary note) whence it issues under the

Mongol name of Ehatun-gol, or Empress river (the Tangntans call it

Ma-chu), and turns south and afterwards east along the southern foot

of the lofty Amneh-Machin mountains. Haying thus flowed upwards

of 230 miles, and having been joined by a number of afiSuents, the

Ehatun-gol makes a wide elbow, turning towards the north-west, and

again to the north-east to the Chinese frontier at Sining-fu, where it

enters China Proper, and where for the first time, 800 miles from its

sources, this river takes its Ohinese name of Hwang-ho, or Yellow Biver,

from the yellow colour of its loess-impregnated waters.

The above statement is derived from Chinese books ; * let us see how
Prejevalsky speaks of the same region. His expedition reached the

eastern border of Odontala, known also by its Taugutan name of

" Oarmattio," or '* Starry steppe," and found it to be tussooky marsh

land, dotted with lakelets bearing evidence of having onoe formed the

bed of an inland sea. The elevation was found to be 14,000 feet, a

number of detached hills and groups of hills rising some 700 or 800 feet

higher, those on the south being probably offshoots of the Baian-kara-

ula, which divides the basin of the Hwang-ho from that of the Di-chu

or Upper Yung-tsze-kiang, while those on the north, rarely 500 feet

above the plain, form a oresoent-sbaped ridge of hills known as " Akta,"

about 30 miles long. Near these a detached mountain, " Urundushi,"

rears its head 16,500 feet above sea-level. The plateau itself extends

southward as far as the descent into the alpine region of the Di-shu

;

eastward it embraces the lakes just spoken of; while on the west it

probably rises a little, dividing the sources of the Hwang-ho from the

rivers of Tsaidam. The springs and brooks of Odontala unite in two
principal stroams, meeting in 34° 55' N. lat. and 96° 52' E. long., to

form the Salom^, a name given by the Mongols to the head stream of

the Hwang-ho. It is exactly here, at the meeting of the waters, that

there stands a lofty hill, 700 to 800 feet above the plain, forming the

angle of a ridge extending eastward to Lake Charing. On its summit

an " obo" or cairn has been erected, and here yearly sacrifices are offered

to the tutelary spirits of the " great " river. For this purpose an official

of high rank leaves Sining with a numerous retinue of Mongol princes,

or their representatives. A large concourse of Mongols and Tibetans

* In 1280 Ehublai Khan deapatcbed one of hu high oflScera to explore the souroes

of the Hwang-ho. See Bretsohneider's ' MediaBval Besearchea from Eaatem Aaiatio

Soarecs,* vol. ii. p. 209.
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meet them, aad all together they asodiid the hill. Arrived at the
*' obo " a prayer, written on yellow paper and signed by the Emperor of

Ohina himself, is read aloud, invoking the aid of the deities that there

may be an abundance of water to satisfy the needs of millions of Chinese.

Saorifioes are then offered up, the slaughtered animals, all pure white,

being afterwards distributed among those present, who feast upon them.

The great lakes at the sources of the Yellow Biver axe correctly laid

down on d'Anyille's atlas of Ohina, precisely in the position assigned to

them by Prejevalsky, who has merely rediscovered them and added

topographical details, changing their names from '*Oharing" and
" Oring " to •' Bussian " and " Expedition " hikes. Fed by the springs

of Odontala—which reach them, as already said, by the Salomi river and

two large streams from the north—these lakes have each a circumference

of about 86 miles ; their form is ellipsoidal, the longer axis of the one

being from east to west, while that of the other is from north to south.

Their water is perfectly sweet, the temperature varying at the end of

July from 50^ to 63° Fahr. Their importance to Ohina must be

enormous, regulating as they do the water supply of its northern plains.

Though abundantly supplied with water, it is remarkable that, according

to Prejevalsky's observations, these lakes, like many others of Inner Asia,

are undergoing a constant process of diminution, traces of former shore

marks having been seen at some height above the present level, while

the lakelets along the shores give evidence of having been formerly

united in a waterspread much larger than the present one.

TheTellow Biver enters Lake Oharing or Expedition from the west,

and issuing from its south-eastern extremity, cleaves a passage through

the intervening isthmus of high land to Oring or Bussian lake. From
the north-east end of this latter it flows eastward as the Ma-ohu of the

Tibetans ; then describing a wide bend, though probably less wide than

that represented on maps, in order to avoid the snowy Amneh-Maohin

range, it bursts through the opposing chains of the Euen Luen on its

way towards China Proper. Between Lake Oring and the mouth of

the Ohurmyn* the Hwang-ho falls 4000 feet in 270 miles, probably

forming rapids and cataracts in this unexplored part of its course.

It was near here that Prejevalsky had his first hostile encounter with

one of those predatory tribes the terror of peaceful caravans in this

region.f The attack, though delivered at night, failed, and the dis-

comfited Tangntans retired with the loss of several killed and wounded.

To commemorate his victory over a force vastly superior in numbers

* The month of the Gharmyn was reaehed by PrejevaUky during his third expedition

wliile ezploring the Upper Hwang-ho. This was in &ct his farthest point, for though

his Oossaoks reoonnoitred 40 versta farther up the Hwang-ho, wliioh here flows in a deep

oafion 1600 feet below the level of the plateau, they oonld find no ford by which this

liver might be crossed, and the mountainous nature of the country to the south pre-

sented formidable obstacles to an advance.

t Cf.' Beport on the Explorations of A. K.,' p. 38. "m>m -i "
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to hiB <owD, and 'wined with guns and otiier offennve weapons, Frcge-

aliky named the river debonohing^ into-Lake Oringfrom the south,

" BoMwhi' river"; he then pnidied on to the Dinjhn (Upper Tang-tsee-

kiadg),' and strttok it at the month of its tribatarythe Koug-Kdiiang^hn,

270-mile9 belowtheapot wheri he had oroaaed it in 1879 when following

the pilgrinu' road towards Lhassa. He found it here a deep and rapid

river endoeed in moimtaixls, about 120 yards wide, with water of a dirty

yellow oolonr,'and a temperatnre at the end of June averaging between
48* anid 55* Fiihr. Imme£ately after rain it rises three to four feet. Its

general direction is from W.N.W. to E.S.E.,and its channel is exceedingly

tortuous. Seven days' inarch higher up, where the Napchitai-ulan-

murren flows into itj the Di-chu divides into seven channels, and is

fordable at low water. This ford, known by the name of Ohamar-abdan,

is th4 only one in this part of the river; the level of the Di-chu at the

mouth of the Kong>chi«ng-chu is 13,100 feet above the sea, but at

Chamar Abdan, where the caravan track crosses it, the height is 14,600

feet, a diffefenoo in level of 1600 feet in about 270 miles, exclusive of

^rindings, or 5*5 feet per mile. 880 miles lower, at Batang, where this

rivM is known as the Kin-sba-kiang, its height is 8150 feet, a fall of

nearly 5000 feet,- or 15*15 feet per mile excluding the winding^.

Exoept at the fords the Di-chu can only be crossed in boats—these

areof the most primitive construction—^merely yak skins stretohed over

a clumsy wooden framework. Men and small animals, such as sheep,

may be ferried aoroae in this way, while horses and yaks generally

swim. ' With camels it would be hopeless to attempt the passage, for,

even if they succeeded in reaching the opposito bank, they would be

unfit for'travel in the modnfainous country beyond. Frejevalsky, there-

fore, decided on turning back and exploring more fully than he had

yet done the watershed lying between the Di-chu and the sources of

the Hwang-ho (see supplementary note, p. 86).

He found the vaUeys 18,000 to 13,500 feet, and the passes ranging

up to 16,000 feet. The climate is humid and chilly, continual rain,

varied by hail, snow and thunderstoims converting mountain and valley

into a succession of impassable swamps. Yery difforent is the region

bordering on Tsaidam, where the excess of humidity is absorbed by the

dry dust-laden winds of the plains, and where lakes and rivers disappear,

leaving behind them layers of salt often several feet thick.

< With his return to Tsaidam began what Frejevalsky terms the second

period of his expedition. He had explored tiie nortii-eastem angle of

Tibet, and now turned north-west in order to reconnoitre a road said by
the Mongols to have been formerly used by merchante from Sinrng to

Lob-4ior. This led along the southern border of Tsaidam, at the foot of

mounteins buttressing the high lands of Tibet.

Tsaidam,* a depression forming in ages past thelwd of a great lake,

* Tho Saithang of A. K.'8 leport and map.
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•md now lying 9000, feet above •e«*lev«l,'eaEten4».&omeMtto westfor

270 miles, and from north to south for 70^ miles,.wUle for adininistratiTe

purposes it oomprises a much wider extent of ooontry. The whole of

this expanse is a mUso, or salt swampi leoeiving the drainage of the

streams- from, the bcwdenng ranges. . Most of theW' disappear in the

ground on issuing from the mountains, hut three of the more important,

the.Baian-gol,f the^Naic^ia-gol (the JTaiohi of Dalgleish's itinerary), and

the .Utu-murren (Dalgleish?^ : Ott»-Mairin-gol), flow for a considerable

distonee into thesalina, andv,aoooiding to the latest native informa-

tion^) unite their waters there in one large laker—Dabasnn-rnor, which

increases 4md diminishes in size according to the Mason of the year,

while in winter its salinity prevents its freezing.

Snoh scanty vegetation as Tsaidam possesses is due to the subterra*

nean water fbroiag itself ta the surface and nourishing tamarisk and

other allied plants along a belt some ten to twelve miles wide at the foot

of ithe mountains ; beyond this are bare impassable salt-marshes.

Darwin, in his * Journal of the Voyage of the Beagle,' f finds a

remarkable sunilariiy between the salt lakes in Siberia and Patagonia;

the oomfarison might also hold good for the region in question, though

Frejevali^ does not mention crustacea,sueh.as those Darwii^ describes

crawling among theerystals of. sulphate of soda or lime* ,ori.i.v-"^^<4r>

Hiring a Mongol guide Fi^evalsky set out for theNaidjin-gol, which

he reaohed: after ^ nine days' march through a oou^try dreary in the

extreme—a .brown expanse of plain* only oocasiontJly relieved by

vegetation, and varied by tracts of pure white salt, nearly all the springs

beii^ braekish. The tracks are well beaten, but the number of side

paths leading to the nomad.oacam^nents make ii impossible to keep in

the right road without a guide. No inhabitants could bo seen, they

having lately fled for fear of robbers, who usually select the autumn for

their depredations.. The soil here was clay as hard as stone.

From the Naidjin-gol where Frejevalsky observed the migrations of

birds, he continued his journey to the Utu-murren and thence to Gass,

where he established a depot before starting on his winter excursion,

his chief object being the elucidation of the orography of Northern

Tibety for. having in> his xeoent journeys crossed several, ranges of

mountains faxther eaat-re..'gt the Nan-shan, the Burkhan-Buddha, the

Shuga, the Baian-kara-ula, the JKoko-shili, the Dumbure, and the

Tang-]a—and found them to run approximately in an east and west

direction, Brejevalaky was now anxious to trace their westerly continua-

tions, and define, if possible, their connection with the Euen-Luen.
In the chapter now translated he has. sketched in outline the topo-

graphical features of the country, leaving to future explorers to fill in

the details and to continue his work till we have a complete relief map of

• According to Mr. Rockhill, the Yohtir€-goI, * ProC. B.O.S.,' 1889, p. 7S1.—M.
t or. <A Natnralist's Voyage,' ftc, ed. 1888, p. 88.
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Northern Tibet. Much tmcertainty still prevails as to the physical

features of this oountry. For several hundreds of miles the courses of

its principal rivers are yet unexplored, large lakes yet unvisited, and we
learn from PrejevaUiky and Dalgleish of grand snowy mountain ranges,

where we had formerly supposed a vast undulating plateau.* Tho
discovery and survey of the high Valley of the Winds, and the

various questions connected with it, are not the least interesting parts of

Prejevalsky's narrative, while his description of the day hills among
which he found himself south of Unfreezing Lake recalls to mind very

similar features in the Rocky Mountains described in the Beports of the

United States exploring expeditions by Powell and Olarence King (of.

their reports).

The itinerary of Mr. Dalgleidh, the companion of Oarey, relates to

much of the same country as that traversed by Prejevalsky, and although

his diary is merely a daily record of what he saw and heard, it is, never-

theless, a valuable contribution towards our knowledge of those regions

visited by so few Englishmen. Mr. Dalgleish joined Mr. Carey as paid

assistant, but his services appear to have been beyond any money value,

for besides having charge of the general management of the expedition

and interpreting, he contributed the route survey and astronomical

observations for the map accompanying these pages. His services are

handsomely acknowledged by Mr. Carey in the paper printed in our
* Proceedings,'! and in referring to them again we have only to express

our deep regret that an untimely death at the hands of robbers on the

E[ararkorum Pass should have cut short the career of one who was in

every way so well fitted to lend assistance in any scheme for the

exploration of the Trans-Himalayan territory.

I have divided his itinerary into five sections, corresponding with

the breaks made in the journey and the nature of the country traversed.

Section I. takes ns from Leh, his starting point, to Ehotan in Chinese

Turkistan, a distance of 508]^ geographical miles (585 English statute

miles). The route which had been previously surveyed by Pundit

Eishen Singh, under the orders of Captain (now Colonel) H. Trotter

(Cf. Route XIY. in 'Report of Forsyth's Mission to Yarkand'), leads

past the northern end of Pangong Lake and crosses the Marsinik,} or

Lunkar-la Pass, into the Changohenmo valley. Leaving this valley

shortly after the Shahidulla road turns off to tiie left, it ascends to the

plateau by a small pass (the Salmu Eongka) ; descending again into the

valley and crossing the Changohenmo stream. Another ascent leads up

the Lanak-la Pass, and the route now lies in independent Tibet. Three

marches farther bring the traveller in view of the large salt lake of

* Cf. * Explorations iu Great Tibet and Mongolia, by A. K.,' p. 14.

t See 'Prooeedinga B.O.S.,' 1887, p. 7S2.

I 18,990 feet acoording to Johmon. See bis journey to Ilchi, Khotan. 'Joomal

B.0.8.,' vol. xiXTiL p. 24.
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Mang-t80, and five miles beyond in the fresh-water lake of Tashlik-kul,

nearly 17,000 feet above sea-level. Henoe a series of ascents and desoents

have to be made before the well-sitaated oamp of Tak-nak or Dak-nak

is reached and some needful repose is obtained for man and beast, both

somewhat exhausted after the severe strain of marching at these great

altitudes over red dayey ground softened by snow.

Abont 23 miles beyond Tak-nak the brackish lake Yeshil-knl is

reached, and the head of the Eeria river. Here lies the boundary of

Ehotan territory and the watershed of the trunk range of the Kuen
Luen, whose peaks stand out grand and snowy on the west. So far the

country is uninhabited, and it is only at Qhnbolik, two marches further,

also 17,000 feet high, that the first traces of human beings are seen in

the stone huts erected here by the miners who come from Ehotan to

obtain sulphur excavated in large quantities from the ground near

Ulugh-shah in the Ghubolik plain. Twelve miles from Qhubolik the

descent begins, at first down a steep and stony ravine, then by a second

ravine following the Folu stream to the small vUlage of the| same name.

This most difficult part of the journey is quite impracticable for baggage

animals. The track descends 9000 feet in 28 mUes, and in places lies

along a narrow gorge obstructed by huge boulders. Prejevalsky attempted

the ascent of this gorge from Polu for several miles, but gave it up in

despair, and Messrs. Carey and Dalgleish only succeeded in descending by
unloading their ponies and carrying their baggage over the worst parts.

This route, however, was not always in so bad a state. According to

Prejevalsky, it underwent repairs in 1877, when Niaz Beg, Gk>vemor of

Ehotan, prepared to escape this way into India upon the downfall of his

master, the late Amir of Eashgar, and it is hinted that the Chinese had

intentionally blocked the passage. "When once the difficulties in the gorge

of the Eurab or river of Polu are surmounted, the route over the series

of high plateaus crossed here and there by low ridges presents great

advantages to the traveller who is not pressed for time, and in summer
may be traversed without once entering the limits of perpetual snow,*

the snowstorms experienced by Messrs. Carey and Dalgleish in August

having been quite unusual. Having dismissed their pony caravan at

Polu they descended to Eeria, an oasis in the Ehotan district, where

they made a nine days' halt. They were now in a well-cultivated

country, where corn, fruit, and vegetables were plentiful and good.

The first European to visit Eeria in modem times was Mr. Johnson,

civil assistant in the great trigonometrical survey of India.! He paid a

hurried visit there from Ehotan in 1864, shortly after the Muhammadau
population had massacred the Chinese in all those parts. He speaks of

the gold of Eeria (or Eiria) and of its commerce with Eabul and Eashmir.

Prejevalsky estimates the inhabitants of Eeria at 3000 families, morally

* Cf. < Report of a Mission to Yarkand,' p. 248.

t Cf. 'Journal B. O. S.,' vol. szxvii., pp. 1-47..
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degndcfd -by iheir gold traffic, and terribly diBeosed. He found Bnasian

mannfaotared goods offered for sale in the bazaar, and a new town

springing up 12 miles lower down the' Eeria'daria, where there was an

oasis capable of sui^rting 6000^ to 6000 immiUes. Six stages (lOlj^

mUes) wMl of Keria is Khotan, reaohed by an excellent road passing

halfway the large village of Chira. '

'

f The history of KkoCaay dating back to the early coituriee of our era,

has been written by at Isast-iwo^ authors, ^^dmusat and Klaproth. Its

districi'hasAlwajw been famed'foFjade '(green, white, and' black), musk,

and silk} and thes«> oontkra^at tiie present day ta be the principal

articles of its commerce^ - > "When the Arabs, under, the brav» Euteibe, in

the early part of theeighth century<adyanced into Eastern Tnrkistan, they

never went so far east as Khotan, and in Marco Polo's time it was subject

to the great Khan. Johnsom saw the place under the rule of an inde-

pendent kban, who was trying^ by flogging and> other brutalities, to

reform the morals of its inhabitants. Thispotentate was murdMed by
order of the Amir, Yakub Khan' of Eashgaria, whose short-lived rule

was replaced by the Chinese. ThO' Khotanis,^" however, estimated by
Prejevalsky at 800,000, are apparently as dissatisfied now with Chinese

rule and as ready tc become Russian sulijeots as they wwe in Johnson's

time anxious to place themselves under the British Government.

M> Despotism and barbarism have<seen their day in Central Asia, and
whether it come from the north or the south, eivilisation will confiar

priceless blessings on 1^ unfortunate inhalntants of Eastern Turkistan.

For the present, isolated;from Buscda on the one side and ^ran British

India on the other 'by huge mountain ranges, the Khotanis are fain to

submit to China, though separated from her by wide expanses of desert

and burning sands.

From Khotan northwards Mr. Dalgleish's itinerary (Section II.)

takes us over new ground, where he and Carey, preceded only a few days

before by Prejevalsky, travelled along the Khotan«daria to the Tarim,

and along t^is last-named river to Korla and Lob-nor. Their route,

which had been mentioned in Forsyth's Report (Route XXIII.) lay at

first down the Ynrung-kash (white jade) to its confluence with the

Sara-kash (black jade), and from their fork at Kosh>lush down the

Khotan-daria. Stretdies of cultivated land, with a few settlements

—

the largest of these is T«wakal (Prejevalsky's Tavek-Eehl)—border the

Yurung-kash for the first forty miles after leaving Khotan ; beyond this

there are no inhabitants, except an occasional diepherd, and vegetation

is confined to a belt of shrubbery, jungle grass, and poplar trees. The
road winds along either bankt and is excellent; grass and fuel are

abundant, this being in fact a highway of commerce between Aksu and
Khotan. In autumn and winter caravans of merchandise pass along it,

but in summer the heat is overpowering, and the number of flies and
* PrejeTolakj calls them "Maohinians" in hia laat work.
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ioBeots make it intolerable for man and beaat Even the wild animals

which haunt the belt of jangles seek refuge in the desert at this season

from their tormentors. The course of the Khotan-daria, as already said,

is due north 170 miles to tlie Tarim, with a fall of 4^ feet per mile ; water,

however, is very scarce in its channel, except in summer, when the snows-

melt and rain falls in the Kuen Luen near its sources. For the first 35

miles i^rom Eosh-lush to the Masar-tagh range, the stream is 40 to 70 feet

wide and about 6 inches deep, the land subject to inundation extending

for a mile or more on either side. Beyond the Masar-tagh this stream

continually diminishes, and at length altogether disappears some 90 miles

before reaching the Tarim.

We learn from Frejevalsky that the large lake, "Yeshil-kul," repre-

sented on former maps to the west of the Upper Khotan-daria, has no
existence at tho present day, the environs of the river being nothing

but sand wastes, hiding cities and oases deep down below the yellow

surface. Sand, the enemy of man and vegetation in this region,

effaces every vestige of flourishing cities, steadily encroaches on the

oases, gradually desiccating wide tracts, and proving to man how small

are his powers of contending with Nature. The area between Ehotan,

Ak-BU and Lob-nor once contained 28 towns and 360 villages, of which

not a traoe is left, and it is said you might formerly pass along the roofs

of the houses from Kucha to Lob-nor, where hardly a human habitation

is to be seen. To this day the inhabitants of the few remaining oases

sally forth in winter to seek for hidden treasure, tying bright-coloured

rags to the ends of poles which they set up on the higher ground to

enable them to find their way back.

The discovery of the Mazar-tagh range, so named after the shrine

or shrines* perched on its summit, with its two red and white parallel

ridges, standing about 500 feet above the sandy plain, is a geographical

novelty, for it does not appear on existing maps. Prjevalsky says the

southernmost of the two ridges is of red clay interstratified with

gypsum, the northernmost of white alabaster, and that flints are obtained

here and taken to Khotan for sale. This barren range of hills extends

in a west by north direction to Maralbashi, where it dies away in the

plains. Seventeen miles below Mazar-tagh the Khotan-daria loses

itself, and its desiccated bed affords excellent marching ground for the

caravan as far as the Tarim, the ferry across which is reached in

eighteen stages from Ehotan. Here Messrs. Carey and Dalgleish rested

in order to procure supplies from Earatal on the Aksu road. FrejevalBky

went on direct to Aksu, whence he returned to Russia vi& the Bedel

pass over the Tian Shan.

The farther route of Messrs. Oarey and Dalgleish down the Tarim

* From Huar, a shrine. Dalgleish only speaks of one, Piejevalsky says there are

two—an old and a new one ; the latter erected by the late Yakub Kkan, whose work has

been destroyed by the Chineie. :^-. .-.v-fj.
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to Bbah ywtf thenoe to Knolw on the high rotA to Taifan and Huni,

baok to BlkAh yar, then to Korla, Karaahahr and Lob-nor, hai been treated

of elsewhere, and may therefore be omitted horn theae papen.

I will now make a few remarks on the region described in the

aooompaning translation. Its topographical features give an idea of the

physical charaoteristion, but more detailed scientific obeerrations are

neoessary before we can do more than speculate on the stmctare of the

underlying rooks, and explain the agencies and conditions which have

helped to prodace them. The few facts brought to our notice relate

to the climate, drainage, and vegetation, the elevation and general aridity

of this tract.

A wide expanse of territory, unaffscted by the south-west monsoon,

extends from the Kerian Mountains on the west to those bordering

Kan-su on the east. Between these limits lies a mountainous mass of

great elevation diversified by plateaus, plains, and valleys, large salt

lakes and swamps. In addition to these are curiously shaped hills or

mounds, from 300 to 600 feet high, covered with loess interstratified

with harder beds, having domeHshaped summits, sides often vertical, and

occasionally terraced or buttressed, bare of vegetation, and taking

various shapes, such as casties, bridges, galleries, Ac.

In the arid region of the western portion of the United States there

are certain tracts of country which have received the name of Jlfa«vawe«

terre$ or Bad Lands, having features very similar to those I have just

mentioned. We learn from the reports of the U.S. geological survey

explorations that it is a labour of no inconsiderable magnitude to pene-

trate or cross such a district. The Tibetan *' Bad Lands " are equally

impassable; Prejevalsky was obliged to retrace his steps when he found

himself among them, while Messrs. Carey and Dalgleish were also

unable to advance. To the southward there is apparently a great extent

of snowy mountains. "A perfect eea of mountains," remarks Dalgleish,

was disclosed to view in this direction (of. p. 36), while to the north is

Prejevalsky's longitudinal Valley of the Winds and his great salt " Un-

freezing" Lake (Dalgleish's Chong-Kum-Eul). Lateral valleys with

sides more or less perpendicular cut through the bordering ridges.

Continuing our comparison we find Northern Tibet, with its base-

level of 12,000 to 13,000 feet, much higher than Colorado, where the

maximum elevation of the ranges is little over 9000 feet. Nor has the

former region any great river with tributaries flowing through deep

canons, which are so distinctive a feature of the latter. Tibet between
34° and 40° of north latitude has but few permanent streams, the

drainage disappearing through the porous soil. Where shallow rivers

are formed these quickly disappear on leaving the foot of the mountains,

while the wet weather torrents are dry during the greater part of the

year. Erosion here is mainly dependent on winds, those active aerial

agencies which disintegrate and ciiimble the hardest rocks, producing
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effects noticeable on every oliff and orag, and at the lame time raiaing

clonda of fine dnst which ohwmre earth and aky. This fine dust or loess

is deposited again on the surface, serving to round the outlines of hills

and level the inequalities of plain and valley. The whole oonntiy

presents a singularly desolate aspect, except during the short season of

rains, and at spots where moisture is supplied by underground springs.

The peaks, tables, and valleys have an easterly and westerly direo-

tion, forming a succession of steps north of Tibet. In the absence of

any precise knowledge of the geology of this country, we may assume

that the limestone and schists were formed under the sea, and were

spread horizontally to a great thickness over a broad expanse. With the

upheaval of the crust of the earth these strata gradually emerged and rose

to form ridges and mSsses of mountains where folds or wrinkles took place.

The absence of rivers preserves the continuity of the whole mass, for the

district being comparatively rainless, no doudis collect to form mountains,

and it is only as exceptions and at wide intervals that a few groups of

peaks, such as Jing-ri, Shapka Monomakh, and Kremlin, stand forth

like solitary giants keeping watch over these solitudes. Had there been

a greater precipitation of moisture there would have resulted a different

class of topographical features. Instead of plains and plateaus we
should have had rivers and ravines ; instead of elevated valleys with dry

watercourses there would have been deep valleys bounded by hills and

slopes^ and nature would have assumed a different aspect.



JOURNEY OF CAREY AND DALGLEISH

CHINESE TURKISTAN AND NORTHERN TIBET

IN 1886-7.*

MB. DALGLEISH'S ITINEBABY.

CONDENSED AND TABULATED BT B. DBLMAB MOBGAN.

Th« following tabulated itinerary is divided into five Beotioni,

according to the breaks made by the travellers in their journey, viz. :

—

Section 1—from Leh to Ehotan; Section 2, from Ehotan to Eorla

and Earashahr ; Section 3, from Eorla to Ohaklik, including excursion to

Lakes Eara-buran and Lob>nor ; Section 4, from Ohaklik into ITorthem

Tibet, including visit to Hoiduthai-a, and return to Sha-chau ; Section 5,

Sha-ohau to Aksu, including visit to Ummtsi.
Alternative spellings of names of places are placed in brackets.

* Vide < Fnceedinga B.O.S./ 1887, p. 752.
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:l

THE OROGRAPHY OF NORTHERN TIBET.

Decoribed by General Prejevalsky in Ohapter YII. of his last work,

entitled 'A Winter's Excursion from Gaas.'

*

i

The famous Euen Lnen, that "haokbone of Asia" as Baron Biohthofen

calls it, before our last journey, was entirely unknown through 12° of

longitude, from the meridian of the Naijin-gol in Tsaidam to that ofEeria

in Eastern Turkistan. We have now passed along this unknown belt

of the most ancient ranges of Asia, and have in some measure elucidated

its topography. We find the prinoipal chain forms an arc, the eastern

and western extremities of which lie in the same parallel of 36°, whilst

the northern periphery touches 88° N. lat. A line drawn to the west-

ward of this in about the 87th meridian ofeast longitude (from Greenwich)

at the point where the still more northerly Altyn-tagh chain separates

from the main range would serve to define approximately the centre of

the Euen Luen, its eastern limit being, according to the eminent

authority just quoted, the 104th degree of east longitude, where the

system is characterised by a ramification into parallel chains. The
chief of these, the Euen Luen proper, serves as a gigantic buttress to the

highlands of Northern Tibet, facing on the north the desert and saline

plains of Tsaidam ; while on the oast it outs off the upper basin of the

Hwang-ho and continues far into China.

That this is the prinoipal and no subsidiary chain is proved by its

continuity, and the connection between its eastern and western parts

through no less than 40° of longitude. Other ramifications of this

system fall away about the meridian of Lang-chau-fu. Even that huge

snowy range, which, according to the reports collected by us on our last

expedition, starts from the Western Euen Luen, near the gorge of the

river of Eeria, and is prolonged in a south-easterly direction for a wholo

month's journey, uniting, perhaps, with the Tang-la or with the

mountains rising to the north of Tengri-nor—even that range, I say,

should not be considered as the principal one of the system—because in

any case its continuity is less, and, deflecting in a meridional direction, it

merges in the ranges dividing the head-waters of the rivers of Indo-

China and the Upper Yang-tsze-Eiang.

It should also be borne in mind that the central Euen Lnen is always

composed of double, and sometimes triple, parallel chains, while through-

out its entire extent it borders the plateau of Tibet, and in common with

* Tnnalated by E. Delmar Morgan.
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other marginal ranges of Central Asia is only fully developed with wild

mountainous scenery on one side, viz. towards the plain at its northern

foot, while tho reverse southern slopes are incomparably shorter and

less rugged.

The eastern part of the Central Kuen Luen as far west as tho

Naijin-gol,* or even a little farther—to the Utu Murrenf—was described

in tho narrative of my third journey.:} I will only add that the outer-

jiost chains in this part of the system towards Tsaidam are the Burkhan-

Buddha, Ho-shili, Tolai, Torai, Tsosoneh, and Dzukha, the two last, as

it would appear, taking the place of the Yusun-obo and Tsagan-nir

chains of my former map. More recent information, though somewhat

obscure, locates Yusun-obo between the head-waters of tho Utu-murren

and Batygantu, while the name Tsagan-nir (i. e. white face) has been

associated with three snowy groups : Shara-gui, Umykeh, and Earzil in

Marco Polo range. This last mentioned range, starting from the conflu-

ence of the rivers Shuga and Ugan-Earz&, was followed by us as far

west as the snowy Eharzti group. From this point the North Tibetan

rar n t turns to the west-north-west, continuing, however, its twofold

ai iiee-fold character. From its outer part, nearest to Tsaidam, the

Luge snowy crest of Jing-ri towers aloft, probably connected with

Garing^ range. Between this last mentioned and the western part of

Marco Polo range, according to the Mongols, lies a narrow, confined

valley ; barren in the beginning, but afterwards abundantly watered.

This valley is known under the name of Tsagan-tokhoi, and contains the

source of tho Batygantu,§ a tributary of tho Utu-murren, which it joins

in Tsaidam.

West-north-west of Jing-ri for 130 miles, as far as the gorge of the

Zaisan-saitu, stretches my Columbus range,
||
while to the southward

of Jing-ri lies another wide snowy range, perhaps forming the principal

chain of this part of the Kuen Luen. In the first instance I named it

<• Conjectural," f then, at the instance of several members of the Imperial

Geographical Society and by the award of the Council, it was re-

christened after me.** Its highest point, seen by us only from a distance,

I named " Shapka," i. e. Cap " of Monomakh." tf

* The Naichi-gol of Mr. Dalgleish ; of. Itinerary, p. 42.

t The Otto-mairin-gol of Mr. Dalgleish; of. Itinerary, p. 47.

X See his 'Third Journey iato Central Asia,' chaps, vi. and vii.; of. also 'Proo.

R.G.8.,' N.S , vol. iv. p. 218.

§ The Patagonto of Mr. Dalgleish ; of. Itinerary, pp. 44-45.

II
I hare given new names to tliose ranges which, as far as wo could learn, had no

native names—not an unusual occurrence in Central Asia, where the natives as a rule

distinguish by name only separate peaks or passes, perhaps two di£ferent portions of one
and the same range.

t ' Isvestija of Buss. Gcogr. Soc.,' vol. xxi. p. 240.
• 'Isvestija,' vol. xxii. pp. 200 and 480.

tt Vladimir Monomaohus, Grand Prince of Russia, 1113-1123. A drawing of his
crown, the so-called " Cap of Monomaohus," may be seen in ' Bambaud's History of
Russia,' translated by Mrs. Lang, vol. i. p. 105.
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North of Columbus and Oaringk ranges and parallel with these runs

Tsaidam range, described in a previons chapter of this work,* terminat-

ing on the east in a thin wedge on the Tsaidam desert, while on tlio

west it runs up to the gorge of the Zaisan-saitn. A narrow valley,

watered by the Khatyn-zang, separates Tsaidam from the two last

mentioned chains of mountains; and here let it be observed such

funnel-shaped valleys are very characteristic of the Kuen Luen.

The continuation of " Columbus " range beyond the gorge of the

Zaisan-saitu is formed by another snowy range, named by me " Mosoo,"

and its highest peak '* Kremlin." Mosoo range extends to the west for

70 miles, ur thereabouts, to the Tokus-dawan, uniting with this latter

probably at the point where the more northerly Altyn-tagh separates

ftrom it before being joined by the Chamen-tagh. The Tokus-dawan has

a south-westerly direction, and near the gorge of the Cherchen river

unites with a gigantic mountain mass belonging to the Western Enen
Luen, also bordering the Tarim basin, and named by me as far as the

Keria river " Bussian " range. This range, or perhaps the Tokus-dawan,

is joined by ** Prejevalsky " range.

The chief constituent rocks of the west Central Kuen Luen are

silicious schists and granite, with occasional quartz reefs. The most

striking features of oastorn parts of these mountains are their immense

height and, therefore, great number of snowy peaks, the comparative

absence of cliffs—at all events in the snowy groups, the want of rivers,

general sterility of the soil, and lastly the poverty of their flora and

&una. On the other hand gold is everywhere abundant, and will be

the first bait to tempt hither the avaricious European.

Upon returning from a reconnaissance, undertaken with the object

of discovering the road to Lob-nor, our two Ulan-gadjir f guides were

dismissed to their homes, handsomely rewarded for their services. We
now remained alone in the midst of the wilderness, having to discover the

road for ourselves in the winter expedition we were about to commence.

But this was nothing new for us, and in winter when ice can always

be transported, there is no insuperable difficulty to be overcome. We
formed our depdt at Chong-yar, % leaving under the charge of Sergeant

Irinohinoff, six Cossacks, the interpreter Abdul Yusupof, besides camels,

horses, sheep for food, and a quantity of baggage. The Cossacks were to

take turn and turn about in pasturing the animals and night-watching

;

their leisure hours they were at liberty to employ in literary diversion

and the chase. Yet, notwithstanding the comparative rest they were

now to enjoy, the men left behind envied their companions who were

about to march, for these would experience novelty and variety incidental

* For the chief rocks of the Eosteru Kaon Luen, see the narrativo of my third

journey.

t The Ulan-Oazar of Dalgleish's Itinerary, of. p. 47.

X Oorreaponding with Bagh Takai of Dalgleiah's Itinerary, cf. p. 3 k
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;iTO of my third

to active life, while those ftt the depAt would iiiffer flrom the tedium

and monotony of d«ily routine, irkiome at all timei, but eepeoially so in

winter. Our marching caravan was not large. It ooniiited only of 26

oamela,* 4 riding hones, and 15 sheep—the last mentioned being

intended for food. The baggage was reduced to the smallest possible

limits, and supplies taken only to last two months.

On the 19th November (1st December) wa started in a westerly

direction, travelling along a wide valley extending as far as we could

see, and named by me, in consequence ofthe continual winds and tempests

which visit it, the " Valley of the Winds."

The first march from C jng-yar is 23 miles long, over an absolut<4y

barren plain covered with Hand, loess, and small pebbles, with a graJ. lid

rise amounting to 1300 feet in the aggregate. We left in the aftem(x>n,

camped half-way, and, having replenished our supply of water and fuel,

reached the Zaisan-saitu the following day at the point where thi<j

river, owing to the steeper incline, hides itself below ground, reappear-

ing again in the form of springs at Chong-yar and other salt marshes

round Gass. These springs give rise to a number of brooks, which

collect in one rivulet and fall into the south-western comer of

the lake.

The Zaisan-saitu has its sources in the glaciers on the southern slope

of Mount Kremlin. It divides Mosco from Columbus and Tsaidam

ranges, afterwards tTiminfl; eastward along the Valley of the Winds,

where it soon disappears from the surface ; after an underground oouree

of 13 miles it again shows itself a good-sized river, then for the seooud

time it disappears as above stated. Not far from this spot the Zaisan-

saitu is joined from tbe fouth-eaat by the Ehatyn-zang, a river which

rises in Mount Jing-ri, and receives the drainage of the glaciers on

the southern slope of Columbus range. This river, however, does not

approach within seven miles of the Zaisan-saitu in winter, thoigh in

summer the two probably unite.

At the place where we now struck the Zaisan-saitu, i.e. in iii. 'jvfer

course, this river, measured over the ice, had a breadth of 140 to 176 feet ; f

the thickness of the ice was 2if feet, and the depth of water under it did

not exceed It^ foot. The width of the valley on either pite averaged

about a mile, and the soil is loess and sand lying in wln^ -tiiifts. Vege-

tation consists of a dirisun-like grass, reeds, and a few species of the

order Compotitee, Tbe bushes are Myricaria and Oxytropir. The pas-

turage is generally good, especially in summer, when there are neither

mosquitoes nor flies here, said to be prevalent at Gass. To the right

and left of the valley sterile plains extend up to the steep slopes of the

margining mountains, with an occasional group of hills as barren as the

* Twelve for baggage, nine for riding, and four in reserve.

t At the point of its diasppearanoe the Ehatyn-zang, tributary of the ZaiMn-saita,

ia twice and even four times tiiis width.

'I-
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plain they rise from. The valley we are describing is the haunt of the

Tibetan antelope ; it is visited by the wild ass, and the yak may as an
exception be seen here.

Ascending the Zaisannsaitu, we at first made good progress, there

being plenty of forage, water, and fuel. All this, however, came to an
end as soon as we had passed the springs which supply the river. A
bare wilderness then stretched out before us, of what extent none

could say. We were therefore obliged to return to the springs and

reconnoitre the country. Starting myself with two Cossacks, I was
rejoioed to alight upon the river the same day. Emboldened by this

discovery and the fineness of the weather, we extended oar survey in a

westerly direction up the Valley of the Winds and along the snowy
ranges bordering it, our whde caravan advancing to the newly-dis-

covered waternsupply. From our barometrical observations it appears

there is a rise of 800 feet in 15 miles, and owing to this the stream, not

strong enough to keep above ground, hides itself below the surface.

When we had risea to an altitude of 11,500 feet above the sea, we
found no vegetation even on the banks of the river, and could foretell a

bad time for our unfortunate animals. To make matters worse, the

night frosts continued and the wind-storms increased in vehemence and

frequency, their direction being mostly from the west, i. e. right in our

faces. In siioh weatlier surveying was most difiicult, and at the end of

a day's march eyes and head ached from constant exposure to the icy

blast. ; ^L'r •:,-^T',- i .-ft- T ^v
-" •

We continued the ascent of the rediscovered Zaisan-saitu over a

pebbly plain, where only ocoasionai tufts of stunted camel-thorn {Alhagi

camelorum) and Seaumuria appearei?. above ground. A dead quail and

thrush were picked up in an arid tract, these birds having probably

dropped from exhaustion during flight, and fallen victims to their

iiiCxperienoe in attempting a direct passage southward across so desolate

a region.

We now turned to tho south-west instead of continuing in the same

westerly direction as hitherto, and then to the south, where the Zaisan-

saitu bursts through the neighbouring mountains of Tibet. We went

in this direction because we intended first visiting the plateau and

then resuming our journey along the Valley of the Winds, which now
remained on our right and vanished away to the westward. From the

higher ground we could see aocumulations of ice along it in places, and

therefore felt certain that our caravan could pass that way.

The defile of the Zaisan-saitu, which we soon entered, proved

excellent marching ground even for camels, the main chain of the Euen

Luen at this point only being lower, and much less rugged and pre-

cipitous. The defile is 11 miles long, and divides the two ranges I have

named Tsaidam and Mosco. The mountains here are almost barren, and

mostly covered with deposits of loess. Along the banks of the river
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only are there a few patches of sedge, and even these had been eaten off

by wild animals. Towards the southern end of this defile the Zaisan-

saitu again disappeai-s, at all events in winter, for a distance of

11 miles. To the west stretches Mosoo range, while to the south and

east, beyond some low hills steeply scarped in places, lies the great

plateau of Tibet, with the western angle of Columbus range visible in

the distance. -^ —. j.j...

;-i!ji «jo.iJj(;*;t,i:iv

Weather in Novembeb.*

Meanwhile November had passed, two-thirds of which we had spent

at Gass, at an elevation of 9000 feet above the ocean ; the last part of

this month in the Valley of the Winds, at altitudes of 10,500 to 12,000

feet.

Like October, November was remarkably clear ; during this month
we counted twenty-four clear days, and only six cloudy. The frequent

recurrence of bad weather experienced by us in Tibet was now at an

end, though in the mountains bordering that country it was certainly

more cloudy than at Qass and in the Valley of the Winds. There was

no snowfall in November—indeed, throughout the winter, it rarely

snowed in this region, and then only very little, while the atmosphere

remained continuously extremely dry.

In clear calm weather the warmth of the sun could be felt though

the thermometer stood as low as 20° Fuhr. in the shadetit one o'clock

in the afternoon. With a moderate wind in the daytime, after the sun

had warmed the surface of the ground a little, the temperature would rise

occasionally to 39° Fahr. The dominant winds came from the west, though

calms were not unfrequent ; at night there was always a light or moderate

wind from the west or south-west. We counted seven gales blowing

from the same quarters, therefore many more than in October. But
these gales, as a rule, followed one after the other, as we had noticed in

Tibet and Tsaidam, with alternations of fine and bad weather. During

a gale the atmosphere would be always filled with dust. The frequency

of these storms and winds, however, increased towards the end of

November when we had entered the Valley of the Winds, where the con-

figuration of the country causes a -nearly constant west wind. The
night frosts at Gass were as much as —20° Fahr. ; in the Valley of the

Winds, if there were no calm, the temperature at the end of November
never fell below — 16° Fahr.

Let US now speak of the mountains in whose vicinity we found our-

selves. .1. ( , , . i

* The old ityle dates have been converted into new tluougbout this translation, but

when only a month is given the reader must calculate the diflference for himaelf, o. g.

November must be underatood to mean from the 13th of this month to the 12th of

December, and so on.
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Mountain Ranoks.

Okamen-tagh.*—The northern border of the eastern half of the Valley

of the Winds is formed by the Chamen-tagh, of which I had heard on

my Lob-nor journey.f It stretches from east to west for upwards of 70

miles, uniting on one side with Altyn-tagh, and on the other with the

arid, waterless range rising to the north of Gass. In breadth the Chamen-
tagh does not exceed seven, at most, ten miles, while, throughout, its

elevation is enormous, and at three groups—at both extremities and in

the centre—it rises above the snow-line. Judging from the position of

the glaciers, the westernmost of these three groups of peaks is the

highest. From its northern slope, as we heard, starts a river which
breaks through the Altyn-tagh and discharges into Lob-nor. This is

probably the Ohargalyk-daria. From the same slope of the easternmost

group, underground drainage forms the lakelet and swamps of Gashun-
nor. Lastly, the glaciers of the southern slope of this eastern knot of

mountains contribute to feed the Zaisan-saitu also with subterranean

water.

The Chamen-tagh, as we have said, rises as a narrow precipitous

rampart, but the slopes of its valleys, north and south, form a steep glacis

from one to two thousand feet in vertical elevation. These slopes are

absolutely barren, aridity being a marked feature of the Chamen-tagh,

at all events on the south side where there are neither brooks nor springs.

The gradients are exceedingly steep, and, in the upper belts, covered

with detritus, while the ravines are narrow, also precipitous and nearly

devoid of vegetation. In these and at the foot of some of the lower

slopes, occasional dumps of fruit-bearing Ephedra, wormwood, mugwort,

and other plants allied to Artemitia, Tamarisk and camel-thorn occur,

while here and there are scattered an occasional clematis, statice, small

grasses, and Comporitae.

The tnamnuilia of the Chamen-tagh comprise the wild donkey, the

argali or mountain theep (Ovt'a Dalai-Lanue n. sp.), and probably wild

goat, wolves, foxes, hares, and Alpine hares ; a few wild yak are also

occasionally seen.

Among birds we observed the brown vulture ( F. monachui), lammer-

geier (^Oypa^toa), choughs (Fre^t7tM graculm), horned and black-crosted

larks (^Otocoria tdbiguloj 0. Tele$chou)i n. sp.), the allar or great mountain

partridge (Megaloperdix thibetanu$, M. himalayensui), and thrushes (Carpo-

daeu8 rubicilla). The fauna and flora of these mountains are ao scanty

that the Turkish name Chameti'tagh, i. e. flowery range, is undeserved.

Ttaidam.—From the southern side of the same eastern half of the

Valley of the Winds rises another great range named by me as already

stated—^Tsaidam. It stretches from east to west for upwards of 200

* The Chimen-tagh of Dalgleish's Itinerary, cf. p. 84.

t See 'Proc. R.G.S.,' 1889, p. 375.

See Snpidementary Note.
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miles in a direction parallel with Columbus and Garinga ranges, from

which it is separated by a narrow valley. On the east it terminates in

a narrow arm in the Tsaidam plain, not far from Ulan-gadjir ; on the

west it unites with Mosco range, from which it is separated by the defile

of the Zaisan-saitu, or to define its limits more accurately, by a trans-

verse chasm three miles farther east.

The Tsaidam range is for the most part narrow, particularly in its

western half; to the east of the Ehatyn-zang it widens and is higher.

Here are situated two snowy peaks : Ikhyn-Qansyn-Khorgu and Ikhyu-

Qssyn-Ehorgu. Between them the range is somewhat lower, and from

the north, on the Tsaidam side appears as a bulging wall, while the

southern slope inclines towards the Ehatyn-zang valley. Not far from

its eastern snowy summit the Shara-gol Pass leads into the last-mentioned

valley from Oansa. There is one other transverse defile, 17 miles to the

west of the Ehatyn-zang Gk>rge, in the narrowest part of this barren,

waterless range. The rocks composing it are granite and schists, much
weathered by atmospheric influence, particularly by winds, and for the

most part covered with loess.

Coltttnbm.—Parallel with Tsaidam there is yet another great range,

nearer the Tibetan plateau named by me in honour of the discoverer of

the New World. Columbus range starts from snow-capped Jing-ri,

trends north-west, then due west, terminating in a thin wedge, 17 miles

short of the Zaisan-saitu defile. With a total length of 130 miles it is

steeply scarped on the north towards the valley of the Ehatyn-zang,

while its southern shorter slope overhangs the tableland of Tibet.

This range is narrow throughout, not exceeding even in its widest

part 13 miles. Its western half is lower than its eastern, where

snow lies all the year round, and where the ice-clad peaks are as white

as Jing-ri itself. The western half only rises once above the snow-

line at a small group on the northern side. The prevailing feature of

Columbus range, in common with other chains of the West Central Euen
Luen, are an identity of rock formations, comparative absence of crags,

aridity, and probably an equal profusion of gold.

Motco.—The third range, forming a continuation of the two last

mentioned, and sheltering the valley of the winds on the south, has

been named Mosco. It runs, as we have said, for 70 miles or there-

abouts to its junction with the Tokus-dawan. With the exception of a

small section on the east, this new range is covered throughout with

glaciers, most extensive in the centre where Mount Eremlin rises. When
viewed from the plateau, this peak has the appearance of an obtuse

cone, pel haps not lower than Jing-ri. Enormous glaciers cover its

northern und southern slopes, and on its eastern side lies a wide
mer de glace.

Near its junction with Tokus-dawan, Mosco range seems to widen,

and its southern slope is steep and precipitous—at all events, in its

TOL. III. V
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eastern parts ; the northern, though also steep, is comparatively smooth,

especially in central parts of these mountains, for here the frequent

gales of wind sweep the valley and choke the defiles with th. 'r deposits,

disintegrating the rooks and rounding the contour of the hills. Even
on the southern slopes of Mosco range, however, there are but fetr cliffs

and this is a feature characteristic of Tsaidam, Columbus, and other

ranges on the tablelands of Tibet. The rooks throughout are siliceous

slates.

From the glaciers of the southei-n watershed of Mount Kremlin, the

Zaisan-saitu takes its rise. What rivers drain the more westerly parts

of Mosco range, and in what direction they flow, I am unable to say.

Not a single rivulet descends from the numerous glaciers on the northern

fuce, though dry channels here and there show where the rainfall and

melting glaciers drain away in summer. Mosco range is, in general,

exceedingly barren, especially on the south side. On the reverse northern

slope are found a few grasses, such as Carex, Avena, Ptilagroatis, and
diminutive specimens of Oxytropia, Tanacetum, Androaace, Sauteurea,

and Saxifraga, the two last-mentioned at an elevation of 14,000 feet

above the sea. Among bushes we came across a kind of beau, barely

showing its head above ground, and an Eurotia, six inches high. The
Tibetan sedge (Kobreaia), plentiful in the swamps of north-etetem

Tibet, is conspicuous by its absence here, another indication of the

absence of periodical rains in summer.

The fauna of Mosco range, as well as of all adjacent parts of the Enen
Luen, is poor, and offers but little variety to that of north-eastern Tibet.

Among larger quadrupeds there are wild donkeys, argali, wild goat, and

a few yak, together with wolves, hares, alpine hares, and small rodents,

Birds are also scarce, both in variety and number, owing to the barren-

ness of the soil and the horrible climate. In the mountains we saw

vultures, lammergeiers, choughs, great partridge, mountain finch

(Montifringilla Adam$i) homed larks, and by way of exception, Tibetan

grouse. No human beings inhabit these regions. But we came upon

traces of bivouacs of Turkistanis, who come hither in summer, un«

beknown to the Chinese, from the nearest orses of the Tarim basin to

8eek for gold.

The Plateau of Tibet.

In two short marches to the south of the Zaizan-saitu defile we entered

the plateau of Tibet. Our highest point was 13,800 feet, the hills on

either side being low. Another ascent farther north, by which we

returned, is 700 feet lower. We now saw a wide plain opening out

eastwards as far as the eye could see, bounded on the north by Columbus

range, rising steeply, though not much above it. To the south-east and

south lay a confused medley of hills and low ridges, beyond which

glistened the hoary heads of Prejevalsky range. Finally, in the midst
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of the plain, we beheld, to our astonishment, a large lake of unfrozen

water, which I there and then christened Unfreezing Lake. We moved

towards it over a slightly inclined plain, almost barren but for the few

clumps of reeds the wild animals had not yet devoured. Beyond this

again, we marched over pebbles. As we went towards the lake it

appeared to be close to us, yet at nightfall, when we pitched our camp

in some scrub Artemisia, we were still 12 miles off. This brushwood

was an unexpected godsend, supplying us with fuel and our ravenous

animals with forage ; as for water, we melted some of our supply of ice,

and on the morrow continued our journey towards the lake, feeling

incertain if we should find drinkable water there, our stock of ice being

nearly exhausted. Fortunately, near the west shore of the newly-

discovered lake, which proved to be excessively salt, we came upon

several frozen springs in the midst of salt marshes, and, melting the ice,

we gave our horses a bucketful apiece. The condition of these animals

had become very poor, owing to the insufficiency of forage and the cold,

but the camels held out well.

Having passed the night near Unfreezing Lake, concerning which

more by-and-by, we advanced towards the south-east, in the direction

of a rivulet we had seen from the pass. It proved, however, to be

nothing but a dry watercourse, here and there encrusted with salt,

which, from a distance, looked like ice, and we found ourselves obliged

to halt for the night at some bare loess hillocks, where our poor animals

again had nothing to eat, and the few remaining sheep eagerly tore

tufts of hair off the camels' backs as these beasts were lying down at

night, and devoured them ravenously.

On arriving at the camping ground, Bobarofsky and I rode forward to

reconnoitre. Two miles from our halting-place we ascended one of the

clay hills of which I have spoken, and had an extensive view on all sides

but could see nothing of a satisfactory nature. To the south and south-

east was an unvarying expanse of the same loess hills. These were

entirely barren and took all kinds of curious shapes. Here might be

seen towers, forts, cones of every size, bridges, arched galleries, vertical

walls, &o., &o. Their average height did not exceed 300 to 500 feet,

while a few rose to 800 and even 1000 feet. In the direction of our

lake they broke off suddenly with a steep fall. Here and there the

porous loess had been cemented into a hard mass, in which layers of

gypsum occun-ed. On the summits of these hills and in their fissures

there lay coarse pebbles.

Having carefully examined with a telescope the whole neighbourhood,

we decided to proceed no farther. The barren loess hillocks lay a great

distance to the south, beyond were the snowy mountains ; in fact, the

difficulties were, as far as we could judge, insuperable for a caravan like

ours of partly exhausted animals. In another direction towards the east,

along the southern shore of Unfreezing Lake, though a few patches of

V a
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grsBS and ice-covered brooka might be seen, affording facilities for the

march of a caravan, we had no object in going farther, for the margining

Columbus range could be seen even without this, extending for 70 miles,

and beyond it we ouuld not in any case have gone. Lastly, we had to

make the most of our time and survey the wosturu half of the Valley of

the Winds and its margining mountains while our camels were as yet fit

for work. Upon the whole, therefore, we decided to turn our backs

on the Tibetan plateau and continue our journey to the westward of

the Zaisan-saitu river.

;? .., A , Unfreezing Lake.

This lake lies at an elevation of 11,700 feet above the ocean on a wide

lofty plain stretching at the southern foot of Columbus range. In form

it resembles, as far as we could see in the distance, a long arm stretching

from east to west for over 30 miles, while in width, at all events in its

western half, it was only nix or seven.* The water was excessively saltf

and of a deep blue colour, its extreme salinity being probably the cause

of it never freezing. At all events, when we were there in December, in

spite of frost of— 30" Fahr., there was only a narrow belt of rotten ice along

the margin for awidth of 300 yards fromthe shore andabout 1 2 inches thick.

The temperature of the water below the ice on the 8th (20th) December was
12° Fahr. at 2 p.m. On calm frosty nights a thick mist covers the lake,

having the appearance at daybreak, when the sun's rays first illumine it,

of a dazzling white shroud. Near its south-western shore Unfreezing

Lake is very shallow, and probably of no great depth anywhere, being even

shallower along the southern shore, where we examined for some distance

the belt of salt marshes and lagoons that fringe it in this direction as far

as the ridges of barren loess hillocks of which mention has been made.

The western half of the lake has no tributaries, but its eastern part is

probably fed by several streams,^ which take their rise in the snows of

Columbus and Prejevalsky ranges, while subterranean water forces its way
to the surface in the form of springs.

The shores of the lake, as well as the plain bordering it, are a wilder-

ness of the type of the western Nan-shan, near Sha-chau, rather than of

Tibetan character. Besides the ill-favoured saline plants and an occa-

sional Polygonum, patches of reeds are occasionally met with, taking the

place of the Tibetan sedge, while along the pebbly giound a few dwarf

bushes of Artemiaia, Eurotia, Reaumuria, and Oxytropia trail their stunted

* Tlie Chong-kum-kiil of Dalglcish'a Itineniry, cf. p. M. Carey estimates the width

of the eastern end of the hike at 18 English miles.

t The (ample of water we brought back has been Bubjeeted to chemical analysis by

Professor K. G. Schmidt, of the University of Dorpat, ind the result published in the

Bulletins of the Imperial Academy of Sciences (Hay or June 1886).

X Carey mentions having ci^mo across a large river (Knm-kul-daria) flowing, as I

suppose, from Jing-ri. Cf. Itinerary, p. 35.
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growth. Such auimalH as tho wild donkey visit its shores in passing,

wliilo itmong birds tho few wo saw were the sand-grouse (Syrrhapte$

paradoxus) and horned larks (Otocoris albigula). Indeed, nothing can

cxcoed the poverty of the flora and fauna right up to the snowy inoni.-

tains on the south of tho now Prejevalsky range.

Pkejevalsky Banqe.
* '

This range, as already stated, was named by me Conjectural, because

wo only saw it from a distance, and plotted it on our map approximately.

AVo suocoeded, however, in fixing, though only by one intersection, its

highest apparent peak, reminding us in shape of Monomakh's Cap (ante,

p. 61). Farther east again, wo saw more snowy peaks, the farthest in

this direction being apparently only 27 miles from Jing-ri, leading us to

suppose that there was a connection between tho two, though in reality

this does not exist.* About 50 miles to the south of Unfreezing Lake

wo plainly saw a row of snow-capped summits, in all probability forming

\nirt of the same range, its intermediate part towards Monomakh's Cap

being hidden from sight by comparatively low intervening outliers.

To the west, again, nothing positive is known of this range except that

from the Zaisan-saitu, and from the pass leading into Tibet, wo saw, a

great distance in a south-westerly direction, a lofty, sharply defined

peak, which perhaps belongs to it. If this should prove to be the case,

judging from the analogy of other ramifications of the central Euen
Lueu, it may be inferred that Prejevalsky range stretches a long way
to the westward, and is connected with Bussian range or the Tokus-

dawan.

Thus, the range we are describing forms a southorn branch of the

wost-ceutral Kuen Luen, and perhaps its principal chain, the la»t

liypothosis deriving support from the circumstance of the non-Tibetan

character of the region bordering on Unfreezing Lake, and from the fact

tiiat this lake occupies a hollow or depression between two ranges, the

southernmost, Prejevalsky range, probably the loftier of the two, forming

the verge or margin of the Tibetan plateau.

timates the witUh

ria) flowing, as I

BOUTE ALONG THK VaLLKY OF THE WlNDS.

On our return from Unfreezing Lake we shortened our j >nrney a little

by taking a direct line to the Zaisan-saitu ; then, having descended the

defile of this river, we turned to the west into the Valley of the Winds
For two or three marches we passed through localities which we had
ah'cady surveyed from a distance, and here reconnaissance was un-

uocessary, more especially as forage was obtainable in sufficient quantities,

and there were frequent springs covered with ice ; for fuel we grubbed
up the scrub bushes and creeping myiicaria.

* According to Mr. Carol's observations.
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And so we advanoed, without making any prolonged halt, by daily

short marches, carrying a felt tent, while the Cosaaoks, except those who
slept with us, passed the night under canvas. Nothing could have been

better than their conduct throughout ; the daily routine, the night and

day watching were never relaxed, no matter what the difficulties and

privations encountered, and in spite of a diminishing allowance uf

rations ; for we were now obliged to economise even such necessaries at*

brick tea and barley meal, though frosts and tempests hardly ever

ceased.

In the latter part of November the thermometer four times stood as

low as — 22° Fahr., and shortly afterwards the mercury froze, while an icy

wind blew constantly in our faces from the west, sometimes accompanied

by a light snowfall, which intensified the cold. How well I remember

the violent gale that occurred on the 27th December, soon after leaving

the Valley of the Winds. It began in the morning and continued till

evening, reaching its greatest force between 11 and 3 in the day. I'hs

violent gusts raised clouds of sand, which turned daylight into a kind

of yellrwish-grey obscurity. Objects thirty and forty paces off were

invisible ; the wind took away our breath if we tried to meet it, and

filled our eyes with sand, while the thermometer, even at 1 p.m., stoml

at 12° Fahr. During all this time the sky continued cloudy, and at

3 p.m. snow began to fall. Then the storm suddenly ceased, and the

atmosphere at once became clear. In about two hours, however, there

was another burst, less violent, however, than the first, and gradually

becoming weaker, till about midnight the wind dropped, and it was

calm. In the morning we had to take spades and clear the drift sand

from our camp.

As we advanced westward the elevation gradually increased and the

valley grew more barren. But in the lower belt of the northern slope

of Mosuo range, along which we were marching, patches of grass were

here tnd there to bo seen in the ravines. The huge glaciers of the

central parts of these mountains glittered brilliantly in the midday sun,

yet so smooth was the glacis at their foot that, if our horses had not

been tired there would not have been the slightest difficulty in riding

up to them. But we hardly thought of attempting such an excursion

for the present, our chief aim being to reach the pass leading over the

marginal mountains to the Tarim basin. To our great joy, and sooner

than we expected, we gained this pass on the 31st December, the ascent

from the valley being imperceptible, though the elevation was 12,900

feet above the sea. The descent on the other side in a continuous

westerly direction is also quite gradual for about 12 miles to where the

Altyn-tagh meets the Tokus-dawan range. Here the defile of the

Cherchon-daria begins, and the Altyn-tagh, causing this river to describe

a wide bend, rises in an extensive snow-capped group of peaks, the only

one in the range. According to hearsay information, these mountains
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have no Bpeoifio name, and may therefore bear that of Gherohen, for

the river and oasis of Cherchen * derive their waters from their bdows.

From the northern side of this snowy group another rivulet flows,

probably to Vaah-shari.t The road from the pass to Cherohen ii suitable

for pack asses and horses, but camels cannot pass it without difficulty.

We saw well-beaten tracks leading from the Valley of the Winds to

Gherohen, and it is by this route that gold miners cross the mountains

with their laden asses.

However attractive the idea of at once proceeding to Gherohen

might now be, with its warmer climate and abundant supplies, and

much as we wished to survey the road thither, we nevertheless were

obliged to renounce all idea of doing this for the present, for we were

a long way from our depdt, our horses and some of our camels were

exhausted, and we had to reach Lob-nor in due season. These con-

siderations prevailing, we only looked with longing eyes at the descent,

and the following day turned our backs upon it, retracing our steps to the

Valley of the Winds.

:..Kv

Description of the Valley of the Winds.

This newly-discovered valley, already repeatedly mentioned in my
narrative, stretches for 130 miles from east to west, with a slight

inclination to the southward in its western half. It is bordered by the

ranges—Ghamen-tagh and Altyn-tagh—on the north, Mosco and Western

Tsaidam, on the south, while on the east it opens on the lake of Gass.

Its average width, if wc include the skirts of the mountains bordering it,

is about 14 miles in the west, and 27 miles in the east. The elevation

gradually increases from east to west ; near Ghong-yar reaching 9500

feet, while at the descent to the Gherchen defile it rises to nearly

13,000 feet above sea level.

Throughout the whole extent of the eastern half of this valley, along

a trough-like depression in its centre, flows the Zaisan-saitu, except

where this river hides its stream underground. In the western half

the channel is marked only by a broad pebbly bed, in which frozen

springs occur. In summer, when the snow melts on Mosco range,

there is water in this channel as well as in the lateral glens descending

from the same snowy mountains.

The climate of this valley is, as I have already stated, characterised

by a prevalence of westerly gales. Galms, lasting only an hour or two,

are exceptional; and the wind occasionally attains the violence of a

hurricane, blowing continually from the west, a fact attributable in

"* The Charchand of Carey and Dalgleish.

t YtuL-shari is, acoonliug to the map, 107 miles nurth-east of Chercheu (Cbaiohand),

at the foot of the Altyn-tagh. Here Frejovulsky, when he afterwards visited it, found

tho remains of an ancient city, with a river, probably the one mentioued above. There
are different versions of the name—Qnss-shari, Vasa-sharl, or Vash-sliari.—M.
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iome moMure to the lie of the land, which is that of the westerly winds

prevailing over Tibet, and also by the proximity of huge snowy ranges

from which oold currents of air descend into the valley. This latter

ciroumstanoe, as well as the great absolute elevation of the land, fully

account for the severity of the climate. Certainly the eastern lower

part of this valley, including Qass, is warmer, while in the western

the oold is severe enough to freeze mercury, a fact never before observed

on any of our previous jo irneys into Tibet, not even when we were on

the Tang-la. Even in summer the cold is probably great, and there

are sharp night frosts. Rain, judging from the arid appearance of the

country, must, I should think, be rare.

The soil is sand, loess, and pebbles. Where there is no water there

is next to no vegetation, except where Artemisia, camel-thorn, and

tamarisk (Beaumuria) occur. The last-mentioned plant at elevations over

12,000 feet, is replaced by a creeping Tibetan Myricaria, but no bush in

this region raises its head high above the ground. Along the lower

course of the Zaisan-saitu we met with a somewhat richer vegetation and

toleraole pasturaee. Farther west, we only found a small sedge near

the springs, and higher still, a species of small primrose (Androsace)

upon which the numerous alpine hares eke out their subsistence. The
flora of the eastern halfof the valley, as far as the defile of the Zaisan-fjaitu

generally, assimilates with that of Tsaidam ; that of the western half, with

northern Tibet.

The fauna of this valley and adjacent tracts is poor. The orocgo-

antelope, however, is plentiful in most parts, though we saw none of

these animals at Unfreezing Lake. Neither are there any at Gass or in

Tsaidam. The wild ass, wolves, and h ires, are also not uncommon, but

the wild yak only passes through this valley on his migrations from one

range to another. Near the pass leading to the Cherchen defile, we
oame across marmot burrows, and large numbers of a new species of

alpine hare. Birds are also scarce throughout the valley. We only

found the mountain finch (Pyrgilaiida ruficoUis, P. barbata, Onychoapiza

Taczanoteskii), homed larks {Otocoria albigula f) and Tibetan sandgrouse

{Syrrhaptea thibetanus) ; even vultures and crows are Foarce.

The only attraction so desolate a region could possess for man is

the gold, which, as we heard, is very plentiful, particularly about

Buguluk. In fact, we saw diggings, generally not over two feet below

the surface. The style of working them is, of course very primitive, the

miners being, evidently, used to carry the alluvial soil in sacks slung

over their shoulders to the running water, a mile off.

The Valley of the Winds might serve as a most convenient approach to

China from the southern oases of Eastern Turkistan, by way of Tsaidam

and the defile of the Cherchen, for along this latter, as we heard, caravans

may pass Avithout difficulty. For a considerable distance this newly sug-

gested route would pass along the salt swamps of Southern Tsaidam and
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for two long, waterleas marohes through tho uorth-wostern part of that

plain. On the other hand, it uhould be borne in mind that the deserts

of Central Asia nowhere a£ford a completely oatisfaotory route for great

ili8tano€H. Deserts they are and deserts they will remain, The obstacles

horo, however, are insignificant compared with those presented by the

arid Kum-tagh sands or the difficult mountain track along the Altyn-

tagh, folltjwing a more northerly roate to China by way of Lob-nor.

Farther south again, the Tibetan plateau o£fers even greater difficulties for

tho march of a caravan, owing to the rarefaction of the air at those enor-

I nulls heights, the want of firewood, and the scarcity of pasturage. But in

summer all these routes would be impracticable for caravans : that by

Northern Tibet, owing to the rains which flood tho rivers and moisten the

argols, indispensable for fuel ; the Tsaidam route, in consequence of tho

inundated state of the salt marshes and the myriads of insects infesting

them at that season, while that by way of Lob-nor and the waterless

Eum-tagh owing to the heat and want of forage in the Altyn-tagh, where,

moreover, the ravines are difficult to cross. In summer, however, all

Central Asian deseris are impassable for caravans, and the natives never

venture to set out on long journeys at such times.

The following is a brief summary of some particulars of the route.

Starting from tho town of Donkyr, in Western China, an easy road leads

to the table land about Koko-nor. Here the road bifurcates, one branch

loading north and the other south of the lake, the two uniting again at

the Buhain (Pouhain-gol), whence by gradual ascents and descents the

pass (12,900 feet) over the south Koko-nor chain is crossed and the open

valley of Dabasun-gobi reached. Continuing westward along this valley,

another chain of the south Koko-nor range is traversed by an equally

easy pass. The narrow defile of the Dulan-gol hus now to be followed,

and for ten miles the road lies over a t>alt plain, before crossing a small spur

of the mountains. Twenty miles farther the traveller finds himself at

Irgitsik, where the salt swamps of Tsaidam begin. The road along its

south-eastern part for 47 miles, as far as the Khyrma (station) of Dzun-

zasak, offers no special difficulty when there is a good guide to point

out how the swampy places may be avoided. Nor is the ford across the

Baian-gol difficult, except during the summer floods. The distance from

Donkyr to Dzun-zasak at the foot of the Burkhan-BuddhA is 310 miles*

;

and this is the usual route taken by caravans of pilgrims bound for Lhassa

and by Tibetan merchants going to Sining. Along the whole way there

is sufficient water, fuel, and forage for man and beast, whether camel, yak,

or horse.

From Dzun-zasak our route turns towards the west as far as Ulau-

gadjir on the Utu-murren, keeping along the southern border of the bare

salt plains of Southern Tsaidam for 260 miles along a belt of bushes

* That is by the southera shore of Koko-nor; following the uoitheru shoro the

route is 27 miles louger.
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where the near proximity of the lofty Tibetan mountains inaurea a water

Mupply, whotlior in the form of springs or brooks, at intervals of seven to

ten miles, and there is only one waterless march of 28 milea. Here, too,

are three fair-uizod rivers—the Nomokhun-gol, the Naidjin.gol, and the

Utu-murren. On the two last mentioned pasturage is abundant, and

there is generally plenty of grasH, at all events in autumn, near the

springs. Fuel, consisting of bushes, is also plentiful. The track is well

beaten by the Mongols, whose unshod horses trample the saline clay till

it becomes as hard as stone, and the swampy bits of the road may always

be avoided by making circuits.

From Ulan-gadjir, where the salt plains of Tsaidam terminate, the

road takes a north-westerly instead of a westerly direction ; at the same

time the elevation increases, the ground becomes more hillocky, more
arid, and pebble strewn. Here two long waterless tracts have to be

crossed: one of 45 miles ftom Ulan-gadjir to Gansa, where forage and
water are abundant ; the other from Gansa to Gass, 38 miles. At Gatw

there is an abundance of water, good pasturage and fuel. This is there-

fore a convenient place for halting the caravan and giving the beasts of

burden time to recover their strength. In the course of the summer
these animals, if allowed to graze in the neighbouring Zaisau-saitu and
Ehatyn-zang valleys, will entirely recover. Total distance from the

Utu-murren >« Chong-yar, our depot at Gass, 210 miles,* along which,

if we except the two above-mentioned waterless marches, there is no

want of water,, fuel, or grass.

From Chong-yar the road into Eastern Turkistan again divides:

one branch leading due north, direct to Lob-nor, the other taking a

westerly direction, brings you to the oasis of Cherchen. Both roads are

suitable for caravans, even with camels. By the former, the distance to

the village of Abdal on Lob-nor is 168 miles, including two waterless

marches—one of 48, the other of 35 miles; besides which, the region

traversed is generally more arid than that by the westerly route. Fol-

lowing the latter, at the end of the first day's march of 22 miles from

Chong-yar, you reach a well-watered and grassy camping ground on the

lower Zaisan-Gaitu. Up this river for forty miles lies the continuation

of the road before entering the Valley of the Winds. In the western

part of this valley forage and fuel are scarce, but caravans may never-

theless pass along it. Having gone 150 miles, the traveller at length

finds himself in the valley of the Cherchen, and here I can only repeat

the information I heard, according to which the marginal range may bo

crossed without difficulty by laden asses and horses, though not so easily

by camels. From the summit of the pass it is 133 miles to the oasis.

The distance is usually accomplished in eight days, viz. two from the

commencement of the descent to the source of the Cherchen, which is

* From Dzun-zasak to the Nomokliun-gol 88 miles, henoe to the Naidjin-gol

(Naichi) 94 miles, and from the last mentioned river to the Utu-murrcn 118 miles.

I i
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fod by glacier water from the Altyn-tagh and Tokus-dawan ranges;

three along the upper course of this river, and three more for the

passage over the western angle of the Altyn-tagh* and the descent

of the lower Cherchen-daria to the Oherohen oasis. By this route the

whole distance from Doukyr tu Chorchen is about 1030 miles, while from

the same place to Lob-nor viA Gass may be reckoned at 942 miles.

Such, then, is the route discovered by us from Western China to

Eastern Turkistan. It is strange that the Ohinese have, so far as we

know, not availed themselves of it for their intercourse with the last-

mentioned country, an intercourse dating from the second century before

Christ, when the dynasty of the elder Hans ruled over China. Those-

relations, at times peaceful, at times warlike, now active and now wholly

interrupted, according as they were influenced by political events in

Central Asia and China, were always directed in the first centuries of

our era by way of Lob-nor. The road ran from the town of Sha-chau to

Lob-nor ; then through Cherchen, Khotan (Yutien), Yarkand (So-tsiui),

Kashgar (Suleh), and so on to the western countries beyond the Pamir.

By this line of communications, continued through Balkh (Bactra)

and Merv (Margiana) to the southern shore of the Caspian, the ancient

trade of China with the western world was maintained. From the eighth

century after Christ the Lub-nor route began to fall into disuse, and the

mure convenient one at the foot of the Tian Shan camo to be preferred.

The former was not, however, altogether effaced, for at the end of the

thirteenth century we read that Marco Polo travelled that way, and in

the first quarter of the fifteenth century the embassy of Shah Rokh
returned by it from China to Herat. The diary of the embassy supplies

the latest information we have concerning this Lob-nor route, though it

can hardly have been entirely abandoned even after that time.f

It seems to me that the chief reason why the Chinese preferred the

more circuituous and more difficult route, at all events for the section

between Sha-chau and Lob-nor, to the one described by us lay in the

fact that the Lob-nor route, after passing the desert tract already men-

tioned, lay through a continuous line of cultivated oases to the east of

Sha-chau, and, moreover, that there were probably many more settlements

* This pusa is croasetl in order to avoid the diflSoult asoents and descents of the

spurs of the Tokus-dawan, whioli lean on the left brink of the Gherchen-darin. There

lire said to be nine of these spurs; owing to this the range itself has been named
TokusHlaban (or dawan), i. e. the nine passes.

t According to information collected by us on our last journey to Lob-nor, Dungan
traders passed this way from Bba-chau till the last Muhammadan insurrection. Tliey

spoke of the road as very difiScult, owing to the scarcity of forage and want of gootl

water. The Lob-nor people also knew of the way to China by Oherolieii and Gass.

They called tliis road Kumiur-8aldy-yul, and told us of a tradition preserved in the

country that upwards of 100 years ago (probably in the middle of lost century, when
the Cliineso conquered Eastern Turkistan) detachments of Chinese troops passed along

it to take part in the warlike operations against Kliotan and others of the aouthem oitoes

of the Tarim basin.
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between Lob-nor and Cherohen than there are now. Even at a much
later period there was an excellent station at the town of Lob. Besides

which it is possible that in ancient times the tract of desert to the east

of Lob-nor and between it and Sha-chau was less barren than at present.

While, on the other hand, the Tsaidam marshes may in those days have

been more inaccessible than they are now, and the nomad tribes inhabit-

ing this region and Eoko-nor may have attacked and plundered trading

caravans with impunity, much as the Goliki (Eolos) do in Tibet.

All this is now changed. Owing to the general desiccation that has

taken place all over Central Asia, the desert to the west of Lob-nor has

become almost impassable, and the town of Lob has long since been

destroyed. A caravan, therefore, starting from Sha-chau for the west

would have to cross a waterless and barren tract 400 miles in extent

before reaching the fii-st oasis of Eastern Turkistan at Chargalyk, and

beyond this, as far as the Cherchen-daria there is little water or forage

to be obtained. The route we recommend is, therefore, the best under

present circumstances, especially since our discovery of the navigability

of the Tarim by small steamers all the way from Lob-nor to the con-

fluence of the rivers of Yarkand and Aksu.

Beturn March.

Turning our bu3ks upon the pass leading out of the Valley of the

Winds we first made an excursion to the nearest parts of Mosoo range,

in order to ascertain the lower limit of the glaciers. M. liobarofsky and 1

proceeded on foot towards the glaciers, which appeared to be quite nnar.

But it was only after climbing for nearly three miles up steep slopes,

for the most part covered with bare detritus, in severe frost, and wind,

that we at length reached the edge of a glacier and ascertained the

height to be 16,500 feet above the ocean according to the barometer. It

should, however, be noticed hero that this particular glacier lay in a

defile of the northern slope of the mountains.

Descending the Valley of the Winds was much easier than its ascent

;

first because we had the wind at our backs and the sun as we met it

warmed us a little ; secondly, because we had no survey to make. The
shortness of the winter day?, however, and the tired condition of our

animals, obliged us to reduce the length of our marches. The weather

was as cold as ever; but on the 6th and 7th January the atmosphere

was filled with a thick dust, probably raised by the tempest, and this

dust, warmed by the sun, quickly raised the temperature, so that, on the

8th of January, with an overcast sky, the thermometer rose to 46^ Fahr.

at 1 p.m. The cold, however, soon afterwards returned, though not so

severe as before, doubtless partly owing to our having descended 2000

feot in altitude. We halted for two days at the sources of the Lower
Zaisan-saitu, chiefly to hunt oi'ougo-antelope, our stock of provisionn
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having run low. At our first chasae we killed twenty-three of these

antelope, and then stopped, for we had no means of transporting so

much meat. Two days later we kept New Year's day (13th January)

on the Zaisan-Saitu in a modest way, thankful for all we had been

able to accomplish in the past and all we might expect to achieve in

the future.

The Climatk in December.

Down to tho 25th December we had been in the mountains, along

the river Zaisan-saitu, in the vicinity of Unfreezing Lake, and for the

rest of the month (and part of Janiiary) in the Valley of the Winds at

elevations varying between 10,500 and 13,000 feet. We had experienced

during this time severe cold, nearly constant winds, increasing at times

to the force of a gale, and an absence of atmospheric deposits. In the

Valley of the Winds calms had been exceptional, lasting only for an hour

or two. At other times the wind blew day and night, mostly from the

west and south-west, with great force. Every tempest was ushered in

by a cloudy sky and whirlwinds sweeping down the valley.

For two-thirds of December the sky was generally clear, but towards

the end of the month (i. e. beginning of January) it was continually

cloudy. From the 6th to the 12th January, the weather being then calm

the air was full of dust, and as already stated, the temperature rose

to 46° Fahr. At the same time the barometer fell '45 in., as com-

pared with the reading at the same place a month before. On the night

of December 31st (12th January) the mercury froze, and on eight days

during the mouth the frost exceeded — 22° Fahr. at sunrise ; on six other

days the thermometer showed — 18° Fahr., and eve at 1 p.m. stood at zero

Fahr. Were it not for the westerly winds, the cold might have been

even greater ; yet with all their moderating influence, the daily tempera-

ture for the month averaged 5° Fahr., a trifle lower than that observed

for the same month in 1872 on the plateau of Tibet, between the Shuga

river and the Kuitun-shirik marsh, at an elevation of 13,500 to 15,000

feet above the ocean, and only a little higher than the average for

Decembor 1879 (8° Fahr.) when we were on the Tang-la range, and

on our way thence to the Dunbure range * at an elevation of 14,600 to

16,500 feet.

Snow fell only six times during the month, in quantity just su£Scient

to whiten the ground, even in the mountains only lying to a depth of

an iiich or two, while in the valley it was soon blown away by the wind,

and mingled with sand and dust so as rapidly to disappear.

EXCUKSION TO THE RiVER KhATTN-ZAXG.

On the 14th January, I despatched two Cossacks and some luggage

camels to our depot at Chong-yar, while the rest of us maoe an excursion

Tlie Dungbura of A. K.
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up the river Ehatyn-zang, in order to clear up finally any doubtful

poiukfl relating to the orography, and explore this river, which as already

stated, fails to reach the Zaisan-saitu by seven miles. Having
travelled thus far, we came to broad sheets of ice formed by the constant

though feeble flow of water. Along both banks there is a dense growth

of Myricaria ; Elymus, Clematis, and Ephedra appeared in places, while

on the sand we observed a thorny Oxytropia. Unfreezing springs force

their way to the surface among these bushes. The Ehatyn-zang forces

its way through Tsaidam range by a short though tolerably wide defile

;

higher up it divides with its wide valley, the Columbus and Tsaidam

chains, the level of the ground rising considerably towards the east

where clay hillocks cover the surface. The westerly continuation of

this valley continues to divide the two ranges we have named as far as

the gorge of the Zaisan-saitu, while on the east beyond the Ehatyn-zang

where this river forms an elbow after its descent from its sources in

Mount Jing-ri, the valley expands, and is gradually lost in the barren

plains of Tsaidam. A little before this the Baian-gol, also issuing from

the same glaciers of Jing-ri, enters the valley, and flowing for a short

distance in the direction of Tsaidam is soon lost in the soil. The whole

length of the valley is 180 miles, its best parts lying along the Ehatyn-

zang, this river also occasionally disappearing for short intervals

underground. Here we found balga-moto and kolomik (? tamarisk)

up to an elevation of 12,000 feet above the sea, here too, creeping

Myricaria, a species of rhubarb, a few grasses, and tufts of Oxytropia

occur.

The soil in those parts of the valley nearest to the river consists of

loess, sand, and small pebbles, afibrding sustenance to a few bushes of

Artemisia, Beaumuria, camel-thorn, and an occasional Ptilagrostis and

Statiee. The wild ass frequents these tracts, while the argali {Ovis

Dalai-Lamm n. sp.), yaks, and the orongo-antelope are also occasionally

met with. Hares and smaller rodents are scarce. Among birds, besides

those common to the whole of this country, and already repeatedly

mentioned, we observed the Saksaul chough {Podoces Hendersoni) and a

pair of Podoces humilis, the hedge-sparrow {Accentor fulvescens), mountain

finches {Erythroapiza mongoUca, Paaaer StoliczJcse), and by the springs the

solitary snipe {Scolopax aolitaria). In summer gold-miners visit this

region, and wd saw traces of their camps.

Along the Ehatyn-zang lies the route, now almost abandoned, of the

Western Mongol pilgrims to Lhassa via Lob-nor. Having crossed the

Altyn-tagh, these pilgrims keep along the western border of Gass and the

lower Zaisan-saitu to the Ehatyn-zang. They probably cross Columbus

range in the region between its snowy part and the meridian of the east

end of Unfreezing Lake.* Farther particulars of this route we were

unable to obtain, and it was only afterwards that wo learned that a few

* Probably by the Ainban-Ashkau Pnes orossed by Carey.
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years ago a party of about 100 Torgute pilgrims travelled to Tibet and
back by this route, and that seven of them died on the road.

From the bend of the Zaisan-saitu we marched 53 miles up the

Khatyn-zang. We went no farther, for our horses were by this time

quite tired and our stock of provisions nearly exhausted. But in order

to survey the country ahead of us as far as possible, I rode forward alone

from our last bivouac to the border of Tsaidam range, not far distant

from UH. Having ascended this for 1500 feet, I took all the necessary

compass bearings. While engaged in this way I was favoured by a few

liours of fine weather, and could see very distinctly the distant peaks

both up and down the valley. On the south-east Jing-ri reared its giant

form, outlined on the light blue background of the sky as though

reflected on a mirror. To the westward of it lay the crest of the range,

covered with huge glaciers for nearly twenty miles, probably the com-

mencement of Columbus range. Towards the E.S.E. our valley

disappeared altogether beyond the uoiizon, while immediately below

lay the frozen Ehatyn-zang like a riband of silver till a sharp turn to

the south hid its sources in the mountains from my view. North of my
position rose the snowy group of Tsaidam range, obstructing the distant

horizon in this direction.

Having thus cleared up the position of the ranges and their bearings

to one another and to the Khatyn-zang valley, I returned to camp.

Eeturn to Our Depot.

Had we been able from our farthest point on the Khatyn-zang to

cross to the northern side of Tsaidam range we should ha ve saved half

the distance. But this being impossible, we had to reti'ace our steps.

This, however, did not weigh lieavily upon us, for we were looking

forward to arrive shortly at our depot, where we hoped to rest awhile

after our fatigues and hardships, refresh ourselves with better food than

we had lately been having, and allow our jaded beasts to enjoy their

well-earned repose.

With these prospects before us we made three marches back along

tiie Khatyn-zang, and two more across the waterless tract separating

us from Chong-yar, and on the 23rd January, 1885, once more rejoined

our companions from whom we had been absent fifty-four days, during

which we had travelled 523 miles, and explored one of the least known
parts of Central Asia.

At the dep6t we found all well, the Cossacks in good health, the

camels left behind thoroughly rested and in good condition. This was

most important for us, as we could not hope to obtain fresh ones in the

basin of the Tnrim, as the event indeed proved. Our horses, however,

were not fit for mxich, and four of these animals had to be abandoned.

As for ourselves, we lost no time in improving oiir personal appear-
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ance, which had suffered from the rough life we had been leading.

Shaved, washed, and regaled with the best of our provisions, we looked

moTC like civilised men, and soon forgot the disagreeable experiences we
had gone through in the cheering retrospect of success achieved.

Three days were devoted to repacking, drying collections, writing up

journals, &c., and then we bade good-bye to our excellent camping

ground, and turned our faces northwards towards Lob-nor, following

the route we had explored the previous autumn.

From Gass to the Alttn-tagh.

The day after leaving Chong-yar we crossed, in its narrowest part,

that chain of mountains which forms a continuation of the Chamen-tagh,

and stretches east-north-east for 106 miles, probably to its junction with

the Altyn-tagh, or if it do not reach so far, is only separatcu. from it by
a short interval. Having been unable to learn of any local name, we
called this chain "the Nameless," especially as in 1877 the people spoke

to us of nameless mountains near the Altyn-tagh.* Their general

features are aridity and barrenness. In their western part they are

considerably lower, and flank the district round Gass. In the centre

and farther east they rise approximately 13,000 to 14,000 feet above the

sea, and are bordered here by the desolate wilderness of North-western

Tsaidam, where, as already stated.t the country is a confused network of

bare hills, and still more barren plains.

The pass over the nameless range, where we crossed it in its western

part, is only from 700 to 800 feet above Gass. The ascent is gradual

;

the descent, however, on the' opposite side is much steeper, and for a

mile or two lies along a narrow defile, where the rocks are composed of

conglomerate and schist much disintegrated and covered with loess. In

plaees, particularly towards the east, there appear to be thick beds of

loess.

To the west of this pass there is a rvide hollow filled with salt

marshes. Along its southern verge, towards the snowy parts of Chamen-

tagh range, springs are abundant, and form the briny and unfreezing

lakelet of Gashuu-nor. By the side of these springs we fcund a little

grass and thick reeds growing, the last mentioned having been trampled

under foot and devoured by the wild ass.

Having supplied ourselves with ice at the springs of Gashvm-nor, we
struck out across the wide valley already mentioned, stretchi'ag for 100

miles east and west. The light soil consists of loess and pebblos. Neither

water, vegetation, nor animal life are to be found here, though we saw

foot-prints of wild camel. The valley where we crossed it in a direction

due north to the southern foot of the Altyn-tagh has a breadth of about

• Cf. " From Kulja to I^l)-nor," p. 82, scq.

t Ip a previous chapter of liia book.
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2(3 miloH, aud cuntiuues of this width westward, nan'owing a little

towards the east. Its elevation above the sea is between 10,000 aud

11,000 feet along our line of march.

We were two days crossing it, following on the second day the track

of the natives of Lob-nor when they go to Gass. This too is the road

frequented—in former days oftener than now—by Torgute pilgrims to

Lhassa. We actually saw here an old wheel track, probably of some

groat Lama or rich prince, who had gone to pray at the holy city.

Wherever the nature of the couqtry does not admit of the passage of

those two-wheeled vehicles, they are taken to pieces and carried on a

pack-saddle. To this day high Mongol dignitaries travel in this way

fluiu Urga to the capital of the Dalai Lama.

Passage of the Altyn-taoh.

The Altyn-tagh, repeatedly mentioned in the preceding pages, at the

loot of which we now found ourselves, was discovered by me in 1876, on

my expedition to Lob-nor. The meaning of its name is ' golden range,'

jirobably given it owing to the quantity of gold found here. With a

general W.S.W. by E.N.E. direction, this chain stretches for nearly 470

miles from the headwaters of the Cherchen to the snowy group of

Anembar-ula near Sba-chau. Here the Altyn-tagh unites with the

Nan-shan, while on the west it closes on the Tokus dawan and its con-

tinuations, thus forming the central part of a continuous rampart of

mountci'"'' bordering the highlands of Tibet on the north, and reaching

from the Upper Hwang-ho to the Pamir. Like all these ranges, the

Altyn-tagh has only a short slope towards the plateau, while on the

Lob-nor side its mountain scenery is fully developed. Though it only

roaches the snow-line in its western part near the source of the Cherchen,

the average elevation of ihe Altyn-tagh is uevetheless very great, and

it is rugged and inacoussiblc throughout. Of the passes leading across

it we only know the one by which we now descended. But th re is said

to bo another pass farther west by the river Djahansjii,* difficult of

iitcebs with donkeys and horses. There may be other footpaths across

the range, but in any case tlipso can be but few in number, and all are

impracticable fur camels.

Among the characteristic features of the Altyn-tagh are its lofty,

loess-covered valleys,| barren and waterless, lying parallel with the

main axis of the chain, and the general absence of running water in the

range. Springs are lare, and for the most part supply wate.r of a bitter

saline taste. Besides the Oherchen-daria, which, as we have said, winds

round the western angle of the Altyn-tagh, the following streams occur,

* Crossed by Meeere. Carey and Ualglciali (probftily tiio Sal of Mr. Dalgleuih's

Itinerary, p. 32).

t The Inrgest of theso vnlleyi> kuowu to us ia Dektir, 10 or 12 miles north-east of

tin.' Kurguu-buluk.

vol.. ui. o
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taking them in their order and beginning on the west— the Vash-shari-

daria, Chargalyk-daria,* Djahansai-daria, Eurgan-bulak, and Djaskannai-

daria. The oasturn parts of the Altyn-tagli, hitherto unexplored, are in

all probability even more deficient in water.

As one might infer from the aridity of this range, due to the absence

of snowy summits and small rainfall, vegetable and animal life are very

deficient. In 1877, when we passed the whole of January in them, wo
only found 18 kinds of mammals and 18 varieties of birds.f all being

similar in kind to those met with in the ranges bordering the Tibetan

plateau. There are no inhabitants in the Altyn-tagh, but in summer
and autumn hunters come hither from Lob-nor and Chjirgalyk.

lu till! direction we took, the southern slope of Altyn-tagh is only a

few miles wide, and the ascent from the Tibetan side imporceptiblc,

TLo - iiramit of the descent is 11,000 feet above the sea. The chief axis

oi' t'lo range, marked by a ridge of lofty rocky eminences of black

Hrartstou^j and marble, is about three miles farther north, and is inter-

pci t^.l 1;y the narrow gorge by which we descended. It was difficult

«\.'vrohing with camels, for here and there masses of sedimentary deposits

Lad Iv.oken away from the sides and obstructed the road. But these were

the only obstacles encountered. The valley j and slopes of the upper belts

arc covered with loess. No water could be found for the first 10 miles

from the pass.J and the desolation was appalling. The only plants

growing here are sti'ay specimens cf Rcaurauria, bush Artemisia, camel-

thorn, and an occasional clematis. We saw no birds of any kind. Among
animals the wild goat (Pseudo Nahoor) and argali (Ovis Dalai Lamae)

inhabit these mountains, and wild yaks and camels occasionally enter

them. Snow only lies on slopes facing the north, and even here in

small patches.

After we had desco'.ided 300u feet in 17 miles, wu came to the source

of the Kurgan-bul.ik or Kurgan-sai, at the place where our route

crossed it in 187 <', Then we wont 02 miles farther in an easterly

direction towa. ds Sha-chau, finding the road exceedingly' difficult for

camels and tue region barren and waterless. This is, however, a better

route than chat across the arii Xumtagh sands from Lob-nor to that

oasis.

Finding good pasturage for nuv camels in the defile of the Kurgan-

sai, we halted for a day, experiencing that night, notwithstanding the

lower elevation, frost of —21° Fahr., a greater cold than any we had yet

felt, even on the other side of the Altyn-tagh. But as soon as the sun

• Perhaps flows from the Chamen-tagh.

t All these are enumerated in my book, " From Kulja across tlie Tinn Shan to

Lob-nor." The only correction to be nindo is tliat insteail of Ovis Poli we have Ovis

Dalai-LamsB ; instead of Podoccs Tarimensis wo iiave Podoccs Henderson!, and see the

work referred to for further general information.

I I.e., for 48 miles from the springs near G»bliuu-nor we hud come across no water.
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•OSS no water.

rose and warmed fbe atmosphere, the thermometer rose rapidly, and by

1 p.m. showed 33° I'ahr. in the shade.

On a hill near our camp were the ruins of a small mud fort,* which

had formerly served to close the passage, and we learned that similiir

works of ancient construction may be seen in the other defiles of tho

the Altyn-tagh.

In the following two marches we descended the Eurgan-sai to

where it issues from the range at an elevation of only 5800 feet. The
Kurgan-bulak, as this stream is otherwise called, flows in an eccentric

way, now above, now below tho surface, finally disappearing altogether

at the foot of the mountains. Its water has a bitter saline flavour. In

those parts of the defile where accumulations of ice were piled up, we
had to sprinkle earth or sand on the track to enable our camels to keep

their footing. The sides of this gorge are high and rocky, composed of

granite, dolomite, and hornblende ; lower down there arc fewer crags, and

marble is tho .prevailing formation ; lastly, the verge or skirt of the

mountains towaids Lob-nor is covered with hillocks of pebbles and

loess.

The mountains we are describing are quite barren, but in the ravines

there grow Myricaria (ilf. Germanica var.) at heights of 7000 to 9000 foet,

and lower down tamarisk (T, laxa?); 500 feet lower still we found

variegated poplar (^Populua diversifolia)^ called by the natives tugrak. In

tho same defile we came across Kharmyk (Nitraria Schoberi), a species

of Li/cium, a fruit-bearing Ephedra, Halostachya Caspia, 7 feet high, a

species of Zytjophyllum in the higher belts, a species of Hedysarum,

Beaumuria, camel-thorn, an abundance of common reeds {Phragmitea

commtmia), dirisun, in the Turki dialect, chii {Laa'agtoatia aplendena^ in

small quantities, jerukha (a species of Lepidium), Carelina Caapia, and,

on issuing from the mountains, yaniaZ; (Alhagi camelorunt).

Tho only animal we saw was the common wolf. We also observed

traces of the leopard, tiger, and wild boar. Tho birds are few in number,

the heklik {Caccahia chuhar), jackdaw {Fregilua graculua), crow (Corvua

corax), Accentor fulveacena, Leptopcecile Sophiee, and a redstart, probably

wintering. Judging from the accumulations of drift brushwood in the

windings of tho defile, the rains in summer, thou,<2;h rare, are heavy in

these mountains.

At;i;ival at Lob-nor.

On issuing from tho gorge of tho Kurgnn-sai, our farther route lay

in a west-north-west direction across a wide plain, sloping gradually

from the foot of tho Altyn-tagh to Lob-nor. In two marches, with a

night's rest between, wo accomplished the thirty-five milos of waterless

tract and reached the spring of Astclii-bulak. For tho first five miles

after leaving the Kurgan-sai, we passed a succession of clay hillocks,

* Kurgliau in Tuiki, Kbyrnm in Jlongdl.

'I 2
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and on their border oauie to one of our camping groitnds in the winter

of 1877. Eight years had elapsed since then, yet we were able to

recognise without difficulty the spot whore our felt tent had been erected

and the camels had been tethered ; the cooking stove was intact, and
even the spare fuel remained as we left it.

The soil of the plain over which we next marched consists of bare

pebbles, loess, and sand ; here and there were stones fashioned by the

storms into all kinds of curious shapes, such as saddles, shoes, dishes, &o.

Wo occasionally crossed Ihe dry beds of mountain torrents, showing us

the direction taken by the few rain-water channels. The plain itself is

barren, except near the mountains, where scattered clumps of gnarled

Saksaul, Calltgonum, Benumuria, and Ephedra grow. The well-beaten

track is marked by piles of stones (oho), some of great size.

At Astchi-bnlak, a bitter saline spring, wo dcscendid to the level of

Lob-nor, i. e. 2600 feet above the sea, the lowest point wo had reached

since leaving Eiachta. It certainly was warmer here, though the winter

had been generally a severe one at Lob-nor, and some snow had fallen.

Even yet in shady nooks there lay snowdrifts.

From Astohi-bulak we marched seven miles to the southern shore of

Lob-nor, and then 18 miles along this shore over execrable ground,

where the surface was encrusted with salt and corrugated like the frozen

surface of a troubled sea. A belt of this saline formation, seven miles

wide, extends for a breadth of seven miles along the southern shore, as

far as we went, having evidently formed the bed of the lake at some

previous time ; towards the east this saline encrustation is probably

wider. Lob-nor itself was entirely covered with ice a foot thick. In

1877 the frozen part, clear of reeds, parallel with the south shore, had

been about a mile or two in width. Now it was only half that breadth,

owing to the shrinkage of the lake. We gladly observed here the first

harbingers of early spring—a small flock of ducks and two of swans.

The people did not show themselves, though occasional columns of

smoke might be seen rising from the reeds, indicating the habitations of

man. The natives, as we afterwards learned, had hidden in the reeds on

our approach. . . .

By reaching Lob-nor, I had closed upon the third line of my travels

in Central Asia. All three, starting from various points of the Russo-

Chinese frontier, had Tibet for their objective. The first wiis directed

from Kiachta through Urga, Ala-shan, Kan-sa, Koko-nor, and Tsaidam
;

the second from Kulja through Yuldus, Eorla, Lob-nor, and Gass ; the

third from Zaisan through Hami, Sha-chau, and Tsaidam. Lastly, in

1885, our fourth journey also led from the border of Seniiretchia through

Ak-su and Khotau.
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roBTScniPT.—Since tho foregoing pages were printed, Mr. W. W. nockhllPs

oomtnunioation on big attempt to reach Lbassa in 18ti0 baa been publUbed in lUf

' Proceedings,' (Deo. 1880, p. 730). In spraking of the aouron of tbe Yellow Klver.

he says tliere is uu lake culled Oriug-nor uasi of the Ts'aka-nor, but one called

Tsagn-nor: tbe former merniDg "salt lake," the latter having apparently no mean-

ing. At all events as far as liu could luarn. Th*- c'ose resemblance of these two names

is confusing, and throws a little doubt on the. curn'otness of Mr. RookhiU's informa-

tion, especially ns the names mentioned by PrejevalHky are identical with those

given in d'Auville's ntla8, founded, as we know, on the surveys of the Jesuits in

Kien Long's reign. Neither is there any evidence of the saliuity oi one of these

lakes as implied by its name. On the contrary Prejevalsky speaks of them as

freshuxiter natural reservoirs of great importance to the internal economy of China>

Tbe circurmtance of their receiving tbe drainage of the surrounding country and of

their discharge by the Yellow Biver, is in itself a strong presumption of the sweet-

ness of t'aeir water.

Mr. Rockhill's criticism on Prejevalsky*s want of energy had better have been

spared, for whatever his faults lack of energy was not one of them. Ho might, no

doubt, havu exchanged his camels for ponies and crossed the Di-ohu, but he would

probably not have had better success than Mr. Rockhill in advancing into that

jealously guarded lama-ridden country, besides risking in the attempt tbe precious

results of the whole exiwdition. With regard to the Mongols of Tsaidam, many
particulars are given in Prejevalsky'a earlier works.

The nomenclature of the ranges south of Lob-nor on the map will be found to

differ from Mr. Dalgieish's itinerary, the cause buing that this traveller's names do

not agree with those given by Prejeva'sky. I have preferred following the latter, as,

being bntter provided with native guides, he was more likely to have been correct.

Tho " Altyu " or •' Altun-tagh " of Dalgleish must therefore be understood to reftr

to Prejevalsky's «' Ubamen-tagh," and Dalgleish's " Chiman-tagh " to Prejevalsky's

"Columbns range." A note ou this subject appears in a recent number of the

* Proceedings' (1889, p. 375).—M.

%
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A JOURNEY THROUGH PERSIA

v' (1887-88).

By Lieut. H. B. Vauqhan, 7th Bengal Infantry.*

With Notes by Major-General Sir Fbedebio Goldsuid, o.b., e.o.s.i.

Leavinq Earaohi by steamer, I travelled up the Persian Gulf and landed

at Linga on the 13th December. Linga is a small seaport on the

southern coast of Persia, lying to the south-west of Bander Abbas. As

it is a place already well known it is unnecessary to describe it hercf I

remained there for four days, gathering as much information as I could

of my intended route, obtaining transport, and completing my outfit.

This latter consisted of a 40-lb. tent, Cabul pattern, a camp table,

camp bed, camp chair, lantern, box of clothes, box containing surveying

instruments, medicines, and drawing materials, saddle, rifle, two re-

volvers, and a roll of bedding strapped up in a waterproof sheet, with

an air pillow.

On December the 17th I started for the interior, with baggage and

provisions loaded upon six donkeys, and one Arab servant who acted as

interpreter, cook, and everything else. Four musket-men sent by the

Governor, accompanied me as escort, their only use being to' show me
the road and consume the greater part of my provisions. After a march

of about 8J miles over a gravelly soil, almost destitute of vegetation, we
halted at a hut surrounded by a cluster of date-trees, called Ali Galumi,

Temperature, 66° at 2 p.m.

December ISth.—Marched at 7 a.m., temperature 68°, the road passing

over a low-lying tract of swampy gicund, on which pools of water lay.

After travelling six miles, we reached the village of Meirakum, which

contained about 200 people. There was a little wheat cultivation about,

and some large date-tree plantations, but the surrounding country was
very desolate. After breakfast we resumed the march, and skirting the

foot of a high and barren range of hills on our right, we reached the

* For map seo ' Proceedings R.G.S.,' 1890, p. G48. A summary of Lieut. Vauglian's

Itinerary was given by Sir F. Goldsmid in tho same No. of the ' Proceedings,' October

IS'JO, p. 577.

t For tho late Colonel (afterwards Gen. Sir Lewis) Pelly's description of Linga, see
' JournBl of Boyal Geographical Society ' for 1864, pp. 251-52. A visit to the same
place is ako narrated in ' Telegraph and Travel ' (Macmillan, 1874), pp. 152 -54.
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village of Ohampeh about 4 p.m. The houses here, of which there were

about twenty, are typical of those invariably met with in this part

of the country, being small square buildings, with roofs formed of small

domes, and constructed entirely of sun-dried bricks. The usual oinstera

of date-trees about.

Idth.—March at 7.45 a.m., ascending over gently sloping ground

towards the range of bills before referred to. As we near it the ground

becomes strewn with immense rounded boulders of all sizes, which

render our progress slow. Then on up a narrow ravine, down which

fowsasalt stream, whose banks are encrusted with cakes of salt, li^

inch thick. After climbing a steep ascant we reach a watershed,

elevation about 1060 feet ; then winding up and down amongst hillocks,

we halt at a largo hauz by the roadside.

A hauz is a large brick cistern built in the ground and covered by a

domed roof. Its supply of water is entirely dependent on the rainfallr

which is caught and conveyed to it by channels from the neighbouring

hills. We are now camped on the summit of the range. A mile or so to

the east, Linga Peak, which is marked on the Admiralty charts and

forms the highest peak of the range, rears its yellow mass against the

blue sky. Vegetation, a few tamarisk bushes and occasional tufts of

grass. Temperature, 58° just after sunset.

20th.—March at 8.15 a.m. Temperature 62°. After travelling for

half a mile, a steep descent commences down into a valley between

precipitous barren peaks. Then proceeding down the bed of a dry

stream, we reach, at 3^ miles, a salt water river flowing south-west.

The water, though quite undrinkable, contains numbers of small fish.

Temperature, 10 a.m., 67°. The surrounding country is wild and desolate

in the extreme : high mountains tower on every side. We now pro-

ceed down the stream bed, the water in which is 90 feet wide and

18 inches to 2 feet in depth, current sluggish. Crossing the river,

we pass over broken ground between high hills and halt at the

caravanserai of Deen, a small and filthy stone building crammed with

fieas. Surrounding country, and that marched over to-day, utterly

desolate ; no inhabitants, no houses, and no fresh water. At 6 p.m.,

temperature 59° ; elevation about 1400 feet.

21«f.—March at 8.45 a.m. ; temperature 64°. Pass a few thorn-trees,

mimosa, and prickly bushes, as we proceed up a valley which is intersected

by walls ofrock, 20 to 60 feet high, and 3 or 4 feet thick, running north and

south. Some of these are blue and others reddish-brown, while between

them often intervene gravelly hills, wlioso sides they support. Then
up a steep ascent in a rocky ravine, amongst tufts of Indian grass.

At 5^ miles we halt on a low watershed, elevation about 1850 feet.

East, south, and west, the country behind us is simply one mass of hills

as far as we can see, and their general direction east and west. The
road now descends gently by a winding stony track for one mile, when
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it enteni amongst hills and brokon ground, whicli simply bafflo all

description. Down along dry watorcourses, then down the steep sides

of oli£b, by narrow pathways, along ravines, whoso towering, rooky

sides overhang the road. After three miles of this style of country,

we emerge on to the banks of the salt river Maheynin, flowing east.

Biver bed COO yards wide. Water 15 to SO yards in width, 20 inches

deep, and flowing slowly. The left river bank is 30 feet in height, and

composed of a mass of rounded boulders of all sizes in a packing of hard

sand and gravel. Crossing the river wo ascend over the bank and

halt at the caravanserai of Maheyrun, obtaining water from a haua

close by.

The river is said to flow from Jamarin to Bander-i-Khamir and

thence into the sea.

Latitude 27° 3' 3". Elevation about 1260 feet.

22nd.—Halt, and try a little fishing. No use, the water is too cold

and they won't rise.

23rd.—Leave Maheyrun at 8.30 a.m. Temperature 56°. .The road

rnns over a stony plain along the left bank of the river. At 4J miles I

halt at the village of Kukhird, containing about 200 inhabitants. A
little barley cultivation about, and plantations of pomegranates and date-

trees. Water from wells, and brought down by kanata from the hills.

The inhabitants are very polite but awfully inquisitive. They say that

I am the first European who has visited the place.

2ith.—March at 5.45 a.m., temperature 47°, over the plain, passing

through cultivation and clusters of date-trees, and past the village of

Ilarang. Away to the left the river is seen flowing along in the centre

of the plain for miles. Nevertheless hills (which to the west must be

about 30 miles off) encompass it on all sides. The large town of Jena

is visible about five or six miles off. Proceeding up a narrow valley

which leads into the hills to the north-west, we cross over a low saddle

and descend on to the plain of Bastak by a winding road, perched on a

rock, to one side of which is a pillar of masonry about seven feet high.

I climb up to it, and looking in through a hole where one or two stones

havo fallen out, see the skeleton of a man inside with shrivelled dried-

up flesh still adhering to it. This I afterwards learnt was the remains

of a highway robber who had been bricked up alive as a punishment

for his crimes. At the outskirts of the town I was mot by a tu/angehi

(musket-man) of the Governor's who conducted me to Government House.

As I passed through the streets the discharge of cannon reverberated

through the air, amid the acclamations of the people. This was not on

my account, but owing to a khilat having been sent to the Governor of

the town by the chief Governor of the province, Fath 'Ali Ehan of Lar.

He was receiving the coat with due honqur. To do so he rides out of

the town surrounded by his soldiers, and as soon as the messengers

bearing the coat appear in sight the Governor dismounts from his
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horse, and advancing humbly ou fuot under a Minto of cannon and

musketi, ia duly robed therein.

26th.—Am comfortably installed in tho Khan's house. Muntaki

Khan, the Governor, is a young man of about 25 years of age, and moat

civil and obliging. The people here are all Sunnis.

Bastak is a town containing a population of about four or fivo

thousand. It is situated in tho centre_of a small plain about four miles

in length from east to west, and three miles in breadth from north to

south. This plain is enclosed by high mountains on all sides. As seen

from the heights above, it presents a most picturesque apj)earanoe, being

surrounded by green fields and large plantations of date-trees. Elevation

about 1060 feet ; latitude 27° 11' 16" ; temperature, 4 p.m., 70°, 9 p.m., 45°.

It is tho chief town of a district containing a population of 15,000

people, all Sunnis. There is no bazaar, tho place being decidedly un-

settled and subject to occasional inroads of wandering and hostile tribes.

Two months ago tho brother of the present Khan was murdered in tho

streets of the town, while on his way to the mosque to pray. Tho
murderer was another brother, who wished to become Khan himself.

The inhabitants are a fine and hardy race of mountaineers. The sur-

rounding country is very desolate, though I think that more fertile

country is to be met with along the banks of the Maheyrun to the west

of Jena.

27(A.—Leave Bastak and ascend up a gentle incline towards a range

of hills. At six miles the road crosses over a saddle, 2450 feet, and

descends down a narrow rocky valley. At about eight miles we halt at

a hauz by the roadside and breakfast. The mountains on either side are

lofty, rooky, and almost destitute of vegetation. A road branches off on

the left to Lar. Besuming tho march, we proceed along an open plain,

and cross a salt streamlet flowing east. This plain comes from tho

direction of Lar, and extends east towards Bandar Abbas as far as ouo

can see. After going 14 miles we reach the hamlet of MulU Werdi.

Elevation, 1025 feet.

28th.—March at 8 a.m., temperature 54°, over tho open plain towards

Tuderu, which we reach in 3^ hours. A small unwalled village, with

about sixty inhabitants, and subject to the inroads of Arabs, who plunder

the place and carry off all the cattle. Tho country ahead being rather

unsettled, I rcceivedhere an escort of seventeen musket-men on producing

the Khan's order.

30th.—Weather fine. Leave Tuderu at 9 a.m.; temperature 49°.

Marching north over tho gravel plain and then entering tho hills, wo
reach a watershed forming the boundary between Lar and Bastak at

7^ miles; elevation, 1700 feet. Then on through desolate mountainous

country along the banks of a salt stream, until at llf miles we reach

Geshun. A small clump of date-trees watered by a brackish stream,

and one or two small tanks (hauz) about. Elevation, 1450 feet.
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cannon and 30th.—March at 11 a.m.; temperature. 00\ ATtoi going six milcn,

we enter tho broad gravul bed of tho salt river UuiiJil ; it jIbcs near

Horiim/., and after curving round tli'^ foot of the Kuh-i-Hurinn/, it flows

oast. Tho rivor-bod hero is half a nu'Io in width, arid very nearly dry.

Tho Kuh'i-IIormua, on our right, is a conical poalc about 0500 foot in

height. It is the westorn termination of a range of mounto.in8 rnnuing

east for 12 or 14 miles. We then cross over tho stony plain of Ilormuz,

and halt at tho village; distance, 12 niilos. A dilapidated village,

containing a few huts. Latitude, 2V 31' 3ii" ; elevation, 1150 fuot.

This was evidently a much larger place in olden times, as tho ruins

lying around attest. Tho hills to the north have been mined in a very

primitive fashion ; they contain sulphur and largo quantities of iron.

Ibex, wild sheep, partridges, and sand-grouse abound. While hero, newH

reaches us that fighting is going on between the Arabs and tho PorHiaus

in Durab, and that conBC(|uently the country ahead is unsafe.

January 4th, 1888.—No news of any further disturbance having

reached us, we leave Ilormuz at 11 a.m.; temperature 04°. Tho pUin

over %vhioh wo progress has a little grass growing here and there, and

occasional pomegranate trees are passed. Leaving tho plain, we go

through tho hills on*the left, emerging on to another plain, and halt on

the banks of a fresh-water stream to fill our mussuoks (ma$hk). Some

camols seen grazing ahead are a source of much speculation, my escort

saying that thoy belong to Arabs, who cannot be very far o£f. Pushing on

until sunset, we quit the track, and entering a secluded spot in the hills,

halt for the night. A large party of Arabs pass our camp in the dark—
about 500 in all. They are supposed to be part of those beaten in a

recent engagement in Ddrtlb, and now retroating. Luckily they did

not see us. We have had a sentry posted every night since leaving

Tuderu, and always have a position fixed upon to retire to in case of

attack. Although my escort are only villagers, they seem well up in

military knowledge, and while on tho march always throw out an

advance guard and flankers of their own accord. The head man has a

small toy telescope, which he is immensely proud of, and constantly

brings into use.

5th.—March as fast as we can the greater part of the day ; never-

theless we only manage to cover 15^ miles. After ascending up a

valley, we at length arrived on the summit of a range of hills ; eleva-

tion, about 2250 feet. Here we halted, while I carefully scanned tho

country below with my glasses. In front of us lay an immonso plain,

destitute of vegetation, through the centre of which flowed a salt river,

whose winding banks glistened a snowy white. To the west the plain

stretched away towards some distant blue peaks, while to the north,

towering above a mass of inferior hills, stood the snow-whito peak of

the Euh-i-Sukhtak, at whose foot I knew lay the town of Forg, towards

which we were travelling. Descending from the hills, we marched
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rapidly across the plaiu, which is foiijued of a perfectly hard Bun-haked

bed of clay, and reached the river, which was full of water and flowing

rapidly. Although salt, it contained numbers of small fish. By digging

in the dry bed of a watercourse close by we obtained sufficient water

for breakfast. We then resumed our march, ascending the river on its

left bank; 'a vast extent of open desert ground away io the left.

Leaving the river, we enter the hills, and halt in a ravine for the

night. Elevation, 2100 feet.

Gth.—Weather hitherto very fine, but sky to-day cloudy and over-

cast. A south wind is bringing up rain from the Persian Gulf. March,

ascending up over the hills, cross a watershed, and descend on to a barren

plain surrounded on all sides except the east by barren rocky hills, and

halt at Ealeh (Bikui). A village of about 100 houses, with a large

ruined fort in the centre. Elevation about 2000 feet.

After dark, just as I had fiat down to dinner, the inhabitants were

seized by a sudden panic, and declaring that Arabs were making a

descent on the village, they rushed out and let off all their fire-arms.

7th.— Weather fine. March first over the open plain, and then through

the hills by a defile between high cliffs, almost perpendicular. At

8^ miles wo emerge on to a plain which^ extends west as far as one can

see, the range we have left rising abruptly from the plain and running

along like a wall for miles. A few shrubs, grass, and prickly trees

about ; soil, gravel and clay ; drainage, west. Then up a ravine into the

hills. We next descend, and proceed up a dry watercourse between high

hills. Numbers of ibex about. After going 16j^ miles, we camp in the

stream-bed near a spring of fresh water. Elevation, 3160 feet.

8th.—Ascend up over a range and cross a watershed. Elevation, 3750

feet, and descend towards the Fadumi or Narz plain, on which grow
many date-tree plantations. The drainage of the plain is east. It

extends out of sight both east and west. Crossing the plain we halt at

Fadumi. Close by are the villages of Narz and Ealatu,* possessing a

total population of about 1000. Elevation, 2250 feet.

Thg Arabi Iliyat are encamped about in the neighbourhood, and are

said to be a most dangerous lot. Their hot-weather quarters are in the

hills of Baonat, north-oast of Shiraz.

lOth.—After 20 hours' incessant rain, which I was supposed by the

inhabitants to have brought with nio, I left the village, and after going

3i miles, skirting the Shur river, flowing south-cast, wo reached

a ford, and succeeded in crossing its swollen waters with some

* Thu names Kaleh Bikui and Fadumi (Pedumi) aro in the Ghcv. Lopic's map (1810)

attached to Dupro's ' Voyage en rerse,' and Ealatu is in Frccce'a ' Kouto Survey ' (sec

B.O.S. 'Supplementary Papers,' vol. i., 1882-85); but there is no mention in eilher of

thejsnow-peaked Kuh-i-Sukhtiik, " nt whose foot lay the town of Forg," nor of Narz

plain or village. It may here be s'.atcd tliat Lieut. Vaughnu's original 8i)elling is, for

the most part, retained.
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difficulty ; the water was salt, intensely cold, and flowing rapidly. After

going half a mile up its banks we reached the point where the fresh-

water rivor of Forg joins it, coming down through a narrow valley, up

which we proceeded between barren rocky hills. The river is almost

hidden by long rushes, which shelter the wild boar and other game.

After travelling eight miles we emerged on to the Forg Plain, covered

with cultivation, and studded with hamlets, and at 10]^ miles entered the

town of Forg, a walled town in a very dilapidated condition, con-

taining about 150 people. The total population of the plain does not

exceed 500. The town is governed by a Naib, a nephew of the

Khan of Lar. Corn, barley, and opium are grown. The Forg river

rises close by about one mile io the west, and does not extend to the

north of it, as shown in many maps.

There arc some fine ruins in the neighbourhood. One called Kaleh

Bahman,* an ancient fortress perched on the top of a low detached ridge.

On the side from which we approached it, the ground rose gently towards

the summit, and was enclosed by several lines of masonry walls flanked

by round towers, all, however, in the most ruinous condition. Near the

summit was a cavern, in the centre of which was an immense well, sunk

through the solid rock, whence the garrison used to draw their supply

of water, the well being filled from a subterranean channel conducting

a stream to it from outside. The walls in many places were 15 feet

thick. On the farther side, the ridge terminated abruptly in a precipice

of 80 or 100 foot. These ruins, and the remains of extensive aqueducts,

show what a prosperous place Forg must have been in ancient days. To
the west are other ruins.

Deer, wild duck, bustard, sand-gi*ouse, hares, and partridges abound.

Latitude, 28° 15' 44" (28' 18' 2"). Elevation about 2890 feet.

A^'ariation of the compass, 1° 53' east.

Excessively cold weather having now set in, and all my thermometers

being broken, I decided to wait until the climate got milder, and fresh

instruments were procured from Shiraz. The time passed pleasantly

enough in shooting and making excursions into the surrounding country

with the Naib. Ho invited lue to accompany him on an expedition, tax

collecting, which however I declined, as I had done enough travelling for

the present, having come thus far, 190 miles, on foot. I now bought a

horse, and took a dervish into my service as groom, which I had reason

not long after to regret. Ho was rather amusing at first, as he used to

King and act the part of a dervish when asking alms and giving his

blessing, &c. ; but one got tired of this.

* So-called in D'Anville. Dupre, who visited the place iu. 1808, Bays that the cnstio

was built by King Bnhnram. Ho adds that 'Abdullah Khan, Governor of Luristan in

the writer's time, when revolting against Agha Muhanimad Khan, had shut himself up
there, and that the ounucli-nionarcli, after securing bis submission, had destroyed the

stronghold almost entirely.
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February 6th.—Leave Forg during heavy rain, and enter a ravine in the

hills, down which pours a torrent of fresh water, which supplies the town,

the remainder losing itself on the plain below. The whole of the march

is up amongst rocks and cliffs ; after going some miles we pass Chashma-i-

Ali, a place of pilgrimage, and after struggling up a steep and dangerous

ascent, pass along a narrow ledge of rock, with a perpendicular cliff on

the left, and a torrent roaring in its rocky bed 200 feet below on the

right. Then over a watershed, elevation 4320 feet, and down to an

encampment of nomads in a valley on the farther side. Elevation,

4230 feet

6th.—Leave camp and march amongst hills, and after going six miles

cross a watershed, elevation 5385 feet. Looking back from here a

splendid view of the high peaks of the Forg range is obtainable. All

the higher ones are covered with a heavy fall of snow, the lowest point

of which is, I should say, about 16 feet above us. Descending from the

i-ange we march over a plateau, and after going 14 miles, halt at the

camp of Eosak.

There are about a hundred tents here belonging to nomad Persians,

who possess large flocks of sheep and goats. The people are dirty and

rough, yet civil. Elevation, 5458 feet.

We are now in rear of the Forg range, which apparently connects

with the Darab range of hills, as nothing but numberless peaks are

visible south-west, west, and north-west ; the number of them is quite

perplexing, and it is impossible to do more than generalise them.

7th.—^March over the open plain draining south-east, with an exit

probably round the east extremity of the Forg range. The ground,

though stony, affords moderate grazing. At six miles we pass a small

hamlet, called Chah Eunder, with a pond in front of it. Then ascend

over a low spur-like range,^ thrown out from the Kuh-i-sang-i-atash

(elevation, 5458 feet), and descend on to a sandy plain bounded on the

right by a high range of hills. After travelling 13 miles, passing

various nomad camps, we turn to the left, and passing a curious-looking

rock standing up by itself, we halt at the encampment of Guloo Euh.

This is a cold-weather camping ground of Persian Iliyats, and the head-

quarters of a tribe. Their head man is Ameer Euli Ehan. Elevation,

5500 feet.

The people are a rough lot, and very different in their manners from

the more refined men of the upper class met with in cities. One of their

tents, near that of the Ehan, whose guest I was during my sta}', was

assigned to me on arrival. Theyfpossess immense herds ofsheep and goats,

and during the cold weather thoy encamp on the plains in the vicinity

of wells and springs. When the grass in the neighbourhood becomes

exhausted, they strike camp and move to another spot. In the heat of

summer they reside in the hills and think nothing of moving several

hundred miles from summer to winter quarters. Each tribe has certain
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recognised grazing grounds, and it is regarding these that most of their

disputes arise. The ivomen go about unveiled, and are allowed far more

freedom than those who dwell in cities. In this respect, however, the

customs of tribes vary.

Some of them will receive a traveller in the most friendly manner,

while others (some of the worst of the marauding Arabs) will murder

him on the first opportunity that may present itself. The tribes of

Fars which bear the worst repute in this respect, are the Bhalus and
the Arab! Iliyat. I noticed that when we passed a camp of the latter,

though in broad daylight and within sight of a town, my escort were

very anxious to pass them as rapidly as possible. I believe one reason

why they are so untrustworthy is, that owing to their wandering mode
of existence, it is very hard to prove anything against them, as they

may be in a place one day and miles away the next. A great part of

the population of Persia is nomad. Their herds supply most of their

wants; it is from the goats' hair that their black tents are woven

and their ropes are twisted ; their overcoats, caps, and carpets are

made from the wool of their sheep, while their saddles, gaiters, accoutre-

ments, and often shoes, are made from their skins.

They always seemed most devoted to their chiefs, whose power over

them is almost absolute, and though respectful in salutation and other

outward forms, even the raggedest and dirtiest of them would talk to a

Khan with great freedom.

Qth.—Leave Gulu Kuh, skirting the hills on the loft. After going

about two miles we pass through a few trees and shrubs. An ascent

then commences up a watercourse at the foot of the Kuh-i-sang-i-atash,

a high mountain on the left. The elevation on the saddle we reach is

about 6360 feet, and the snow which covers the "mountain of flint

stone," on our left lies in patches over the track, and though warmly

wrapped up one cannot help shivering. It is such a contrast to Calcutta.

According to existing maps, the range I am now crossing extends for

many miles to the east. I should say they probably terminate about 15

miles north-east of this, and any prolongation of them branches off from

that point in a south-oast direction.

Descending from the pass we travel over an ever widening valley

full of almond and other trees, averaging 16 feet in height. There is

also a considerable amount of grass about. To the west the hills of Darab

rise tier above tier, culminating in a very high snow range. Proceeding

wo emerge on to a great level sandy plain which extends from here to

Eatru, and thence, sweeping round in a curve to the north-east, almost

reaches Beshna. After going 22^ miles, we halt at the fort of Tul Halal,

out on the open plain.

During this march I allowed my baggage to start some hours before

me, and on coming up with it found that the dervish had decamped,

taking with him a gun and most of my money, which had been packed
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in my boxes. Of course, the muleteer and the two iu/angchia knew
nothing about it ; no, not they. All they saw was, the dervish lagging

behind on one of the mules, and after going a little further the mule

overtook them, minus the dervish.

The result was that, instead of going on to Beshna direct, I was

compelled to go into Niris to complain to the Ehan of that place and

obtain redress.

.The fort here is the residence of another Ehan, the tents of whose

tribe are dotted round the plain at the foot of the hills. The plain is

bounded north-east and east by a range about 20 miles off, and parallel

to the Euh-i-Eibla range. To the south-east there is an opening a few

miles in width where open ground extends out of sight. Elevation,

about 5300 feet.

12th and 13th.—March for two days along the foot of the snow-peaked

rocky Eibla range. On the 12th we halt for the night at Wareera, a

small hamlet. Elevation, about 5350 feet.

Away to the right lies an extensive swamp, which receives the

drainage from the surrounding hills, and round which grow dense and

tall rushes. The wild ass abounds on the plain of Eatru (as I have

called it), also hares and sand-grouse.

On the 13th we reached Eatru, a dilapidated town, situated at an

elevation of about 5350 feet.

From Eatru we passed over a very high range of hills and halted for

one night on their summit, and the next morning reached Niris.

Niris is the chief town of a district of the same name, and is situated

within a few miles of the Dariya-i-Niris. The people there told me that

the lake was not navigated, there being no boats.*

Niris contains a population of several thousand people and possesses

numerous caravanserais ; but, as it has frequently been visited by previous

travellers, it is unnecessary to say more about it.

Leaving the city, we recrossod the same range by another road and

marched to Beshna, reaching it in two days.

Beshna is a village situated between some low hills among which

the inhabitants graze their flocks.

20th.—Leave Beshna and march to Eobat, which wo reached after three

marches, on the 23rd. On the first day we halted at Chah Eabu, eleva-

tion about 5350 feet ; and on tho second day at Chah Nain, elevation

about the same. The road was over ground which rose and fell in gentle

undulations, each of several miles in extent, there being no hills here at

all to Bpeak of, yet the maps show a decided range running from north-

west to south-east. To the east the country was an open plain of vast

* Gaptnin Wella has dcsci ibcd the lake in some detail in the ' Proocodings of the

Royal Geographical Society ' for March 1883. Captain (afterwards Colonel Sir Oliver)

St. John's iLception at Niria is narrated in ' Eastern Persia,' vol. i. p. 107-8 (MaomillaD,

1876).
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extent, reaching up to the Euh Farhiz and the great range which runs

from Tezd to Eorman, and at the foot of which lay a vast expanse of

low-lying sandy ground with an occasional swamp here and there. To
the west the country was stony and undulating, with low hills cropping

up occasionally.

After leaving Chah Nain we struggled across a sandy plain, swampy
in places, until wo reached Bobat.

Bobat is a ruinous village, containing perhaps 150 people. Elevation

about 5200 feet.

23rd.—March over the open plain which is here gravelly and covered

with shrubs, amongst which herds of antelope are seen, and ascending

up a gentlo glacis-like slope halt at a hamlet called Gharbagh, at the fuot

of some high and rocky hills. Elevation, about 6700 feet.

We reached the hamlet just before dusk, and knowing the place to be

uninhabited, were much surprised to see fires burning and a party of

men sitting round them, who got up and fled on our approach, and in

such haste as to leave part of their clothing and a sheep just cut up and

already for cooking, behind them.

We naturally concluded that they were robbers. However, we dined

off the sheep, and securing our baggage animals inside a hut, retired to

another one for the night, the whole of our party taking their turn at

sentry-go for two hours each until dawn, when we loaded up and

marched off unmolested. My rifle having been exchanged for a

horse, and the groom having decamped with a gun, our only weapons

were two revolvers, which would not have been of much use against

guns.

24</i.—Marched over stony ground along the foot of the hills, the

great plain of Robat on the left which extends up to and beyond Yezd,

being bounded west by the hills of Baonat just visible. The plain is

practically desert, the only town of any importance on it being Herat-i-

Eharah. The highest elevation reached on the march was 7510 feet,

while the Kuh-i-Ayub group of peaks towered above us on the righ*,

their summits covered with snow; then, descending into a valley, we
halted at Khavre, a village of about 70 houses, situated in a valley, at

an elevation of about 7510 feet. Latitude 80° 36' 8" (30° 36' 34").

25th.—Leave Khavre and ascend over a watershed between low hills.

Elevation 8000 feet. Then down the northern slope of the Spur we
have crossed, to Merao, a wretched looking hamlet which is constantly

being looted by robbers, who have carried off almost everything the

people possessed.

26th.—March ; descending gently from the hills on to a great plain

which, sloping away from the range to the east, drains west, we pass

two curious looking hills on the right, the Kuh-i-Aag (or Arg). Both aro

evidently extinct volcanoes, and are known by the natives as " Bala,"

and " Paien," Upper and Lower. My muleteer said they were both made
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by a giant shaking the dust ont of his shoes, and that if I didn't helie%'e

him, I need only go there, when I would see that they were formed of

nothing but soft soil which gave under one's feet. The craters of both

are plainly visible, while their sides are furrowed with the greatest

regularity, thus :^

After marching 20| miles we halt in the desert at the foot of a low

hill, about 300 feet above the plain, called tho Kuh Dukani. We ex-

pected to have found water here, but there was none.

28th.—March early over a desert plain as yesterday, and at about 21

miles cross a low watershed, elevation about 6360 feet. The range is

called the Sar-i-Euh. We then descend gently over open ground to

Ealweh, which is reached at 31^ miles, or after going 51^ miles without

watering. The animals were very thirsty after this, as may be imagined.

Kalweh is a small fort, containing one solitary inhabitant. At the

last watershed we crossed the great range south of Yezd, which, commenc-

ing at the Shir Euh near Taft, runs south-east through Sardu towards

Bampur.

29<».—Halt.

March Ist.—Leave Ealweh and march to a garden called Hussainabad,

elevation about 5100 feet, passing the Kuh I Girdah and Euh I Mard-

war, high rocky mountains on the left which rise abruptly from the

plain.

2nd.—Leave Hussainabad and at 6J miles pass through the outskirts

of Merir, a considerable and prosperous looking town with plenty of

cultivation around. Then on over the plain, passing the town of Sar-i-

Yezd about 4^ miles ofif to the right. Skirt a spur of the Shir Kuh
and descend gently towards Muhammadabad, which we reach at dusk.

A large and prosperous town.

3rd.—Arrive at Yezd. (Elevation about 3800 feet.) Thus completing

a journey of 418 miles from the Persian Gulf.

This city is already well known. It is one of the ancient cities of

Persia, and derives its name from Yezdegerd, one of tho old Sassanian

kings who reigned over the Zoroastrians, who are still more numerous in

this city than in any other part of Persia. According to the census

taken in 1889 they numbered 6737. It is a fine city, containing a

population of between 60,000 and 70,000 souls, and is the chief town of
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the district of the same name.* The Jews number about 900. There

are several fire temples in the place, though mostly concealed from view.

A curious feature here is the great number of wind towers ; these are

high square ereotions, rather top heavy, and resembling an old-fashioned

kitchen clock with the face knocked out, through which the wind pours

down into the lower rooms of the houses, and keeps them cool during

the summer months, when the heat is so groat that many of the people

live altogether in subterranean apartments. Others who can afford to

leave their business, retire to their summer houses on the Shir Euh and

there pass the summer. The bazaars, which are roofed in, are very

extensive and well stocked. There is a very fine old mosque, called tho

" Juma Masjid " in the city, whose lofty minarets are visible for many a

mile across the dreary expanse by which the place is surrounded.

Water is brought by numerous underground passages, along which it

flows from the Shir Euh, at a depth of many feet below the surface.

* Among tho more recent accounts of Yezd may be mentioned that of the late

Sir Obarlcs Macgregor and the oflScers of the Sistan Mission. My own first impressions

of the place are recorded in ' Telegraph and Travel,' pp. 569-74. Lieut. Yai'ghan's

estimate of the population is in excess of generally received numbers. ' The St^^tesman'a

Year-book' has 40,000, a total corresponding with that which I roughly put down in

18G5, allowing an eighth of these figures for Parsis and Xon-Muhammadans, It may be

interesting to note what an intelligent but little-known French traveller says on the

subject more than eighty years ago. M. Dupr^, who arrived at Yezd in the spring of

1803, is informed that the city has a population of 35,000, of which 4000 (the number
given two years afterwards by Christie) are Gabrs or Parsis ; but he is disposed to reduce

tho number by a third, thus estimating the whole of the inhabitants at less than 24,000,

of which tho Parsi section would bo about 2700. If, according to the (presumably

latest) census referred to by Lieut. Yaughan, the Parsis of Yezd numbered 6737 souls,

I tikink that in it must have been included the Oabrs of the outside villages. These
M. Dupr^ reckoned at about 8000, to which, if the 2700 be added, we obtain a total of

10,700. Now it seems quite reasonable to suppose, from a study of local history

(especially in later years) that the numbers have been reduced during the passing

century, owing to emigration, famines, and other causes, by at least 4000, and that the

balance of 6700 would adequately represent the present numerical strength of the Yezd
Parsis, of whom one-third might bo considered to inhabit the city, and two-thirds the

outlying villages. Of these last M. Duprd gives a list of fifteen, one of them situated at

a distance of as much as seventy miles from the provincial capital, but none to be

identified with the Kalanta or Chah-i-kuh Heriz of Lieut. Yaughan. Of the town itself

the French traveller writes:—"Les seuls objets rcmarquables & Yezd, sent quatre

I'Jiflces oh so ticnnent les ccoles, et une grande mosqu^c ornee de quatre minarets et

d'autant de coupoles vernisse'es. Les autres mosque'es, au nombre de viugt, sont d'une

construotior commune. II y a vingt-quatre caravan se'rails. . . . Les rues sont sales,

c'troites, pleines de poussiere en c'tc, et de bono en hiver. La ville contient trente-trois

citcmes. la citadelle six ; toutes sont profondes, et Ton y descend par plusieurs marches.

.... On compte 2i Yezd tronte-quatre boutiques d'armuriers. Yingt-une sont des-

tino'es k manufacturer des fusils presque tous h mbche, et des pistolets. Treizo sont

consacrccs a la fabrique des sabres et des khandjdrs (poignards). . . . Des fabriques

prcnnent id lo nom de rafiinerio de suoro." I can bear personal testimony to the

exceptional character of the great mosque or Juma Masjid, hero specified ; but, while

aJinittiiig the many defects, architectural and municipal, of the streets and buildings,

I cannot withhold the fact that the former ^yere comparatively clean. There was,

moreover, a new banar in Yezd, handsome enough in its way.
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As regards trade, the place does a considerable amount ; exporting

opium, cotton and wool, &o. The imports consist of almost every kind

of goods consamed in Persia, amongst which are large quantities of

sugar and. tea. A great portion of this trade is in the hands of the

Farsis.

The port of Yezd is, of course, Bandar Abbas, Linga port supplying

but little owing to the badness of the roads, and their insecurity where

passing through the nomad haunts of Lar.

QOih.—Temperature, 54°. Weather fine. Leave Tezd and travel

over a sandy plain encumbered by heaps of loose sand, driven here beforo

the northerly winds, and piled up against the walls of the villages en

roiite till level with their tops. After travelling about 1 1 miles, we halt

at the large village of Hussainabad. Elevation, about 3420 feet.

31«/.—Weather fair. Leave Hussainabad and cross over a sandy

undulating plain, bounded by a rocky barren range of hills on the right,

at whose foot lies a perfectly level sandy stretch of ground covered here

and there with salt incrustation. At 10]^ miles we reach the village of

Ealanta, a Parsi village, containing 50 or 60 houses, with a fire temple.

The whole place is very neat and clean, and the inhabitants, who like all

other Parsis are compelled to wear dust-coloured clothes, are very civil

and obliging. Elevation, about 3320 feet At this place I purchase

sufficient provisions to carry me on to Anarak.

April let.—Weather fine. Temperature, 50' at 7 a.m. Leave Ealanta,

and march over ground the same as in yesterday's route, and after going

14 miles halt at Ohah-i-Heriz.

This is a Parsi place of pilgrimage, containing a shrine, erected in

memory of a Parsi virgin, who being pursued by several Muhammedans
with intent to violate her chastity, prayed that she might sink and

disappear into the ground. This immediately occurred on the spot

where the shrine now stands. There are a few huts for pilgrims

close by.

2nd.—Temperature, SO''. Weather fine. March at 8 a.m. and cross-

ing a low range of hills descend on to a plain, covered with scanty

vegetation, on which a few flocks of sheep and goats are seen grazing. A
march of 8f miles brings us to the Hauz-i-Giaour, a water-tank with a
small caravanserai close by. Then on between two low ranges of hills,

leaving which we emerge on to an open plain, which, though stony, is

covered with shrubs and tufts of grass. On our left a kavir is visible,

stretching away for many miles to the west. After crossing a narrow neck

of it, we halt in the desert, having done 18|^ miles. Elevation, about

2950 feet.

3rrf.—Temperature, 57'. Weather fine. March at 11 a.m., and after

going 12J miles over very rough ground anive at Toot.

Toot is a picturesque village, containing a few houses and an old

caravanserai. There is also a little cultivation about, which forms a
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pleasant oontraat to the desolate country around. Elevation, about

3140 feet.

4ih.—Temperature, 58°. Leave Toot at a.m. Sky slightly

overcast. Pass over nearly the same ground as yesterday and halt at

14j miles in a ravine which drains the low and sandy hills on our right

into the iavir.

5th.—Temperature, 50". Weather fine. Leave camp at 8 a.m., and

pass over a desolate sandy waste descending until we almost touch the

itavtV, then ascending again we pass through broken hillocks, and traveU

ling up the dry bed of a watercourse emerge on to open ground at the

foot of the Siah Euh, a mountain of considerable elevation Cthough not

snow capped) and evidently of volcanic origin. After going 20} miles

we reach a spring hidden away in a ravine amongst the hills, and called

Chah-i-Euh-Heriz.

6/7i.—Weather fine. Gross over a low watershed and march along-

side of a barren range on the left, round a spur of which the road turns

sharply to the left, and at 22^ miles halt at Ohah Gumbuz. Elevation,

about 4040 feet. The country passed over to-day is desolate, as usual,

and the broken low lying country on the right is unusually so even for

Persia. There is a small well here which is said to be haunted by
«7iat7an«, evil spirits, and several people coming to draw water are said to

have fallen dead at its edge.

7ih.—Temperature, 65°. Sky overcast. Leave camp at 9 a.m., skirt-

ing the hills on the leff. We then ascend gently over a range of desolate

hills, the watershed of which has an elevation of about 4850 feet. Then
descending we cross over an open sandy plain extending as far as Nain

to the left, and bounded on the right by a low chain of hills at a few

miles distance. We now ascend towards another and higher range of

hills. At this time a small black cloud was visible away to the west,

and by the time we reached the highest point on the road, the sky in

that direction was completely shrouded over with a dense black mass of

clouds advancing toward us with great rapidity, and from which came

every now and then brilliant flashes of lightning accompanied by a con-

tinuous roll of thunder ever growing louder. Then came a cold wind,

raising clouds of dust, next a few heavy drops of rain, and the storm

burst upon us with terrific fury. Bain and hail came beating down, and

the wind blew with such force that it was impossible to proceed any

longer on our journey. The animals refused to face it, and huddled

together in a helpless mass, while we dismounted and covering our

saddles up sought shelter among them. After about 20 minutes the

violence of the storm abated, when drenched to the skin we hurried

along over the muddy ground as fast as the animals would go, for our

provisions being consumed we were afraid of being cut off from Anarak,

now near at hand, by the mountain streams in whose beds the road in

many places ran. As the atmosphere cleared, we saw the water racing

VOL. III. I -
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in torrents down tho precipitoua sides of the rooky peaks between which

we were passing, while every now and then, with a dull roar, immense

masses of earth and stones came sliding and leaping down them. De-

scending from the hills along a stream bed, luckily not yet in £ood, we
emerged on to open ground, and travelling across it for a few miles

arrived at the oaravanserai outside the city just as it was growing dark.

There, in the rooms, we lit big fires, and began to dry our clothes and

investigate the damage.

The people of Anarak were not over polite ; in fact, they turned out

in large numbers and mobbed both mo and my servant, compelling us

under a shower of brickbats to leave the city, which we had entered, and

seek a refuge in the caravanserai. The Persian travellers who were

stopping there came out in a body to assist us, and thus put an end to

an affair which at one time threatened a disastrous termination to my
journey.

- Anarak is a town or small city, containing about 4000 inhabitants.

It is compactly built, being surrounded by low walls. Close by is the

Euh Daramgill, the highest peak of a lofty range of hills to the north.

A sandy desert plain stretches from here to Nain.

The inhabitants are chiefly miners, who work tho mines in the neigh-

bourhood, of which there are many, both of lead and copper. Thero

are also a large number of camols owned by tho people. The city is

governed by a Naib. Elevation, 4700 feet.

9th.—Weather fine, and temperature 64° at mid-day. Leave Anarak,

cross over the hills to the north of it by the Gudar-i- Zargarab&d,

whose elevation is about 5000 feet, and descend on to a plain to the

north, and halt at the hamlet of Shurab. This hamlet marks the

farthest limit attained by former Turkoman raiders, the place posses-

sing a tower, built to afford protection against such inroads. Elevation,

4200 feet.

10th,—Leave Chah Shurab ; sky overcast ; and march to Ohashma-i-

Ashin. The country to the north falls for about 12 miles, and then

runs on in a series of undulating sandy ridges interspersed with low

bushes, which disappear from view on the horizon. The drainage is

north-east. About 10 or 12 miles to the east is a high and lofty range

called the Kuh Mahalla, the hills of which are very precipitous, barren,

and rocky ; from Shurab they looked simply magnificent, running away
north-east by east into the desert. Miles away to the north-east loomed

through the distance some lofty dark blue hills, which I was told were

the hills of Jandak. Ashin is simply a small village of about fifteen

houses. Elevation about 4700 feet.

To the north of Ashin are some low hills, beyond which lies the

village of Baba Ehalet, distant 12 miles from Ashin, and inhabited by

charcoal burners; from Baba Ehalet to Biabanak, near Samnan, the

country is waterless and uninhabited. There is said to be a forest north
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of Baba Khalet, four milos in depth from north to Bouth, and extending

for many milos to tho north-east. On its northern border lies the

Kavir.

12/A and 13lh. —March from Ohashma-i-Ashin to Chashma Qauhir,

Sdjt miles. No teater en route. Country undulating, and draining south

into a salt swamp situated at some dist'ince on an extensive plain

bounded by a distant range of reddish hills. Gauhir is a cluster of

springs of brackish water at the foot of the Kuh-i-Dom range, at an

elevation of 4400 feet. Latitude 33^ 40' 30".

14<A.—Leave Gauhir at 10.30 a.m. Temperature G3^ Enter tho hills

to the north, and after crossing a watershed whose elevation is 4700 feet,

descend gently down a watercourse running north-east into the basin of

the Dasht-i-Eavir. As we quitted the defile, a sudden turn in tho road

presented to our astonished gaze what at first sight looked like a vast

frozen sea stretching away to the right as far as the eye could reach in

one vast glistening expanse. A more careful examination proved it to

be nothing more than salt formed into one immense sheet of dazzling

brilliancy, while here and there upon its surface pools of water, showing

up in the most intense blue, were visible. Away to the north of it stood

a distant range of low red hills.

A peculiar haze, perhaps caused by evaporation, hangs over the whole

scene, which though softening the features of tho distant hills, does not

obliterate their details. This which I now see before me is the Great

Salt Swamp, to the presence of which the Dasht-i-Eavir owes its name.

This swamp, lying at a low level in the centre of the great desert,

receives into its bed the drainage from an immense tract of territory.

All the rivers flowing into it are more or less salt, and carry down to it

annually a great volume of water. The fierce heat of the desert during

the summer months causes a rapid evaporation, the result being that

the salt constantly increases in proportion to the water, until at last the

ground becomes caked with it. The Persians say that many years ago

a sea rolled its waves over the whole of the depression where I am now
travelling, and that it was navigated by ships which used to sail from

Samnan to Eashan. My guide told mo the following legend:—"One
day, many years ago, long before the time of the Prophet, a holy man
arrived at Eashan, took a boat, and ordered the man to sail him across

to some point or other ; the boatman being of a suspicious turn of mind,

insisted on his paying his fare before landing. This he did ; but the

boatman objected, saying that the fare was not enough, and that ho

wanted something extra for his trouble. After a dispute he got this,

and the old man said nothing more until he reached the shore ; then,

taking up a handful of earth from the ground, he threw it into the sea,

uttering these words : * Avaricious boatmen here shall ply their trade no

more.' The sea instantly disappeared, and in its place came the desert

as it now stands, while the fish became turned into stones, the boatman

I 2
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who triod to swindle was strnok with blindness, and the holy man went

on his way rejoicing."

I suggested to my guide that this was rather a severe punishment

for such a small fault, and that an earthquake or a severe storm which

would have sent all the boatmen to the bottom of the sea might have

been sufficient to meet the requirements of the case. lie said, he didn't

know about that ; anyhow this was the story as he had hoard it recounted

by his tribe, who had lived on the borders of tho desert for ages.

After breakfasting in sight of this wonderful marsh, which was

several miles off, I climbed to the top of tho nearest hill to see if I could

mark its limits. But no; there it was, stretching away without any

termination, until it and tho sky appeared to meet.

Resuming tho march we reached Chaslima Bulazoon, a small spring

of fresh water, and halted there for the night. Elevation 4200 feet.

Hero we saw the tracks of a large pantlier, so lighting several fires we
brought the baggage animals inside thorn and lay down ourselves

close by.

The next few marches wore in the neighbourhood of the swamp,

towards the centre of which the wind blew unceasingly day and uight.

On the second evening, at Chah Shur (elevation 3700 feet), it blew a

perfect gale, so much so that all our fires were blown away, and it

became almost impossible to cook anything. Then, to add to the general

discomfort, the rain began to descend in torrents, and we had to shift from

the stream bed in which we had camped for shelter, on to higher ground.

I lay during the night with a waterproof sheet over me and my boxes

and saddle piled upon the windy side. Needless to say that I always

slept in my clothes and boots.

IQth.—Weather fine. Descend gently for 12 miles over a vast glacis-

like slope of open ground. Soil, gravel and sand, covered with low

bushes of tamarisk and tufts of bunch grass, until we reach the Eavir,

across a small neck of which we pass. Elevation about 2700 feet. Then
ascend gently, and halt on the open plain.

1 7th.—Broke my remaining thermometer.

March at sunrise and reach Chashma Tulha, situated at the foot of

the Kuh-i-Tulha, at an elevation of about 3340 feet. The summit of tho

mountain is about 800 feet higher. From this point Kavir is visible to

the east as far as one can see. Atmosphere hazy.

Wild sheep, ibex, panther, sandgrouso, and hares abound in these

hills. A few Arabs from the neighbourhood of Teheran bring camels

here to graze, and water them at the spring. Vegetation scanty.

ISth.—March through the hills, descending gently, and emerging on

to fairly open ground, travel over it till sunset, when the road being

lost wo bivouac where we are for the night amongst a waste of sand-

hills.

19th.—Beach Chashma-i chahi Mishmis, and after refilling our
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mu$$ttcJc$ (water bags) reach tho odgo of tbo Kavir and halt. Elovation,

2600 feet.

Away to tho west stretches a vast BanJy plain on which tho Siah

Kuh roars its inimonao nvass. This mountain is not part of a ihnin. It

is a solitary hill, pruba ly an extinct volcano, with a flattened summit,

while between it and tbo Kuh-i-Qugird (of which it is shown as a part

in all the present maps), an extensive salt marsh intervenes. To the

north lio the Kuh-i-Qaoh and Kuh-i-Gugird,* while away to tho oast,

innumerable hills of shifting sand conceal their prolongation and the

Dasht-i-Eavir from sight.

20th.—March across the kavlr, which consists hero of a swollen puflfed-

up glazed crust with a powdery soil beneath it. Colour, Naples yellow.

As we progress the animals feet break through its surface with a crack-

sound ; all vegetation ceases. At the fourth milo we reach a salt stream

(called by the natives, the Shtit), flowing from west to east at l^ miles an

hour. Water intensely salt. This river probably drains tho low kavir

north of tho Siah Kuh into tho Great Kavir, and also receives tho

drainage from tho hills north of Samnan. In flood it must bo about 150

yards in breadth, with an average depth of six feet, though at present the

section of the actual stream flowing is not more than eight square feet. A
few white birds are visible here and there, which resemble tho hagla

(bagula) or Indian paddy bird, also a few ravens. After crossing tho

stream with great difficulty, owing to the swampy nature of its banks,

we resume our march over the kavir. The elevation is between 1400

und 2400 feet. Skirting a low spur of the Kuh-i-Gugird, we proceed up

a desolate valley formed of soft and slippery uneven kavir, studded with

large rounded holes, rendering our progress slow and laborious ; wo then

cross the same river onco more ; its banks hero are covered with a deposit

of salt about six inches thick, extending for many yards on either

bank.

The surrounding scenery is appallingly desolate ; on the right rise tho

barren waterless hills of tho Kuh-i-Gugird or sulphur range. Theso

hills are formed of a succession of sandy hillocks rising tier above tier

;

in places they consist of soft rock, with fine parallel strata running in a

horizontal direction, and resembling a section of a well pressed haystack.

Here and thero narrow perpendicular strata of gypsum intervene. Tho

ravines in these hills have often perpendicular sides rising to a height

of 200 or 300 feet, while their width does not exceed 20 or 30 feet. At

other places tho ravines turn into large tunnels, which, twisting about

under ground for 100 yards or more, emerge again on another ravine

higher up. Bushes grow here and there, but there is not a trace of

fresh water to bo found.

Naphtha is said to be found in them, and the inhabitants of Samnan

occasionally mine them for copper and for sulphur. "While thus engaged

* Qatch ia tho whito earth of which lime ia formed, or plaster. Gugird ia aiilpbur.
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they live on water which they obtain from the salt streams and condense

with a still. In this valley wo halt for the night.

2l8t.—After going sorio miles we cross over a low hill called the Kuh-
i-Gach, on which stands a ruined pillar, called the Mil Ispahani. On the

place where the pillar now stands, a wealthy camel owner, an inhabitant

of Ispahan, was overtaken by heavy rain, and was unable either to

advance or retire owing to the kavir on both sides having become a

dangerous swamp. He therefore had to remain where he was until the

ground became sufficiently hard for him to travel on again. This did

not occur until 25 of his camels had died either from starvation or

attempting to cross. In memory of the event and as a warning to future

travellers, ho erected this pillar. As we passed along the road we passed

the bones of camels lying by the track ; while the remains of fires and

other debris close by showed that their owners had remained with them

for many days. Then on through a swamp with water lying on it several

inches in depth, and over dry ground caked with salt, and covered with

a profusion of tamarisk bushes, until we reach Chah Jangi, a small well

hidden amongst bushes. Elevation about 2880 feet.

22nd.—March to Biabanak, ascending gently almost the whole way.

Drainage south.

At Biabanak the inhabitants come crowding round to learn where I

have come from, and are much astonished to hear that I have crossed the

desert from Anarak.

23rd.—Arrive at Samnan, after travelling over a sandy plain, with

villages and cultivation here and there. The only village I passed

through en route was Hajiabad, four miles from Biabanak.

Samnan is a city well known, since it lies on the main road between

Meshed and Teheran. It contains about 16,000 inhabitants, amongst

whom are no Je^vs, this being one of the cities in which they are not

permitted to reside.*

My journey from Yczd to Samnan occupied me 24 days, during

• Eraser (' Narrative of a Journey into Khorasan ') gives a deplorable account of

Samnan at the time of hia visit in the last days of 1821. " Wo found ourselves," ho

writes, " riding through a long mazo of utter ruins, abandoned suburbs, and crumbling

garden walls, over an execrable road : these hide the city from the tmveller until he

reaches its gate, tlirough which he enters a wretched bazaar that extends for one hundred

yards, very partially occupied by sliops." Ho adds: "The inhabitants could not be

stated at more thun three or four thousand souls, and these consist almost entirely of

husbandmen who cultivate the fields and gardens in the vicinity, and of the tradesmen

who supply their most urgent wants." When visited half a century later by the Sistan

Mission, its walls ami citadel wore found to bo in a dilapidated condition, but it was
reputed to ijossess twelve caravanserais, four colleges, excellent bazaars, witli seven

hundred shops, four humraanis, and three mosques. Of the hist, one is reported to be

of great antiquity : it is tlio same as mentionetl by Fraser, who is doubtful, from the

inscription which it bears, whether it was built or repaired by Shah Bukh, £on of

TimUr, The inhabitants of Samnan were reckoned in 1872 at 250O families, or from

10,000 to 13,000 souls.
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which I covered 370 miles of country, and only provisioned twice, once

at Ealanta and once at Anarak. I carried eight miusucka with me,

which were filled with water when necessary. My caravan consisted

of two horses, seven mules, and two donkeys, two muleteers, one per*

8onal servant, one groom, and one guide. From Samnan I made an

excursion into the desert to the Gugird hills, in the hope of being able to

ascend them and survey the country south and south-east of them. After

getting within 12 miles of the range, the further progress of my camels

was checked by swampy ground ; so I proceeded the remainder of the

road on foot, carrying water and food with mo. After ascending about

two-thirds of the way up the hills I was taken sick and compelled to

return. I found at the north foot of the range a thicket consisting of

bushes of every description, varying from throe to 14 feet in height and

extending west for miles, probably east also, though this latter I was

unable to ascertain. On the upper parts of the hills grew occfusional tufts

of grass, on which the wild sheep and other game, whoso footmarks were

plentiful, fed. In one of the ravines I saw two very curious birds' nests,

exactly opposite to each other, and built out from the cliffs ; they were

about 40 feet above my head, and were built of sticks woven like a hamper,

their shape was cylindrical, and their estimated dimensions 2^ feet by
1 foot. The only birds visible were some large ones soaring at a great

height overhead.

May 28th.—Leave Samnan for Bajistan ; weather fine ; temperature

79° at 8 a.m. ; taking five camels for baggage and water. After going

C^ miles I halt at the hamlet of Ealat.

30th.—Leave Ealat at 4 a.m., and after going 14^ miles through moun-

tains, halt at Chashma Bulandab. Elevation about 5250 feet. Bulaudab

is a grassy plateau surrounded N.N.E. and north-west by high hills.

31«<.—Weather fine. March at 4 a.m. After descending, gently

ascend and cross over a range of hills, whoso elevation is about

5200 feet and descend to the village of Durai, which contains about

twenty houses. The country round possesses good grazing.

June Ist.—Leave Durai and march to Chah Husaini, a distance of

15j- miles. The road runs through mountainous country covered with

bushes, shrubs, and grass, though water is scarce. At 9^ miles a descent

commences past the foot of Euh-i-Chah Shah on the left, and the Euh-i-

Afghan on the right. This descent continues till Ohah Hussaini is

reached.

Latitude 35° 39' 16
". Elevation about 5200 feet. A plain ahead

of us extends from Damaghau to the Euh-i-Chashma o Chah Shereen,

and drains into the Dasht-i-Eavir by a broad and shallow watercourse,

now dry.

ith.—Weather fine ; march at 4 a.m. to the small fort of Jawanabad,
whore 1 halt for the night; surrounding country very desolate.

Elevation 3700 feet.
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6th.—^Weather fine ; leave Jawanabad at 4 a.m., and pass through

the Tillage of Khurz. Then cross a low range of hills, elevation about

4200 feet, descend on to a great plain, and halt at its lowest point

;

drainage, east. Bbing uneven ground connects the Euh Zar mnge
with the hills just passed over.

7th.—Weather fine; march at 4 a.m., the Euh Zar range on the left,

and halt at Cbah Farrakh. Elevation about 4000 feet.

8th.—^Arrive at Tumt, the road descending the whole way. Turut

is a town containing a population of about 800 or 1000 people. It

is very ancient, and formerly possessed a fine citadel, the ruins of which

are still standing. Wheat and other crops are cultivated here. Latitude,

35° 24' 31". Elevation about 3080 feet. Temperature, midday, 90° in

the breeze, 102° out of it. Turut is situated within six or eight miles

of the Dasht-i-Eavir, whose brown expanse is visible stretching away
like an ocean bounding the horizon southwards, over an arc of nearly

180 degrees.

10th.—Weather fine ; march at 5 a.m. to Bezeh. Bezeh is situated

at the foot of a lofty peak of the Euh-i-Bezeh. Elevation about 4600

feet. The place is in ruins, the Turkomans having surprised the town,

and carried off all the inhabitants some years ago. Two or three huts

are now all that remain.

llih.—Leave Bezeh at 4.30 a.m., weather fine, and march, descending

into a valley, amongst numerous stream beds, flowing south-east into

the Eavir. A profusion of grass and bushes about. Then up a stream

bed between tamarisk trees meeting overhead, and on over the open

desolate plain to Ohah Palang. En route we passed numbers of locusts,

who swarmed over every atom of vegetation, while even the well

itself at the halting place was full of their putrid bodies. Elevation

about 4480 feet.

12th.—Weather fine; march at 5.15 a.m. to Chashma Belooch, a

small spring situated in a dry watercourse. Elevation about 3500

feet.

ISth.—^Weather fine ; a strong north wind blowing ; and halt at

Chashma Serai Bunab. Elevation about 3500 feet.

14th.—Weather fine ; leave camp and march over open ground

within a few miles of the Eavir on the right, which extends south

out of sight, and after going 16^ miles halt on the Eavir. Elevation

about 2890 feet. On the left, to the north, gravelly undulations rise

one above the other to the Euh-i-Shutur.

15th.—Weather fine ; leave camp ; road for three miles crosses the

Eavir, and then ascends towards Chashma Abul Haiyea, where I halt.

Elevation about 3080 feet. Latitude 35° 38' 48". For the remainder of

the day it blew a regular gale.

16th.—March over open ground, descending gently ; at 6^ miles reach

the salt river Eal Mura, flowing south-west. This river is known
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higher up as the Abresham river.* The section of the water is now
15 feet by 6 inches, and it flows 112^ feet per minute. Section in flood,

6 feet by 180 feet. The banks are thickly covered with green bushes, tufts

of grass, and all sorts of shrubs, for at least 50 yards distance to either

side. The river comes from the north-east through a narrow valley

between the Abul haiyea and Euh-i-Heizum 1 ranges; to the south it

runs away into the desert towards its unknown destination, its courae

being marked for many miles by green bushes. 12 or 15 farsakhs off

—

one farsakh equals three or four miles—it is said to teiminate in a vast lake.

People living on the Kuh-i-Tarum told me that in winter, when the

snn sets to the south-west, the waters of the lake are seen glistening in

the sunlight for miles. Camel-drivers who have lost their camels, are

said to have followed the river course in search of them, and have

found it to terminate in a salt lake whose farther shore was invisible

to the eye. This lake is shown on some German maps.

I often observed that when in the vicinity of the Eavir, the wind

always blew with considerable force towards its centre, sometimes for

two or three days, but there was no return wind. This wind was

usually succeeded by a dead calm of a few hours, and in the early

morning long filmy streaks of clouds would often appear out on the

desert, disappearing as the sun rose higher. Proceeding on, we skirt

the Eavir for some distance, and then ascend gradually towards Gil

Chashma, a spring near the foot of the Euh-i-Tarum. As we advanced,

the heat, as the sun rose higher and higher in the sky, grew intense,

and at midday I halted at a bush, tethered my horse by the head rope I

always carried, and spreading out my great coat on a branch I lay down
and slept for several hours. On waking up, I remounted and followed

the tracks of my baggage until it grew dark, and they were no

longer discernible. There was now no sign of a track or footpath

anywhere. It was evident that I was lost. I then deliberated as to

whether it would be best to make for the mountain in tho hope of

finding water or else to trace my steps to the last spring. Persian

mountains are often waterless, so I decided on the latter alternative,

and rode slowly back, firing an occasional shot from my revolver in

the hope of attracting my servants' attention, but without success.

After an interval of about half an hour, I saw a small spot of light

miles away at the foot of ..^e Euh-i-Tarum. Toward this I hurried

on, and arriving in camp, found that my servants had lit three large

fires on a hill just by the camp, and that it was these which I had

mistaken for the light of a lantern from the distance I was off. On

* So Clerk ("Notes in Persia, Khurasan, and Afghanistan," 'Journal R. G.

Society,' toI. zxxi. 1861), who, according to latitude above shown, must have crossed the

Kal Mum at, or very close to, tho spot where it was reached by Lieut. Yaughan. The two

travellers may have followed the same road from Tarum to Zanghada, or vice versa, for

Clerk was returning from Herat westward.
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the bills to the north is a small hamlet called Shaikh Abdul Husain

Nuri. It is a plaoe of pilgrimage, and is at an elevation of about

4780 feet.

19th.—Weather fine. March to Girdal , over country as desolate as

usual.

20th.—Weather fine. March to Chashma Dubor, crossing a valley

covered with an abundance of bunch grass. Numerous deserted

gallas, or shepherds' camps, show that large flocks of sheep graze here

in the early spring. Cross a dry stream in the centre of the valley

which flows into the E^vir to the west, and crossing a range of low hills

descend to Dubor and halt. Elevation about 3300 feet. At this place

we meet a caravan of tobacco from Tabbas and bound for Teheran.

This is the first party of travellers we have met since leaving Samnan.

My servants here had a row with my camel-driver, who had several

of his teeth knocked out in the straggle, while the guide pursued him
with a drawn sword, saying he would have his blood. I could not find

out what was the origin of this disturbance, but succeeded in transferring

the driver to the other caravan and getting another man and camels from

them in exchange.

22nd.—Weatherfine. Leave Dubor at 3.15 a.ui. Descending through

the hills we emerge on to an open plain bounded south by the Dasgirdun

range, and at 7if miles reach the bed of the salt river Eal Lada, 250

yards in width from bank to bank, and now containing a rapid stream

12 feet broad by 3 inches deep ; in flood its depth would be from 2 to 3

feet. Its water is less salt than that of the Eal Mura ; it flows from the

hills on the north through an opening, and goes off in a south-westerly

direction into the Eavir. After crossing it we halt 4| miles to the east

of it; in the desert. Latitude, 35° 5' 52". Elevation about 2950 feet.

Numbers of high tamarisk bushes grow here.

23rd.—Weather fine. Leave camp and march to Doruna, along the

foot of a high range of hills.

Doruna is a small walled town containing about 300 or 400 inhabi-

tants. It obtains its water from a high peak of the range to the north,

called the Euh-i-Doruna. Latitude, 35° 10' 23". Elevation about 2900

feet.

The plain hero is said to extend north-east as far as Anarbat, on the

road from Damaghan to Euhi Ehaf.

The people here were very civil and obliging. ,

2ith.—Weather fine. Temperature 90°. Leave Doruna at 12.40

midnight, and march to Eavir Ehiishk, across a plain formed of a vast

expanse of hard and smooth clay, subject to inundation in rainy weather.

Eavir Ehiishk is a small village at an elevation of about 3620 feet.

The inhabitants were the reverse of civil, and stole some of my spoons

and a musauch.

26th.—Leave Eavir Ehushk at 5.40 a.m., and march to Yakdb, a small
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hamlet at an elevation of about 4900 feet, surrounded by a group of hills,

the highest of which is the Euh Sarhangi or Euh Yak Ab, I am not quite

certain which.

30th.—Leave Yak&b and after crossing a pass 3500 feet in elevation

descend on to the open plain and halt at the village of Ohah Pali. This

place is inhabited by the Arab-i-Zeigzini, a pastoral tribe numbering iu

all 800 tents ; they are quiet and peaceable. A woman who had been

married six years and was childless was brought to me by these simple

people, in the hope of my being able to cure her. Wherever I went tlie

Persians seemed to think that I was a doctor. Elevation 4650 feet.

July IbL—Weather fine. Leave Chah Pali at 3.30 a.m. and descending

throughout the march arrive at a hauz (water-tank) on the road side.

Elevation about 8670 feet.

The high road from Mash-had to Yezd passes through here. Going by
existing maps, I had expected to be able to reach Bajistan in a few days,

but was unable to do so, being compelled to make a detour to the south

by Nagenau, to avoid the impassable Kavir of Bajistan, which intervened

between my present camp and the city of that name. Three marches

along the west border of the Eavir in a southerly direction over desolate

country brought me to Nagenau, where I arrived on the 4th of July.

The march lay over fairly level ground.

Nagenau is a flourishing town situated on an open plain (which

affords good grazing) at an elevation of about 3300 feet. It contains a

population of about 600, who subsist chiefly by cultivating the soil,

the chief crops being wheat and tobacco.

There is a fine caravanserai here which was recently built, but it was

full of scorpions, some of which were the largest and blackest I have

ever seen.

6th.—Leave Nagenau at 6.30 p.m. Temperature 101°. The road

descends gently over open ground towards the Eavir, which it soon

commences to pass over. About half-way across, a salt stream flowing-

south is reached. This is crossed by a bridge built two years ago, the

former one having been carried away by a flood. The Eavir is said to

extend south nearly as far as Tun. Just before sunrise we reached the

Hauz-i-Haji Abbas.

During the next day wo remained halted, the thermometer register-

ing between 104° and 106° at midday in my tent.

The next night's march brought us to the Hauz-i-Haji Mirak, and

the night after to the village of Mathrabad, situated amongst a group

of hills between the Kuh Easimabad range on the north, and the Zangi

Euh range on the south. Elevation about 4400 feet.

Leaving Mathrabad on July 10th, we an-ived at Bajistan about mid-

day.

Bajistan is a city containing about 1000 houses, a ruined fort, and

a dilapidated caravanserai. The Governor is a Naib, and is subject to
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the Khan of Tabbas, whose son he is. The people here remembered well

the visit of the Sistan Mission, wbioh seemed to have much impressed

them, and they appear to have been highly gratified by the presents

which they then received, all of which were described to me minutely.

My tent having been torn to pieces in a storm, and the caravanserai

being unfit to live in, having no roof, I pnt up in a subterranean exca-

vationjust outside the city. The Governor, when he came to call, seemed

much amused at my condition, owing to the length of my journey,

which had caused most of my kit to go to pieces.

There were large quantities of fruit and vegetables obtainable, which

were welcome after eating nothing but dried and salted food for days.

A considerable manufacture of cloth and silk goods is carried on,

and there is a moderate amount of wheat and barley grown.

Fish of from 1 lb. to ^ lb. abound in the kanata, or underground

streams by which water is brought to the city. Many of them are blind,

and the inhabitants, for some reason or other, never eat them. Elevation

4800 feet.

Three short marches from Bajistan, over a high range of hills,

through a pass 4800 feet in elevation, took me to Jumain, the chief

town of a cluster of about fifteen villages, constituting the township of

Gunabad. The population of the plain is very large, the greater portion

being nomad, who, however, never remove beyond the neighbouring

hills.

The journey, though interesting, was rather a trying one, owing to

the heat experienced, the scarcity of water (which necessitated long

marches), and the absence of fresh provisions.

My own opinion regarding the Eavir is that it extends uninter-

ruptedly from 52° 45' to 57° east longitude, without any break what-

ever, and that about 54° 15' its bod is slightly elevated, forming a

dryer region, across which the road from Yezd to Damaghan runs.

It contains, I believe, two great depressions, one immediately Eouth,

and at the foot of the Gugird Hills, the other at the point formed

by the junction of the Eal Mura and Eal Lada rivers, both of yrhich

depressions pretty certainly contain vast sheets of water in the rainy

season. As regards the southern border of the Eavir, I cannot speak

with any certainty.

My observations for altitudes are only approximate, though corrected

for temperature. The latitudes were taken with a 6" sextant, from

meridian altitudes of the sun and altitudes of the North Pole star, time

being taken by a half chronometer, which kept going fairly accurately

throughout.

The insect and animal life of the desert consisted of the wild ass,

snakes, lizards, scorpions, spiders, and beetles. Birds: the vulture,

raven, and, if I remember rightly, a few doves.

All the snakes I saw were brown, exactly resembling in colour an^
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appearance a piece of dead stick. Some of tbem would climb bushes,

and bitching their tails round a bough would stick their bodies out in

imitation of a withered branch, and thus remain motionless for hours.

My servants said that they were wailing for a bird to come and perch on

them, when they would immediately strike it. None of the snakes I

saw exceeded three feet in length ; they were usually from. 18 inches to

two feet long.

Scorpions of all sizes and of various colours abounded, especially in

dry and sandy places. There was also a curious spider called the dum-

luch. He had long hairy legs, formed of shell, like those of a crab,

while his body was soft and attained the size of a walnut. They had no

tails, but were provided with two pairs of curved crab-like daws, which
carried a row of teeth like a saw on their inner surface. They spin

no web, but run about on the surface of the ground with great velocity,

seizing any beetle or other insect which falls in their way. The natives

say they are very poisonous, and that all insects living in the desert

are so, even though the same species may be found harmless elsewhere.
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A JOUKNEY TO BONTIJKU,

: INTERIOR OF WEST AFRICA.

•' By R. Austin Frbbuak. ,

;

Map, p. 200.

The tract of country which I propose to briefly describe, and which I

traversed when accompanying as medical officer an expedition despatched

by the Qovernment of the Gold Coast in 1888, lies to the north of those

portions of Upper Guinea known as the Gold and Ivory Coasts. It is

contained between the meridians 0' to 4° W., and between the parallels

5° to 10° N., and includes portions of the countries of F^nti, Assin,

Ad&nsi, Ash&nti, J&man, and Gruinsi, the four former being inhabited

by vrtiious branches of the great Ochwi family, and the latter by pagan

aboriginal tribes, whose affinities will be discussed hereafter, and by
large numbers of a Mahommodan people called Wong&ras.

The most intelligible manner in which to present a description of the

country passed through will, I think, be to follow the expedition in its

progress and note the physical character of the regions and the objects of

interest met with from day to day, reserving a few points of particular

interest for subsequent consideration.

It will be convenient to consider the journey in the following seo>

tions :—1. Cape Coast to Prasu. 2. Frasu to Kumaesi. 3. Eumassi to

Bontuku.

1. Cape Coast to Prasu.

The first day's journey, after leaving Cape Coast, led through an

undulating country covered with bushes 10 to 20 feet in height, amongst

which various trees were thinly scattered, the silk-cotton and its allies

being most conspicuous. Oa the surface was a highly ferruginous sand-

stone, and masses of quartz were seen in abundance.

On the secoud day a marked change occurred, and the country, as

the trees increased in number, gradually began to assume the character

of forest; new forms of life, both animal and vegetable, made their

appearanoa ; ferns became numerous ; huge creepers hung in loops from

tree to tree ; the oil-palm appeared at increasingly frequent intervals

;

and once or twice the road passed through the shady arcades of a bamboo
clump. I do not think that these bamboos are indigenous, as I met with

none north of the Pra.

Animal life, too, was more confipiouous amidst the shade nnd moisture

VOL. III. K
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of the furcBt; numcroua buttorflioii, iiotwithatanding tho diyoeBB of the

BoaBOii, flitted aoroBH tho path ; variotiH beetles, orano-flicH, >v:»BpB, and

other iDBfcts were houii in tho bushy undergrowth ; tho Burfacea of the

ponds woro alive with " skaters" and " whirlwigs"; whilst occasional

molluscs were seen, oven iu middlo day, creeping amongst the moist

herbage. Tho country was undulating and very gently rising north,

tho elevation of Mansu being (by aneroid) 350 feet abr-'o sea-level. The
same sandstone and quartz remained on the surface, and, indeed, con-

tinued with little change to the northern limit of tho forest.

During tho next two days we pnftscd through similar country, the

foroht becoming gradually denser and the organic forms more character-

istic. On tho fourth day wo arrived at Frasu, situated on tho south bank

of the Biisiim Pra river.

2. PnAsu TO EuMAssr.

Piasu is the northern frontier station of the Qold Coast Oolony,

and possesses a Government House for tho convenience of officers who
may bo temporarily stationed there, and a camp of tho Hausa con-

stabulary. The Pra is at this point about 170 yards in width from

the summit uf ono bank to that of tho other. When wo crossed it

it was very shallow, not exceeding four feet at the middle of tho ferry, but

the banks were some 40 feet above the water, and I was informed that

at the end of tho rains it is full to tho brim. I proceeded down tho river

in a canoe, but found tho navigation very troublesome by reason of its

BhallowuesB and tho abundance of snags. Liko tho other large rivers of

this part of Africa, tho Pra is invested with supernatural attributes, ns

its name implies— tho Ochwi word Biisum signifying fetish or sacred.

On the 14th wo crossed the Pra, and shortly after entered Adunsi,

which country wo found, after passing Attassi Ewdnta, quite deserted.

Wo encountered from time to time remains of villages from which tho

inhabitants had fled. These presented, for tho most part, a clearing in

tho forest, occupied in part by a plantation of papaws and another of

plantains, the remainder of the space being flUed up by a mass of herbage

and a coarse, strong grass from 12 to 15 feet in height, through which

tho path was with the greatest difficulty traced.

Almost entirely hidden amidst the rank vegetation wero the fast

diminishing remains of the houses which had formed the village. Theso

and iho numerous human bones against which tho foot struck amidst

tho long grass, told a story as tragic as it is unfortunately common in

this region.

On the 15th we crossed tho Fuma river, near the Eouth bank of which

stand the remains of the village of Fumasu. This river, at the point

where wo crossed it, was about 30 yards wide ; its bed was rocky and

very uneven, rendering fording a matter of some difficulty. On the

following day we ascended the Moinsi or Ewissa hill, tho extremely
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common m

preoipitoui southern aspect of which in LSo feet in height, and thu

northern aspect of which shelves sumowhat gently to the village of

Kwissa. Owing to the dense forest wliich clothes this hill, nothing

could be mado out as to its characters, whether solitary or part of a range.

It appeared to consist of the red sandstone which is so constant a feature

of the forest region. Another day's march 1)rought us to the deserted

village of Fommana, the former capital of Adiinsi.

From the Pra to Kumassi no material change was observed in the

character of the country; the road, an indistinct track, led through

l)rimeval forest which, for five days' journey, was a complete wilderness,

devoid of human inhabitants.

Tbo forest of this region appears to bo quite different in character from

that met with on the eastern side of Africa, consisting of trees of gigantic

diraonsions rising out of a mass of crowded and matted bush and under-

growth. It appears to present three distinct strata of vegetation :

—

(1) A mans of herbage not exceeding six foot in height, consisting largely

of ferns ; (2) the bush, which here rises to a height of 50 or CO feet ; and

( 3) rising out of this the great forest trees, attaining in many cases a

height of fully 200 feet. Mingled with tiie bush and forming a part of

the middle layer are many smaller trees, members of the natural orders,

Bosacesc, Anonacco}, Leguminoso), &c., as well as palms, among which the

oil-palm (Elais) and a singular climbing palm with large recurved hooks

on the midribs of its frondn, are conspicuous. The great forest trees,

although they obviously belong to many different species, present a very

strong family resemblance, the following peculiarities having particu-

larly attracted my attention :—remarkable straightness, relative slender-

noBS and height; absence of branches excepting near the summit, and

singular smoothness and regularity of the trunk, and a great tendency to

Ip.teral extension of the roots. Tlio trees in the forest rise quite perpen-

dicularly, as I have said, to a maximum height of 200 feet, presonting

throughout almost the whole of their extent a trunk as vertical,

cylindrical, regular, and smooth as a stone column, and tapering almost

as gradually towards their summits. Their barks aro mostly quite

smooth, like that of the beech, and white or grey in colour.

The circumstance which operates most strongly in producing this

extreme degree of vertical elongation is probably the closeness with

which the vegetation is aggregated, whence each tree is, in the course

of its growth, inclosed as it were in a tube, and can only receive light from

a circumscribed opening immediately overhead ; to the same circum-

stance is no doubt, in a largo measure, ittributablo the absence of lateral

growth in these great trees and their quasi-acrogenous habits and

appearance. This peculiarity of growth is seen even in a more exag-

gerated form in saplings and young trees than in those which are full

grown, the former rising to so disproportionate a height that they appear

like slender vines hanging from the fiummits of the larger trees.

k2
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Theso largo trees have a remarkable tendency to extend tlieir

roots horizontally over the surface of the ground instead of striking

downwards as do the European forest trees, and from the main routu

rootlets descend into the surface soil. The roots at their attachment to

the butt of the tree are greatly compressed laterally and produced

vertically, forming triangular buttresses from 10 to 20 feet in height.

Thus the tree cannot be said to be planted in the ground, but rather

stands upon its surface, its stability being derived almost entirely from

the spreading roots and root buttresses.

That the peculiarities of growth and structure above noted are, to a

great extent, the expression of inherent tendencies proper to the specie-t

to which the trees belong cannot be doubted, but yet I think that

to special conditions of environment are owing the exaggerations of

those natural tendencies which are here exhibited ; f<>r these structural

features become much less pronounced as the special burroundings

disappear ; and the most typical example, the silk-cotton, when removed

from these conditions, does not differ, except in size, in any important

particular, from a well-grown European forest tree, its palm-like

hlenderness and verticality having disap]>eared and its bole having

diminished in length to ordinary tree-like proportions, whikt its root

buttresses, although still a noticeable feature, have dwindled to

relatively insignificant size and its horizontal roots sunk below the,

surface of the ground.

It would be out of place in a paper like the present one to inquire

in detail into the causes which have given rise to these special features

;

but I may remark that it has appeared to me that the hard and ex-

clusively mineral nature of the surface soil is the most important factor,

and that this condition is maintained in part by the heavy rainfall, by

which the surface of the rock is kept in a large measure uncovered, and

by the almost complete absence of earthworms, which would find in a

surface kept bare by torrents of rain a peculiarly unfavourable condition,

and which would be further excluded by their competitors the termites,

to which the climatic conditions would be more favourable.

A very characteristic form of vegetation are the vines, which occur

in great abundance in the forest in a great variety of forms ; they vary

in size from the thickness of fine twine to a diameter of 12 to 18 inches.

The length of the larger kinds I was not able to ascertain as I could never

follow them to their terminations, but I should think that they must

be three or four times as long as the largest trees are high. Some of

the larger forms have smaller ones twisted closely round them like the

spun yam round a served rope. They lend a striking character to tho

forest scenery, dropping in some cases as straight as a harp-string from

the summit of the largest trees to the ground, in others hanging in

immense curves and festoons, whilst others again are drawn quite taut

from tree to tree.
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These creepers form an excellent substitute for rope, their long cord-

like stems being without leaf or branch, and for this purpose they are

extensively used by the natives, who tie the beams and rafters of tbeir

houses together with thom. ;

The lower forms of vegetable life are also fairly plentiful ; many
species of ferns, including a curious climbing form which ascends the

trunks of the more slender trees for some 30 or 40 feet, were seen

;

mosses were found covering the decaying trunks of fallen trees, while

lichens, mostly white or pale grey, encrust the barks of the living

ones.

With respect to the fauna of the forest I am not in a position to

furnish much information. We were much too large and noisy a party

to fall in with any of the larger animals. In the summits of the trees

hornbills and parrots were seen, as well as the three common species of

monkey. The spoor of various antelopes, some of very large size, was

observed ; and I met with the skulls of a boar, a leopard, a buffalo, and

a porcupine. These, together with the nocturnal howling of several beasts

which we could not identify, were the only indications of the presence

of the larger mammals. Insects and moUusca were abundant, and of

each collections weio made. The belt of forest which we oroFsed is

about 180 miles in width ; of its length and extent I could form only

a very approximate estimate, but I set it down as 600 miles in length

and 90,000 miles in superficial extent.

On the 22nd December, the thirteenth day of our journey, we entered

Kumasfri, the great city of the forest region, and a brief account of our

reception may be of interest.

We were, in accordance with the rules of native etiquette, kept

waiting fur some thirty- six hours at the adjoining village of Edrsi

before the king would give us permission to enter his capital. When
we started from Karsi we found that a new road had been cleared for us

Ihat day, but whether ffis was an act of courtesy on the part of the king,

or whether, as was hinted to me, there were certain things by the side

of the regular path which we were not wanted to see, I am unable to

say. On the outskirts of the town wo were met by a chief who was

deputed to act as our guide and conduct us along the route which had

been laid down for us; this chief was accompanied by a body of the

king's fighting men, who preceded us and testified their joy at our

arrival by dancing and discharging their muskets at frequent

intervals.

Our party, having been conducted round the town, somewhat after

the manner of a travelling circus, presently approached the royal

quarter, where wo passed a largo number of chiefs, each seated solemnly

upon a stool and surrounded by his retainers, one of whom held an

umbrella over his head. The umbrella, I may observe, appears to be

one of the principal insignia of rank, and its character is in a large
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measure indicative of the social status of its possessor. On this

occasion all . kinds were to be seen, from the modest trade gingham or

cotton parasol, up to imposing structures of silk and velvet six or

eight feet in diameter.

As we neared the place where the king was seated wo met with

chiefs of greater importance, eo, descending from our hammocks, we
walked along the line, preceded by our interpreter, who indicated to us

the chiefs whose position entitled them to shake hands with us. Most

of the latter received us with pleasant smiles and were evidently

pleased to be visited by us, but a few regarded us somewhat grimly.

After having shaken hands with some two or three score of chiefs we
approached the place where the king was sitting*. His Majesty 'was

surrounded by a large crowd of men and bo^'s all seated upon the ground

or upon the curious and elegant native stools; a band of musicians,

playing upon perforated elephant's tusks, struck at intervals slow

monotonous chords, while solo performers upon small horns sounded

short calls from time to time. There was of course a goodly show of

drums, and these presented great variety in form and size ; the larger

ones were decorated with human skulls andjaw-bones, and [having been

soaked in blood at the barbarous sacrificial " customs," had the appear-

ance of having been coated with pitch. I noticed that the head of one

drum was covered with chalk, and that it was played by drawing the

stick across the drum-head, producing a sound much like that of a bass-

viol. To the left of the king stood a man waving a feather fly-brush

and dancing in a slow and rather foolinh manner, whilst to the right

was a stunted, misshapen being of somewhat repulsive appearance

whose numerous cowrie ornaments proclaimed him a fetish man ; this

worthy was jerking his body and limbs about in grotesque and rather

unpleasant looking convulsions and waving a horse-tail. I may here

remark that I encountered at Bontdku a fetish woman who saluted me
by simulating an attack of epileptic convulsions ; and I think it probable,

although I cannot speak with certainty upon the subject, that epileptics

are regarded here as possessed of supernatural powers. Still nearer to

the king were stationed the guards bearing the state swords, scimitar-

shaped weapons, having a perforated pattern pierced in the blades,

and a hilt consisting of two knobs with an intervening bar. The hilt is

composed of wood covered with a layer of gold.

These state swords are produced on all occasions of importance, and

one of them always accompanies the king's messenger when he proceeds

to any foreign territory, On the king's left hand was a largo armchair

studded with bright nails, and in this was placed the royal stool which

is analogous to our coronation chair ; it appeared to be an ordinary

Ashanti stool covered with gold. On this stool the king is seated

during the ceremony of enthronement, and ho subsequently occupies it

once a year, whilst on all other occasions it occupies a place of honour
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upon a chair and is covered by a canopy. The king, Ewdku Dua, was

seated under his own umbrella, not under the stool canopy ; he was a fairly

good-looking young man, inclined to be fat and sleek, and somewhat

effeminate in appearance. His person appeared to be exquisitely clean

and neat, and his smooth well-kept brown skin was polifihed with palm oil.

His dress was gorgeous but in undoubtedly good taste, consisting of a

cardinal red silk cloth richly embroidered, worn in the style of the Boman
toga ; his head was encircled by a fillet of silk about one inoh in width,

to the front of which was attached an oblong ornament of gold. A gold

ornament was also stuck in his hair at the summit of the back of the head.

Large numbers of gold trinkets were strung around his neck and wrists,

and on his feet were handsome and well-fitting sandals. His hair was cut

short and brushed back in the peculiar Ashanti fashion, exaggerating

the naturally conical shape of the head.

The general effect of the group was certainly very striking and

suggestive of savage splendour—savage undoubtedly, and the details

would not bear close inspection ; but the gorgeous colours of the

cloths, the massive gold ornaments, the gaudy umbrellas, the strange

monotonou.'' -isin. and the solemn cciemouial, presented a tout enaemhh

that was > I 1 impressive.

When w s . presented to the king his hand was held out to us by

one of his high officials, it being the correct thing here for persons of

high social rank to abstain from using any bodily exertion; and

throughout the proceedings the king preserved a wooden stolidity,

betraying no interest in anything which occurred.

After having saluted the king we were presented to the queen mother,

who received us with much dignity ; she was apparently in mourning

for her late husband, for her head was shaven and highly polished,

and a similar polish had been produced upon the rest of her jet black

and rather emaciated person by the inunction of some oily substance.

We now proceeded to the place where we were to sit while the king

returned our visit, and having fixed our chairs and drawn up our men
we waited the approach of the procession. After a short time the royal

party began to file past ue, precoilcd by a body of fighting men armed

with long flintlock guns and a few Enficlds ; then came the chiefs of lesser

consequence who marched past us and isaluted us individually by making

a kind of chopping motion ut us with the extended hand. These were

followed by chiefs of higher position, who were presented to us by our

interpreter and with whom wo then shook hands. Near the end of the

procession was the ugly little fetish man spoken of above, who now
approaching me seized my hand, knelt or rather crouched before me, and

rested his head upon my knee ; after a short space he moved on and

crouched before my two companions, and having thus paid his respects

to our party he squatted down in the attitude of a frog and then hoppad

away after the fashion of that long-suffering reptile.
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The next part of the procession consisted of the musicians beating

drums and blowing long ivory horns ; these were followed by a

number of men carrying carved wooden stools which had the appearance

of being coated with tar, an appearance which was due to their having

been soaked in blood at some of the sanguinary functions which are in

vogue amongst this blood-loving people. After the procession of stool-

bearers came a number of armed men forming the king's body-guard,

dancing furiously, flourishing their long muskets, tossing their shields

in the air, and rolling over one another in the dust, making in the

meanwhile a fiendish hubbub. After these came the royal party, con-

sisting of the king with his principal chiefs, and Tiis mother and sisters.

The king advanced and, having shaken our hands, retired a few paces

and executed a slow and dignified dance, at the conclusion of which he

again shook our hands and moved off. It may be here remarked that

it is the custom for the King of Ashanti, when receiving a friendly visit

from persons of unusual distinction, to signify his friendship and respect

by dancing before them.

After the king had passed, the royal ladies saluted us, the queen

mother offering me the tips of her fingers with obvious trepidation, and

then, after a little moie hand-shaking with chiefs, we were left in peace

to retire to the quarters provided for us.

A short description of Kumassi will close the account of the second

part of our journey.

It is extremely difficult to estimate the size of Kumassi, fur, in

addition to the fact that it consists largely of the ruins of the old town,

it has appended to it numerous environs which straggle out to the north-

east and north-west ; it is now by no means an imposing town, the

houses of which it is composed being oblong huts thatched with the

leaves of the oil-palm.

Tht lirty and ill-kept roads which lead from one part of the town to

another, cannot be described as streets, since the houses are not regularly

placed along their sides, but occur in clusters at irregular intervals. It

is probable that before the demolition of the city in 1873 the streets were

much more regular, as the pieces of waste ground, which now form the

greater part of the town, and are covered by grass from 10 to 15 feet

high, are evidently the sites of demolished habitations.

Kumassi presents the appearance of an area of land cleared of forest,

but more or less overgrown with grass and sparsely dotted with trees,

about which clusters of houses are somewhat thinly scattered.

Notwithstanding its present dilapidated appearance there are many
evidences that Kumassi was formerly a flourishing and somewhat hand-

some and imposing city ; the remains of the old stone palace, occupied

formerly by Koffi Kalkdli, the present house of the king, the guest-house

with its curious and elaborate ornaments, and the well-walled and fenced

compounds of the ro} al quarter, all appeal to the beholder as the marks
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** which opulence departed leaves behind," and the feeling of the traveller

who surveys the scanty vestiges of the former grandeur and importance

of Kumassi is one of regret that the destruction of so much that would

he interesting and instructi've to the anthropologist, and that would
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ABOHITECTCBAL DEC0BATI0K8 OF HOUSES IN KUHAB8T.

illustrate the industry, enterprise, and artistic instinct of one of thb most

renowned of barbarous nations, should be chargeable to the most highly

civilised of European powers.
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The honses ofEumassi are similar to those found throughout Ashinti

and Addnsi : thoy posseHS only three walls, the fourth side being open
like the stage of a theatre ; they are raised upon a platform of olay about

8^ feet high, and the floor is reached by a rude step. The front and
. ies of the platform and the floor are covered with a coat of fine bright

J tid clay, which takes a dull polish, and the walls are similarly treated,

or, in some cases, whitewashed. In the better-class houses of Kumassi
and throughout Ashanti and Adunsi, the gable ends and fronts of the

platforms are decorated with ornaments in bas-relief; these generally

take the form of spirals, zigzags, and various interlacing designs. The
house in which I was lodged at Kumassi contained a large variety of

these ornaments, some of great intricacy and elaborateness and moat

skilfully executed, of which I made a number of sketches.

The roofs are thatched with the leaves of the oil-palm, supported upon

a framework composed of the midribs of certain large palms lashed

together with slender creepers.

During nearly the whole of our stay at Kumassi on both occasions I

was confined to my bed with fever, hence my opportunities for exploring

the town were somewhat limited, and I am unable to furnish much
information concerning the details of its appearance. I gather, however,

that a good deal of trade occurs in Kumassi, and on entering the second

time through one of the nortliern suburbs, I noticed quite a colony of

blacksmiths and carpenters.

The principal industries of the town, as far as I could ascertain,

are clay work and pottery, iron work, stool-carving, gold work, the

weaving of cotton and silk cloths, and the production of the curiona

stamped cloths which have attracted the notice of travellers in Guinea.

In the immediate vicinity ofKumassi are some large kola-nut plantations,

the tending of which, and the picking and disposal of the seeds, form

the most important industry of the country.

3. Kumassi to Bontukc.

On 28th December we marched out of Kumassi and resumed our

journey through the forest, which was here similar in character to that

which we had already traversed, excepting that the undergi-owth was

somewhat thinner. At this part of ourjourney we experienced a remark-

able degree of cold for this region, the thermometer falling, on one

occasion, as low as 55° F. Shortly after leaving Kumassi we crossed

the river Offwin, a large tributary of the Fra, which was here 66 feet

wide, deep and muddy.

We now began to look with some anxiety for the open country which

was reported to lie a little to our north, but it was not until we had passed

J6mo that we began to notice any signs of our approach to it ; here,

however, such signs were numerous and significant; the vegetation began
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to nBsnmo quite new characters, and fresh insects and different birds made
their appearance. The slender forest trees, with their straight and

lofty trunks and horizontal branches, gave place in a large measure to

much smaller trees with gnarled and twisted boughs which oame off

from the trunks comparatively near the ground. Now and again the

forest opened out into grassy expanses sparsely dotted with these trees,

bearing a striking resemblance to an English orchard. The grass was

in places of great height, one stalk which I measmred being 17 feet

3 inches from root to summit ; there were smaller patches of a fine

grass about a foot high, and a large species about 10 feet high, closely

resembling Guinea grass on a large scale, was occasionally met with.

From this time to the end of our journey tracts of forest alternated

with patches of open country, the latter gradually increasing in relative

extent as we proceeded northwards, until in the vicinity of Bontukii

the forest had dwindled to occasional coppices of comparatively insig-

nificant size.

The country was gently undulating, but here and there were met

with hills of small elevation (under 1000 feet) rounded in outline and

well wooded. The soil was largely ferruginous, *he characteristic deep

red sandstone, which is so largely distributed in this part of Africa,

being very abundant ; but as we travelled north we met, at increasingly

frequent intervals, with a yellowish sandy loam, evidently derived from

a greyish-yellow non-ferruginous sandstone, of which I observed an

occasional outcrop. This stone, which is rather soft and friable,

appears to immediately overlie the red sandstone, for on one occasion

when passing a hill on the side of which the strata of the yellow

stone were exposed, although the surface soil was obviously derived from

it, yet the ant-hills and even ant-castings were bright red and evidently

derived from the red stone, which cropped out a few miles further on

our route. I observed this condition more than once, but never saw

yellow ant-hills on a red surface. The conditions met with in the Bon-

tuku plain also bear out this view, for here the surface soil is yellow,

excepting near the base of Mount Knutsford, where it is of the red colour

characteristic of the iron sandstone, and Mount Knutsford is entirely com-

posed of the red stone, but these are clear proofs of the former existence,

at its summit, of beds of a softer rock, which have been entirely removed by

atmospheric erosion. At all parts of our route fragments of quartz were

met with in abundance, and occasionally masses of a fine-grained granite.

The kingdom of Jdman, which we had now entered, lies to the north-

west of Ashanti and is about 9300 sqiiare miles in extent. It adjoins

Ash&nti to the south-east, where the boundary is a little to the south

of Tanosu ; it is coterminous with the Bdri district of Gruinsi to the

noi-th-east, the boundary being at Tdari ; with Kong (or Pong) to the

north-west, the boundary being the Kiimo river ; and with S^hwhi to

the south and south-west, the boundary being at Benti Krum.
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The town of Bontuku (situatel in kt. 8" 0' N., long. 2° 80' W.)
oooupies tho centre of a somcwbat undulating plain girt by a horsoshoc-

shaped range of hills.

Seen from the south-caaf, the direction from which we entered it,

Bontiiku presents, for an African city, a peculiarly attractive and im-

posing appearance. Tho ground upon which tho town stands rises very

gently northwards, so that the houses and other buildings appear in

successive tiers like tho benches of an amphitheatre. The Wong&ra
quarter, which constitutes the principal part of the town, is composed of

long flat-roofed houses, which often occupy the whole length of a street

;

these houEes are constructed of clay and the walls are strengthened at

regular intervals by buttresses surmounted by pinnacles which are

ofren tipped by ornaments of silvered glass, and tho summit of the

wall between the buttresses is, in some cases, occupied by a row of

smaller pinnacles. In some of the better class houses tho vails are

washed with a stone grey distemper, and are sometimes pierced by orna-

mental apertures converting them into a sort of fretwork. The one I

occupied, a typical Bontuku house, consibted of two communicating

quadrangular compounds, on two sides of which were sots of rooms, small,

lighted and ventilated only by the doorway, and dark and stuffy ; tho

ceilings were formed by the beams of the roof, and were infected by

various kinds of vermin. Tho floors were of clay stamped down hard.

The flat roofs were surrounded by low parapets and the rain was carried

off by waterspouts of wood or baked earthenware. Access to the roofs

of the houses is obtained by means of a rude ladder formed of tho bough

of a tree in which notches aro cut ; on tho roofs the people may
generally be seen at eventide eujoying the cool breeze and exchanging

local gossip, and in their gaily-coloured caps and gowns, present a

very picturesque appearance.

There are three mosques in Bontuku. One of these does not differ

remarkably from a largo dwelling-house, but the other two are very

singular and interesting buildings. They are almost identical in struc-

ture, but the one situated in the centre of the town, although

somewhat the smaller, is more highly finished and decorated, and at this

the Lim4mu (Imam) usually officiates.

It is a nearly square building, and has two towers, which occupy its

east and west aspects respectively. These towers are four-sided, and

terminate above in pyramidal spires, each spire being surmounted by a

finial consisting of an inverted basin, above which is a silvered glass

goblet—both of European manufacture—and over all an ostrich's egg.

Besides tho two main spires there are numerous pinnacles of various

sizes, each surmounted by ornaments similar to those abovo described,

which, notwithstanding their incongruous nature, are very effective at a

little distance. The mosque is inclosed by a wall, the top of which is

ornamented by a row of truncated pyramids surmounted by spheroidal
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finials. The endu of Vlio boains forming the framework of tlio epires

project oxtonially about two feet, and the rows of those projections, when
seen from a distance, recall the appearance of the crockets which adorn

some of the later Gothic spires. It will be remembered that tho same

peculiarity wus observed by Barth in the tower of the mosque at

Agades. I was unable to examine the interior of tlio building, but I

gathored that it consists of a square hall, on the east and weut sides of

which are recesses formed by the towers. Although rudo and barbaroub

in their details on close inspection, the mosques, when seen from a

sullicicnt distance, appear rather graceful and handsome buildings, and

exhibit conceptions of exterior decoration and architectural construction

fur in advance of the most finished productions of Ashunti, although

they are decidedly inferior to the latter in the excciition of detail, and

are entirely without sculpture.

As with individual buildings, so it is with Uontiiku as a whole.

Mean and rudo when seen from a near point of view, its imperfoctioiiH

fade away, and its faulty details disappear as dista ce is increased, until

from a distance of a mile and a half it appears as a not merely

picturesque but beautiful and striking city.

Near the centre of the town is a large oblong space, which communi-

cates through a large gateway with an oval spac<?, in which is situated

the house of Ali, the principal Wongdra chief. In the former space the

market is hold daily, nlthongh there is a special market day recurring

at intervals of about six days. The centre of the market-place is occu-

pied by a double row of stalls, mostly presided over by Wongiira

women ; on these stalls, which consist of mats spread on the ground,

calabashes, circular trays of basket-work, wicker bags, wooden trenchers,

&c., arc exhibited various articles of food, as yams, rice, cocoa yams,

beans, ground-nuts, pigeon peas, shea butter, a kind of aromatic, sweet-

smelling nut, melon seeds, maize-flour, bean-meal, balls of a paste made
from the seeds of the baobab, and other articles too numerous to

mention. In the shade of a tree at the upper end a group of IIaus<i

merchants usually assemble, and the rows of booths which line the

market-place on either side are similarly occupied, lloro are sold

articles of European manufacture, principally cotton cloths, mirrors,

cutlasses, fish-hooks, and articles imported from the more civilised

districts of tho interior, Timbuktu, Jenne, and the Upper Niger towns,

and Sokotu, Kano, and the great towns of the Lower Nigi.r and Benue

districts. These comprise woollen rugs from Timbuktu, Jenne, and

perhaps Eano; cotton gowns and trousers, beautifully embroidered in

white and green, amongst which the celebrated guinea fowl pattern

is common, from Eano ; spear-heads and iron implements from Moshi

;

circular grass travs, handsomely coloured and prettily designed, from

the same country ; antimony and leather stibium-cases from Eano

;

sacdals, slippers, and other leather work from Ilausa and tho Mandingo
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towns, cBi)ccia11y Koog ; thick cotton cloths from M6Hhi and Gaz4ri

;

woollen boodod cloaks, dyod orango, purple, and crimson, from Eong
and Timbiiktu ; and innumerable smaller articles of use and luxury.

The more important business transactions appear to be conducted at the

private houses of the merchants, in fact I was told that the more

wealthy merchants considered it beneath their dignity to expose their

wares in the market.

From what I could learu, Bontiiku seems to bo an important market

for the sale of slaves, who, in this district, appear to be the most

important articles of barter. The slave market was, however, sus-

pended daring our stay in the town, and I saw only two slaves exposed

for sale. These were strong adult men, natives I think of QrAinsi

;

they were coupled by a rope passed around their necks, and were being

taken to a market a few days distant. It is difficult to estimate the

commercial importance of Bont6ku, as the presence of our escort kept

the greater part of the timid and suspicious strangers away from the

town, and thus greatly diminished its trade ; but there can be no doubt

that Bontiiku holds a high position among the market towns of north-

west Africa, although it has probably somewhat declined since the

breuking up of the Ash&nti kingdom.

The surface soil of Bont6ku is a } cUowish-grey loam resting upon

an immediate subsoil of gravel composed of angular fragments of

quartz, mostly small, from half an inch to one-fifth of an inch in

diameter. This, I think, rests upon a clay bed, as the wells contain

a milky turbid water, and the mud of which the houses are built is

very cohesive and hard, forming, with the fragments of quartz which

are imbedded in it, a sort of artificial breccia.

The other Jdman towns which I viisited differed entirely from

Bontiiku, as, being inhabited almost exclusively by the pagan aborigines,

they were composed of rectangular or circular huts, having the roofs

thatched with grass and leaves. Their streets were narrow, tortuous,

and dirty, and there was a complete absence of that bustle and activity

which characterised the capital.

In the palmy days of the Ash&nti kingdom there was an important

traffic between Eumassi and the large towns of the remote interior, a

traflSo which gave rise to certain recognised caravan routes ; of these the

most important were those connecting Eumassi with Timbuktu and

Eiino, the great foci of Mahommedan commercial enterprise. These

roads, although much less frequented than was formerly the case, still

exist—the eastern one passing through Julasu, Sof&ra^ and Masai na to

Timbuktu, while the western one passes through Y^ndi (Dag6mba) and

Borugu to the Hausa states. The latter road appears to bifurcate at

Tendi, the eastern ofiTshoot proceeding through W<irga-Duku, the

capital of the Mdshi kingdom, Mand61i, and B£nya-Gdrra to E&bara, the

port of Timbuktu.
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From yarioui oaaiei, of which the BURpioiouM and treaoheroiis

oharaoter of the AahAntii wai no doubt the chief, the great market

towDB in which produce from the far interior wai exchanged for the

prodnctiona of Ashdnti, grew up at the extreme periphery of the latter

kingdom, and of course on some part of one of the caravan route*.

Thus on the eastern road have sprung up the towns of Kant&mpo and

S^laga, and on the western road Bontitku. These towns possess in

common the somewhat ouriouo feature that they have been built and

are inhabited in the main by people quite foreign to the distriot in

which the town is situated. In the case of Sillaga, the inhabitants are

mostly Hausas, Fii' , Dagombas, Moshis, and members of he various

Mahommedan tribes of the southern Soudan and Niger dis*- icts. The
same is largely true of Eant4mpo, although there a oousideiAble

sprinkling of Wong&ras exists. Bontfiku, on the other hand, is, >>o I

have pointed out, simply an outpost of Kong, having probaMy been

formed by the settlement in it of Wong4ra merchants, who were

engaged in the fraflBo between Timbuktu, Kong, and Kum^i.
Thus Bontfiku, although the capital of J&man, is not in any way

a representative J&man town, since the aborigines occupy only a sin^.v.

outlying suburb. Moreover, as in the case of S&laga, the king does i ot

reside in the capital, but has a royal town (S&ppidi) a day's journey to

the westward.

The Jdman towns which wo met with—Sdko, Siki-StSko, Diadasu,

and Dibdbi—were totally different in aspect from Bontiiku, the com-

paratively regular streets of flat-roofed houses, with their buttresstH,

decorated pinnacles and distempered and often fretted walls, giving

place to more irregular agglomerations of rectangular or circular mud
huts with ragged roofs of palm or grass thatch. Nevertheless, many of

these towns are of considerable size, the most important being, in

addition to those above mentioned, Chddyo, tho town of chief K6kobu,

said to bo as large as Bontiiku; S&ppidi, the town of !,'];' Ajiman, of

Jdman; Kwesinda, the town of chief P&pi; Mo, the " ii of prince

Dfawiisi ; and Banda, the capital of the tributary kingdom of the same

name.

The most considerable towns in the vicinity ul J&man are Kong,

Bori, Bona, Wa, and Kant&mpo.

Kong, Pong, or Kpom, as it is variously pronounced, a large and

flourishing city lying about 100 miles to the north-west of Bontuku, is

one of the most important of the Wongdra towns. Judging from the

many descriptions I heard of this town, I should think that it is very

much like Bontuku on a much larger scale. Its inhabitants are almost

exclusively Wongdras, as is the'king, who is of course a Mahommedan.
Among other features Kong possesses a large mosque, of which those at

Bontuku are said to be reducedjracBimiles.

Most of the particulars which I learned about Kong were gathered

VOt. III. Ik
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from Wong^ra or Hausa mercbants, who had come down from that city

to Bontiiku to trade. These men bronght with them various cotton and

woollen cloths of very superior manufacture, handsome knitted cloaks,

with tassclled hoods dyed purple and yellow, leather work, weapons,

and iron implements, which they told me were made in Kong, the

magnificence and commercial importance of which they described in

glowing terms.

B6ri is a town somewhat smaller than Bont^kn, situated about

45 miles to the north-west of the latter. It is inhabited by Gr&insis,

and appears to bo a typical specimen of the towns built by that nation.

The houses, like those in Bontuku, are fiat roofed, and are built in

regular streets, but they have the remarkable peculiarity that the only

openiugs, either for Ingress or ventilation, are in the roofs, to which

access is obtained by rude ladders. The object of this arrangement is

evidently protection from the neighbouring Moshis and the various

Mahommedan tribes who appear to raid with one accord upon the timid,

defenceless Gruinsis for the purpose of enslaving them.

B6ri was described to me as a cleanly, busy, and prosperous town,

with a large market, in which the principal articles exposed for sale

were slaves, horses, and asses. There is a floating Mahommedan
population, but this is relatively much smaller than that of Bontiiku.

The language of Jdman does not appear to be understood in the district.

The town of Bori appears to be at present the capital of a small

kingdom, which is coterminous with J&man, the boundary being

between the villages of Taari and Eamdla, somewhat nearer to the former.

Wa appears to be a town of considerable importance, somewhat larger

than Bori, from which it is situated about 40 miles due north. Its inhabi-

tants appear to be exclusively Mahommedan, but I was unable to obtain

any reliable particulars about it.

Bona is a consideiable market town about 30 miles due north of

Bontuku ; it appears to be the capital of a small independent state, the

boundaries of which I could not ascertain. o:^

Mountains and Rivers of Jaman.

A few words may now be said concerning the mountains and rivers

met with in Jdman and its neighbourhood. In all the maps of Africa

which I have met with there has appeared a range of mountains running

parallel to the coast of Upper Guinea, and described as the "Kong
Mountains." The different maps have not been in entire agreement as

to the extent of this range, its distance from the Guinea coast, or the

height or abruptness of its individual peaks, but all have agreed that

there exists such a range with such a name. Hence, when I found

myself in the more or less near vicinity of these mountains, I naturally

made a good many inquiries about them with a view to ascertaining their
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precise position, extent, and altitude. These inquiries were in most

cases addressed to Wongira merchants, who had come to Bontuku from

Timbuktu or Jenne, vi& Kong, and had therefore passed through the

tract of country which, according to the maps, was occupied by the

Kong Mountains; but these men utterly denied having crossed any

mountains, hills, or even perceptibly rising ground. They agreed in

describing certain isolated hills of no great elevation at various points in

their routo, but these could not by any stretch of imagination be worked
up into a great range like that rcpr<^seuted on the maps. I was hence

driven to the conclusion that the Kong Mountains are purely imaginary,

at least in the vicinity of Kong ; and that their existence in the maps
is probably attributable to certain vague reports of travellers in the

regions lying to the north, who, having seen in the distance hills of

uncertain elevation, and knowing them to be situated at or near the

water-parting which separates the Niger valley fram the watersheds of

the great rivers of Upper Guinea, have inferred the existence of a great

mountain range at the said watei -parting. ' . & ,

Of the hills actually seen by me, cone were of great elevation. A
range of a somewhat horseshoe-like shape partly surrounds the plain in

which Bontuku stands, the highest member of which—a conical peak

not exceeding 1500 feet above its base—I named, after the Governor

and Commander-in-Chief of the Gold Coast, Mount Brandford Griffith.

An outlier of this range, which I have named Mount Knutsford,

bearing due north from Bontuku, I ascended, and its peculiar conforma-

tion merits a short descriptiun. It is roughly conical in shape, and

rises somewhat abruptly to a htight of about 1400 feet above its base.

Notwithstanding the steepness of its sides, its summit is occupied by an

absolutely level area about 8000 yards in superficial extent, which is

entirely covered by masses of dark red, hard sandstone, varying from two
inches to twelve feet in diameter. From this summit several hills and

plateaux can be seen to the north and west, all presentinc; the same

peculiarity of form, all having the same precipitous sides, and the

summits planed off to a dead level. The cause of this curious feature

was quite obvious. There was abundant evidence of the former exist-

ence at the summits of these mountains of beds of a soft yellow fand-

stoue, the removal of which, by atmospheric erosion, has left exposed

the upper surface of the harder red sandstone, of which the body of the

hills is composed. The natives did not appear to have any special

names by which to distinguish these mountains, and I was henco

compelled to apply to them the names which I have given above.

The most remarkable rivers which I met with in this neighbourhood

were the Firau, Adiiri or Volta, and the Kumo, TAburugii (or Grand

Bassam river). The former, I gathered, rises near to the town of Wiirga-

Duku, the capital of MtSshi, in about 1 1" 40' N. lat. ; its course is shown
in the accompanying map.

12
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The Kiimo rivor rises, as I was informed, in a hill named Kunyan-

gdrra, situated to the north-west of Kong, about half-way between that

town and Sego-si-korro. From this point it travels in a south-easterly

direction, passing eastwards to the north of Kong ; it then bends, first

to the south and then to the south-west, passing between Eong and

BontAku. Its subsequent course was not known to the natives, but I

have no doubt that it is identical with the Grand Bassam river. The

only other river of any considerable size met with was the T&in (or Tyn),

which, rising near Bontdku, passes at first to south-west and afterwards

to north-west, falling into the Yolta at L6a, the precise position of

which town I could not discover.

The aborigines of J4man are a people whose relationship I could not

satisfactorily make out. That they are entirely distinct from the Ochwf

races is shown by the fact that none of our Ochwi followers were able

to acquire any knowledge of the language. I'hey present some points

of resemblance to the Ems—a fact which was very strongly insisted on

by our native attendants, and in appearance bear some likeness to the

Gruinsis. They are a sturdy, strong race, stouter and taller than the

Ashdntis, to whom, however, they appear inferior in intelligence, energy,

and courage; and, judging from the aboriginal towns where the

Wongaras have not yet settled in large numbers, their civilisation is ofa

lower type. In the larger towns the Wongaras are forming settlements,

and will probably, in time, to a large extent, exclude and replace

them.

The Wongaras.

The Wongaras are a people inhabiting a tract of country, rather

ill-defined as to its boundaries, lying to the north-west of Ash&nti,

and extending to, and including, Bambarra and certain other of the

Upper Niger districts, Eong, and North Juman.

The natives of Bambarra are referred to by Mungo Park as Man-
dingoes, but are described by him as difiering in many respects from the

natives of Mandingo proi>er, and as speaking a distinct although closely

allied language. I was enabled to identify them as Wongdras by
certain natives of Sego-si-k rro, who assured me of the identity of the

race, and their statements were confirmed by the closeness with which
Park's descriptions of the towns of Bambarra and the habits of their

inhabitants are applicable to Bontuku and its Wongara inhabitants.

The character of the buildings does not, indeed, serve to differentiate

the various nations and tribes of the Upper Niger valley, for one system

of building appears to be characteristic of the whole of that part of

Africa, in which the Saracenic influence was strongly felt ; and of that

part very characteristic and in striking contrast to the methods of house

construction in vogue amongst the less civilised Pagan tribes. For not

only do buildings like those of Bontuku occur in Sego, Jenne, and
Timbuktu, but Dr. Barth's drawings of Agadcs, Tintellust, and the
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other towns of Asben and ^ae T^awarek show that in a more developed,

or rather less degraded, form, it exvendii nearly to the shores of the

Mediterranean. > ^

The Wougdras are not the indigenous inhabitants of Jaman, but
have entered and settled in amicable relationship with the aborigines,

whom they will, no doubt, in the course of time supplant. It is

probable that Bontuku, the only Jaman town at present largely

colonised by them, was supplied with its Wongara element mainly from
and through the influence of the important neighbouring town of Eong,
of which tho inhabitants appear to bo exclusively Wongdras. They
appear to have settled in Bontuku as traders, and, living together in one

quarter of the town, built their houses in their national stylo, eventually

establishing a distinct Wongara quarter; this has extended, mosques

and a market place have been added, together with the large dyeing

wells, until at the present day the town of Bontuku is a Wongira town
with a Pagan quarter on its south-east outskirts forming a mere suburb.

In appearance the Wongaras bear a good deal of resemblance to

their near relatives the Mandingoes, being somewhat tall and spare

;

their skins are generally blrok, and lighter tints indicate an admixture

of Fulah blood. The hair is woolly, and the features are of the Negro

type, notwithstanding that the expression is lively and intelligent.

Indeed I am not quite confident in referring to " Negro features," for

the term appears so extremely ill-defined as to convey little more than

a tendency, more or less marked, to obtuseness and prognathism, and to

include such widely differing forms as the Erus, with their enormous

jaws and flat and broad noses, on the one hand, and the Hausas and

Mandingoes, with relatively small jaws and small and shapely noses and

mouths, on the other. It is to the latter group of Negroes that tho

Wongaras belong, being, in fact, a branch of the Mandingo nation, and

speaking a language which is little more than a dialect of Mandingo.

Like all the Mahommedan peoples of this part of Africa, the

Wongaras are inordinately fond of the kola nut, which they chew mono-

tonously, like ruminants chewing the cud, at all public and private

conferences, accompanying the process with copious and frequent

expectoration. As tho result of this habit their lips are generally dusted

with bright orangn-colouied particles of the nut, and their teeth stained

a vivid Indian red by its juice, a character much admired by themselves,

but less appreciated by Europeans.

The Wongaras dress in the style common, with certain modifications,

to tho Mahommedan nations of north-west Africa. The body is en-

veloped in a loose gown with wide bell sleeves, which is made from a

dingle square or oblong piece of cloth, in the centre of which an oval

head-opening is made, and the corners stitched together a few inches

from the bottom. It is thus very similar in design to a poncho, the

principal difference being in the formation of permanent arm coverings.

Under this an armless shirt of a thinner material is sometimes worn.
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The legs are encased in drawers of very remarkable pattern and simple

design ; like the gown they are made from a single oblong piece of oloth,

which is doubled lengthwise and the ends sewn together. A tape is

run through the top circumference, and the bottom is stitcl. .d together

with the exception of a short space at each end, which is left open and

hemmed round, forming an opening for the foot to pass through. The
width of an ordinary pair of drawers at the waist is from five to six feet

(i. e. the circumference is from 10 to 12 feet), and the distance of one

foot-hole from the other five to six feet ; through the latter apertures the

feet are thrust, the whole of the intervening material being gathered up
between the legs, and the upper opening accommodated to the size of the

waist by means of the tape. The enormous amount of waste material

gives this garment a very slovenly appearance. The ordinary head-

dress of the middle-class Wong&ras consists of a cylinder of cotton cloth

about 13 inches high, which U allowed to fall down on one side like a

drayman's cap. These caps are frequently made very picturesque by the

insertion of pieces of brightly-coloured oloth, and by simple but effective

embroidery; they impart to the wearers a very smart and jaunty

appearance, and besides being ornamental serve a practical purpose by
forming a supplementary and fairly capacious pocket. The alternative

of this head-dress is the red fez, of which it appears to be an imitation

;

not the small tasselled fez familiar to Europeans, but a tall cylindrical

structure with a stalk in the crown like a gourd. It is sometimes worn

alone, but more commonly forms the foundation of a rude turban, which is

made by winding a roll of thin cotton cloth around it horizontally or

nearly so, and without any of that graceful twisting and interlacing which

characterise the turbans of the more civilised East.

As a nation, the Wongdras are Mahommedan, but many of the lower

orders appear to be far from strict in the practice of their religion, or

in their attendance at the mosques, and moreover, cases of drunkenness,

although rare, were occasionally met with. Most of the elder better-

class men have a rudimentary knowledge of Arabic, and ma}' be seen

at the close of the day sitting in the shadow of their houses, or in the

market-booths, reading their prayers from small manuscripts, or copying

them on to pieces of a thick drab paper, th^ source of which I could

r.ot discover. I gave the Limdmu a number of sheets of cartri ' r qjer,

and had the gmtification of seein;; his scribe execute some Vi'riting upon

it. The pen used was an ordinary rccd, cut to a somewhat blunt

point and split like our own quill pens. The ink was a thickish brown

fluid, made, I was told, from certain leaves ; it dried with a glossy

surface and a colour like sepia. The letters were very coarsely

made, and the writing was executed with considerable diffijulty and

clumsiness. It is the custom, as in Hansa, for the " elders of the

church " to write upon small slips of paper certain passages from the

Koran —prayers, blessings, &c.—anl to give or sell these to less literary
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persona, by whom they are folded into small packets, sewn up in leather

cases, and worn as charms.

Tbe use of these is by no means confined in this district to Mahom-
medans, for every man with any pretensions to position, whether Pagan
or Moslem, exhibits a greater or less number of them suspended by
plaited leather cords either around his neck, arms, or waist, or worn as

a fillet around the head. Each of these amulets or " S&ffis " has, as a
rule, a particular virtue, some rendering the wearer invulnerable, some

protecting againbt disease, whilst others are more general in their

virtues, insuring to tbeir possessors prosperity and long life. Of the

latter kind was the Sdiii which was written for me by the Limamu of

Bontuku on my departure for the coast. A result of the various virtues

of di£ferent Saffis is the necessity of wearing a large number, and many
of the chiefs and elders at Bontuku carried such enormous collections

that they had the appearance of pedlars.

The principal industries practised amongst the "Wongaras are the

weaving of thick, soft cotton cloths, and on a smaller scale the weaving

of woollen cloths and blankets ; the preparation of indigo and its use

as a dye; leather-work, as e.g. sanda's, slippers, bags, &c. ; iron-work,

including the muking of spears, swords, and agricultural implements,

mostly hoes ; silver and gold work, but especially the former ; the

making of glass bangles and armlets by melting down European glass

and imbedding beads in the molten surface; the preparation of shea

butter; and various minor industries by which their everyday wants

are supplied. But they are traders rather than manufacturers, and

travel in small caravans into Ashdnti to buy the kola nut—the principal

Ashdnti depot being Akumadai—and carry this to the various large

market towns of the interior. They also deal extensively in slaves,

journeying sometimes as far as Timbuktu—or, as they pronounce it,

Tumbutu—to dispose of them to greater advantage.

My experience of this people led me to regard them. as intelligent^

industrious, enterprising, and fairly well disposed towards strangers.

Products op the Country.

A few words concerning the natural productions of the tract of

countiy above described may fittingly close this paper. The most

important of these natural productions are timber, rubber, kola, and

shea butter.

It is obviously unnecessary to state that the forest abounds in

timber, but it may be worth while to make a few remarks upon an

industry which, so far as Europeans are concerned, is almost untouched.*

While speaking of the characters of the forest trees, I observed that

* Since the writing of thid paper a considerable timber trade has sprung up in

Upper Guinea.
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the most striking peculiarity consisted in the remarkable length and

straightness of the trunk, coupled with large circumference. Now
it does not require to be pointed out that this condition, ceteri$ paribus.

FOREST SCENE NEAB TBB OFFWIX RIVER.

greatly enhances the value of a timber tree. Tlie forest region is

penetrated by several large rivers, as e. g. the Fra, with its great tribu-
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taries, tho Birrim and Offwiu, the Ank6bra, aud the T&nno with their

tributaries.

These rivers, although somewhat shallow during the dry season, are

during the rains both deep and rapid, and quite oapable of floating

timber-rafts, or logs supported by floats, down to the coast. The peculiar

shape of the forest trees renders them especially easy to manipulate, for

if a large tree such as Odum is felled and its trunk disengaged from the

mass of branches at its summit there remains a straight cylindrical log

from 90 to 120 feet in length. Concerning the quality of the timber, I

can only furnish a few details which I have gathered from the natives

and missionaries, and from my own observations. The wood of the

Bombax, the largest and most common of the forest trees, is, I should

think, of little commercial value, on account of its extreme softness. It

is from this wood that the natives make their canoes.

The Odiim is a tree which reaches a height of fully 200 feet, with a

diameter of 5 to 10 feet It yields a wood similar to oak in texture aud

hardness, and varying in colour from a golden yellow to deep brown.

The Fapao is a somewhat smaller tree, yielding a wood almost indis-

tinguishable from Spanish mahogany.

Bdno is a tree nimilar in size to Fapao, and its wood is of the same

character, but has the reputation of being more even in texture and easy

to work.

Seseo is a somewhat small tree yielding a white and not very hard

wood.

Chinacho is also a rather small tree, and yields a red, tough wood,

which is used by the natives for making paddles.

Wawa is the tree from the wood of which the missionaries and more

civilised natives make shingles for their roofs.

Nokocho is a tree of no great size but will yield logs up to 3 feet

diameter. The alburnum is whitish, extremely hard, tough and heavy.

It has a heart-wood very similar to ebony.

Yoioho is a tree producing an edible fruit and yielding an extremely

tough wood. This tree has a very hard heart-wood.

A careful examination of the forest would no doubt reveal the

presence of many other trees yielding valuable woods ; and it may be

confidently stated that before long a very remunerative timber trade

will be established in West Africa.

With respect to rubber, I have little to add tv what is already known.

The vines (Landolphia) exist in the greatest profusion throughout the

forest, and to the north of Eumassi I observed large tracts covered by a

tall and slender tree which the natives assured mo produced a market-

able rubber.

In drawing attention to the commercial importance of the kola nut,

it may be well to furnish a brief description of the plant and its fruit.

This nut is the ripe seed of Sterculia acuminata, a tree about 40 to 50
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feet in height. The seeds are so well known that no description is neoea-

sary, but it may be stated that they are of two kinds, the red or purple,

and the white, which occur usually alternately in the same carpel.* The
carpels vary in length from 2 to 4 inches, are light brown in colour,

and contain from one to fifteen seeds, which are surrounded by a soft

pericarp. ,

The tree commences to bear at its fourth or fifth year, but it does

not reach maturity until its tenth year. The annual yield is from 120

to 200 lbs. in two crops which are gathered in May and June and in

October and November.

The seeds consist largely of starch, and contain upwards of 2 per

cent, of caffeine and some theobromine, upon the presence of which

alkaloids they depend for their medicinal and dietetic value. It is to be

observed that the amount of caffeine exceeds that contained in cofiieo,

which they consequently exceed in stimulating properties.

The demand for kola in Europe is already large and increasing, and

likely to increase to an almost unlimited extent. Prepared with sugar

and vanilla, it forms the well-known **kola chocolate," which is coming

into extensive use and has received much favourable notice from the

medical profession. It is adminiBtered to invalids and convalescents, and

is recommended for the use of travellers, to allay hunger and relieve

exhaustion. £ola is also used in the manufacture of cocoa and chocolate

to improve the quality of inferior cocoa. It is also used in medicine

when the action of caffeine is required.

From these facts it is easy to see thatk'^la has a brilliant commercial

future, and in recognition of these facts, extensive plantations of it are

being made in the West Indies. In June 1889, kola nuts realised in the

London market lOj^d. per lb. I find that the entire expenses of transport

to Europe would be less than 82. per ton, leaving a profit of 95/. per

ton to the local grower and shipper.

But in addition to the European trade in this product, there is an

almost u.ilimited demand for it in Africa, for every year caravans arrive

from the great towns of the far interior for the express purpose of buy-

ing and conveying it to the Mahommedan countries where it is so highly

valued, and where the tree cannot be grown. Even so near as Lagos, I

am credibly informed that it is retailed to Mahommedans at the rate in

many cases of 3d. for a single nut. When it is remembered that

Ash&nti and Ak6m are par excellence the home of the kola tree, it will

be manifest that its cultivation in the forest of the Gold Coast would

form a most natural and easily fostered industry.

The last vegetable product which I shall notice is Shea butter, an

oily substance obtained from the seeds of Bcuaia Parkii. This tree is

* This 18 the deBcription that is usually giveu, but in the specimens vbioh I have

seen all the seeds have been vhite when fresh, but have become purple on exposure to

the air.
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about the average size of an English pear-tree, it is remarkably dender
in its proportions, and its leaves are arranged in a peoiiliar and very

obaraoteriatio manner. The branohes tend to divide triohotomously,

and after several divisions, terminate abruptly in rounded cluMike
extremities, from whioh a number of long ligulate leaves with slender

petioles take rise. The bark is rough, very dark brown, and deeply

fissured. The seed is oval, 1^ to 2 inches in its longest diameter, 1 to

1^ in its least, albuminous, and contained in a hard teat.

Shea butter is a white solid oil with a fresh vegetable odour and not

disag^eable taste ; it burns with a clear white flame and without giving

rise to any unpleasant odour. Its melting-point miist be very high, for

it never melted although exposed to the sun at a time when the shade

temperature was 9ti°.

It appears to remain good for an indefinite time, never beooming

ranoid nor losing its agreeable odour.

It is used for a variety of purposes in this part of Africa, including

cooking, lighting, and medicine. It w an admirable substitute for lard

;

but I cannot endorse Mungo Park's statement, that eaten on bread it is

superior in flavour to the finest cow butter, for a heroic attempt made
by me to use it in this manner ended in ignominious failure.

As a commercial product it would be of great value for the manu-

facture of i^oap and candles, and its immunity from decomposition would

render it useful as a basis for ointments. If the demand were con-

siderable, an almost unlimited supply would be available, as miles of

country are covered with the trees, to the almost complete exclusion of

other species.

Both Jilmati and Eoug appear to be rich in gold, but I lay little stress

upon this, as there are valuable gold districts near to the coast which

have, as yet, been little worked.

The principal obstruction to commerce in any new country is the

dijffioulty of transport, and this can only be overcome by a system of

waterways or by the construction of railroads.

In neither of these respects does the tract of country above described

present any remarkable difficulties ; the British Protectorate is penetrated

by several rivers of considerable size, one of which, the Yolta, extends

over 6° of latitude, and rises near the south water-parting of the Upper

Niger valley.

It is true that some of these rivers have been explored by certain

adventurous spirits, who, finding them totally unprovided with embank-

ments, locks, and weirs, have pronounced them hopelessly unnavigable.

Nevertheless, I think that they will be found to present no greater

obstacles to navigation than are met with in other countries where long

periods ofdrought alternate with prolonged and heavy rains.

In a like manner, although opinions to the contrary have been

advanced, I believe that there exist no obstacles to the construction
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of railway* which could not be readily overcome by a competent

engineer.

From a review of the above-stated facts, and from a consideration of

the great wealth of this country in natural productions ; of tho possession

by it of a soil and climate which respond to the feeblest efforts of agri-

culture with the most lavish productiveness; and of the evidence

afforded, by the small but flourishing plantations which already exist,

of its suitability for the cultivation of coffee, cocoa, cotton, and many
other valuable articles of trade ; it will, I think, be manifest that the

Gold Coast and its adjacent territories will, in the near future, assume

a commercial importance in striking contrast to their present insig-

nificance.

* t
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BEITISH GEOGEAPHIOAL WOEK
DURING THE LAST HUNDRED YEARS.

1789-1889.

Early Work—General Sketch.

One hundred years ago those series of researches had already been com-

menced by British explorers and geographers, which have since been

prosecuted with energy and success. Their geographical work has

mainly, though far from exclusively, been directed to four great

fields of discovery, namely, the Polar Regionj, Australia, Central

Asia, and Africa. This work may best be considered in two unequal

periods, namely, in the forty years before, and in the sixty years after

the foundation of the Royal Geographical Society.

Impulses had been given to geographical research, in all directions,

some years before the commencement of the century under review. The
polar expedition of Captain Phipps in 1773, had revived an interest in

the Arctic Regions which had been almost dormant since the voyage of

Baffin in 1616; while the voyage of Captain Cook had added largely

to our knowledge of the ocean along the line of the Antarctic Circle.

But the labours of Captain Cook had been productive of consequences of

still greater importance. Captain Bligh was sent out to Tahiti in 1788,

and after the famous mutiny of the Bounty in 1780, ho made a running

survey of the Banks group of islands, in an open boat. Vancouver,

another of Cook's disciples, was employed from 1792 to 1795 in

* Compiled as the contribution for Britain to the scries of National Reviews of

Geographical Work, which the vai ious countries were requested to semi in to the Inter-

national Geographical Congress on the occasiou of their meeting in Paris in 1889. The
basis of the review is a general sketch prepared, by request of the Council, by Mi'. C. R.

Maikham, C.B., FR.S. ; this has been supplemented with a few additional details by
Mr. J. Scott Keltic.
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examining the great island which bears his name, and the adjacent coasts

of North America. But by far the most momeutous result of Captain

Oook's voyages was the colonisation of Australia. In 1788 the first

settlement was formed at Botany Bay, in New South Wales, and fifteen

years afterwards, Captain Flinders commenced his explorations of the

shores of Australia, while his comrade Bass discovered the insularity

of Tasmania. In India, Major Bennell, the most illustrious geographer

of his period, published his general map in 1788; this was followed

by Herbert's first essay to explain the geography of the Himalayas ; by

Manning's visit to Lhasa in 1811; by Moorcroft's journey to the source

of the Sutlej ; and by the labours of Macdonald Einneir and others

in Persia and Baluchistan. Leake's journeys in Asia Minor in the

first two years of the century deserve mention, as do Bich's, a few

years later, in Kurdistan. Africa was a vast unknown continent a

hundred years ago, the hypothetical names which crowded the old

maps having been swept off by D'Anvillo, who left an almost complete

blank. James Bruce, the great traveller, had returned from Abyssinia

in 1774, and his narrative was published in 1790.

It will thus be seen that the work of geographical discovery, as

regards the polar regions, Australia, Central Asia, and Africa, bad been

well commenced, when the ceuturj' which is completed in 1889, first

dawned upon the world. The more scientific labouro of geodesists were

commenced about the same time. The Ordnance Survey of Great Britain

was begun in 1784, that of British India in 1802; while the marine

surveys were inagurated by the appoiatment of the first hydrographer

at the British Admiralty in 1795.

During the general war wliich prevailed from 1793 to 1815, there

was necessarily less ardour in prosecuting geographical research ; but at

the same time even those years were not altogether barren of useful

work, and there was renewed activity after the peace. It was in 1788

that a company cf ardent geographers, led by Sir Joseph Banks, the

President of the Royal Society, and by Major Rennell, the learned geo-

grapher and surveyor, formed an association for promoting discovery in

Africa. At that time the interior of that vast continent was almost a

blank. A few names of unexplored rivers and of uncertain nations were

alone traced upon the map with hesitating hand, while the apocryphal

"Mountains of the Moon" lay, like a long caterpillar, across its width.

The African Association set zealously to work to dispel some of this

darkness. In 1790 Major Bennell compiled a map of Africa fiom existing

materials, and the Association sent out Major Houghton to reach the

river Niger by way of the Gambia. He is believed to have perished on

the road to Timbuktu ; and as soon as the news of his death an ived,

the services of a talented young Scot jh surgeon, named Mungo Park,

were engaged to succeed him. Park reached the Gambia in 1795, and re-
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turned after two years, having made a most remarkable journey, reached

the banks of the Niger, and collected infoimation respecting its course.

The geographical illustrations of the journey of Mungo Park wore
written by Major Bennell. In his second expedition Park was employed
by the British Government, and he died in the midst of his work
of exploration in 1805. Previous to this, Hornemann (1788-89) bad
penetrated to Murznk, and Browne (1792-98) had done good work in

Darfur and on the Upper Nile, while Salt's visit to Abyssinia in 1805
and 1809-10 added greatly to what had been learned of that country

from Brace's journeys. Jackson's great work on Morocco, published in

1809, the result of sixteen yeartt' residence, is still an authority on that

country, and is specially valuable for its scientific data.

Sir Joseph Banks died in 1820, and his place was taken, as the

principal promoter of geographical discovery, by Sir John Barrow,
the Secretary to the British Admiralty. It was due to Barrow that

the Government sent an expedition to the river Congo in 1816, under

the command of Captain Tuckej'. The outbreak of fever which carried

off this gallant officer, and most of his companions, prevented the success

of the enterprise; but nothing was added to Tuckey's discoveries as

regards the course of that great river, until it was descended by Stanley

many years afterwards. From the Mediterranean, Lyon and Ritchie

reached Mourzouk, while Denham and Clapperton made their memorable

journey from Tripoli to Lake Chad and Sc/katu. In a second expedition

Clapperton, having thus completed a maich across Africa, started from

thb Bight of Benin, reached Sokatu agaiu from that side, and died there

in April 1827. His companion, Richard Lander, completed his work,

and determined the course of the Quorra or Niger. Major Laing

reached Timbuktu in 1826. In 1820-27 Captain F. W. Owen made a

su"voy of nearly the whole of the West and East Coasts of Africa, while,

in 1821, much of the north coast was surveyed by the Beecheys. To
the first period also belongs Delzel's important contribution to a know-

ledge of Dahomey (1792), and Bowditch's journey in the Gabun (1817).

John Barrow visited South Africa in 1797-98, while Burchell's travels

(1810-14) by various routes into Bechuana-land are alike valuable for

their results in geography, and in natural history and ethnology.

Among other names connected with explorations in South Africa at

this period are those of John Campbell, Andniw Stoedman, and Andrev/

Smith, who, with others, extended ^^he limits of knowledge beyond

Bechnana-land into Namaqualand on the west, and the Zulu country on

the east

While encouraging the exploration of Africa, Sir John Barrow dis-

played still more zeal in promoting the cause of Arctic discovery. His

own Chronological History of Arctic Exploration, published in 1818

and 1846, deserves to bo reckoned am-'iig tlie English geographical

VOL. lU. M
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achievoments of this century. In the same category should be placed

Captain Burnoy's History of North-eastern Discovery. The voyago of

Captain Fhipps to Spitzbergen in 1773, had opened a new era in the

history of polar exploration. In the previous century the expeditious

to the north were undertaken in the hope of finding a profitable

route to India and China. But no such motive actuated the Boyal

Society when Captain Fhipps was instructed to cross the Arctic Circle.

The object of his voyage was the attainment of valuable scientific

results, and an increase to the sum of human knowledge. Although

the idea of making the North-west Passage or reaching the Noith Pule

has always had great attractions for enterprising young explorers, the

real 1.1C lives for despatching Arctic exx)edition8 havo been geographical

flkoovcry and the collection of information for the ad^:lncement oi

3ci ,'iice. It was for these ends that two vcMols under Captain Bitchan

verc sent to Spitzbergen, and two more ships under Captain John

Ec gv -Ti/ere despatched to Davis Strait in the year 1818, Ross may bo said

i^ have re-diecovered the groat bay which was first navigated by Baffin

in 1G16. His second in command, Lieut. Edward Parry, was convinced

ih .t a channel led westward from Baffin's Bay, and in 1819 this

illustrious explorer received command of an expedition to discover a

north-west passage. Parry, by reaching and wintering at Melvillo

Island, traversed half the distance between the meridians of Davis and
Behring's Straits, in the very high latitude of 74'^ N. In a second expedi-

tion be entered Hudson's Bay, and digcovered the Hecla and Fury Strait

;

and in a third he explored a channel leading south from Barrow Strait,

which he named Prince Regent's Inlet, The discoveries of Parry were
supplemented by those of Beecbey and Franklin. Entering the Polar

Sea by Behring's Strait, Captain Beechey discovered the north coast of

America as far as Cape Barrow. Franklin descended the Mackenzie
river (explored ac the end of the previous century by A. Mackenzie),

and in a seCiid expedition, from 1825 to 1827, he examined the

coast of Arcfic America, and ascertained its general conformation. The
private exyedition of John and James Ross, from 1829 to 1833, led to

the discovery of the Gulf of lioothj.i, which is connected with Hudson's
Bay by the Fury and Ilecla Strait oi Parry ; while the same expedition

is rendsred for ever memorable by James Ro«s's discovery of the North
Magnetic Pole, Scoresby's explorations in East Greenland and his contri-

butions to a knowledge of the iihysical and natural history of the Arctic

regions, are also worthy of mentjon. The first period of modem Arctic
enterprise was fitly concluded by Parry's attempt, in 1827, to reach the

North Polo on the meridian of Spitzbergen ; when he advanced to a
latitude of 82° 45' N, This position continued to be the farthest

north attained by civilised man for nearly forty j-ears. In all these
expeditions the interests of science received special attention, as may
be Ecen in the appendices to the narratives. Special mention should bo
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mailo of the ' '^'^auna Boroalis Americana ' of Sir John Bichardson, the

work of sevoral contributors, embodying the results obtained during

Franklin's overland expedition.

During the same period, some interesting voyages wore made in the

direction of the South Pole. The South Shetland Islands were re-

discovered in 1818, and the South Orkneys were discovered in 1821.

In February 1823, Captain Weddell made a very remarkable voyage

beyond the Antarctic Circle, reaching a latitude of 74° 15' S.

During the period antecedent to the foundation of the Boyal

Geographical Society, the most distinguished geographers and promoters

of discovery were Sir Joseph Banks, Major Bonnell, who died 1830, and

Sir John Barrow ; while English cartography was chiefly represented

by Aaron Arrowsmith and John Walker, the engraver of the Indian

Atlas. Very important work was done through individual effort, and

expeditions were also despatched by the Government ; but the creation

of a society- which had the effect of concentrating and systematising

these efforts, was the commencement of a new era in the history of

British geographical research.

Foundation of the Royal GEoanApmcAL Society.

In July 1830 the Eoyal Geographical Society of London was founded

under the auspices of Sir John Barrow, Sir Boderick Murcbison, and

Admiral Smyth, with the objects of collecting and printing new and

interesting facts and discoveries, of accumulating a collection of books

and maps, of assisting travellers and explorers, and of publishing the

results of their work. The Society came into existence at a time when
there was considerable geographical activity, and whon exploration was

being conducted with success, in almost every part of the globe.

The Rosses were still engaged on their work, one of the results of

which, as before stated, was the discovery of the North Magnetic Pole ; and

George Back was exploring the Great Fish river, in search of them. The
Messrs.^Enderby were despatching whaling vessels to the Antarctic seas

with instructions to make discovery a prominent object of their voyages;

instructions which led to tho discovery of Graham Land and Enderby

Land by Captain Biscoe. In Asia the woilc of Colonel Chesney in

Mesopotamia, and of Ainsworth in Kurdistan, was in progress, while

Sir Alexatider Burnes was making his memorable journey from India

to Persia, by the route of Kabul and Bokhara. Lander was determining

the course of tlie Niger, and Sir James Alexander was making a difficult

journey from Cape Town to Walfisch Bay. In South America Captain

Fitz Roy was surveying the Straits of AJagoUan, and the coasts of Peru
and Chili, Lieut. Smyth was descending the Amazon, and Sir Bobert
Schomburgk was exploring tho interior of British Guiana. Tlio Society

put new life into these and kindred enterprises, and from the time of its

M 2
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foundation tho work of disoovory was fostorod and accoleratoil. The
labours of explorers and geographical disooverorfl, since the foundation

of the Royal Geographical Society nearly sixty years ogo, will most

easily bo appreciated by passing tho results of their work in review,

with reference to each region, in the following order :— tho Polar

Regions, Asia, Africa, America, Australia, and tho depths of the ocean,

finally referring to tho labours of students and oeirtographers. On this

plan the first region for our consideration will be the far north. > <

Arctic Expix)nATioif.

Tlie first efforts of the Geographical Society, as regards the Arctic

Regions, were directed to tho completion of our knowledge of the

northern shores of America. Captain Back was sent to Hudson's Bay in

1836, in the Terror, to execute this difficult work ; but the object of tho

expedition was frustrated, owing.to the impoEsibility of penetrating the

ice in Frozen Strait during that season. The contemplated discoveries

were eventually achieved by land journeys conducted by employes of the

Hudson's Bay Company. Thomas Simpson, in 1837, connected the work
of Franklin with that of Beochey, and in 1839 ho worked eastward along

the North American coast, joining the work of Franklin with that of

Back, at the mouth of the Great Fish river. Simpson also discovered

the southern shore of King William Island, and built a cairn on a point

of lund which he named Cape Herschel. Some years afterwards Dr. Rae
connected the gaps left between the discoveries of former explorers.

Thus was the whole northern coast of America brought to our knowledge
by the united efforts of Franklin, Beechey, Simpson, Back, and Rae.

With the expedition of Sir John Franklin in 1845, there commenced
a series of explorations in the Arctic Regions which were continuous

during the following ten years. The Franklin Expedition was fitted

out by the Government, and was due to the representations of Sir John
Barrow, the untiring friend of geographical research during forty years,

who died the year after Fianklin sailed. The object of Franklin and
his companions was nominally the achievement uf the North-west

Passage, but really the advancement of geographical knowledge, and of

scientific research generally. Franklin led the two ships Erebus and
Tirror up Baffin's Bay and Barrow's Straits in the footsteps of Parry,

and during the first year he made ono of the most remarkable Arctic

voyages on record, by Bailing up Wellington Channel to 77° N., circum-

navigating Cornwallis Island, and returning to winter at Beechey Isle.

Baffied in his attempt to force a woy by this more northern route,

Franklin resolved to press southward in the second season ard to seek

a passage along that coast of North America which he knew so well.

But his ships were detained in the heavy ice off the north coas>t of King

William Island, where the tides meet. It was inipossible to extricate
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fhom. The heroic Franklin died in June 1847. His bravo companions

lived on to perish in the same glorious cause, but not until some of

them, by reaching Simpson's Cairn on Point Herschel, had discovered

the North-west Passage.

The expeditions sent out in search of Sir John Franklin added mate-

rially to our knowledge of the Arctic archipelago lying to the north of

the American continent. The cause of humanity was also the cause

of science; and it is pleasant for Englishmen to look back upon the

history of those search expeditions, especially as ihey can reflect that

France and England were united in the good work. British Arctic

oiBcers are proud to remember that Bellot and de Braye wei-e their

colleagues in the arduous task of searching fur their lost countrymen.

The first search expedition, under the command of Sir James Boss,

was sent out in 1848, discovering and searching the western side of

North Somerset. In 1850 an expedition, under Captain Austin, was
sent up Barrow Strait from the east; and another, commanded by

Captains CoUinson and M'Clure, was despatched to the Pacific, to enter

the searching ground from the west by way of Behring's Strait. Captain

Austin's expedition explored a considerable extent of new coast-line

while conducting the search for Franklin, and Sir Leopold M'Clintook,

who served in it, then developed his improved system of Arctic sledge

travelling. Captain CoUinson succeeded in navigating his ship from

Behring's Strait, along the northern coast of America, to within a

short distance of the spot to where Franklin's ships were beset ; while

his colleague M'Clure made a still more remarkable voyage along the

western side of Banks Inland, where his ship was just able to find a

passage between the ancient ice of an inclosed polar sea and the rocky

coast. After three years M'Clure and his companions were obliged to

abandon their ship, and. by crossing the ice and returning by the eastern

route, they traversed a North-west Passage. The British Government

sent another search expedition by the route of Baffin Bay, after the return

ofCaptain Austin : during which M'Clintock's system of sledge travelliug

was more fully developed. M'Clintook himself marched over 1328 miles,

discovering Prince Patrick Island and the western side of Melville Island,

while Shorard Osbom and Richards explored the northern shores of Com-
wallia and Bathurst Islands. Dr. Bae, while exploring in Bepulse Buy,

succeeded in obtaining through the Eskimo certain news of the fate of the

expedHiju. Finally, when M'Clintock commanded the Fox, in 1857-59,

und discovered the fate ofFranklin by reaching the shores of King William

Island, he also completed the discovery of some intervening coast-lines,

and thus combined good geographical work with his humane mission.

The labours of these searching expeditions largely increased the

knowledge of the Arctic regions. Not only was a vast extent of land

and sea added to our maps, but light was thrown on the physical

geography and hydrography of a considerable area previously unknown.

I
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as well as ou questions relating to the geology and the distribution of

animal and vegotablo life. Under the care of Sir John RiobarrlHon,

Prof. Edward Forbes, and olhors, the soiontifio results of thoso expe-

ditions were worked out in groat detail. The soientifio papers by the

late Sir Edward Sabine—in natural history, ethnology, physics, ex-

tending over many \ oars from 1818 downwards—are specially worthy of

note. Equally important were the i^untributions to the natural history

of the Arctic Regions contained in the various memoirs contributed

to the Linnoan, Royal, and other Societies by Sir J. D. Hooker.

After the return of M'Clintock in 1850, Arctic enterprise was allowed

to be lost sight of during several years ; but the Geographical Society

never ceased to take an interest in the efiforts of other nations, and to show

an ftppreciation for useful work. The Society, however, did not coun-

tendnce the mere desire to reach the pole or a high latitude ; maintaining

that the object of polar research was not a rivalry to attain the furthest

northern point, but the acquisition of valuable scientific results. It was

from this point of view that the Society, with the powerful assistance of

Admiral Sherard Osborn, urged upon the Government the importance

of Arctic exploration.

In consequence of these representations an expedition was fitted out,

in 1875, to proceed up Smith Sound, at the head of BaflSn's Bay, and

endeavour to complete the examination of the polar regions in that

direction. The expedition vras commanded by Sir George Nares. This

expedition was eminently successful. The ships succeeded in attaining

a higher latitude than had ;^ver previously been reached by any vessel

;

the crew of tho Alert wintered further north than any human beings

had ever been known to have wintered before, and Commander Albert H.

Markham, in his sledge journeys, advanced as far as 83° 20' N. Tho
positions thus attained enabled the expedition to explore that portion of

the previously unknown Arctic region which could be reached from the

direction of Smith Sound, with most valuable scientific results. The
volumes issued by the Royal and the Royal Geographical Societies in

connection with tli is expedition ore in themsol ves valuable summaries

of .he knowledge of these regions up to tho departure of th« expedition.

Since the return of this expedition the important branch of geographi-

cal research, whicb embraces discovery within the polar area, has been

abandoned to private enterprise. Captain Wiggins has crossed the Kara

Sea many times in his efforts to open up a trade route to the rivers Ob
and Yenesei. Englishmen have made yacht voyages to the Barents

Sea; and the most eminent among these yachtsmen, Mr. Leigh Smith,

has corrected tho geography of Spitzbergen, and made important

additions to our knowledge of the south coast of Franz-Josef Land.

It is hoped that, after an intei^al of neglect, the geographical laboiirs

of Englishmen in the Arctic regions will be again renewed, and pushed

forward to completion.
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Antauctic ExPLOnATIO>f.
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Antarctio discovery, eo far at least as the attainment of a very high

latitude is concerned, is represented by a single important expedition,

that of Sir James Boss. But the attempts of Woddell in 1822-24, and

of Biscoe in 1830-32, succeeded in adding materially to our knowledge

of this region. It was Captain Washington, the Secretary of the Boyal

Geographical Society, who initiated the idea of this memorable expedi-

tion, as was pointed out by M. d'Avezac, in his obituary of that dis-

tinguished officer. James Ross was selected for the command on account

of his unrivalled Arctic experience and his scientific attainments, one

groat object of the expedition being the registry magnetic observa-

tions. Boss crossed the Antarctio Circle on tl u of January, 1841,

and in two short months he had made one of tlio greatest geographical

discoveries of modern times, amid regions of perpetual ice. His ships

came in sight of a range of high land which ho named Victoria, with

an active volcano, called Mount Erebus, rising to 12,400 feet above the

sea. He also discov )red a long and remarkable line of lofty ice cliffs,

resting on the lane* and he penetrated as far as 78° 11' S. In three

following years Boss continued his researches in the Antarctic Ocean,

took a series of magnetic observations, and made considerable additions

to the previous knowledge of the South Shetland group of islands. Boss,

was accompanied by an able scientific staff. Tho zoology of the vo^ age

was worked out by Bichardson and Gray, while Sir Joseph Hooker's

'Botany of tho Antarctic Voyage' (1841-46) covers a wide area. The

Challenger expedition just crossed the Antarctio Circle, but added con-

siderably to our knowledge of the forms assumed by Antarctic ice.
,

Asu.

The progress of the trigonometrical survey of British India, with its

attendant topographical and revenue surveys, afforded remarkable

facilities for advancing the work of discovery in the vast regions of

Central Asia, by training for the purpose well-qualified native explorers.

One great result of this survey itself has been the completion of a

detailed map of British India on the basis of these surveys, and the

collection of a vast amount of information on the geography of the

country embodied in the reports of tho various branches of tho Survey.

Much has also been done by the Geological Survey for the geography

of India. The publication of Hunter's 'Gazetteer of India,' under

Government auspices, must also be mentioned, containing, as it does,

information collected by Government officials throughout tho country.

In addition to this there are the special gazetteers and monographs

on many of the provinces and their subdivisions, which have been

compiled by Government officials. Travellers of eminence were also

produced by the Indian Navy, whose duties embraced the execution
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of surveys along the Indian and adjacent coasts. During the century

a host of British travellers traversed India in all directions, much
of their work, as will be seen from the Bibliography, being contained

in the publications of the Asiatic Society.

The labours of the trigonometrical survey in the Himalayas have a

special interest for geographers, and resulted in the complete and

accurate delineation of that mighty chain of monntains, with its colossal

glaciers and lofTy peaks. From 1848 to 1850 Sir Andrew Waugh, the

Superintendent of the Surveys, fixed the height of seventy-nine of these

peaks, the loftiest, named Mount Everest, being 29,002 feet above the sea.

In 1855 the survey of Kashmir and of the mighty mass of mountains

up to the Tibetan frontier was commenced by Colonel Montgomerie. It

was a most arduous task, the height of the stations averagini;

17,000 feet, while luminous signals were used from peaks 19,000 feet and

even 20,000 feet above the sea. Mr. Johnson, one of Montgomerie's

party, reached 22,000 feet, and took observations from many stations

of over 20,000 feet, and marks were erected on peaks as high as

21,480 feet. One of the peaks of the Earakornm range, measured

during this survey, was found to be 28,290 feet above tho sea, the

second highest in the world. It was Colonel Montgomerie who
organised the plan of employing, native explorers to make discoveries

in Turkistan and Tibet and other parts of Central Asia, which has led

to considerable gains for geographical knowledge, between the meridians

of 66° and 102° east of Greenwich. Mr. Drew's long residence in

Kashmir iu an official capacity enabled him to collect a vast amount

of information, which renders his work *Jummoo and Kashmir' tho

great authority on the geography of the country.

The list of those British travellers who have crossed the Himalayan

range to extend their researches into the interesting regions of inner

Asia, which were long undefined by geographers, though well known
to history, is a long one. Sir Alexander Bumes's residence in Cabul iu

1836-38 was of special value from a commercial standpoint ; more par-

ticularly the reports on Scinde, Afghanistan, and neighbouring countries

by Barnes, Leech, Low, and Woods. The Afghan campaign of 1838-39

also furnished useful contributions to the geography of that country.

After the journey of Sir Alexander Bumes, Lieut Wood, of the Indian

l^avy, was employed to continue the exploration of the countries beyond

the Hindu Kush. In February 1838, Wood reached the " Bam-i-Duniah "

(Boof of the World), and discovered Lake Sirikol, the source of the river

Oxva, 15,600 feet above the sea. Some years afterwards the officers

serving in the first Afghan war collected materials for a detailed map of

Afghanistan, and soon afterwards a succession of travellers began to

push their way northward from Kashmir and Ladak.

Lieut. H. Strachey did much for the geography of the Himalayan

frontier in the forties. Dr. Thomson was the first to reach the summit

of
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of the Earakorum Pass in 1848, while General B. Strachey, in 1848-49,

was employed in a soientifio survey of the Himalayan province of

Enmaon, and made valuable contributions to geography, the Himalayan

conditions of enow and ice, geology, and botany. Sir Joseph Hooker

traversed the valley of the Ganges and through Sikkim reached the

higher Himalayas. The journey was rich in results in all 'directions,

and may be said to have led to Sir Joseph's great work, the * Flora Indica,'

which is not yet completed. The researches of Godwin-Austen on the

glaciers of. the Mustagh region of the Himalayas and Lake Fangong
must also be mentioned.

In 1868 the Karakorum range was first crossed by a British

traveller. Mr. B. B. Shaw entered Eastern Turkistan in that year, at

the same time as Mr. G. W. Hayward, the Boyal Geographical Society^s

explorer, and reached the town of Yarkand. He made a number of

astronomical observations .which fixed the longitude of Yarkand, and

supplied a basis for a general map of the country. Mr. Hayward, in

1870, carried his exploration up the Gilgit Valley, on his way to the

Pamir, but met with his death at the hands of assassins at the foot

of the Darkot Pass. Mr. Shaw's journey was followed by the mission

of Sir Douglas Forsyth in 1873 to Yarkand and Eashgar, when a

junction was established between the Bussian and English surveys;

and the southern part of the Pamir table-land was explored. The
scientific results of the mission are of great value, and have been

worked out by several specialists. In the year that Forsyth's mission

returned from Eastern Turkistan, the labours of many English travellers

iu Persia, including Einneir, Bawlinson, and Goldsmid, were utilised-

by the completion of Colonel St. John's map of Persia in six sheets

—

1874. This was followed by the matured results of Forsyth's mission

to Eashgaria, including the surveys of Colonel Henry Trotter. This

able geographer made excursions from Eashgar as far as the Artysh

district, and over the Pamir steppe into Wakhan, visiting Lake Sirikul,

the source of the Oxus discovered by Wood. It was Trotter, also, who
Qonnected the English surveys with those of Bnssia : and his researches

threw a flood of light on the geography of the Pamir and Eastern

Turkistan.

The work done in Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and neighbour-

ing regions by Englishmen since 1840, deserves further detailed mention.

It has been extensive and important, as will be seen from the appended

Bibliography. One name associated with this region for halfa century is

that of Sir Henry Bawlinson, already alluded to in connection with

Jones's journeys in Asia Minor. Bawlinson first went to Persia on an

official mission in 1B33, andduiing five years visited various portions of

the Persian empire, accumulating stores of geographical and archaeo-

logical information ; an account of one of the journeys appeared in the

'Journal of the Boyal Geographical Society' in 1840, a journey from
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Tabriz through Penim Eardistan, and the rains of Takhti-Solelman, and

thenoe to Ohilan, aooompaniod by a memoir on the site of the Atropa-

tenian Ecbatana. Sir Henxy'a reaearches in oonnection with the de-

cipherment of the ouneifonn inioriptioni, and with their bearings on

ancient geography as well as history, are well known, and the results

will be found in the publications of the Boyal Asiatic Society as well

as the Boyal Geographical Society. In 1843 he was appointed British

resident at Bagdad and continued with marked success the work of

decipherment, visiting in 1847, Behistun for the third time. In the

following year he carried out subterranean researches in laying bare tho

ancient topography of Babylonia. Many other contributions both to the

history, arch«boiogy, and geography of the region in question, have been

made by Sir Henry, mostly appearing in the publications of the Asiatic

and Boyal Geographical Societies, or embodied in the great edition of

Herodotus, by his brother. Professor Bawlinson, and also in his own
volume mentioned in tho Bibliography.

To the many travellers who have visited the Iranian regions during

the last half century, only brief allusion can be made. Masson's

extensive journeys through Afghanistan and Beluchistan were made
rather before this time, but deserve special mention on account of the

fulness and value of the information which he collected. W. Griffiths,

who accompanied the Afghan expedition of 1888-39, made valuable ob-

servations in botany as well as physical geography. In 1840, J. Abbot's

journey from Herat through the desert to Khiva yielded fresh and valuable

results. Stoddart and Oonolly's journey through Persia and Bokhara in

1842-43, can only be mentioned to refer to the sad fate of the travellers,

ConoUy had already done good work in his journey through Persia and

Afghanistan to India, while Wolfs mission to inquire into the fate of

the Englishmen added something to our knowledge of Central Asia.

Lieut. Selby's ascent of the Earun and Dizful rivers to Shiraz, in 184S^

remained for forty years almost our only source of information on thia

important district. In 1881, Captain Wells materially supplemented

the information obtained by Selby by his venturesome surveying tours

in Southern Persia, gathering not only much topographical informa-

tion, but collecting information of great service for the commercial

development of the country.. Several years before this, 1876 and 1878,

Mr. G. S. Mackenzie, by his journeys in South-west Persia and his

navigation of the Earun, collected much valuable information on the

various trade routes of that region, where, indeed, he had been journey-

ing as far back as 1866. The mission to Afghanistan of 1857-68,

under Major Lumsden, produced geographical and cartographical as

well as scientific results of much importance ; while the special observa-

tions of H. W. Bellew lent it additional value. Even more important

were the labours of the Persian Boundary Commission, 1870-72, the

members of which explored especially Eastern Persia (Mekran, Seistan
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and Ehorassan), but also oroesed the oonntry in various directions under

Sir F. Ooldsmid. The geographical observations were looked after by
St. John, Lovett, and Euan Smith, while contributions of the first

importance to the zoology and geology of the country were made by
W. T. Blanford. The result was St. John's six-sheet map of Persia.

At the same time (1872), Sir F. Pollock was sent on a mission to

Seistan, in which he was accompanied by Mr. Bellew, who again made
important contributions to a more thorough knowledge of Baluchistan,

Afghanistan, and Persia.

At various times between 1861 and 1872, Sir F. Ooldsmid had
travelled not only throughout Persia but in neighbouring countries in

connection with the Indo-European telegraphs, and the results of his

observations are of value, among other things, in their bearings on the

economic development of these countries. Associated with Sir F. Oold-

smid was Bateman Ohampain, whose wide personal acquaintance with

Persia enabled him to make valuable contributions to a knowledge of

its trade routes. The name of Houtum-Schindler, an Englishman in

charge of the Persian telegraphs for many years, should also be mentioned

for the many important contributions he has made to the topography of

Persia, during his numerous official journeys all over the country.

Valentine Baker and Gill's journeys in Northern Persia, especially

Ehorassan, in 1878, added someliiing to our knowledge of the geography

of that region. In 1874, the Hon. O. Napier's journeys in North

Ehorassan, Mazanderan, and Ir9\ produced not only new topographical

results but valuable additions to our knowledge of the geology, physical

geography, archaeology, the tribes and deserts of that part of Persia.

Sir Charles Macgregor began his journeys in Persia in 1875. Our
knowledge of Ehorassan was still very meagre. He travelled right

across Persia, passing through Shiraz, Tezd, and Birjand to the Afghan

border, and for many years he was the chief authority on this part of

Persia. In 1877, he and Captain Lockwood explored the uninviting

waste between the sea-coast and the Helmand in Afghanistan. They
crossed the Baluchistan desert to Zirreh, Macgregor passing through the

Brahui country to Sohrab and the Mula Pass, and Lockwood through

Chazeh, Nashki, and Mastang. One important service Sir Charles

rendered to the geography of Central Asia by superintending the com-

pilation of the Oazetteer of Central Asia, Afghanistan, and other

countries beyond the frontier of India which goes by his name, and

which has been continued by other hands.

In 1875, Floyer travelled through the almost unknown region of

Bashakand in Western Baluchistan, making valuable notes on the

country and people; and by Eerman, Yezd, Ispahan, and Bagdad,

reached Europe.

In 1876, Butler traversed the Atrek, and in 1878 the Afghan war

broke out, the military contingent being accompanied by several officers
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whose BurveyB, though rapid, enabled them to make important addi-

tions and corrections in the map of Afghanistan. Sevan sarvoyed

the Bolan-Quetta-Kandahar-Girishk district; Bogers between Qiietta,

Kandahar, and Kelat-i-Ohilzai ; Heaviside and Holdich the important

route from the Indus through Southern Afghanistan to Pishin; while

Gore mapped the country and its mountainous girdle to the north of

Quetta. The Euram Valley column was accompanied by Woodthorpe and
other survey officers, the Peshawar column by Tanner and his col-

leagues. Thus a very thorough knowledge of .the topography of this

country was obtained. This led ultimately to the Afghan Boundary

Commission, under Sir West Bidgway and Sir Peter Lumsden. Not

only were important additions made to our knowledge of the geography

of Afghanistan and the boundary between that and Bussian Asia, but

as the Commission was accompanied by competent scientific specialists

like Griesbach the geologist and Atchison the botanist, a rich harvest

for science was obtained, a fairly satibfactory knowledge of the physical

geography and biology of the country.

In 1880, Colonel C. E. Stewart made an adventurous journey through

the heart of Ehorassan as far aslfeshed, north to the Turkoman frontier

and south-west to Ispahan, during which he collected important

information on the topography of the country as well as on its resources

Mid population. Shortly after Colonel Stewart returned to the same

r^on, journeying by the Herat valley and the Persian bqrder, from the

Hari-rud to Seistan, and making important additions to the map of the

country south of 34° north.

Baverty's important contributions to a knowledge ofroutes in Afghani-

stan and Beluchistan, partly from his own observation, and also from

information collected from all sources, deserve special mention.

In Cyprus, not to refer specifically to earlier journeys dealt with

in the works mentioned below, we may mention Mr. J. Thomson's

journey through the interior in 1878 (resulting in many valuable photo-

graphs), Sir Samuel and Lady Baker's journey in 1879, Hamilton

Lang's work on the island, and tho official surveys made since the

English occupation and embodied in Colonel Kitchener's map.

In 1885, Mr. A. D. Carey made a journey round Chinese Tnrkistan,

which, after an independence of some years, had again come under the

rule of Peking since the visit of Sir Douglas Forsyth, and along the

northern frontier of Tibet ; and in the following year Colonel Mark Bell,

and after him Lieutenant (now Captain) Tounghusband made journeys

from Peking, across Central Asia, to Kashmir.

. In China much geog^phical work has been done by British explorers.

In 1862 Captain Blakiston surveyed the Yang-tsze-kiang for 900 miles

beyond the farthest point previously reached by Englishmen. Mr. Ney
Elias, in 1868, surveyed the new course of the Yellow river; and in

1872 the same accomplished traveller made a remarkable journey through

Western Mongolia and South-eastern Siberia, by Uliassutai and Kobdo,
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daring which he took a large series of observations for fixing positionig.

In 1877 Captain W. J. Gill made his way overland from Hankow on
the Yang-tsze-kiang to Bathang on the borders of Tibet, and thence,

by Talifu, to Bhamo on the Irawadi, making a traverse survey and

a map of his route. Still more extensive studios of the geography

of Cbina were made by Mr. E. Colbome Baber, who undertook several

important journeys between 1876 and 1880, particularly in the provinces

of Ynn-nan and Se-ohuen. Among other services to science Mr. Baber

brought to our knowledge the little-known people called Lolos, bringing

back specimens of their books, written in a character hitherto unde-

oiphered. He also made many corrections of the Jesuit surveys executed

m the time of the Emperor Eang-Hi, which have been the basis of all

maps of China for more than a century and a half.

In Western Asia, survey work of great interest and accuracy was
carried out in Palestine and the Sinai Peninsula during 1864 and follow-

ing years. Long beforo this, however, much g^ood work was done by
English travellers in Western Asia. Lieut. Wellsted, in 1829-85, besides

exploring the Sinai Peninsula and surveying the Arabian as well as the

Nubian coast of the Red Sea, made an extensive journey through Om&n,
his narrative, abounding with scientific observations, being still regarded

as an authority on that part of Arabia. The Euphrates Expedition

(1835-37) under the command of Colonel Ghesney, was fruitful in

results in many directions. Chcsney himself, before this, in 1830, had

travelled through Asia Minor and Egypt, in order to solve the

problem of direct steamship communication with India. He also

passed through the Bed Sea and established the possibility of a

twenty-one days' journey from Suez to Bombay. At the same tinie

(Oct 1830) he sent a report to the Foreign OfSoe advocating the

construction of a canal on the line now occupied by .the Suez Canal of

.Lesseps. He crossed the Arabian Desert and Palestine, reached the

Euphrates ^at Ana, and navigated the river down to the Persian Gulf

(January 1831) on a raft constructed by himself, on which he reported

to the Government on his return iu 1838. Then followed the famous

-Euphrates Expedition, at the expense of the €U>vemment, one of the most

interesting expeditions that over left the British shores. Its objects.were

the establitthment of steam communication with India, and its route

lay through almost unexplored countries. The expedition was directed

by scientific officers, and well supplied with instruments. The results

were of wide and high importance, both from the practical and scientifio

point of view. Materials fur a correct map of a very large portion of

Northern Syria were collected ; a line of levels vras carried across from

the Mediterranean to the Euphrates; Northern Mesopotamia was
explored, and the survey of the river carried out to its embouchure in

the Persian Gulf. At a subsequent period two different ascents were

made of the Earun river and two descents of the Bahameshir, while the

country intervening between the Jorahi and the Euphrates, the Great
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Delta of Sntiana, wm examined. Twice was the Tigria ascended to

upwards of 400 miles beyond its junction with the Euphrates ; a second

line of levels carried between the Euphrates and the Tigris, new
positions obtained by the journey across the desert, and a geological

section of the Taurus, of several hundred miles in extent, obtained. A
new oountiy was thus opened to navigation, commerce, and civilisation,

and the practicability of the route for steam navigation established.

The results, as embodied in Ohesney's voluminous narrative and

atlas, deal not only with the immediate observations of the expedition

but with the work of others in the same region, which is treated in

minute detail and in all its aspects. In the exploration of this interest-

ing region since 1840, England has taken an important part ; especially

so with respect to ancient sites of Babylon and Nineveh, and other great

cities of antiquity, the topography of which, the architecture, the

inscriptions, and the monuments, have been worked out in great detail

by such men as Bawlinson, Layard, Loftus, George Smith. Further

north, J. Bryce has described Ararat and Armenia, and in the Caucasus

good work has been done by Freshfield, Grove, Telfer, and Dent in

revealing the extent and character of the glaciation of that mighty

range.

Besides the reports of Ohesney himself, Mr. W. F. Ainsworth, the

BUi^^n and geologist of the expedition, published his special researches

on the antiquities of Assyria, Babylonia, and Ohaldasa, and the antiqui-

ties and geology of Asia Minor, Pontus, and Armenia were described

by W. J. Hamilton.

This maybe said to have led to the expedition undt ; Ainsworth and

Bassam in 1839-40, at the joint expense of the Boyal Geographical Society

and the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. From Skutari the

party traversed Asia Minor in a south-east direction to the Persian

frontier, their route being most circuitous, covering thousands of miles,

in many parts over a country then but little known, and to the topo-

graphy and geology of which the expedition made important contribu-

tions.

Beke and Moore travelled in Palestine in 1887, and definitely estab-

lished the low level of the Dead Sea as compared with the Mediterranean.

Beke returned to Syria in 1861 with his wife, and by Hauran over Mount
Gilead, entered Palestine. Once more, in 1873-4, he journeyed to the

East, to Egypt and the Bed Sea, where he visited the Peninsula of

Sinai, and as the result of his researches sought to prove that the Jebel

el Barghir or Jebel en Nur is the true Sinai. These journeys, like his

visit to Abyssinia, originated many researches and discussions by
Beke of great value to scientific geography.

In 1837-44, Sir Charles Fellows made several journeys in Asia Minor,

mainly for antiquarian researches, during which he did much to clear up
the ancient geography, especially of the western peninsula of Asia
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Minor. Along the ooune of the Xanthns he diiooYered the ancient

cities of Xanthai, Ilioe, and other sites, and broaght to England a rich

harvest of archaeologioal remains.

In 1879 €t $eq., Tosor and Orowder traversed a oonsidexaUe area of

Northern Asia Minor, from Samsoun, south and east to Lake Van, and
northward to Trebiaonde, the information on the Lake Van region being

especially valuable.

In 1879, Sir Charles Wilson was appointed Oonsul-Oeneral in Asia

Minor, and with the aid of his colleagues brought back much information

concerning a country even then imperfectly known. The geographical

results were, briefly, a complete military survey of the Taama range

from tho mountains of Lycia to the Persian frontier; of the Anti-

Taurus ; and of the Qiaour Dagh to Mount Amanus, from the Taurus to

the Beilan Pass. Surveys were also made of the Oilician Plain ; of the

country round Mount Argaaus ; of portions of Faphlagonia and Pontns

;

and every important road in the country was examined and sketched.

In 1883 et mj., Prof. W. M. Bamsay has been carrying out a careful

exploration of Asia Minor, his chief aim being to identify ancient sites

and roads, and especially in Phrygia and the border districts of

Pamphylia, Pisidia, Lydia, and Galatia, he has been able to do more for

the ancient geography of the country than any previous explorer.

Since 1840, besides special surveys of the coast referred to below^

there are several important journeys by Englishmen in Arabia to record.

First of all there must be mentioned Biohard Burton's daring visit to

Mecca and Medinah in 1853, by which he was able to give to the world

80 much valuable and new information concemiog these cities and the

pilgrims that flocked to them. In 1862-63, Qififord Palgrave made his

famous journey through Arabia, from Damascus by Qaza, through

Nejd, by Djuf, Ha'il, Biad, the capital of tho Wahabites, to the Persian

Gulf, by the Bahrein Islands to Maskar, up the Tigris to Ba(,t\-.;J.

Palgrave's work still remains the only authority on much of the regi. i

which he traversed. Colonel (now Sir) Lewis Polly's journey to the

Wahabee capital, 1864, added to the information obtained by Palgrave

;

while Captain Miles'sjourneys in Hadramaut in 1870 and to Oman in 1876,

and along the south coast in 1881, and General Miles's journey through

the mountains of south-western Arabia in 1886 (?), extended our know-
ledge in these directions. Mr. Doughty's many years' sojourn andjourneys
in north-eastern Arabia and in Nejd (1876 e< teq.), as far east as Hodeida

and south to Mecca, were fruitful in valuable additionf*, not only to

geography, but to ethnology, archssology, geology, and natural history.

Burton's two visits to north-western Arabia, the ancient land of Midian

(1877-78), resulted in a very thorough study of the topography of that

region, as well as of its'geology and archaeology. Lady Anne Blunt and
her husband in 1877-79 travelled over the Euphrates Yalley and down
to north-west Arabia as far as Haiil, going and returning by different
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routes, north-WMt and north->eMt, living with the natives, and gathering

mnoh valuable and fresh information concerning both oountiy and people.

The Pulestino Exploration Fund was founded in 1865. During the

quarter of a century which it has been at work not only has the Society

made a complete topographical sui-vey of the whole of Western Palestine,

bnt nearly all of the important centres and ancient sites have been

explored and investigated ; and with this the names of Wilson, Warren,

Conder, Kitchener, Tyrwhitt Drake, and others are intimately associated.

The botany and ecology have been worked out under the care of such

men as Hodker and Tristram, cartography by Trelawney Saunders, while

a fair sketch of the geology has been made by Hull. In many other

special directions has the Society sought to perfect the knowledge of •

Palestine, and not the least important of their productions is the beautiful

and accurate map in six sheets. What their special lines have been may
be learned from the Bibliography appended to this section.

A valuable coadjutor to this Society has been the Society of Biblical

ArohsBology, which has done much to dear up the ancient geography of

the conntry.

Of individual researches in this region there have been many, most

of which will be found recorded in the Bibliography. Here we need

only refer to Layard's journeys through Syria in 1839 et ssj., the results

• of which have only been recently published ; Churchill's long residence

in Mount Lebanon, 1842-52 ; Allen's survey ofthe Dead Sea, 1849 et $eq.,

with the view of a new route to India ; Walpole's travels through Sjrria,

1850-51 ; Poole's journey, 1855, during which he made numerous oarefbl

observations ; Porter's important researches during his five years' stay,

1849 et teq., in Damascus.

In 1867, the Ordnance Survey of Sinai rendered complete our know-

ledge of this interesting peninsula, vrith its large scale maps, memoir,

and photographs. In connection with this, Palmer's observations da

.the Desert of the Exodus added greatly to the arohseologioal value of

the survey. Burton and Tyrwhitt Drake's explorations in Syria in 1872

are a valuable supplement <o the work of the Palestine explorations,

as also Lady Burton's contributions to a knowledge of the domestic life

of the country. Beke's careful exploration of the Sinai Peninsula in

1874, whatever may be thought of the author's theories, added much to

accurate geographical knowledge. Lawrence Oliphant's journey to

Palestine in 1879, crossing much of the Lebanon district, and extending

southwards to the Dead Sea on both sides of the Jordan, oontribnted

much to a knowledge of the eounomioal condition of the oountr}' and its

population. His more recent stay at Haifa enabled him to add still

further to our knowledge of the Lebanon and of Northern Palestine.

Captain Colville's double crossing of the Sinaitio Peninsula in 1883

deserves mention; in the same year Hull explored its geology. The
researches of Ferguson, Wright, and others must be mentioned as in

bo
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Tarioni direotioni valonble rapplementary oontributioni to the work

of the- Palestine Ezploimtlon Fund.

Some further work done in Western Alia by British travellers miy
bo referred to :

—

One of the earliest travellers in Western Asia daring the period

under review was Colonel Leake, already referred to, who, in 1800-2,

traversed a oonsiderable portion of Asia Minor, and whose map, compiled

from his own and other observations, was the best of its tiine. In 1802,

we find Soott Waring visiting Persia from India, and making an important
contribution to the geography and history of that country. In 1808,

0. J. Rich settled as British resident at Bagdad, and till his death in

1821 travelled extensively in the region around and in Kurdistan, making
arohsBoIogioal ooUeotions, and collecting much geographical and statistical

information. He visited Babylon, Nineveh, and Fersepolis. His de-

scription of these places and of the country traversed by him were at the

time fresh and solid additions to knowledge. Another important mission

to Persia, in 1807-11, was that of Sir H. J. Brydges.

In 1808-16, Morier's two journeys through Persia, Armenia, and

Asia Minor were fruitful in geographical and antiquarisn information,

while the maps by Bennell and others were of special value. Morier

accompanied Gore Ouseley's mission to Persia, another valuable result

of which was Sir William Ouseley's detailed narrative of his observations

on the geography and arohnology of the countries visited, as well as

investigations into history and literature. Another important contri-

bution to the antiquities of Persia was made by William Price, also a

member of the mission. In 1811-12, Captain Beaufort's survey of the

south coast of Asia Minor in these years deserves mention. In 1808-0

took place Mountstuart Elphinstone's important mission to Cabul, on

which he was accompanied by a number of speoialists, all of whom made
careful observations during their stay in the country, which renders

Elphinstone's work still an authority on Afghanistan.

Another Indian officer, who visited Beluohistan and Scinde in 1810,

made large contributions to the geography of thtse little-known countries,

and also embodied the results of his own and other observations in an

elaborate map.

The journey of Captain J. M. Einneir through Asia Minor, Armenia,

and Kurdistan, in 1813-14, as far as Ispahan and Shiraz, resulted in

valuable contributions to the historical geography of the region, and

in an excellent map and memoir dealing with Persia.

In 1821 et aeq., James Baillie Fraser travelled extensively in Persia,

in parts not usually visited, making observations not only on geography

and people, but on the commercial resources of the country. The same
traveller returned to Persia twelve years later (1833), and made still

further additions to the existing knowledge of that country. In 1826,

Sir J. E. Alexander accompanied an embassy to Persia, and published the

VOL. III. It
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malta of hit obtervationi. Hotkynt's rarvoy, in 1840-41, of the lonth

coaitt of Asia Minor, and his journey into the interior of Lyoia muit bo

mentioned. In 1842, the journeys of Spratt, Edward Forbes, and Daniell

. in Lycia, Milyas, and the Cobyratii wore speoially notable for the oon-

tributiona made to the geology and natural history of the region.

Spratt's map is still rcoognised a* a first authority. In 1844, Com-
mander J. Felix Jones began, in company with Major (now Sir) Henry
Kawlinson (whose researches are referred to later on), his journeys in

Asia Minor, making numerous surveys, especially in Assyria and Baby-

lonia ; in 1850 he traced the old bed of the Tigris ; in 1857 surveyed the

Shat^l-Arab, producing several excellent maps of the regions surveyed.

F. Walpole's travels in 1850-51 deserve mention, owing to his visit

to the almost unknown country of the Ansagrii.

The many journeys of C. T. Newton, 1851-50, in Asia Minor are of

special interest from the archaeological point of view, as are also PuUen's

in the same region in 1861. Rev. J. Davis's journeys in Anatolia,

Cilicia, Isauria, and neighbouring regions, in 1872-75, added con-

siderably to our knowledge of these rarely visited regions.

British exploration in the interior of Asia has been supplemented

by the surveys which were conducted by oflSoers of the Indian Navy,

whose numerous memoirs describe the physical geography of all the

coasts from Si^ez to Singapore, and whose admirable charts are of oosmo-.

politan value. The marine surveys of China have been executed by the

British Royal Navy.

English travellers have also at various times done good work in

Siberia.

On the historical geography of Asia generally, one of the most

important contributions was the edition of 'Marco Polo,' by the late

Sir Henry Yule, whose ' Narrative of a Mission to the Court of Ava ' is

still a classical work on Burma. In the publications of the Asiatio

Society and the Royal Geographical Society, Yule also made many
valuable contributions to the historical geography of Asia.

Afbica.

Turning from Asia to the dark continent, it will be found that

English travellers have been very actively at work in the interior of

Africa since the foundation of the Qeographical Society. Sir Roderick

Murohison was the powerful and untiring promoter of discovery in Africa

throughout a long and useful o£Bcial life. While travellers received

encouragement, assistance, and friendship from the President of the

Royal Geographical Society, the great geologist also digested their

information, and drew general conclusions from it, in his admirable

Anniversary Addresses. It is to Sir Roderick's fostering oare that the

world owes many of the results of British exploration in Africa between

the years 1840 and 1870, while to the same great man are due the lucid
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genenliMtioni and able oommenti which had the eflJBot of arranging and

olaiaiiying those results as harmonious parts of the science of geography.

To the thirties, however, belong the expeditions of Lieut. Washington

and John Davidson in Morocco; Sir James Alexander's expedition into

Damara-land, and Hume's into the Bamangwato country; and James

Hamilton's journey from Suakin to Khartum.

One of the first important journeys in the interior of Africa, after the

foundation of the Royal Qeiographical Society, was undertaken by Dr. Beke,

the learned Biblical scholar. In 1840 Beke made his first journey into

Abyssinia, exploring the kingdom of Shoa and the province of Godjam,

and visiting the source of the Abai, Brace's famous fountain of the Nile.

He fixed by astronomical observations the latitude of seventy stations,

mapped over 70,000 square miles of country, and his journey resulted

^n his first making known the true physical structure of Abyssinia, and

of Eastern Africa generally. He was also one of the first to show that

the principal mountain chain of Africa extended north and south on

the eastern side of that continent, and that the Mountains of the Moon
of Ptolemy are merely a portion of this meridional chain. In 1860

Dr. Beke published a work on the sources of the Nile.

Our knowledge of Abyssinia was greatly increased by the journeys

of Mansfield Parkyns (1843-46), and still more by Chiohele Plowden,

who journeyed up the Nike to Abyssinia, where he resided for many
years (1843-60) as consul. The invasion of Abyssinia in 1867-68 by
an English army, accompanied as it was by several scientific specialists

—Blanford, Markham, and others— resulted in large contributions to our

knowledge of the country in its varied aspects. Major De Cosson's

journey in 1873, as far as Lake Tzana, is worth mentioning, as well as

the official report of Admiral Hewitt's mission in 1883 and Mr. Portal's

in 1887.

John Petheriok was in Africa in 1846, when he travelled from Keneh

to Eosseir. In 1853 and afterwards he traveled the Bahr el Ghazal

into the country of tho Djur, in 1858 getting as far as the Mani-Mani

country. In 1861-63, when he undertook to meet Speke and Grant at

Gondokoro, he with two naturalists, Murie and Browell, traversed a

great stretch of country west of the White Nile into the Djur and Niam-

Niam countries, reaching Gondokoro in February 1863.

In 1845, James Bichardson undertook a journey from Tripoli to the

Sahara, proceeding to Ghadames, was the first European to enter Ghat,

and after traversing Fezzan, returned to Tripoli, 1850. The same

traveller took command of an expedition into the Central Soudan, his

companions being Barth and Overweg. Bichardson, after accomplishing

much good work, died in March 1851, at Ungumt, six days' journey from

Euka. The expedition, which was essentially an English one, was

continued, with abundant results to science and geography, under Dr.

Barlh. The Central Sudan States, the Lake Chad, the Shari, Binue,

Niger, an^ the region watered by them, were explored during four years,

K a
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and Timbuktu itself was visited. Dr. Barth's work, first published

in England, is a vast store of information both on the geography and on

the soientifio aspects of the unknown region covered by his expedition.

In 1850 Mr. Francis Oalton iStted out an expedition, at his own
expense, to explore the interior of South Africa. He travelled through

the country of the Damara and the Ovampo, in a journey covering

upwards of 2000 miles, and it was his merit that he constantly observed

for latitude and longitude. His companion, Mr. Andersson, extended

his wanderings to Lake Ngami, and afterwards to the Okovango and

Cunene rivers. That lake had been reached from the south, in August

1849, by David Livingstone, in one of the earliest journeys of that

illustrious traveller. In 1876, the region visited by Mr. Galton, as also

Namaqua-land, were explored by Mr. Coates Falgrave, who was sent on

an official mission by the Cape Government. In 1861-62, Baines and

Chapman from Walfish Bay travelled to Lake Ngami, and onwards to

the Victoria Falls of the Zambezi, Chapman returning to Walfish Bi^y.

In 1872-74, Lieut. Grandy, in his Livingstone Search expedition,

penetrated from Loanda as far as Tungwa.

David Livingstone went out to South Africa as a missionary' in 1840

and he settled at Eolobeng, in the far interior, in 1847. His first im-

portant journey was to Lake Ngami in company with Oswell and Murray.

In his second he reached the Zambezi river, and on his return he pro-

ceeded to Cape Town and received instruction from Sir Thomas Maclear,

the Astronomer Boyal of Cape Colony, to enable him to fix positions

scientifically. After a course of study at Cape Town, he set out on his

most important and famous expedition, reaching Linyante, the capital of

the Makololo^ in May 1853, and the Portuguese settlement of Sao Paulo

de Loanda in May 1854. From Loanda Livingstone determined to march
across the continent of Africa, along the line of the Zambezi, accompanied

by his faithful Makololo followers. Then it was that he discovered those

glorious Victoria Falls of the Zambezi, more splendid even than Niagara,

which no eye of civilised man had ever beheld before. Having marched
across the continent, Livingstone reached Quilimane in May 1856, and
returned to England to receive that enthusiastic welcome which he had
so well earned. He was appointed Consul for the Interior of Africa, and the

Government placed at his disposal those means and materialswhich formed
the Zambezi expedition. In March 1858, Livingstone again stat ted for

the Zambezi, accompanied byDr. (now Sir John) Kirk and other coadjutors.

During this expedition the great explorer traced the course of the river

Shire, and in September 1860 he discovered the beautiful Lake Nyausa,

and the smaller Lake Shirwa. Livingstone returned to England in 1864.

The Livingstone Zambezi expedition, 1858-64, was the forerunner of

much work by English travellers and missionaries in this direction.

The work of the expedition included the exploration of the mouths of

the Zambezi, and of the Bovuma river, as well as a careful survey of
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of

much of the main rirer and of Lake Nyassa and the region around. Tlie

work of Livingstone's suocessors in this region is mostly recorded in the

publioations of the Missionary Societies, and the * Proceedings ' B.O.S.

The construction of the road between Lukes Nyassa and Tanganyika,

by Dr. Stewart, deserves mention, the journeys of Mr. H. O'Neill

from Mozambique to the country west of Lake Nyassa,— during

which he filled in many important topographical details; Mr. Last's

exploration of the Namulli HiUs in 1886 ; Mr. Joseph Thomson's exploi-a-

tion of the Lujende tributary of the Bovuma in 1881 ; and in the same

year the Rev. Chaunoy Maples* expedition to the south of the Bovuma
and the headwaters of the Lujende.

Meantime, in 1851, Gassiot through Natal crossed the Elephant and

Limpopo rivers. Shelley and Orpin in 1852 travelled in the Kalahari, aud

J. Campbell went to Lake Ngami and the Ohobe. Next to Livingstone

and Baiues at this period, perhaps the most fruitful traveller in South

Africa was the trader and hunter James Chapman. From Natal he

visited Bechuanaland, Lake Ngami; discovered in 1852 the great salt-

pans into which the Ngami discharges its waters ; in 1855 he went from

Lake Ngami to Walfish Bay, and thence with Baines back to Lake Ngami,
and down the Zambezi to the Victoria Falls and on to the Ludian

Ocean. Chapman made valuable contributions to geology, botany, and

zoology. Besides the work he did with Livingstone on the Zambezi, and

with Chapman from Walfish Bay, Baines, both an artist and a scientific

observer, visited in 1869 the Tati gold-fields and the Matabele country,

gathering much information as to its resources. Both his pictures and his

publications are valuable contributions to a knowledge of South Africa.

Our knowledge of the Limpopo and the region through which it

passes is largely due to the exploration of St. Vincent Erskine in 1868.

In 1871-72, Erskine went from Delagoa Bay to the Zambezi, and far,

into the interior to the residence of the chief Umzila. In 1868,

J. F. Elton was on the Limpopo. In 1870 he went from Tati to the

Limpopo, and traversed the region between that and the Indian Ocean.

After other journeys south of the Zambezi, Elton was appointed Consul

at Mozambique in 1873, and between that and 1877 he visited the

Lufiji, and died while with Cotterill, pushing his way by the Shire and

Lake Nyassa, noiih and east to Zanzibar. The journeys of Oates and

Dawnay in 1874 to the Victoria Falls deserve mention on account of

their contributions to natural history. Mr. Selous has been in South

Africa since 1873. He has travei-sed a large area ofSouth Africa between

the Cape and beyond the Central Zambezi ; and between Bechuanaland

and Matabeloland, and has contributed much to the cartography of the

region as well as to a knowledge of its natural history and resources.

The travels of the young missionary, Mr. Arnot, should also be men-

tioned. Between 1882 and 1888, he journeyed from Natal, through the

Transvaal, to the Central Zambezi, and north-west to Loauda ; east again
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across the watershed of the feeders of the Zamheei and Congo, to the

Oarenganze cotintry west of Lake Bangweolo. The official work of the

Cape and Natal Governments should be mentioned, by which a more

minnte knowledge of their colonies have been accumulated; and of

the various semi-military expeditions to Bechuanaland and other outlying

countries, the results of which are mostly embodied in " Blue Books."

While Livingstone was making his important discoveries in

-Southern Africa, an expedition was undertaken, of equal interest, on

t!he East Coast. Captain B. F* Burton, an officer of varied attainments,

who had already made a remarkable journey to Mecca, received command
of an expedition to penetrate inland from Zanzibar. He was accom-

panied by Captun Speke, and commenced his journey in 1857, leaving

Zanzibar in June. After overcoming many difficulties, these two officers

succeeded in reaching the shores of the great lake Tanganyika at Ujiji,

at a distance of 700 miles from the coast. On their return Speke made

a journey northwards from Unyanyembe, and discovered the southern

shore of a vast inland fresh-water lake, which he named the Victoria

Nyauza. Captain Speke made careful itineraries and astronomical ob-

servations, while Captain Burton undertook the historical and ethno-

graphical departments, with notioes of the languages and the peculiarities

of the people. Burton's exhaustive and admirable memoir of the lake

regions of Central Equatorial Africa contains a full description of the

physical geography, the inhabitants and history of the oountries between

Zanzibar and Lake Tanganyika.

In 1860 another expedition was despatched, under the auspices of the

Boyal Geographical Society, to land at Zanzibar and explore the Victoria

Nyanza, which there was now good reason for believing to be a main

source of the Nile. Captain Speke received the command, and he was

accompanied by Captain Grant. Leaving Zanzibar in October 1860,

these travellers reached Unyanyembe in 1861, and during that and the

folloMring year they marched northward to the Victoria Nyanza, skirted

the western shore of that great lake, and reached the kingdom of

Uganda, discovering the outlet of the Nile at Bipon Falls. Following

the river for 120 miles north of the lake, they were then obliged to

leave its course, but again struck it some 70 miles lower down, and at

length reached Gondokoro on the White Nile in February 1863, where

they were met by Samuel Baker. Thus Speke and Grant, by their

discovery of the main source of the Nile, solved a question that had

exercised the imaginations of geographers since the dawn of history.

Their journey brought to our knowledge the flora, fauna, and inhabitants

of a vast tract of the interior of Africa.

Before Sir Samuel Baker met Speke and Grant at Gondokoro, he had

already made discoveries in the basin of the Atbara. He continued

bis explorations to the south, and discovered the Muta Nzige of Spoke,

a second great lake, to which he assigned th^ name of Albert Nyanza.
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In 1871 Baker, in the servioe of the Khedive of Egypt, again Tinted

the soenes of his former disooveries, -with the object of expelling the

elaye-traden and kidnappers. In the performance of this servioe he

«zpl(>red the kingdom of Unyoro, collected much yalnable geographical

information, making important oontribntions to the hydrography of the

great river, as well as to a knowledge of the geography, ethnology, and

natural history of the coantries watered by that river.

In 1874, Gordon Pasha took np the work of Baker in the service of

Egypt, and from his headquarters at Khartum up to 1879 did much
directly and indirectly through his subordinates, Chippendall, Gessi,

Mason, Emin Pasha, Frout, and others, to clear up still further the

hydrography of the Upper Nile and obtain a knowledge of the country

to the right and left of the river and Lake Albert. In 1875-76 he

himself surveyed the Somerset Nile, in 1877-79 traversed Darfur and

Kordofan, and visited Abyssinia.

The additions made to a knowledge of Egypt, of the Nile, and of the

region especially between the Nile and the Bed Sea, and of the Bed

Sea Coast, by English officers in Egyptian employment or connected

with recent English military expeditions to Egypt, are important

enough to deserve mention, many of the results being embodied in

English official publications.

The English expedition for the relief of Emin Pasha (1887-89),

under Mr. Stanley, has shed much lighl on the hydrography of the

Nile and the Congo ; traced the course of the Aruwimi to its source

;

added much to our knowledge of the forest region of Central Africa,

and of its inhabitants, of the country on the west of the Albert Nyanza,

of the lake itself, of the Semliki, which coDuects it with the southern

lake (Albert Edward), and of Mount Buwenzori.

On the West Coast of Africa, the British expeditions up the Niger

met with some success. In 1832, Laird and Oldfield, accompanied by
B. Lander, further explored the Niger, Oldfield ascending the Benue for

105 miles. Captain H. D. Trotter in 1841-42, added much to a know-
ledge of the Niger mouth and neighbouring regions. The Pleiad, to the

command of which Dr. Wm. F. Baikie, B.M., succeeded in 1854, went
250 miles higher up the Niger than had previously been reached. But
in a second expedition, in 1857, the Pleiad was wrecked, and the other

explorers returned to England, leaving Dr. Baikie to continue the work
alone. He formed a settlement called Lukoja, at the confluence of the
Quorra and Benue, and explored the surrounding country, inducing the
king of Nup6 to open out roads for the passage of goods to Lukoja.
After fivo years, Dr. Baikie had opened the navigation of the Niger, and
«stabli8hed markets for native produce. He visited Kano and collected

much information on the Sudan. He died on his way home in 1864.

In 1868-70, Winwood Reade, from Sierra Leone, in two jotimeys
reached the source of the Niger and explored its upper course. He had
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previoudy (1861-68) spent fourteen months in the Gorilla oonntry on

the west coast. In 1879, Mr. Ashoroft in the JJ«iiry F!mm oarerully

snrveyed the Binne for 40 miles beyond Yola. In 1885 et teq., on behalf

of the Niger Company, Mr. Joseph Thomson ascended the Niger to the

neighbourhood of Sokoto, and tho company's agents have done much to

explore the Binue and other affluents, the main results being embodit d
in the map by Mr. H. H. Johnston in the ' Proceedings ' B.O.S. for 188&

In 1889, Major 0. M. Maodonald, Her Majesty's CommiMsioner, explored

the remote northern tributary of the Binue, the Eibbe, proving that

it had no connection vrith the Tuburi marsh and the feeders of Lake

Ohad.

Captain J. B. Walker explored the river OgowS in 1864 and 1878.

The Calabar river was explored by Oldfield in 1836, by Captains

Beoroft and King in 1841-42, by Captain J. B. Walkor in 1871 and 187&,

and by H. H. Johnston in 1888. The missionaries who have been on

the river for many years have also added to our knowledge of the

region.

Other expeditions in West Africa which deserve mention are the

following :—In 1845-46, John Duncan penetrated from the coast through

Dahomey as far as Adafuria. Even more fruitful in information were

the two missions of Commander F.'E. Forbes in 1849-50. In 1861-63,

Bichard Burton was in this region of Africa, explored the Cameroons

Mountains, visited Abeokuta, undertook a mission to the King of

Dahomey, penetrating to Buussa on the Niger, collecting during his

travels much new information on West Africa. In 1871-72, J. A.

Skertchly lived for several months in Dahomey and had exceptional

opportunities of witnessing the cruel customs which prevailed in that

country. In 1856 Hewett made ajourney to the Gambia and Baria in the

Jolof country, and in 1881 Gouldsbuiy, accompanied by Dumbleton and

Browning, travelled through Futa Jallon to Timbo.

After Dr. Livingstone's return from his Zambezi expedition in 1864,

Sir Boderick Murchison proposed to him the great work of defining the

true watershed of Inner Central Africa. He undertook this dilBoult

and perilous enterprise, leaving England in August 1865. After

spending some time at Bombay and Zanzibar, he finally advanced into

the interior from the mouth of the Bovuma in April 1866, travelling to

Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika. From thence Livingstone made his way
southwards to the river Chambese, the banks of which he reached in

February 1867. He next advanced northwards to Lake Moero, which

receives the river Lualaba, and discharges it. In 1868 he was at

Lncenda, Cazembe's capital, to the south of Moero, whence he made his

way to a more northern lake called Bangweolo. In May 1869 he was

once more at Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika, where he received supplies from

Zanzibar. His next object was to hit upon the course of the Lualaba

by advancing west from Tanganyika. This took him into the previously

mv
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unknown region called Ifanynems. From 1869 to 1871 the indefatigable

traveller made jonmeje through the Manynema forests in company with

the Arab traders, and at length reached a place called Nyangwe on the

Lnalaba, which was his farthest point. Without knowing it, he had

discovered the head-waters of the Congo. After a long and weary

march of 400 miles, Livingstone retamed to Ujiji in October 1872, where

he was met by a search expedition commanded by Stanley, and received

maoh-needed supplies.

Livingstone and Stanley travelled together from Ujiji to Unyan-

yembe, whence the latter returned to England. But the aged explorer

once more started alone for the unknown interior ; and died near the

shores of Lake Bangweolo on the 4th of May, 1873. His faithful

servants, Chuma and Susi, conveyed the body of their beloved master to

Zanzibar ; and the remains found a last and fitting resting-place in

Westminster Abbey. As an explorer, Livingstone trod some 29,000

miles of African soil, and laid open nearly one million square miles of

previously unknown country. Sir Bartle Frere, who was President o^

the Boy&l Geographical Society when the news arrived of the great

traveller's death, tiius concluded his sympathetic sketch of Livingstone's

career :—'* As a whole the work of his life will surely be held up in

ages to come, as one of sin^ar nobleness of design, and of unflinching

energy and Belf-saorifice in execution. It will be long ere any one man
will be able to open so large an extent of unknown land to civilised

mankind ; yet longer, perhaps, ere we find a brighter example of a life

of such continued and useful self-devotion to a noble cause."

Sir Boderick Murchison died on October 22nd, 1871. He had been

continuously President of the Boyal Geographical Society since 1862.

In the year after Sir Boderick's death, the Society, under the Presidency

of Sir Henry Bawlinson, organised two great expeditions for the search

and relief of Dr. Livingstone : one under Lieut. Grandy, B.N., on the

side of the Congo, the expense of which was provided for by the munifi-

cence of Mr. J. Young, of Glasgow ; the other, under Lieut. Dawson, R.N.,

by way of the east coast. On Lieut. Dawson's premature return from

Zanzibar, Commander Lovett Cameron, r.n., was sent out in command of

the East Coast expedition, but, on reaching Unyanyombo, he received

tidings of the great traveller's death, which altered his plans. Pushing

onwards, Cameron reached Ujiji in February 1874, explored the southern

half of Lake Tanganyika, and solved the great problem of its outlet.

He then advanced across Manyuema to the Lualaba or Congo, crossed

that river, and reached the capital of Urua. Thence he pushed forward

across the continent, and arrived at Benguela, on the west coast, in

October 1875.

The first journey of H. M. Stanley had been undertaken to bring

supplies to Livingstone. This groat explorer has since devoted his life

to African exploration, with England as Ida base of operations. In
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1874 Stanley undertook a seoond journey into the interior of Africa, to

explore the equatorial lakes and discover the course of the Congo. In

Match 1875 he reached the southern shore of the Yictoria Nyanza,

where he put a boat together which he had conveyed from Zanzibar in

pieces, and launched it on tiie lake. He circumnavigated Yictoria

Nyanza, visited the capital of. Uganda, and returned to his camp after

inn absence of nearly three months. Having made some journeys in the

direction of the Albert Nyanza, during which he discovered the

eouthern lake, Muta Nzige (Albert Edward), and Gordon Bennett moun-

tain, and in the kingdom of Bumanika, Stanley proceeded to Ujiji,

and followed Cameron's route round the southern half of Lake Tan-

ganyika. He then marched across Manyaema to Nyangwe, and em-

barked on the Lualaba, which river eventually proved to be the Congo.

Leaving Nyangwe on November 5th, 1876, Stanley and his party rapidly

descended the river, encountering frequent opposition flrom hostile tribes

until the falls were reached, but it took them five months to pass these

cataracts. The distance from Nyangwe to the mouth of the Congo is

calculated at 1800 miles, and Stanley was navigating the river from

November 1876 to August 1877. Dangers in every form were met

with intrepid resolution, while marvellous resource and ingenuity were

exercised in combating the great physical obstacles. Sir Boderiok

Murchison, whose forecasts were seldom wrong, held the opinion that

Livingstone's Lualaba was the Congo, and Stanley verified the fact. It

is well known that this discovery has led to consequences of great

commercial and political importance. Stanley's latest journey, when
he ascended the Amwimi to the Albert Nyanza, has been already

referred to.

The Boyal Geographical Society, after the return of Cameron and

Stanley, resolved to despatch another expedition with the object of

exploring the country from the East Coast of Africa to the north end of

Lnke Nyasra, and between Lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika. The com-

mand was given to Mr. Alexander Keith Johnston, a young traveller

and geof,rapher of high attainments, and the only son of the eminent

cartographer of Edinburgh. He was accompanied by Mr. Joseph

Thomson, a young Scotch geologist, and they landed at Dar-es-Salaam

on May 19th, 1879. Ascending the course of the river Bufiji, Mr. Keith

Johnston was attacked by fever, and died on the 23rd of June. Mr.

Thomson, at the age of 22, now found himself alone in the wilds of

Africa, charged with heavy responsibility, and in command of a most

difficult expedition. The brave young fellow proved equal to the occa-

sion. With his foot on the threshold of the unknown, he resolved to

go forward and do his best. " Though the mantle of Mr. Johnston's

knowledge could not descend upon me," he wrote, "yet he left his

enthusiasm for the work of research, and I resolved to carry out his

design as far as lay in my power." On j^ly 2ad Thomson resumed
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iho journey, and after many long and perilous marobes he reached the

northern shore of Lake Nyassa. Thenoe he advanoed northward, and

ia November 1879 he came in sight of Lake Tanganyika. He then

resolved to examine the Lnkaga outlet of the lake discovered and de-

scribed by Cameron. Advancing northward along the western shore,

he first beheld the noble river Lukuga bearing the drainage waters of

the Tanganyika to the Oongo and the Atlantic. He followed the river's

course for six days, until he could see the great plain df the Lualaba

spread out below him. He then made his way round the south end of

Tanganyika to 2ianzibar, discovering a remarkable sheet of water, which

he named Lake Leopold, on his route. Thomson's proudest boast was

that of the 160 men who landed with him, he only lost one, and that he

never once had to fire a gun either for offensive or defensive purposes.

The success of Mr. Thomson's journey was so complete, that the

Boyal Geographical Society resolved to employ him on another expedi-

tion, with the object of landing at Mombas, and going thence, by Mount
Kilimanjaro, to the south-east shore of Victoria Nyanza, returning by
the hitherto unvisited Mount Eenia. Thomson left Mombas in March

1883, and his route took him northwards along the eastern side of the

snowy mountain, in the country of the Masai. Thence he advanced to

the plateau of Lykipia, 8400 feet above the sea, and after crossing a

magnificent range of mountains, he found himself at the base of Mount
Eenia, a volcanic cone rising to a height of 16,U00 feet. From Mount
Eenia Thomson marched to the lake Baringo, and the Eavirondo country,

which borders on the north-eastern shore of Victoria Nyanza. He
intended to have pushed onwards to the Nile, but his stores were

exhausted, and he was attacked by fever. He therefore determined to

return, which he did by way of the mountain of Elgon or Ligonyi,

visiting the extraordinary artificial caves, occupied by whole villages

with their cattle, but supposed to have been mines in some remote age.

Thomson returned to the coast in June 1884, having made a most

remarkable journey, and proved himself to be a traveller of great

courage, enterprise, and intelligence.

It was two German missionaries in the employment of the

Church Missionary Society, Krapf and Bebmann, who in 1848 were
the first Europeans to got a glimpse of Eilimanjaro. The English

geologist Thornton accompanied Von der Deoken in his visit to the

mountain in 1862. In 1865 and following years, Wakefield and New
not only visited Eilimanjaro, but partly by personal travel and partly by
inquiries among native traders, obtained much information as to the

region to the north and west of Eilimanjaro and Mount Eenia, including

the Masai country. In 1871 Wakefield ascended Eilimanjaro to its

snow-limit. During this period, and up to 1887, Mr. Wakefield made
several journeys into the country of the Gallas.

In Somali and Galla Lands we find Smee exploring the Jub in 1811.
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In 1848 Captain Cmttenden of the Indian Navy raooe«ded in pen»>

trating some diatanoe into the myiterioas Somali Land, while one of

Burton*! most memorable and haEurdona feati was his yiait to the city

of Harrar. Mor^ recently the Somali Oountry has been penetrated

southward firom Berbera, by Mr. F. L. James and his companions, to the

Shebeyli, a distance of 850 miles, important contributions being made to

natural hiittory and ethnology, as well as geography.

Mr. H. H. Johnston had undertaken a journey to Kilimanjaro before

Mr. Thomson's return. This accomplished young traveller had already

made more than onejourney in the Portuguese colony of the West Coast,

and in the Congo Basin, and was known to be a practical naturalist, a

good artist, and an able writer. In May 1884 he left Mombasa, and

approached the mountain Atom its southern side ; eventually encamping

at Taveita, where he obtained guides for the ascent. He succeeded in

reaching the central connecting ridge of Kilimanjaro, at a height of

15,150 feet above the sea ; over him rising the dauling snowy dome of

Kibo. Another gallant attempt, climbing over slippery rocks in a dense

mist, brought him to a height of 16,816 feet above the sea, or within

2000 feet of the summit, which is reckoned at 18,800 feet. During this

admirably conducted journey, Mr. Johnston collected 800 species of

plants, of which 20 or 80 are new 'to science, 130 birds, several hundred

butterflies and beetles, geological specimens, and vocabularies of four

languages, the scenery and natural history being illustrated by drawings

from nature.

The Bev. George Oreufell's explorations of the Mobangi, the

Lomami, and other tributaries of the Congo, give him a high rank

among explorers.

Sinoe Jankson's work, the most important addition to a scientific

knowledge of Morocco has been made (1871) by Sir J. D. Hooker and

Mr. J. Ball, who made an extensive journey into that country, visiting

the city, penetrating into the Great Atlas, reaching a height of over

10,000 feet, investigating its botany, and, with the aid of Mr. Maw, its

geology, as well as its geography and inhabitants. In 1888, Joseph

Thomson made an expedition to Morocco, during which he crossed the

Great Atlas at three places, and observed the great plateau beyond;

ascended to over 13,000 feet, making numerous observations on the

natural history, geology, and ethnology of the mountains.

Other valuable geographical work has been executed in various parts

of Africa in recent years. Dr. Stewart has carefully surveyed Lake

Nyas8a, Mr. O'Neill has explored the country between Lake Shirwa and

Mozambique, and Mr. Comber has ascended the Cameroon Mountains,

and mapped a considerable extent of the course of the Congo with

scientific accuracy.

During this century Englishmen have done much for the geography

and ethnology of Madagascar, with which are connected the names of
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Gftptain W. F. W. Owen, whose rarveyii of the AfrioMi CoMt are •till

recognised m Authoritative ; the Bev. W. Ellia, J. L. Haoleod, 0«ptain

S. P. Oliver, the Bev. J. Bibree, the Bev. Mr. Baron, and othar English

missionaries.

Lient Wellsted visited Socotra in 1884; and Prof. J. B. Balfour in

1880, the results obtained by the latter being of the highest scientific

and geographical value.

Africa has certainly been the &vourite ground for British travellers,

who were first attracted to that mysterious continent by the vast extent

of entirely unknown space which appeared blank upon the maps. As
this space was gradually encroached upon the interest became keener

and more intense, and enterprise was stimulated by the public at home.

Thus a great work had been achieved by British travellers in Africa,

while other equally important and interesting fields of research have

been comparatively neglected. The New World does not owe much to

their exploring enterprise during the oentuiy under review, although

some good work has been done there.

America.

Captain John Falliser, in 1857 and 1858, explored large tracts of

British Noi-th America, and determined the existence of practicable

passes across the Becky Mountains within British territory. O^er ablo

surveyors and explorers have followed in his footsteps, and to their

ablo and zealous labours the fact is due that a railroad now runs across

the continent within the Dominion of Canada. In South America the

Straits of Magellan were surveyed by Captains King and Fitz Roy,

the west coast by Cdptains Fitz Boy and Eellett, and Lake Titicica by
Mr. Fentland, who also fixed the position of Cnzco. Mr. Darwin, who
served as naturalist with Captain Fitz Boy, made observations on the

physical geography of Patagonia and the other regions visited, which

have hod most fruitful scientific results. The Amazon river was
descended from Peru in 1827 and 183^, by Lieuts. Maw and Smyth

;

and its fauna and fiora have been explored and described by three

English naturalists, Wallace, Bates, and Spruce. As a scientific

geographer, the most thorough and exact workman in the Amazonian
basin has been Mr. William Ghandless. In 1864 and 1865 ho explored

the river Purus, one of the least known of the gi-eat tributaries of the

Amazon, for a distance of 1866 miles. He mapped the course of this

previously undefined stream by a continuous series of astronomical

observations for latitude and longitude, and true compass bearings.

The groat danger he encountered in travelling for months through a
country of interminable forest, in which hordes of savage Indians lurk

was shown in the treacherous murder of Mr. GhandlcEs's servant and
boat's crew, in descending the river. The result of bis enterprise was
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that he disoovered a considerable tract of intereating conntry previouttly

anknown, and profoundly modified all the mapi of the interior of tropical

South America.

Further south a noteworthy journey was made by Commander
Musters, R.ir., in 1872. He landed at Punta Arenas in the Straits of

Magellan, and travelled northwards through Patagonia, over 060 miles

of latitude, in 780 of which he traversed a country previously quite

unknown to Europeans. The interior of British Ouiana has also been

an interesting field for geographical research, which was first occupied

by Sir Bobert Sohomburgk. This accomplished traveller ascended the

Essequibo and Berbioe, and reached the Curum4 Mountains between

1834 and 1887. His footsteps have been followed by other explorers,

the most enterprising, of late years, being Mr. Everard im Thum, who
Accomplished the ascent of the isolated Mount Boraima in 1884.

Some further details concerning these and other expeditions may be

of service. In 1780 Mackenzio discovered the great river in North

America which goes by his name, and succeeded in pushing his way
down until he entered the Arctic Ocean by its mouth. Vancouver's

expedition of 1702-04 was really intended to supplement the exploration

of Cook on the north-west coast ofAmeiioa by carefully surveying and

mapping the coast for about twenty degrees, establishing the fact that

between 48° and 60° N. lat. the coast is covered by a long series of islands,

separated by narrow straits. He carefully surveyed the coast from 80]^"

N. to Cook's Inlet, examining every important inlet to discover if a

passage existed likely to lead to the Atlantic, and proved that there was no

such passage. He determined the insularity of Vancouver Island and the

character of the dense archipelagoes to the north. Vancouver's discoveries

and his observations on the geography, natural history, and ethnology

of this coast are still of value. His lieutenant, Broughton, made an equally

careful hydrographical survey of the Sea of Tartary and the eastern

coasts of Japan. In 1810-22, Franklin led an expedition from Hudson's

Bay overland to the mouth of the Coppermine river, and amid the most

trying difficulties, travelling 5550 miles, carried out careful physical

surveys of the mouth of the Coppermine river, and eastward along tho

Coronation Gulf. Bichardson wassurgeon and naturalist oftheexpedition,

and the gains to science, especially to botany and zoology, were of the

greatest value. Not only did Bichardson contribute scientific appendices

to Franklin's narratives (as also to those of Parry, Boss, Back, and others),

but, as will be seen below, took a large part in compiling a special work

on the Fauna of North America.

In 1825-27 Franklin again, accompanied by Back and Bichardson,

went out to the same region, proceeding to the mouth of the Mackenzie

river, and surveying from the mouth of the Coppermine river westwards

to Point Beechey, with results to science again of great importance. In

this way Franklin had surveyed over forty-four degrees of longitude.
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In 1833-35, Back and King made their way to the Great Fish Bivor,

and reached the ooait opposite King William Sound. In 1887-39,

Franklin's work was resumed by Dease and Simpson. They went down-

the Coppermine river, and surveyed the coast as far west as Cape Barrow,

discovering the Colville river. After wintering on Bear Lake they

descended tho Coppermine river, and surveyed the coast eastwards on the

other side, in this and the following year reaching Cape Britannia, beyond

Back's furthest point, thus accomplishing one of the most extensive

journeys in these regions.

In 1846-47, Rae travelled from Fort Churchill on Hudson's Bay, by
Repulse Bay, across the isthmus to the gulf between Boothia and

Melville Peninsula, still further completing his surveys. In 1848-49,

Richardson, accompanied by Rae, in search of Franklin, went by Canada

to the Mackenzie river, and proceeded eastwards to Cape Heame. Richard-

sou spent the winter at Fort Confidence, carrying on scientific researches.

In 1849 Rae crossed over to WoUaston Land and examined the coasts,

and afterwards established the connection between WoUaston and Victoria

Land and tho existence of a passage between the latter and Boothia.

Returning in 1 853-54, Rae crossedtheisthmus fromRepulse Bay, proceeded

westwards over the unknown coast to King William's Land, and, as is

known, discoverod many relics of the lost Franklin expedition.

In 1840 Logan began the Geological and Natural History Survey of

Canada, which, under Selwyn, has surveyed a large area of the Dominion,

not only for geological purposes, but has collected a vast mass of data

on the topography, physical geography, natural history, and ethnology,

of regions never before visited, in the North-west Territories, on the

Saskatchewan and other rivers and lakes, in British Columbia, and

especially in Alaska, the great river and mountain systems of which have

been quite recently explored by Dr. Dawson and other members of the

staff. The results of all this valuable work are embodied in a series of

elaborate reports and maps. Concurrent with this the meteorological

service of Canada has done much to obtain accurate information as to

the climate of the Dominion, a most important factor in its physical and

economical geography.

In 1857-60, Captain Palliser's great expedition, referred to above,

was sent out for the exploration of the region between the great lakes

and the Saskatchewan and the Rocky Mountains, to the Cascade Range
and Vancouver, partly with a view to survey a route for a railway to

the Pacific. As the expedition was accompanied by a staff of specialists

—Sullivan, Hector, S. J. Dawson, Blakston, Hind, and others, not only

were the geographical acquisitions of great extent and value, but

important studies were made on the geology and natural resources of the

region. In 1862, Milton explored the Red River region, and with

Cheadle sought to find a route to British Columbia, exploring what was,

to a considerable extent, an unknown region. In 1863-66, Robert
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Brown (pMrtly with F. Whymp«r) did good work in YanoonTer Inland,

his work (1868) being continued by hie oompenion, Leeoh. F. Wbympt-

r

afterwards oanried out an ezploriag joamey in Alaaka, daring whioh ho

followed the great Yukon river down to its month. In 1809-71, B. Bell

made a oareful survey of Lake Kipigon and the neighbouring region

;

in 1878, with Selwyn, carried on his survey to the Saskatohewan ; in

1874 to Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg, and as far as the Assiniboine.

In 1876-77 he surveyed a large part of the ooast of Hudson's Bay, and

in 1878 between that and Lake Winnipeg along the Nelson river. He
returned to Hudson's Bay at a late period and made a thorough study of

the whole region, the report tbereon being of special geographical and

sdentifio value. Still further additions were made to our knowledge of

the geography and meteorology of Hudson's Bty in 1886 and 1887 by
the expedition of Lieut Qordon and Captain Markham.

In 1871 began the fresh surveys for the Canadian Pacific Railway,

under Sandford Fleming, with rich results along the whole region both

for geography and natural history, as well as geology, the last under the

oare of Dr. Dawson, who subsequently pushed his survey into Vancouver,

Queen Charlotte Island, and Alaska (1887), where he and the members

of his staff bave added largely to our knowledge of the physical

geography and geology of the Yukon region.

The contributions of Macoun, the naturalist of the Canadian

Sur^'ey, to a knowledge of the climate and natural resources of the

Great North-West, deserve special mention.

In 1862 Hind made careful exploration of the interior of

Labrador, for a knowledge of whioh we are also indebted to English

missionaries and to the journey of B. F. Holme, in 1887. On the other

side additions have been made to our knowledge of Mount St. Elias by tho

expedition of Seton-Earr in 1886, and of Mr. Topham in 1888. lu 1871

«t wg., Logan and Murray, the official geologists, surveyed a considerable

area of Newfoundland.

In 1882-88 the English International Polar Observing Station was

established at Fort Bae, on Qreat Slave Lake, under Captain Dawson, b.v.

In Jamaica and other British West India Islands, surveys have been

established, and through them the islands have been fairly mapped,

while the coast and seas have been surveyed by Her Majesty's ships.

Many individual travellers have visited these islands daring the century,

and given to the world the results of their observations.

In Central America the researches by British travellers have been

mostly of an arohteologioal oharaoter, among the most recent and most

important being those of Maudslay in Mexico and Yucatan. Among
the important contributions to the physical geography and natural

history are those of Belt, while the great undertaking of Messrs. Godwin

and Salvin, the ' Biologia Centrali-Americana,' is a contribution of the

first importance to geographical distribution.
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PentUnd, who resided for many yeftn in Sonth A.^erioa (inolading

Boliyia) m British Consul, and who was an Aooompliahed geologist and
botanist, carried on a series of explorations (182&-'S7) which gained the

praise of Humboldt and Cuvier. He travened a great part of Peru,

Ohili, and Bolivia. His astronomical observations, his maps, his gm-
logical researches, his fixing of the snow-level, are described by Pesohel

as classical. He measured the most important summits of the Andes,

Chimboraso, lUimani, and Sorata. Titicaca Lake was carefully surveyed

by him, and many other valuable contributions made to what was then

a oomparatively unknown region.

In 1826-86, King and Fitzroy, and subsequently Fitzroy alone, in

the Adventurtr and Beagle, at various times carried on the survey of the

coasts of South America from the La Plata to Cape Horn, and up the

whole of the Pacific coast to Quayaquil. The many channels and islands

to the south of the mainland, to the Straits of Magellan, were carefully

surveyed, as were also the Galapagos Islands on the west coast. By
the Santa Oruz river a considerable stretch of the interior of Patagonia

was explored. During the later years of his long-continued survey

voyage Darwin was on board as naturalist, and bis observations, in-

cluding his journeys into the continent, added greatly to the value of

the scientific results of the expedition. In all departments of physical

geography and natural history the gain to knowledge was of the highest

value, and the expedition memorable as having led Darwin to indicate

that series of researches which have had so potent an influence on all

departments of science.

In 1827-28 H. L. Maw crossed from the Pacific to the Atlantic ; but

much more important was the exploration ofSmith and Lowe in 1834-36,

who journeyed down the Uoayali, Maranhao, and Amazon, and indicated

the great water-routes for conveying the products of the Cordilleras to

the Atlantic, the Paohitea, Ucayali, and Amazon.

In 1848, Bates and Wallace proceeded to South America for the

special purpose of investigating the natural history of the Amazonian

region. Bates devoted eleven years to the purpose, following the river

to the Peruvian boundary, and exploring several of the affluents of its

lower course, the Tocantins, Tapajos, Tefie, Jutahi, Bio Negro, Ac, the

results being contributions of the highest importance to the physical

and biological geography of this important region. Wallace remained

four years in the valleys of the Amazon and of the Bio Negro, observing

and collecting, with fruitful results to scientific geography, as will be

seen in the various works published by him.

In 1852-54, Clements Markham travelled in Peru, and explored the

forests of the Eastern Andean range. Again, in 1860-61, he visited

Peru for the purpose of obtaining cinchona plants to transfer to India

a mission which he accomplished with complete success.

The extensivJa and fruitful explorations of Chandless, in 1862-69, in

VOL. III.
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the Amazonian region in these years have been dwelt upon already.

In 1873-75 was carried out the expedition under Barrington Brown

(a trained geologist), accompanied by the botanist Traill, and Lidstone,

an engineer, along ilie Amazon and its tributaries, the Tapajos, Madeira,

Eio Negro, Furus, Jurua, Javary, Solimoens, and others. They traversed

15,000 miles of rivers, and from the facilities a£forded them were able

to visit places and see much not accessible to the ordinary traveller.

Much was added especially to the knowledge of the hydrography of the

southern affluents and of the geology of the region generally. About

the same time, E. D. Matthews, resident engineer of the projected

Madeira and MamorS Bailway, journeyed up the Madeira almost up to

its source, and crossed Bolivia and Peru to Areoa on the Pacific.

Seeman's journeys (1848) in the Andes of Peru and Ecuador, while

on his exploring cruise in the Herald, should not be forgotten for their

scientific value.

B. H. 8chomburgk's extensive and invaluable botanical explorations,

1835-44, in British Quiana (from funds supplied in England) have been

referred to above. He traversed the rivers of the country to their sources,

and explored in the basins of the Amazon and Orinoco. His botanical

and zoological collections over all the region form a valuable acquisition

to the British Museum, while his observations on the various aspects of

British Guiana may be said to form the bases of all subsequent explora-

tions. The most notable traveller in British Guiana previous to Schom-

burgk was the famous Waterton, who began his wanderings through

the "Wilds of Demerara and Essequibo" in 1812, and at intervals up
to 1824 visited the same regions, as well as the Orinoco, Oayenne, and

Brazil, with results of much value to natural history. In 1868 et seq.,

Barrington Brown, as official geologist and surveyor, traversed much of

British Guiana, adding considerably to what Schomburgk had done,

and discovering the magnificent Eaieteur Falls on the Potaro river.

All the great rivers of this colony were surveyed by Brown, and the

geology, as well as physical geography, carefully noted and reported

upon ; at the same time numerous cross-country journeys were made.

In 1878, Boddam-Whetham visited British Guiana for the express

purpose of ascending the curious mountain Boraima, deemed inaccessible.

Though he failed, he added to our knowledge of the mountain and the

country.

As has already been pointed out, Mr. Im Thurn succeeded in accom-

plishing the ascent, and so making a fresh contribution to geographical

knowledge. Im Thurn has, moreover, made extensive journeys in the

country as a naturalist ; added much to our knowledge of the Eaieteur

Falls, of the zoology and botany of the country generally, and more

especially of the ethnology of its inhabitants, and its industrial resources.

Im Thum's ascent of Koraima in 1884 was followed in 1886 by those of
ants.
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Cramer and Dressel, whose observations were valna'Lle additions to

those of Im Thum.
Among other important contributions to a knowledge of the northern

parts of South America may be mentioned those of Simons, an engineer

long resident in Oolombia, and who has made careful explorations in

the Sierra Nevada of Sta. Marta, and in the Goajira Peninsula; and
of B. B. White, who made careful surveys in the western provinoes of

Colombia. Mudie Spenco, resident for some time in Venezuela, added

something to our knowledge of that country. In 1879-80 the journeys

of E. Whymper in Ecuador were notable, not only for the fact that he

succeeded in ascending some of the great summits of the Andes (Chini-

borazo, Cotopaxi, Cayambe, and several others), but for the observations

which he made in the physical geography and natural history of the

region traversed, and especially for his fresh contributions to our

knowledge of the glaciation of this great mountain chain. Before this,

A. Simson crossed the Equadorian Andes from Guayaquil, making im-

portant observations on the physical characters of the mountains and

of their geology, penetrating into regions rarely visited, and making
important additions to our knowledge of the Indian tribes who people

the Andes, and especially their eastern slopes.

In Brazil, besides those already referred to, there have been several

English travellers and explorers who have helped to increase our know-
ledge of that vdst region.

In 1836-41, G. Gardner made extensive journeys through the

northern provinces of Brazil, making careful maps along the route, and

noting much as to the mineral and other resouroos of the region. In

1864 Burton was appointed Consul at Santos in Brazil, and as might

be expected endeavoured by travel to gain a practical knowledge

of that country. The province of Minas Geraes and the river San
Francisco were traversed by him, and he afterwards followed upwards the

Faran& and Paraguay. In this and other directions he did much for

the geography of South America. In 1872-75, Bigg-Wither spent three

years in the Province of Parand, especially in the region of the eastern

tributaries of the Paran&, pioneering as an engineer in the great forests,

penetrating into regions probably not before visited, and thus having

opportunities of acquiring fresh knowledge, not only in the geography

of the country, but in its natural history, and especially its native tribes,

among whom were the little-known Botocudos. J. W. Wells spent most

of the years 1868-84 in Brazil, partly as an engineer surveying con-

siderable tracts of country, and exploring generally from Bio Janeiro in

the south to Maranham in the north, penetrating into many remote

parts, making many careful observations for altitude, on the leading

topographical features, the hydrography, natural resources, and inhabit-

ants. Wells made a special study ofthe physical geography and orography

o 2
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of Brazil, the results of which as embodied in his maps and memoirs are

of high value, In 1885, another engineer, W. J. Steains, explored and

accurately surveyed the Bio Dooe, adding largely to our knowledge of a

little-known region.

In Paraguay, the ohservations of J. F. and W. P. Robertson duringtheir

four years' residence, in the early part of the century, deserve mention.

Even more important, from a scientific point of view, are the journeys

of Mansfield in 1852-53, in Paraguay, and those of young Eeith Johnston

in 1874-75, the south-western and northern parts of which he studied

carefully. For the same reason the observations of Edwin Clark during

his travels in Paraguay deserve attention.

Coming further south we must notice the varied observations of Sir

Woodbine Parish in the La Plata region. Further south still the

journeys of Musters in Patagonia have already been specially referred to.

During the voyage of the Beagle Darwin made important observations on

the physical geography of this region, and the researches of the Beagle

expedition in the Straits and in Tierra del Fuego have also been men-
tioned. At a later period the Beagle survey was supplemented in many
important directions by that of the Nassau in 1866-69, and by the very

careful observations conducted in the region of Magellan Straits in

1876, by the Challenger staff, who landed both in Tierra del Fuego and

the mainland to carry out their scientific investigations. Still later,

1878-82, another of H.M. surveying ships, the Alert (first under Sir

G. Nares and afterwards Captain J.Maclear) visited the Tierra del Fuego
region, and examined still more minutely the land on both sides.

Dr. Coppinger, the naturalist of the expedition, carried out a valuable

series of scientific observations, both oceanic and teiTestrial, his contribu-

tions to natural history being of special importance. In other parts

of South America, both the Beagle and the Alert expeditions did good

service, the former e. g. in the Galapagos Islands, and the latter on the

coast of Chile.

The agents of the South America Missionary Society have also

contributed to our knowledge of the regions in which they labour, more

especially of the country and natives of Tierra del Fuego.

Owing to the value of its scientific observations, especially in the

biology and physical geography of the countries visited, J. Ball's voyage

round South America in 1882 ought to be mentioned.
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Australasia.

There is one more region where English explorers have worked with

untiring perseTerance and corresponding success. The largest island in

the world, like Africa, presented a vast blank on the map, in the com-

mencement of this century. Now, although the vast waterless deserts

presented extraordinary difficulties, Australia has been traversed in all

directions. In 1837 the Boyal Geographical Society began to take an

active part in this work by obtaining a grant for equipping an expedi-

tion under Lieuts. Grey and Lushington, to explore the western coast of

Australia northwards from the Swan river. This action of the Society

served as a stimulus to further important enterprises. In 1840 Mr. Edward
John Eyre undertook a journey to ascertain whether there were fertile

lands in^the interior beyond the salt marsh called Lake Torrens in South

Australia ; and in 1841 he made his way from Adelaide to King Georgo's

Sound in the colony of Western Australia, a distance, owing to the

sinuosities of the coast-line, of 1040 miles, with scarcely any water. A
few years afterwards Captain Sturt explored the courses of the rivers

Darling and Murray, and iu 1844 he attempted to cross the continent

from Adelaide to the Gulf of Carpentaria. He succeeded in penetrating

to within 200 miles of the centre of the continent, when the sickness of

his followers obliged bim to return.

The Boyal Geographical Society, impressed by the partial success

which had attended the efforts of Eyre and Sturt, submitted a scheme to

the Government for the exploration of North Australia, which was
adopted. Mr. Augustus Gregory was appointed to command the expedi-

tion, and in 1856 he went by sea from Sydney, through Torres Straits,

and landed on the banks of the Victoria river. Ascending this stream

to its source, Gregory crossed the water-parting at a height of 1660 feet

above the sea, and descended a stream flowing south, which ended in a

salt lake. Beturning down the Victoria, he next advanced to the Gulf

of Carpentaria, and explored the region on its eastern side, ending his

labours at Brisbane. He had marched over 6500 miles in a country

previously unknown.

Attempts to cross the continent from Adelaide continued to be made.

M'Douall Stuart, iu 1860, got within 245 miles of the northern shore.

At length Mr. Biohard O'Hara Burke, with his companions Wills and

Gray, accomplished this arduous achievement, crossing the continent

from south to north. But they nearly all perished ; one man, named
John King, alone surviving. In 1862, however, M'Douall Stuart, in a

second attempt, successfully made the journey from Adelaide to Van
Diemen Gulf on the north coast, along the route which has since been

adopted for the electric telegraph. This line was laid in 1872.

Subsequent expeditions have been directed to traversing the region

between this line of telegraph and the western coast. In 1873 Colonel

I
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Warbnrton started from Central Mount Stnart on the telegraph line.

After eight months of marohing, the latter part of the time through an

arid region, where the party was kept alive by the meat of their

slaughtered camels, and finally narrowly escaped death by starvation,

Warbnrton reached the frontier settlements of Western Australia. He
had traversed nearly a thousand miles of entirely new country.

Mr. J. Forrest afterwards explored the same desert region, from

Murchison river to the line of the overland telegraph. He marched

over 2000 miles, for the most part on foot, 600 of which was over a

region almost destitute of water. The Australian explorers have shown

indomitable energy and determination. They have endured such priva-

tions and Bufferings in the pursuit of geographical knowledge as have

rarely been surpassed ; and their e£forts have resulted in the complete

exploration of the interior of Australia, which contains some of the most

arid deserts in the world.

The following are some additional details concerning the work of

British explorers in Australasia :

—

England took actual possession of Australia by the founding of the

convict colony of Botany Bay (in the neighbourhood of what is now
Sydney) just about a century ago, 1788. Since then the exploration of

the continent and the survey of its coasts have gone on with increasing

rapidity.

In 1789 Bligh, and in 1791 Edwards, surveyed Torres Straits, and in

the latter year Maclure a part of the north coast. In 1791 Vancouver

discovered King George's Sound, and surveyed a considerable part of the

coast. In 1797-1802 Bass, Flinders, and Grant explored and surveyed

the whole of the south-east and south coast, discovering Bass's Straits,

determining Tasmania to be a separate island, the east coast from Port

Stephens to Cape Falmerston, the Barrier Beef, and the whole of the

Gulf of Carpentaria. Accompanying Flinders at first in 1801, and afters

wards independently, the celebrated botanist Bobert Browne explored

the flora of Australia and the neighbouring islauds, his great works on

the subject being the foundation of all subsequent work of the kind.

An important subsequent contribution to the same subject, based on

personal observation, was the essay on the ' Flora of Australia ' by Sir

Joseph Hooker. The travels of Gould in Australia in 1838 and subse-

sequent years, led to his great works on the birds of Australia. Moror

over, the narratives of Flinders and the other explorers of the coast

contain substantial contributions to the zoology, as well as the

ethnology and geology, of the new land. The exploration of the

whole coast was completed by King in 1817-24, and by the BeagU

(1837-43), in which Charles Darwin sailed, and since these, special

surveys of various parts of the coast and of Torres Straits have been

carried out by Her Majesty's ships.

The exploration of the interior began immediately after the founding
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of Botany Bay. The oflSoers of the station pushed their way into the

surrounding interior, exploring the whole of the Hawkesbury river

region, though it was only in 1813 that the Blue Mountains were crossed

by Wentworth and Lawson and the plains of Bathurst disoovered.

In 1816 Evans discovered and explored the Lachlan and Maoquarrie,

Oxley in 1817 and 1818 (accompanied by a botanist) still further tracing

their courses, pushing his way also into Queensland and discovering the

Brisbane river. In 1819 Hamilton Hume reached the Murrumbidgee,

and in 1824 travelled overland from Sydney to Fort Philip, crossing

the Upper Murray en route. In 1827 Allan Cunninghame, the well-

known botanist, crossed the Liverpool range and discovered the Darling

Downs. In 1828 Hume and Sturt followed the Macquarrie to its

junction with the Darling. In 1829 Sturt traced the Mumunbidgee to

its junction with the Murray, and traced the latter to Lake Alexandrina.

In 1831 Major Mitchell still further explored the Darling, and in

1835 followed it to near its mouth ; in 1836 he followed the Murray to

its junction with the Darling, and on his return explored much of what
is now the Colony of Victoria. In 1839 Eyre discovered Lake Torrens,

and in 1840 explored its eastern shores and the Flinders Bange, and
accomplished that journey along the south coast, which is one of the

most wonderful and exciting in the history of exploration. He found

that the country passed through was in the main desert.

In 1844-45 Sturt, starting from the Darling, travelled north-west

and north to the Grey Banges, through great sand-ridges, mud-plains,

and the spinifex which covers so much of the interior, to a point within

160 miles of the centre of the continent.

Leichhardt, though a German, carried out his exploring work with

the help of colonists, and partly at the expense of the Xew South Wales
Government. He was well equipped for scientific observation, and

among the members of his first expedition was John Gilbert, collector

for Gould, whose classical work on the Birds of Australia is an important

result of exploration. In 1843-46 he explored Queensland from the

south to the Gulf of Carpentaria, crossing the Fitzroy river to the

head of the gulf, whence he made his way westwards along the

north coast as far as Port Essington. Meantime Strzelecki, who had

settled in Australia, had been investigating its geology and physical

geography, establishing the existence of gold-bearing rocks, and explor-

ing (1840-41) the Australian Alps and the Gippsland Plains. In

1845-58 the Queensland interior was still further explored, the Barcoo

discovered, and other intermittent streams flowing towards Torrens, and

other lakes by Mitchell, Kennedy, Gregory and others.

Meantime several expeditions were surveying the coasts and

channels to the east and north, gathering much information of use to

navigators, and at the same time making many observations on the coral

reefs and the islands of value to science. Besides the surveys of
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Wiokham and StokM in 1837 and 1841, there was that of Captain

Blaokwood, 1842-45, on the north-east coast, the Barrier Beef and its

oha^pels, and the channels and islands of Torres Straits. Further

observations were made in the same direction by Captain Owen Stanley

(1847-50) ; while in 1859-60 Captain Denham surveyed the numerous

coral banks and reefs in the Coral Sea, and laid down the best navigation

route through that to Torres.

In 1829 the colony of West Australia was founded, and the explora-

tion of the continent began from that point. By 1839 the region

around Perth, the districts as far south as King Qeorge's Sound, and

much of the coast region with its rivers, the Grey, the Gascoyne, and

the Victoria, were fairly well known, and the generally uninviting

nature of the interior established. In the next fifteen years exploration

was continued in these directions, and efforts made to explore the

interior. In 1855, the expedition under A. Gregory up the Victoria

river in the north, was of much scientific value, being accompanied

among others by F. von MttUer, as naturalist, Baines, the artist, and

others, the general results, so far as geology and botany are concerned,

being abundant and of a high order.

MQller (appointed Government botanist at Melbourne in 1852),

between 1847 and 1862 was engaged in various explorations, particu-

larly for botanical purposes, but also of geographical interest, first in

South Australia, subsequently in Victoria, extending to triangulations

in the then pathless Australian Alps, resulting in the discovery and

fixing of geographical positions of several culminating points of the

highest mountains of Australia, hydrometrio measurements being also

carried on. His journeys amount to aboiit 30,000 miles; his (and

Bentham's) great Flora of Australia is a monumental work, while his

contributions to the economic and physical geography of Australia are

of the greatest practical as well as scientific value.

In 1857-60, great activity was shown in the exploration of the

region around Torrens Lake, east and west, by such explorers as

Swindon, Warburton, Macdouall Stuart, and others, during which other

lakes and mountains were discovered, the physical features filled in with

fresh accuracy, and the economical value of the country ascertained.

While F. Gregory was exploring the Murchison and the Gascoyne in

Western Australia, A. C. Gregory from Moreton Bay explored the

Victoria Barcoo river. Other attempts were made to penetrate north-

wards and westwards from the south coast.

The years 1860-62 were marked by the great expeditions across the

continent from north to south by Macdouall Stuart, and by Burke and

Wills. They did much to throw light on the true character of the in-

terior, on its geology, its natural resources, the nature of its vegetation,

and its .' uanty water-supply. The search expeditions that were sent out

after Burke and Wills in 1861 and 1862, greatly extended our know-
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ledge of the country, especially of Oentral and Northern Qaeensland.

Hewitt made two journeys from south to north. Landsburgh travelled

from the month of the Albert river, explored the valley of the Gregory

and the regions to the sonth, and through by the Flinders and the

Barooo reached Melbourne, thus crossing the continent. Walker with

the same object explored North Queensland. M'Einley again crossed the

continent twice. In South Australia he proceeded to the mouth of the

Barcoo, the remarkable formation of which he was the first to make known.
By a route a little to the east of that of Burke and Wills, he reached the

Gulf of Carpentaria, and on the return journey crossed through Queens-

land. The information obtained by all these expeditions on the physical

geography and natural resources of the country, was of substantial

value.

In 1864-66, Jardine and Bichardson explored the little known York

Peninsula, and Landsburgh explored between Bockhampton and Port

Denison. Macintyre crossed Australia from south to north, through the

Cooper's Creek region, and again in 1865-66, from the Darling to the

Gulf of Garpentariau Warburton and others extended our knowl'jdge of

the regions around Lakes Torrens and Eyre, and Mackinley explored to

the west of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

In 1860-74, much was done to obtain a better knowledge of Western

Australia, though the results were not encouraging to industry. As
far as 121° E., many lakes, mostly salt, were discovered, and hills of

considerable height, mostly sand. The most energetic of these explorers

were the brothers Forrest, especially John, whose knowledge of survey-

ing and geology, as well as botany enabled him to make observations of

more than usual scientific importance. In 1869, John Forrest penetrated

through a dense region north-east as far as Mount Wild, 123° E.,

and in 1870, traversed the south coast eastwards as far as Adelaide.

A. Forrest in 1871 reached the Hampton Plains, 124° E., and the other

brother, with Kennedy, in 1874 crossed the centre of the continent from

west to east, and south to Adelaide, thus adding largely to the know-
ledge already accumulated.

In 1870-72, the telegraph line from Spencer Gulf to Port Darwin
was established, stations being planted at intervals, which became

points of obporvation for meteorological and other purposes, and in other

ways have proved useful aids to exploration. Thus in 1872, Giles

and Caniichael from the Finke river and the telegraph line reached

to 130° over the Macdonnell ranges ; 1873, the Gosses to the region of

these ranges. Lake Amadeus and the Mann Mountains reached 126° E.

;

in 1873-4 Giles and Tietkens penetrated to 125° E., over the Musg^-t^ve

Bange. In the same year Warbvrton made his famous journey from

Alice Springs on the telegraph line north-west and weat to the west

coast between 20° S. and the tropic of Capricorn, revealing more strik-

ingly than had been done before the terrible nature of the interior.

i
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In 1871-78, yarioiiB expeditions extended the knowledge of Central

and Northern Queensland and as Tar as Port Darwin, opening up York
Peninsula, laying down the courses of the principal rivers, and surreying

the coasts. In 1875, Giles, Tietkens, and Toung still fhrther explored

the region between Fowler Bay and Lake Torrens, while Qiles in 1875-76

crossed from Lake Torrens by Lake Moore to Perth, and reorossed from

Perth by the Ashburton to the telegraph line by the route between

Warburton's and Forrest's, without finding the country less desert than

did his predecessors.

Between 1864 and 1878 various expeditions had made known the

north-west coast and the land near it. Macminn and Wiltshire in 1876

explored the Catherine and Daly rivers, and John Forrest the region

between the Ashburton and De Grey rivers, with more encouraging

results than had been obtained in the interior further south. In 1879,

A. Forrest led an important expedition by NicoU and Beagle Bays to

King's Island. The Fitzroy was followed for some distance; other

rivers were discovered, and extensive grassy plains, though further in

the interior waterless desert was once more met with, and the telegraph

line was reached with difficulty. At the same time Winnecke went from

Adelaide and Alice Springs north-east to the Herbert river, discovering

some 20,000 square miles of well-watered alluvial land, with rivers and

lakes, adapted for cattle and agriculture. In 1879-80, Tietkens was
sent by the South Australian Government to the north and north-west,

but the results were not encouraging.

In 1878-79, Faveno made a running survey of a route for a railway

from Blackall in Queensland to Port Darwin. Two other expeditions for

a similar purpose were sent out in 1881. In 1880-89, exploration has

continued unabated, several expeditions being in the field every year.

The northern territories and the West Queensland border have been

specially alluded to. The Eimberley district in the north of West
Australia has received more attention, on account of the discovery of

gold ; but it has also been found to contain large areas of pasture land.

In 1883, Winnecke mapped about 20,000 square miles, besides discovering

an extensive range and two rivero, one on the west of the Queensland

border between 28° and 22° S. 1885, the Gorgon river to the north,

its banks covered with jungle, was explored by Captain Carrington.

1885-86, Lindsay cleared up to a considerable extent the hydrography

of the Finke river and Lake Eyre. Travelling north to Palmerston

he passed through scrub mixed with finely-grassed country. In 1886,

Rev. E. Tenison-Woods, an accomplished geologist, also led an expe-

dition northwards towards Palmerston, carefully examining the geology

and mineralogy of the country, and finding minerals abundant in

various places. In 1888-89, Ernest Faveno examined the country on the

Gascoyne and Murchison, starting from Geraldton, Western Australia.

The general result of the century's explorations in Australia may
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be Biiinmed up thus :—New South Walei and Yiotoria, with an area of

over 400,000 square miles, are fairly well known and mapped ; South

Australia (000,000 square miles) has at least 250,000 square miles

unexplored or little known; Queensland (670,000 square miles) may
still have a small extent of unknown land in the far north ; the colony

of West Australia (1,000,000 square miles) has had one-half of its area

crossed in various directions by a number of explorers. One-tbird of

the continent (= 1,000,000 square miles) is well known, while the

remainder must be regarded as still imperfectly known.

While the interior has been thus constantly undergoing exploration,

the coasts and neighbouring islands have been surveyed year after year

by Her Majesty's ships, so that now they are fairly well known and
charted. Moreover, each colony has for many years had a fairly well

organised geological surrey constantly at work, and adding every year

to a more thorough knowledge of the geology and physical geography,

and especially of the mineral resources of the continent. The collections

made by these surveys, and the memoirs and maps pablished, must be

regarded as valuable additions to science. Again, the meteorology of

the continent has received attention in all the colonies. Numerous
stations have been established, and already a fair idea has been obtained

of the character of the climate of the various divisions of Australia.

The necessity for husbanding the water supply has led the colonies

of Victoria and New South Wales especially to make a minute study of

their hydrography, with important results to science as well as to

national economy. Geographical societies have been established in all

the colonies, except West Australia. These have sent out exploring

expeditions to New Guinea, and have been the means of bringing together

and publishing the results of exploration in Australia itself, in the

neighbouring colonies, as well as in New Guinea and among the Pacific

islands.

The more scientific aspects of the geography of Australia, its

zoological and botanical distribution, have received special attention at

the universities of Sydney and Melbourne, as well as by such well*

known writers as Yon MttUer, M'Coy, and others. The ethnology and

distribution of the aborigines has received much attention by various

competent writers.

The exploration of New Zealand has been mainly carried out by the

well-organised Colonial Survey under Sir James Hector and the late

Sir Julius Von Haast. Through the labours of the staff of the Survey

the country has been to a large extent mapped and explored, and much
has been done for a knowledge of its botany and zoology, as well as for

its geology and ethnology. The results have appeared in the publica-

tions of the Survey, and a special memoir and works, as well as in .the

' Journal of the New Zealand Institute,' in which are also contained the

results of the labours of private workers. Several individual travellera

i
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have alio done much for a knowledge of the islands and their aboriginal

inhabitants, while Her Majesty's surveying ships have praotioally

surveyed and mapped most of the coasts.

The coafits of New Zealand and the surrounding regions were fully

Burveyed by Captains Stokes and Byron-Drury, in the Pandora and

Acheron, between 1848 and 1858.

The adjacent island of New Guinea is only separated from Australia

by Torres Strait, and its south-eastern portion has been partially ex-

plored and surveyed, first by British surveying ships, and in later times

by missionaries and other visitors who have landed on its shores. The
marine surveys were commenced by Captain Blackwood in 1842, in the

Fly, who examined 140 miles of coast, including the delta of the Fly

river. In 1849 Captain Owen Stanley, in the Batlletndke, continued the

survey of south-eastern New Guinea, and completed that of the Louisiade

Archipelago. A high mountain range was seen at a distance, extending

for nearly 200 miles, with peaks 10,000 feet high, while Mount Owen
Stanley itself rises to 12,800 feet above the sea. In 1873 Captain

Moresby, in the BanlUik, discovered a large bay at the extreme end of

the Owen Stanley Peninsula, with an archipelago of lofty and richly

wooded islands. He also fixed the position, and laid down the coast-

line of the D'Entrecasteaux group, which was seen by that navigator

from a distance, when in search of La Pdrouse in 1793. Since Captain

Moresby's visit, English missionaries have secured a footing on the coast

of New Guinea, and have made some interesting journeys to tht. "jot of

the Owen Stanley range. The work of exploration is now progressing.

The explorations of Mr. Forbes in southern New Guinea must also be

mentioned, as also Sir W. Macgregor's journey to the summit of the

Owen Stanley range.

In'.the Malay Archipelago also English surveying vessels and English

travellers have done much good work, the name of A. B. Wallace being

intimately connected with this region.

With regard to the Pacific generally. Cook had completed his ex-

ploring work shortly before the period under review ; but the work of

exploration and survey by English navigators was continued with un-

abated vigour, and as each vessel had as a rule a naturalist on board,

much good work was done for science. In 1788, Gilbert and Marshall

rediscovered and surveyed the islands named after them. In 1788-89,

Bligh visited the Society Islands and Fiji, and discovered the most

northerly of the New Hebrides. In 1791, Vancouver, with his principal

officer Broughton and scientific staff, made a very thorough exploration

of the Sandwich Islands, and of their ethnology and natural history.

Broughton discovered the Chatham Islands. In 1797, Wilson visited

the Society Islands, Tonga, Fiji, the Marquesas, and discovered several

of the Carolines.

^ Before the end of the century both traders and missionaries had
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found their way into tho Pacific, and did much to extend our knowledge

of its islands. The contributions of the missionaries to the ethnology

of the islands are of special importance, and among them the names of

Williams, Ellis, Whitmee, and Turner stand out prominent.

In 1824, Beeohey made a thorough survey of the Faumotu g^oup,

visited Tahiti and the Sandwich Islands, explored the whole of the

Behring Sea and Strait, discovered the Bonin Islands, and surveyed

the Loo-choos. In 1831-36, the great expedition under Fitzroy, in the

Beagle, of which Darwin was the naturalist, besides surveying the Pacific

coasts of South America and the Galapagos, visited the Society Islands

and New Zealand, and besides the survey and purely geographical

work accomplished, Darwin's contributions to physical geography and
geology were of tho highest importance, and his observations in the

Pacific as in the Indian Archipelago led to his famous theory on the

origin and structure of coral islands.

In 1835-41, the Sulphur, first under Beechey and then under Belcher,

surveyed a great part of the Pacific coast of North and Central America,,

crossed the Pacific, visiting, surveying, and exploring San Bias, Magellan,

the Bevilla Qigedo Islands, Marquesas, the Low Archipelago, Fijis, New
Hebrides, New Britain, and other groups.

In 1849 and following years, Erskine cruised with good results in

the South-west Pacific, visiting and exploring the Fijis and other groups,

and making useful observations among the inhabitants, while in 1853-

Captain Denham did much careful survey work in the same region ; and

in 1850 Brenchley and Kemp visited the Sandwich Islands.

Among other islands explored (1849-51), merely for botanical pur*

poses, by Seeman as naturalist of the Herald (Eellett) was the Sandwich

group ; while the exploration of the Fiji Islands in 1860-61 was of the

most thorough character, leading to a scientific study of the islands

and their inhabitants, and especially to a valuable monograph on their

botany. The Herald, moreover, surveyed the whole of the Colombian

coast from Guayaquil to Panama.

In 1875-77, the Fijis were more or less explored by Goodenough and
Parkinson, the latter visiting the Tonga and Samoa groups in 1876.

Whitmee's researches in the Gilbert group in 1870 deserve notice, as

aho the labours of Brown and Cocke;cU in New Britain and New Ireland

in 1876.

During the voyage of 1872-76 the Challenger visited many of the

Pacific islands, with results to scientific geography of the first value, as

will be seen from the official narrative and the special memoirs, as well

as the interesting special observations made by Professor Moseley.

Among the islands thus visited were Tahiti, the Sandwich Islands, the

Carolines, the Admiralty Islands, the Louisiads, the Friendly Islands,

the Now Hebrides, Fiji, and Juan Fernandez.

In 1881 et aeq.. Surgeon H. B. Guppy, on board H.M.S. Lark, had
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fayonrable opportanitiei of Btndying the Solomon IslandB. Thoae oppor-

tuoitiei he turned to good account by making observationa in all direo-

tioDB. The phyaioal geography of the islands and their ethnology

received his attention; and more especially their curious geology, ai

well as botany and ecology, the result being a contribution of high

value to a knowledge of one of the most interesting island groups in

the Pacific. In 1886-89, Mr. Woodford added very considerably to

Mr. Gnppy's observations in these islands, living there for many months,

mixing freely with the people, and penetrating into the interior. He
was thus able to study favourably the hydrography of the islands, their

forest and vegetable products, as well as their zoology, and more par-

ticularly the ornithology, in which subject Mr. Woodford is a specialist.

Europe.

It will be appropriate briefly to refer to some of the geographical

work done in Europe during the century by British travellers and men
of science. While the Ordnance Survey of the British Islands, begun

over a century ago, has almost completed the topography of Qreat

Britain, the Geological Survey has accumulated the materials for a

oomplete study of its physical geography. The seas around the shores

of the islands have been investigated by various deep-sea expeditions.

On the Continent of Europe British travellers have been everywhere

during the century, but it would be out of place to refer in detail to what

the Germans call *' Globetrotterthiuu." With the exploration of the

great Alpine region, and the investigation of its glaciers, the English

Alpine Olub has been intimately associated ; and if we gave the names

of all who have done something for Alpine topography and physical

geography the list would be a long one. The Alpine Club map of

Switzerland is an achievement worthy of record. Mr. Beilly's maps of

Mont Blanc and the south side of the Pennine Chain, issued over twenty-

five years ago, were acknowledged at the time to be remarkable produc-

tions, and their author had the credit of anticipating the French and

Italian surveyorti. The names both of J. D. Forbes and of Tyndall are

intimately associated with the Alps, not only for the light they threw

on their topography, but also, and mainly, for their classical researches

into glaoiatiou. For a knowledge of the scientific aspect of the great

Alpine groups the late John Ball did much, while Professor Bonney's

contributions to the physical geography as well as geology of the Alps

are admittedly of great value. For the historical geography of the

great mountain region no one has done more than the Bev. W. A. B.

Coolidge, while in more respects than one the name of Edward Whymper
is intimately associated with the Alps.

Forbes's researches on the glaciers of Norway, though not so extensive

as in the case of Switzerland, were not of less scientific value. Murchi-
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ioh'b ioTestigatioDS of the Ural Chain, and Murohison, Lyell, and Sedg-

vriok'i journeyi in the volcanic region of Auvergne, while mainly fur

geological purposes, yielded valuable reHults in physical geography ; and

the same may be lai'' of Lyell's investigations of the volcanic region of

Sicily, and of the coasts of Denmark. The topographical work carried

out in Orooce and the Balkan Peninsula, both by private travellers and

through the Hellenic Society, may be mentioned.

Maiune Suuvkys.

England has done her full share of marine surveying for the benefit

of all the maritime countries of the world. Besides her own coasts she

has sent her surveyors into the most distant seas. Admirals Smyth and

Beaufort were at work in the Mediterranean, the former executing a

valuable atlas of Sicily, and other useful work, between 1812 and 1824.

They were followed by Captains Spratt, Graves, and other accomplished

officers, who contributed largely to the safety of navigation in the

Mediterranean. The Azores were surveyed by Captain Yidal in 1842

;

while it has already been mentioned that Captains Fitzroy and Eellett

made surveys of Magellan's Straits and the west coast of South America,

as well as of the east coasts of that continent south of Uruguay.

Richards surveyed the intricate shores of British Columbia and Van-

couver Island. Magellan's Straits have Kince been charted in more detail

by Mayne, Nares, and others. To English surveyors are also due the

surveys of the south, east, and most of the west coasts of Africa, of Mada-

gascar, Australia, New Zealand, China, and Japan; while the officers

of the British Indian Navy have furnished charts of all the coasts from

Suez to Singapore. British surveying ships have, in short, been con-

tinuously at work in all parts of the world during the present century.

Dkep Sea Besearcu.

In more recent years the ocience of oceiinic geography has called the

attention of surveyors to the bed of the ocean, and to the registration of

series of deep-sea soundings. In 1840 Sir James Boss, in the Erehua,

obtained a sounding in 2677 fathoms, and in 1847 Captain Owen Stanley,

of the Baitlesndhe, found bottom near the equator in 2600 fathoms.

Then followed the soundings of the Atlantic, to find a bed for the

telegraph wire. In 1857 Lieut. Deryman, in the Cyclops, obtained a

complete series of deep-sea soundings across the Atlantic Ocean, showing

the great fall of 7200 feet near the Irish coast, and the Telegraphic

Plateau, thence to Newfoundland. The same officer took a line of

soundings from Newfoundland to Fayal, and thence to England in 1858,

and another across the Bay of Biscay, and along the coast of Portugal

in 1859. Sir Leopold M'Clintock, in 1860, sounded across the Atlantic
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by a more northern route ; and the work of exploring the ocean's bed,

and examining its fauna bj means of dredging, was continued in sub-

sequent years by scientific men on board the Porcupine, Lightning, and

Triton steamers. The important voyage of the Challenger under Captain

Nares, from 1873 to 1876, extended these researches over parts of the

Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, and added largely to our knowledge

of the physical geography of the sea. The greatest depth sounded by
the Challenger was 4475 fathoms south of the Ladrones. The Egeria

has since obtained a deep-sea sounding, south of the Friendly Islands,

of 4430 fathoms. The examination of the bed of the ocean, and the

closer investigation of its temperatures and climates, has opened out a

new branch of physical geography of the deepest interest, iu which

nearly all the maritime nations of the earth are sending forth fellow-

workers with the surveyors of England.

Cartography.

The production of maps and geographical treatises has made progress,

though not in proportion to the work done by explorers; for it is

undoubtedly true that the British people, as compared with other

nations, have been more active in the field than in the study. The
most distinguished cartographers have been Arrowsmith, Walker, and

Keith Johnston. John Arrowsmith succeeded his uncle Aaron, and

published the first edition of his admirable London Atlas in 1834. From
that time until 1861, he worked ardently and with discriminating

intelligence. The perspicacity and fidelity with which he laboured for

many years, in analysing and comparing the crude and hastily con-

structed sketch-maps which travellers brought home from distant lands,

and the pains he took to delineate such fresh knowledge correctly,

renders his name justly famous among geographers. He died in his

84th year, in 1873.

John Walker was the engraver of the Indian Atlas, which was
designed to cover 177 sheets. The judgment and ability he brought to

his task is shown by the often disputed but ever approved excellence of

his work. The most beautiful specimens of his lithography are the

twenty-eight sheets of Colonel Kobinson's survey of Jhelum and Bawal
Findi in the Punjab, and his maps showing the results of Colonel Mont-

gomerie's surveys in Kashmir. Mr. Walker died in 1873, aged 85,

after having been iri the employment of the Government of India for

forty-eight years. Most of the results of the Indian Surveys have since

been produced at Calcutta.

Alexander Keith Johnston, of Edinburgh, was an accomplished

geographer as well as an engraver and cartographer. The writings of

Bitter and Berghaus on physical geography, and a wish expressed by
Humboldt to see an English physical atlas, constructed on an adequate
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Boale, determined Mr. Keith Johnston to devote his attention to physical

geography. Physical geography was at that time almost an unknown
science in English places of instruction, and an atlas conld not prove a

paying speculation, but Mr. Keith Johnston was willing to make
sacrifices. The Physical Atlas was a work of great value to geographers,

and the two editions cost their author ten years of the best period of

his life. The second appeared in 1856. The merits of the first edition

were explained at a meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris, under

the presidency of M. Jomard. It is not too much to say that the publi-

cation of Keith Johnston's Physical Atlas marked a period, and that from

that time the study of physical geography took its place among the

necessary branches of a liberal education. In 1860 Keith Johnston

published his great Dictionary of Geography, which has gone through

many editions. In 1866 he began his Royal Atlas of modem geography,

and the remainder of his life was mainly devoted to the production of

maps and handbooks for educational purposes.

The places of Arrowsmith, Walker, and Keith Johnston have been

taken by Messrs. Stanford, Philips, Weller, and the successors of Mr.

Keith Johnston in Edinburgh, who have maintained the excellence of

their predecessors, and in some respects have improved upon it. But

the directors of education in Great Britain have been slow to give that

due prominence to the teaohing of geography which its importance

demands. The study of the systems adopted in France, Germany, and

other countries has led to efforts being made to improve the position

of the science, and the recent appointment of Headers in Geography at

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, which is due to the repre-

sentations of the Boyal Geographical Society, will, it may be hoped,

mark another advance, similar to that which was secured by the publi-

cation of the Physical Atlas. In other directions geographical education

has been considerably improved in Great Britain as the result of the

efforts made by the Society since 1884.

VOL. III.
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INTRODUCTION.

More than two and a half centuries ago, one of the earliest of English

writers on Morocco apologised for adding to what he conceived to be the

plethora of t. orks on that portion of Northern Africa. For he tells us,

with imperfect bibliographical knowledge, "There have been whole

volumes written of this place : as—1. That of Hanno, a MS. that was
preserved for no less than 1400 years, and a hundred years ago printed

by the noble Stephanus.* 2. That of Alcazar, "j" kept in the Tower of

Tetuan. And 3. That of Leo Afifricanus, written by him as he travelled

in that country in the Hegeira 958, and in the year of our Lord 1528, X
and translated by Mr. Robert Fary,§ of Cambridge, in the year 1600.

And 4. That of Abasti vel Mammulid, whereof there are but two copies

in the world : one is kept by the Govemour of Morocco, and the other

by the Grand Seignior ; it being death for any man to take a map of

that country without their leave." Leaving out of account this more

or less apocryphal MS.|| and that preserved in the "Tower of Tetuan,"

which must be relegated to the same category, the writer of the pam-

phlet from which this apologetic preface is quoted, rather understated

the actual literature on Morocco existing in 1664; for his own work is

No. 226 of our list. One hundred and forty-four years later—^in 1809

—

Jackson (No. 501) finds it necessary to print a similar plaint, though

with better reason, since the published material had, in the interval,

more than doubled. "It was justly observed," the author of 'An
Account of the Empire of Morocco ' tells us, " by Mr, Matra, our last

consul at Morocco, that ' there are more books written on Barbary than

on any other country, and yet there is no country with which we are

so little acquainted.'" In 1846 Benou (No. 706) compiled the first

formal catalogue of the works on Morocco then existing. Of these he

enumerates 264, though several noted by him vaguely under the sup-

posed authors' names had never appeared, while many were given

erroneously or repeated under other titles. In 1889 M. de la Martinidre

attempted (Nos. 1710, 1910) a supplement to that catalogue ; but though

• ActuftUy, in 1533 (No. 2). * ' . u
t Of which we do not possoss any knowledge.

X This may be misprint for 1520. For in that year Leo was captured by Pirates

and taken to Borne, bo that his travels were all antecedent to the date mentioned.

§ Not Robert Paiy, but John Pory, No. 109.

II
Query? No. 871.
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hia list 'Was neither accurate nor complete, he added 527 titles to that of

his predecessor, tlnis bringing up the roll of Moroccan literature to 701.

The next author on the Enipiro of Moulai El Hassan, who thinks

it necessary to justify the existence of his work, will require to face the

fact that, exclusive of manuscript records, ofwhich a prodigious quantity

are stored in the archives of every country having relations with

Morocco, there are^enumerated in the Bibliography to which these lines

form the introduction, tho titles of over 2000 contributions to its history,

geography, and politics, for the most part printed, which we have

thought worthy of being recorded. Had it been possible or useful to

make a memorandum of eveiy ephemeral newspaper article within tho

last fifty years, this volume would have been swollen out of all pro-

portion to the value of its contents. As it is, the number of documents

which we have found it necessary to examine has extended far beyond

what we believed to exist, when the task of cataloguing them was begun,

several years ago, by the oompilers, each independently of the other,

their labours being conjoined only when they became aware that un-

wittingly they were performing the same labour in duplicate. The
* Bibliography,' now completed up to the close of 1891, is the outcome

of a copartnery, for the responsibility of which they are conjointly liable.

They will, therefore, not add to a memoir already—for reasons beyond
their control—sufficiently long, by any superfluous geographical or

bibliographical comments. However, to avoid the risk of misunder-

standing, it is proper to offer a few prefatory remarks to this last of the

bibliographies of the old Barbary States, and tho only one which has

preserved its independence. • .'

First, then, some explanations are called for by the map. A glance

at the one appended, without an exact acquaintance with the materials

from which it has been so carefully drawn, might, suggest the

impression that Morocco is a well-explored country. In truth, the very

opposite is the case. Now, as in Jackson's day, there is no country

near Europe which is so little known. No part of it has been accurately

surveyed ; the best mapped districts are laid down solely from ininning

reconnaisancea or sketch-maps. Positions fixed by astronomical observa-

tions are few. Many wide areas have never been visited by any
Europeans, and most of the Atlas is at this hour as little known as it

was in the days of Leo Afrioanus. There are cities within a few hours'

ride of Tangier which no person capable of giving a correct account

of his observations has visited ; and there are others not much further

away, to attempt to enter which—Zarhoun, for example—would, were
the intruder detected, be certain death. There is scarcely a river laid

down with even approximate accuracj', and not to enumerate more

distant provinces, the entire Riff country, that bold mnsslf which is

familiar to the thousands who every year sail up and down the

Mediterranean, is less explored than many regions in the centre of tho

continent ofwhich Maghreb-al-Aksa forms a part. Tn the extreme north,

and on the routes between tho coast and Fez, in one directiim, and the

m
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city of Morocco (Merakish) in another, the officers nccompanying
ombassios have enabled ua to obtain more correct (lotails than cIho-

whore ; while the travels of De Foucauld in various partH of tlio empire,

and of Thomson in the south, are guarantees, that, ho far aa circum-

stances permitted, their lines are mapped with more care than those in

other parts of the country. But the fanaticism of the people, the

jealousy of " Christians," and the passive obstruction of the Govern-

ment, have practically closed to Europeans largo regions, not immediately

un the coast or on the bridle-paths to the capitals. Even Wa/an, now
as frequently visited as Fez or Merakish, was until a few years ago

(No. 1362) a closed town, and fifty or sixty years ago Fez and

Merakish could bo visited only by favour of tho Sultan, and even then

with many precautions not to arouse the hostility of tho citizens. Yet

a century or two earlier many Infidels—bond and free—lived in or

traded with these cities, and much of the interior of Morocco, is now so

shut against them that the basis of our present map is in reality that of

Major Beaudoin (1848), naost of which was founded upon " renseigne-

ments recueill^s aupr^s des indigenes," namely, camel-drivers, pUgrims

and traders. 'Llie coast-line alone is from " actual survey."

Nor is Morocco, as might be inferred from the numerous place-

names on the map, a thickly populated cotintiy. On tho contrary,

though never at any time teeming with men, the empire is at present, if

there is any dependence to be placed upon the data of the medisBval

chroniclers, and the extent of the ruins which exist in many places,

more sparsely inhabited than at the period of its greatest prosperity.

War, famine, and pestilence, have decimated it at frequent intervals,

until to-day—though there are not sufiScient data for arriving at

a sound estimate—Moulai El Hassan does, in all likelihood, rule

4,000,000 subjects. This conclusion is reached after being convinced

that all the old guesses at the population of the cities—those of

Jackson in an eminent degree—were grossly exaggerated. But as

modem ctJculations vary all the way from a million and a half to

fifteen millions, there is ample room for a difference of opinion.

The roads traced on the map are mere natural bridle-paths, worn in

the plain, along the hill-side,* and over the passes by the endless droves

of camels and horses, and mules and donkeys, and cattle, and goats and

sheep, throughout uncounted ages—^broader where the conlour of the

ground permits the caravan to spread a little, and at places so narrow

that the ill-conditioned camel leaves no room for a rival to pass. Made
roads are unknown outside the towns, and even there the exceptions

to the rule are doubtful, while bridges over the rivere are few. Even

ferries are so rare that eight years ago one of us crossed the Sebu— one of

the largest streams in the country, on the direct route from Fez to Tangier

bundles of rushes dragged across by ro^ies, a mode of transit

* The Boman military "vins" seem to have been similar tracks: at all ereDtalthey

are not now visible and not used.
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Atill common throughout inner Afrioa. Tn summer, these riverg are often

halfdry ; in winter, after the rains or the melting of the Atlan snows, they

are raging torrents, in crossing which couriers are often drowned, less

adventurous travellerH being frequently compelled to delay their journey

for days until the fords are passable. In or about some of the towns a

few wheeled carriages are seen, but over the country at large these are

unknown, hoi-sos, camels, mules and donkeys, being the sole pack and

riding animals.

Along these caravan routes, except where here and there a little town

or village lays itself out for trade, houses are not numerous. For hour

after hour the " howaji " may amble along without seeing a human
being, unless it may be a group of country folk with a few donkeys

laden with orates of fowls and eggs on their way to market, and—the

chances are—armed for all emergencies, or a soldier of the Sultan bent

on a Shereefian errand, or perhaps a few wayfarers like ourselves

with camp baggage and stores, who to the infidel's Saleiam Alikum!

Peaoe be with you—respond somewhat sulkily "To those to whom
Allah hath given peace." Hotels are unknown in the interior,

and the rude caravanserais of the towns are less inviting than the

tent to all not in fear of robbery or molestation from the wandering

tribesmen who are apt to descend from the hills to take tithe of

the more peaceful residents of the plains. The building of villages

off travel-routes is due mainly to the desire of the country people

to avoid exactions by government troops and the "mouna" or gift

of provisions and fodder demanded by privileged travellers. Hence
the permanent hamlets are frequently built in seolnded places, or in

spots on the mountain side difSoult to reach and easy to defend.

These, with the white-domed tombs of holy men, surrounded by
groves of palmetto and olive, or in the south amid argan and date

palms, form picturesque objects in the rather monotonous landscape of

the more level parts of Morocco, where little ant-hills—^busy hives in

summer, stumbling-holes in winter—the industrious ateuc&iM-beetle, and
the crested lark are often for hours the only signs of life in a tawny
land, bright with flowers in spring, and burnt up—" Brown Barbary " in

sooth—^after the long drought of the torrid months.

The numerous names on the maps are due to the fact that not only

are the permanent villages (jars), marked, but in many instances the

temporary encampment of camel-hair tents (duars), the position of

which is determined by the presence of springs and pasture. Again, on
all Morocco maps the " Saints' Houses " or tombs of consequence must
be marked. Usually these are quite solitary or are guarded by the family

of the pious soul who in death is a relative even more lucrative than in

life. Yet in not a few instances quite a village has gathered round

the tomb, and at the time of pilgrimage the encampments of these local

" hadjis " and those who minister to their wants give the spot a geo-

graphical importance which a day or two later it appears not to deserve.

All the places beginning with " Sidi " (Lord, master) are either actually
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tombs or the tomb has formed, as in so many of our cathedral cities,

the nuolens of the town or village. A striking example of this is

afforded by Zerhun—generally known as Sidi Mowlai Edris, from the

fact that it contains the tomb of the father of the founder of the city

of Fez, and the first sovereign of the Edrissite dynasty. Even yet, a

Jew or a Christian dare not enter it, and the only permanent in-

habitants are Shereefs or descendants of Mohammed, and of the saint

whose remains lie in its principal mosque.

Furthermore, all the principal market-places must be indicated

From time immemorial business has been done at these gatherings, the

Hame spot having a market for hundreds of years on the same day. A
traveller in Morocco is often surprised to find all the paths leading

to a particular valley crowded with horsemen and footmen, with sheep

and cattle, and camels and donkeys, and mules and horses, until they

end their journey in a busy fair, attended by hundreds or even thou-

sands of people. Olay ovens are busily at work. Little charcoal fires

are sending forth the odour of cookery. Snake-charmer8 are following

their trade, wandering musicians rending the air with shrill pipes, and
story-tellers surrounded by a circle of eager listeners, while all the other

motley attendants of such a gathering noisily pursue their callings

amid the shouts, and music, and a babel of voices buying and selling

and arguing, and praying, swearing by the beard of the Prophet over the

value of a farthing, or it may.be—an oath rarer now-a-days than in times

when our countrymen were fewer or better—solemnly asseverating

the truth of a doubtful statement " on the word of an Englishman."

A few days later, when the traveller passes that way again, the valley

is silent. The clay ovens are crumbling into mud, and the water-holes

are growing green around the little turtles which alone disturb them,

while a few squeaking tortoises among the palmettoes on the hill-side, a

wild boar disturbed in his lair, a covey of partridges flushed by our horses*

hoofs, or a shaven-headed boy tending a few fat-tailed sheep, are about

the only signs of life on a spot where so recently there was such a clatter

of many tongues. = '

These fairs are known by the names of the days on which they

are held, put after the word "Sok" (market). Thus Sok el Had
is Sunday market; Sok el TheneKo, Monday market; Sok el Tleta,

Tuesday market, Sok el Arba, Wednesday market, and Sok el Ebamis,

Thursday market. This system of nomenclature naturally leads to a

repetition of the same place-name in different parts of the country.

" Kasba," another name of frequent occurrence, means the castle or

residence of a Raid or Governor. Most of the large towns are divided

into a " Kasba," or o£Scial portion, a " Medina " or general quaiiier, and
a " Mellah " or Jewry, the word Mellah meaning really the place of

salting, the Jews in former times being compelled to salt the heads of

criminals stuck over the city gates. "Ait," "Ida," or "Idan" is tli

Berber designation of a tribe, just as " Beni " (sons of) and " Uled " are

the Arab forms, though in one or two instances the Berbers have
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ailopteil tho Arabic word. The word •• Ras " is applied Iwth to a capo
ami a spring, tlioiigh the more usual term for the latter is ** Ain

"

(plural " Aiun "). " Wad " is tho Arabic and " Asif " the Berber for a

river. "Adrar" is Ihe Berber equivalent of the Arabic "Jebel," a

mountain, while " Kasar " is used to describe a palace or royal castle, or

the place where one formerly existed. Most of the coast places have

two names, a native—Berber or Arabic—and a Portuguese or Spanish,

the latter being usually adopted by the Europeans. Thus Dar-el-beida

is universally known as Casablanca—both names meaning " White

House," though in the Foreign 0£Boe lists it is called by the former

title, a circumstance which some years ago led to an awkward confusion

in the answering of a question in Parliament regarding it. In like

manner, Mogador, is always called by the natives SniSra, while Tangier

is a corruption of Tanja ; Sallee of S'la, Laraiche (or Larache) of El

Araish, Mekenes of Miknas or Miknasa, Fez of Fas, and so forth ; while

ti'ie town called in Europe the " City of Morocco " is among natives and

Lnropeans alike spoken of as Merakish.

It therefore follows that the many names on the map must not be

taken to infer—aa they would in most other countries—a corresponding

abundance of the dwellings of men. Yet it is necessary to mark
these abodes of the Dead and other places of the kind indicated.

For in Morocco distances are reckoned in hours' ride from a saint's

tomb, or a spring, or from a Kasbah—built, it may be, in the middle ages

by the toil of Christian captives, or from the design of some Andalusian

engineer, and picturesquely old-world in appearance and its inefficiency

against modem artillery.

Morocco is indeed " un Empire qui croule" (No. 1711). Everything

is crumbling. The towns on the coast exhibit a gloss of Europe and

the nineteenth century ; but those of the interior are, to a large extent,

semi-ruins amid all-aboundiag filth. The walls are generally broken

down. Nobody thinks of properly repairing his house, and if he

inherits one, his first thought is to puU it down to see whether his

predecessor has not concealed money in its walls. A general air of

disrepair possesses tho land—the little Berber villages with their fences

of prickly pear, and the castles which have not been bombarded in the

endless civil wars, being almost the only monuments of stability in

thin realm of dismantled towns, deserted cities, and hamlets of tents,

here to-day and away to-morrow.

The very earth shares in the down-at-heels aspect of the works of

man which litter it. Morocco, as a rule, is p. treeless land—a few

woods, some patches on the hills-scalps, chiefly around cemeteries and
" Koubbas,"* and in the south date, arar and argan groves, being the

chief representatives of the natural forests which at one time covered tho

greater part of Western Barbary. Ibn Ehalduu (No. 738, vol. i.,

p. 215) tells us that before El-Kahena the Berber Queen of Jeraoua,

or

* The domed tombs or " Saints' houses " of the Europeans.
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destroyed all tho villages and fanuB throughout tho country over which
her oonquoBt8 extended, the wide region botwoou Triiioli and Tangier

had the appearance of an immense thicket, under the shade of which
arose a multitude of hamlets touching each other.* It is now possible

to travel, in Tunisia at all events, for days without seeing a tree,

though the remains of Iloman oil-mills are frequent throughout ft

region not now containing a tenth of the population it did when the
" Province of Africa." Even in the vicinity of Tangier, there were
two centuries ago woods which harboured the troops of Ghailan, who
harassed the English garrison. There, as nearly everywhere else, the

timber has been recklessly destroyed for fuel or for building purposes,

or by military necessity, or out of mere wantonness, until it is a
common sight to como upon women unearthing palmetto roots to

make charcoal, while the narrowness of the rooms in most houses

may be accounted for by the difficulty in obtaining beams of any
great length. The Moors do not oven look upon timber as Lord
Caernarvon did,—" an excrescence of the earth, provided by God for

the payment of debts." Destruction for destruction's sake goes on.

Not long ago a forest in one of the Southern Provinces was ignited, and
blazed for weeks. For many miles round the towns the charcoal-

burners and -.'ood-collectors are at work. The brush and underwood,

which is all that is left of the ancient forestu, when not cut for heating

the ovens—is fired in the day-time when the sun is up, and twigs alone

perish, leaving the blackened stumps and branches ready to be out.t

The result is that Morocco is suffering, has suffered, and will suffer

after the fashion which has befallen or is in store for everycountry equally

improvident. The baked soil, unprotected by vegetation, is swept off

the hUl-sidos by the heavy rains, covering the fertile valleys below with

a debris of rock, gravel and earth. The springs, ceasing to be fed by
the water infiltrating into the' ground, dry up, and the rivers, instead

of flowing in a steady course all the year round, are torrents at

intervals from November to April and dried up or insufficient in amount
for the rest of the twelve months. Streams once navigable are no
longer so, and the current being unable to sweep the silt seaward, the

mouths of most of them are fast shoaling up.

There are also conspicuous proofs that within comparatively recent

times the rainfall of Morocco has diminished in quantity, probably owing
to the abseuoo of cool woods no longer helping tho passing clouds to

precipitate their biirden ; and in places the uncovered sandstone is rapidly

disintegrating into drifting sand after the manner in which the Sahara

has been formed. There are numerous spots which bear on the face of

them evidence of having been formerly lakes, or lake-like expansions of

rivers which now run contracted within narrow limits of what must
have formerly been a broad valley, the successive withdrawals of the

* See aldo Flayfair's 'Travels in the Footsteps of Bruoo in Algeria and Tunis,'

pp. 34, 153, 179, 191, 212, 220.

, t Tintea of Morocco, No. 70, March 10th, 1887.
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river witliiu which or of the lake now vaniHbod Iwing marked by
diitinot torraoct or bonobcs uot unlike thoM of the Fraior in British

Columbia. Morooco ig, in Bhort, a crumbling empire, phyiioally, poli-

tically, but not religiously. For if Moghreb-al Akaa has fallen from its

ancient position, if it no longer produces groat warriors, or men of

letters, it is, without being a moral country, the last strongh^M of Islam

incorrupt.

The literature wliich is recorded in the following pages, it will bo

seen, though all on is seldom of Morocco. With a few exceptions it is

entirely of foreign origin : the Moors have contributed little of it.

The struggles of the Christian powers to establish or retain a footing in

the empire form the theme of much of the early writing, and to this

the English occupation of Tangier (1062-1683) added not a little of

some historical interest. The synchronous efforts of the Spanish friars

to extend the realm of the church date from about the same period, lo

far as its more heroic chronicles and martyrdoms are ooroemed.

But up to the year 1820, the largest share of the information which

we possess about Morocco was derived either from Christian captives

who had been " taken " and held in slavery of the most grinding

description in Fez, Mekones and other inland towns, or from the narra-

tives of the envoys sent to ransom these unfortunates. Many of these

Blaves' narratives are of extreme value, and all of thum full of pathetio

interest. Some seem to have passed through the hands of Grub
Street, the pariah paraon, or the rural schoolmaster. But the majority

bear evidence of lieing ohap-lKwks liawked round the country for the

benefit of the returned mariner, and as such, few of them have escaped

the rough usage of their original purchasers. At that date there seems

to have been a much more general interest in Morocco than at present.

Many of the narratives in question went through several editions, and

most of them were translated into languages which now-a-days take no

cognisance of much more imjrartant works on Barbary. Several indeed,

e.g. Noo. 295, 307, &o., were reproduced in different forms, and in two
and thiiee rival editions (Nos. 241, 284, &o.). Add to this the undoubted

fact that works on Morocco, and the adjoining states, as well as on

Africa generally (No. 239, 246), were issued in a style and at a cost

which no publisher would venture on in these times, and some idea

may be obtained of the wide-spread eagerness there was in the

seventeenth and the earlier parts of the eighteenth centuries to obtain

information regarding an empire over which the world at the close of

the nineteenth century is much more callous.

This may, no doubt, in part be accounted for by the less general

knowledge at that date of foreign languages, necessitating trans-

lations of works now read in the original. But it does not explain their

being read at all. The truth seems to be that in an era when Sallee

Rovers lay under Lundy Tsland, and had to be anxiously looked for

anywhere between Sicily and the " Gut of Gibraltar," a great many
people had relatives in bonds among the Moors; apart from the fact
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It,

that whon two or throe hundrotl HlavoH (No. .'142) wero roHouod at one

haul, and oolIeotionH were madu at the church doom for the ransom

of othen atill in servitude, an ever fresh concern was kept up regarding

a country which, happily, has for several years lost that doleful interest

for Europe.

Few of the slaves' narratives add much to our knowledge of tho

topography of Morocco. Those of Marniol (No. 69), MoUette (No. 295), and
Fellow (Nos. 800, 1946), are exceptions, though the geographical value

of the last has boon only recently acknowledged. As the routes of the

Redemptorist Fathers, and tho other Religious Orders who charged

themselves with the ranHom of the Christian captives, were the most
direct from the coast to the capitals, and wore therefore the same
pursued by the secular envoys employed on similar missions, they
opened up little of the country. Nor were their nan-atives, as a rule, of

any scientifio value, being generally full of great laud to their own
order, and of maledictions against "false Mahound," his followers

in general, and those of Morocco in particular. Those of Desmay
(No. 294), De Vries (No. 298), Dan (No. 299), Busuot (No. 830), and
that of ths Religieuz de I'Ordre do Notre Dame de la Meroy (No. 341),

are, however, exceptions ; for they contain valuable information regarding

the condition of the country at tho periods to which they relate. Those
issued by the ambassadors sent to treat with the Moorish sovereigns are

nearly all of importance, though, for the reasons mentioned, they did not

extend our knowledge of the geography of the country much beyond the

routes from Tangier and Tetuan or Rabat to Fez and Mekenes, or from
Saffee—which was the usual port for striking into the interior (Mazagan
being then in the Portuguese possession and Mogador not existing) to

Merakish. The envoys and their suites, nevertheless, collected— as

they still collect—a great deal of information regarding the country, its

inhabitants, its rulers, and the ronegadoes who, up to a very recent

period, formed a remarkable element in the population,—all of as much
value now as when it was published. Of the early diplomatists'

narratives, the most notable ara Nos. 72, 157, 181, 186, 245, 312, 313,

842, 349, 384, 411, 512, &o..

In the intervals of piracy the English Government and the Sultan

would occasionally become so friendly that His Shereefian Majesty

would ask the Gibraltar authorities to favour him or his family with
medical advice. To such courtesies we owe the important narrative of

Lempriore (No. 449), who went to Tarudant, and the much less valuable

works of Curtis (No. 480), Buffa (No. 503), and Beauolerk (No. 553).

The experiences of castaways on the shores of the Sahara, in the

province of Sus, or immediately st uth of it, have, from the time of Paul

Imbert, who, in 1630, had the misfortune as a slave to be the first

European to visit Timbuktu, to Camille Douls who, after being rescued

from his voluntary captivity, risked and lost his life in a second venture

in the same region, form a distinct feature in the literature on
Morocco.
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The nunieroiiB treaties made with the European Fowors are also of

value, but less from a geographical than a historical point of view.

The Consular Beports of our day—as did the less widely published

ones of a former era—constitute most valuable sources of information

regarding, not only the ports to which the writers are accredited, but
on the country at large, and some of the best works on Morocco—
Hfist's (No. 422), Chenier's (No. 436), Sohousboe's (No. 480), Jackson's

(No. 501),Gr&berg di Hemsu'SiDrummond Hay'8(No. 650),and Beaumier's

(Nob. 871, 997, 1031-1033, &o.), are to be credited to foreign repre-

sentatives of former times.

Merchant adventurers very early found their way to Morocco, and
to their correspondence may be traced not a little of our early

acquaintance with the country, though they seemed to have been rather

jealous of communicating any particulars which might prompt too

many rivals to seek their fortunes there. The earliest news of these

pioneers is furnished in James Aldaie's letter to Master Michael Locke
concerning the " traffique . . . begun in the yeere 1551 with a tall ship

called the Lion of London" Aldaie claiming to "haue bene the first

inwenter of the trade" (No. 47). Nor must it be forgotten that it

was the " briefe relation " of " Laurence Madoo," an English merchant

in Morocco, to Anthony Dussel of London (No. 99), which gave Europe

the first intimation of the conquest of Timbuktu, and other of the

Niger cities, by Juder u Zergu, the general of Mowlai Ahmed II.

Koland Fr^jus, of Marseilles, who, in the year 1666, made a journey

into Morocco for the purjjose of establishing commercial relations with

that country, has left a very interesting account of his travels (No. 248)

to which is usually attached a series of answers by "M • • * * "

[M. A. Charrant], a French merchant who had lived twenty-five years

"dans la Mauretanie." As a contemporary record, written' evidently

without ulterior motives, these replies to queries put to him are priceless.

Travellers who tried to explore Morocco in disguise have never,

with perhaps one exception, done much ; for whatever they might flatter

themselves into believing, they were invariably either suspected or

detected, it being next to impossible for any foreigner to avoid solecisms

in manners, language and accent, which would at once reveal his true

character to the suspicious natives, and naturally lead to unpleasant

conclusions regarding the objects of a man trying to penetrate the

country by stealth. Boentgen, Davidson and Douls were murdered,

despite their a£feoted Moslem conformity. Ali Bey el Abassi (Domingo

Badia y Leblioh, No. 506), passed muster as a Turk for a short time

only. Gerhard Rohlfs (Nos. 1030, 1142), though tolerated as a renegade

and a protege of the Sultan, and the Sherif of Wazan, never really

imposed upon any one interested in discovering his true character. More-

over, having to travel without the means of making accurate observa-

tions, his narrative is full of serious mistakes. The Kaid Ismail (Joaquin

Gatell, a Spaniard, No. 1043, 1044) was not much more successful,

although he did add something to our knowledge of the South, while the
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journeys of El Haj Mohaiued el Bagdady (JosS Maria de Murga, No. 1254)

were oflimited geographical value. The Viscount de Foucauld, who (No.

1841) travelled in the guise of a Morocco Jew, brought back the most

abundant crop of notes of all who have adopted this perilous mo<le of

exploration. More recent imitators need not be mentioned, since it is

notorious that their " disguises " were in their own imaginations alone

:

their foibles were simply humoured.

With the exception of the works of Schousboe, Ali Bey, Jackson,

Eeatinge, Cailli6, 6r&berg Di Hemso, Washington, Brooke, Davidson, and
Hay,the first forty-five years of this centurywere not fruitful in important

contributions to the literature of Morocco. The difficulties with France

in 1844 gave an impetus to many pens, t)ie most valuable results ofwhich

are Nos. 672, 678, 680, 681, 683, 698, 699, and 706. This spurt lasted with

little intermission until the Spanish war of 1859-60 brought numerous

eyes to bear upon Morocco, imparted to it an interest it had not possessed

since the abolition of piracy and Christian slavery, and led to the issue

of books and papers the titles of which occupy some nine or ten pages

of our " Bibliography." It will be seen that this literary renaissance

has never died away. For with the'exception of the year immediately

following the conclusion of peace, the printed matter on Morocco has

continually increased in number and, as a rule, in excellence.

The close ofthe Spanish war opened a new epoch in Moroccan history.

It taught the Sultan and his people the peril of molesting "Christians,"

and compelled them to tolerate the tourist, who had by this time begun

to direct his enterprise to the interior, previously visited almost solely

by envoys and other privileged persona. By " tourist," must be under-

stood not only the invalids and idlers who now throng Tangier during

winter, the sportsmen who slay partridges and wild boars, the little

stream of regulation " trippers " who ride along the coast and over the

Andjira headland to Tetuan and Ceuta, and even reach Wazan and

the capitals, but travellers of a more scientific status also.

One of the earliest, if not the very first person who visited Morocco

without being engaged in ofiicial business, was Nicolaes van Diest

Cleynserts, or Cleuardus, who in 1535 resided in Fez for the purpose of

studying in a city then still the home of many learned men. This was
fifteen years before the publication of Leo the African's work (No. 45),

which until comparatively recent times—and even yet for some parts of

the country—was our chief authority on Northern and Central Africa.

Hence the unavailing regret that Clenardus did not leave behind him
some record more substantial than the " Epistolaa Elegantissimad

"

(No. 48). The famous Captain John Smith of Yirginia, though he
went to Morocco in search of military service (which he did not obtain),

waa, in a way, one of the earliest of Barbary tourists, and has put on
record some curious particulars which show that in those days (1604)
there were not only numbers of English artizans settled peacefully in

the city of Morocco (Merakish), where there have been none for many
ages, but that the English pirates, when driven out of the European soas.
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settled on the North African coast and taught their trade to the Moors

(No. 173). At that time it was not considered disreputable to enter the

Sultan's military service, the Pope even giving his countenance to the

Christian knights in the pay of the kings of Morocco as early as 1 290

(No. 973).*

William Lithgow, the Scottish traveller (No. 142), visited Fez in

1617 with Monsieur Chatteline, a French lapidary. However, soon

after this, the tension between the Moors and the Christians—owing in

part to the expulsion from Spain, but mainly from the bitterness

inspired by the cruelties mutually practised on their respective

captives, and, perhaps, also owing to the barbarism which the civil wars

had brought about—^grew so extreme, that with the exception of

envoys and the Hedemptorist Fathers, we do not hear of any unofficial

travellers in Morocco. Even merchants do not seem to have traded to Fez,

Mekenes, Merakish, and Tarudant as they did a century or two earlier.f

When Christian slavery and piracy came, nominally at least, to an

end, the late Sir Arthur de Capel Brooke was one of the first English-

men who visited the country (1829-1830) for pleasure. He failed to

obtain permission to make the Fez joumej' ; but he was the virtual dis-

coverer of the remarkable monolith of El Uted (No. 570). Baron von

Augustin (No. 606) and the Prince Wilhelm zu Lowenstein (No. 709),

followed a few years later. But the day of the tourist and the winter

resident began after the Spanish War, and though very few of these

stray travellers have added much to our knowledge of the country, their

oft-times brightly written but sadly inaccurate volumes have done much
to attract better trained explorers, among whom the names of Admiral

Washington, who, fixing some of the principal geographical points as

early as 1830, 'may be termed the pioneer of scientific visitors, the Babbi

Mordokhai of Akka (a native Jew, who visited and resided for several

years in Timbuktu), Hooker, Ball, Maw, Chavagnac, Monrlot, Bleicher,

Colville, Watson, Eein and Fritsch, Irby, Drake, Reid, Payton, Tisaot,

Lenz, de la Martiniere, Quedenfeldt, Duveyrier, Hildyard, De Foucauld,

Thomson, and Harris deserve honourable mention. The officers forming

the French Military Mission' attached to the Sultan's army might have

added vastly to our knowledge of the country. But, whatever may be

the private reports in the pigeon-holes of the French war-office, the

work of Captain Erckmann (No. 1622) is as yet about the most impor-

tant result vouchsafed to the outside world.

* On this subject, in addition to the references given, consult Lithgow (Xo. 142)

and Lady Vemey's 'Memoirs of the Verney Family,' vol. i., pp. 63-68, where will be
found some account of Sir Francis Verney, who, with Captain John Giffard and eight

other Englishmen took service with Moulai Sidan, and is believed to have turned pirate.

t Roger Bodenham, one of the first Englishmen who reached Mexico (1564-65 ?)

mentions that before sailing to " New Spain " he had grown " to great loss and hinder-

anoe by that new trade begun by me, in the city of Fez." This was long before

the establishment of the French Consulate of Fez (No. 74), or the granting

by Queen Elizabeth of her charter to the Exeter Company of Barbary Adventurers

(1585).

f
h
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The year 1881 is a notable one in the literary history of Morocco.

Por in that year the first printing-press was set up in Tangier by
Mr. Abriiies, an English subject. This was followed by the issue on the

28th of January, 1883, of • Al-moghreb Al Aksa,'* and soon after by
a legion of tiny sheets in French, Spanish, Arabic, Hebrew and English,

most of them very deservedly short lived, and seldom containing any
papers of permanent geographical value, though all of them are

necessary to the future historian of Morocco.

A list of these f has been embodied in our pages, with a reference to

some of the more important contents. No attempt has, however, been

made, unless in the case of articles of exceptional importance, to

catalogue mere newspaper articles, reports, and correspondence of an

ephemeral character, nor to recatalogue maps and manuscripts which
have already formed part of special bibliographies. But, with these

exceptions, as far as any digest can be exhaustive, it has been our

endeavour to make this complete. If there are any blanks, they will

perhaps be found in the continuity of periodical publications, which

like some foreign consular and diplomatic reports, are not issued with

.unt*evi,^ing regularity. At the same time, we believe that nothing

of r •; nee has been overlooked. Nearly every publication has

beeu - a(» '^\: us or by friends in whose judgment the fullest con-

fidence can be placed, and no title has been admitted which has not

satisfied this test except where the authority, Benou (No. 706), Duro

<Nos. 1254, 1299), or De la Martini^re (No. 1910), has been given. In

these cases it must bo understood, that though not in doubt as to the

existence of the work, we have not been able to see it. This, however,

has not frequently occurred, though all of the literature here chronicled

is not to be found in any single library. For many of the publications

we may in vain search the English libraries, and several are, ifnot unique,

not known except in the private collection of one of the compilers.

In conclusion—and it is the last word to the last of the Barbary

Bibliographies—we could scarcely have hoped to make a list which may
«ave much useless labour to future investigators, so complete as it is

except by the help of colleagues and correspondents. Among those

who pre-eminently deserve the thanks of the compilers for the unwearied

«are they have bestowed on the tedioiis work of searching libraries and

revising proofs, where every title is a little treatise and every line and

even every word a fact, the names of Mr. Consul H. E. White of

Tangier, Mr. Consul Payton of Mogador, M. Ben6 Basset of Algiers,

M. Castelot and M. J. E. De la Croix of Paris, Professor Rein of Bonn,

Mr Budgett Meakin of Tangier, Froken Rudmose of Copenhagen, Miss

Drummond-Hay, Mr. Frederick Whymper, Dr. R. Spence Watson of

Newcastle, and the French and German Consuls in Tangier, must be

gratefully remembered.

* Actually, however, the 'Eco de Tetuan' appeared for a few months during 18G0

in the Spanish camp at Tetuan.

t By Mr. Budgett Meakin of Tangier.

VOL. m. B
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Morocco is still the most barbaroTis, the most backward, the most
imohanging of all the countries with which we maintain diplomatio

relationsv We send our envoys to Tangier, but Mowlai El Hassan does

not reciprocate the compliment. The magnificent resources of his vast

realm in soil, mines, and valuable timber, are undeveloped, and most of

the country is still as primitive as it was when the Arabs entered it-

Yet, though it will for many years to come, even if freely opened up to

European travellers, form a fruitful field for the minute geography of

the future, it is advancing, and the literature on it shows a remarkable

improvement over that which appeared even ton or fifteen years ago.

Much unwisdom about this region has appeared—and, no doubt, still

appears—in print. But no one could now write of it as did Tasso* even

after the publication of Leo's work in Bamusio's ' Itinerario '
:

—

" E costeggiar di Tingitana i lidi,

Nutrice di leone o d' elefanti

;

C or di Marocco 6 il regno quel di Pessa."

This information must have been derived from Pliny, or is an echo

of the "leonum arida nutrix" of Horace. For the elephant has not

inhabited Mauritania for many a century; and Morocco, so far from

being the nurse of lions, is now so poor in the king of beasts that

it is possible to roam the land for a lifetime without seeing one.f

* * II Oerusalemmo Liberata,' 1. 58, o. 21.

t "Stoke," the Indian elephant presented to the Sultan by Queen Victoria in 1889,
'

is at present, perhaps, the only specimen north of the Saluu-a.|
j

i '-r4'\*:'-
'""^ * -W '; r •,- I I

^ I-.-
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A BIBLIOGEAPHY OF MOEOCCO,
FROM

THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE END OP 1891.

By LiEUT.-CoL. Sir E. Lambert Playfair, k.c.m.g., etc.

AND

Dr. Egbert Brown, m.a., f.l.s.

{Map p. 476.)

1. B.O. 520 ieirca). Heoatflsus of Miletus.

All the writers before this date were mere speculators or poets, whose

geography, like that of Homer, may he regarded as purely mythical. The
island of the Lotophagi may he,—perhaps is,—the modern Jerba off the coast of

Tunis ; but his Atlas has nothing to do with the mountain range of that name.

HeoatsBUS, however, enables us for the first time in ancient literature to touch

solid ground, fragmentary though the literary relics which have come to us

undoubtedly are. He seems to have been a traveller himself, and a diligent,

though not always critical, collector of travel tales.

He mentions, in Barbary, the Mazyes and Zygantes, tribes living near the

Tritonian Lake, and the same as those subsequently referred to by Herodotus

as the Maxyes and Gygantes. He knew Metagonium, near the Pillars of

Hercules, perhaps Gape de TAgua (Ras Sidi Beshir), if this was the same

place which Strabo knows under this name, and Thinga, or Tinga, or Tingis^

(the modern Tangier). It is also not improbable, as Sir Edward Bunbury

suggests in his admirable 'History of Ancient Geography' (vol. i. p. 144),

that his river Liza was identical with the Lixus of later geographers, though

this name was so vaguely applied that the question must remain a moot one.

The fragments of the ncpt^trtr r^r rfjs of HecatsBus have been collected by
Klausen (' Vita Hecatiei,' 8vo, Berlin, 1831), and reprinted by C. Miiller in his

' Fragmcnta Historicorum Grsecorum,' vol. i. (Paris, 8vo, 1841). His life and

writings are discussed in Col. Mure's ' History of Greek Literature,' vol. iv.

p. 145 et seq. ; London, 1853.

HecataBUs is frequently quoted by later grammarians, particularly by
StephanuB of Byzantium, in whose writings Col. Mure has detected 300 out

of the 330 fragments collected by Klausen, mostly mere na- -^s. He ought

not to be confounded with Hecattcus of Abdera, who is perhaps the writer

whose authority for the Northern ocean being called " Amalchian '' is cited

by Pliny (• Historia Naturalis,' lib. iv. 13, § 94).

8. B.C. 470. Honno the Oaxthaginian.

How far Hanno sailed down the west coast is a disputed point among the

commentators. Gosselin (' Recherches sur la G6og. systematique et positive

B 2
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des Anciens,' vol. i. pp. 70-106) refused to believe that be reached further than

Cape Nun, an utterly untenable view, which was adopted by Walckenaer

('Recberches sur la Geographic do I'Afrique,' p. 362). Ronnell and more

modern writers, including Mr. Griffiths, the late Colonial Secretary of Sierra

Leone, were inclined to put Sherboro' Sound, just south of Sierra Leone, ns

his southern limit. It is certain that there are no rivers north of Cape Nun

—

in Morocco—which contain crocodiles and hippopotami, far less *' the hairy men
and women" to which we still apply his name of "Gorilla," perhaps the sole

Punic word which is as familiar in London as it was in Carthage, though the

apes he saw were more probably chimpanzees. But it is not quite so certain

that the river was the Senegal. Too much importance must not be attached

to Hanno's description of the " streams of fire " and the " pillars of fire " which

he saw in passing down the coast. They might have been bush-fires, the

negroes still igniting the long grass in the autumn, signals to give warning

of strangers' approach, or volcanic eruptions. If so, no part of the country

about either Sierra Leone or Senegal had a volcano within historical times.

But there is no range here fit to be called Qt&v "Oxi/fia—the " Chariot of the

Gods"—which Ptolemy more accurately places on the site of the Cameroons

Peak, and there is no Norov Kipas, or Horn of the South, capable of being

identified with Sherboro' Sound. Accordingly, Sir Richard Burton (• To the

Gold Coast for Gold,' vol. i. p. 811) is probably right in thinking that we must
extend Hanno's voyage to Corisco, in the Bight of Benin. But there is no

doubt as to his geography of Mauretania. After leaving the Straits of

Hercules (Gibraltar), they sailed for two days and founded a colony nt

BvfiiaSripiov, which muft be near the site of Sallee or Rabat, and is perhaps

Mehedia. Mr. Budgett-Meakin suggests the now deserted town of Tit, near

Mazagan, as the site of this settlement.. Then they came to the headland of

Soloel's—SoXoftr Sxpa—^where they erected a temple to Poseidon (Neptune).

This promontory is usually identified with Cape Kantin, though that headland

is nowadays not \dmov divSptai ; it is in fact bare of trees. M. Vivien du

Saint Martin (' Le Nord de I'Afrique dans Tantiquit^,' p. 363), unaware of this

fact, was struck with the correspondence of the old Carthaginian admiral's

account with modem realities. For he tells us—as no doubt some imaginative

person had told him—that the Moors still call the promontory Ras el-Hadik,

the Cape of Palms. In reality there is not a palm anywhere near it, except n

few close to a Mussulman sanctuary, now in ruins. M. Tissot assures us that

the name Ras el-Hadik is absolutely unknown to the natives, as well as the

meaning applied to the term. The Cape is called Ras Kantin. That word,

M. Tissot thinks, is applied in the same sense that the Punic word SoloeVs was

;

since it seems to be used to designate (in the singular) one of the most remarkable

cliflFs of the Riff—namely, the Ras Kant ez-Zit. Mr. Consul White of Tangici-,

however, points out to us that Capo Kantin is spelt with a j^, whereas

Kant-cz-Zit begins with a S. As it is difficult to effect a landing on this

dangerous coast, it is probable that Hanno's men disembarked near where the

fishing hamlet of Bcdduza now stands. After half a day's voyage they came
to a large lake or marsh. No such place now exists, the lagoons which

characterize the coast of Morocco being all to the north of Cape Kantin. South

of it the shore is either guarded by clifi's, steep slopes, or stony and sandy beaches.

Nor is there any sign of such a lake or marsh having existed ; and the sudden

winter rains which make every dry watercourse roar from bank to bank, arc
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not of a character fit to cause floods likely to be miHtaken for a marsh or lake.

Saffi is, however, the spot near which we must look for the locality described by
llanno. Unless, therefore, he mixed up his facts, or they have been blundered

in transcription by his historians, it is allowable to believe that the coast level

has altered in the course of twenty-three centuries. Of this indeed there Ih

ample evidence. From Tangier to Mogador there are old sea-beaches at the

lieight of from 40 to 70 feet, and the lagoons north of Rabat are distinctly

duo to an elevation of this kind. There may have been sinking also ; in which

case Saffi Bay would in Banno's day have been a marsh, lake, or lagoon, and

the Tensift river-mouth an estuary. The herds of elephants and other wild

animals surrounding it are less difficult to understand, since these animals,

though not now found north of the Sahara, were even in Pliny's day—more

than 400 years later—abundant in the forests of the Atlas. After leaving this

lake the Carthaginians founded five coast towns,—Caricon Teichos, Oytta,

Akra, Melitta, and Arambys (Kaputov Ttixos, Kal Tvrrriv, xal "AKpav, kuI

McXtrrav, Koi 'Apanfivv), which we now try in vain to identify, unless, indeed,

Arambis is Agadir, a Berber word meaning a protecting wall. It is, however,

applied to several other places. The full name of this one h Agadir-Igir.

A large river called Lixus (At^or) was their next halting-place. This is, of

course, not the Lixus of later geographers (namely, the modem El-Kus). It

iH probably the Sus Biver, or the Draa. The (people on its banks were herds-

men, and friendly; but the interior, according to these Lixitm, was an in-

hospitable land, full of wild beasts, and iutersected by high mountains, in

which the river rose, and the Troglodytes or cave-dwellers lived. The moun-

tains he might easily have seen for himself, since a spur of the Lesser Atlas

reaches the sea at Agadir, and on a clear day, as one of the compilers of this

' Bibliography' (R. 6.) can vouch from i)er8onal experience, near Gape Cantin

the snowy peaks of the Gseat Atlas can be seen from the deck of a ship.

Oeme, the island where they established a settlement which continued for a

long time, was perhaps Kerne, in a deep bay at the mouth of the Rio de Ouro,

where the Spaniards have recently established themselves : since apart from the

fact that it is much too far north, there is no island near Agadir, where

it has been fixed by some commentators (Mtiller, ' Geogr. Graeci Minores,' vol. i.:

Prolegomena, p. xxvi.). Hannc s ' Periplus' has been the theme of investiga-

tion by Bochart, Ramusio, DodwcU (who doubts its authenticity). Falconer

(who successfully defended it), Bougainville, Gosselin, Hudson, Rennell,

Chateaubriand, Schmidt, Ueeren, Bayle, Kanngiesser, Quatremere de Quiney,

Walckenaer, Ukert, St. Martin, Major, Bunbury, Campomanes, Mauroy,

Tissot, Kan, Judas, Tauxier, Maurique, Gobel, Mer, Robson, and others. But

the edition of Mtiller just cited supersedes all others. The " IltpiirXovs
"

was first printed by Frobenius at Basle in 1533, from a MS. in the Heidelberg

Library. If Hanno (*Awo)v) was the son of Hamilcar, who led the Carthaginian

expedition against Sicily in 480 d.c., a conclusion adopted by Miillor, the

voyage must have been about the year 470 b.c. If, on the contrary, he was

the father of that general, it was about B.C. 520. Bougainville (No. 392)

however (and Vivien de St. Martin follows him), prefers b.c. 570.

B.C. 443 (ciVco). Herodotus.
The Father of geography mentions Soloeis, a name also given by Hanno

and Scylax (q. v.), and by them meant to be the modern Cape Cantin, but

Herodotus is thought to have intended to designate by this title Cape Spartel.

This is the only siK)t he mentions on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, .ind that
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he seems to have heard of from the Carthaginian mariners. But he had no

personal acquaintance with this region, and indeed appears to have known next

to nothing of Mediterranean Africa heyond what is now, nominally, the

Regency of Tunis.

The editions of his work are endless. Wo need only mention those of

Sohweighauser, 5 vols. 8vo (Strashourg, 1816), Gainsford (Oxford, 1840), and

Stein (2 vols., 1869-71), iu the original Greek. In Latin the editions of Valla

(1450), revised by Heusbach (1C37) and Dinstorfif (1844), may be cited ; and

in English the best is that of Canon Bawlinson (1868-00). The Com-
mentaries of Wheeler (1854) are useful, if read with caution. There are also

translations into English by Littlebury (1737), Beloe (1791), Taylor (1829),

Macaulay (1890) and Sayce (Bks. i.-iii. 1883). Lange (1811), SchoU (1855),

BShr (1867), and Stein (1875) have published versions in German. In

French the best are by Larcher (1786), Miot (1822), Giguet (1857), and Talbot

(1864). In Italian, Mustoxodi (1820), Ricci (1871-76), Grandi (1872), Bertini

(1871-72); and in Swedish, Carlstadt (1871), are said to be respectable

translations.

4. B.O. 352-348. Boylax of Caryanda.
He knew little of the country beyond the Pillars of Hercules. But ho

knew Kd>n;f koKitos fityas, which is near Cape Spartel, though we can practi-

cally identify his ndXtf iv TrorafiS, a " city upon a river," as M. Tissot has

hesitatingly done, with Tangier, if we accept the suggestion that old Tangier

was further to the S.E. of the Bay upon what is now styled Wad el-Halk

(Palate River) by the side of which the Roman dockyards, as the ruins show,

were afterwards built. It is not so easy to conclude that the irorafjtis was the

Wad el-Esar (the Wad el-Yemm of El-Bekri). His Uovrltiv r&iros Koi iroXts

may be Hajeriin and Cherf el-Akab; his Kij^ijatar \invri fuydKij, the low

ground of Mharhar and Tahaddart ; his 'Epfuua &Kpa, Ras el-Kuas ; and the

"XvAffi norafilts koi Xifivri, the inferior course of the Wad el-A!asha. His

Ai^os irorafjiiis is the £1 Kus (Lukkos) and the Ai^og it6Kis *oiviKav tho

old city of Lixus—the favourite site with many of the Gardens of the

Hesperides, whicn, though now represented by the modern Laraiche (El

Araish), has been clearly identified with the site of the wretched modem village

of Shemish (Chemish), higher up El-Eus river.

The ndXtr M^iav, a native village, may have been where El Araish is

still, at the mouth of the river, while there is little difficulty in accepting the

Kpd/Sts woTOfxbs Ka\ Xifi^v as the Sebu river, one of the largest in Morocco;

while his Bviitar^pia was the same as Hanno's Gv/itar^ptov—namely, Mehedia.

Scylax seems to have been acquainted with the west coast of Africa as far as

the island of " Ceme." Cape SoloeTs (see Pliny) he describes as a promontory

standing out boldly to tho sea, and having an altnr to Poseidon (Neptune; on

its summit. This is the Cape to which Hanno gives that name, so that Sir

Edward Buubury is perhaps justified in thinking that he derived his informa-

tion about it from that navigator. At all events this part of his 'Periplus' is

evidently taken from Carthaginian sources. Between Cape SoloeYs and Ceme
he places the river Xion (SiS>v iroraftas), which is evidently the Lixus of Hauno

(the Sus or perhaps the Draa), though the Lixus of Scylax is quite as clearly

the El-Kus which Pliny and later geographers called by the name the Greek

writer had given to it (' Periplus,* § 112). In those days there was a Phopnician

to\vn on one side of the river-mouth and a Libyan (Berber) one on the opposite

shore. The best editions of Scylax are Miiller (* Geogr. Graici Minores,' vol. i.,
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Taris, 185S), and Fabricius (Leipeic, 1878). One of the earliest ' editions is

' Soylacis Caryandeais Periplo ' (Oxford, 1G98). See also for a discussion of

various points in Scylax's voyages, Uuger, * Fhilologus,' 1874, p. 29 et seq. ;

Bunbury, ' History of Ancient Geography,' vol. i., pp. 384-394 ; and Tissot's

* Mauretanie Tingitane,' passim. Scylax's own account is quoted by Aristotle,

but seems to have been lost at an early period, the work which goes under his

name being a compilation from various fragments which had survived in the

writings of other authors, over some of whom also Lethe has long since passed.

Suidas confounds him with another Scylax, perhaps Scylaz of Halicarnassus,

the statesman and astrologer, the friend of Pansstius (Cicero, ' De Div.' ii. 42)

who wrote a refutation of the history of Polybius.

B.O. 45 (circa). Sallust.

As the friend of Gnsar, whom he accompanied on his African campaign,

and Governor of Numidia, Gaius Sallustius Crispus ought to bav? j;>icked up,

either personally or through trustworthy agents, much information regarding

the neighbouring provinces of Mauretania. But he was no geographer, and

the time he could spare from collecting notes for his account of the war with

Jugurtha seems to have been spent in plundering the provincials of the wealth

which enabled him, on returning to Rome, to lay out those famous " Horti

Sallustiani" which were the wonder-— and the scandal — of the Quirinal.

Like Livy, whose histories are only large party pamphlets—he was proner

to rhetoric than to exact data. Hence whatever might have bean in his

lost books, the works of Sallust which survive are disappointing to the

geographer. He seems to have made some inquiries regarding the people

«f the interior—Qaetulians and Libyans—part of whom wandered about

and part lived in huts. Beyond- them lived the Ethiopians, on the border

of the desert burnt up by the blazing sun. The Medes, Persians, and

Armenians,—masterless men, owing to the death of Hercules in Spain (so he

puts it),—passed into Africa. The Persians by-and-by intermarried with the

Gaetulians, and formed a mixed race called Nnmidians. The Medes became,

by a corruption of their name, Mauri ("barbara lingua Mauros, pro Medis,

appellantes "). These Mauri and Numidians, uniting their forces, extended

their yoke over the neighbouring races, principally the libyans, less warlike

than the Gajtulians. All this happened long before the Phoenicians founded

their settlements. This is the gist of the puerile fables collected and recorded

by Sallust. Yet in his usual careless way he may be collecting stories which,

if analysed, would fit in with known facts. The tents of the Moroccan

nomads, shaped like boats turned up, are 'lot very different from the

" mapalia " of tlic ancient Gsetulians, which, according to Sallust, originated in

the Persians living under the upturned vessels for lack of any other dwellings.

This word, it may be remarked, closely resembles the Barbary-Arabio word

''Mahala," which means a camp or abode. Then, as Vivien de Saint-

Martin points out, Ibn Khaldun mentions a tribe called Urmana, who at

the time of the Arab invasion occupied part of Numidia; these may
be the Armenians of Sallust. Again, the Medes are represented by
the M^d&fa, a Berber tribe mentioned by El-Bekri, or by the modem
Meda^l of Sctif. Again, the Meduna are a branch of the M^zata; the

Mediuna is another tribe not far from the Moluia, in that part of the

old Western Numidia, afterwards known as Mauretania Cnssariensis. The
Persians may be a corruption of the Pharsii, a people whose name became

known after the time of Polybius, and who as the Beni Fdraou96n have their
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liome between Dougiti and Tedellii, and in the neiglibouring region of

Morocco. The Queohti'la, between Dollyg and Jurjuni, have been identified

with the Gictulianf. Among other names in the scanty geographical repertory

of Sallust (ut supra) we And the Muluclia— tho mo<]oru Wad Muluia

—

mentioned as tho boundary between the kingdom of Boochtis and that of the

MtissKiylians, a tribe who in tho time of Jugurtha wore looked upon as

belonging to Numidia.

6. A.D. 20. Btrsbo.

Strabo know little of this part of Africa, and that little seemed to have

been derived from his predecessors. He dwells on the lions, panthers, and

other wild beasts in tho country, the abundance of elephants, and tho rivers

containing crocodiles like thosu of the Nile, with which he was well acquainted.

He makes no mention of Juba's work, but cites Iphicratcs, an author whose

writings have not descended to us. The Carthaginian colony on the Libyan

coast had by this time disappeared, for there was no (wnnanont settlement

further south than Aly^ (near the modern Laraiche or El-AraiHli, though higher

up tho Kus River, at Shemmish), which he seems to confuso with Tiyyiv or

Tangier. The prolongation of the Atlas—Avpir, according to the native

nomenclature—throughout the whole extent of Mauret. lia was well known to

him. The Gaetulians he describes as the most important of tho African nations,

the Gostulians being evidently the modern Berbers under their various

divisions of Shiuhs, Tuaregs, etc. Among other localities mentioned by him
which can be identitied v/ith rcosonablc accuracy are the MoXoxdO (the Moluia)

;

Mfruywvtoi;. Cape de I'Agua (Kas Sidi Bechir); 'A/3tXi; Spot, Jebel Belyunesh;.

'EX/<^ar, Jebel Musa, or Ape's Hill, often taken to be Abylo, the African Pillar

of Hercules; UriaiSiov, Perigjil Island (Jezira T'aura), between Ceuta and

Tangier, occupied by the British during the period of the Peninsular War, when
Ceuta was held by them ; while his A] Kurcts is Cape Spartel and his Z^Xcs

Azila (generally written Arzila), while 'EfinopiKin nuknos is, according to Tissot

(with whom we agree), the curve of tho coast-line between Laraiche and
Mozagan.

7. 27-79. Pliny the Elder.

Pliny's knowledge of Northern Africa from the Straits of Gibraltar tO'

Kgypt was more accurate and extensive than that of any former geographer,

though he is defective in the art of arranging his ample information and in critical

acumen. Beyond Sala (Sheila, near the site of the modern Rabat), like most
of the early writers, his knowledge was vague. He however mentions Dyris

as the native name of Atlas, one which perhaps is retained in the word
" Daren," or in the Idrarn of the Berbers. He complains that the accounts of

the interior were most contradictory, and purposely falsified, though the forests

were being ransacked for " citrus," the modern " arrar " (or Thuya, Callitri»

tjuadrivalvis), a wood still much valued, and the shores for the materials

yielding a purple dye, this being derived, most probably as at present, from tho
" orchil " lichen. He speaks—or quotes Juba's MSS., to which he had access,

Juba being king of all the territory to the Atlas—of the Asana river, 150
Roman miles beyond Sala. This was doubtless the Anatis of Polybius, and the

Oum-er-Rbia of the Ifoors. The Fut of Pliny (a river mentioned by the

historian Josephus as ^oiros of several Greek writers) is the Tensift. He also

speaks of other navigable rivers and ports, the Tamuda, most likely the Martil

(lib. V. c. ii.), of the Muluia (Malvana fluvius navigabilis), of the Mvlvcha

(Wad el-Kus), of the Wad Lau as navigable (Flumen Laud et ipium navi-
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giorwn capax), and of Rusndir (Agadir). At the mouth of Wad el-Kus near

the lite of Lnraiohe (El-AraUli) lie places (bk. v. c. i.) the Oardun of the

liesporldos, the windings of the river hoing the serpent which guarded the

golden apples or oranges. Around ancient ruins in his day wore palm groves

and remains of vineyards, pointing to the existence of old Carthnginian settle*

menta on the coast. But the most remarkable statement of Pliny is that Bala

bordered on the untrodden desert wlich was infested by herds of elephants

(animals not now extending north of the Sahara), and by barbarians (Mauri),

whom he calls Autololes, " Oppldum Sala ejusdem nominis fluvio Impoaitum,

jam Holitudinibus vicinum, elephantorumque gregibus infestum, multo tamcn
niagis Autololum gente" (t. i. § 5). He describes them being token in

pitfalls, 80 that it is probable, coupled with what Ilanno says regarding this

abundance on the Atlantic shore of Morocco, the Carthaginian war-elephant»

were from this region. See also No. 1221. More than one lemi-fossil tusk has

already been found in Algeria, and others may in time bo unearthed, when
Morocco is examined geologically. Aniandi—' Histoire militaire dea ^Uphants

'

—cites many other facts in support of Pliny's assertion, and of Strabo and

Hanno's still earlier statements ; and the probability of taming African elephants

is discussed by M. Wauters in the Mouvement Oiographique for May 1866.

See also Bunbury's 'History of Ancient Geography,' vol. ii., pp. 429, 434.

Another point mentioned by IMiny is Promontorium Album, the Punta Blanca

of modern charts. The Vior flumen, which may be the Wad Qarizim, the

Wad Bueda, the Wad Auari Urah, or the Wad Es-saka.

The best editions of the original are those of Julius Sillig (Leipsic,

1831-36, in 5 vols., 12mo), and Louis Janus (Leiiwic, 1854-59, in G vols.).

But for scientific value the French versions of Hardouin (1685 and 1723), and

Panckoucke and Grandsagne (1829-33), in twenty volumes, are preferable.

The old edition of Philemon Holland (1643) is readable. There is also aa
English translation of Pliny's ' Natural History,' by John Bostock and H. T.

liiley, with copious notes and illustrations, in Bohn's Classical Library,

1856-57.

8. B.C. 146. Folybiiu of Megalopolis.

Fiom the times of Herodotus to those of Polybius (b.c, 160), little was
added to our knowledge of Morocco. Polybius, however, took advantage of the

lioman wars against Carthage to glean a groat deal of information, and
though a Greek—a hostage sent to Home after the second Macedonian War

—

lie was enabled through the friendship of Scipio Africanus to make a voyage

along the coast of Northern and Western Africa, of which voyage imfortunately

we know nothing—Strabo not even mentioning it—except from the confused

allusions- to it in that most confused of compilers, Pliny. I'olybius, no doubt,

wrote the narrative, from which his successors obtained their data, but the

origiiiixl is now lost. We find in the second-hand account of it the name
of Lixus and the river Anatis, which may be the Oum er-Rbia. Ho mentions

a point where the Atlas descends to the sea. 'i'his may be Cape Gir, though

tiie distance and other means of arriving at an opinion are too vague tu

decide; and though his "flumen Darat in quo crocodilos gigni" can hardly

be any other river than Ptolemy's Daradus—the modem Draa—there are no
crocodiles in it, or in any other river of Morocco, nowadays.

The " sinum qui vocatur Sagvti " is that bond of the coast where the

Carthaginians had most of their establishments—Sakharat of the Phoenicians

;

the "Counting House," according to Vivien de Saint Martin, or the "Gulf of
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Commerce;" or as Strabo and Ptolemy tranHlato it, 'Knitoptitis xdAiror. A
town, Mvlelacha, is placed on a promontory between the Lixua and the Subur

(the modern Sebu) : thti, M. TisM^t thinkH, may be the Mula Bu Selhnm

village on the Ez-Zerga lajioon, while the Portiis Itutubia Ih the modern

Mazagan ; the flumen Hnia is the Bu-rngreg, and the Portua Rissadir, Agadir.

It is permissible to guess, when all criticism is largely of this character,

that the " flumen Coseiiuin " is the Wad Qliisser, which falls into the sua

not far from Massa. The "flumen Masati MuHatat" should be the Massa,

and the " flumen Salsum " the Wad el-Mellah, tlio Halt Uivor literally, between

the Drna and Mar Pequefla, the River of Salt Water of Riley's narrative.

Surrentiiim, if the same as Ptolemy's Boloentia, is Cape Nun, though both

premisses and deductions are very feeble. Altogether the analysis of Puly-

bius's 'Poriplus' is an unsatisfactory task. The Qreek geographer had

evidently heard or read of Uanno's voyage, and made some false Idcntiflcation

of his places, e.g. Lixus, &c. A fair Latin translation of Polybius is the

' Uistoriarum Libri V. Latine, ex versione Nicolai i'erroti,' Rome, 1473, fol.

This is the first printed edition of the Histories. It antedates the first

Greek version (that of Obsopmus) by fifty-seven years. The best editions in

more modern times are those of Ernesti (3 vols., 1763-G4) ; Schweighauser

(8 vols., 1793, and Oxford, 1823); Bekker (2 vols., 1844); Dlndorf (4 vols.,

1866-68, 2nd ed. 1882); and Hultsch (4 vols., 1867-71). In Schweighiiuser'H

preface a full account will bo found of all the earlier versions ; and in Engle-

mann's • Bibliotheca Scriptorum Class. Script. Grrecl ' (8th ed., Leipsic, 1880,

pp. 646-650) the literature of the Polybian commentators is amply noted.

Polybius is, however, bo bad a writer, that perhaps Dionysius of Halicarnasuus

pronounced, in the first century before Christ, the same verdict which the

critics of the nineteenth after him will be ready to utter—that, having

neglected the graces of style, ho has left work which " no one was patient

enough to read through to the end " (irtp\ avvBis oco^uruv). From thin

sweeping dictum his translators must, however, be excluded ; and among them

are, in English, Watson (1568), Edward Grimestone (1634), Henry Shears

(1693), Hampton (1756), and alH)ve all the celebrated Sir Walter Raleigh,

whoso posthumous version of the war betwet i the Carthaginians and the

mercenaries was issued in 1647.

41. MdIa, Fomponius.
As a native of Southern Spain, Pomponius Mela was naturally familiar

vith the Strait of Gibraltar. His birthplace was, he tells us (and that is

about all we know of his personal history), Tingentera, probably the native

name of the place called by Strabo, Julia Traducta, which had been peopled by

colonists trtnsiwrted thither from Tingis (Tangier) in Maurctania. Mela him-

self says that Tingentera was inhabited by Phoenicians brought over from

Africa. It is not unlikely now covered by the modern Tarifa, still, though

from other causes, the most Moorish of all the towns of Andalusia.

He describes Calpe (Gibraltar) and Abyla (Ceuta, or perhaps Apes' Hill)

as the two Pillars of Hercules, and shows himself perfectly familiar with the

Caves of the former rock. His statement that the Strait is 10 miles broad at

its narrowest is almost correct, for the distance between Tarifa and Alcazar

Point is 9i geographical miles, Gibraltar and Ceuta being separated by
12 miles of spa. He notes the Fcmi-isolation of Caljo ; was well acquainted

•'" with the Promontory of Juno (Cape Trafalgar) on ono side, and that of

Ampelusia (the Koteis—AJ Kwrtts—of Strnlv, the Cape Spartel or Ras
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Aalikar of nuxlorns) oa tho other. But, as M. TiHsot Ims pointed out, It Ih

doubtful whether his "Bpeou* UercuH gncer" w&n really tho cnvornB now

known at tho Cavos of HerculeH in that headland. These are chiefly tlie

work of men, excavating; millstones. Hut in tlio Jebol Anhkar there are

some natural grottoes, which more closely correspond to Mela'H dcHcription.

Among other places mentioned by him are Mvlvcha amnit (the Muluia)i

the Septem Fratrea (Ceuta), Monit pneiallna (Jebel Musa or Apes' HHIV),

tho Zilia fluviut (the Wad el-Halu), Zilia (Azila), Lixua fiuinen (Lukkos or

El-Kus), Lynw (Shemmish), and Sata urba (Sliolia). See No. ili.

10. 160. Ptolemy.
From the time of Pliny to that of Ptolemy, though all the time tho

llomano-Grei i armies were making history, and tho Ro lan and Greek

colonists civilizing, no writer arose who thouglvt fit to collect >,he d ita whicli

must by that time have been abundant regarding all parts of ^forther^. Africa,

including Morocco. Tlio writings of Dionysius Paricgetcs, Tacitus, and MarinuR

Tyrius, though abounding in particulars rugarding other parts of tlu Empit j,

add little to our acquaintance with Mauretania Tingitana. Clauilius Ptolcnv us

of Alexandria, however, embodied in his famous work a vast amount of

knowledge, more detailed and more accurate than that of hia predecessors,

and, as Dr. Schlichter has sltown, even for the more distant parts of Africa,

more in accordance with modern information than could have been ex, "t'' I.

(Proc. R. G. 8. 1891, p. 513).

In Morocco he accurately describes Cape Gir as a prominent ht.idlanu

formed by n spur from tho main chain of the Atlas, and places the Subu
(Zov/3ot/ noTttitov iK^oXai) in almost tho position of the Hub River; and

though bis positions and relative distances are usually very far out, ho shows

familiarity with most of the settlements on the coast, on either side of Cotes

(Kur?/r Sitpov) or Cape Spartel (the Ishbartel of El-Bekri). His Do-ndus

{^paios) is no doubt intendal for the Draa, though he places its mouth m;ich

too far south ; Arslnarium from tho context—we agree with Sir Edward
Bunbury—in regarding as Capo Juby, and Rissadium as Capo Bogador. This,

however, from his loosely fixed positions is merely a choice between an identi-

fication which is not satisfactory and one which is most unsatisfactory. But

that his Daradus is the Draa is clear enough. This riv(r, it may be recalled,

' was most probably the Lixus (Aifor) of Uanno, tho S ' -of Scylax, and the

Darat of Polybins. His Tiyyn [fj koI"] Kataaptla is c. u ^jore indisputably

Tangier. Ziktia n-oro/tov iK^oXai is, according to Tissot, tho Wad el-Halu (the

Wad Azila of El-Bekri); ZiXi'a Ij ZtXriat, Azila; Aj| irorapov cK/3oXat, the

El-Kus (Lukkos); Atg n-dXtr, Sheraish; and 2«Xa wora/ioC cVjSoXo/, the

Bu-ragreg, a river which flows into the Atlanf •• between Salli and Rabat.

Sov/3ovp M. Tissot regards as possibly Mehed'a : ii. which case ioi^ovp irorafiov

<Kj3oXat must be tho Sebu (Ptolemy's). ld\a n6Kts is of course old Sheila,

near which the modem Rabat (Rabat el Fatah, " the Camp of Victory ") is

built. Aovov fj Avov iTorafiov «. JoXal is the Wad el-Melah or tho Wad el-

Kantara, while his'ArXas ikarrav Spos describes the hills between Dar el-Beida

(Casablanca) and Azimur. M. Tissot, among other doubtful identifications,

considers Cape Gir or Ras Aferni not the 'ArXas ptl^av of Ptolemy, seeking

this point in one of the last summits of a great Atlantic range, which, under

the name of Jebel Ida n' TSnan, reaches the sea between the Wad Tamrakt
and Agndir. The Wad Merzek is the Kovo-a n-oTa/ioC e'K|8oXai, the Omm-er-
Rbia the 'Ao-d/xa irorapov tVjSoXni. Mazagan (the Jadidah of the Arabs, the name
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El-Brija comiuouly given ns the Dntivc one being unknown to them, and is

I)orhap8 the European corruption of " Borjah," n battery or fortified place) i»

'Poi/o-i/3if Xi/ui)i', unless Tit occupied this site. Aioip norafiov (K/3oXat is Waladia

;

'HXiov opos Cape Kantin ; Mvo-oKdpas Xt/i^v Saffi ; ^Bo\i6 noraiiov (K/3oXat the

Tensift, and "HpoKXiovs Stepov (we have seen) Bas el-Hadid. Taftoitriya is

usually accepted as the site of Mogador (the Souera of the Arabs), and Oivad-
fliov Sgpov Cape SisD (Bas Tazrult); Sovpiya may be Kubia, on the Wad
Tidli(?) ; OHm irorafiov (V/SoXal the Wad Iguzul (or perhaps the Wad Tafetna),

and 'Ayva «rora/iov («e/3oXat the Wad Beni Taner, though it is open to discussion

whether laKa itorapov tit^oKai is in the Wad Tamrakt. The Wad Messa may
be the Mao-ca iroro/tov cK/SoXat; but whether the ioKaSov norafiov cK^oXal

and a number of other streams mentioned by Ptolemy can, as M. Tissot

imagines, be identifie<l with the Wad Garizim, Wad Bueda, Wad Auari Urah,

Wad Es-saka, etc., are questions which we are not prepared to answer in the

iillirmative, quite so readily as this admirable commentator.

Turning to the Northern Coast, we find the MaXova irora/xnt) (KjSoXat to be
tliu Wad el-Kus, or perhaps the Wad el-Ajerud; and the MoXo^ad trora/ioO

fK,%Xat the Muluia, which, though not the ]<olitical boundary between

Morocco and Algeria, is in the Arab nomenclature the limit between Maghreb-el-

Aousat and Maghreb el-Aksa, the "Morocco" of Europeans. Mtrayov
inis &Kpov is Cape el-Agua (Bas Sidi Beshir), 'Vvoaaidpov Melilla, Svortopta

uKpa the Cabo Tres Forces or Bas Uurak, or other point in this vicinity.

Tuivta Aoyya is the Marsa Tagflza, the Tikisas of Edrisi ; the "OiKtaarpov

iiKpov, Point Adclau or Bas Makcd. daXoSda irora/ioS is the Martil (the

Tetuan river, the Wad Mejedksa of El-Bokri). 'layaO is Bas et-Terf to the

liouth of Cape Negro ; ioiliov uKpa is recognised as Vunta de Castillejos or Bas

el-Fnidek ; and 'A/3vXi; imjXi;, Monte Acho, the culminating point of the Sierra

d'Almena in the peninsula of Ceuta. 'EliXiWa is Marsa Dennil ; 'EnradtX^ol

opos is less satisfactorily identified with the Jebel Belyunesh, or rather Bermeja

Point, the*AKpa 'AjStXvK^ of Scylax; and not to enumerate the many other

localities less certainly identified by Tissot and Vivien de St. Martin (from whom
^[. Tissot generally differs), OiaKavos irorofiov (K/3oXai is the Wad el-Ksar, the

Wad el-Yemm of El Bekri. With the interior of Morocco Ptolemy displays little

acquaintance. But he knew of OioXoft^tXis (Yolubilis), Aiovp opos (Jebel

Zerhoun), Uvppw ntdiov (the Plain of Morocco), Vdvaaaa, ToKoXoi'dta, and

Ud/3/3a (see No. 11). Ptolemy's Geography was first printed in a Latin translation

in 1478, but the Greek text did not appear until 1533, when it was edited by

Erasmus. Of the many editions which have been published the best are those

of Wilberg auJ Grashof (4to, Essen, 1842, never completed) ; Nobbe (3 vols.

ISmo, Leipsig, 1843); and Miiller's Latin version in Didot's 'Bibliotheca

Classicorum Graworum ' (Paris, 1883). The commentators have given rise to

(]uite a Ptolemaic literature. Most of this will be found referred to in

Schlichter's paper (1. c.) ; in Bunbury's article in the ' Encyc. Brit.,' 9th ed.

vol. XX., pp. 91-96, and in the works of Vivien de St. Martin and Tissot already

•1noted. See also Justin Winsor's Bibliography of Ptolemy's Geography

(1462-1867), Harvard University Bulletin, Bibliog. Contributions, No. 18.

8vo. (1884), pp. 42.

11. 211. AntoninuB Augustus.

Of all the Itineraries or Boad-books made for the use of the Boman armies,

which have descended to us the most important is that which bears the name

of Antoninus. It is evident from this fact that it was either compiled or
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improved in the reign of one of the Emperors of that name—most probably

the infamous despot commonly known as " Caracalla " (211-217)—and revised at

later dates; so that, as Wessling, Parthey and Bunbury hold, in the form \\v

know it, the ' Itinerarium Provinciarum Antonini Augusti ' may be ascribed to

the reign of Diocletian (284-305). Its almost invariably accurate measurements

«nable us for the first time to fix with certainty the places named in it, and s<>

far as Morocco is concerned this has been done with great nicety by Tissot and
other commentators. Thus (on the coast) MaJva flumen is the Muluia ; the

Ad Tres IhhuIos, the Chafarinas Islands, a name which is a corruption of tlie

Arabic Jaferin, derived from the neighbouring tribe of Beni Bu Jafer; the

Rvssader Colonia is Melilla the Fromontorium Svssadi, Cabo Tres Forcas (Bas

Hurak); and the Promontorium Cannarvm, Point Abdun (Ras Sidi Aissa

Umats), and not Cape Quilates, as Mannert decided. The Sex Inaulx must bn

looked for in the Bay of Alhussemas (El-Mzemma). Parietina was in the creek

of Alcala, and Cobvcla in the Fishers' Gove (Pescadores), known to the Moors as

Marsa Uringa, the outlet of a considerable river, the Wad Uringa. Ptolemy,

who passes over the preceding places in silence, mentions Tmnia Longa (Tama
A&yya) of the Antonine Itinerary, which M. Tissot fixes on the Marsa
Tighissa. Ad Promontorium Barbari is evidently Point Adalau, a corruption

of Wad Lau, a name by which the natives designate a little river which falls

into the bay lying to the east of that point. Its mouth is sufficiently deep

to give shelter to the small vessels which come from Tetuan to load with the

building timber which is found so plentifully in this part of the Riff, so that in

all likelihood this—and not the Wad Nokur, according to Mannert—was the

Flumen Laud " et ipsum navigiorum capax," which Pliny (j.r.) indicates ns

lying between two other navigable rivers, theTamuc^a (Martil) and ih.e Malvana
(Muluia). We are not quite satisfied with the identification of Ad Aqyilaui,

majorem and Ad Aquilam minorem with Ptolemy's 'laya6 and 4oij3ov SKpa,

near the modem Cape Negro (Bas et-Terf) and Pt. de Gastillejos ( Ras el-Fnidek ),

though it is better than Lapie's identification of the first-named station with

Tetuan, or Mannert's with the mouth of the Martil. The Ad Septem Fratren

of Mela and the Itinerary are to be looked for in Punta Bermeja of the Jebel

Belyunesh, or practically the modern Ceuta, which, there need be little doubt,

succeeded it, though M. Tissot doubts this, arguing that Ceuta (Sebta of tho

Arabs, and "Stirrbv of tho Byzantines) is not necessarily a corruption of the

Latin Septem, which is the main basis for this hypothesis. But there is no

doubt of Tingis being Tangier.

It is, however, chiefly for the interior of Northern Morocco that the Roman
Itinerary is valuable, for it is almost our only authority for the geography of a

region which by that time had got settled by military colonists. On the route

from Tingis to Exploratio Ad Mercurios, the most advanced post of the

Romans, a little beyond Sala Colonia (Sheila, near Rabat), we find the

following places noted •.—Ad Mercuri seems to be at the village of Dar
Jedid. " Almadrones," which, in dependence upon Gr&berg di Hemso,

Mannert and Lapie decided to be the site, appears to be to the south of

Cape Spartel, but the name (a Spanish corruption) is completely unknown
in the country. Renou and Vivien de Saint-Martin placed it at the south

of the mouth of the Tahaddart, which the first of these two authors con-

founds with the Ghrifa. At Dar Jedid (Tissot) there are the remains of

what seems to have been a considerable Roman city. Ad Novas appears

from the distance traversed to have been at or near Sidi el-Yeroani ; Tabfrnii;

at Leila Jelaliya, where there are the vestiges of an extensive town ; Frigidx
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at Souelir, where there are various ruins, though these exist at several places

on the route betwccu Lixus and Banasa, and the very name is exactly translated

in that of the Wad Ma el-Berda, " the cold water river." Colonia yElia Banasa

is proved by ruins and, what is rare in Morocco, by an inscription (Desjardins,

* Rev. Archdol.,' Dec. 1872, n. s., t. xxiv. pp. 366, 367) to have been at Sidi Ali

bou Jenan on the left bank of the Sebu river. Thamvsida is at Sidi Ali ben

Ahmed, a "Eubba" or Saint's tomb, around which there are many ruins; while

the Explm'atio ad Mercurios ought, by being situated 16 'miles from Sala, to

be situated between the Wad Ikkem and the Wad Sherrat; no trace now
remains of what was doubtless an outpost constructed like the three Moorish
" Kashas " between theWad Ikken and Fedala, to keep in check the " Autololes

"

or Ait Hilala, whom twenty centuries of invaders have not taught to own a

master. Another road led from Tocolosida to Tingis. The first-named place is

doubtful: it might have been Mghila or Zarhun (Mannert), or Sidi Kassim

(Lapie); but it was neither Amergo (Benou) nor Ksar Faraun (Gr&berg).

But Volubilis, which was a considerable city—and though Mowlai Idris

(Zerhdn), and to some extent Mckenes and Fez, have been built out of it,

still remains in the shape of some widespread ruins and stately arches

with inscriptions— was unquestionably Ksar Faraun, "Pharaoh's Castle;"

all identifications previous to those of Tissot, and it is perhaps right to

say of De la Martini^re also, who has of late explored many of the Roman sites

with no small skill and success (though as his results are still unpublished

we are unable to supply a digest of them), being erroneous, mainly owing

to the faulty statements of Fliny^ Even Leo Africanus, who had been

educated in Fez, is very wide of tlie mark, while Mannert is bo far from

the truth, that he seeks for the Walili or Gualali of Leo on the Sebu,

35 miles from Banasa, which he identifies with Mamora (Mehedia), if

indeed this was not Casablanca (Dar El-Beida) formerly called Anasa. Aquas

Dacicai is most likely Ain el-Kibrit, a sulphurous spring near the summit, called

Tselfat; and OUda, El-Haliin. Viposcianx may have been at Jebel Kort,

where in the eleventh century El Bekri describes the existence of an ancient

town already in ruins. Tremvlm corresiionds with the ruins of Basra, founded in

the middle of the eleventh century, and in the time of £l-Bekri so large that it

had ten gates. Yet next century Edrisi describes it as at " one time " of consider-

able consequence : nowadays it is difiScult to find more than a fragment of one

rampart. Finally Oppidum Novum is unquestionably El Kasar el-Kebir

(Alcassar), Ad Novas Sidi el Yemeni ; while Colonia Ivlia Bdbba Campestris,

off the route, may be Es-Serif. It is mentioned by Pliny, and figures as Bd/S/Sa

among the IloXcts fifcoyeot of Ptolemy. See Nos. 71, 722, 1936.

485. Frooopius of CsBsarea.

The only passage in this historian of interest connected with Morocco is

the one in which he declares that in his day there was an inscription in the

Phoenician language, near Tangier, to the effect that the writers had fled from

the face of the robber Joshua, the son of Nun. "Hie Populi numerosi

habitavere Gergesmi, Jebusaei, aliaque habentes nomina Hebrajis voluminibus

momorata: qui quum in expugnabilem conspicerent advenarum exercitum,

patrios fines deserentes in iEgyptum vicinam migraverunt, ibique numero ac

sobole cxcrescentes, quum non satis commodum tantse multitudini locum

invenissent, in Africam penetravere, ubi civitates quamplures habitantes omnem
eum tractum usque ad Herculis columnas tenuerunt, semiphcenicia lingua ac

catalecto utentes. Oppidumque Tingen situ munitissimum in Numidia %di-

17.
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ficaverant, ubi duo ex a;bf> lupide cclumnnag prope magnum fontem constitute,

in quibus Fhoenicum lingua littercD incessm sunt hujuscemodi. Nos a facie

fugimus Jesu prasdonis filii Nave," etc. (' De Bello Vandalico ' lib. ii. p. 222,

ed. 1531). See also No. 207.

18. 920 (circa). El-Istakhri—Abi Ishak bin Mohammed el-Farisi el-Istakhri.

See Nos. 612, 1062.

14. 950 (?). Ibn Haukal—Abi el-Kassim Mohammed Ibn Haukal. See No.

479.

16. 956. Abu-el-Hassan All bin el-HuBsein. Surnamed El-Messaudi.
Born at Baghdad ; died a.h. 345 = a.d. 956. He travelled in and described

many lands in Europe, Asia and Africa. See No. 436.

16. 1050 (circa). El-Bekri. See Nos. 780, 800.

Abu Obeid Abdulla El-Bekri was born in 1028 and died in 1094. His

work is' full of valuable information regarding Morocco.

He tells,' for instance, how at the foundation of Fez (809 a.d. = 192 a.h.) a "

quarter was reserved for the " Andalus " or inhabitants of Moorish Spain, and

another was constructed in the year following for the Kairwanees, 300 families

of whom lived there at that time. The Andalusian quarter was peopled chiefly

by families banished from Cordova, after a revolt under the Omirade Ehalif

el-Hakem ibn Abd-er-Bahman.

17. 1100. El-Edrisi, or Abu-Abdulla Mohammed Ibn-Mohammed ibn Abdulla

Ibn Edris, generally known as Esh-Sherif El-Edrisi. He was bom at Geuta

about 1100. He visited many parts of Spain, North Africa, Asia Minor, Egypt,

and other Christian and Mohammedan countries. See No. 974.

18. 1100 (circa). Arib of Cordova. See No. 719.

19. 1185. Abd-el-Wahid El-Merakoshi, whose full name is Mahi-ed-din

Abi-Mohammed Abd-el-\Vahid ibn Ali Et-Tamimi, was born in Merakish

A.H. 581 = A.D. 1185. See Nos. 712, 2057.

20. 1200(?)-1259. Matthew of PapiB.—Historia Major. Edited by Dr. Luard.

f) vols. 8vo. (1872-80.) Chronicle, 5 vols. 8vo. (Bohn's Antiquarian Library.)

The only particular relating to Morocco in this old monkish chronicler,

an Englishman evidently, though either born or educated in Paris, is his

statement that King John sent an embassy to Mohammed HI. (En-Nasser-li-din

Allah) for succour against his barons and the French, offering both to hold his

kingdom of him and to embrace Mohammedanism. The Moorish Sultan, who
had suffered at Sierra Moreua such a defeat by the Spaniards that for several

days the victors used no other fuel than the pikes, lances and arrows of their

fallen enemies, answered with great dignity that he had lately read the

Book of Paul's Epistles, which he liked so much that were he to chose another

faith it should be Christianity. But for his part he thought every man
should die in the religion into which he was born, the only fault he found

with Paul being the fact that ho had deserted Judaism. But as John was no

friend of the monks, tliat may be merely a piece of monastic scandal, though,

considering the many Christians in the service of Barhary during the Middle

Ages and vice versd (see Mas Latrie, No. 973) the story is not incredible.

21. 1211. Ibn Khallikan.—Ahmed bin Mohammed bin Ibrahim bin Abi

Bekr bin Khallikan was bom at Arbela in 1211, and wrote his work principally

at Cairo. It contains the lives of distinguished Mohammedans from the Hegira

till the 13th century. See No. 647.
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22. 1232. Ibn el-Wardi (Ouardi)—Zein<e<'-din Omar. See No. 443.

28. 1290. Abu Mohammed el - Abderi. — Kalinlat ol - Moghrabin,

tLoJii^ aWi or Occidental Itinerary. , •

The author describes his ])ilgrimago to Mecca from Ilaha, one of the

remotest points of Morocco.

Copies of this MS. exist in the Library of Leyden (see Cat. Codd. Orient.

Bib. Acad. Lugd. Batav., vol. ii., p. 136), in the Escurial (No. 1733), in

tlie University Library at Algiers (No. 2017), at the Mosque of Jama
Zeituna at Tunis, and in the Library of Si Hamuda at Constant! nc.

M. Cherbonneau published an account of it in the ' Joum. Asiatique,' Paris,

1854. See No. 757.

24. 1300. Statute Munioipaux de la Cit6 de Marseille.

Two chapters of these regulate the mode of election and the functions of

Consuls established by Marseilles in the ports of the Mediterranean,

especially Bougie and Ceuta. See ' Tab. do la Sit. des liltab. Franf. en AlgiSrie,'

1841, p. 412. (No. 628.)

26. 1300. Abu'lf)Mla Ismael, Prince of Hamah; bom at Damascus,

A.H. 672 = A.D. 1273; styled by the Arabs El-Malek el-Moweiyed. Died 1331.

He wrote several works, but all that are now extant are his Geography, his

History, and several pieces of poetry. See Nos. 428, 451, 613, 623, 720.

26. 1320. Imam Abu Mohammed Saleh bin Abd-el-Halim el-Ghamati.

See No. 4G5, 554, 046, 871, 1523.

27. 1331. En-NoweirL—Shehab-ed-din Ahmed ibn Abd-el-\Vahab, surnnmed

En-Noweiri. Author of a great cncyclopaxlic work. Died a.h. 732 = a.d. 1331.

See Nos. 738, 03L ^.

28. 1355. Abu Abdulla Mohammed ibn Batuta, a native of Tangier.

See Nos. 525, 550, 616, 742, 752.

«e. 1375. Ibn Khaldun. See Nos. 632, 738, 789, 999.

Abu Zeid Abd-cr-Rahman Ibn Mohammed Ibn Khaldoun was a native of

Tunis, taught at Tlemjen, .vrote his ProWgomencs near Frenda, whence he

went to Tunis and completed his History of the Berbers. He was first the

captive and subsequently the friend of Timur. Ha died at Cairo a.h. 808 =

A.D. 1406.

30. 1400 (circa). Ibn-Adh&ri. See No. 719.

31. 1403. Yakut!.— This author lived in a.h. 806 = a.d. 1403; bf " a

native of Baku, and his name ought rather to be written Bakuti. See No. 4*4.

32. 1415. Note concerning the ayde and assistance of the English Marchants

giucn to King John of Portugall for the winning of Ceuta in Barbary, which was

the first occasion of all the Portugall discoueriei), taken out of Thomau Wahingham
his Latine Chronicle, 1415. (Hakluyt, vol. ii., pt. ii. p. 1.)

33. 1450. El-Makarri (otherwise written El-Mokri, or El-Maqqari), whose

full name was Sahab ed-din Ahmed El-Makarri El-Fasi, was bom at Fez and

(lied about the middle of the 15th century. See No. 445.

34. 1471. Asurara, Gtomes Eanes d*. See Nos. 462, 634.
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88. 1473. FolybluB.— Historiarum Libri V. Latine ex versione Nicolai

Ferroti. Roma: folio.

VariouB other editions. See No. 8.
,

88. 1482. Bethenoourt, Jean de. See Nos. 174, 1164.

87. 1500? Bepher Hateoanot.

This MS., though in the Spanish language, is written in Hebrew charac-

ters. On a fly-leaf the following description appears : " These are the reforms

agreed upon by those [Jews] expelled from Gastilia, at Fez, with the advice of

the learned and chief men, and, in order for every one to understand, it is

written in Castilian." The volume was presented by Sir John Drummond Hay
to Mr. Aaron Abensur of Tangier, and in 1887 was displayed in the Jewish

Exhibition in London by his son Mr. Isaac Abensur of that town, in whose

possession it remains, (limes of Morocco, June 23, 1887.) Many of the

Morocco Jews who were expelled from Spain in 1492 and the following

century call themselves " descendants of the Catastrophe of Castille '* (Guerous

de Castilla), and conclude their notarial documents regarding matters con-

cerning the Synagogue with the words, " The whole according to the custom

of Castile " (Hachol Keminahry Castilla). To this day they hold sad com-
memorations of the autos-da-fti of which their fathers were the victims

(Godard, ' Maroo,' pp. 15, 16).

88. 1504-1590. Correspondenoe between the Government of Portugal and
ihat of Morocco. See Nos. 446, 1119.

88. 1513. Emanuel the Fortunate, King of PortugaL—Epistola Foten-

tissimi : ac Inuictissimi Emanuelis Regis Portugallie, & Algarbior, &c. De
Yictoriis nup. in Affrica habltis. Ad S. in xro patrem & dilm nostrum dfim.

Leonfi X. Pont. Max. [arms of Portugal on the title-page, but no printer, pub-

blisher, or date]. 4to, pp. 5, but without pagination. Concluding with : Dat. in

Vrbs nostra Vlyxbofl [Lisbon]. Pridie EaleH. Octobris. Anno dCi. m.d.xiii."

This brochure, an exquisite specimen of early printing—title black letter,

text Roman character—was one of the letters addressed to Leo X. regarding

the conquests of Emanuel the Fortunate. It describes the capture of Azamur,

and the subjugation of the adjoining country.

A reprint of this letter was made in 1541. Basileae : 8vo.

40. 1516. Ibn Ayas, Mohammed. See No. 489.

41. 1532. Fassio gloriosi martyris beati fratris Andreae de Spoleto, ordinis

minorum rogularis observantiaa p. catholico fidei veritate passi in Affrica civitate

Fez. Anno 1532. ToIosobb : 4to (in verse).

This martyr, usually called Martin de Spoleta, was an Italian Cordelier who
came to Fez in 1530, under the protection of Mowlai Ibrahem, brother-in-law of

Mowlai Mohammed, a Merini Sultan. But incurring the jealousy of the

Jewish Rabbis, owing to his worsting them in argument, he was accused of

conspiracy and the practice of magic, and, after being tortured, was done to

death by a lance-thrust and a blow from a tile thrown at him.

A translation of this was published at Medina del Campo in 1543, entitled

" Tesauro de virtudes copilado por un religioso portuguez, Siguo el Martyro de

Fr. Andres de Espoleto en Fez." 4to.

42. 1535. Torres, Diego de.—Relacion del origen y successo de los Xarifes y
del estado de Ids Heinas de Marruecos, Fez, Tarudate y los de mas q ticnen usur-

pados. Sevilla, 4 to, pp. 491, with index of pp. 37.

VOL. III. 8
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It was translated into French by Charles de Valois, dne d'Angoulfime, under

the title " Relation de TOrigine et Succ^z dos Gherifs et de I'Estat des UoyauraeH

de Maroo, Fez et Tarudant et autres provinces qu'ils unurpent, c.d.v.d.d.a
"

(Initials of the Due). Paris, 4to, pp. 416.

This forms part (pp. 226) of vol. iii. of the translation of Marmot. It was

also printed separately in one volume (4to, Paris, Jean Gamusat) in 1636.

48. 1643. Mela, Pomponius.—De Situ Orbis. Libri Tres. Basilia): folio.

Many other editions ; amongst these may be mentioned :—Pomponii Melas de

.

Situ urbis Libri iii. cum notis integris Hcruolai Barbari, Petri Joannes Olivarii,

Fredenandi Nonii Pontiani, Petri Giacconii, Andresa Schottii, Isaaci Yossii, et

Jacobi Gronovii, accedunt Petri Joannis Nunnessii Epistola de Patria Pomponii

Melaa & Adnotata in Proemium, atque duo priora Gapita Libri i. et Jacobi Feri-

zonii Adnotata ad Libri i. Gapita septemdecim, curante Abrahamo Gronovio,

Lug. Bat. 4to, 1722, 2nd ed., 1748, pp. 108. Opera et Studio, J. Reinoldii; Eton,

4to, 1814. Collection des Auteurs Latins, avec la traduction en Franfais public

par M. Nisard: Macrobe, Yarron, Fomponius Mela; Paris, 1846, 8vo, pp. 709.

FrickjDe Chorographia libritres (1808).

Mela (No. 9) examines the three divisions of the globe known to the

ancients, and describes Mauretania (Chapter Y. of Gronovius' Edition);

Numidia, with its capital, Cirta; Africa, with its cities, Hippone, Busicada,

Utica, Carthage, etc., Leptis, Lake Triton, the Island of the Lotophagi, Oea,

the modern Tripoli, and the Cyrenaica with the oasis of Jupiter Ammon.

44. 1560. Bamusio [or BhamnuBio], Oiaa Battista. See Leo, whose work
he first edited in his ' Navigatione e Yiaggi,' Nos. 45, 49, 50, 51, 109.

46. 1550. Leo AAioanuB.—Delia Descrizione dell' Affrica e delle cose notabile

che quive sono per Giovan Leone AfTricano.

Itinerario di varii rinomati Yiaggiatori nelle parte dell' Afifrica, Asia ed

America quali si leggono nella raccolta di Giovanbattista Bamvsio. Yoluvme
primo, pp. 1-96. Venezia : folio.

This title was changed in later editions (1554, 1563, 1588, 1606, 1618) to

•Delle Navigazioni e Viaggi,' etc. In spite of all the editorial care of

Bamusio (Secretary to the Yenetian Council of Ten), who edited the work from

the original MS., translated from Arabic into Italian by Leo himself, it is full

of grammatical mistakes, and is written in somewhat uncouth language. The
Arabic MS. has long been lost, though it was at one time in the library of

Yincenzio Penelli (1536-1601). The Italian text of Leo in Bamusio, now
the editio princeps, is dated Bome, March 10, 1526 ; but there was no pub-

lished edition of that date.

Leo was an Arab of Granada, named El-Hassan bin Mohammed El-Wezaz

Al-Fasi—that is, the Fezan, or sometimes from being born in Granada—El-

Ghamati (the Granadian), who visited a great part of Africa. He was taken

by corsairs off the Island of Jerba about 1520, and baptized by Leo X., who
gave him his own name.

Though a native of Granada, he went to Africa at a very early age, and

studied at Fez ; held many important offices in Morocco ; and visited Timbuktu

and many parts of the Barbary States before his converaon to Christianity.

His later career is shrouded in obscurity. But he is believed to have

returned to Africa, recanted Christianity, and died in Tunis.

46. 1550. Salasar, Pedro de.—Historia en la cual so cuentan muchas gucrras
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entre Cristianos e iDfideles, con las guerras ocontecidas en Berberia cntre el Xarife

y lo8 reyes de Marruecos, Fez y Velez. Medina del Campo : folio. (Duro.)

Two other editions in 1570 and 1576.

47. 1651. The oiiginall of the first voyage for trafHque into the kingdom
of Maroeoo in Barbarie, begun in the ycere 1551, with a tall ship called the

JAon, of London, whereof went as Captaine Master Thomas Windham, as

appeareth by tliis extract of a letter of James Aldaie to the Worshipfull Master

Miohael Looke, which Aldaie professeth himselfe to haue bene the first

inwenter of this trade. (Hak. vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 7.)

48. 1556. Cleyneerts van Diest, Nioolaes (better known by his Latinised

name of Nicolaus Glenardus).—Nicolai Clenardi Feregrinationum ac de rebus

maohometicis Epistolte elegantissimoi. Lovanii (Louvain) : 8vo.

Another edition in 1561. An abridgment of tliese letters appeared in

Adrian van Nispen's * Reysen wt verscheyde brieven bij een versamelt,' Dor-

drecht, 1651, 12mo; and in the ' Naauwkeurige Voyage van Nicolaas Glcnard

na Africa gedaan int' jaar 1535, uit syn eygen brieven byeenverzameld,' as

part of a Collection of Voyages, published by Fieter van der Aa, of Leyden,

between the years 1707-1709 : * Zee en Land Roysen door Fieter van der Aa,

mits garders andere Gewesten geddan, 1246 to 1696, 28 vols.' folio and Svo.

Some account of him will be found (among other places) in Tiele,

•Bouwstoifen voor een bibliog. van Ned. Reisbeschr.* in * Bibliog. Adversaria,*

Deel i. p. 37 ; St. G6nois, i. p. 211, etc. A French translation was published

by M. N6ve in 1845, q. v.

Glenard went to Fez in 1535 (not 1540, as often affirmed) and stayed a
year and a half in that city, for the purpose of profiting by its libraries and

learning. His account is valuable, brief though it is, as the first since Leo
Africanus wrote. But he seems to have been disappointed with his journey

;

the scholars of Fez being few and the libraries almost non-existent. There was

an occasional auction of books at the chief mosque ; the volumes being mainly

devotional, and the attendants at the sale more frequently idlers attracted by
curiosity than veritable purchasers.

49. 1556. Leo AfHoanus.—Historiale Description de L'Afriqve, tierce partie

dv monde, contenant ses Royaumes, Regions, Viles, Git^, Ghateaux, et forteresses

:

lies, Fieuues, Animaux, tant aquatiques, que terrestres: coutumes, loix, religion

et fa9on de faire des habit&s, auec pourtraits de leur habis : ensemble autres choses

memorables, et singulieres nouueaut^s: Escrite de ndtre tems par lean Leon
African, premierement en langue Arabesque, puis en Toscane, & h present mise in

Fran9oi8. Plus cinq Nauigations au paHs des Noirs, auec les discours sur icelles,

comme verres en la page suiuante. Tome Premier, Lyon, par lean Temporal, folia

The first voyage is that of Hanno the Garthaginian. Leo begins at page 1

—the previous 40 pp. being imnumbered—^and inds on p. 394. After this

follow the voyages of "Alouys de Cademoste [Alvise da Ga da Masto],

Pierre de Sintre" [Pedro de Sintra], a Portuguese pilot ; a letter written by
Amerigo Vespucci to " Pierre Sodem, (Gonfalonier de Florence," which ends
with p. 495, after which there is a voluminous index of 20 double-columned
unnumbered pages. The woodcuts are curious but evidently imaginative.

(The copy from which this description is taken belonged to the great Duke of
Marlborough.) The translation was made by Temporal the printer, and is the
best of any yet made. It is dedicated to the Dauphin, afterwards Francis II.

the first husband of Mary Stewart. The kingdom of France is curiously

s 2
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enough referred to as " ndtre Repubiique Fnin9oiBe.** This edition was pirated

the Bame year by Plantin, who six years before had begun his famous printing

and publishing house in Antwori). Anvers, 1656, 8vo, pp. xxvii (not paged)

+ 413 (on alternate pp. = 826) + Index 47 pp. (not paged).

50. 1666. loannis LeonlB Afrioani, Do totivs Africa), desoriptionc, Libri

i. ix. Quibus uon solium, Africa regionuni, insularum 8c oppidorum situs,

locorumq' interualla acouratd complexus est, sed Regum famllias, bellorutn causas

Se euentus, resq' in ea niemorabiles, tarn & seipso diligenti obseruatione in-

dagatasq* in veris Maurorum Annalib. memorio} traditas, copiose descripsit, recenn

; in Latinam linguam conuersi loan. Floriano Interprete. Antverpio) : Apud loan.

Latium, xd.lvi. cum priuilogio, 8vo.

Title, privilege, dedication, and index (pp. 32). Text to pp. 302 ; but as

only one side of each loaf is numbered, tJie pages actually amount to 601.

^ This translation is the one most frequently quoted. It was made by the

Hector of the High School of Antwerp, but is a most inaccurate and misleading

version. A second edition api)oared in 1558, and it was thrice pirated with all

its blunders (see Nos. 61, 180).

51. 1569. loanniB Iieonis Aftioani do totivs Afiicic, descriptione Libri ix.

Qvibus non solvm Africa) rogionum, insularum & oppidorum, situs, locorumq',

interualla accurate complexus est, sed Begium familias, bellorum causos &
cuentas resq' in ea memorabiles, tarn & seipso diligenti obseruatione indagatas,

qui^m in veris Maurorum Annalibu. memorio), traditas, copiosd descripsit, rccens

in Latinam linguam conuersi loanno Floriano interprete. Arabicb primiim scripsit

Author: doinde Italico acrmono reddidit: loannes Florianvs ex Italico Latinum

fecit. His recens acccdit Hannonis Garthaginensium duois Nauigatio, qua

Libycam oram ultra Herculis columnas lustrauit Conrado Oesnero interprete,

cum scholiis. Tigvri [Ziirich] per Andream Oesnerum. F. Auno m.d.lix.,

12mo.

As Fiorianus (Froppert, ' Bibliothec. Bolg.,' p. 639) did not die until 1585,

j this edition was published in his lifetime. It differs from the original in having

the polices (1-517) consecutively numbered, and in the chapters and paragraphs

of each book being also numbered. But the type, in italics, is small and not

very clear. It is not often met with. The Voyage of Hanno, separately

paged (1-21), is an addition from Ramusio's Collection.

63. 15f2. The Sooond Voyage to Barbary in the yeere 1552. Set fuorth

by the right worshipfull Sir John Yorke, Sir William a«rard. Sir Thomas
Wroth, Master Francis Lambert, Master Cole, and others ; written by the

relation of Master James Thomas, tlien page to Master Thomas Windham,
chiefe Capitbine of this voyage. (Hak. vol. ii , pt. ii., p. 8.

)

Windham's Voyage is reprinted in Keir's 'Voyages,' vol. vii., aud in

Astley's ' New General Collection of Voyages and Travels,' vol. i. (1745).

53. l'>58. Newe Zeitung aus dem KOnigreich Fessa in Mauritanien gehn

Nurnbcrg gesclirieben. 4to. (Uenou.)

54. 1538. Calvete de Estrella, Alfonso.—La Conquista de Africa en

Berberia, escrita en latin por . . . Salamanca : 8vo. (Duro.)

55. 1563? Butero, Joao.—Rela9(5es de Africa. (Da Cunha, 'Profo de

Mazagam,' p. 29.)

56. De Bello Masaganioo.—MS. Latin poem on the defence of

Mazagau under the govemorehip of Rui do Sousa de Carvalho, contained in the

Li

£

68.

68.
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Lisbon Library. (Rivnra, 'Catalogo dos Manuscriptos da Dibliothcca Publlca

Eborenae,' t. i., p. 210.) It begins viith tbose lines

:

" Lusindum ingcntes nniinos, ot funera latos

Edita per muros, quos insuperabile tollit."

67. 1C64. Balooion del Buoeao de la Jornada del rio do Tetu&n quo D.
Alvaro de Bazan, Gapit&n general de las Guleras de EH[iaria, hizo per mandate de

8. M. en 15G4. MS. in the Acad, of Hist, and Library of the Marino at Madrid.

Collection iv. 18. (Duro.)

68. ——— Bfloobar, Fr. de.—Discurso de la Jornada a1 Pofion de Velez do la

Oomera en 1564. Coll. de docum. ined. para la Uist. de Espafia, torn. xiv.

(Duro.)

60. 1665. Velaaquea de Velasoo. — Description du royaume de Maroc.

MS.
" Vers 1770 le savant Velasquez do Velasoo, prisonnier d'£tot au Fcgnon

d'Alhucemas, tnivaillait i\ des Mumoires historiques sur la Barbarie, et &

une Description du royaumo de Maroc qui sont resKSs manusciit." (Godard,

p. 565. No. 831.

60. 1566. OollazQB, Baltosar.—Comontiirios do la fundaciun, conquista y
toma del Peflon de la Gomcra y lo acnocido, baata el de desde el aflo 1562, a

los capitanos de Su Magestad. Valencia : 8vo. (Duro.)

61. 1566. Tebaldl, O. B.i and Ulloa, Alfonso.—La Historia doll' Impresa

di Tripoli di fiarbaria, della Prcsa del Pegnoa di Velez della Gomera in Africa, et

del Suooesso della potentissima armata Turchcsca venuta sopra 1* Isola di Malta

I'anno 1565. La desorittione dell' Isola di Malta. 11 disegno dell' Isola delio

Zerbe, & del Forte, fattovi da Cliristiani & la sua descrittione. Small 4to, view

of Tripoli, plan of Malta, and portrait of the Grand Master Giovanni de Valetta.

G. B. Tebaldi, Al lettore, pp. 7. Descrittione dell' leola di Malta, pp. 5. Do>

scrittione dell' Isola delle Zerbe et dclle mutationi de suo governo, pp. 2. All'

illustrissimo Signer II. S. Gio, Gincumo Fucchero Alfonso Ulloa, pp. 4. II

Successo dell' impresa di Tripoli de Barbaria, pp. 87, with pp. 3 (unnumbered)

giving a list of the Knights of Malta who fell in the siege. The recapture of

Pegnon di Velez or Badis from the Turks in 1564 is contained in Part iii. p. 61.

[Yenetia, 1666.]

Ulloa in his Dedication to J. J. Fugger mentions that Ferdinand Columbus,

son of the great Navigator, gave his library to Seville for the use of the public.

62. 1568. Ooelius, Augustinus Curio.—Coelii Augustini Curionis Sarra-

cenicae historiae libri iii. ; in quibus Sarracenorum, Turcorum, &c. Item Gael.

Aug. Cur. Marochensis regni dcscriptio. Basiieae : 8vo. (Renou.)

68. 1568. Tratado da Vida e Martyrio dos ciuoo martyros de Marruecos.

Coimbra. (Duro.)

64. 1569. The Coppie of a Lettar sent from the King of Moores, as he

cawleth hymselfe, i.e. Mawmatt Auniuleize, to Don John of Austria, written in

Ferreira, 28 July, Anno 1569. Kchenrsing the hardships which his ancestors,

Kings of Granada, had received ; & particularly those done to himself (only for

wearing a Dagger) & to his parents & brother now in the Gallies. For whose

Belease he promises to send liack 400 Prisoners, whom he will bum alive, in case

his parents & brother receive further ill usage. (Bib. Harleiansa in B. M. Cat.

vol. i., No. 60.)
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66. 1570. PuantM, Diago.—ConquisU ilo Africa, iloiulu sc hallnn agora

nuovamonto rccuplladas por . . . . Anven: 12iuo, pp. 71.

66. 1670. 8alM»r, Fadro de.—Hiitoria en la qtial ho ciicntil muchatt guorras

Huccodidas ontre Chriatianon y infldeles [printed injiele$] mh[ on mar como en tierrn

doadu ol ario do mil y quincentos y quorenta y seys tiasta vl Mtcuta y cinco. Con

1h8 guerraa acontecidaa eu la Derberia entro el Xarifa y log rcycs do Maruoccos,

Fez, y Veles. Compuesta {lor Pedro de 8. . . . vezino do la muy noble villa do

Madrid. Medina dol Can.po: fol., pp. 272, = 544, a» only alturnate pages are

numbered.

67. 1571. Oaorlua Hieronymua, " Lvsitam suivonsiR -in Alsarbiia eplscopl

"

(Bishop of SylvoH, in Portugal).—Do rebus Emmanuelis llegiu Lusitanio), geatis

Libri xii. Coloniio : folio.

This work contains an account of all Emanuel the Fortunate's conquests in

Morocco.

It was reprinted in 1586 :—De Rebvs Emmanvelis Lusitanire regis invic-

tlssimi virtvte et avapicio, libri duodecim. Item : lo : Matatii Metetti. Do
reperta ab Hispanis et Lusitanis, in Oocidontis et Oricntis Tndiani, nauviga-

tione doq. populurum ejus vita, moribus, ac ritibus. Colonitc, 1686: 8ro,

pp. l\. 368.

Translated 'Mo French, 1587 :—Osorius lorosme. " HiHtoiro do Portvgal,

conteuant Ics cntrepris, nauigations & gestes memorables des I'ortugallois, tant

en la conqueste des Indes Oricutales, par uux descouuertcs, qu'ds guorres d'Afriqao

& autres exploits, etc. etc." Paris : 8vo, pp. 14 (unpaged) + 13G0 (paged 080,

but on alternate pages) + 42 (Genealogy and Index unpaged).

Translated into English in 1752 :—History of the Portuguese during the

Beign of Emmanuel ; containing all their Discoveries, from the Coast of Africk

to the farthest parts of China : their Battles by Sea and Land, their Sieges a. d
other memorablo Exploits: with a Description of these Countries, and a

particular account of tho Religion, Oovernment, and Customs of the Natives

;

including also the Discovery of tho Bih lils and their Wars with the Moors.

Translated by J. Gibbs. London : 2 vol. 8vo.

68. 1572-1618. Braun, Georgiua, et Franoiaoua Hogenbergiua.—Civitates

orbis terramm, &c. Colonio) Agrippinm : 4 vol. folio, not paged.

Very little about Morocco.

68. 1573. Marmol-Carav^Jal, Iiuy.—Descripcion general do Affrica, con

todos los sucosos hasta el aflo 1571, de guerras que a avido entrc los infieles y el

pueblo christiano. Granada : 3 vol. folio. Mdlaga, 1599 (the first book printed

in that city).

Book I. contains a general description of Africa. Book II. The Sect of

Mohammed and tho progress of his successors in P^urope, Asia and Africa,

including the establisiiment of the Arabs in Morocco. Book III. is devoted

to Morocco. Book IV. to Fez. The rest of the book relates to other parts of

Africa.

Marmol was a native of Grenada, served in tho expedition of Charles V.

against Algiers, was taken prisoner, and travelled during seven years and eight

months over a great part of North Africa. A French translation was published

by D'Ablancourt at Paris in 1667, 3 vol. 4to, pp. 532, 578, 304.

70. 1575. Tbevet, An&ei.—Cosmographie universelle. Paris: folio.

At vol. i., p. 9, is a view of PeiioQ Velez de Gomera, with a description of

Africa taken from Leo.
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71. 1576. JBthloui.—CoHmographia. Ant. Augutti itinerarium provinoitnim

«x bibliothcca P. Pithcci, cum acholiis J. Himleri. Basileae : IGmo.

This work is attributed by some to one of the etnperora of the name of

Antoninus, by otliers to iEthicus, and by others again it is supposed to be tlio

joint production of several autliors [Brit. Mus. Oat.]. See Kos. 11, 722.

Many other editions liavo been publislictl.

75. 1577. Hogon, Bdmund.— Tlie Ambnssngo of Mr. Edmund Jtogan [or

lluggins?], one of tliu sworiie Esquires of hur Majesties person, from her Uiglinesse

to Mully Abdelrndek, Eoiperur of Mworco and King of Fa and Sut, Written

by himselfe. (Hale. vol. ii., pt. il., pp. G4-67.) See also ' State Papers,' Foreign

Series, and Kerr's * Voyages,' vol. vii. Also reprinted in Jackson's * Account of

Uoussa and Timbuotoo,' pp. 404-505. (No. 627.)

78. 1677. Instructions given by Her Mu"° to Edmond Huggenos, sent to the

King of Marucos and Fesse the . . , of Apiill, an°. 1577. (Bib. Uarleianiu Cat.,

vol. i., p. 8, God. 37, Art. 38.) The MS. contains 4 fol. pp. See also No. 72.

74. 1577. Oonsulut of Moroooo and Fea created by Henry of France on

tlio 10 Juin. MS. in the Miuistdre des Aflaires £trangdres. (Thomassy.)

76. 1577. Ramos, Geronimo.—Crunica do Infanta Fernando que morreo cm
Fez. Liitboa: 8vo.

The famous battle of Tangier took place in 14!?i3. D. Fernando was left aH

a hostage with the Moors, who condemned him to work in a mill because the

Portuguese would not surrender Geuta aH the price of his liberty. He died nt

Fez after six years' captivity.

70. 1577. I'r. Juan Bautista.—Cronica do la vida y admirables hechos de

Mnley Abdol-Melech, cmperador do Marruccos y rey de los rcynos de Fez,

Mequinez y Bus, y del sucuhho en la rcstauracion de todos ellos en prosa y en

verso. 8. 1. : 4to. (Renou.)

77< 1578. Cagioni.—Relatione per una lettera doUe Gagioni che mossero' all'

impressa d'Africa il Re del Portogallo, et il sogerito della bataglia—M.S. 4to,

pp. 18.

Whether the original of thiu docuua>nt has been printed or even exists is

not known. The only copy we have seen is among a series of important histo-

rical and geographical papers in the handwriting of Dr. Giulio Pallavicino,

bearing the date " Geneva 1584-90" (Dr. R. Brown's Gollection).

78. 1678. A Dolorous discourse of a most terrible and bloudy Battel fought

in Barbarie, the Fourtli day of August last past, 1578. Wherein were slaine two

Kings (but as most men say three) besides many other famous personages, with a

great number of captains and other souldiers that were slaine on both sides.

Whereunto is also annexed a note of tlie names of diuerse that were taken prisoners

at the same time. In this conflicte were slaine 3000 Almalncs, 700 Italians and

2000 Spaniards, whereof Don Alfonso Dageler, a Knight of Gordua, was one. In

this battel it is supposed that all three kings were slaine. London : 16mo, %, ft.

C 33 A
Brit. Mus. press-mark :- -jj"

'.

The three kings here mentioned were Dom Sebastian, King of Portugal, who
landed at Azik and was marching on Fez by El-Kassar ; with him was Mowlai

Mohammed, a pretender to the throne of Morocco. Abd-el-Melek, the actual

Sultan, was ill at the time, and died on the field. This great battle of Alcassar

(El-Eassar), at which 15,000 men fell, completely put an end to Portuguese

influence in Morocco.
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78. 1678. Latter of Sultan Muley Maluo (Ahmed or Abd-el-Melok) to

Don Bebaatian, King of Portugal, written before the departure of the King on
his expedition to Africa.

M. Berbrugger atatea that a " Copio ca|)agnolo manuacrite ct contemporaine

figure parmi lea dooumontH contenua dans lo vulume 1680 do la bibliothiique du
Oouvernemoiit-g^Ddral." Ho gives a translation and analysia of it, ' Rev. Afr.,*

vol. X. p. 461.

80. 1678. OentallM, Joaohin de, Qontil lidme Portugaiz.—Lea Yoyagea et

CJonqvestes dcs Koya de Portugal ea Indea d'Oriont; Ethiope, Slauritanie-

d'Afrique et Europe; avoo I'origino, auccession et doaoente de lours Maiaons,

iusques au Soreniss. Sebastian, nagueres atterr^ en la batailio qu'il oust contre lo

Roy de Fes. Plus une description des Pays ; Causes et progrez des guerrea

;

Entier diaoourtf do la Bataille ; La harangue faite aux Seigneurs, Capitalnea et

Soldata de I'Arm^e Chreatienne, auparavant que combatre ; Dea Roys et Seigneurs

y occis, tant d'une part que d'nutre, et de I'honneur funebro fait au susdit

Roy en Portugal. Le tout recuoilly de iideles teamoings ct niemoirea da Sieur

J. de G. Paris : 8vo, pp. 60 (actually 120, as alternate i^ges only are numbered),

with map.

81. 1570. Philippe II. of Bpnin attempted to obtain possession of EUAraisb.

The unpublished account of tho Mission sent by him is in the Government

General Library at Algiers, Archives Esimgnoles, G. iv. No. 4. This is a most

curious document.

82. 1679. Oheaneau, Nioolaa.—Histoire Vdritable des Dernidrea Querres

Advenues en Barbaric et de Succ6z pitoyable du Roy de Portugal dernier Don
Sebastien (que Dieu abaolve), qui monrut en bataille lo quatriesmo Aoftt

' M.D.LXXTIII. Aveo Porigine et descente des Roys que de nostre temps out

command^ 6i Royaume de laditto Barbaric. Traduitte de I'Espagnol en Fran9oi8.

a Paris ches Nicolas Ghcsneau, Rue St. Jaques au Chesno. Verd, m.d.lxxix. :

Svo, pp. 88.

With a map of the Battle of EI-Kassar. A copy exists in tho Bib. Nat.

Paris ; press-mark, Or. 48. Another was sold in 1887 with the Library of M.
Posthumus of Amsterdam.

88. 1681. Venegaa de Odrdoba, Pedro.—Re1a9ion de todo al ambaxador,

Pedro Vanegas de Cordova, en el Yiajo que haze & la ciudnd de Marruecos con

fierta embaxada que Su Magestad lo onbia al rrei Muley hamete, rrei do Marruecos

y fez.

A MS. in the Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid.

Published in tho * Bol. Soc. Googr. do Madrid,' t. ix., p. 198. See Nos. 1411,

1803.

84. 1581. AfirikaniBohen Kreigsbeschroibung sampt der Portngalesem

schrecklichen Niderlog. Basel : 8vo. (Renou.)

85. 1581. FreigiuB, Joan. Thomas.—Historia de bello Africano: in quo
Sebastianvs Serenissimvs Portvgalliae Rex, periit ad diem 4 Aug. Anno 1678, Yuk
cum ortv et familia regvm, qvi noatro tempore in illis Africao regionibus im-
perium tenuerunt. Ex Lusitano sermono primd in Gallicum inde in Latinum
translata. Noribergae, ci3 la xxci. : 16mo, pp. 66 [no pagination]. See No. 104.

With a map of Morocco and a plan of the battle of El-Kassar el-Kebir

(Alcaaaar), at which the king was killed.

86. 1586. Boberts, Henry.—The Ambassage of Master Henry Roberts, one
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of the iworne EsquirvM of Ilor Maioitios Peraon, from her highnesse to MuUy
Uamet, Eini)crour of Morocco and the King of Fesae and Sua, ia the yeero 1686

;

who remainod there an Dger for the apace of 3 ycerea. Written briefly by him-

aelfe. (Hak. vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 117.) Ikprinted in Kerr'a ' Voyagea,' vol. vii.

There ia alao "an Edict of Muley Hamet, King of Fes and Emperour of

Morocco," to the cfl'oct tiiat no Englislimen ahould Ira moleated or made alaves

in any part of hia dominiona.

87. 1686. Letters patent* or prluiledgoa granted by Uer Majeatie to oertaine

noblemen and marchanta of London for a trade to Barbarie in the yeere 1686.

(Hak., vol. ii., part ii., \\ 114.)

The liat of noblemen begina with the namoa of the " Erie of Warwike and

Robert Erie of Lciceater," . . . and they are deacribed aa " Trading into the

oountrey of Barbary, under the Government of Muley Uammet-SheriiTe,

Emperor of Morocco and King of Feaae and Sua."

88. 1587. The Queenee M^jeatie's letters to the Emperour of Morocco,

dated 20th July, 1687. Written in Spanish, witli an English translation. (Hak.,

vol. ii., part ii., p. 119.) Asking him to " proceed in Justice againat ono John
Herman, our subject which haa grieuously offended Ua."

80. 1688. Original letters of Henry Roberta to the Earl of Leicester, dated at

Marocco, 2 July, 1688, concerning the affairs of Don Antonio, King of

Portugall, which Qu. Elizabeth countenonced in that Court. (Bib. HarleianiB

Cat., vol. i., p. 196, Cod. 206, Art. 11.)

80. 1688. Oople of o letter in Spanish sent by Qu. Eliz. to Mir' al Mumminin,
Xerif of Marocco, Fez and SAs, dated at Her Palace of St. James' 10 September,

1688, in behalf of the son of Don Antonio, King of Portugal, whom he has

detaine<l aa a hostage. (Bib. Horleianos Cat., vol. i., p. 176, Cod. 296, Art. 69.)

The reply to this letter is in the Public Record Office, and is given in one

of the Catalogues published by direction of the Maater of the Rolls, entitled

Syllabus of *' Rymer't Foedera/' p. 819. It ia doted 4 Morch, 1692. The

Sultan ezcuaea himself for the long delay in answering the Queen's letter in

behalf of the Prince of Portugal, and requests H.M. to send him aid.

01. 1588. Fereira, L.—Elegiada do Successo do Armada do Rey D. Sebastian.

Lisboa.

09. 1688. Sanuto, H. Livio.—Qeografio distinto in xiii. libri, &c., oon xii.

touole di easa Africa in dissegno di rame.

Yenezia, folio, pp. 146, with a copious index and 12 maps. Only one vol.

was ever publiahed. He quotea Leo frtquently.

08. 1689. Historien von Spotiien, Portugal, und Afriko, anch wie Eonig
Sebastian, mit 1800 Monn erschlagen woidcn. Milnchen : fol., with platea.

04. 1690. Marlowe, Ohristopher.—Tamburlaine the Great, who from a

Scythian Shephearde by his rare & wonderfull Conquests became a most

puissant & mightye Monarque and (for his tyranny & terrour in Warre)

was tearmed the Scourge of God. Delivered in two Tragicall Discourses, etc.

London: 4to.

This well-known play has much about " Techelles, the King of Fez," and
his supposed travels. Its stilted language and bombast shores with George

Peele's " Alcozor," Nos. 101, 1804, the distinction of being gently sotirized by
Shokespeore in the rant of Pistol (Henry IV., Part II., act ii. sc. 4), though

Marlowe is also quoted in " As you Like it," and opcstrophised as " Dead
Shepherd."
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J^%

86. 1592. Edrisi, Abu Abd\illa Mohamed Ibn Mohammed el-.— The

Geography of Edriui, Arab text, abridged. Rome : no pagination.

This bears tlie title : jU*^^ ^i ^J jVli4\ iJbji «--»U/

^^^'
"^""

' 3^% ijl^^3 JJ^^J J^^^J
There arc mauy editions of this great work ; the Bodleian has two MSS.

A Latin translation was published in Paris in 1619. The learned J. M.
Hartmanu published his ' Gommentatio de Qcographia Africae Edrisiana.'

Oottingae : 4to, 1791 ; a second edition, Edrisii Africa, Gott. 1792 ; and another

edition, which was the best (8vo, pp. oxxiv. + p. 530 + Index, Corrections, &c.)

in 1796. Jaubert published a French translation in 1836, and Dozy and De
Goeje a more complete version in Arabic and French in 1886 [Nos. 153, 589].

86. 1592. Mariana, Juan de.—Historiae de rebus Hispaniae. Toleti : fol.

Several other editions. A French Translation, Rotterdam, 1694, 2 vol.

12mo, and an English one in 1699 : ' The general History of Spain from

The first Peopling of it by Tubal till the Death of King Ferdinand, who
united the Crowns of Castile and Aragon, with a Continuation to the death of

King Philip III., written in Spanish by the R. F. F. John de Mariana, to which

are added two Supplements, the First by F. Ferdinand Camargo y Salcedo,

tho other by F. Basil Varen de Soto, bringing it down to the present Reign.

The whole translated from the Spanish by Capt. John Stevens.* London :

fol., pp. 563 and 95.

Much interesting matter concerning Morocco.

87. 1593. The Casting away of the Ihbie neerc Cape Espartel, corruptly

called Cape Sprat, without the Straight of Gibraltar, on the Coast of Barbarie.

(Hak., vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 201.)

Thirty-eight of the crew were drowned ; the twelve survivors were sent

captives to Morocco, and subsequently deliveretl by the English merchants and

embarked at Santa Cruz (Agadir).

88. 1594. Madoo, Iiaurenoe.—A briefe relation concerning the estate of the

cities and prouinces of Tombuto and Gago, written in Maroocco the first of

August 1594, and sent to M. Anthony Dassel, marchaiit of Loudon. (Hak.,

vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 192.)

88. ——— Another briefe relation concerning the late conquest and the exceed-

ing great riches of the cities and prouinces of Tombuto and Gago, written

from Marocco the JOth August 1594 to M. Anthony Dussel of London

aforesaid. 1. c.

This was the first account which reached Europe of the overthrow of the

Sonhrai dynasty by Juder u Zergu, " a Culiia of the Andalouzes " or Spanish

Moors, who had marched against the Upper Niger princes under the orders of

Ahmed II. " El Mansur," or, as he was afterwards culled on account of the

enormous treasures brought back from the fray, 'El-Dchebi, the Golden or

Rich, a name also taken by a later Sultan.

100. Translation of a letter from the King of Morocco to the King of

England. (Bib. Harleiana) Cat., vol. ii., p. 490, Cod. 2104, Art. 2.)

This was to K. Charles I., acquainting him tvitli a victory gained over

the rovers of Salli, and desiring his aid by sea against those of Tunis, Algiers

and other places.

101. 1594. Feele, Oeorge.—^The battle of Alcazar, fought in Barbarie between
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:'l'^

Sebastian King of Portugal & Abdelmelec King of Morocco, with the Death

of Captain Stukeley, as it was Sundrie Times plaid by the Lord High Admirall

his Servants. London : 4to.

This play (which has been edited with the rest of Peele's works by
Mr. Dyce) is thought to be ridiculed by Shakespeare in Henry lY., Part U.,

act ii., scene 4 (written four years after its issue), where Pistol rants about

the " hollow pampered jades of Asia." See also Nos. 93, 1804.

102. 1596. Disoours veritable de la bataille donnde prds de Fez en AfTrique, le

30 aout 1596, entre MuUe Xeque, fils aisn^ du present roy de Fez d'une part,

et Mull^ Nazar d'autre part. Escripte de Maroc par un facteur qui y r^ide.

Paris : 12mo, pp. 13. Another edition. Lyons : 8vo, 1596.

108. 1697. Treillant, Pierre.—Discours vdritable de la seconde et demidre

bataille donnde a Taguate, prds do Fez, ville de Mauritanie en Afrique, le 12 Mai
1596, entre Moul<S Cheq, fils ain<S de Moul^ Hamed Cherif, k present roi de diet

pais, d'une parte, et MouM Nacer Cherif d'autre part. Datde de Bouen, 11

Janvier, 1697.

[Cette lettre manuscrite se trouve & la Bibl. royale dans les m^moues du
r^gne du roi Henri IV., No. 9092, collection de lettres adress^ au con-

ndtable de Montmorency, feuilles 94-97. Benou.]

It no longer exists in the Bibliothkiue Nationale at Paris, where it is marked

as "absent."

104. 1598. The Voyage ofThomas Stukeley, wrongfully called the Marques

of Ireland, into Barbary in 1578, written by Johcmnea Thomas Freigius in

' Historia de caede Sebastiani Regis Lusitaniao.' (Hakluyt, vol. ii., part ii., p. 67.

See also No. 94.

106. 1599-1600. Hakluyt, Rev. Biohard. — The Principal Navigations,

Voyages, TrafiBques, and Discoveries of the English Nation made by sea or ouer-

land, to the remote and furthest distant quarters of the Earth, at any time within

the compasse of these 1600 yeres. Divided ito seuerall Volumes, according to the

positions of the Begions, whereunto they ^\ ere directed. London : 3 vols, folio.

The 5 vol. folio edition of 1809 is that quoted.

Vol. ii., part i., contains The English Voyages made by and within the

Strei^ut of Qibraltar.

The following have reference to Morocco :

—

First two Voyages to Barbary, 1551-2.

Hogan, Ed., Voyage & Ambassago to the Emperour of Morocco, 1577.

St".!;ely, T., Voyage into Barbary, 1578.

Roberts, H., Voyage & Ambassage to Mully Hamet, Emperour of Marocco,

1585.

Vol. iii. Two briefe Relations concerning the Cities & Provinces of

Tombuto and Gago, Sc the Conquest by the King of Marocco, written in 1694.

(Laurence Madoc.)

Rejiort of the Casting away of the Ship Tabic neere Cape Espartel, on
the Coast of Barbary, 1593.

100. 1600. Marmol, Carujal Luys del.—Historia del Rebclion y Castigo de
lo8 Moriscos del Reyno de Granada. Malaga : fol., pp. 245 + contents, etc.

A fiendish account of a fiendish " Castigo " indirectly concerned with the

history of Morocco.

107. 1600. Blount, Edwrard.—The Historie of th) vc'ting of the Kingdom of

Portvgall to the Crowne of Castill; containing the last warres of the Portugals
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against the Moores of Africke, the end of the house of Portugall, and change of

that Gouernment, the description of Portugal), [etc.] London : folio, pp. 324.

The volume concerns Morocco in so far that pp. 1-59, 66, and 302 contain

the history of or references to Dom Sebastian's invasion, defeat and burial,

the writer having no doubt as to his death.

106. 1600. Bemhere, Thomas.—Letter "to his loving brother Master Edward

Wright," dated from Morocco in Bnrbary, 24th June, 1600. (Purchas, ' Pilgrinies,

vol. ii., p. 852.)

109. 1600. Leo Afirioaoaus.—A Geographical Historic of Africa, written in

Arabicke and Italian, by lohn Leo a More, borne in Granada and brought up in

Barbarie. Wherein he hath at large described, not onely the qualities, situations,

and true distances of the regions, cities, towncs, mountaines, riucrs, and other

places throughout all the north and principall partes of Africa ; but also all the

descents and families of their kings, the causes and ouents of the warrcs, with

their manners, customes, religions and ciuile government, and many other

memorable matters : gathered partly out of his owtio diligent obseruations, and

partly out of the ancient records and Chronicles of the Arabians and Mures.

Before which out of the best ancient and moderno writers is prefixed a gcncrall

description of Africa, and also a particular treatise of all the maino lands and Isles

vndescribed by lohn Leo. And after the same is annexed a relation of the Great

Princes and the manifold religions in that part of the World. Translated &
collected by lohn Pory, lately of Goneuill and Caius College in Cambridge.

Londini : Impensis Georg. Bishop [one of the Printers of Hakluyt's " Principal

Navigations "], 4to, pp. 420.

Title, Dedication to Cecil, 1 page unnumbered : To the Reader, 5 pp. un-

numbered : A generall description of all Africa, togither with a comparison of

the ancient and newe names of all tlie principall countries and prouinces there-

in, pp. 1-57 : An approbation of the historic ensuing, by Mr. Richard Haklvyt

[with exur.cts in praise of Leo by Ramusio, Ortelius, Boden, and Posseuimus],

pp. 57-60 : Leo's text, pp. 1-358 : A briefo relation concerning the dominions,

reuenues, forces, and manner, of gouernment t)f sundry the greatest princes

either inhabiting within the bounds of Africa, or at least iwssessing some parts

thereof, translated for the most part out of Italian [Malagucci, Barros, Osorius,

Ramusio, Carpini, Dresserus, Alvarez, Pigafetta, in Hartwell's translation, and

others], pp. 359-420, with a map of Africa. Pory's edition, undertaken with

the approval and apparently at the suggestion of Hakluyt, is in very quaint

English, but being from the imperfect Latin edition of Floriauus (No. 50),

shares in all the inaccuracies of that version.

It is this tran8lati(//» on wliich tliC Hakluyt Society's Edition, now being

prepared by Dr. R. Brown, is based.

110. 160(> I De Goes, Damiio, - Chronica do Serenisso Senlior Rei D. Emanuel,

escritiipor . , . . ' oimbra : 4to, 2 vols., eatii of 2 jiarts, pp. 448, 664.

Gives an account of Emanuel the Fortunate's Morocco conquests.

111. IGOO? Menezes, Manuel de.-CbrwJca de El Rey D. Sebastiao. (Da

Cunha, p. 58, etc.)

112. IGOl. Discourse concerning the Successe of the King of Portugal, Don
Sebastian, from the time of his voyage into Affricke, where he was lost in the

battle against the iafidels in 1578 tn January IGOl, whereby most evidently

appeareth, that he whom the Seigneurie of Venice hatli held a prisoner for the

^.^
fr' •'-^MmiUmllm
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space of 2 years and 22 months is the right and true King of Portugal, D. Sebas-

tian ; translated by A. M. [Anthony Munday]. London : 4to.

We have not been able to see the original Italian Edition from which both

this and t)ie French version (ut ir\fra) were taken. Sir Walter Raleigh petitioned

for a licence to translate " an Italian history of King Sebastian and Thomas
Stukolcy's invasion of Morocco " on the ground that he had perused and cor-

rected something therein (Stebbings, " Sir Walter Ralegh " [1891], p. 142).

118. 1601. Adventure Admirable par dessus toutes les Autres des Sidcles

passez et prdscnt, par laquelle il appert ^videment que D. Sebastian, vrai et

legitime Roy do Portugal, incognu depuis la Bataillo qu'il perdit contre leg

infideles en Aphrique Tan 1578, est cclui m@me que les Seigneurs de Yenis ont

d^tenuo prisonnicr deux ans et vingt deux jours finis au xv. D^cembre dernier

passd. Auquel jour il fut extraordinairemont remis en libertd et sortant de Venis

s'en vicnt h Florence. Le tout traduit du Gastillan en Francois, revue et

augments do plusieurs choses et de I'admirable Nativite dudict Roy Don Sebas-

tian exposdo I'an mdo par I'incomparablo Astrologuo et Mathematicien Carlo

Lauro, nouvellement apportd d«? Rome et mis en Fran9oi8 pour le contentemcnt

des plus curieux. h.d.c.i. No name of printer or place ; but the " Au Lecteur
"

is dated " Lyons lo 30 Jan. 1601." 8vo, pp. 97.

A copy of this exists in the Bib. Nat., Paris; press-mhrk, Ob. 51. Another

was sold with M. Posthumus' library at Amsterdam in 1887.

114. 1601. Ragguaglio del oavallier Giro Bpontoni dello fatto d' arme
seguito neir Africa tra Don Sebastiano re de Portugallo e Muluy Auda Malucco

Re de Marocco, de Fez, de Tafilet e di Sus. Bologna : 4to. (Renou.)

116. 1602. Castro, Joao de.—Discurso da vida de El Rcy Dom Sebastiam de

Portugal. Paris : 4to, (Da Cunha.) p. 29.

lie. 1603. A Continvation of the Lamentable and Admirable Adventvres of

Dom Sebastian, King of Fortvgale. With a declaration of all his time

employed since the battell in Africke against the Infidels 1578, vntill the present

yeare 1603. London : 4to, pp. 68. (Harleian Misc., vol. v., pp. 433-466.) This

is also No. 80 in the Catalogue of Pamphlets in the Harleian Library. [Various

letters by Dr. Texere, Don Raimond Marqueti, D. Prospero Baracco, and others,

"proving" that "the prisoner detained now in Naples is not that Marco TuUio

Catizone, whom the Spaniards in their libels haae so falsely proclaimed; but

the very true Kiiig of Portugale, Dom Sebastian." As a matter of fact this

impostor, who became a pretender 25 years after the King was slain in the

battle of Al Kassar, was a poor Calabrian who could not speak a word of

Portuguese. Ho was sent to the galleys and afterwards executed.]

117. 1603. Boman, Fray Antonio de Ban.—lornada y mverte del Rey Don
Sebastian de Portvgal, sacada de las obras del Franclii, ciudadano de Genoua, y de

otios muchos papeles autanticos per . . . . i Mongie de S. Benito, y professo de

la cassa do S. Zoyl de Carrion. Dirigido al COdestable de Castilla, Duq de Frias,

&c., del CSsejo do Estado de su Magestad, y su PresidPte del de Italia, &c.

Valladolid : 4to, pp. 176 + pp. 14 of Privilegio censura, licencia, aprovacion,

Carta dedicatoria, prologo al Lector, etc.

118. 1003. Abentarique, Alcayde Abulcacim Tarif.—La Verdadera Historia del

Rcy Don Rodrigo, en la qval so trata la cvsa principal de la perdida de Espafia, y
la conquista que della hizo Miraniamolin Almanjor Rey que fue del Africa, y
de las Arabias, y vida del Rey lacob Almanfor. Compuesta por el Sabio ....
Nueuamente traduzida de la iPgua Arabiga, por Miguel do Luna vezino de
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Granada, Intcrprete del Bey don Phelippe nuestro seHor. 9'^rag09a [Saragossa] *

4to [in two parts, 118 + 108 + contents, imprint, dated 1602, though on both

tiUe-pagss 1603 is given, arms, etc]. A work of no value. Madrid : 1675

(reprint).

118. 1604. Wilkins, Qeorge.—Three miseries of Barbary ; Plague, famine and

Giuille Warre ; with a relation of the death of Mahomat [or rather Ahmad el

Mansur] the late Emperour ; and a briefe report of the now present wars between

the three brothers. London, S.ft., 4to ; no pogmation.

130. 1606. Esoallon, Juan Vinoeiuio.—Origen y descendencia de los seri-

nissimos reyes Benemerines Seilores de Africa, hasta la persona de D. Gaspar

Benimerin, infanzon de Fez. Ncapolis : 4to, pp. 60.

Another edition in 1626.

121. 1607. Mendo9a, Hieronimo de.—Jornada de Africa, composta por H. de

M. Lisboa : 4to.

Another edition . . . . " Copiado de edipao de Lisboa de 1607 por Benito

Joze de Sousa Farinha," in 12mo, was published at Lisbon in 1785, pp. 14

+ 275 + 4 (Index). It is an account of Dom Sebastian's expedition.

122. 1607. Mendo^a, de Agostinho de Oavy de.—Historia do famoso cerco

que o Xarife pos a fortale9a de MazagSo, defendido pelo Capitan Mor della Alvaro

de Garvalho no anno de 1562. Lisboa : 4to.

128. 1607. ISen Cort ende Wvaerachhtich verhael vande ghedenckweerdtghe

gheschiedenisse in Barbaryen ende vanden grooten slach ontrent Maroques

gheschiet, den 25 Aprilist deses jaers 1007, hebbende binnen Maroques inden

tijt elf weken dry verscheyden Coiiinghen gheregheert. Leyden : 4to. (Black

letter in part.) 6 pp., but without pagination. " Nac de Copie eerst gehedruckt

in den Uaghe," from which it would appear that there was an earlier edition

printed at the Hague. But the copy in Posthumus' library catalogue, marked
" No. 442, 's Hage, 1607," is inaccurately described. For it is now in Dr. R.

Brown's collection, and is as abrve.

An account of the revolution in Morocco.

124. 1609. Bo. 0.[ottiiigtr/n P]—A true Historical! discourse of Muley Hamet'b

rising to the three Kingdomes of Moruecos, Fes, and Sus. The dis-ynion of the

three Kingdomes, by ciuill warre, kindled amongst his three ambitious Sonr.es,

Muley Sheck, Muley Bosores, and Muley Sidan. The Religion and Folicie of the

More or Barbarian. The aduentures of Sir Anthony Sherley, and diuers other

English Gentlemen, in those Countries, with other Nouelties. London: 4to,

pp. 74, though unpaged [mixed Roman and black letter].

A very valuable original contribution to the history of Morocco. Among
other particulars it gives an account of Sir Anthony Sherley's Embassy in 1604

from Rudolf II., Emperor of Germany, to Mowlai Abd-ei-Aziz (Abu .l"'ar§8=

Bofares), one of the sons of Ahmed II. El-Mansur, who on the death of their

father fought for the kingdom. This work, which is dedicated to Sir Robert

Cotton of Cunnington, is largely reprinted in the paper in Furcbas

(No. 148). See also Lady Vemey's " Memoirs of the Verney Family " (1892),

vol. ii., pp. 60-68.

125. 1608. lie Blano, Vincent.—Les voyages famevx du sievr Vincent Leblanc,

marseillois, qu'il a faits depuis I'age de douze ans jusques h, soixante, aux quatre

parties du Monde : k s9avoir aux Indes Orientales & Occidcntales, en Perse et

Pegu. Aux Royaumes de Fiz, de Maroc & de Ghiin^, & dans toute I'Afriquc
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int^rieuro; dopuis le cap de bonne Esp^rance jusques en Alcxandrie, par les terras

de Monomotapa, du Prcste Jean Sc de I'Sgypte, aux isles de la Mdditerran^ &
aux principales Provinces de I'Europe, &c. BMigez iidellement sur sea m^moires

et registres, tirez de la Bibliothdque de Monsieur de Peiresc, conseiller au Parle-

ment de Provence, et enrichis de trds curieuses observations, par Pierre Bergeron,

Farisien. Paris : 4to. Another edition (a raprint), 1649, 4to, Paris. Another

edition, Paris, 1658, " nouvelement reueu corrige' & augments par le Sr. Covlon,"

in 3 parts, pp. 1-202 + pp. 1-146 + pp. 1-109, each separately indexed. The
portions which concern Morocco are chaps, xxii. and xxiii., pp. 122-147. He
professes to have gone to Morocco with Don Guillern, sent by Henry III. as his

"Ambassadcur ou Agent vers Fez & Maroc." A Dutch edition appeared at

Amsterdam in 1654, 4to, pp. 116 :
" De Vermaarde Reizen, etc . . . Nieu welyks

door J. H. Glazemaker . .
.
". An English edition by F. Brooke, London :

fol., 1660.

Le Blanc shares with Mendez Pinto the undeserved reputation of being

what Congreve calls the latter, a " liar of the first mcgnitude." Butler's sneer

in * Hudibros' about the swashbuckler who had " traced countries far and near

more than Le Blanc the traveller," has clung in the world's memory.

126. 1608. Delisle.—Une Belation du Koyaume de Maroc et des Villes qui en

dependent. (Harlay, No. 248, pp. 224 and 278.)

Letter addressed to Henry IV. (Thomassy.)

127. 1609. Orden del Sr. Bey Oatolioo D. Felipe III. comunicando & los

Jurados de Valencia que la determinacion tomada para la expulsion de los

Moriscos la habia motivado entre otras ccsas el haberse entendido que maqui-

naban en Constantinopla y Marruecos paia ocupar nuevamente & Espaila & fuerza

de anaas. Dada en S. Lorenzo & 11 de F«tiembre. Golec. Abreu. (Duro.)

128. 1609. Orden del] Sr. Bey OabMoo D. Fhelipe HI. & D. Nufio de

Mendoza, Gobernador de Tdnger, avisindole la resoluciun tomada para la expulsion

de los Moriscos de estos reinos, y prevsenir do les dejase pasar libremente & Berberia

& los que aportasen en su distrito, sin hacerles dafio ni vejacion alguna y que

procurase

recibidos

:

saber y avisase & d6nde iban

dada en Madrid & 4 de Octubre.

parar, sus designios ' y cumo eran

Colec. Abreu. (Duro.)

129. 160v^ Capitulaoiones propuestas por Mahomet Xeque Xarife, Bey de los

reinos de Miiruecos, Fez y Sus, sobre la entr'xja de la fuerza y puerto de

Larache, al Sr. Gatholico D. Phclipe III., juntamente con la respucsta que des

Orden de Su Majestad se puso & la margen de Cada uno de sus Articulos : dada

en Madrid & 9 Setiembre. Colec. Abreu. (Duro.)

180. 1609. Bando que mand6 publicar en el reino de Valencia & 22 deSetiembre

de 1609 el virey D. Luis Carrillo de Toledo, Marqu'r de Camcena, previniendo

todo lo couviente a la salida, trasporte y seguridad Je los Mori?«os hasta su

desembarco en la Costa de Africa. Colec. Abreu. (Duro.)

131. 1610. Bando mandado publicar en el Principado dc Catalufia y Condado

de Rosellon y Cordaiia, por el virey D. Hector Piuately, duque de Montele6n,

1"". la expulsion de los Moriscos de aquella provincia y publicado en Barcelona &

29 de Mayo de 1610. En Limosin y Gastellano. Golec. Abreu. (Duro.)

182. 1610. Bando que mando publicar en el reino de Arag6n el virey D.
Gaston de Moncada, Marqu^ de i^itoua, para la expulsion de los Moriscos de

aqudi reino, previniendo todo lo convrniente & su ejucuci6n y al transporte de

ellos : Dada en Zaragoza d 29 Mayo do 1610. Golec. Abreu. (Dnro.)
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188. 1610. CMula Heal d«l Br. D. Phelipe III., maodando publicar por

bando la expulaiua de los Moriscoa de Caatilla la Vioja y Nueva, Mancha y
Extremadura, en que se oontienon y repiten los motives que dictaron esta

re8oluci6a : dada en Aranda & 10 dc Juillet 1610. Colec. Abreu. (Duro.)

184. 1610-21. Ourita, Qeminlmo.—Annales de la Corona de Aragon. ^ara-

g09a : 6 vol., folio.

186. 1610. The Bulton Moulai Zidan sent the Kaid Hamed ben Abdnlla to

Holland for the purpose of concluding a treaty with the States-General ; it

consisted of 18 Articles, and was ratified on the 24th of December. See Dumont,

t. T. ; Aitzema, t. i.

186. 1611. Bllva, Rodrigo de.—Relaoion de los navios que tomu y quem6 D. 1{.

de S. nl recorrer la Costa de Berberid contra la escuadra de Muley Cedan. ' Acad.

d€ la Hict. r vpalcs de Jesuitas,' 1. 132, num. 13. (Duru.)

137. l*)!!. Vasoo Mousinho de Quevedo e Castello Branoo. —Alfonso

i\.fi!car.<i, poetua heroico della prfiza d' Arzilla o Tanger. Lisboa : 8vo. Another

cdi-ini, 17B6. (Renou.)

Idi). 1€1 }. Berioht weloher Gestalt Niebevor drei Gebriidere, K6nige zu Fez

Ui.O Morocco. Krieg gegen einander gefiihrt. Colin : 8vo. (Benou.)

li)0. ir>:i.2. Eene Vonderlioke ende Vreemde Nieuwe Tydlnghe,
^.tirsdj-evnii iiyt Barbarien, hoe dat hem aldaerue;ien nieuwen Coninck opghe-

woipen iieeft, ghcnacmt Muley Hamet Ben Abdalp., hem titulereude Coninck van

de twee, ende van de landen passerehde China : Opwerper, door 't bevel Gods,

cm vrede in de wercldt te brenghen?: Gheloovighe in de wet Gods : een stiijder

teghen de ongheloovighe. Desen brief is gheschreven bij een Chripten-Coopman,

die aldaor woonachtig is, den weicken se!;Iit, selfs in persoone met eenighe ander

Christen-Coopluyden, op ten xii J ily 1612, in de Tente van desen nieuwen

Coninck ghoweest heeft, en aldaer stijne prosentie ghesien ende ghesproocken te

hcbben. Delft, Gedruckt bij Jan Andriesz : 4to.

140. 1613. Late Ifewes out of Barbary, in a letter written of late from a

merchant there to a gentl. not long since imployed into that country from His

Majestie. Containing somo strange particulars of this New Samtish Kings

proceedings, as they hauo boon very credibly related from such as were eye-

witnesses. London : 8ro, pp. 18.

141. 1613. Bojas, .Vaan Iiuis de.—Relacion de aljunos sucesos postreros de

Bcrberia, salida de xos Moriscos de Espafla y entrega de Laracho dirigida k don

Fernando de Mo'jorenhas, Cavallero de la ordeu niilitar de Christo. Lisboa : 8vo.

(Renou.)

142. 1614. Ijlthgow, William.—'J'otnlc Discourse of the rare adventures and

painful perigrinations of long nineteen yeares Travaylei, from Scotland to the

most famous kingdoms in Easte Asia ami Affrica, wiierein is entaied an Exact

Relation of the Lawes, Religion, Policies and Goveruments of all thoir Priests,

Politicals and People. 4to.

Many editions; the first (ut supra) in 1614, but the completed work did

not appear until 1632, " A most delectable and true Discourse of an admired

and painefuU Peregrination from Scotland to the most famous Kingdomes in

Europe, Asia, and Aflfrica," sni. 4to. The I2tii was jmblished at Leith, 8vo,

1814, pp. 412, with portrait. It also appeared in Dutch :
' William Lithgouwa

19 Jaarige Lant-Keyse naer de Vermacrdo Kouinckiijoken Europa, Asia ende

Africa,' 1652, 4to, with very curious plates.

M
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Part VIII. contains an account of his visit to Algiers and Tlcmfen, whence

he prroeeded to Fez about 1617 with Mons. Chatteline, a French lapidary of

Aix in Provence, and " certain merchants of Algiers tliat were going thither,

being in all thirty passengers, with two Janizaries and a dragoman." He gives

an account of Fez which hears out Leo's description of its prosperity, and also

of its immorality. ' *

148. 1614. Aldrete, Bernardo Joa^.— Cnnonigo en la Sancta Iglesia de

Gordoua. Varias AntigUedades de Espafia, Africa y otras provincias. Amberes :

4to, pp. 640.

Beautifully printed, with copious index ; it is a general history, with but

little on the subject of Morocco.

144. 1614. Guadalajara y Xauierr, F. M. Mnrcos de, Religioso y
General Historiador de la Orden de N. S. del Carmen.— liediciun y Deatierro

de los Moriscos de Castilla, hasta el Valle do liicote con las Disensiones do

los hermanos Xarifes, y presa en Berberia de la fuer^a y puerto de Larache.

Pamplona : 8vo, pp. 183.

The latter portion occupies from pp. 81 to 132, with the separate title,

" Presa en Berberia dc la famosa fuer9a de Alarache por el Catbolico y Amado
Filipo deste nombre Tercoro, Rey y Monarca de Espafia."

146. 1615. Orozoo, AguBtin de.—Discurso historial do la presa del puerto de

laMamora. Madrid: 4to. (Duro.)

146. 1617. Mooquet, Jean, Garde du Cabinet des Singularitez du Soy au

Tuilleries.—Voyages en Afrique, Asio, Indes Orientales et Occidentales. Divisez

en six livres et enrichiz de Figures. Paris : Svo, pp. 442.

A second edition, published in 1647, Svo, pp. 442, and a third at Bouen in

1665. Dutch (Dordrecht, 1656), and German (1688, pp. 632, 4to), and English

(1696) translations ; French original reprinted, 1830. See also No. 312.

Book I. is devoted to his Voyage to the Court of Morocco and the Canary

Islands. He touched at Cape Blanc and at Mazagan. In Book III. there is an

account of his journey from Safi to Merakish in the character of a physician.

147. 1617-1625. Furohas, Samuel, " Parson of St. Martins neare Ludgate."

—

Hakluytus Posthumous. His Pilgrimes in 5 bookes (4 vol.). London : folio,

pp. 1973.

The following articles connected with Morocco are in vol. ii. :

—

Leo, John, Observations of Africa and a Description of the Kingdomes of

Bugia and Tunis, the Land of the Negroes, and of the confines of Egypt ; with

an account of the People, Tribes, Languages, Seasons, Vertues, Vices, and

other more general considerations of Africa (from Pory, ut supra).

Collections of things Tiost remarkable in the Historie of Barbaric by Ro. C.

The Trading of the Moores into Guirec and Gago for gold ore or sandie

gold. [This is a reprint from Ro. C.'s 'True Historicall discourse ' (No. 124).]

African Possessions of the King of Spain and the Turke.

Smith, Capt. John, Travels and Adventures in divers parts of the World,

throw France, Italic, and on the Sea Coasts of Europe, Africa, and Asia, with

his Transylvanian Acts : begun about 1596.

Gramaye, J. B., Relations of the Christianitie of Africa and especially of

Barbaric and Algier. 1619.

148. 1617. Ro. C.—How the Kingdome of Barbary came to Muley Hamet Xarif,

the late deceased King, and the course of his Gouvemment ; of his Sonnes and
their behauiour; Sheck's misgouernment and imprisonment; Hamct's death.

(Purchas, ' Pilgrimes,' vol. ii., pp. 851--873.)

VOL. III. T
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148. 1017. Leo AfirioanuB.—Obflervations of Africii and a doscriptiou of tho

Kingdomes of Bii<;ia and Tunis, the Land of the NegrocH, and of the Confines of

Egypt, with ail account of the Peoples, Tril)e8, liangungos, Seasons, Vertues,

Vices, and other more general considerations of Africa. (HakluytusPosthumoua

and Pui-chas His Pilgrimes, vol. ii., pp. 749.)

This is a mere reprint of parts of Pory'8 voli nic. No. 69.

160. 1618. Bemon.—Historia <;eDeral de la urdcn do Nuestra Seflora de la

Merced. Madrid: 4to.

In Tol. !., pp. .324, 358, an account is given of the ransom in 1306-7 (705-6

A.H.) of 300 Christian slaves from Tctnan, Fez, Mcrakish, Tlemaon, and

Algiers, by Raymond Albert, Prior-General of tho Order of Mercy, and of tho

ransom in 1313 or 1321 (718-721 a.h.) by Guillermo Giraldo, Prior of the Order

in Barcelona, and the famous Preacher Claude do S. Romans, of 236 slaves in

Morocco. Among these was a Knight, Don Juan, who was on the point of

apostatising and marrying an Imiwrial Princess. At pp. 444-450 the martyrdom

at Fez of Jtiiio de Puerto (at tlie end of the 14th century) is described, the

offence of this Friar lieing the public preaching of Christianity. In 1402, 258

slaves were ransomed by Fathers Juan de Herrcra and Bernard Arenys.

Dennis de Mendoca and Severin de Paris (who wos impaled and burnt in

Algiers ten years later) rescued 104 captives, "et convertoient un grand

rabbin." In 1411 Severin freed 140 unfortunates ; Gomez Martinez, a Portu-

guese Trinitarian, who died in 1431, had in twelve redemptions bought oack

2984 slaves (Calvo, Resuniea de las prerogativas . . . de la SS. Trinidad . . y do

los varones, &c. Pamplona : 1791, 3rd part, p. 209). Jean de Luca de la

Merci freed 116, who entered Seville in solemn procession (Remon, p. 389) ; and

Domingo, another Trinitarian, was the means of ending tho cruel captivity of

150 Europeans. The Fathers de Sarmiento and do Segovia bought up 189

prisoners at Merakish and Fez, and two of their confreres, PP. do Valverde and

Dominique, 124 at Merakish. Two hundred and four were credited to the

exertions of Pierre Bcuccord and Jean le Yasseur, while Diego de Gayangos

paid the ransom for 500 who were at Fez in 1519 (' Tableau des Redemptions,'

Paris, 4to, 1785 ; of. Godard, p. 441). Other Religieux were about equally

successful, showing to what an extent captures had been made from the

opposite coast of Sjiain, though at that time piracy—in Morocco—was not at its

height.

161. 1618. Remon, El Fadre F. Alonso, Prcdicador y Coronista General.

—

Historia de la ordenanza do la Merced, Kedencion de Cautivos. Madrid : foliu,

pp. 525 = 1050, alternate pages only being numbered.

162. Bleda, el Fadre Fresentado Pray layme.—Predicador general de la

Orden de Predicadores, Calificador de la Inquisiclon de Valencia,

Coronica de los Moros de Espafia diuidida en ocho libros.

Valencia fol. pp. 1072 ; + Index, Contents, etc. Necessary for the History

of Morocco.

158. 1619. Edriai.—Geographia Nubiensis : id est, accuratissima totius orbis in

septem Climata divisi Doscriptio. Recens ex Arabico in Latinum versa a

Gabriele Sionita et Joanne Hesronita. P.irisius : 4to.

Contains the original Arabic with a Latin translation, but the term
" Nubian Geography" is entirely gratuitous. See Nos. 95, 589.

164. 1619, Iiopez, Francisco.—Verdadeira et santa historia das cinco mavtyre

de Maroccos. Lisboa.
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166. 1022. Morales, J. B. de.—Jornada do Africa dol Rey D. Sebostidn.

SevUla: 8vo. (Duro.)

166. 1G22. Oramsye, Jean Bap.—Africa) Illustratas Libri Decern in quibun

Barbaria gentesque ejus ut olim et nunc describuntur. Historia Ecclesiastica

. . . Marocci, Fessas, . . . cum adjccto speculo miseriarum Barbaricam et mediix

rcducenti illuc Rcligionum et dabullandi Pyratos et Africa ergocendi, etc Tornaci

Nerviorum (Doomllc) : 4to, pp. 194.

Morocco (pp. 127-193) is largely taken from Leo and Marmol.

167. 1622. A Dutch Embassy under lluyl went to Morocco to renew the

treaty of 1610.

Jakob Van Gool (Golius), afterwards Professor of Oriental Langiiages in

Leyden, accompanied this expedition, and by his knowledge of Arabic contributed

greatly to its success. Golius—the successor of Erpenius—presented the Sultan

with a New Testament and an Atlas in Arabic. He wrote a letter in such

choice Arabic and beautiful caligraphy, that when he appeared at court he

Astonished Mowlai Zidan by scarcely understanding a word of his African

vernacular, and by pronouncing the language ro badly that they conversed in

Spanish. He, however, received from the Sultan several Arabic MSS. and wns
l)ermitted to make the plan of the Palace in Fez engraved in Windus' ' Journey

to Mequinez,' p. 222, from " the original of which (as it was drawn by himself,

with some explanations in Arulnck) is now [1725] in the hands of Mr. Gorbiere,

who has been pleased to communicate it to me."
..

See Bayle, p. 558 ; Host, p. 34 ; Godard, p. 482.

168. 1623. Histolre veritable de la mort soufferte par fr^rc Bemardin, religieux

de I'ordre de S. Augustin, pour avoir par ses predications converti deux mille

infideles & hi foi Gatholique en la ville et cite de Marque en Barbaric. Paris

:

8vo. (Temaux Compi.ns.)

169. 1623. Belaoion de la fclicisima victoria que D. Bias de Meneses, Capit&n

General de Mazagan, alcanzo en 1023. Granada. Dos hoj. de la Hist. (Duro.)

160. 1623. Carta del Bey Felipe IV. a Don Garcia de Toledo Ossorio sobre

la defensa de la plaza de la Mamora y contcstaciun de date. Acad, de la Hist.

Papeles de Jesuitas, t. vii. ni&m. 25. (Duro.)

161. 1623? Alsamiento y p^rdida de las Galeras en la playa do la

Mamora yendo al Socorro de dicha plaza. 1. c. t. xxix., num. 50.

162. 1624. Coello de Barbuda, liuys.—Empi-esas Militares de Lusitanos.

Escriptau por .... criado de su Magestad, natural, y vesino de la Giudad de

Lisboa. Lisboa : 8vo, pp. 335.

168. 1625. Twelve Views of Ceuta, in the Bibl. Nat., Paris. One of them
shows the gate by which the Portuguese entered. (Renou.)

164. 1625. Vaz de Almada, Vr.—Tratato do succeso que teve a naO S. JoaO

Batista, e Jornada que Fez a gente que della escajjon desde trinta e tres graos no

( abo da Boa-Esperan9a onde Fez Naufragio ate Zofala vindo sempre Marchando

por teira. Lisboa : 4to.

166. 1625. Fiirohas, Samuel.—His Pilgrimage, or relation of the world and
the religions observed in all ages and places^ &c. London : 9 books, in 1 vol.

folio, pp. 1047.

This is a compiled work ; a general geography, in Purchas's own words.

Many editions have been published ; the fourth is usually catalogued as vol. v.

of the 'Pilgrimes,' but the two works are essentially dififerent. In 'His

T 2
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Filgrimago ' there \h a brief account of Barbnry, NumlJla and Libya, for

which he is much indebted to Lvo. Lose edit. 1G2Q

lee. 1U26. Blmaoinus (JergiH ibn El-Amed, calle<l Kl-Makin).—Hist^ria

Saracenica qua ret gestos MuHlcmorum inde a Mohammede Arabe vsque ad .... .

. . . fidclissime cxpliontur, &c. Lugduni Uatavurum, fol. : French Trans. Tariii,

1G57 : 4to.

167. 1626. Memoire du Chevalier do Rakilly. A Monsoigueur rilluatriBBima

Cardinal do Kiclielieu, Glicf du Gonseil du Hoy ct Superintendent du Gommerco
de France.

This MS., dated Pontoiso, 26 Dec. 1626, exists in the Wlh. Sa'at-Gcneviive

(MSS. L. f. 36) and consists of 74 pages. Printed in the ' Rev. de Qdogr.'

t. xix., p. 374 et $eq.

He prays the Cardinal to equip a fleet " qu'iia aillent dellivrer les Ghrestiena

escl'ives quy sont en Barl)ary;" and further:—"Ceulx du Royaulmo da

Marroque, SalltS et Tout«)uan ont commanc^ d'armer par mer dopuys huit nns

et ont pris plus de six mil chrestiens et quinze millions de livres."

168. .1626. Orlgen y descendencia du lus reyes Beni Merines, Seigneurs d'Afrique.

Nap)ks: 4to.

There is a legend to the eflect that the Beni Marino or El-Merin, one of the

Morocco dynasties (1217-1471), were descended from the Qenoeae family of

the Marini.

169. 1626. O^dula Real do 3 Mayo do 162G, ordcnando al Almirantaz;;o no

embarace que del puerto de Zald se traigan d estoB rcinos los frutos do aquclla

tierra y Devon & ella todos y cualesquiera frutos y mercaderias de todos gdneros,

como no sean de las que las leyes prohiben sacar, ni las do rebeldcs u que los

Mores hayan tomado por presn. Abrou, * Golec. de Tratados.' (Duro.)

170. 162B. Relaoion ael Martirio que dicron los Moros en Tetudn & Francisca

Trigo, Morisca, uataral do Avila. Madrid : fol. (Duro.)

171. 1628. IiarraepurUt Tomas de.—Carta del General D. Tom&s de Larraspuru

dando cuenta de la gran presa que hizo en la Artilleria, pulvora y municiones del

enemigo que ostaba sobro la Mamora. Imp. en 2 fol. en Sevilla. (Acad, de la

Hist. Papales do Jesuitas, tomo 18, num. 42.) (Duro.)

172. 1629. Coutinho, Oon9alo.—Discurso da Jornada de D . . . . a Villa do

Mazagam e sev governo nella. Lisboa : 4to, pp. 175.

178. 1630 [actually August 1629]. Smith, John.—The Trvo Travels and

Adventvres and observations of Captainc la Europe, Asia, Affrica

['Affricke' in the text] and America, irom Anno Domini 1593 to 1629. His

Accidents and Sea-fights iu the Straights; his Si:tvice and Stratagems of warre

in Hungarin, I'ransilvania, Wallachia and Moldavia, against the Turks and

Tartars ; his three single combats betwixt the Cliristian Armie and the Turks.

After how he was taken prisoner by the Turks, sold for a Slave, sent into

Tartaria ; his description of the Tartars, thoir strange manners and customcs of

Religions, Dress, Buildings, Warres, Feasts, Ceremonies, and Living; how he

slew the Bashaw of Nalbrits in Gambia, and escaped from the Turkes and

Tartars. Together with a continuation of his generall History of Virginia,

Summer-lies, New England, and their proceedings since 1624 to this present

1629 : as also of the New Plantations of the great River of the Amazons,

the lies of St. Christopher, Movis, and Barbadoes, in the West Indies. All

written by Actnall Authours, whose names you shall finde along the History.

London : fol., pp. 60.
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The substanco of tliis work appeared first in 1025 in Purchat's ' PilgrimeH,'

vol, il. (No. 148).

A Dutch edition by J. SanderHon, ' Scor gedenckwaerdigo vorjagien,' 8co. [an

abridgment], Amsterdam : 4to, 1678.

Another Dutch edition, No. 73 ut ' Naaukori^^o Versamcllng* of Pioter Van
der An. Leyden : 8vo, 1706.

A tliird Dutch issue in same series. Leyden : 8vo, 1707.

A further Dutch edition : ' Aaanmerkenswaardigste Zw,' Deol 5. Leyden

:

fol., 1727.

Churcliill's Voyages, vol. ii. London : fol, 1732, 1744, 1765.

An American edition, reprinted with the 'Gonerall History of Virginia' at

Richmond, Virginia : 8vo, 1819,

But the best and most accurate, with a comploto Bibliography, is that of

Professor Arber in the 'English Scholars' Libm Birmingham, 1884, 8vo,

pp, 805-916. Smith offered his sword to Abd i/, " understanding of the

warres in Barbaric," and witli tliat object went (p. 31) in 1604 to the city of

Merakish. He gives a curious account of the Golden Balls on the Kutubia,

of the many free English workmen then in the Sultan's employment, among

them being Henry Archer, a watchmaker, " and Master John Bull," who were

well paid and treated, and apparently high in favour with the soldiers. He
also gives an f icount of Fez (p. 36), mentions " Magadore " (p. 41), which

flhows that i* lod then got the [modern name, and (p. 59) gives a curious

account of the " bad life, qualities, and conditions of Pyrats,** from which it

appears that the Morocco pirates learnt their trade from the English rovers

driven out of the Euroi)ean seas.

174. 1630. Bontier, Pierre.—Histoire de la premiere dcscouverte ct Conquesto

des Canaries, faite dha I'an 1402 par Messire lean de B^thenoourt, Chambellau

du Roy Charles VI., escrito du temps mcsme par F. Pierre Bontier, Religieux

de S. Fran9ois, et Jean de Verrier, Prestre, domestiques dudit Sieur de Bethen-

court, et roise en lumiere par M. Galien de B^thencourt, Conseiller de Roy en sa

Cour de Parliament de RoUen, plus un Traicte de la Navigation et des Voyages

do Dcscouverte et Conqueste modernes et principalement des Fran9oiB (par

Bergeron). Paris : 8vo, pp. 208 + 303. See No. 1164.

An English translation by R. H. Major was published by the Hakluyt

Society in 1872, • The Canarian, or book of the Conquest and Conversion of

the Canarians in 1402,' London, 8vo. (with Introduction, pp, 55, portrait and

two plates) ; and a Spanish one by P. M. Ramirez in 1847, ' Historia del primer

defccubrimiento y conquista de las Ganarias principiada en el afio de 1402,' &c.

176. 1630. Mesa. Sebastian de.—Jornada de Africa por el rey Don Sebastian

y union del reyno de Portugal d la Corona de Castilla. Barcelona : 4to, pp. 169.

176. 1630. Traits de Trhve entre Louis XIII., Empereur de Prance & celui de

Maroc, par Monsieur le Chevalier de Raselli, & les Capitoines & Gouverneurs de

8al6 & autres Villes du Roiaume de Maroc. Fait k la Rado de Said lo 3 Sep-

tembre 1630. 4to, pp. 4. (Tab. des ifitab. Fran9. en Alg. 1841, p. 418.)

This treaty is dated 3rd September ; 16 additional articles were signed on
the 24th of the same month.

177. 1631. Traits de Pais entre Louis XIII., Emi^ereur de France & celui

de Maroc, Fait i Maroc le 17 Septembre 1631, 4to, pp. 3.

The treaty was made by the Chevalier de Razclli and Admiral du
" Chalard.
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178. ]631. TraiM entre Loais XIIL, Empereur de France, & Molei Elgualed,

Empereui de Maroo. Fait h la Bade de Saffi le 24 Septembre 1631. 4to, pp. 2.

This also is signed by Dti Sazelli and Du Ghaiard.

170. 1631. Bref et fiddle rto't des inhumanit^s et barbares 'crnaut^ de Moley

Abd-el-Meleo, empereur de Maroc, dernier ddced^, exercees h I'endroit tant des

pauvres Chretiens que de plusieurs de ses domestiques. Paris : 8to. (Renou.)

180. 1632. loaanis Leonis Aftioani Africa Descriptio ix. lib. absoluta.

Lug. Batav. [Leyden] : Apud Elzevir, Ao. 1632. With an engraving of an em-

blematical character on the title-page. 12mo, pp. 80, with 16 pp. index at the

end ; in two parts, but with continuous pagination.

This is the Latin edition most frequently met with. It is a verbatim

reprint from Florianus (Ko. 50), but without tiie slightest acknowledgment of

the source whence it was derived. It was issued in 1639 in 2 vols, by the

same publisher, and evidently from the same type.

181. 1632. Armand, Jean.—^Voyages d'Afriqve faicts par le commandement dv

roy. Ou sont contenues les nauigations des Fra9oiB, entreprises en 1629 & 1630

soubs la conduite de Monsieur le GommSdeur de Bazilly, ds costes Occidentales

de Boyaumes de Fez & de Marroc ; le traictd de pais fdct auec les habitans de

Sall^ & la deliurance de plusieurs esclaues Frangois. Ensemble la description

des snsdit Boyaumes, Villes, Coustumes, Beligion, Moeurs & commoditez de

ceux dudit pays. Le tout illustre de curieuses obseruations par lean Armand, Turc

de Nation, lequel a eu employ ausdits voyages. Paris: 8vo, pp. 320, with

dedication (pp. v.) to Cardinal de Bichelieu.

In an edition of 1631 (18mo) Armand is described as " dit Mustapha, Turo

de nation, Chirurgien de Mgr. le Comte de Soissons."

This work shows the great interest which Bichelieu attached to the mari-

time preponderauce of France, and to commercial intercourse with Morocco.

182. 1633. Harriaon, Bev. John.—The tragical life and death of Muley

Abdala Melleck, the late King of Barbaric. Delft : 4to, pp. 24.

The author was one of the suite of Frederick, King of Bohemia.

188. 1633. Uozeira Pita, ManneL—^Poema Africano. Sucesos de D. Fer-

nando Mascarenhas, del Conscjo de S.M., General de Septa, en el discurso de

seis afios que lo fu6 de Tang<Sr. Cadiz : 4to, pp. 111. (Duro.)

184. 1634. TvToioi Imperii Statvs. Accedit de Begn. Algeriano atque Tunetano

Gommentarius. Leyden : 16mo. Preface, Gontents, privil^e, pp. 6 + pp. 363

Text + pp. 5 Index.

This extremely rare work is often considered an excerpt from Leo Africanus,

Ko. 46. It is, however, a compilation from Montolbanus, Honorium, Malagucci,

Busbequis, Leonclavius, Soranzi and other writers, on Turkish affairs, money,

mode of measuring time, etc The Appendix (pp. 307-363) contains an

account of Tunisia taken from Gramaye, and of Algeria from Leo and other

authors, though without acknowledgment. From the privilege granted to the

Elzevirs dated 16th May 1626, it appears that the full title of the book was

to be "Turcici Imperii status seu discursus varii de rebus Turcarum."

186. 1635. TraiM entre Louis XIIL, Empereur de France & de Navarre, &
Moulei Signaled, Empereur de Maroc, Boi de Fez, de Suz, & de Sal^, &c Fait

en la ViUe de Sal^, le 7 Sept. 1635. 4to, pp. 4.

This is signed by Messire Priam Pierre du Chalard. i.
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A special " Acceptation faite par lea GouTerneura & Habitana de Said dee

Articles de la Pais" is added.

See also ' Tabl. des £tab. Fran9ai8 en Algdric,' 1841, p. 418.

180. 1637. The AxriTall and Intertainments of the Embassador Alkaid Ben
Jaurar AbdelU with his Associate Mr. Kobert Blake from the High and Mighty

Prince, Mulley Mahamed Sheque, Emperor of Morocco^ King of Fesse and Susse.

Description of some Bites, Gustomes & Lawes of these Affrican Nations, etc.

Likewise God's exceeding mercy manifested in the happy redemption of three

hundred and two of His Majesty's poore Subjects who had beene long in miserable

Slavery at Salley in Barbary. Loudon : 4to.

•187. 1637. FitB-Oeffery, Charles.—Compassion towards captives, our brethren

and countrymen who are in miserable bondage in Barbaric. Urged and pressed

in 3 sermons, preached in Plymouth in October 1636. Oxford : sm. 4to.

188. 1637. Dunton, John, Mariner, Master of the Admirall called the

Leopard.—A True journal of the Sally fleet, with the proceedings of the voyage.

Whoreunto is annexed a List of Sally captives' names, and the places where they

dwell, and the description of the three Townes in a card. London : 4to, no

continuous pagination, with map by Richard Simpson. Also in the Harleian

Collection of Voyages and Travels, vol. ii. p. 491.

188. 1637. La Prise de I'ancienne ville de Said en Afrique par la flotte d'Angle-

torre. Paris : 4to, pp. 6.

Extrait des * Extraordinaires de Mercure fran9ais.'

180. 1637. Dan, le 3. P. Tr. Pierre, Bachelier en Theologie de la Faculty

de Paris, Ministre & Superieur du Gonuent de I'ordre de la S. Trinity & Redemp-

tion des Captifs fondd au Chasteau de Fontaice-bleau.—Histoiro de Barbaric

et ses Corsaires, des Boyaumes et des Yilles d'Alger, de Tvnis, de Said & de

Tripoly. Divisee en dix livres ov il est Traittd de levr Govvemement, de leurs

Moeurs de leurs Cruautez, de leurs Sortileges, et de plusicurs autres par-

ticularetez remarquables—Ensemble des grandes miseres et des crvels tourdaents

qu'endurent les Chrestiens Captifs parmy ces Infideles. Paris: 4to, pp. 614.

A second edition folio, 1049, pp. 489. A Dutch translation by G. van

Brockhuijsen, Amsterdam, 1648. (No. 299)

The author was for nearly half a century a Trinitarian father, engaged in

the release of captives.

Relation IIL Chap. L p. 200. Des Corsaires de la Yille et rcpublique de

Saltf.

De la Ville de Said.

De quelques traittez avec les Corsaires de Sal^.

Du Royaume de Maroc.

De la Ville de Maroc.

De quelques traittez entre les Roys de France et Maroo.

Du Royaume de Fez.

Chap. IL p. 208.

Chap. HI. p. 211.

Chap. IV. p. 228.

Chap. V. p. 231.

Chap. VI. p. 235.

Chap. VII. p. 245.

Chap. VIII. p. 248. De U Ville de Fez.

Relation IV. Chap. IV. p. 259. De la Ville de Tetuan.

There are several other chapters regarding the manner in which the

Corsairs equip their vessels, make prizes, and regarding the subject of Christian

slavery generally. It is a standard work on the Barbary States.

181. 1638. Ounha, Job6 da.—^Traslado de una carta embiada & esta villa de

Settibal de D. Joseph de Acufla, Caballero del h&bito de Christo, & un amigo suyo,

d&ndole cuenta de una gran batalla y feliz victoria que ban tenido los Cavalleros
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Portugueses en Melilla, Ceuta, Mazagan y T&nger, Ckwta de Africa, & los 7 dias d«l

lues do Octubre deste presente aQo 1638. Madrid : fol.

182. 1641. All Ibn BufyaxL—Histoire des advantures guerridres d'Almancor, .

Itoy d'Arabie. Traduite d'Espaguoi par le Sionr de Tieux Maisons. Paris : 8vo.

Another translation :—La vie du Roy [Jacob] Almansor [translated by
F. D. Obeilh]. Chez Daniel Elsevir. Amsterdam : 12mo, 1671.

193. 1641. VasoonoelloB, Antonio Manoel de.—^^.frica conquistada pelos

Portugueses. Lisboa : en ful. (Duro.)

184. 1641. Iiiedekerke, the Dutch Admiral, conducted an Embassy to Morocco.

See No. 972.

186. 1642. Newes from Sally; of a strange delivery of foure English captives

from the slavery of the Turkes. London : 4to, p. 6.

186. 1642. Baena Farada, J. de.—Vida del Bey Don Sebasti&n do Portugal y
Jornada que hizo & las conquistas de Africa. Madrid : 4to. (Duro.)

187. 1643. D'Avity, Pierre, Seigneur de Montmartin.—Description g^o^rale

d'Afriqve, seconde partie dv monde. Avec tovs ses Empires, Royavmes, Estats, et

R^pvbliqueR. Oti sont dcduits & traictez par ordre leurs Noms, Assiette, Gonfins,

Moeurs, Richesses, Forces, Gouuemment & Religion; Et la Genealogie des

Empereurs, Roys & Princes Souuerains, lesquels y ont domiu^ iusques k nostre

temps. (Morocco is treated at pp. 64-144.) Paris : folio, pp. 621.

Nouvelle Edition, reveue, corig^ et augmcnt^e par Jean Baptiste de Bocolls,

conseiller et aumonier du Roy, et Historiographe de S.M. Paris : 1660.

188. 1643. Bebelion de Tanger por los Portugueses aQo 1643, y noticias de

los sucesos do aquella plaza. MS. Bib. Nacion., Madrid. (Duro.)

188. 1643. Asantar, Conde de.—Carta & Luis de Cyangnren de lo que pasaba

en T&nger afio de 1643. MS. en la Bib. Nac. (Duro.)

900. 1644. [Fran90iB, le F&re d'Angers.]—Histoire de la Mission des pires

capucins de la province do Touraino au royaume de Maroc en Afriquo, par les

ordres du R. P. Joseph de Paris, Piedicateur Capucin, Garminaire Apostolique

des Missions Etraugdres. [In the first edition the Author is given simply as

« P. P. D. A. C. I."] Niort : 8vo.

Reprinted Rome, 8vo, 1888, pp. 183 : " L'Histoire de la Mission des Pdres

Capucins de la Province de Touraine k Maroc, 1624-1636, par le P. Fran9oiii

d'Angers. R^impiimde d'apris I'Edition originale par les soins du P. Apollinairo

de Valence."

801. 1644. Ooana, Fr. Qomte de.—Epitome del Yiaje que hizo & Marruecos

el P. Francisco de la Concepci6u. Sevilla : 4to. (Duro.)

S08. 1648. lie Blano, Vincent.—Les Voyages Fameux qu'il a faits depuis

I'age de douzo ans jusques & soixante aux quatre parties du Monde . . . . le tout

Tccueilly des Memoires par le Sieur Coulon. Purls : 4to.

208. 1650. Birago Avogadro, Dr. Oio. Battista.—Historia Africana della

divisione dell' impero degli Arabi. E dell' origine, e del progressi della Monarchia

de' Mahometan! distessa per I'Africa, e per le Spagne. Venitia: 4to, pp. 4 + 446.

It begins with the year 622 A.D., and does not extend beyond 1007.

204. A French translation by M[ichel] d[e] P[ure]. Paris, 1666 : 18mo,

pp.262. No.235. . ,, , , ,.,.,. , -.
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906. 1651. TomsvedTM, Ooncto de.—Consultas y cartas del . . . sobre laezpo-

dicidn de T&Dger en 1661. MS. Bibl. Naoiou., Madrid. (Duro.)

900. 1651. Traotaet ran vrientBohap ende Terbintenisse Bealoten den negenden

Februarii 1651 tusachen de Uoogh Mogende Heeren Staten Generael vande

Geunieer de Ncderlanden ter eenre; ende de Heeren Gouverneurs ende Supe-

rienren vande Steden van Saltf en Barbarie, ter andere zyde. 's Graven-

Hage : 4tot pp. 8 [no pagination].

907. 1653. Frooopius of OeBsareo.

Many editions of the original exist subsequent to 1563; but the best is

that of Dindorf in the * Corpus Scriptorum Historio) Byzantias,' 3 vols., Bonn,

1833-38. Critical remarks of a valuable character may be found in W. 8.

Q'enffel's 'Studien und Charakteristiken sur Literaturgeschichte,' Leipzig,

1871, and F. Dahn's 'Prokopius von Ctesarea,' Berlin, 1865. The only

English translation is that of Sir Henry Holoroft, ' History of the Warres

of the Emperor Justinian,* 8 books. London : folio, 1663. An exceedingly

rare volume. There is a French translation: 'Procope de la Guerre centre

les Yandales. Paris, 1670. See No. 12. Also another by Dureau de la

Malle in ' Manuel Algerien,' pp. 211-325.

906. 1663. Moustier, Fire Arthur du. — Le martyrologe des fianciscains.

Paris: 4to.

At p. 452 an account is given of the martyrdom of Leon, Hugon,

Dominique, Jean, and Electns, during the reign of El-Mamun (Edria III.,

Abu-1-O'la), about the year 1233.

908. 1654. Chaulmer, Ohorlee (Conseiller du Roy et Historiographe de

France),—Le tableav de TAfrique ov sont reprdsent^z les Royavmes, B^pnb-

liques, Principaut^, lies, Presqu Ilez, Forts, & autres places considerables, de

cette Seconde Partie du Monde. Auec quelques relations succinctes des progrez

que font les BR. PP. de la Gompagnie de Iesvs, en la conuersion des Infideles &
I'avancement de nostre S. Foy Catholique, dans les terres les plus 41oign^.

Paris : 12mo. pp. 359, with a double-columned Index of pp. 39, and pp. 2,

Extraict du Priuilege du Roy, from which the author's Christian name is obtained.

Morocco ("Marroc") occupies from pp. 25-79 of the very rare little volume,

and is lai^ely an abridgment without acknowledgment from Marmol, who again

puts Leo under contribution.

910. 1654. Iia Miraculeuse r^emption des Gaptifs faite & Sal^, Coste de Bar-

barie. Paris : 8vo. (Renou.)

911. 1654. Ite Blano, Vincent.—De Vermaarde Reizen van de Heer Vincent

le Blano van Marsilien. Die hy sedert d'ouderdem van veertien jaren, tot aan

die van zestig, in de vier delen des Werrelts gedaan heeft, etc. Nieuwelijks

door J. H. Glazemaker uit de Fransohe in de Nederlantsche taal bestaalt en

met tresselijke Kopere Platene vorciert. Amsterdam : 4to. See No. 202.

919. 1654. Tabula Feutingeriana, edit. G. Harini, Amst. Also < La Table

de Feutinger d'apr^ I'original conserve & Vienne, par Ernest Desjardins.* Paris

:

1869. See No. 1936.

918. 1656. Sanson, TX., d'Abbeville, gfographe ordinaire du Boy.—^L'Afriqve en

plvsieurs cartes nouvelles, et exactes; Sc en divers traictes de g&)graphie et d'his-

toire, &c. Paris : 4to. Another edition, 1662, pp. 96 ; Marocco, pp. 9-21, con-

tains a considerable amount of original information.
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These beautiful mape were copied into Blome's ' Geographical Description

of the Four Parts of the World,' 1679, which is to a large extent a copy or

- condensation of part of Sanson's work.

S14. 1657. Narder Traotaet van vreedeendovriendtschapiBesloten den 22 Marti

1657, tusBohen de Hoogh. Mog. Ueeren Staten Cknerael der Vereeniglide Neder-

landen, ter eenre, ende den Prince ende Heere van de Steden en Landen van SM,
ter andere zijde. Mot de Elucidatie ende Ampliatie van dien, in den Hage

gemaeckt en geslotcn den twee en Beschrijving der Afrikaansche kusten en vooral

van het eiland St. Thomas, 's Graven-Hage : 4to.

916. 1669. Bmbaasy sent by " les Roys de Maroc et de Fez et le Seigneur de

Sal^ aux Etats Generaux pour renouveller ralliance faite entre eux et les Provinces

unies Tan 1650, et confirmde par M. TAmiral Buiter Tan 1657." See P^tis de la

Croix [No. 804], t. i., p. 470.

S1& 1660. Matham, Adrlen. See No. 972.

217. 1661. Lawes and ordinanoea of War, established for the better

governing His Majestie's forces in the Kingdoms of Sus, Fez, and Morocco, under

the command of his Excellency the Earl of Peterborough. London : folio,

pp. 20.

In this is contained the duty of soldiers to God, to his Majesty, duties in

general, duties to superiors, moral duties, duties of a soldier regarding his arms,
* in marching, in camp, in action, &c. A copy of this is contained in Morocco

Archives, No. 1. Quoted also by Davis, No. 1740.

218. 1661. Instruotie voor den Admirael Cortenaer. Om met twintigh

Fregatten te gacn Kruyssen op de Portugosche ende andere Hoovers. [No
place, printer, or publisher.] " Naer de Goppe, 1661." 4to, pp. 6 [no pagination].

Black letter. See No. 220.

These are general ^instrnctions how to deal with the Portuguese and other

rovers, those of Barbary included, drafted by their High-Mightinesses the States-

General of Holland to Admiral Cortenaer in 1661.

210. 1661. Artyokel-Brief voor Vloot onder den Admirael de Buyter gedes-

tineert tegens de Turcken. t'Alcmaer: 4to, pp. 6 [unpaged], n. d. ; but from

internal evidence 1661.

It forms the instructions for De Ruyter in his cruise against the Tunisians

and Algerians, but applies also to all the Barbary rovers. The title is in

Boman ; the text in black letter.

220. 1662. Advys vande Algemeene Gedeputeerde vans Lants Admiraliteyts

CoUegien Berechten op het naerder aenschryveu vanden Vice Admirael de

Ruyter, wat met de Turcken van Barbaryen diende gedaen. Rotterdam : 4to,

pp. 6, the title being paged 1.

These are instructions in addition to those in No. 218.

221. 1662-74. Courts Martial, Admiralty proceedings, garrison orders, &c.,

1G62-1674. Rawl. MS., Bodleian Library, G. 423. G. 423, 145 folios.

222. 1662-1675. Amounts of Money paid for Tangier, 1662-1675. 1. c.

A. 191, fol. 38; also 174, fol. 450.

228. 1662. Fepys, Samuel. See No. 545.

224. 1662. Historia de T&nger. Sucesos de Tdnger con Portugueses, ingleses

y moros aSo 1662. MS. Bibl. Nacion., Madrid.

226. 1663-69. Tangier.—The following Rawl. MSS., fully described in the
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BawIinsoD Catalogue, occupying 2 cols, of the Index under limgier, relate to

"Contract with Sir H. Cholmeley, etc., for building the mole, 1668;" "Orders
of Council, 1669," " Papers concerning victualling," Charters, Orders, Letters,

Addresses, Proceedings of Gommistiioners, &c. :

—

Bawl. MSS. A. 341. A. 410. A. 184. A. 342. A. 257.

(7.423. C. 353. A 174. A 183.

^.101. ^.185. ^.423. ^.256.
A. 190. A 181. A. 256. A, 196.

The Tanner MSS., also in the Bodleian Library, have several papers relating

to Morocco and Tangier.

1664. A Desoription of Tangier, the country and people adjoyning,

with an Account of the person nnd government of the kingdome of Gayland, the

present Usurper of Fez ; and a Short Narrative of the Proceedings of the English

in those parts. Whereunto is added the Copy of a letter from the King of

Fez to the King of England, for assistance against his rebellious subjects and
another from Gayland to his sacred majesty Charles the Second, with Divers

Letters and Passages worthy of Note. Translated from the Spanish into English

and published by Authority. London: 4to, pp. iv. + 34, with equestrian

portrait of Guyland alias Gayland (Gbailan).

227. 1664. A Brief Belation of the Present State of Tangier, and of the

Advantages which his Excellence the Earle of Tiveot has obteyned against

Gayland. London : 4to, pp. 8.

A pirated edition of the same inmphlet (without printer or publisher's

name) was issued in Edinburgh in the same year, with a few slight alterations

in the spelling, e.g. " obtained" for "obteyned," Sec.

S&8. 1664. Instruotie vande Hoogh-Mogende Heeren de llegenten der Yeree-

nich de Nederlantsche Kepublijque, voor d'Opperhoofdes Commandeur en de

Capitaynen, resorterenden, onder de respective Collegien ter Admiraltiteyt, gedes-

. tineert tot beveylinge van de Middellantsche-Zee, ende suppressie vande Boovers

aldaer grass eerende. [No place, printer, or publisher.] 4to, pp. 7.

Title Boman ; text black letter.

. General directions by their High-Mightinesses the Begents of the United

Batavian Bepublic for treating rovers who might be encotmtered.

228. 1664. Instruotie van de Ho: [oogh-] Mo: [gende] Heeren Staten

Generael Yercenichde Nederlauden, voor Johan Bartram van Mortaigne, Gede-

signeerde Consul Generael op de Guste van Barbarien, ende Mr. Gilbert de

Vianen, Fiscael over's lonts Vloote naer Algiers ende Tunis, waer naer sy

hun fullen hebben te reguleren. Benessens een grondigh, ende bondich berecht,

' op de vrage, of de Christenen vry staet handelingen van vrye Commertie te

maken, met Turcken, ende Barbarische volckeren. [No place, printer, or

publisher.] 4to, pp. 19.
" It contams quite a little sermon on the iniquity of (Christian) slavery,

plentifully interspersed with Latin quotations and extracts from the Koran

and the Bible, addressed to the " Barbarische Volckeren" generally ; those of

Morocco included.

280. 1664. Xbctraordinaire du xxvii juin 1664, oontenant ce qui g'est pass^

entre les Anglais et les Maui-es & Tanger,et la suite des autres affaires d'Angleterre,

avec les Hollandais, et ceux d'Algier, le tout en ime lettre de Londres. 4to, pp. 9.

281. 1665. Leo AMoaniiB. Pertinente Beschryvinge van Africa Met alle de

Landen, Koningrijken, Steden, Volken, Gewoonten C^erten, Yogelen, Boom- en
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Anard-vruohten dio daar eijn. Mittgndora De Koningen die daar peregeert,

vnde de Oorlogon die ay gcvoert hebben, tmo don Jare 1600 af. Oetrokken en

vergadert uyt do Roya.bocken van Joliaunea Leo AtVicanuR. Met Kopere Platen

verciert. Hier nofl'ena in by-gevoegt een pertinente bewhryvinge van de Kuite van

Guinea, aoo ala die liedcnulaags bovaren word, en do llandellnge die daar op e

Gout-kust woril godreven, Ixginnende met Itel xvii. Cap. Amstordani : 4to, pi).

;)20 + pp. 6 Index.

Tliis book is dedicated in a very laudatory preface, nigned by the Publisher,

to the Admiralty Coromitteo of Ilotturdam. The map is a copy of that

published by Jodooius HondiuR, and tlie co|ii)er-plates are for the most lAit

reproductions of those in .the French version of Leo (No. 40). The volume ia

divided into 22 chapters, the first uino (pp. 1-225) of which correspond to the

nine books of Leo. 1'he otliors are occupied with compiled matter, in many
cases containing curious facts of much value, relating to the Moorish sovereigns,

the trade of the Moors with Guinea and Gage, tho different settlements along

the African coast, and particularly with tho Dutch commerce in tlie West
African settlements. This translation of Leo, apparently by the publisher,

Arnout Leers, is from Florianus* version.

S82. 1666. IiM Batata, Empires, Itoyaumes et Principautcz dv Monde, Repre-

sontez par I'ordru, et veritable description dos Pays, Moours des Peuplos, Forces,

Kichesses, Gouvomments, Religions, Piinccs, Magistrats, et Souverains, qui ont

gouuerne et gouuernent auiord'huy ch&que Estat, scion quo le tout subsiste A

present, aprcs la mort des Princes, et les changcmonts qui sont arriuez k I'occasion

dos guorres dernidros, par lo Biour D. T. V. Y. gentil-homme ordinaire de

la ohambre du Ruy. Geneve : folio, pp. 930 and 28.

888. 1666. Oenealogia del Serenissimo D. Filippo d'Africa, Principe di Fcssa,

di Marocoo, scritta con Toccasione della sua venuta a Roma. Roma: 4to,

pp. 16, with a genealogical tree.

A copy of this is contained in Morocco Archives, No. 1.

981 1665 ? Translation of a Letter from the King of Morocco to the King of

England. Harleiau MSS. in B. M., No. 2104.

S8fi. 1666. Birago Avogadro, J. B.—Uistoire Africaine de la division de

I'empire dos Arabes, et de I'origine et du progrds do la Monarchic des Mahometans
dans I'Afrique et dans TEspagne; ^rite en Italien, et miso en Fran9ais, par

M. M. D. P. (Michel do Pure). Paris : 12mo.

The Italian text was published at Vcuico in 1C50 : No. 203.

888. 1666. ArtiolM of Feaoe concluded and agreed between His Excellency

the Lord Bellasyso, H M. Governor of this City and Garrison of Tangier in

Africa, &c., and Cidi Hamet Hyder ben Ali Gayland, Prince of West Barbary, &c.

The second of April 1666. London : sm. folio, pp. 8.

A copy of this exists in the Public Record Uffice, No. 2138. " Gayland " or

Ghaikm is elsewhere styled :

—

u^ J^ ui JjP. See p. 228.

The superiority of this agreement to that concluded with the Earl of Tiveot

is duly set forth.

287. 1666. Alflano, Carlo.—Vera relazione dilla felice o gloriosa vittoria

ottenuta dall* armi cattoliche del re de Spagna, Carlo II., sotto la piazza

d'Alarache in Africa. Roma : 4to.

L
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or

1667. Da VoomMmato Btadan dar Waralta. (The Frindpall Cities of

the World ; known u O. van Sclugen's collection.) Amiterdam : oblong 4to.

No. 84 is a view of Maroect ; No. 86 of SaUe, with a naval action going

on; No. 87 of Tangitr.

S88. 1668. Dsppar, Olf.—Naukourige beichrijvinge der Afrikacnsche Gowesten
von Egypten, Barbaryen, Lybien, Biledulgerid, Negrmlant, Ouinea, Ethiopian

AbyBsinie, vertoomt in Bcnamingen, Grcnspalen, Revieren, Steden, Gewaasen,

Dieren, Zeeder, Drachtcn Talon, Rijkdommen, Qododienston en Hcer8chappyen,eto.

Amsterdam : folio, in three sections, pp. 428 + 349 + 121, 44 maps and pUtes^

and many figures in the text. Morocco occupies pp. 206-265 of the First Section.

A second edition 1670. French translation, 1686, Amsterdam, folia A German
translation, 1670-71, Amsterdam, folio. Another, 1688-0, Nilmberg, folio.

Ogilby's Africa is based upon it, but with many additions and new plates,

especially those of Tangier by Hollar. See No. 246.

IMO. 1669. A Short Account of the Progress of the Molo at Tangier from the

first beginning of that work. London : folio, pp. 7.

241. 1669. A Short and strange Belation of some parts of the life of Tafiletta,

the great conqueror and emperor of Barbary, by one who hath lately been in

His Majesties Service in that country [Harrison ?]. London : 4to, pp. 26.

A French translation :—Hlatoire Taritable de Tafllette, le grand con-

qu^rant et empereur de Barbaric, par * * * agent de S. M. Britannique en

Afrique ; nouvellement traduito d'auKlais en fran9ais par M. de V. Y. Londres

:

1660, in-12, portrait, pp. 72.

Another Edition : — Rouen : 1670, in-16 de 88 p.; also Paris, 1670.

Histoire de Muly Arxid, Roy du Tafilete, de Fez, et de Maroc. Traduitte de

I'Anglois de * * * Agent de sa M. Brit. & Tanger par M. de YV. 12mo (with

portridt), pp. 72. See also No. 247.

A Dutch trans, appeared in 1660 (no place or publisher), 4to : ' Waersch-

tigh Yerhael van Tafilvtie, den grooten cotiquurant en Kcyser van Barbaryen,

beschreven door een agent van deu Koningh vau Grool-Brittanieu in Afryke.

Uyt het Engels;

Also a German one, Nilmberg, 1670, 4to.

842. 1669. Oopie d'un lettro envois de France au snjet de la convBtJ^in

admirable dv tils unique dv roy de Marocque et de Fez. (No title-page c;

publisher.) 4to, 8 pp. Signed, " Yidait F. R. V. S., C. L. C." Joux le copie

imprira4e & Lille, Chez Nicolad de Rachi, & la Bible d'or, 1G69.

It refers to the conversion of Mowlai Mohammed Athasi (not the only

son of Mowlai Mohammid), who was captured by a Maltese vessel on ttie

way to Mecca, and btipiizud as Balthazar dc la Loyala de Mendoza. He diwl

at Toulon in 1667. Tliu narrative is full of inaccuracies. See also Qonzal^

de Santalia's ' Manductio, etc.,' pp. 40 and 50. Godard, who derives his facts

from this source, says that a play of Calderon's, ' Magnus princeps de Fez,

D. Balthazar de Loyala,' used to be performed in the principal cities of

Spain. See also No. 282.

248. 16''0. MlBSive Yande Hcer Luyten*. Admiral van Gent, Gcschreven

Aon de Hoogh Mog. Hcercn Staten Generael der Yereenighde Nederlandrn

:

In's Landts Scbip de Spiegel, zeylende, Larache anderhalf Mijl Ooat Zuyt-

oost van 't selve Schip, den 31 August! 1670. Houdendo Advertentie van de

Heerlijcke ende Geluckigho Yictorye, daer mcde Godt Almachtlgh do Wapenen
van do Staet op den seven-en-twcntighiiten ende acht-en-tweutighstcn Augusti
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Toonus, tegena 6 Algierae Rovers heeat gheUevon to Zegenen Hague. [No pUce,

but printed by *' Jacobua Soholtua, Ordinaria Drucker van de Ho. Mog. Heeren

Btaten Generael de Yoreonlghde Nederlandcn, woononde op hot Bionen-Hoat."]

4to, pp. 11.

A fight with pirotea near Larache, two of the rovers being commanded
by renegades. The account, which ia very rare, concludes with an Extract

from Jacob Stricher of Amsterdam's Almanac fur 1G70, in which there is au

astrological forecast of such a fight.

844. 1670. The AdvanturM of Mr. T. 8., an English Merchant, taken

Prisoner by the Turks of Argiers, and carried into the Inlaud Countries of

Africa \ with a Description of the Kingdom of Argitm^ and of all the Towns
and Places thereabouts ; as also a Relation of the Chief Commodities of the

Conntrey, and of the Actions and Manners of the People: Whereunto is

annexed, an Observation of the Tide, and how to turn a ship out the Straight

Mouth, the wind bein;; westerly. London : 8vo. (" Printed by W. Qoobed and

is to bo sold by Moses Pitt, at the white Hart in little Britain.")

The latter portion is the only part which bears directly on Morocco, though

all of it is indirectly concerned with piracy and Christian slavery common
to all the Barbary States. It is doubtful whether part of it is not fictitious

;

it has certainly been dressed up by a "literary hand," probably the "A.
Roberts " who dedicates it to Sir Thomas Manley.

Dutch translation : * De Ongelukkige Voyage van Mr. T. S. Engels Koop-

man, gedaan in den Jaare 1648, en vervolgens. Behelfendo signe seldsame

govallen, hoe hy by do Algierse Turken genoomen, en door de binnenste Deelen

von 4frica omgevaerd is : waar iu met een Het konnigrijk Algiers, benessenfi

de daar rondom leggende Steeden en Plaatsen von aansien, open golegt en De
Yoomaamste Koopman schappen dier Land-streek, mitsgaders dcr Inwonsderer

handelingen en levens-wijse, op het naauwkewupto beschreeven worden.

Door den Reysiger selfs in 't Engels beschreeven, enna sijn dood uit 't legt

gcbragt van sijn Y rond A. Roberts. Nie aldereest uyt de voorschreeven taal

overgeset. Meet een Yolkoomen Registeren Konst-Printen verrijkt.' Leyden

[1706 : n. d. on title-page], fol., pp. 61, map and two illustrations. Printed

in Pieter Yan der Aa's collection of 'Zee en Land Reysen 1246 tot 1696.'

Leyden : 1707, etc.

246. 1670. A Iietter from a Gentleman of the Lord Ambassador Boward^s

Retinue to his Friend in London. Dated at Fez, Novemb. 1, 1669, wherein he

gives a full Relation of the most remarkable passages in their voyage thither,

and of the present State of the Countries under the power of Tafiletta, Emperour
of Morocco ; with a brief account of the Merchandizing Commodities of ^rica,

as also of the Manners and Customs of the People there. London : sm. 4to.

(" Sold by Moses I^tt at the white-Harii in little Britain.")

240. 1670. Ogllby, Jolin.—^Africa : being an accurate description of the r^ions

of Egypt, Barbary, Lybia, and the Billedulgerid, &c. London : foUo, maps and

plates, pp. 768. An adaptation and expansion of Dapper. See No. 239.

The section on Morocco extends from pp. 158-205. Most of the plates are

printed from Dapper's coppers. But those of " Muley Arsheid," p. 164 (not in

the list of illustrations given), the plan of Tangier, p. 197 (by White), and

the True Relation of Capt. Kempthorn's Engagement in the Mary Rose, with

Seven Algier Men of War, p. 218 (with description printed on the plate), like

the first by Hollar, are not in the Dutch work.

Ogilby, a Scotchman, who, beginning life as a dancmg-master, ended it as
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"Their Majesties Master of the Revels in tho Kingdom of Ireland," was a most
industrious compiler, and it speaks well for the intelligence of the age that

geographical treatiaee so costly as his were saleable. Few publishers would
risk such ventures nowadays.

M7. 1670. [Ohftxmnt, A.]—Lettre eoritto en reponse de diverses Questions

curieuses sur les jmrties de I'AiTrique oil regne aujourd'huy Mvley Arxid, Roy
de Tafllete, par M * * * *, qui a demurd 26. ans dans la Mauritanie. Paris

:

12mo, pp. 211 (see Nos.241, 261).

This letter contains some very curious and interesting particulars about

Morocco. An edition is usually bound up with the * Histoire de Muley Arxid,'

No. 261.

848. 1670. Fr^Jus, Boland.—Relation d'un voyage fait en 1666 auz roy<

aumes de Maroc et de Ffz, etc. Paris : 12mo. New edition, Paris, 1682, 12mo.
Dutch trans. 8vo, 1698. See also No. 257.

S40. 1670. Bosqueto, Carlos F^llx.—Verdadera y nueva relaciftn y carta

cscrita de la plaza y fuerza de Melilla & un Caballero desta cindad de M&laga,

donde le da cuenta del viaje que tuvieron i dicha plaza, faginas que han hecho

ella en para levantar doa fuertes, entradas y emboscadas que han hecho los Moros,

crueles enouentros y bat&llas que ban tenldo, y estrago que en ellos han hecho

hasta el dia 12 de Junio deste presente Afio de 1670. Milaga : fol. (Duro.)

260. 1670. BIohm, BiohucL—A Qeographioal Description of the Four Parts of

the World taken from the Notes & Workes of the famous Monsieur Sanson,

Geographer to the French King, and other eminent travellers and Authors. To
which are Added the Commodities, Coyne, Weights, and Measures of the Chief

Places of Trafnck in the World ; Compared with those of England (or London)

as to the Trade thereof. Also a Treatise of Travd and another of Traffick,

wherein the Matter of Trade is briefly handled: The whole illtutrated with

Variety qf Useful and Delightful Mapps and Figures. A work Beneficial and

Acceptable to tdl Men, especially to those that intend to spend some part of their

Time in other Oountreys, or desire to be Informed of them here at Home. Also

very necessary for Merchants, Factors, and Mariners. And which hitherto hath

been Undertaken by none. London : folio, pp. xi. (licence, title, " testimony

of Approbation," signed among others by Sir Eenelm Digby, James Howell, and

mcolas Mercator, dedication, contents, preface, &c., unnumbered). Asia : pp. 113,

with Index. Africa: pp. 82, with Index. Europe: pp. 138, with Index.

America: pp. 66, with Index. Travel: pp. 55, with Contents.

The portion on Morocco is pp. 7-18, with Sanson's Map of Barbary.

861. 1670. Histoire de Mvley Arxid, Roy de Tafilete, Fez, Maroc, & Tarudent.

Avec la Relation d'un Voyage fait en 1666, vers ce Prince, pour I'etablissement

du Commerce en ses Estats. Et vne lettre en response de diverses Questions

curieuses faites sur la Religion, Moeurs, & Goustumes de son PaVs ; avec diverses

particularites remarquables. Escrite par Monsieur * * * qui a demurs 25. ans

dans les Royanmes de Sus & de Maroc. Paris : 12mo. In two parts, pp. 286

and 211.

This is the title-page: but from the "Extrait du Privilege du Roy," it

appears that the title as registered in the 'Livre de Communaute des Mar-

chands Libraires et Imprimeurs' was 'Histoire de Muley Arxid, Roy de

Tafilete, de Fez & de Maroc, traduite de I'Anglois'par * * *^ Agent de sa M.
Britannique : Et la Relation d'un Voyage fait en Affrique vers ce Prince, par

lo Sieur Roland Fr^jus, de Marseille. Avec une Lettre escritte sur diverses
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QuMtioni curieuiM de p«rtiea de Affrique, oil regno aujourd'huy Muley Arxid,

Boy de Tafilete, ptr M. qai a demeur^ 2fi. ana dans la Mauretanie.' Thia laat

part la a reprint of M. Gharant's letter (No. 247), uaually bound up with Ilolnnd

Fr^jna' Narrative, No. 248. llie firat part ia a translation of No. 241. There

ia a curioua portrait of Muley Arxid (Er-Raaohid) aa a frontiapieoe which fifty*

aix yean later figured in the German tranalation of Windus' Narrative

(No. 342) aa the portrait of Moulai lamail at the age of 82. Another edition,

par M. Leg • • • Turin, 12mo, 1682.

Tranalated into English, 1671, under the title, ' Relation of a voyage made
into Mauritania in the year 1666 to Muley Arxid, King of T&filetta, with a

letter concerning the Religion, Mannera and Cuatoma, by Mona. A. Oharant.'

Englished, London, ISmo ; also into Italian, Bologna, 1670 ; Qerman, NUrn-

berg, 1676, and Dutch, Svo. 1608.

96S. 1671. Mens. A * * * [Charant, A.].—A letter in answer to divers curious

queationa Concerning the Religion, Mannera and Cuatoma of the Countreya of

Muley Arxid, King of Tafiletta. Also their trading to Tombutum for gold and

divers other remarkable particulars by Mona. A * * * *, who lived 25 years in

the Kingdom of Sua and Morocco. Englished out of French. London : 12mo,

pp. 71. See No. 247.

Qenerally bound up, as is the French original, with the English tranalation

of Roland Frdijus' Voyage.

268. 1671. Short Aooonnt of the ABain of Weit Barbary ; 1630-1671.

Part of H. Oholmley'a Discourse of Tangier. Rawl. MS. in Bodleian Library,

A. 841, foL 49.

S64. 1671. Eliot, B«v. John.—Mr. Sumner (No. 748) quotes from the MS.
Journal of Rev. John Eliot, the illustrious apostle to the Indians, an account of

the Captivity of Captain Foster and other Americans at Sallee. (Sumner, p. 68.)

266. 1671. Addison, Iisnoelot.—West Barbary ; or a short narrative of the

revolntiona of the kingdoms of Fez and Morocco, with an account of the present

Customs, Sacred, Civil and Domestick. The Theater in Oxford : Svo, pp. 226,

with "An Index of the Moorish Words." Also Pinkerton's Voy. and Trav.

vol. XV. pp. 403-441.

The author, who had been Chaplain at Tangier, was subsequently one of

the Chaplains in ordinary to His Majesty, and father of the celebrated Addisou.

There are also French and German translations of this work. The latter,

* Beschreibung von Fes und Maroko, und der Westbarbarie,' was published

at Numberg in 1672, 12mo.

SUS6. 1671. Balthorpe, I.—The Streigbts Voyage, or St. David's Poem ; con-

cerning an expedition to Algiers. London : 12mo.

This is a quaint account in doggerel verse of the expedition against Algiers

in 1669, under the command of Sir Thomas Allen ; the writer was on board the

St. David, bearing the flag of Rear-Admiral Sir John Barman ; Balthorpe had

himself passed a year and a half in captivity.

" August the tenth we sail'd away
And anchored at Tangeir next day

A Place the English now possess r
On the Barbarian Shoar it is

Tis fortified very strong r r
"

Or else we should not keep it long."
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9B1. 1671. Fr^iu, Roland.—The Relation of Voyage made into Mauritanin,

in AfHok, by the Sieur Roland Frdjus of MarteiUea by the French Kings order

in the year 1666, to Muley Arxid, King of Tafiletta, fto., for the Eitabliihment

of a Commerce into all the Kingdom of Fez and all hie other oonqueata. With a

Letter, in anawer to dirers curious Questions concerning the Religion, Manners,

And Customs of his Conntreys, also their trading to Tombutum for Gold, and
divers other remarkable particulars. By Mons. A. Charent, who lived 26 years in

the Kingdom of Bus and Morocco. Englished out of French. Londoo : 12mo,

pp. 110. See also No. 248.

The Letter paged separately, pp. 71.

908. 1678. Hollar, W. — Divers Prospects in and about Tangier exactly

delineated by W. Hollar, his May"** designer, A* 1669, and by him afterwards

to satlsfie the curious etshd in Copper, And are to be sold by John Overton

At the White Horse without Newgate, London 167S.

These views, now very rare, consist of (1) Proapeot of ye North side of

Tangier regarding the mayne Sea from the hill as you come from Whitby or

the West, towards the Towne; (2) Prospect of ye Inner port of Tangier with

the Upper Cattle from the South East ; (3) Prospect of Yorke Castle at

Tangier from yc Strand and the North West; (4) Prospect of ye Lower part of

Tangier from the hill West of White-hall; (6) Part of Tangier from aboue,

without the Water-gate ; (6) the South-East Corner of Tangier, etc.

Several others were printed separately. There is one in Ogilby's 'Africa'

(Na 246X and a number unpublished in the British Museum and in the Royal

Library at Windsor.

968. 1673. Settle, Blkanah.—The Empress of Morocco, a Play. Acted by Hia

Majesty's Servants. London: 4to.

This drama, produced at the Duke's Theatre in 1678, when the author was
twenty-five, was a signal success, and is said to have been the first play '*ever

flold in England for two shillings, and the first that was ever printed with cuts."

These plates are now what the play is chiefly valued for, showing as they do the

arrangements of the stage, &c., at the period when it was played. Indeed so

run after have they been by " Grangerisers," and so little is the text which they

illustrate esteemed, that it is now extremely difficult to get a copy out of whicli

they are not cut. Puffed up with his success, he attacked the literary magnates

of the age, and in consequence was pilloried by them to all eternity. He is the
^' Doeg "of Dryden's ' Absalom and Achitophel.' Dryden declared him to be " an

^ animal of most deplored understanding, a twilight of sense and some glimmering

. of thought ;
" and Pope has immortalised him in the * Dunciad ' by the lines "But

lived in Settle's numbers one day more." Dryden co-operated with Crowne and

Shadwell in penning sarcastic notes on the * Empress,' and T. Duffet wrote a

farce (ut infra) with exactly the same title, in ridicule of it. Settle died

in the Charterhouse after having been for some yean Poet Laureate of

the City.

260. 1674. DufRst, T.—The Empress of Morocco. A Farce with the Epilogue,

being a new Fancy after the old and most surprising way of Macbeth, performed

with New and Costly Machines by H. Wright. London : 4to, pp. 24.

Except for its connection with the foregoing, this now very rare pUy is only

distantly related to the literature of Morocco. It is a coarse travesty cf the

Witches in 'Macbeth.'

261. 1674. La Martiniire, Sieur de.—L'heureux esclave, ou relation des

vol,. III. u
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Aventures du Sieur de la Martinidre en Barbarie ot delivi^: la manidre de

corabattre sur mer ; de rAfrique et autres partioularitez. Paris : 12mo, pp. 136

(with ligureB in the text).

1676. Aneodotes AMoainea, depuis I'origine ou la ddcouverte des

differens Boyauroes qui odmposent L'Afrique jusqu'^ nos jours. Paris : 8vo,

pp. 230 (Anecdotes Egyptiennes) + pp. 60 (Anecdotes de Barbarie = Maroc) +
pp. 60 (Anecdotes Alg6riennes) + pp. 30 (Anecdotes Tunisiennes) + pp. 16

(Anecdotes TripoUtaines) + pp. 80 (Anecdotes Abyssiniennes) + pp. 178 (Anec-

dotes des Gdtes occidentales, m^ridionales, et urientales de I'Afrique).

268. 1676. San Franoisoo, Fr. HatioB de.—Relacion del viage espiritual,

y prodigioso, qve hizo &-Marrvecos el Venerable Padre Fr. Juan de Padro,

Predicador, y primer Provincial de la Provincia de San Diego del Andaluzia,

Escrita por el Padre Fray Matias de San Francisco, su humile compafiero.

Guardian al presentedel Convento de su Orden, fundado en Mamieoos, da la

segunda vez a la Estampa (a instancia de los aficionados al siervo de Dio), el

Padre Fray luan do la Encarnacion, Predicador, y Guardian del Convento de Dez-

cal^os de nuestro Padre San Francisco, en la Puente de don Gonzalo de la Pro-

vincia do San Diego en Andaluzia, y Procurador de dicha Provincia en la Corte

;

y dedicado al mismo Serafico Padre. Cadiz (" por Barlolomd Nuflez, Impressor, y
Mercader de Libros ") : sm. 4to, pp. 10 (Privilegio, dedication, Preambulo, etc.)

+ 225 + 2 of Contents.

The "privilegio" is dated July 1643, and there seem to have been

previous editions at Madrid in 1643 and 1645, from which this was reprinted.

AH are, however, extremely rare. The only copy we have seen belonged to the

Beckford Library.

264. 1675. Ooazia, Fr. Qines de.—Epitome del viage qve hizo & Marrvecos el

Padre Fr. Francisco de la GoncepciO, Consultor del Santo Oficio, Padre, y
Definidor de la Santa Prouincia de S. Diego de Andalucia. De Orden de la Magestad

Catolioa de nvestro gran Monarca Felipo Quarto : con particular presente, y carta

suya p»ra el Emperador de aquel Imperio, fauoreciendo la Mission y Convento

que alii tiene esta Santa Prouincia. Tratase en ella de las cosas mas memorables

que sucedieron, y de los Misionarios que llev6 para asistencia de aquel Oonuento.

Por Fr. Gines de Ocaila, compafiero que fue del venerable P. Fr. Juan de Prado,

que en el sobre dicho Imperio fue a9otado, acuchillado, asaetado, y quemado
viuo por la confession, y defensa «le nuestra Santa F^ Cat6Iica : y en este viage lo

ha sido de nuestro padre Fray Francisco de la Concepcion. Sevilla : 4to, pp. 10
(unnumbered privilegio, summa de tassa, dedication, &c.) + 48 (through being

paged in leaves only, the pagination runs to pp. 24).

The " privilegio " is dated 11th Dec. 1646. There was an earlier edition

in 1644.

266. 1675. Addison, Lancelot.
—

^The present State of the Jews; more par-

ticularly relating to those in Barbary ; wherein is contained an Exact Account of

their customs. Secular and Religious ; to which is annexed, a summary discourse

of the Misna, Talmud, and Gemara. London : 8vo, pp. 247, with a frontis-

piece of a naked savage, evidently the publisher's idea of a Barbary Moor. 2nd

ed., 1676 ; 3rd ed., 12mo, 1682.

266. 1675. Zanoni, O., Director of the Botanic Garden of Bologna.—listeria

Botanica. 4to.

In this work we find, according to M. Cosson, the first mention of botanical

researches in Morocco. Alexander Balaam, a merchant who had relations with
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Tangier during its occupation by the Portuguese and English, sent plants

and seeds to Zanoni, from the environs of that city.

967. 1676. [O. P.]—The Present State of Tangier: in a letter to His Grace
the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and one of the Lords Justices there. To which
is added. The Present State of Algiers. London : 12mo, pp. 135. [The
portion on Tangier ends on p. 70.]

This is a very curious contemporary account of every-day life in Tangier

daring the English occupation.

268. 1678. Addison, Iianoelot—The First State of Muhametanism, or an
Account of the Author and Doctrine of that Imposture. London ; 8to.

The first edition of this work appeared anonymously. Next year the

authorship of it was avowed in a 2nd ed., published as * Life and Death of

Muhamed.' '

It has little to do with Morocco, except that the writer's cnly practical

acquaintance with Islam was obtained during his Chaplaincy In Tangier—an
office in which, according to Anthony k Wood (Athenaa Oxoniensis, ed. Bliss,

vol. iv. pp. 617-19), he was superseded against his wish—and from the

circumstances of its containing various local allusions.

269. 1679. The Present Danger of Tangier, or an Account of its being

Attempted by a Great Army of the Moors by Land, and under some apprehensions

of the French at Sea. In a letter from Cadiz [by G. M.], dated the 29th of

July (Old Style), 1679, To a Friend in England [Will Ellis at the Three

Pidgeons in Creed-lane] London : fol,, pp. 4.

270. 1679. Oallony^.—Histoire d'un esclave qui a ^t^ quatre ann^ dans les

prisons de Said en Alrique ; avec un Abrdgd de la vie du roy Taffilette. Paris

:

12mo, pp. 32.

A Dutch translation by Broekhuisen (bound up with his version of Dan,

No. 299) appeared in 1684, and another in folio (as part of Van der Aa's ' Zee

en Land Reysen,' Leyden, 1707) in the same language.

271. 1680. A Disoourse touching Tanger in a Letter to a Person of Quality

;

to which is added. The Interest of Tanger : by another hand. London : 4to,

pp. 48. Another edition, 12mo. 1680. See also Harleian Miscellany, vol. v.,.

pp. 519-532.

272. 1680. An exact Journal of the Siege of Tangier: from the first sitting

down of the Moors before it on March 25th, 1680, to the late Truce, May 19,.

following. In three letters written by three Eye-witnesses of the whole Trans-

action. London : folio, pp. 13.

278. 1680. A Particular Narrative of a great engagement between the

garison of Tangier and the Moors, and of the Signal Victory which His Majesty's

Forces obtained against them on the 27th of October last, published by Authority.

London [In the Savoy, Thomas Newcombe] : fol., pp. 8.

974. 1680. A Letter from Tangier Bay, 17th May, 1680. London : fol., pp. 3.

At pp. 7-9 of No. 272. < -^-^ = i-

976. 1680. A Second Journal of the Siege of Tangier, from March 20th to

May 24th, 1680. London : folio, pp. 4. At pp. 10-13 of No. 272.

976. 1680 ? The Present Interest of Tangier. No place or date

:

folio, pp. 4.

" Tangier might be made the most prosperous and hopeful city that belongs

to England."

..,.- V 2
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277. 1680? A True Belation of a Great and bloody fight between the

English and the Moors before Tangiere, and of the Bravery and Heroick Exploits

done by the English, with an account of the Commanders and Captains that were

Ingaged, also the number slain and those taken Prisoners, with several other

particulars concerning that famous Qarrison. [London?] folio, pp. 4.

278. 1680? A Faithftil Belation of the Most remarkable Transactions which

have happened at Tangier, since the Moors have lately made their attacques

upon the Forts and Fortifications of that Famous Garrison. Likewise the

strength and good posture of Defence it remains now in. With an account of the

Trenches, Lines, and Works they have already drawn in order to their besieging

several of the said Forts strongly guarded by the English, and the advantageous

success the English have obtained over those Infidels, in a late Fight between

them ; burning and demolishing their works, beating them out of their Trenches,

killing them, and pursuing them even to their Camp. No name, place, or date

:

folio, pp. 4.

270. 1680. A Partioular Belation t>f the late Successes of his Majesties forces

at Tangier against the Moors. Published by authority, Tangier, Septemb. 23, 1680.

London. [In the Savoy, by Thomas Newcomb] : fol., pp. 4.

280. 1680. Iietter from the King of Morocco to Charles I. for the reducing of

Sally, Argiers, &c. London : folio.

281. 1680. Le Bi^ de Tanger par les Mores. Extraordinture du Mercure

de France, No. 55, pp. 329-330. Paris : dn Buvais d'Adrene, aux Galleries du
Louvre devant la rue St. Thomas, le 10 juillet 1680, 4to, pp. 12.

1680. Oalderon de la Baroa, Pedro.—Com4dia Famosa, El Principe

Constante y Martyr de Portugal. Many editions. See No. 242.

One of the author's most remarkable dramas ; alludes to Christian slavery in

Morocco. Amongst the dramatis persona are El Bey de Fez, Alfmao £ey
de Portugal, Tarudante Bey de Marruecos, &c.

1681. Bo88, John.—Tanger Rescue, or a Relation of the late Memorable
Passages at Tangier, giving a full and true account of the several skirmishes of

His Majesties Forces there against the Mores, and particularly of that Bloody

Engagement with them upon the twenty-seventh day of Octob. last; very

pleasant and satisfactory. Together with a description of the said City, with the

Considerable Forts thereof; as also a Description of the Morei, their nature and
country, in verse. By John Ross, Gentleman, an eye witness. London: 4to,

pp.36.
" It is a land with Milk and Hony flows,

Where everything without manuring grows."

284. 1681. [Addison, Iianoelot.]—The Moores BaflSed ; being a discourse

concerning Tangier, especially when it was under the Earl of Teviot ; by which
you may find what methods and gov* is fittest to secure that place against the

Moors. In a Letter from a Learned person (long Resident in that place) at the

desire of a person of Quality. London : 4to, pp. 27.

In the 2nd ed. of this pamphlet the authorship is acknowledged to have

been by Joseph Addison's father, who was Chaplain to the Garrison during the

Earl of Teviot's Governorship (1663-1664) : * A Discourse of Tangier under

the gov' of the Earl of Teviot, written by Dr. L. Addison, Dean of Lichfield,

who was Minister to the English at Tangier, till the death of the said Earl.'

London : 1685. It was republished in Edinburgh in 1738 by George Lord

Rutherford (printed by T. W. Ruddimans).
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MS. 1681. Fr^ohao. La Princesse de Fez. Paris : 2 vol. A romance.

586. 1681. Faria de y Bovsa, MauTeL—Africa Portrgvesa par sv avtor. . .

.

Lisboa : fol., pp. 207.

A good account, though in some part largely taken without acknowledg-

ment from Leo, of the Portuguese conquests in Morocco. The " unico tomo "

is entirely occupied with this. No second was ever published, though

3 vols, are devoted to Europa Portuguesa, Lisboa, 1678. The author was a

prolific writer, his publications comprising more than 60 volumes. He was bom
in 1590, and after filling various offices, including that of Secretary to the

Spanish Embassy in Bome, where he enjoyed the favour of Pope Urban YIIL,

died in Madrid in 1649. This work was therefore posthumous.

587. 1682 ? The last Aooount from Fez, in a letter from one of the Embassy

to a Person of Honour in London, containing a Relation of Colonel Kirk's

Beception at Mequinez by the Emperour, with several passages in Belation to the

Afiairs of Tangier. [London :] fol., pp. i.

1682. Settle, Elkanah.—The Heir of Morocco, with the Death of

Gbyland (as played by His Majesty's Servants). Acted at the Theatre Boyal.

London : 8vo, pp. 61.

1682. The Frinoess of Fees, or the Amours of the Court of Morocco.

A noveL London : 12mo, 2 parts, pp. 143. (Trans, of No. 286).

280. 1682. A Letter from Tangier concerning the death of James Rowland and

other occurrences since the Ambassador's arrival there. London : folio. (Renou.)

Not in the British Museum Library.

281. 1682. Artioles et OondltionB de Paix Traitez par I'ordre exprez de

tres-haut, tres-puissant, tras-excellent, & tres-invincible Prince Louis XIY. par

la Grace de Dieu Empereur de France & Boy de Navarre, avec les Ambassadeurs

de tres-haut, tres-excellent, tres-puissant & tres-invincible Prince Muley Ismael,

Empereur de Maroc, Boy de Fez & de Sus, Fait i Saint Germain en Laye le

vingt-neuvidme Janvier 1682. 4to, pp. 8.

This treaty, which is signed by Colbert de Lugnelay and Colbert de

Croissy, consists of 20 Articles, with a form of passport which was in future

to be carried by French ships to protect them from capture. It gave France,

among other privileges, that of establishing Consuls at Sallee and Tetuan. See

also ' Tab. des £tab. Franfais en Alg^rie,' 1841, p. 420.

Baron de Saint-Amaad was sent to Morocco to ratify this treaty, but

the Sultan disavowed it entirely and dismissed M. de Saint-Amand.

The MSS. of the negotiations of this pitiable failure are cited in the

'Catalogue de la Biblioth^ue de M. Langl^,' p. 431. See also Nos.

297,304.

282. 1682 ? BelafSo dos successes na joumada, o primeiro anno de Gouvemo da

Christov&o de Almada na Pra9a de Mazagao. Manuscripto da Bibl. Pub. de

Lisboa com o numero B. 3. 9.

' De Almada was succeeded in 1681 by Bemardim de Sousa de Tavora

Taveres. (Da Cunha, pp. 8, 38.)

He mentions that the Sultan of Morocco would not designate the Governors

of Mazagan by any other name than that of " Alcaides d'Alborega " (Kaids of

El Brija, the Arab name of Mazagan).

1682. " M. le O."—Belation curieuse des <Stat8 du roi de Fez et de Maroc

qui r^ne aujourd'hui; avec une description des ports et places fortes des
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Espagnoles, dos Anglais, des Portugais, et du roi du Maroc, aux cdtes de

Barbturie, par M. le G., qui y a fait un sejour de vingt cinq ans. Paris : 12mo.

284. 1682. Desmay, Louis.—Relation nouvelle et particulidre du voyage des

BR. PP. de la Mercy aux royaumes de Fez et de Maroo, pour la redemption des

captib Chretiens, negoci^e en I'ann^o 1681 aveo Moule-Ismael, Boy de Fez & de

Maroo, regnant audjourd'huy. Paris : 16mo, pp. 144.

With list of slaves ransomed, pp. 130-144.

S8B. 1682. Moiiette, Bieur.— Relation de la Captivite du Sr. Moiiette dans

les Royaumes de Fez et de Maroo, oil il a domeur^ pendant onze ans. Oil I'on

void les Persecutions qui y sont arrives aux Ghrdtiens Gaptifs, sous les Begnes

de Mouley Archy, & de Mouley Sem^in son successeur regnant aujourd'huy,

& les travaux ordinaires auxquels on les ocoupe. Aveo un Traits du Com-

merce, Se de la maniere que les Negotians s'y doivent comporter : Ensemble

les termcs principaux do la Lanouo, qui est la plus en usage dans le PaYs.

Paris : 12mo, pp. x. + 362 + 10.

Another edition : Paris, 1702.

The last chapter contains an Arabic vocabulary and a list of the provinces

and towns of Morocco.

Translated into Dutch in Van der Aa's 'Zee en Land Beysen,' (1707)

and into English in 'A New Collection of Voyages and Travels into

several Parts of the world. None of them ever before Printed in Eng-

lish.' London: 4to, "Printed for J. Enapton, Andrew Bell, D. Midwinter,

Will. Taylor, and J. Baker," 1711. Moiiette's 'Travels in the kingdoms

of Fez and Morocco during his eleven years' captivity in those parts'

occupies from pp. 1-115, with contents and index, and with the Taleb-

Bongeman's map. Of this Taleb, Moiiette gives an interesting account.

He had been Secretary to the Kal'd Sidan, one of "Mouley Archy's"

(Er-Bashfd) favourites. When Sidan was murdered by "the great men
of the kingdom," Bongcman's goods at Old Fez were plundered, and the

owner expelled by the citizens. He then retired to New Fez, and pursued

the business of painting and making fretwork in plaster, which he had

learnt in his youth. Moiiette being set on the same kind of work, becaihe

intimate with Bongeman, and obtained from him most of the information he

has embodied in his books. The fallen Secretary also drew this map, the

accuracy of which was attested by "several Christians who had travelled

with Muley Aichy, about his train of artillery." This map was obtained from

Moiiette by a trick of the Sieur Qontier, brother of the French Consul at

Salli. But he kept a copy during his captivity, though it is not engraved in

the first edition of his * Relation.'

The volume containing the English translation, which also contains Peter

Teixeira's 'Travels from India to Italy by land,' Francis Cauche of Roan's

'Voyage to Madagascar,' Tellez's 'Travels of the Jesuits in Ethiopia,' also

separately indexed and dated, was reprinted in 1718, London, 4to, and is

accounted among the rarest of such works. A sumniary appeared also in

Stephen's ' Collection of Travels, 4to, vol. ii.

" I set out from Paris," the Sieur Moiiette tells us, " on the last day of July

1670, with my cousin Claude Loyer la Garde, and a friend i)f ours, designing for

the West Indies. Being come to Dieppe, we embarked tliere on the 16th of

September, paying 56 livres each of us for our passage, in a small vessel of

120 tons and 6 guns, called the Royal, and commanded by Isaac Beliare,

of Diepi>e. After, we embarked Madame de la Montague, whose husband had
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de been commander of the ancient inhabitants of the Island of St. Christopher,

and she was returning thither with the Knight [of Halta] her son, and

some men and women servants. The same day thither there came aboard of

us a young gentleman of that country, who had fled from his father, having

had the misfortune to kill his elder brother, whom his father loved entirely."

After battling with gales, they were captured by two Saleitines, and carried

into slavery, on the 24th October, 1670. One of the pirates, having been

chased by an English war-ship, managed to escape into Ilidella ; the other, on

board of which was Moiiette, ran ashore near Bailee, Madame de Montague

being drowned in the attempt to get ashore. This narrative of his adventures

is one of the most interesting in the entire range of the pathetic stories of

Christian slavery. Moiiette was ransomed in 1680 by the BR. PP. de

la Mercy.

386. 1682. HoUette, Br.—Histoire des Conqudtes de Mouley-Archy connu sous

le nom de roy de Tafilet, et de Mouley Ismail ou Semein, son frdre et son suc-

cesseur jH present regnant, contenant une description de ces royaumes, des

lois, des coustumes et des moeurs des habitants, avec une carte du pays. Paris

12mo. See also No. 864.

297. 1683. Voyage du Baron de Saint-Amand, Capitaitae de Yaisseau,

Ambassadeur du Hoi trds-Chrfitien, vers le Boi de Maroc. Lyon : 12mo.

A second edition, 8vo, was published in 1699, no doubt on account of the

interest which the Mission of M. Pidou de St. Olon (No. 308), had created

in France. See also No. 304.

288. 1684. Vries, 8. de.—Handelingen en Geschiedenissen : Voorgevallen

tUBSchen der Staet der Yereenighde Nederlanden en dien van der Zec-Roovers in

Barbaryen : als der Bijcken en Steeden van Algiers, Tunis, Salee en Tripoli.

Amsterdam : 1684, 4to, pp. 178, with index and illustrations.

Principally concerns Algiers. This is bound up in the same volume with

Broekhuizen's trans, of Dan (ut infra) and both are issued by the same

publisher in Amsterdam and at the same date.

288. 1684. Dan, Pierre, Pdre.—Historie van Barbaryen, en des zelfs zee-

roovers. Behelzende een beschrijving van de Eoningrijken en Steden Algiers,

Tunis, S&14 en Tripoli, [etc.] In 't Fransch beschreeven door den Eeerwaardigen

Vader Pieter Dan [etc] ... En in 't Nederduitsch gebracht door G. van Broek-

huizen. Yervolgd met een Tweede Deel, bevattende do handelingen en

geschiedenissen tusschen den Staat der Vereenigde Nederlanden en de zee-

roovers in Barbaryen van 't 1590 tot op't jaar 1684 door S[imon] de Vries.

Amst.: 1684, 4to. First Part [with full index], pp. 408 ; Second Part [with

index], pp. 178. See No. 190.

The Dutch edition has- many plates not in other issues, and with it is bound

. up (though not indicated in the general title-page) a translation of Gallony^'s

' Histoire ' (No. 270) :
' Aanhangsel, behelzende de rampzalige en zeer geden

kwaardige Wedervaaringen van een Slaaf die te Said vier jaaren in Slaaverny

der der Ongeloovigen verflecten heept. Met een kort Verhaalvan het leeven

- des EoningB Taffilette. In 't Fransch beschreeven door Monsr. Gallonyd ....

in 't Nederduitsch gebracht door G. v. Broekhuizen, pp. 36 [with separate

index].

800. 1684. Tractaet van Vrede ende van Commercie, tusschen Syne
Majesteyt, Muley Ismael, Keyser van Morocco, Koningh van Fez, Tafilet,

Garbe, ende Africa, ter eenre ; ende de Hecren Stateu Generael der Vcreenighde
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Nederlutden, ende Syne Hoogheydt den Heere Prinoo van Orange, ter andere-

xyde. 'b Gravenhago : 4to, pp. 12 [not paged ; black letter].

801. 1685. Fhelpi, Thomaa.—A True Account of the Captivity of Thomas*

Phelps at Maohaness in Barbary, and of his strange escape in company of

Edmund Baxter and others, as also of the Burning Two of the greatest IMrat-

Shipa belonging to that Kingdom, in the River of Mantora, upon the Thirteenth!

day of June, 1686. London : 4to, pp. iii. + 27. Dedicated to "Samuel Fepys-

Esqre." who introduced the Author to the King. See also GhurobiU's Toyages,.

vol. viii., and Osborne's Voyages [generally called the Uarleion OoUeotion], vol. ii.,

p. 490. No. 368.

805. 1685. FoUie, Offioior d'Administratfon dans les Colonies.— M^moires

d'un Francois qxii sort do Tesolavage. Anisturdam: 8vu, pp. 96. See also

No. 460.

808. 1686. Jamea II.—Letter to the Alcalde of Tangier about a treaty, dated

8th November, 168G. Kawl. MSS. in Bodleian Library, A. 139^ fol. 12.

804. 1688. Da la Oroiz, La Biaiir PAtia.—Relation universelle de I'Afriquo,

ancienne et modeme, o& Ton voit ce qu'il y a de remarquable tant dans la terra

forme que dans les isles aveo ce que le Roy a fait de memorable contre les Corssires-

de Barbarie, &o. Imprim^ & Lyon et so vend & Paris. T. 4. 12mo. With
numerous maps and illustrations. Anotlier edition, 1698; a third, 1713.

Noticed in ' Joum. des Savans,' 1689, p. 131.

This work was very complete for the time. Vol. i., pp. 364-601, contains an

account of Morocco ; tHiio of the embassy sent by Moulai Ismail to France ia

1682, of the return embassy \mder Baron de Saint-Amand [No. 297], in which:

the author was interpreter, and of the Moorish embassy to Holland in 1669

[No. 800].

806. 1689. Notioiaa aztraordlnariaa del levantamiento del asedio puestcv

por los Moros & la plaza de Melilla. Madrid : un foUeto en 4to, de 6 hoj.

Bibl. Nac. (Duro.)

806. 1689. Olemente Olaudio, Padre de la Gompailia de Jestis.—Tablas.

Gronoldgicas en que se contienen los sucesos eclesi&sticoa soculares de EspaQa,

Africa, Indias Orientales y Occidentales, desde su principio hasta el aflo 1642 de

la reparaoion humana. Con los cat&logos de los Pontifices, Emperadores, Reyesy

y Princlpes del Universo, Yiroyes de las Indias, Qenerales de Flotas y Armadas^

varones ilustres en letras y armas, observaciones curiosas de la historia antigua y
modema. Compuestas por el Padra 0. C Ilustrada y afladida desde el afio

1642 hasta el presente de 1689 con las notioias que se hallan entre. Por el

licenciado Vioente Joaeph MigueL Valencia : 4to, pp. 275.

807. 1693. Brooka, Franoia.—Barbarian cruelty, being a true history of the

distressed condition of the Christian Captives under the tyranny of Muley Ismael»

Emperor of Morocco. London : 8vo, pp. 118.

It was translated into French (Utrecht, 1737, 8vo, pp. 76) and into-

German, and there are two Dutch Editions, one folio (Leyden, 1707, pp. 15>
forming part of Von der Aa'a * Zee en Laud Roysen,' and the other 8vo (Leyden,

pp. 61) with plates. No. 322.

805. 1694. St. Olon, Fidou de.—Estat Present de I'Empiro de Maroc
ParU : 12mo, pp. 223.

- .* Another edition was published in 1695, with 8 plates, one a plan of the

town of Larache, under the title :
' Relation de I'Empire de Maroc, oil Ton vbii
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la BitUAtion du Pays, lea Moeuni, OoiitumM, Gouvernetnent, Beligion et

Politique del Habitant!, par M. de 8. Olon, Ambanadeur du Boy k la Cour

de Maroo.* 12mo, pp. 127.

There is an English translation by Poter Motteux, 1696, ' The present State

of the Empire of Morocco, with a faithful Account of the Manners, Beligion,

and Government of that people * ; and a Dutch translation (12mo) was pub--

lished at the Hague in 1698, ' Besohryviog van het Eeyseryk van Marokko,

etc.,' with plates.

In the Catalogue of the Fonthill Abbey Library (Beokford'sXp. 300, appears,

this entry: *Estat present de I'Empire de,Maroo, ik M. Colbert de Groisy par

le Sieur de St. Olon, 1693, folio, a manuscript.' Where is this MS. ?

The author was sent by Louis XIV. to effect an exchange of slaves, and to

conclude a treaty of peace and alliance agunst the Algerines. He disembarked

in the Bay of Tetuan and met the Sultan at Mekenes, but he had to leave the-

country without effecting his object. He was even imprisoned for some time

at Tetuan by the Kaid of that place.

800. 1694. BohauplatB barbarlBcher BolaTexei, oder, von Algier, Tripoli,

Tunis, und Salee. Hamburg : 8vo, pp. 124.

810. 1694. Oerrit van Spaan.—^Afrikaansche Weg-wijzer. Botterdam : 8vo.

(Renou.)

811. 1696. Disooim veritable de la bataille donnte prte de Fez, en Affrique-

le 30 aoust. Paris : 8vo.

The battle here celebrated was that of Tagouat, in which Moulai Sheikh

defeated Moulai Nasr, nephew of Abd-el-Melek, who had been killed at the

battle of El-Kasar, mainly through the help rendered by the "Euldj" or

renegades.

812. 1696. Mooquet, John.—Travels into Africa, Asia, and America, the

East and West indies, Syria, Jerusalem, and the Holy Land ; by John Mocquet^

keeper of the Cabinet of Barities in the Thuileries. Translated by Nathaniel

Pullen. London : 8vo, with curious woodcuts. See No. 147.

318. 1696. Voyage de M. le Baron de St. Amand, Capitaino de Vaisseau, Am-
bassadeur du roy trds chr^tien, vers le roy de Maroc, par un officier de Marine.

Lyon : 12mo, pp. 136. See No. 297.

814. 1696. Bpotawood (Surgeon).—Phytologia Tingitana. (A Catalogue of

plants growiug within the fortifications of Tangier.) Phil. Trans. voL ziz.,

pp. 239-249. Abr. iv., p. 85.

Spotswood was surgeon to "Kirk's Lambs" during the occupation of

Tangier. His catalogue, compiled in 1673, comprises 600 species. He
coUected many of the plants sent to Zanoni by Balaam, and also despatched*

many to Dr. Morison at Oxford. His species are now rather difficult to

identify, and are not included in either Ball's or Cosson's works.

815. 1697. Herbelot, Barth^lmy d*.—Bibliothdque Orientale^ on dictionnaire

universal, contenant tout ce qui fait connaftre les peuples de I'Orient. Paris : folio.

This work, on which the compiler spent nearly all his life, was published by
Galland (of 'The Arabian Nights'), two years after the author's death. It is

based on the huge Arabic Dictionary of Hajji Ehalfa, of which indeed it is for

the most part an abridged translation. But it also contains a digest of many
other Arabic and Turkish works and MSS. under an alphabetical arrangement,

bcluding all then known about the principal towns of Morocco.
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It was reprinted at Maeatricht (fol. 1776), and at Halle in 1786. But the

beat edition ia the Uagne one (4 vola., 4to, 1777-82), which oontaina the

oorreotiona and additions of Visdelon, Schultens, Beiske, and Oalland. It

is atill a wort of importance, and, to all but widely read Orientalists,

indispensable.

810. 1698-1712. Moreri, Loula, Prfitre, Docteur en Th^ologie.—Le Grand
dictionnaire historique; &c. Paris : folio, 6 vols.

This contains an article in vol. ir. on Morocco.

817. 1699. Embassy of Ben Aissa, Admiral of Sallee, to Louis XIV. See the

Mercure galant of this year, from February to June, quoted by Thomassy,

p. 164.

See also Nos. 318, 702.

818. 1700. Belation historique de I'Amour de Temperour du Haroc pour

Madame la Frincesse Doilaridre de Conty, escrite en forme de Lettres k un
Personne de Qualitie par Mr. le Gomte D Cologne : 2 editions, one in

small type, pp. 140, the other divided into 11 letters. 12mo, pp. 256.

These letters are founded on the historical fact that Moulai Ismail had the

effrontery to ask in marriage Mdlle. de Blois, afterwards Princess de Gonti,

daughter of Louis XIV. and Mdllo. de la Valliire,—an incident which sent half

tbe writers of Versailles into verse and epigram.

818.
,
1705. Fufilandorff, SamueL—An Introduction to the History of the

Kingdoms and States of Asia, Africa and America, both ancient and modern,

according to the method of ... . London : Bvo, pp. xx. 621 + Index.

Chapters ii. (partly) and iii. (pp. 466-490) of Part II. are on the Sheritfs

of Fez and Morocco, chiefly compiled from Bo. G. No. 125.

890. 1706. Harris, John.—Navigantium atquo Itinerantium Bibliotheca, or a

complete collection of voyages and travels, consisting of above four hundred of

the most authentic writers ; beginning with Hackluit, Purcbass, &c., in English

;

Bamusio, Alamandini, Garreri, &c., in Italian ; Thevenot, Benaudot, Labat, &c.,

in French ; De Bry and Gryniei Novus Orbis Maffasus, in Latin ; Herrera, Oviedo,

Goreal, &c., in Spanish ; the Voyages under the direction of the East India

Company in Holland, in Dutch ; and continued with others of note, &c., &c.

London : 2 vol. folio, pp. 862, 928, and [App.] 56.

This contains : A particular account of the kingdom of Morocco, taltcn out of

John Leo. Additions collected from Marmol. John Leo's description of the

kingdom of Fez. Additions out of Marmol, vol. i., pp. 316-338. The rise

and progress of the Xeriflian family in Barbary, with some remarks upon the

policy and trade of that kingdom. Collected from the writings of Bo. C, vol. i.,

pp. 363-367. In the 1764 edition [by John Campbell] this paper is omitted.

381. 1707-1747. Chiirohill's Collection of Voyages and Travels. 8 vols.

folio.

Vol. viii. contains : Dunton, John, < True journal of the Sallee Fleet,' with

the Proceedings of the Voyage.

Phelps, Thomas, ' True account of his Captivity at Machaness,' in Bar-

bary in 1684-5,

828. 1707. Zee en Land Beysen, door F. van der Aa, mestgarden an dere

Gewestengeddan 1246 tot 1696. 28 vols, folio. Leyden. See No. 307.

888. 1707. Alexandro de la Madre de Dios.—Chronica de los Descakos

de la S. Trinidad, redcmcion de cautivos. 4to, Alcala de Henares, 1707.

Madrid.
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884. 1708. Ban Juan, JPr. Franolsoo de, Predicador Apo8t61ico, Califlcador de

el Santo ofioio y Guardian de el Real Oonvento de Mequinez.—Minion Hiatorial

de Marniecoa, en que ae trata de los Martirioa, penecuoiones y trabajoe, que ban

padeoido los Miasionarlos, y fratoa que han cogido las Missiones, que dende sua

principioa tuvo la Orden Seraphioa en el Imperto de Marruecos, y oontin^ la

provincia de San Diego de Fronciacos Descalpoa do Andalucia en ol mismo
Imperio. Sevilla : folio, pp. 829.

820. 1710. Iiims, Joaeph Outarres de.—RelacOo dos Sucoesaoa e movimentos

da PrafA de Mazagilo. MS. (Da Ounha, p. 114.)

8S6. 1710. Dlas, Joa4.—Relaci6n de Marruecos por D. Jos^ Diaz,* embojador.

Traducida del espafiol en Ingles. London : 4to. (Duro.)

827. 1712. Marmol, T.—Relation de trois voyages faits dans les 4tats du roy

de Maroo pour la redemption des captifs en 1704-1708, 1712.

Written by the priests of tbe order of La Merci. Tbis is unknown at ibe

Bib. Nat. Paris, and British Museum.

828. 1713. Ookley, Simon, M.A.—An account of South-West Barbary ; con-

taining what is most remarkable in tbe Territories of the king of Fez and

Morocco. Written by a Person who had been a Slave there a considerable time,

and published from his Antbentiok Manuscript. To which are added Two
Letters ; one from the present King of Morocco to Colonel Eirk ; the other to

Sir Oloudesly Shovell, with Sir Gloudesly's answer. London: 12mo, pp. zxxi.

152, and map.

A French translation published at Paris, 1726, 12mo : ' Relation des ^tats

de Fez et de Maroo, par un Anglois qui y a ^t^ longtems esclave
;
public par

Simon Ockley.' The MS., which accidentally foil into the hands of Dr. Ockley,

Professor of Arabic in Cambridge and author of the < History of the Saracens,'

was only a fragment. The author of it is not known.

828. 1713. Laaor a Varea, AL—Universus Terrarum Orbis, eto. (Europa, Asia,

America et Africa). Patavii : 2 vols., folio.

880. 1714. Busnot, Fdre Dominique, of the Order of the Trinity.—Histoire

du rdgne de Mouley Ismael, Roy de Maroc, Fez, Tafilet, Sous, &c. De la Bevolte

& fin tragique de plusieurs de ses Enfans & de ses Femmes. Des affreux supplices

de plusieurs de ses Officiers & Sujets. De son G^nie, de sa Politique & de la

Manidre dont il gouveme son Empire. De la cruelle persecution que souffrent

les Esclaves Chretiens dans ses Etats, aveo le recit de trois Voyages k Miquenez &
Ceuta pour leur Redemption & plusieurs Entretiens sur la Tradition de I'Eglise

pour leur soulagement. Rouen : 12mo, pp. 254 + 16 + 278 (containing " La
Tradition de I'Eglise," in two parts).

An English edition appeared in 1715, London, 8vo, pp. 250, with Map of

"Tbe Dominions of the King of Fez by Tolabe-Bongeman, Doctor of the

Alcoran " (taken from Moiiette), entitled ' The History of the Beign of Muley
Ismael, the Present King of Fez, Tafilet, Sous, &c. Of the Revolt and Tragical

End of several of his Sons and of his Wives. Of the horrid Execution of many
of his Officers and Subjects. Of his Genius, Policy, and Arbitrary Government.

Of the cruel Persecutions of the Christian Slaves in his Dominions. With an

Account of the three Voyages to Miquenez and Ceuta, in order to Ransom
them. By F. Dominick Busnot, one of the Commissaries for the Redemption

of the Captives in the Dominion of Morocco. Translated from the Original

French, now first Printed at Roan, this present year 1714.' " La Tradition do

I'Eglise " is not translated in this edition.
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Thta ** tnuUlloii *' in linwuvar m|irlntmt with mud* iitlKht ulttnitlnnN untl

MpAmto iWRlnittiun {1-90 + S PrlvlloRo du Itol) In IM*. Kninfoi« ()i)malliii

IMiilpnton il(i U M«ttt«, Rn«l JoMph ItontRrd'a ' VoynR* |mur U r«l«mplloii iIpii

UptifN MUX ntynuinM iVMt/Pt «t do Ttiiilii, Mt an 1720.* IVIn i Hvo, 1721

(|>|). Km 4- |t|v Ix.- I<iiiiur MUvM rMtiionwl), Niw. 217. 2 IH of tlw • UlblioRrii|iiiy

ttf AlttarU.'

881. 1714. AtlM OcogMphioui, or C)i)m|)lmi Byntom of Ooogmpliy (itnoleiit

luul niraiorn) for Aflrlmi oonUinhtK wimt In of moat umu In lllmu, Vi»ntniiw, (!i)IU>

rlnii, OlitvortitM, UrnndrMnd, Hitniion, Ao. I^ondon : 4to.

Tlin fourth vol. (piK HOH) U llluHtnitMl with 1? mn|M nml ouIn. TIm |Nirt

refitrrliiK to lUrlwry U ttonx |i|). 14i1 to nOH. lIlHt«try of Fox nn«l MunNioo,

|)|>. 21H-221. MimxH'o In ganorxl, |t|). 272-284.

889. 1714. AldNto, Bernardo.—•Vnrliui lintiKUwIxtloii do Kiipnnn, An-ton, y
«triui provinolM. Andwrtm : 4to.

AnoUioi' mlUlon, HruMi'litii, 4to, 1724.

888. 17in. JonMi BMhMrlRh.—I>liwit«tlo do iinitua BhilhouM, nt tho ond oC

Clmntl)i>rliiyn(«'M • Orntio Dominiim ludoxontlii lingUM Verm.* AmxtordKni : 4tt>.

884. 1718. BohMrd, L»ur«iM.--'rho )!liitory of EnRUnd ttvm thn rwtontlon

of KtuR Chiurlex II. to thn iwnoluHkut of tho Kolgn of King %liiniitii It. und
cttKbllnhmput of King WillUnt nnd Quoon MKry. London t folio, .1 voIm.

At vol. lil., \\ CDl, In MX Aooount of tho IMmto in rMrllkment on tho KingV
H|W(Hdi in roliitlon to Tunglur (lionl KoIIkkU th«n Iwing » prlMtnor in tlio

'IVwor for th« Topiitli plot). 8t(> No. 800.

886. 1710. XlUato, Allaln ManMWon.— IkRohroihung don ganxon Wolt*
Kroimw diutimon. Vol. xlv., Nortli Africn, with niupa and viows.

886. 1720. Otuta. -~ 1ll«lnci«^n do la ti'rcora viotorin quo ol oxoroito do au

Mnttoaliul KtgrvS ol dia 21 do l)ioion\)in« do 1720 vn loa cain|)oa do (V)uta,dondo loa

Miwoa, on n\\nu«ro do aom<nta mil honibnii, volvloron A atAonrlo, y Alo^)n «l«rrota«loH,

w\n (xSnlida do aioto li «who ntll honihrva. Madrid : 4to, pp. 0. (l)un>.)

337. Iillwrtada, i\ hiatoria del aitio do Couta Itajo rl ntando did Marqut^a ii\

LfganiSa. MS. on la IMK Nnc. (l)uro.)

886. 1720. V«B«, Fnmoiioo de.—Chronica do la Provinoia do Caatilla ....

do la 88. Wnidttd. (Uwldiml.)

Liv. .t, ch. \\ rontidna a Hat of ITiO oiiptivra freed at Fox.

336. 1721. B«l«slon« dolla Scgnnlnta Vittoria ri|iortata ioW arini di 8. M.
Cattollca nol pixtprioC^uuins nol qiiido vonnoro a dar Battaglla gli Mori con tutto 11

lon» Kaorcito o»>m|HM»tv» di !)0 Mllla ITomini, m)tto li 9 Docombro 1720. Bar-

ivllona, Oonova, lUdonna ; 4to, pp. 4.

340. 1721. Treaty between Great Britain and Moroooo, algnod at

Fpx, 2ar\l .Inuuary, 1721, by Alunwl llaahn, and tho Hon. Charles Stewart, II.M.

AmUwsador. This was ronoxwd by Art. XL. of tho 'IVoaty of 1791. (Herts.

•IVcat, wd. >,, i\ 89.)

IVn-ides for fh««lom of trade, and nuitual iwrmisaion to send on boanl

vessela to oxanuno (laaaports.

341. 1724. Belation do co qui sVst imssA diuis loa troia voyagca quo loa roli-

gieux do lX)rdro de Noatre Daiuo de la Mercy ont faita dana loa iStata du roy do

Marv>o ixnir la redemption doa Captifa en 1704, 1708, et 1712. Par un dea Piros

deputes (XHtr la redemption do la Congn^gation de Paris du mCmo Ordro. Dcditi

aux cvoques de Bn>tagne. Paris : IGmo, pp. 438.

84
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Mora vklukblo than otiior wurka of a linlUr nature, and ountaiui much
gouoral inftirmatlon rogardinit tlio country.

848. 172S. Wlndus. John.—A Juurnojr to Mo(|ulnoif!, tho rmldonco of tlio

]>roNiiut Kin|i«ror of Fos and Morocco, on thu occaNion of Comnioiloro Htflwart'a

KnibaMy tliitlior for tho rodomptlon of tho UritiHh Cnptivcii in tho year 1721.

London: Hvo, pp. xxx. 2fil, x. (Index), with 6 platoa. Dublin Kd. 1720. 8o«

ttlao rinl(urton'M VoyanteM, vol. xv., pp. 442-406; Draku'H Voyage*, pp. 40(M00.

A Gorninn trnniilation piibliiihod at Ilanovor, 1720, 4to, pp. lai -f

ind«x and orrntn, with tho aanie platea (plua an imaginary portrait of Moulai

lanwil—the iiamo indeml which a|)iionrod in 1070 aa that of Moulai Kr-

llawhid, No. 2r)l) i
' Kolitan nnuh Mc)|iilneK,der lluaidenx doa houtigon Kayaera

von Koa un«l Marooco, Welcho dor llorr Comniandour, Carl Htuart, al* Gro«H-

Dritanniaolior (Jeaandtor, Anno 1721, xu Eriedigung der dortigon Uefangenen

nbgetoget ha^ und in dioaon 172Q Jahre eu London durch John Windua
hurauagogotjcn. Audi niit anubcrn Kupfurn orlautort worden oat, Aua dent

EngllMchou uberxoiaot Durch F. 0. Wobor.

'J'ho Emiwror Moulai hmail waa 87 yeara of ago, and had roignorl S3 yoam.

On tho arrival of tho Embaaay at Mokeuca tho total number of ChriHtinn

oaptlvoH thero waa 1100, of whom 800 were EnglUh; thcM latter wcro

lihuratcd. Thu namo of Wludua ia not given on the titlo-pugo on the author

—only in tho dodication.

848. 1720. [Ohatwood, Bobcrt.] Boyle, 0«ptaln Bobert—The VtiyagoM

und Advonturoa of Captain Bobert Boyle, in aoveral porta of the world, intor-

mix'd with the Story of Xn. Villara, an BngUsh Lady, with whom ho made
hia aurpriaing Eaoapo from Barbary. Likcwiae Including The History of an

Italian Captive, and tho Lifo of Don Fedro Aquilo, &o. Full of varioua and
amoaing Tuma of Fortune. London : [I'lato] 8vo, pp. 296.

This is a fiotitioua narrative. Varioua Engliah editions were published.

Thero waa, for inatance, a sixth in 1762. The last (pp. 374) waa issued in

1828. The first issue ia so rare that it is priced at £3 10*. A French edition

wiw publiahod at Amatordam, 2 vols., 12mo, 1730.

844. 1726. Los pires Jean de la Taye, Donia Maokar, Auguatln d'Arciaaa,
Henry Le Boy, d6putez de I'Ordro do la Sainte-Trinit<S dits Maturins.—Kelatioa

en forme de Journal du voiage pour la redemption dea Captifb au roiaumes de

Maroo et d'Alger. Paria: lOmo, pp. x.+864+xii. (With portrait of Marie

liooxinska, Queen of France, and a folding plate of Mowlai Ismail giving audience

to the priests aent to ransom French captives).

846. 1727 (circa). Mohammed Be-aeghir bin ol-HoJ Abdulla cl-UfiranL

Sue No. 1021.

This author lived under the reign of Mowlai Ismail (1072-1727), and perhaps
'. later.

846. 1728. Labat, le F&re Jean Baptiate.—Nouvelle relation de I'Afrique

ocoidentale, coutenant une description cxacte du Senegal et dea pals situ^s entre

lo cap Blano et la rlvidro de Serreliono, juaqu'& plus de 300 lieuSs en avant dans

los terres. L'histoire naturelle de ces pats, les diiferentes nations qui y sont

rtfpanduSs, lours religions et leura moeurs, aveo I'^Stat ancien et present dea com-

pagnies qui y font le commerce. Paris ; 6 vols., 12mo, with maps, plans, and

figures. Tids well-known classic is practically an account of Brills' vaiious

joumeya iu the Senegal and Oambia country. But ia chapter zx. there are

leferences to the Sultan of Morocco, Sec.
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847. 1728. Kannat, White, Bishop of Peterborough.—A Register ftnd Chro-

nicle, Ecclesiastical and Civil, contiiiDing Matters of fact Delivered in the Words
of the most Authentick Boolis, Papers and Itecords ; digested in Exact Order of

Time, with proper Notes and References, &c. London : folio, pp. 938.

At p. 650 is the ' Journal of the Earl of Sandwich in the Streights,' 1661,

MS.
P. 781. " When we had sold Dunkirk, then Tangier was cried up as a place

of much greater importance."

P. 329. Tangier declared a free port.

848. 1728. Innooenols insultada, on noticia da borbara atrocidode com que
OS Negros Mahometanos sem outro motivo mnis que o odio que tern nos pro-

fcssores da F6 de Christo insultaraS o Convento da ConceyfaO que os Missionarios

do SaO Francisco tem na Cidado de Mequinez, colhida de varias ohegadas da
quelle paiz. Lisboa.

848. 1729. Braithwaite, John.—The History of the Revolutions in the

Empire of Morocco, upon the death of the late Emperor Muley Ishmael ; being a
most exact Journal of what happen'd In those parts in the last and pert of the present

year. With Observations Natural, Moral and Political relating to that country

and People. With a map of the country engraven by Mr. Senex. London:
8vo, pp. 381.

This contains a valuable journal of the mission of John Russel, Esq., to

Morocco for the liberation of captives. The author served in the reign of

Queen Anne, both on sea and land, as ensign in the Royal Guards, lieutenant

in the Welsh Fusiliers, and in France, Lombardy and Venice as secretary to

Christopher Cole, who was English Resident in the last-named State. He com-

manded in the expedition to Santa Lucca and St. Vincent; was the first

volunteer that entered Gibraltar after its capture, and died in Guinea in the

service of the Royal African Company.

A French translation was published in 1731 : ' Histoire des Revolutions de
* I'Empire de Maroc depuis la mort du dernier Empereur Muley Ismael, qui

contient une relation exaote de ce qui s'est pass^ dans cette contr^ pendant

I'ann^ 1727 et une partie de 1728. Avec observations naturelles, morales et

politiques sur le pays et les habitans. Troduit du Journal Anglois, ^crit par le

Capitaine Braithwaite, qui a accompagn^ Mr. Jean Russel, Ecuyer, Consul

General de Sa Majesty Britannique en fiarbarie ; et qui a ^t^ ttfmoin oculaire

des plus remarquables ^vtoemens mentionnez dans cet ouvrage. Et enrichie

d'une Carte de cette partie de TAfrique.' Amsterdam : 12mo, pp. 470.

A German tranHlation appeared in 1730: 'AUemeueste Maroccanische

Stoats-Veranderungen,' with a map. Hamburg : 4to.

860. 1729. Thou; J. A. de.—History of his own time. Translated from the

Geneva edition of 1620, by Bernard Wilson, A.M., Vicar of Newark-upon-Trent,

and Prebendary of Lincoln. London : 2 vol. folio, pp. 699 and 568.

Books VIL and XX. give an account of the afifairs of Africa—Fez, Morocco,

Tremezen and Tunis, and descent of the Turks on Africa, at Tripoli, in the

63rd year of that century [sixteenth], Bua9on (Bu Hassan), brother of the

King of Fez, having made a descent with Portuguese help on Alhazemas, his

ships were attacked by " Sala Rous, Governor of Algiers, in the name of

Soliman, Emperor of the Turks." Afterwards Buagon goes to Algiers, and Sala

Rous becomes his ally against Fez.

851. 1729. Additional Articles between Great Britain and Morocco, signed
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at FcB, 10th July, 1729, by John Kuiael. lten«wed by Article XL. of the

Treaty of 1791. (Hort«. 'I'reat. \., p. 93.)

Moor* or Jewi permitted to trade with, but sot to reside In Qibraltar and

MiDoroa. Britiah subjects on board pr^/.es to be givett up.

869. 1730. Several Voyages to Barbary, containing an historical and

geographical account of the country, with the hordships, sufTuringa, anil manner

of redeeming Ohristian slaves, together with a curious description of Mequinez,

Oran and Alcazar, with a Journal of the Biege and Surrender of Oran, to which

are added the maps of i3arbary and the Sea-coasts ; the prospects of Mequinez

and Alcazar; an exact plan of Oran, and a Yiew of the Ancient Ruins near

Muquinez [Volubilis], all designed by Captain Henry Boyde, the whole illustrated

with Notes Historical and Critical. London : 8to, pp. 146 and 158.

A second edition, with corrections, appeared in 1786.

This book, often catalogued as by Captain Henry Boyde, is a plagiarism

from the works of the Trinitarian Fathers (No. 844). The first part is an

avowed translation from this narrative, with a number of particularly oiTensive

notes by the translator (J. Morgan), and a list of British captives ransomed

by George L and George IL supplied by Captain Boyde—or Boyd—who was
master of the Neptune, 80 tons and ten men, bound from St. Lucar with

fruit to London, when he was taken by " Bailee rovers." His share in the

volume was simply to supply the engravings in the volume. In reality Boyd,

who was among the 296 slaves ransomed by Commodore Stewart in 1721,

was dead before the book was published. The second part is a compilation from

various sources on the history and capture of Oran. The maps are of little

value, but the other " prospects " are of historical interest.

868. 1731-1740. Wadding, Luca.—Annales Minorum seu trium ordUtnm A. S.

Francisco institutorum auctore Luca Waddingo, Hibemo. Romae : 20 vols.

864. 1732. Meneees, D. Fernando de, Conde da Ericeira, CapitaQ General de

Ttingere.—Historia de Tangere, que comprehende as noticias desde a sua primeira

conquista a sua ruina. Lisboa Occidental : folio, pp. 304.

Published after the death of the author, who was the last Portuguese

Governor of Tangier, by Lorez Ferreira. It is a work of the highest historical

value.

866. 1732. Anderson, William.—Royal Genealogies from Adam to

times. Genealogical Tables of Emperors, Kings and Princes, and the Earliest

Great Families of Asia, Europe, Africa, America, and the British Isles. London

:

roy. folio. This work is professedly based on the ' Genealogisohe Tabellen ' of

Johann Hubner.

866. 1733. Monsieur * * *.—Histoire de I'Empire des Gherifs en Afrique, sa

description geographique et historique; la relation de la prise d'Oran, par

Piiilippe y. Boy d'Espagne, avec Tabr^g^ de la vie de Monsieur de Santa Cruz

cy-devant Amlmssadeur en France, et Gouverneur d'Oran, depuis la prise de cette

ville. Om^ d'un plan trds exact de la Ville d'Oran, et d'une Carte de I'Empire

des Cherifs. Paris: 18mo, pp. 346+162. - i ,^i , . . . < .i ., >,.

Attributed to the Abb6 Boulet.

367. 1734. Treaty between Great Britain and Morocco, signed by John

Leonard SoUicofTre, on the l&th December. Provides that English subjects taken

on board enemies' ships are to be given up to the Consul. Renewed by Article

XL. of the Treaty of 1791. (Herts. Treat, vol. i., p. 95.)

Mutual protection to subjects of each Power on prizes.
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968. 1784. Joumaal, van het oo8t-ii..'i-:he Schip Blydorp, uitgevaren na
Batavia. Id don Jaare 1733, den 6. July, en tusscben den 11. en 12. Augustus,

ftan de Moorze Kust Verongelakt. [Vignette] Amsterdam ("Gedmkt by de

Wed J. van Egmont") : 4to, pp. 8. Text Black letter, Titlepage Roman.

A narrative of a wreck on tbe Morocco coast.

The only copy known to the compilers is that in the collection of Dr. R.

Brown.

'360. 1735. Beglamentos para la provisidn de los presidios de Africa. Madrid.

sec. 1735. Iiambreohta, M.—Joumael gehouden in 's lands Schip van oorlog

't Zeepaard, Eapt. M. Lambrechts, om te Eruyssen op de Saleesche en andere

rovers. Handschrift van 226 pag. fol. Dagboek geschreven door den Komman-
dant expeditie.

MS. in the University Library of Leyden. (Veth and Kan.)

361. 1738. Leo Afrioanus.—Extracts ft 'm the Nubian's Geography [Edrisi'M],

Leo the African, and other Authors antient and modem, concerning the Niger,

Nile or Chimbia, and observations thereon. These form an Appendix to :—
Travels into the Inland Farts of Africa, etc., by Francis Moore, Factor for

several years to the Boyal African Company of England. London : 8vo, pp. 305

+Appendixpp. 86+4+23. Also Drake's Yoyc^s, pp. 519-532. The extracts

from ' John Leo the African's Geographical History of Africa ' are original

translations from the Italian, and occupy pp. 20-79. There are a few

elucidatory notes.

This work was published by Edward Gave, the year after Dr. Johnson

became one of his " literary hands." It is prefaced by a very learned intro-

duction, which bears evidences of what may be called Johnson's earlier and

better style, and may possibly with the translations be by him. It is remarkable

in one respect that the writer for the first time suggests that the Lotos of

Homer, which has been the theme of so many identifications, was simply the

date, and that "the divine nectarious juice" which caused the companions of

Ulysses to rest in forgetfulness was the familiar palm wine.

362. 1738. Belation de la captivite et du rachat de treize esclaves marseillais

. . . dMi^e & MM. les Directeurs de la Redemption g4vi6nLe des pauvres esclaves

de Marseille et son territoire, par un des treize esclaves. Marseille : 41o.

368. 1740. Memoirs of the Duke of Bipherda : First Embassador from

the States General to his Most Catholick Majesty, Then Duke and Grandee of

Spain ; Afterwards Bashaw and Prime Minister to Muly Abdalla, Emperor of Fez

and Morocco, &c. Containing A Succinct Account of the most Remarkable Events

which happen'd between 1715 and 1736. Intarspers'd throughout with Several

Curious Particulars relating to the Cardinals del Guidice and Alberoni, the Princess

of Ursins, Prince Gellamere, the Marquis Beretti Landi, M. de Santa Cruz, and

other Persons of Distinction in the Spanish Court. As also a Distinct and

Impartial Detail of the Differences between the Courts of London and Madrid

;

with many Authentick Memorials and other valuable Papers. And an Alphabetical

Index. London : 8vo, pp. xv. 344+ Index pp. 8.

364. 1740. Saunter de Beaumont, L'Abb4, under the pseudonym of De
Orouaenac, Gentilhomme Gascon.—Histoire de la demidro revolution arrivde

dans I'empire ottoman le 28 Sep. 1730, avec quelques observations sur I'etat de

la ville et empire du Maroc. Paris: 12mo. (Guy.)

365. 1742. [Mtdrault, Adrian Maurice de.]—Relation de ce qui s'est passe
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dans le Boyauma do Maroo depuis Fannie 1727 jusqu'en 1737. Paris: 12mo,

pp. 294.

An account of the civil war following Mowlai Ismail's death.

866. 1742. Fellow, Thomas.— The History of the Long Captivity and
Adventures of ... in South Barbary, Giving an account of his being taken by
Sallee Hovers, and carry'd a Slave to Mequinez at Eleven Years of age ; his

various Adventures in that Country for the Space of Twenty-three Years ; Escape

and Return Home. In which is introduced a particular Account of the Manners

and Customs of the Moors ; the Astonishing Tyrranny aAd Cruelty of their

', Emperors, and a Belation of all those Great Revolutions and Bloody Wars which
happen'd in the Kingdoms of Fez and Morocco between the Years 1720 and 1736.

Together with' a description of the Cities, Towns, and Public Buildings in those

Kingdoms ; Miseries of the Christian Slaves ; and many other Curious Parti-

culars, etc. London : 8vo, pp. 388. See also No. 1946. -::.;: '-^-n.^-

867. 1744? Dekker, Jan.—Beschryvinge Van de Voomaam, te en merk-

waardigste voorvallen, wclke Jan Dekker in zyn 28. Jaarige Slavemy in

Barbaryen syn overgekemen. Hoom : 12mo.

This extremely rare Dutch booklet of 69 pp. gives the author's experience

during his 28 years' captivity in Morocco. He was "taken" in 1715 and
carried into "La Rassi" (Laraiche= El Araish), from whence he was, as usual

with Christian captives, marched into the interior, visiting in the course of his

long slavery many parts of the empire, including Ta61et.

868. 1745. The Harleian Collection.—^Yoyages and Travels not before

collected in English (or which have been abridged in other collections).

Compiled from the Library of Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford, with Maps and

Plates [sometimes called " Osborne's Collection "]. London : 2 vols., folio.

In vol. ii. there are the following relating to Morocco:—John Dunton,

True Journal of the Sallee Fleet, with the Proceedings of the Voyage 1636-37

pp. 491. Thomas Phelps, Account of the Captivity in Barbary of, 1684-85,

pp. 499.

869. 1746. Presidios de i^oa.—Reglamentos para ^tos. Madrid: 8vo.

(Dure.)

870. 1746-1789. Prevost, I'AbW [and others].—Histoire g^n^rale des voyages,

ou nouvelle collection de toutes les relations de voyages par mer et par terre qui

ontM publi^es jusqu'& present dans les diff^rentes langues de toutes les nations

connues. Paris : 20 vols., 4to. Dutch edition, 21 vols., Amsterdam : 4to, 1767.

871. 1745-47. Astley, Thomas.—New General Collection of Voyages and

Travels, &o. London : 4 vols., 4to.

In vol. i. is a reprint of Thomas' Second Voyage to Barbary in 1552, by
Captain T. Windham.

872. 1748. The Life and Surprizing Adventures of James Wyatt,
containing his entering himself Trumpeter on board the Revenge Privateer,

Captain James Wimble, May 29th, 1741, etc., etc. London : 12mo, portrait and

3 plates, pp. vi. 181. A sixth edition, 1755.

This narrative of an Exeter man who was " taken " by the Moors North of

Senegal is evidently truthful, or at least based on a substratum of fact. An
account of Santa Cruz (Agadir) is given on pp. 21-27.

878. 1748. The Case of poor British Slaves in Morocco,

zine,' vol. xviii. pp. 413, 482, 531.

VOL. ni.

Gentleman's Masra-
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874. 1749. [PSeran de la Tour.]—Histoire de Mouloy Mahamet, fils de

Mouley Ismael, Roy do Mnroc. Geneve : 12mo [no author or publisher's name],

pp. xxiv. 321.

876. ITSO ? Kort dog opregt verhaal van alle do wreedhens in hunno slavernyo

onder de Mooren gelecdcn door de equipage van Het Huys in t' Bos op de

Moorsze Kust. Amsterdam (Wed. J. van Egmont) : 4to, with plates and figures.

(Posthumus' Library.)

An account of the slavery of shipwrecked seamen in Morocco.

376. 1750. [Morgan, J.]—A compleat history of the Piratical States of

Barbary, viz. Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, and Morocco. Containing the Origin,

llevolutions, and present State of those kingdoms, their Forces, Ilovenue!<, Policy,

and Commerce. Illustrated with a plan of Algiers and a map of Barbary, by a

Qentleman who resided there many years in a public character. London : 8vo,

pp.368.

This work is of little value ; so far as Algiers is concerned, it is largely based

on Laugier de Tassy's ' Histoire du Royaumo d'Alger,' 1725, which was again

- to some extent copied from Marmol. But for the other States he draws upon

various writers, having himself no personal acquaintance with Tunis, Triirali, or

Morocco. Morgan was an indefatigable plagiarist; his account of Morocco is

taken without acknowledgment from Windus, Ockley, Braithwaite, &c.

An Italian version was published in London in 1754, entitled ' Istoria degli

Stall di Algeri, Tunisi, Tripoli e Marocco,' 12mo, pp. 37G ; and a French one

in 1767, translated by Boyer de Prebandier: 'Histoire des l^tats Barba-

resques qui exerceut la Piraterie. Gontenaut I'origine, les revolutions et I'^tat

prdsent des Royaumes d'Alger, de Tunis, de Tripoli et de Maroc, avec leurs

forces, leurs revenus, leur politique et Icur commerce. Par im auteur qui y a

reside plusieurs ann^es, avec caractdre public, traduit de I'anglais.' Paris:

2 vols. 12mo, pp. 338 + 287.

877. 1750. Treaty between Great Britain and Morocco, signed at Fez, 15th

January; negotiated by William Petticrew, H.B.M. Consul-General. This was

renewed by Article XL. of the Treaty of 1791. (Herts. Treat, vol. i. p. 96.)

378. 1750. Meinguy.—Histoire des revolutions de I'empire des Arabes. Paris

:

4 vol. 12mo.

879. 1751. Trotighton, Thomas.—Barbarian Cruelty ; or, an accurate and

Impartial Narrative of the Unparallel'd Sufferings and almost iocrediblc Hardships

of the British Captives belonging to the Inspector, Privateer, Capt, Richard

Veale Cotnmander, during their Slavery under the arbitrary and despotic

Government of Muley Abdallah, Emperor of Fez and Morocco, from January/

1745-6 to their happy Ransom and Deliverance from their painful captivities

compleated in December 1750, by the Bounty and Benevolence of his present

Majesty King George. London : 8vo, pp. 216, with quaint illustrations.

A second edition was published in the same year, but with the alteration in

the title of " by his Excellency William Latton, Esq., his Majesty's Pleniiwten-

,. tiary and Consul General to the Emperor of Fez and Morocco."

To which is added a supplement of pp. 56, " Containing an additional

account of several very surprising and unaccountable Transactions which

occurred to the four young men, viz. Edtvard Fitzgerald, Oeorge Beak,

Emanuel Eochnter, and Thomas Stanton, part of the alwve-mentioned Cai)-

, tives, who were stopped by the Emperor in order to be made a present to
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his Majesty Oeorge the II., without the payment of Head Money, from the

Time they were separated from their Companions for the Purpose aforesaid to

the Time of their liappy Releasement from Slavery on the 11th April, 1751."

Both editions have plates of " Muley Abdellah, King of Mequinez and Fez,

Emperor of Morocco and Grand Sheriff of Mahomet," the wreck of the Inspector

in Tangier Bay, the captives being driven into the Interior, Mowlai Abdallah's

massacre of 335 of his own subjects, Mowlai Abdallah's camp near Fez, Slaves

at work at Busioram. Most of these plates were reproduced in Fellow's

• Adventures ' (ed. 1890). No. 1945. See also Drake's Voyages, pj). 497-310. |

'^f Twenty of the crew turned renegades, and one of them, Thomas Mears or

Myers, was living in Merakish, high in office as "AlkaYd Boazzer," when
Colonel Keatinge visited that city fifty years later. He had, however, fared

rather badly in other respects. See No. 512.

380. 1751. Additional Artioles between Great Britain and Morocco, signed at

Fez, 1st Feb. ; negotiated by VV. Petticrew. Renewed by Art. XL. of the Treaty
of 1791. (Herts. Treat, vol. i. p. 97.)

381. 1753. Joumaal wegens de rampoedige reys-tocht, van de Ed. Geftrengen

Heer Capiteyn Hendrik Cornells Steenis, en Dienst van het Edel Moogende Col-

legie ter Admiraliteit, Ilessileerende te Amsteldam, met het oorlogschip genaamt
het buys in 't Bosch gestrand op de Moorsche kust in Afrika tusschen Geuta en

Kaap Porkus, op Maandag middag den 20 December 1751. Als meede een Korte
beschrijvinge van de Steden Tetuan en Fez, de Handeling met den Keizer van
Marokko, de Vreedemaaking met Haar Hoog Moogende, en de Elendie en

Behandelinge van het Scheeps Volk ; Nevens een Lyst der G«noomene Scheepen

door de Saaleesche en Tetuansche Hoovers, zeder't Jaar 1732, en de Naamen
der gelosto Hollandsche Gevengenen. Door Kunstige Plaaten Verbeeld (2 plates

(imaginary) with curious title-page), pp. ix. (preface signed "B. M.") and

pp. 35. Amsterdam : 4to.

There is no date on the title-page, but from internal evidence it seems to

have been issued in 1753 ; 2Dd edition, 1755. This narrative reached a 3rd

edition.

382. 1754. Belafao da Grande Victoria que alcan90U contra os Mouros o
Presidio de Mazagao. Lisboa. (Da Cunha, p. 138.)

388. 1754 ? Bessa, Manuel de.—RelafSo da Batalha que o Presidio de

Marzagan 'teve com os Mouros, offeiecida a . . . . (Da Cunha, p. 137.)

384. 1754. Bavn, Wilhelm Prederik.—Kort Underretning om det Maroc-

canske Slaverie i Aarene 1751, 1752, og 1753 dagvis forfattet paa vers af den af

expeditionen antagne kasserer .... davajrende Slave. Kjobenhavn : 4to, pp. 98.

In 1751 the Danish Government sent to Mowlai Abdallah, or rather to his

son Mohammed, then the virtual ruler, an embassy on board of two frigates.

This mission was under the direction of Col. Longueville, and numbered amon"
its members Lieut, (afterwards Admiral) Kaas, and Bavn, as Treasurer of the

party, who wrote in quaint Danish doggerel an account of its adventures.

Owing to mismanagement, ignorance of the country, and, above all, to the mis-
representations of a Moorish Jew, whom they trusted too implicitly, the entiro

embassy were put under arrest in Merakish, on the ground that the Danes
had without permission established a fortified post at Santa Cruz. Host
has preserved a plan of the house iu which they lived,—a building, according

to Ravn, of clay, one story high and with three rooms

:

" Fik en Stage hoi, plat Tag og ikke meer,

End 3 smaa Kamere og Murene af Leer."
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In 1763 Captain Liitzow obtained a concession for a Danish ConqMny,

which, by paying 50,000 piastres per annum, obtained the exclusive commerce

of Safi nnd Salli. But it was unfortunate, and, finally finding itself unable to-

com|jete with the Mogador and Larache merchants, became bankrupt.

886. 1756. An Aooount of an Barthquake that happened in Barbary [viz.

Tetuan, Tangier, Arzila, Sallee, Fez, Mequincz, Saffee, Marakish, Saigon hills, and

Tarso] on the 1st November, 1755. Inclosed in a letter from General Fowke,

Governor of Gibraltar, communicated by Viscount Royston. (Phil. Trans.

1756, vol. xlix., page 428.)

886. 1756. Notioia do grande assalto e batalha que os Mouros derSo & Pra9a

de Mazagam. Lisboa. (Da Gunha, p. 139.)

887. 1756. Baumgarten, J.—Geschichte d. Numidier, Mauritanier, Lybier,,

Ethioper, Araber, Reich v. Trapezont, alte Gesch. Spaniens. Halle : 4to.

1757. iN'otioia de grande batalha que houve na Fra9a de Mazagam. ^

Lisboa. (Da Gunha, p. 140.)

1758. Lusitano, Candldo.—Vida do Infante D. Henrique. Lisboa : 4to.

Contains much information regarding the capture of Ceuta and other ports

of Morocco. At pp. 92-108 is the history of Juan Fernandez, who lived seven

months in the Sahara. See No. 634.

Translated into French by the Abb^ de Goumand : Lisbon and Paris, 1781,

The real name of the author is said to be P. Francisco Jose Freire.

880. 1769. Clarendon, l!arl of.— The continuation of the Life of Edward

Earl of Clarendon, Lord High Chancellor of England, and Chancellor of the

University of Oxford, being a continuation of his History of the Grand Bebellion

from the Restoration to his Banishment in 1667. Written by himself. Oxford

:

3 vols. 8vo.

Vol. iii. p. 313 :—^The king states in parliament that " the new acquisition

of . . ; Tangier, &c. . . . ought to be looked upon as Jewels of an immense

magnitude in the Royal Diadem." See No. 334.

881. 1769. Oasiri, MiohaeL—Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana Escnrialensis, sive

Librorum omnium MSS. quos Arabicd ab auctoribus magnam partem Arabo-

Hispanis Composites Bibliotheca Gcenobii Escurialensis complectitur, Recensio et

Explanatio Opera et Studio Michaelis Casiri Syro-Marnnitae, Presbyteri, S. Theo-

logiae Doctoris, Regis a Bibliotheca, linguarumque Orientalium interpretatione.

Matriti : 2 vol. folio, pp. 544, 352, with a copious index not paged.

Many of the MSS. catalogued in these volumes are no longer in existence.

892. 1759. Bougainville, J. P., Membre de ITnstitut. — Mdmoire sur les

D^ouvcrtes et ^tablissements fait le long des cdtes d'Afrique par Hannon. With
map, by Robert de Vaugondi. (Rec. de I'Acad. des Ins.)

Many other editions of the Periplus of Hanno exist. See No. 2.

393. 1760. Treaty between Great Britain and Morocco, signed at Fez, 28th

July ; negotiated by Mark Milbanke, Esq., H.M. Ambassador.

This contains 25 articles, and was renewed by Art. XL. of the treaty of

1791. (Herts. Treat, vol. i. p. 100; Martens, 'Rec. de Trait^s,' t. i. p. 2.)

This last contains a notice of all anterior treaties between Great Britain and

Morocco.

894. 1760 ? BelafSo dos governadorcs quo tem governado a Pra(a de

Mazagam, etc. (Da Cunha, p. 86.)
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S86. 1761. Navarro, Juan Job6, Marques de la Victoria, Capitan General de

la Armada.—Diacursos y diferenteB puntos particularmente sobre la Marina. MS.
aut^grafo del afio 1761. En la Bib. de Marina.

" En la pdg. 149 estdi un discurso sobre las plazas do Xfrica, cuales debea

conservar se y cuales se deben quemar, demoler y abandonar." (Dure.)

880. 1763. Qaroia y Oomea, Jos^.— Noticias sobre la plaza y fuerzas de

Melilla en 1763. MS. en la Bibl. de Ingenieros. (Duro.)

887. 1763. Hedendaagsohe Historie of Tegenwoordige Staat van
Afirika. Waar ins uitmunl De Beschryving van Barbarie [etc.]. Isaak Tirions,

Tegenwoordige Staat van Alle Yolken, vol. x1. Amsterdam : 8vo.

Morocco occupies chap. vi. pp. 213-309. It contains a good account of the

Dutch relations with the Moorish sultans.

888. 1764. Ilia, Niool&s de.—Declaraciun tomada & NicoUa de Lia, Galafate de

una polacra liornesa en 1704. Contiene noticias de Mogador. MS. en la Bibliot,

del Dep. Uidrog. Papeles varies, tomo iii. fol. 124. (Duro.)

888. 1765. Cardonue, Dennis Dom., Secr^taire-Interprete du Boi, pour les

Langues orientales, aux Affaires ^trangeres, & & la Bibliothk[ue de Sa Majesty.

—

Histoire de I'Afrique et de TEspagne sous la domination des Arabes. Gom-
pos^e sur differens Manuscrits Arabes de Bibliothdque du Roi. D^ide k Mon-
seigneur le Dauphin. Paris : 3 vol. 12mo, pp. xxiii. + 402, 400, and 336, with

index to each volume.

A German translation by De Murr was published at Ziirich in 1770.

This work is based on the Arabic MSS. in the Bibliothdque da Roi, and

finishes at the conquest of Tlem9en, Tunis and Tripoli by the Turks, and at

that of Fez and Morocco by the dynasty of Sherifs. He cites the following

Arab authors, whose MS. works are in the Bibl. du Roi at Paris, as his autho-

rities:—Chebab-ed-din Abul Abbasi: Historiae universalis. No. 642.

Ahmed ben Abd-ul-vahabi, cognomine Novairi: Historiae Ommiad-
arum, qui in Hispanift regnarunt, No. 703. Ahmed ben Mtihammed el-

Moghrebi : Historia Hispaniae, primae partis Volumen secundum, No. 705.

JBbn el-Kantir: De redactis in Arabum Potcstatem Hispania, No. 706.

Historia Lenaaaedini viziri ultimorum Granatae regum ex famili& El-Ahmar,

No. 758. Historia universalis Chehabe-ed-din Ahmed el Mokri, al

J'asi, No. 761. Historiae compendium, auctore Ibn-SIhaldun, No. 769.

Xiunae resplendentes Marocci auctore Abdalla ibn Batuta, No. 825. Historia

Califarum ac Regum Arabum in Hispanic usque ad annum Uegirae 765, auctore

3en Abdalla el-Khateb el-Musulmani el-Kortubi. Historia universalis

Abu-jaferi Mohammed ben Harir el-Tabari.

400. 1765. Iiuouce, Pedro, and Pedro M. Cermeno.—Discurso sobre con-

servar 6 abandonar los tres presidios menores: Melilla, Penon y Alhucemas.

Sobre las varias opiuiones que acerca del particular se emitieron trata D. Martin

Fernandez de Navarrete en su Bibliot, Marit. tomo ii. p. 576. (Duro.)

401. 1766. Nova Ilela9ao de hum grande combate que a garni9aao de Pra9a de

MazagSo teve em Domingo de Ramos, etc. Lisboa. (Da Cunha, p. 144.)

402. 1766? Bagarra, Joseph.—Gompendio de la historia de la Espafia trans-

fretana. Dividido en dos tomos. Gompuesto por D. J. de S. y de Baldricb, noble

de Catalufia, &c. Barcelona (without date) : 2 vol. 8vo. (Duio.)

408. 1767. Treaty between France and Morocco, dated 28th May, confirming

that of 1682. This was renewed in 1824. (Tab. des £tab. Fr. en Alg. 1841,
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p. 422. Sflo ntso Martona, Hoc. do Tr. t. i. p. 67. This contains a notice of all

nntorlor trontiuu.)

Tho treaty in quoBtiun wiui nugotintod by t)io Cunito do Urougnon witli tlio

Bultun. Tlio formur left Hafll on tliu 7tl> of Mny and arrived at MoralciRh on

tlio 17th. On tho 27tli nil tho Fronuh HlavoH wero lihorntod on very humiliating

oonditioiiH, and on tho 18th of Juno tlio anihaMHador cnibarkod for France. Hoo

al«) No. 550.

404. 1707. Tratodo do ])a/. y cnnioroio ontro KHimna y MarruecoH lirmado ol

28 do Mayo do 17(i7. Coloc. Cnntlllo. (Puro.)

406. 1707. Treaty of Coniniorco botwoon Itoniuark and Morocco, signed by
Joan KonHtnmp, 25th July, 1707. (M«rt<^nB, Hoo. do Tr. t. 1. p. 04.)

This almi givoH a notico of anterior treaties.

40e. 1707. Juan, Don Jorge.—Viajo A Mnrruecos. MS. quo ihjhoo ol Sr. Condo

do E/|H)lota. Citatio on la del viajo do 1). FmnciHuo Merry y Coloni on 1803 donde

80 oxtracta. (Duro.) See No. d'M,

40ea. 1708. Drake, Edward Oavendlah.—A now Unlvorsal Collection of

Authentic and Entortainiu}; Voya^oH and Travels, eti;. London. I'ol.

Contains Windus, No. M'2, pp. 400-11)0 ; Troughton, No. ;J7l), pp. 497-

509; Sutherland's Narrative of tho loss of Ilis Majesty's Ship Litohfiold

(1758-00); and tho sutTorinj^s of tiio surviving jmrt of tlio crow during their

slavery in Morocco, pp. 511-518 ; nnd Mtwro, No. 301, pj). 519-532.

407. 1709. The Female Oaptlve.—A narrative of facts which happened in

IJarlwry in tho year 175t>. London: 12nu), 2 vol., pp. 144, 100.

A true story : tho lady's niaidoii name wiut Marsh ; she married Mr. Cris]),

but he, having failed in business, went to India, whither she afterwards pro-

ceode«l. She was captured by a Salli Hover on her voyage fron» Gibraltar to

Kngland. She was taken to Merakish, whenco sho v/as subsequently released.

408. 1770? (circa). De Loureiro, Jacintho do Tina.— Faniilias do Mazagam.
" Manuscripto gonealojiico cm cinco vohunes, pertcencento ao rov° blspo do Porto."

(Often quoted by Da Cunha.)

409. 1770. Alhuoemas.—Diario do lo acaecido en la pla/.a y campo do Alhn-

comns con motive «io la llogada del roy do Marruecos & 6\ en 1770. MS. en la

Acad, do la Hist. Quoted in ' Confer, sobro el Ilach Moh. el-Baghdildy.' (Duro.)

410. 1771. James, Ijt.-Ool. Thomas.—Tho History of the Herculean Straits,

now called tlio Straits of Oibraltar, including those Ports of Spain and Barbary

that lie contiguous thereto. Loudon : 2 vol., 4to, pp. 379, 414.

This work treats prlncijially of the Spanisli CJonst and of Gibraltar. Vol. ii.,

])]). 1-42, is " of Tetnan in Barbary ; a plan of Ccuta, its history and some

other |>articulars."

411. 1775. [Bidd de Maurville.]—Helation do I'aflaire de Larachc. Amster-

dam : 8vo [without author, printer or publisher's name], p{ . 398.

It is a dovscription of the "expedition des Chaloujies," under tho com-

mand of M. do Baurogard, sent on tlio 27th June, 1705, by M. Duchnflault

to punisli tho corsairs of the Port of Larache. It was a failure—something

like a i-epulso.

412. 1775. Fenon de la Ck>mera.—D'ario del Sitio del mismo, desde el 20 do

Encro dc 1775. MS. en la Acad, de la Hist. (Duro.)

418. 1775. Moreno, Miguel.—Deacriiicion del estado actual do la plaza del

PcriKii, .-on ol diario del sitio que el emperador de Marruecos puso on 3 de

Febiero, 1775. MS. en fol., 12 hoj, Dcp. de Ingcnieros. (Duro.)
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414. 1775. Quidotti. Dr. F.—Storin dei Mori. Firenzo : 8vo.

416. 1775. BohlUser, August Iiudwig von.—Summarischo Geichichte von

Nord Afrika, namuDtlich von Marokko, Algior, Tunis, u. Tripoli. GUttingen

:

12mo, pp. 03.

4ie. 177(1-1788. Gibbon, Edward.—Tho History of tho Decline and Fall of

the Honmn Kmpire. London : B vols. 4to.

In tho many oditionH of this famouH work there are only general referonceR

to the Moors and Mauretanin, the invasion of tho Arabs, the extinction of

Christianity, etc.

417. 177G. Varela y Ulloo, Joa^—Dinrio y obscrvaciones do ... . desdo

Cddi/. iH>r la Costa (). do Xfriua hdcia el Htir. MS. original en la Bib. del. Dep.

Uidrog. Africa, tomo ii. (Duro.)

418. 1777. EyBse ByBsea.—Omstaiidig en waarachter Dngvorbaal, van Capt.

Eyssu Kyssos Junior, gevocrd hobbondo het dncmast galjootachip genoemd do

vrouw Qei'rtruy, van Ht. Lucas naar Anistordam gedcstincerd. Bcgiunondo met
dcH/olfs vurtrek van St. Lucas, tot dat hij, op du lioogto van Kaap St. Vincent,

door ocn Maroccaaiisch roofschip gciiomcu, en to Larache opgebragt wicrd.

VoortH /.ijnu landroizcn door Barbarijon, van Larache naar Marocco, Oud en

Nieuw Salce en Mogador, waarin men, buitcn do cchtste berichten van den tcgen-

woordigen stoat van do Barbnarsche roofkust, der gesteldheid en luvenswijze der

inwonurs, voortbrengsclon van 't land en wat den aandacht meer opwokken kan,

nog vind, vecl biJKonderbedcn wcgens den jwrsoon, ommegang en hofhonding van

Giddy Mahomet Hen Abdala, keizur van Marocco, Fez en Miknes. tielijk ook

wcgens do onderhnndeling van vreede, tusscfaen H. H. M. do heercn Staten-

Genoraal der Vcrconigde Nederlanden, en zijne Keizerlijkc Majcstcit van Marocco.

Doormengt met vole wetonswaardigo bljzonderheden, wegens do behandeling dor

Mooren, ten opzichte van do christenon, gcdurende hot vcrblijf van bovengenoemde

Capt. Eysse Kysses, Capt. Cornells Hiddes en Capt. Jocbem Meijer, aldaar. AIs

ook cenigo omstandighedon, betreffendo do dood en begrafienis van Capt. Jochcm

Meijer. Laatstclijk, cenigo aantcekeningen, den schrijver tot Gibraltar tcr hand

gcsteld, mode op do bovonaangehaalde zaken tocpassclijk. Gedrukt voor den

auteur. Anistordam : 4to, pp. 37.

419. 1778. Oassinl, Mons. de.—Voyage to California to observe the Transit

of Venus, by M, Clmpiw d'Aubcrocho; with tho Author's route tbrough Mexico,

and the Natural History of that Province, with a Voyage to Newfoundland and

Sallee. Folding plate of the City of Mexico. Londoti : 8vo.

420. 1778. Verdun de la Crenne, Lieut, dn Vuissean ; lie Chevalier de
Borda, et Pingre.—Voyage fait pur ordre du lloi en 1771 et 1772, en divcrscs

parties de I'Euroiw, de I'Afriquo et do TAm^rique. Paris : 2 vol., 4to.

Vol. ii., cap. V. pp. 29-49, treats of the " Cotes occidentalea d'Afrique depuis

le Cap Sp irtel jusqu'au Cap Blanc."

421. 1778. Treaty of Peace between Morocco and Tuscany, signed 6th Feb.

1778. (Martens, Rec. de Tr., t. i. pp. 155.)

This also gives a notice of anterior treaties.

1779. Hbst, Georg.— Efterretninger om Mnrokos og Fes, samledo der

landee fra 1760 til 1768. Kiobenhavn: 4to, pp. 291 and Index, with portiait,

several views, and a map of Morocco with the names in Arabic characters, tliough

not always correctly.

A German translation by Sussmilch, with the same plates, &c., was pub-

lished at Copenhagen, 1781, 4to : ' Nachrichten von Marokos und Fes im
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Lando selbst gosammlet in ilen Jahron 17G0 bia 1708, von Q«org IlUst ; auBdem

danisohou Uber8et/.t.* pp. 221, bvit without tlio index.

This is a worlc of muoli merit ; in aomo roHjH<ct8 tlio moat cxlmuativo and

accurato ever published. The author waa Dunit>lt Uunaul in Morocco for many
years.

428. 1780. Oonvenio do aniistad y comorcio cutro el Boy do Eapana y el

Eniperador do Marruocos, iiruiado on AranjucK & 30 Mayo 1780. Coloo.

Cantillo. (Duro.)

424. 178G-t)6. Vella, Joseph.—Codicu diplomatico di Sicilia sotto il govorno

degli Arabi, publicato per opera e atudio di Alfonso Airuldi. Nao}x>li : ti vol.,

4to.

The following note by Mr. W. Davenport Adams supplies in a concise

form the history of this extraordinary literary fraud which is so intimately

bound up with the Bibliography of Morocco :—Joseph Vella, whilom Chaplain

to the Knights of Malta, being at Palermo in 1782, accompanied the

ambiissador of Morocco, Muhammeil-ben-Olham, on a visit to tho Abbey of

8t. Martin, wttero he was entertained with tho sight of an Arabic manuscript

of great antiquity. Listening to tho chatter of the monks about their hopa of

finding in tho Arabian writers tho data which would enable them to fill up a

lacuna of two centuries in tho Sicilian annals, Vella seized upon the idea ; and

it was not very long before ho delighted tho hearts of all true Sicilians with the

intelligence that tho Morocco ambassador, in looking over tho conventual

library, had put hia hand upon a precious manuscript containing the corre-

spoudenco between the Arabian governors of Sicily and their Sovereigns in

Africa.

To confirm the authenticity of this pretended " find," and to increase its

importance in the eyea of his i)atron, Airoldi, archbishoj) of Uoraklia, who, he

knew, would spare no cost in the publication of a work of such historic interest,

the ingenious Vella invented a correspondence between himself and tho

ambassador, who had returned to Morocco. Tho fruit of this imaginary

correspondence was not only tho assurance that a second and more complete

copy of the monastic manuscript existed in the library at Fez, but the discovery

of another work, forming a continuation of it, ns well as of a series of coins and
medals, illustrative and confirmatory of their historical and chronological

detail."

So brilliantly successful was this little drama that tho King of Naples, to

whom Vella presented his translation in manuscript, pro[JOsed to send him
on a mission to Morocco to purchase or copy in the libraries of that State all

the Arabian manuscripts bearing on the history of his kingdom.

The translation of the newly-found Arabic manuscript was announced in

1786 in all the journals of Europe, and the first volume was published in 178U,

ut supra. The sixth appeared in 1 793. The first volume was dedicated to the

King of Naples and the second to the Queen.

The archbishop next desiretl to publish the whole of Veila's so-called

Arabic text, and lor this purpose obtained a fount of Arabic type from Bodoni.

An artist, named Di Bella, waa commissioned to engrave tho coins and medals

fabricated by Vella—who, by the way, to render more diflicult the detection of

his fraud, had obliterated the greater |X)rtion of the monastic manuscript. At
last, in 17U5, at the expense of the King of Naples, were published at Palermo

the first volumes of the two editions, the principal of which, a costly folio,

contained the Arabic text with the Italian translation of the manuscript
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"diacovered" at Fez, under the imposing title of " Kitab Divan Misr, or Libro

del Gonaiglio d'Bgitto" (Book of the Egyptian Divan or Council). So far, bo

good. Vella probably thought himself in Sicily safe from exposure; but

Nemesis, determined on his punishment, sent, as a tourist to the island of

volcanic fires, a Qeroian orientalist—J. Hagor. As a matter of course he hoard

of the historical treasure-trove, procured a copy of Vclla's folio, examined it,

And at once detected the imposture. Airoldi, however, stood gallantly by his

fraudulent protigS^ and, determined at all costs to save him, appointed a

commission of five highly respectable persons, against whom the only objection

was that they did not know a word of Arabic. Their mo<le of ])rocedure should

have been this ; they should have placed before Vella the Arabic text of the

"Godice Diplomatico," and have required him to translate at sight whatever

passage they thought fit to point out to him. His Italian version would have

^ ; «erved them as a comparison to ascertain if he translated accurately, and if he

contradicted himself in the printed version. But the absence from the

tribunal of an Arabic scholar nullified the verification.

Vella committed to memory two or three passages of his translation ; and

when the Arabic translation was laid before him he chose whatever page he

pleased, as if he had opened upon it accidentally, and proceeded to repeat by
rote what he had learned. The commissioners would never have arrived at a

flatisfactory result if Vella had not at length made a clean breast of it, and

acknowledged his deception. Finally, in 1796, he was sentenced to fifteen

years' imprisonment, and had abundant leisure, iherefore, to regret that visit to

the Abbey of St. Martin which had tempted him into the ways of dishonesty.

—Qentlemarifa Mttgazine, 1891.

The mosque libraries of Fez and Merakish, which have been so frequently

rumoured to be the hiding-place of valuable manuscripts, are in all likelihood

poor in any volumes of more literary importance than a few Korannic com-

mentaries. Even in ClynaBrt's day (No. 48) the former city had little love of

literature, and during the civil wars prior to Moulai IsmaKl's reign and after

bis death, much of this was either destroyed or scattered by the unlettered

sovereigns of that period. Many manuscripts were doubtless brought from

Spain, and an Embassy was sent at a later date to try and recover some of

those which had escaped the ignorant fury of Ximenes. But if we except the

MS. of Ibn Batuta which Moura found in Fez (No. G16) and that of the Rudh-

Al-Kartas in Merakish from which Beaumier made his translation (No. 871),

nothing of any great importance has come to light, thougli as MSS. were

carried away by Golius (No. 157), etc., it is likely enough that the libraries of

London, Loyden, Madrid and other European cities may contain what had

rendered Morocco so disappointing to the hunter after the relics of a more cul-

tured age. It might, however, be added that, of late years at least, no one has

been permitted to ran^^ack any of the mosque libraries. Sir John Drummond
Hay in vain offered rewards for any Latin or Greek documents which (inter

alia), the long-sought-for, lost books of Livy were imagined to be in Fez,

though on no sounder ground than the fact that they are nowhere else.

See No. 1518.

•^6. 1782. Campany.—Momorias liistoricas sobre la Marina, comcrcio y artes

de la autigua Giudad de Barcelona.

Many treaties.

Madrid : 4 vol., 4to.

426. 1782. De Ayala, D. Ignaoio Iiopea.—Hisloria de Gibraltar. Madrid

;

4to, pp. xvi. 886, xlviii. ; with plan.
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Thii Ir the boHt of tho early liiitoriwor Oibmltar ho fur nn the rolationH ot

Muroocu and tho itixik nM oonccrnod.

it woa traimlatMl in 1845 by Jainea Doll : * Tint lliHtury of Gibraltar from

the Earlii<8t poriod ol' its ucou()atioii by tho IteracvnH, coni))riain(; Uotuils of thu

nuinoroui uontliotH fur ita (lOHaeBaion liotweoii tho Moors and tho ChrUtluno,

until ttH tlnul Hurroudor in 1462 ; and uf Rubsoquont ovontH ; with un npiwndix

cuntainiuK intcroHliuK ducuuioutit.' London: Hvo, iip. xx. 2U4, witli plau

(difl'erout from Ayala's).

487. 1783. Additional Artioles botwoon Orcat Dritain and Monaco, signod

at Bailee, 24th May; nu^otiatud by Sir Itogor I'urtiH and runinvud by Artiolo XL.
of tho treaty of 1701. (IIurt«. Treat., vol. i. p. 110.)

498. 1783-04. Abu'l Feda lamoeL—

jLii\ J^\ J j.iuie^^ j^ U-J\ ^^y. Aniinlos MuBlemici,

lion gcstau a Moliantuiedo utiquu ad a.u. 1101. Arab, ot Uit. od. J. J. lloiHko.

liafniiu : 5 voIm. 4to. Sou Noh. 25, Uia, (i23, 720.

Other worktt on tite Hauio Miibjvct by KoIhUo apiwared at lA>i|)/.ig in 1754

and in the 'Mngaxin filr diu neuo Iliiitorio und Uoogra]iiiio,' of UUaching,

t. iv. and v.

488. 1783. Sohweighofor.—i*iinloituug /.ur Kuuntuias dor StantsvorfiiMiiing

lx>i dcr vereiidgton Konigreicho Maroko und Fos von Schweihofor. Wien

:

8vo, i)p. Ill, witli illuBtratiouB inoBtly taken from Host.

The book concludes with a HJiort bibliography, containing tho bookit fron\

whioli it ia compilml.

480. 1784. MaroklcaniBohe Briefe. Auwiom Arabischcn. Nono vorraohrto

nud verlwaserte Auflage. Fraukl'urt und Leipzig : 8vo, pp. 256.

Morocco lettera, written in Gorman by J. Feial.

481. 1785. Voyage dans lea llltata barbnreaquea do Maroc, Alger, Tunis ot

TriiKily ; ou lottres d'un dcs captifa qui vionnont d'Ctro rnchetiis par MM. lea

Chanoines r^guliers do la Sainto Trinit<3, auivies d'uno notice aur lour rachnt ot du
catalogue de lours noma. Paris: 12mo, pp. 193, with List of tho ranaomed alavoa,

pp. 8.

The firat letter ia dated " Sak>, 21 Juin 1782," but no author's uamo is

indicated.

Tho first three lettera are regarding Morocco : tho firat, pp. 1-33, aixjaka of

Sal»5 ; tho aecontl, pp. 34-62, of Mequinez and Tetouun ; the third, pp. 63-81, of

Fez and Merakish. I'hia muat not l)e confounded with tho work of tho I'ero

• Lucien Herault, who lived in the 17th century, theao lettera l)oing dated 1781

and 1782. They i;ivo a most faithful account of iSalleo and other parts of the

country.

438. 1786. Reise in don barbarischen Staaton von Morocco, Airier, Tunis und
Tripoli, o<ler Briefe eincs aus der barbarischen Gefangenschaft erloeseteu Fnmzoe-
sisclieu Ofliciors. Aus dem Franzasischen iibersetzt. Liibeck : 8vo.

438. 1787. Cliolinley, Hugh.—A Discourse of Tnnjier by Sir Hugh Cholniloy,

Bait. With aomo account of himself and hia Journey through France and

Spain to that Place, where he was engaged in building tlio Molo in tho Time of

King Charles the Second : and a Journal of the works carrying on ; and also some

of hia Speechea in Parliament. Taken from Manuscripta now in the possession

of Nathaniel Cholmloy, of Whitby and Howsham in the County of York, Esq.

4to, privately printed.
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484. 1787. Treaty of rriondihip and commorco between the United Btateii of

America and Morocco (in tlie Arabic lanKuage), Higiiod by Tkomoa Barclay, Ivt Jan.,

17H7. (MartoDH, Itec. do Tr., t. i. p. 3H0.)

480. 1787. Ohenler, IiOul»>8auv6ur de, Consul Odndral nu Haroc.—Ro-
chorchos lilitturiquoH Hiir leu Maurea ut histoiro do runipiro du Muroc. Pari*

:

8 vol., 8vo, pp. 424, 470, C04.

An EnKllah translation, 1788, 2 vol., 8vo, pp. vl. 377 + 427: 'The
Prosent State of the Empire of Morocco, its aniinalH, products, cities, coins,

weights and measures ; with the language, religion, laws, mnnners, customs,

and character of the Moors; the history of the Dynasties since Edris; the

naval force and commerce of Morocco ; and the character, conduct, and views,

political and oommorcial, of the reigning Emperor, translated [and abridged

most of the hiatorical imrtion, a thinl of the work being omitted] from the

French.*

Includes a good description of the Empire of Morocco; with maps.

The author of this work, according to Keatingo (1773), "gave great oflbnco

to Sultun Homed Ebn Abdallah," by whom on one occasion ho was ordered

to leave his presence. Jackson, permeated with the weakness of authors on
Morocco for dis))araging their rivals, speaks slightingly of M. do Olienier's

hauteur to the Moors and the dilTiculty he liad in obtaining information owing
' to his dislike to mingle among the natives. This hauteur was, however, not

without its uses, for up to the year 17G7—when M. de Chenior refused to honour

the order—no Christian was iiormittod to ride into SaiTce on horseback, or Jew
enter it exuopt barefooted (as in Fez and otiier cities to this day), owing to the

numl)er of tombs or asylums of saints within the walls. Even the Portuguese,

when masters of the place, did not abandon this humiliating custom till the

year 1641. Chcnier was afterwards (/onsul-Gonoral in Constantinople, where

were born his two sons—Andrd-Marie, the poet and politician, who was
guillotined on the 25th of July 1794; and Mario-Joseph, tlio poet and

dramatist who, surviving the Reign of Terror, died in 1811.

486. 1787. OuigneB, M. de. — Massaoudi, Aboul-Hassan Ali.

jfe \yf <o^«3tJM a u^i3\ «r9/* ^^' Prairies cTOr et ha Mines dea

picrres precieu»es. Not. ot Extr. dcs MSS. do la Bib. du Boi, Paris : 4to,

t. i., pp. 1-G7.

A notice of his work, contained in several MSS. in the Bib. du Boi, Paris,

whicli have l)cen entirely translated into French. See No. 15.

487. 1787. Tofliio de San Miguel, Don Vicente, Brigadier de la real

Armada.—Derrotoro do las Costas do Espana en el Mediterrdneo y su corres-

])ondionto do Xfrica. Escrito en los afios de 1783 y 1784. Madrid : 8vo,

2 vol.

Another edition wos published by the hydrographical department at

Madrid, 1832.

488. 1788. [Jardine, Iiieut.-Col. A.]—Letters from Barbary, France, Spain,

Portugal, &c. By an Englisli Officer. London : 2 vol., 8vo. pp. xv. 496, 628.

In vol. i. pj). 1-189 are devoted to the author's travels in Morocco; he

went to Mekenes vi& Tetuau, on a mission from General Cornwallis, Governor

of Gibraltar.

Translation into German (1 vol.)
:

' Bemerkungen iiher Marokko : Desgleichen

uber Frankreich, Spanien und Portugal. Von ein cnglischen Offizier wahrend
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elQea Reiien durch diese LKoder, einigen Freundon im Briofen mitgetheilt

ein gedrKogter Auszug auidem Engliaohen.' Leipzig : 8vo, 170O, pp. xvi. 384.

480. 1788. HMTin, Carlo Antonio.—Storia Civile o Polltioa del C!ommorcio

de* Veneziani. Yinegia : 8 vol., 8vo.

440. 1780. Ek)iua, Vr. JoaO de.—Vestigios da Lengua Arabica em Portugal, ou

Lexicon Etymologico daa palavras e nonies Portugiiezes, que trem origein

Arabica, compoBlto ])or ordom da Academia Ileal dns Sciencias do Lisboa.

Lisboa : 8vo, pp. xx. 160. A now edition was iwued in 1830, with additions by
Fr. Moura.

This work, though not without grave faults, is regarded by students of

Hispano-Lusitanian Arabic as much superior to that of Martinez Marina in

the 4tli vol. of the ' Mcmorias de la real Academia,' and the still more slovenly

list of Hanmer in the 1854 ' Sitzenbericht ' of the Vienna Academy. With
the glossary of Dozy ond Engelmann, No. 883, it supersedes all other publi-

cations of the kind necessary for consultation by investigators of the relations

between Spain and Africa.

441. 1780. Brisson, M. P. R. de.—Histoire du Naufrage et do la Captivitd de

M. de B., aveo la description dcs ddserts d'Afriquo dcpuis le Senegal jusqu'^

Maroc. Qendve : 8vo, pp. 20.

In English : Narrative of the Shipwreck and Captivity of M. de Brisson,

with Description of the Deserts of Africa from Senegal to Morocco ; translated

from the French, post 8vo, Perth, 1780. Also iu Voyages to the Coast of

Africa by Messrs. Saugnier and Brisson, etc. 8vo, 1702, pp. 600.

Also a Polish version : Historya rozbicia sie i nicwoli pana Brissona . . .

z opisaniem pustyu Afryki od Senegalu az do Maroko. Edycya nowa.

Warszawa: 8vo.

442. 1780. Ahmed ben el-Hasaan el-Metsyowl.—Itinerary from Fez to

Tafilet.

The author wrote an itinerary from Fez to Tafilet, translated into Latin by
Prof. Paulus in 1791 in the ' Memorabillen * (Leipsic, 1701, t. i. p. 47), and

into French (from the Latin) by Baron C. A. do Walckenaer in 1821 (Rechurches

G^ographiques sur I'int^rieur de I'Afriquo septentrionale, pp. 457-476). See

No. 453.

443. 1789. Quignes, M. de.—«,_^^\jf^' 'SJ>> •> Perle des Merveilles.

Melanges de Gdographie et d'Histoire Naturelle, par Zein-eddin Omar, fiis

d'Aboul Modbaifer, sumomm^ Ebn al-Ouardi, dcrivain du xui* sikle. MSS.
Arabes, No. 577, 588, 589, 590, 591, 502, 593, 594, 601. Not. et Extr. des

MSS. de la Bib. du Roi, Paris, 4to, tome ii. pp. 19-59. An edition published

at Boulak, a.h. 1302, 8vo. See No. 22.

Several fragments of the Cosmography of Ibn el-Wardi and theses thereon

were published at Upsala by Hylander and others between 1784 and 1837.

He divides the Maghreb into three parts :^aA^\ i^jmytt, Sus el-Aksa,

or country of Sus. The second part includes Spain and Portugal ; the third is

^i)^\ i^jmy**) Sus cI-Adni, which comprises Barca and the desert as far as

444. Jy^\ (!£^\ «—*?.^j j\5^\ U*4»^ i^\ji Exposition

de ce qu'tl y a de plus remarquable (sur la terre) et des Merveilles du Boi Tout'

Puissant, par Abdorraschid fils de Saleh fils de Nouri, surnomm6 Yakouti.
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OuTiuge do Odographie compost dam le xv* aidcle. MS. Arabe, No. 586, pp. 148.

I. c, pp. 880-545. See Nm. 31.

The articles in thia work nre very short : that devoted to Merakish consists

only of a few linos.

446. 1789. Bscy, Bil'veatre de, Daren Antnine Isaac.

—

^Uj)\ j^^^ jtojj^ {J^^^ Lm^\M lit livre des perlet reoueilliea th

Vabrigi de I'hiitoire dea Siicles, ou abrdgd do I'histoire universelie, par Schdhabed-

din Ahmed almokr alfassi. MSS. Arabes, 762 and 760. Not. et Estraits des

MSS. de la Bib. du Koi, Paris, 4to, tome ii. pp. 124-163. See No. 33.

He gives the History of Fez up to the time that the Merinides took

possession of it, about a.ii. 038 => a.d. 1240.

440. 1700. Bousa, Joio de.—Interprote de Sua Magestade para a Lingua
Ambica. Documentos Arabicos para a hiatoria portugueza copiados dos originaes

dn Torre do Tombo com permissSo de S. Magestade e vertidos em Portuguez iwr

ordem da Academia real das Sciencias de Lisboa. Lisboa : 8vo, pp. 6 + 190.

Thia contains many documents of great value with reference to the history

of Portuguese afTairs in Morocco : Arabic texts and Portuguese translation.

No. Ill,, pp. 0-11. Copia da Carta que £1-Rci D. Manoel escreveo aos

Moradores de Azamur em idioma arabico. This is dated 22nd Jan., 1504
[?ln08].

No. lY., pp. 11-24. Carta dos Moradores de Qikfy [Sa£fee], escrita a el Bei

D. Manoel. Dated 2nd July, 1500.

No. v., pp. 25-27. Carta de Aly ben Said escrita a el Bei D. Manoel.

Dated 4th June, 1500 ; he was Governor of Azamor.

No. YII., pp. 30-32. Carta dos principaes da provincia de Xarquia,

escrita a el Bei D. Manoel. This was written by Salem bin Omar, Sheikh of

the Sherkioh, and others, 16th Feb., 1510.

No. VIII., pp. 32-41. Carta dos Moradores de Messa, escrita a el-Rci

D. Manoel. Written by Hamu bin Barka and others, Ist Jan., 1510, from

Massat.

No. IX., pp. 42-43. Carta de A9an Mobaty, escrita a Nuno Fernandes de

Ataide. Dated 16th Nov., 1511.

No. XII., pp. 63-50. Leis penaes e pecuniarias, que Jaheya ben Tafufa

estabeleceo para o govemo da provincia de Harris. (Penal laws and fines

established by Yahia bin Mohammed bin Tafoufa in the province of El-

Hareth.)

No. XIV., pp. 61-63. Carta de A9an Mobaty, escrita a Nuno Fernandes de

Ataide.

No. XV., pp. 63-65. Carta do Xarifo Mahomed, Bei de Fez, escrita a

el Bei Dom Manoel. Dated 27th March, 1514.

No. XVI., pp. 65-66. Carta do mesmo Xarife, escrita a El-Rei D. Manoel

sobre o mesmo assumpto. Dated 30th September, 1514.

No. XVIII., pp. 74-76. Carta da Jaheya ben Abdalla, escrita a D. Nuno
Mascarenhas. This is without date, addressed to the Governor of Saffee.

No. XXVI., pp. 98-100. Carta de Abderrhahman ben Haduxa, escrita a

El Bei Dora Manoel. Dated 6th May, 1517.

No. XXX., pp. 117-118. Carta do Xarife de F6z, escrita ao Alferes

SebastiSo de Sousa.

No. XXXVII., pp. 134-135. Carta do Ben Ahmed, escrita ao CapitSo Mor

de Qafy. Without date.
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No. XXXIX., pp. 141-143. Carta dos Moradores do Azamur a cl Roi

D. Jotto III. Without date, probably written in 1520.

No. XL., pp. 144-145. Carta do Xarife de ¥&£, escrita a el Uei D. JotTo III,

Dateil 26th May, 1524.

No. XLL, pp. 140-148. Carta do Secrctario do Xarife do.Fdz a Antonio

Li.-ite, Ca]>it)lo du Cidndu de Azamor. Dated 3rd Nov., 1524.

No. XLIL, pp. 148-150. Carta do Tio do Xarife, escrita a el Rei D.

Joilo III. Dated 27th May, 1524.

No. XLIIL, pp. 151-152. Carta do Xarife do F<5z a El Rei D. Joao III.

Dated 22ml May, 1525.

Na XLIV., pp. 153-154. Carta do Primo do Xarife a El Rei D. JoSo III.

Dated 24th Nov., 1525.

No. XLY., pp. 155-15G. Carta del Rei JoOk) III. ao Xarife de F6z, eacrita

em idioma Arabico. Dated 2!)th Jan., 1526.

No. XLVI., pp. 157-158. Carta do Xarife de Fiz, escrita a el Rei D,

Joilo III. Dated 29th May, 1526.

No. XLVII., pp. 159-161. Carta do Tio do Xarife, escrita a el Rei D.

Joilo III. Dated 22nd December, 1526.

No. LIII., p. 181. CartA do Caicd Elattav, escrita a el Rei D. Joilo III.

Dated 3ni Nov., 1530.

No. LIV., pp. 182-183. Carta do Mohomed Cabaily, escrita a el Rei D.

Joilo III. Witho\it date.

No. LV., pp. 184-185. Carta do mesmo a D. Pedro Mascarenhas. With-

out date.

No. LVI., pp. 185-166. Carta de Baba Muley Ahmed Buhapfin, primo do

Xarife a Francisco Alvares. Without date.

No. LVII., pp. 187-188. Carta do mesmo escrito a D. Antonio, Conde de

linhares. Dated 30th Oct., 1528.

447. 1790. Desfontaines, Ren^-Loulohe.—Observations snr le ChCne Ballota

ou & glands doux du Mont Atlas. M6ni. de I'Acad. Sc., Paris, p. 394, and

Joum. phys., vol. xxxviii. p. 375.

44a 1790. Ceuta.—Diario del Sitiu de Ceuta desde 22 de Setiembre de 1790

hasta el 26 de Diciembre, rcmitido iwr D. Rodrigo Rend6n. MS. en la Acad,

de la Hist. (Duro.)

449. 1791. Iiempriere, "William, Surgaon.—A Tour from Gibraltar to Tangier,

Sallee, Mogadore, Santa Cruz, Tarudant, and thence over Mount Altas to Morocco,

including a particular account of the Royal Harem. London : 8vo, pp. 477.

2nd ed. 1793. 3rd ed. 1813, pp. 447. See also Pinkerton's Voy., vol. xv. pp.

681-801. A French translation by M. dc Sainte-Suzanne, Paris, 8vo, 1801,

pp. 383 and map. A Gkrman one by Zimmerman appearetl in 1792, with map,

in "Magazin von merkw. ueuen Eeiscbesch.", vol. viii. (Berlin, 8vo).

• The author was sent by the (Jovernor of Gibraltar at the special request of

the Sultan to attend Mowlai Absulem his favourite son, then resident at

c Tarudant ; he was subsequently summoned by the Sultan to Morocco, where

his professional character gaineil for him frequent entrance to the hareem, a

.: privilege which no European had enjoyed before. He was detained six months,

journeying from Tangier to Mogador, thence to Tarudant, and so back to

,v Tangier, and had recourse to a stratagem to obtain permission to leave the

country. See also No. 467.

460. 1791. Treaty between Oreat Britain and Morocco, signed at Sal^,

8th April ; negotiated by James Mario Matra, Esq., H.B.M. Ambassador. This
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treaty contnina 43 Articlos, and coDfirmed and roacwcd all previous treaties.

(Hertslet's TroatieH, vol. i. p. 112.)

461. 1791. Abulfedes AfHoa, Arabicb et Latind, curante J. G. Eichhorn.

Gottingffi : 8vo. A Latin translation also in Buching's ' Magazin fiir die neue

llistorie und Geographic,' t. iv. et vi. See Nob. 25, eto.

462. 1791. Roohon, Alexis (I'Abb^i).—Voyage i\ Madagascar, t\ Maroc ot aux
Indes Orientnlen. Paris : 8vo. 2nd edit., An x. (1802), 3 vol. 8vo (maps).

3rd edit., enlarged, 3 vol. 12mo.

A German translation appeared in 1804 : ' A. Rochon's franzosischen Marinc-

Astronoms zii Brest und Mitglii'da des National-Instituts zu Paris. Reisen

, nach Maroko und Indien in de Jahren 1707 bis 1773. Aus dom franzosischen

Auszugsweise Ubersicht mit einer Zugabe herausgegeben von L. F. Ehrmann.'

Weimar : 8vo, pp. 108. The " Zugabe " (Appendix) relates entirely to M. de

Gremont's voyage to the Island of Bourbon, and his visit to the volcano,

translatctl from Preron's'Ann^e littdrairo,' 1772, vol. vii. pp. ISetaeq. A partial

English translation ap^ieared in 1792, and a Dutch edition in 1804.

The AblxS Rochon was a native of Brest. He visited Morocco as 'Astronome

de la Marino' and nautical surveyor to the man-of-war V Union, which con-

veyed General Breugnon, Ambassador of Louis XV. in 1767, to Morocco. See

also No. 403.

468. 1791. Paulus.—Memorabillen. Leipzig: 8vo, 2 vols. Extracts from it

translated into French by Walckenaer in his ' Recherches sur I'intdrieur de

I'Afrique Septentrionale,' pp. 457-464. See No. 452.

464. 1791. Oalvo.—Resumen de la prevogativas ... do la S.S. Trinidad . . .

y loB varones que florecicrou, &u. Pamplona. (Godard.)

Mention made of two English Trinitarian fathers, Nicholas Firmy and

Silvestre, hanged at Morocco, 1st August, 1326 (a.h. 720).

466. 1791. Ceuta.—Diario del Sitio de Ceuta en 1791. MS. en la Bib. de

Ingenieros. (Duro.)

466. 1791. Hbst, Gtoorg.—Den Marokanske Kajser Mahomed Ben Abdallah'a

Historic ved . . . Etatsraad, og Sccretair ved det Kongelige Departement for de

udenlandske Sager. [Vignette.] Kiobenhavn : 8vo, i)p. 834, Index pp. 16.

467. 1791. Saugnler.—Relations de plusieurs voyages h. la cote d'Afrique, k

Maroc, au Senegal, h, Goree, h. Galam, etc. Avec des details intdressans pour

ceux qui se destinent k la Traite des NJgres de TOr, de I'lvoire, etc. tirees des

Joumaux de M. Saugnier, qui a 6\.& long-tomps Esclave des Maures et de

I'Empereur de Maroc. On y a joint une Carte de ces diflfdrens Pays, rdduite de la

grande Carte d'Afrique do M. Delaborde, Ancien premier Valet-de-chambre

ordinaire du Roi, et Gouvorneur du Louvre. Paris : 8vo, pp. ^41. '
,

Translated into English, No. 441.

'
' With the French edition there is often (as in English also) bound uj) the

• Histoire du naufrage do M. Brisson.' See No. 441.

A Dutch edition was published at Maestricht in 8vo, 1792 ; and a second

edition of the French original in Paris, 1797.

468. 1792. Thurloe, John, A Collection of the State Papers of. London

:

7 vol. fol.

The originals are in the Bodleian Library. These contain many interesting

documents connected with Barbary. The pajjers on Morocco are in vol. vi.

, pp. 212-213: Consul Mayuard to Secretary Thurloe "on Tangiere besieged by
the Moors."
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460. 1T92. Goatling, O.—Extracts from Treaties between Great Britain and

other Kingdoms, of Articles tliat relate to the Commanders of Ships of War.

London 4to.

Treaties with the following countries: France, Spain, States Gkueral,

Portugal, Austrian Netherlands, Ilussia, Sweden, Denmarl;, Dantzic, Snvoy,

Turkey, Morocco, Algiers, Tripoli, Tunis, and the States of America.

460. 1792. Follie, Officier d'Administration dans lea Colonies.—Voyage dans

les ddserts du Sahara. Contenant 1° La relation de son naufrage et de ses

aventures pendant son osclavage. 2° Un precis exact des Moeurs, des ust^es et

dcs opinions des habitans du Sahara. Paris, Tan premier de la Kdpublique

Franpaise : 8vo, pp. 171. See also No. 302.

461. 1792. Fotooki, Jean.—Voyage dans I'empire do Maroc fait en I'ann^e

1791, suivi du Voyage de Hafez. Recit Oriental, par Jean Fotocki. Varsovie

:

8vo, pp. 332.

462. 1792. Aaurara, Gomes Eanes d'.—Chronica dos feitos do Conde Dom
Pedro de Meueses, primero Capita? que foi na cidade de Ceuta. See Nos. 34, 634.

With reference to a MS. of this work offered for sale, we have the following

note :—" An important work by the royal chronicler of Joan I. of Portugal.

It was written in 1463, and records the conquest of Ceuta by the Portuguese

in 1415—the first step in that series of expeditions which led to the voyage

round the Cape and the discovery of America. The capture and annexation

of Ceuta are events that belong to the biography of 'Prince Henry the

Navigator.' The chronicle was printed for the first time in 1792 by Gorrea

de Serra. The present MS. was transcribed about 1620 from a copy made
in 1470 in the house of the Arch-priest of Lisbon, by Joan Cronzalez, Scribe

and Biscuit Baker." (Bernard Quaritcb, 1886.)

468. 1793-9. Bruns, Hofirath P. J.—Neue systematisolie Erdbeschreibung

von Afrika. Nuremberg : 6 vols., 8vo.

For long the best general compilation extant.

464. 1794. [N. N.] Abr^g^ de la Vie de Muley Liezit, Empereur de Maroc,

6crite par un t^moin oculaire. Imprim^ pour I'Autheur & Rome, 1794. 8vo,

pp. 134. No date on title-page. "Se vende ohez Heritiers C. Sticher a
Amsterdam, et chez les Imprimeurs a Londres."

Translated into English by Robert Heron : ' An Account of Muley Lieait

late Emperor of Morocco, written by a Spanish Agent at the Moorish Court

who has witnessed the events of Liezit's reign, and who, by his intrigues,

accomplished that Emperor's fall To which is prefixed a short Review

of Moorish History, from the earliest times to the Accession of Muley Liezit,

with a philosophical inquiry into the causes which have hitherto retarded the

civilization of the Moors.' London : 8vo. 1797. [The Life of Moulai El-Yezid

= Liezit occupies pp. 151. The " Short Review," paged separately, extends to

p. 95.] The original is written in extremely incorrect French, and abounds

with Arabic and Lingua Franca idioms.

465. 1794. Dombay, Franx von.—Geschichtc der Maurit<uiischen Konige.

Agram : 2 vols., 8vo. An abridged translation of the Rudh el-Kartas by Bin

Abd-el-Halim el-Gharnati. See Nos. 26, 554, 646, 871, 1523.

466. 1795. Broussonnet, Pierre-Marie-August.

Dr. Broussonnet, Deputy to the National Convention, being threatened

with arrest at Montpcllier, after the fall of the Qirondins, fied to Spain, and

afterwards to America. He came for the first time to Morocco in the capacity
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of Physician to tho Minister of tlie United States. Beturning to France after

the close of the Reign of Terror, he was nominated Consul at Mogador, and

: commissioned for the National Institute to explore Morocco and the Canaries.

His stay in Morocco extended from 1795 to 1801, and his journeys extended

to Mogador, Merakish, SafH, Fez, Mekenes, Salli, Laraiche, Tangier,

and Tetuan; sometimes in company with the Abh4 Durand. He did not

publish anything himself. But he sent plants to Wildenow at Berlin,

Desfontaines at Paris, Ck>uan at Montpellier, and Cavanelles at Madrid, llie

last-named published in the Anales de Ciencias naturales—"a now scarce

publication, which secured for Spain a temporary place in the republic of science

which she did not long retain " (Ball)—most of those observed in Morocco.

Others were ' described by Wildenow in his Species Flantarum, and by
Desfontaines in his Flora Atlantica passim. There is a large collection of his

plants in the Herbarum of the Faculty of Sciences in Montpellier, though unfor-

' tunately the labels have got mixed up. (Cosson.)

467. 1796. Agrell, Olof.—Bref om Maroco. Stockholm : 8vo, pp. 661. '<

These letters were written by the Secretary of the Swedish Consulate-

General in Morocco, between the years 1789 and 1791. They were translated

' into German in 1798 imder the title of ' Neue Reise nach Marokko, welche

im Lnnde selbst gesammelte hist, statistische Nachrichten bis in das Jahr

1797 enthiilt, nebst Anhang von Lempridre's Reise in einen entfernten Theil

des Reichs und besondere Bemerkungen iilier das lunere des Harems. Aus
dem Schwedischen mit einer Karte von Fes und Marokko, neu entworfen von

Fr. Gottlieb Eanzler.' NUrnberg : 8vo.

Part of this volume is occupied with Lempri^re's Journey (No. 449).

There is no map in the original Swedish edition.

468. 1796. [ll'obelly]. Nouveaux voyages sur toutes les c6tes de la Barbarie

et I'empire de Maroc, dans la H" et Basse Egypte, sur les cdtes de la Mer Rouge,

en Nubie et Abyssinie, etc., etc. Paris, an VII* de la R. F., 2 vol. in-8, avec

cartes et planches. Vol. I., pp. 102-225 contains an account of the " Voyage

d'un Consul fran9ai8 " (viz. : Chenier).

469. 1796. 8t.-8aTetir, OrasseL—Costumes des habitans d'Alger, Tunis,

Tripoli, Maroc, etc. Paris : 4to. Forty-two plates in colours.

470. 1796. Exportaoidn de Oranos. Ri'al Cedula de S! M. y Seilores del

Consejo, por la cual se concede & los cinco gremios mayores de Madrid, privi-

legio exclusivo por tiempo de ocho aQos para trasportar & estos Reinos de los

puertos de Marruecos, los Granos y dcmds frutos que produce aquel pais, en la

forma que se express. Madrid : fol. (Duro.)

471. 1797. 8ohouBboe, Peder Eofed Anker.—Om arabisk Gummi som

Handelsvare i Anledning af Borgeren Suedianis Bemnerkninger herover. Bulletin

des Sciences, No. 8, 1797. ^'\fu's Phys.-oeconom. og medico-chir. Bibliothek,

1799, XV. pp. 178-185.

472. Bidrag til Kundskab om Gummi-Sandarak. {Ibid. pp. 209-215.

" Oversvtat fra Fransk," i.e. translated from the French.)

478. 1798. Durand, l'Abb6 PhiUppe.
Durand collected plants around Tangier, Tetuan, El-Kasnr, Tarache, Mogador,

Mekenes, and Fez, and was perhaps the first and one of the very few travellers

who ever penetrated the robber and wild-beast haimted Forest of Mamora.

His collections went to diiferent botanists ; some are in the British Museum
Herbarum. He published a thesis for the degree of M.D. :

' Do Quibusdam

VOL. m. Y
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Chloridis disiiuiHitlo botaiiica,* 1808 ; but lio does not apiwar to havewiiiten

auythiiig else on Morocco.

474. 1708. Saoy, Bilveatre de.— Do quolquos inonnaies araboH, ot ilos

nionnaies du 'i'unis, d'Algur ot do Muroc. Article in the ' Magaaia cucyclo-

pMiquo,' 1798, tomo iii.

476. 1798-1813. Gosselin, P. P. J.—l^echorcbcs sur la Gdographie SystiJma-

tiquo et PoHitivo dus Anciunti : pour sorvir do bnso i\ rHiatoiro do la Gdngraphio

Ancienno. Pnria : 4 vols., 4to.

476. 1799. Leyden, Dr. John.—Hintorical and philosopbical Sketch of the

Discoveries and Hettloniunts of tho Europeans in Northern and Western Africa at

the close of the 18tli century. Kdinburgh : 12mo, pp. 442.

Another edition was published in 1817 (2nd edition, 1818) with tho title,

* Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Africa by the late John Leyden,

M.D., enlarged and completed to tho present time with illustrations of tho

goograi)hy and natural history [by Professor Jameson], as well as of tho

moral and social condition of its inhabitants, by IIu<;h Murray, Esq., F.U.S.E.'

Edinbur<?h : 2 vols., 8vo, pp. xx. 512, and viii. p. MC, with 3 maps.

In chaptor iii. vol. ii. of the latter edition is an account of tho first voyages

to Morocco, Windham's second voyage, Moiiette's captivity; Windus' Visit

to Mekoni'8 with Commodore Stewart, and the journeys of Lempriire,

Jackson, Keatingo, &c. At the end of the volume is a Bibliography of Africa.

An abridged edition, to which Profcoior Jameson and James Wilson of

Woodvillo (brother of " Christopher North ") contributed sections on tho
'

- Natural History, appeared in 1840 (Edinburgh, 12mo) under the title of

'Narrative of Discovery and Adventure in Africa from tho earliest to tho

present time ; with illustrations of the Geology, Mineralogy, and Zoology.'

A French version of the larger work, brought up to date by Cuvilliers,

; appeared in Paris, 4 vols., 8vo, with 4to Atlas, in 1821.

Leyden and Murray may still be consulted with advantage in spite of tho

vast changes which the last seventy years have brought about.

477. 1799. Tratado de Paz. Amistad, navegacion, comercio y pesca cntro su

Majestad Catolica y su Majestad Marroqui concluido y firmado en Mcquinez il

1' de Marzo 17;>9. Colec. Cantillo : also published seijarately at Madrid. Seo

also Martens, IJec. de Tr. t. ii. p. 175.

478. 1799. Croisi^res et negooiations de M'. de Kinsbergen, avcc dcs details

sur Maroc, pnr M'. le B°". de Schoening, rodigds sur son journal allemand par do

Champigny. Amst. : 8vo.

478. 1800. Ouseley, Sir William.—

J^J^ Ui^ ^i}"^ ^ <^ ^^ J iH^ Um« {^\j^. The Oriental Geo-

graphy of Ebn Haukal, an Arabian traveller of the tenth century. Translated

from a MS. in his own Possession. Collated with one preserved in the Library

of Eton College. London : 4to, pp. xxxvi. 327. See No. 14.

Page 9. or the Sea of Ileum or the Mediterranean.

Page IC. Of Maghreb, or the west part of Africa, its distance and stages.

Pago 51. Mediterraatan Sea.

The following also may be consulted :

—

1. 'Dissortatio de Ibn Haukalo.' Peter Uylenbroek. Lugdunum Bata-

vorum : 1822, 8vo.

2. 'Description de I'Afrique par Ibn Haucal,' by Baron MacGuckin de

Slanc, translated from the Arabic. Journ. Asiat., 1842.

T
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3. Arabic Text by Do Goejo. Leydon : 1871.

/ 4. A Koview of Ouseloy's Work, which was made from a most imperfect

Persian MS., and is full of errors, by De Sacy, iu the ' Mag. Encycl. do Milin.'

t. vi. p. 33.

480. 1800. Bohousboe, Feder Kofod Anker.—lagttagclser over Yoxtriget i

Marokko, samlcde paa on Ilejso i Aarono 1791-93. Yidoiisk. Suluk. Skrifter

for 1800, 1. l)t;el, 1 lleft, pp. 1-204, with 7 plates. Separate copies were also

reprinted, and in 1801 it was translated into Qermaii, ' Bcobachtuiif^en Uber das

Gewachsreich in Marokko, gesammelt auf einer Iteiso in den Jahren 1791-93.

1. Theil. Aus dem Diiiiischcn von J. Ambr. Markusson.' Koi)enhagen u.

' Leipzig : 8vo, xvi., pp. 186, 2 tab.

In 1874 a new edition in French and Latin appeared under the auspices of

the Sec. de Climatologie Alg<Srienne: 'Observations sur le ri^no ve;;<5tal au

Maroc par P. K. A. Schousboe, assesseur au CoUdgo g^n^ral d'ngriculture,

commerce et industrie. Edition Franfaise-Latine, (5tablie d'apr^s I'iidition

<lanoise-latino do Copcnhaguo (1800), par le Dr. E. L. Bcrthemnd, et augmentde

de la synonymic actuelle par M. lo Professcur J. Lange, Dirccteur du Jardin

botaniquo de Copcnhague.' Paris : 1874, 8vo, xvi., pp. 202, 7 tab.

This is still the only separate work on the botany of Morocco. Its accuracy

vas established by Mr. Maw finding, in 1886, Narcissus viridijlorua (Scliousb.)

i in the exact spot where it was described in 1791 as growing "copiose,"

uamely "loco elevato, saxoso, humido juxta Tingidem, quanto itur ab arce ad

montem Shebel Kebir " [Jebel Kebir—" the mountain " near Tangier], " mox
,: V dextroversum flectondo cursum inter hortos mare versus," and "in istmo arenoso

inter Oibraltarium et pagum St. Eocque sito et nomine Neutral ground,"

Schousboe was born in Bonne in Denmark in 17GG, and, afler the usual

studies in Copenhagen University, travelled from 1791-94 in Spain and

Morocco. He became Consul in 1800 ; Consul-Gencral in 1821 ; and died at

Taogier in 1832. The genus Schousboea (Schum.) was named after him.

(Warming, in the Copenhagen 'Botanlsk Tidsskrift,' t. xii. p. 92.)

481. 1800. Dombay, Frana von. — Grammatica linguae, Mauro-Arabicae

juxta vemaculi idiomatis usum. Accessit vocabularium Latino-Mauro-Aralicum.

OiDera et studio Francisci de Bombay, Caes. Reg. Linguarum Orientalium In-

terprotis. Vindobonao apud Camesiaa : 4to, pp. 5 + 136.

482. 1801. Bamberger, ChriBtian Frederic, "Carpenter and native of

Sch.** "—^Travels in the interior parts of Africa from the Cajre of Good Hope to

Morocco—through Caffraria, the kingdom of Mataman, Angola, Bahahara, and

from thence across the Great Desart of Sahara and the Northern parts of liarbary

—performed during the years 1781 and 1797. 8vo, pp. 390, 3 col., plates ar)d a

map by Ch. J. Goldbach of Leipsic dated Oct. 11, 1800. Two other Engl,

trans, in same year.

Also a French translation by L. H. Delamarro in Paris and Strasbourg,

Anix., 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 298: viii.+ pp. 375, with Goldbach's map, and three

' beautifully engraved plates from imaginative designs by Collet, "clSve de

David."

:x The original work, which we have not met with in any library, was
printed by Martini at Leipzig (2 parts, 1801). But thougli in some respects

comparable with the writings of Defoe, it is now known to have been, to

use Isaac Disraeli's language, " the ideal voyage of a member of the German
Grub Street .about his own garret" [viz. : Zacharias Taurinius, a Wittemberg

printer (aided by Junge and Tillesius ?), who, under the name of Schrodter,

issued other fabrications].

Y 2
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488. 1801. Leo AMoanuB.—Leo's aiis Africa Reiseo in Arrica, vom Uerm
Hofrath Bruns. Qaspari und Berluchs Allgemeine Qeographischu Ephemerides,

Vol. VII., Viertes Stuck, April, pp. 309-344. Weimar : 8vo.

In this commentary, which contains some useful annotations, only the

Latin of Florianua (Leyden edition) and the Italian of Bamusio are quoted.

484. Solcrania Academica qvvm Serenissimvs et celsissimvs princeps ac

Dominvs Gvilielmvs V. Aravsionis et Na8sovia3 princeps, Belgii foederaii

Gvbernator hereditarivs, etc. Rector hvjus Academiae, magnificentissimTS

loannem Svam invisurus esset celebranda indicet O. G. Lorsbach h. t. Prorector.

Froemittuntur quaedam de lo. Leonis descriptione Africae. Herbornsa: 4to,

Title 1 p. + Dedication to William V., Prince of Orange, afterwards Duke of

Nassau-Ufingen 1 p. + text 22 pp., partly in Latin, partly in German.

An Academical discourse before the University of Nassau, forming a sort of

prospectus of Lorsbach's forthcoming version of Leo. It is justly severu

upon Florianua' version, but is not free from the errors which the ferocious

Pro-rector stigmatises in such indifferent Latin.

486. 1801. Treaty between Oreat Britain and Moroooo, signed at Fez,

14th June, 1801, by the 8 Itan Muley Soliman, and negotiated by Hadgi Abder-

haman Ash Ash, Governor of Tetuan, and James Maria Matra, Consul at Tangier.

Explanatory articles were negotiated between Sultan Abderaman ben

Hisham and James Sholto Douglas, 12th Jan., 1824. (Hertslet's Treaties,

voL iii. p. 17.)

486. 1801. Dombay, Frans voxl—Geschichte der Sherifen oder der ESnige

des jetzt regierenden Hauses zu Marokko. Agram : 8vo, pp. 324.

487. 1802. A Oatalo^e of MSS. in the Gottonian Library deposited in the

British Museum. A number of MSS. regarding Morocco of the 16th and 17th

centuries are mentioned under " Nero " VIII., No. 36 ei seq., p. 226.

488. 1803. Clarke, Bev. James Btainer.—The Progress of Maritime Discovery

from the earliest period to the close of the eighteenth century, forming an

extensive system of Hydrography. London : 4to, pp. ccxxx. and 491, with 263

pp. of appendices. Numerous maps and illustrations.

This is marked vol. !., but no more was ever published. At p. 10 is a

notice of the taking of Ceuta by the Genoese in 1231 ; its occupation by the

Portuguese in 1414, p. 147 ; and of subsequent Portuguese exploration on the

W. Coast of Africa.

In the Appendix, pp. 171-202, is " An explanatory Catalogue of Voyages

and Geographical Works by Mr. Locke."

489. 1803. Curtis, James.—A Journal of Travels in Barbary in the year

1801, with observations on the gum trade of Senegal. London : 12mo. A
German translation was published at Rostock, 1804, pp. 157.

Mr. Curtis, an army surgeon, was sent from Gibraltar by Governor O'Hara

to accompany an embassy (the name of the envoy not being mentioned) to

Fez. On recrossing the Strait his vessel was captured by the French, and he

and his companions held for a time prisoners in Algesiras. The portion of this

work referring to the gum trade is extracted from Golberry's Travels.

490. 1803. Dombay, Fr. v.—Beschreibung der gangbaren marokkanischen

Gold-, Silber- und Kupfer-Miinzen. Wien : 8vo, pp. 53, pi. 1.

491. Ebn-Medini Mauri fessani sententise, quondam arabicse. In Arabic

and Latin. Vienna : b /o.
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year

». A

402. 1803. Haringman, Hendrik.—Bcknopt dag-journal van een verlilyf van

agt weeken, in hot Keizerryk van Marocco en landreize naar Mecquincz, gedaan

in den jaare 1788, by Gelegenheid eener HoUandsche Ambassade, door den Heer

.... vormaals Lieutenant by de Cavallerie in Dienst Deezer Republiek. Den
Haag : 8vo, pp. 111.

Journal of a residence" of two months 'n the Empire of Morocco with a

Dutch Embassy under D. A. Haringman. A German edition, 'Tagebuch,

etc.,' by L. F. Ehrmann, appeared at Weimar in 1805.

408. 1804. Hapd6, J. Bap. Aug.—Arlequin k Maroc. Folie-fferie en 3 actes.

Paris : an 7.ii., 8vo.

484. 1805. Iieo AMoanus.—Johann Leo der Afrikaner's Beschroibung von

Afrika (by G. G. Lorsbach, No. 484). Herbom : 8vo.

This, though the latest, is the most difficult of all the versions of Leo to

meet with.

486. 1805. Settala, Iiuigi.—Ragguaglio del Viagglo compendioso di un
dilettante antiquario sorpreso dai corsari e condotto in Barberia. Milano : Svo.

Gon figuras. (Duro.)

486. 1806. WaddlnguB, Fr. Luous.—Scriptores Ordinis Minorum quibus

accessit Syllabus illorum qui ex eodem ordine pro fide Ghristi fortiter accubuerunt,

Priores abiamento, Posteriores sanguine Ghristianum religionem asseruerunt.

Bomae: folio, pp. 248 + cviii. The latter portion being an Jiidex Mar-
tyriarum ; at p. civ. is a list of 13 martyrs in Morocco.

487. 1806. Baoy, Baron Antolne Isaac BUvestre de.—Chrestomathie

Arabe. Paris : 3 vols., Svo. 2ud ed., 1826-31. With a supplement, Anthologie

Grammaticale (1829). See No. 550.

Contains many Moorish Arabic documents in translation.

486. 1807. Mohammed bin Ahmed bin Ayas El-Hanefl el-Jerkasi.

jUaJ ^\ c-joV;^^ jJ j^^^ (3^

—

Vodeur dea fleurs dam lea Merveilles

de rUnivera. Notices et Extraits des MSS. de la Bib. Nationale ct autrea

BibliothSques. Paris: 4to, t. viii., p. 1. See No. 40,

An account, by L. JLanglds, of several MSS. at Paris and elsewhere of

this cosmography. The author states that the first canton of the West is

that of Sus, and describes its principal cities,—Teroudant, Azaky, Tebrezin,

the country of the Berbers, Sedjelmissa, Aghmat, Merakish, Derah, Tadlah, Fez-

Telemsan, Melilah, El-Mahdyeh, Sebta (Ceuta), Tandjeh (Tangier), &c. This

work was probably written about a.d. 1516.

488. 1807. Merino, Fray.—Compendio de gramntica para aprender arabigo*

vulgare. Madrid : 8vo.

£00. 1808-14. Finkerton, John.—A general collection of the best and most

interesting Voyages and Travels in all parts of the world, &c. Maps and plates.

17 vol. 4to.

Vol. XV. contains Addison's Accoimt of West Barbary; Windus's Journey

to Mekenes ; and Lcnipri^re's Tour in Morocco.

£01. 1809. Jackson, James Grey.—Account of the empire of Marocco, and

the district of Suse : with an accurate account of Timbuctoo, the great emporium
of Central Africa. Loudon : 4to, pp. 326. Map and 13 plates. A 2ud edition

Appeared in 1811, and a 3rd in 1814.

The author of this standard treatise (which however was severely handled

by the reviewers) resided some time in a commercial and consular capacity at
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Santa Cruz (Agadir), but his work does not contain any narrative of personal

adventures. Tlieso appear in another work, No. 527. Them is also a German
version : 'Geographisch-statisticho Beschroibiing des Kiinigarcichs Marocco aus

dem Englitjchen, mit Anmerkungen, nebst Zusiitzen von E. A. W. von Zimmer-

mann.' Hallo : 8vo, 1816. Mit karten.

609. 1809. JaokBon'8 Aooount of Moroooo.—Review ot No. 501. The
Christian Observer, vol. viii., p. 287. London.

608. 1810. Buffa, John.—Travels through the empire of Morocco. London

:

8vo, pp. ix. 244, with a map.

Dr. BufTa went in 1806 from Gibraltar to give medical assistance to the

Governor of Larachc, whence he journeyed to Mekenes and Fez. '•

An extract from this was translated into French and published in the

* M^m. de la Soc. d'dmulation de Cambrai,' in 1825, by the Abb^ Servois.

604. 1811. Bourke, Thomas.—A jGonciso History of the Moors in Spain.

London: Bvo.

One of many similar compilations; but it contains a few facts bearing

directly on Morocco.

606. 1812. Abu el-KasBim Ahmed ez-Ziani. See No. 1666.

600. 1814. All Bei el Abassi [pseudonym of Domingo Badia y Leblich, a

Spanich traveller].—Voyages en Afrique et en Asie pendant les ann^es 1803-1807.

Paris : 3 vol., 8vo, with atlas, 4to, Ixxxv. plates, of which those from i. to xii.

bis, relate to Morocco, and 3 maps.

An Er<rli8h version was published at London in 1816, 2 vol. 4to ; a Spanish

one in 1836, at Valencia, 3 vol. 8vo ; and a second French edition at Paris,

1884, 3 vol. 12mo.

The author travelled (1805-6) as a Turk ; he landed at Tangier, where he

saw the Sultan, passed through Mekenes to Fez, returned to the coast at Rabat,

going from thence to Merakish, where he remained for some months, being all

the time treated with great magnificence ; he returned to Fez, Ujda, and El

Araish (Larache), whence he embarked for Tripoli and the further East,
' • including Mekka, which he duly reached. (Edinburgh Review, vol. xxiii.

p. 521.) In the Introduction to the English edition full particulai-s are given of

his visits to England, both before and after his memorable journeys. But the

man's history is still a mystery. No one seems to have ascertained the source

of the funds which he spent with princely magnificence. He pretended to be

a native of Aleppo, and was known as Sid Helebi

—

i.e, "the gentleman of

< Aleppo:" and it is thought that the Spanish Government supplied him with

money, though what purpose they had in so doing is not quite clear. Latterly

both the Sultan and the officials got suspicious of him, and the rumour spread

abroad that he was an agent of Bonaparte. Two renegades in his employ

whispered that he had corns on his feet, excrescences unknown to Moors,

whose shoes are loose over the toes. The Emperor sent him wives, who were

intended to spy upon him ; and his departure from the Empire woa closely

akin to expulsion. Latterly, the absurd report circulated that he was actually

Bonaparte himself, and for a time he was called " Parte ;
" for as " Bona

"'

signifies in the Lingua Franca "good," they would not designate him by
a name which might imply that the Frankish conqueror was anything but a

fiend. A son of his was living in Fez fifteen years after his departure. Some
curious particulars about Ali Bei are given in Jackson's "I'imbuctoo and

' Housa' (No. 527), pp. 297-304.
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607.

pp.

1816. Moroooo,
298-345.

All Bei's Travels in. Quarterly Review, April,

C08. 1816. JanBon, W.—A View of the Present Condition of the States of

Harbary ; or an account of tlie Climate, Soil, Produce, Population, Manufactures,

Naval and Military strength of Morocco, Fez, Algiorn, Tripoli and Tunis. Also

a Description of their Mode of Warfare, inter8i)erBcd with Anecdotes of their

Cruel Treatment of Christian captives, illustrated by a new and correct hydro-

graphical map, drawn by J. J. Asheton. London : 16mo, pp. 172.

609. 1816. [Tully, MIbb.] Narrative of a ten years' residence in Tripoli

in Africa : from the original correspondence in the possession of the family of the

late Richard Tully, Esq., a British Consul. Comprising authentic memoirs and
anecdotes of the Reigning Bashaw, his family, and other persons of distinction

;

also, an account of the domestic manners of the Moors, Arabs, and Turks.

London : 4to, pp. 370. Map and six coloured plates of costume.

This work, though on Tripoli, contains a good deal about the Moroccan

Royal family, and especially about Mowlai Yezid, the heir apparent, and after-

wards Sultan of Morocco. See pp. 148, 149, 164, 167, 196, 280.

It has been translated into French : ' Voyage & Tripoli, relation d'un

sdjour de dix ann^es, etc.; traduit de I'anglais par J. Macarthy.' Paris : 2 vol.,

1819. Reviewed in the * Monthly Review,. 1818, vol. Ixxxvii., pp. 113, 121,

and the ' Christian Observer,' vol. xvi., pp. 453-467. See also No. 143 of
' Tripoli Bibliography.'

610. 1816. Moroelll, Btefano Antonio, Librarian to Cardinal Albani.

—

Africa Christiana, in tres partes tributa. Brixias, 1816-17. 3 vols. 4to, pp. 394,

376, 341 ; with maps of Mauritania, Numidia, and Tripolita.

This is the great standard work on the African Church.

In the Appendix to vol. i. Morcelli gives a list of several bishoprics, in

which Merakish figures as Bocanum Hemerum and Fez as Voluhilia.

611. 1816. AdamB, Robert.—The Narrative of Robert Adams, a Sailor who
was wrecked on the Western Coast of Africa in 1810; was detained three years

'^, in slavery by the Arabs of the Great Desert, and resided several months in the

city of Timbuctoo. With a map, notes, and an appendix [by Samuel Cox and
Joseph Dupuis]. 4to, pp. xxxi. and 231.

A French translation by De Frasans was published in 1817 :
' Nouveau

Voyage dans I'intdrieur d'Afrique fait en 1810 : contenant les details do son

naufrage sur la cCte occideutale de I'Afrique, sa captivity pendant trois anndes,

chez les Arabes du grand Desert, et son s6jour dans la ville de Tombouctou.'

8vo.

There is a second translation in German :
' Reise in den Binnenlanden von

Afrika.' Amsterdam: 8vo, 1826. An abstract also appeared in the Geo-
graphische Ephemeriden, Bd. 1.

The information given by this shipwrecked seaman is very vague, and even
at the time there were strongly expressed doubts whether he had ever

been actually to Timbuktu. These doubts have long ago been resolved into

certainty, in the minds of every one capable of forming an instructed opinion,

that Adams was a gross impostor, in spite of the zeal with which he was

, defended in the Quarterly Review as late even as 1829. Gr&berg di Uemsu
has summed up the evidence on this point so conclusively that, as it is con-

tained in a little known periodical—the Antologia of Florence (No. 197)—wo
may quote it, more especially as the authenticity of Adams' journey is still
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accepted in some quarters :
" Adams—this new Damherger, whoso real name was

Benjamin Itose, a native (>f Hudson, near Now Yurlv—was as much at Timbuktu

OS Damberger had been at Ilaussa, or IVahnniiazanr iu tlie Island of Formosa.

His narrative begins iu the year 1810, and it is a matter of public notoriety

that the brig Charh ', on board of which ho was n Huaman, was not shipwrecked

until the Uth of October, 1811 ; a fact which Rose himself deposed to, uiwn
oath, at the American Consulate at Tangier, in the year 1813, in the presence

of the late Consul, James Simpson, who redeemed him from slavery in the

yenr 1813, and who, three years later, gave me this very deposition of Itoso to

read. Afterwards at Gibraltar I saw with my own eyes and read the oflicial

Qovernment Gazette, of the 4th of October, 1811, in which the sailing of the

brig Charles was announced. It follows that every fact and incident described

by this impostor to have happened before that period in the year 1811 must
be set down as completely false and invented : the more so, as two of Rose's

companions in misfortune, both of them seamen in the same vessel and both

Americans—viz. James Davidson [Davison] and Martin Clarke (the latter

Rose's own brother-in-law)—and an Englishman who had been shipwrecked in

ahother vessel in the same year 1811, all unanimously swore before Consul

Simpson, that Rose had always remained with them, or at a short distance, in

the environs of Wad Nun, during the whole period of their slavery, and that

not one of them had ever been to the south of the parallel of Cape Blanc.

Consul Simpson was net the only depositary of a narrative dictated by Rose,

previously to the one published in London. Charles Hall, an Anertcan mer-

chant settled at Cadiz, with whom Rose lived as a servant during the year

1814, drew up another under his dictation, which I have also had an oppor-

tunity of comparing with the one at Tangier, and with the other printed in

1816 by Samuel Cuxe [Cock], Secretary of the African Association in London,

to whom he had the cunning or the good fortune to sell bis tinsel for gold

(t $uoi picchi per pappagulU), notwithstanding the doubts and cogent objec-

tions ot the sagacious- and venerable Sir .Toseph Banks and the most learned

John Barrow. [Mr. Cock, however, declares that though these eminent men
were at first suspicious of Adams' veracity, owing to his errors on some natural

history points, ' of the general truth of his narrative they did not, even at

that early period, entertain any doubt.'] .... Notwithstanding, I am far from

refusing to this pseudonymous narrative every si)ecies of merit .... As the

narrator understood and spoke Arabic tolerably well, and appears to have been

endowed with an excellent memory and a certain spirit of inquiry, it is more
than probable that he really collected from Moors and Negroes, who had visited

Timbuktu, the information which he afterwards related at Mogodore, Tangier,

Cadiz, and London .... Such as it is, the narrative published under his

name is perhaps the best which we yet possess relative to that famous city,

thanks to the notes and observations of M. Dupuis" [British Yice-Cousul iu

Mogador, who b< lieved Adams' story and supplied many memoranda for its

elucidation]. The Appendix is full of excellent geographical and ethno-

graphical matter concerning Morocco.

512. 1816. Keatinge, Colonel Matuice.—Travels in Europe and Africa

.... comprising a Journey through France, Spain, and Portugal to Moi-occo

;

'With a particular account of that empire, &c. London : 4to, 2 vol. (bound in
' one). Many plates. Vol. i. pp. 346, Preface and Contents xvii. ; vol. ii. pp. 274.

The port'ons relating to Morocco—Mogador to Merakisb, and up the

coast to Tangier, the regular route of the embassies, one of which (Mr.
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ir.

Payne's) Col. Keatingo accompanied—are in vol. i. pp. 175-346 aiul in vol. ii.

' pp. 1-54. Tlio journey was, however, made in 1785, and tliougli diffuse in

vaiunble for tlie account it gives of Mowlai AbJalla; of whom a most repulsive

lX)rtrait serves as frontispiece.

At the time of Kentinge's visit to Merakish there seemed to have been,

what is not tlie case now, quite a little Euro[)ean colony thero^including a

Venetian who was the Sultan's mercantile agent, a Prussian, and two Spanish

monks who had a " hospicio " Ihere, ond were engaged in the redemption of

Christian captives. Tliere was also a tiny " Danish garden." There were

Mvcral renegades, including a Frenchman and his French wife, and numbers of

people of consequence, the discendants of old renegades, who were always

. addressed as •• Uncles." Among tliem was an Englishman, Thomas Myers,

who bore the title of El-Kaid lioazzer. He professed to bo one of the crew

of the Inspector privateer, wrecked in Tangier Bay in January 1745 (No. 37),

—a statement which is confirmed by one "Thomas Mears" appearing in tlie

list of the twenty members of the crow who " turn'd Moors."

618. 1816. Pyl, R. van der.—Korte Beschrijving der staten van Barbarije,

Marokko, Algiers, Tunis, Triix)li en Fezzan. Benevens een naauwkeurig verhaal

van de Roemrijko ovcrwinning, door de Gecombineerde Britsche en Nederlandsche

vloten, onder Lord Exmouth en den Barou van de Capellen, onlangs voor Algiers

behaald. With view of Algiers. Dordrecht: Svo, pp. iv. 304. The portion

specially upon Morocco is the " II' Hoofddeel " (pp. 17-41).

614. 1817. Rile^i .. James.—Loss of the American brig Commerce, wrecked on

the Western Coast of Africa in the month of August 1815, with an account of

Tombuctoo and of tlie hitherto undiscovered great city of Wassanah. Hartford,

U.S. ; 8vo (plates and portrait). London : 4to, pp. G18 (map). Published in

French (by Peltier), German and Dutch (2 vols. 8vo) nt Paris, Jena and Dc rdreclit

(2 vols. Svo), in 1818.

The account of Timbuktu and Wassanah is derived from Arab report.

The rest of the information regarding the same part of the Morocco coast, on

which Cochelet, Adams, Paddock, Scott, FoUie, Butler, Douls, and others have

been enslaved, is fairly circumstantial.

616. 1817. Jaokson, G. A.—Algiers : being a complete picture of the Barbary

States; their government, laws, religion, and natural productions. A sketch of

their various revolutions. A description of the domestic manners and customs of

the Moors, Aral)8 and Turks. An account of the four great Capitals of Algiers,

Tripoli, Tunis and Morocco, and a narrative of the various attacks upon Algiers

by the European States; including a faithful detail of the late glorious victory ot

Lord Exmouth. London : Svo, pp. vi. 411, with map and nine plates in colours.

A compilation in which there is almost as mucii aliout Morocco as Algiers.

616. 1817. Murray, Hugh, F.R.S.E.—Historical Account of Discoveries and

Travels in Africa. See No. 476.

617. 1817-22. Fanuooi, Giov. Battlata.—Storia dei celebri popoli maritimi

deir Italia—Veneziani, Genovesi e Pisani—e delle loro navigazioni e commercio nei

bashi Secoli. Pisa : Svo, 4 Lib.

618. 1817. Conde, Don Josef Antonio.—Memoria sobre la Moneda Arabiga

y en especial la acufiada en EspaHa por los Priucipes Musulmanes. Mem. de la

Real Acad, do la Hist. Madrid, t. v. pp. 225-314, with five plates.

This contains a few coins of Morocco.
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019. 1817. Oeuta.—Disiiogiclon Hobro log (wligroH quo nincna/.nbnn d la plfiTia <lu

Ceiitn, 24 Oct. Una hoj. on ful. del ConBeJo »lo KHtntlo. (Dmo.)

620. 1817. Panantl, Filippo.—Avoniuro o okhltvu/uhiI 80prt\ lo costa di

Barbcria. Firenzc : Hvo, 2 jMirtH. Milan : 12mo, .'1 voIm.

A French trannlation by Henri do la Halle, I'aris, 1820, 8vo, pp. 023. An
Knglish: 'Narrative uf a Ucaidenco in AlgkrH; conipriHing a geugraphical and

higtorical accuiint of the Regency ; Biograpliical HkitcluH uf A\o Dey and lii»

MiuiHters; Anecdotes of tlie late war; ObflervationH on the relations of the

Barbary States with the Christian Powers, and the necenHity of their completo

ubjugation. With Notes and Illustrations by Edward Blaquiere, Esq., ll.N.,

Author of " Letters from the Mediterranean.'" London : 4to, 1818, pp. xxli.

465, with view (in colours) of Algiers, plan of the City and Bay, with the

position of Lord Exmouth's fleet on the 27th of August, 181G, and a map of

tho Begonoy of Algiers.

SigDor Pananti, an Italian jxiet of some note in his day, was " taken" during

n voyage from England, where he had been a refugee during tho revolutionary

storm. His work, though specially on Algiers and its institutions, contains

many remarks regarding Morocco and tho other Barbary (States (chaps, xviii.,

xix., &c.), proposals for subjugating them and colonizing North Africa. See

also • Bibliothtique Universclle,' 1817 ;
' Eclectic Review,' vol. x., New Series,

1818.

621. 1818. Paddook, Judah.—Narrative of tho Shipwreck of tho Oswego on

the Coast of South Barbary, and of the suflbrings of tlio Master and the Crew
while in bondage among the Arabs; intersi)crsed with nuniLMOUs remarks upon tho

country and its inhabitnnts and of tho peculiar poi ils of that coast. London : 4to,

pp. 372.

Captain Paddock was wrecked in 1800. His narrative is a modest account

of great sufferings ; it is evidently trustworthy.

622. 1818. Bray, William.—Memoirs illustrative of tho life and writings ot

John Evelyn, Esq., F.R.S., Author of tho 'Sylva,' t&c, &c., comprising his

diary from the year 1641 to 1705-6, and a selection of his familiar letters, to

which is subjoined Tho Private Correspondence between King Charles I. and

his Secretary of State, Sir Edward Nicholas, &c. London : 2 vols., 4to,

pp. xxxiii. + 620 ; 335.

Numerous entries regarding Morocco and Tangier.

628. 1818. Ceuta.—Reglamento del Presidio Correccionnl do Ceuta. Madrid.

(Duro.)

624. 1819-21. Hutton, Catherine.—^Tho Tour of Africa, with Accounts of the

Manners and Customs of the Inhabitants. Selected and arranged by ... .

London : 3 vols. 8vo.

Abstracts of Lempriere, Jackson, Chenier, and All Bey.

626. 1818. Ibn Batuta. — De Mohammedo Ebn Batilta Arabe Tingitano

ejusque Itineribus— Commentatio Academica a.d. vii Martii cidiocccxviii.

Auctor Joannes Gothofrehdus Ludovicus Kosegarten Lingua Oriental. ... In

Universitate Litterar. Jenensi Professor Fublicus Ordinarius. Jonas : 4to, pp. 51.

Nos. 28, etc.

This was the first translation in volume form of Ibn Batuta. It is,

however, an abridgment, and seems to have been mtbde from a copy of the

same MS. as that from which Professor Leo made his English version (No. 556).

In 1819 Professor Apetz, also of Jena, published another translation of part of
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tho inmo MS., but this cuntaincd only tlio account of Malabar: 'DoBoriptio

Torrii) Malabar ox Arabico Kbn Uatutiu Itinorario odita, iritorprctationo ct

annotationibuB iuHtructa ixsr Ilanricum Apotz. Junoj mdcccxix.' 4to, pp. 24.

Africa formti tho fourth Hcct ion of ProfeHxor Kosogartuii'a traoalatiou. It

Ih accompanied by some usuful notea and a fuw geoi^raphical extracts from

other works. See review by Silvestrc do Sacy in 'Journal den Savants,'

' January 1820. SoctKcn gave an account of another abridgment in Zach's

'Monatliche Corresi^ndcnz,' Bd. xvii., pp. 293-304, ten years earlier.

626. 1810. Dumont, Pierre Joseph. — Ilistoiro de I'osclavago en Afriiiuo

pendant 34 ans . . . . ; rddigco par J. S. Quesnd. Paris : 8vo. English trans.

London : 8vo, pp. 44. Issued as No. iii. of vol. ii. Phillips' * London Journal of

Voyages and Travels.'

Dumont was wrecked in Oct. 1782 on the coast between Oran and Algiers,

Ho was captured by the Berbers ("Koubal" = Kabail), and passed much
of his time in Tlom9on and the neighbouring country then to some extent

. imder tho control of the Sultan of Morocco, of whom, the various renegades

in that region and the nativo customs he supplies curious if doubtfully

authentic particulars.

627. 1820, Jackson, James Orey, Ilesident upwards of sixteen years in

South and Western Barbary in a diplomatic and in a commercial capacity.

—

An Account of Timbuctoo and Housa, territories in the interior of Africa, by

El Hage Abd Salam Shabeeny, with notes, critical and explanatory. To
which is added, Letters descriptive of Travels through West and South Barbary,

and across the Mountains of Atlas. Also Fragments, Notes, and Anecdotes

;

Specimens of the Arabic epistolary style, &c. &c. London : 8vo, xxx. and 547,

with 2 maps.

Esh-Shabini travelled extensively in N,W. Africa, to Mecca and Medina,

and various parts of Europe. He eventually settled at Tetuan, where he

died in 1703,

628. 1820-21. Oonde, Jose Antonio.—Historia de la dominacion de los

Arabes en EspaHa sacada de varios manuscritos y memorias arabigas. Madrid :

3 vols., 4to, Vol, i, (1820), pp. 635; vol, ii. (1820), pp. 460; vol. iii. (1821),

pp. 268. One volume is practically a translation of Roudh el-Kartas,

Koprinted in Paris in 1840, and in Barcelona in 1844, A French trans-

lation by De Marlds was published in Paris in 1825, 8vo, 3 vols., and an

English one by Mrs. Foster, *, History of the Dominion of tlie Arabs in Spain,'

in Bohn's Standard Library, 3 vols., with portrait of Abderahman ben Moavra.

It is a work of considerable literary merit ; but historically it has been quite

superseded by Gayangos and Dozy's histories (5-. v.),

628. 1820. Or&berg de Hemsb, Jacques, formerly Swedish and Sardinian

Consul in Morocco.—Lettera sulla Peste di Tangeri negli anni 1818 1819.

Tanger : 8vo. There is also a French edition (Tangier, 1820).

630. 1820. Prdcis de la liUdrature historique du Mogh'rib el Acsa.

Lyon: 8vo.

The basis of the first chapter of No, 573.

631. 1820, Shelley, Percy Bysshe.—The Witch of Atlas, London : 8vo.

A poem of which the sole connection with Morocco is that tho " heroine
**

is supposed to live in the Atlas, which in Shelley's day, even more than in

ours, was the secret place of Northern Africa, Mr. Stutfield has, to some
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extent, utilised tbe idea of "A Lady-Witch that lived on Atlas Mountain"

in No. 2036.

C82. 1821. Walokeuaer, Baron O. A., Membre de I'lnstitut.—Recherches

gtographiques sur I'int^rieur de TAfrique Septentrionale, comprenant rhistoiro

des Voyages entrepris ou ex^cut^s jusqu'ti ce jour pour p<Sn^trer dans I'lnt^rieur

du Soudan ; rexposition des Systdmes g^ographiques qu'on a fornids Hur cetto

contr^; I'analyse de divers itin^raires arabes pour determiner la position de

Timbouctou ; et Texamen des connaissances des anciens relativement k I'int^ineur

de I'Afrique, suivies d'un appendice, contenant divers Itin^raires traduit de I'Arabe

par M. le Baron Bilvpstre de Sacy et M. de La Forte ; et plusieurs autrcs

Relations ou itin^raires ^galenient traduits de I'Arabe, ou extraits des Voyages le

plus r^ents. Paris : 8vo, pp. 525, with a map.

Tbe Itineraries, &c. concerning Morocco are those of Ibn Batuta, Leo

Africanus, Saugoier and Brisson, Riley, Alexander Scott, &c.

CSS. 1821. Boott, Alexander.—Account of the Captivity of . . . among the

Wandering Arabs of the tireat African Desert for a period of nearly six years,

1810-1816. Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, vol. iv.. No. vii., p. 38. Nouvellcs

Annales des Voyages, t. viii. pp. 321-353.

Scott was wrecked in 1810 between Gape Nun and Gape Bogador. He,

like Adams, pretended to have reached the Niger; but there is no ground for

bvlieving that he did, and his entire narrative is untrustworthy. See No. 611.

6S4. 1821. Coohelet, Charles.—Naufrage du brick Fran9ai8 La Sophie

perdu le 30 Mai 1819, sur la cote occidentale d'Afrique, et captivity d'une

partie des naufrag^s dans le desert de Sahara ; avec de nouveaux renseignemens

sur la ville de Timectou. Ouvrage omd d'une Carte dress^e par M. Lapie, et

de Planches dessin^es par H. Viernet, et autres artistes distingucJs. Paris:

2 vols., 8vo. Vol. i., pp. 348 ; vol. ii., pp. 361. See also No. 535.

The map of North Africa is excellent.

535. 1822. Coohelet, Charles.—Narrative of the Shipwreck of the isophia on

the 30th of May, 1819, on the West Coast of Africa, and of the Captivity of

part of the crew in the desert of Sahara. Map and plates. 8vo, pp. 118.

Printed as No. 36 of Phillips' « London Journal of Voyages and Travels ' (1822).

It is a condensed translation of the French original, No.. 534x See also

Blackwood's Edin. Mag., vol. xi., p. 316.

5S6. 1822-25. Mannert, Konrad.— Geographic der Griech. und Romer.

Thirteen volumes, 8vo, Leipzig, 2nd ed.

Tbe second section of the tenth volume, pp. 1-536, treats of the Barbary

States. These form the basis of Marcus and Duesberg's translation. No. 640.

637. 1822. Hammer, M. de.—Notice sur I'introduction k la connaissanco dc

I'Histoire. Cel^bre ouvrage arabe d'ibu Khaldoun.

' Journ. Asiatique,' tome i,, pp. 267-278, gives a short summary of Ibn

Khaldun's work.

688. 1823. Soott, Alexander, and Bennell, Major J.—Account of the

Captivity of . . . among the Wandering Arabs of the Groat African Desert ; and

Observations on the geography of Mr. Scott's Routes in North Africa. (Phillips'

New Voyages and Travels. London : 9 vols. 8vo, 1819-23.)

The narrative and comments are in vol. ix.

538. 1824. Dupuis, Joseph.—A Journal of a Residtnco in Ashantee . . .

Illustrated with a plate and maps. 4to.^
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This is not in any part of Barbary, but there are various references to

Morocco, where the author formerly resided in the capacity of British Vice-

Consul at Mogador, and numbers of Arabic documents in Part ii., pp. i.-cxxxv.

640. 1824. Treaty between France and Morocco, renewing that of 1767. Tab.

des £tab. Fr., 1841, p. 423.

641. 1824. Additional Articles to anterior French Treaties, 17th May. De
Clercq's Rec. de Trait^s, t. ill., pp. 317, 379.

642. 1824. Latreille, de I'Acaddmie Royale des Sciences, etc.—Recherches

gtographiques sur I'Afrique Gentrale d'aprds les Merits d'jlldrisi et de L6on

I'Africain, compares avec les relations modomes. Paris : 8vo, pp. 30.

648. 1825. The Three Brothers; or, the Travels and Adventures of Sir

Anthony, Sir Robert & Sir Thomas Sherley, in Persia, Russia, Turkey, Spain,

etc. With portraits [of Sir Anthony Sherley, Lady Teresa Sherley and Sir

Robert Sherley]. London : 8ro, pp. iv.+204.

Sir Anthony was employed in 1604 as the Emperor's Ambassador to the

King of Morocco (pp. 121ol27). ^This account is the same as in Ro. G.'»

* Collection of Things most memorable, etc' Purchas (No. 148) and separate

volume. No. 125.

644. 1825. Balamaim, Philippe.—Plantes lectas ,in itinere Hispano-Tingitano.

Paris : folio, 1825, 1826, 1827.

This was a collection of " exsiccata " or dried specimens, with descriptive

labels ; the Morocco species chiefly from Tangier, 200 species in all, in three

fasciculi. Some of Salzmann's plants were published by M. A. P. Decandolle,

' in his 'Prodromus Systematis Naturalis,' and others remained unpublished

except for the collector's MS. names attached to them ; though, as these were

extensively distributed with his " exsiccata," Mr. Ball considers this equivalent

to publication. Very complete sets of them exist in the Eew Herbarium.

546. 1825. Fepys, SamueL— The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Esq., F.R.S.^

from 1659 to 1669, with memoir, by Richard, Lord Braybrooke. A popular

edition of this well-known work forms one of the " Chandos Classics," London :

8. d. pp. xii. and 639.

Though the 'Correspondence' (No. 626) is the chief authority for his

dealings with that Mty, this volume contains many remarks about Tangier,

from the time that he was appointed a "Commissioner for the Affairs of

Tangier " in August 1662 until 1669, when one of his last recorded acts was

attending " a Committee of Tangier, where I see all things going to rack . . .

by Middleton's doing."

648. 1825. Iiassen, Basmussen.—Annales Islamismi sive tabulae synchro-

nistico-chronologicae Chalifarum et Regum orientis et occidentis. Copenhagen:

4to.

647. 1825. Oomjrn, Tom&s de.—Ligera ojeada 6 breve idea del. imperio de

Marruecos en 1822. Barcelona : 4to.

Letters written from Tangier in 1822 to D. Manuel Jos6 Quentana.

547a. 1825. Teonge, Henry.—The Diary of ... . Chaplain on Board His-

Majesty's Ships Assistance, Bristol and Royal Oak, Anno 1675-1679, now first

published from the original MS. with Biographical and historical notes. London

;

8vo. pp. xviii. + 327. An account of Tangier, pp. 29, etc.

548. 1826. Castiglione, il Oonte Carlo Ottavio.—^Mdmoire gdographique et

numismntique sur la partio orientale de la Barbarie appelde Afrikia par les
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Arabes, suivi de Rccherches sur Ics Berbdres Atlantiques, anciens habitans de cos

conti^es . . . Milan : 8vo, pp. 126.

Except indirectly, this memoir has little to do with Morocco or its peoples.

648. 182G. JonnioB, P. D. W.—Merkantilisch-geschichtliche Darstellung der

liarbareskcn Staaten u. Hirer Verhtiltnisse zu den europiiischen und vereinigten

Nord-Americanischen Staaten. Hamburg : 4to, with map.

fiSO. 1827. Saoy, Baron Antoine Isaac Bilvestre de. — Ghrestomathie

Arabe, on extraits de divers dcrivains Arabes, tnnt en prose qu'en vers, avec imo

traduction franfaise et des Notes tl I'uaage dcs lllldves de I'lilcole royale et speciale

des languos Orientales vivantes. Second dd. corrig^e et augment^e. Paris

y vol. 8vo. First edition, see No. 497.

Contains the following documents relating to Morocco :—
Tome iii. No, xxix. 2. Lettre de I'Empereur de Maroc au Roi de France.

Text, pp. 97-100; French translation, pp. 275-278, notes 330-331. The
name of the Sultan is not given, but it was probably Mowlai Abd-cl-Melek,

who ascended the throne in a.d. 1630.

1. c. 3. Traitd de paix conclu entre lo Roi de Franco et I'Empereur du
Maroc. Text, pp. 100-114 ; French version, pp. 278-285, notes 332-341.

This treaty was made by the Oomte de Breugnon in 1767 (see No, 403).

1. c. 4. Lettre de I'Empereur du Maroc & Louis XVI,, Roi de France.

Text, pp. 114-116; translation, pp. 286-287, notes 342-347. This letter,

dated a.h. 1188 (a.d. 1773-74), was written on the occasion of the king's

succession to Louis XV.
1. c. 5. Lettre de I'Empereur du Maroc au m6me. Text, pp. 116-119;

translation, pp. 287-289, notes 287-347. Regarding Christians wrecked on

the coast and captured by the Arabs, and complaining of the conduct of the

Consul.

IS61. 1827. Webb, Philippe-Barker.— Description des esp^ces du genus

Matama. Ann, Sc. Nat., s^r. 2, vol. xx., p. 269.

562. 1828. Baudin, L. 8., Lieutenant de Vaisseau.—Manuel du Pilote de la

Mer M<5diterran<;e, ou Description des Cfites d'Espagne, de France, d'ltalie et

d'Afrique dans la Me'diterrande, depuis le ddtroit de Gibraltar jusqu'au Cap Bon
pour I'Afrique et jusqu'en dehors du d^troit de Messine pour I'Europe ; traduit

pour la Cote d'Espagne et la partie correspondanto de la COte de Barbario

du "Derrotero" ou Routier espagnol de Tofino, rddigtS pour le reste par L. S.

Baudin. (Premier Partie.) Toulon : 1828 et 1840, 8vo.

A new edition in 2 vol., 8vo, was published in 1857. The first part contains

an account of the Mediterranean Coast of Morocco.

663. 1828. Beauolerk, G.—A Journey to Morocco in 1826. London : 8vo,

pp. 355, with eight plates, including one of the striped Morocco rat (Mus bar-

harus, L,), and " a spider found at Mogadore," the species of which cannot well

be identified.

Captain Beauclerk accompanied Dr. Brown of the Royal Medical Staff from

Gibraltar to Merakish, in answer to a request for medical aid to the Sultan.

He gives a lively and intelligent account of a journey then more seldom

made than of late years.

A German translation appeared in Jena in 1829, 8vo.

A Polish version was published in 1830, entitled ' Podroz do Moroko . . .

w roku 1826 odbjta.' Warszawa, 12'. And an abridged German one in

1829 :
' Reisc nach Marocco im Jahr 1826.' (Reprinted from • Ethnograph.

Archiv'.) Jena: 8vo.
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064. 1828. lloura, Antonio, a Father of tfao order "de la Merci."—Historia

dos Soberanoa Miihomutanos quo rcinapSLo na Mauritania. Lisboa: 4to. Trans-

lated from the Araliic work ' liudh el-Kartas ' of Bin Abd-el-Hallm. See also

Nos. 26, 465, 646, 871, 1523.

566. 1828. Carrillo de Albomos, Mariano.—Viage & Tdn<;or y apunta-

clones sobre cl impcrio de Marruecos. MS. de 50 hoj. en la Bib. de Ingenieros.

(Duro.)

666. 1829. Lee, Samuel, D.D.—The Travels of Ibn Batuta, translated from

the abridged Arabic manuscript copies preserved in the Public Library of Cam-
bridge. With notes illustrative of the History, Geography, Botany, Antiquities,

&c., occurring throughout the work. Printed for the Oriental Translation Com-
mittee. London : 4 to, pp. xix. and 243. See Nos. 28, 616, 742, 762.

Chap. i. treats of Tangier, Tilimsiln, Mily^na, Algiers, Bij&ya, Eosantina,

Bflna, TQnis, Siisa, SafUkus, Kabis, Tripoli, &c.

Ibn Batuta (Abu Abd-AUah Mohammed Ibn Abd-Allah el-Lawati) left his

native city, Tangier, about 1325, when he was twenty-one, and spent thirty

years before he ended his wanderings all over the East.

This is a very creditable translation, though not without errors, but owing

to its abridged form it gives, as M. Dozy justly remarks, " a very feeble idea of

the ipirorfanco of the original work " (Diet, d^taill^ des noms des vStements

chez let phPH, 1845, p. vii.). See also Silvestre de Sacy in * Journal des

Savanu ;. & Sept. 1829. It is made from an epitome by the Katib

Moham >v ;
'

. . Jazzi el-Kelbi.

567. 1830, Oailli^, Ben6.—Journal d'un voyage k Temboctou et h, Jennd, dans

I'Afrique Centrale, precede d'Observations faites chez les Maures, Braknau, les

Nalous et d'autres peuples, pendant les ann6es 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828;

avec une carte itin^rairc, et des remarqucs g<k>graphiques, par M. Jomard,
Membre de I'lnstitut. Paris : 8vo, 3 vol., pp. xii. + 475 + 426 + 406, with por-

trait, plates, and map.

An English translation in 2 vols., entitled 'Travels through Central

Africa to Timbuctoo and across the great desert to Morocco, performed in the

years 1824-28.' London, 8vo, pp. viii. + 475 ; xiv. + 501.

On the return journey he visited Fez, Mekenes, Kabat, El-Araish, and

Tangier.

The French edition was reviewed (inter alia) in the ' Foreign Quarterly

Review,' vol. vi., No. xi., pp. 97-121, and accepted as authentic; though

serious doubts were unjustly cast on the good faith of M. Jomard, its editor.

568. 1830. Bussell, II., Bishop of the Scotch Episcopal Church, Glasgow and

Galloway.— History and present condition of the Barbary States, forming

vol. xviii. of the Edinburgh Parlour Library. Edinburgh : 8vo, pp. 456. An-
other edition, 1835.

, V ,..-

Chap. ix. is devoted to the Empire of Morocco.

569. 1830. ObserrationB on the Western Coast of the Morocco State

during my journey from Mogador to Tangier, in July and August 1830. Memo-
randum respecting the foundation of Mogador, its trade, description of the bay,

&c. ; with a description of Santa Cruz, Ceuta, Tetuan, and other ports of the

State of Morocco, with an account of the death of Major Laing, &c. Folio, MS.

in the Library of the K. G. S., London.

660. 1830. Rennell, Major James.—The Geographical system of Herodotus

examined and explained, by a comparison with those of other ancient authors . .

.
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with disBcrtotions on . . . the ancient circumnavigation of Africa, &o. 2 vol. 8vo,

])ortrait and maps. Original edition, 1800.

Mere casual references to Morocco, Herodotus bein;; familiar with few places

near the Pillars of Hercules. See No. 3, for an analysis of his information.

561. 1830. Iieo AfHoanus.—De TAfiique, contenant la description de ce pays

par Lton I'Africain, et la navigation des anciens capitaines Fortugais aux Indcs

orientales et occidentaUs. 'I'raductioii de Jean Temporal. Paris : 4 vols., 8vo,

without figures or maps. Vol. i., pp. Iv. 640 ; vol. ii., pp. 581 ; vol. iii., pp. xvii.

676; vol. iv., pp. viii. 758. "Imprimerie aux frais du Oouvcrnement pour pro-

curer du travail aux ouvriers typographiques, Aoftt 183U" (de I'imprimerio de

L. Cordier). It is a corrected reprint of Temporal's translation. No. 49.

665. 1830. II viaggi di Giovan Leone e le Navigazioni di Alvise da

Ga da Mosto, di Pietro di Gintra, di Annone, di un pilato Portoghese, e di Yasco

di Gama; quali si leggone nella raccolta di Giovambattista Ramusio. Nuova
edizione, rivcduta sopra quelle do'Giunti; in molti luoghi omendata; cd arric-

chita di sei notizie che il viaggiatore, i navigatori od il raccoglitoro raggunrdano.

Volume unico. Venezia : sm. folio, pp. 257.

This is a corrected reprint of Ramusio. The notices of that geographer,

Leo, and the other authors are signed " B." Leo's work occupies 168 double

columned pages. Only one volume was ever issued. This is the Italian text

usually quoted.

668. 1830. Delaporte, M., Vice-Consul & Tangcr.— Lettre h, M.. le Baron

Silvestre de Sacy. • Journ. Asiat.,' Paris, 2* S6r. p. 318. Kegarding an inscrip-

tion from Fez, extracted from the work jkjwdJ^ (^^U^JiJV fc Petit Kartas.

664. 1830? Maniflesto de S. M. el Empeiador de Marruecos, Muley Soliman.

Traducido literalmente del Arabe al Idioma Italiano, y dc 6ste al Espafiol, publi-

cado de orden de Su Ministro Mahamed Beu-Otman-Tetuan & 22 de la Luna dc

Ramadan 1207. Mexico : 4to, pp. 8.

666. 1830. Avesao, A. F. D*.—Revue critique des rdmarques et recherches geo-

graphiques annexes au voyages de Cailli<S & Tembsctu, Mem. Soc. Asiatiquc

Oct. 3rd.

666. 1831. AveBOO, A. P. D'.—B^ponse aux objections dlevdes en Angletcrre

centre I'authenticite du voyage de Gaiilid tl len-Boktoue. No place or date

[Paris] : 8vo., pp. xxxiv., with two plates, one the facsimile of Caillie's original

sketch of Timbuktu.

This letter is a reply to an article by Sir John Barrow in the ' Quarterly

Review ' for January, doubting the entire authenticity of Caillie's narrative,

and even questioning whether Gaillie had not obtained Major Laing's papers

through the instrumentality of Baron Rousseau, French Gonsul at Tripoli

!

667. 1831. Washinigton, Lieut.— Geographical notice of the Empire of

Morocco. ' Joum. Roy. Geog. Soc.,' London, t. i., p. 123, with map.

This now classical paper by the late Admiral Washington, who accompanied

- an embassy to Morocco, appeared in French in 'Bull. Soc. G^ogr.,* Paris,

March 1832, and in the « Spectateur Militaire,' 1844. No. 662.

668. 1831. Hodgson, "W. B., late American Consul at Algiers.—Hadji Ebn-

ed-din El-Eghwaati. Notes of a journey into the interior of North Africa.

Translated by . . . Forming part of Miscellaneous Translations from Oriental

Languages, vol. i. Printed for the Oriental U'ranslatiou P'und. London : 8vo,

pp.29.
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8vo,

668. 1831. Hodgson, W. B., lato American Consul at Algiers.—Grammatical

«kotch and specimens of the Berber language
;
preceded by four letters on Berber

Etymologies, addressed to the Preaident of the Society by W. B. Hodgson, Esq.,

Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., Philadelphia, vol. iv.. New Sen, pp. 48. Reviewed by
A. H. Everett in ' North American Review,' vol. xxxt. p. 64.

1670. 1831. Brooke, Sir Arthur de OajwL—Sketches in Spain and Morocco,

2 vol., 8vo. Vol. i. pp. 432 ; vol. ii. pp. 392 + Index ; pp. 11. Plates (in vol. i.)

of a Moorish Female in her Hayk, Tetuan and Tangier; (in vol. ii.) Capo

Trafalgar and the Coast of Europe from the Barbary shores. El Uted, Laraiche,

And distant view of part of the range of the Lower Atlas.

The author, mjo died in 1859, was never further than Tangier, Tetuan

Laraiche, and the monolith at El Uted (or Mzorah), which he was the first to

describe. But his work is still worthy of reference for a picture of the places

visited in 1829-30. He describes, for instance, Sweden as still paying tribute

to the Moorish corsairs, and how "Moorish brigs of war" sailed eastward
*' in hopes of pouncing upon some unfortunate Bremen or Hamburgh merchant-

men," though ac that time piracy and Christian slavery had been abolished by
treaty.

871. 1831. Khalifeh, Mustaffa Ben Abdallah Hagi [also called Eatbi

Chelebi].—Tohfat al Akbar fi Asf&r al Bahar. The history of the maritime wars

of the Turks, translated from the Turkish of ... . by James Mitchell. London :

4to, pp. 80. Printed for the Oriental Translation Fund.

This Turkish author, who died in 1657, has a good deal to say indirectly on

Morocco, the capture of Tlemsen (pp. 35, 36, 37), the operations of Kheir-ed-

din, &c. The title of the work is j\^^ JJutA J j\a^\ 'is^, 'A Gift

' to the Great concerning Naval Expeditions.*

672. 1831. Quatremdre.—Notice d'un Manuscrit Arabe contenaut la descrip-

tion de TAfrique [* Man. de la Bib. du lloi,* No. 580]. Notices et cxtraits des

MSS. de la Bib. du Boi et autres Bib. Paris : 4to, t. xii. pp. 437.

This work is entitled eiOlA\ j (SjUL-l^ j u)^^ j^V 'His-

tory of the time, the routes and the empires,' but in a handwriting posterior to

that of the work itself. M. Quatremdre believes this to be the work of Abu
Obeid el-Bekri. The most interesting part is the description of Africa from the

frontiers of Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean. He gives routes from various points

. to Fez, a description of that city, of Sejalmissa, and of the district of Sus.

878. 1832. Qr&berg, Jaoopo di Hemsb'.—Specchio geografico, e statistico

deir imperio di Marocco. Genova : 8vo, pp. 303, with map and plates. 2nd ed.

1834.

The introduction refers to 90 different authors on Morocco ; but, like many
"facts" in his book, they are not always correctly stated. The volume lias

indeed always enjoyed an undeserved reputation, and is almost worthy of the

contempt M. Tissot (Nos. 1213, 1251) bestows upon it. The author I iw little of

the country beyond Tangier, and actually copies Leo Africanus' description of

places in the interior (without acknowledgment), unaware that all of the'ii had

changed in three centuries, and that several of them no longer exist. The
lists of the Sultans, &c. are, however, valuable, and there is much information

' not to be found elsewhere.

The work has an indifferent map and some badly executed, though not un-

truthful, illustratipns, a detailed index, and copious notes.

VOL. Ill- K
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674. 1883. Gr&berg, Jaoopo di Hemsb'.—Das SuUanat Mogh*rib-ul Aksa
oder Kaiserreich Marokko. In Bozug auf Landes-, Yolks- und StaatinKunde

beschrieben. Aus der italitinischer Handachrift iibersetzt von Alfred Beumont.

Stuttgart und Tubingen : 8vo, pp. 196.

7S. 1834. BMlllot, J. J. — Traits des instruments astronomiques des

Arabes, compost au treizidme sidcle par Aboul Hassan All de Maroc, intitule

OV>Im)^ j (^<)^^ ^V* (Collection des commencements et des fins).

Traduit de I'Arabe sur le MS. 1147 de la Bib. Boyale, par ... . Paris : 4to,

pp. 630, with 38 plates.

This contains nothing specially about Morocco, but it shows the advanced

state of Astronomical Science in that country in the 13th century, when the

work was written. See also No. 743.

676. 1834. Leplay, F., Ingenieur des Mines.—Observations sur I'histoire na-

turelle ct sur la richesse mintSrale de I'Espagne. Paris : 8vo.

This contains a view of the African coast taken from the opposite heights of

Tarifa, and details regarding the geology of both coasts of the Straits. (Renou.)

677. 1834. Murray, Hugh.—Encyclopasdia of Geography, comprising a Com-
plete Description of the Earth, Physical, Statistical, Civil and Political : exhibit-

ing its Belation to the Heavenly Bodies, its physical Structure, the Natural

History of each country, and the Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions, and

Civil and Social State of all Nations. Edinburgh : 2 vol. 8vo.

Contains a fair digest of aU that was then known about Morocco. i

678. 1834. Fliiflsel, vox —Tagebuch der Beise der K.E. Qesaudschaft in das

Hoflages des Sultans von Morokko 1830. ' Jahrbuch der Literatur,' 1834, iii.,

iv. ; 1835, i., iii.

Narrative of the first Mission sent by Austria to Morocco.

679. 1835. Or&berg, Jaoopo di Hemsij. — Prospetto del Commercio di

Marroco. Firenze, 8vo.

680. 1835. Lord, Feroeval Barton.—^Algiers, with notices of the neighbour-

ing States. London : 2 vol. 8vo, pp. xii. + 320 ; viii. + 308, with map and

engraving of Algiers.

Avowedly a compilation from specified authorities, though very well

executed. There are many ethnographical notes on Morocco, and in vol. ii.

p. 142 a note is quoted from Dr. Naudi of Malta, dated Oct. 16th, 1816, in

which it is mentioned that Tedoest (Tednest), in the Province of Haha in

Morocco, was destroyed about the beginning of the last century and rebuilt by

the Jews, who at that date were its sole inhabitants ; a statement which may
be doubted.

681. 1835. Webb, Fhilippe Barker.—Sur le genus Hemicrambe. Annales

de Sc. Nat., s6r. 3, vol. xvi. p. 246, tab. 19. Walker's • Annal.' vol. iv. p. 215.

This famous botanist, whose reputation is most intimately connected with

the flora of the Canaries, Spain and Egypt, was in Morocco only two months

(4th April to 15th June, 1827). But during that time he discovered the cruci-

ferous genus Hemicrambe (H. fructiculosa, Webb), on Jebel Beni Hosmar, not
'

far from Tetuan, the only locality in which it is known to exist. Mr. Ball

found it in the same place in April 1871.

See Gay, ' Bull, de la Soc. hot. do France,' vol. iii. pp. 37-52, and Parlatore,

'Elogio di Filippo Webb,' Florence, 4to, 1856. His collections are in

Florence.

682.

Ea

688.

of
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fins).

: 4to,

682. 1835. Iiopea, Xfaipila.—El renegado por fuezza. Madrid. Citalo D. S.

Est^banez C(ilder6n en 8U Manual del Oficial en Marruecoi. (Duro.)

688. 1885-8. RoBooe, Thomas.—S|)ani8h and MooriHh Scenery .... upwards
of 80 fine plates from paintings by David Roberts. London : 4 vols., 8vo.

The fourth volume is on Arragon, Valencia and Morocco.

A German edition appeared : ' Ansichten von Spanien, Aragonien, Valencia

u. Marocoo.' 4 Bde. Mit 84 StahUt. nach Boberts u. 30 Holzscbn. von
Bransten u. Wright. London u. Berlin : Svo, 1835-1838.

684. 1836. Aveaao, A. P. D'.—Etudes de Gtographie critique sur une partio

de I'Afrique septentrionale, itindraires de Hh^ggy Ebn-el-Dyn El Aghou&ty, aveo

des annotations et remarques g^ograpbiques, notice sur la construction d'une

carte de cette region et un appendice sur I'emploi de quelques nouveaux documens

pour la Rectification du tracd gdoddsique des m^mes contrdes. Paris: Svo,

pp. 188, with map.

Tins first appeared as 'Relation d'un voyage dans rintdrieur d'Afrique

scptent.' in the * Bull, de la Soc. de G^g.,' 2* sdrie, t. i. pp. 277 (1835) et seq.

The chief itineraries given and commented on are those of Haji ibn-ed-

din el-Aghuati, from El-Aghuat to Demeh (pp. 1-140). Sir Grenville

Temple's ' Excursions ' are also analysed : and the works of Dureau de la Malle

and the MSS. of M. de la Porte annotated. But the papers touch only in-

directly on Morocco. There is, however, a new map of the entire Barbary

States. M. d'Avezac collected many manuscript itineraries, and constructed a

special map for the illufittation of Ibn-ed-Din-el-Aghuati's journey, which

were never published. They are now in Dr. Robert Brown's collection of

documents illustrative of the history and geography of Barbary.

686. 1836. Ablett, W., Lieut. R.N.—Survey of the Canary Islands, and of

part of the Western Coast of Africa. Joum. Roy. Geog. Soc. London, vol. vi.

p. 286, with a chart of the coasts on the scale 1-300,000. 'iHhree large charts

were subsequently published by the Admiralty. A French translation of the above

article, which has little on Morocco, was published in the ' Bull. Soc. Gdogr.,'

Paris, January 1837. "' ^ :

586. 1836. Gr&berg, Jaoopo dl Hemsb'.—Remarks un the language of the

Amazirghs, commonly called Berebbers, with observations and notes of the Rev.

G. C. Benouard. London : 8vo.

687. 1836. Quillon, Marie Nioh. Bylv., fiveque du Maroc.—Lettre pastor-

ale aux prStres et fiddles catholiques rdpandus dans le royaume de Maroc. 8vo.

688. 1836. Treaty of Peace and friendship between the U. S. America and

Morocco, signed at Mequenez, 16th September, by James R. Leir. Martens,

Rec. de Tr., t. iv. p. 443 ; also Martens, Nouv. Rec. G6d. dc Tr., t. xiii. p. 685.

689. 1836. Jaubert, AjoaMie.—Geographic d'Edrisi, traduite de I'Arabe en

franfais, d'aprds deux MSS. de la Bibliothdque du Roi, et accompagnde de notes.

' T. i. 1836 ; t. ii. 1840. Rec. de Voy. et de M6m. de la Soc. de G^ogr. de Paris,

t. v. and vi. See also N os. 1)5-153.
^

III*. Climat, 1" Section, includes Sous, El Acsa, Pays des Berbers, Noun,

Sedjelmasa, Dara', Aghmat, Maroc, Ftz, Mekndz, Saia, Tlemsau, &c.

680. 1836. Quatrem^re.—Mdmoires histuriques sur la dynastic des Khalifes

- Fatimites. Vie du Kalife Fatimito Moez li-din-Allah. Paris: Joum. Soc.

, Asiat., 3* s6r., t. ii., pp. 96 et seq,

z 2
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681. 183G. Oervais, P.—£aunieration de quelqueB 08p«^ces do Iloptilei prove-

Qont de Barbaric. Ann. So. Nut. (2), vi. pp. 808-313. [A few also from

Morocco.]

S09. 183U. Fartioulars of the Claims of Messrs. M. L. Bensusan As Oo.

on the Qovurument of Morocco for Gonipeusatiou for the losti of the tnerohant-

Bohoouer and cargo of the Ann Lucy, plundered near Mazagan on tlie Atlantic

Coast of the dominiona of the Emperor of Morocco in the year 1828, together

with copiea of the official correspondence relating thereto, both with the Kultaa

of Morocco, His Britannic Majesty's Consul-Genoral at Tangier and tho Colonial

Department in London. London : 8vo, pp. 23.

A copy of this pamphlet exists in the Public Becord Office : F, 0. Papers,

vol. No. 3, Jan. to Dec. 1836.

598. 1836-4S. Didier, Charles.—Le Maroc. Itovue des deux Mondes,

1 Ao&t, 1 Novembre et 15 Ddcombre 1836, 1 F<Svrier 1838, 1 Aodt et

1 Septembro 184S. See also No. G69.

Tliey relate entirely to Tangier, Tetuan and Ceuta.

684. 1836. Btuewe, Ihriedrioh.—Die Handelszilge der Arober imter doa

Abossiden durch Afrika, Asien, und Oateuropu. Berlin : 8vo.

686. 1837. Or&berff, Jaoopo di HemsS.—Vocabulary of names of. places,

&u., in Moghrib el Aci^a, in the Empire of Morocco. Journ. Boy. Qeogr. Soc.,

London, vol. vii. pp. 243.

A pajHjr of very little value—mere guess-work by a man who had never

travelled in the interior of tlio country, and indeed was unfamiliar with any

place except Tangier, where he was Swedish and Sardinian Consul.

680. 1837. Bomero, Eugenio Maria.—El Martirio de la jovcn Hachuel, ol

la Heroiua faebrea. Gibraltar : 8vo.

This is an accoimt of the decapitation at Fez of a Jewish girl (Sol

Hachuel) for supposed apostasy from Mohammedanism, which sho had em-
i . braced. It is referred to in tuo ' Times of Morocco,' No. 46, Sept. 26th,

1888, and an account is also to be found in the ' Archives Isradlites,'

Nos. 22 io 24, vol. xli. (1880). See also No. 741.

687. 1837. Maroel, J. J.—Vocabulaire Fran9ais-Arabe des dialectes vulgaircs

Africtiiuu : d'Alger, de Tunis, do Marok, et £gypte. Paris : 8vo, pp. xxi.+57G.

Marcel has incorporated into this work, without acknowledgment, the voca-

bulary of Dombay, No. 48. Helot also, in his ' Diet, de poche fran^ais-arabo

et arabc-fran9ais,' borrowed freely from the same source, equally without

mentioning the fact.

588. 1837. Aboull Feda, IsmaeL—Odographie d'Aboulftila, texte Arabe,

par Beinaud et MacGuckiu do Slane. Paris : 1* livr., 4to.

588. 1837. Avesao, A. P. D'.—Esquisse gendrale do I'Afrique, aspect et con-

stitution physique, histoire naturelle, ethnologic, linguistique, 6ta,t social

histoire, exploration et gdographie. Paris 18mo, i^p. 144. Another edition

in 1844.

600. 1837. Taylor, J., BaroxL—Voyage pittoresque en Espagne, en Portugal

et sur la cdte d'Afrique de Tanger & Tdtouan. Paris: 4to, 2 vols., with 110

]ilates.

In 22 livraisons of various " formats." Begun in 1815. The engravings

are by Baiber, Bryue, Cooke, Fiuden, Goodal, Greathatcb, Holies, Lekeux,
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Lewis, Fyo, Botlnway, Bkelton, Smith, Wallis, and others. Thus, though in

French, it ia almoHt au English worlc, Taylor being, like most of his engravers,

of English birth.

601. 1837. Berord, Aug.—Description nautique des cOtes do I'AIg^rie. Paris

:

8vo, 15 plates. A Hccond edition in 1830.

This contains views of Gap del Agua and the Zafarine IsUnds.

608. 1837. Spain and Barbary.—Letters to a younger sister during a visit to

Gibraltar, Cadiz, Seville, Tangier, otc. London : 8vo.

608. 1888-40. Boasi, Olaoomo.—I Negri della N'negrizia occidentale e della

intemo e i Mori o Arabi erranto del Saara e del deserto di Libia. Torino:

3 vols., 8vo. Vol. i., pp. viii. 710; vol. ii., pp. cvi. 703, with 2 large folding

maps ; vol. iii., pp. 760, with folding map.

May be usefully referred to for an account of the traders, &c., from beyond

tho Atlas, who travel to the Sudan.

604. 1838. Cannon, Richard, Adjutant-General's Office, Horse Guards.

—

Historical Record of the Second or Queen's Royal Regiment of Foot. ' Containing

an account of the formation of the Regiment in tho year ] 661, and of its sub-

sequent services to 1837. London: 8vo, pp. 05, with illustrations. A second

.
edition (pp. 12 and 152), bringing the records up to date, was published in 1830.

A third was issued in 1840. /
This—the second Tangier regiment—was raiseil in tho purpose of pro-

viding a garrison for Tangier, and the first command was conferred upon

Henry, second Earl of Peterborough. It was subsequently constituted the

Royal Regiment oi Dragoons, and remained at Tangier till 1684.

This volume contains a short account of tho British occupation

Tangier.

606. 1838. Walokenaer, Baron Oh. Ath., Membro do rinstitnt.—Rapports

sur les recherches gdographiques, historiques, archtologiquos, i\ entreprendre dans

I'Afrique septentrionale. Paris : 4to, pp. 83.

606. 1838. Auguatin, Freiherm Ferdinand von.— Erinnerungen aus

Marokko, gesainmelt auf einer Roise im Jahre 1830. Wien: 8vo, with 20

illustrations.

607. 1838. Hase.—Recherches arch^ologiques en Alg^rie. [Partly on Morocco.]

Comptes-rendns de racad^mie des Inscriptions.

60a 'l838. The French in Africa. London : 8vo.

600. 1830. Davidson, John.—Notes taken during Tra As in Africa. London :

4to, pp. 218, with a view of Wad Nun, the River Draa. A iwsthumous work,

printed for private circulation only.

Narrative of a journey to Morocco, Sus, and the Wad Nun in 1835-36.

He was killed near Igidi, " in the district of Haneda, four days' journey from

Tatta," on his way to Timbuktu. In the appendix inter alia there is (p. 208)

the history of Abu Bekr es siddek extracted from tlie Journ. Roy. Geog. Soc.,

vol. vi. pp. 100-110. Vide also letter from Mr. Davidson in Journ. Roy. Geog.

Soc., vol. vi. p. 420, and Notices of him. Ibid., vol. vii. p. 144.

610. 1830. Viaohon, Baron de.—Histoire de I'Alg^rie et des autrcs ^tats

barbaresques depuis lo temps le plus ancien jusqu'4 ce jour, etc. Paris : 8vo,

pp. 245, with 3 folding plates.

Chapter ix., part i., is on the " Royaume de Maroc " (pp. 165-160).
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611. 1839. Ouilbert, .Axistide.~ Do la Colouiaation du Nord do I'Afriquo.

N^88it6 d'une ossooiaticn uationalo pour rexploitation agricolo et industriello do

TAlgdrie. Paris: 8vo, pp. 566. Second edition in 1841.

At pp. 497 to 661 is a " Liste bibliographique dea auteum qui ont (Scrit 8ur

VAfrique septentrionale depuis la conquAte do cetto contr^o par lea Arabes."

612. 1839. MBller, Dr. J. H.— Liber climatum, auctoro Soheicho abu Ishako

el Faresi, Tulg6 El Istacbri, ad similitudinom codicis accuratiMime delineandum

ut lapidibus expriraendum curavit J. H. M. Ootha : 4to.

618. 1839. Bolvet, Oh.— Description des pays dii Magreb, texte Arabo

d'Abou'lfMa, accompagnd d'uno traduction fran9ai8e et de notes. Alger:

Bvo, pp. 190. See also Mos. 25, 428, 623, 720.

Tbis contains extracts from the Geography of Abu'Kdda relative to the

North Coast of Africa : 4^^ i)^ J'a-
Among other places in Morocco described are Asfi (SafU), Sala, Sus-

el-Aksa and the town of Tarudant, Kaar-Abd-el-Kerim, "four stations

from Sebtah (Ceuta) and north-east of Micnftsah (Mekenes), and Micnftsah

is to the north of Fas (Fez)," Thandjah (Tangier) Sebtah (Ceuta), "from

which when the air is clear can be seen El-Djeziiat-el-Khodrft (Algesiras),

a town of Andalus" (Spain), Ffts (Fez), Marekish (city of Morocco), Dar'ah

(Draa), Tadila (" between Marekish and the dependencies of F&s in the Gharb-

el-Aksa "), and Scdjelmasah (Sejelmessa).

614. 1839. Contl, Rain6n de.—Proyecto de mcjorns aplicablcs & los presidios

(le Xfrica, para que aquelias plazas puedan sostcnerse en adelante con sus propios

recursos, y produzcan li la naci6n una renta anual, con otras ventajas positivas.

MS., foL, pp. 26. En lo Dep. do Ingonieros. (Duro.)

616. 1839. Xbnbajada del Rey de Portugal al Sultan de Marruecos. Bolaoion

publicada en ' O Panorama, jomnl litterario.' Lisboa. (Duro.)

This was under the Marquis de Cavalho, who went over the same route

as that followed by Liedekcrke in 1773.

616. 1840. Ibn-Batuta.—Viagens extensas e dilatadas do celebro Arabe Abn-
Abdallah, mais conhccido pelo nome de Ben-Batuta, traduzidas ix>r Jose de
Santo Antonio Moura. Lisboa : 4to, pp. vii. 533 [with 3 pp. of errata].

Father Moura died before the second volume was ready, and the Royal

Academy of Sciences of Lisbon confided the completion of the work to

Father Oastro. Only one volume was ever printed, ending with the arrival

of Ibn Batuta in the Punjaub, and the customary pious peroration to Allah
' and the Propliet and all his companion train. The translation is from a

V MS. obtained by Padre Moura in Fez, some time during 1797 or 1798. It is a

faithful translation, but spoilt by the numerous omissions which the translator

thought fit to make under the idea that they would be " no advantage to

history." Among these are the names of the Cadis and learned men then

living in Alexandria, Ibn Batuta's account of the Emirs of Cairo, and so

forth.

See also Baron de Slane, ' Journal Asiatique,' March 1843, pp. 181-24C

;

Fresnel, Ibid., Jan. 1849, pp. 61-63 ; Dulaurier, lUd.^ Feb, and March 1847

(also separately : Paris, 1847, 8vo, pp. 86), who has given a French translation

of the chapter on the Indian Archipelego. Nos. 28, 525, 556, 742, 752.

617. 1840. Gayangos, Pftsouel de.—The Histocy of the Mohammedan Dynas-
ties in Spain ; extracted from the Nal'thu-t-tib Min Ghosni-1-Andalusi-K-Rattib
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Wa Tdrikh Lis&nu-d-din Ibai-l-Khattlb by Ahmed ibn MoIiAmmed Al Makkari,

a native of Tlema&n. TraoHlated from the copieH in the Library of the Britiali

Museum, and illustrated with critical notes on the history, geography, and anti-

quities of Spain, by Pascuel de Qayangos, late Professor of Arabic in the

AthenoBum of Madrid. London (Oriental Trans. Fund) : 2 vols., 4to. Vol. i.,

pp. xxxiz. + 548 + xcv. ; vol. ii., pp. vii. + 543 + clxxii., including an exhaus-

tive index.

This monumental work, though specially on the history of Moorish Spain,

is indispensable to the study of the history of Moorisli Africa.

618. 1840. Nioholson, John.—An account of tlio establishment of the

Fateroite dynasty in Africa, being annals of that province from the year 290 of the

Hegira to the year 300, extracted from an ancient Arabic manuscript ascribed to

EUMash&di. Tubingen: 8vo.

618. 1840. Mas Latrie, le Oomta L. de.—Princiimux traitiis de paix et de

commerce de la France avec les £tats barbaresques. (Flxtracted from the
* Tableau de la situation de I'AlgtSrie en 1840.') Paris : fol.

690. 1840. Berthelot, Sabin, de Marseille, Sec. G^n. de la Soc. do O^ogr.—De
la Peche sur la COte occidentale d'Afrique ot des dtablissements les plus utiles

au progrds de cette Industrie. Ouvrage public sous les auspices de MM. les

Ministros do la Marino et du Commerce. Paris : 8vo, pp. 302.

Chaps, iii. and iv. are especially devoted to the \V. African fisheries, and

their superiority to those of Newfoundland.

681. 1840. Aveaao, A. P. D'.—Analyse g&graphique d'un voyage au lao

Pamiefoil et au pays de Ydlof en 1839 (avec une carte).—Note sur quelques

itin^raires de I'Afrique septentrionale.—Note sur les documents recueillis jusqu'tk

ce jour \yovLr Tdtude de la langue berb^ro et sur divers manuscrits anciens en

cette langue qu'il imix>rte de rechercher. Bull, de la Soc. G^ogr., Paris, Oct.

The author quotes thirty-three works on the Berber language relating to

Morocco : Host, Ghenier, Jackson, Gr&berg, Washington, &c. This list is

reproduced in Hodgson, No. 569, pp. 35-38. Also separately: Paris, 8vo,

1840.

622. 1840. Note sur quelques itineraires de I'Afrique septentrionale par

M. d'Avezac. Bull. Soc. Gdogr., Paris, October. See No. 621, which is a

reprint of this.

623. 1840. Beinaud and Baron MauGuokin de 81ane.^G^ographie d Aboul-

Ma, ^^\li^\ *> ^ <^\jiS. Texte Arabe, public d'aprSs les MSS. de

Paris et de Leyde, aux frais de la Societe Asiatique. Paris : 4to, pp. xlvii. and

537. Pee also Nos. 25, 428, 613, 720.

624. 1840. Didier, Charles.—Thecla. Bruxelles : Soci6t<5 Beige de Librarie.

A tale, the scene of which is laid at Tetuan at the time when that town

was the residence of foreign representatives—consuls in those days.

626. 1840. Bey, A.—Le Maroc et la Question d'Alger. Revue des deux Mondes,

1 Ddcembre.

626. 1841. Pepys, Samuel.—The Life, Journals, and Correspondence of Samuel

Pepys, Esq., F.R.S., Secretary to the Admiralty in the Heigns of Charles IL and

James XL, including a Narrative of his Voyage to Tangier, deciphered from the

Short-band MSS. in the Bodleian Library, by the Kev. John Smith, A.M.,
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Decipherer of Topyii' Momuiri.' Now first piibliHhod from the originaU. [With

Iiortrait of Pepya.] 2 vols. London : 8vo, pp. 456 ; 867.

Popys went to Tangier as Secretory of the Tangier Committee to superintontli

the evacuation of that city.

6S7. 1841. ThomaMy, Ba3nnond.—Demande en maringo par Muley Ismail^

Empereur de Maroc, de la Princossc de Conti, fille naturelle de Louis XIV. et de-

Mademoiselle de la Yallidre en 1700. Franco Maritime, vol. iv., p. 173. Hco'

also No. 312.

628. 1841. MinialAre de la Ouem.—Tableau' do la Situation des ^tablissc-

ments Fritn9ai8 dans TAlgdrio en 1840. PariH : 4to, pp. 452.

In addition to much valuable information regarding Algeria before and after

the conquest, this volume contains a series of ap|iei)dices of exceptional interest.

The first three relate exclusively to Al){eria. No. iv. is a " Prdds analytiquo

de rhistoire anciunno do I'Afrique Scptentrionale " during the following jwriods

:

Carthaginian, Honinn, Vandal, Dymntino; including an account of the intro-

duction of Qreek civilization into the Cyrenaica. No. v. ** Division territorialo

<!tablie en Afrique par les Itomains." No. vi. " Prinoipaux traits de paix et

de commerce conolus par la France avcc les Il^genoes Barbaresqucs." No. vii.

" Bibliographie Alg^rienne."

620. 1841. Botalier, Claude de.—HiHtoiro d*Alger et de la piraterie des Turc»

dans la M(klitcrrante k dater du xvi* si^^clu. Paris : 2 vol., 8vo.

This work is well written. It terminates with the capture of Algiers, but

it contains only stray allusions to Moroccan piracy.

630. 1841. Or&berg, Jaoquee, di Hemeb'.—Observations authentiqucs sur loi

lioste du Levant, et sur la vertu spdcifique de Phuilo de I'olive contre cette

cffrayante mnladie. Pddigecs pour la Scconde It<Sunion scientifiquo ilalienne,

Turin, 1840. Florence : 8vo.

Ho gives the result of cases observed at Tangier, and an historical prdcis- of

the appearance, progress and extinction of the disease. This is largely n

richauffe of No. 529.

681. 1841. Slane, le Baron MaoOuokin de.—Histoire de la provinco-

d'Afrique et du Maghrib, traduite de I'Arabe d'En-Noweiri. Joum. Asiat. 3 s^r.

tome xi., p. 07 et seq. See Nos. 27, 738.

This commences with the invasion of N. Africa by the Mohammedans in

A.D. 647-8.

632. 1841. Ebn-Khaldun. — Histoire do I'Afrique sous la Dynastie des

Aghlabites et do la Sicile, etc., accompagnd d'une traduction fran9ai8e et de notes

par Jas. Noel des Vergers, Arabe et Franfais. Paris : 8vo, pp. xxxix., 80, and 201.

Ebn Khaldun,—a patronymic derived from an ancestor, Khaldun Ebn Othman,

—

was named Abu Zeid Abdurrahnan. He was a native and magistrate of Tunis.

See Nos. 29, 738, 789, 999.

688. 1841-56. Movers, P. C, Dr.—Die Phonizier, Keligion, Politik, Geschichte

und Staatsverfassung, Qeschichto der Colonien, Handel und Schiiffahrt. 3 vols,

(unfinished). Bonn and Berlin ; 8vo.

It gives a good account of the Phceuician settlements on the coast. It ya

supplemented by the same writer's article " Phoenizicn " in Ersch and Gruber's

Encyclopa:dia (1848).

684. 1841. Aaurara, Gk>me8 iBanes de.—Chronica do deBcobriniento e con-

quista da Guin^, cscrita pelo chronisla Gomez Eannes de Azurara; published

by the Viscount dc Santarcm. Paris: 4to. No. 34.
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This ii the reproduoUoa of a MS. of 1463 found by M. Fenlinanil DrniH in

the Uibliothdqtie Nntionale of Paris. It gives the history of <Fuan FcriiancU/,,

who landed on the coast of the Baliara iu 1446 and lived seven month:) witli

the nntivos. See No. 380.

686. 1841. Maroooo itnd its facilities for American commercial onterprisv.

Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, vol. v. No. 6.

666. 1841-40. Abu'l Fad», lamael.— ^,\jlf)^ |»j>^. Udographio, en

Arabc, public d'aprds deux MSS. par C. Shier. £ditioa Autographe. (With

all the vowel-points.) Dresde : folio.

687. 1842. Boott, <~'olonel, K.8.I'., K.O.—A Journal of a residence in the

KHmailla of Abd-oi- .ader, and of travels in Morocco and Algiers. I. adon : Bvo,

pp. 264.

The author had been a Carlist officer, and subsequently nccop^dd the iK>8t

of Chief of the Staff to Abd-cl-Kader, whom he is fond of styling " Ills U 'vul

Highness." He is very strongly hostile to the French, whom he advisoH to

rotirt) from Africa, "there being but little glory to bo gained tlurc." Ilu

visited Tetuan, Ujda, Fez and other places in Morocco, lleviewed in ' Modorik

Review,' vol. clviii., p. 202.

688. 1842. WappKus.— Entodcckungen der Portugiesen untor Hi'inrich den-.

Secfahren. Quttingen: 8vo.

688. 1842. Thomasay, BaymoncL—Des Relations politiques et commercia j»

avec le Maroc. Paris : 8vo.

This originally appeared in the ' Nouv. Ann. des Voyages.' A much better

edition appeared in 1845, and a later one iu 1859. See No. (183.

640. 1842. Mannert, Konrad.—06oj;raphie ancienne des l^tats barbarcsques.

D'aprds I'Allemand de Mannert par L. Marcus et Uuesberg, avec des additions :t

des notes par L. Marcus : ouvrage publid sous les auspices et par ordre du Ministdre

de la Guerre. Paris : 8vo, pp. 803.

This work gives a detailed description of North Africa from the confines of

Egypt to the Atlantic, according to Qreek and Roman authors. Book iii.

treats of Mauretauia, and of this chaps, vi., vii., and viii. are devoted to

Mauretania Tingitana ; chap. ix. to the voyage of Hanuo, and app. iii. contains

a supplement to the Bibliography of Algeria published iti . .; ' Tableau des

£tab. Franp. en 1840.' It is a translation of part of No. 53u.

641. 1843. Borrow, Qeorge.—The Bible in Spain. London : 8vo.

Contains the account uf a visit to Tangier.

648. 1843. Itondonderry, Marohioness of.—AJc 'mnl of a three montha'

Tour in Portugal, Spain and Africa. 8vo. [Lond. n pi Ivately printed.]

648. 1843. Hodgson, Wm. B.—The Foulahs of Central Africa and the

African Slave Trade. [A communicatior to the National Institute, Washington.}

iSavannah, Georgia : 8vo, pp. 24.

A few incidental references to the Berbers of Morocco.

644. 1843. Bacon, Dr. D. Francis.— Wanderings on the Seas and ShoreH

of Africa. Savannah : 8vo. [With some ethnographical remarks on the Berbers.]

Quoted by Hodgson, No. 656.

646. 1843-45. Nobbe, C. F. A.—Ptolemy, Claudius: Geographic. Edidit

C. F. A. Nobbe. Editio storeotypa. Lipsiae : 3 vol., 16mo.
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646. 1843-46. Tomberg, Oav. I.—Annales regum Mauritaniae a condito

Idrisiarum imperio ad annum fugae 726. Upsaliae : 2 vol., 4to.

A translatiun, with Arabic text, of the Arabic work Rudh el-Kartas

by Bin Abd-el-Halim. Noticed by M. QuatremSre in the ' Journ. des Sav.' 1847.

See No8. 26, 465, 554, 871, 1523.

647. 1848-1871. Slane, Bn. MaoQuokln de—^Up^\ «^Wb V^
Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary, translated from the Arabic. Paris:

4 vols., 4to, xl. + G88 ; xvi. + 697 ; 699 ; xliv. + 616.

Fiinted for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain. There is a life

of Ibn Khallikan in vol. iv.

The Arab text was published by Wiistenfeld, at Qottingen, in 1835-42 :

^jIaP^\ 0\jJ)j ' Vitte lUustrium Yirorum, nunc primum Arabice edidit,

variis lectionibus indicibusque instruxit F. WiistenfiBld, cum additamentis.

Fasc. 1-G and 8-11, with 2 Collect. Additament. : and another in Bulak,

2 vols., 4to, in a.h. 1299. See an article on the work of De Slane in the ' Bev.

des deux Mondes,* 15 Sept. 1842. See No. 21.

648. 1843. CauBsin de Perceval, A. P.—Grammaire Arabe vulgaire pour

les dialectes d'Orient et de Barbarie. Paris (3rd edition) : 8vo, pp. xi. 172 + 8

of Arabic (The Adventure of Hakem).

648. 1843. Maroel, I.—Monnaies diverses ayant cours en Algdrie, tant celles

do I'ancienno rdgence que de Tunis', Tripoli, Maroc, etc., avec texte descriptif des

formes ; analytique des ^critures, signes et dates de Icurs faces et revers

;

historique de leur origine ; indicatif de leur valeur normale et intrinsdque com-

part avec les monnaies de France. Paris : folio, pp. 18, with a view of the place

in which the treasure of the Easbah at Algiers was situated.

660. 1844. Hay, J. H. Drummond, afterwards Sir JohnH.—Western

Barbary ; its wild tribes and savage animals. London : 8vo, pp. 177.

The journey which forms the groundwork of this volume was undertaken

for the purpose of procuring for Her Majesty a barb of the purest breed from

the region round Laraish; a mission in which he failed. In the appendix he

gives an account of the travels and murder of John Davidson in 1835.

It is full of picturesque information on Morocco and its Nomads.

661. A French translation of the last by Mme. Louise Sw. Belloc,

entitled ' Le Miiroc et ses tribus nomades. Excursion dans I'int^rieur,

chasses, details de moeurs, superstitions, coutumes, etc' Paris : 8vo, pp. xxxii.

and 351.

662. A German translation: 'Marokko und seine Nomadenstamme.*

4Theile. Stutgardt: 1846.

668. 1844-45. France, Spain and Morocco. (Two articles.) Monthly

Review (London), vol. 104, p. 583.

664. 1844. Morocco and the Moors. Review of Drummond Hay's ' Western

Barbary.' No. 650. ' Christian Remembrancer ' (London), vol. viii., September,

pp. 227-238.

666. 1844. Robertson, Rev. William.—A Residence at Gibraltar and a

visit to the Peninsula in the summer and autumn of 1841. Edinburgh and

London: 8vo [no ante on title-iwge], pp. 401. .
., ,i , , ;.

,
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Chapters x. nnd xi., pp. 222—265, deuribe Tetuan and Tangier. The

Author, who was minister of New Grcyfriars, Edinburgh, visited Gibraltar

at the instance of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

666. 1844. Hodgson, William B., late Consul U.S.A. at Tunis.—Notes on

Northern Africa, the Sahara and Soudan, in relation to the ethnography, lan-

giuges, history, jiolitical and social condition of the natives of those countries.

New York : 8vo, pp. 112.

This contains vocabularies of several dialects of the Berber language. He
seems to have supplied Professor Newmau with notes. See No. 657.

667. 1844. Newman, F. W.—On the Structure of the Berber language, in

Fritohard'B Besearches on the Physical History of Mankind, vol. iv. See also

' Zeitschr. fiir Kunde des Morgenlands,* Bonn, 1846, t. iv.

668. 1844. Strabo.—Strabonis llerum Geographicarum Libri xvii. Gr. et

Lat. Oxonii : 2 vol., folio.

An English edition of Strabo was published by H. G. Bohn in 1854-7

translated by H. C. Hamilton and W. Falconer. 3 vol., 12mo. See No. 6.

669. 1844. BroBselard.—Dictionnaire Fran^ais-Berbdre : ouvrage compost par

I'ordre du Ministre de la Guerre. Paris : 8vo, pp. 656.

This principally relates to the dialect spoken in the Kabylia of Bougie,

but is valuable to the student of the Berber language in general.

660. 1844. FaradiB, Venture de.—Grammaire et Dictionnaire abr^gds de la

langue berb^re ; revue par P. A. Jaubert. Paris : 4to, p. 236.

At the end of the dictionary are some pretended Itineraries in Morocco,

collected in 1788 from the papers of Raynal iu the Bib. Nat. of Paris.

661. 1844. Iiapie, Colonel Pierre.—Recueil des itindraires anciens, comprenant

ritiudraire d'Antonin, le table de Peutinger et un choix des Pdriples Grecs.

Aveo dix cartes dresses par ... . Public par M. le W*- de Fortia d'Urban,
Membre de I'Institut. Paris : 4to, pp. xix. and 558.

A work which, though now supenteded by the Researches of Tissot, was of

value at the time it was written.

662. 1844. Itln^raire de Tanger k Maroc (d'apr^s le Bulletin de la Socidt^ de

Geographic) par M. Washington, ofiScier de la marine royale britannique, un
des membres de la Mission Anglaise cnvoyde k Maroc en 1829. ' Spectateur

Militaire,' vol. xxxvii., p. 691 (avec la carte et le plan de Maroc). No. 567.

668. 1844. Commerce du Maroo. L'Algdrie, 12 et 16 ao&t. . .

664. 1844. Notice stir Tanger. 1. c, 6 aoftt. / 'r ;,

666. 1844. Qalibert, L^on.—Histoire dc I'Algdrie ancienne et moderne,

depuis les premiers dtablissements des Carthaginois, etc. Paris : 8vo, pp. 636, a

map and many illustrations, some coloured.

Nothing about Morocco except in the first chapter, describing the features

of the Atlas region, &c. See also No. 818.

eee. 1844. Le Maroc. L'lUustration, March—August, pp. 183, 341, 359,

375, 401, 417.

Gives an account of the Prince de Joinville's oiH!rations, and the bombard-

ment of Tangier.

667. 1844. Caraman, Adolphe, Due de, Lieut, au Corps Royal d'etat

Major.—Notes Militaires sur la partie du Maroc parconruo pendant les mois

d'avril, mai et juin 1826. ' Spectateur Militaire,' vol. xxxvii. (15th August),
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p. 525, with views of Tangier and New Fez, a map of the empire of Morocco,

and a military reconnaissance of the route from Tangier to Fez.

1844. Bey.—Souvenirs d'un Voyage au Maroc. Paris : 8vo, pp. 17G.

(Printed in Algiers.)

The author resided many years in Tangier, and made a voyage along the

coast in a French hrig. The narrative contains numerous anecdotes of

renegades, and " His account of the country," Mr. James Richardson (No. 872)

writes, " discovers talent and intelligence, hut is, of course, coloured with a

strong anti-English feeling. Mr. [afterwards Sir John D.] Hay wrote on the

back of his M^moire, ' All that is said in reference to Great Britain is false and

malicious.' M. Rey's opinions of the Moors and the present governors are

still more bitter and unjust." (1859.)

668. 1844. Didier, Charles.—Promenade au Maroc. Paris : 8vo, pp. 362.

The author visited Tangier and Tetuau; his observations do not show

much knowledge of the country, and the value of the work is further decreased

by the absence of index and table of contents. It is a reprint of his papers iu

the ' Rev. des deux Mondes ' (No. 593). The author was born in Geneva iu

1805, and died at Paris in 1869.

670. 1844. Durieu, Xavier.—^Le^Maroc en 1844. 'Rev. des deux Mondes,'

October. See also No. 756.

671. 1844. Paillet, H.—Histoire de I'Empire do Maroc, accompagnuc d'une

carte du Maroc et de I'Algdrie. Paris : 16mo, pp. 108.

A mere compilation, of no value.

672. 1844. Tableau de la guerre des Fran9ais dans I'Empire de Maroc, aveo les

details de toutes operations de I'armde de terre et de mer : prdc4d^ d'une notice

historique sur cette partie de la Barbarie, sur les souverains anciens et modemes,

sur la religion et les moeurs de ses habitants : omo des gravures reprdsentant le

bombardment de Tanger, le plan de bataille d'lsly, le choc des cavaliers arabes

centre les carr^s fi-an9ais et la prise de Mogndor. Paris : 16mo, pp. 108.

673. 1844. ConTention entre la France et Maroc, pour r<Sgler les diffe'rends

survenus entre ces deux £tats, conclue k Tanger le 10 Sept". 1844. No notice

of the ratification of this treaty. Martens, Recueil de Trait^s, t. v. p. 418.

674. 1844. Oarpentier, Napoltou.—Tanger et Mogadon Poeme. Paris:

12mo, avec portrait, pp. 72.

676. 1844. Conailhac, Jean Joseph Iiouis.—Les jolies fiiles du Maroc.

Piice en 3 actes, miUe do couplets. Paris : 8vo. [A Play.]

676. 1844. Breve N'otlola del in iierio de Marruecos. Articulo inscrto en el

Memorial de Artilleria. (Duro.)

677. 1844. Acta de la ciJeouoidn y cumplimiento del Articulo 1° del Convenio

con- Marruecos do 23 Agosto 1844, sobro limites do Ceuta, fecha 7 do Octubre del

mismo afio. Colec. Janer. (Duro.)

678. 1844. Est^vanez CaldertSn, Berafim.—Manual del oficial en Marruecos

6 cuadro geogrdfico-estadistio-historico-politico y Militar de aquel Imperio por . . .

Auditor General de Ejercito. Madrid : 4to, pp. 342, with a map of Morocco.

678. 1844. Mordtmann, A. D.—Kurze Beschreibung von Magrib el Aksva

oder Schilderung der Staaten von Marokko in geograpiiischer, statistischer und

politischer Hinsicht. Hamburg : 8vo, with map.
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680. 1844. Felissler, E. - - Mimoires historiques ct guographiques sur ]'A1-

g^ric. Exploration scientifique de I'Algt^ric, pendant les ann^es 1840, 1841, 1842,

public par ordre du Gouvernement et avec le concours d'une Commission

Acaddmique. ' Sciences historiques et gdographiques,' Paris, 4to, vol. vi., pp, 440.

The expeditions and establishments of the Spaniards in Morocco are described

on pp. 10, 11, 99, 112, &c. The expeditions and establishments of the Portu-

guese in the Empire of Morocco are the themes of pp. 121-171. The aiTairs

of Morocco are discussed on pp. 253-4 ; the English at Tangier on p. 261 ; and
the French establishments in Morocco on pp. 285-288.

681. 1845. Mas Iiatrie, Ii. le Oomte de.—Apergu des relations commercialcs

de ritalie avec I'Afrique septentrionale au moyen-age. Paris : foL, pp. 32.

1845. ITeve, Professor at the University of Louvaiu.— Relation d'un

voyageur chretien sur la ville de Fez et ses ^coles dans la premiere moitid du
xvii* sidcle. Gand : 8vo, pp. 20.

A translation of the letters of Glenardus : see No. 48,

1845. .Thomassy, Baymond.— Ijo Maroc et ses caravans. Belations

de la France avec cet empire. Paris : 8vo, pp. 432.

,
A previous edition, much less complete, was published in 1842, and a subse-

quent one in 1859.

The great value of this work is the minute account it gives of Frencli

relations with Morocco froru the earliest ages until the accession of Mowlai Abd-

cr-Ilahman in 1822.

684. 1845. Duprat, Pierre Pasoal.—Essai historique sur les races anciennes

et modernes de I'Afrique septentrionale, leurs origines, leurs mouvemeuts et leurs

transformations depuis I'antiquit^ la plus recuse jusqu'& nos jours. Paris : 8vo,

pp. 308.

A valuable work for the time at which it was written.

686. 1845. Maiixoy, M.—Du Commerce des peuples de I'Afrique septentrionale

dans Tantiquit^, le moyen-&ge et les temps modernes, compare au commerce des

Arabcs de nos jours. Ouvrage faisant suite h la 'Question d'Alger en 1844.'

Paris : 8vo, pp. 190.

A 4th edition was published in 1852 : ' Precis de I'histoire et du commerce

de I'Afrique septentrionale depuis les temps anciens jusqu'aux temps modernes

par . . . Pr&M6 de deux lettres du Duo d'Isly (Mar^chal Bugeaud) sur la

question d'Alger . . . corrig^e et refondue,' Paris : 8vo, pp. xx. + 451.

This contains little information regarding Morocco.

686. 1845. Doouments authentiques r^dig^s sur le champ de bataille d'Isly.

Enlevement du camp imperial maroccain. Bapports, etc., tk M. le Colonel Jusuf

et au Colonel Tartas. Marseille : 8 vo, pp. 16.

687. 1845. Felet, G^n^ral J. J., Pair de France.—Maroc, Alger, Tunis, avec

une carto de I'Algerio dress6e au DepSt de la Guerre. Magdebourg.

1845. Bugeaud, lie Mar^ohaL—Guerre d'Afrique, campagno de 1844.

Bataille d'Isly. ' Rev. des deux Mondes,' Ist March.

689. 1845. Christian P. (pseudonym of Pitois), ancien Secretaire particulier

du Marcchal.—Souvenirs du Mar^chal Bugeaud, de I'Alg^rie et du Maroc. Paris

:

2 vol. 8vo, pp. 349 and 358. The same work was used in 1847, under the new

title of • La Nouvelle France : Souvenirs de I'Alg^rie et du Maroc.'

Chap. XX. vol. ii., " Bugeaud et les Marocaines," treats of the events on the

French frontier and the bombardment of Tangier ; a work of little value.
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A Dutch trotiHlation (abridged) was {mblished in 1848, with the following

title: VHerinncrinKen aan Mijn KrijgstnanBloven in Algiers on Marokkc'

(With portrait of Marshal Bugeaud, " Hurtog van IsliJ.") Hoarlom : 8vo.

690. 1845. Ohriatlan, P. (pseudonym of Piloia), ancien Secrdtairo pwi-tioulior

du Marshal.— Question d'Afriquc, lo Maroo ot la Politiquo Anglaise.

Paris: 8vo.

681. L'Afriquo fran^aise: Tompiro do Maroo ot los dt'sorts do Sahara.

Histoire nationalo des conqudtcs ot nouvellcs d^couvertes dos Fran^ais dopuis la

prise d'Aiger jusqn'il nos jours. Paris : 8vo, pp. 500, with map and illustrations

by Philippoteaux, T. Johannot, E. BcUnngd-Tsabey, &c.

Llv. v., p. 269 : " Tableau de I'Empiro do Maroc."

Liv. viii. contains an account of the operations on tho frontier of Morocco

and of tho naval expt^dition to Tangier.

69S. 1845. Traits do diSlimitation ontre la France ot Pempire de Maroo, conclu

et 8ign6 en Afriquo sur le territoire d'Alg^rie, le 8 Mars, 1845. llatification

exchanged at Tangier, 6th August. Signed by General de la Rico and Ahmida

ben Ali. Martens, Nouv. Rec. de Traitds, t. viii. p. 143.

608. 1845. Traits conclu le 6* Mai entrel'Espagneetle Maroc. (Gaz. do Mad.,

30 Mai, 1845; Martens, Nouv. Rec, do Traitds, t. viii. p. 206.) Sij;nod by

Antonio de Beramendi, Bulhilam Ben Ali, and J. H. Drummond Hay.

604. 1845. Oonvenio ontre Espana y Marruecos, firmado en Larache d 6 do

Mayo de 1845, contenv ndo varias aclaracioncs al do 25 de Agosto do 1844.

Colec. Janer.

An extract in Martens, 'Rec. do Trait^s,' t. v. p. 418.

686. 1845. liopes da Ooata Almeida, Antonio.—Roteiro dos Mares Costas,

&c. rcconhocidos no globo. Lisbon. (De la Martini^re.)

686. 1845. Augustin, Freiherr von.—Marokko in seinen geographischen,

historischon, religiosen, politischen, militiirischen und gesellschaftlichen ZustUnden.

Nach eigener Anschauung goschildert. Mit Muley Abd-er-Rhaniau's Bildniss,

dor Ansicht vou Tanger und von Mequincz. Pest : 8vo.

687. 1845. liondon, Frederike H.-Die Barbcroi. Eine Darstellung dor

rfligioaeu und biirgcrlichen Sitten und Gebriiuche der Bewohner Nord-Afrika's,

Frei und englischen Quelleu bearbeitet und auf eigeu Beobachtungen gegriindet

von .... Frankfurt a. M. und London : 8vo, pp. 230.

This little work, published by subscriptions—nearly all from England

—

is a compilation from various unnckuowledged sources. It describes the three

Barbaiy States, but has least of all about Morocco; Tunis receives most

attention.

688. 1846-G3. Dozy, K. P. A.—Scriptorum Arabum loci de Abbadidis •

primum editi Arab, et Latino cum not is. Lug. Bat. : 3 vols. 4to.

In tliis work, among other writings, an account is given (vol. ii, p. 182

et seq.) of a manuscript History of Morocco, "Holal No. 24," in the Leyden

University Library. It also contains an assemblage of selections from unpub-

lished Arabic writers, and numerous poems from the works of tho Spanish

Arabs,—" tho children of song," as Mutanabbi named them.

688. 1846-50. Christian, P.—Histoire des pirates et corsaires de I'ocean et do

la Mdditerrande, dopuis leur origino jusqu'il nos jours. Paris : 4 vols. 8vo.

700. 1846. Iieynadier et Clausel.—Histoire de TAIgdric, avec un precis sur

le Maroc. Paris : 2 vol. 8vo. (Do la Martiniere.)
,; .•:
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701. 1846. Bousaeau des Boohes, J.— Trois souvenirs— Tanger, Isly,

Mogadon Paris : 8vo, pp. 24.

702. 1846. ThomaflBjr, Raymond.—La question d'Oriont sous Louis XIV.
Paris: 16mo, pp. 102.

Gives an account of the Embassy from Morocco to Versailles under Ben

Atssa in 1698. See Nos. 317, 318.

708. 1846. B^oeption de I'AmbasBadeur de Maroo. Rev. de I'Orient,

Paris, t. xix., p. 02.

An account of the reception of Sid Abd-el-Kadcr Oshash, Ambassador of

tlio Sultan to France, by King Louis Philippe.

704. 1846. Bled de Braine, J. F.—Cours synth^tique, analytique et pratique

de la langue arabo, arrang6 il I'usage des CoUdges et des £coles, ou lea dialectes

vulgaires africains d'Algcr, de Maroc, de Tunis et de I'J^gypto, etc. Paris:

Bvo, pp. xxii. 666.

706. 1846. Voyage de I'Imam Bl-'AIaohi depuis lo pays dus Alft-'Alfach,

dans lo Mnroc, jusqu'ii Tripoli et retour. De la fin do Reb'i-el-Oouel 1073 (fin

d'Octobre 1062) au 18 Ghaouai 1074 (5 Mai 1663). Translated from a MS. in

the Bib. d'Alger, by A. Berbrugger. Rev. Scient. de I'Alg^rie, t. ix., pp. 1-164.

706. 1846. Benou, j^milien.— Description g^ographiquc do TEmpire de

Maroc, par .... Membre de la Commission Scientifique do I'Algdrie. Suivio

d'ltin^raires et renseigDements sur le pays de Sous, et autres parlies m^ridionales

du Maroc, recneillis par M. Adrien Berbrugger. Paris : 8vo, pp. viii. 480.

This painstaking work forms vol. viii. of the ' Exploration scientifique de

I'Alg^rie pendant les ann^s 1840, 1841, 1842, publico par ordre du Gouverne-

nient, et avec le concours d'uue commission acad^miquc—Sciences, historiques

et gdographiques.'

;
< Pp. 426-428 contain a Bibliography of Morocco, arranged chronologically,

of works, views, plans and charts. Of the firat, 264 are quoted, not very

accurately. Pp. 447, 448 contain seven articles, principally relating to the

Si^nish Presidios. The number of plans and views quoted is 161.

At p. 469 is the French treaty of the 18th March, 1S45 [No. 692], contain-

ing the delimitation between Algeria and Morocco. Tho portion contributed

by M. Berbrugger is from pp. 466 to 473.

707. 1846. Kelaart, E. F., Dr.—Flora Calpensis : Contributions to the Botany

and Topography of Gibraltar and its neighbourhood. With plan and views of

the Rock. London : 8vo, pp. 220.

This volume, as its title intimates, is essentially an account of the plants

of Gibraltar; but in addition there are throughout uutos on those of the

opposite coast of Africa, so far as their range is concerned.

708. 1846. F^lid de la Fena, Franeisoo. — Loycnda liistorico-politico-

militar-administrativa-religiosa del PeHfin de Velez de la Gomera, con noticia

de las expediciones espafiolas contra la Costa de Africa, y memoria sobre la

con8ervaci6n 6 abandono de los presidios menores. Valencia : 8vo, pp. 158, with

a view of Pefion. (Duro.)

709. 1846. LSwenstein, Wilhelm zu, Frinz.—Ausflug von Lissabon nach

Andalusien u. in den Norden von Marokko im Friihjahr 1845. Mit einen Ansicht

von Sevilla. Dresden, Leipzig : 8vo, pp. 274.

Of little value—mere tourists' impressions.

710. 1846. Biohard, M.—i^tudes sur I'insurrection du Dabra. Algiers: 8to.
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711. 1847. Alby, Brnwrt.—Uistoiro des Frisonniers fran9ai8 ea Afrique depuia

la C!onqu6tc. Paris : 2 vul. 8vo, pp. viii. 332 and 384.

Tbi8 professes to give a true account of the captivity of sundry Algerian

colonists and soldiers with Abd-eUKader and in Morocco ;
particularly of the

family Lanternier, of which a daughter married the eldest son of the Sultan.

It also narrates the disastrous afl'air of Sidi Brahim and the massacre of 2C5

French prisoners within the frontier of Morocco.

719. 1847. "Dozy, Dr. B. F. A.—The History of the Almohades, preceded by
a sketch of the History of Spain from the times of the Conquest till the reign of

Yusof ibn-Tdshfin, and the History of the Almoravides, by Abdo-I-W&hld Al-

UarrAostal, now first edited from a MS. in the Library of Leyden, the only one

extant in Europe. Leyden : printed for the London Society for the Publication

of Oriental Texts. 8vo, pp. xxii.+ r 1 . 2nd ed. 1881.

ThU work is entitled : t->;4^ j\i^\ U«**^ J '-r-^^ V^'
The author made several journeys from Merakish to Fez and vice versa, and

he visited Sus, Sijalmissa, and other provinces of the empire of the Almohades.

See No. 19. A fragment of this work was published by Bink at Leipzig in

1802.

A French translation by E. Fanan, published in the Rev. Afr. t. xxx.

= v.forl891, p. 267 e« ««g.—badly done, No. 2057. .

718. 1847. Saoy, A. I. de,—Catalogue des livres composant la Bibliothdque de

M. le baron Silvestre de Sacy. Livres et manuscrits arabes. Paris : 3 forts

vol. 8vo.

It contains notices of many books and manuscripts relating to Morocco^

714. 1848. Hay, Sir John Drummond.— Journal of an Embassy to the

Court of Morocco in 1846. Cambridge (privately printed) : 8vo, pp. 108.

716. 1848. Aooount of the Slavery of Friends in the Barbary States

towards the close of the seventeenth century, with some particulars of the

exertion of their brethren at home for their redemption. Loudon : 8vo, pp. 24.

Numerous accounts are given of captives in various parts of Morocco

between 1685 and 1702.

716. 1848. Newman, F. W.—The Narrative of Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed
el Messi cl Slisi in the Berber Language, with interlineary version and illustra-

tive notes. Journ. Roy. As. Soc. vol. xix. pp. 215-266.

s A short account of this narrative was given in vol. iv. p. 115, and was

followed by an English translation by Mr. Hodgson from an Arabic version.

717. 1848. Montgravler, Astaia de. Chef d'escadron d'Artillerie.—Memoire

sur Toccupation de la Mauretanie par les Ronmins. Paris : 8vo.

This work received the first gold medal at the competition of the Acadeniie

des Inscriptions in 1848. Partly on Morocco.

718. 1848. Hoefer, Dr. Ferd.—Afrique Australe, Afrique Orientale, Afrique

Centrale, Empire du Maroc. Paris: 8vo, pp. 497, with a map of Africa and

18 illustrations, of which the first six refer to Morocco.

The portion of the text devoted to this country is from p. 257 to p. 391.

The volume forms one of the series styled ' L'Univers : Histoire et description

de tons les peuples.*

719.

del

mJ
la
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719. 1848-1851. Dozy, Dr. R. F. A.-

l/^IAVj^-^ Ui^ *^>^^ J^^ ti "^A^ W^^- H*«*«'™

dc I'Afriquo et do I'Espagne intitulde Al-Bayano'1-Mogrib par Ibn-Adlidri (do

Maroc), ot Fragments do la Chronique d'Arib (do Gordoue) : le tout publi6 pour

la premidre fois, prdcdd^ d'uno introductlou et accompagndo do notes at d'un

glossaire. Leydo: 2 vol. 8vo, pp. 119+rrA : i48+ rr(. Seo also Dozy's

'Corrections sur les toxtes du Baydiio'l-Mogrib d'Ibn-Adhari (de Maroc), des

fragments de la chroniquo d'Arib (de Gordoue) et du HoUato's Siyard d'Ibn 61

lAbbdr.' Loyde: 1883. 8vo. See No. 30.

The Chronicle of Arib was written at Cordova in the 10th cent. ; that of •

Adhari at Morocco in the 13th : both 1 1 cat of the history of North Africa and

Spain.

720. 1848. Beinaud, Membre de I'Institut do France.—Gdographie d'Aboul-

f£da, traduite de I'Arabe en fran^ais et accompagnde de noted et d'dclaircissemonts.

Paris : 4to, 2 vol. Vol. i. pp. cdlxiv. Introduction g^ndralo & la G^ographie des

Orientaux ; avec trois planches. Vol. ii, ^lart 1, pp. vi. 327 contains the first

half of the translation of the text. The second part, published in 1883 with the

collaboration of M. Stanislas Guyard, pp. viii. 320, contains the remainder, and a

general index. In vol. i. there is a notice of Abou'l Fdda and of the Arab

authors anterior to him. In vol. ii. chap. iii. is devoted to the Maghreb. See

also Nos. 25, 428, 613, 623.

Of this work, only the first volume (Introduction g<jndrale h. la geographie

des Orientaux) is by Reinaud, who died soon after its publication. In

•BuBching's Magazin,' vol. iv. and v. (1770 and 1771), Beiske had already

given some Latin Translations prepared as early as 1746.

721. 1848. Charridre, "K—N^gociations do la Franco dans le Levant, ou

correspondanccs, m^moires et actes diplomatiqucs des ambassadours de France k

Constantinople et des ambassadours envoy^s ou residents i, divers titres h Venise,

Raguse, Rome, Malte et Jerusalem, en Turquie, Perse, Gdorgie, Crimde, Syrie,

;figypto, etc., et dans los £tats de Tunis, d'Alger et de Maroc. Paris : 3 vol. 4to.

722. 1848. Antoninus, Augnutus.—Itinerarium Antonini Augusti. Ed. G.

Parthey et M. Pinder. Berolini : Bvo. Seo Nos. 11, 71.

728. 1849. Barth, Heinrioh, Dr.—^Wanderungen durch die EiistenlSnder des

Mittelmeeres, ausgefiihrt in den Jahren 1845, 1846, und 1847. (With a map.)

. Berlin : 2 vol. 8vo.

Vol. i., pp. 1-45, treats of Morocco.

724. 1849. Desoamp, Alex.—Le Maroc en face de I'Europe, Apropos de la

derni^re rupture survenue ontre la R^publiquo fran9aise et le Gouvernement

Marocain. Paris : 8vo. (Pamphlet.)

726. 1850. Urquhart, David.—The Pillars of Hercui^s : a narrative of travels

in Spain and Morocco in 1848. London : 2 vol. 8vo, pp. 460+464.

Mr. Urquhart, a Member of Parliament once noted for his extreme anti-

Russian views, did not go further than Casablanca. But his book contains a

great deal of suggestive matter, including some views still very hypothetical

and at the time considered absurd, regarding the connection of the Celts with

the Berbers. However, now that the Iberian theory recognises the Berbers

as most probably the stock of Great Britain, Franco and Spain, prior to the

Celtic invasion, his ideas are worthy of some attention, more especially as he

veil. ni. 2 a
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had no notion of any such relationship. If this was the case, it is scarcely

improbable to hold that the Celts have inherited some Berber words and

implements, such as the peculiar brooch used in the Highlands of Scotland, and

all over Northern Africa among the Berber people.

720. 1850. Power, W. Tyrone.—Recollections of a Three Years' Residence in

China, including [peregrinations in Spain, Morocco, &o, London : 8vo.

Chapters ii. to iv. inclusive (pp. 12 to 43) touch on Morocco ; Tangier and

Tetuan particularly.

797. 1850. Kayo, William Btarbuok, M.D.— The Berber, or the Moun-

taineer of the Atlas. A tale of Morocco. London : Bvo, pp. 284.

The Author states that his object has been to tell an agreeable story in (>n

agreeable way, and that the historical incidents are well authenticated. The

work, which has been several times reprinted, is dedicated to W. B. Hodgson,

Esq.

728. 1850. Maaade, Charles de.—La Guerre du Maroc avec I'Espagnc. Rev.

des deux Mondes, 1'" Janvier—15* Septembre.

" Article attribu(5 an Prince de Joinville." (Godard.)

729. 1850, Fanet, li^opold.—Relation d'un Voyage du SiSndgal k Soueira.

(Mogadon) Rev. Colon., Nov. and Dec. 1850, with map. Also printed

separatelj : Paris, 1851, 8vo.

730. 1851. Sleigh, Adderly W., Captain (late R.N.).—Preliminary Treatise

on the Resources of Ancient Mauritania, or the territory of the Western Zahara,

'Suz . . . describing its rich productions, healthful climate, fertile soil, valuable

mines, commercial advantages, inhabitants—their ancient descent, laws, manners,

'habits, form of government and independence. With observj; lions on the intro-

duction of Christianity, the promotion of civilization, and the suppression of

Slavery. London : 8vo, 2 parts (the second is separately paged), pp. 87 + 39.

The Author of this work describes from personal knowledge the coasts of

Sus, where he seems to have been engaged as a naval surveyor. The second

part is the prospectus of a company to colonise this country.

'781. 1851. Akerman, John Yonge, Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries.

—

Moneys received and paid for Secret Services of Charles II. and James II. from

30 March, 1679, to 25 December, 1688. Edited from a MS. in the possession of

Willian Selby Lowndes, Esq. London : 4to, pp. x. and 240. Printed for the

Camden Society.

Contains many entries regarding Tangier : the first is for £60, " To Mary
Heathley, whose husband blew up Whitboy Fort at Tangier and lost his life

there."

782. 1851. "Viardot, Louis.—Histoire des Arabes et des Mores d'Espagnc,

traitant de la constitution du Peuple Arabe-Espagnol, do sa civilisation, de ses

moeurs, et de son influence sur la civilisation moderne. Paris: 2 vol., pp. ix.

and 420 ; iv. and 458.

788. 1851. "Women in Morocco. (A translation from the French.) Hogg's

Instructor, London, pp. 382-4.

784. 1851. Le Cheykh Mohammed Ibn-Omar el Tounsy.—Voyage an

Ouaday par .... : traduit de I'arabe par le Dr. Perron, Directeur de I'ficole de

Mddecine du Kaire, ouvrage accompagnd de cartes et de planches et du portrait

du Cheykh, public par le Dr. Perron et M. Jomard. Ouvrage prdc^d^ d'une

Preface de ce dernier, contenant de remarques historiques et gdographiques et
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Rev.

passAnt en suite an voyage au Dftrfour. Paris: 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. i. (text),

pp. Ixxv. 756. Vol. ii., plates and maps.

Contains much indirect information bearing on Morocco.

780. 1861. Marquea de Frado, Job^.—Recuerdos de Africa 6 apuntes para

formar la historia general de las posesioues espafiolas del Africa Mediterr&nea,

que comprenden las plazas de Geuta, Melilla, Peilon de la Gomera 6 islas

Ghafarinas. Madrid: 4to. (Duro.)

780. 1851. Kreuger.—Sverigcs Forh&Uanden till Barbaresk Statera Africa, etc.

Stockholm : 8vo.

787. 1852. Boisner, Edmund, et Beuter, Q. 7.—Africa borealis Hispanimquo

australis, auctoribus Geneva} : 1852, 8vo, pp. 184.

In this work a number of Morocco and Algerian plants are described.

788. 1852-56. Khaldun, Abu ileid Abd>er-Bahmaii Ibn-Mohammed
Ibn.—Histoire des BerbSres et des Dynasties Muslomanes de I'Afrique septen-

trionale. Traduction fran9aiso par le Baron MaoQuokin de Blane. Algiers

:

4 vols,, pp. cvi. + 480 ; 635; 528 ; 612. Nos. 29, 632, 789, 999.

The original work is a general history of the Mohammedan world, and is

unsurpassed in Arabic literature as a masttrpiece of historical com{x)siiion.

At vol. i. p. 301 of De Slane's work are collected some of the most ancient

Arab traditions regarding the first invasion of Africa by the Mohammedans,
from a history of the conquest of Egypt by Abd-er-Bahman ibn el-Hakim.

Appendix 1. vol. i. gives extracts from Ibn Abd-el-Hakim, containing an

account of Oicba bin-Nafa's expedition to the Moghreb. App. ii. vol. i. and

app. i. vol. ii. contain some chapters from the great work of En-19'oweiri.

App. ii. vol. ii. is a history of the Fatemides from the Prol^gomenes of Ibn
Khaldun. App. iii. vol. ii. is a history of the Beni Hamdun, con-

temporary with the Fatemides. App. iv. vol. ii, is on the rise and fall of the

Idricides, ail fr^ai Ibn Khaldun. App, v. vol. ii. contains extracts from the

historical work of Ibn el-Athir, in which is an account of the conquest of

Morocco by Abd-el-Momen (1146-47).

Vol. iv, is especially dedicated to the history of the Beni Merin, aid in the

Appendix is an article on the language, literature and origia of the Berbers.

An Arabic edition of this work was published at Bulak, a,h, 1284

(a.d. 1867), 7 vol, roy. 8vo, entitled 'Kitabu'l ibr wa Diwan ul-Mubtida'

(see No. 999) ; and his Proldgomfines by M. Quatremere, in the original Arabic,

appeared in the ' Not. et Extraits des MSS, de la Bib. Imp. 1858,' t. xvi., xvii.

789. 1852. Ibn-Abd' el-DjeUl et-Tenessi, See Barges, No, 1798.

740. 1852. En-Noweiri.— Conquete de I'Afrique Sei)tentrionale par les

Musulmans, et histoire de ce Pays sous les Emirs Arabes,

Extracts from the gieat encyclopedic work of En-Noweiri form appendices

to vols, i. and ii, of De Slane's 'Ibn Khaldoun' (see No. 738); also 'Historiae

Ommiadarum qui in Hispanid regnarunt,' MS. Bib. Nat. Paris, No. 645. The
MS. of the former work is numbered 702,

741. 1852. Calle, Antonio.—El Martirio de la juven Hachuel, o la Heroina

hebrea, drama de . . . , Sevilla : 8vo,

A Play founded on the case of Sol Hachuel, daughter of Halm and Simha
Hachuel. (No, 596,)

742. 1852. Ibn Batutah.—Voyage ^ travers I'Afrique septentrionale au com-
mencement du xiv*. si^cle, publid par M. Cherbonneau, Paris : 8vo, Nos, 28,

556, 616, 752,

2 A 2
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748. IHR'J. Barrua, l*.—Dcmiriptlun trim iiHlroliilio oonHtnilt \ Maroo en 120S.

HtriiHlHiiir)< : IHriL', Ito, (I |>l. Huo No. dir*.

744. IHQ'J, Jourdan, L.— L'ICiii|)lru do Muroo. i'ltilH : Hvu.

746. tu\t tlo MiirtH) on IHR'J. llov. Orltmt. I. \t. 11)1).

740. 18r>'J. OnrBtoiiHon. Voi/,t'!fliiiiHH dur in dor niiifto^tinil vnii TiuiKor iind

liu nordllchuii 1<V/. vdikonMiixudoii Vii^«il. NiiuiiiMiiniii : iHn'.', p. 7(1.

A vnry liniHirfoot IIh; of lilrdH, clilotly IVoin tlio n(iiKhl)uurliiH)d of Tunglor,

by tilt) Into UritiHit Viuo-l^ouHul in MuKiidin-.

747. 18r>i). JHo6, M. do.^Hur l'Ai-);nniii uoninio plantu oldn^'tiuiiHu. (Itoviio

llortiuolu, ]). Itir*.) rurlH: Hvo. AliioHoiuimloIy.

748. 1H53. Sumnor, Hon. Oharlea. Whito Hluvoiy in thti Iturbary HtaUm.

London : Hvo, jip. MMi. Hoo alnn ' QnaiUtily Itoviow,' vol. \{'\\, p, !l;U,

748. IHnS. Onrette, B. -I!ouliorolu« Mur t'Orl^ino ot Itm Mi^ratioim dim [irin-

oiixiluH trtbuH d'AlViipio miplvntilonalo. rarlH : Svo, pp. 47(1.

TIdM rolVi-M to MortKTo mh well as to tito utliur cuuntrioit of Nurtli Afiica. A
very IvariuHl an»l valuftl)lo wtuk.

780. lHr>;i. Alby. BrnoBt.

—

Ta'h Vilpivw Maiwaini-M, on dornloiM iiriHonniors

d'Alxl-ol-Kador. I'ariit! 'J viil. Hvo.

Tim autlior wrltoH nndir tlio iiHuiidonyni of A. do France.

761. lSf>!J. Mlrvol. J. B. J. do.—I.'()rpiielln do Mo^ador, on notionn Hur

IVnipit'o dn Miuvo. LiniogoH: IHnio, witit iiiuHlrationB. (I)u ia Martinidiu)

782. 1853-1858. Ibn Batutoh, Voya^o-s d'. ']'i<xto nrabo, ncconipanno d'uno

tiadnotion par O. DofV^mory ut lo Dr. B. B. Sanguinettl. I'nriM : 4 voi. Hvo,

pnblishod by tiio 8t«ci«5tii AbintitiHo: pp. xlvl. -I- Ma; xiv. + 4G0; xxvi. + 47d;

47U + 81.

'I'itia oolobrutod trovullor, Abu Alxlulia Molmmmcd, loft bis native city

Tangior willi tl>o vlow of iiortorinin<; < !io pli>;rinia^o to Mooca ; lio aotuaiiy

InivonkHl a great jiart of tlio Molianimciian world Iwtwoen 1.1-5 ami 1310.

On bis ri'tuvn lio visittHl MoralclRli, Foz, Couta, Saloo, and various otlior places

in MoMoco. Tlio original title of tho work is,

Seo Nos. lis, 55(5, ()1(>, 75'J, and an article by tl»o lato Sir Ueury Yulo in

' Kneycl. Urit.,' 0th eiiitiou, vol. xii., pp. G07-(500.

Till" complete MSS. from which MM. DefrtSniery and Sangninetti's edition

was prei>aitHl, wore found in Constantino on|tho capture of tliat city by tlio

Trvnuh. One of thorn was in tho autograph of Ihn Juzai. Tho cliiof MSS. in

Eugliith Libraries aro those in abridgment presented by Burokhardt to

Ciunbiidge. From these Dr. Leo's version was prepared. Another, api^rontly

unknown to tho otlitora of tho nlH)vo edition, dating from tho oigliteonth

century, is in tl.o collection of Dr. 11. Brown, who obtained it from tho Library

of Amikloo Jaulart : t^^ai
^J>

li*^ a^j : Travels of Mohammad

ibn BatuUi el-Mughrabi. Its origin is not known.

788. 1853? Joinvillo.—Ilistoiro G6nt5iale do la Marino (6ilition publico sous la

direction do M. Van Tenac). Paris : 4 vol. 8vo. Bataiile do Tanger (1578).

T. ii. p. 80. Prise de Mt^dor. Bon\bardement do Tanger (1844). T. iv.

pp. 324-42.
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704. 185(. Smyth. William Henry, lluai-Ailiairal.—Tho Moditorraucan : A
Motaulr, I'liyHluiil, liUtorioul, uiul Nuutioal. London : 8vo, pp. SIO.

Pp. OC-O, IM), 301-2, nnd 401 nfor to Morocco.

7BB. 1H54. Hooker, Sir William J.—'I'iiu Ar^'in troc of Morocco. (Mainly

coniiiHtlnjt or u luttvr from Mr. Wm. Qriico, ItritiHh Vico-Ooiutul in Mo(;nt]or.)

'London •luurnal of Holuay,' vol. vi. p. ii7, tub, iii., iv. Ititpriiitud in ApiNUidix

to IIooi(cr and lluU'ri'Tour in Morocco,' pp. .'iUO-iOU. Hcu alvo Hut;;, ' ObHorv.

I lotaniciu,' vol. Iv. p. 2(1, nn<l (Jorrda du Hurra, 'AunuloHdu MuM.d'Hibt. Naturullu,'

IHOi), t. vlli. p. 3tKi, tul). V. flK. 1.

766. 1864. Durrleu, Xavlor.—The proHont Htato of Morocco. A chapter of

MiiRvuhnan CiviliHatlon. Iion<lon : Hvo, pp. U3, forming vol. 00 of ' Thu TravcllorV

LIbmry.'

Thifl in nicruly an Knglmh vcrHion of the Author'n articlu in thu ' Itcv. dcH

dcnx MoiiduM,' No. 070.

767. 18B4. Oherbonneau.— Notlcu ot oxtraitH du Voyngo d'Kl-Alxlory i\

travurH l'Afri<iuu Hupttintrionalo, an vii*. BIAcIo do l'Hi<girc. (CjiX{ji)\ aW.-
PariH : 8vo, pp. 36. Kuprintcd from tho ' Journ. ABiatUiuc* Huo No. 23.

768. 1864. Bard, Joseph.— [/AlgtSrio en 1854. ItincJrairo gdndral do TunJH i\

Tangor; colonlHation, payHagoR, inonuniontH, cultc, agriculture, Htali8ti(|uo.

Iiygibno, iridustrio, comniurcu, avcnir. PariH : 8vo, pp. 2ol, 1 plato (the tower of

tho Qruat Moh'[uo at Uran).

760. 1866. RludavetB, Pedro.—Doscripcion y piano do laH iHlau ChafarinaR.

Orouica Naval, Madrid, t. i., p. 002.

ThiH important work lulvocatoH tho transfer of the ProHidiog of Penon, in

order to create a groat military port at tho ZafTarine iHlandu.

760. 1860. Qeneral Treaty between Oreat Britain and Morocco,
Higncd at Tangier, 0th December, nugdciated by John Ilay Drummond Hay, Ksq.,

O.B., II.M. Charg<5 d'AffaircH. 38 Articles. IIcrtHlet's Treaties, vol. x. p. 1)03.

761. 18S0, Convention of Commerce and Navigation between Qreat
Britain and Morocco, of the uamu date. 1. c. p. 016.

762. 1850. KunBtmann.—Valentin Ferdinand's lieschreibun^ der WostkUsto

Afrikau bis zum Senegal. Abhandl. dor. Kgl. bayr. Akod. d. WissenHchafteu.

iii. Kl. viii. lid. 1 Abtlg.

768. 1860. Blane, Baron MacGuckln de.— Gonqufito du Soudan par Ich

Marocains, I'an 299 (1500-1 do J.-C). Ildcit extrait de I'ouvrage d'un historien

Arabo. Kov. Afr., t. i. pp. 287-312.

Tho I'riuco whoso acts are hero related was El-Mansur, son of Abd-cl-

Molek, who died on tho occasiou of the groat br.ttle during which Don Sebastian

and his army wore destroyed.

764. 1850. Blzo, PranoiBOO.—Importancia do la plaza del Poison y ccusidora-

cioncs sobro la couvonieucia do conservar 6 abandonar aquel punto. MS. on ol

Dep. da Ingeuieros. (Duro.)

766. 1850. Relnaud, M.—Rapport sur lo Tableau dus dialcctcs do I'Algdrie ct

dos coutrdos voisiiies de M. Gesliu. Paris: 8vo, pp. 20. (Extracted from tho

Moniteur Univorsol,' August 7th and 8th, 1856.)

Therj is a gooil deal on Morocco in this memoir : M. Gcslin's woi'ss related

entirely to Algeria and the country south of it.
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766. 1850. Vlnoendon DumouUn and O. P. de Kerhallet.—Cdto Nonl
(lu Mnroc. Tarii : Hvo. Minist. ilo la Marino : InfltructioiiH imutiquoN, No. 220.

767. 1B57. Duncan, Vioe-Ooniul.~I{oport on the Trade of LamYch for

1850. Ht'iKJitH rocoivcil at tho Board of Trado llin)Uj;I> tlie P. (). for tho yoar»

1865-60, p. 132.

768. 1867. Redman, Ooui. Agent.—Qonoral Commercial IloiK>rt on Ma7:agait

for 1856. 1.0., p. 134.

760. 1857. Oraoo, Vioe-Oonsul.—Ttoport on tho Trado of Mogador for 1850.

1. 0., p. 137.

770. 1857. Blton, Vloe-Oonaul. — Report on tho Trado of Rabat. 1. c,

p. 140.

771. 1867. Reade, Vioe-Ooneul.—Commercial Rcjiort for tho Province of

Tangier for 1850. 1. c, p. 153.

772. 1857. Hay, J. D., Vicc-Consul.—Commercial Report on Tetuan for 1850.

1. 0., p. 165.

778. 1857. British Order In Oounoil fur tho apprehending and delivering

lip of Seamen, deserters from the Merchant veRscls of Morocco and Fez, iu

British and East Indian Ports. Dated 0th May. HertB. Treat., vol. x. p. 022.

774. 1857. British Order in Oounoil for the exercise of power and Juris-

diction hy British functionaries over Britisli Subjects iu Morocco. Dated 27th

August. Contains 41 Articles. 1. c, p. 023.
,

776. 1857. Barges, I'AbM, et Goldberg, M. — R. Jchuda ben Koreisch

Toharotensis African! ad synagogam Judoiorum civitatis Fez cpistola. De studii

Targum utilitato et de linguoD chaldaicas, misnicas, talmudicw, arabico), vocabu-

lorum, item nonnuUorum, barbaricorum convenientia cum hebrosa. Paris : 8vo.

These were lectures on Philology delivered in the Fez Synagogue, in the

10th century, by the Rabbi Juda ibn Koreish. The work is translated from

a MS. in Oxford.

776. 1857. Ootte, Naroisse.—Moeurs politiquos et sociales du Maroc. Revue

Contemporaino et Athentcunt Fran^ais (Paris), Livraison 137, Dec. 15th,

pp. 1-30.

777. 1857-58. Barth, Henry.—Travels and Discoveries in North and Central

Africa, being a Journal of an Expedition undertaken under the auspices of

H.B.M.'8 government in the years 1849-1855. London : 5 vols., 8vo. ITiis

valuable work, of which French and German versions have appeared, contains

(vol. iv., pp. 010, 014, 623, 696 ; vol. v., pp. 3, 33) valuable information regard-

ing the relations of Morocco and Timbuktu.

778. 1857. Oodard, I'Abb^ L^on.—Les £v6ques do Maroo sous les derniers

Almohades et les Beni-Merin. Rev. Afr., vol. ii. p. 124 et seq.

A see was created in Fez and Morocco in 1233, and was occupied by

Franciscans till the middle of the 15th century. Christians were then

numerous in the country, as is proved by the letter of Innocent IV. to tho

Sultan in 1246.

779. 1857. Dastugue, Lt.-Col. H.—La Bataille d'AI-Kazar el-Kebir, d'apr^s

deux historiens Musulmans. Rev. Afr., t. xi. p. 130.

The MSS. on which this narrative is based arc (1) the Nozhat el-Hadi by

Mohammed es-Segheir bin el-Haj bin AbduUa, who lived at Morocco in the

12th century of the Hejira, the title of whose work Colonel Dastugue thus
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tnuiii1ftU>R, 'Ddltcoi do ccltii qui H'nttnoho iV rhittoiro des louvornini dti onzi^mfl

sidolo, c'uHt \ diro do la dynaMtlu Snadionne.' (2) Tho comtnontnry of a Ka»ida

or pioco of verio coinix)M}d in honour of Bol Mohammed el-Kebir on the Mur-

ronder of Gran l)y tlio SpauiardB in 1701, by tho Imam Mohammod Abou-Ras
bin on-NaHMT. Tito battlo in question in atylod by tlie Arab liiatorian tliat of

tlio Wad cl-Mekha7,in.

780. 1867. Slane, Baron MaoOuokln de.—Dcaorlption do I'AfVique Septon-

trionalu par Abou-Obeld al-BekrL Toxto Arabo, rovu Hur quatro inanuscrits

et publid HouH loi auspici ii do M. lo MartSclml Comto Kandon, Gouvornour Qdiidral

do TAlgdrio. Algor: 8»o, pp. 19, rir. Tho Arabic titlo is

In 18C0 a French trauHlation was pnbliHhed by the same author at Paris

:

8vo, pp. 432. This first appeared in tho 'Journ. Asiatiquo,' 1858-59. ^I'o

also Nos. IG, 800.

781. 1867. Snider-FelleKrini, A.—Quolquos obsorvations sur los Moycns do

ddveloppcr lo commerce de I'Algdrie avec I'intdrieur de I'Afrique, et d'uno route

par torre d'Alger au Sdndgal par Tombouctou, prdcddd d'observations sur I'Algdriu

ot lo Maroc. Paris : 8vo. Seo also Bull. Soc. Q6ogr., Paris, March.

782. 1857. Maris, Dr. Paul.—Observations mdtdorologiquos recueillis pendant

lua muis d'octobre, novembro et ddcembro 1856 et janvior 1857, dans le Sahara,

nu sud de la province d'Oran, et dans lo sud-est du Maroc. Paris : fol. pp. 8.

From tho ' Ann. de la Soo. de Mdtdor. de France,' t. t. p. 172.

788. 1857. Foumel, Henri.—i^tude sur la conqu^to do I'Afrique par les

Arabes, et rechorches sur los tribus Borb^ros qui ont occupd le Maghreb Central.

Paris : 4to, pp. 166.

The Author followed up this subject in a much more important work

published in 1875-81 : q, v.

784. 1857. Sumoulin, O. A. Vinoendon, and O. F. de Kerhallet—De-
scription nautiquo do la c6to nord du Maroc. Instructions nautiques, Ministdro de

la Marine. Paris : 8vo.

786. Manuel de la navigation dans lo ddtroit do Gibraltar. Ministdre de

la Marine. No. 259. Paris : 8vo.

786. 1857. Kerhallet, Ch. P. de, Capitaino do Yaisseau.— Manuel do la

Navigation & la cOte occidentale d'Afrique. Paris. See Nos. 844, 1078.

787. 1857. Cambio dl letters per Fadesionedel Governo Sardo alle misure

odotta dal Governo Marocchino per la repressione del contrabbando suUe costo di

quell' Impero o 1' ammcssione della Sardegna al Godimento dei vantoggi stipulati

col Trattato Inglese Marocchino del 9 dicembro 1856. Baccolta dei Trattati,

vol. prelim., Torino, No. cxix. p. 631.

788. 1858. Elton, W. J., Vice-Consul at Mogadon—Coast of Morocco, com-

municated by Capt. J. Washington, R.N. Proc. R. Geogr. Soc., London,

vol. ii. p. 875. .';
;

789. 1868. Quatremere, Et.—Proldgom^nes d'Ebn Khaldoun
w

...ajl^ i^\ JMjiu- Text© Arabe, public d'aprSs les Manuscritsde. la Biblio-

thdquo Impdiiale. Notices et extr. des MSS. de la Bib. Imp., t. xvi., xvii. Nos.

29, 632, 738, 999.

780. 1858. Aguirre, Buperto.—Expedici6n al Riff: su importancia,necessidad

y conveniencia. Madrid : 4to. (Duro.)
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701. 186B. Die Bewohner dor WoBtkilsto von Murukku. Potormann's Gco-

graph. Mitthoilungon, 1868, p. 1G8.

789. 1868. Benjamin, Israel Joseph.—Acht Jahro in Aslon \ind Afrika von

1846 biR 1865 .... Nobst einoni Vorwort von Dr. B. Rccmnn. Zwcito Auflago

mit vorgloiohundon Notizon ana U. do Tudula, 11. Puthachia, P. Toixoira und

Rittor's Erdkundo. Hannover : 8vo, yiyi. 314.

An English Version, " Eight Yours in Asia and Africa," publiHhcd at

Ilanovor in 1808, 8vo, pp. 87(5.

Chap. xlii. rofcrs to Molocco', chap, xliii. regarding the Jews in Norlli

Africa.

7ea 1858. Jones, John Harris.— ^jj^^ -Jli ijV Ibn Alxl-cl-

Hakoni's History of tlio Conquest of Sjniin, now edited for tlio first time, traiiH-

latc«l from the Arabic, witli critical and exegetlcal notes, and a liistorical

introduction. G(M3ttingen : 8vo, i)p. 81 (Englisli), pp. 28 (Arabic) ; of wliicli

pp. 17 aro introtluction by tlio translator and pp. 43 aro text ; tho rest exegotical

notes of much value.

This work contains much about iho Morocco of the jwriml of tho Invasion.

794. 1858. Leo Afrioanus.— I-ltudcs biographiquos : Jean L6oii I'Africain.

Borbruggor, Rovuo Africaino, No. 11, .Tune. vol. ii., pji. 353-.1GI.

As tho writer only know the Frcncii and Latin versions of Loo, his account

is very imiwrfect.

796. 1850. Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth.— Sixteen Years of an Artist's life in

Morocc.t, SjMiin, and tho Canary Islands. London : 8vo, 2 vol. pp. 352 and 341,

with a view of Morocco.

Tlio first 104 imgos of vol. i. aro dovotod to Morocco. Tho author's

experiences arc .onfmud ;o Tangier, where she resided during the French

bombardment of 1844. Some statements in tho book so olVcnded Spanish

oflicers that for months after its appearance her husband received challenges.

796. 1869-60. Mrs. Mxirray's Moroooo. LittolPs Living Ago. (Boston,

U.S.)

797. 1859. GN>dard, Ldon, P^re.—Soir(5es Alg<5rienne8. Tours : 8vo.

Many particulars about Moorish piracy and slavery.

796. 1859. Ooeje, M. J. de.—SiKscinien Utcrarun\ inauguralo oxhibcns De-

scriptionom Al-Magribi Sumtum o libro rogiouum al-Jaqubi. Lugduni-Bata-

vorum : 8vo, pp. 170 and r1- Arabic text, with Latin translation, of a de-

scription of tho coast from Egypt to tho Atlantic Ocean. Important for the

geography of N. Africa in tho 14th century. Reprinted in full, in Goejo's Bib.

Geog. Arab., 1891, Pars Septima. The Arabic title of tho work is

>\ ,.iJ <U>''^ i.i^<^^ L-'Ui' ^J\\ ssue^\ j^ j..^^ ^,1^^ «-!^v» ^^ »jy-li^

799. 1858-85. Collecoao de Monumentos ineditos para ^ Historia das Con-

quistas dos Portuguezas om Africa, Asia o America. Lisboa : 9 vol. in 14 parts.

800. 1859. El-Bekri. Description do I'Afriquo Septentrionale, traduit par

MacOuckin de Blane. Paris : 8vo, pp. 432. Sec Nos. 16, 780.

801. 1859. Gk>dard, L^on, Can? d'El-Aghouat.— Lo Maroc ; Notes d'un

Voyageur. Alger : 8vo, pp. 147. Originally published in tho ' Akhbar ' and
' Revue Africaino.'

|i
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A work full of information, but marred by want of ordor and the ab8«)nco of

any table of conttntB or index. See No. 831.

802. 1859. Barges, VAhb6, J. S. L.—Tlemfcn, ancicnne capitalo du royaumo
do ce nom. Paris : 8vo, i)p. 470, 12 plates.

Thin work abouudn in information of thu raoHt valuable nature. The ancient

history of this place is intimately connected with thai of Morocco.

808. 1869. Faldherbe, le Ool.—Ilenscignements g^Sographiques sur la partio du
Sahara comprise outre I'Oucd-Noun et lo Soudan. Nouv. Ann, des Voy., August.

804. Considerations sur les jjopulations de I'Afriquo Septcntrionale. 1. c,

September, '

806. 1859. Cotte, Naroisse, Anc. Attochd au Cons. Gdn. de France au Maroc.

—Lo Maroc contemiwrain, Paris : 12nio, pj), 298.

The author resided three years at Tangier and Rabat, but made no journeys

into the interior.

803. 1859. Duval, M.—La question du Maroc, et les intrfrSts ourop<5en8 en

Afriquo. Rovuo des deux Mondes, 15th December.

807. 1859. Castaing, Alph.—La question Marocaine. 8vo. Broch. (De la

Martinidre.)

808. 1859. Hugonnet, P.—lilpisode de la guerre d'Afrique. Perplex itda des

troupes de Lalla-Marnia pendant le Massacre do Sidi-Urahim, Spcct, Milit,

2"" S(Jr., vol. XXV. p. 430.

Ei)i80(lo (if the war on the frontier of Morocco.

809. De (luelquos C<516brit<5s de I'armde d'Afrique. IL Bugeaud, Due
d'Isly, 1, c, vol. xxviii, p. Gl.

Gives nn account of his operations in Morocco.

810. 1859. Martin, Ch., Commandant des Dragons de I'lmperatrice.—Guerre

de la France et de TEspague avec le Maroc, Resume historique des exp<;ditious

dos Espagnols en Afrique. 1. c, p, 181 et aeq.

811. 1859. Alonso Valdespino, Santiago.—La cuestion de Marruecos tal

cual ha sido, cs y serd bajo el punto de vista espailol y europeo, Madrid : 8vo.

(Dure)

812. La question du Maroc, co qu'ello a (5te, est et sera, examinde

au point de vuo espagnol et europden. Trad, avec avan'-propos par C. Lamar-

tinidro. Paris : 8vo.

818. 1869. Marquez de Frado, Joa4.—Recuerdos de Africa. Ilistoria dn la

plaza de Ceuta. Madrid : 8vo, pp. 244. Map of Ceuta and neiglibourhood.

814. 1869. Amor, Fernando.—Recuerdos de un viajo 6. Marruecos. Sevilla

:

8vo.

This writer was an accomplished naturalist.

815. 1869. Diana, D. Manuel Juan.—Un prisionero en cl Rifi*. Memorias

del Ayudante Alvarez. Madrid : Itimo, 1859, 2nd edition, pp. 33G,

816. 1859. Alermon y Dorreguiz.—Descripci^n del Imperio de Marruecos,

en que se trata ])riDcipalmento de las instituciones, uses, costumbres, etc., de sus

habitantes y de la topografia del pais, Madrid, Malaga : Swo, pp. viii. and 72,

with map.

817. 1859. Convenio ampliando los terminos jur'sdiccionales de Melilla y
pactando la adopcioa do las medidas necessarias para In. seguridad de los presidios
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espafioles en la oosta do Africa, celebrado entro Espafia y Marruecos en Tetudn el

24 de Agosto de 1859. Colec. Janer, Martens, • Nouv. Rec. G6n. de Tr.,' t. xvii,

p. 124.

818. 1859-60. Botondo, Antonio.— La Argelia antigua y modoma, desde

los primeros establecimentos de los Gartagineses hasta la expedici6n del General

Bandon, en 1853, por M. li6on Oalibert [No. 655]; y El Imperio de
MamieooB, escrito por los historiadores de mda fama, traducido y continuado

con todos los acontecimientos & que pueda dar lugar la cuesti6n hoy pendiente

entre Espafia y dicho pais por D. A. R., con una introducci6n escrita por D.
Manuel Maria Flamant. Obra ilustrada con magnificas Idminas por los

mejores artistas espagfioles, en uegro e ilnminadas, que representAn batallas,

trajes, retratos, revistas, etc. Madrid : 3 vol., 4to. (Dure.)

The first vol. is entirely occupied with Algeria, the second and third with

Morocco and the Spanish war, •
' -

819. 1859. Campazano y Gtonzalez, Bamdn.—Sobre la oportunidad de la

guerra de Africa. Madrid : 4to. (Duro.)

820. 1859. Arteohe, Don Joe^ Gomez de, aud D. Francisco Coello,

Coronels.— Descripci6n y mapas de Marruecos, con algunas consideraciones

sobre la importancia de la occupacion militar de una parte de este imperio.

Madrid : 8vo, pp. 145, with an important map of Morocco.

821. 1859. Castillo, Bafael del.—Espafia y Marruecos. Historia de la guerra

de Africa escrita desde el Campamento. Cadiz : 4to, pp. 570. (Duro.)

822. 1859-60. Alcaoon, Fedro A. de.—Diario de un testigo de la guerra de

Africa. Madrid : 3 vols., 12mo ; 2nd ed., corrected, 1880.

828. 1859. Castelar, Don Emilio; D. F. de Faula Canalejas; D. G.

Cruzada Villaamll y D. Miguel Morayta.—Cronica de la Guerra de Ai'rica.

Madrid : foL, pp. 270. Issued originally in numbers.

824. 1859. Some Account of Morocco. Eraser's Magazine, December,

pp. 720-738.

826. 1859. Saez de Melgar, Faustina.—Africa y Espafia. Cantos poeticos

escritos con motivo de la guerra de Marruecos, por la Sefiora Dofia ....

Madrid : 4to, pp. 15. (Duro.)

828. 1850. Thornbury, Walter.—Life in Spain : Past and Present. 2 vols.

London : 8vo.

Chap. X., vol. ii., pp. 221-244 is devoted to a sketch of Ceuta.

827. 1860. Cooke, O. Wingrove. -Conquest and Colonisation of Nortli

Africa. Edinburgh, Blackwood : 8vo, pp. 246.

Oiap. xix., ]). 'It'll, is on "The Relations of Morocco v/itli Europe." The

book is reprinted from tl/^ 'Times.'

828. 1860. Lowe, Rev. Richard Thomas.— A List of Plants collected at

Muj^ador an<! its irnmediate environs during a few days' visit to the jilaco in

April 1859, with jiotes and observations, Jouru. and Proc. of the Linnean

Society, Botany, vol. v., pp. 26-45,

The same translated into German :
' Ch«ur»i ter der Vegetation bei Mogador.'

Peterm., Geogr. Mittlioil., 1861, p. 353.

The list comprises 177 species of flowering plants.

829. 1860. A List of the Shells observed or collected at Mogador and in

fi^gjijj/gjijggi^g^ ^.^mgg HJUgHg
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its immediate environs during a few days' visit to the place in April 1859, with

notes and observations. Journal and Troc. of the Linnean Society, Zoology

vol. v., pp. 169-204.

880. 18G0. £1 Eoo de Tetuan ; Editor, P. A. Alarcon.

This weekly (the first newspaper ever published in Morocco) was issued in

the Spanish camp at Tetuan during the time that town was occupied by
Marshal O'Donnell's (Duke of Tetuan) troops. It lasted only a few months.

831. 1860. Qodard, Ition, Chanoine honoraire d'Alger. — Description et

Histoire du Maroc, comprenant la gdographie et la statistique de ce pays, d'aprds

les renseignements les plus rdcents et le tableau du rdgne des Souverains qui

I'ont gouvemd, depuis les temps les plus anciens jusqu'^ la pais de T6touan en

1860. Paris : 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 680, continuous pagination, with map. Reviewed

by M. Malte-Brun in ' Nouv. Ann. des Voyages,' t. iv. of 1860, p. 112.

This is a reproduction, revised and considerably augmented, of the author's

two previous works, Nos. 778, 797. It is a valuable and convenient compila-

tion, though full of inexcusable errors and prejudices.

The reverend author, who belougs very much to the Church militant,

attributes to England the idea of forming a settlement between Tetuan and

Ceuta, and then (pp. 664-666) gives a scheme for the French conquest of the

country : " On pousaerait la guerre de diflKrents c6t^s, de sorte que le ch^rif

ne sanrait oil porter la defense, et I'on se h&terait de lui susciter, pour comble

quelque prdtendant h la souverainetd .... Mektouh I c'dtait dcrit."

832. 1860. Gerard, Jules.—L'Afriquo du Nord : description, histoire, armde,

populations, administration et colonisation, chasses, le Maroc. Illustrations de

J. A. Beanc^. Paris : 8vo, pp. 401.

The chapter on Morocco is the tenth (pp. 369-382) ; it is a compiled sketch

of its general features in the vicinity of Algeria.

833. 1860. Defi-^mery, Ch.— Note sur I'origine de la Ville de Totouan.

Nouv. Ann. des Voy., t. ii. of 1860, pp. 129-33.

A resume of a letter to the 'G nstitutionuel ' of the 23rd March, by a

distinguished tourist, M. de Chevarrier.

834. 1860. FiUias, M. A.— L'Espagne et le Maroc en 1860. Paris : 8vo,

pp. 170.

This gives a short account of the principal cities of Morocco, a summary of

the ancient conquests of Spain and Portugal in the country, and an account of

the war with Spain in 1859. It is marked by a strong animus against

England.

835. 1860. Berbrugger, A.—Les Fronti^res do I'Algerie. Rev. Afr., vol. iv.,

p. 401.

He advocates as the western frontier of Algeria the line of the Moulouia

and the Guir.

836. 1860. Kasimirski A. de Bibenatein.—Dictionnaire arabe-fran9ais, con-

tenant toutes les racineo de . . . . dialectos d'Alger et de Maroc. Paris : 8vo.

New edition by Ibed Gallab, 4 vols., 4to. Cairo [Boulak], 1875.

837. 1800-74. Miillei-, L.—Numisraatique de I'Ancienno Afrique— ouvrage

prepare et commence par C. T. Falbe et J. Chr. Lindberg. Kefait, achevo et

publi6 par L. Miiller. Copenhague : 3 vol., 4to, and Sapj)lement.

Vol. i.—Les Monnaies de la Cyrdnaique. pp. xii. 174.
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Vul. ii.—Les Mounaies de la Syrtique, de la Byzacdne et la Zeugitane.

pp. viii. 188.

Yol. viii.—Les Monnaies de la Numidie et do la Mauritanie. pp. vi. 194.

Supplement.—Additional coins from all these regions, pp. iv. 96.

Ail profusely illustrated. A standard work.

838. 1860. Ijiebermann, J.— Appel h la cbarit(S des JuifH en favour de leurs

cor61igionaires Marocains. Nancy : 8vo.

888. 1860. Calibration de la prise de Tetuan, tl Alger, par les artisans

espagnois. Alger : 12mo, pp. 16.

840. 1860. Cdnovas del Castillo, Antonio.— Apuntes para la Historia de

Marruecos. Madrid. (Duro.)

841. 1860. De Frado, J. A.—Eecuerdos do Africa. Historia de la plaza de

Ceuta, ecc. 2^ edic. Madrid : 4to, pp. 244, with map.

842. 1860. Bueno, J. M.—Dicciouario Geogriifico, estadistica, historico, ecc.

del Imperio de Marruecos. Entrega 1. Valeucia : pp. 1-16.

843. 1860, Torrijos, Manuel. — Noticia de alguno de los puertos y pobla-

ciones de la Costa del Imperio Marroqui. Madrid ; Cronica Naval, t. x., p. 332.

(Duro.)

844. 1860. Direccidn de Hidrografia.—Derrotero de la Costa de Marruecos

dcsde Cabo Espartel & Ca.bo Bojador, pur M. Charles Philippe de Kerhallet

en 1821. Madrid : 4to. See No. 786.

845. 18G0. Perreiro, M.—Descripcion del Imperio de Marruecos. Madrid:

8vo, pp. 24.

846. 1860. Fernandez Duro, Casdreo, Captain in the Spanish Navy.

—

Noticias de la baliia y ciudad de Mogador, con piano y vistas. Anuario de la

Direcci6n de Hidrog., Year iii., pp. 259-279. (Duro.)

847. 1860. Chaix, P.—£tude sur I'ethnographie do I'Afrique. Avec 3 cartes.

M^moires et Bulletin de la Society de Geographie de Geneve, July, pp. 1-89.

Not of much value so far as Morocco is concerned.

848. 1860. Weyler y Itavina, D. Fernando.— Catdlogo de las plantas

naturales observadas en la parte '\el N. del Imperio Marroqui durante la ultima

guerra. (Originally printed in No. 849.) Palma, P. J. Gelabert : 8vo.

He enumerates 460 species collected between Ceuta and Tetuan, but the

precise localities are not given, and there are many evident bluud'jrs in

determination.

849. Apuntes topogrdficos sobre la parte del imperio Marroqui quo ha

sido teatro en la ultima guorra con Espafia. Palma, P. J. Gelabert : 8vo, 44 pp.

850. 1860. Baudoz, A., et I. Osiris.— Histoire de la guerre d'EspajJine avec

le Maroc. Paris : 8vo, pp. 348, with a lith. plate of Seuor Calderon-'Jollantes,

Minister of Foreign Affairs, and other Spanish dignitaries. 2nd ed. in 1868.

This is evidently written under Spanish inspiration.

861. 1860. Landa, Nicasio.—La Campaiia do Marruecos. Memorias de un

Medico Militar, ayudante que fud del Cuartel general del ejdrcito de Africa.

Madrid : 8vo. (Duro.)

862. 1860. Album de la Guerra de Africa, formado con presencia de dates

oficiales, y publicado jwr cl pcriudico Los Novedades. Madrid : ful, with illustra-

tions. (Duro.)
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868. 1860-61. Ibo Alfkro, Manuel.—La Corona de laurel. Coleccion de

biografias de los generales que ban tornado parte en la gloriosa Campafia de

Africa, y apuntes curiosos. Madrid : 3 vol., 4to, witb lithographic illustrations.

Vol. iii. contains copy of the treaty of peace and commerce between Spain

and Morocco, dated 20th Nov. 1861. (Duro.)

854. 1860. Oervino, Joaquin Jos^.—La nueva guerra piinica 6 lispalia en

Mamiecos. Poema premiado en certdmen extraordinario celcbrado jwr la Real

Academia espafiola para commemorar los triiinfos de las armas espafiolas en la

j
guerra de Africa. Madrid : 4to. (Duro.)

855. 1860. Ouerra de XfHoa.—Poesids que da & luz la Real Academia Es-

pafiola, habi^ndolas juzgado merecedoras de menci6n honorifica entre las presen-

tadas al certdmen extraordinario, abierto para conmemorar los triumfos de las

armas espafiolas en la guerra de Africa. Madrid : 4to, pp. 101.

858. 1860. Bastella, Eduardo D.—Romance de la Guerra de Africa. Madrid

:

4to, pp. 192; also in 'Gaceta Militar,' fol., pp. 187.

857. 1860. Molins, El-Marquds de.—El romancero de la guerra de Africa,

presentado & la Reina dofia Isabel 11. y al Rey su augusto esposo. Publicado do

6rden y & expensas de SS. MM. Madrid : 16mo, pp. 8+384+ Index and notes.

A series of poems on various aspects of the Spanish war against Morocco in

1859-60.

858. 1860. Amao, Antonio.—La Campana de Africa, poema en dos cantos

que obtuvo el accesit en el cartdmen extraordinario abierto por la Real Academia

espafiola en 17 de Febrero de 1860, para conmemorar los triunfos de las armas

espafiolas en la guerra de Africa. Madrid ; 4to, pp. 47. (Duro.)

859. 1860. Blanoo Herrero, D. M.—La guerra de Africa: La Atlantida,

poema. Madrid : 4to, pp. vii. + 45. (Duro)

860. 1860. Bono Serrano, Oaspar.—Capellan de honor do S. M. entre los

arcades de roma argero Latinio. A las Victorias contra Marruecos. Madrid

:

4to, pp. 13. (Duro.)

861. 18C0. Amador de los Rios y Bada y Delgado.—Victorias de Africa,

oda de D. J. A. de los Rios, y canto en octavas, con motivo de la toma de

Tetudn por D. Jm&ti de Dies de Rada y Delgado: Composiciones leidas a

S.S. M.M. en presencia de S.S. A.A. R.R. los Sermos. ''
fantes Duques de Mont-

pensier. Madrid : 4to, pp. 18. (Duro.)

862. 1860. Castillo y Olivaa, Pedro Maria.— Dialogos cspafiolea-drabes

6 guia de la Conversaci6n Moghrabi, dedicados al ejorcito de mar y tierra.

Madrid : 8vo, pp. 110. (Duro.)

863. 1860. Schiokler, F.— Quelques jours au Maroc. Notes do Voyages.
' 'J'our du Monde,' vol. i., pp. 5-10, 28-32, with iFtUstrations.

The author went no further thau Ta:igier.

864. 1860. Lanoye, P. de.—Voyages au Maroc (1670, 1789, 1860). Le
Mar^.<; J.V dix-Bepti6me si&ole, relation du Sieur Mimette. Le Maroc au
dix-huiti^me si6cle, relation de LcmpriSre. Le Maroo k I'^poque aotuelle,

relation de James Richardson. 1. c, pp. 209-224, with map and illustrations.

An epitome of the travels of thes^ tlirci' authors, q.v,

865. 1860. Da Cunha, Bivera.—Catalogo dos manuscriptos da Bib. Publica

Eborense. Lisboa, 2 vols.
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866. 1860. Reinhold, W.—Marukko und die Marokkancr. With illustrations.

' Weateruiaun's illustrirte Monatshofte,' March.

867. 1860. Kiepert, Helnrioh. -Der niirdliche Tlieil des Sultanats Marocco.

Zuitsch. fUr aligemeino £rdk., Nos. 79-81, Remarks on the map of Morocco.

With map. • - •

'
'
--^

868. 1860. Barth, Henry.—A general Historical Description of the State

of Human Society in Northern Central Africa. Proceedings of the Roy. Geog.

Soc, Lond., vol. xiii., pp. 112-136, with a map of North Africa.

This paper is not directly on Morocco, but it contains various data regarding

that country.

869. 1860? Soto, le Colonel Baimundo de.—Apuntcs hi^toricos sobre las

ex |)'<dii')> ama ie los Espaiioles a Africa. La Asamblea Militar. (De la Mt.rtini6rc.)

870. TBGCi. Blakesley, J. W. — Morocco and North Africa, riactnillan's

TMflguvhie, vol. i., p. 229; same article, Eclectic Magazine, vol. 1., p. 173.

371. '800. Beaumier, A., French Consular Agent at Rabat and Sallee.—Roudh
<'1-Ka;tas. Histoire des Souverains du Maghreb (Espagne efc Marco) et annales

3 1h ville de Fes. Traduit de I'Arabe par . . . Paris : pubUd sous les auspices

du Lliiiistere des AIT. iStrang., 8vo, pp. 576.

Tim tvKuslation is based on two MSB., one . fom Fez and the other from

Tuiijis. The author, according to the cojiy used by Moura, that quoted by
Condc as preserved in the Roy.aJ Library of ]\iadrid, Imam Abou Mohammed
t^aleh ben Abd-el-Halim of Granada, but according to other copies (Gayango's,

several in the Bodleian Library, one seen by Grftberg di Hemso and De Sacy)

Abu'l-Hassan beu Abd Allah ben Abi Zara' al-Fasi commences his history at

the flight of Edris, who, driven out of Arabia, came to Morocco, built Fez

(a.d. 762), and founded the dynasty of tlie Edrisites, which reigned 200 years.

He finishes it at the reign of the 9th Sovereign of the Beni Menu family, under

whom he lived (a.d. 1326).

Several translations of this valuable work (the most important upon the

history of Morocco in exii^tence), more or less complete, have been published

p'oviously: one in Gerr.an by Bombay, Agram, 1794-1797, Oeschichte der

Mauritanischen K6ni;,e; another in Portiv^ueso by the P. Antonio Moura,

in Lislxtn, 1828, B'.doria dos Soberanos Mahometanos ; &iv] a third by Torn-

berg, in Latin with the Arab text, Upsala, 1843-45, 2 vol., 4to, Annales

regum Maurih' dae. See Nos. 26, 465, 554, 646, 1523. Dr. R. Brown owns

De Sacy's V.'A. copy written in two African hands. Tiiis MS. professes

to be penp.'jd by Abu '1-Hassan "oen .'..b.!-Allah ben Abi Zara' al-Fasi

(^e
, i t^\ >»*»laJ)- There is an exhaustive footnote on the subject in

Gayango's edition of Al Makkari, vol. ii. pp. 515-16.

872. 1800. Bichardaon, James.—Travels in Morocco. Edited by his Widow,
with Introduction by Captain L. Trant Cave. London : 2 vol., 8vo, plates,

pp. xxiv. 301+319.

Still a very useful work. Richardson died on the frontier of Bornu, in the

course of his journey to Timbuktu from Tripoli. Before his departure for

Central Africa he endeavoured unsuccessfully to penetrate to Merakish and to

induce the Sultan to abolish the slave trade. He visited Mogador and Tangier,

and collected much interesting information. The introduction by Capt. Cave

is a wild piece of writing.

87
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878. 1860. BioUardBon's Travels in Morocco. Colbum's Magazine (Lon-

don), January 1860 (vol. 118), pp. 1-27.

874. 1860. Morocco and the Moors. Beview of Richardson's ' Travels in

Morocco,' No. 872. Tail's Edinburgh Magazine, N.S., February, vol. xxvii.,

pp. 120-122.

876. 1860. On Morocco. Reviews of James Richardson (No. 872) ; Xavier

Durrieu (No. 756) ; and 0. C. D. Ross (No. 376). London Quarterly Review,

pp. 148-167.

870. 1860. Boss, O. C. D.—Spain and the War with Morocco. London : 8vo,

877. 1860. Thomas, Rev. Charles W.—Adventures and Observations on the

West Const of Africa and its Islands. Historical and descriptive sketches of

Madeira, Canary, Biafra, and Cape Verd Islands : their climaies, inhabitants, and

productions. Accounts of places, peoples, customs, trades, missionary operations,

etc., on that part of the African CoPBt lying between Tangier, Morocco and
Benguela, with illustrations from original Drawings. New York : Svo, pp. 479.

Chapters i. and ii. relate to Morocco ; chiefly Tangier and Mogadon The
work is by the Chaplain to the U.S. African Squadron in 1855, 1856 and

1857.

An English abridged edition published: London, 1864, Svo, pp. 250,

without illustrations.

878. 1860. War by Spain on Morocco.—Copies of Official Correspondence,

viz.: I. Circular of Mohnmed el-Katib to Foreign representatives at Tangier, and

his Correspondoiico with the Spanish Charge d'Affaires. II. Circular of Spanish

Government to Missions abroad. III. Mohamed el-Katib's reply to Sjianish

Circular. IV. Correspondence between the English and Spanish Governments.

Manchester : Svo, pp. 40.

879. 1860. Hardman, Frederick. — The Spanish Campaign in Morocco.

Edinburgh and Loudon : 8vo, pp. 323.

The author was Special Correspondent of the • Times,' in which his letter.s

were originally published. They were written at the head-quarters of the

Spanish army, and contain a faithful account of the operations they describe.

880. 1861. Dozy, R.—Histoire des Masulmans d'Espagne jusqu'i la conquete

de I'Andalousie par les Almoravides (711-1110). Leydc : 4 vol. 8vo. Vol. i.

pp. viii. 392 ; vol. ii. pp. 356 ; vol. iii. pp. 374 ; vol. iv. pp. 341, including additions

and corrections printed in 1873.

These volumes on the history of the Mussulmin of Spain, which super-

sede all other works on the same subject, and it may be added render all

others superfluous, are nece^jary for the history of Morocco also, containing as

they do many references tu that country, and MSS. concerning it (vol. iv.

pp. 306-311).

881. 1861. Baeumen, August von.—Nach Marokko: Reisc- und Kriegs-

memoireu. (With a view of Tetuan and a portrait of General Prim.) Berlin

:

Svo, pp. 333.

882. 1861. Catalogue of the MS. Maps, Charts, and Plans in the British

Museum.

In vol. iii. pp. 403-407 are notices of many interesting and valuable maps,

plans, and views of Tangier and other Maces in Morocco. A number of the

last are by Hollar. There arc others of Algiers, pp, 407-409 ; of Tunis,

'"-m-
^w^
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pp. 409-411 ; and of Tripoli, pp. 411-412. Most of the Morocco maps are

recatalogued from this volume ia No. 1771iby De la Martiniure.

888. 1861. Engelmann, W. H., Dr.—Glossaire des mots Espagnols et Fortn-

gais ddriv^ de I'Arabe. Leyde : 8vo.

A second edition, revised and enlarged, wus published in 1860 under the

joint authorship of Professor Dozy and Dr, Engelmann, Leyden, 8vo,

pp. xii. 424. It is a most useful work for any one studying Barbary Arabic,

in which there are a number of words which may be traced to Spanish. Many
of the Arab family names are identical with those of Spain.

884. 1861. Convention between Oreat Britain and Morocco, relative to a loan

to be raised in London by the Emperor. Signed at Tangier, 24th Oct., ratified

20th Dec., negotiated by John Drummond Hay, Esq., CO., Her Majesty's

Besident. Hcrtslet's Treaties, vol. xi. p. 425.

A Bupplementary Convention was signed on the 18th January, 1862.

1. c, p. 426.

886. 1861. 81 Bou el-Moghdad, of Saint-Louis (S4ii6gal).—Voyage par

terre entre lo S^ndgal et lo Marco du 10 D6c. 1860 au 6 Mars 1861. Malte-

Brun, Nouv. Ann. des Voy., vol. Ixxi., Jure, July, August, p. 257 et seq. Also

Eev. Marit. et Colon., May, t. i., pp. 479-494, with map.

886. Eeiso duroh die Westliche Sahara, Dezember 1860 bis Marz
1861. Petermann's Geographische Mittheilungen.

887. 1861. Chauohard, Aohille, Capitaine d'Infanterie.—Espagne et Maroc.

Cami»gne de 1859-1860. Paris : 8vo, pp. 500. 3 maps. 100 copies printed.

1861. Baohe, Patil Eugene.—Souvenir d'un voyage b, Mogador en 1859.

i

Bev. Marit. et Colon., t. i. pp. 81-99.

A detailed description of Mogador and its population in 1859.

1861. Berbrugger, A.—Occupation Anglaise de Tanger de 1662 il 1683.

Rev. Afr., vol. v., p. 337.

This article first appeared in the Algerian * Akhbar ' in 1855. The present

is a revised and augmented edition.

890. 1861. Barbie du Booage, V. A.—Le Maroc. Notice G^graphique. Bull.

Soc. G^ogr. de Paris, cinquidrae S^r., t. i., p. 461 et seq.

891. Ethnographie Marocaine, Nouv. Ann. des Voy. 1861, t. ii.

pp. 20-78.

A compilation of information from various authors and official publications.

The subjects treated of are : 1, Population of Morocco ; 2, Constitution of

Society ; 3, Science and Arts.

882. Le Maroc. Notice Gdographique. Paris : 8vo, pp. xi. and 151.

The first part, " Maroc," pp. 80, is extracted from the • Bull. Soc. G^ogr.,'

pp. 25-45 and 120-132. Second part, " Ethnographie," pp. 59, was originally

printed in • Nouv. Ann. des Voyages,' April 1841. Third part, " Relations,

commerciales entre I'Empire et Maroc ; le Sahara Occidental et le Soudan,'

pp. 10, is from the ' Eev. du Monde Colonial.'

893. 1861. Atmeller, Viotoriano.—Juicio critico de la Guerra de Africa.

Madrid: 4to.

894. 1861. Galindo y de Vera, L^on.—Intereses legitimos .y permanentes

que en africa tiene Espa&a, y deberes que la civilizacion le impone respecto
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& aquol paif. Memoria promiada x>or la Acadcmia do la Historia en 1861.

Madrid : 4to, pp. 52. (Duro.)

886. 1861. Messina 6 Iglesias, D. Felix Maria de, Marquds de La Soma.
—Atlaa bistorico, con prcsencia de los documentes oficialea y demaa datos recosidos

por dicho cueriKt durante laa opcracionea, y topografico do la Guerra do Africa

aostenida por la nacion eapaflola contra el imperio Marroqui en 1859-1860. La
publica de Real 6rdcn el Depoaito de la Guerra & cargo del cuerpo de Estndo

Mayor del EjtSrcito, Siendo director general del miamo el Teniente el (general . . .

y jefe del dep68ito cl Brigadier Coronel de £. M. Don Franciaco Parreflo y
' Lobato de la Calle. Madrid : oblong folio (no date).

Thia aplendid Atlas, publiahed under the direction of the War Office

(Estado Mayor del Ejdrcito), ia by a variety of officers. Nine pages are devoted

to the letterpress, which constitute Part L Part XL contains, in addition to a

pheet of conventional signs, &c., nine maps of battlea and the country over

which the operations of 1859-60 extended. Part III. ia devoted to twelve
" Panoramas "

: Ceuta, Tetuan, Wad-Ras, &c., by Velasco and others.

886. 1861. Tratado entre Espafia y Marruecoa para arreglar las diferenciaa

suscitadaa sobre el cumplimiento del convcnio de limitea con Melilla en 1859

y del Tratado de paz de 1860, firmado en Madrid el 30 Octubro de 1861.

Colec. Janer. See Marten'a ' Eec. G6n. de Tr.,' t. xvii., p. 129.

887. 1861. Tratado de Comercio celebrado entro Espafla y Marruecos, firmado

en Madrid el 20 de Noviembro de 1861. Colec. Janer. (Duro.)

888. 1862. Duval, Jules.— Rapport sur Rondh-el-Kartas (No. 871) par

A. Beaumier. Bull. Soc. Gdogr., Paris, 5* S6t. t. iii. p. 87.

888. 1862. Iiaftinte y Alo&ntara, Umilio.—Gat&logo de los Codices Ardbigos

adquiridos en Tetudn por el Gobierno de S. M., formado por D. Emilio L. A. 6

impreso de orden y & expensas del Ministerio del Fomento. Madrid : 4to,

pp. 96.

In the Introduction there is an account of the cities of Ceuta and Tetuan

and of the condition of the Moorish people.

900. 1862. Tauxier, HenrL—i^tude sur les Migrations des Nations BerbSres

avant I'lslamisme. 'Journal Aaiatique' (Paris), Sept. and Oct., pp. 340-354.

Also separately, pp. 15.

Gives a review of the geographical distribution of races in North-west

Africa about the time of Mohammed, and he traces from it the principal

migrations and invasions before the Mohammedan era.

901. 1862. Weyler y Iiavina, D. Fernando, Sub-inspector jefe de Sanidad

Militar del primer cuerpo del ejdrcito de Africa.—Apuntes topogrdficos sobre la

parte del Imperio Mnrroqui quo ha sido teatro de la liltima guerra con Espafio.

lalma de Mallorca; 8vo. (Duro.)

902. 1862. Ceuta. Reglaraento del rcgimiento de Caballeria de Ceuta. Madrid.

(Dmo.)

903. 18C2 Direccidn de Hidrographia.—Derretero do las costas occidentalea

de Africa, redactado en la Direcciou do H. con presencia de las publicaciones mds
recientes. Comprcndc desdo Tdiiger liasta la bahia de Algoa. Madrid ; 4to, with

views of the Coast.

904. 1862. Iiafuente y Alcantara Don Emilio.—Catdlogo de los Codices

Ardbigos adquiridus en Tetuan par el Gobierno de S.M. Madrid : 8vo, pp. 80.

Contains a list of 233 MSS.
VOL. III. 2 B
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806. 18G2. Martino, Giuseppe de.—Cumniercio o Navignziono uol Marocco.

Bolletino conHolare, .Tunc, i>p.
325-.'?73,

Sijnor de Mnrtino was the Italian Consnl-General in Tangier.

800. 1862. Rohlfb, Oerhard. Tagcbiich einer IteiHo durcli die 8ll(iliclicn

Provinzen Maroltljo, 1H()2. Petermann, Oeogr Mitth., Octolwr, jip. 300-370.

Narrative of a jon ney in the southern urovincos of Morocco.

807. 1862. Brehm, A. B.—neiseskizzeti u is Nord-Ost-Afriija vom .Tahro 1847

bis 52. Jena : 8vo, 3 vol. pp. 376, 272, 358. Tlio last only treatii of Morocco.

806. 1863. British Order in Oounoil, extending tlie nrgulatim s for prevent-

ing Collision at Sea to the Sliips of ... . Morocco. Dated 27th July.

Hertslet's ' Treaties,' vol, xi. p. 108i). Modified liy the Order in Council of tlie

30th July, 1868. 1. c, vol. xii. p. 1113.

808. 1863. Judas.—Sur I'ficrituro et la Languc bcrbire dans Tantiqultd et do

DOS jours. Paris : 8vo.

810. 1863. Berbrugger, L. A.—LcH Colonnes d'Hercule, excursions i\ Tangcr,

Gib-altar, etc. Alger, Paris : 18mo, pp. 131.

This first appeared in the Akhbar, and is, as tlio autlior states, " la siinplo

reunion de notes de voyage."

811. 1863. Yriarte, Charles.—Sous la Tento, souvenirs du Maroc, recit de»

Guerre et de Voyage. Paris : lUmo, pp. 31G.

The author was correspondent of the Monde JUustro during the War of

Morocco, 1859.

812. 1863. De Forcade la Roquette.—Kapport prescntd an conscil suiHSrieur

de commerce, etc., sur la Comnvrce et la Navigation do I'Algcrio. Alger : 4t<),

pp. 20G.

This gives mucii interestiji'j information regarding the overland conimcrco

between Algeria and Morocco.

818. 1863. Sohlagintweit, Eduard.—Der Spanisch-marokkanische Krieg in

den Jahren 1859 und 1860. Mit Bemttzung dor vorhandencn Quellen und nach

eigener Beobachtung. Leipzig : 8vo, pp. xii. + 381, witli a Map of Norti»

Morocco.

814. Etlinograpliisclic Skizzen aus Marokko. Das Ausland, No. 25,

pp. 586-590.

815. 1863. Beynet-

frontiJres du Maroc.

-Les Drames du Ddsert, scenes de la vie arabo sur Ics

I'aris : 8vo.

818. 1863. Saint-Martin, Vivien de.—Le Nord de I'Afrique dans I'Antiquito

Grecque et Romaine ; iStude historiquo et gdographique. Ouvrage couronn6 en

1860 par PAcaddmie des Inscriptions et BellcB-Lottres. Accompngnd de quatrt^

Cartes. Paris : 8vo, pp. xix. and 519.

817. 1863. Ceuta. Ordenanzas Municipales do Ceuta. L'n Ciuidorno en 4to,

Bib. del Consejo de Estado. (Duro.)

818. 1863. Moutb6, Hauptm. A. v. Der Fcldzug der Spanicr in Marokko

1859 und 1860, nach dem iSpanischen Operations-Journal. Mit 2 Karten und

3 Planen. Osterr. Militiirische Zeitschrift, 1863, Heft 9, d scq.

This is a translation of No. 895, and consists of three portions : lat, the

Journal of Military Operations ; 2nd, Topography ; 3rd, Views of princii)al

places in Morocco.
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819. 1863. Bohlfli, Gerhard.—Auc Wcgcgnck. Tagubuch oinor 'Reifu) (lurch

dio SUdlichen Provinzcu vun Marokku, 1UG2. PetermauQ'i Qeogr, Mitlheiluiigeii,

pp. 360-370; also a sliort notice, p. 276.

9S0. 1863. Begolomento sulle Frotesioni Oonsolari, Tangeri.—Trattati

Convenzioni conchiusi dnl Itcgno d'ltalia. Boma, vol. viii., \\ 523.

981. The French " R^glement sur la Protection." l)o Clcrcq'g Rec. dcs

Trait^s, t. xv., p. 472.

988. 1864. ForBter, John. — Sir John Eliot; a Biography, 1590-1632.
Ix)n(lon : 2 vol. 8vo. Pages 316-321, and p. 428 (footnote), refer to the Barbnry

pirates.—See also Quart. Rev., 1865, p. 64.

888. 1864. Monteflore, Sir Mobob.—Narrative of a Mission to tlie Empire
of Morocco. 1863-64. London, 8vo [privately i)rinted].

Partly translated in "Missione di Morocco, Gion a viaggo " (Trieste,

1864, 8vo, pp. 12). „

984. 1864. Beade, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Morocco for the year

1863. (Consular Comiu. Rei)ort8 between July 1, 1863, and Juno 30, 1864, p. 176.

886. 1864. Bioque, Dr. C.—Recherches ethnologiques sur Ics populations

Musulmanes du Nord ('e I'Afrique. Paris : 8vo, 15 pp. (Prom Revue d'Oricnt,

de I'Algdrie et des Colo' ies.)

886. 1864. R6Bum6 de THistoire ancienne do I'AIgdrio ct de la rdgencc do Tunis

et du Maroc avant la conquOte Mussulmane. Paris. (De la Martiiii^re.)
,

987. 1864. OhamploulB, H. Nau De, Capitaine an Corps Imperial d'£tat-

niajor.—Notice sur la carte de I'Afrique sous la domination des Remains, dresade

au Ddpdt de la Guerre d'apr^s Ies travaux de M. Fr. Laoroiz, par ordre de S.E.

lo Mar6chal Comte Randon, Min. de la Guerre. Paris : 4to, pp. 46.

The map in question is in two large sheets (2,000,000°), and includes the

whole district between the Cyrenaica and the Atlantic.—See also L'Ann. G6ogr.,

t. iii. p. 110.

1864. Mouohez, Capitaine.—Expose des Oix^ratious gdodesiqucs exd-

cutees dans la reconnaissance du detroit du Gibraltar pt de la cdte nord du Maroc

en 1854 et 1855 par M. Boutrouz, Ingdnieur hydrographique. Ann. Hydr.

Paris : 1863, 4* trimestre ; 1864, 1" trim., and separately 8vo, pp. 19, 2 plates.

1864. Bejmet, L^on.—Les Drames du Desert. Scenes do la Vie Arabe

sur les frontieres du Maroc. Paris : 12mo. .

830. 1864. Da Cunha, Luiz Maria do Couto de Albuquerque.—Me-
morias para a historia da pra9a de MtizagSo .... revistas helo socio cHuctivo Levy
Maria Jordao. One of the publications of the Academia Real das Sciencias de

Lisboa. Lisboa: 4to, pp. ii. +176.

The author born at Lisbon iu 1828 ; died at St. Thome in 1860.

931. 1864. Merry, Francisco y Colom., Minister of Spain in Morocco.

—

Relacion del Viaje a la Ciudad de Marruecos que por disposicion del Excmo. Sr.

D. Manuel Pando, Marques de Miraflores, primer Secretario de estado, verifico en

el Mes do Mayo de 1863. Madrid: 4to. Interesting and concise. See also

No. 406.

988. Un Viaje a Fez. Revista de Esi)afia, t. ii., pp. 394.

833. 1864. Ataque de las Eabilas.—X la Guarnicion de Mclilla, on el acto

de reconocer el campo. Gaceta do Madrid, 6 do Agosto. (Duro.)

2 B 2
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In consequonce of this attack a Spanish expedition was ordered against the

Biff, and at the same time the army of the Sultan proceeded against the

offenders.

884. 1864. Veer, O. de.—Prinz Hcinrich der Seofahrer und seine Zeit. Dan-

zig : 8vo, pp. 290, with 2 maps.

A good account of Dom Henrique's expeditions against Ceuta and Tangier.

886. 1864. Bohlfti, Oerhard.—Briefe aim Algerien und Marokko, Oktobcr,

1863 bis April, 1864. Peterm,, Geogr. Mitth., pp. 336-342.

886. Voyage do Gerhard Bohlfs du Maroc h Tombouctou. Nouv. Ann.

des Voyages, December, 1863.

887. 1866. Hodgkin, Dr. Thomas.—Notes of some superficial Geological

Appearances observed in the N.W. portion of Morocco, on a visit to Tangier, and

a coasting voyage to Mogador, a land journey thence to Morocco, and from that

city to Mazagan, and in the voyage thence to Gibraltar by way of Tangier.

.Proc. Boy. Qeogr. Soc., vol. ix., pp. 24-27. Subsequently published as an

appendix to the author's work, No. 960.

888. 1865. Olivlera, Bex^amin.—A visit to the Spanish Camp in Morocco,

during the late war. London : 8vo. (Privately printed.)

888. 1865. Convention between Oreat Britain and other European
nations, and Morocco relative to the establishment and maintenance of a

Lighthouse on Gape Spartel. In the French and Arabic languages. Signed at

Tangier, 31 May. Hertslet's Treaties, vol. xii., p. 658; Marten's Nouv. Kec.

G^n. de Tr., t. 20, pp. 350.

840. 1865. Woolridge, Vice-Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida

for the year 1864. Cons. Comm. Bep., Pt. i., pp. 254.

841. 1865.

pp. 255.

842. 1865.

pp. 256.

848. 1865.

pp. 257.

844. 1865.

846. 1865.

Duncan, Vice-ConsuL—Beport on the Trade of Laraiche. 1. c,

Stokes, Vioe-ConsuL—Beport on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

Elton, Vioe-Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Mogador. 1. c.

White, Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Morocco. 1. c, pp. 258.

Hay, Vice-Consul James.—Beport on the Trade of Babat.

1. c, pp. 263.

846. 1865. Carstensen, Vice-ConsuL—Beport on the Trade of Saffcc. 1. c,

pp. 267.

847. 1865. Berbrugger, A.—Sifigo do Melilla par les Marocains tl la fin du
17* sifecle et commencement du suivant. Eev. Afr., vol. ix., pp, 366.

He gives two unpublished documents contained in a volume numbered 1686

in the library of the Government General at Algiers. They are written by
Don Domingo de Canal y Soldevila, Governor of Melilla to the Duke d'Hijar.

848. 1865-1882. Lavayssidre, P.—Stations dans I'Empire du Maroc. 5 Bro-

chures printed in 1865, 1870, 1876, 1879, 1882, at Limoges (de la Martinike).

848. 1865. Mogador.—Anuario do Madrid 1865 ; and Nautical Magazine,

166, pp. 516-521 ; Nov. 582-588. Dated from Mogador, Dec. 1860.

No signature.
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860. 1865. Oatell, Joaquin.—^Memoria de las observaciones hechas durante

8U viage al Sua y Uod-Nun. Rcmitida al Ministerio de Esitado. MS. indd. en el

Archivo del Misnie.

Contiene:—1. Observaciones generales. 2. Diiirio de la expedioidn.

3. Mapa de Uad-Nun. 4. Idem de Tekna. 5. Piano de Agadir Ignir.

6. Aspecte desde el mar de Agadir Iguir. 7. Playa y Costa que se descubre

desde la Muralla de Agadir Iguir y perfil de las montafias del Atlas. 8. Mapa
del Su8. 9. Idem de Tarudant. 10. Piano de Auguilmien. 11. Idem de

Ylna. 12. Embocadura del Ouad-Xbika. 14. Piano de Tarfaya. 15. Idem
de Saibajarsa. 16. Itinerarios desde Uad-Nun a Ta61ete, el Tuet i Turn

buktii al Sud&n y al Senegal. (Dure.)

961. 1865. Bourgulgnat, I. B.—Malacologie d'Alg^rie: ou histoire natu-

relle des animaux moUusques terrestres ct fluviatilea, recuellis jusqu'k ce jour

dans nos provences du Nord d'Afrique. Paris : 4to, 2 vols., pp. 294, 32 plates,

and pp. 380, 26 plates.

This fine work contains many Moroccan species.

862. 1865. Stein, FaviL — Schildenmgen aus Tanger. Wistermann's

Deutschen Monatsschril't, April, pp. 47-64.

868. 1865. Bayer, Frederia—The History of Gibraltar and of its political

relation to Events in Europe, with original letters from Sir Geoi^e Elliot, Admiral

Gollingwood and Lord Nelson. London : 8vo, pp. 534, 2nd ed. (a reprint of the

Ist ed., with fresh preface and the addition of 14 pp. ou the bone caves).

It gives an account of the relations between Morocco and Gibraltar, and

(pp. 280, 340, 341) the negotiations with the Sultan during the siege of 1780-83.

864. 1865. Bohlfti.—Neueste Nachrichten von Herra .... Zeitschrift fiir

allgemeine Erdkunde, November, 1865, pp. 353-357.

Letters directed by Kohlfd to Dr. Bturth on the termination of the river of

Touat. Contradicted by Duveyrier in ' Annales des Voyages,* March, 1866,

pp. 257-272.

856. Brief an Herrn Dr. H. Barth. Zeitsch. fiir allgem. Erdkunde,

Miirz, 1865, pp. 227-232.

Letter from Dr. Barth on the Arab aud Berber population of Morocco.

868. Neueste Nachrichten von Herrn .... Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine

Erdkunde, November, pp. 353-357.

867. Briefe von .... Peterm., Geogr. Mitth., pp. 70-73.

Letters of 6. B., written from Tripoli, Algeria and Morocco in October,

1863, and April, 1864.

868. Tagebuch seiner Reise durch Marokko nach Tuat. Gotha: 8vo,

maps. 1. c, pp. 401-417.

1. Abschnitt : Reise von Tanger bis Ued-Sidi-Hassan, 14 Marz bis 9 Mai
1864. 1. c, p. 82, map 4. 2. Abschnitt: Reise von Uled-Sidi-Hassan bis

Karsas im Ued Ssaura, 10 Mai bis 25 Juli. 1. c, p. 165, map 6. 3. Abschnitt

:

Reise von Karsas im Ued Ssaura nach ain Salab, 29 Juli bis 17 September,

und allgemeine Beschreibung von Tuat. 1. c, p. 402, map 14, and 1886,

p. 119.

868. 1866. NiohoU, John.—Some account of the Worshipful Company of

Ironmongers, compiled from their own records and other authentic sources of

information. London : privately printed, 4to, pp. 637 and xlviii.
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This contains an account of John Betton, who left half his fortuno for tho

redemption of slaves in Barbary.

In 1750 the Emperor of Morocco made a demand for £17,000 out of this

fund, p. 346. The company actually paid £7,647 in that year, and lesser sums
every year till the reduction of Algiers by Lord Esmouth. What remained of

the money was distributed under an order of tho Court of Chancery.

860. 1866. Hodgkln, Thomas, M.D.—Narrative of a Journey to Morocco in

1883-64, with geological annotations. London: 8vo, pp. 183, with map and

illustrations.

This is an account of Sir Moses Montefiore's visit. See also Nos, 023,

937.

961. 1866. Woolridge, Vioe-ConsuL—Beport on the trade of Dar-el-Baida

during 1865. Cons. Comm. Reports, Part i., pp. 171.

962. 1866. Duncan, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the trade of Laraiche. 1, c,

pp. 173.

968. 1866. Stokes, Vioe-Consul.—Report ozi the trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

pp. 174.

964. 1866. Carstensen, Vioe-ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Mogadon
1. c, pp. 175.

966. 1866. White, Consul.—Reiwrt on the trade of Morocco. 1. c, pp. 176.

Hay, Vioe-Consul.—Report (n the Trade of Rabat. 1. c.

Elton, Vioe-ConsuL—Report on the trade of Saffee.

Green, Vice-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Tetuan.

1. c,

1. c.

966. 1866.

pp. 179.

967. 1866.

pp.181.

968. 1866.

pp. 182.

A most interesting rciwrt on the history and condition of the province.

869. 1867. Tauzier, H.—La Libye ancienne des Colonnes d'Hercule au

fleuve Salii. Ann. des Voy., October, pp. 5-71.

970. 1866. Berbrugger, A.—Une lettro in^dite d'lm Empereur du Maioc,

1578. Rev. Afr., vol. x., pp. 451-172.

971. 1866. D'Antas, Miguel, Portuguese Ambassador at London. — Les

Faux Don Sebastian. Paris: bvo.

This contains an interesting account of the tragedy known in Portuguese

history as the battle of Alcassar el Kebir, in which Dom Sebastian was killed.

A translated abstract of it is given by Dr. Leared. See No. 1317.

972. 1866. Hellwald, Ferdinand de, voyage d'Adrien Matham au

Maroc (1640-1641).—Journal do voyage publid ixjur la premiere fois, avec notice

biographiquc de I'Auteur, introduction et notes. La Haye: 8vo, pp. vi.+87.

The author was a painter of Harlem, who accompanied the Embassy of

Admiral Antoine Liedekerke, sent by the Government of Holland to the Sultan

of Morocco. The MS. from which this journal is published forms the 37th

vol. of a work only found in the Imperial library at Vienna, a special edition of

the celebrated atlas of Jean Blaeu. It contains a map of Africa, several views

of Tangier, and a fine MS. entitled : Journael vande Amhassade vanden Heer

Anthonis de Liedekerke wegens haer Ho. Mo. de Heeren staeten Generael van

de verenichde Nederlavdtn gesonden naer den Coninck van Marocco, welk
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toumael gehouden is op het achip ' Oelderlandt ' door Adriaen Matham constrijk

achilder die de naer volgende tckeningen ook hetft gemaeckt."

In the MS. itself are 31 original drawings, by the artist, of places and

iwrsons in Morocco.

Liedekerke left SaiB on the 7th March, 1641, visited the Sultan at Mera-

kish, and rejoined his ship on the 22nd May. Thence he sailed to Agadir,

where he embarked the forty-five slaves whose ransom he had paid.

Hellwald gives the MS. in the original Dutch, and precedes it by a valuable

Apet'fu historique dea Voyagea au Marocjuaqu'a noajoura.

I. c,

1. c,

978. 1866-72. Mas Latrie, le Comte L. de.—Traitds de Paix et de Com-
merce ct documents divers concemant les relations des chr^tiens avec les Arabes

de I'Afrique septentrionale au moyen &ge, publics avec une introduction histo-

rique. Paris: 4to, 2nd ed., 18G8. In three parts. Part I. (Preface and

historical introduction), pp. xxvii : 343. Part II. (Documents regarding

Christian relatioua with the Arabs), pp. 402. Supplementaiy (1872), pp. 118,

with Chronological tables, Glossaries, Documents and Index.

Full of valuable information regarding Morocco, and the relations between

that country and the Christian Powers of the Mediterranean.

The documents in the Second part and Supplement relating to Morocco

are:—(1) a.d. 1138. Treaty in which the Marseillais contract an alliance

with the llepublic of Genoa for ten years, and promise that should the

-; Republic either obtain for them a treaty with the King of Morocco, or

agree to defend them against the said king for ten years, they should

pay all expenses, p. 88. (2) 1160 or 1161. Extract from CafTaro, con-

cerning a treaty concluded for fifteen years by an envoy of Genoa, with

the Almobadite king of Morocco, Abd-el-Mumin, p. 108. (3) 1226,

17tb May. Pope Honc.ius III. authorises the Preaching Friars and the

Minor Brothers staying in Morocco to wear their beards, p. 9. (4) 1237,

12th June. Pope Gregory IX. congratulates himself on the state of

the Church in Morocco, and announces to the native churches that he

has nent a bishop to them, p. 11. (5) 1245, 24th Sept. Pope Innocent

lY. authorises the Knights of St. James to accept the gift which the

King of Salli appears willing to make them in the shape of his States on

demanding baptism, p. 12. (6) 1246, 25th Oct. Innocent IV. begs the

Kings of Tunis, of Ceuta, and of Bugia, to grant their protection to the Bishop

of Morocco, and to the minor members of the religious fraternities, p. 13.

(7) 1246, 31st Oct. Innocent IV. thanks the King of Morocco for the benefits

which he, like his predecessors, had conferred on the Church, p. 14. (8) 1246,

19th Dec. Innocent IV. announces to the African Christians the nomination

of Loup as the new Bishop of Morocco, p. 15. (9) 1251, 16th March. Innocent

IV. begs the new King of Morocco to arrange places of security on the sea

t coast for the Christians of his realm, p. 16. (10) 1274, 18th Nov. Treaty

between Abu-Yussuf Yakub, King of Morocco, personally present at Barcelona,

and James I., King of Aragon and Majorca, Seigneur of Montpellier, who pro-

mised the King of Morocco ten ships and 500 knights for the conquest of Ceuta,

p. 285. (11) 1290, 9th Feb. Pope Nicolas IV. recommends to the Knights

and the men at arms serving in the armies of the Kings of Morocco, Tunis

and Tlem9cj, to always live the Christian life in the midst of the Infidels, p. 17.

(12) 1302, Ist June. The Magistrates of Barcelona petition the King of

Morocco to permit the exportation of wheat to Barcelona, p. 291. (13) 1309,

3rd May. A Letter of James II., King of Aragon, to Abu-Bebia Sulimaui
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King of Morocco, offering the basis of a treaty of alliance against all the

Moorish kings, particularly against the King of Gmnada, who was master of

^ Ceuta; Instructions to Don Jasperf, Viscount of Gastelnau, charging him to

leave for Morocco with the fleet of Aragon, p. 297. (14) 1323, 1st May.
Letter of James II., King of Aragon, to Abu-Said Othmau, King of Morocco^

and instructions to Romain de Corbidre, Envoy to Morocco, p. 316. (15) 1339,

15th April. Treaty made at Tlem^en for Ten Years between James II., King

of Majorca and Seigneur of Montpellier, and Abul-Hassan Ali, King of Morocco,

by the intermediary of Almaric de Narbonne, p. 192. (15) 1339, 1st May.
Treaty made at Madrid between the King of Aragon and the King of Castile,

to make war on the King of Benimaren, or of Morocco, Suppl. p. 63.

(16) 1344, 18th Oct. Abul-Hassan Ali, King of Morocco, having received

information of a treaty having been resolved upon between Abu-l-hej-&j

Yussuf I., King of Granada, on the one part, and the Genoese and Catalans on

j the other, approves of the conditions of the treaty, and informs the King of

Granada that should they so desire it, the Genoese and Catalans will be

included in a treaty which be is on the eve of concluding with the King of

Castile, Supfi., p. 64. (17) 1344, 17th Deo. Abii-1-hejaj Yussuf I., King of

Granada, authorised by the EmirAl-MumeninAbul-Hassan Ali,King of Morocco,

to conclude definitively a treaty of peace projected between the Kingdoms of

Granada and Aragon (and the Genoese), giving plenary powers to his Secretary

to ratify this treaty, Sugp?., p. 65. (18) 1357, 10th Aug. Letter of Peter IV.,

King of Aragon, to Abu-Einan, King of Morocco, extending for five years the

last treaty for five years concluded at Saragossa, p. 325. (19) Letter of

Peter IV., King of Aragon, to Abu-Einan, King' of Morocco, trying to

persuade him to accord the help asked by the King of Castile against

Don Femand, Seigneur of Albarassin, p. 327. (20) 1388, 1st Sept. John I.

King of Aragon, authorises Gilabert Rovira of Tortosa to leave for the

Kingdom of Fez, with fifty men at arms " et decern mulieres publicas ad

servitium eorumdem," to take part in the war against the Saracens, Suppl.

p. 69. The peculiar camp-followers mentioned were such regular accompani-

ments of Spanish and other armies, that even Saint Louis had to tolerate their

presence ; and the force raised in Italy in 1567 by the Duke of Alva, to take

service in Flanders, though it did not consist of more than 10,000 or 12,000

men, was followed by so great a number of the persons mentioned, that they

formed a company of 800 infantry and a squadron of 400 cavalry, each under a

chief and carrying a flag.—Brantdme, Le Due cCAlbe, t. i., p. 106, etc.

(21) 1390, 18th April and 7th May. Receipt of Jean de B^thencourt (the

'''onqueror of the Canaries) for the sum of one hundred francs, granted him by

the Duke of Touraine to help his journey to Barbary. Receipt of Gadiffer

de la Salle for the sum of two hundred francs received for the same purpose,

p. 102. (22) Pragmatic Sanction, given at Burgos, of Ferdinand the Catholic,

imposing 50 per cent, duty on woollen stuffs of foreign origin imported into

the towns of Bugia, Tripoli and Algiers, or any other of the African posses-

sions of the Crown of Aragon, p. 338. Several of the other papers have

indirect reference to Morocco. The latest is dated 1540, though it is evident

that many are lacking. There are, for example, none touching the relations

of England and North Africa in the Middle Ages.

074. 1866. Dozy, B., et M. I. de Ooc))e.—Description de I'Afrique et de

I'Espagne par EdrisL Texte Arabe publid pour la premiere fois d'aprds lea

Manuscrits de Paris et d'Oxford, avec une Traduction, des Notes et un Glossaire.
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Leyde : 8vo, pp. xxiil. 391-rrr. The Arabic title is

—

j^K*>J <3 Ji See No. 17. This edition corrects the many errors of Jaubert.

No. 589. /K .:..'-:.-: '-y-. —'..,: -,^ :,^.:..^' .^...^.,- ;.s:.,>4^*-,?•#....:.,

976. 1866. Rohlfls, Gerhard.—Neueste Briefe von Gerhard Rohlfe und Rttck-

blick auf seine bishcrigeu Reisen in Afrika in den Jnhren 1861 bis 1865.

Peterm., Geogr. Mitth., pp. 3-3, map. No. 2,

870. Tagebuch seiner Eeise von Tunt nach Shadames, 1864. l.c.,

pp. 8-26.

977. —
I.e., pp. 119.

978.

979.

Itosultate der Kohlfiichen HUhenmessungcn in MaroI;ko und Tuat.

Keise tiber den Marokkanischen Atlas nach Tuat. 1. c, pp. 35.

Naclirichten von Gerliard Rohlfs. 1. c, pp. 235 ; 263-305.

Memoire zur Kartc von G. Rohlfs Reise durch die Oasen von Tuat

und Tidikelt, 1864, von B. Hassenstein. ]. c., pp. 53-61.

981. Nachrichtin von Gerliard Rohlfs. 1. c, pp. 118, 227-230.

982. Briefe von Gerhard Rohlfs aus Bilma. 1. c, pp. 368-356.

988. R^siimd historique et gdographique de I'Exploration de G. Rohlfs an

Touat ct h, In-^al&h d'apr^s le journal do co voyageur, publie par les soins d'Aug.

:, Petermann, Annales des voyages, 1866, par V. A. Malte-Brun. pp. 49 et aeq.

and map.

984. 1866. Mogador.— Anuario de Madrid, 1865, and Nautical Magazine,

October, 1866, pp. 515-582, and November, pp. 582-588.

Description of the town, country and climate.

985. 1866. Magno de Castilho, Alexander.—Descripguo e roheiro da costa

occidental di Africa, desde o cabo de Espartel ate' o das Agulhas. Lisboa : 8vo,

pp. 430, with 8 maps.

986. 1867. Drake, C. P. Tyrwhitt.—Notes on the Birds of Tangier and

Eastern Morocco. Ibis : 1867, p. 421.

987. List of birds observed in Morocco. 1. c, p. 426.

988. 1867. Woolridge, Vice-Consul Prank.—Report on the Trade of Dar-

el-Beida for 1866. Cons. Comm. Reports, pt. i., p. 304.

988. 1867. Duncan, Vice-ConBul Alex. B. T.—Report on the Trade of

Laraiche. 1. c, pp. 306.

990. 1867. Stokes, Vice-Consul Ootavius.—Report on the Trade of Maza-

gan. 1. c, pp. 307.

991. 1867. White, Consul.-Report on the Trade of Morocco. 1. c, p. 308.

992. 1867. St. Chafi^ay, Alfired, Acting Vice-ConsuL— Report on the

Trade of Rabat. 1. c, p. 311.

998. 1867. Elton, Vice-ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Saffi. 1. c, p. 313.

994. 1867. Green, Consul W. E.—Report on the Trade of Tetuan. 1. c,

p. 315.

995. 1867. Mogador.—Annales hydrographiques, pp. 137. (De la Martinidre.)
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Oea 1867. Mosador.—Vgl. z. d. Oeaob. fUr Erdkundc, ii. 07, p. 470. Berlin.

(Do la Martinidre.)

987. 1867. Beaumier, Aug., Consul de Franco h Mogndor.—Lo Maroc. Bull.

Soc. Gdogr., Poris, 5' Sdr., t. xiv., p. 5-51. Also separately, Paris, 8vo, ip. 47.

A Memoir communicated by tho Ministry uf For. AtT.

886. 1867. Oilbert, J.—Note sur la province do Cliaouya. Bull, de la Soc.

do Gfogr. do Paris, Mars 1867, pp. 325—827.

888. 1867. Ibn Khaldun.—Ketabu '1 Ibr wa Divvan iil-Mubtoda : \^\ji

jijt^^j r^^j ^j^^
r^.^ J j^^j ^'^^^ u^jifij j^^

General History of the Arabs, the Persians, and tho Berbers (Mauritanians), by
Abu Zaid Abd-er-Rahmnn bin Khaldun, in Arabic, 7 vols, and Supplement to

vol. ii., together 8 vols. Bulok : a.h. 1284, royal 8vo, with a lengthy introduction

—or " Mukaddamah "—to tho scionco of history. See Nob. 29, 632, 738, 789.

1000. 1867. Duval, Jules.—Un Ouvrier-Voyageur, Ren<S Caillid. Paris : 12mo,

pp. 52.

1001. 1867. Lagrange, Dr. A.—Plantcs dcs environs de Tangcr en Maroc.

8vo, pp. 11.

This list whilo in tho author's autograph was not published. It gives a list

of tho Spring plants within six or eight leagues of Tangier, many of tho

specimens being collected by Madame Octavio Lagrange, who produced, also in

autograph, a small 8vo volume, • Souvenirs de Voyage en Alg(Srio ot en Tunisie

'

(18U8), giving an account of her travels in the Barbary States. A sixteenth

of Dr. Lagrange's plants are new to Morocco. .

1002. 1867. Dastugue, Iit.-CoL H.—Quelques Mots au snjet do Ta61et et de

Sidjilmassa. Bull. iSoc. G^ogr., Paris, 5th S6r., t. xiii p. 337.

Tho author's object is to show that Sijelniassa existed until the commence-

ment of tho 19tii century. He gives three maps—1, Tafilala, properly so-called ;

2, tho districts of Wad-cr-Rcteb, and of Mcdnghcra to tho north of the above-

mentioned place ; and 3, the entire country which forms the Government of

Tafilala.

1008. 1867. Iia Ville de Maroo, son Histoiro et les Mocurs do ses habitants.

' Moniteur Univcrscl,' lOih Jan.

1004. 1867. Gilbert, Th.—Observations M^tdorologiqucs faites (\ Casa Blancn,

Maroc. Bull. Soc. Geogr. Paris, 1867, pp. 698-700.

1006. 1867. Bohlfti, Gerhard.—Potcrmann's Geogr, Mittheil. : Die Expedition

von, p. 217. Biickkehr aus Afrika, seine Durchschneidung des Continents,

p. 311 ; Nachrichten, p. 34 ; Geriicht seiner Erraordung in Wadai, p. 275.

1006. Reise d. Marokko, Uebersteig. dcs Grossen Atlas, Exploration der

Oasea von Tafiiet, Tuat uud Tidikelt und Reiso durch die grosse WUste iiber

Rhodames nach Tripoli. Bremen : 8vo, pp. 200, with map. 4th ed. Norden, 1884,

pp. 278.

1007. Account of a Journey across the Atlas Mountains and through tho

Oases Tuat and Tidikelt to Tripoli by way of Ghadames in the year 1864.

Proc. R. Geogr. Soc., Lond., vol. ix. No. vi. pp. 312-314.

1006. Uebersicht von G. R. Reise durch Afrika, 1866 bis 1867, pp. 372,

map.

1008. 1867. Report on the Commerce of Tangier, 1866. Versammlung von

Eonsuliire Berichten, s. 38.
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Stokes, Vioe-OonBul.—Report on tlie Trade of Mazagan. 1. c.,

Canitenaen, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Mogador.

Smith, Vioe>Oonsul OeoiL—Report on the Trade of Rabat.

Elton, Vioe-Oonsul.—Report on the Trade of Saffee. 1. c, p. 483.

Green, Vioe^Oonsul W. K.—Report on the Trade of Tetuan.

1010. 1867. San Martin, Antonio de.—GoBtumbres do Marrueoo* Arbites in

* El MuHoo Univeriuil,' Madrid, 13 in number, (l)uro.)

1011. 1867. Tyrwhitt-Drake, O. T.—List of Birds observed in Morocco. Ibis

:

pp. 426.

1012. 1868. Wooldridge, Vlce-Ooneul.—Report on the Trade and Commerce

of Dar-ol-13alda for 1867. For. Off. Comm. Rep., Pt. I, p, 474.

1018. 1868. Duncan, Vioe-OonauL—Report on the Trade of Laraiche. 1. c,

p. 476.

1014. 1868.

p. 477.

1016. 1808.

I. c, p. 478.

lOie. 1868.

I. c, p. 480.

1017. 1868.

1018. 1868.

1. 0., p. 487.

1010. 1868. Iiivet, Charles.—Rnpport sur lea documents relatlf & rUistoire de

France, conserves aux Archives de la Torre do Tombo Si Liabonne. Arch, des

Misaiona Scientifiquoa et Litt^raircs. Paris : t. v., pp. 63-137.

' Many of thfse are connected with Morocco. The following are a few :—
0. Azcvodo, D. Manoel d', ambasaadeur, Lettro au Secretaire d'etat . . . sur ce

qui se passait k regard du Maroc, 14 Sep. 1521. 33. Carvalho, Alvaro de,

Gouverneur de Mazagan. . . . Secoura it, un Navire Fran9ai8. 99. Mendes do

Yosconcellos Joflio, Lettre au Roi du sujet du Maroc, Sidge d'Oran, &c.,

7 Sep. 1512. 152. Deposition de D. Fernando de Castro, Comte de Basto, sur

la perto du Roi D. Stibastien i\ la Bataille d'Alca9ar-el-Kubir, 9 Juin 1592.

lOaO. 1868. Major, R. H.—Life of Prince Henry of Portugal. London : 8vo.

Giving an account of his campaigns against Morocco.

1021. 1868. Sohtttzungen der Ortsbevtilkernngca Afrika's, Georraphische

Jahrbuch, Bd. ii., 1868, pp. 111-120.

1022. 1868. Balansa, B.—Voyage de Mogador ii Maroc au point de vue

botanique. Bull. See. G<5ogr. Paris, No. 27, pp. 312-334.

This botanical collector (ob. 1892) penetrated Morocco to the Atlas. His

]>lants were described by Durrieu de Maisoneuve, Boissier, Reuter, Ball an

Cosson, which last in his 'Compendium Florra Atlanticte,' vol. i., pp. lC-17,

gives a synopsis of his journeys.

1023. 1868. An Empire without a Doctor. 'St. James's Magazine'

(London). June, vol. 1, n.s. pp. 975-1)60.

1024. 1868. Iiambert, Paul.—Notice 8\ir la Yille de Maroc. Bull. Soc. Geogr.

Paris, 5' S<5r. t. xxi. pp. 430-447.

1025. 1868. Th^venin, Dr.—Du climat de Mogador sous le rapport des

affections pulmonaires. 1. c, pp. 335-339.

1028. 1868. Gilbert, T.—Observations Mdtdorologiques faites i\ Casa-Blanca.

1. c. pp. 403-405 ; t. xxii. pp. 88-99.

1027. 1868. Jerez Ferohet, Augusto.—Viage & la Costa do Africa. Melilla,

Chafarinas, Cabo del Agua. ' Museo Universal. Madrid : 8vo, pp. 150.
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1088. 18(18. Murga, JodA M. de.—Reoucnloa MarroquloM <lcl Mora Viicftino

(n) El Uaolt MohainiHi cl UaK>l&(ly. Bilbao : 4to.

1089. 1808. Bl-Haoh Mohamed el-Bagdidy.—Hcciicrdoa MarroqitiiM dot

Moro Vizcaino dosd Maria tlu Miirga, Kl llach Molmiiud ol liogilady, Loh

ItonvgadoB, Origou do los Choril'ii, Uatalla do Alcdzar, Goiitroatea untre oaponolcH

y IwrboriscoH, Los Duin Chifa, ApuutvB Hobro Ioh razos quo habitan en MarrooooH,

MoroB, AralicH, nonSborcs, Nogroa y JudiuH, Mdxiinnti ovangiSliciu, La ley dul

Talion. Bilbao : 4to.

Tho moat intorcsting of liia nrticlos ix "Los lluno;:;niloH, Monografia do

una familia jiriixima & cxtinguirsc, y qno no f\\6 duscrita jior liufTon, La

doscribo Jos^ Mnria de Murga quo fuo individuo do olla IN pabtibuh

INriDELIUH."

1080. 18(i8. Bohlfh, Gerhard.— Rcise durch Marokko, Uebontoigung dcs

gro88on Atlafl, Exploration doa Oaaen v. Tafilet, Tuat, u. Tidikeldtu. Itoiso durch

dio grosso WUsto Ub. IlbadamcB nnch Tripoli. Bremen : 8vo, pp. 200, with map
and portrait.

1081. 1868. Beaumler, 'Aug.~£xcursion do Mugador ii SaiTy. Bull. Soc.

QiogT. Tarig, 3* Bit. (April), t. xv. pp. 305-311 j also 80|>aratt'ly, pp. 34, with

map.

1088. Itindrairo do Mogador h Maroc ot do Maroo ik SafTy. I. o. (Octobor),

t. xvi., p. 321.

1088. Description Soromairo do Maroo. Paris: 8vo, pp. 10-44; also

published in Ann. des Voy. 1870.

1084. 1868. Haitian, Heinr. Freiherr von.—Drci Jahro ini Nordwestcn

von Afrika. Beison in Algerion und Morokko. Leipzig: 4 vols. pp. 1247,

plates and map.

An interesting work, tho result of suvon successive voyages by an ardent

and intelligent traveller. The fourth volume is on Morocco-Tangier, tho

Coast towns and Merakish.

1086. 1860. Drake, O. F. Tyrwhitt—Further Notes on the Birds of lilorocco.

Ibis, 18C9, pp. 147. See also No. 1011.

1086. 1869. Wooldridge, Acting Vioe-Oonsul.—Beiwrt on tho Trade of

Dar-el-Baida for 1868. Cons. Comm. Rep. p. 370.

1087. 1869.

p. 372.

1088. 1869.

p. 373.

1080. 1869.

1040. 1869.

Stokes, Vice-Oonsiil.—Reiiort on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

Woolridge, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Rabat. 1. c,

Mton, Vioe-Consul.—Report on tho Trade of Safli. I. c, p. 377.

White, Consul.—Report on tho Trado of Morocco. 1. c., p. 379.

1041. 1869. Deqiardins, Ernest—La Table de Peutingor d'aproa I'original

conservd il Vicnne, prdcud(Se d'uuo introduction historiquo ct critique. Paris

:

folio.

1048. 18G9. Joubert, Andr^.—De Gadix k Tanger. Rev. d'Angcrs. (Do la

Martinidre.)

1043. 1869. Qatell, Joaquin (KaTd Ismail).—L'Ouad Noun ct la Ttknn, \ la

c6te occidentole du Maroc. Bull. Soc. G<5ogr. Paris, Oct., vol. xviii., pp. 257-287,

with map.
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1044. 1800. Oatall, Joaquin (KaYd iHmail).—Viages por Marruocoi, el Sui,

Vud-Nuii, y Tukua. Madrid : 8vo.

1046. 1800. Aper9U ot Sotnmaire du Cotnmorce des £tata barbaresques en 1806

ut 1867. Mouvoincnt Maritime ot Cominorcinl don iK>rtit de Tanger, Rabat, Said,

Caaablanca, Mazagian et Safll. Ann. Com. oxter. Faria, Aodt.

1040. 1800. Butler, OulUarmo.— Dooumontos' reUtivos el cautiverio do

OBpafiolcB on Uod-Nun. Cadiz; 4to, pp. 34; also in ' Revista Mddica,' Bomba 1.

Tlie ductimonts in quuation give t|te history of the attempt to create a com-

merce between the Canaries and the Wad-Nun, the captivity and subsequent

liberation of tho parties concorned.

In the Rev. Mod. for 1870 tho subject is continued, and the correspondence

(tiven between Don G. Butler ("Butler, Abrinos")—a Spanish subject but of

Enf^iiuh descent—and tho legation at Tangier.

1047. 1800. Tratado do paz y AniiHtad colubrndo ontre Esijalla y Marruecos,

flrmado en Totudn el 20 do Abril de 1800. Culcc. Jannr. (Duro.)

1048. 1860. Jerea Ferohet, AuguBto.—Cuatro dios en el Riff Musco Universal.

Madrid : 8vo, pp. 201.

1048. 1800. Beaumont, Pedro.—Memoria sobra la plaza de Melilia formadas

con acuordo de la Comisi^n do ulicialeH facultativos de todas nrmas, nombrada para

ol rccoiiocinuento en 1800. MS. in the Spanish Ministry of War quoted in Conf.

sobro el Hach Moli. ol Baghdody.

1060. 1800. Femandea Duro, Oea&reo.—Anuario do la Comisiun de pesca

])ara los afios de 1808 y 1800. 4to. (Duro.)

This treats of the fishery on tho west coast of Africa by boats from the

Canary IsUnds.

1061. 1860. Manega, B.— MuroUko's Handel. Dcr Wdthandcl, 1 Jnhrg.

Heft G, pp. 303-307.

1062. 1860. Sohaefer.—Ndgociations des viiles hanse'atiqucs avcc lo Sultan de

Maroc. Historischo Zeitschrit't, No. 3.

1063. 1870. Oraig, J., Engineer.—Un ApcrfU sur le Maroc. Bull. See. Gdogr.

Paris, 5* Sdr. xix„ pp. 177-203.

This is a translation from the English original by Paul Voelkel.

1064. 1870. Fioatier, Ad.—Exploits d'un Oflicier fran9aiB dans le Maroc.

Paris : 2nd edition, pp. 108.

1066. 1870. Mordokhai, Babbi Abi-Serour de Akka.—Premier ifistablissement

des Israelites i\ Tirabouktou, par Auguste Beauraier, Consul de France k Mogador.

This, with the exception of a fow introductory remarks, is tho translation of

an account of a journey by tho Rabbi Mordokhai. He started from his native

))lace, Akka, an oasis south-west of Merakisb, tho first after leaving Agadir,

and reached Timbuktu, wherein he gives a curious account of the Jewish

colony there and the half Pagan Imlf Moslem races, believed to be Jews, whom
ho met on tho way.

Bulletin de la Soc. do G^og. Paris, April and May, pp. 345-370, with

portrait of Mordokhai (Le Rabbin Mardocbde) and map. The paper has also

licen published separately (Paris, 8vo, pp. 30) and partly translated (Reisen

nnch Timbuktu) in Petcrmann's Gcographische Mittheilungen, Bd. 10,

pp. 335-336,

1060. 1870. Meulemans, Auguste.—L'Empire du Maroc et ses relations com-
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mercinlM avcc la Bolgiqtie. Druxelles : Svo, pp. 10. Extracted from the ' Rotuo

de Delgique,' vol. lii. ]>. 365, Dec. 1860.

A coin]>ilntion of no value ; the author travelled no further than to the

" Exposition Univorselle de Farii."

1067. 1870. Mourlon, Michel.—Esqaiue Gdoloffique sur le Maroc. Bull.

Acad, royale de Delgique, vol. xxx., 2"* S^rie, No. 7, 1870, pp. 18 ; alao reprinted

for piivate circulation, 8vo, pp. 18.

1068b 1870. Iiopea Botas, Antonio, Diputado constltuyentc.—Los espaHolcs

cautivoB en Marruecoe. Observaciones aobre el resultado de loa cxpedlentes

relatlvos al oatablecimlento de relaoiones mercantlles entre Espafia y el territorio

de Uad Nun, en el imperio de Marruecoi, y hi cautiverio y rescute de log

Biibditos eRpanoles, D. Francisco Puyana, D. Jacobo Butler y D. Jos4 Sllva.

Madrid : 4to, pp. 57. Another edition in 1871, pp. 40. (Duro.)

1068. 1870. Mamoria aobre la situation de Santa Cruz do Mar Petiuena en la

oosta N.O. de Africa. Berlsta General de Marina, Madrid : t. lii., 2" semestre.

1080. 1870. Erganaungen dazu, namentlich in Bezug auf Marokko, Tunesien,

etc. Geographischo Jahrbuch, Bd. iil., 1870, pp. 180-141.

1081. 1870. Aus AMka und Spanieu, Eriebnisse und Schilderungen, 2 vols.,

8vo. Jena.

1089. 1870. Oocije, M. J. de.—Bibliotheca geographorum arabicornm (5 vols.)

Part I. Viae regnorum. Dcscriptio ditionis moslemioae auctoro Abn-Ish&k al

Farisi al Istakhri. Lugduni Batavorum : 8vo, pp. r^s. See also No. 13.

U'he Arabic title of the work is ^^ (jjl) \^\ iJJl! Um« \^\j/

1088. 1871. Blaokmore, William.—A Ride to Gebel Mousa in North-Western

Barbery. Bates' Illustrated Travels (GasseU's), pt. xxv., v. iii., pp. 16-22,

1084. A Visit to the Sultan of Marocco at Fez in the spring of 1871.

1. c. Part xxxiii., pp. 276-282 ;
part xxxiv., pp. 310-314 ;

part xxxvi., pp. 3l»4-368.

1086. 1871. Hooker, J. D. — Letters to Sir Roderick Murchiaon, giving an

account of his Ascent of the Atlas. Proc. Boy. Geogr. Soc. of London, vol. xv.,

pp. 212-221.

1088. 1871. Drununond Hay, B.—Report on the Artizan and Industrial

Classes in Morocco. Further Rep. from H.M. Dip. and Cons. Agents Abroad

respecting the condition of the Industrial Glasses, pp. 334.

1087. 1871. Meroier, Emeet. — Ethnographie de TAfrique Scptcntrionale.

Notes sur I'origine du jieuple Berb^re. Revue Africaiiie, No. OO, November,

pp. 420-435.

1088. 1871. Nares, Sir George S., B.N.—Investigation of the Gibraltar

Strait Current. A Report to the Uydrographer of the Admiralty. London

:

roy. 8vo, with fine chart of both sides of the Strait.

1089. 1871. Dupuis, Vice-ConBul.—Report on the Trade of Dnr-el-Baida

during the year 1869. Consular Comm. Reports received at F. 0. during

1860-70, p. 598.

1070. 1871. Stokes, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan during

1869. 1. c, p. 801.
,
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1071. 1871. OMrstanflen, Vloc-OonauL—Report on tlie Trade of MogMlor

during 1860. 1. c, |). 602.

107S. 1871. White, Consul.— lleport on tho Trade of Morocco for 1860.

I. c, p. 603.

1078. 1871.

1800. 1. c,

1074. 1871.

Woolridg*, Vioe-OonauL—lleport on the Trade of Rabnt durin;;

p. 600.

Hunot, Acting Vloe-Oonsul.—Report on the Trade of Saffee

ttr I860. 1. c, p. 017.

1076. 1871. Oatell, Joaohim. —Dewription de Sous. Dull. Roc. 06ogr. PariH,

0* S^rle, i., pp. H 1-100, with a map of the district and a plan of Taroudant.

1076. 1871. Basumier, Aug.—Lettre sur le Maroc. 1. c, p. 131.

1077. 1871. Seuz, Dr. A.—Mogador et son Glimat. From ' Marseille Medical.'

8vo, pp. 35.

1078. 1871. Karhallet, O. Philippe de, and A. Le Oraa.—Instructions
nautiques sur la cAte ocoidentale d'Afrique, comprennnt le Maroc, le Sahara et la

^^ndgambie. Paris : 8ro, Ministire de la Marine, No. 435. See No. 780.

1079. 1871. Fioatier, Ad.—Exploits d'un Capitaine fran^als dans lo Maroc.

Paris : 2nd edition, 8vo, pp. 108. (De la Martinidre.)

1080. 1871. Ban Martin, Antonio de.—Los RifTenos. La lUust. Espan. y
Americ. Madrid : pp. 674.

1081. 1871. Sanohea Valenauela, Joaquin. — Historia de los ])re8tdio8

mcnorcs do Africa, ton interesantes noticias sobre el origon de los Xrabes y su

religion, descripciuu de la parte de la costa berberisca donde est&n situadas las

plazas espaiiolas, costumbres de los rifenos, breve reseiia de las expediciones de

Espafia contra Africa y de las dominacionas antiquas en Uerberia y parecer sobre

los puntos que le deben conservar y de las reformas que en ellos es conveniente

hacer. M.S. en la Bib. del Minis, de la Gucrra. (I)uro.)

1062. 1871. Fritaoh, Dr. K. von, and Dr. J. J. ]|ein.---Notizcn liber den

Handel von Mogador. Jahresbcricht des Yercins fUr Geographic und Stntistik

zu Frankfurt a. M., 1871-72, pp. 62-57.

1083. 1871. Balingr^, B.— Royal Prussian Expedition.— Gerhard ItohlfH

Voyage in Africa, 1869 ; with 40 Photographs from Nature. Fol. Berlin. See

alBo HohlTa, O., Afrika-Reise in 1869. In 40 Photographien nach der Natur,

aufgenomnien von E. Salingrd. Fol. Berlin.

1084. 1871-77. Oolleoion de Libros Raroso Gurioso, vol. xv. Espafioles en

Africa 1542, 1543, y. 1632. Madrid : 8vo.

1086. 1871. Bohlft, Qerhard.—Uesan el Dar Demana. Das Ausland, 1871,

No. 11, pp. 259-262, No. 12, pp. 272-278.

1086. Fes, Hauptstadt von Marokko. 1. c. No. 18, p. 420 ; No. 22, p. 505

;

No. 23, p. 543; No. 24, p. 568; No. 25, p. 586.

1087. Consulatswesen in Marokko. 1. c, No. 37, p. 880.

1068. Politische Zustiinde in Marokko. 1. c. No. 40, p. 942.

1080. Die Religion der Marokkaner Globus xx. No. 20, p. 310; No. 22,

p. 316 ; No. 23, p. 361.

1080. 1871. "Ben Tarick."—With the American Embassy from Tangiers to

I'Vz. • Dark Bluu Magazine ' (London) : Sept, pp, 30-40.
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1001. 1871. Valenzuela, Sanohea.— Ilistoria do los presidios menorcs do

Africa: Mel ilia.

A MS. quoted by Ovilo (No. 1437, p. 105). Ho vouche? for the author

knowing all the customs of the Moors near the Spanish ports.

1002. 1872. Maw, Ctoorge.—Notes on the Geology of the Plain of Morocco . .

.

with an appendix by R. Etheridgo, 1872. 'Quarterly Journ. Geol. Soc'

vol. xxviii. (Jan. 10th) pp. 85-102. Plate illustrating the sections described.

Discussion by John Ball, Sir Andrew Bamsay, D. Forbes, Sir W. VV. Smyth, and
Prof. Seeley.

This paper, contributed by Mr. Maw, is substantially the same as Apjien-

dix ii. to Hooker and Ball's " Tour in Morocco " (No. 1275), pp. 446-4G7, though

the plates are dififerent.

1008. 1872. Naohriohten ueber Industrie, Handel und Yerkchr, aus dcm
statistischen Department des K.K. Handelsministerium. Vienna: 8vo. This

publication, which is issued yearly, usually contains reports by the Austrian

BepreseDtatives on the industry, trade and traffic of Morocco.

1004. 1872. Wlmpffen, G^n^ralde.—L'expdditionderOuedGuir. Bull. Soc.

Gdogr. Paris, S<5r. 6, t. iii., pp. 34-52, with map. See also Nos. 1095, 1162, 1295.

[This also appeared in German : * Militiiiische Expedition nach dem Ued
Gir in Marokko, Miirz bis Mai 1870.' Petermann, Geogr. Mittheilungen,

1872, vol. xviii. pp. 332-341. Map, No. 18.]

1006. 1872. Kessler, Capit. d'fitat-major.—Lottre k M. le President de la

Soci^te. On the same subject, 1. c, April, pp. 444-6.

This expedition took place in March and April 1870, and penetrated as far

as Figuig in pursuit of fugitive insurgents from the province of Gran.

1000. 1872. Frimaudaie, Elie de la. — Les Villes Maritimcs du Maroc.

Commerce—Navigation—Goographie comparde. Rev. Afr., vol. xvi., p. 105, et

seq.

A very important work.

1007. 1872. Beaumier, Auguste, Consul de France i\ Mogadon—Tableaux

r^capitulatifs des Observations metoorologiques faites au consulat de France a

Mogador du 16 Aoftt 1867 au 31 Decembre 1871. Bull. Soc. Gdogr., Paris,

16"" S6t. t. iv., pp. 150, and 308. See also Zeitsch. der Osterr. Gesellwhaft fiir

Meteorologie, viii., 1873, No. 1, pp. T-8.

1006. Le Cholera au Maroc. Sa marche au Sahara jusqu'au Sdnegal, on

1868. Bull. Soc. Gdogr. Paris, 6"" S6r., t. iii., p. 287-305. With two inte-

resting maps showing the course and extent of the invasion.

1000. 1872. Fenton, Captain B. Dyne.—Sorties from " Gib." in quest of

Sensation and Sentiment. London : 8vo, pp. 478.

A collection of stories and sketches, only one of which—" The Story I

heard at Tangier " (pp. 29-66)—entitles the book to a place in this list. It

contains a sketch of the town full of phenomenal blunders. E.g. the natives

are called '• Turks," and the people described as smoking "opium."

1100. 1872. Duveyrier, Henri.—Historique des Explorations au sud et au sud-

ouest de G^jryville. Bull. Soc. Gdogr. Paris, 6'"" Sen, t. iv. p. 225.

A map is also given, showing the routes of all the expeditions described

between 1847 and 1870, several of which are within the frontier of Morocco.
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1101. 1872. DeqiardlnB, EmeBt.—La colonie Romaine de Banosa ot l'£xplora-

tion Qdographique de la Mauritania Tingitana. Rev. Arch., xxiv., pp. 361-367,

with map.

Explanation of an inscription forwarded by M. Tiasot, which fixes the site

of one of the principal Roman cities of Mauritania Tingitana, viz. Oolonia
Aelia Bansjsa Valentia, now Sidi Ali bou-Jenan.

lies. 1872. Ferreiro.—Informe al Almirantazgo acerca de la bahia de Lobos

(boca del Draa). M.S. Archiv. del Minislerio de Marina. (De la Martinidre.)

1108. 1872. IiOBano MunoB, FranoiBOO.—Apuntes sobre Marruecos. Los

tributes y la influencia de la batallas d'Isly y de Tetu&n. Revista de EspaHa,

t. xxvii., p. 462. (Duro.)

1104. Organizaci6a Militar de Marruecos. Continuacion de los apuntes

publicados en la Be^lsta de XiBpaSLa, I. c (Duro.)

1106. Los tributos y la influencia de las batallas de Kly y de Tetudn, 1. c.

1106. 1872. San Jevier, Visoondo de.—El PeBon de Velez de la Gomera. La
lUust. Espafi. y Americ. Madrid : p. 651.

1107. 1872. Iierohundi, Fr. Job6 de, Misionero franciscano observante en

Tetudn.—Rudimentos del &rabe vulgar que se habla en el imperio de Marruecos,

con numerosos ejercicios y temas aplicados & la teoria. Madrid : 4to, y un ap^n-

dice separado con los temas. New edition, Tangier, 1891.

An excellent grammar of the Moghrebin dialect for those acquainted with

Spanish, by the Chief of the Franciscans in Morocco. The same author has a

Moghrebin Dictionary in preparation.

1108. 1872. Beise Deutscher Naturforscher nach Marokko, 1872. Petermann's

Geogr. Mittheilungen, vol. xviii., p. 190.

1109. 1872. Beln, J.—^Ueber einige bemerkenswerthe Gewachse aus der Um-
gebung von Mogadon Jahresbericfat der Senckenbergischen naturf. Gesellschaft

zu Frankfurt a. Main, 1872-73, pp. 119-131.

The species described are Klemia pteroneura, D. C, Apteranthes Omsoniana,

and Argania Sideroxylon, R. and L. Dr. Rein (now Professor of Greography in

the University of Bonn) and Baron Dr. K. von Fritsch (Professor of Geology

in the University of Halle) visited the Atlas in 1872, ascending Tizi Tacherat

on the 11th June. They found no traces.of glaciers, and are of opinion that what

Hooker and Ball took for such was simply the result of a mountain slide

(Bergrutsch). But they found in two different valleys outcrops of rock-salt,

which the English travellers had not observed. (Letter of Prof Rein to

Dr. R. Brown, March 16, 1891).

1110. 1872. Maw, George—A Journey to Morocco and Ascent of the Great

Atlas. A lectucHMelivered before the Birmingham and Midland Institute.

Ironbridge : 8vo, pp. 28 [no date, two editions].

1111. 1872. Pritsoh, Baron K. v, and Dr. J. J. Bein.—Reise der Frank-

furter Naturforscher nach den Ganarischen Inscln und dem Marokka-

nischen Atlas, 1872. Vorliiufiger Bericht von Dr. K. v. Fritsch. Peterm.,

Mitth. Geogr., pp. 364, 367.

1112. 1872. " Pas."—Gibraltar's Value. London : 8vo.

Touches on the other side of the strait also.

1118. 1872. Bohlfls, Gerhard.—Eine Stadt in der Wilste Sahara. Unsere Zeit,

hrsg. von Rud. Gottschall, N. F., 7 Jahrg., 24 Heft.

VOL. in. 2
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1114. 1872. Rohlfli, Gerhard.—Zeitschrift der Gesellsohaft fUr Erdkunde zu.

Berlin. 7 Bd., 1 Heft, pp. 56-75.

1116. Hoflichkeitsformeln und Umgangsgebrauche bei den Marokanern,

Globus xxii. N. 7, pp. 105-108.

1116. Die Sahara der grossen Wttste. Das Ausland, Nos. 45-47, pp. 1057-

1061 ; No. 46, pp. 1085-1089 ; No. 47, pp. 1111-1114.

1117. —I— Die Zahlzeiohen der Bhademser, 1. c, No. 29, pp. 696-696.

1118. 1873. Ferrier, AmeUa.—A Winter in Morocco. London : 8vo, pp. 365,

with illustrations.

A lively and trustworthy narrative of a lady's winter residence at Tangier.

, The authoress does not pretend to know any other part of Morocco. Be-

viewed in ' Dublin University Magazine,' July (Vol. 82), pp. 126-7.

1119. 1873. Wpoldridge, Vioe-OoiuuL—Beport on the Trade of Babat.

I. 0., p. 483.

1120. 1873. Hunot, Vioe-Oonsul.—Beport on the Trade of Saffee. 1. c,

p. 486.

1121. 1873. The Mediterranean Pilot.—Published by the Hydrographic

OflSce, Admiralty. Vol. i., 8vo.

At p. 48 is an account of the Coast of Morocco, from Cape Spartel to

Almina Point, and at p. 104 that from Tetuan Bay to the frontiers of

Algeria. A new edition was published in 1887.

1122. 1873. Cruiokshank, John.—Tangier. Glasgow: 8vo.

Extracts from this pamphlet appeared in the ' Times of Morocco,* No. 181,

et seq.

1128. 1873. The African Pilot—Sailing directions for the West Coast of

Africa. The first edition was dated 1849.

1124. 1873. The West Coast of Africa, Pt. L, from Cape Spartel to Sierra

Leone. United States Hydrographical Office.

1126. 1873. White, Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Morocco for 1871. Cons.

Comm. Bep. received during 1872, Pt. i., p. 475.

1126. Beport on the Trade of Morocco for 1872. I.e., p. 915.

Dupuis, Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida. L c,

Stokes, Vioe-ConsuL—Beport on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

Carstensen, Vice-Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Mogador,

1127. 1873.

p. 479.

1128. 1873.

pp. 481.

1129. 1873.

1. c, p. 482.

1180. 1873. Ball, John.—^Mountaineering in the Great Atlas. Lond. Alpine

Journ. pp. 220-231.

1181. Descriptions of some new Species, Sub-species and Vaneties of

Plants collected in Morocco. Journal of Botany, Sept., Oct., Nov. and December.

Also separately, 8vo, pp. xxxii.

1182. 1873. Koch, Carl, Dr. — Beitriige zur Kenntniss Arachniden Nord-

Afrikas, insbcsondere einiger in dieser Bichtiing bisher noch unbekntmt

gebliebenen Gebiete des Atlas und der Kiisten-Lander von Marocco. (You
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Species Novae Maroocanae (chiefly Balansa's plants). 1. c, pp. 239-

Fritsch und Beins Collection.) Jahresbericht der SenokeabergischeQ naturf.

Gesellschaft zu Frankfurt, pp. 104-118. Also separately.

1188. 1873. Doumanx-Dup^rd, Norbert— La rdle de la Fiance daos
I'Afrique Septentrionale et la Voyage k Timbouktoo. Bull. Soo. G^ogr. Paris,

6"» S^r., t. vi., p. 607.

The anthor gives a sketch of all that has heen done for the exploration of

the south, both in Algeria, Tripoli and Morocco; written as a preliminary

study for his projected journey in the Sahara of Algeria, where he was killed

in the following year.

1134. 1873. Iiarousse. Pierre.—Grand Dictionmure Universel du XIX* Si^le.

Paris: 4ta Article on Morocco, t. x., pp. 1232-1236.

1186. 1873. CosBon, E. Bt. Charles.—Note sur la G&>graphie botanique du
Maroc. Gomptes-Beudus de I'Acad. des Sc., Mars. Beproduccd in BulL de

I'Association Scientifique, vol. xi.. No. 279.

1186. Same paper, but further developed. Bull. Soc. Bot. France,

t. XX., p. 49.

1187. —
261. (14th Nov.)

1188. 1873. B.[amon]|Ii.[on].—Espalla en Marmeoos : Memoria administrativa.

Bevista de Espafia, t. xxxvii., pp. 232-250, [Dated Tetuin, September, 1873.]

(Duro.)

1189. 1873. Ohelli, Niool&s.—Nuestro porvenir en j^frica.—^Engrandeoimiento

de Ceuta, decadencia de Gibraltar. Publicado por Acuerdo del Ayuntamento de

Ceuta, Jnoio. Cadiz : Bevista M^ca, 8vo, pp. 60.

1140. 1873. Iioaano Munos, FranoiBoa—^Proclamaci6n del Sultan Muley«

Hassan. Bevista de EspaSa. (De la Martinidre.)

1141. 1873. Dolmen in Marokko. Globus xxiv., pp. 175-6. (Unsigned.)

1142. 1873. Bohlfli, Oerhard.—^Mein erster Aufenthalt in Marokko und Beise

siidlich vom Atlas durch die Oasen Draa undTafilet Bremen: 8vo, pp. 468.

2nd edition, Berlin, 1881; 3rd, Norden, 1885. Trans, with Introduction by
Winwood Beade, map and portrait: 'Adventures in Morocco and Journeys

through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet,' 8vo, London, 1874.

1148. 1873. Noll, F. C.—Yon Lissabon nach der EUste Marokko's imd der

Canaren. Westermann's Monatsschrift, pp. 36-55.

1144. 1874. Shems ed-din Abu-Abdallah Koh'ammed.—^Manuel de la

Cosmographie du moyen-age, traduit de I'arabe, 'Nokhbet ed-dahr-fi* adjaib<

el-birr' wal-bah'r,* de Shems Ed-din Abou-Abdallah Moh'ammed de Damas, et

accompagn6 d'^laircissements par A. F. Mehren. Copenhague : 8vo.

1145. 1874. BohlTs Morocco.—^'Chambers's Journal.* Edinburgh: August

8th, 4th Series, pp. 501-504.

1146. 1874. Hamilton, Ijieut.-Oeneral Sir F.W., K.O.B.—The Oiigin and

History of the First or Grenadier Guards, from documents in the State Paper

Office, War Office, Horse Guards, Contemporary History, Begimental records.

London : 3 vols., 8vo, pp. xl. + 457 ; xviii. + 496 ; xxxiv. + 548.

Vol. i., chap, vii., p. 237, is an account of the occupation of Tangier and

the Guards being sent there.

1147. 1874. Giinther, Albert.—Notice of some new species of Fishes from

Morocco. Ann. and Mag, of Nat. Hist., March, 2 plates.

2 2
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An account of a small collection of marine and fresh-water fishes made by
Dr. Rein and Dr. G. von Fritsch during their journey in Morocco. It

contained four new species : one Serranus and three Barbels.

1148. 1874. Iiapeen, Vioe-Ck>n8uL—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1872. Cons. Gomm. Rep., Part i., p. 488.

1148. 1874. Imoaai, Vioe-OonstiL—Report on the Trade of Laraiche. 1. c,

p. 489.

116a 1874.

p. 490.

1151. 1874.

1. c, p. 492.

1162. 1874.

p. 494.

116a 1874.

1164. 1874.

1166.

Bedman, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Mazagan. I. c,

Oantenaen, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Magador.

FroBt, Vioe>Oon8uI.—Report on the Trade of Rabat. I. c,

Hunot, Vioe-OonauL—Report on the Trade of SafiS. L c, p. 497.

White, OonatiL—Report on the Trade of Tangier. I. o., p. 499.

Report on the Trade of Morocco. 1. c, Ft. ii., p. 915.

1166. Sbbarok, Ed.—Histoire des Naufrages qui ont d^sol^ la marine fran9ai8e,

position difficile de TAstrolabe et la prise de Mogador en 1845. Paris: 8vo,

pp. 20. (De la Martinidre.)

1167. 1874. Bleioher, Dr.—Let^ru sur le Maroo. Cette : 8vo, pp. 13. From
Rev. des Sc. Nat., Juin 1874.

The author was attached to the diplomatic mission to Mekinnes imder

M. Tissot ; his observations more especially illnstrate the anthropology and
natural history of the country.

1168. 1874. Sur la Gtologie des regions comprises entre Tanger, El Araiche et

Meknes. Comptes-Rendus, t. Ixxviii., pp. 1712-1716.

1168. 1874. Fepya, W.—A Ride in Morocco. ' Colburn's Magazine,' vol. cliv.

p. 465.

1160. 1874. Duveyrier, HenrL—L'Afrique N^crologique. Bull. Soc. G^gr.

Paris, 6"* S^r., t. viii. p. 560.

This gives a short account of all who have fallen victims to their

endeavours to advance geographical knowledge in Africa, including, of course,

the Barbary States. A very instructive map is added, showing the region

in which each person travelled and the place of his death.

1161. 1874. Meroier, E.—Gomment I'Afrique Septentrionale a ^te' arabisde.

Eztrait rdsum^ de I'histoire de IMtablissement des Arabes dans I'Afrique

Septentrionale. Paris : 8vo, pp. 18.

1162. 1874. Gouvemement-O^n^ral de I'Alg^rie.—Insurrection des Oulad

Sidi Ghick. Exp^ition de I'Oued-Guer dans le Maroc. Stat. G6a. de I'Alg.

1867-1872. Paris : 4to, p. 3.

Narrative of an Expedition from Algeria into Morocco in 1870, under the

command of General Wimpffen. See also Nos. 1094, 1095, 1295

1168. 1874. DaatuguOt GeneraL—Hants Plateaux et Sahara de I'Algdrie

Occidentale. Bull. Soc. Geogr. Paris, 6* Sdr., t. vii., pp. 113 and 239.

The author visited the south-west of Algeria and the neighbouring part

of Morocco in 1861 and 1862. The memoir here given is an outline of a

more important work then in preparation.
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1164. 1874. Oravier, OabrieL—Le Cflnarien, Livre de la Gonqutte et Conver-

slon des Canaries (1402-1422) par Jean de B^thenoourt, Gentilhomme
Gauchois; public d'aprds le manuscrit original, aveo introduction et notes.

Bouen : 8vo, pp. hxxiii. and 268, with modern and ancient map.

The original illuminated MS. is preserved by Madame de Mont-Buffet in

the Ghftteau de Carquelen, in Normandy. See No. 174.

De Bdthencourt went to the Ganaries in 1402 with the sole aim of taking

possession of them and converting them to the Ghristian faith. He made
several expeditions to the coast of Morocco.

1166. 1874. OosBon, Ernest Saint-Oharles.—Sur les Euphebes cactoTdes du
Maroc. Bull Soc. Bot. France, t. xzL, p. 162.

1166. 1874. Oeuta.—Beglamento de las Compafiias de Mar de Ceuta. Madrid

:

un Guad. en 4to. (Duro.)

1167. 1874. Idris el-Joriohl.—Yiaje que hizo al Guad Nun El-Haohe, Idris

el-Jorichi EI-Fasi, Taleb del Gonsulado de EspaOa en Mogador en Agosto de

1874, para gestionar el vesHsate de los cautivos espafioles ; Traducido del irabe

por D. Antonio Maria Orflla 6 inserto por ap^ndice en la presente con-

ferencia. Madrid: 8vo.

A journey made to ransom the Spaniards held captive by the Sahara

tribesmen.

1168. 1874. Lange, Johannes. See Schousboe. No. 480.

1169. 1874. Bertherand, E. Ii. See Schousboe. No. 480.

1170. 1874. Bohlfli, Dr. Qerhard.—Adventures in Morocco and Journeys

through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet. With an introduction by Winwood
Beade. London : 8vo, pp. 371, with map, and portrait of the author.

He adopted the garb and religion of the Moors, entered as surgeon in the

service of the Sultan, and enjoyed the friendship of the Grand Sherif of

Wazzan.

1171. 1874. Mousson, A., late Professor in the University of Zurich.—

Bemerkungen iiber die von Hin. Dr. von Fritsch und Dr. Bein aus West-

Morokko 1872, zuriickgcbrachten Land- und Siisswasser-MoUusken. Jahrbiioher

der deutschen Malakozoologischen (iesellschaft, i., 1874, 3 plates.

Of 54 species described, 26 are new.

1172. 1875. Tissot, Ch., Ministre de France au Maroc.—Note sur I'ancien port

d'el-Qhat (Oualidiya), with a plan in the text. Bull. Soc. G^gr. Paris : G"*

86t,, t. X., pp. 67-71, with plan.

M. Tissot makes out the " very safe " port of El Ghait, between Saffi and

Mazagan, mentioned by Edrisi, to be the Lagoon of Waladia (Oualidya), and
not Ayir, as imagined by Benou. When M. Moiiette was so unfortunate as tu

' be captured, one of the pirate-ships ran for Waladia, and in Pellow's day
(Nos. 366, 1945) it was regularly used. With a little improvement it might

become the best harbour in Morocco.

M. Tissot held the post of Minister Plenipotentiary in Morocco from

1871 to 1876. He followed out all the Boman roads in that country, and this

was the most fruitful period of his archaeological career. It was in the

\
intervals between his excursions that he wrote his 'Maur^tanie Tingitane'

(Nos. 1213, 1251), at Tangier. His learning and acuteness in research shed

lustre on France and the Diplomatic Service. His weakness as a critic was
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the oontempt he displayed for those less able than himself, or who had the

misfortune to differ from him.

1178. 1876. Tiaaot, Oh., &c.—Ricerche di Carlo Tissot suUa Oeografla com-
parata delta Mauritania Tingitana.—Quido Cora's Cosmos, III. 1875. Nos. ii.-iii.

pp. 119-120; Nos. iv.-v. pp. 184-186.

1174. 1876. Olliva, Dr. O.—Qtegraphie MMicale ; Climat de Mogador et de

son influence sur la Phthisie. Bull. Soc. O^gr. Paris, 6"* S6r., t. x. (Oct.), pp.
365-416.

The author gives a description and plan of Mogador,'and meteorological

observations extending over nine years.

1176. 1875. Duveyrler, HenrL—De Mogador au Djebel Tabayoudt, par le

Babbin Mardoohte Abi Serour. Il4sum^ du Journal de Voyage. 1. c, p. 661.

The Rabbi was sent by M. Banmier, French Consul at Mogador, to explore

the country to the S. of Mogador. An excellent map is given of his itinerary.

1176. 1875. Tetuan.—'Fraser*s Maga.,' pp. 440-49 (signed <R.') NewSer.
vol. ii.

1177. 1875. Irby, Ideut.-Ck>l. Ii. H. L.—The Ornithology of the Straits of

Gibraltar. London : 8vo, pp. 236.

Two maps, one of Morocco. The introduction and body of the work con-

tain many particulars about the coast ornithology of Morocco, including the

notes of the late M. F. Favier, who, after a residence of thirty-one years at

Tangier, died there in 1867.

1178. 1875. Faladilhe, D.—Coq^illes Maroccains. Paris : 8vo, with plates.

Chiefly descriptive of Dr. Bleicher's collection.
;

1178. 1876. Ball, John.—^Description of some new Species, Sub.-speoies, and
Varieties of Plants collected in Morocco. 'Journal of Botany,' Juno and July.

1180. 1876-1883. Gorriiige, Lt-Oommander Henry H., and Lieut. Beaton
Bohroeder, U.8. Navy.—Coasts and Islands of the Mediterranean Sea. Bureau

of Navigation, Hydrographic Office, Washington : 8vo.

Vol. i. pp. 266 to 295 relates to the Coast of Morocco.

1181* 1875-1881. Oayangoa, Don Fasoual de.—Catalogue of the MSS. ia

the Spanish language in the British Museum. Published by order of the Trustees,

liondon : 3 vols.

These contain notices of many MSS. concerning Morocco.

1188. 1875. BritiBh Order in Oounoil for the Regulation of British Consular

Jurisdiotion in Morocco, dated 4th Feb.—Baaed on the Treaty of the 9th

December, 1856. Uertslet's ' Treaties,' vol. xiv. p. 413.

1188. 1875. Iiapeen, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1873. Cons. Gomm. Rep., received in 1874, Pt. ii., p. 815.

1184. 1875.

p. 817.

1186. 1875.

1. c, p. 820.

1186. 1875.

p. 823.

1187. 1875.

118a 1876.

IxnoBsi, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Laraiche. 1. c,

Bedman, Vioe-ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Mazagan.

Fuente, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Rabat. 1. c,

Hunot, Vioe-Consul.—^Report on the Trade of Safii. 1. c., p. 824.

White, ConsuL—^Report on the Trade of Tangier. 1. c, p. 826.
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1189. 1875. Troat. Vioe-OonsuL— Report on the Trade of Babat. L a,

p. 1401.

1180. 1876. Beauxnler, Acting Vioe-OoxuuL— Report on the Trade of

Mogador. 1. c, p. 1399.

1181. 1876-1881. Foumel, Henri.—Les Berbers, ^tude sur laConqudte de

TAfriquo par les Arabes, d'aprda les textcB Arabes imprimis. Paris : 4to, 2 vols,

pp. XX. +609; iv.+381.

An amplification of the author's first sketch of the subject, in 1857, q.v.,

which he much regretted having published. This is a most valuable and

erudite work. '

1182. 1876. Gay, Jean.—Bibliographic des ouvrages relatifs & I'Afrique et it,

I'Arabie. Catalogue m^thodique do tous les ouvrages rran9ius et des principaux

en langues dtrangdres, traitant de la gdographie, de Thistoire, du commerce, des

lettres et des arti de I'Afrique et de I'Arabie. San Remo : 8vo, pp. 312.

This contains a list of 87 works on Morocco, not always exact.

1188. 1875. Oosson, Ernest Bt Charles.— Index plantarum in imperio

Maroccano australi recentius a cl. Balansa et ab indigenis duobus sub auspiciis cl.

Beaumier lectarum. Bull, de la Soc. Bot. de France, vol. xxii., January, pp. 51-77.

One of the two natives was Ibrahim Ammeribt, a Berber of Mogador : the

other was the liabbi Mordokbai (q.v.), a native of Akka, the first oasis in

the Moroccan Sahara, south of Agadir (Cosson's 'Compendium,' toL i.

pp. 49-50.)

1184. 1875. Bleioher, Dr. A.—Un Voyage au Moroc. Rev. Sc., 2* S^.,

t. viii., pp. 765-177.

The author accompanied M. Tissot, French Minister, who proceeded to

Mekenes for the purpose of presenting his letters of credence to the new Em-
peror. It is divided into nine chapters: I. De Tangier k Meknds; 11. La
Capitale, I'arm^e et le Sultan; III. Le Betour, llnines prdhistriques et Ro-

maines ; IV. La Gdologie ; V. L'Uistoire ; VI. Le Commerce ; VI. lia Flore

;

VIII. La Faune ; IX. Conclusion.

1186. 1875. Diredoion de Hidrografia.—Derretero de las Costas occidentales

de Africa, redactado en la ... . con presenoia de las publicaciones mas recientes.

Comprende desde el cabo Espartel hasta Sierra Leona. Madrid: 4to, pp. 300,

with views of the coast.

1186. 1875. Abderraman-Ben-lIahomet.—Carta sobre Costumbres de Mar-

ruecos enviadas desde Larache al diario de Madrid, El-Impareial. (De la Marti-

nidre).

1187. 1875. Diario del Sitio de Melilla, por el emperador de Marruecos

desde 9 de Diciembre de 1874 al 18 de Marzo do 1875. MS. en la Bibl« de

Jngenieros. (Duro.)

1188. 1875. Bosell y Torres, Isidoro.—^Una Excursion a Tanger. La Illus.

Esp. y Amer. Madrid : p. 78.

^ 1188. 1875. F Viaje & Fez, desde T&nger, de la embajada de Italia en

mayo y junio de 1875. Madrid : La Iberia, July.

1200. 1875. Ouevas, Teodoro de.—Recaudador de la Aduana de Saffi. Me-
moria comercial de la tribu de Abel, remitida al Ministerio de Estado en 1875.

Invito en el Archivo de dicho Ministerio. (Duro.)
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1801. • 1875. Bohlfh, Oerhard.—Bei den Zeltbewohnem in Marokko. Qlobui,

ol. zxTii., pp. 284, 312, 328.

1905. 1875. Blelidier, Dr.—Sur le O^Iogie du Maroo. Bull. Soo. G^logique

Franf., 3""S^r., t. ii., pp. 315-316, and some notes in Tissot's 'Itindraire de

Tanger & Rabat.' Bull. Soo. Q6og. FariR, 6"* S^r., t. xii., 1876, pp. 225-294 (see

No. 1194), and in Bev. Gtologlque, t. xii., pp. 176-177.

1908. 1876. Leared, Arthur, MJD.—Morocco and the Moora; being an ac-

count of Travels, with a general description of the country and its people.

London : 8vo, pp. 370, with 18 maps and illustrations. It also contains the

following appendices :—A. The climate of Tangier. B. The climate of Mogador,

by M. Beaumier (No. 1097). 0. Section between Mogador and the city of

Morocco. D. The trade of Morocco. E. The drugs in use amongst the Moors.

F. The marriage of the Sharif of Wazan. G. The captivity of Mr. Butler.

This work contains much information, industriously collected, though

ftiU of errors, along with a lively account of his own experiences ; but he

did not enter on any new groimd.

A new edition was published in 1891, with a preface by Sir Richard Burton,

pp. XV. and 354, map and illustrations. Some of the Appendices are omitted.

The only addition is an introduction. Sir Richard's acquaintance with Morocco

was limited to a winter passed in Tangier.

ISKM. 1876. White, OonauL— Report on the Trade of Morocco for 1873.

Cons. Gomm. Rep. received at F. 0. in 1875, Ft. i., p. 165.

1906. Report on the Trade of Tangier, 1874. 1. c, p. 736.

1906. 1876. Iiapeen, Vioe-Ck>iuiuL—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1874. l.c,p. 727.

1907. 1876. ImoBSi, Vioe-OowniL—Report on the Trade of Laraiche, 1874.

1. c, p. 728.

1906. 1876. Redman, Vice-ConauL—Report on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

p. 731.

1908. 1876. Beaumier, Acting Vice-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of

Mogador. 1. c, p. 732.

1910. 1876. Frost, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Rabat. I. c, p. 733.

1911. 1876. Hunot, Vioe-OonsuL—Report on the Trade of SafiB. 1. c. Part ii.,

p. 1275.

1919. 1876. Maaet, Du.—Commerce entre I'Algdrie et le Maroc. La Sebkha et

lea oasis de Gourara. L'ExploratioD, iii. Nos. 58 aud 62, pp. 248 and 368.

1918. 1876. Tisaot, Charles, French Minister Plen. at Tangier, subsequently

amlnssador at Constantinople and London (born 29th August, 1828, died^

2nd July, 1884).—Recberchea sur la Geographie compart de la Maur^tanie

Tingitane. Memoir read at the Acad, des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres in 1875-

76, and published in the M^m. present^s i, PAcad. par div. Sav. £tr., 1" S^r.,

t. ix., pp. 139-322. See also Duveyrier, ' Bull, de la Soc. Geog.' 7th March, 1879.

A most valuable paper, worthy of the author if he had written nothing else

;

it was the cause of his being elected a Corresp. of the Academy of Inscriptions.

Accompanied by numerous plans, valuable maps and sketches, only a few of

which were published. In three tables and on the maps the Greek, Latin and
Arabic names of the various places are given. Most of these are summarised

in Nos. 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11.

19

19
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1814. 1876. TlMot, Charles, and Brooo, FatiL—Sur les Monuments M^ga<-

lithiques et lea Populations Blonds du Maroc. Kov. d'Anthrop., t. v., No. 3.

Also published soparatoly. Paris : 8vo, pp. 24, witti a map.

The portion on the monuments is by M. Tissot, that on the blonde people—

a fair race among the Berixirs—is by M. Broca.

1916. Itin^raire de Tanger & Bbat, aveo Esquisse topographique d'une

partie da Royaume de Fis. Bull. 9oc. Odogr. Paris, 6" S^r., t. xii,, p. 225,

et seq.

The map which accompanies this memoir is described by Dr. Ddcugis (in

1878) as, " d'une exactitude remarquable."

1216. 1876. lie Maroo.—Notions G^ographiques. Signed T. D. L'ExpIorateur,

Paris, iii., p. 116, with map.

1217. 1876. Benaud, G.—Rend Cailli^ k Timbouctou. Rev. Odogr., No. 6,

pp, 93-94.

1218. 1876. Babatier, O.—Itin^raire de Figuig an Touat, et Description de la

Vall^ de rOued-Messaoura. Feuilleton du Moliacher, commencing No. 1266,

6th January, ending No. 1289, 2nd February.

He advocates a railway from Rashgun to the Valley of the Wad-
Messaura, running in a south-east direction from Igli towards Tuat and

Tidikelt, and describes the commercial relations between Morocco and

Tlemaen.

1219. 1876. Beaumier, Aufi^uste.—Itin^raire de Tanger k Mogadon Bull. Soc.

G6ogr. Paris, 6"* S^r., xi., March, pp. 241-254, with admirably detailed sketch-

maps.

1220.

pp. 125-130.

Le Commerce au Maroc. Bull. Soc G^gr. Bordeaux, 14 Jan.

1221. 1876. Duveyrier, HenrL—Sculptures Antiques de la Province de Sous,

d^uvertes du rabbin Mardoch6e. 1. c, t xii., p. 129, with a plate from the

squeezes of the Rabbi.

These represent the elephant, rhinoceros, (giraffe and many other animals,

some now extinct in this part of Africa. They are supposed to be the work of

the Djuli race, who are mentioned by the Romans as Daratites. The elephant

existed hereabouts in Pliny's day. (See Hanno and Pliny the Elder, Nos. 2, 7.)

1222. 1876. QuijacUJ, J.—Carta de Marruecos—Descripci6n da la Yisita qua
hizo el Emperador a Casablanca in 1876. La Illustracion EspaQola y Americana.

Madrid : t. ii., pp. 273.

1223. 1876. Oomes do Arteohe, Jos4.—Nieblas de la historia patria, Segnnda

S^rie. Madrid: IGmo.

One of the chapters, entitled ' Un proyecto estupendo,' treats of the object of

the journey of Ali Bey cl-Abbassi, promoted by the Prince of Peace, revealed in

the correspondence of General Oastailos.

1224. 1876. Alvares Ferea-Joed, Spanish Consul at Mogadon—^Memoria sobro

el comeroio que se hace por el puerto de Mogadon Memorias comerciales por la

Direcci6n general de Aduanas. El Pais del Misterio. Madrid : 8vo.

Contains an interesting account of the history and a description of Morocco

and the independent tribes of Sus and Wad Nun.

1226. 1876. LoBano Munoz, Francisco, Spanish Vice-Consul at Laraohe.—

Memoria hist6rico cqmercial de la proviucias de Laraohe, Benahuda Habbasi,
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Benishara y Guaiian. Publicada por la Direcoidn general de Aduanas en las

Hemorias comeroiales, pp. 125-163, [Duro, who adds " Es muy interesante."]

1886. 1876. OastiAeira, Bamon T.—Noticias de la exi)et1ici6n de Mr. Donald

Mackenzie al Gabo Jiiby y Costa adyaoente, frontu & Canarias, en 187G. Pub-

licadas en La Academia, tomo i., pp. 171, 287 y 295.

1887. 1876. Ck>«llo, Don FranoUoo.—Memoria sobro el progresso de loa

Trabajoa GeograficoB, Marruecoa. Bol. Soo. Qeogr., Madrid, i., pp. 426.

188a 1876. Adamoli, Oiulio.—Yiaggio al Marooco. Boll. Soc. Qeogr. Ital.,

vol. xiii., pp. 630-646. Address before the Society, Srd Dec. 1876.

Adamoli was sent to Morocco under its auspices, to ascertain whether it

would be advisablo to establish a factory on the coast between Gapes Nun and

Bogador. He gives much interesting information regarding that part of the

country.

1888. 1876. Kostenko, Ii. Th.—Reise im NSidlichen Afrika. St. Petersburg

:

8vo, pp. 240, with a map of Marokko, Algiers and Tuuis.

1830. 1876. Amiois, Bdmondo de.—Morocco. Milano : 4to, profusely illus-

trated ; Seconda Edizione, 8vo, pp. 483, without illustrations. A French trans-

lation by Henri Belle, Premier Secretaire d'Ambassade, published at Paris (in

' La Tour du Monde,' and separately) in 1882, 4to, pp. 405, with the same
illustrations, 74 in number ; also an edition in 16mo. An English translation by

C. RoUin-Tilton, published in London in 1879, 8vo, pp. 406 ; also illustrated,

entitled, ' Morocco, its People and Places.' There is a German edition, * Marokko.

Nuch dem Italienischen bearbeitet von A. v. Schweiger-Leichenfeld,' Wien, 8vo,

1882, pp. 391 ; also a Dutch version.

The author accompanied the then Italian Minister, the late Commendatore

Ste&no Scovasso, on his embassy to the Sultan. It is of more literary than

geographical value.

1881. 1876. Taaohek, O. B. v.—Aus Tanger (Marokko). Wiener Jagd-Zei-

tung, 19 Jahrg. No. 23, pp. 655-659.

1888. 1876. Alte DenkmUer an der Marokkaniaohen West-KUate.
Globus, xxix., pp. 375-6, with one illustration. (Unsigneil.)

1888. 1876. Bine Oesandtaohaftreise naoh Marokko. Das Ausland,

No. 37, pp. 721-5 ; No. 39, pp. 768-73.

1884. 1876. Veth, Prof. P. J., and Dr. O. M. Kan.—Bibliograiie van Neder-

landsche Boeken, Brochures, Kaarten, enz. over Afrika. Utrecht : 8vo, pp. 98.

Also, Tijdschrift van het sardrijksk-genootschap (Amsterdam), No. 8, pp. 358-

385 ; an extremely imperfect list. A first supplement appeared in the Tijdsobrift,

(ut supra), 1877, vol. xiv., pp. 253-256.

1886. 1877. Barbier de Keynard, O., et Favet de Oourtelle.—Ma9oudi,

Les Prairies d'Or, texte et traduction. Paris [1863-77] : 9 vols. 8vo.

1888. 1877. Mackenzie, Donald.—The Flooding of the Sahara ; an account of

the proposed plan for opening Central Africa to Commerce and Civilisation from

the north-west coast, with a description of the Soudan. London : 8vo, pp. 287,

, with illustrations and map.

1887. 1877. White, ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Morocco for 1875. Cons.

Comm. Rep. rec at F. 0. in 1876. Pt. ii., p. 1385.

1888. ' Report on the Trade of Tangier, 1. c., p. 1415.
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1980. 1877. lApeen, Vloe-Ck>nauL—Report on the Trade of Dar-cl-Baida.

1. 0., p. 1895.

IMO. 1877. ImoMl. Vioa-OoiuuL—Report on the Trade of Laraiche. 1. o.,

p. 1397.

1841. 1877, Badmaa, Vioe-OonanL—Report on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. o.,

p. 1401.

1545. 1877. Drummond-Hay, OoiuuL—Report on the Trade of Mogador.

1. 0., p. 1403. '

1S48. 1877. FrostiVioe-Ooiuul.—Report on the Trade of Rabat. l.o.,p.l411.

ISM. 1877. Hunot, Vioe-ConauL—Report on the Trade of Saffi. I.e., p. 1414.

1546. 1877. Maroo, Rapport Consulairo. Bulletin Consulalro fran9aiB, fascia

cules 9th and 10th.

1246. 1877. Hal6vy, Joseph.—Rapport sur I'dtat dea ecoles dans lea Gommn-
naut^s juives du Maroc. Bull. al. Israel. Paris ;

1'" Trim. (De la Martinidre.)

1247. 1877. Hajor, B. H.— DiscoTeries of Prince Henry the Navigator.

London : 8vo, with map. See aUo No. 1020.

The best account of his voyages and the voyages of his captains along the

coast.

124a 1877. Feraud, L. Ch.—Lea Ghorfa du Maroo.—Rev. Afr., t. xxi., p. 229,

etieq.

An account of the Shereefs of Morocco, based on a work communicated to

the author by a Taleb of Fez. Written by the Imam Ahmed bin Mohammed
EUAchmaoui of Mecca.

1248. 1877. Oosson, Ernest Saint Charles.—Notes sur la Flore de la

Tunisie, du Maroo et de la Gyr^naYque. Griaebach's ' Die Vegetation der Erde

nach ihrer Klimatiaohen Anordnung,' etc., 2 vols. French ed. by Tchihatchef,

vol. ii. pp. 150-15G.

Thia paper is not in the much less satisfactory original German work.

1260. 1877. Du Maset—Excursion au Maroc. Revue Lyonnaise de G^gra<
phie, 1" Ann&, No. 17, 9 f(Svrier 1878, pp. 198-204.

1261. 1877. Tissot, O.—Recherches sur la G^ographie do la Maur^tanie Tingi-

tane. Paris : 4to, pp. 186, maps and plates.

Extracted from the ' Mem. prfisent^s par divers savants h I'Acad. des Insc.

et Belle-lettres ' (No. 1213). The archaeological discoveries of M. Tissot arc of

exceptional intereat and value.

1262. 1877. 'Iiahassen Menntim.'
Ovilo (No. 1437) notes that this waa the paeudonym of a journalist and

employ^ of Spain in Morocco, who in this year " wrote an account of a Spanish

Embassy in the < Imparcial.'

"

1268. 1877. Oerome, J. Ik—Santon Marroqui. La lUustracion Espafiola y
Americana. Madrid : p. 377.

1264. 1877. Femdndez Hvaeo, D. Oes&reo.—^El-Hach Mohamed el Bagdady

(Don Jos^ Maria de Murga) y sus Andanzas en Marruccos. Gonferencia pronun-

oiada el dia de Mayo de 1877. Boll. Soc. Geogrdfica de Madrid, t. iii., pp. 117-

149; 193-255.

At pp. 210-255 is a valuable Bibliography, * apuntes para la Bibliograila

Marroqui,' containing notices of 187 Spanish works and 243 in other languages.
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Don JomJ Maria do Miirga y Mux«rtogui, llko AH Doy ol-Abboul and

Juaquiii Qatcll, travollnl im a Moliaininodaii In Morocco (in 1808), and pub-

liMliwl hii worii (No. 1U'.*1)) in 1H08. Hu niodu a Houond Journey in 1H78, but

publiMhotl uotliing, tlioiigli hiH ni)tua aro in oxiMtoncc. llo viHitwl 'I'ctuan,

Vex, McquinvB, Hullce, CnimbUncn, MuialtiHli, ilcc, and no back to Tangior. IIu

wna preparing for a third Journey in 187(1, whon ho died at Cadiz, at tlio age

of 4».

1965. VemAndai Duro, D. OeaAreo.—CuutivoH oMimflolea on Cabo Dlanco.

Article published in the * liuHtraciou KHiianohi y Americana,' No. xxxiii., 8* Scptr.

(Duro.)

laee. I877. m Haoh Moham«d XQ-BagdAdy (Don JomS Maria de Murga).—
I^a Mujer Marro*iui. llol. 8oc. Qeogr. Madrid, iii., pp. 103. Continuation of

No. 1264.

1867. 1877. UmitMiu, Franoiaoo da A. de.—Vinjea por Marruccus. Madrid

:

8vo, pp. 230.

The author wan born in Morocco, and his facts are said to lie more minutely

accurate than tltose of auy modern Bimnish writer.

1868. 1877. liOiMio Mu&oi, Franoisoa—OnSnica do Viaje do la Embajada

esiwnola a la Ciudad do Fer. el ano de 1877. MS. en el Arch, del Ministerio do

Estodo, Madrid. (De la Martinidre.)

1869. 1877. Alvam Peres, JoaA, Spanish Consul at Mogadon—Apuntes sobre

el Argiin de Mogadon Analest do In iiociedad espaHola do Hist. Mat., t. v., ouad*.

1\ Madrid.

An article of six pages on tho Argan, an oil-producing tree of Morocco.

1860. Lus Cacerias en Marruecos. Madrid : 8vo. Bibliot. de Inst, y Recreo.

1861. Marruecos. Mcmoria Geogrnfico comercial de la demarcacion del

Consnlodo do Mogadon Boil. Soc. Qcog. Madrid, t. ii., pp. 400-618.

1862. 1877. Ital»ol6n del Yiago do la embajada esiMiHola i Fez, recibimionto

por el Sultan en Abrii 1877. £l-Impnrcial. Madrid : 24 May. (Duro.)

1868. 1877. Monedero Ordones, Dlonisio.—Apuntes do un testigo do la

batalla de Ynd-lios. Pocma. ^Madrid. (Duro.)

1864. 1877. Diacueidn en la Sociedad Geografica acorca de la convenienoia do

cstudiar cl tcrritorio do Marruecos. I3ol. Soc. Gcogr. Madrid, t. ii., pp. 364, 620.

1866. 1877. Ooello, Don Franoiaoo.—Mumoria sobre el progrcso de los tra-

bajos googrdficoe—Marruecos. 1. c, p. 402.

1866. Progrcso dc los trabajos geogrdficos—Marruecos. 1. c, iii. p. 429.

1867. 1877. Navarete, Job6.— Dcsde Vad-Kas d Sevilla, Acuarelas de la

Campafla do Africa. Madrid : Bib. de Instruccion y Kecreo, 8vo, pp. 260. Amigo
el autor de el Bagdady utiliza las noticias do su libro Beouerdoe Marroquies

y otnu* verbales quo lo ban sorvidp ^randemento para trazar los capitulos titula-

dos La Oasa de Ben Jaldun, El Moro en Visita, Saida, Nvir y Bamar
en traje de gala. La Mora en oasa y Barao Morisco. (Duro.)

1868. 1877. Morokko, Handel und SchifiTabrt in den Haupthiifea tod, in 1876.

Preuss. Handclsarch., 1877, N. 20.

1868. 1877. Fietsoh, Ludwig.—Marokko. Briefe von der deutschcn Qesandt-

schal'tsreise nach Fez in dem Fruhling von 1877. Leipzig : 8vo.

1870. 1877. Fritsch, K. von.—Keisebildcr nus Marokko. Mittbeilungen des

Vereins fUr Erdkunde zu Halle, 1877, 1878, 1879.
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1871. 1877. Bohlft, Gerhard.—f^iKclmAiuta imd Vafll >t. Z. d. Berlin. Qm. f.

Knlktindo, No. 6, pp. 83G-S47. AIku 8f)>itrNitely, Nonlei, . 1887, 8vo.

1979. Tokna und Nun. Petcrnmnn, Ueogr Mitthei]., 28 Ud., pp. 422-420.

1978. OemndtHotiAfton von uihI into)) Marokko. A upland, No. 82.

1974. 1877. Lyat van Journalon on vorbalon vitii do Roieen naar de MMdolIan-
diohe Zoo der lohopen von oorlug van donntmit, die noordkuHt van Afrika, etc.

TiJdHclirirt van }iot K. Nod. nardrijkikundig gouootiichap. Amatordam : vol. xiv.,

l)p. 247-253.

1976. 1878. Hooker, Sir JoMph, K.O.ai., Preaidont of tho Boy. Boo., &o.,

and John Ball, F.B.B., Sco.—Journal of a Tuur in Morocco and tho Great
Atlas; with an appendix, including a Hkotch of tho Qoology of Morocco, by
Qeorge Maw, F.L.S., &c. London : 8vo, pp. 480, with map of South Murocco,

nino llluHtratioDB and twelve woodcuts in toxt.

Tho appeudicos are as follows :—A. Obsorvations for determining altitudes

of stations. B. Itineraries of routes from tho city of Morocco through the

Oroat Atlas. 0. Notes on the googra|)hy of 8. Murocco. D. On some eco-

nomic plants of Morocco. E. A compnriMon between tho Flora of the Canary
iHJands and that of Morocco. F. A comparison between the Mountain Flora of

Tropical Africa and that of Morocco. U. On tho mountain Flora of two valleys

of tho Great Atlas. II. Geology of tho plain of Morocco and the Great Atlas.

I. Moorish stories and fabios. K. On tho Shelluh language. L. On the

Itoman remains known as the Castle of Pharaoh, near Mulai Edris ol-Kebir

(by tlio late Dr. II. U. Brady and Mr. W. II. Itichardson).

This journey was undertaken in 1871, and the account of its botany and

geology is one of the most important works that has boon written on the

country.

Tho authors truly obsorve in thoir preface :—" Up to the date of our visit

the Great Atlas was llttlo bettor known to geographers than it was in tho time

of Strabo and Pliny."

Tho journey was short, but it was well planned and was especially marked

by tho vast stores of botanical knowledge which were obtained. Reviewed

Nature, vol. xix., p. 366 ; Nation (Asa Gray), vol. xxviii., p. 232.

In various plates of the 'Botanical Magazine' Sir Joseph Hooker has

figured some of the novelties collected in tho Expedition.

1976. 1878. Ball, John.—Spicilogium Florae Maioccanac. Joam. Linn. Soc.

(liotany), vol. xvi. (Parts 93-97), pp. 281-742, with 28 plates of new spocics.

The author—the well-known authority on tho Alps— accompanied Sir

Joseph Hookor on his Tour in Morocco. This work is described by this

eminent botanist as one " which will ever bo classical, both from its own merits

and from having been the virgin Flora of that country," which, however, it is

not. See Schousboe, No. 480. It is not published in book form.

1277. 1878. BamBay, Sir And., and Jas. Qeikie. — On the Geology of

Gibraltar. Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc, vol. xxxiv., pp. 605-541, with map and

sections. Sir Andrew Ramsay discusses tho same subject in the Proc. Roy.

Institution, vol. xiii. No. vi.

There are somo references to tho raised sea beach at Tangier, in which an

elephant's (Elephaa antiquus) tooth and jaw were found.

1278. 1878. Laoh^se, Dr. Iianoaille.—Les races latines dans la Berbdric

septentrionale. Limoges : 4to, pp. 16.
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Redman, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan.

Frost, Vloe-ConsuL— Report on the Trade of Rabat.

Hunot, Vice - Ooneul.—Report on the Tnvde of Saffi.

I.C.,

1. c,

1. c,

1279. 1878. Iieared, Arthur, M.D.—The Site of the Roman city of Volubilis.

' The Academy,' London (Juno 29, 1878), No. 321, p. 580. Roi)rintod in Appen-

dix B. to No. 1317, pp. 69-86, with illustrations of the ruins, etc. •.v^;

.

1280. A Journey to Fez and Mequinez. Reports of British Association

(Dublin Meeting), Section D.

1281. 1878. "Saroelle" (C. A. Payton, H.M. Consul, Mogador).—Natural

History Notes from Mogador. * Field,' 23 Feb. \. -.

1282. Sea-fishing round Mogador. 1. c, 20th April. .•
•

1283. Natural History Notes from Mogador. 1. c, 28 June.

1284. 1878. Dnuxunond Hay, ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Mogador

for 1876. Cons. Coram. Rep. rec. F. 0. during 1877. Pt ii., p. during 732.

1286. 1878. White, ConsuL—R 3X)rt on the Trade of Tangier. 1, c, p. 739.

1288. Report on the Trade of Morocco. 1. c, pt. iii. p. 1411.

1287. 1878. Lapeen, Vioe-Consul.— Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida

(Casablanca). 1. c, p. 1422.

1288. 1878. Imossi, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Laraiche. I. c,

p. 1424.

1288. 1878.

p. 1431.

1200. 1878.

p. 1433.

1281. 1878.

p. 1436. i'"^T """"•* "• ••'''
- '

i

1282. 1878. Iieoleroq, Jules.—Souvenirs de Voyage—Tanger. Rev. Britan-

nique, Nouv. Sdr., t. vi., pp. 411-437. See also No. 1425.

1293. 1878. Monin, H.—Les premieres Ddcouvertcs Maritimes. L'Infant Don
Henri de Portugal. Rev. G^ogr. (Drapeyron), t. iii., p. 417.

Dom Henri was with his father at the Siege of Ceuta in 1415, and there he

had conceived the desire to pass Cape Nun, then considered the extreme limit

of navigation on the ooast of Morocco.

1294. 1878. Qoltdammer, i*.—Note G^ographique et Commerciale sur TEm-
pire de Maroc. Paris : 8vo, pp. 12.

1296. 1878. D'Oran k I'Oasis de I'Oued Quir.—Spect. Milit., 4"» Ser., t. iii.,

p. 215 ; t. iv., p. 72, with maps.

Account of General de Wimpffen's expedition within the Morocco frontier

in the direction of Figig. The map is reproduced from the Bull, de la Soc.

Gdogr. Paris. See also Nos. 1094, 1095, 1162, 1295.

1296. 1878. Des Fortes et I'ran9ois, Lieutenants de Vaisseau.—Itindraire de

Tanger h Fez et Meknds. Bull, de la Soc. de Gdogr. Paris, 6 S(5r., t. xv.,

p. 213-228, with map in text. Also scparatelj', Paris : 8vo, pp. 16.

These officers accompanied M. de Vernouillct, French Minister in Morocco,

on his Mission to Fez and Mekenes. They give the geographical positions of

the places visited, and meteorological observations.

1297. 1878. D^ougis, Dr., Mddecin prin. de la Marine.—Relation d'un Voyage

dans rintdrieur de Maroc en Mars et Avril 1877. 1. c, t. xvi., p. 41, et seq.

The author also was attached to the Mission of M. do Vernouillct. He adds

to his journal nu " Aperfu rapide et general sur I'empire du Maroc."

lal
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Also a Qerman translation : " Stitdtebilder aus Marokko. Nach dem
Franzdsiflchen, von Heinrioh Brunner" (Geogra^ihisohe Nachrichten).

Basel : Brooh. in-8.

1288. 1878. Camerano, L.—Osservazioni intomo agli anfibi Anuri del Morocco.

Atte Ace. Torini, vol. xiii., pp. 542-558.

Four species collected by the late Signor Scovazzi, Italian Consul at Tangier,

from Tetuan, Laraiche, Casablanca, Babat, Mazagan, Safee and Mogadon

1288. 1878. Fem&ndea Duro, Ces&reo.—Exploraci6n de una parte de la

Costa N.O. de Africa en busca de Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefia. Bol. Soc. Geogr.

Madrid, t. iv., p. 157 ; t, v., p. 17.

Attached to the latter Arti^'e are several appendices, p. 21. A note by Prof.

Oraeles on the Zoology and Botany of the voyage, p. 29. The situation of

Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefia. pp. 33-64. ContiDuaciun de los apuntcs para

la Bibliografia Marroqui, publicados con la Biografia de el-Hach Mohammed-el
Bagdddy [D. Josd Maria de Murga]. See Nos. 1254, 1256

1800. 1878. Viaje a la Capital del imperio de Marruecos de una comision

espaHola el afio 1800. 1. c, t. v., p.» 273-282.

The MS. here published was found in the Library of the Escurial, and
bears the title " Noticia del Itinerario desde Tanger hasta la Corte de

Mequinez," and it is followed by " Noticias Hist^ricas de Fez."

1801. 1878. M-Bif.—Articulo descriptivo de la Costa con propacsta de lo qne

debierd harcerse para mejorar la situaciua y objcto do los Presidios de Africa. El-

Pabellon nacional, Madrid, June.

1302. 1878. Navarro, Manuel de.—Memorio del niovimiento Maritimo y
Commercial en este puerto y de las ventajas que k Espaiia afrecc. Mem. Com.

de la Direcc. de Aduanas. Madrid : 8vo, p. 160.
, - ;i

The author was Spanish Yice-Consul at Casablanca.

1808. 1878. Coello, Don Franoisoo.—Memoria sobre el progresso de los

trabajos geogrificos— Argelia y Marruecos. Bol. Soc. Geogr., Madrid, iv.,

p. 457.

1304. 1878. Galiano, Felayo AloalA.—^Memoria sobre la situacion de Santa

Cruz de Mar Pequefia en la Costa noroeste de Africa. Madrid : 4to, pp. 48,

with a map.

1306. 1878. CastellanoB, ! Fr. Manuel Pablo.— Descripciun historica de

Marruecos y breve resefia do sus dinastias 6 apuntes para servir k la historia del

Magreb recapilados ix)r. Santiago : 4to, pp. 336.

A useful volume by a Spanish padre long resident in Morocco ; contains

some bibliographical notes.

1306. 1878. Fadro, Bamon.—Tipos de las Caravanas del Sdhara, sogiln los

apuntcs traidos por la comision del Blasco de Oaray en cl afio de 1878. La
Academia, June. (De la Martinifire.)

1307. 1878. Alvarez Perez, Jos^.— Vistas y tipos de la Costa del Sous,

tornados del natural en la exijedioion del Blasco de Ooray, afio 1878. La
lUustrac. Esp. y Americ, t. xiv., p. 15.

1808. 1878. Adamoli, Giulio.—Lettere del Marocco. Giorn. do Viaggi e

Geogr. Comm. de Milano. L'Esploratore, Nos. 1, 2.

1808. 1878. " Barcelle " [Payton, C. A.].—Cliristmas in Morocco. London

Society, December, pp. 488-496.
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1810. 1878. Omboire, Q.—Le Marocbe, antiche Morene maacherata da frane.

Fadova : 8vo. (De la Martioidre.)

1811. 1878. FietBoh, Iiudwlg.—Marokko, Briefe voa der deutschen Gesandt-

Bchaftsreise nacb Fez im Jahre, 1877. Leipzig : 8to.

1812. 1878. Hellwald, Friedrioh v.—Die Afrikaforschung der Gegenwart

unserer Zeit. Deutsclie Bcvue der Gegenwart. New Ser., vol. i., p. 14-37 ; and

269-295.

This contains a general account of discovery in Africa from b.o. 600 to 1793.

Discoveries in the region of the Atlas from the journey of the Danish Consul

Host in 1760, to that of Hooker in 1871, and in that of the Western Sahara

from Carl Eitter in 1817 to Bou el-Moghdad in 1860.

1818. 1878. FritBCh, E. von.—Reisebilder aus Marokko. Mittheil. des Vereins

fiir Erdkunde zu Halle, 1878, pp. 24-63.

1814. 1878. Tangier, Handel und Schififfahrt in 1876. Preuss. Handelsarchiv,

No. 10.

1816. 1878. Maroo, Bapport Consulaire. Bull. Consul, fran^ais ; fascicules 5th

and 6th.

1816. 1879. A Tour In Morocco. — Based on Hooker and Ball's Tour,

No. 1275. * Chambers' Journal,' Sept. 13. pp. 577-9.

1817. 1879. Leared, Arthur, M.D.—A Visit to the Court of Morocco.

London : 8vo, pp. 86. Map (same as in No. 1203) and illustrations.

This is founded on a paper read in 1878, at the Brit. Assoc, at Dublin.

The author accompanied the Embassy sent by the King of Portugal, to con-

gratulate the Sultan on his accession to the throne. Appendix A. contains an
account of the campaign of 1578, in which Dom Sebastian of Portugal was
killed. Appendix B. is a description of Volubilis, Appendix D. contains an

itinerary of the journey from Tangier to Mekenes and Fez. Appendix E. is a

narrative of an excursion to Tctuan.

1818. 1879. Marokko, Handel und Scbiifrahrt des Sultanats und seiner Haupt-

hafen in 1878. Preuss. Handelsarchiv, No. 16-29.

1319. 1879. " Baroelle " [Charles Alfred Fayton, H.M. Consul at Mogador].

—Moss from a Rolling Stone, or Moorish Wanderings and Rambling Reminiscences.

[Portrait as frontispiece.] London : 8vo, pp. 506.

The portion of the work (mostly reprinted from the Field) which refers to

Morocco is from pp. 1-226. This is chiefly concerning sport in Southern

Morocco, but it contains the best account of the famine of 1878 which has been

published.

1320.

1821.

1322.

Rough Shooting in Morocco. Field, 6tli December.

Sunny Cruises in Moorish Waters. 1. c, 13th December.

1879. Villa-Amel y Castro Josd.—Berbcria en tiempo de Cisneros

Bol. de Socicdad Geografica de Madrid, pp. 129-157.

1323. 1879. Drummond Hay, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mogador for

1887. Cons. Comm. Rep. rec. F. 0. during 1878, Pt. ii., p. 665.

1324. 1879. White, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Morocco. 1. c, p. 676.

1326. Report on the Trade of Tangier. 1. c, p. 685.

1826. 1879. Lapeen, Vice-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida.

'1. c, Pt. iv., p. 1659.

1827

p.

1828

P-

1828

P-

1880
Te
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Bedman, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan.

Frost, Vioe-ConsuL—Report oa the Trade of Rabat.

Hunot, Vioe-ConsuL—Report on the Trade of SafiG.

1. c,

1. c.

I. c,

1827. 1879.

p. 1662.

1328. 1879.

p. 1664.

1828. 1879.

p. 1668.

1880. 1879. Basset, Ben6.—Podme de ^abi en dialect Chelha (Sous de Maroc).

Texte, transcription et traduction fran9aise. Paris : 8to., pp. 35.

A very curious production.

1881. 1879. Kramer, Commandant.—Du Trans-saharien par la valine de

rOued Messaoud. Bull. Soc. Gtog. Oran, vol. i., p. 123, with map.

The same vol. contains other memoirs on the same subject.

1882. Refutation des Objections futes'au trac^ du Trans-saharien par

I'ouest de I'Alg^rie. Compte-Rendu du 2* Congrds des Soc. de G&>gr. 1879, k

Montpellier, pp. 86-101.

A part of this line is certainly traced through Morocco, though it is the

fashion to say that all the districts through which it will pass are indepeodent

of that empire.

1888. 1879. Bulletin de la Soci^td de Geographic de la Province d'Oran. Com-
menced in 1879.

The Society was inaugurated on the 14th July, 1878. The Bulletin Tri-

mestral contains many interesting articles on Morocco.

1884. 1879. Foresta, Count A. de.— La Spagna, Gibilterra e Tangeri.

Bologna : 8vo, 2 pts.

1886. 1879. Femandea Dtiro, Don C^sareo.—Nnevas observaciones acerca

de la situacion de Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefia. Bol. Soc. Geogr. Madrid, vol. vi.,

p. 193.

1886. 1879. Tentativas Comerciales en las regiones de Sua- y Uad-Nnn.

1. c. vii., p. 263.

1887. 1879. Qaliano Felayo AlcalA.—^Memoria sobre Santa Cruz de Mar
Pequefia y las Pesquerias en la Casta Koroeste de Africa. Madrid : Bto, pp. 79,

with three maps.

1838. Mas Consideraciones sobre Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefia. Madrid

:

8vo, with map.

Captain Galiano's first statement regarding the Castle of Guadir and its

connection with the Canaries having been questioned, he reprints his original

treatise with additions.

1338. 1879. Iforman, C. B. Fez. Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. ix., pp. 127.

1340. 1879. Johnston, Keith.—Africa [based on Hellwald's ' Afrika' in 'Die

Erde und ihre Voltier]. (Standford's Compendium of Geography and Travel).

London : 8vo. The regions of the Atlas, Morocco, Algeria, Tunis and Triix)li,

§3.

1841. 1879. Liana, Manual O., and Tirso Bodriganea.—£1 Imperio de

Marruecos, Antecedentes Historicos. Geografia—Razas—Religion—Estado Social

—Instruccion—Fanatismo—Uses y costumbres—Organizaceon militar—Guerra

de 1860—Tratados—Reflexiones finales.

This work is by the Editor of ' La Iberia,' a newspaper in which part of it

appeared.

VOL. III. 2 D
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184S. 1879. Oatell, Joaquin (" KaM Ismaer').—^Viages por Marruecoa al Sus

Nun y Tekna. 8vo. (An appendix to the Bol. de la Soc. Geog. Mad.)

1848. 1879. Fiter b Ingles, Joseph.—Don Joaquin Oatell j Folch (El Kaid

Ismail) Biografia leida en la eesion inaugural de l'A88ociaci<3n d'Excursions

catalana el 16 d'Octobre de 1879. Barcelona : 8vo, pp. 38, with a plate.

1844. 1879. Codera y Zaidin, Don Franoisoo.~Gatedr&tic6 do lengua

Xrabe en la Universidad de Madrid. Tratado de Numism&tica Ar&bigo-Eapafiola.

Madrid.

This takes in Moorish currencies.

1845. 1879. Uartin, Iiuis' Garcia.—^Espaila en Africa, culpas u faltas del

Siglo XTii. que paga el xix. Bol. Soo. Geogr. Madrid, yii.. No. 1, pp. 26-59

(15th AprU).

1846. 1879. Adamoli, Oiulio.—^Di alcuni Tentativi Commerciali nelle Fro-

Tincie di Sus e Tecna. Boll. Soc. Geogr. Ital., No. 3, pp. 245-252, with map.

He gives an account of Mr. Mackenzie's attempt to establish a commercial

settlement at Gape Jubi.

1847. 1879. Amiois, Edmondo de.—Le Maroc. Tour de Monde, vol. 37,

pp. 145-224 ; vol. 38, pp. 97-160. Traduction (par H. B.) et gravures inddites.

Some of the illustrations are from the Italian edition ; others are the

composition of E. Bayard, G. Vuillier.

1848. 1879. Fritsoh, Prof. K. v.— Beisebilder aus Marokko. Mitth. d.

Yereins ftir Erdkunde z. Ualle, pp. 12-34. Also Fetermann, Qeugr. Mitth., 1880,

p. 72.

1849. 1879. Maroc—Kapport Consulaire. Bull. Consulaire fran^ais, fascicule 9.

1860. 1879. Kersten, L.—Handel und Verkehr in West-Morocco. Geogr.

Nachrichten f. Welthandel u. Yolkswirthsch., p. 363.

1861. 1879. Iienz'sche Expedition (Die).—Reisebriefe. Mittheil. d. Afri-

kanischen Gesellschaft in Deutschland, vol. i., Nos. 4, 5, pp. 246-248, and 1881,

vol. ii., No. 1, pp. 51-52 ; No. 2 ; No. 3 ; and some account in Froc. R.G,S. 1880,

N.S., vol. ii., pp. 196, 518-520, and Zeitsch. Gesellsch. Erdkunde, Berlin, Feb.

7th, May 8th, and July 3rd, 1880.

1862. 1879. Velain.—Constiiution gfologique ues ties volsines du littoral de

I'Afrique, du Maroc h la Tunisie. Comptes-Rendus de I'Acad. des Sc, vol.

Ixxviii., p. 73.

1868. 1879. Brady, Henry B.—^Marocco and the Moors : Fez, Mekinez, Rabat.

A Lecture delivered before the Leeds Philosopliical and Literary Society, Oct.

22nd, 1876. Reprinted from the Friends' Quarterly Examiner, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne: 8vo.

1864. 1880. Santa Cruz de Mar Pequcna. Rcvista de Ganarias (Santa Gruz

de Tenerifife), tome ii.

1865. 1880. Wheatley, Henry B.—Samuel Pepys, and the world ho lived

in. London: 8vo.

The third edition was published in 1889. 8vo, pp. viii. and 311. Chap, iv.,

pp. 03-76, Tangi.r.

Pepys (Nos. 545, 626) was intimately connected with Tangier during the

twenty-two years it remained in the possession of the English.
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1860. 1880. Boott, Sir Sibbald David.—The British Anny, its Origin, Pro-

gress and Equipment, from the Restoration to the Bevolution. London : 8vo.

pp. 612.

This work gives an account of the British occupation of Tangier. Two
previous volumes were published in 1868: they contain nothing about

Morocco.

1867. 1880. "Mark Twain" (Samuel L. Olemens).—The Innocents

Abroad. London : 8vo. ; and in various other English, American and translated

editions. (1st American issue, Hartford, 1869.)

Contains (Chapters viii., ix.) a visit to Tangier, the "facts" of which must
not be taken too seriously.

1868. 1880. Quedalla, H.—^Refutation of an anonymous article in the Jewish
World, entitled " Secret History of Sir Moses Montefiore's Mission to Morocco in

1863-64." London: 8vo.

1369. 1880? Historia Fatria: Sobre a expedicao de Tanger no anno 1437.

Revista Litterarea, No. xxiii., pp. 425-528.

1860. 1880. Poole, Stanley Lane.—The Coins of the Moors of Africa and
Spain and the Kings and Im&ms of the Yemen, in the British Museum. Glasses

[of Fraehn] xiv. a—xxvii. Edited by Reginald Stuart Poole. London : 8vo,

pp. Hi. : 175, with 7 plates.

This forms vol. v. of the Brit. Mus. Cat. of Coins, and deals with the money
of Morocco.

1861. 1880. Colville, Capt. (now Lt.-Col.) H. XL, Grenadier Guards.—A Bide

in Petticoats and Slippers. London : 8vo. pp. 328. Maps and plates.

The author made a reconnaissance of the country between Fez and Ujda

by the Valley of the Molaia, accompanied by his wife, disguised in Moorish

dress. App. A. is a Memoir on the necessity of Morocco for the safety of

Gibraltar. App.^B. Itinerary from Fez to Ujda, App. C. Glossary of Moorish

terms. App. D. Note on the Route Map. See also Globus, xxxviii.

1862. 1880. Watson, Bobert Spence.—A Visit to Wazan, the Sacred City

of Morocco, with map and 12 illustrations. London : 8vo, pp. 328.

The author was the first Christian, except Rohlfs, who had visited this city,

the ancestral home of the well-known Shereef, one of whose wives is an English

lady. The work is an interesting one. It led to many other travellers follow-

ing his example, until Wazzan is now as commonly visited as Fez. In addition

to this book Dr. Watson has published two articles on the " Crisis in Morocco "

(Pall Mall Gazette, June 21st and 22nd, 1884).

1368. 1880. Ginsburg, Bev. J. B.—An account of the Persecution of the

Protestant Mission among the Jews at Mogador, Morocco. London : for private

circulation, 8vo. pp. 56.

The writer complains of the hostility of the natives and the want of support

from the British consular authorities.

1864. 1880. 'Saroelle' (C A. Fayton).— Moorish Fish and Fisheries.—

'Field,' 28 Feb.

1866. Sporting Scrapes in Morocco. 1. c, 24th April.

1366. Sporting Notes from Mogador. 1. c, 11th Sept., and 25th Dec.

1367. 1880. Drummond-Hay, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mogador

for 1878.

p. 1382.

Cons. Comm. Rep. rec. at F. 0., in 1879, Pt. i., p. 461, and Pt. ii.,

2 D 2
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1868. 1880. Iiapeen, OoxuuL— Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida, 1. o.t

Pt. ii., p. 1376.

1868. 1880. Bedman, Vioe-ConauL—Report on the Trade of Mazagan. 1. c,

p. 1379.

1870. 1880.

p. 1388.

1871. 1880.

p. 1392.

1872. 1880.

Frost, Vioe-Oonsul.—Report on the Trade of Rabat.

Hunot, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Safii.

I.e.,

I.e.,

White, Consul. Report on the Trade of Tangier. 1. c., p. 1393.

1878. 1880. Qasselln, Edoiiard, Chancellor of the French Consulate in

Mogadon—Dictionnaire Fran9ai8-Arahe (Arabe vulgaire—^Arabe gramatice), etc.

Paris: 4to. ,

1874. 1880. Bohlfli, Oerhard.— Die Juden in Marokko. Yergl. Jiidisch

Literaturblatt (reprinted from the Allgem. Au<;8burger Zeitung).

The substance of it is reproduced in Quid novi ex Africa, pp. 66-100.

1876. 1880. Johnston, Keith.—A Physical, Historical and Descriptive Geo-

graphy. London: 8vo.

The fourth edition published in 1890, revised by E. O. Ravenstein.

8vo, pp. 490. TheBarbaryStates,pp. 368-370; Morocco, pp. 370-371.

1876. 1880. Mordokkhai (Mardooh^e) Abi Serour de Akka.— Lcs

Daggatoun, tribu d'Origine Juive demuerant dans le Sahara (traduit sur Thebrcu

et annot6 par Isidore Loeb). Bull. Alliance Israelite. Paris : 8vo. See No. 146.

1877. 1880. lie Oommeroe au Maroo.—Le Portefeuillo diplomatique, con-

sulaire el financier. Paris : No. 3, 19 Juin, p. 118 ; No. 6, 10 July, p. 266.

187a 1880. Castries, H. de.—Notice stir la Region de I'Oued Draft. Bull.

Soc. Gdogr. Paris, 6"* S6r., t xx., pp. 481-519, with a map of the Southern

Provinces of Morocco. , , .

.

1878. 1880. Vendegies, Ch. d.—^De Cadix chez Ben-Achache. Cambrai

:

8vo.

1880. 1880. FiUias, Achille.—Recits militaires. L'Exp^ition de I'Oued Guir,

1870. Alger : 8vo, pp. 32, with luap.

1881. 1880. Ollive.—Commerce entre Timbouctou et Mogadon Bull. Soc.

G^ogr. Marseille, No. 1, p. 5-8.

1882. 1880. Balll, Btenning.—From Mogador to Morocco. ' Good Words,'

May and June, pp. 311-317 and 493-499. Illustrated.

1883. 1880. Convenzione concernente 1' esercizio del deritto di Frotezione al

Marocco conchiusa tra I'ltalia, rAustria-TJnghcria, la Francia, la Germania, la

Gran Bretngna, il Marocco, i Pacsi Bassi, il Porrogallo, La Spagnia, gli Stati Uniti

deir Americd Settentrionale e la Suezia e Norvegia. luglio 3, 1880. Trattati j

convenzioni, &c., vol. viii., p. 68.

Published also in French, German, Spanish and English, and reproduced in

the United States' series of Treaties.

1884. 1880. K&bilas del Rif. I. c, t. viii., pp. 180-1.

ISni. 1880. Ferreiro, Don Martin.— Memoria sobre el progreso do los

trabajos gpogri^ficos en Marruccos. 1. c, t. viii,, p. 407.

18
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1886. 1880. Marokko, Geutattung der Getreidcausfuhr nach Europa. Deutsohes

Handelsarchiv (Qesetzgebuiig), June Heft. Handel und Schifffahrt des Sultaoats

und seiner Haupthal'en ini. J. 1879, iUd. (Berichte), Nor. Heft. 1879.

1887. 1880. Negooiations relative to the right of Protection in Morocco,

from 18th Feb. to 19th July, 1879.—Pari. Paper 2707—Hertslet's Tr., vol. xv.,

p. 247. See also Marten's Nouv. Bee. G^n. de Tr., 2* Ser., t, vi., pp. 615-629.

These were held between Sid Mohammed Bargash and the representatives

of the various European powers. The series of papers ends with the Treaty of

Madrid of 3rd July, 1880.

1888. 1880. Doouments Diplomatiques relatifs & la question de la Froteo-

tion diplomatique et Consulaire au Maroc. Paris : folio, pp. 278.

The correspondence and protocols before and during the Conference of

Madrid, 19th May-3rd July, with the Treaty of Madrid signed on the 3rd July,

1880.

1389. 1880. CauBBin de Feroeval.—Grammaire arabe vulgaire pour les dialects

d'Orient et de Barbarie. New Edition. Paris : 8vo.

1380. 1880. Morocco and the Moors.—Review of De Amici's Morocco,

Blackwood's Magazine, vol. cxxvii.. May, pp. 607-623. Same article in Eclectic

Review, vol. xcv.. May, p. 21.

1391. 1880. Bolleston, O., and M Bohrbder.—Tetuan. Fetermann's (j(eogr.

Mittheil, vol. xi., p. 292.

1392. 1880. Bleioher, Dr.— ifitudes de G^logie compar^e sur le terrain

quatemaire d'ltalie, d'Alg^rie, du Maroc, etc. Association Scientifique, Gon-

grSs de Reims, 18th August, 1880.

1398. 1880. Conring, Colonel Adolph tou.—Marroco ij^\ yU L«
das Land und die Leute. Allgemeine geographische und ethnographische Ver-

haltnisse. Yerfassung. Stadte. Land. Bewohner. Handelsbeziehungen. Pro-

dukte. Politische Yerhaltnisse. Europaer tmd deren Yertreter. Aus neuester

eigner Anschauung geschildert. Berlin: 8vo, pp. viii.+334. With a map of

the country and a plan of the city of Merakish (Morocco): th? first very

rough, the second copied from Lambert, No. 1024.

This book is chiefly remarkable for its blunders and the scandalo\is stories

regarding the Consular and diplomatic staff with which the author tl ought fit

to cram it. These libels were the theme of several questions in Ptxliament

and some diplomatic correspondence.

A second edition was published in 1881, and a Spanish translation in 1881

(Marruecos, el pais y sus habitantes). Madrid : 8vo, pp. 362.

1394. 1.880. Maroo.—Rapport Consulaire. Bull. Consul, fran^ais, fascicule 8.

1895. 1881. Trotter, Captain Philip Durham, 93rd Highlanders.—Our

Missiou to the Court of Morocco in 1880, under Sir John Drummond Hay,

K.C.B., Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary to His Majesty the

Sultan. Illustrated from photographs by the Hon. D. Lawless. Edinburgh

:

8vo, pp. 310. With map and 31 illustrations.

The mission went from Tangier to Fez, thence to Mekenes and Rabat,

returning along the coast by Sla (Salli) Mehedia, El-Araish (Laraiche) and
Azila.

1396. 1881. Ball, John.—General List of Plants collected oH tour from

Tangier to Fez by Miss Drummond Hay, 1880.. Appendix A. to Trotter's
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" Our Mission to the Coast of Morocco in 1880 under Sir John Drummond Hay,"

etc. (No. 1395). pp. 295-301.

1

This list comprises 168 species, and according to M. Gosson " est le principal

document que nous possddions sur la flore encore trds peu oonnue de cette

partie du Maroo."

1897. 1881. Mathews, Felix A., Consul, n.8.A.—North-West Africa and

Timbuctoo. Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., No. 4, pp. 196-219. See also No. 1537.

188& 1881. "Saroelle" (O. A. Fasrton).—A Wild-goose Chase in Shiadmn.

Field. 18 June.

1889.

1400.

The Shooting Season at Mogador. 1. c, 16th July.

Mackerel Fishing at Mogador. 1. c, 15 October.

1401. 1881. [Oolgass, N.].—A Peep at the Moghrebens. Three articles, Temple
Bar, London, February, March, April, vol. Ixi. (1) Tangier, pp. 241-9; (2)

Tangier to Tetuan, pp. 377-383
; (3) Totuan, pp. 523-31.

1402. 1881. Andree, Biohard.—Zur Yolkskunde der Juden. 8vo, pp. 296,

with map showing the relative density of the Jewish population in Central

Europe.

A good account of the Jews in Morocco, pp. 195-199. He estimates their

number at 200,000.

1408. 1881. Regulations respecting the mode 'of payment, &c., of the Agra-
rian and Gate Taxes ("L'impdt Agricole" et "la Taxe dite des Portos") in

Morocco. Dated Tangier, 3rd March. Hertslet's Treaties, vol. xv., p. 253.

1404. 1881. Lapeen, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the trade of Dar-el-Baida

for 1879. Cons. Comm. Rep. received at F.O. during 1880, Part i., p. 799.

1406. 1881. Imossi, Vioe-Oonsul.—Report on the British shipping at

Larache for 1879. 1. c, p. 801. '

1406. 1881. Bedman, Vice-Consul.—On the trade of Mazagan for 1879.

1. c, p. 802.

1407. 1881. Frost, Vioe-Consul.—On the Trade of Rabat for 1879.

p. 806.

140a 1881. Hunot, Vioe-Consul.—On the Trade of Saffi for 1879.

p. 810.

1409. 1881. White, Consul.—On the Trade of Tangier for 1879.

Part ii., p. 1540.

1410. 1881. Vemes d'Arlandes, Th.—^En Algdrie ii travers TEspagne et le

Maroc. Paris : 12mo, pp. 420.

1411. 1881. Venegas, Fedro de Cordoba.—Embajada & Marruecos de

ASo de 1581.

From a MS. in the library of the Royal Historical Academy of Madrid,

entitled ' ReIa9ion de todo al embaxador Pedro Varegas de Cordova en el viage

que hizo & la ciudad de Marruecos con (ierta embaxada que su magestad le

erabio al rrei Muley Hamet rrei de Marruecos y Fez.' Vol. ix., No. 3 pp. 198-

205. 1. c. See Nos. 83, 1803.

1412. 1881. El Berberisoo.—Spanish comic weekly (Ceuta). Began May 11th,

but did not reach more than one issue.

1. c,

1. c,

1. c,
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1418. 1881. MaMt, A. du.—Les Oulad Sidi Chick et les territoires insurg^ do

la Province d'Orao. Rev. de G4ogr. Paris, t. viii., p. 451.

This tribe, though belonging to Algeria, has a nabit of seeking shelter in

Morocco after any of the insurrectionary movements to which it is so much
addicted.

1414. La Frontiire Marocaine. 1. c, t. ix., p. 444~451.

Describes the frontier as delimited by the treaty of 1845. He maintains

that tranquillity in Algeria is impossible under it, and that the true limit it

from the Moluia on the north to the Wad Gir or Wad Zig in the south.

1416. 1881. Oherbonneau.—Les Limites r^elles de I'Alg^rie. 1. c, Juillet.

1416. 1881. Oourgeot, F., Ex-interpr^te principal de I'armde d'Afrique.—

Situation politique de I'Alg^rie—Le sud—Bou Amama—Les Oulad Sidi Gheikhe

—Figuig—Le Tell—Les Colons—Marabouts—Chorfa—Dyouad—Zenatza—Les

Grands Chefs—Les Fellahs—Les Kranner—Tiyout—El Adred—Cr^tion d'une

Makhezen—Les goums—Fouvoirs politiques, pouvoirsadministratifs, &0. Paris

:

«vo, pp. 190.

1417. 1881. Marokko.— Handel und Schifffahrt des Sultanats und seiner

Haupthiifen in J. 1880. Deutsches Handelsarchiv, July Heft. , . ,.

1418. 1881. Maroo.—Bapport Consulaire. Bull. Consul. fran9ai8, fascicule 1.

1419. 1881. CoBBon, Ernest Baint-Charles, Membre de I'lnstitut.—Compen<

dium Flora: Atlanticte scu expositio methodica plantarum omnium in Algeria

necDon in regno Tunetano et imperio Maroccano hucusque notarum ; ou Flore des

i^tats Barbaresques, Alg^rie, Tunisio et Maroc. Vol. i. Premiere partie—Histo-

rique et geographic. 8vo, pp. 265, maps.

He gives a list of about 285 Articles, containing the authorities he has

quoted.

Vol. ii. published in 1883-87. Paris : 8vo, pp. cviii. and 367. Supplement

k la partie historique et Flore des ^tats Barbaresques.—Kenonculacees^

Gruciflres; Addenda et Emendanda. See No. 1762.

1420. 1881. Fillias, Aohille.—Campagne du Maroc—Tanger—Isly—^Mogador,

1844. Alger, 8vo, pp. 40, with a sketch-map of the northern part of MoiX)CCO.

After the defeat of Abd-el-Kadir in 1843, he retired to Morocco. The
French made an entrenched camp at Lalla Maghnia, and complications with

the Sultan ensued. A squadron was sent to the coast of Morocco under the

Prince de Joinvillc, and Tangier and Mogador were bombarded.

1421. 1881. Bouty.—£tat de. la question de Trans-saharien. Bull, de la Soc.

G4ogr. Gran, Supp. No. 10, map.

This was read at the French Ass. for the Ad. of Sc. at Algiers in 1881.

He describes the three tracks proposed :—1. That in surveying which Flatters

lost his life. 2. That of M. Choisy, via El-Aghuat and Golea. 3. That of M.
Pouyanne, see No. 1695, through Morocco to Senegal.

1422. 1881. Bordier.—Lc tracd central du chemin de fer Trans-saharien. Bull.

Soc. des Sc. Phya. Nat. et Climat. d'Alger, 1880, No. 3.

1423. 1881. Normand, Ch.—Le chemin de fer Central-africain. Bev. G^ogr.

Internat., No. 48, p. 235.

1424. 1881. Bourde, P.—La France au Soudan. Le chemin do fer Trans-

saharien. Rev. des deux Mondes, Feb.
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14S6. 1881. Ii«olerq, Jules, President of the Brussels Qeographical Society.—

De Mogador k Bickra—Moroo ot Aljidrie. Paris : 18mo. pp. 268, with map. A
coast trip by tlie usual steamer route. Reviewed by Ad. F. de Fontpertuis

in L'£conomisto Franfais, 27 Aug., pp. 263-260, under the title "Le Maroc,

ses populations, sos villcs et ses ressources." See also L'Exploration, xi.,

No. 204, p. 81-87.

1496. 1881. Msrial, W.— Les Marocains du Sud. L'Exploration, t. xii.,

No. 248, p. 746. Reprinted from • L'Echo d'Oran.'

Gives a short account of the Hamianes, the Oulad Svli Cheikh, the Doui

Menia and of Figuig.

1497. 1881. D'IdeTille, Oomta H., Anden Pr^fet d'Alger.—Le Mardchal

Bugeaud d'aprds sa correspondance iutimo et dcs documents incites, 1784-1840.

Paris : 8vo. 2 vols.

An English translation by Misa C. M. Yongo publisheil in 1884, entitled,

" Memoirs ot Marshal Bugeaud from his private corresiwndence and original

documents, 1784-1849." London : 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 363 and 365.

Chape, vi. and vii. relate to the Morocco campaign, the battle of Isly, and
the bombardment of Tan<;ier and Mogador.

149a 1881. Jordana, D. Jo84.—Parte Oriental del bajalato de Tetu&n, bajo

el punto de Vista de la colonizaoiua. Madrid : from the Revista de Espafla.

1498. 1881. —— La Agr^ultura de Marruecos. From the Revista Gontem-

por&nea. > i

1480. 1881. Bsntoja, D. Antonio y Diai Ferons.—Eapolia en el Riff, 6

apuntes sobre las plazas espaflolas on la costa de A'frica. Tudeln de Navarra

:

2 vols., 8vo.

1481. 1881. Sabatier, Oamille.—La question du Sud-ouest. Algar: 8vo,

pp. 70, with map.

The author gives an account, geographical and political, of the Sahara,

and his ideas of the means of preventing future distiirbances—one, of course,

being a rectification of frontier.

Chap. i. treats of the Algerian Sahara. Chap. ii. of that of Morocco.

Chap. iii. of the present condition of the Sahara and of the influence of

religious sects. Chap. iv. of the means of preventing risings in the Sahara.

1489. 1881. JaokBon, James, Archiviste-Bibliothdcaire de la Soc. de Gdo-

graphie de Paris.—Liste provisoire de Bibliographies G^graphiques Spdciales.

Paris : 8vo. pp. vi. and 340.

As far as Morocco is especially concerned, this only quotes the Biblio-

graphical notices of llonou (No. 70G), and Fernandez Duro (Nos. 1254, 1259).

1488. 1881. Mahon.—Commerce et Navigation de Mogador et Safy en 1879.

Bull, consulaire fraii^ais. Paris : 4to, pp. 1155.

The report in question occupies from p. 37-46.

1484. 1881. Espada, M. Jimenez de la.—Espafla en Berberia. Bol. Soc.

Geogr., Madrid, ix.. No. 4, pp. 293-340, With map of the territories to the

south of Morocco : " Gopiado del general que en vista de los trabajos in^litos

y mas recientes ha compuesto el Exmo. Sr. D. Francesco Coello."

1486. 1881. Conferencia del Doctor Lens pronunciada en la sesion extraordi-

naria del 10 do Marzo. 1. c, x., p. 222-226.
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1486. 1881. Benitei, Ohrlst.—Yiaje por Marrueccos el Desierto del B&hnn j
SudAn al Senegal. 1. c, x., p. 337 ; xi., p. 7.

1487. 1881. <3vllo y Oanalea, D. Felipe. — La Mujcr MarroquI csttidro

social. Tor . . . Illustrada con cromoa al Idpiz y dibujos & la pluiua por Dein6>
crito. Madrid: 8vo, pp. 215 and pp. 5 of Index (contents).

A very valuable (and outspoken) work by the rbysioian of the Spanish
Legation at Tangier. The plates are life-like. ;

1488. Estudios p61itico8 y sociales sobre Marruecos. Madrid : 8vo. (Prom
the Revista Contempor&nea.)

1488. 1881. Oollafo, Jos4 DanleL—Colonias portugozas em paiz cstrangciro.

Em Marrocos. Dol. Soc. de Geogr. de Lisboa. 2 seric, vi., p. 433-456.

1440. 1881. Duveyrier, HenrL—Historique des Voyages & Timbouktoa. Bull.

Soc. Qdogr. Paris, 7" Sdr., t. 1., p. 195. Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. 1881. N. S.,

vol. iii., pp. 316-317.

The first visit recorded is that of Paul Irabert, who died in slavery in

Morocco in 1630. Major Laing followed from Tripoli in 1826, but was killed

after reaching it. Rend Gailld (or Gaillid, the name being spelt both ways, the

first being adopted some years before his death) in 1828 was more successful ; he

entered Africa from Senegal, and went N. through Morocco to Tangier. Barth

in 1854 and 1855 started from Tripoli. The Rabbi Mordokkhai Abl Serur

(1857), and Lenz (ut it^fra) followed, both from Morocco.

1441. 1881. Armand, P.—Voyage du Dr. 0. Lenz. L'Ezploration, t. xi.

part 1.

This is an account of the voyage of Dr. Lenz from Morocco to Senegal.

The portion especially devoted to the former country is from pp. 617 to 618.

144&. 1881. Iiena, Oakor.—Kurzer Bericht ilber meine Reise von Tanger nach

Timbuktu u. Senegambia. Zeitsch. Gesellsch. fiir Erdkunde, Berlin, xvi.,

No. 4, pp. 272-293 (with map).

1448. Voyage du Maroc au Senegal. Rev. do Geogr., t. viii., p. 371 et seq.

with map.

This is the text of the address given by Dr. Lenz at the Soc. de GfSogr. de

Paris, on the 1st April, 1881 (ut it\fra).

Dr. Lenz gave a similar address at Madrid on the 10th March, at an extra-

ordinary meeting of tho Geographical Society there. Bol. Soc. Geogr. do

Madrid, t. x., p. 222-226.

1444. Voyage du Maroc au Sdndgal. 1. c, March pp. 199-226, with a

map on which tho routes of all the \bove-mentioned travellers are marked.

From Tangier Lenz made a preparatory journey to Tetuan, thence ho

proceeded to Fez, Mekencs, Rabat, Marakisli, crossed the Atlas to Tarudant

and Ilegh, and thence in a S.E. direction to Timbuktu. He returned by

Senegambia. See Bull, de Soc. G6ogr., Lyons, March 27, 1881, and Proc.

B. G. S., 1881; N. S., vol. iii., pp. 317-318, 371.

1445. 1881. Ferrot, L^on, officier de cavalerie.—Itindraire de Geryvillo h

Figuig et retour. 1. c, Oct., pp. 274-302, with map.

The author, a cavalry oiriccr, formed part of the Expedition to Figig

under Colonel Colonieu in 1868. Attached to the memoir are two tables

showing this route and that of Colonel de Colomb in 1866.
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144a 1881. Dubois, Albert— L'Kspagne, Glbraltur ot U COte Marooftine.

Notes d'lino touriHtc. Monii: Hvo, iip, 110.

1447. 1881. Marokko, Handel uiul Scliifl'fnhrt dofi Sultanata und seiner Haupt-

hiifcn in 1880. Duutschcs Iloiulolsarch., p. C58.

144a IHHl. Kobelt, Wilhelm.— Koisobricfo (Spnnion, Oran, Nunl-Marukko)

Nochrichttiblatt dor Doutschon Malakozoolog. (loHullschart, lHHl-1882.

Tlieso papers contain dosoriptions of llyalina MuanenK», Leucochroa

Dehtauxii and a number of other hihwIch, which like those in his ' Iconographic,'

Ate in Honio cases pronounced by M. Bourguignat to bo nioro varieties of

common forms, or in other instances s|)ccics already described by him (I'echaud's

' Excursions Malacologiques,' pp. 18, 54, etc.).

1449. 1881. Ohavanne, J.— Dr. Lonz's ' Forschungsreiso von Marokko Ubor

Timbuktu nach Senegambion.' Deutsche Ouographisohe Rundschau, vol. iii.,

No. 10, 11, with map.

1460. 1881. Aldrioh, T. B.—A Day in Africa, 'llarixjr's Magazine,' vol. Ixiv.

(American edition) ; vol. ii. (European edition), pp. 241-250, pp. 34G-355, witli

12 illustrations.

An account of a trip from Qibraltar to I'angicr. Pleasantly written, but

amazingly inaccurate. The author is astonished at seeing no coin " less than

throe centuries old,** and says tliat he picked up one " dated 1288." IIo was

evidently unaware that the dates were tliose of tlic Hejira!

1461. 1882. Flayfiiir. Sir R. Lambert.—Handlwok (Murray's) to the Medi-

terranean its cities, coasts and islands, for tlie use i)f general Travellers and

Yachtsmen. 2nd edition. London : Hvo, pp. 278. A 3rd Edition in 1890.

At pp. 1-8 is an account of the Coast of Morocco from Tangier to the

frontier of Algeria.

1462. 1882. Marokko.—Herabsotzung des EinfuhrzoUs auf Nohrungsmittel.

Deutsches Handelsarchiv (Gosotzgebung), June Heft. Zeitwcise Ausfuhr von

Knocheu. Ibid. July Ileft. Konvcntion botr. Ausilbung des Schutzrochts.

Ibid. August Heft. Zeitweiligo Eriiflfnung dor Hiifen Agadir and Assaca.

Ibid. Octolier Heft. Handel und Schiflfahrt des Sultanats Marokko i. J. 1881.

Jbid. (Berichte), December Heft.

1882. Agadir, Morocco. Naut. Mnga. No. 8, pp. 600-602.

1882. Howard Vyse, Mrs. L.— A Winter in Tangier and home

1468.

1464.

through Spain. London : Hvo, pp. 27G

Full of personalities which are only excusable in a volume " ^iriuted for

private circulation."

1466. 1882. Warren, Captain Fred., P., RN.— Gibraltar, is it worth

holding? and Morocco. A Letter to Charles Mngniac, Esq., M.P., President

of the London Chambers of Commerce, and to the Chambers of Commerce of

Great Britain. London : Hvo, pp. 27, 2 majis [no date on titlepage].

The. author argues the exchange of Gibraltar for Ceuta as more defensible.

A few copies of this iMiniphlot were also i)rinted for private circulation in the

course of the year 1881.

1460. 1882. "Saroelle" (C. A. Payton).— Wild-fowling iu Morocco.

Field, 8th April.

1467. A Glance at Agadir. 1. c, 2nd Sept.

1468. Sand-grouse and Sliebbel. 1. c, 30th Sept.
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1460. 1HH2. Waltham, Bdward.—Our Journey to Fez. London : 8vo, p. 47.

Privately prinU-il (Wntcrlow and Sons).

A very pluawaut account of the Journey to Fez by the author, his wife

and aon,

14eO. 1HH2. [ati.ttfleld, Hugh XL M.]—Four Months in Morocco. Blookw.

Majjn., vol. 132, pi).
724-741.

Hportlng ex{)ci'Iuncc8. Tlie author visited only Tangier and Morakish.

1461. 1882. Morals, H. 8.—The Daggatouns ; a trilw of Jewish origin in

the Desert of Hnlmra. rhilndelphia : 12niu, pp. 14.

I'ractically a translation of Mordokkhai's Work, No. 1370.

1465. 18H2. Warner, Oharlea Dudley.—Across Africa. Atlantic Monthly,

vol. CO, pp. 165-170.

This journey "across Africa" was through the narrowest part of it, between

Capo Spartol and the liay of Totuan

!

1468. 1882. Oilbard, Major (Garrison Librarian).—A Popular History of

Qibraltar and its institutions, and its neighbourhood on both sides of the Straits,

etc. [Almost annual editions.] Gibraltar: sm. 4to, pp. 215, with plan of

Qibraltar, &o. The " Trips to Barbary" occupy pp. 80-91. The latest issue is

that for 1802, " Tlio Gibraltar Directory and Guide Book," edited by Cavendish

Boylo, G.M.G., and II. Bandbury.

1464. 1882. Iiapeen, Vice-Oonsul.—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1880. Cons. Comni. Jicp. rec. at P. O. during 1881, Part i., p. 498.

1466. 1882. Bedman,Vice*Oonaul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan for 188C.

1. c, p. 501.

1466. 1882.

p. 504.

1467. 1882.

1. c, p. 615.

1468. 1882.

p. 519.

1468. 1882. Basset, R^n^.—Relation do Sidi-Brahim de Massat dans le Sous.

Bull, de la Soc. de Gdogr. de I'Est, No. 3, pp. 524 and 707. See also No. 1720.

1470. 1882. Beneden, Oh. van.—Au Nord-Ouest de I'Afrique. Maddres, les

lies Canaries, le Maroc. Brussels : 18mo, pp. 113.

1471. 1882. Provost, Duclos.—Une Aventure k Timlwuctou. Paris: 18vo,

pp. 396, with map.

1472. 1882. Brown, Robert.—The Peoples of the World. London: 4to,

G vols., with many illustrations.

In vol. ii., pp. 202-205 the Berliers are sketched. In the same volume,

p. 208, some account is given of the Moors. In vol. iii., p. 203, further reference

is made to them. In vol. v., pp. 138-142, the Iberian theory is discussed. In

vol. ii., p. 206, and vol. v., p. Ill, the Tuaregs find a place. This work

originally " The Races of Mankind " in 4 vols., and of which several editions

have been issued, appeared in serial form, the first part being issued in 1881,

and the last five years later.

1473. 1882. Defotimoux, Dr.—Du Maroc en Tunisie. Compte-Rendu des

S&nces, Soc. do G(5ogr, Paris, 1882, No. 17, pp. 391-392 and 409-412.

Fayton, ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Mogador for 1880. L c,

Frost, Vioe-Oonsul.—Report on the Trade of Rabat for 1880.

White, OonsuL—Report on the Trade of Tangier for 1880. 1. o..
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1474. 1882. M'rah Otdd Bel-Hadgi.—Do Tleiii9ea m Maroc. Bull Soc. de

G<5ogr. Bordeaux, p. 260.

1475. 1882. CastrieB, Oapitaine de.—Notes sur Figuig. Bull. Soc. Gdog,

Paris, 7"" Sdr., t. iii., p. 401-415, with map of the environs and two woodcuts la

the text. Also Bull. Soc. Gdogr. Oran, No. 14, p. 242-254.

1476. 1882. Hamy, Dr. E. T.—Notes sur les figures et les inscriptions gravdes

dans la rocho h el-Hadj Mimoun, prSs Figuig. Rev. d'Ethnographie, t. i., p. 129-

137, with five illustrations. [See also L'illustration, Journal universel, t. ix.,

p. 284, 3 July, 1847.]

1477. 1882. Bonelli, Capitan Emilio.—El 'Imperio de Marruecos y su con-

stitucion. Description de su geogratia, topografin, administracion, industria, agrU

cultura, comercio, artes, religion, costumbves, rnzns que lo puoMan, yestudiode su

importancia politica y mililarracnte considerada. Madrid : 4to, pp. 206.

1478. 1882. Jordana y Morena, J.—Parte oricntnl del l^HJalato de 'J'etudn,

bajo el punto de visita de la colonizaciun. Boll. Soc. Gu'>gr. Madrid, t. xii., pp.

110-142.

1479. 1882. Iia Frontera MarroquL 1. c, t. xii., p. 1G6.

1480. 1882. El Sub, el Uad-Nim y el-S&hara.— 1. c, t. xii , p. 513.

A review of the Article published by Mr. Felix A. Mathews, Consul-

General, U.S.A., on the same subject.

1481. 1882. Codrington, Qen. Sir W. G.—Gibraltar and Ceuta. (Re-

printed from the 'limes.) London : 8vo.

1482. 1882. Creina, C. F.—Missione italiana de Tangeri a Marocco e Mogador,

diretta dal Ministro Comni. S. Scovasso. Guida Cora's Cosmos, vol. vii. (1883),

pp. 292-317; vol. viii. (1884), pp. 11-13, 44-51, 103-112, 225-258. 2 maps,

7 fig.

1483. 1882. Coata, D. Joaquin.—El comercio espaHol y la Cucstion de Africa.

Madrid : 8vo.

1484. 1882. Camara, R. da.—Viagens cm Marocos. Lisbon : 8vo.

1486. 1882. Faulitsohke, Dr. Philipp.—Die Afrika-Literatur in der Zeit

von 1500 bis 1750 n. Ch, Ein Bcitrag zur geographischen Qucllenkunde.

Wien : 8vo, \)\\ 122.

Pages 38-75 contain the bibliography of North Africa, Egypt, Tripoli,

Tunis, Algiers and Morocco. The titles arc abbreviated, and there is no

indication as to the size of the works.

1486. 1882. Drude, Dr. OBcar. Die Floristische Erforschung Nord-Afrikas

von Marokko bis Barka. Petermann's Geogr. Mittheil., 28 Bd., pp. 143-150.

1487. 1882. Bohlfb, Q. — Liegt ein Grund vor, die Stadtebevolkerung von

Marokko, Algerien, Tunisien und Tripolitaiiien als eine liesondere zu betrachten

und zu benennen ? Ausland, No. 16, p. 301-307. Reprinted in " Quid novi ex

Africa," pp. 131-145.

1488. 1882. Lenz, Dr. Oskar. Stcinwerkzeuge aus der Sahara. ' Ausland,

vi., No. 1, pp. 13-15.

1488. Die Machazneyah in Marokko. Deutsche Rundschau f. Geogr.,

vol. iv.

1480. —

149
B(

Die Militiirverhaltnisse. Marokkos Gegenwart, ibid. 1882, No. 34.
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1481. 1882. OoBBon, Ernest St. Charles.—Illustrationes Floras Atlanticte,

seu Icones plantarum novarum, rariorom vel minus cogDitarum in Oompendio

Atlanticaa descriptarum. Svo.

An Atlas of plates to illustrate the Compendium. (No. 1419.) It appears

in parts and is still in course of publication.

1402. 1882. Sohweiger-Iierohenfeld, A. V.— Ein Bollwerk des Islam,

Marokko. Oesterreich. Monatsschr. f. d. Orient, No. 6, p. 81-88.

1483. 1882. M%roo. Bapport Consulairo. Bull. Consul, fran^ais, fascicules

11 and 12.

1484. 1882. Newman, F. W.—Libyan Vocabulary: An Essay towards re-

producing the Ancient Libyan language out of four modem languages. London

:

Svo, pp. 204.

1486. 1883. Al-moghreb Al-aksa.—Spanish (Tangier) Weekly. Founder

and Editor, G. T. Abrines. Jan. 28, 1883. Enlarged, 1890.

This was the first newspaper started in Tangier. It has its own press, the

first introduced into the country.

1486. 1883. Webster, H. A. (Librarian, Edinburgh University).—Morocco.

Article in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th ed., vol. xvi., pp. 830-836, with

an excellent map.

This article is a very careful summary by a writer without any personal

knowledge of the country.

1487. 1883. Iiangles, Louis Matthleu.—Lcs Manres au Maroc. Bull, de

I'AtWnfe Orient. Paris, 8vo, Nos. 3 and 4, pp. 226-256.

1486. 1883. El Eoo de Ceuta.—Spanish Weekly (Ceuta). Editor, Garcia y
Contill^. Feb. 15, 1883. It was suppressed in 1886 : reappearing as Africa.

No. 1690.

1488. 1883. [Trotter, Major Philip Durham.]—A Spring Trip to Morocco,

From Tangier to Wazzan. Blackwood's Edin. Maga., vol. 134, pp. 438-459.

The journey of Major Trotter and the Visct. de la Martinidre, in March
1883.

1500. 1883. Cowan, G-. D., and B. Ii. N. Johnston.—Moorish Lotus-leaves :

Glimpses of Southern Morocco. London : 8vo, pp. 286.

Life in Mogador and its vicinity ; Journeys to Merakish and Agadir, and

a good chapter on Moorish cookery. The information is accurate. Reviewed

in ' AthensBum,' 1883, pp. 438-9.

1501. 1883. Cust, Bobert Needham.—The Modem Languages of Africa.

A sketch of the modern languages of Africa, accompanied by a language map.

London : 2 vols. 8vo, with maps. One of Triibner's Oriental Series. App. C., v. ii.,

pp. 467-517 : A Bibliographical table of languages, dialects, localities and autho-

rities containing about 1718 references. App. E., pp. 519-521 : List of books of

reference on general subjects, about 74 references. App. D., pp. 639-546 : Alpha-

betical list of Authors quoted, about 483. There is also a list of 202 works

relating to the modern languages of Africa.

1602. 1883. "Sarcelle" (C. A. Payton).—Among the Azlimza. Field,

13th Jan.

1608. —
1504. —
1506. —

Shooting near Mogador, 1882-83. 1. c, 29th July.

At Agadir again. 1. c, 29th July nud 18th Aug.

Bass-fishing at Mogador. 1. c, 15tb Dec.

IW
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1600. 1883. Iiapeen, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1881. Cons. Comm. Rep. rec. at F. 0. during 1882, Pt. I., p. 584.

1607. 1883. Bedman, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan for

1881. I.C., p. 587.

1608. 1883. Frost, Vioe-CousuL—Report on the Trade of Rabat for 1881.

1. c, p. 590.

1609. 1883. Fayton, ConsuL—Report on the Production of Oum Euphorbium.

1. c, p. 110.

1610. Report on the Trade of Mogador for 1881. 1. o. , p. 218.

1611. 1883. Hunot, Vioe-ConsuL—Report on the Trade of Saffi for 1881.

1. c, p. 1573.

1612. Report on the Production of Gum Euphorbium. 1. c, p. 112.

1618. 1883. White, ConsuL—Report on the Trade uf Tangier for 1881. 1. c,

p. 1056. -
,

^.;
:

1614. 1883. Maroc.—Rapport Consulaire. Bull. Consul. fran9aib, fucicule 4.

1616. 1883. Fostel, B.—En Tunisie et au Maroc. Paris : 12mo, pp. 217, with

illustrations by Dr. L. M. Reuss.

1616. 1883. Iia Cavalerie et TArtillerie du Maroc. Rev. Scient. (Rev. Rose),

t. 31, p. 383. Extracted from the Rev. Militaire de I'^tr., rtSdig^e & I'^tat-Major

G^n^ral du Ministre de la Guerre.

1617. 1883. Ideville, Henri d'.—Trente-deux ana a travers I'lslam, 1832-

1864. Correspondent, 1. 132, p, 32-65.

A review of the forthcoming work of M. Lfon Roche. See No. 1575.

1618. 1883. Basset, Ben4.—Les Manuscrits arabes 1o deux Bibliothbques de

Fas. Bull. Corresp. Afr. Alger., 8vo, Fasc. vi., Nov. et Dec. 1882, p. 366.

The libraries of Fez have been supposed to be the richest in Arabic literature

which exist, and it has even been said that the missing books of Livy are in

the Mosque of Karouin. This list was obtained from Fez by M. Orddga, French

Minister, and though manifestly incomplete, containing only 240 vols., goes to

prove that the value of the libraries in question is greatly exaggerated.

Sir John Drummond Hay in vain offered rewards for any European MSS.
in Fez. (No. 424.)

1619. 1883-1889. Mission scientifique en Alg^rie et au Maroc. Bull.

de la Soc. de G6ogt, de I'Est, Nancy, 4* trimestre et seq.. No. 3.

16S)0. Notes de Lexicographie BerbSre. Paris: 8vo. pp. 62, reprinted

from the Joum. Asiatique. See also Nos. 1620, 1687, 1849.

This contains a vocabulary of the Rif dialect, compiled by the author from

natives of that country whom he met at Tlem9en.

1621. Relation de Sidi Brahim de Massat dans le Sous, traduite sur le

texte Chelha et annot^e. Paris: 8vo, pp. 83. A Spanish edition in 1886.

No. 1720.

The author says of this work : " Cost un des rares monuments de la

langue Berbire, qui n'ont pas 4t6 emprunt^s h des sources Arabes." It was

written at the request of Mr. Hodgson by a Taleb of Massat in the Sus, in

the Berber and Arabic languages, and contains an account of that country and

the neighbouring provinces, with information regarding their history, arts and

commerce. See also No. 716.

162S
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1622. 1883. lie IMveil du Maroo.— French (Tangier) Weekly. Begun
July 14, 1883. The founder and first editor was Levi A. Cohen, assisted by
Abraham Fimienta. After his death it was conducted by Lucien Bucau and

A. de Kerdec Gh^ny, the latter of whom is the present " R^dacteur en Chef."

Enlarged Jan. 1885.

This paper has its own preas, at which No. 1861 was printed.

1628. 1883-1889. Slone, lie Baron de.—Catalogue des Manuscrits Arabes de

la Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris. 2 parts only published, 4to, pp. 656.

The following are more especially connected with Morocco :

—

No. 1575. Encyclop^ie d'Al-Nowatri. Ce volume commence par le sixidme
w

^^\) du cinquifeme ^^ du cinquiftme ^. Cette partie renferme: 1.

Histoirc de la Mauritanie depuis la conquete musulmane ju8qu'& la chute de

la dynastie Almohade, &c.

No. 1576. EncyclopMie d'Al-NowaYri . . . rcnfermant . . . courtes notices

consacr^cs aux princes qui rdgndrent . . .h Said.

No. 1577. Extraits de I'Encyclopddie d'Al-Nowafri: 1. Histoire des

Almohades d'Espagne et d'Afrique et de la conquete de la ville de Maroc. . . .

3, Passage interpolo relatif au Sultan Abofl Yoftsof Ya'qodb, mort i, Said.

No. 1588.
f"j\y^\ {JiyiP"'

'S'<'"''<*« historiquea, par Ibn Sch&kir Fakhr

al-Din Mohammad al-KotobS. 8°" vol. (fol. 27, v°.) 'Histoire de la Mauri-

tanie.'

No. 1868. tsSTjU jUi-^
^J {^^J»l\ ^jajj ^JaX\ vj-A*^^

{jt\i 'ij>>.i^ f'i.j^i ^y^ ^ Gompagnon qui fait le Charme,

du Jardin de Qartds, ou xlistoire des rois de la Mauritanie, ainsi que de la

ville de Fez, par Ibn Abi Zar' (e
.J)

Aboft M-Hasan Ali ibn Mohammad.

Tel paralt etre le veritable titre de cet important onvrage, qui a 6t6 traduit

en allemaud par Dombey, en Portugais par le P. Moura, en fran^ais par

Beaumier, et public, avec une traduction latine, par Tomberg. Le Jaidin

public appeld Qart&s avait 6t6 ct66 dans le voisinage de Fez par Ztrt ibn

Atiya, souverain de cette ville et chef de la grande tribn des Maghrawa,

qui porta lui-mSme le surnom de Quart&s et dont le r^gne se prolongea

jusqu'en 391 de I'hdgire. See Nos. 26, 465, 554, 646, 871.

No. 1871. AJUUoJuA^
^J

^\ JAP, Collier des perles hrillantts.

Opuscule dans laquelle on demontro I'authenticitd de la gdndalogie dTdrts,

fondateur de la dynastio des Idrtsides. L'auteur raconte Thistoire de ce

prince et donne un jourte description de Fez.

No. 1873. «Ii/U^ j^^ /^ J «Jul|^^ Ji^l Sobes de

Couleur ou histoire de la ville de Maroc.

No. 1880. l>^j4^ ftjka> J^
r3*^' ^'^l^^^ '^^ ^^ Mauritanie par

les Musulmans. Attributed to Aboft 'I-Hasan Bakri.

No. 1892. Histoire de la ville de Ghad&mSs . . . Mauvaise compilation

.... 5. (fol. 64) Histoire de Maulfty Sollm&n, Empereur du Maroc, 1787-

mm
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1788. 6. (fol. 72, v°) Notice toiwgraphique et historlque de la villo de Fez,

tir^e d'un ouvrage d'Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Barno&sl.

No. 2297. Le fruit des efforts dans la negociation d'un traite de paix

et dans la guerre sainte par le litterateur de la dynastie hdachimide {du

Maroc) et le Secretaire de Lea Commandements oheis et respectes, le juri»'

consulte Stdt Ahmad ibn aUMahdi al-Ohazzdl al-Fdti. Relation d'une

Mission diplomatique prfis de la cour d'Espagne en 1179 de I'H^gire (1765-

1766) dont fut chargd le susdit par Aboft 'Abd Allah Mohammud ibn <Abd

Allah, Empereur du Maroc.

No. 2327. ^i\ uiiJU* J jV^^^ (^U-*, Sentiera a par-

courtr des yeux dans les royaumes d grand Capitales, Grande Encyclop^die

gfograpbique, historique et biographique par Sehih&b al-Dln al-'Omarl de

Damas, mort en 749 a.h. (1346-1349) . . . renferme des notices sur les

pontes Maghrebins.

1'624. 1883. Bonelli, Oapitan D. Emilio.—Observaciones ' de un viaje por

Marruecos (with an excellent map of Morocco). Bol. Soc. Geogr. Madrid, t. xiv.,

pp. 7-39. Also separately, Madrid : 8vo, pp. 36, 1883.

1626. 1883. Femandea Duro, Cesario.—El puerto delfni en Berberia.

1. c, p. 119.

1626. Viajero espailol en Marruecos. 1. c, p. 384.

1IS27. 1883. Cuevas, D. Teodoro de. —Estudio general sobre Geografla, usos

agricolas, historia, politica y mercantil, administracidn, estadistica, comercio y
navegace6n del Bajtdato de Larache y descripcidn de la ruinas del Lixus Bomano.

1. c, t. XV., pp. 70, 167, 338 and 417 ; t. xvi., pp. 31, 232, 365 and 425.

1628. 1883. Sohaudt, Jakob.— Wanderungen durch Marokko. Zeitschrift

d. Gesellsch. f. Erdkunde zu Berlin, xviii., Noa. 4-6, pp. 290, 304, 393-411.

These journeys were made in 1880.

1629. 1883. Iienz, Oskar.— Vorliiufige Mittheilung iiber geol. Verhalt. in

Marokko. Mittheil. Afric. Gesellsch., 1883.

1630. Mikndssa und die Buinen von Yolubilis. Oesterreich. Bund«

schau, i.. No. 1.

1631. Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Tertiarbildungen in Nord- und West-

Afrika. Verb. d. k.k. Geolog. Beichsanstalt, No. 14, pp. 225-231.

1632. Tetuan und die Landschaft Andschira . . . Aus alien Welt., t. xv.,

Nos. 1 and 2.

1633. Reiso von Tanger nach Fas, der Eesidentz des Sultana von Marokko.

1. c, No. 3, pp. 65-74.

1634. 1883. Kobelt, Wilhelm. — Tetuan bei den Saulen des Hercules.

Deutsche Touristen-Zeitung, Nos. 1 and 2.

1636. 1883. Nach den Saulen des Hercules. Bericht Uber die in

Sommcr 1881 im Auftrage der Riippell-Stiftung unternommenen Beise. Bericht

der Senckenbergischen Gesellschaft, 1882-3, pp. 89-242 & 1-248. Also reprinted

in two parts. 8vo. Frankfort a. M., paging ut supra.

The parts relating to Morocco, valuable for its conchological notes, are

Chapters xi., xii. (Tangier to Tetuan.)

1586. 1883. Bonanza, D. Fasoual de.—^^lemoria sobre la actual situaciun y
nccesidades de Ccuta. Madrid : 8vo.

1631

<l(

I6S

1531

154

El

154
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1537. 1833. Matthews, Felix, U.S. Consul Oeneral.—Ucber die Hulfs-

qiiellen der Nordwestkiiste Afrika's. Mitth. Googr. Ges. in Liibeck. Hft. 2-3,

p. 42 (trans.). No. 1397.

1538. 1883. Die Juden in Miknfisa. Judisclics Literaturblatt, xil. (Zur
Lageder, in Demnat, Marokko). Jeschunin, N. F., ii., n. 48.

1538. 1883. Haliburton, R. G.—Notes on Mount Atlas and its Traditions.

A paper read at Montreal in 1882. Salem : 8vo.

IBV). 1883. [Payton, C. A.] Morocco Fisheries. (Introduction to Morocco
Exhibit. International Fisheries Exhibition Catalogue.)

1541. 1883. Mcx)rish Fisheries. London : 8vo (for the International Fisheries

Exhibition).

1542. 1883. Fechaud, Jean. — Excursions Malacologiques dans lo nord do
I'Afriqii de la cuto d'Algerie b, Tangor. Fasiculo No. 1, pp. 112. (No more
published.) Paris : 8yo.

Chiefly critical uix)n Dr. Kobelt's species, which, like many described in

his Iconography, are affirmed to be old forms under new names.

1543. 1883. Orammont, H. D. de, and Ii. Fiesse.—Un manuscrit du Fdre
JDan.—Los lUustres Captifs—Histoire Gencrale do la vie, dcs faits et des aventurea

de quelqucs persounos notables, prises par los| infid^les Musulmans. Rev. Afr. v.

27, p. 11, et sej. finished vol. 28, p. G7. Also separately, Alger: 8vo, pp. 83.

This interesting MS. was found in the Bibliotheque Mazarin ; it consists of

261 folio leaves, bears the No. 1919, and contains an account of various captives

taken by the Algerines, with a few brought into the same plight by tho

Moroccans.

1544. 1883. Marokko. Verliingerung der Oeffimno; des Hafens Agadir und
zeitweilige Schlieszung des Hafens Assaca. Deutschos Ilandelsarchiv (Gesetz-

gebung), January Heft. Handel und Schifffahrt des Sultanats Marokko i. J. 1882.

Ibid. (Berichte), October Heft.

1546. 1834. Tissot, Charles.—Geographic Compavee de la Province Romaine
d'Afrique : Exploration Soientifique de la Timisie. Paris : 4to, 2 vols, and
atlas. Vol. i., pp. viii., 067 ; vol. ii. (edited by Salomon Reinach from the lato

author's MS.) pp. xxxiv., 863 (each volume indexed separately). Atlas, plates

and maps, xxii.

Though specially on Tunisia, this magnificent work contains many valuable

notes on the ethnology of Morocco.

1546. 1884. Andrews, W. H. C—Southern Morocco, Sus and the Ait Bou
Amran. London : 8vo, pp. 40, with map.

1547. 1834. "Sarcelle" (C. A. Payton).— Grey Mullet Fishing. Field,

7th June.

1548. 1884. Shooting near Mogador. 1. c, 14th June.

1549. 1884. The last Cruise in Ramadan. 1. c, 27th Sept.

1550. 1884. Sauvaire, H.—Voyage en Espagne d'un Ambasiiadeur Marocaia-

(1690-1691) traduit de I'arabe par .... Paris : 8vo, pp. 252.

This is the translation of an imperfect MS. in the National Library of

Madrid, and of another in the possession of Sefior de Gayangos, which appears

to be a copy of the other. The MS. in the Madrid collection is entered in the

Catalogue as " Viage d Espana de un Embajador enviado por Muley Ismael a
VOL. III. 2 s
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Carlos II., y observacions que hnce en todo lo quo vio. Viage hccho jior los

Rfios 1680 & IG82." The death of Pope Alexander VI IF. and tl»e taking of

Mons by the French, both of which events are related by the Moroccan

Ambassador, prove, however, that he was in Spain in 1691, and must have

embarked at Ceuta before the end of 1690. His name and the object of his

journey are both unknown. The narration of the journey ends suddenly at

Toledo, and is continued by a narrative of the conquest of Spain by Tarik and

Musa ebn Nosair. The nameless envoy appears to bo exceptional among hi»

order in Morocco by keeping a diary of his travels. Nevertheless, there are in

the Library of Algiers two copies of a journal by Abu'l Abbas Ahmed ,biu

El-mahdi El-Ghezzftl, Nos. 26 and 1229 of the Catalogue.

1551. 1884. [Reid, T. Wemysa] - France and Morocco. Standard (London),.

June 3rd and 30th.

These two letters—signed " One who Knows "—give a clear semi-official

account of the troubles in Morocco through the intrigues of M. Ortega and the

Sherif of Wazzan.

1562. 1884. Warren, Capt. Frederick Felham, B.N.— Morocco. Fort-

nightly Review, Aug -st, \,y. 186-19H.

1558. 1884. Martinidre, H. de la.—Progress of Journey of. Proc. Roy.
Geogr. Soc., p. 421.

1564. 1834. Lapeen, Vioe-Consul.—Report on Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1882. Consular Reports received at F. 0. during 1883, Pt i., p. 607.

1656. 1884. Redman, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Mazagan for

1882. 1. c, p. 61L

1566. 1884. Frost, Vioe-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Rabat for 1882.

1. c, p. 614.

1657. 1884. Hunot, Vioe-Consul.— Report on the Trade of Saffi for 1882.

1. c, p. 617.

1668. 1884. White, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Tangier for 1882.
1. c, Pt. ii., p. 1459.

1568. 1884. Biaemont, V. de.—La France et le Maroc. L'Exploration,

xvii., p. 853.

1500. 1884. Delavaud, L.—Notes sur le Maroc. 1. c, xviii. p. 446-451.

1561. 1884. Iios Intereses de Espana en Marruecos.— Discorsos pro-

nunciados por los Senores D. Francesco Coelio, D. Joaquin Costa, D. Gabriel

. Rodriguez, D. Gomersindo de Azearate, D. Eduardo Saavedra y D. Jose de

Carvajal en el assamblea celebrado en el Teatro de la Alhambra el dia 30 de

Marzo de 1884 por la Sociedad espafiola de Africanistas y Colonistas, Madrid

:

Svo, pp. 112. Commented on in an article entitled ' Francia en Siria y Espalia

en Mari-uecos.' (Estrella de Occidente, 1891). See Reveil du Maroc, Tangier,

April 1-9, 1891.

1662. 1884. Duveyrier, HenrL—Liste de Positions Geographiques en Afrique

(Continent et Isles). Paris : 4to, 1884 et seq.

1663. 1384. Castonnet des Fosses, H., Avocat k la Cour d'Appel de Paris.

—

Le Maroc, ses relations avec I'Europe et sa Situation actuelle. Rev. de Droit

International et do Legislation Compar^e. Bruxelies et Leipzick : vol. xvi.,

pp. 213 and 491. -. • •
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Fort-

XVI.,

f, The author ntlvocates the rectification of the Algerian frontier and the

extension of Spanish influence and territory about the PresidioB. Hiii

account of modern politics is very prejudiced.

1564. 1884. Castonnet des Fosses, H., Avocat i, la Cour d'Appel do Paris. •

Le Maroc. L'Exploration, tome xviii., pp. 105 and 140. The same subject.

1666. 1884. Chavagnao, Le Comte de.—Le GlK^rif do Wazzan, son caractdre,

son influence, les intercts fran9ai8 an Mnroc. Bull. Soc. Gdogr. Comm. Paris,

1884-85.

1666. 1884. Blanoh^re, Rend de la.—Malva, Mulucha, Molochatch; ^tude

d'un Nom Geographique. Bull, do Corresp. Afr., iii., p. 136.

1667. 1884. Marokko. Berichtigungcn des Zolltarifs. Deutschen Handels-

archiv (Gesetzgebung), Novemhcr Heft.

Mazagan : Handel und Schifl'fahrt, 1883. Ibid. (Berichte), May Heft.

Larache : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1883. Ibid,, July Heft.

Mogador : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1883. Ibid., October Heft.

Safii : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1883. Ibid., November Heft.

. Babat : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1883. /ii'tZ., November Heft.

1668. 1884. Iievinok, Madame Anne.—L'Oasis de Figuig. Rev. de Gtogr.,

t. XV., p. 401 et seq.

The authoress says :
" J'y entree, mais je I'avoue, j'y pen s6journ^." She

made a journey from Geryvillc.

1668. 1884. Fouoauld, Le Vioomte de.—Voyage au Maroc. Comptes-

liendus Soc. G^ogr. Paris, No. 13, pp. 372-375.

1670. 1884. Expedition hydrographique sur les Cdtes du Maroc en' 1854.

Bull. Soc. Geogr. Paris, 7"" Ser., t. v., p. 227.

1671. 1884. Canal, J.—La fronti^re Marocaine. Bull. Soc. Gdogr. d'Oran,

No. 21, pp. 83-86 and 91-94,

In No. 22 the author gives an instmctive map, showing the manner in

which he maintains that the frontier of Morocco should be rectified in the

interest of France, by adopting the line of the Muluia.

1572. 1884. Bouty, M.—Nouvelle demonstration de la possibilite du chemin

de fer Trans-saharien. Bull, de la Soc. de Geogr. et d'Arch. d'Oran, 1884,

No. 21, pp. 87-90.

This is based on a recent notice published by M. Fouyanne on the region

between Tuat and Timbuktu.

1673. 1884. Valbert, G.—Le Maroc et la politique europ4enne k Tanger.

Rev. des deux Mondes, 1'" Dec, p. 681. An excellent article founded on the then

impublished journals of M. de Foucauld. See No. 1842.

The writer sets forth moderately and fairly the views of the three great

nations regarding this country : that of England, whose interest it .'s to retain

the statu quo; of Spain, who has possessed Ceuta since 1580, and might have

added to her possessions in 1860 (had not the other Powers, chiefly England,

intervened) ; and of France, who sighs for a delimitation of her frontier and the

rich but turbulent oases of the South.

1674. 1884. Mathieu, J.—Le Maroc.—Bull. .Soc. G^ogr. Marseille, t. viii.,

p. 147-155.

1676. 1884. Boches, Lton, Ministre Plenipotentiaire.—Trente-deux ans k

travers I'lslam. (1832-1864.) Paris : 2 vols. 8vo, pp. 500, 503.

2x2
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Vol. ii. : Livro ix., Cnmpagno du Maroc; Livre x., Mission \ Paris ct i\

Tangcr. At p. 451 is tho " l)(?linntation do la frontidro du Maroc."

1676. 1884. Iianier, L.—L'Afriqiie. Choix do Lectures, do Gdographie, accom-

pngDues do R<Ssum6s d'Analy8e.<«, do notes explicativea et bibliographiqucs, ct

orudes do 57 vigiicttos, do 9 cartes tirdcs un couleur ct de 33 cartes intercalecs

diins le toxte. Paris : 12mo, pp. x. and 920.

Pp. 42-86 regarding Morocco.

1577. 1884. Derenbourg, Hartwig.—Lcs Manuscrits Arabcs de I'Escurial.

Paris : Publications de I'^cole dcs Langucs Oriontales vivantos. Ist vol., Bvo,

xliii.+525. .

1678. 1884. Oervera Baviera, Capt. D.Julio, Teniento de Ingenieroa.

—

Gcogratia Militar de Marruccos. Barcelona : IGnio, pp. 192, with eight plates

and one map.

This is one of tho publications of tho Revista Cientifica Militar. At

pp. 15-18 is a litit of tho Autliorities quoted.

1578. 1884. Carv^jal, Job6 de.—Los Intereses d(! Espafia en Marruccos.

Discurso pronunciado en la reunion publica de Africnnistas y Golohistas de 30 de

Marzo de 1884. Madrid : 4to, {tp. 39. A reprint of one of the speeches in

No. 1561.

1580. 1884. Coello, Fr., J. Costa, &o.—Intereses de Espafia en Marruccos.

Madrid : 4to, pp. 112.

1681. 1834. Oiralt, J. R.—El Porvenir de Espafia en el Sahara. Barcelona:

8vo. T>!\ 26, with map.

1582. 1884. Marrueoos por M. Castonnet des Fosses. Bol. de la Soc. Oeogr,

de Madrid, t. xvii., pp. 20-35.

A Notice of M. Castonnet do Fosses' Article in the ' Exploration ' (No. 1563),

considered of extreme interest for Spain, as showing clearly what are French

aspirations in Morocco, and expressing the opinion of the Geographical Society

of Madrid on the subject.

1583. Ija Folitica Hispano Marroqui y la opini6n piiblica en

Espafia. 1. c, p. 36-58, with a map of the frontier between Morocco and Algeria.

Petitions sent by numerous Societies in Spain to the Cortes begging that

a vigorous impulse may be given to Spanish politics in Morocco.

This subject is concluded in t. xviii., 1885, pp. 94-106.

1584. 1884. Espafia y Francia en Marruccos. 1. c, pp. 61. Discussion on

the projected rectification of the frontiers of the two countries.

1586. 1884. Un ex-Diplomatlco.—La qucstione del Marocco. Nuovo Anto-

logio ii., Ser. ii., t. 45, pp. 663-676.

1586. 1884. Diaa y Rodriguez, D. Manuel.—Guia de Marruccos, compendio

geografico del pais, etc., publicade en el folletin do ' La Correspoudencia Militar.'

Madrid.

1687. 1884. Xn-Arisoh, die Handclsverhiiltnisser der Provinz dor Sultanat

Marokko. Oesterreich. Monatsschr. f. d. Orient, pp. 71. (De la Martinifire.)

1688. 1884. Soobel, A.—Reiseskizzen aus Nord-west Afrika. Das Ausland,

No. 14. (De la Martiniere.)

J.689. 1884. Reise der Franzosen naoh Marokko, 1882. N. Militar

B. XXV., p. 9. (Do la Martiniere.)
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[Anon.] Fiilirer durch Spanien nebst Marokko. Wion : 8vo,

Zehden, O.—Taiiger. Deutscho Rundschau f. Googr., vi., No. 11,

1680. 1881.

pp. 174.

1681. 1864.

pp. 481-490.

16851. 1884. Lena, Oakar.—Totuan unci dio Landschaft Aschcra. Aus allcr

Weltthoilen, vol. xi., p. 1. Iteiae von Tanger nach Fas. lb. ]>. 65, Fas dio

Residenz dos Sultana Muley Hassan. Oestcrreich. Monatsschr. f. d. Orient, 1884.

No. 4.

1688. Timbuktu : Reiso dmch Marokko, dio Sahara und den Sudan,
ausgefiihrt iiu Auftrago dor Afrikanischen Gesellscnaft in Deutscldand, in deu
Jahren 1870 und 1880. 2 vols. Leipzig: 8vo, with 57 engravings and nine

maps, pp. xvi., 430, 408. In French, "Timbouctou au Maroc, au Sahara, ct

au Soudan, par . . . trad, par Tierro Lehautcour." Paris : 2 vols. 8vo, pp. 467
and 438, 45 engravings and 1 map.

The first volume is entirely upon Morocco, and forms one of the best

existing rdsum^is of our knowledge of tliat country.

1684. 1884. Moroooo.—London Chamber of Commerce Journal, p. 1 79.

1686. 1884. • The Times of Morocco.'—English Monthly (Tangier) ; E. E.

Meakin, editor from its commencenieiit, July 5, 1884; also Uudgett Meakin
(Sept. 1886 to Sept. 1890, with intermissions). Weekly from Jan. 14, 1886.

Doubled, 1889.

This is the only English paper in Morocco. It has its own press, and has

printed several works, e.y. No. 2012.

Among the more important descriptive articles, the greater number of

them by Mr. Budgett Meakin, are 'J'angier : Nos. 1, 2, 9, 41, 43, 84, 169,

170, 171; Laraiche, No, 272; Fez, Nos. 174, 176; Casablanca, No. 47;
Mazagan, No. 48 ; El K'sar el Kebir (Alcasar), No. 231 ; Rabat, Nos. 59, 173

;

Salli, Nos. 1C5, 160, 168 ; Saffi, Nos. 137, 138, 139 ; Assaka, No. 45 ; Mogador,

Nos. 144, 145; Merakish (Morocco City), Nos. 159, 162, 181; Mekenes,

Nos. 20, 209 ; Zerhuu or Mowlai Edris town. No. 184 ; Timbuktu, Nos. 90,

91, 92, 93; Perejil Island, No. 108; Wazzan, Nos. 196, 197. Feasts

and Fasts:

—

Jewish: Day of Atonement, No. 50; Tabernacles, No. 51;

Hanuca, No. 61 ; Passover, No. 25 ; Purim, No. 69 ; Circumcision, No. 5

;

Funerals, No. 5 ; Pentecost, No. 83. Moorish : Yom el 'Aashur, No. 49 ; Ei

Mfllud en Nebi, No. 57 ; El 'Aid el Kebir, Nos. 9, 44, 95 ; Ramaddn, Nos. 13,

82; Festival of the Learned, Nos. 87, 88. Tangier as a Health-Resort, Nos. 5,

15, 18, 81, 99, 100; Jews of Morocco, Nos. 109, 110; Christianity in Morocco,

Nos. 78, 79 (Missions). Food in Tangier, No. 96 ; Mahdis of Morocco, No. 206

;

Domestic Architecture, Nos. 47, 180, 186, 198; Kasbah Hamdush on the

Tensift, No. 130 ; Sheshuan (visit subsequent to that of Mr. Harris, No. 1808),

Nos. 22-4, 225, L'3'i ; Commerce Nos. 29, 30; Native Doctors, No. 229, 230;
Sus Country-, Nos. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 ; Mowlai Hasan's Expeditions, No. 168

;

An Adventurer in Morocco (Abd Allah ben Ali), No. 128; Saints of Morocco,

No. 130, 131 ; Sus Cloaks, No. 191 ; Yakub el Mansur, No. 187 j A Moorish

Governor, No. 126; Slipshod way of transacting business. No. 133. Educa-

tion in Morocco : Moorish and Jewish, Nos. 47, 173, 52 (Jews at Tetuan),

No. 37 (Mogador), No. 84 (Spanish at Tetuan). Mueddins, No. 64 ; Rivers

shoaling up, No. 70; Pilgrims, Nos. 110, 208, 209; Hawking, No. 83: \gri-

culture, Nos. 61, 76, 77 ; Collecting Tithes, No. 13 ; Ais-6wa, Nos. 8, 191

;

Army, Nos. 84, 85; Convention of Madrid, and other Treaties, Nos. 63,165,

mmmm
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8'J, 84, 85, 80; Moorish Kntertalnnicnts, No. Gl ; Commerce, Nos. 26, 20,

80 ; Thrco Months hi Suz, 2()-21.

1696. 1884. Babatier, Camille.— Khsai sur rKthiiologio do TArrique du
Nord. Rovuo d'AuthropoU)sio, IHth July.

1607. 1884. llohlfli, Oerhard.— Our hcutigc Ziistnnd von' Mnrokko. Kiihi

Zoit., No. 13, Sept.

Dr. Ituhlfs sevms to believo thnt the Moro<-can question is incapable uf

solution; ho dcecribes the 8ultan as ail-ioweiful i'ur evil and {jowcrless

for good.

1698. 1884. Hildyard, H., Lt-Col.—A Visit to the Capital of S"utheni

Morocco. Army niid Mavy Maaaziiio, May and June, pp. 1 et aeq.

1699. The Armed Forces of Morocco. Army and Navy Magazine,

No. 4S, October, pp. 547-553.

1600. 1884. Fallu de Lessert, Clement.—Ettules sur le droit public et

I'ors^anisation Hocialo do I'Afrique romainc. Los assembk'os provincialcs et le cultc

provincial de I'Afrique romaino. Paris, 8vo, pp. 90. He finds no trace of " concilia

provincioB " or of " sacerdotes provinciro " in Maurotania Tingitana. But this is

due, he thinks, not to the low culture of that province, but to the fact of its

Roman ruins not being suiliciently explored.

1601. 1885. Condition of Morocco.
This forms the theme of a long letter by Mr. Donald Mackenzie in the

• Times,' Jan 30. It is one of the most concise summaries \vc have.

1603. 1885. Ratzel, Pr.—Kidtur- und Staatenkartc von Afrika. Skizzc der

Staatcnbildendcn Yulker und der Eingol)urueuen Staaten. Gutha : 4to.

1608. 1885. Beid, & Q.—Winter Notes from Morocco. Ibis : 1885, pp. 241.

1604. 1885. "Sarcelle" (C. A. Payton).—A Spring Ramblo in Morocco.

'Field,' 25th May.

1606. 1885. Lapeen, Vice-Consul.—Beport on the Trade of Dar-cl-Baida for

1833. Cons. Comm. Reports received at F.O. during 1884, Pt. i., p. 933.

1606. 1885. Bedman, Vice-Consul.—Report on the Trade of Magazan for

1883. 1. c, p. 935.

1607. 1885. Frost, Vice-Consul.—Reitort on the Trade of Rabat for 1883.

L c, p. 943.

160a 1885. Hunot, Vioe-Consul.—Reiiort on the Trade of Saffee for 1883.

1. c, p. 949.

1609. 1885. White, Consul.—Report on the Trade of Tangier for 1883.

1. c., Pt. ii., p. 1686.

1610. 1885. Castonnet des Fosses, H.—Les Intdrets Fran9ais au Maroc.

Bull. Trim, de G^ogr. Oran, t. v., p. 17-40.

The author gives a slight sketch of tho various dynasties and governments

which have existed in the country, and of the European expeditions to it ; of

its present condition, physical, political and social ; a description of its various

ports and inland towns, and observations on the course which he thinks

necessary for augmenting French influence in it.

1611. Lo Chdrif de Ouazzan. 1. c, p. 41-47. A biographical sketch of

the Grand Sherif Haji Abd-cs-Selam, and an account of the confraternity of

161
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Mowlai 'J'oob, of which ho U tho head. Sco also Rev. Fran?, do I'fitrang. et des

ColouicH, t. i., jip. 39-44, witli a portrait of tlie 8iiorif.

1612. 1HH5. Castonnet dea FosaoB, H.—Ima Portugais au Maroc. Annalex

do rcxtronio Orient, t. viii., pp. 125), 161, 11)3. Also sopnrutoly, Paris : 8vo,

1886, pp. 39.

1618. JiO Mnroc. Confereiico faite i\ Cambrai, 29 Mars. Bull. Union
Gdogr. du Nord, Doimi, Nos. 5 and G. Also in soparato ft)rni, Doiiai : 8vo,

pp. 41.

1614. Lo Maroc, tcl qu'il est. Paris : Svo.

1616. 1885. Perry, Harold A.—Tlio Fato of Morocco. National Review,

June, pp. 444-457.

1616. 1885. Broadley, A. U.—Englisli Interests in North Africa, Fort<

nightly Review, April. Chiefly concerns Tunisia.

1617. 1885. Mission Militaire envoyde au Maroc en 1882. Bull. Trim, de

Gdogr. Oran, t. v., pp. 158-177, with a map of the routes from Mazagau to

Morocco, and from Morocco to Mogadon
The anonymous author states :

" Nous nous bornerons i\ decriro les deux

routes suivies i)ar la Mission, sans pretendre fairo uno description gcographiquu

qui n'aurait aucun caractdre de prdcision."

This is followed by an article entitled 'Situation Militaire du Maroc,*

translation of one in the Deutsche liecres-Zeitung of the 24th Aug.

1618. 188'>. Iferoier, E.— Quolques Notes sur le Tafilalet. Bull. Trim, do

Gdogr. Or; 1, t. v., pp. 79-87.

An itinerary followed by caravans from Tlemsen, returning south, and au

account of tho oasis of Tafilalet, formerly Sijil-Messa. This is followed by a

short articlo on the route thence to Fez and Merakish. M. Mercier is one of

tho most distinguished of Algerian scholars.

1619. 1885. Tatizler, Capitaine H.—Le ^Mulucha, or Molochath (Oucd

Makta). Rev. Air , vol. xxix., p. 41 et seq.

The writer seeks to prove that the river in question is tho Makta, to tlia

' east of Arzew, and not the Muluia on the frontier of Morocco.

A reply to this by M. Ernest Mercier, * La question du Mulucha,' appeared

in the Rev. de I'Afr. Fran?., 1886, t. iv., p. 178.

1620. 1885. Basset, llen6.—Notes de Lexicographic Berbire, Part ii. Paris

:

Svo, pp. 111. Reprinted from Joum. Asiatique. See also Nos. 1520, 1687, 1849.

This is the dialect of the Beni Menasser, a Berber tribe to the west of

Algiers, and only bears indirectly on the general subject of the Berber language

in Morocco.

1621. 1885. [Versohoyle, B«v. John.] — Among the Arabs of Western

Africa: a Ride into the Cities of tlie Interior in 1884. Literary and Art

Supplement to the • Pictorial World,' February 26th, March 5th, March 12th,

3Iarch 19tb, March 26th, April 2nd.

An account, with numerous illustrations by Thomas Macquoid and others,

of a journey from Tangier to Fez.

1622. 1885.! Xrokmann, Jules.—Le Maroc moderne. Paris: 8vo, pp. 304,

with a map of Western Morocco from Aglou to Mehedia (old Mamora), plans of

Fez, Morocco city (Merakish) Agadir and Tarudant, and six plates of Morocco

city and vicinity.

The author was a Captain of Artillery, and chief of the Frencli Military

Mission in Morocco from 1877 to 1883. Hence his book, though very"
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imrcrfctt, ntiil wpoilt by prejudice, is one nf llo fiw original authorities

on the c»>untry, csiHtially on tho Army nnd Court regime.

16SS. 1885. Fcstel, jBaoul.—L'A11cn?ngiiu it lu Man e. Gnrctto Gdogrii-

phlque.

1624. —— Kn Tuni*i« et en Slaidr, I'niiH: Libr. (ii'ii. do Vulpnrimticn, 6v»',

y. 221. 1') illiiBtrntiuiiM.

1626. 188r). Mohammed Abou Baa ben Ahmed ben Abd cl-Kader
en-Nasri.—"Voynncs extrnonlinnircs et NouvilleH nsrt'aMiH, jnr . . . Hdcitw

liistoriques 8ur I'Arriquu poptentiionale, trnduit ]Hr M. A. Ariinud, Iiitur|iri'ti-

Militairc. Alger : 8vo, p. xiii., 21t).

In this mnK8 of nuteH and comments will !« fdund mnny curioim memoranda
about Morocco, «•,</. pp. 12, T.O, 82, 110, 120, 124, 15P, ICO, etc., nnd about tlio

liiatory and divisions of tlio Berbers immm.

1626. 1885. Fal^ologue, Maurice.—I^e Maroc. Notes ot souvenirs. Rer.

des Deux Mondes IStli April, vol, 08, pp. 888-(t2'l,

An interesting account of a short residence at Tangier, and a visit to

Marekish in company with M. Monfraix, first Secretary of the French Legation.

1627. 1885. OimeneB, 8.—Ehj nila en ol Xfrica septentrional. Madrid : 4to^

p. 74.

1628. 1885.

Paris : 8vo.

1628. 1886.

1680. 188S.

Mer, A., '. Captaine. — Memoiro sur ic jt^riplc d'llanncii.

Sorela.—Lcs possessions espapfioles en Afrique. Pavis : 8vo.

Duveyrier, Henri.—Note nu sujet do soulevementa nu Marrc.

Coropte-Rendu des fcftances do la •J'oc. de Gdogr. Paris, p. 148. With sketcl-

\ map showing the districts affected by the insurrection, and those parts of Murocie

which are practically inde])endcnt.

1681. Note sur rOccupatiou de la cOto du Sahara par I'Espagne. BuU.

Soc. G<5ogr. Paris, p. 519.

1682. 1885. Foucauld, Vioomte Ch. de.—Tableau dcs Positions determindes-

dans lo Maroc, 1883-84. 1. c, p. 296.

1638. Tableaux des Observations astrcnomiqucs, obsen'dea au Maroc.

Bull. Soc. G&gr, Paris, p 297.

1884. Note sur I'Altitude de Ffts. 1. c, p. 690.

1686. Foucauld's Journeys in Morocco. Proc. R. G. S., London, pp. 547-

548. (From Bull. Soc. Geog. Paris, April 24th.)

1686. Itineraries en' iMarruecos. Bol. Soc. Geogr. Madrid, t. xxiii^

PI).
110-117.

1687. 1885. lies FossessionB espagnoles sur la cote du Sahara. Ga/.

Geogr. (De la Martinibre).

1688. 1885. Vilain.—Le^^Dolmen des Beni Snassen (Maroc). Paris: 8vo,

illustrated.

1689. 1885. Marcet, Dr. A.—Le Maroc, voyage d'une Mission fran^aise h \\

cour du Sultan. Paris : 18nio, pp. viii. and 218, 2 maps, 1 plan and 8 helio-

gravures ; see also. Rev. Scient. (Rev. Rose), t. 37, p. 50fi.

Dr. Marcet accompanied the Mission of M. (Jrdega in 1882, from Mazagaii

to Marekish and back by way of Mogador and the coast route to Tangier— the

via legationum. His route-map contains some fresh details. 2nd ed., 1886.
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1640. 1HH5. liataite, Femand, nnciun Pn'-Hltlent do la Stx!. Zool. de Franca.—
llStudo du la Fauno d«« VurtubrdM do ])iirbario (Alg^rio, TuniHio et Maroc).

Catnlogue ])roviuuiru dcH Maiiiiiiildrog, A[iula;^iqurH lauva^^vv. Actes de la See.

Linn, do liordeaux, xxxix' vui., iip. 1:^0-280. AIhu Bcparatoly, Bordeaux : 8to,

pp. 177.

So far as Morocco 1h concornril, tliu list is not derived from personal know-
ledge. It it) compiled, and not always correct.

1641. 1885. Ija Folitica Hlspano-Marroqui y la opinion pUblica en
KHpafin. I'cticioncs eleviulns a Ins CortcH en el afio do 1884-85, per varia*

Hociedaa geogiilficas y cienlilicaB ; Juntas do Agricultura, Indiistria y Conaercio;

Sociedadea econuniicas de Aniigog del Pais ; Circulos mcrcnntiles ; Atcncoa

industrialcs, etc. Sobic la Piditica de Kspafia en Africa. Madrid : 8vo. pp. 02.

One of the imblicatioiis of (lie Sociednd Espafiula do Africanistas y Colonistas.

A reprint with additions of tlie paper No. 168l).

1642. 1885. £tat ^oonomique du Maroo.—llev. Fran?, de I'liltranger et

des Colonies, t. i., p. 158. An unonynious letter from Tangier, on the commerci
of the country and its future.

1643. 1885. BouBquet, Du.—Maroc. 1. c, pp. 277, 280.,

Written under the supjHJsition tliat a MiHsion was to proceed from Morocco

to Paris and London, and that M. Feraud was about to go to the Sultan'»

court.

1644. 1885. Chavagnao, Le Comte de.—Maroc. Quinze jours i\ Wazzaii.

1. c, pp. 3G0-37(!, with 2 illustrations.

The author accompanied the Shereef to Wazzan in the hope of continuing

his journey to Orau. Ho docs not state the result in this article.

1646. 1885. Merle, A.—L'Anglcterre, la France et I'Espagne, tl propos du>

Tile d'Arguin. Rev. de Ge'ogr., Paris, t. xvi., p. 169.

'J'his refers to the various eflbrts made by European nations to foumt

establishments on the West Coast of Morocco, and cspcially of Spain to

reoccupy its ancient station at Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefla.

1646. 1885. Martinidre Henri, de la.— Itineraire d'Alkazar (El-Kear el

Kdbir) ti Ouezzan, par Tchiaveua et Tsurisera. 1. c, t. xvii., pp. 413-425, with

a map.

1647. Le Sultan du Maroc et son gouvernement. Rev. Fran?, de

YttT. et des Colonics, t. ii., pj). 282-285.

1648. Union latino dans I'Afrique septentrionale. La France et I'Espagnu

au Maroc. 1. c, pp. 369-373.

He sta'es :
" A prendre seuls Ic Mamc, nous nous heurterions h rEspagnc,.

tandis que I'ayant comme allieo nous pourrious passer outre m.algre les protesta-

tions de I'Angleterre."

1649. 1885. Oalindo, y de Vera Leon.—Historia, vicisitudes y politica tra-

dicional de Espana iespect<> du sus poscsiones en las Costas de Africa. Madrid:

4to, pp. 482.

1660. TerritorioB Iquiridos para Espafia por la Sociedad espafiolada

Africanistas y Colonistas en la Costa occidental de Africa. Bol. Soc. Qeogr,

Madrid, xviii., p. 355.

1661. 1885. Cervera Baviera (Julio). — Expedicion geogrdfico-militar al

interior y costas de Marruecos, Setiembre, Octubre, Novienibre y Diciembre de

1884. Barcelona: 4to. (I'ublicaciones do la Revista cientilica militar.)

mmmm
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less. 1885-1888. Burton, Sir Richard F.—Alf Laylah wa Laylah. A Plain

and Literal Translation of tho Arabian Nightn' Entertainments, now entitled

* The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Ni<;ht,' with introduction, explanatory

notes on the manners and customs of Moslem men, and a termiual essay upou

the History of the Nights, " Benares : Printed by tho Kamashastra Society " for

Private Subscribers only. 10 vols, with G volumes of Supplement. Royal Svo.

These volumes, especially the later ones, printed after the Editor's visit to

Tangier, contain many notes and references to Morocco, though unfortunately

not always accurate. For example, (vol. viii. p. 272) he credits a writer in tho

Globe (Feb. 5th, 1884) with identifying tho Garden of the Hesiierides with the

mouth of the Lukkos (El Ku») river. This myth is as old as Pliny, and is

reiieated by many writers on Morocco since his day, among others by Cheniev

and Tissot.

1658. 1885. Crevna, C. P.—Da Marocco a Mogadon Cora's Cosmos viii., No. 8,

p. 225, with map.

1664. 1885. Von Tanger nach Fez. Export. (De la MartiniSre.)

1656. 1885. Marokko.—Lage des Zuckcrmarkts. Deutschcs Handelsarchiv,

February Heft.

Handel und SchiDffahrt dor Marokkanischen Hafonpliitzo i. J. 1884. Ibid.t

April Heft.

Mazagan : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1884. Ibid., May Heft.

Laracho : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1884. Ibid., June Heft.

Mogador : Jahresbericht, 1884. Jbid., August Heft.

Rabat : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1884. Ibid., June Heft.

Saffi : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1884. Ibid., May Heft.

Tangier : Handel und Schifffahrt der marokkanischen Hafenplatzo und
insbesoudere des Hafens v. Tangier im J. 1884. Ibid., October Heft.

1656. 1885. PieBBe, Ii.—Itindrairc do I'Algerie et de Tunisie et de Tanger. Nino
maps and 10 plates. Paris : 18mo.

166^. 1885. Iia AfHoana, Spanish Satirical Weekly (Tangier). Eduardo

Hanglin, editor. It was issued for fifteen weeks in the autumn of 1885, and for two

weeks (with lithographed cartoons) in tho spring of 1886, when it became extinct.

1668. 1885. Blumentritt, F.— Die Spanischen Presidios an der Nordkuste

Maroccos. Globus, xlviii. n. 18, 279-282.

1668. Die neuen Erwerbungen Spaniens an der atlantischen Kiiste Nord-

Afrika's. 1. c, xlviii.. No. 20, p. 311-314.

1660. 1885. Houdas, O. — Monographic de Muqucnez. Journal Asiatique,

8"*. S^r. t. v., pp. 103-148. Also separately, Paris : 1886.

This is mainly a translation of the Arabic MS. of Mohammed ben Ahmed
ben Mohammed ben Ghazi Elotsmani Elketami, who again revised and ampli-

fied the notes of a Mekenes Kadi (a.h. 640) named Abdul Khcttab Sahl ben

El Kasem ben Abdullah ben Mohammed ben Hammad ben Mohammed ben

Zeghbush.

1661. Morocco (from Le Reveil du Maroc). London Chamber of Com-
merce Journal, p. 95

1662. 1886. Lee, Sir Joseph C—The North-West Coast of Africa.

Manchester Geogr. Soc., vol. ii., p. 145, with maps,

Morocco, No. 44.

Joum.
Reprinted in Times of
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The portion of the coast here described is that immediately outside find

south of the empire of Morocco, from Wad Draa in the North to the Bay of

Arguin in the South, including Gape Jubi. An account is also given of the

North-West African Company's operations at the latter spot.

1668. 188G. Maokenaie, Donald.—Report on the Condition of the Empire of

Morocco. Addressed to the llight Hon. the Earl of Iddesleigh, G.C.M.G., Her

Majesty's Principal Sec. of State for For. Aff. Published under the sanction of

the Brit, and For. Anti-Slavery Soc. London : 8vo, pp. 55, with map (French)

and Views of Tangier and Mogadon
• The author siwcially visited Morocco for the purpose of making this report

;

though contrary to what the title might infer, it was not commissioned by Her
Majesty's Government. ,

, / ,. ,-

1664. Abuses in Morocco. These were discussed in the • Times,' July

28th, ' Globe,' Jan. 25th (Prisons) et seq.

1666. 1886. Btutfeld, Hugh E. M.—El-Maghreb ; 1200 miles' Bide through

Morocco. London : 8vo, pp. xi. and 347, with map of 63 m. to an inch.

The author visited Morocco in 1882-1885. His first journey was from

Tangier by Alcossar and Wazan to Fez. Thence ho travelled to Mekcnes and

Babat. He afterwards visited Merakish ; on his return he went W. to Mogador

and so back to Tangier. Beviewed by Eobert Brown in the Academy, vol. 29,

pp. 267, 268.

1666. 1886. Houdas, O.—Le Maroc de 1631 a 1812. Extrait de I'ouvrage

Ettor^jem&n el mo'arib 'an douel elmaohriq ou'l maghrib d'Abouql-

qftsem ben Ahmed Ezziftni, publid et traduit par ... . Paris : 8vo, pp. ix. : 216

of French (including index), and 108 of Arabic text.

The MS. above quoted, which M. Houdas thus translates, " L'interprSte qui

s'exprime clairemont sur les dynasties do I'Orient et de rOccident," is a rdsumd

of a universal history in which that of the Alide Cherifs is treated in some

detail. Only chap. xv. is here given, in Arabic and French. Ezziani held

several high positions under the Sultan of Morocco ; the last was the govern-

; ment of Oujda. On his army being defeated by the Arab tribes he fled to

Tlemjen in 1812, where he wrote the work in question.

Its Arabic title is:—j ^JJ^^ Jj*^ ^^ ^J^^ t:)Wy^^

J^J^ rm c>-^^ •r'A

1667. 1886. [OarBten, Norman.]—Shreds of Morocco. Cornhill Magazine,

September, pp. 249-270.

An English Artist's picture of Tangier.

1668. 1886. [PerdicariB, Ion.]—American Claims and the Protection of

Native subjects in Morocco, by a Foreign Besident. [Privately printed for Ion

Perdicaris by \Vm. P. Griffith & Son, Limited, London : no date or printer on

title-page.] 4to, pp. 59 and iv.

1669. 1886. Eobelt, "Wilhelm.—Die Siiugethiero Nord-Afrikas. Zoologische

Garten, vol. xxvii., Nos. 6-8.

1670. 1886. "Sarcelle" (C. A. Payton).—Miscellaneous Sport in Morocco.

« Field,' 3l8t July.

1671. Becent Sport in Moorish Waters. 1. c, 18th Sept.

1672. Pigeon Shooting in Morocco. 1. c, 23rd Oct.

MMN
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1673. 1886. "Saroelle" (C. A. Payton).—Among tho Azlimzah again,

1. c.,4thDec. -

1674. 1886. Redman, Vice-Consiil.—Eeport on the Trade of Mazagan for

1884. Cons. Coram, l^ep. received at F. 0. during 1885, Pt. i., p. 324.

1676. 1886. Frost, Vioe-ConBuL—Reiwrt on the Trade of Eabat for 1884'.

1. c, p. 329.

1676. 1886. Hunot, Vlce-Consul.— Report on the Trade of Saffi for 1884.

1. c, p. 333.

1677. 1886. Payton, ConsuL—Eeport on the Trade of Mogador for 1884.

i. c, p. 441.

1678. 1886. Hunter, Vice-Consul.—Eeport on tlie Trade of Dar-el-Baida for

1884. 1. c, rt. ii. p. 1784.

1679. 1886. White, Consul.— Eeport on the Trade of Tangier for 1884.

1789.

Eeport on the Trade of the Consular district of Tangier for the

Dip. and Cons. Eep. on Trade and Finance. For. Office Ser. for

1. c., _

1680.

year 1885.

1886, No. 3, 8vo, pp. 12.

1681. 1886. Constant, P. d'Estoumelles de.—Lcs Societes Secretes chez Ics

Arabes, et la Conquete de I'Afrique du Nord. Eev. des Deux Mondes, vol. 74,

1st March, p. 100-128.

Based on Commandant Rinn's ' Marabouts et Khouan ' (Bib. Alg. No. 4334).

Gives an account of the various secret societies in Morocco amongst others.

1682. 1886. MacCarthy, Oscar.—Africa Antiqua. Lexique de Gfographie

Comparde de I'Ancienne Afrique. Eev. Afr., vol. xxx., p. 1 et seij.

This promised to be an important work, embracing all the countries of

North Africa, but it was discontinued after 1887 owing to the author's state of

health. It reached only the letter N, part i.

1688. Sur les Eoutes qui conduisent du Maroc i\ Timboktou. Compte-

Rendu des S&inces de la Soc. Gdogr. Paris, p. 507.

1684. 1886. Le Chatelier, A. — Lcs Frontiferes Meridionales de I'Algerie.

Eev. Scient., 3rd ser., t. xi., p 513 et seq.

1686. 1886. Rohlfs. Gerhard.—Lc Nord de I'Afrique. Gaz. Geogr. et I'Ex-

plor., Nouv. Ser., t. xxii., p. 2G1.

The author reviews the political condition of North Africa. The German
version appeared in the August number of the Itev. Colon. Internationale.

1686. 1886. Charmes, Gabriel.—Une Ambassade au Maroc. Eevue des

Deux Mondes June 15, t. 75, p. 839, et seq. See No. 1700.

1687. 1886. Basset, Ben4.—Notes de Lexicographie Berbere, Part iii. Paris

:

Svo, pp. 88. Eeprinted from Journ. Asiatique. See also Nos. 1520, 1620, 1849.

Dialect of tlie inhabitants of the South of Oran and various Oases of

Morocco : Tiut, Ain Sfisfa, Jebcl Tselj, Asia, Ich and Figig.

1688. 1886. El Eco Mauritano.—Spanish (Tangier) Weekly. Editor, A. J.

Lugaro.

This paper has its own press.

1688. 1886. Le Conamerce au Maroc.— French Fortnightly (Tangier).

Editor, H. OUigslaecher.

Issued in the German interest, though printed in French in Oran. It

began on the 22nd March 1886, and expired after seven issues.
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1690. 1886. Africa.—Spanish Weekly (Ceuta). Editor, Garcia y Contillo.'

This paper has its own press. See El Eco de Geuta, No. 1498.

1691. 1886. FontpertuiB, Ad. F. de.—Le Maroc. Ses Populations et son

Organisation interieur. La Nouvelle Revue, t. 40, p. 162-179.

A review of the work of Jules Erckmann. See No. 1622.

1692. 1886. Rinn, Commandant Louis, Gonsciller du Gouvemement.

—

Nos Frontieres Sahariennes. Rev. Afr., vol. xxx., p. 161-242, with map. Also

-published separately at Algiers.

A remarkable study of the frontier question : of course the author argues

in favour of its rectification at the expense of Morocco. The map shows the

N.W. Corner of Africa, between Tripoli and Morocco, divided off into its

various zones, viz. :—1. The Tell, where " intensitive colonisation " is possible.

2. The High Plateaux, or zone of industrial and pastoral colonisation. 3. The
Sahara, where artesian cultivation is practicable. 4. The sand dunes.

6. The northern slopes of the Touareg Mountains. The " inconteatihh fron-

tier " is marked by a red line, closely approaching to Igli in the W., and
Ghadames on the E. Tafilalet, Figig, Igli, Tuat, &c., are carefully excluded

from the Empire of Morocco.

l"**.*^. 1886. Castonnet des Fosses, H.— Chroaique de Maroc. Rev. de
':

1
fr F'-an9., t. iv., j). 54, gives a review of all that had occurred in Morocco

;,
885—^The change of French Ministers—Insurrection in the interior

—

is' an embassy to Paris, &c.; p. 131, gives an account of the military

resources of Morocco; p. 204, advocates a union between France and Spain

regarding Morocco; p. 278, "La situation au Maroc prdoccupe tons les

Franfais."

1694. 1886. Chavagnao, Le Comte de.—Extrait des notes d'un Voyage de

Fez ik la frontiere Marocaine en 1881. 1. c, p. 65.

M. de Chavagnac was the first Frenchman who followed this route.

1696. 1886. Fouyanne, Ingdnieur en chef des Mines.—Documents relatifs h

la Mission dirig^e au Sud do I'Algerie. Paris : fol. pp. 228, with five plates of

Profiles.

M. Pouyanne was sent by the Minister of Public Works to reporl on lines

of projected railways. 1. From Ras-el-Ma as far as possible in the direction of

the Wad Gir. 2. From Tiaret to El-Maia. 3. From Saida to the South of

Algeria. This volume gives much information regarding the districts of

Morocco bordering on the Algerian frontier, and on the map of the country

between Tuat and Timbuktu.

1696. 1886. Renou, E.—Deux Notes sur le Maroc; sur quelques altitudes

dans Tempire du Maroc ; sur les routes qui conduisent du Maroc t\ Timboktou.

C. 11. Soc. Geogr. Paris, No. 16, pp. 505, with map. Scottish Geographical

Magazine, 1887, p. 47.

1697. 188G. Hansen-Blangsted, Em.— Les lies Zafarines, prds de la

frontiere de I'Algerie et du Maroc. Comptds-Rendus de la Soc. Geogr. Paris,

No. 13, p. 375 ; La Gazette Gcographique et TExploration, Nouv. Ser., t. xxi.,

p. 281, No. 25, with map.

1698. 1886. B., N^gooiaut.— Lettrcs du Maroc, L'Affaire d'Agadir. L c,

pp. 341.

1699. 1886. Un foux Marooain.—1. c, pp. 387. Namely El-Hadj Abd-el-

Kerim bey.
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1700. 1886. Oanal, J.—Monographie de rArrondissemcnt do Tlempen. Bull.

Trim, do Geogmphio et d'Arch(k)log. de Oran, Ncuvidnio Ann<Se, t. vi. Fnsciculo

xxviii., Jan.—Mar., p. 11 et leq., with errata on p. 164 ; maps and illustrations.

Much in this monograph touches on the geography and history of the

neighbouring part of Morocco.

1701. 1886. Merle, A.— La question du Cap Blanc. Rev. do Qdogr. Paris,

March, t. xviil,, p. 183.

Keferring to his previous article [No. 1645] the author resumes a dis-

cussion regarding the attempts of Spain on the West Coast of Africti.

1709. 1886. Duval, DC V.—La Bectification de notre Frontidro algdricnnu vens

lo Maroc, I'Oasis de Figuig. 1. c, pp. 361-370.

1708. 1886. Crawford, J. V. and Allen, C. H.—Morocco. Report tu the

Committee of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, with map. London :

• 8vo, pp. 39.

The narrative of a mission of inquiry to Morocco by the late Acting

British Consul in Cuba and the Secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society.

1704. 1886. Uarokko.—None Abgabe fUr die aus Stiidton nach dom Innern

von Marokko austretenden Waaren in J. 1885. Doutsches Handelsarchiv

(Gesetzgebung), May Heft.

Abgaben zum Zwcck der Sicheruug des Waaren und GeldtransportB

von den Seehiifen nach dem Innern. Jhid., June Heft.

Casablanca : Handclsbericht im J. 1885. Ibid. (Bcrechte), November Heft,

p. 830.

Larache : Handelsbericht im J. 1885. Ibid., November Heft, p. 836.

Mazagan : Handelsbericht im J. 1885. Ibid., November Heft, p. 832.

Mogador : Handelsbericht im J. 1885. /6id., November Heft, p. 833.

Rabat : Handelsbericht im J. 1885. Ibid., November Heft, p. 836.

SaflS : Handelsbericht im J. 1885. Ibid., November Heft, p. 835.

I
Tangier : Handel und Schifffahrt der Marokkanischen Hafenpliitzo und

insbesondere des Hafens von Tangier im J. 1885. Ibid., November ! [eft,

p. 825.

1706. '*'S86. Hartini^re, Henri de la.—Essai de Bibliographie Marocainc,

1844-1886. Rev. de G&gr. (Drapeyron), t. xix., pp. 96-107 and 184-194.

An attempt to complete that published by M. Benou in 1844, in his ' De-

scription Gdographique de I'Empire de Maroc.' |He gives only 184 of the

most important works regarding " un pays que tout Fran9ais doit consid^rer

comme le futur complement de notre Alg^rie," and is not generally very exact.

See also No. 1910.

Itin^raire de Ouezzan & Meknfts, Juin 1884, suivi par MM.
et H. M. 1. c, t. xviii., pp. 137 et seq., with map.

Altitudes hypsometriques determindes au Maroc. Paris; 8vo,

Le Maroc et les puissances Europdennes. Rev. Fran9. de I'Etrang.

1706.

A.M.
1707.

p. 7.

i7oa
et des Colon., t. iii., pp. 311 et seq.

The burden of the article is " Puissions-nous done voir completer notre

oeuvre dans I'Afrique du Nord et regler les destinies de ce vieil empire du
M^hreb."

1709. La question du Maroc dans I'union Latine. 1. c.,t. iv., pp. 569-673.

The author proposes rather a Franco-Spanish alliance, in order to "ocarter

tout nouveau comp^titeur du pays."
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1710. 188G. Martini^re, Henri de la.—Principaux Ouvragcs relatifs au
Maroc. 1. c, pp. 188-190.

Short noticefl of the various worka on tl.o subject siuco 1860.

1711. 1886. Campou, Ludovio de.—Lu Mnroc, hommcs et choses oorrc-

spondant, I.e., pp. 429-457 ; 627-640.

The author says :
" II faut pnrler du souvorain, do la cour, de son gouverne-

ment, de I'organisation sociale, on rdsumant Ics donates curieuscs qu'un s^jour

prolong^ m'ont pemiis do recueiller sur place." -.

1712. Un Empire qui croule. Lo Maroc contemporain. Paris: 12moy

pp. 250.

The , athor, a civil engineer who died very young, states that the commerce
of Morocco does not exceed 40 millions of francs, of which two-thirds are in

the hands of the English. Ho has no doubt that, the question of the West
being as complicated as that of the East, " I'empire des Gherifs pent continuer

do crouler en paix." For a review, see Rev. do G<)ogr. Paris : t. x., p. 156.

1712a. 1886. Frost, John.—Report sur la situation du Commerce et de Navi-
gation a Rabat en 1885. R6cueil Gonsulaire de Bolgique, No. 8, t. xlvi.,

pp. 97-98.

1713. 1886. Duveyrler, Henri.—Les " Chemins des Ambassadcs " de Tanger

ii Fds et Meknfts en 1885. Bull. Soc. Gdogr. Paris, 7 S6r., t. vii., pp. 344-363.

Account of his journey with M. Gharlcs Fdraud, French Minister at

Tangier. A synopsis of this journey and M. Duveyrier's latest exploration i»

given in Gosson's " Gompcndium Floras Atlanticas," vol. ii., pp. Iviii-lxii.

1714. 1886. O'Shea, John.—Picturesque Spain. 2 vols., London : 8vo.

Contains the usual visit to Tangier.

1716. 1886. Ferez del Toro.—Espafia on el Norveste do Africa. Madrid : 8vo.

1716. 1886. Puente y Rubro, Pedro de.—Pesquerias hespano Africanas Re-

vista de Geografia Comercial, No. 26.

1717. 1886. Perreiro, Don Martin.—Memoria sobre el progreso de la tra-

bajos geogrdQcos Icida en k junta general del 15 de Diciembre de 1885. Bol. de

la Soc. Geogr. de Madrid, t. xx., pp. 12-41. From p. 19 to 22 refers to

Morocco.

1718. The same for 4 May, 1886. 1. c, pp. 249-279. The portion re-

garding Morocco is from p. 257-261.

1719. Exposicion al Oobierno de S.M. sobre la conveniencia de Mejorar

el Servicio del Correo Espailol en Marruecos, 1. c, pp. 318-321.

1720. 1886 Basset, Ren^.— Relaciun de Sidi-lbrahim de Massat sobre el

Sus. 1. c, pp. 209-233. An unauthorized Spanish translation of No. 1469,^and

full of errors.

The work of this Taleb was written in a.ii. 1251 = a.d. 1835-6. The
translator says of it :

" es uno de los pocos monumentos de la lengua berberisca,

que no se deben & fuentes drabes ni pertenecen & la literatura rcligiosa."

1721. 1886. Benitez, D. Crist6bal.—Notas tomadas por . . . . en su viaje por

Marruecos, el desierto de Sahara y Sudan, al Senegal. : c, pp. 337-362 et seq.

See also ' Revista Contempor&nea,' No. 243, Jan. 15 et seq.

1722. 1886. Iia C&mara de Comercio en Tanger. Boll. Soc. Geogr.

Madrid, t, xxi., p. 317. From the ' Archivo Diplomatico y Consular de Espafia.'

1723. 1886. Marohessi Vinoenzo.—La relazioni tra la RepubHca Yeneta ed

il Marocco dal 1750 al 1797. Torino : 8vo. From the Revista Storlca Italiana,

vol. 11,
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1794. 1886. Whetnall, Baron.—Rapport annuel sur la Commerce du jiort de

Tanger et sur la situation industricUo ct coniincrciale du Maroc, aveo les

tableaux statistiques \ Tappui. Recueil Consulaire Beige, t. Ivi., p]>. 1-53.

An admirable digest of the condition uf Morocco by the Belgian Minister

Resident at Tangier.

1726. 1886. Reolus, ifilisde.—Nouvello G6ographie Univcrselle ; La Terre et

les Horames. t. xi. L'AI'rique Septentrionale : Tripolitaine, Tunisie, Algdrie,

Maroc, Sahara. I'aris : 8vo, pp. 912, four coloured maps, 160 maps in the text,

and eighty-three wooilcuts.

A work of the highest value. The portion devoted to Morocco is from

p. 653 to p. 783 ; Charts in text, Nos. 129-145, Plate iii., and Engravings

ixii.-ixxvi.

There is nu English edition of Reclus, •' The Earth and its Inhabitants

—

The Universal Geography." Edited by E. G. Ravenstein and A. H. Keane.

London : 12 vols., no date. Vol. xi., p. 345, Morocco
; p. 414, The Sahara

;

p. 471, The Western Sahara.

1726. 1886. Hind Smith, W. Wilson.—A Boy's Scrambles, Falls and Mis-

haps. [No date or Publisher, but, " Printed by J. Bissley at the Gunnersbury

Press, High Road, Chiswick, 1886."] pp. 86, with ten illustrations, several of

which do not concern Morocco but Algerin.

This book is the narrative of a colporteur's tiip to Laraiche and afterwards

to Fez, &c.

1727. 1886. Fayton, Chas. A.— Rapiiort g6noral du Vice-consul de Belgique

i\ Mogador pour runu(5e 1885.

1728. Ditto, pp. C3-60.

1728. 1886. Jannasoh, R.— Von Schwika uber Wad-Draa bis Mogador.

•Export,' No. 24, viii., p. 3(!7.

1730. Handelspolitisches iiber Marokko.

1731. 1886. Quedenfoldt, M.— Reise und

1. c, No. 27, p. 413.

Reiseverhiiltnisse im Sultarat

Marokko. Terhandl. der Berl. Gcsellsch. fur Erdkunde, vol. viii,, p. 440.

1732. 1886. Rohlfli, Gtorhard.—Quid Novi ex Africa. Cassel : 8vo.

A collection of scattered magazine and newspaper articles, of which three

—

" Der heutigo Zustand von Marokko " (i»p. 157-185), " Die Marokkanische

Armee" (pp. 185-194), and "Bcitrag zur Geschichte der Mcdicin und Medicin-

ischen Geographic Maiokkos" (pp. 194-212)— are specially on Morocco, while

several others arc more or less concerned with it.

1733. 1886. Romanelli, Samuel Aaron.— Massa Ba'iuab sive Samuelis

Aaronis Romanelli Mantuaris itineris sub iinem Ba<culi decimi octavi per

Mauritaniam facti Descriptio. Editio quinta, Hebraica emendatiora editet

versionem Anglicanam, annotationes criticus, scriptoris vitam adjecit Salomi

Marcus Schiller Szineosy .... Pars Prima, textum Hebraicum continens.

Gantabrigias : 8vo.

1734. 1886. Mas Latrie, Le Comte de.—Relations ct Commerce de TAfriquc

Septentrionale, ou Magreb avec les Nations Cbrdtiennes au moyen age. Paris

:

8vo, pp. V. 531.

This is virtually a corrected reprint of the introduction to No. 973.

The portions which roost directly concern Morocco are pp. 67, 117, 130, 145,

225, 227, 229, 255, 256, 299, 320, 390, 453, 454, 455, 501.
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Maa Latrie, Le Comte de.—Morocco : Negotiations fur coxnmer-

London Chamber of Commerce Journal, p. 138.

Boletino de la Camera de Comercio de Tanger (Spanish Monthly).

1786. 1886.

cial Treaty.

1786. 1887.

Tangier.

1787. 1887. The Illness of the Sultan of Morocco and the Complications

expected to follow were fully discussed in the St. James' Qazette, Oct. 5tb,

Fall Mall Gazette, Oct. 10th and 18th, Times, Oct. 12th, 13th, 26th, and 28tb.

1788. 1887. Erckmann, Jules.—Maladie de I'Empereur du Maroc. Nouv.
Rev., t. xlix., pp. 179-186.

Speculations as to the result of Moulai Hasan's death, should it occur.

1780. 1887. Protection in Morocco, tto.

This forms the theme of many articles in the English press. Among these

may be mentioned the Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 17th, 25th, and 27th, and
Nov. 9th; St, James' Gazette, May 14th; Times, May 7th; Graphic,
Oct. 29th (Portrait (?) of Sultan Moulai el Hasan), Nov. 12th (Views of
Tangier). An article on the Troglodytio (?) Caves in Morocco appeared in

the 'Times,' Sept. 15th (W. B. Harris).

1740. 1887. Davis, Iit.-Col. John.—The History of the Second Queen's

Royal Regiment, now the Queen's (Royal West Surrey) Regiment, with maps and
illustrations. Vol. i., The English occupation of Tangier from 1662 to 1684.

London : 8vc, pp. 322.

The book is to be completed in four vols. The first is, however, the one
of interest as regards Morocco. It contains a digest of many of the State

Papers regarding the English occupation, the building of the Mole, &c., and
contains rcpruductiuns of some of Hollar's engravings.

There are seven appendices:—A. Mauretania. B. History of Old Tangier,

and a brief nccouiit of the Moorish princes who are referred to in this

volume. C. Laws and Ordinances of War. Bee No. 217. D. Articles

of Peace, &c. See No. 23G. E. Lord Dartmouth's Letter and list of

papers, &c. ; sent home by Dr. Trumball, 19th October, 1683. F. A survey

of the present state of the Fortifications at Tangier, with an estimate of the

charge of fortifying the same, &c. ; taken by direction and commission of His

Excellency George, Lord Baron of Dartmouth, &c., 2nd Octob.r, 1683.

G. His Majesty's Message to the Commons in Parliament, relating to Tangier,

and the Humble Address of the Commons to His Majesty in answer to that

Message.

1741. 1887. Bussell, Frank S.—Tlie Earl of Peterborough and Monmouth
(Charles Mordaunt). London : 2 vols. 8vo.

Contains some account of Tangier transactions during the English

occupation.

1742. 1887. Gbbel, E.—Die Weskiiste Afrikas in Altertum undDie Geschithte

Mauretaniens bis zum Tode seines Ictzten Konigs. Inaugural Dissertation zur

Erlangung der philosophischen Doktorwiirde bei der Universitiit Leipzig.

Leipzig : 8vo., pp. 109.

A laborious analysis of all the writers of antiquity who make any mention

of the West Coast of Africa, that of Morocco included. Hecatajus, Herodotus,

Hanno, Scylax, Ephoros, Eratosthenes, Pobybius, Poseidonios, Artemidoros,

Kepos, Statius, Sebosus, Vipsanius Agrippa, Juba, Strabo, Pomponius Mela,

Pliny, Dionysius Periegetcs, and Ptolemy are among the authors whose slightest

allusions to West Africa are criticised. The third part of the Essay is upon the

VOL. UI. 2 F
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old trade of the country, while it concludes with an account of the Mauretanian

Kings. The writer does not, however, add much to our knowledge.

1748. 1887. Westerlund, C. A.—Fauna der in der Faliiarctischon Region

(Europa, Kaukosicn, Siberieu, Turan, Persien, Kurdistan, Armcnien, Mesopota-

mien, Kleinasien, Syricn, Arabien, Egyptcn, Tripolis, Tunesien, Algerien und

Morocco) lebenden Binnenconchylien. 4 vols. Berlin : 8vo.

1744. 1887. Harris, Walter B. A scries of interesting articles, with admi-

rable illustrations by Mr. K. Caton Woodville, on tlio British Mission to Morocco

under Sir W. Kirby Green in April, appeared in the Illustrated London News
of the 27th August ; 3rd, 10th, 24th September; Ist October.

1745. 1887. Hay, Right Hon. Sir John Drummond.— How Piracy wns

stopped in Morocco. Murray's Magazine, November, vol. ii., pp. 588-695.

1740. 1887. Morocco. Supremacy of British Trade ; European Competition
;

Hints* to Traders by the Belgian Consul-General at Tunis. Morgan's British

Trade Journal, Feb.

1747. 1887. Mackenzie, Donald.— Anti-Slavery Memorial to the Sultan of

Morocco. (The Anti-Slavery Heporter, London, 188"). Broch. in-B, ,^.,.

1748. 1887. Warren, Sir Charles, CoL K.B.—[Some Kemarks on the Jews

of Morocco]. Scottish Gcogrnphical Magazine, January, pp. 12, 13.

1740. 1887. "Saroelle" (C. A. Payton). — Boar Shooting in Morocco.

Field, loth Jan.

1780. Mullet and Mussels. 1. c, 5th Feb.

1761. A splendid day's Sea Angling. I. c, 25th June,

1762. Siwrt in Moorish Waters. 1. c, 8th Oct.

1768. The Return of the Tasergelt. 1. c, 31st Dec.

1764. 1887. Payton, C. A.—Reiiort for the year 1886 on the Trade of the

Consular District of Mogador. For. Off. Ann. Ser. of Cons. Reports, No. 181,

1766. 1887. White, Herbert R—Report for 1886 on the Trade of Tangier.

1. c, No. 209.

1766. Report on the Textile Fabrics of the Consular District of Tangier.

Foreign Office Misc. Series, No. 30, jip. 5.

1767. 1887. Mhammed ben Rahal.—Le Soudan au xvi" sifccle. Traduit do

I'original Arabe, Bull. Trim, de Googr. Oran, t. vii. p. 320.

Translation of a work (Direrdssement du Chamelier par Vexposedc Vlmtoire

des Souverains du siicle onzihne) by Mohammed es-Sghir Ben el-Hadj
Mohammed bin Abdallah, wlio lived in the 12th or 13th century of the

Hegira. Tliis is the narrative of tlie expedition led by Abou I'Abbas Ahmed
el Mansur, which left Morocco in a.ii. 989. See No. 1921.

1768. 1887. lies Anglais sur la c8te nord-ouest de I'AfWque.— Rev. de

I'Afr. Franf., t. v., p. 13.

An account of the N.W. African Company's operations at Cape Juby.

1760. 1887. Castonnet des Posses, H.—Chronique de Maroc. 1. c, p. 139.

This advocates a rectification of the French frontier.

1760. 1887. Charmes, GabrieL—Une Ambassade au Maroc. Paris: 8vo,

pp. 343.
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The author accompanied the mission of M. Fdraud, French Ambassador to

the Sultan at Fez, of whicli he has written a brilliant description. Thin

appeared originally in the Rev. des Deux Mondes, 15th June, 1886, p. 839
et 8eq., No. 1G8G. Tart of it was translated in Times of Morocco, Nos. IIG, 117.

1761. 1887. Morocco. Westminster Kcview, vol. czzviii., Xo. 0, December,

pp. 1111-1125.

1762. 1887. OoBBon, B.—Compendium florsB Atlant!c«B, &c. See No. 1419.

Vol. ii., pp. cviii.+367, separately indexed.

1768. Conspectus Floras Atlantica), ou Enumeration m^thodiquo dea

Flantes connuea en Algdrie, en Tunisie et au Maroc. 8vo (in serial form).

This is an abridgment and prodromus of the preceding.

1887. Bonnet, Edmond.—Florule de El-Aral'ch [Laraichc], Le Na-1764.

turaliste, pp. 403-404.

The collection upon which the Florule is based was made in the winter and

,., spring of 1886 by M. Alphonse Mellcrio, who had been comijelled to pass the

;.., . cold season on the coast of Morocco. It consists of 155 species. It supple-

ments the collections of the late Mr. J. Grant (Abd el Kerim Grant) at

Rabat, etc., which have been incorporated into M. Gosson'a great work.

M. Mellerio also collected at Casablanca (Dar-el-Beida) in 1886-7.

1765. 1887. RousBet, Camille.—La ConquCto de I'Algdrie. Bev. des Deux
Mondes, 15th December et seq.

The 5th chapter, contained in tlie Revue for 15th April, 1888, gives au

account of the French war with Morocco—Tangier—Isly—Mogadon

1766. 1887. Chavagnac, Le Comte de.—Do Fez il Gudjda. Bull. Soc. Gdopr.

Paris, 7 S^r., t. viii., pp. 260-301, with route-map and numerous sketches in

the text.

A narrative of the journey made by him in Feb. 1881. See also Extraits

des notes d'un Voyage de Fez li la frontibre Marocaine en 1881 (same journey).

Revue de I'Afrique, 1886, pp. 65-67.

1767. 1887. Canal, J.—Les Troubles de la Frontifire Marocaiuo (Mars-Avril

1886), Bull. Trim. Ge'ogr. et Archdol. d'Gran, t. vi., p. 112 et seq. Also sepa-

rately, Gran : 8to, p. 45, 1886.

This is an eye-witness's narrative of the petty war which broke out betwc( n

the Mehaia and the Angnd near Ujda. Rev. de I'Afr. Fran?., July. (Also

separately, " Oujda, 1885 " Gran : 8vo, 1886, p. 53, with map and views).

1768. La Frontiere marocaine. Gudjda. 1. c, p. 237.

1769. 1887. Basset, Ben^.— Recueil de textes et documents relatifs h, la

Philologio Berbdre. Alger, 8vo, pp. 75. See also Bull, de Correa. Africaine.

Chap. i. Dialectes des Beni Menasser. Ciiap. ii. Dialectes du Sud Granais

et de Figuig. Chap. iii. Dialecte Chel'ha du Sous et de I'Oued Draa.

1770. Manuel do la Langue Kabyle (Dialect Zouaoua). Grammairc

Bibliographic, Chrestomathie et Lexique. Paris : 16mo, pp. 88 and 70*.

The biblicgraphical part of this work pp. 1*-'J* coutains a list of works

relative to the Berber dialects of Morocco.

1771. 1887. Martini^re, Henri de la.— Cartographic Gcne'iale du Maroc.

Rev. de Geogr., t. xx., pp. 20-27 and 108-114. Contains about 117 article?,

compiled from the British Museum Catalogue of Maps. No 882.
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1775. 1887. Temler, Jlbrul.—Vojago de deux Bourgeois au Maroo. De
Fez & MekincB. 1. c, t. xzi., pp. 410-424.

1778. 1887. Duvuyrier, H«nii.—La dernidre partie inconnue da litloral de la

M6diterron^e : le Rif. Bull, de Oeogr. Hist, et Desc, Ministdre de I'lnitr. Pub. et

doa Beaux-Arta. Paria : t. ii., pp. 127-li)l.

The author gives merely a rtiaumd of what ia known of this country, and

an idea of the diflScultiea which an explorer would encounter in it. See
'

also No. 1861.

1774. 1887. Lumaadle, Oomte de.—Trois Scmainea au Maroo, Conference

faite au Hftvre, 3 Janvier, 1887. HAvre : 8vo, p. 20.

1776. 1887. [Ferdloarie, Ion.]—Mohammed Benani. A story of to-day.

London : 8vo, pp. 324.

It is an open secret that tlic story, published anonymously and intended

to expose the nbuses of the Protection system, more especially by one

particular power (the i-epresentativcs of whicii, with other well-known Tangier

people, are described under thin disguises), is by Mr. Ion Ferdicaris, an

American citizen—of Greek ori^^in—long resident in Tangier. The real names
of the characters which figure in it may be fo nd in the 'Times of Morocco'

• (No. 109, Oct. 8th, 1887).

1776. Voyage dans rintcrieur du Maroc. C. R. Sec. Googr., Paris,

No. 13, pp. 445, with map. *

1777. 1887. Perreiro, D. Uartin.—Memorm ncerca do los Progresos geognS-

ficos, leida en Junta General do IG do Noviembro 18;:!7. Bol. de la Soc. Gcogr.

de Madrid, t. xxii., pp. 182-207.

The part concerning Morocco is at p. 190.

1778. 1887. Cuevas, D. Teodoro de.—Lnraclie. Memoria Comercial remi-

tida al Excmo. Sefiur Minisiro du Estado. 1. c, p. 71.

1779. 1887. Fouoauld, El Vizconde Carlos de.—Itincrarios en Marruecos.
1. c, p. 111-116.

1780. 1887. El Bihara Occidental.—1. c, pp. 145-157.

Narrativo of a jo\irney made by M. Douls, a French traveller, from

Garnet Boy, near Cape Bojador, to the city of Morocco.

1781. 1887. Meakin, Budgett.—Journalism in Morocco. ' The Journalist

'

(London), January 21st, p. 224.

1785. 1887. La Duda del Frogreso Maroqui — Spanish Monthly

(Tangier). Editors, Sefiores Keubcn and Sliriqui.

Only two mimbcrs appeared. It was printed at Linea de la Concepcion,

near Gibraltar.

1783. 1887. Brown, Robert.—Muley el Hassan. Cassell's Celebrities of the

Century. Edited by Lloyd C. Sanders, pp. 764-765.

1784. 1887. Imperio MarroquL—Organizacion Militar. Memorial de Artil-

leria. Madrid : 8vo, i)p. 43.

" De un libro inedito sobre el Imperio de Marruecos, escrito por un oficial del

Cuerpo quo ha residido en aquel pais, tomamos con la debida licencia, esto

capitulo."

1786. 1887, Campos, J.—Eeconociniiento practicado en la costa de Africa

desdo la Uina 6 Meano Lasta Cal^eza del Moro. Kev. Geogr, Com. Madrid,

No. 33.
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1780. 1887. BonelU, D. BmiUo.—El-Sahara. DeBoripciun geogrdfico, cutn-

meroial y agricola desde Cabo Bojador & Cabo Ulaiico, viajoH al interior, iiabi-

tantes del desicrto y considoraciones gener<ile8. Madrid : Hvo, pp, xvl., 230, witU

4 maps. See aUo Bol. Soc. Geogr. Madrid, t. xxii., p. 30G. Poterni. Mittheii.,

vol. XXXV., 1889, p. 63.

1787. 1887. Bein, J.—Ueber Maiokko. Yerhandlungon des 7ten deutachon

Geographcntaga zu Karlsruhe, 1887, pp. 74-90.

Most of the results of Bein and Fritscli'n journey are still unpublished.

Prof. Rein is announced to be writing tlie Morocco portion of KirchoiTt
' Unser Wisson von der Erde.'

1788. 1887. Jannasoh, R.—Die Deutsche Handelsexpedition, 1886. Berlin :

8vo, p. 292, 18 views and 3 maps of a high class.

The book is valuable for tlis information nl)out the Wad Draa and Wad
Kun, which the members visited by the expedient of getting wrecked on the

coajt.

1788. 1887. Wetaatein.—Bedeutung der Volkernamen in Marokko and Nord-

Afrika. Zeitschrift filr Ethnologic, xix., pi. 2, p. 34.

1780. 1887. FaiilitBOhke, Dr.—Aus dem Mdghreb el-Aqssa. Monatsschiift

fUr den Orient, No. 7.

1781. 1887. Hay, Bight Hon. Sir J. Drummond.—Benaboo. Murray's

Magazine, vol. i.. May, pp. G09-C20.

1788. 1887. A Visit to Tangier.—Sunday at Home, Nov. 1887.

1788. 1887. Horovirltz, Victor J. — Marokko. Das Wesentlichsto uud
Uateressanteste iiber Land uud Leute. Leipzig : 8vo, p. 215.

The author was German " ConsulatssekretUr " in Tangier.

1784. 1887. Quedenfeldt, M.—Nahrunga-Reiz und Kosmetische Mittel bei

deu Marokkauern. Zeitschrift f. Ethnologic, Berlin, 1887, part iv., p. 241.

1786. 1887. Bomerkungen zu der von mir zusammengestellten Karte

des Westlichen Sus-, Nun-, und Tekcuagebietes. Zeitsch. d. Berl. Ges. d.

Erdkunde, B. 22, Heft v.

1788. 1887. Folin, Marquis de.—Sous les Mers. Paris : 8vo.
'

An account of the Dredging cruise of the Talisman along, among other

places, the Atlantic Coast of Morocco. Most of the scientific results are still

unpublished ; indeed, the detailed reiwrts on the various groups seem likely

to be much longer delayed than were tho.se of the Challenger, for the work
is entirely in the hands of a small nunilier of French Naturalists, who have no

special knowledge of many of the groups on which they are reporting (Herbert

Carpenter, Journ. Linn. Soc. Zoology, vol. xxiv,, Oct. 24th, p. 65).

1797. 1887. Kayser, Oabriel. — Bibliographie d'ouvrages ayant trait k
,1'Afrique en general, dans scs rapports avec I'exploration et la civilization da
ces contr^es depuis le commencement de I'imprimerie jusqu'i nos jours, precddfi

d'un indicateur. Bruxelles : 8vo, pp. 174.

The compiler enumerates 2,276 books and papers, of which less than a

dozen are on Morocco specially—or less than half of what have been published

on Barbary alone.

1798. 1887. Barges PAbb^ J. J. L.—Complement de I'histoire des Beni-

Zeiyan, Rois de Tlemjen. Ouvrage de Cheik Mohammed Abd'al-Djalil al-Tenessy^

Paris: 8vo, pp. xix. +612.

A continuation and expansion of No. 739.
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1789. 1R87. Oheokh Mohammed Abd' al-DJalll al-Teneaay (another form

«il' Ibn Abd' ol-Djelyl ot-ToueHsy), 7. v.

1800. 1887. Ooata, Joaquin.—lufurmo i\ la Real Acadvmia do la Historiar

Kl Ksar el Acabar, Tangier : 8vi>.

1801. 1887. Marokko.—AuflioliiinirdeBTnbakinonopoliH undVcrbotdorEinfiilir

von Tabok, Opium, und Bonstigcn narkotiachcn StufTe. DcutsclicH llanduUarclitv

( < iesetzgebung), May Heft.

1801a. 1887. Uaudcl und SchiflTahrt dcr niarukkniiiachcn Ilafciipliitzu i. J.

1886. Ibid. (Boriclito), November Htft.

1802. 1888. AffairB of Moroooo.
These formed during this year the theme of many articles of more than

ophemeral interest in the TimoH, Sept. 11th, 20th, Oct. ITtli, 18th, 23rd,

30th, and Nov. 6th, 17th; St. James' Gazette, July 24tli, Aug. 30th;

Morning Post, Oct. 16th, 18th, 2l8t; East Anglian Times, May 12th

(E. Herbert Fison).

1803. 1888 [1581]. Venegas Pedro de Cordoba.—Embajada il Marruccos.

Bol. de la Soc. de Geog. Madrid, pp. 15)8-205.

From a MS. in the Library uf the Ileal Acadcmia do la Ilistoria, entitled

:

'Relafion de totlo al cmbaxador Tedro Venegas do Cordova en el viaje que

haze il la ciudad de marucccos con 9ierta embaxada que su maycstad lo cmbia

al rrei mulez hamete rrei de marruecos y fez. See also Nos. 83, 101.

1804. 1888. Dyce, Rev. Alexander A. B.—The works of George Feel,

now first collected; with some account of his writings and notes by . . .

r.ondon : 8vo, 2 vol., pp. xxxvi. and 394, 227 ; vol. ii., pp. 1-68 contains " The
Tragical Battle of Alcazar in Barbary, with the death of three Kings and Captaiu

Stukeley, an Englishman."

1800. 1888. An Address to the Marquis of Salisbury by London and Morocco

merchants on desirable reforms in the Government of Morocco [dated London

:

February 1888, fol., pp. lOJ.

1806. 1888. Warren, Capt. F. P., ItN.— Our Corn-Supply to-day. In

case of a great Naval War would the result be starvation ? [A paper read before

the London Chamber of Commerce.] London : 8vo, pp. 16.

The author (who died in 1891) was familiar with Morocco, which he

: traversed in various directions, residing ft)r considerable periods in Fez, Mera-

kish, Rabat, and other towns. He advocates national granaries, and Morocco

as a wheat-producing country.

1807. 1888. RoUeston, Charles.—The Protege system in Morocco. Diplo-

matic Fly-Sheet, November 1888.

1808. 1888. Harris, Walter B.— My Ride to Sheshouan. Blackwood's

Magazine, Dec, pp. 786-792.

The author describes his adventurous journey from Tangier to Sheshuan,

a city which it was the boast of the neighbouring tribes that no Christian had

over entered. De Foucauld, and it is believed others, had, however, been there

before him, and several have been there since that date.

1809. 1888-91. Meroier, Ernest.—Histoire de I'Afrique septentrionale (Ber-

I i-rie) depuis les temps leg plus reculds jusqu'il a la Conquete franfaise (1830).

o vols. Paris: 8vo, pp. xxv-f444, with 2 maps; p. 477, with 1 map.
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Thiit is the niuHt oxhauRtivo work wo p<iiiicH8 on the (;onernl history of tlio

Barbary HtatoB, tlio Hocund vulumo rcucliiiig only tu 1516. Each in very

fully indexed.

1810. 1888. Ball, E. A. Reynolds.—Meditorranoan Winter Besorts. A
practical handlxxik to tito priiioipai livultli ami i)loaiiuru roHorts on the iihoreii ul'

the Mediterranean. London : 18mo, p. 237, witli illustrations.

Pp. 97-100 are devoted to Tangier—superficial and inaccurate.

1811. 1888. The City of the Sheroofs [Waz/.an]. Cassell's Family Magazine,

Feb., pp. 146-141), with illustrations.

1818. 1888. HaokintoBh, WiUiam. — Translation of the Oospel of St.

Matthew if^) the Itifflau dialect uf the Morocco Berbers. London : 8vo.

Mr. . .ickintush has since tlicn translated the Oospel -f St. John into the

same language.

1818. 1888. Hein, H.— Un faux diplomato au xvii*. diklo. Bev. d'Hist.

Diplomatique, Paris : Hvo. Vol. for 1888 contains pp. 65G, of whicO> this uticlo

occupies from pp. 27-10.

It refers to an ambassador sent from the Sultan to France. TI ; article

itself is only from pp. 27-20 ; tlio rest is made up of appendices—letters of the

Sultan to Louis XIII., &c.

1814. 1888. La liintema, Spanish Satirical Weekly (Tangier> Editor,

A. M. Franceri. It lasted to 1891.

Like all of its kindred which sprang into existence during \o fc^r of

journalism whicli seized Tangier between 1880-00, it was more ribald than

witty. As there were only a few Europeans to ridicule, its "satire" was

grossly personal.

181B. 1888. Floriant, V. de.— Lo Maroc. -Bibliothaquo Univorselle, Paris:

pp. 277-301.

1816. 1888. Ferdioaris, Ion.—Tlie Protection ^System. Fortaightly^Beview,

May. A short letter to the Editor.

1817. 1888. DalgleiBh, W. S.—The Western Sahara, between the Tropic of

Cancer and tlie Wadi Draft. Scott. Geogr. ^lag., pp. 47'J-484.

A summary of M. Douls' wanderings, No. 1870.

1818. 1888. "Sarcello" (C. A. Pasrton).—So: : Vfrican Trout. Field,

3rd March.

1819. A Wonderful Year. 1. c, 14th April.

1890. Azlimzah and Bass. 1. c, 9th June.

1821. Trials with the Tasergolt. 1. c. Ust and 28th July.
,

18S2. Good Sport among Sea-fisV. . i. c, 6tli Oct.

1828. Azlimzah at last. 1. c, 13th Oct.

1824. ' Desperate Ill-lui x, 1. c, Ist Dec.

1826. Payton, C. A.—Beport for 1887 on the Trade of Mogador. For. Off.

Ann. Ser. of Cons. Beports, No. 326, pp. 24.

1828. Beport for the year 1887 on the Agriculture of Mogador. 1. c,

Fo. 339, pp. 14.

1827. 1888. White, H. E.—Beport for 1887 on tlio Trade of Tangier. 1. c.

No. 360, pp. 14.

i
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i8sa 1888.

384, rp. 6.

1828. 1888.

1880.

88, 743.

1831.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1886. 1888.

1887.

Ibid, (Berichte), Aiml

Ibid. (Berichte), April

Ibid.,

White, H. E.—Report on the Agriculture of Tangier. 1. c, No.

Maroo.—Navigation fianfaise ii Tanger. Bull. Cons. Fr., iv., p. 88.

Comiuerco et Navigations de Rabat. Bull. min. off. extdr.,

Navigazione de Casablanca. Id. 695.
,^

Transactions commerciales il Rabat. Id. 693.

Commercio de Tangeri. Id. 689.

Notize commerciali. Mazagan. Id. 691.

Marokko. — Gestattung der Getreideverschiffiing zwischen den

niarokkanischen Hiifen. Dc-utaches Hatideisarchiv (Gesclzgebung), April Heft.

Zeitweilige Gustattung dor Ausfuhr von Knochen. Jbid., July Heft.

Getreideverschiffung zwischeu den niarokkanischen Hiifen. Ibid., November
flefc.

Larache: Handel und Schiflffahrt in J., 1887. Jbid. (Berichte),

April Heft.

Mazagan : Handel und Schifffahrt in J. !

Heft.

Casablanca: Handel und Schifffahrt iu J.

und September Heft.

Verkehr deutschcr Schiffe in den marokkanischen Hiifen, 1886-87.

July Heft.

Mogador : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1887. Ibid., September Heft.

Rabat : Handel und Schifffihrt, 1887. Ibid., September Heft.
'

Sam : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1887. Ibid., September Heft

Handel und Schifffahrt de^ Sultauats Marokko, 1887. Ibid., December

Heft.

Tangier : Handel und Schifffahrt, 1887. Ibid., December Heft,

1836. 1888. Martini^re, Henri de la.—Aper^u de la Question Marocaine a

propos de la prochaine conference internotionale. Rev. de Geogr., t. xxii.,

pp. 436-446.

The author says: "Les int(5rets de la civilisation demanderaient uno

entente intelligemcnt definie qui mtt les deux grandes puissances industrielles

occidentales, la France et I'Angleterre i I'abri de toute surprise et ouvrit a

leur activite commerciale le Moghrib."

1887. 1888. Campou, L. de. — Le SulLm Mouley-Ha9cn et le Makhzen

Marocain. 1. c, t. xxiii., pp. 54-58.

Writtsn by the well-known author of "Un Empire qui croule' at the

suggestion of a former French Minister in Morocco, who said to him, " Si vous

voulez faire ocuvre utile, t&chez de Lieu voir le Makhzen (Moroccan Govern-

ment) et de le faire connaitre."

1838. 1888. Historical Manuscripts Commission.
The reirort on Lord Dartmouth's p^ipeis revealed a good deal about Tangier,

in the affairs of which one of his ancestors played a prominent part during

the English occupation.

1838. 1888. Valberi;, G.— Un Voyageur franfais au Maroc. Rev. dcs Deux
Mondes, vol. 86, Ist April, p. 670-G81.

The voyageur in question is the N'icomte Ch. de Foucauld. See No. 1842.
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1840. 1888. Boiler, Oh.—^Les Garavanea du Soudan occidental et les FScheries

d'Arguin. Bull, do la Soc. Gdogr. Comm. de Paris, t. x. pp. 280-287, with map.
Account given by the author of a mission confided to him to visit Morocco,

the Canary Islands, and the Coast of the Sahara between Cape Jubi and
Cape Mirik. »?;;,

;

1841. 1888. Say, Louis.—La FrontiCre du Maroc. Oujda, Les Beni Snassen,

L'Oucd Kiss et la Moulouya. 1. c, t. z., pp. 528-536, with map and illustrations.

1848. 1888. Foucatdd, Vioomte Ch. de.—Heconnaissauce au Maroc, 1883-

84. Paris : 4to, pp. xvi. and 1U5. Atlas, 21 sheets.

It is impossible to overestimate the value of this work, which, though the

most important and accurate which Ims hitherto been written on Morocco,

liaa received scarcely any recognition from English geographers. The
author travelled disguised as a Jew, and visited Sus, the Itiff, and many parts

of the country previously unknown.
Mr. Joseph Thomson, unquestionably one of the best judges of the subject,

remarks: "After passing through hiiherto unexplored districts between

Mequinez and Demnat, he crossed the Atlas by a new pass, mapped out much
of the Anti-Atlas for the first time, recrossed into the valley of the Muluya,
and regained Algeria safely, rendering it impossible for any future traveller to

make such another brilliant contribution to our geographical knowledge of the

N.-Western Corner of Africa."

Shortly after his return to France he became a Trappist monk.

Maalem. — La Question Marocaine. Nouv. Revue, t. 1.,1848. 1888.

pp. 791-826.

Written to give a general view of Morocco, iti anticipation of the expected

Conference of Madrid regarding protection. He recommends the transfer of

the legations to the actual seat of government.

1844. 1888. Seguin, A., and B. Feigneauz.—En Zigzag du Maroc k Malte, k

travers I'Alge'rie, la Tunisie et les iStats Barbaresques. Lyon : ISmo, pp. 530.

1846. 1888. Hay, Right Hon. Sir J. Drummond.—Reminiscences of Boar-

Hunting in Morocco. Murray's Magazine, vol. iii., March (pp. 330-42) and April

(pp. 531-540).

1846. 1888. Delphin, Q.—Fas, son University et I'Enseigncment supdrieur

Musulman. Bull. Trim, de Geogr. et d'Arch. Oran, t. viii., p. 93-205.

The author was led to make his enquiries in consequence of the superior

attainments in Arab literature shown at the Algerian examinations, of Arabs

educated at Fez; he obtained his information especially from Si Edris ben

Thabec, professor at the Medrasa of Tlemseu and Si Mohammed £1-Harchaui,

a former teacher of law and grammar at tlie great Mosque of the same town,

who had lived and studied many years at Fez. The author gives a list of the

works studied at the Colleges of Fez, and a j'lau of the city and its neigh-

bourhood.

1847. 1888. Le Frotter de la Qaronne, Lieut, de Vaissaux.—Nemours, son

extension commerciale, son aveuir. 1. c, p. 219.

This contains a chapter on the commerce of Nemours with the interior

of Morocco.

&B48. 1888. Castoimet dee Fosses, H.— La dynastie des Cherifs Fileli.

Itev. de I'Afr. Fr., septi^me ann., p. 386 et seq.
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This dynasty was founded in the 17th cent., when botli Spain, Portugal,

and England possessed establishments in Morocco. Mowlai Sherif, the first

Sultan, died in 1652.

1848. 1888. Basset, Ben^. — Notes dc Lcxicogvaphie Berb^re, Part iv.

Paris: 8vo, pp. 100. Reprinted from Journ. Asiatique. See also Nos, 1520,

1620, 1687.

Vocabulary of the dialects of Tuat, Gurara, Argot, Mzab and the Auel-

immiden 'J'uaregs, therefore bearing only indirectly on the language ol

Morocco.

1850. 1888. Darmon, Isaac, InterprMc judiciaire dc 1" Classe, h, Oran.—
l^tude sur la secte religieuse de la confrerie Musulmane dite "les Derkaoua."

Compte-Rend. Ass. Franp. pour I'Avance. des Sc, Congrds d'Oran, 1888, Part ii.,

pp. 399-404.

Sidi Moulai-El Arbi, founder of this sect, was born at Fez in 1737 and

died in 1815. Ho advised his followers to respect Christians and Jews, anc^

not to ill-treat animals.

18A1. 1888. Duvejrrier, Henri.—La derniSre partie inconnne du Littoral de lu

Mediterran^e. Le Rif. Paris : 8vo, pp. 30. See also No. 1773.

1852. 1888. lies Frot^g^s au Maroc.— Rev. Franp. de I'l^trang. et des

Colon., V. viii.

1858. 1888. ConfSrence de Madrid pour la Protection des Indigenes au
Maroc. 1. c, t. vii., pp. 198-201.

The announcenientjof a conference of Plenipotentiaries of the Great Powers

on the subject of protection to be accorded by foreign Consuls to natives

of Morocco.

1854. 1888. llalavialle, L.— La Question du Maroc. Montpellier: 8vo,

pp. 72. Reprinted from the Bull, de la Soc. Languedocienne de Geographic.

1855. 1888. Haliburton, R. G.—Letter addressed to the Secretary of the

Royal Society, regarding the supposed discovery of a Dwarf Race in Morocco.

Nature, May 31st.

1866. Akkas and Dwarfs in Southern Morocco. Paper read at Britisli

Association, Bath, Sec. E, 10th Sept.

1857. 1888. Thomson, Joseph.—Notes from the Atlas Mountains. Extracts;

of a letter from to Sir Joseph Hooker. 1. c.

The Council of the British Association made a grant of £100 towards the

expenses of Mr. Thomson's expedition.

1868. 1888. Fitzau, Au,;ust.—Die Nordwestkiiste Afrikas, von Agadir bis

St. Louis. Deutsche Geographische Bliitter, herausgegeben von den Geog.

Gesellsch. in Bremen, Bd. xi., pp. 223-264, with map. Also separately, 8vo,

Leipzig: 1888.

This essay was originally presented as the Author's thesis for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy in the University of Leipzig.

1850. Verzeichnis der seit dem xvi. Jahrhundert iiber die Nordwest-

kiiste von Afrika, zwischen Marokko und deni Senegal erschienenen Reisebescli.

und Abhandlungen. (List of Authorities.) Deutsche Geog. Bliitter, heraus-

gegeben von den Geog. Gesellsch. in Bremen, Bd. xi., pp. 2C4-270.

1860. 1888. Marokko.— Meyer's Kouversations-Lexikoii, vol. xi., 5th ed.,

pp. 275-278.
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1861. 1888. Kerdeo Chtoy, A. de.—Guide du Yoyageur au Maroc, et Guide

du Touristc, par nccoinpagnd d'une Carte du Maroc par Gh. LasaiUy.

Paris (printed at Tangier) : 12mo, pp. 208.

The first attempt of the kind ; useful, though not without some blunders.

The author is the editor of the * Reveil du Maroc.'

1862. 1888. Harris, W. B.—A Visit to Sheshuan. Proc. Roy. Geograph.

Society, vol. vi., pp. 18-22.

1863. 1888. Ovilo y Canales, Don Felipe, Director of the Spanish School

of Medicine at Tangier.—Estado actual de Marruecos. Confercncia dada en e)

Ateneo de Madrid el 17 do Abril. Bol. de la Soc. de Geogr. de Madrid, t. xxiv.,.

pp. 257-290.

1864. 1888. Cuevas, Don Teodoro de, Vice-Consul de Espaila en Larache.

—

La Ciudad de Uazzan. Extracto de la Obra inedito El-Oarb, estudio geogrdfico,.

administrativo, comercial y agricola de la region comprendida entro la Sierra do

Gomara iX.^ Ja>> el Atlantica y el Scbu \^iM* ii\j en el reino de

Fez. 1. c, pp. 252-294.

1865. 1888. Projet de Neutralisation du Detroit de Gibraltar. R. Fran?*

de rifitr. et des Colon., t. vii., p. 334.

This is a proi^ot for neutralizing the district of Tangier.

1866. 1888. Petition des Fran9ais i\ Mogador, 1. c, p. 461, for adjourning the

proposed Conference of Madrid.

1867. 1888. Douls, Camille.—Itinurairc chez les Maures Nomades. 1. c.,.

pp. 713-717, with map.

A notice of M. Douls' travels in the Tour du Monde.

1868. Cinq Mois chez les Maures Nomades du Sahara Occidental

Tour du Monde, vol. 27, Nos. 1422-3.

1869. Voyages dans lo Sahara occidental et sud-marocain (Conference

faite dans le grande salle de l'H6tel-de-ville do Rouen, 7 Jan. 1888). Bull,

de la Soc. normande de Geographic, Jan.-Fe'v. 1888). Also reprinted, Rouen :

4to, p. 38 (portrait and map), and bull. Soc. Geogr. Lille, ix. p. 66, map.

M. Douls landed on the coast south of Morocco in 1887, and like pre-

vious adventurers in that region, was taken prisoner, and finally, after enduring

great Iferdships, brought to the city of Morocco, where, through the agency of

Sir W. Kirby Green (who happened to be there), he was freed. He attempted to

make another joiuney in disguise, but was murdered at the early age of twenty-

four. No. 1903. A detailed account of his adventiures appeared in the

Times (London), Oct. 11, 14, 1887, and the Globe (Loudon), Dec. 30, 1887.

1870. Lo Sahara Occidental, entre le Tropic et le Oued Draa. Rev. de

G^ogr., xi., p. 255.

1871. Excursion dans le Sahara Occidental. C. R. Soc. Geogr. Paris.

No. 13, p. 442.

1872. 1888. Borsari, Perdinando. — Gcografia etnologica e storica della

Tripolitania, Cirenaica e Fezzan con ccuni sulla storia si questo Region! e sul

Silfio della Cirenaica. Torino, Napoli, Palermo : 8vo, pp. 278.

Though tiiis work is not on Morocco, in the text and bibliography may be

found much indirectly connected with that country, while the ethnologicai

Hection has a direct bearing on it.
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£873. 1888. Perry, Harold A.—Europe and Morocco, or the Western Ques*

tion. Macmillan's Magazine, March, No. 341, pp. 391-400.

Largely on the subject of Protection and other political que' Ions.

1874. 1888. Boocard, Giulio dl, Capitnno di stato maggiore. —Prima Mis-

sione nel Marocco da Tnngeri a Fez. Cosmos del Prof. Guido Cora, vol. ix.,

p. 73 et seq, with plan of Fez.

This mission was under the command of Comm. S. Scov.isso, and proceeded

in 1872 to Tangier, to Fez, Mekenes, and Karla-el-Habessi. The account of an

Excursion to Perigil Island is translated in Le Heveil du Maroc, 24th Feb. 1892.

1876. 1888. Quedenfeldt, M.— Eintheilung und Yerbreitung der Berber,

bevolkerung in Marokko. Zeitsch. fiir Ethnologic, Berlin : Bd. xx., s. 98-130

;

146-160; 184-210, with map and plate. Continued in Bd. xxi., s. 81-108.

Trans, in abstract, Scottish Geographical Magazine, January 1889, pp. 41-43.

1876. 1888. Berioht omtrent ecn Internationaal Handelsmuseum te Tanger (also

in French) in Verzameling van Consulaire en andere Veraiagen en Berichteu over

Nijverheid, Handel en Scheepvaart. 'S Graveuhnge, Gcbrocders van Cleef. Jaar-

giing 1888, p. 71.

1877. 1888. Cassel, V. E., Consul-Geneial te Tanger.—Report for 1886 (in

English). 1. c, p. 280.

1878. 1888. Lassailly, Ch.—Carte Spdciale du Maroc, avec notice gdographique

suT oet Empire. Scale, 1 : 3,000,000 or 41'6 geog. miles to an inch. Paris

:

March. 2nd Edit. 1892.

The same map apjwars in No. 1861, but without the statistics and descrip-

tive matter along the margins.

1878. 1889. Quedenfeldt, M.— Mitteilungen aus Marokko und deni nord-

westlichen Sahara-gcbiete. Greifswald : 8vo, p[i. 05.

1880. 1889. Fiesse, L., and J. Canal.—Tlemfen. Paris : 8vo, pp. 101, with

many illustrations. Extracted from the Eevue de I'Afriquo franpaise.

It contains much touching the early history of Morocco.

1881. 1889. Thomson, Joseph.—A Journey to Southern Morocco and the

Atlas Mountains. Proc. l\. Geog. Soc, vol. xi.. No. 1, pp. 1-17, with map of

South-Western Morocco.

. A short account of an exploration, conducted, like all the author's ex-

peditions, with singular intelligence and tact. He ascended some of the

highest jwints of the Atlas, and his journey would have been more fruitful

had ho not been recalled to lead an expedition (which never came off) for the

relief of Emin Pasha. See also Rev. Franf . do I'llltraDg. et des Colonies, t. x.,

p. 88, and Bull, de la Soc. Languedocienne de Geogr.

1882. How I reached my highest Point in the Atlas. ..Ov.. Words,

January, p. 17.

1883. Report to the Committee of the Brit. Ass. appointed to investigate

the Geography and Geology of the Atlas range in the F.mpire of Morocco, with

a list of the Plants and Coleoptera observed.

1884. Explorations in the Atlas Mountains. Scott. Geogr. Mag., vol. v.,

pp. 169-180.

Short narrative of his journey from May to Sept. 1888, read before the

Scottish Geographical Society.

iS86. Travels in the Atlas and Southern Morocco. A narrative of

exploration. London : 8vo, pp. xviii. and 488 ; 68 illustrations and 6 maps.
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The first three chapters are devoted to Tangier ; the next four deal with

the journey to Agadir and Mogador; thence through Shiedma to Saffi and
Herakish. Mr. Thomson then crossed the Atlas at three different places, and
ascended to a height of 13,000 feet. His information regarding the Jews is

especially interesting.

1886. 1889. ThomBon, Joseph.—Some Impressions of Morocco nnd the Moor».

Journal of the Maucheatcr Geographical iSociety, vol. v., pp. lOL-119, with
map.

1887. 1889. Clodd, Edward.—Thomson's Travels in Morocco. New Beriew,

Sept., pp. 383-394.

1888. 1889. Marokko.— Getreidoverschiffiing zwischen den marokkanischcni

Hafen. Deutschcs Handclsarchiv (Gesetzgebung), March Heft.

Zeitweilige Gestattung der Ausfuhr von Knochen. Jhid., August Heft.

Larache : Handelsbericht, 1888. Ibid. (Berichte), April Heft.

Mazagan : Handelsbericht, 1888. Ibid,, May Htft.

Eabat : Handelsbericht, 1888. May Heft.

Tangier : Verkehr deutscher Schifl'e, 1888. July Heft.

Mazngan : Verkelir deutscher Schiffe, 1888. Jbid., July Heft.

Mogador : Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1888. Ibid., July Heft.

1889. 1889. Debeaux and Daul6z. — Synopsis de la Flore de Gibraltar.

Actes de la Soci<St4 Linneenne de Bordeaux, vol. xlii*, 1888, and in a separatta

volume, Paris and Gibraltar : 8vo, pp. 261, with map and plate.

The plants which extend to the opposite coast of Morocco are noted.

1890. 1889. Tangier Affairs, etc.—These formed the tlieme of some useful

articles in the Globe, March 8th, 27th, St. James' Gazette, March 18th>

Graphic, Nov. 2nd (Cape Juby, by Mr. Donald Mackenzie, with views of the-

settlement), and a series of articles in the 'World' during Sept. and Oct.,.

describing the Sultan's visit to Tangier. (Mrs. Cooke, No. 1987).

1891. 1889. The Population of Morocco.—Proc. R. G. S., vol. xi., p. 176.

A statement of the jwpulation given on the authority of the * B^veil du
Maroc.'

1892. 1889. El Moghrib, Arabic Weekly (Tangier). Editor, 'Aisa Farah.

Became extinct Oct. 12th.

1893. 1889. Boulenger, O. A.—On the Reptiles and Batrachians obtained ia

Morocco by Mr. Henry Vaucher. Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

vol. iii., pp. 303-307, iv., 16,

Twenty-three species from the vicinity of Tangier.

1894. 1889. Crawford, J. V. Morocco at a Glance. Lymington: 8vOi

pp. 155.

Intended to popularize Morocco as a resort for winter visitors.

1885. 1889. Bawlinson, Canon Gtoorge.—History of Phoenicia. London

:

8vo, pp. xxii. and 583, with maps and illustrations.

Chapter i. treats slightly of the Thocnician colonies outside the Straits of

Gibraltar, the principal of which was Tingis (Tangier).

1896. 1889. The Picturesque Mediterranean: its cities, shores, and

islands. With illustrations on wowl. 2 vols. [1889-91]. London: 4to.

First number, published in November 1889, contains an article on Gibraltar

by H. D. Traill, with digressions to Tangier and Ceuta, and seven fine

woodcuts of those places. The full-page view of Tangier is particularly good.
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1887. 1889. Un Viaje en el Bur de Marrueoos. — Bol. Soc. Geogr.

Madrid, t. xxvi., pp. 346-351.

Notice of the journey made in 1888 by Mr. Joseph Thomson.

1888. 1889. Brown, Robert.— The Countries of the World, etc. London:
6 vols., 4to, with several hundreds of illustrations [n. d.].

The portion devoted to Morocco in the Jast edition is vol. vi., pp. 109-

118, with four illustrations in the text. The latest issue of the work, of

which there have been several editions, was begun in serial form in 1884 and
finished in 1889.

1888. 1889. Hay, Rt. Hon. Sir John Drummond, Q.O.M.O.—^Morocco :

its importance from its proximity to England, position on the Straits of

Gibraltar, and its capabilities of becoming an important mart. Chamber of

Comm. Journ., vol. viii., No. 94, Dec. 5, p. 282.

An address given by the author, for forty-two years British representative

in Morocco, at a special general meeting of the London Chamber of Com-
merce, on the 13th Nov.

The same address was published in pamphlet form, as one of the Chamber
of Commerce publications ; * Morocco,' 8vo., pp. 16.

1800. 1880. Soller, Ch., Charge de Missions en Afrique.—Langue Arabe de

Maroc. Grammaire, Chrestom&thie et glossaire. 2nd ed. Paris : 8vo.

1801. 1889. Mackenzie, Donald.—The British Settlement at Cape Juby,

North-West Africa. Blackwood's Magazine (Edinburgh), vol. cxlvi., Sept.,

pp. 412-421.

180S. 1889. Coming, Charles R.—Aalesund to Tetuan. A journey.

Paisley and London : 8vo, pp. vii. and 489.

The author is an American who travelled extensively in Europe, and made
a short visit to Morocco.

1803. 1889. DoulB, Camilla.

ITiis adventurous young traveller, journeying as a Mohammedan under the

name of El-Hadj Abd-el-Melek, was murdered by his guides when going from

Tangier to Tafilet, probably with the intention of reaching Timbuktu. See

Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc. Lond., vol. xi.. No. 9, Sept., p. 561.

1804. 1889. "Saroelle" (C. A. Payton).—Autumn Shooting at Mogador.

Field, 5th Jan.

1805. —
1806. —
1807. —
1808. —

Battles and Breakages of a Bamboo. 1. c, 5th Jan.

Barbclling in Barbary. 1. c, 30tli March.

Shooting round Mogador. 1. c, 18th May.

Quail Shooting in Morocco. 1. c, 7th Sept.

1808. 1889. Baden-Powell, Capt. R. S.— Pig-Sticking and Hog-Hunting.

London : 8vo.

Pp. 146-147 refer to pig-sticking in Morocco.

1010. 1889. Martini^re, H. M. P. de la.—Morocco. Journeys in the King-

dom of Fez and to the Court of Mulai Hassan, with itineraries constructed by the

author, and a Bibliography of Morocco from 1844 to 1887. AVith a preface by
Lieut-Col. Trotter, 93rd Highlanders. London : 8vo, jip. xvi. and 478, seven

route-maps and plans.

This work is translated from the MS. of the author, and is a valuable con-

tribution to the literature of Northern Morocco.
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*' «a The Bibliography, a revision of No. 1705, is a supplement to Renou's very

unsatisfactory catalogue ; it is arranged alphabetically according to the names

of authors, and contains 527 entries of works, though many are inaccurate and

* imperfectly given, and numerous references to maps and plans.

1911. 1889. Constant, Benjamin.—Tangier and Morocco Leaves from a

Painter's Note-book. Harper's Mag., April, pp. 752-771. Illustrated.

The author, the famous French painter, accompanied M. Tisaot, the French

Minister, on his mission to the Emperor at Morocco. They went by sea to

Mazagan. Its geographical value may be gauged by the writer calling the

< present Sultan, who succeeded in 1873, Sidi Mohammed, a mistake which

until last year stood in Bradshaw's 'Continental Time-Tables.' He refers

to a " desert " at Morocco, and makes numerous other blunders in his artistic

rhapsodies.

1912. 1889. Customs Tari£r.—Rates of Export and Import Duties in Morocco.

Board of Trade Journ., vol. vi., p. 397.

1913. 1889. Harris, Walter B.—The local distribution of Tribes inhabiting

the Mountains of North-West Morocco. Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc., vol. xi., No. 8,

Aug., pp. 487-491, with map of N.W. Morocco.

The author travelled in N.W, Morocco in March and April, 1880 (after his

visit to Sheshuan, see No. 1808), in company with the Sherif of Wazzan,

who was of great assistance to him in placing the locality of each tribe on the

map of the country.

1914. The Land of an African Sultan. Travels in Morocco, 1887, 1888

and 1889. London: 8vo, pp. xii. and 338, with map and 2G illustrations;

also large paper, with additional illustrations.

Narrative of journeys made in 1887-89. The author has not much that

is new to tell. On one of his journeys he accompanied Sir W. Kirby Green,

H.M. Minister to the court of the Sultan at Morocco city. See Sat. Rev.,

3rd May, 1890, p. 542 ; and Athenasum, where some inaccuracies are

pointed out.

1915. 1889. Order in Council, establishing a Consular Court for Morocco,

signed at Windsor, 28th November, 1889.

1916. 1889. White, Herbert B.—Reiwrt on the Trade of Tangier and district

for 1888. Dip. and Consular Reports, Ann. Ser., No. 582, pp. 23.

1917. 1889. Payton, Chas. A.—Report on the Trade of Mogador for 1888.

No. 553, 8vo, pp. 23.

1918.

pp.

1919.

1920.

Report on the Agriculture of Mogador for 1888. 1. c, No. 541.

7.

1889.

1889.

I'Angleterre.

t.

Two Days at Tangier. • Time ' (Magazine), Sept.

Thureau-Dangin, Paul.—L'Entente Cordiale entre la France et

Ta'iti et le Maroc (F6vrier-St;'tembre, 1884). ' Le Correspondant,'

154, pp. 700-741.

Account of the bombardment of Tangier and Mogador.

1921. 1888-1889. Houdas, O. — Nozhet-Elhddi. t^«i^ ftJ^p*. Histoire

de la Dynastie Saadienne au Maroc (1511-1670), par Mohammed Esseghir Ben

Elhadj Ben Abdallah El-oufrani. Traduction franfaise par O. Houdas. Paris

:

8vo, pp. r (c, vii. and 560. Publications of the ficole des Langues Orientales

vivantes, iii. Surie, vol. ii. Arabic text ; iii. translation. See Nos. 345, 1755.

»«
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Nozhet-Elh&di narrates the foundation of tho Empire of Morooco m' il

exiats at the present day, and is justly considered as one of the most Ttlwble
sources of the history of that country. This work has been copiously use£ by
writers on Morocco. The present translation is based on three MSS., two of

which M. Houdas obtained at 'i'lemsen, and the third is in the Qovemment
Library at Algiers.

102S. 1889. Coyne, Commandant A.—Le Sahara de I'Ouest. l^tude Odogra-

phique sur I'Adr'ar et une pnrtie du Sahara occidental. Bev. Africainp, t. xxxiii..

No. 192, p. 1, et aeq.

The recital of a journey made by three pilgrims to Mecca from Chingueti,

in the country of the Adrnr or Azrar, through Gery ville in Algeria.

ie2& 1889. "Moger, HenrL"—AuMaroc. La G^raphie, 18th March.
Understood to have been written by Th. Belin.

1924. 1889. Iiavism, Ernest.—La Mission fraopaiso en Maroc. Rev. Bleue,

22 Juin, p. 772, et aeq.

An account of the mission of the nowly-appointed French Minister, M.
Fatenfitre, to deliver his letter of credence to the Sultan.

1825. 1889. Maroo, Les diverses Races et leur repartition. Bev. Fr. de
riitrang. et des Colon., t. ix., pp. 42, 106. Articles quoted from the 'B^veil do
Maro^.'

Belations commerciiiles avec la France et la Voie Algdriennc.

1. c, p. 490.

Une mission belgo au

1926.

1. c, p. 427.

1927. UniversittS Musulmane de Garaoui'p & Fas.

1928. 1889. Fioard, Edmond.—EUMoghreb al Akra.

Maroc. Bruxelles : 4to, pp. 422, fine illustrations in chromo-tint. See No. 1975.

1929. 1889. Mhammed ben Itahal. — .^ travers les Beni Snassen. Bull.

Trim, de G^ogr. et d'Arch. d'Oran, t. ix., pp. 1-50, with map.

The travels of an educated Arab in that part of Morocco bordering on the
Algerian frontier, written with modesty and intelligence.

1930. 1889. Delphin, O.— Gdn&vlogies de Mouley Hassan, empcrcur dii

Maroc, et de Sidi Abd Es-Sellam, Cherif d'Ouazzan. t. ix., p. 193.

1881. 1889. Maroc.—March6 de Mosador en Janvier et'F^vrier. Mon. Off.

du Commerce, IG Mai. Extract from French Consular reports.

1932. 1889. Robles, P. QuilWn.—Catalogo de los Manuscritos Arabes ex-

istentes en la Bibliotcca Nacionnl de Madrid, 8vo, pp. 332.

Contains a list of 606 MSS.

1933. 1889, Quedenfeldt, M.—Die Corporationen der Uled Sofdi Hamed-u-
Mftssa unter der Ormii, in sudlicheu Marokko. Veihandlungen der Berliner

anthroiwlogischen Gcsellschaft, 20th July, Berlin, 1889, pp. 572-586.

1934. 1889. Krebs, W.—Maghreb, das Land der untergehenden Sonne.

Geogr. Rundschau, xi., pp. 202-207,

1936. 1889. Binn, Louis, Commandant—Les Origincs Berb^res: i^tudea

linguistiques et ethnologiques. Algiers: 8vo, jip. 412; Appendix and Index

xxxix., with 6 folding plates of letters and alphabets.

This work, the author of which was formerly Chief of tho Central Service

for Native Affairs in Algeria, relates chiefly *o the Berbers of that colony.

But it occasionally discusses those of Morocco and the neighbouring country.
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Somo of liid concluHions, e.g., tlat of tho Indian origin of same of the

Berber rncea, are rather Htartliiig. He is, however, convinced that the

<l($bris of the Phoonicians, Qreeks, Komans, Yandals and Arabs remain still in

tho Berber country, completely absorbed in that people, the vitality of which
has defied invasion after invasion, and massacre after massacre. In short the

Berbers, whether under their own name or under that of the Arabs, form the

majority of the aborigines of Algeria, and are of an Indo-European race and
tongue, the Iberian theory being evidently adopted by M. Binn.

The native name of the town, so erroneously called the City of Morocco

(Merakish), he traces (p. 332) to D ar = ur, sons of >4 Km, Kush with
"2 M., the prefix of names of the third form in the Berber tongue.

1086. 1800. Beoherohe dcs antiquil^s dans le Nord do I'Afiique : Conseils aux
Arch^ologues et aux voyageurs. Paris : 8vo, pp. 252, with many cuts and plates

and a map.

This excellent work, issued by the Comity des Travaux historiques et

Bcientiiiques aux correspondants du ministdro do I'instruction publiqno, in

addition to its indirect bearing on Morocco, contains a reprint (pp. 234-252) of

the Itineraries of Feutinger and Antoninus. (Nos. 11, 212.)

1087. 1890. Tangier and other parts of Moroooo.
These formed the theme of articles in the Times, May 26th, 27th and

Sept. 24th.

1088. 18i)0. Hooker, Sir Joseph, K.C.S.I.—Obituary notice of Mr. John

Ball, F.R.S. Proceed. Royal Geogr. Soc., vol. xii., p. 99.

Mr. Ball accompanied the author on his expedition to Morocco. See

Nos. 1130, 1131, 1179, 1275, 1276.

1080. 1890. Harris, Walter B.—A Night in a Moorish Hammum. Black-

wood's Map., October.

1040. 1890. Benitez, C.— Yiajo por Marruccos. Bevista Contemporanea,

February, April, August.

1041. 1890. Coello, Francisco. — El Esar*el-Acaber, por D. Teodoro de

Guevas. Bol. R. Acad. Hist., Madrid, vol. xvii., 5, pp. 353-384.

1042. 1890. Lane-Fool, Stanley, with Additions by Iiieut. J. D. J. Kelley,

U.S. Navy.—The Barbery Corsairs. London: 8vo, pp. 316, with numerous
illustrations.

The author says :
" The kingdom of Morocco is not strictly [?] a Barbary

state, and its history does not belong to this volume. Nevertheless ... a few

words will not be out of place."

1048. 1890. Bookman, Wilhelm.— An Ambassador's Visit to Morocco.

Ueber Land und Meer. Stuttgart : parts 1, 2.

1044. 1890. Morocco. The ' Times,' 24 September.

Letter from a correspondent who travelled during six mouths in the country,

giving an account of a recent series of rebellions amongst the Berber tribes.

1046. 1890. Brown, Robert. — The Adventures of Thomas Pellow, of

Penryn, Mariner (three-and- twenty years in captivity among the Moors). Written

by himself and edited, with introduction and notes, by Dr. Robert Brown.
London : 8vo, pp. 379, with illustrations.

This forms vol. iv. of the " Adventure Series." It was first issued in 1742,

No. 366.

VOL. m. 2 a
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" The best of all the tales of captiveH among the Moors, once bo common
and so popular."—Sat. Rev., Deo. 27, p. 742.

I This is a reprint of No. 3G0 divided into thirteen ChnptofH with an Intro-

/ ductiou (pp. 40) on the history of the Halli Itovcrs, Christian Slaves, and

t Kcnogadoes, and a series of notes (pp. 833-372) on the geographical nnd

historical allusions in the text. Pellow is mentioned in Braitbwaito's Account

of Mr. Uussoll's Embassy in 1727 as "one I'elleau, a young fellow of good

family in Corntral, but now turned Moor." He visited many places in the Atlas

I whom no other European has been, and in his narrative may be found, often

under an uncouth spoiling and grievously bad Arabic, the names of geographical

localities which did not get into maps for many yea.s subsequently. Nearly

the whole of Fellow's Narrative was reprinted in the Times of Morocco, No. 17

et seij., under the title of " The Adventures of an Englishman twenty-three years

a Slavo in Morocco, a.d. 1715 to 1733. Related by himself."

1940. 1890. Wake, RioharcL—A Selection of Sketches and Letters on sport

and life in Morocco. London : oblong fol. [no date, but issued in Jan. 1890.]

Twenty-four lithographic sketches and portrait, some in colours, with brief

descriptions.

Reviewed in Saturday Review, 1st March, p. 265, where it is said, " There

is not a superfluous or unmeaning touch in the whole of these rapid and

spirited records of sport and life in Morocco." The author was shot at Souakin

at the ago of twenty-three, while engaged as artist to the Graphic nawspaper.

1847. 1890. Some Moorish Mendioants.—Chambers' Journal, November,

pp. 635-7.

1848. 1890. Flayfoir, Sir B. Lambert, K.O.M.O., H.M. Gonsul-Qeneral

in Algeria.—The Meditermnean, Physical and Historical. Address ns President

of the Geographical Section of the British Association at Leeds, bvo, pp. 15,

reprinted in the Proc. R. Geogr. Soc., and in various other Geographical publica-

• tions. Translated into French in Iw • Rev. Sc.' (Rev. Rose), t. xlvi., p. 577 : and

into German in ' Export, Orgar. dcs Gentralvereins fiir Handelsgeographie.'

Berlin : xii. Jahrgaug, nr. 48, p. 701 et seq.

This shows the continuity between the Atlantic region and the North Coast

of the Mediterranean.

1848. 1890

March 15.

1850.

1861.

1862.

1868.

1864.

'Baroelle" (C. A. Faytoa).~Rod-FiMhing for Sardines. Field,

The Tosergelt, the American Blueflsh. 1. c, June 14.

Warm Days with Bass. 1. c, July 29,

Mogador Notes—Tasergelt, &c. 1. c, Sei)t. 29.

Bitter Bad Luck. I. c, Oct. 11.

The Bluefish in Barbary. The American Angler (10 Warren

Street, New York), June 28.

1866. American Fish and their African Analogues. 1. c, Sept. 13.

1953. African Relatives of American Fishes. 1. c, Oct. 25.

1967. The Moorish Bluefish, &c. 1. c, Nov. 15.

1868. 1890. CuBt, Robert Needham.—Morocco. Asiatic Quarterly Rev.,

vol. X., pp. 87-il2.

A popular account of Morocco, its races, government, and the Protege

System. The author only visited Tangier, in 1887. See No. 2013, where

its inaccuracies are corrected.
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Rev.,

1869. 1800. Tyrrell, Colonel Frank H.—The Darbary Gorgaira. 1. o.,

pp. 113-135; pp. 388-111 ; iind vol. xl., pp. 438-457.

A Review booed on Mr. Stanley Lane-Foole'a ' The Barbary Gorsain,' Sir

Lambert I'layrair's * Scourge of ChriHtendom,' Pbto Dan'8 ' Hiatoire de Barbarie,'

and tlie ' Tohfat ul Alchliar, or Maritime Wara of the TurkH.' Very little of

thit) narrative is specially devoted to Morocco.

1960. 1890. Taramelli, T., and V. Bellio.—Oeografla n Geologia doll' Africa.

Con Hctto carte. Milano : 8vo, pp. 334.

A fair sketch of the geography and geology of Africa, including Morocco,

with a Bibliography of the geology (pp. 5i99-312) and of the geography
' (pp. 297-208), both very lmi)erfect and Inaccurate, many papers on India

being inserted under the belief that the regions described were in Africa.

1961. 1890. Browne, Harold Crichton.—Two African Cities, with illustra-

tions from Photographs. The £ngli:ili Illustrated Magazine, February, No. 77,

• pp. 396-402.

The cities are Mogador and Rabat-Salli.

1862. 1890. La Beviata de Marrueooa.— Spanish Fortnightly Illustrated

(Tangier). Editor, Capt. Cervera y Baviera. Now extinct.

1868. 1890. Maroo.— Incident Am^ricalu. Rev. FraD9. de I'Etrang. et des

Colon.,' t. xi., p. 49.

This was the introduction of a case of rifles under the title of "Fvr-

ronnerie." . .

1864. 1800. Ii'Allemagne au Maroc—1. c, p. 691.

A letter regarding the German Mission to Fez.

1866. 1890. Litteau, Guerin de.—Voyage circulaire (La Portugal, L'Espagne,

le Maroc, Gibraltar ct I'Algdrie). Paris : 8vo.

1866. 1890. Morocco.— The Manufacture of Carpets. London : Chamber of

Commerce Journ., July, vol. ix., p. 159. (Extract from a Consular Report.)

1867. 1890. Fayton^ Ohas. A.—Report on the Trade of Mogador and district

for 1890. Dip. and Cons. Roiwrts, Ann. Series, No. 712, pp. 25.

1968. ' Report on the Agriculture of the district of Mogador for 1889.

Dip. and Cons. Reports, Ann. Series, No. 724, pp. 6.

1868. 1890. White, Herbert.—Report on the Trade of Tangier for 1889.

1. c. No. 787, pp. 18.

1870. 1890. Trade of Morocco with the United Kingdom. Annual State-

ment of the U. K. with Foireign countries and British possessions. London : 4to.

1871. 1890. Declaration exchanged botween the Government of Her Bri-

tannic Majesty and the Government of tht French Republic with respect to

Territories in Africa. Signed at London, August 6th, 1890. London : folio,

pp. 3 (Blue Book, Africa No. 9, C—6130).

1872. 1890. Loti, Pierre (pseud, of Julien Viaud, Lieut, de Vaiss. ot Membrc
de I'Acad^mie).—Maroc, Paris : 8vo, pp. 358.

Brilliant account of a visit to Fez in 1889 in the suite of M. Patendtro,

French Minister. Leaving the Mission there, he returned with M. de V.[ialar]

to Tangier by Mekeucs. A s^wcial edition of only 20 numbered copies, with

illustrations, also published.

1878. 1890. Kirchhoff, Alfired.—Die Berbers Marokkos. Petermanu's Geog.

Mittheilungen, t. xxxvi., pn. 23-20.

2 G 2
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1878a. Iti'JO. miaworth. A.—MiihuDie('« Hirthiiny in Tangier, Now York

ChriMtiaii Union, 'Jtii January. •

1874. lUOO. Beehauaen, Otto.—Siodlungon in dor Salmrn. Inaugural-T>iimertn-

tlun dor Iluhcn ritiluHophlHcliou Facultiitdor Univcmitiit Lci|)zig ziir Krlangun;^

dor DoclorwUrdo. llromeii : 8vo, pp. 14. With mop.

1876. 1800. Brouei, F. — EUMoghrob al Aldin. La Socitjtu Nuuvi'llc

Hruxoliun: 31 Jan., pp. 05-102.

A Ucvit'W of M. Edmond Picard'a work, No. 1928.

1876. 18<,)0. Bouty, I.—Notos compldniontaircH rolnlives \ la Cunf^ronce sur lu

clicniin do fcr Trans-saharien faite au Cungris de Paris en 1881). Dull. Tiim. du

(idojjr. ct d'Arcl). d'Oran, tomo x., fa«c. xliv., Janv.-Mars, p. 78-U7, with niaj*

Hhowing tho proiH)8od trace from Algiers and Oran to the Niger.

1877. 1800. Bonnet, Dr.—Los Q9our8 du Sud-Ouest Oranais. Ass. Frann.

]Mnir I'Avanc. dcs Sciences, Comptc-Ilondu do la 18"* session i\ Paris, 1880.

Scconde Partic, pp. 888-807.

After describing the physical geography of the region, the writer states

his opinion that the construction of a Trans-Saharnn railway would

encounter fewer difllculties and comidications in tlie countries nominally under

the Sultan of Morocco than if it i)a88od through Turkish territory south of

Tripoli.

187a 1890. " Vaalll, Oomte Paul."—Le Vrai Maroc. Nouv. Rev., Paris

:

t. 66, pp. 474-482.

A short account of the country, containing nothing new regarding It.

1878. 1890. Parquet, Ii.—Essal de Guide I^ldmontairo pour reconnaltro

ddcrlre, completer et dater lea Inscriptions Bomaines en tenant plus particuli^re-

ment compte des Monuments <Spigrapbique8 des anciennes provinces Africaines,

Afrique, Numidie, Maurdtanie. Rev. Afr., Nos. 197-198, pp. 81-192, with 61

figures of Roman inscriptions.

An excellent vade-mecum for tho use of those unfamiliar with Roman
epigraphy.

1860. 1890. Maurique, Antoine-Marie.— Lo Pdriple de Hannon. Rev.

Gdogr. Internat., No. 173 et aeq.

The author does not attempt to fix the date of this celebrated voyage, but

merely to show the possibility of it, and tho errors committed by previous

commentators.

1881. 1890. Basset, Ren^.—Loqm&n Berbire. Avec quatre Glossaires et une

dtude sur la lugende de Loqman. Paris : 12mo, pp. xcviii. and 400.

This reunites in one volume the various texts collected by the author

during the course of his numerous missions in Algeria, Tunis, Morocco,

Senegal and the Sahara. It contains the fables of Lokman translated into

the dialects spoken by 23 Berber tribes, including the natives of the Rif,

Tarudant and Dubdu.

1882. 1890. Duveyrier, HenrL—La Mort de I'Exploratcur Camille Douls au

Sahara. Ext. du Compte-Rend. des S&nces de la Soc. de Geogr. 22 Nov. 1889.

Rev. de Gdogr., t. xxvi. pp. 132-136.

M. Douls intended proceeding from Merakish to Timbuktu in disguise, but

like Roentgen and Davidson (No. 600) was murdered at an early stage of his

journey (Nos. 1869, 1903).
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1068. 18eo. Maokenile, Donald.—Tlio rrotiSgd Systom in Muroccu. Louilon :

1809, 8vo, pp. 58.

1084. La illtima parto deaconocUla dul litoml dol Mcditurriluco. El-

Hit'. Uol do la Sue. Guo^r. do Madrid, t. xxvlii., p. 68.

Tlio outlior went from Oran to Molilla, and made a vain nttompt to jicnc-

trato tlio Rif country, lie gives all the information tiiat Lo could cumpilu

regarding it. M. Duvoyrior died in April, 1802.

1086. 1800. "Vernon Lee" [Violet Paget].—Skotcbos in Tangier. Tliu

New Ruviow, London, March, pp. 221-228.

1080. 181)0. Brinton, Daniel O., Prof.—On Etruscan and Libyan Names : n

comparative study. Proo. American Philos. Soc., vol. xxviii., Fob. 10. Also

separately, riiiladelphia : 8vo, pp. IG.

An endeavour to provu that the Ktruscaus were Berbers.

1087. 1R90. "Oollina, Mabel" [Mrs. Oooke].—Ida: an Adventure in

Morocco. London : 8vo.

A story founded on a trip from Tangier to Tetuan. The same lady was

the author of the articles on Tangier and Tetuan entitled " Tangerines " which

appeared in the • World ' in Boptembur and October 1889, signed " Flower o'

the May."

1088. 1890. Quedenfbldt, M.—Yerstiindung durch Zoichen und das Qabitrdon-

spiel bei den Marokkuncrn. Verhandlungen der Berliner anthropologiuchcr

Gesellschaft, May 17, Berlin, 1890, p. 829.

1080. 1890. Wie die Udftla Mohammedauer wurden. 'Das Ausland'

(Stuttgart), No. 41 (13tli October), p. 808. *

1000. 1890. Virohow, Rudolph.—Ueber sUd-marokkanische Schiidel. ' Zeit-

schrift fiir Ethnologie,' Berlin, Nov. 2utli.

1001. 1890. Ohristmastide at Tangier. Temple Bar Mag. No. 356, July.

1002. 1890. Deporter, Commandant V. — Apropos du Trans-saharien

:

Extrdme-Bud de TAlgdrie, le Gourara, le Touat, In-Salah, lo Tidikelt, lo payH

<le8 Touaregs, I'Adrar, Tin Bouctou, Agadis. Alger : 8vo, pp. 473, with

a map sTJifeoTr-

Contains much about the semi-independent and disputed frontier-country

of Algeria and Morocco.

1003. 1801. Sohnell, Paul.—Das marukkanische Atlasgcbirgo. Qucllenmiissig

dargestellt. With map. Daa Sultanat Marukko. Entworfen und gezeichnct

von .... Scalo of map, 1 : 1,750,000, with an index. Umgebung von Morokko

[Inset] : Scale, 1 : 1,000,000. Petermann's Goographische Mitt. Ergiinzungs-

lieft. No. 103. Gotha: post 8vo, pp. 119.

[Actually issued 15th January, 1892.]

1004. 1891. Brown, Robert.—Morocco, Morocco City, and Mogadon Cham-
bers' Encyclopedia (Edinburgh), vol. vii., pp. 244, 315-318.

1906. Morocco: The Land of Mulai El Hassan. Chambers' Journal

(Edinburgh), vol. viii.. No. 407, Oct. 17, pp. 657-60.

1006. 1891. Mackeniie, Donald.—The Ftot6g6 System in Morocco. Black-

wood's Magazine, No. 904, Feb., pp. 277-290.
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The author visited Merakish (City of Morocco) ; Iio ndvocates the abolition

of the Prot^g^ System and the establishment of international tribunals, but he

admits that no good can be expected without a reform of the Shereefian

government, the worst in the world. '
.

1887. 1891. Moroooan Affeira and Morocco.
These formed the subject of an increasing number of articles in the English

press. Among others may ho noted, The Daily Graphic, April 21st, Juno
2nd, Srd, August 15th, 17th ; Times, March 3rd (Sir W. Kirby Green),

1888. 1891. Harris, Walter B.—Some farther Noteii on North Morocco,

Proc. R. Geogr. Soc., vol. xiii., p. 164-168.

Narrative of a journey from Feis to Wazzan.

1888. 1891. Cora, Ouido.—Carta di una parte interna del Marocc6-Nord,

secondo le esplorazioni di Tissot, de Foucauld, di Boccard, des Portes e. a. con-

strutta di desegnata da ... . (Scale, 1 : 300,000.) Cosmos, vol. x., 1890-91,

Tavolavi.

2000. 1891. El Diario de Tanger. Spanish Daily. (Tangier.)

This paper has its own press.

2001. 1891. "SarceUe" (C. A. Payton).—1890 on Mogador Waters.

Field, Jan. 10.

2002. Brent and Bemicle Goose at Mogador, 1. c, Feb. 28.

2008. Brisk Sea Angling, 1. c, June 2. ' "

2004. Report for the year 1890 on the Agriculture of the District of

Mogador. F. O. Annual Series of Dip. and Cons. Reports, No. 874, pp. 10.

Gives a curio' s account of the " sacred citron," and of the ravages of

locusts.

2005. 1891. Pajrton, C. A.—Report on the Trade of Mogador for 1890. 1. c.

No. 857, pp. 28.

2006. 1891. Marokko:—Gestattung der Ausfuhr von Weizen und Gerste.

Deutsches Handelsarchiv (Gesetzgebung), May Heft.

Verbot der Verwendung gewisser Nainen zu Aufschriften fiir die Einfuhr-

waaren. Ibid., May Heft.

Ausfuhrzolle fiir gewisse Essenzen (Kiimmel, Thymian, etc.). Ibid.,

July Heft.

Handelsvertrag zwischen Deutschland und Marokko. Ibid., September

Ueft.

Casablanca : Handelsbericht, 1889. Ibid. (Berichte), March Heft. Han-

delsbericht, 1890. Ibid., August Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1890.

Jbid., July Heft.

Larache: Handel und Schifffahrt, 1889. Ibid., March Heft. Handel

und Schifffahrt, 1890. Ibid., May Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1889.

Ibid., March Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1890. Ibid., May Heft.

Mazagan : Haudelsbericht, 1889. Ibid., April Heft. Haudclsbcricht,

1890. Ibid., May Heft. Verkrhr deutscher Schiffe, 1889. Ibid., April Heft.

Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1890. Ibid., May Heft.

Mogador : Handelsbericht, 1889. Ibid., April Heft. Handelsbericht,

1890. Ibid., August Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1889. Jbid., April

Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1890. Ibid., July Heft.

Rabat: Handelsbericht, 1889. Ibid., April Heft. Handelsbericht, 1890.

Ibid., May Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1890. Ibid., May Heft.
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Saffi : Handelsbericht, 1890. Ibid, May Heft. Verkehr deutschor Scliiffe,

'

1890. Ibid., May Heft. Verkehr deutscher Schiffe, 1889. Ibid., July

Heft.

Tangier : Waaren und Schiffsverkehr, 1889. Ibid., August Heft. /

Tetuan : Waaren und SchiflFsverkehr, 1889. Ibid.., August Heft.

2007. 1891. Dovelopment of (German Trade with Morocco.—Report by
Belgian Consul at Tangier, quoted in • Board of Trade Journal,' vol. x., No. 37,

p. 426.

He gives the value of the imports from the principal countries of Europe.

2008. 1891. Kol Israel. — Hebrew Weekly (Tangier). Editor, Salomon

Ben&ioun.

2008. 1891. Quedenfeldt, M.—Krankheiten, Volksmedizin u. abergliiublische.

Kuren in Marokko. ' Das Ausland,' vol. 4. pp. 75-9 ; 5, pp. 95-98 ; 8, pp. 126-9 '

Lieut. Quedenfeldt died in Berlin in Sept. 1891, of fever contracted during

his last journey in Morocco.

2010. 1891. Gk>sB, Charles P.—Morocco: Tiie World's last market. The

Nineteenth Century, June, pp. 1016-1021.

Written by the Special Correspondent of the Morning Post, advocating

the opening up of the country to European commerce.

2011. 1891. Gulraudon, C. de. Captain.—Summary of Research in African

Languages since 1883, read before the Oriental Congress in London, Sept. 9th,

though printed in advance in Asiatic Quarterly Review, July, n. s., vol. ii.,

p. 183. Also separately, London : 8vo, 1891.

2011a. 1891. Iiavoix, Henri.—Catalogue des monnaies musulmanes de la

Bibliothbque nationale. Paris : 2 vols., 8vo. A most important work : the coinage

of Morocco is described in vol. ii.

2011b. 1891. Dicriks.—Die wirthschaftliche Lage Marokkos. TJnsere Zeit,

Nov., pp. 398-418.

2012. 1891. Meakin, Budgett.—An Introduction to the Arabic of Morocco

:

English-Arabic vocabulary, grammar, notes, etc. Tangier : 8vo, pp. xiii. 256.

This useful little work forms No. 1 of a " Morocco-Arabic Series " contem-

plated by the same author, and is the first book ever printed in Morocco, some

of its predecessors (pamphlets and the like), though bearing " Tangier," and

even, like the political satire " Le Carnival de la Barbaric et lo Temple des

Yvrognes, par M. de M " (two parts, pp. 67 and 64, 8vo, 1765) " imprimd

h Fez en Barbarie " on the titlepage, being printed elsewhere.

2018. The Truth about Morocco, by the late acting editor of the Times

of Morocco. Asiatic Quarterly Review, July, p. 83.

A reply to and correction of Dr. Cust's paper. No. 1958.

2014. Morocco as a Field for Geographers. Proceedings of the British

Association (Geographical Section) at Cardiff, 2l8t August. Report p. 71G ; «lso

Proc. R. G. S., vol. xiii., p. 630.

A critical review of what had been done to explore the country.

2015. The Morocco Berbers. Proceedings of the Oriental Congress in

London, Sept. 9th. Asiatic Quart. Rev., Oct., ii. a., vol. ii., p. Ixxix.

This paper is for the most part an abstract of one read before t!ie Anthrop.

Sect., Britisli Association, at Cardiff in August. Report, p. 804. Also read

before the Manchester Geographical Society, Jan. 1892.

Q I
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2015a. 1891. Meakin, Budgett.—Dio Juden in Marokku. Jiidiscbo Littera-

turblatt, No. 52.

2016. 1891. BoUeBton, Charles, Captain.—To-day in Morocco. National

Review, July, pp. 649-864.

2017. 1891. Bouty, J.— Chemin do for Trans-saharien. Avant-Projet con-

cernant la section entre Ain-Sefra et Igli. Hull. Trim, de G6ogr. et Arch.

d'Oran, t. xi., pp. 127-139.

The author argues in favour of the line from Oran to Igli, thence to

Timbuktu and the Niger.

2018. 1891. Colonieu, Colonel.—Do Geryvillo i\ Figuig. 1. c, pp. 294-318.

With map. Journal of the march made in February 1868, and the official

report of the commander.

2019. 1891. Bouire, Ii.—Le Sud-oucst Oranais et le Touat. 1. c, pp. 333-

368, with map.

2020. 1891. Marial, "Waille.—De Tanger ^ Tunis. Notes et Croquis. 1. c,

pp. 472-543.

The portion regarding Morocco is from pp. 472-480. Mere traveller's

impressions.

2021. 1891. BrouBsais, J^imile.—De Paris au Soudan—Marseille—Alger

—

Trans-saharien. Avec la Carte d'Afrique indiquant les possessions et les

zones d'influence de tons les litats Europeens, de Fr. Schrader, et cinq photo-

gravures inddites de Gervais Courtelloment. Alger, Paris : 8vo, pp. 290.

A mere compilation, of no especial value.

2022. 1891. Le Chatelier, A.—Tribus du Sud-Ouest Marocain. Bassins

cotiers entre Sous et Draa. PubUcations de I'ficole des Lettres d'Alger. Bull, de

Corr. Afr., vi., 8vo, pp. 89.

2022a. 1891. SoUer.—Le Maroc et le Soudan occidental—I'lle d'Arguin. Bull,

do u Soc. do Geogv, de Lyon, t. viii., No. 5, pp. 433-439.

2023. 1891. Delphin, M., Professor i. la Ohaire d'Arabe i\ Oran.—L'Astro-

nomio au Maroc, Journ. Asiati(iue, H'"° Ser., t. xvii., pp. 177-201, with au

illustration of a Moroccan Astrolabe of the xii. cent, of the llegira, brought to

Europe by M. Ihckmann. Peo No. 1622.

2024. 1891. Stahelin, AltY'ed.—In Algerien, Marokko, Paliistina uiid uiu

lioten Meere. Keiseskizzen, mit 5 Karten. Basel : 1891, 8vo.

Of the 461 pp., the " Erlebuisse iu TMorokko," Mogador to Merakisli and

the usual route up tlie coast to Tangier, occupies from pp. 162 tu 341.

2026. 1891. Muro, Angel.- Ocho Dias en Tdngcr. Impresioncs de un viaje

agradable y corto de cuatro buenos amigos sin equipage. Madrid : 12mo, pp. 61'.

A reprint of articles which appeared in La l^lpoca, El Eesiimen, and

r,a LiKertad.

2026. 189) , Boulenger, O. A. A Catalogue of the Reptiles and Batrachians

of IJai bary (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia) based chiefly upon the Notes and Collec-

tions made in 1880-1884 by M, Femand Lataste. [The Morocco species

cliiefiy from stx.'c!men8 in the jini..-li Museam.] Trans, of the Zool. Soc. of

Loudon, vol. xiii., part iii., Nov., p]/, 96-104, with plates (Plates xiii.-xviii.),

including 44 figures.

Th's yaluable contriljution to the natural history of Barbary was under-

taken by Mr. Boulenger of the I'ritish Museum on the departure of

M. Lataste to occupy the post of Professor of Zoology in Chili. It contains

S
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remarks on the natural divisions of the country and a bibliography of works

on its Heriwtology. Of the 74 species described, 44 occur in Morocco.

2027. 1891. Finok, Henry T.—Spain and Morocco: Studies in Local Colour.

London : 8vo, pp. 182.

The autlior—an American—made the usual tour from Tangier to Tetuan.

His knowledge of Morocco and its literature may be presaged from liis claim-

ing originality for his chapter on the latter well-known town from the fact that

neither De Amicis (No. 1231) nor Pierre Loti (No. 1972) describe it. Neither of

these volumes, descriptive of embassy journeys, had occasion to touch on

the country near Tetuan.

2028. 1891. Caine, Hall.—The Scapegoat : a romance. London : Svo, 2 vok.

pp. 258+314. Recast in 1 Vol., 1892.

A story chiefly concerned with Jewish Life in Morocco, originally published

in the Illustrated London News, with fine illustrations by Forestier. The

author visited Morocco in March-April 1891, with a view to the accuracy of

his local colouring, and his facts were supplied and revised by various com-

petent authorities; reviewed in Academy, Oct. 3rd, with some philological

nnd historical corrections by Budgett Mcakin. It gives a vivid and in general

truthful picture of Juda^o-Moorish life ; but its historical accuracy is at fault

in the cardinal x)oint that instead of Mowlai Abd-er-I^ahman being present in

Tetuan when it was captured, he died three months befoiD that event.

2029. 1891. Muley Hassan's Elephant. Standard (London), Sept. 8th, 15th,

24th, Oct. 8th.

These letters describe the march from Tangier to the Sultan's camp in the

Zeniur country with the elephant " Stoke " presented to his Sherifiau

Majesty by the Queen of England. They contain much information regardino;

the country and the Moorish army. Leading articles on the same subject

appeared in the Standard, June 11th and Oct. 8th.

2030. 1891. Haliburton, B. O-.—Dwarf Races and Dwarf Worship in pre-

historic times. Proceedings of the Oriental Congress held at London on the 2nd

of September. (Fully reported in the Times, Sept. 2nd.) The same paper was

read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science in

August, 1891.

The author describes the dwarfs of the Atlas from hearsay ; he believes

then to be descended from the Troglodytes of Herodotus. They aie reputed

to be under four feet in height, and to inhabit the region near the source of

the Wad Draa. There is a leading article on this paper in the Standard

(London) of the 4th September, and a letter from Archibald Fairlic, engineer

to tlie late Emperor of Morocco, on Sept. 5th, both decidedly sceptical as to

the existence of any such race. Mr. Haliburton has a letter in the same issue

defending his views. In the ' Times,' Sept. 14th, there is another letter by

Mr. HaUburton, explaining the subject still further, and one by Mr. W. B.

Harris rather favourable to the existence of these dwarfs. On Sept. ITtli

Mr. Budgett Meakin replies, pronouncing entirely against Mr. Haliburton's

contentions. On Sept. 21st Mr. Haliburton rejoined, and on the same date

there was a leading article, the gist of which was that nothing in the shape

of proof had been itroduced iu favour of tin; supposed tribe of Atlas dwarfs.

This article, 'vith Mr. Meakin's letter, was ro]>roduced with some additions

iu the Times of Morocco for Oct. 3rd. The latest article on the subject—also

unfavourable to the existence of the dwarfs—is by H. Crichton Browne, iu

/
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Nature, vol. xlv. (Jan. 2lBt, 1892), pp. 269-270, dated, Macloustle Camp,

Bechiianaland, Nov. 15th, 1891.

Mr. Haliburton's paper " will, it is hoped, be published in the Transactions

of the Oriental Congress, when the controversy to which it gave rise will have

led to some conclusion " (Asiatic Quarterly Rev., Oct., 1891, p. xxvii.).

2081. 1891. Hay, The Sight Hon. Sir John Drummond.—Letter from,

on Mr. R. G. Haliburton's Dwarf Races and Dwarf Worship. • Asiatic Quar-

terly,' Oriental Congress Number, October, n. s., vol. ii., pp. 421-423.

This communication is favourable to the existence of a dwarf race. '"

2082. 1891. Haliburton, B. O.—Tiie Dwarfs of Mount Atlas. Statements

by natives of Morocco and of European residents there as to the existence of a
Dwarf Race south of the Great Atlas with notes on Dwarfs and Dwarf History.

London : 8vo, pp. 41.

Contains in addition to the " statements," the paper No. 2030, and Sir John
D. Hay's letter. No. 2031.

2088. 1891. Sievers, Wilhttlm, Prof. Dr.— Afrika. Eino allgemeino

Landeskunde. Leipzig u. Wien : 4to, pp. 468.

Morocco is described, with four illustrations in the text and one plate, on

pp. 330-338.

2084. 1891. Simonet, Prof. F. J.—A Critico-Historical Essay on the Arabo-

Hispanic Woman, and a Dissertation on the Hispann-Mozarabic Dialect. Pre-

pared for thr, Oriental Congress in London. Granada : imp. 8vo,

2085. 1891. Bissuel, Commandant H.—Ancien Chef dn Bureau Arabe. Le
Sahara Fraufais. Conference sur Ics questions Saliarienncs faite Ics 21 et 31

Mars, 1891, i\ MM. les officiers de la Gamison de Medda. Alger : 8vo, pp. 214,

witli map and facsimiles of Touareg inscriptions.

The author says of his work :
" Le travail n'dtait pas destine i\ la publicity.

Redig6 sans pretention litteraire ni sciontifiquo ...."' Amongst other matters

he gives an account of the Oases of Gurara, Tuat and Tidikelt, at p. 72 he

states his opinion relative to " notre situation vis-A-vis du Maroc," " Les droits

du Maroc sur ces contr^es sont illusoires," " Intrigues Marocaines," &c.

2036. 1891. Stutfleld, Hugh E. M.—The Brethren of Mount Atlas. Being

the First Part of an African Theosophical story. London : 8vo, p. 313.

The title su'Ticiently indicates its nature. It utilises the Muliatmas,

Gurus, and so forth of " Theosophy,'" in tho story of a journey to I'liny's

Mount Atlas, to embody much personal knowledge of Morocco.

2087. 1891. Kan, C. M., Prof.—De Pereplous van Hanno. Tijdschrift van

het Koninklijt Nederlansch Aardrijks-kundig Genootscliaj), Jaargang 1831.

Also separately, Amsterdam : 8vo, p. 55.

Prof. Kan's identifications of places do not differ widely, if at all, from

those made by his predecessors (Nos. 1, 392). Thus his Gu/iar^pcov is made out

to be, as most commentators had previously identified, Mehedia, or Maniora

;

his Ai|of wora^of ftc'yas with the Wad Draa; the XpeTtjs—tho same as the

Xptlitrris of Aristotle—with the Scget-el-Hamra (opposite the Cp.nary islands)

;

tlie Qfu)v "Oxrjfia with the Kakoelemah Mountain near the Bay of Sanjjareah

(a very random shot) ; and the Notou Ktpas, a promontory in the neighlwur-

hood of the island of Sherboro.

2088. 1891. Deporter, Commandant V.—La Question du Touat. Sahara

Alg^rien, Gourara, Touat, Tidikelt, Caravanes et Trans-sahanen. Algcr : 8vo,

pp. 67, v/ith map luuooo')' See also No. 1992.
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This contains an amplification of two lectures given to the garrison of

Algiers in May 1891, on a subject which greatly excites public opinion

both in Algeria and £Vance. The " Question of Tuat " is one which has been

constantly discussed in the French press during the past year. The French

deny that there is any such place as a Sahara Marocain ; they contend that

according to the treaty of 1845 the last Moroccain villages are Figig and

Ische (Art. 5). Article 6 states " Quant au pays sitn^ au sud des ksours des

deux Etats, comme il n'y a pas d'eau, qu'il est inhabitable et que c'est le

desert, la delimitation en est superfine . . .
." Therefore the oases to the

south are either independent of the Sultan of Morocco, or belong to them,

or both. The solution will probably be according to " the simple plan, that

those should take who have the power, and those shovdd keep who can." The
French believe that Tuat is necessary to them for the Trans-saharan Railway,

but no one with the most elementary knowledge of the country believes that

the railway in question can be of the lea.st use to them.

2039. 1891. Karoo.—Rapport sur le commerce de Mogador. Bull. Consul,

frangais, fascicule 5, vol. xxii. November.

2040. 1891. Esolavage au Maroo.—Rev. Fran9. ^^ I'^trang. et des Colon,

t. xiii., p. 684. Regarding a letter addressed to the Times by Mr. Allen.

2041. 1891. Le Maroo au Touat. 1. c, pp. 390; 401.

2042. 1891. Africanus.—Les competiteurs do le. France en Afrique. 1. c,

pp. 476-78. With a map, taken from M. Fock's work. Ho. 2053.

2048. La France ;iu Maroc. 1. c, pp. 617-621. •
,

2044. 1891. Marbeau, ^douard.— Au Sahara. La Marche sur In Salah.

1. c, pp. 465-472, with map.

2045. 1891. Bellaire, i^douard Michaux.—Maroc et Touat—M. Patenotre

au Maroc. I, c, pp. 519-5

A review of his work while French Minister in Morocco. Followed by the

Treaty of 1845 for the delimitation of the French frontier.

2046. 1891. Sidi, Le Touat.—In Salah Igli. 1. c, pp. 525-527.

2047. 1S91. Marocains au Touat. 1. c, p. 598.

2048. IS91. Sabatier, Camille.—Touat, Sahara et Soudan. Bull, de la Soc.

Geogr. Comm. de Paris, t, xiii., pp. 99-103. With an excellent map.

2049. Touat, Sahara et Soudan. Etudt geographique, politique, et

inilitairo. With map. Paris : 8vo, pp. 336.

2050. 1891. Martiui^re, H. de la.—M. de la Martinidre reports to the

Academie dec Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres the results of his last journey to

Sus, and the archseology of the mountainous rejjion of Djebel Zerhoftn, and

especially of Volubilis, where he has been excavating for several years. Comptes-

Rendus, t. xix., pp. 348. 'ooc also his researches on the site of Lixus, in

Bull. Arch, du Comito des Tr.ivr,, Hist, et Sc, t. viii., pp. 134-148, and 451.

Plates vii.-x. ; xxv.

juZl. 1891. Blanokenhom.—Die Geognostisohen Verhiiltnisse von Afrika.

I. Teil ; Dcr Atlas das nordafrikanische Faltengebirge. Peterm. Geogr. Mitteil.

Ergiiiizungsheft, No. 90. With map.

2052. 1891. Espana en Africa.—ilcmoria dirigida al Gobierno por las

Socieilades Gcogrdfica de Madred y Kspauola do Geografia Commercial. Bol. de

la Soc. Geogr. de Mad., t. xxx., pp. 12-22.
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S063. 1891. Fook, A., Ingoniour civil de TEst Algdricn.— Alg<}rio, Sahara,

Tchad. R^ponse i\ M. Oamllle Sabatier, aveo un introduction do M. Oeorges
Holland et des lettres dc MM. le Colonel de Folignao ct lo Capitaine Bernard,
Taris : 8vo. pp. 75. With a map of French Africa.

The author is a warm supporter of M. Holland's tchcme for a Trans-Saharnu

^. IJailway; his tmce starts from Biskra, passes by the Wad Ilin Tuggurt,

Wuargia, Timassinr, Amadghor, Assiu, Agadbs and so to Lake Chad ; but

after much discussion he modifies it so fur as to adopt three standing-points,

Algiers, Biskra and Aiu Sefra, and proposes that the work should be constructed

by a chartered company.

2064. 1891. Bouty, J.—Encore la Question du Tians-saharien. Quclqucs mots
en roponse iV la brochure de M. Fock. Bull. Trim, de Giiogr. et d'Arch. d'Oran.,

t. X., p. 545-559.

Ue strongly urges the occupation of Tuat, " si Ton veut Ixirrer le paHbHgo

lux Anglais, dont I'installdtion sournoise au Cap Jubi vise la grande valine do

rOued-Dra, qui les conduirait alors a Igli avant nous."

2035. 1891. Payton, Charles A.—On the occurrence of lieriiida brenia at

Alogador. Ibis : pp. 296-297.

2056. On the occurrence of Ilydronhelidon leucoptera in Morocco.

Ibis: pp. 464-465.

a067. 1891. Fagnan, E.—L'histoiro de-; Almohades d'aprfis 'Abd el-Wfdi' id

Merrfikechi. Rev. Afr. t. xxxv., p. 207 it seq. See also Nos. 19, 712.

A translation of the oiiginal text published by Dr. Dozy.

8058. 1891. Henty, Oeorge A.—Hold Fast for England. London : 8vo.

A story of the Siego of Gibraltar in 1779-83, in which the hero is brouglit

to Tangier, where he performs a variety of daring and romantic deeds.

2068. 1891. Beeves, Edward.—Homeward Bound. A colonist's impressions

of New Zealand, Australia, Tangier and Spain. London : 8vo.

2060. 1891. Ija Conxiuista de Marruecos en el ano 1893. Estudio de la

ultima compana llevada a cabo por franccses, ingleses y alemanes, en cl Imperio

de Marrueccos. JTadrid: 8vo.

This brocliurc—of the " Battle cf Dorking" type—is signed by " A Kai'd

er Rhfia, Co'.oael in the Army of the last Sultan," and afVects to bo a transla-

tion into Spanish by El Mercantil Valenciano (Journal), and be dated at

Tangi<'. , 1894. Most of it is translated in Lc Reveil du Moroc, March 2nd

and Oili, 1892.

2061. 1891. H^ron de Vi.llofossi., .<\jit.—Rapport sur les ddcouvertes ftiites

au Maroc, et principalement ^ Volubilis par M. de la Martinidre. Bull.

Arch, du Comitd des Trav., Hist, et Sc, t, ix., p. 135-150.

These consist of forty-three inscriptions recently collected at Volubilis by

M. de la Martini^re. Tlio full result of his most recent explorations are not

yet before the public. M. Cagniat says of them :
—" M. du la Martini^re a

continue pendant toute cette ai;neo (1891) sea persuverentes et audacieuses

explorations au Maroc. Dans la premiere partio do sa campagne il a fcail'e

l€s necropoles de la ville romaine de Volubilis ; il y a rencontre des textes

epigrapiiiqncs latins, grecs, et n>eme une dpitaphe hebraique. II a ensuite

explore le Sous, I'Atlas et visite la ville encore pen oxploree de Taroudant;

revenu i\ Fez, il est reparti de Ih pour rAlgcric en suivant la route de Fez h

Oujila. Cette belle canqjagne archeologique honorc grandeinent son auteur.

21
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Uno des conclusions les i)1us importautos qui rossortunt dha maintenant de ce

vryagc, dont les details sent encore inconnue, est quo la domination romaine,

dans la Maurutaino Tingitanc s'ctcndit bcaucoup plus au sud qu'on ne le

cToyail juaqu'ici." 1. c. p. 550.

2062. 1891. Salisbujry, Marquess of.

We cannot better conclude tliis catalogiio of works and articles on Morocco
tlian by quoting the reinarkabio words pronounced by Lord Salisbury at

Glasgow on the 20tli of May, and which were quoted by all the organs of the

press throughout England on the following day, and commented upon (inter

aliu) in two illustrated articles in the Daily Graphic, Juno 2nd and 3rd,

entitled : " The Question of Morocco."

"Morocco still remains the home of the worst abuses, of the greatest

cruelty, of the greatedt ignorance and backwardness in all that conduces to

I'rosperity or humanity. It is there that we hear of the most terrible cruelties,

.ind we havu no power to prevent them, and some day or other—there is no
danger threatening now, or I should mention it—but some day or other

Morocco will bo as great a trouble to Europe, and will carry with it as great

menace to the peace of Europe, as the other Mohammedan communities farther

to the East used to twenty or thirty years ago."

PUBLIC RECORDS.

State Pajjers connected with Morocco in the Public Ilooord Office.

I.—^Foreign Office Doouinenta.

2083. Modern Royal Letters.— Second Series. Emperor of Morocco 1564-

1737. Numbered 34.

This contains a number of original letters from the Sultans of Morocco,

generally with Spanish translations; interesting in themselves and beautiful

specimens of caligraphy.

2064. No. 1. 1575-1669. Letters from Mr. Prynne, Captain John Harrison,

Captain Penn, Admiral Stokes, Admiral Warren, and Lord Henry Howard.

The series conmiences with memoranda of events connected with Morocco

from 1577 to 1662. The first document of importance is "A declaration of

the battayle betwyxte the Kynge of Barbarie and the Kynge of Portingale,

the 4 of August l»st, 1578." Then Ibllow, " Capitulation propounded by the

Governors of Sallle," negotiated by Capt. Harrison -^J ~ Reports from

the various officers before named ; information regarding the occupation of

Tangier, and papers connected with the release of captives, with lists of

their names.

2065. No. 2. Miscellaneous Foreign Pajxirs, 1586-1789, unbound. Contains

numerous reports from Captain John Harrison and other envoys
; petitions from

captives ; the establishment and pay of H.M. forces in Morocco ; Mome of the

• Conway Pai^ers,' and various other matters.

2066. No. 3. 1670-1700. Repor'^'^ from Lord Henry Howard, Admirals Warren

and Aylmer, Captains Delaval and Munden.

•^^*»^
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2067. ^'(|. 4. 1701-1711. Huprts from Captain Dolaval, Mr. Jodcs, Mr. Nash,

Mr. raulMcthuen, &c. ; alHo curiesponclonco regarding the redemption of captives,

tho negotiation of treaties, and esixscially of tlio Mission of Mr. P. Mctliuen tu

the Sultan, and of tlio cnibaNsy sent by tlie latter to Loudon.

20ea No. 6. 1712-1722. Captain Paddon ; .nd Consul Hatfield.

Tho former gives an account of his Misaion to Morocco and of tho liberation

of captives between 1712 and 171G.

' Consul Hatfield sends reports on the latter subject.

SOee. No. 6. 1723-1733. Consuls Hatfield and Rnssel, Mr. SoUicofire, &c.

;

corresiwndenco principally from Tetuan, regarding captives, prizes, &c.

a070. No. 7. 1734-1749. Mr. Sollicoflre, Mr. Baron, Mr. I'etticrow, Consul Latton.

Contains an account of the Mission of Mr. Leonard Sollicofifre from Tetuan

to Morocco. He died at tho former place in July 1735. He was succeeded

in the Mission by Consul William Latton, who, with his stafiT, was imprisoned

by the Sultan for about a year. It also contains petitions from captives.

S071. No. 8. 1750-1755. Consuls Latton and Petticrew. Negotiations carried

on by Consul William Petticrew for the conclusion of a treaty with the Sultan.

The Danish Mission and consular correspondence from Tetuan.

2072. No. 9. 1756-1772. Consuls Petticrew, Whatley, Read and Popham.

Correspondence regarding the Mission of Captain Hyde Parker, U.N., of H.M.S.

ISquirrel. Tho death of Mr. Petticrew. The ai)pointment of Mr. Whatley

as Acting Consul. He did not join liis \Mst. Mr. .lames Bead was appointed

in his stead, and sent on a Mission to i^'ez, where he committed suicide on

the 17th Feb., 1758.

2078. No. 10. 1761-1769. Consul J. Sampson.

This volume contains the iippointment of Joseph Popham, in August

1761, as Consul-General, residing at Tetuan. Notices of Captain Cleveland's

Missions. Embassies sent by the Sultan to England. A precis of events in

Morocco since the accession of the reigning Sultan in 1754, and the expenses

incurred during the Missions of Captain Parker, Consul Read, Captains

Milbank and Cleveland, aggregating £78,853. Consul Popham was removed

on account of the Sultan's " declared aversion " to him and received a pension

of £200 a year.

2074. No. 11. 1770-1772. Consul J. Sampson.

He was appointed Consul-General in March 1770. He had been for a

few weeks Consul-General in Algiers in 1767. He remained at Gibraltar till

September, when he went to Tetuan. In January 1772 he fled to Gibraltar

" without having brought any other than some old cloathes on my back."

The Sultan tried to starve him to death. He was recalled to England in

disgrace, but recommended for an appointment elsewhere.

2076. No. 12. 1772-1775. Consul Charles Logic.

Ho was appointed Consul-General 27th May, 1772. He went to Gibraltar,

made a short visit to Mogador, returned to Gibraltar till December 1774, when

he went to reside at Tangier.

2076. No. 13. 1776-1783. Consul Charles Logic.

In January 1781, Logic and all British Subjects were banished from

Morocco. He gives a detailed narrative of the event, supported by testimony

;

makes a protest before the Judicial Authorities at Gibraltar, and subjoins an

estimate of his losses amounting to £2,965. His salary was £400 a year. He
became Consul-General at Algiers in 1785.
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fl077. No. 14. 178.V17Hr>. Sir Roger Curtis.

TliiH voluuiu coDtaiuH aa account of the lliHsion of Captain Sir Kos;er

Curtis, of H.M.S. Brilliant to Morocco. Ho arrived at Tangier on the

15th April, 1783, visited the Sultan at Salli, and concluded "Additional

articles of fricndnhip and coramerce." He subjoins a note given to him by
the Sultan, " of the favours which he required from the king."

2078. No. 15. 1784-1786. Consuls Qeurge Payne, Cliarlej Adam Duff and James
Duflf.

George Payne was appointed on the 28th April, 1784. He went to

Mogador with presents in May 1785, and subsequently to Tangier. He was

recalled for neglect of duty in August of the same year, and left, putting

Charles A. Duff, the Pru-Cunsul, into the acting office. The latter visited

the Sultan at Morocco in May 1786.

2070. No. 15a. 1785. Entry Book. Lettars written by Charles "A. Duff

between 29 Sept. 1785 and 30 July 1786.
'

"

2060. No. 16. 1787-1788. Consul James Matra.

James Mario Matra was appointed 10th March, 1787. Arrived at Tangier

on the 6th May, and visited the Sultan at Morocco. He gives a long and
interesting account of his Mission. His despatches are full of interest.

2081. No. 17. 1789-1790. Consul Matra, continued.

Voluminous despatches regarding current fivents in Morocco. The reception

of European Consuls by the Sultan at Tetuan. The death of the Sultan

Mohammed bin Abdulla bin Ismail and the accession of his son Mahmud
El-Yazid. Matra is appointed Ambassador to congratulate the new Sultan.

2082. No. 18. 1772-1792. Miscellaneous papers connected with the Consuls

before mentioned.

2083. No. 19. 1791-1794. Consul Matra, continued.

Miscellaneous despatches. Building of the Consulate at Tangier. Visit of

Matra to the Sultan at Larache, when he concluded a treaty of friendship and

commerce with him. This was ratified at Sallee, 8tb April, 1791.

2084. No. 20. 1795-1801. Cona'il Matra, continued.

An interesting account is given of the plague in Barbaiy, and the fearful

mortality all over Morocco.

2085. No. 21. 1802-1808. Consul J. Matra. Fro-Consul John Ross. Consul

James Green.

On the 14th March, 1806, James Green was appointed Consul-General,

owing to Mr. Matra's failing health. The latter died at Tangier on the

29tli March. Mr. John Ross was sent by the Governor of Gibraltar to act

as Pro-Consul. Green arrived in July, and immediately visited the Sultan at

Fez. His journey cost 3,251 dollars.

2088. No. 22. 1799. Miscellaneous papers. Sundry letters and petitions to

H.M. Secretary of State. Extracts from the Registry of Vice-Admiralty Court at

Gibraltar, regarding prizes.

2087. No. 23. 1809-1811. Consul-Geueral James Green. Miscellaneous des-

l^tches.

2088. No. 24 1812-1814. Miscellaneous subjects and correspondence regarding

the Naval forces in the Mediterranean.

2088. No. 25. 1816. Consul J. Green. Consul_Grccn returns to England and

submits his case for pension.

m
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2080. No '26. IHIT. CouHtil J. Gruen. 1 [o in graiitud a pcnfiinn of £000 a year.

20B1. No. 27. 1818. Consul Doiigliis. Mr. Jiiuios Hholto DuuglnH U 4i[iulntO(l

Consul-Qencinl. His corrcspondonco in Engluml and Gibraltar.

1X)0S. No. 28. 1R19. Consul Douglas anil Vicu-Cons. Jh. A. ncnsur. Corrc-

spondenco of no y rlicular intiTcst, mostly from England.

2088. No. 2!). 1820. Consul S. DiMigloa. Corrospoudonco from Florcitcu and

Gibraltar, of no interest.

2084. No. 30. 1821. Consul S. Douglas.

Consul Douglas bad reached Gibraltar on the Itst June, 1818, on his way to

'J'angier, but owing to the plague ho could not communicato with Morocco, and

only arrived at Tniigior on the 4th April, 1821.

2086. No. 32. 182.1. Consul S. Douglas.

This volume contains some interesting letters from and regarding Dvlzoni,

the celebrated Egyptian excavator. lie resolved on a journey to Timbuktu
and after a residence in strict seclusion at Gibraltar, for the puriwso of letting

his beard grow, ho proceeded to Morocco, and actually reached P^ez, but tho

Saltan would not permit him to proceed further, and he returned to Tangier.

He then wont to Benin, and died of dysentery at Gato on tho 3rd December,

1823. These autograph letters therefore are amongst tho last he ever wrote.

One of tho letters in this volume is a representation from John Murray, tho

publisher, regarding him.

2086. No. 33. 1824. Consul S. Douglas.

Tills contains an account of his mission to tho Sultan at Fez, for tho

purpose of concludiDg a treaty on account of Great Britain and Sardinia.

2007. No. 33a. 1783-1823. Original treaties.

Tfiuso are not origin il, but copies entered into a volume, of the following.

No. 1. " Tho Additional Articles " negotiated by Sir Koger Curtis on tho

24th May, 1783.

No. 2. The treaty concluded between Consul Matra and the Sultan, of

4'J Articles, latifii-'d on the 8th April, 1791.

No. 3. Another treaty of 41 Articles negotiated by Matra on the 14 th

June, 1801. This was signed by the Sultan, but not by Matra.

No. 4. Treaty of 8 Articles negotiated by James Sholto Douglas on tho

19th January, 1824.

No. 5. I'leaty of 25 Articles between tho Sultan and Carlo Felico,5King

of Sardinia ; letters from both contraciing parties and despatches bearing

on them.

2088. No. 33b. 1801, Originol treaty. 1837-38. Reports on treaty of 1801.

A printed document giving in parallel columns the version as contained in

Ilortslet'a Collection, and a translation from the Arabic by Mr. Salamd in 1838.

Also a copy of tho original Arabic, collated by John H. Druwmond-Hay,

Acting Vice-Consul, and a report on it by Cous.-Gen. Drummond-Hay.

2088. No. 34. 1825. Consul S. Douglas. Miscellaneous correspondence.

Opening of the port of Sta. Cruz by tho Sultan.

2100. No. 35. 1826. Consul S. Douglas, Vice-Cons. C. Ellis and W. Price.

Contains a beautifully written " Arabic copy of the treaty with this Empiro

for the Earl Bathurst
*'—vessels plundered by Arabs—an account of Mogador

by Joseph Dupuis.
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2101. No. 3G. 1827. Coniul S. Doiiglns, Vico-CoDB. C. Ellis, R. Chaillot and
iniacellniiuuus corrospondunco, chiefly during tho absence on leave of S. Douglas.

2102. No. 37. 1828. Consul S. Douglas, Vice-Cons. C. Ellis, R. Chaillet,

William Wiltshire, and miscellaneous, 1.

A serious misunderstanding takes place between tho Consul and Com-
mo'idcrs Hope and Edwards, E.N. lungior is blockaded, tho Consul strikes

hiu flag, and is detained on shore by tho Moorish Government. A code of

Instructions is forwarded " to Consuls abroad in all matters under the cognisance

and control of the Navy Board." There is some correspondence regarding tho

death of Major Laing.

2108. No. 38. 1828. DllTcrence with Emperor, blockade of Tangier, Consul S.

Douglas, Sir George Don, Admiralty, &c.

Contains a corresiwndence with the Sultai aiding tho capture of British

vessels. Tho Consul's explanation regarding' hm misunderstanding with Com-
mander Hope. Tangier blockaded. Pestilence and famine at Tangier. Opinion

of tho King's Advocate regarding the misunderstanding between U.M. Govern-

ment and tho Sultan, a prdcis of correspondence on the same subject.

2104. No. 39. 1829. Consuls S. Douglas and Edward William Auriol Dmm-
mond-Hay, Vi j-Cons. It. Chaillet, C. Ellis and miscellaneous.

Precis • . correspondence regarding the detention of two British vessels by
Moorish cruisers. Consul Douglas reviews the circumstances connected with

the blockade of Tangier, and regrets " the little attention paid to my opinion."

Ho states that the blockade was entirely owing to Capt. Hope. The latter

gives his version of the afifair, but His Majesty expresses disapprobation of bis

conduct.

The flag is re-hoisted on the 19th January, "everything appears to be

amicably settled." Diaries are sent from all the Consulates. Morocco and

Austria are at war. Consul Douglas resigns his office on a jiension of £500 a

year, on account of cataract. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay is appointed to succeed

him and arrives on the 29th August. He pays a visit to the Sultan at Morocco.

3106. No. 40. 1830. Jan. to Aug. Cons.-Gen. Dnmimond-llay, 1.

Precis of correspondence regarding vessels wrecked and plundered on the

coast. Consular Diaries. Commercial reports. A review of extracts from

M. Jomard's Geographical Researches and remarks on M. Cailli^'s voyage to

Central Africa, by Mr. Briarly, formerly Director of tho Hydrographical De-

partment under the Spanish Government at Madrid. Unfounded charge

against tho Consulate of Tangier, of throwing obstacles in tho way of pro-

visiouin*; the French armament before Algiers. Correspondence regarding

Hasuna D'Gheis.

2106. No. 41. 1830. September to December. Consul Drummond-Hay, Vice-

Cons. C. Ellis, W. Price, and miscellaneous, 2. Mr. Schousboe appointed Danish

Con8.-Gen. at Tangier. Mr. Drummond-Hay i»rmitted to make treaties for the

Hanse-towns. Sir Sidney Smith's Autograph Memorandum on "Diplomatic

relations with North Africa." Lieut. Washington's survey of the coast.

2107. No. 42. 1831. Jan. to June. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay. Lieut.

Washington's survey of the coast. Consular Diaries, 1. V.-C. Wiltshire criticises

M. Jomard's " Journal d'un Voyage & Temboctou, &c., par Ren6 Caillet." Invasion

of Locusts. Mr. Drummond-Hay criticises Sir Sidney Smith's report on diplonc ^ic

relations.
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2108. No. 43. 1831. July to December. Con8.-Gen. Drummond-Hay, Vice-Cons.

W. Ellis, l\. Ghaillet, and miscellaneous, 2.

Correspondence with Sir H. Hotham on the state of affairs. Consular

Diaries. Four ostriches sent by Saltan to King. Liberation of captives by

Ironmongers' Company.

2109. No. 44. 1832. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay and miscellaneous. Consular

Diaries. Comte de Momay's embassy to the Sultan at Mekenes. Provisions for

Gibraltar. Assistance to Zoological Society.

2110. No. 45. 1833. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay and miscellaneous. Consular

Diaries. Supplies to Gibraltar. Imprisonment of Mr. Can, Consul U.S.A.

2110a. No. 46. 1834. Cons.-G«n. Drummond-Hay and miscellaneous. Hanseatic

affairs. Condition of Morocco. Trade Returns. Piracies on coast. Outbreak of

cholera.

2111. No. 47.' 1835. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay. Trade Reports. Cholera.

French survey of coast by Captain Le Saulnier de Vauhello. Survey of coast by
H.M. ships. Slave trade. Report on mission and consular establishment. Mr.

Davidson's travels in Morocco.

'5>.i---

Then follows a series of five entry-books, containing fair copies of despatches

from the Colonial Office, all carefully indexed. They have no P. R. 0. numbers,

but only bear the numbers given to them at the Foreign Office to which they

were transferred. These of course form the complement to the preceding volumes.

2112. No. 1. Instructions to Consuls, from 10th January, 1825, to 3rd January,

1831.

2113. No. 2. Instructions to Consuls, from 2nd January, 1831, to Slst March, 1836.

2114. No. 3. Domestic. Answers to letters. There are despatches addressed to

officials and private persons in England, on subjects connected with Morocco,

from 24th February, 1825, to 25th July, 1834.

2116. No. 4. Domestic. Answers to letters, from 28th July, 1834, to 10th May,
1836.

2116. No. 5. Official letter-book, British Consulate, Mogadore, from 3rd April,

1813, to 22nd July, 1826. No In lex, mostly reports to the Consul-General at

Tanker.

In 1836 the control of the Barbary Consulates was transferred from the Colonial

to the Foreign Office. A new series begins, having no P. R. 0. numbers.

2117. No. 1. To and from Consul-General at Tangier, Mr. Drummond-Hay.
Diplomatic and Consular. January to June, 1836.

Transfer to Foreign Office. French war with Abd-el-Eadir. The Ameer
writes to William IV. for assistance. The Government, U.S.A., contemplates

occupying an island on the coast near the Straits of Gibraltar as a strategic

position. Mr. Hodgson sent from America to negotiate. '

2118. No. 2. To and from Consul-General at Tangier. Mr. Drummond-Hay.
Diplomatic and Consular. July to December, 1836.

The most interesting papers are regarding the travels of Mr. Davidson

and his proposal to open out a port for English commerce at Wad Draa.
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-Hay.

-Hay.

ridson

S119. No. 3. Yice-Gonsuls at Tangier and Mogadore, Bell and Wiltshire.

Foreign and Domestic. Various. January to December, 183C.

Continuation of correspondence from Mr. John Davidson, dated from, and

regarding the Wad Nun Scheme. He declares the country to he quite

independent of the Sultan. Also the views of H.M. Government regarding

it. Claim of Messrs. Bensusan Sc Co. regarding the Ann Lucy plundered at

Mazagan in 1823. Design of the American Government for acquiring a

position on the Coast of Morocco discussed between England and France. Im-

portance of Ceuta to England.

2120; No. 4. Con8ul-G«neral at Tangier, Mr. Drummond-Hay. Diplomatic.

January to April, 1837,

Robbery and murder of Mr. Davidson on his way to Timbuctoo, on the

18th December, 1836. The Governor of Tangier allows the Consuls-General

only to keep one horse each, and no one else is to mount them.

2121. No. 5. Consul-General at Tangier, Mr. Drummond-Hay. Diplomatic.

May to December, 1837.

The British Government discontinues the custom of giving presents to the

Governors of Tangier on appointment. Sir Grenville Temple's proposed

visit to Morocco.

2122. No. 6. Consuls at Tangier and Mogadore, Mr. Drummond-Hay and Mr.

Wiltshire. Domestic. January to December, 1837.

Yice-Cons. Bell sent to replace Mr. Dalzel at Oran. He was afterwards

Consul-General at Algiers. Further correspondence regarding the murder of

Mr. Davidson at El-Harib.

2123. No. 7. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay and various. January to December,

1838. Nothing of special interest.

2124. No. 8. Case of Vice-Cons. Dalzel. 1836-1839. Voluminous correspond-

ence of no public interest.

2126. No. 9. Diplomatic. Con8.-Gen. Drummond-Hay and various. January to

December, 1839. Murder of Herico family at Tangier.

2126. No. 10. Consular. Cons.-Gen. Drmnmond-Hay and various.

2127. No. 11. Diplomatic. Cons.-Gen. Hay. January to December, 1840.

Correspondence regarding the French project for creating an establishment at

Wad Nun, and with Abd-el-Kader.

2128. No. 12. Consular. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay, Vice-Cons. Dalzel, Mallory

and various. January to December, 1840. Quarrel between French Consul at

Mogadore and local authorities.

2128. No. 13. Cons.-Gen. Drummond-Hay. Diplomatic. January to December,

1840. M. Van Lace, Belgian Consul, negotiates a treaty. French affair at Mogadore.

2180. No. 14. Consuls at Tangier, Drummond-Hay, Murray and various.

January to December, 1841.

2181. No. 15. Diplomatic. Con8.-Gen. Drummond-Hay and Vice-Cons. Murray
Domestic, various. January to December, 1842. Visit of Cons.-Gen. to Sultan
at Mekenez.

2182. No. 16. Consuls at Tangier, Tetuan and Mogadore, Hay, Murrav,
Wiltshire. Consular, domestic. January to December, 1842. Nothing of special

interest.

2 u 2
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IL—British Oooupatiou of Tangier.

There are a number of volumes belonging to the Colonial OiUce connected with

the British occupation of Tangier.

2188. No. 1. 1661-1662. Miscellaneous pa^iers. Governor, the Earl of

Peterborough.

This contains the " Establishment of the Forces raised the 10th October,

1661, for His Ma"*'' Service, in the Kingdom of Morocco, Suz and Fez, under

command of His Excellency the Earle of Feterburgh, and Staff Officers of His

Excellency's owne Regiment of Foote." Commissions, warranty accounts

and "Lawes and Ordinances of War for the better government of His

Majesties forces."

2184. No. 2. 1663. Governor, the Earl of Peterborough. Warrants for levying

troops. Bevocation of Commission to the Earl of Peterborough. Appointment

of and instructions to " The Earl of Teveott." Reports from Tangier and from

the Consul at Cadiz. Royal Warrant for making Tangier a free port, and articles

of agreement for building the mole.

2186. No. 3. 1664. Governor, the Earl of Tevlot; Lieut.-Gov. Col. John
Fitzgerald.

Memorandum regarding the fortifications, pay of troops. Appointment oi

Col. John Fitzgerald as Lieutenant-Governor. Death of the Earl of Teviot.

The Earl of Peterborough offers to return to Tangier " if the little knowledge

I have of that place could be usefull to the King in this time of Consterna-

tion." Poetical panegyric on Lord Teviot :

—

" I'll only tell what Teveot here hath done.

What battles fought, and what great honours won

;

Not tiring modesty with praising charms,

I'll sing his praise in very modest terms."

2186. No. 4. 1665. Lieut.-Gov. Col. John Fitzgerald.

Despatches from Col. Fitzgerald. Lord Belasyse arrives as new Governor,

8th April. His despatches and reports to the Commission for Tangier.

Correspondence with "Grayland," called on his seal

{:y^ jjp ^^\ ,i-^>'\ ^Ji^ ^\ JJ^ Jo-* Seid Abdulla iba

Ahmed ibn Ali Ghailai).

2187. No. 5. 1665. Law Papers.

2188. No. 6. 1666. Governor, John Lord Belasyse; Lieut.-Gov. Col. John

Fitzgerald, Lieut.-Gov. Col. John Norwood.

Coi. Fitzgerald recalled; Col. Norwood's Commission as his successor.

Correspondence with Ghailan in Spanish. Garrison " againe engaged in warre

with Tafiilett, who has reduced our friend Gayland to the utmost point." Law

papers. ^^

2188. No. 7. 1666. Law papers.

2140. No. 8. 1667. Lieut.-Gov. Henry Norwood. Corresixtndence regarding the

political condition of the country, especially the misfortunes of Ghailan, who

corresponds in Spanish from Arzilla. Proposals made by Sir Hugh Cholmeley.

Legal papers.

2141. No. 9. 1667. Law papers. .
' •

2142. No. 10. 1668. Lieut.-Gov. Henry Norwood.

Establishment of Civil Go.vernment. Establishment of garrison. Troops

drawn from Portugal. Lord Sandwich visits Tansicr. " revolution in Barbary
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ibn

from North to South sae violent and all in favor of the King Tafifaletta."

Legal documents, claims of the Government of Algiers.

2148. No. 11. Law papers.

2144. No. 12. 1G69. Lieut.-Gov. Htnry Norwood. Governor, John Earl of

Middleton.

Order in Council " establishing a new method of building the mole." In-

structions for the Corporation. Embassy of Lord Howard ; " My Lord arrived

safely (though sickly) " at Tangier on the 11th August. Many law papers.

Frequent attacks by the Moors.

2146. No. 13. 1670. Government of John Earl of Middleton. Chiefly law
papers.

2148. No. 14. 1671. Government of John Earl of Middleton. Reports on the

state of Tangier and of the interior. Many law papers.

2147. No. 15. 1668-1671. Register of the Court of Record and Session

established by Charter at Tangier in Africa, commencing September 1st, 1668,

and ending November 22nd, 1671.

214a No. 16. 1672. Governor, John Earl of Middleton. Sir Hugh Cholmeley's

order for carrying on the mole during his absence in England. Lord Middleton's

reports to the Lords Commissioners for Tangier. Legal documents.

2149. No. 17. 1671-1672. Testamentary papers.

2160. No. 18. 1665-1672. Notary public's proceedings from 1665 to 1672.

2161. No. 19. 1673-1674. Governor John Earl of Middleton. Reports to King

and Lords Commissioners. Progress of mole. Treaties with Ghailan. Legal

documents.

2162. No. 20. 1668-1675. The Register of the Proceeding of the Corporation of

Tangier from the first settlement, August 21st, 1683, to August 20th, 1675.

2168. No. 20a. 1675. Law papers.

2164. No. 21. 1676. January to June. Governor, Earl of Inchiquin. [Sur-

named in Ireland " Murrough of the burnings." Before his appointment he and

his son Lord Obrien had been captives in Algiers.]

Sir Palmer Fairborne's and Col. Roger AUsopp's Commission as Deputy-

Governors of Tangier during the Earl of Inchiquin's absence in England. His

justification of himself from a charge of misconduct. Sir Hugh Cholmeley's

representation regarding the mole. Legal documents.

2166. No. 22. 1676. July to December. Governor the Earl of Inchiquin, and

Miscellaneous.

Abstract of the state of the city and garrison. Peace concluded with the

Sultan. Progress of the mole and " chest-work " on it. [The first instance of

blocks of concrete having been used in marine engineering.] Legal documents.

2168. No. 23. 1677. January to June. Miscellaneous papers.

2167. No. 24. 1677. July to December. Miscellaneous papers.

1664-1667. An account of houses leased out at Tangier.

1678. January to May. Miscellaneous papers.

1678. June to December. Governor Earl of Inchiquin, and

216a

2168.

2180.

No. 25.

No. 26.

No. 27.

Miscellaneous papers.

2181. No. 28. 1679. Miscellaneous papers.
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S162. No. 20.

Sl«». No. 30.

2164. No. 81.

of Tangier.

siefi. No. 82.

2iee. No. 33.

2167. No. 34.

2168. No. 35.

2168. No. 36.

1680. January to July. Miscellaneous papers.

1680. August to December. Miscellaneous papers.

1676-1G80. Register of the proceedings of the Court of Record

1681. January to May. Miscellaneous papers.

1681. June to December. Miscellaneous papers.

1677-1681. Register of the Court Merchant.

1682. January to July. Miscellaneous papers.

1682. August to December. Governor Col. Richard Kirke.

Correspondence regarding a proposed treaty ; sending an Ambassador to

the Sultan from England. Redemption of captives. A document entitled

" The true state of Tangier, or Tangier improvable." Col. Kirke (?) " Begs

Y' M"*'* License to prmt the aforesaid to show how considerable Tangier may
be made."

2170. No. 37. 1673-1682. Notarial register.

2171. No. 88. 1668-1682. The Register of his Majestie's Court Merchant

established by Charter at Tangier, the 3rd day of September, 1668.

2172. No. 39. 1683. January to June. Governor Col. Richard Kirke.

Mission of Lieut. Nicholson going with his Majesties letters to the Emperor
of Morocco. 23rd January, 168f. Mr. Onby accompanied him on " account

of his knowledge of the language." The Sultan refused to sign the " White-

hall Treaty."

2178. No. 41. 1682-1683. Tangier. The minute-book of what orders had been

made and passed in the Court Merchant since 168^ as alsoe what recognizances

have been taken from that yeare.

2174. No. 42. 1668-1683. Tangier. Freeman's Book.

2176. No. 43. 1675-1683. Minute-book of proceedings at General Hales before

Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of Tangier.

2176. No. 44. 1671-1683. Minute-book of Courts of Record and Courts of Ses-

sion, 1671-1675. Register of Wanants entered in the Court of Record, 1671-1683.

2177. No. 45. 1679-1683. The Register of the Court Merchant in Tangier.

2178. No. 46. 1680-1683. Minute-book of Court of Record.

2178. No. 47. 1675-1686. Proceedings of Court of Quarter Sessions.

2180. No. 48. 1668-1735. Miscellaneous correspondence.

A MS. description of Tangier. " Sittuacon, soyle, climate, condicon of y*

citty, buildings, inhabitants^ government, fortificacons, forces, artillery and

amunicon, provisions, port, mould, trade, improvement from within, improve-

ment of trade from abroad, neighbour iu Africk, neighbours in Eurojie."

Copy of the Commission to the Earl of Peterborough as Governor of Tangier.

Listructions for the Earl of Teveot. Establishment of two regiments of foot

and one of horse for the garrison of Tangier, January 1667. The King's

conomission to Col. Henry Norwood to be Lieutenant-Governor of Tangier,

21st February, 1666. Patent for creating Corporation of Tangier, 20th April,

1668. Petition of Sir Hugh Cholmeley, surviving undertaker for building

the mole. List of slaves (79) belonging to his Ma'"* Bagnia at Tangier,

20th February, 1676. List of slaves redeemed, 1684. Correspondence with
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and of Lord Dartmouth. Surrey of the mines " for the blowing up, dis-

mantling, and totall destruction of the fortifications, forts, walls, defences, &c.,

of and appertaining to this place," dated 20th January, 1683.

and

2181.

2182.

2188.

2184.

2186.

2180.

2187.

2188.

2188.

218a

2181.

2182.

218&

2184.

8186.

2188.

2187.

2l8a

2188.

2200.

2201.

m.—^Audlt'Office Declared Accounts.*

Bundle 161, Boll 435. Army (Military Governors). Earl of Peterborough

Qovernor of the garrison of Tankers, 10th October

1661, to 4th November, 1662.

„ „ „ 436. Ditto. 4th November, 1662, to 4th May, 1663.

„ „ „ 437. Ditto. E. Sackville, 28th October, 1680, to Ist

Jan. 1682.

„ „ „ 438. Ditto. P. Kirke, 1st January, 1682, to 10th

January, 1684.

„ „ „ 439. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. (Duplicate.)

„ 309, ,,1217. Army (Paymasters, &c.). Sir B. Harley, Paymaster

of the troops at Tangier, 1662.

„ „ „ 1218. Ditto. T. Povey, Beceiver-Gkneral and Treasurer

for Tangiers, 4th November, 1662, to 20th March, 1664.

„ „ „ „ Ditto. Ditto, ditto. (Duplicate.)

„ 810, „ 1220. Ditto. S. Pepys. Ditto. (No Date.)

1221. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. 30th December, 1667, to 31s

December, 1671.

„ • „ „ 1222. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. 3l8t December, 1671, to 30th

December, 1674.

„ „ ,,1223. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. (Nodate.) ,,- ,

*

„ „ „ 1224. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. 31st December, 1674, to 31st

December, 1677.

„ „ ,,1225. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. 1st Jan., 1678, to 30th April,

1680.

„ „ „ 1226. Ditto. W. Hewer. Ditto. 30th April, 1680, to

30th June, 1681.

„ „ „ 1227. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. 30th June, 1681, to 2oth

March, 1684.

„ 182, „ 552. Army (Contractors, &c.). Sir D. Ganden and others.

Victuals for the garrison of Tangier, 1st October, 1677, to

30th September, 1678. , '^.^,

„ 553. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. (Duplicate.)

„ 554. Ditto. A.Sturt. Ditto. 29th September, 1678, to

5th February, 1684.

„ 578, „ 504. Commissariat (abroad). Sir B. Harley. Clothes for

the troops sent to Tangiers, 1661.

,,2621, „ 616. (Works and fortifications.) Sir H. Cholmeley, con-

* Parallel information is to be found in the Pipe Office Declared Accounts.
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truotur for tlio Mole at Tangier, 2oth Mar., 1GG3, to 30th

June, 1G66.

2209. Bundle 2251, Roll G17. Ditto. Ditto, ditto. (Duplicate.)

rv.—War Office (Ordnemoe) BeoordB—

D

2208. 1670-84. Tangier.

2204. 1677, Feb. G. Ditto.

2206. 1678-1687. Ditto.

2206. 1674-1680. The IJook of Tangier.

Debenture Books.

2207. Vol. 1581-1590.

2206. Vol. 1591-1594.

2208. Vol. 1598-1601.

2210. Vol. 1625-162G.

v.—Calendars of State Papers.

There are many interesting documents connected with Morocco in other series of

State papers preserved in the Public Record Office. These are hardly accessible to

the student, with the exception of such as are noted in the various Calendars pub-

lished under the direction of the Master of the Rolls. The following are some of

the most important :

—

.
.

,

Domestic Series.

Martyrdom of Peter Elenis, 85. ;

Captivity of Louisa Tunes, 395. -:}: i ;,

Political state of Morocco, 461.

Ambassadors from Morocco, 529. Slaves at Sallee, 54,

79, 167, 2.3, 241, 343, 414, 516. Man-of-war captured by five Englishmen, 257,

260, 268, 339, 381, 405, 427. Sallee pirates on the Coast of England ; nume-
rous entries from p. 10 to 341. Petition from the wives of 2000 captives at

Sallee, 516.

2211. Vol. 1627-1628. Loss of £26,000, caused by pirates of Sallee, 146.

Forty-three captives released from Sallee, 205. Ambassador for Sallee, 367.

2212. Vol. 1628-1620. Proclamation to H.M. subjects to treat people of Sallee

and Tetuan kindly, 328, 356, 425.

2218. Vol. 1629-1631. Mission of Captain John Harrison to Morocco, 60, 94,

350. Capt. Harrison " finds himself neglected as never was poor gentleman

after being seven times employed as agent in Barbary, settling the peace and

redeeming captives," 508.

2214. Vol. 1631-1633. Mission of Capt. Harrison, 46, 219.

2215. Vol. 1633-1634. Lodowick, son of Sir John Bowyer, six years in

captivity at Sallee, 215.

2216. Vol. 1634-1635. In Morocco the spoils of our people are their greatest

wealth, 69.

2217. Vol. 1635. Barbary Merchants must trade only to certain ports in Morocco,

533. Petition of relatives of captives in Morocco, 476. Authorities of Sallee

imprison all EngUsh in the town, 608. :

2218. Vol. 1635-1636. Captain Edmund Bradshaw sent to Morocco for the

redemption of captives, 288. Petitions of 1000 poor women whose husbands

are " in woeful slavery and grievous torments in Morocco," 15. Sallee men-

of-war frequent the English Coast, 303.
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S218. Vol. 163G-1637. Exi)editloa against the pirates of Bailee, 18, 173, 228,

362, 106, 2S3, 237, 3G7, 484, 408. Captives ia Bailee, 72, 80, 140, 141, 311,

440, 472. Captain Kainsborougli appointed Admiral of the fleet employed

against Bailee, 212, 237, 230, 251, 363, 430, 431, 458, 508. Ills instructions,

440. His recommendations, 307.

S890. Vol. 1037. Capt. RainsboroughV Mission to Morocco, 430, and many
other entries. Freaenta for II.M. emlmrked at Sa£B, 431. Petition of Capt.

Bradshaw regarding his Mission to Morocco, 623. Captives, 480, 431, 475.

An English Resident for Bailee, 677.

2921. Vol. 1637-1638. Ambassador from Moitxico, 20, 204, 321, 366. Capt.

Bradshaw accused of witchcraft. 20. He is committed to the Fleet, 206. Giles

Penn, H.M. Consul at Bailee, 42, 116, 468. Late expedition against Bailee, 82,

86, 116.

Vol. 1638-1630. Petition of Capt. Bradshaw from the Fleet, 276. Robert

Blake appointed agent in England for the Bultan of Morocco, 60, 320, 356, 363,

380, 501.

Vol. 1639-1640. Order in Council directing all ships trading to Morocco

to go first to Saffi, 370. Contract for saltpetre, 613.

Vol. 1651-1652. Widow of Edm. Bradshaw petitions Committee of

Foreign Affairs to write in her behalf to the Emperor of Morocco, 228, 235.

2226. Vol. 1652-1653. Robert Downe offers to free thirty-two English men
and boys in misery and Irandage at Bally for £1000, 330, 342.

2228. Vol. 1656-1657. Thomas Warren sent to Morocco to liberate captives, 1.

Proposal to establish Consulate at Tetuan, 274.

2227. Vol. 1661-1662. Numerous entries connected with the British occupation

of Tangier, and regarding Samuel Pepys, Treasurer for that place.

Vol. 1663-1664. Many entries regarding the British occupation of

Tangier under Lord Tiveot. Regicides sent to Tangier, 536. Death of Lord

Tiveot, 610-610, 622, 674.

Vol. 1664-1065. Many entries regarding Tangier. Lord John Belasyse

appointed Governor, 230. 248, 257, 200, 206, 308.

2280. Vol. 1665-1606. lipuy entries concerning Tangier.

2281. Vol. 1666-1667. iJamerous entries concerning Tangier.

Vol. 1667. Correspondence regarding Tangier. ,

,

Venetian Series.

VoL 1202 to 1500.

at Oxford, 1487, p. 160.

Pietro de Monte Molin, consecrated Bishop of Morocco

Foreign Series.

Vol. 1564-1565. Enterprise of Pefion de Velez, 104, 216.

2286. Vol. 1575-1577. The King ofMorocco sends a letter to the Queen, p. 468.

Report of Edmund Hogan to the Queen regarding his Mission to Morocco in

1677, p. 508. A very interesting document. Bee also Nos. 72, 73, 105.

Treasury Papers.

2288. Vol. 1607-1701-2. Captain Delaval's Mission for the redemption of

captives, p. 507-508. Other entries under the heads of Morocco and Tangier.

2287. Vol. 1702-1707. Pension to family of Sir Palmer Fairhorne, died of

wounds when governor of Tangier, p. 185. Other entries regarding Tangier and

, . Morocco.
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aS8& Vol. 1708-1714. Present of spotted deer sent by H.M. to Sultan, p. 262,

&c. Many uthor entries regarding Morocco and Tangier.

9988. Vol. 1714-1710. Captain Paddon'a Mission to Morocco, 2S, 117, 132.

Capt. Norbury's Mission, 866. Amongst other presents Gapt. Faddon took "a
xUAi crimson velvet sedan or chair for the darling Sultaness, a native of England,

£60, and 10 lbs. of the finest tea at 80«. per pound," 142. Many other entries

regarding Morocco, Bailee and Tangier.

SS4a Vol. 1720-1728. "The exact form and method that all Ministers have

ever gone on an Embassy to the Emperor of Morocco, from George Delaval

in 1707 to Charles Stewart in 1722," p. 176. Captain Stewart's Mission, 62.

Numerous entries regarding Morocco, Tangier and Tetuan.

Home Office Papers.

8841. Vol. 1760-1765. Report of Capt. Archibald Cleveland, giving particulars

of his Mission to the Emperor of Morocco. Arrived at Mequenez, 10th Nov.,

1761. Badly received by the Sultan, who at the audience of farewell informed

him that every English subject found on one of his enemies' ships would be

treated as a slave, 83.

8848. Vol. 1766-1760. Much correspondence regarding Morocco, Tangier,

Tetuan, Sallee, &o.

8848. Vol. 1770-1772. Mr. Logic's Mission to Morocco, 626. Proposal to send

a Consul to Morocco, 0. Regarding Consuls at, 62, 171, 307, 517, 601, 603,

626. Sultan orders British Consul to leave Tangier, 26. Presents for Sultan,

0, 30, 140-166, 622-626. Liberation of captives by Ironmongers' Company,

527, 632. Sultan proposes to repair mole at Tangier, 470.
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abd ki^Kader, 637, 703, 750
applies to England for assist-

ance, 2117
, correfipondence with, 2127

Abd-el-Melek, Sultan of Morocco, life of, 76

, letter to Don Sebastian, 79

Abdun, Point (^< Jjip)i H
Abel, tribe of, 12U0

'

Abu'lfeda, Geography of, 598. See Index

of Authors
Abyla, 6, 9

Adalau, Point (Uii^), 10, 11

Adams, narrative of, 511
Ad Aquilam Majorem, 11

Ad AquUam Afinorem, 11

Address of London Merckants to Lord Salis-

bury, 1805
Ad Mercurii, 11

Ad Novas, 11

Ad Promontoriitm Barbari, 11

Ad Septcm Fratrea,, 11

Ad Tres InsulaSf 11

Africa, 43
(Keith Johnston), 1340

, account of, 304
, agriculture of, 1602
, ancient trade of, 1742
and Spain under the Arabs, 399
antiqxM, 1682

, antiquities of, 332

, Arab conquest of, 740, 783, 793

, Christiana, See Morcelli

, conquest of, 52, 65
-, discoveries in (Murray), 516

-, description of (Dozy), 974
-, description of, 197, 209

,
early discoveries in, 1312

, general sketch of, 599

,
geographical positions in, 1562

.geography of, 91, 213, 331,

1576, 1960. See also Edrisi

-, history of, 235, 239

463,

, languages of, 1501
, the French in, 608
, tour of (Hutton), 524
, Spanish history of, 409
, travels in, 312
under the Aghlabites, 632

, North, 453

, , discoveries in, 476
, , English interests in, 1616

Africa, North, political condition of, 1685
, , search for antiquities in, 1936
, , views of, 600
, North-West, 1397, 1537
, Coast of, 1662, 1858,

1859

, travels in (Scobel), 1588
, West Coost of, 417, 420, 437

, West Coast mentioned by ancient

authors, 1742
Agadir-Ighir, 2

Agadir (j>^^\ = Agdir), 2, 7, 8, 10,

1453, 1457, 1500, 1504

, affair of, 1698

AitHilala(ft)Jjb\ ^^J^\
-^ Ait Alilala), 11

Ain el-Kebrit (C^J^S ^^), 11

Akra, 2

Alcala (jUjOtS = A'ci/ata), 11

Alcassar, battle of (jlXxJi •f*°'' =

El-Kasr el-Kebir), 11, 78, 80, 82, 84, 85,

94, 107, 779, 971, 1019, 1317, 1804, 2064.

See Buttle

battle of, play of, 94, 101, 1804
Alcazar, play of, 93

Algeria, account of, 184
and Morocco, political condition of,

1416

, Sahara, Tchad, 2053

Alhussemas (m)4^ = El-Mazema), 11, 409.

See El-Mazemma
, bay of, 11

Ali Bey, journey of, 1223. See Index of

Authors
AUsopp, Colonel Roger, Deputy-Governor of

Tangier, 2154
Almadrones, 11

Alman^or, Roy d'Arabie, 192

Almohades, History of, 712, 2057

Almoravides, History of, 880

Amazirghs (iji.
J\j«\

= Amaze<jh), 586

Amergo ((_»> Syc li-h-tt = ^oyed ifergob),

11

American commerce, 635
incident at Tangier, 1963
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Ainpclusia, 9
Anasa, 11

Anatis, river, 7, 8
Andalus, 16
Ann lies Islamismi, 540

Muslcmici, 42'^

Anecdotes, African, 262
"Ana Lucy," piunder of, 592, 2119
Anthropology, 1157
Antonine, Itinerary of, 11, 71, 661, 722,

1936
Antonio, King of Portugal, 89, 90
Apes' Hill, 6, 9. See Jebcl Mousa
Aquae DacKae, 11

Arabic language, 481, 499, 597, 648, 704,

836, 862, 883, 1107, 1373, 1389, 1860,

1900, 2012
language in Portugal, 440
manuscripts, 899, 904
MSS. at the Escurial, 1577
MSS. at Madrid, 1932
MSS., Spanish, 883
words in Spanish and Portuguese, 883

Arabo-Hispanic woman, 2034
Arab population, 955
Arabs, establishment of, in Africa, 1161, 1191

in Spain, domination of, 528
, history of, 732

, revolution in empire of, 378
Arngon, annals of kingdom of, 134

, liingdom of, offers assistance to

floors, 973
Arambys, 2
Archives of Morocco, 2063-2243
Argania, 747, 755, 1259

Arguin, island of {S^S\ = Argogo), 1645,

1662, 1840, 2022A
Arib of Cordova, 719
Arlequin i Maroc, 493
Armenians, 5
Arsinarium, 10

Artizan classes, report on, 1066
Arzila. See Azila

Asana, river, 7

Ashanti, residence in, 539
" Astrolobe," the, 1156
Astronomical instruments, 575, 743
Astronomy, 743, 2023
Atlas and its traditions, 1539

, ascent of, 1065, 1110
, discoveries in, 1312

, exploration in, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884,

1885, 1886
, journey across, 1007

, mountaineering in, 1130
, notes from, 1857

, region of, 665

Auari Ura (? jjP j«ij\j = Wad Am), 7.

See Wad es-Saka

Austria at war with Morocco, 2104
Autololes, 7, 11

Aylmer, Admiral, 2066

Azila Ci^jfoS = Asela), 6, 138

Azimur, 10

, capture of, 39

Badia y Ledlicii. See Ali Bey
Ball, John, obituary notice of, 1933
Bunasa, 1101
Barbarian cruelty, 307, 379
Barbary, Blaquier's account of, 520

, Christianity in, 148, 156, 158
consulates transferred from Colonial

to Foreign Office, 2117
, History of (Dan), 299, q.v.

in the time of Cisneros, 1322
, letters from, 438, 602

-, miseries of, 119
, news from, 141, 142
, North, travels in, 482

-, Pananti's account of, 520
-, revolution in, 2142———, second voyage to, 52, 371
, South-West, account of, 328—— States, account of, 513

, affairs of, 350
.

, description of, 697—, Jackson's account of, 508,

515
-, History of, 376, 610
-, mercantile relations with,

489

549
, Physical Geography of, 1375
(Russell), 558

-, travels in, 143, 147, 148, 149, 181,

, trip to, 1463
, voyage to, 105, 352, 431, 432

-, wars in, 120
, West, aflliirs of, 253, 255

Baron, Mr., 2070
Barth. See Index of Names

Basra Cij^\), 11

Battle of El-Ksar el-Kebir, or of Three

Kings. See Alcassar

Bcdduza Ci\tS>)t 2

Belasyse, Coid, Governor of Tangier, 236,

2136, 2138, 2229
, , prisoner in the Tower, 334

Bell, Vice-Consul, 2119
,

,
promoted to Oran, 2122

Bclzoni, letters from and death of, 2095

Benabu, 179

Ben-Achache, 1379
Benasa, 11

Bcni bu Jaafer (Ju>>- y> ^Si), H
Beni Feraui^en, 5

Beni Meriu (^jJj#c ,Jj)» History of,

, origin of, 120

r38

Beni Snassun = Beni

Ycxtias), 1929

Beni Zeiyan (^A>\ ^J), 1798

Bensusan, churn of, 592, 2119

Berber language, 569, 586, 621, 656, 657,

659, 660, 716, 738, 909, 1520-1521, 1620,

1687, 1720, 1769, 1770, 1812, 1849,

1875, 1981, 2011
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Berber populntion, 955

, The, n tale, T'i?

Berbers, 1191, 1472, lC-.'5, 1935

, migration of, 900
of Morocco, 643, 644, 1973

, origin of, 1007
Itermeja Point, 10
liesra, 11

Betheucourt, journey of, 93, 973
Bibliographies, 429, 476, 611, 628, 640, 706,

1084, 1192, 1234, 1254, 1299, 1305,' 1432,

1485, 1501, 1705, 1710, 1770, 1797, 1872,

1910, 1960
Biblioth{!qne orientale, 315
Bilma, 982
Bishop of Morocco consecrated at Oxfurd in

1487, 2233
Bishoprics in Morocco, 510
Bishops of, 973
Blake, Robert, 186

, , appointed Agent of Sultan in

England, 2222
"Blydorp," Dutch ship, wrecked, 358
Boar hunting, 1845
Boazzar, Kaid, 379, 512

Bogador, Cajje (.jiJiSfc) Lj»t\ ~ -^"^

Bojdor), 10, 1228
Botany, 266, 314, 447, 466, 471, 472, 473,

480, 544, 581, 707, 737, 747, 755, 828,

848, 1001, 1022, 1109, 1111, 1131, 1132,

1135, 1136, 1137, 1165, 1179, 1193, 1249,

1259, 1275, 1276, 1299, 1396, 1419, 1486,

1491, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1889
Boueda, Wad, 7

Bougie, 5

Bou Ragreg ((Jifjj^ y), 8, 10

Bowyer, Lodowick, captivity of, 2215
Boyle, Captain Robert, voyages of, 343
Bradshaw, Captain, mission of, 2218, 2220

, , accused of witchcraft

and committed to the Fleet, 2221, 2222
-, widow of, petitions Com-

mittee of Foreign Affairs, 2224
Brethren of Mount Atlas, 2036
Breugnan, Comte de, 403
Brisson, I*. R. de, shipwreck of, 441, 457,

532
British vessels, capture of, 2103, 2104

wrecked and plundered, 2105
Bugeaud, Marcchal, 809
Butler, Mr., captivity of, 1203

(!aa3, Admiral, 384
«^'abi, poem of, 1330
Oabo del Agun, 1, 0, 10, 601, 1627
Cabo Tres Forcas, 10, 1

1

Caesir, wars of, 5
Caille, Rem!, travels of, 2105, 2107
Calpe, 9
Can, Consul U.S.A., imprisonment of, 2110
Canaries, discoveries of, 174

Cantin, Cape (,^J^ O-V' ^' ^' ^^

Cape Blanc, question of, 1701

Cape Jubi, 10, 1226, 1662, 1758, 1901
Cape Spartel, convention regarding light-

house on, 939
Captives, American, at Sallee, 254

, British, in Morocco, 173, 186, 187,
188, 195, 244, 301, 328, 342, 349, 366,

368, 372, 373, 379, 407, 508, 511, 512,
521, 532, 533, 715, 2064, 2065, 2067,
2068, 2069, 2072, 2108, 2169, 2208, 2211,
2213, 2215, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2226, 2236,
2243

, Danish, 384
, Dutch, 367, 375, 381

-, French, 167, 190, 210, 261, 270,
295, 302, 308, 327, 330, 341, 344, 362,

403, 431, 441, 457, 460, 526, 534, 535,

711, 750
-, illustrious, 1543
—, Italian, 495
~, Spanish, 150, 151, 323, 33
—, Spanish, at Cabo Blanco, 1255
-, sufferings of, 179

Capucines, missions of, 200
Caracalla, 11

Caricon, 2
Carpets, manufacture of, 1966
Carthage, 43
Carthaginians, 6

Casablanca, 10, 11

, meteorology of, 1004, 1026
, navigation at, 1831, 1835

~, trade of, 1045, 1302, 2000
Castille, catastrophe of, 37
Central Africa, geographical researches con-

cerning, 542

, human society in, 868
Come, island of, 4

Ceuta (axjuw = Sehtd), 6, 9, 183, 191, 410,

448, 455*, 519, 523, 559, 1481, 1536

, account of, 899
-, assistance of English for taking of.

32
-, capture of, 462
—

,

, by Genoese, 488
—

,

, by Portuguese, 389, 488
—, cavalry regulations at, 902

—, history of, 337, 813, 841

—, military regulations at, 1166

—, municipal laws of, 917
—,

peninsula of, 10

-, proposal to exchange for Gibraltar,

1455
, sketch of, 826
, Spanish victory at (in 1720), 336,

339
, views of, 163

Chaillet, R., vice-consul, 2101, 2102, 2108

Chauya, province of (jObLm*)* 998

Chela language, 1330, 'l521. See Sheila,

Berber, Lingua
Chemin des Ambnssades, 1713

Cherf-el-Akab (t^\ii«3\ u-J;^). ^

Cholera, 1098, 211*0 A, 2111
Cholmeley, Sir Hugh, 435, 2140. See Tan-

gier Mole
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Chrestomatliie Arabe, 497, 550
Christians, humilintiong suffered by, 435
Ciiristian slovcry, 244, 352, 797

, Dutch instructions rc-

ganlinj;, 229— Knights in Moorish service, 97.'1

' un<ler Moulni Istnael, 380

.

Sec Captives
• workmen in Morocco City, 173

Cii-td, 43

Citras or Thuya (jpjp = Arar), 7

Citron, sacred, 2004
Clennrd, travels of, 48

, letters of, 48, 682
Cleveland, Captain, mission of, 2073, 2241
Cobcela, 11
Colonia Aelia flcnasa, 11

Colonia Ivlia Jiabbia Ciiinpestris, 11

Cumitu des travaux historirjues ct scienti-

fiques, 1936
" Commerce," wreck of, 514
Complaint, unfounded, against consulate of

Tangier, regarding French force before

Algiers, 2105
Conchology, 829. See Malacology
Consular court, 1915

diaries, 2104, 2105, 2107, 2108,

2109, 2110
jurisdiction, 1182
commercial reports, 2105. Sec

names of various ports

Consulate at Tangier, building of, 208;>

, French, at Morocco, 74
Consul for Morocco, proposal to send, 2243
Consuls, established by Marseilles, 24

in Morocco, 2243
, instructions to, 2112, 2113

Conti, Princesse de. See I)e Blois

Conversion of Sultan's son, 242
Conway papers, 2065
Cookery, Moorish, 1500
Corn supply, 1806
Corsairs, Barbary, 1942, 1959

, equipment of, 190

Ci>rtenaer, Admiral, 218
Cosmography of El-Jirkasi, 498

^ of Ibn-el-Wardi, 444
of Middle Ages, 1 144

Cotes, 10
Countries of the world—Morocco, 1898
Crisp, Mrs., 407
Crocodiles, 2, 8, C

Curtis, Sir Roger, embassv of, 427, 2077
Customs tariff, 1912
Ci/rcnaica, 43

Daggatun, tribe of, 1376, 1461

Dalzell, Vice-Consul, case of, 2124, 2128
DlVhIus, 8, 10
Darat, flumeii, 8, 10

Dar Demana, 1085

Dar el-Beida (LoJuJ^ .b), lu, 11

, trade of, 940, 961, 988, 1012,

1036, 1009, 1148, 1183, 120r,, 1239, 1287,

1326, 1368, 1404, 1464, i:.06, 1554, 1605,

1678

Dar (=Tchar of Tissot) Jedid (JJJ^ .\«5),

11
" • J

Daren, 7

Dartmouth, Lord, Governor of Tangier, 1740
, , historical MSS., 1838.

See Tangier
D'Avezac, manuscript maps of, 584
Davidson, travels of, 609, 2111, 2118,

2119
, murder of, 650, 2120, 2122

De Blois, Mademoiselle, Sultan proposes

marriage to, 318
Delaval, Captain, mission of, 2066, 2007,

2236
Dellis, 5

Derkaua, sect of, 1850
Despatches from Colonial Oflice to Consuls,

2112 to 2116
Dialects of Morocco, 705
Dictiounaire historique, 310
Diocletian, 11

Diplomatic and Consular establishments,

report on, 2111
documents, forged, 424

Dolmens, 1141, 1638. See Megalithic monu-
ments

Douglas, James Sholto, Consul-General, 485,
2091, 2092, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2096, 2099,
2100, 2101, 2102, 2104

, , missions of, to Fez,

2090
, , strikes his flag, 2102
, , rchoists his flag and

is pensioned, 2104
Douls, Camille, murder of, 1903, 1982
Dournaux, Duptir^, murder of, 1132
Dow, Sir George, 2103
Downe, Robert, offers to free captives at

Sallee, 2220
Draa. See Wad Draa
Dredging on the coast, 1796

Drugs used in Morocco, 1203
Drummond - Hay, E. W. Auriol, Consul-

General, 2098, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107,

2108, 2109, 2110, 2111, 2117, 2118, 2120,

2121, 2122, 2123, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2129,

2130, 2131
, , visits Sul-

tan at Mekenes, 2131

Drummond-Hay, Sir John H., embassv of,

714, 700, 1395
Drummond-Hay, John H., Acting Vice-

Consul, 2098. See also Index of Names
Du Chalard, Admiral, 176, 178, 185
Duff, Charles, 2078, 2079

, James, 2078

Dui Menia (*ja* fc/J^)>
1*26

Dutch instructions regarding Christia

slavery, 229
relations with Morocco, 214, 215,

218, 219, 397
Dwarfs, race of, 1855, 1856, r:030, 2031,

2032
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Dynnstie Snadiennc, history of, 345, 1021
Ihjrics, 7

Eautiiquake in Morocco, 385
Kilrisi, 542. See Index of Author*
KI-AbUeri, journey of, 23, 757
El-Aghuati, 5G8, 584

El-Arnish 'ijSj^jiiJl). See Larnichu

Kl-Bcki'i, supposed MS. of, 572

El-Brija («^^\), 10

Elephants, C, 7, 1221
Elizabeth, Queen, intervenes in aflairs of

Don Antonio, 89
, , writes to Sultan, 87, 88

El-Ksar el-Kcbir. Sue Alcassar, battle of

El-Kus (^j^^\), 4, G, 7, 9, 10

Ellis, Vice-Consul, 2101, 2102, 2100, 2108
El-Mazeroma, 11. Sec Alhucemas
"El Principe Constante," 282
£1-Uted, monolith of, 570
Emanuel the fortunate, Don, 110
Emb.issy, American, 1090

-, Austrian, 578
, Belgian, 1928

Embassies, British, 72, 73, 85, 105, 245,

287, 340, 342, 349, 393, 427, 438, 450,

485, 489, 714, 139.5, 1744, 2064, 2068,

2072, 2073, 2077, 2080, 2144, 2169, 2210,

2211, 2213, 2218, 2235, 2236, 2239, 2240,

2241, 2243
, Danish, 384, 405, 2071
, Dutch, 157, 194, 363, 492, 972
, exact form and methods of,

2240
, expense incurred by, 2073
, Frencli, 297, 308, 313, 403, 452,

721, 1157, 1194, 1296, 1297, 1639, 1643,

1686, 1713, 1760, 1924, 1972

, German, 125, 543, 1943, 1964
-, Italian, 1199, 1230, 1347, 1390,

2073, 2221

318, 422, 702, 703
, , to Holland, 135

-, to Spain, 1550

1482, 1874
-, Moorish, to England, 186, 2067,

-, to France, 304, 317,

, Portuguese, 1019
.Spanish, 83, 88, .126, 615, 931,

1252, 1258, 1262, 1300, 1411, 1803
Emmauuel, king of Portugal, conquests of,

^ 67, 110
Empire, an, without a doctor, 1023

Es-Scrif (i_fl^^^ Jjfc^ r=Ahl Serif), 11

Ethiopians, 5
Ethnography, 580, 847, 914, 1067
Kthiioiogy, 925, 1545, 1597
Etruscan and Lybiau names, 1986
Evelyn, John, 522
ExpiSdition des Chaloupes, 411
Expeditions between 1847 and 1870, 1100
J-'xploratio ad Mercurios, 11
Ez-iCerga, 8

FAiRnoRNR, Sir Palmer, Deputy Governor
of Tangier, 2154

, , Pension to family
for death of, in action, 2237

False diplomatist, 1813
Famine, 1319
Fasi, EI-, 33, 445
Fatimite Dynasty in Africa, 590, 618
Fauna of Morocco, 1743

Fcdala (XJLai). 11

Female captive, the, 407
Fernando, Don, of Portugal, captivity of, 76

Fez (^_^\i =Fas), 11, 1086, 1339

, altitude of, 1634
, Arabic MSS. at, 1518
, city of, 190
, description of, 572
, historical notice of, 1300
, journey to, 931, 1280, 1459 '

, kingdom of, 190
, massacre at, 379
to Ujda, 1766

, university of, 1846, 1927

Fig'g ( siJ^ or ^Jjjii = FiJiJ or ligig),

1095, 1218, 1426, 1475, 1476, 1568
Fileli, sherifs of, 1848
First Grenadier Guards, history of, 1146
Fisheries, 1050, 1540, 1541

, West Africon, 620
Fisher's cove, 11

Fitzgerald, Colonel John, Licut.-Governor of
Tangier, 2135, 2136

, , recalled, 2138
Flumcn Cosenutn, 8

Laud, 11

Masati Masatal, 8
Salsum, 8

France and Morocco, 1551, 1559
, competition of, in Africa, 2042
, , in Morocco, 2043

Franciscans, 208
— annals of, 353
French Campaign in Morocco, 1765. Set

Isly, Tangier, Slogador

interests in Morocco, 1582, 1610
officers, exploits of, 1054

Friends, slavery of, 715
Frigidw, 11

Frontiers between Algeria and Morocco, 835,
1163, 1414, 1415, 1479, 1563, 1584, 1684,
1692, 1700, 1702, 1759, 1768, 1841

, troubles on (in 1886), 1767
Fut, River, 7

Gietulians, 5, 6
Gogo, 98, 99, 105, 148
Galley slaves, Moorish, 64
Garden of the Hesperldes, 4, 7, 1652. See

Bib. Tripoli, 351
Garhun, 11

Gatell, biography of, 1.343

Gavland (Ghoilan), 226, 227, 235, 288, 2136,
2138, 2140

Genealogies, royal, 355
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Geographical Society of Oran, 1333
Geography, ancient, 475, 536
Geology, 576, 934, 960, 1057, 1092, 1158,

1202, 1275j 1277, 1352, 1392, 1529, 1531,
1960

Oermnny and Morocco, 1623
Geryville to Figuig, 2018
Ghailan. See Gayland

Ghat, El. (OIp)i 366, 1172, 1945

Ghir, Cape (j^ ^ju\,=Jiai Gir), 8, 10

Ghrifa iUlf'), 11

Gibraltar, history of, 426
, provisions for, 2109, 2110

, Straits of, 410
—, siege of, and relations with Mo-

rocco, 953
Gibraltar, Strait current, 1068. See also

Mediterrauenn
Oada, 11

Gir,ir, Cape (^ U"!j^' ®' ^^

Giraffes, 1221
Gorillas, 2
Grain, exportation of, 470
Green, Consul-General, 2085, 2087, 2088,

2089, 2090——,
, visits Sultan at Fez,

2085——,
,

pensioned, 2089,
2090

, Sir W. Kirby, embassy of, 1744
Gualali, 11
Gum Euphorbinm, 1509, 1512 '

trade, 489

Gnrora (8j\j or (o^jej^f «= Oarara or

Tijrouran), 1212
Gygantes, 1

Oytta, 2

Hach Mohamjied EI<-BAOia>ADT, 1254,

1256

Haha (WU-), 23

Hajeriin, 4

Hamianes ((jU.«>>)> 1^26

Hammam, Moorish, 1939 |

Hanno, Periplus of, 2, 392, 640, 1628, 1980,

2037
Hanseatic affairs, 2, 110, A.

Harrison, Captain John, R.N., Embassy of,

2064, 2065, 2213, 2214
Hasouna D'Gheis, '2105. See Tripoli

archives, No. 37, 40
Hatfield, Consul, 2068, 2069
Hay. See Drummond
" Heir of Morocco, and death of Gayland,"

288
Henry, Don, Prince of Portugal, 462, 1020,

1247, 1293

, , life of, 389

Henry, Don, expedition against Ceuta and
Tangier, 934

Hercules, cnves of,

, pillars of, 1, 4, 6, 9, 725, 969, 1535
, Straits of, 2

Herico family, murder of, 2125
Herodotus, geography of, 3, 581 ,

Herpetology, 591, 1298, 1893, 2026
Hesperides. See Gardens
Hippone, 43
Hippopotami, 2
Hispano-Mozarabic dialect, 2034
Hodgson, Mr., sent from America to nego>

tiate for a position in the Straits ot

Gibraltar, 2117. See Index of Names
Hogan, Edmund, Embassy of, 72, 73, 105,

2235
"Hold fast for England," 2058
Hollar, drawings of. See Tangiers, Views of
«• Homeward bound," 2059
Hope, Commander, R.N., and Captain Ed-

wardes, misunderstanding with consul at

Tangier, 2102, 2104
,

, conduct disap-

proved, 2104
Hotham, Sir H., correspondence with, 2108
Howard, Lord Henry, embassy of, 245, 2064,

2066, 2144
Hydrography, 552, 585, 601, 662, 695, 730,

766, 784, 785, 786, 788, 843, 844, 846,
903, 928, 985, 995, 1068, 1078, 1102,
1121, 1123, 1124, 1180,1195,1544,1570,
1785, 2106, 2107, 2111

Huggins. See Hogan

Iberian Theory, 1470
Ibn Batuta, 532. See Index of Authors
Ibn Haukal, 14, 479
Ibn Khaldim, 537. See Index of Authors
Ibn Khalilcan, biographical dictionary of, 21,

647
Ibn Medini, 491
Ichthyology, 1147. See Mogador
Icolasida, 11

"Ida, an adventure in Morocco," 1987

Ida u* Tinan, Jebel (^Ui>j«j\ J-f^)'
^^

Idrarn (^^^JjJU 7

lfni^(^\), 1525

Igli(^U2046

Inchiquin, Earl of, Governor of Tangier,
2154, 2155, 2160

" Innocents Abroad,'^ 1357
Insalah, 2046
Inscriptions, rocic, 1476
"Inspector " privateer, wreck of, 379, 612
Ironmongers' Company, 959, 2108, 2243
Ishbartel, 10. See Spartel

Isly, battle of, 672, 686, 688, 689, 691, 701,
1105, 1427

Istachri, 612
Italy, commerce with N. Africa, 681——, maritime history of, 517 ." ,

,
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Itineraries (de Foucauld), 1770
in Nortli Africa, 622

Itinerary of Antonine. See Antonine

, Alcazar to Wazan, 1646

, Fez to Algerian frontier, 1694

, Fez to Heralcisli, 1618
-, Fes to Onjda, 1361
—, Fez to Tafilet, 442
~, Qeryrille to Figuig, 1445
—, Mogador to SafTee, 1031, 1032

—, Morocco to Timbuctu, 1683, 1696

—

,

tiirougli tlie Atlaa, 1275

—, Tangier to Fez, 1533
—

,

to Mogador, 1219
—

,

to Rbat, 1215
—, Tlemfen to Tafilalet, 1618
—, Turin to Tangier, 758
—, Wazan to Melcenes, 1706

I). 2

Jaafebin (^^ji^),
11. See Zafarine

Jadida, 10
Jardine, Colonel, mission of, 438

Jebel Ashkar OsJiA Jj^^-X 9

Belyunesh(j53»jJa)*, 6, 10, 11

Kart(O/ Jj-!-),
"

Musa if^jtty (JjJ^)» ^

, ride to, 106*3. See Apes' Hill— Tabayut, 1175— T'anra, 6

Zerhun (ZerMn) (jjjiyfcj Jff)' ^**

Jennd, 557
Jerba, 61
Jesuits, 209, 306
Jews, 1374, 1376, 1402, 1748, 2015a

in Miknasa, 1538
in North Africa, 792, 838

, schools of, in Morocco, 1246

, Spanish, at Fez, 37

, state of, in 1675, 265

Jezira T'aoura (jLJ i«>j^)> ^

John, Dun, of Austria, 64
, King of Portugal, 20, 32, 462

Jomiuxl's geographical researches, 2105, 2107

Jones, Mr., 2067
Joshua, insoription regarding, 12

Journeys, French, in Morocco, 457, 460, 461,

468
Juan Fernandez, history of, 237, 389, 634

Jub. See Cape
/tt/ia 2Vad«cta, 9

Juno, promontory of, 9
Jupiter Amman, 4i
Jurjura, 5
Justinian, wan of, 12, 207

Kabyle language, 1770
Kaid Ismael, biography of, 1343

* More conectly applied to the Tillage at the

N.E. foot of Apes*^ Hill.

VOL. m.

Kairwanis, 16

Kant ez-Zit (Ca».J)^
K«me, 2
Kinsbergen, Mr., negotiations of, 478
Kirke, (Lionel Richard, OoTemor of Tanglar,

2169, 2172
, embassy of, 287, 328, 2169

Koteia, 9

Ksarel Akbar (Xf^'l^S yAfl3\)> 1941

—
. Faranea (.^kPy ]tcS)t H. Sea

Pharaoh's Castle

Kubia, 10

Laiko, Major, murder of, 559, 2102

, , papers of, 566. See Tripoli

Archives, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 37, 40
Land of Moulal el Hassan, 1995
Lantemier familv, 711
Larach (see El-Araish and Laraiche), 4, 6,

7, 129, 141, 144, 1527, 1587, 1778
Laraiche, Dutch fight with rorers near,

243
——-, French expedition against, 411

, attempt of Spaniards to take, 81
, Spanish victory at, 237

, trade of, 767, 941, 962, 989, 1013,

1149, 1184, 1207, 1225, 1240, 1288,1405,
1835, 2006

Latem, W., Consul-General, 379
Latin races in Barbary, 1278
Latton, Consnl-General, 20, 70, 2071

, , imprisonment of,

2072
Le Blanc, travels of, 125

Leila Jelaliya (SjJ^L^^ J] = l^l-el-

Jelalia), 11 " "

Lemprifere's tour in Morocco, 500
Leo Africanus, biography of, 45. See Index

of Authors
" Leopard," the, 188
Leo X., 39 "^ -

Leptis, 43
Letters patent to British merchants, 86

, Swedish, from Morocco, 467
Lingua ShUmse, 333
«« Lion "of London, 47
Lions, 6 . . ' . -

Lithgow's travels, 142
Livy, lost books of, 424
Lixui, 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1527
Liza, 1

Locusts, 2004, 2107
Logie, Consnl-General, 2075, 2076

, mission of, 2243
banished from Morocco, 2076

Lotophagi, island of, 43
Lotos of Homer = date, 361

Luhkoa, 4, 9, 1652
Lyhitt, between Pillars of Hercules and Sata,

969
,

Lybians, 5
Lybian vocabulary, 1494

2 I
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Madrid, conference of, 1853, 1866
Maghreb, 1200 miles' ride tlirough, 16C5

Maghreb (l-^Ji^^)' ^^^4

el-Alt.a (UJI^\ L^jX\),iO

cl-Aonsat (k»,j^\ t--»jA^). 1"

Malacology, 051, 1171, 1178, 1448, 1535,
1542

Mallorj, Vice-Consul, 2128
Malta, iiland of, 61
Malvaflumen, 11
Malvana, 11
Mammalia, 1640, 1660

Mamora <^i> ,,-^>, n, US, 160, 161, 171,

301 ^
Manuscripts, Arab, at Paris, 1523
— in Morocco, 424—— on Morocco, 487

, Portuguese, 865
, Spanish, 1181

Maps and charts, 882, 927, 1771, 1878, 1879,
1999

Mardoch^e, 1175, 1103. See Index of
Authors

Marmol, biography of, 69

Marsa Dennil
(
Jjj^ ;_^), 10 ,

Uringa (^jj\ ^j»^). H

' Tighissas (^^^a») i,j,y), ^(>, ^i

Marseille, statnts mnniclpaux, 24
Marsh, Miss, 407

Martll, river (Jiy ^^j\j), 7, 10, 11

Martiniire, de la, latest explorations of,

2061
Martin of Spoleta, 41
Martyrology, 41, 63, 150, 154, 158, 170,

208, 282, 454, 496, 596, 741, 2207
Mascarenhas, D. Fernando, 183

Massa, river (l *^ -rrtrX ^

Massaesylians, 5
Matra, James Mario, Consul-General, 2080,

2081, 208.3, 2084, 2085
-, embassy of, 450, 485,

2080, 2081
-, concludes treaty with

Sultan at Laraich, 2083
-, death of, 2085

Mauretania, 1740

, Casariensis, 5

, history (German) of, 387

, occupation by Romans, 717

-, ^Tingitana, geography of, 640,

1251

1600
Tingitana, organisation of.

Mauretanian kings, history of, 465, 486,

1742
Mauri, 5, 7
Maxyes, 1

"

Maynard, Consul, 458

Mazagan (|J1a^\PU«3 = Titmghamt), 6, 8,

10, .W, 56, 122,169, 172, 191
, history of, 930—, Portuguese at, 292, 325, 382, 383,

•mi, 388, 394, 401, 408
~, siege of, 123
-, trade of, 768, 942, 963, 990, 1014,

1045, 1070, 1128, 1150, 1208, 1289,1037,
1185, 1241, 1327, 1369, 1406, 1465, 1507,
1555, 1606, 1674, 1834, 1835, 2006

Mazi/es, 1
" Meadows of Gold," 15, 436, 1235
Mears, or Myers, Thomas, 370, 512
Mddtfa, 5
Mednfi, 5
Modes, 5
Mediterranean, physical and historical (Plav-

fair), 754,1948
Mediuna 5

Meduna (jbjtXa). 5

Mcgalithic monuments, 12, 14. See Dol-

men
Megatonium, 1

Mohedia (ft^,0^), 2, 4, 10, 11

Mckenes (Mcquenez = Miknas or Miknass.t

l^jJ^^), 1, 287, 301, 438, 1660

, Christian slavery at, 366

, journey to, 342, 1280
, outrage on Portuguese at, 348

Mclilla (tj\A^»=mllina), 11 191, 249, 305,

396, 400, 1027, 1049, 1197

, Kabyle attack on, 933
-, siege of (17th cent.), 947

Melitta, 2

Mendicants, 1947
Mernkish, 1500. See Morocco
^Merchants restricted to certain ports, 2217
Merinides, origin of, 168
Merzek, Wad, 10

Meteorology, 782, 1004, 1097
Methueu, Mr. Paul, embassy of, 2067
Mezata, 5
Slghila, 11

Mharhar (.^jXit\ = Amharhar), 4

Middleton, Earl of, Governor of Tangier,

545, 2144, 2146, 2148, 2151

Miknassa (L*»Ui^)i 1530. See T o/«6iV.8
1

and Mekenes
Milbank, Mark, embassy of, 393
Miscellanies of Hach Mohammed el-Bagh»

dady, 1028, 1029
Mission, French, to South of Algeria, 1695

of Reno Basset, 1518, 1519. See

Index of Authors
Missionaries, French, "de la Mercy," 294,

341
in Morocco, 973

—, Spanish, 200, 263, 264, 324.

See Captives, Martyrology, Order of N.S.

de la Merced, Franciscans, Capucines
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>Bagh-

1695

See

" 294,

1, 324.

If N.S.

MogaJor,* 10, 720, 949, 964, 900, 1082,

1961

, account of, 2100
, agriculture of, 1826, 1918, 1068,

21)04

, capture of, bv French, 072, 701,

753, 1156, 1427, 1026
, climate of, 1025, 1077, 1174, 1203

-, commercial geography of, 1201
—, desoription of, 888
—, foundation of, 550
-, life in, 1500
—, market of, 1931
-, meteorology of, 1097
-, notice of, 398
, Protestant mission at, 1363

, quarrel of French Consul with
authorities at, 2128, 2129

-, natural history and sporting notes

at (Sarcelle), 1821-1823; 1319-1321,
1364-1300; 1398-1400; 1456-1458;
1502-1505; 1547-1549; 1604; 1670-
1673; 1749-1753; 1818-1824; 1904-

1908; 1949-1957; 2001-2003; 2055-
2050

to Biskra, 1425
to Morocco, 1382

-, trade of, 709, 042, 964, 1015,

1071, 1129, 1151, 1190, 1209, 1225, 1242,

1284, 1323, 1367, 1433, 1466, 1510, 1677,

1727, 1728, 1754, 1825, 1917, 1907, 2005,
2000, 2039

-, trade with Timbuktu, 1381
Moghrabens, a peep at, 1401
Mohammed Benani, 1775——— bin AbduUa, Sultan, history of,

450
Mohammedan dynasties in Spain, 617, 880
Mohammedanism, 268
Mohammed's birthday, 1973A
Mona Prmsaltus, 9
Montague, Madame de la, 295
Monte Acho, 10
Montefiore, Sir M., mission of, 923, 060,

1358
Moors, 1470

, conversion of, 209
, costumes of, 460, 1010, 1106

, expulsion from Spain, 127, 128, 130,

131, 132, 133
, history of, 414 .

,
^ ,.

in Morocco, 1497
in Spain, history of, 534
of Spain, 152

-^— of Spain, castigation of, 106
, religion of, 1089

, Spanish, expedition of, 99
" Moorish lotus leaves," 1500 s . •

.

people, account of, 899
scenery (Roberts), 683
wanderings (Sarcelle)^ 1319
women, 1437, 1438

« The town of Mogador is called by the Arabs Gs-

Sueir , ij <yflj \ ; the word Mogador, ..Jig*

is only applied to a saint's house near the town.

Mornay, Comte de, embassy of, 2100
Moroccan, a false, 1609

affairs, 1907—— of south, 1420
Morocco City (see Merakish),087, 723, 1134,

1208, 1209, 1270, 1273, 1310, Kill, 1313,

1410, 1490, 1552, 1500, 1504, 1574, 1504,

1013, 1614, 1001, 1701, 1787, 1789, 1790,

1793, 1794, 1815, 1923, 1075, 1098, 1989,

1990, 1093, 2033
Morocco, Empire of (Conring), 1393

(Dldler), 593, 009
(Loti), 1972
(Rey), 625

, abuses in, 1004
, a colporteur's trip in, 1720
, account of, 126, 824, 832, 1053
, actual state of, 1863

, aifairs of, 1802
, agriculture of, 1429
a field for geographers, 2014

-, a French traveller (Foucauld) in,

1839

1880

-, Ali Bey's travels in, 500, 507
-, an artist's life in, 795, 700
- and English policy, 090
- and its caravans, 083
- and Mogador (Brown), 1994
- and Moroccans, 860
- and North Africa, 870
- and Spanish war. See Spanish
- and the European powers, 1708
- and the Latin unioh, 1048, 1700

and the Moors, 1203, 1353, 1390,

252

-, a ride in, 1159
—, a saint of, 1253
—, a short visit to, 1902
— as a winter resort, 1804
—, a winter in, 1118
— and Touat, 2045
— and the Venetian Republic, 1723'

—, anti-slavery memorial, 1747
—, anti-slavery mission to, 1703
—, a wheat-producing country, 180&
—, Berbers of, 2015
—, bishoprics in, 510
—, bishops of, 778
—, brief notice of, 076
—, BufTa's travels in, 503
—, bulwark of Islam, 1492
—, capital of southern, 1598
—, Charant's account of, 247, 251,

-, Christmas in, 1309
-, Christians in army of, 973
-, chronicle of, 1093
-, circular voyage to, 1965
-, city of, 190, 1003, 1024

, civil war after Moulai Isniael's

death, 365, 360
, coast of, 1143, 1451
commercial relations with, 1734,

1735
-, commerce with Algeria, 1020
~, condition of, 1601, 1663, 2110a.
—, conquest of, 2060

2 I 2
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Morocco, oontemporsry, 805
, coitumci ol". See Moon
, ciiitom* of, 776
, description of, 69, 62, 1033, 865
, (lefoription of placei held by

Spaniard!, Engliili and Portuguese, 293
, Danisl) history of, 422
, Dutch affairs at, 418
, earlr French relations with, 683
early relations with Christians,

073
-, economical conditions of, 1642
, "eight days in," 2025

, empire of, 718, 744, 751, 816, 867,
1841, 1477

-, Empress of, 259, 260
- " en face de I'Europe," 724

entente cordiaie between France
and England, 1920

, ethnography of, 891

1079

', European colony in, 512
', erenti since 1754, 2073
-, excursion in, 1250

, exploits of a French captain in.

, famine in, 1319
, fate of, 1616
, first voyage to, 47, 476
, foundation of empire, 1921

, four months in, 1460

, French campaigns in, 1675
, French discoveries in, 691
, French establishments in, 680
, French politics in, 639, 683
, French travels in, 452, 468, 1589
, French operations in, 808, 810,

1420. See Isly, Tangier, Mogador, Abd
el-Kader

, from 1631 to 1812, 1666
, from 1613 to 1812, 1973
, geographical notice of, 567

-, geography of, 673, 574, 577, 679,

606, 842, 865, 890, 892, 1216, 1227, 1265,

1264, 1266, 1275, 1294, 1302, 1385, 1386,

1576, 1586, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1777

, German letters from, 430

, German trade with, 2607

, government of, 1489, 1837
, guide to, 1590, 1861
, handbooks to, 1656, 1451
, historical desciiption of, 1305
, history of, 144, 671, 698, 700, 840
, , before Islnmism, 926
in 1844, 670, 756

, insurrection in, 1630
, itineraries in, 706. See Itineraries

, its importance to England, 1899

, Jackson's account of, 501, 502
, journalism in. See Press

, journey in (Davidson), 609
(Thomson), 1881, 1887,

1897
interior of, 1776

-, (Spanish), 406

-, journey to (Albarnoz), 555
-, (Beauclerk), 553
-, (Merry), 931

Morocco, journey in (Hodgkin), 960
, journeys in, 457, 400, 461, 468
, kingdom of, 190
, King of, writes to King of Eng-

land, 234
makes proposal to Charles I. for

reduction of Ssilee, 280
, letter from emperor of, in 1578, 870
, letters from, 108, 1944

~, letters fronj (Italian), 1308
, on, 1076

' sport from, 1940
~, literary fraud regarding, 424
—, literature of, 630
—, manual for Spanish officinl, 678
— MSS. See Manuscripts—

, maritime towns of, 1096
—, medical geography of, 1732
—, memoir on, 297
—, men and things, 1711
-, military force of, 1490, 1510, 1699,

-, military geography of, 1578, 1651
-, mission to, 1017, 1022
-, organization in, 1784
-, situation of, 1617
-, modern, 1022
-, naturalist's journey in, 814
-, necessary for safety of Gibraltar,

1732

1361

-, N.W. coast of, 1470
—, notes of a tourist, 1446
—, observations regarding, 364 "

,—, Phoenician Colonies in, 1895
—,

plain of, 10

—,
political state of, 2209

—,
popular account of, 1958

—,
population of, 1891

—

,

and organisation, 1691
—, Portuguese affairs in, 446

,
present state of, (1694), 308

(1787), "435 ; (1884) 1597
propriety of studying the history

of, 1264
—, question of, 806, 807, 811, 812,

1585, 1597, 1712, 1836, 1843, 1854, 1873,

2062
, races in, 1925

-, reconnaisance of (de Foucauld),

1842

1933

War

—, Reclus on, 1725
—, relations with Belgium, 1056
—

,

with Europe, 827, 1563
-, religious confraternities in, 973,

-, revolution in, 123, 349. See Civil

(Rohlfs), 1145
—, rough shooting in, 1320
—, Sahara of, 1431, 1436

—, Sanson's account of, 250
—, scenes in Arab life, 915, 929
—, second voyage to, 476
—, shreds of, 1667

—, sketches in, 570, 1946

—, slavery in, 2040. See Captives

—, souvenirs of, 1626
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i

Mnvncco, gouvcniri of voynse in, 608
, S.W. tribM in, 2022—
, ipring trip to, 1499
, itata of, 745, 750

, •tstiont in, 948
Sultan and hi* goTernmant, 1647

, corretpondence with France,

560
, Rupnmacy of British trade, 1745

, trade of, 679, 663, 905, 912, 924,
944, 965, 091, 1040, 1072, 1093, 1125,

1126, 1155, 1203, 1204, 1220, 1237, 1246,
1286, 1315, 1318, 1324,1349, 1377,1394,
1417, 1418, 1447, 1452, 1493, 1614, 1507,
1056, 1G89, 1704, 1835, 1888, 2000

, trade with England, 1970
, , British, lupremacy of, 1745
, "the truth about," 2013

,
" the world'a last marlcet," 2010

-, three weelcs in, 1774
, tour in, 642, 1462
to Malta, 1844
to Mogador, 1653
to Tunis, 1473

, travels io, 248, 449, 512, 637, 725,

726, 801, 872, 885, 906, 907, 910, 935,

936, 972, 1032, 1044, 1229, 1275, 1257,
1342, 1584, 1524, 1520, 1528, 1569, 1721,
1733, 1867, 1910, 1014, 1940, 2024—

, views of, 238
.visit to, 655

the Court of, 1317

, vocabulary of names, 695
.

, voyage of two bourgeois in, 1772
, "Vrai Maroc," 1978
, W. coast of, 791, 1232, 1299, 1350
, women in, 733, 1256

Mowlai Abdulla, 384, 512
Abdulla Melek, death of, 182

- bu Selham, 8

Hamed Sherif, becomes king of Bar-
bary, 124, 145, 148

Er-Rashid, Roy de Tafilete, 247,
251, 252, 257, 295, 296

Hassan, proclamation of, 1140
and his government, 1837
(Brown), 1783

342

' Hassan's elephant, 2029
Hassan, genealogy of, 1930
Idris, 11
Ismael, 296, 300, 304, 307, 318, 330,

-, death of, 349
' Mohammed, son of M. Ismael, his-

tory of, 374
Mahmud el Yazid, 2081

-, life of, 464
Mohamed bin Abdulla bin Ismael,

history of, 456
' death

of, 2081
Soliman, manifesto of, 964
Es-Sheikh, at war with M. Hassan,

102, 103

Mnluia («J)j]m

11, 1566, 1571, 1619

0|,>'. 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,

Mouette, captivity of, 476
Muley Araxld, Roy do TaHlete. See MowUl

Kr-Ka*hid

Abdnia Melleck. See Mowlai AbdnlU
Melek

Hamet Xarif. See Mowlai Hamad
Sherif

Liesit. See Mowlai u-Vaiid
Muliert* pMioat, 973
MuUe Xaque. See Mowlai Es-Sheikh
JUulucha, 5, 7
Munden, Captain, 2060
Murrav, Vice-Consul, 2132
Mzorah, 570

Names in Morocco vocabulary, 505
Nash, Mr., 2067
Naval forces in Mediterranean, 2088
Necrology of travellers, 11 UO
Negro, Cape, 10, 11
Nemours, trade with Morocco, 1847
News from Barbary, 140, 141
Nicholson, Lieut., mission of, 2172
Norbury, Captain, mission of, 2239
North Africa, ancient and modern races in,

084
, Arab invuion of, 631
, description of, 16, 780, 800
, early commerce of, 685

,
geographical researches in, 632

, history of, 414, 1809
in antiquity, 916

,
precis of ancient history, 628

,
population of, 804

, the rOle of France in, 1873

, territorial divisions of, 628
, travels in, 777, 1229

North-West Morocco, tribes of, 1913
Norwood, Colonel John, Lieut.-Goremor of

Tangier, 2138, 2142, 2144
Numidians, 6
Numismatics, 474, 490, 518, 548, 837, 1844,

1360

Nun, Cape (^^ <J-V' ^' ®' ^^^^' ^"^

Wad Nun

Oea, 43

Omm-er-Rbia (>tO J\ »\), 7, 8, 10

Oromiades, history of, 740
Onby, Mr,, mission of, 2172
Oppidum Nomtnif 11
Oran, capture of, by Spaniards, 352, 356

>
geographical society of, 1333

Orders in Council, 773, 774, 908, 1182, 1915,
2223

Order of "N.S. de la Merced," and of "La
Mercy," 150, 151, 294, 341, 554

Ornithology, 746, 986, 987, 1011, 1035,

1176, 1603, 2055, 2356
Ostriches sent by Sultan to King, 2108
"Oswego," wreck of, 521. See Paddock

Oued. See Wad . •

Paddon, Captain, embassy of, 2068, 2239
Palate river, 4
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Panthari, 0.

ParittifM, 1 1

.

I'nrker, Captain Hyde, embaiiy of, 2072
Pattoral lettur, 687
I'ayne, Consul, 2078

recalled for negUct of duty, 2078
Fellow, Thomai, captivity of, 300, 1045
PeiiD, Captain, 3004

, Qilvi, Coniiil at Salloe, 2221.

Tenon de Velei tie la Qomera, 58, 00, 01,

70, 412, 413, 7U8, 704, 1100, 2234
Pofkon y Alhucemai, 400
l>epyf, Samuel, 223, 545-620, 1355, 2227
P^le Dan, MS. of, 1543
Pvrigjil, island of,

Penians, 5

Poscadorei, 11

Peterborough, Earl of, Qovernor of Tangier,

1741, 2133
, , recalled, 2134
, , ofl'era to return to

Tangier, 2135
Petit Kartai, 563
I'etticrew, William, Consul-Oeneral, 377,

2070, 2071, 2072
, , mission of, 2071

, , death of, 2072
Peutinger's Table, 212, 061, 1041, 1930.

Plmroah's Caatle, 11, 1275
Phartii, 5
Phelps, Thomas, captivity of, 301, 321,

308
Philip of Africa, Prince of Fez, genealogy of,

233, 2064
Philology, 775
Phoenicians, 5-

Phoenician settlements, 033
Picturesque Mediterranean, 1890

Pillars of Hercules. See Hercules

Piracies, 2110, A.

Piracy, 797
, history of, 699

, how it was stopped, 1745

, Moroccan, 629
still existing in 1831, 570

Pirates, Barbary, 922. See Rovers

Pig- sticking, 1909
Plague in Barbary, 2084, 2094, 2103

in Tangier, 529, 630
Poems, 56
Poetry, French, 674, 675

, Spanish, 137, 183, 825, 855, 857,

858, 859, 1263
Folybius, Periplus of, 8

Popham, Consul-General, 2072

, removed and pensioned, 2073

Porte, De la, MSS. of, 584
Portuguese affairs in Morocco, 446

at Mekenes, 348
conquests, 286, 799, 834
discoveries, 67

, expeditions of, 680 ' '

exploration, 488
in Africa, 638. '^

in Morocco, 1439 1612

military expeditions, 162, 193,

196 -

Portuguese wars la Africa, 107

J'ortus Kiiiadir, 8
Butiibi$, 8

Positions determined, 1032, 1633, 1707

Presidios, S|Minish, 859, 309, 305, 400, 523,

014, 700, 817, 1081, 1091, 1503, 1058.

Press in Morocco, 830, 1412, 1495, 1498,

1522, 15U5, 1857. 1088, 1890, 1730, 1781,

1782, 1814, 1892, 1002, 2000, 2008
Price, W., 2100
Princast of Fez, 289
Princesse de Fez, 285
Prizes, 2069, 2210
Promontorium Album, 7

Cannarum, 11

nuiBodi, 1

1

Protection, Consular, and the Protdgd System,

020, 921, 1387, 1888, 1008, 1730, 1775,

1807, 1816, 1852, 1958, 1983, 1990, 2010

, Conveation regarding, 1383
Prussian ex|>edition, 1083
Prynno, Mr., 2004
Ptolemy, geography of, 045
Punta Dermeja, 11

Blanco, 7
de Castillejos, 10

(^UEDENFELDT, death of, 2000
Queen's Royal West Surrey Regiment, hls<

tory of, 1740
Quilates, Cape, 11

Rabat (^b.), 2, 7, 10, 1901

, trade of, 770, 945, AGO, 992, 1010,

1038, 1045, 1073, 1119, 1152,1186, 1189,

1210, 1243, 1290, 1328,1870,1407, 1407,

1508, 1850, 1007, 1075, 1712a, 1830,

1832, 1835, 1880, 2006

Railway to Touat, 1218. See Trans-Saharun

Rainsboroiigh, Mission of, 2220

Rtts Aferni (^}^\ U"V' ^"

A8hkarr\A!*\ jj«\,).9|10

el-Fnidek
(
JJjJiJ\ {j>*\j)^^^ >

el-Hadid (JjiJ^' (^j),iO

el-Hadik, 2

el-Kuas (j_^^5J^ L>"V' *

et-Terf (^.j^aJ^
vj-Jj).

10

_Hurak(j^,j^\
11

Kant ez-Zit (t^Wji^

^jjj = Ahrik), 10,

U"V'

— Maked, 10

— Stdi Aissa Umats (^i u-b
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I, «, 10
'

Readc, Coniul, lulcids of, 2072

KefSl- IJm lent to Tangier, 3338
HcDiS CailU, 1000
Kenegadea, 668, 1029
Ketearcbei to be undertaken, 005, 007

n»iMi, Ch. de, 176, 177, 178, 181

Rhinoceroi, l'.>21

Uichardson, death of. See Tripoli Biblio-

graphy
Richelieu, Cardinal, 181

"Ride in petticoats and tlippert," 1361

Riff, country of (\.JliJ\), 1048, 1301,

1430,1773,1851,1984
-^—, expedition to, 790

, Kabylei of, 1384
^

, pritoner in, 810 ;, •

RIodeOuro, 2

Jtimtdium, 10
Kobertii, Henry, embatjiy of, 85, 105

Rodrigo, Don, history of, 118
Rohlfs' travels. See Index of Authors

Roman Empire (Qibbon), 416
epigraphy, (luide to, 1978

Ross, Pro-Consul, 2085
Roudh el-Kartns, 26, 465, 554, 646, 871,

1523
Rovers, Dutch fight with, 243

, Instructions regarding, 218,

210, 220, 228. See Sallee

Rowland, James, death of, 290
" Royal," capture by Sallee rovers, 295

Royal genealogies, 355
Tetters, emperor of Morocco, 2063

Ruyter, Admiral de, 215, 219, 220
Jiusadir, 7
Jiussadir Colonia, 11

JiusicadOf 43 i

-

Russell, John, embassy of, 349

Sacy, de, library of, 713

Saffi (^*«»\ = -^sM 10. 178, 384

-, trade of, 946, 967, 993, 1017, 1039,

1045, 1074, 1120, 1153, 1187, 1211, 1224,

1291, 1329, 1371, 1408, 1433, 1557, 1608,

1676, 1835, 2006
Sahara, 1113, 1116, 1480, 1786, 1974

, caravans in, 1306
, discoveries in, 1312

, flooding of, 1236
, French, 2035
of Morocco, 803, 1431, 1436

, occupation by Spain, 1631, 1637,

1645, 1659
-, travels in, 482, 886, 1867, 1868,

1869, 1870, 1871
-, western, 1780, 1817, 1922

Sakharat, 8
Sola, 7, 11
Sola Colonia, 11

flumcti, 8

Sula urbi, 9

Sulll (^ s S'la), 3, 10, 100, 176, 100,

:iH4, 419, 431

, American captives at, 254

, an EnglUh Rwident for, 3330
, authorities of, Imprison all English,

2217
, Dutch relationt with, 208
, expedition agalaiit pirates of, 2210,

2220, 2221
, fleet of, 188

, journal of, 321, 368
, news from, 195

, pirates of, 2211

,
proposal for reducing, 280
rovers, 295, 298, 360, 366, 407, 2218

, slavery at, 309
talcen by English fleet, 180

, trade of, 1045
, victory over rovers, 100
, views of, 238

Salt river, 8
Samion, Consul, 2073, 2074

, flight and recall of, 2074
" Snn JoOo Batista," Portuguese ship, 104
Siindwich, Lord, visits Tangier, 2142
Santa Cruz de Mar Pequefia, 8, 559, 1059,

1299, 1304, 1335, 1337, 1338, 1354, 1645
I

,
port, opened

by the Sultan, 2099
Saracens, history of, 160
Saugnler, 532
" Scape-goat," a romance, 2028
Schousboe appointed Danish Consnl-General

at Tangier, 2106. See Index of Authors

Scott, Alexander, captivity of, 532, 533, 538
Sculptures, ancient rock, 1221
Scylax, Periplus of, 4
Sebastian, King of Portugal, 85, 90, 93

— , chronicle of. 111

, expedition of, 121, 155, 175, 196.

See Alcassar

Sebastian, the false, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116,

117, 971, 1317

Sebu(jju«» t*iJ^j), 4, 8, 10, 11. See Wad

Second or Queen's Royal Regiment of foot,

history of, 604
Secret Societies, 1681
Sejalmlssa, 572, 1002, 1277, 1618
Septem fratre$, 9
Setif, 5 . ' ;

Sex Insxdse, 11

Shabini, travels of, 527

Sheila (sLj,), 7, 9, 10, 11
'

Sheila language, 1275

Shemlsh (jjj.^), 4, 6,

9

Sherboro Sound, 2

Sherifs of Morocco, account of, 1248

, hUtory of, 319

, history of empire of,

356
-, success of (in 1535), 42

Sherley, Sir Anthony, 125, 543
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Sheshuan, rid* to, 1808
, visit to, 1862

Shipwrecks of French vessels, 1156

Shins (- jLS.), 6

Shovel], Sir Cloudesley, 328

Sidi bin Ahmed (i> |-^\ _> Jjum)i H
ali bu Jenan ^^^Ms^ ^ ip), 11,

1101.
^ ' ^' ^

Briihim of Massat, 1469, 1521, 1720
, massacre of, 711, 808

cl Vcmani (j_^UjJ^ tXJU*.), H

Kassim (^JuJI Jju*.), 11

Sierra d'Almena, 10
»%», Cape, 10
.Slavery, White, 748. See Captives
.Slave Trade, 2111
Smith, Captain, travels of, 148, I'S

, Sir Sidney, 2106, 2107
Smuggling, 787
Sollicoffre, Leonard, Consul, 2069, 2070

, mission from Tetuan to Morocco,
2070

concludes treaty, 357
-, death of, 2072

See

SoloeXs, Cape, 2, 3, 4
^^oloentia, 8
"Sophie," le, wreck of, 534, 535,

Cochelet

Southern Morocco, 1546
Spain and Morocco, 2027
——and the N.W. coast of Africa, 1715

-, history of, 96
in Africa, 1345, 1649, 1650, 2052
in Barbary, 1434
in Morocco, 1138, 1139, 1627, 1629

, Mohammedan dynasties in, 617
Spanish commerce, 1483

conquetts and expeditions, 680,
834, 869. See Morocco

interests in Morocco, 894, 1561,
i:>79, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583

politics in Morocco, 1641
possessions in Morocco, 735. See

Presidios

post in Morocco, 1719
relations with Africa, 440
War with Morocco, 728, 810, 818,

(^ju\j = M-

819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 825, 839, 849,
850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 1 856, 857,
858, 859, 8G0, 861, 876, 878, 879, 881,

887, 893, 895, 901, 911, 913, 918, 938

Spartel, Cape (J\^^^
bnrtal), 3, 4, 6, 9, 10

Spheres of influence ; arrangement with
France, 1971, 2021

Spotted deer sent to Sultan, 2238
St. Amand, embassy of, 297, 304, 313
St. James, knights of, 973
St. Olon, embassy of, 308
States and empires of the world, 232
Statuts Municipaux de Marseille, 24

Stewart, Captain, mission of, 2240
, Hon. Ch., mission of, 343, 342

Stokes, Admiral, 2064
Straits of Gibraltar, Neutralisation of, 1865
"Streight's Voyage, or St. David's Poem/'

256
Stuckley, Captain, 104, 105, 804
Sudan, 1755

, caravans in, 1840

, commerce with, 603

, conquest of, by Morocco, 763
, West, 2022a

Suiera (5Jiua]\), 11. See Mogador

Sultan, illness of, 1737, 1738
, visit to (in 1871), 1064
scuds letters to Queen Elizabetb,

2235

, presents for, 2243, 2238
visits Casablnnua, 1223

Tangier, 1890. See also

Mowlai.

Sus (^J^yM l/«ilj)' 2, 1044, 1225, 1307

1335, 1346, 1480, 1795, 2050
ami Wad Nun, journey to, 950

, coast of, 730

, description of, 1075
, district of, 572
river, 10

Taberna;, 11

Twnia Longa, 11

Tafilet («J:J^\;> = Tafilalat), 106, 442,

1002, 1030, 1142, 1170, 1271, 1618
Tafiletta, Emperor of Morocco, 241, 245,

270, 2142
Taghouat, battle of, 311

Tahaddart (C^.Js^), 4, 11

" Tamburlaine the Great," play of, 94
Tamrakt, Wad, 10
Tamuda, river, 7, 11

Tangier Ci^ = I'anja), 11, 183, 191,

1122, 1132, 1232, 1334, 1591

, battle of (in 1476), 75
, British occupation of, 604, 889,

1146, 1356, 1740, 1741, 2064, 2065, 2133-
2206, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2237,
2239, 2240

made a free port, 347, 2134
, articles of peace, 1740, 2155

^—— attacked by Moors, 2144
, audit accounts, 2181-2203
, chamber of commerce, 1722

, Cholmeley, Sir Hugh, 225, 253. Se«
Mole-

2177

-, courts martial, 217, 221
-, court merchant, 2167, 2171, 2173,

2142

-, court of record, 2164
-, description of, 226
-, establishment of civil government.
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(2

•f, 1865
Poem;'

or

izabetb,

eo aho

5,1307

, 442,

I, 245,

191,

889,
2133-
2237,

!. See

2173,

tnent.

Tangier, establishment of garrison, 2133,
2142

, Teviot, Earl of. See Teviot

, freeman's book, 2174
, French account of siege, 281
, French news of, 230

, fortilicationH of, 1740, 2135
, houses leased at, 2158
, laws and ordinances of war, 1740,

2133

, law papers, 2137, 2139, 2140, 2141,
214:l, 2144, 214G, 2147, 2148, 2149,

2150, 2151, 2153, 2154, 2155, 2170,2176,
2178, 2179.

-, mole at, 225, 240, 433, 2135, 2144,
2148, 2154

mole,

2155
blocks of concrete used in.

-, Sultan proposes to repair, 2243
-, memorable jiassages, 283

papers,miscellaneous papers, 2156, 2157,
2159, 2160, 2161, 2162, 2163, 2165, 2166,
2168, 2180

, money paid for, 222

, money jiaid to Mary lleathley, whose
husband was killed, 731

, proceedings of corporation, 2152,
2175

, reports on state of, 2146
, Rawlinson MSS. regarding, 225
, siege of, by Moors, 272, 275, 278
, speeches in Parliament regarding,

334, 390, 1740
, state of city and garrison, 2155

-, success of English and Portuguese,
224

, troops drawn from Portugal, 2142
, war office accounts, 2203, 2204,

2205, 2206
, warrant for levying troops, 2134
, agriculture of, 1828
and Morocco, 1911
and other parts of Morocco, 1937
a winter resort, 1810
Bay, letters from, 274

-, British Gorernment refuses to give

one horse, 2120

, (MS.) description of, 2180
, discourse of, 433
, discourse to a person of quality, 271
, excursions to, 910, 1198
, European politics, 1573

-, French bombardment of, 666, 672,

689, 691, 701, 753, 1427, 1920
-, history of, under the Portuguese,

354
-, interest of, 271, 276
-, international trade museum, 1876
-, navigation of, 1829
-, neutralisation of, 1805
-, notice ol', 004

Tangier, old, 1740
, Portuguese In, 198, 199, 205
, Portuguese expedition to (in 1437),

1359

, present danger of, 269
, present state of, 227, 267
, rescue, 283

, souvenir de voyage, 1292

, Spanish letters from, 547
, sketches in, 1985

, textile fabrics of, 1756

, trade of, 771, 1009, 1045, 1154,
1187, 1205, 1238, 1285, 1314, 1325, 1372,
1409, 1468, 1513, 1558, 1609, 1679, 1680,
1724, 1755, 1827, 1833, 1835, 1877, 1916,
1969, 2006

, trip to, 1450
, the English at, 680

, the Moors baffled, 284 ,,

to Fez, 667, 1621, 1654
, true state of, 2169
to Tunis, 2020

, two days at, 1919
, victory at, 273, 277, 279
, visit to, 041, 803, 1042, 1714, 1792

-, views of, by Hollar, 226, 238, 246,

presents to Governor, 2121
, blockaded by English, 2102, 2103, I

2104 !

, Christmas tide .it, 1991

, climate of, 1203
-, Consuls-General onlyallowed to keep

258, 882
-, winter in, 1454

Tarifa, 9
Taxes, 1403
Tedelis, 5
Tedocst (Tednest), 580
Teklios, 2

Tekra (Xiio), 1042, 1044, 1272, 1342, 1346

Temple, Sir Grenville, 584, 2121

Tensift river (jJJSLmjj i/iS^j), 7, 10

Teonge, diary of, 547a
Territories in Africa, declaration regarding,

1971

Tetuan (jo^jU*X> =Tetawan), 190, 410,

.559, 1105, 1176, 1391, 1428, 1478, 1532,
1535, 1592

, account of, 899
, origin of, 833
, proposed consulate at, 2226
, river of, 10
, success of Spanish at, 57
, trade of, 772, 968, 994, 1018, 2000

Teviot, Earl of, Governor of Tangier, 227,
2134

, , killed in action, 2135, 2228
ThamusiJti, 11

"Thecla,"atale, 624
Thinga, Timjci, Tingis, 1

Three brothers (Gherleys), 543
Thurloe papers, 458

Tidikelt (CJ^Si), 1006, 1007, 1030

Tiliisas, 10

Timbuktu (.Xiajj = Imbuktu), 98, 99, 105,

.501, 514, 557, 565, 566, 936, 1217, 1397,

1537, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1444, 1449,

1593. See also Caillt!, Lenz, Mathews,

llohlfs. Jackson, Itiloy
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Timbuktu, Adams' account of, 511 > :

————, adventures ot, 1471
and Uousa, 627

, commerce of, 781

, Jews at, 1055
trade with Mogador, 1381

Tinijentera, 9
Tissot, explorations of, 1172, 1173. See

Index of Autliors

-, his o))inion of Or&berg di HemsU, 573
Tit, 2, 10
Tlemsen, 1880

, history of, 802
to Morocco, 1474

Tobacco, 1801
"Tobie,"wreckof, 97, 105
Torre do Tombo, documents in, 446, 1019
Tounsy, journey of, 734
Trade between Algeria and Morocco, 1212

returns, 2110a
-, supremacy of British, 1746

Tradition of the Church for redemption of

captives, 330
Trans-Saharan Railway, 1331, 1332, 1421,

1422, 1423, 1424, 1572, 1970, 1977, 2053,

2054, 2017
Transit of Venus, 419
Travels in Barbary, 246. Sen Leo, Purchas,

Hakluyt, Smith, Le Blanc, Lithgow
in Morocco (17th cent.), 864

(18th cent.), 864
(19th cent.), 864

of El Aiche, 705
Treaties, American, 434, 588

, British, 236, 303, 340, 351-357,

377, 380, 393, 427, 450, 459, 485, 760,

761, 884, 939, 1383, 2064, 2064, 2067,
2077, 2083, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2100, 2172

, Danish, 405
, Dutch, 136

--, French, 176, 177, 178, 185, 190,

291, 295, 403, 540, 541, 550, 619, 628,

673, 692, 706, 973, 2045

, Genoese, 973
, H--;8eatic, 1052, 2106
, Sardinian, 2097
, Spanish, 130, 404, 423, 425, 477,

077, 693, 694, 817, 896, 897 973, 1047,
1080

-, Tuscan, 421
Tremola, 11
Trinitarian fathers, 330, 344, 352, 431, 454
Tripoli, capture of, 61

, Miss Tully's narrative, 509
Tritonian lake, 1, -x3

Troglodytes, 2

Tselfat (cl^^flJurt = Silfat), 11

Tuareg, 6, 1470

Tuot (C0>\3 or C0>\^\ = Tmt or

Atitat), 976, 977, 978, 980, 983, 1006,

1009, 1030, 1218, 2019, 2046
-, Moroccans at, 2047
-, question of, 1038

, river of, 954

, Saliara and Soudan, 2048, 2049

Tunis to Morocco, 1515, 1624
Tunisia, account of, 184
Turkish atfairs, money, time, &c., 184
Turks, maritime wars of, 571

Ulad Sidi Sueik, 1426

, insurrection of, 1162,
1413

Un Empire qui croule, 1712
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The following notes on a journey in North-East Yezo and across the

island refer to a portion of Japan which has not yet been described.

In 1874, Mr. B. S. Lyman, with a party of twenty-six Ainu, crossed

the island from the neighbourhood of Eamikawa towards the south-east,

reaching the Pacific coast at the mouth of the Tokaohi. In consequence

of provisions falling short, and not meeting the relief party sent from

the east coast, the expedition suffered considerable privations. The
track taken by Mr. John Sevilliod and myself was from Tubets, on

the north coast, southwards to Eamikawa, or nearly at right angles

to the route taken by Mr. Lyman. Since Mr. Lyman's expedition one

or two Japanese have crossed the island, and Ainu during the winter

penetrate the forests for hunting purposes. As the interior is for

the most part a trackless forest, it is doubtful if any two parties could

as yet do more than follow the same general direction.

Capt. T. W. Blakiston has published, in the old Journal (Vol. XLVII.,

1872, p. 77)t of this Society, an account of his journey round the coast

of Tezo. The same route has been followed by Mr. L. Boehmer, Mr.

C. S. Meik, Mr. Savage Landor, and others, and I on several occasions

have travelled along n^any parts of it.

The general map of the country, although it appears under various

authorships, has its chief foundation in the coast surveys of the English

Admiralty, and the land surveys of Mr. N. Fukushi of Sapporo.{

* Paper read at the Boyal Oeogiaphical Society, Jani.iry 30th, 189').

t The same volume (p. 343) has a valuable paper on the Coast of Yezo, by Com-
mander H. C. Bt John.

X The geological map acoompanjing this Paper is almost entirely the work of

Mr. K. Jimbo and other members of the Geological Survey, the present writer being

responsible for little more than the insertion of the volcanoes.

2 M 2
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The journey to be described commenced on June 25th, 1891, when
I and my companion, Mr. John Eevilliod, left Hakodate in the 8.8.

Harima-Maru for Eushiro, about 200 miles distant on the south-east coast.

The first incident was the falling overboard of a quartermaster, who,

although a life-buoy was thrown over and a boat lowered as soon as

possible, was unfortunately drowned, and we put back to Hakodate,

presumably to report the accident. I say presumably, because Japanese

sailors are as superstitious as those of other countries, and the event may
have been regarded as unpropitious, and a fresh start deemed advisable.

In Japan priests are taken out to sea to offer up prayers for the

departed, and fifty miles away from land I have passed model junks

which had been set afloat in connection with such ceremonies. On one

occasion I witnessed the dismantling of a schooner, the building of

which was nearly completed, because one of the carpenters engaged

upon it had been killed.

Early next morning we passed the volcano of Esan, where there are

some insignificant sulphur deposits. The volume of steam issuing from

the various vents upon its sides did not appear to be so great as I had

previously observed. The fluctuation in the quantity of vapours coming

from volcanic sources is a matter often commented upon, but it is a

phenomenon which, comparatively, has been but little studied. From
the records of eruptions in Japan I find that there are eighty well-

recorded instances of their having taken place during the winter

months, whilst for the summer there are seventy-three such records.

The difierenoe is slight, but if we had the means of recording the

intensity of these eruptions, the seasonal periodicity would iu all

probability become more marked. Another test of the fluctuations

in volcanic activity would be observations on the volume of vapours

discharged. Although this is effected by chauges iu barometric

pressure, the volume may be augmented by clouds rolling inwards

over the lips of craters, which quickly rise and add to the central

column of heated vapour. More general effects might possibly be

observed to coincide with fluctuations in seasonal stresses, to which the

surface ofour globe is subjected. As examples of seasonal stresses—^which,

with the exception of the writings of Dr. C. G. Knott, are phenomena that

have been greatly neglected—we may take those resulting from the

difference in the barometric gradient stretching across a country. For

instance, the winter gradient between Japan and Siberia is very much

steeper than the summer one. Again, the piling up of snow in northern

regions gives rise to a stress which is greater in winter than in summer.

It seems reasonable to suppose that causes of this description, because

they are not momentary, but are continuous over considerable periods of

time, might show their effects along lines of weakness. As Dr. Knott

has shown that the periodicity of seismic activity may be related to

these neglected stresses, it is not unlikely that fluctuations in volcanic
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activity and those curious alterations in level which perplex astro-

nomers, may also have relation with these varying loads.

In Volcano Bay I saw for the first time the fur seal migrating

northwards. At a distance of several miles it appeared as if the surface

of the ocean was covered with jumping fish. On approaohing nearer, a

glass showed them to be seals, which were diving and jumping out of

the water, but all heading in the same direction. Before wo passed

them—which took several hours—hundreds were within 50 or 100

yards of the ship. The area they occupied was at least 5 miles square,

and reckoning that each seal was, say, 50 yards from its neighbour, the
" school " must have contained not less than thirty thousand individuals.

During the winter the exact localities these creatures frequent is not

known, but it is probable that many of them are in the ocean off the

coast of Japan. The seals, about the time I saw them, were making

their way to their northern breeding-grounds, which are Bobben Island,

off the Saghalin coast, two or three small islets in the Euriles, the'

Eomandorsky Islands (Behring and Copper), and the Fribilov Islands

(St. Paul and St. George). Yezo fishermen, during the winter months,

capture a few hundreds of these animals off the south coast.

Eushiro is celebrated for the number of pit dwellings, which line the

cliffs above the town, and the stone implements which may be collected.

Some of the excavations are suggestive of old fortresses, and from the

heaps of stones they contain we might infer that they were the missiles

used by the " Eoropokkuru " when fighting with the Ainu. The town

itself is one of the old settlements on the coast, and contains several

thousand inhabitants. It has a trade in marine products, and is a port

from which large quantities of sulphur are shipped.

On the day of our arrival we rode a distance of about three miles to

the Harutori coal mine, at which there is an output of some 40 or 50

tons per day. To the north and south of Kushiro, and even in Eushiro

itself, there are several very similar outcrops of coal ; but it is |not

likely, with the western coalfields already opened, that these deposits

can ever attain anything more than a local importance. That evening,

through the kindness of the engineer connected with the sulphur deposit

at Atosanoboti, we obtained a passage in a small river steamer up the

Eusuri as far as Wakorobets. It was extremely uncomfortable, the

cabin being less than six feet square, and swarming with mosquitoes.

The night was spent listening to the " ototoguisu " and other birds

singing in the reeds which lined the river banks, and fighting with our

insect companions. At daylight we saw we were in a rapid, tortuous

river, about 30 yards in width. On our right were hills some 200 feet in

height, and on the left, a densely wooded country. Now and then an

opening showed us a reedy plain, and the volcanoes Oakan and Meakan

in the distance. There were no signs of roads or habitations. At five

o'clock in the morning, after a seven hours' voyage, we landed at
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Wakorobets, where there is a aingle house. At Ihia point steam navi-

gation ceases, and the boats used in carrying sulphur are {)oled and
tracked as far as the refinery at Shibotcha.

After a delay of throe hours, two Ainu and four horses were obtained,

and wo made our way by a forest path to Shibetoha, a distance of 10

miles. Shibetoha is a pleasant village of a few hundred inhabitants,

and apparently owes its existence to the sulphur refinery (at which somo
fifty workmen are employed), and a convict station. Both of these

establishments were visited ; the latter, where Tsuda Sanzo, the police-

man who attempted the life of the Czarewitch, was confined (now dead)t

consists of a series of wooden buildings, and houses for officials, enclosed

by high palisades in a square, covering, say, 30 Hores. The dormitories

are barn-like structures some GO yards in length, with a passage

down the centre, in which, during winter, stoves are placed. Bight

and left, forming the sides of the passage, are heavy wooden bars, opening

into cells of about 10x12 feet, each of which holds five or six men.

These cells are practically used as sleeping places, the inmates during

the day being engaged in other parts of the enclosure, or outside,

as carpenters, blacksmiths, tailors, lamp-makers, printers, farmers, &o.

At the time of our visit there were about eighteen hundred prisoners at

this place, about an equal number being away, camped in the woods

cutting roads. One man was undergoing solitary confinement, but the

dark cells we saw were empty. The food consists principally of rice

and barley, with boans in various forms, and daikon, a very large kind

of raddish, to give it a flavour. Everything looked clean and tidy, and

from a Japanese point of view it could not be said that in this prison, or

any other which I have visited, the inmates sufier unusual hardships.

Sleeping on the floor, with a small rectangular block of wood for a pillow,

exposed to intense cold during the winter, and sxibsisting on a vegetable

diet, would, however, most certainly affect the physical condition of the

ordinary European.

It is generally supposed that a man obtains nutrition by the

assimilation of a certain quantity of albuminous matter, but the

Japanese as a nation are a testimony that such a rule is not universal

in its application. Many in this country seldom, if ever, see meat, and

they get but little fish, yet they are muscular and healthy. Dr. E.

Baelz, ofthe Imperial University of Japan, who has given great attention

to this subject, and has put his views to experiment, finds that men who

run, dragging after them heavy loads, for a distance of 30 miles per day,

continuously for, say, a month, and living almost entirely on vegetablesy

do not lose, but generally gain, in weight. Speaking for myself, I find

that after a month on Japanese food—of which I have learned to be

extremely fond—I usually lose about ten pounds in weight. The hardy

peasant of the Tyrol, who eats but little meat, certainly has his nitroge-

nous cheese ; similarly, the Japanese has his nitrogenous beans ; but this.
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hardly explains why the people of this oonntry obtain nutrition from a

class of food which it is 'difficult to imagine would bo sufficient to support

the ordinary European. It may be, as Dr. Baelz believes, due to differences

in the general conditions of life. For example, the Japanese, both by day
and night, are surrounded by more fresh air than Europeans ; it may be,

as I suggest, the result of a long process of natural selection, the present

natives being the survivors, with an organisation capable of deriving

nutriment from food containing but little nitrogen. Perhaps it is both.

But whatever it is, inasmuch as foreigners, belonging to a non-treaty

country, who become prisoners, at the present time may be subjected to

the same prison regulations as the Japanese, and that within a few years

all Europeans may come under the same control, the subject of prison

diet and treatment is a matter for consideration.

A ride in a sulphur waggon along a railroad 20 miles in length

brought us to Atosanobori, a volcano which supplies the ore for the

refinery at Shibetcha. Right and left we had untouched forests of oak,

elm, and birch ; on the high land were toda mats (^Abies 8achalinen$is),

a few maples, and katsura {Cercidiphyllum japonicum). The undergrowth

consisted of grasses and ferns, with here and there tall lilies, and in the

marshy places blue irises. Yezo generally is poor in fine scenery ; but

the view of Atosanobori, towering up in a grand rugged mass, with huge
pulpit-like rooks perched one above another, its yellow patches of sulphur

and steaming fumaroles rising from a plain fringed with forests of dark-

green pines, was certainly impressive.

The accommodation for travellers at this place is poor : three of us

spent the night huddled together in a small loft, burning sawdust and

sulphur to drive away the mosquitoes. To see the mountain occupies a

day. After a climb of about 500 feet you enter an old crater, which

forms a valley with a Y-shaped section, enclosing the central cone. It

is from this valley that the sulphur, which is now nearly exhausted, is

being extracted. The bulk of it is mixed with earth and stones, and

appears to be the result of precipitation from sulphurous vapours. In

the bottom of some of the valleys, however, it exists as if it had been

solidified in lava-like streams from a state of fusion, the pure ore being

above and the impure immediately beneath. At the fumaroles and in

crevices in the rooks, sulphur can be seen in the process of formation.

Bound some of the steam vents banks ai T beehive-like structures,

covered with the most beautiful festoons and draperies of canary-coloured

sulphur, have been formed. Near some of these you hear a sound of

water surging to and fro and boiling, as if there was a cauldron beneath

your feet. In one valley the steam-jets appeared to form an avenue ; on

both sides were roaring columns of vapour. You could neither see nor

hear, and without a guide we should certainly not have ventured in

between them. At one of these orifices my companion, Mr. John Bevilliod,

threw in some fair-sized rocks, which were immediately shot some 60 feet
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above our heads. On leaving this valley I su£fered intensely in the eyes,

and four hours afterwards they were still painful. Another effect of the

vapour was to blacken my watch and all the silver money in my pocket.

Two years ago, for a period of several days the internal roarings

and rumblings at this mountain were so pronounced that the miners,

fearing an explosion, left off work ; but even as it now is the violence

with which steam escapes at Atosanobori exceeds anything I have seen

elsewhere in Japan, Iceland, ur New Zealand. In most voloanio districts

you have boiling cauldrons and steam-jets, but here you have pine-tree-

like columns of steam, which, from the pressure at which they issue,

are invisible near their base, and roar so loudly that you cannot hear

your neighbour's voice. I was told that the intensity with which the

steam issues fluctuates with the weather.

The only animals I noticed in this neighbourhood were two eagles

and eight common green snakes. From my own observations snakes

are far more common in the northern part of Yezo than they are in the

southern part of the island, where it is only rarely that I have seen them.

From Atosanobori a ride of about 15 ri (37 miles) brought us to

Abashiri, on the north-east coast. The road has only recently been cut

through the forest, and but few travellers pass along it; the result is

that p&rts of the track are already overgrown with grasses. Five miles

from our starting-place we were on the top of a pass, from which there

is a gentle descent towards the sea.

From this point, looking backwards, the view of Atosanobori, with

the panorama of lake and forest, is extremely beautiful. But for the

occasional twitter of a bird or the flutter of a grouse all is still. Once

or twice I saw a large red squirrel. Every 4 or 5 miles, generally

in some marshy hollow, we passed the ruins of a hoya, or shed-like

barrack, where the convicts who had made the road had been temporarily

housed. In places the forests of oak and birch were particularly fine,

and would yield excellent timber. On nearing Abashiri, we passed

through groves of white-stemmed poplar, the wood of which is used in

making matches, an industry in which the Japanese have been so far

successful, that not only do they supply their own country, but large

quantities are exported to China and elsewhere.

At the time of our visit to Abashiri, a small factory for the manu-

facture of matchwood was being erected. The reasons for building a

mill in this out-of-the-way place are twofold :—First, the wood when

green cuts better than when dry ; and secondly, it is only the outer part

of the tree which is used. There is, consequently, a considerable

quantity of valueless waste. Opposite the mill is the Abashiri convict

station, which, although only a branch of the Shibetcha establishment,

is equally large. Twelve hundred of its inmates, I heard, were away in

the woods road-making. At Abashiri itself, which is now a village of

several hundred inhabitants, we heard a little about the possibilities of
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a timber trade, an industry which, if the Japanese regulations permitted

foreign vessels to load at ports where logs could be brought to the

coast, might be a source of considerable revenue.

Yezo, which has an area of 36,882 square miles, has been described

as one vast forest. Many parts of it are certainly well timbered, and

much of the wood like oak, elm, walnut, birch, and maple, would be

of value on the American coast, where pine predominates. Logs of

either hard or soft wood can be laid on the beach at Abashiri at five

sen (about 2d.) per cubic foot. A log of 20 cubic feet, which represents

anything but a large tree, is therefore worth one yen, or, say, 3s. 4d.

As a measure of the accessible forests, wo may assume that over the

half of Yezo there are 7000 such trees to the square mile, which means

that in the whole island there are 129 millions, worth £21,000,000

sterling, which might be gradually exported at a profit to the sellers.

One day at Abashiri was spent in sport ; but the result was poor,

my companion's bag consisting of a fow snipe and one poisonous viper

=Jtfamu8/lt (Jap.). They were all fried together, the snake being

included, because, according to a Japanese view, the mamuihi is not only

excellent in flavour, but it possesses certain health-giving properties.

From Abashiri, a ride of 25 miles, partly along the beach, and through

sand dunes and long grass by the side of lagoons, brought us to Shari.

Everywhere the track is fairly well defined, and is probably much the

same as when traversed by Blakiston.

Amongst other uncomplimentary statements about Japan, it has been

said that it is a country where the birds have no song and the flowers

no scent. This certainly does not apply to this part of the country, for

on this ride the air was filled with song and perfume, skylarks were

singing, reed-warblers twittering, and pigeons cooing, whiles baitks of

wild roses filled the atmosphere with fragrant odour.

Shari is a settlement of about 100 people, chiefly Ainu. Our

hostess, who had a Japanese husband, was an Ainu. Intermairiage

between Japanese and Ainu is certainly limited ; but in oonsidering the

genealogy of the former, the possibility of Ainu influence having been

greater than it is at present is a factor not to be overlooked.

After a night with a variety of insects, we embarked on the morning

of July 6th in a " dug-out " about 3 feet wide, with two old Ainu

men as rowers, for a SO or 35 miles' pull along the coast, to see the

volcano of Shiretoko. The journey, which occupies thirteen houro each

way, can only be undertaken during tho finest weather. Over 60

miles in a boat little more than a hollow tree-trunk, in which, for the

sake of stability, you lie down, for the mos(< part beneath cliffs 500 to

1000 feet in height, which, m case of a capsize, would render escape

almost impossible, is a trip not readily forgotten. The towering clifls

of andesite and volcanic agglomerates, sculptured into an infinity of

forms, hollowed into caverns, cut through by crevass-like clefts, and
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worn into all sorta of fantastic Bhapea, fill the traveller at first with
wonder and then with awe. As the time goes on, and the ohanoos of

landing, even in a recess or on a ledge of rook, become fewer, one oasts

many a glance seawards with a certain feeling of anxiety lest there

should be a change in the weather, and wishes for tho end of thejourney.

The only cheering thing was the incessant chanting of our boatmen.

One air, which, with but very few breaks, they kept up for thirteen

hours, was as follows :

—

—1

—

si ^^=^

^--E

3=t^ife

I give this partly because Ainu music has hitlierto received but little

attention, and also because I think Ainu boat melodies are extremely

pretty. The few I have heard have been in a major key ; there is an

absolutely regular rhythm, and although plaintive, they are to ordinary

ears quite European in their character.

Here is another example :

—

The above phrases. A, B, C, D, may be sung successively, each being

repeated an indefinite number of times, or any one, like A, may be sung

with any other, for example, with D. My friend, Mr. H. J. Snow, tells

me that in Northern Kamchatka the melodies of the natives have also a

character which is strongly European.

What was sung by the boatmen was the air. Sometimes this was

sung in unison, and at others one rower would continue singing the

first two bars, whilst the other sang either of the remaining two bar

phrases, which from time to time he varied with curious but musical

little grace-note-like trills. A bass may be added as representing the

sound of the oars, to the splashing of which they kept absolute time.

It must be mentioned that the Ainu row by pulling the right and left-

hand sculls alternately—not together. The only music the Ainu are

likely to have heard would be Japanese ; and Japanese music is as far

removed from the Ainu boat songs as it is from the music of the West.

Although an attempt has been made to discover a resemblance
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between the musio of Japan and that of the Occident, the difieronoes

in intervals, scalea, and time are so great, that a Japanese tuue cannot

be satisfactorily reproduced on a piano any more than a European air

can be reproduced on an instrument with Japanese intervals. Japanese

street musio as played upon Japanese instruments is, to European ears,

usually repellent, there being neither tonality, time, rhythm, nor any
of those qualities which European oars desire.

At Shiretoko the cliffH, although perpendicular, are not so high as at

neighbouring places. At their base, some 20 feet above sea-level, there

is a ledge about 100 yards in length and 20 yards wide, on which are

fifteen or twenty houses, and in front of this a bouldery beach about 20

yards broad. Here we were well received by Mr. Minatsuki Zenosuke,

the owner of the sulphur mine. To reach the mine, the visitor can

either proceed directly up the cliff by means of ladders, or go to the end

of the ledge and take a more circuitous route, where a way has been

made by cuttings in the cliff and building brackets round the face of

projecting rooks, with here and there a few ropes for the traveller's assist-

ance in the more dangerous parts of the ascent. Having reached the top

of the cliffs, a climb of 1700 feet, which is about a third of the way up
the mountains forming the peninsula, you reach the crater, from which
huge volumes of steam are always issuing. In form the crater is a
funnel-shaped opening 30 or 40 yards in diameter at the top, and about

40 feet in depth. Below this there is an aperture like a well perhaps

15 feet across, in which, at an unknown depth, some material is violently

boiling.

In 1889 a largo quantity of pure yellow sulphur was erupted. Part

of this ran as a lava-like stream down the valley, and part appears to

have been thrown violently upwards, to fall like gigantic drops of rain.

For several hundred feet higher up the mountain than the crater the

effects of this sulphur shower are seen in the splashes on the boulders,

the cement of sulphur which fills every crack, and a layer of spherically-

shaped pebbles, which probably fell like hail. In 1890 another eruption

—but this time of boiling water—took place, and a great portion of the

sulphur was washed down the valley to be lost in the sea. In conse-

quence of this unforeseen occurrence, the Shiretoko deposit has been

greatly reduced in value. The sulphur that remains is, however,

remarkable for its purity, requiring little more than remelting before

exportation.

One feature differentiating the Hokkaido line of volcanic openings,

commencing from Nasutake, in the main island, and passing through

Yezo and well up into the Kuril Islands, from the line almost at right

angles running to the south-east down into the Pacific, is, that the former

yield large quantities of sulphur. I have seen three or four cases

where this material has flown in streams like lava. I am not aware that

any careful comparisons of the other eruptive products of these two lines
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of volcanoes have been mudo, but from general observations I am inclined

'

to the opinion that the rooks of the Fujiaan, or south-eastern line, will

be found to be more basic—augitio andoaites approximating to basalt

being common—than the rooks of the northern line.

After two days at Shiretoko, another thirteen hours' voyage in our
" dug-out " brought us back to Shari. The only life we saw was one or

two fishing eagles, and long lines of cormorants, puffins, and guillemots,

which, with fsoldier-like erectnoss, sat on the narrow lodges of the

cliffs and peered down into our boat as wo passed beneath.

From Shari we took a road, which has been recently made, toShibets,

a distance of 37 miles. About halfway, at Rubets, there is a solitary

house, where we changed horses. All the way we had lovely forest

scenery, but saw no people. On the low ground, elms and oaks, with a

tangle of vines, predominated, and on the high ground tant firs (toda-

wiofe = Abies sachalinensis) hung with moss. Fuke (Petasite$ japmica),

with leaves 3 and 4 feet in diameter, and thistles fully 14 feet high,

were common. From Rubets, which is at the water-parting, the road is

rough, and as the rain came down in torrents, travelling was anything

but pleasant.

From Shibets, which we left on July 7th, to Nemuro is another ride

of about 37 miles. The road has been described by Blakiston. The
country is flat; there are some awkward ferries, and many fishing

stations. On our iray we saw five eagles, each perched within easy

shot. We reached Nomuro at night; there was a dense fog, and we
wore soaked with rain. Owing to the fall of my horse at the entrance

to the town, for the next few days I was compelled to rest. I had not

seen Nemuro for at least ten years, and wan surprised to find it had

grown from a village of 800 people to a towx of from 8000 to 10,000.

The next section of our journey, which was iotbd islfi^nd of Eunashiri,

was ohiefly of geological interest. As there was no regular communioa*

tion across the straits, we engaged a small junk, in the hold of which we
formed a rude kind of camp. At the two places visited—Rausu, on the

eastern side, and Ichibishinai, on the west coast—there was much of

interest ; but the leakiness of our craft, adverse winds, fog, and the want

of proper equipment and food, made the trip very uncomfortable.

In Eunashiri, although the prominent peaks are volcanic, there is a

fair development of tertiary tufts, especially at the southern extremity

of the island. On the north-west shore, veins of lead and copper have

been discovered. On the south end of the island is the village of

Tomari, from which tracks lead up the east and west coasts for

some 25 miles. Here and there are a few small fishing stations, which

during the winter months are for the most part deserted. Both at Rausu

and Ichibishinai there are sulphur mines ; those at the former place are,

however, practically exhausted. On the shore there are five or six

deserted buildings, and the ruins of a refinery. A pleasant walk of
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•bout 8 miles up a roadway covered with boards, on which the

waggons carrying ore were wheeled, brought us to the .nine. This is a

patoh of bare greyish-white rocks and earth, perhaps 800 yards in

length, from which at two or three points steam escapes. What remains

was evidently found to be too poor for further working.

Looking backwards down the valley, between hills covered with

toda- and $hink(hinaU, one sees a plain of forest, lakelets, rivers, and a

coast indented with coves and bays, beyond which rises Cha-oha-nobori,

one of the most graceful of Japanese volcanoes. From a geometrical

examination of the contour of this and similar volcanoes, the writer arrived

at the conclusion that the volcanic curve could be represented by a mathe-

matical expression. The curve is one of equal resistance, by which is

meant, that the mountain, for the size of its base, is just self-supporting

;

and with the same materials its height could not be increased without

increasing its base. Mr. F. Becker, of the United States Qeologioal

Survey, who extended the present writer's observations, suggested that

the study of the form and dimensions of lunar volcanoes might ass;«t us

in determining whether lunar lava is similar to that of the earth, the

shape and height of a mountain piled up by volcanic action being

dependent on the density and resistance to crushing of the materials out

of which they are built. The form of mountains is modified by pro-

cesses of disintegration and othor causes, but an analysis of the curvature

of volcanoes shows that their form practically coincides with that they

must necessarily have to reach the height to which they rise. The
crater of Cha-cha-nobori, out of which the upper peak rises, is said to be

filled with water, and therefore the summit of the mountain is regarded

as inaccessible.

Ichibishinai, on the west coast, is extremely interesting on account of

the existence of a small lake called Fonto, which in several places is

boiling, and depositing on its bed and around its shores what is appa-

rently a fine black sand, but which is practically nearly pure sulphur.

Here and there the deposited sulphur is in the form of hollow spheres

about the size of an ordinary marble. The water of the lake, especially

at its northern end, where some sulphur miners have built a box-like

bath, is extremely acid. Free acids, like hydrochloric and sulphuric, are

not uncommon in certain hot springs in Japan, arJ it is these, together

with hydrogen, and possibly other sulphides,* which have rendered them

so efficacious in the curing of certain skin diseases, and even leprosy.f

The therapeutical value of the Fonto springs should certainly be

determined.

Fonto, which may be 200 yards in diameter, and the Ichibishinai

Lake, which is about 2 miles in length, both lie in the same crater, the

• In the cold springs of Kusatsu, Dr. E. Divers, p.n.s., has detected arsenic,

t See 'The Annals of Hygiene,' vol. vi., Nos. 2 and 10.
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former on the south-west side of the rugged central oone, and the latter

on the north>east side. On the lohihishinai side of this cone, facing the

lake, there are hot springs, and a sulphur deposit, which is being actively

worked. Looking across the lake one sees a fringe of trees, white steam

rising from some hot springs, and green grassy slopes which form the

sides of the ancient crater.

After returning to Nemuro we again set sail, rounding the Shiritoko

peninsula to Abashiri once more, reaching that place on July 26th.

It was with feelings of satisfaction that we again found ourselves on

shore. Life in a cabin about 3 feet 6 inches in height, swarming with the

worst forms of vermin, with an insufficiency of food, the only amusements

being to watch a whale or a school of porpoises, and now and then, with

the help of a spinning bait, to catch a fish, could not be considered a

pleasant experience.

Half a day was spent at Abashiri in an expedition through swamp
and forest to the southern end of the lake, where there is a deposit of

diatomaceous earth. It crops out about 20 feet above the level of the

lake, at the base of a range of low hills perhaps 100 feet in height. It

is also seen in the bed of the lake itself; the material is whitish-grey in

colour, very light, and apparently rich in species.

From Abashiri—a ride of 14 miles, first over pine-covered hills and

across small valleys filled with ferns and fuhif then along a shore

glistening with beds of black magnetic sand—we reached the Aiuu

settlement of Tokoro. The people here had what is rare amongst the

Ainu, namely, a comparatively clean appearance, and seemed well-to-do.

A sharp ride of forty minutes farther, over and between grass-covered

dunes, and we were at Saruma, another Ainu village.

Next morning, after spending two hours in getting our horses over

the estuary at the entrance to the Saruma Lake, we started for Yubets,

our path being along the saud ridge or spit separating the lagoon-like

lake from the sea. The distance, which is 20 miles, was covered in four

hours, the horses trotting slowly along a track, occasionally through

woods of small scrub oak, but usually over grassy slopes. The spit,

which is about half a mile in breadth, is one of the largest on the coasts

of Japan. Between the places mentioned there are no inhabitants, and

the general features of the country are the same as they were when

visited by Blakiston some twenty years ago. The most interesting objects

are perhaps the flowers ; on the sand dunes wild roses occur in banks,

and a wild pea, Campunulacoa, and pinks are common. In the swamps

are blue irises; amongst the grasses tall artemisia and the fern-like

thalictrum.

Yubets is a forlorn-looking, squalid little Ainu village of about a

dozen huts. It was hero we made preparations for starting inland,

engaging two Ainu as servants and guides, and five horses. On
July 29th all was ready; but on account of the incessant rain wo did
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not start until the next morning. The proepeot was anything but

inviting; the distant mountains were covered with clouds and mist,

whilst the Yubets River, swollen by the rain and yellow with suspended

mud, warned us that fording streams would be attended with difficulty.

Our objective point was " Hachi-no-Eoya," or the eighth camp, where

we should find several hundred convicts engaged in bridge-building.

They had worked their way inland from Abashiri. Our direction was

due south up the right bank of the Yubets Biver, and the distance aboat

20 miles. All the way, except where it was swampy and at the fords,

there was a fairly well-marked track formed by the convicts in carrying

up provisions from the coast.

From Yubets, which was the last settlement we were to see for the

next few days, we crossed a patch of wood, and entered on a plain

covered with a jungle of rank grass. At a distance, these plains, which

are common on the lowlands of Yezo, have the appearance of fertile

prairies; but when crossing them, unless there is a path you find

an almost impenetrable tangle of grasses 6 or 7 feet in height,

thistles 12 or 14 feet high, thalictrum, artemisia, and blue-spiked

veronica all matted together with convolvuli and other creepers.

After going 5 miles, we came on to the bank of the Yubets River, up

which we continued for about 7 miles, through woods of maple and

elm. The path was bad, being wet, full of holes, and croiised by

innumerable gullies and small brooks. Beyond this came more jungle

grass-laud, with here and there a walnut tree covered with fruit. The
eighth camp was reached about four o'clock in the afternoon, after a

five hours' ride. Here we found a large shed, about 80 yards long and

20 broad, covered with grass. This was the temporary home of three

hundred convicts, who were engaged in cutting a road and building light

bridges. The convicts who are selected for work of this description are

men who have served a number of years, and who have obtained a

certain number of stripes for good conduct. When a convict has

obtained four such stripes he may possibly obtain permission to settle

outside the prison as a farmer, and when surveillance ceases, perhaps be

absorbed amongst the ordinary colonists. The number of guards, or

Kanshi, at this particular station, was thirty, or one for every ten

prisoners. Although occasionally convicts escape and guards are

killed, these events are of rare occurrence, the prisoners knowing that

a half-earned pardon must be lost, and that escape from the forests of

Yezo is practically impossible.

Inside the koya the convicts sleep together on beds of grass ranged

right and left of a central passage. We had a bed of grass (with the

additional luxury of two bear-skins), which was prepared for us at one

end of the establishment, among the guards whr were o£f duty. At

5 A.M. there is an inspection, and after breakfast work commences.

Until 11 A.M. the convicts listen to the echo of their axes and the crash
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of falling trees, when dinner is served. At 5 p.m. work oeases. Eaoh
man has a bath, then comes supper, and at 7 p.m. all are baok inside the

Icoya for the night. The food is chiefly rice and vegetables ; but should

there be a run of salmon in the neighbouring stream, both officers and

prisoners fare the better for it. From what I saw, grilled snake did

not appear to be considered unpalatable.

We left next morning at seven o'clock, our road being across jungly

grass-land and through exceedingly swampy woods. Oaks covered with

mistletoe were common. After an hour's ride we were amongst
schistose hills, with the Yubets Biver on our right. Instead of muddy
banks, for the first time we saw rocks and shingly beaches, which, with

the roaring of the river and the pine trees on the hills, told us we had
already reached higher ground. About noon we passed the tenth

convict camp, which was deserted, its late occupants having been

marched fuirther up-country to construct a bridge over the Yubets
Biver. Whilst resting outside this deserted shed, I was struck with
the death -like stillness and absence of animal life whic?i vc -*ti8 in

these northern parts. From Yubets on the coast to the wa^, i g
in the centre of the island, with the exception of a few h.^tf-- '^ os

at the station and one beetle, I did not see an insect of any kind.

I heard a cicada and saw one squirrel, but do not remember seeing a
single bird. But for the bubbling of a stream or the fall of a rotten tree

all is still. The only things to arrest one's attention were the trees, and
the oaks, elms, and ash were as fine as I have seen in any part of Yezo.

Beyond this, the woods were chiefly pine. About 5 p.m. we reached the

site of the twelfth station, where the convicts had only arrived that

afternoon.

The latter part of the journey was along the face of steep hills

above a boiling torrent, and beneath high pinnacles of rock, above which

we now and then caught glimpses of the blue sk}', to see which was a

great relief after the monotony of the everlasting greenness of the

forest. At night we slept in a small grass hut with two of the guards,

the large koya where the convicts were to be housed not having been

built. Although the woods leading to this place had been traversed

but a few hours previously by a band of convicts, it was only here and

there that the track they had followed was visible. Usually we were

crashing our way through beds oi/uki, or tall bamboo grass.

Next morning, August let, we were up at four o'clock, and after a

scanty breakfast, said good-bye to our convict hosts. We forded the

Yubets Biver just above the camp, where it is only about 20 yards

broad and 3 feet deep. To within a few miles of this place it had

been broad, rapid, and muddy, and so far as we saw, without any deep

pools. Near the river our horses crashed through large patches of fuki

and clumps of ferns {Onoclea Oermanica), the fronds of which were

arranged like Prince of Wales' feathers. Above our heads were oaks
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and alders, with here and there a trailing kohea {Actinitlia). It was not

long before we were struggling through a sea of dark green ta$a

(bamboo grass). A oavaloade passing through this at most only shows

the heads of the riders, whilst at times the presence of both horse and

rider is only indicated by the rustling of the canes. Our progress was
slow ; twice we crossed small streams with shaley beds. On the edge of

one of them I noticed a few large boulders of obsidian. Our chief

di£Boulties occurred where we had to get our pack-horses through the

branches and over the trunks of fallen trees, which in places were

strewn in all directions. Occasionally patches of bog caused us some

little trouble.

At ton minutes past noon, after a tedious scramble up the bed of a

wateroourse, we reached the water-parting between the head waters of

the Yubets and the Ishikari Bivers. (We were here about 4000 feet

above sea-level.) For a few minutes we halted, and away to the north

saw Teshiwo-dake (6500 feet), and a few rounded hills covered

with ahinho-mats. From the ridge the descent commences immediately,

and in a few minutes we were again in the bed of a small stream

running eastward, with dark forest and jungle-like undergrowth on

both sides. During the afternoon we came upon a partially completed

road, but this was in places covered by so many fallen trees and so

much grass and aasa, that it was difficult to distinguish the road from

the forest—in fact, crashing through the forest undergrowth was often

preferable to following the clearing intended for a road. On this day,

for the first and only time, we saw a little animal life, first disturbing

a bear, then a fox, and once or twice a covey of hazel grouse.

At half-past six in the evening, drenched with rain, we entered a

small clearing, where, to our delight, we saw a house. It was un-

tenanted, and had evidently been built, in anticipation of the completion

of the road across the island, for the accommodation of travellers.

Although we missed the softness of a bed of grass, it was a comfort to

have protection against the rain.

Next morning, notwithstanding that the rain continued, after care-

fully closing the door of our shelter, and leaving a ball of rice and a box

of matches for the next comer, we pushed on, and at noon reached

the bank of the Ishikari, which here is a rapid stream about 100

yards in width. It was evidently too deep and rapid to be forded, but

as there was a cord stretched across the river, and a " dug-out " lying

beneath the bank on the other side, we knew that we had reached a

ferry. Making ourselves conspicuous, it was not long before what pro-

mised to be assistance made an appearance on the other shore. First came

a woman, and then two old men: the latter got into the boat, and

catching hold of the cord, commenced the passage over. No sooner had

they started than the rope parted on their side, and they were swept across

and landed on our beach. They told us they were living in a deserted
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koya built by the oonviots, that we and the baggage had better go over

in the boat, and that the horses must wait until the river fell. The
" dug-out " being small, the baggage was sent away first. It had hardly

reached mid-stream when a paddle broke, and the boat was swept with

lightning speed down a long reaoh towards some heavy-looking rapids.

In a few minutes it was amongst high yellow waves, and then lost to

view. We at onoe sent off our two Ainu down the stream to see if any-

thing had been saved, and for more than an hour we stood by our bare-

backed horses, feeling sure that not only two men, but all our provision

and baggage, had been lost. Although the canoo had been twisted about

in all directions, good fortune carried it through without capsizing, and

by evening, although it was impossible to get the boat back, we were

sitting on a tree trunk, with our feet in mud, round a fire, beneath an

improvised shed. It was a miserable night, and rendered more so by
swarms otnuka (sand files), the bites of which remained visible for nearly

three weeks. I have had an eye completely closed by mosquitoes, and

been disfigured about the face, but I never before experienced markings

which were so permanent as those produced by the nuka.

Next day we were rescued by a party of Ainu. The day after the

horses were got over, and the day after that we rode through tall grass,

which in places hid horses and riders, to the military settlement of

Eamikava, situated a few miles above Eamikotan.

At this place the Ishikari, which is here a roaring river some 150

yards in width, rushes in torrents between huge lumps of rock, at the

bottom of a gorge-like valley. Bound the side of this a road has been

cut, and at every few yards there are exposures of schist, black slate, and

serpentine. Beyond this tL ere is a dreary road through forest, with at

intervals of a mile or so the house of a settler, or a gang of convicts in

charge of a policeman, to relieve the monotony.

That evening, August 5th, we reached a settlement of two or three

houses called Otoibake, where we slept. Next morning we rose at four

o'clock and started again, passing on our way a clearing where gangs of

coolies and convicts were engaged in constructing a road, and the

Sorachi Tonden, where there are some four hundred and fifty houses

built for the military farmers. Soon after noon we reached Sunakawa,

on the railway line recently made to carry coal from the Sorachi mines

to Otar, on the coast.

Although many miles of forest still lay between us and the sea, from

this -point onwards we always had a roof over our heads at night, and

80 far as hard travelling was concerned, Yezo had been crossed.*

* A report of the discusi^ion which took place after the reading of this Paper, and

that by Mr. Savage Laudor on his journeys in Yezo, will be found at the end of the

latter, which follows this in the present volume.
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APPENDICES.

I

and

GEOLOGICAL NOTES.

The first attempt to make a geological survey of Yezo was that of Mr. Benjamin
Smith Lyman, who, in 1877, published a Gt)vernment report, accompanied by a
geological sketch-mnp. In 1890, Mr. K. Jimbo, who is at present in charge of the

Geological Surrey Department, published a geological map with an explanatory text.

Many persons, including myself, have written on special points connected with the

geology of Yezo. Largely in consequence of palaeontological assistance, in Mr.
Jimbo's account of the geology of Yezo we find groups of rocks classified according

to their chronological sequence.

Mr. Lyman, who for the most part gave local names to groups of rocks, chiefly

devoted himself to the survey of coalfields and oil lands.

The geological features of the island, so far as they are at present known,
consiat of:

—

1. Large deposits of volcanic rocks, the first of which is a Y-shaped mass, with

its apex pointing south-west at Yubaridake, its arms running respectively to Esashi,

on the north coast, and through the Shari peninsula to G. Shiretoko (Shiretokozaki),

in the north-east; the second is a roundish mass forming the Mashiki Mountains;

and the third covers the country from coast to coast round Shiribets-Yama. Smaller

masses of these volcanic rocks, which for the most part are pyroxene andesites, exist

in other parts of the island.

These areas of volcanic rocks constitute the highlands of the country, peaks

rising to a height of about 6000 feet. According to Mr. N. Fukushi, Nutapkaushipe

is 7500 feet above sea-level. Perforating these rocks we have the vents of the

modern volcanoes.

2. A little to the eastward of the apex of the V, and running in a south-easterly

direction to Cape Erimo (Erimozaki), we have a range of granite hills, which right

and left are flanked by schists, clay-slates, limestones and sandstones, &c. These

same rocks are found in patches up the western side of the Y. They also exist on

the eastern side of the same arm. In the limestones and sandstones of a similarly

occurring series round the volcanic rocks in the southern part of the island, Crinoids,

Badiolarians, and sponge skeletons have been discovered, and the stratified series is

regarded as Palaeozoic.

3. In patches extending southwards from Cape Soya (Soyazaki) to Urakawa, on

the south coast, are rocks of Cretaceous age, containing Inoceramus, Trigonia,

Terebratula, and many Ammonites like Phyllocerns, Lytoceras, Anisoceras, Desmo-

ceras, &c. ; altogether some sixty or seventy species have been described. My own
collection of these fossils was placed at the disposal of Dr. E. Naumann when
writing on the occurrence of the Cretaceous rocks in Yezo ('Mitt. d. Deutsch. Gesell.

fur Natur und V ^kerkunde Ostasians,' 18S0). Tlie palajontology of these rocks,

which are chiefly sandstones and shales, has b«;en more thoroughly studied by Mr.

Matajiro Yokoyama, who has worked not only on recent collections, but on the old

collection of Mr. B. S. Lyman (see 'Versteinerungen aus der Japanischen Kreide

—

Palwontographica,' Bd. x;:xvi.).

4. Surrounding the patches of Cretaceous, and often in contact with the

Palaeozoic and old volcanic rocks, we have the sandstones, shales, tuffs, and breccias

of Tertiary age. This formatioL, which is divided into beds of Pliocene and Miocene

age, covers the greater portion oC Yezo. In some districts the Tertiaries are

2 N 2
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unconformably superimposed upon the Cretaceous ; but there are diatriola where,

by inversion or faulting, the order is reversed ; and as the lithological characters of the

two formations are often very similar, the separation of them has presented problems

of considerable difficulty. The coal occurs near these junctiouR, being usually in the

MesoEoio beds, but sometimes in the Cretaceous. At the coal mines plant remains

are common. My own small collection was, I believe, forwarded to Dr. A. G.

Nathorst, of Stockholm, who has done so much for the palaeobotany of this country.

The fossils generally of Hokkaido have, however, been carefully studied by Mr.
Yokoyama, and the results of his researches published in reports connected with the

survey.

Mr. K. Jimbo, in the explanatory text accompanying his geological map of

Hokkiddo, which is the best summary of the geology of Yezo, mentions five

localities where tertiary beds of diatomaceous earth occur. To these I may add a

range of bluffs on the north-epst comer of the Abashiri Lake, from which examples

have been taken and forwarded to specialists.

5. Filling up the river valleys, we have quaternary gravels, sand, and earths,

the most noticeable members of the series being intercallated beds of pumice. In

sections along the road between Tomakomai and Mororan, four or five of these may
be counted. These I have often described as evidence of the frequency and intensity

of volcanic eruptions.

Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

As I have already written at some length on the volcanoes of Yezo ('The
Volcanoes of Japan, Tran?. Seis. See.,' vol. ix., Part II.), I shall confine myself to

the enumeration of the volcanoes on the map, and to descriptions of those which

have not been previously visited, which latter are included in the general notes of

travel. In consequence of the work of Mr. Jimbo and his assistants, my students

and my own observations, the list, as published in my original memoir in 1886, has

been considerably improved.

It will be observed that the volcanoes occur in the areas of old volcanic rocks.

A striking feature connected with these volcanoes, and one which distinguishes them

from the volcanoes of the main island, is the fact that they have yielded enormous

quantities of sulphur. In three cases I have seen solid lava-like streams of this

material.

Earthquakes in Yezo, although not quite so frequent as in the main island, are

yet quite numerous. At the three places, Nemuro, Erimo, and Hakodate, which

are on the eastern and southern parts of the island, the number of shocks recorded

in 1888 were respectively 16, 6, and 7 ; in 1889 the numbers were 48, 7, and 22.

On the western and northern sides of the island disturbances are rare. The rule

respecting the distribution of seismic energy may be taken as similar to that of the

main island, or even for South America—namely, earthquakes do not originate from

the volcanoes, but chiefly along the coast and beneath the water, where the land

slopes down steeply beneath the deep ocean. At Hakodate, Sapporo, Nemuro, and

probably at other places, seismographs have been set up, whilst many other towns

are included in the " post-card " system of recording earthquakes common to the

empire. In this system, which I inaugurated in 1881, there arc 650 or 700 Govern-

ment offices where, after a shock has been felt, they forward an account of the same

to the Central Earthquake Bureau in Tokio. In this way the area disturbed by

every earthquake—of which thei-e are from 450 to 700 per year—and its approxi-

mate origin, are determined. By co-operation in the above scheme, although the

interior of Yezo is unknown, the inhabitants on its shores are assisting in work

which has already placed seismological speculations on a firmer basis.
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Useful Minerals.

Coal.—By far the most important miQeral production of Yezo Is its coal, of

which very many valuable seams have been discovered. The outcrops of these for

the most part follow a north and south line in the Miocene Tertiaries, near their

junction with the Cretaceous formations. A little coal is also found on the east

coast, to the east and west of Kushiro. To exploit these mines, in 1880 a line of

railway was opened from Otaru through Sapporo towards Poronai. This has since

been continuad to Sorachi, and before the end of this year a connection will be com-
pleted through Yubari to Mororan, an excellent harbour, which can be entered at

all seasons of the year. Even with the comparatively poor harbour of Otaru the

annual export is considerable. Yezo coal is already largely used on the railways,

at manufactories, and on steamships, and there is no doubt that its influence on
Eastern commerce is rapidly incraasing. Every year the various foreign fleets in

these waters are coaled at Yokohama, Halcodate, and the other treaty ports, whilst

Japanese coal has for many years been profltably sold in the markets of Hong Kong
and Shanghai. When last at Sorachi, in 1891, 800 men were employed, and the

output was 800 tons per day. The output for 1892 is expected to reach 150,000

tons. In my opinion there is not the slightest reason why it should not amount to

1000 tons per day, similar quantities coming from Poronai and Yubari also. This

means that, shovid it be required, 3000 tuns per day may be laid down at Mororan

;

and this place, it is hoped, may 'become one of the most important coaling stations

for trans-Pacific traflic. The coal from all the scams varies, that from Yubari being

best for gas and coke. Besides the three mines mentiont <l, there are many others.

The first explorer of the Yezo coalfields was Mr. B. S. Lyman, who, after many
tedious surveys, concluded that there were over 150,000,000,000 tons of workable

coal in Yezo. Although writers on Yezo have hesitated in acceptiug Mr. Lyman's

statements for such surveys as were made, his estimates appear to be under rather

than over the mark.

Sulphur.—Next in importance to coal of the mineral productions of Yezo

comes sulphur. A Consular Boport for 1889 tells us that 14,421 tons, valued at

£34,267 98. lOd., passed through the port of Hakodate during that year ; but as all

shipments from Hokkaido do not necessarily pass through that port, it is difficult to

determine the total quantity of any particular article of export.

Copper exists at many mines, especially in the peninsula between Iwanai and

Otaru ; but none has as yet been profitably worked.

Lead and Silver are found in still smaller quantities.

Odd.—For many years great hopes were entertained respecting the auriferous

gravels. They have certaioly given a maximum yield of 6 '13 sen per cubic yard

;

and inasmuch as a yield of 3 to 4 cents per cubic yard has paid in California, where

wages are, to wages in Japan, in the ratio of at least 4 to 1, it might be concluded

that working the Yezo goldfields ought to be a profitable enterprise. My own
opinion is, that because the Yezo gold is not only extremely fine, but micaceous in

character, the 6 sen per cubic yard can only bo extracted by most careful manipula-

tion, and therefore, until deposits of a character different to those hitherto exploited

are mot with—and there is no reason to suppose their non-existence—Yezo will not

be a gold-produciog country.

Petroleum is met with in limited quantities.

Magnetic Iron Sands are found in thin layers on many of the shores.

Diatomaceous Earth, which, according to Mr. N. Jimbo, is of Miocene age

forms hills.
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In reading these notes on the minerals of Yezo, it must ho rcmemhered that the

country is as yet practically one vast forest, and its future as a metal-produoing

country is consequently unknown. From the little that is known, however, there i»

a fair prospect of it at least rivalling the main Island.

ANIMALS FOUND IN YEZO.

I.

—

Mammals.

Bears.—Two species apparently occur, both of which are dififerent to the bear of

the main island (Uriua japonicus, a Himalayan type). One of the Yezo bears may
be identical with the Grizzly (U./erox) ; but the other, which attains an enormous

size, may be a new species. Both have black claws. They are fairly numerous, but

on account of the density of the undergrowth it is almost impossible to meet with

them during the summer months. During the winter the Ainu kill a fair number.

At Yubets, a small village where there are, say, about a dozen or fifteen men, some
thirty skins are obtained every season. The Yezo bears extend to the large islands

of Kunashiri and Eturup, but are not found on the almost equally large island of

Urup ; nor are these animals again met with on the Kuiil group until we reach

Paramushir, a large island near Kamchatka, where bears in certain localities are so

plentiful that Mr. U. J. Snow has met with as many as nineteen in a single

morning's himting. The bears of Paramushir and Sbumshu are not the same

as those found in Yezo, but belong to the Kamchatka species, of which there

are said to be two kinds—one black and the other brown.

Wolf {C. AotfopAyJax).—This is somewhat rare ; it occurs on Kunashiri and

Eturup, as well as in Yezo. It has usually a grizzly, brown coat ; the lighter red

variety is regarded by the Japanese as a distinct species, and is called by them

Yama-irM (mountain dog).

Fox (jC. vulpes).—Foxes are fairly numerous. The red variety is the most

comn)on, but the cross and silver-grey are also found ; and black foxes are reported

as hi'^ving been seen on some of the Central Kuriles. Mr. E. Dun, who lived several

years in Yezo, assures me that in winter it is not uncommon to obtain a white fox.

Deer (C. sika).—At one time these animals were so plentiful that the (Jovem-

ment established at Bibi a factory for canning venison ; but during the severe winter

of 1874-5, so many deer came down to the coast, where they were slaughtered

simply for their skins, that they became comparatively scarce. The killing of deer

after this was interdicted, and in consequence, in the Tokachi Mountains and

Teshio Valley then: number is said to be increasing.

Otters (L. vulgaris, or L. Whitely{),—'l!hti river otter is common in Yezo, and

on some of the Kuril Islands.—The Sea Otter (Enhydra marina) was at one time

numerous on the Kuril Islands, a stray one now and then bemg obtained on the

extreme eastern part of Yezo. This valuable animal, however, is becoming rare.

Twelve years ago it was not an imusual thing for hunters to meet with " schools
"

of twenty to forty of these creatures lying in the kelp. Now they are so scarce that

a vessel hunting with three boats ofif the Kuril Islands for seven months (April to

October) will not secure a catch of more than twenty-five or thirty skins. At the

yearly public auction sales of sea-otter skins in London, which took place in March,

1891, exceptionally fine pelts realised as much as £200 each.
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Seals.—Dt. Fritse mentions Phoca equestris, Otaria ursina, and 0. $teUer%.

Mr. H. J. Snow informs me that the former of these three species has not been
seen by him, and the two latter respectively correspond to the fur seal and sea-lion.

—Tlie Leopard Seal (Phoca vitulina) is found around Yezo and all the Kuriles.

—

The Fur Sedli (Callorhintu ursiniu) have, or rather had (for they have been all

but exterminated by indiscriminate slaughter on the rookeries), three haunts on the

Kuril Islands, breeding rookeries existing on the Srednoy Rocks, Raikoke Island,

and the Mushir Hocks.—The Sea-lion (Eumetopiat stelleri) is found in large

numbers, there being one or more breeding rookeries on nearly all the islands.—The
Black Sea-lion (probably Ztehphua Qilleapii) is also found frequenting the Kuriles

in limited numbers.—The Walru% (lioamarua obesus) does not frequent any part of

Japanese possessions, but a sick animal was captured in the Tsugaru Strait, near

Hakodate, some years ago. They seldom stray beyond the southern part of

Kamchatka.

Bare {L. &rac%urtM).—This hare is fairly common, and is of great size. T* '.s

found on Kunashiri and Eturup. Professor Ijima, who has often shot iumo iiares

in the main island, is of opinion that the animal which turns white in winter

is L. variahHia, and not L. brachyurus. Both are found on the main island.

Squirrels.—In the woods I have only seen three varieties—a small striped ground

squirrel, like a chipmunk (Tamai striatus at Asiaticus), a squirrel with tufted ears

(Sciurtu Us), and a large red one (Pteromys monnonga). In the museum at Sapporo

there is a flying squirrel (Pteromya leucogenys), said to belong to Yezo. Dr. Fritze

is of the opinion, which I share, that it does not exist in Yezo. Wallace mentions

three squirrels for Japan.

Badger {M. anakuma (?)).—One species, known to the Japanese as " Mujina," or

" Sasa-kuma."

Bacoon {Nycterrheutes viuerrinus).—^The " Tanuki," or dog*faced racoon of the

main island.

Weasels.—An animal known to the Japanese as "Shiroi itachi" is fairly

common. Another, but larger member of the Mustelidas, is a marten (Japanese

" ten "). Dt. Fritze enumerates Mustela itachi (or M. Sibericus), M. brachyura,

M. melanqpus, and M. vulgaris as being found in Yezo and the n^fiin island. The

latter, which may be identical with M.japonica, is considered by Dr. Fritze as the

same as the European weasel. ,,.,..
Dormouse {Myoxus elegans, or M. japonicus).—^Yezo (?).

Bats.—^There are two species, one of which is some 15 or 16 inches in length

from nose to tip of tail. The common hopse-rat is smaller.

Shre"' (?) {Sorex asinegumi), also found on main island. Wallace mentions

three other examples of the genus Sorex as belonging to Japan.

Moles.—Dr. Fritze mentions "Talpa mogura," which also occurs in the main

island. The "Yama mogusa" (Urotrichus talpoides) is found only in the main

island, and on the north-west coast of America.

Boar (Sus leomystax).—Yezo (?). Mr. E. Dun, who resided for ten years in

Yezo, holds the opinion, based on reports of Ainu hunters, that a few wild pigs exist

in Yezo. There is certainly a specimen in the Hakodate museum.

Bats.—Although some travellers omit to mention the existence of bats in Yezo,

in the southern part of the island they are fairly common. In the Sapporo museum

there is a black bat and a small brown one. Prof. Ijima, although believing that

the common bats in Tokio {Vesperugo noctula and Vesperugo alrumva), exist in

Yezo, the only two species authentically recorded from there are Plecocotus auritus

(brown, with very large ears), and Bhinolophm fcrrum-equinum (brown, with

complicated nose).
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\\ '>' I'-

Amphidia.

Frogi.—I bare only noticed two kinds of Troga in Yezo. Dr. Fritze mentions

ffjfia arboTM, Sana esculenta, Jt. rugoaa, and Bv/o vuhjariB, Jlyla burgtii may
possibly occur in Yezo.

Sal<imander.—One small salamander (Triton BuheriilatuB (?)) Is found in Yezo.

From its Japanese name, " Hakone-san-sho-rlo," it might be identical witb one of

tbe species found in tbe main island. Four other membuM of this group, including

the Great Salamander, are found only on the main island,

Litardi.—One extremely pretty lizard, called " Tokagi " (Lacerta taehydromiides),

about two inches in length, is said to be peculiar to Yezo. In colour it is brown,

covered with five longitudinal white stripes. "Aoto Kago" (Eumecea quinqui-

lineatm), and the common green lizard are both found in Yezo.

Snakei.—In the southern part of Yezo snakes are comparatively rare, lut on

the north coast, and in tbe mountains, even where it is dry, thoy are in places quite

common. I have only met with three species ; but in tbe Sapporo museum there

are seven, as follows;—"Awo daiaho" (Eluphia virgata); "Mamuahi" (Trigono-

ctphalut Blomhoffi), a poisonous viper ; " Shima namera " (Elaphia quadrivirgata),

a striped snai.e; "Kuroi hebi" (Elaphia quadrivirgata, black variety), a black

snake; "Aka hebi," a small red snake; "Iwa hebi," a small whitish snako;

"Tsuchi moguri" (literally, ground creeper). There is also a black snako with

whitish spots. The first three certainly occur on the main island. Dr. Fritze says

that TiopidonotuB tigrinus, T. Marttnaii, and Coluber conapicillatua were not obtained

by him in Yezo ; but it is possible they may occur. I am of opinion that the first,

a red striped-annke, is certainly to be found.

Birds.

As Wallace remarks, in the opening chapter of his ' Island Life,' the birds of

northern Japan have so close a resemblance to those of Great Britain, that it

requires a practised ornithologist to tell the difference. Some forty species are

absolutely identical.

In Japan, according to Blakiston and Fryer, who have done as much, if not more,

for the ornithology of Japan, and especially Yezo, as has been accomplished for any

other deportment of the zoology of this country, there are altogether 351 species,

and of these 217 are found in Yezo. Of the Yezo and Kuril Island birds there

are 59 which do not cross to the main island, or have hitherto not been obtained

there ; whilst of -those found on the main and southern islands there are 75 species

which are not found in Yezo.

Seebohm, in his • Birds of the Japanese Empire,' gives 381 species. Professor

Ijima, in a list just published, enumerates over 400 species. The Avifauna of Yezo

is, however, only increased since Blakiston's time by one species—^mJejiza

leucoeq>hala.

My own observations on the Avifauna of Yezo are so extremely limited that they

have been included in the notes of travel.

Around the coasts, gulls, divers, and cormorants are numerous. Where there is

open grass-land, as, for instance, near Nemuro, skylarks are so numerous that they

are netted for food. In the woods, especially on the western side, a cuckoo (C^.

canarua) is continually heard. In the marshes, at certain seasons, snipe are

extremely plentiful; whilst the ponds, lagoons, and river mouths, particularly at

the approach of winter, are covered with a variety of ducks and geese, and occa-
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flionally swaDS. The nmllard breeds in Yezo. The actual forests are practically

lifeless. On the woHtorn side of the central range of muiintains a few hazel grouse

(Tetraitei boncuia) are met with ; but on the eastern side it is seldom that a bird is

either seen or heard.

Fishes.

The most remarkable development of animal life in Yezo and the Kurils is

found in the rivers and surrounding ocean.

The Japanene are a nation of fishermen, and until recent years the only attrac-

tion that Yezo presented to tltom was its fish. Even now a large propc.tiun of the

population of Yezo is compr)8ed of fishermon, many of whom come from the main
island in spring, and spend the summer and autumn iu talcing salmon, herrings,
** Iwashi," and other fish, returning to their homes for the winter.

In 1801 the migration extended as far as Urup, the third of the Kuril Islands.

There is a salmon-tinning establishment at Bolikai, on the north coast, and another

on thu west side of the loland of Eturup.

When the winter snows have melted i<i\ the hills, and the temperature of the

river water has fallen to about 50° Fahr., the " Masu," or spring salmon (OncorAyncus

Perryi and 0. Jeasoensii), enter the river mouths, and commence their ascent inland.

In Southern Yezo the "run" in the rivers—at which time fly-fishers can obtain

fair sport amongst five to eight-pound fish—takes place about the middle of June.

In the north it is two or three weeks later.

At this time many of the streams are too small to hold the fish that endeavour

to ascend. On Eturup I have rowed ashore through a mixture uf fish and water,

the blades of the oars striking the backs of fisli at every stroke. In the pools of

the streams there were seething masses of salmon, and I have seen five killed by a

single shot from a rifle. In the shallows, as the fish struggle upwards, thousands

may be killed in a very short space of time simply with a club. The shores are

strewn with dead and dying fish, that have run themselves on shore and failed to

get back to their natural element. Dears at this season have an embarraa de

ridiette of food, and this is the time when the hunter may often get a shot.

The Japanese, with nets along the shore, obtain prodigious hauls. The fish arc

gutted, a handful of salt thrown inside, and then stacked in bulk in " godowns " to

await shipment.

Prior to the " run " of " M^isu," the fishermen are engaged along certain sections of

the coast in the herring fishery. These fish are boiled down and pressed for r:', ^he

refuse being dried and exported to Southern Japan as fish-manure, called " Kasu."

After the " Masu " have ceased to " run," in the fall a larger salmon, averr "ing,

say, 20 lbs., is taken. This is the " Shak^ " {Oncorhyncita haberi).

Besides these fish, especially in the colder waters of the north, cod and halibut

are taken ; but attention is almost entirely directed to the salmon, herring, and a

sardine-like fish called " Iwashi."

At present Japanese fish are taken solely for Japanese consumption, thrjir

method of semi-curing not giving a result that is palatable to any but themselves.

Enterprise, capital, and improvements in methods of preserving, ought certainly

to lead to the development of an enormous export industry ; and rather than herrings,

" Iwashi," and other fish being converted into manure, they might supply Catholic

Manila and China with food.

Insects.

Insect life in Yezo is fairly well represented. Dr. Adolf Fritze, our latest col-

lector, says that the tropical and sub-tropical forms of the main island occur, but ia
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fewer number* and Bpecies. In their place we find northern forms Iosh ia hIzo and
darker in colour.

The variation! in a type as represented in the south and in the north of tlio

empire have been well illuHtrated by Mr. Oeorge Lewis, In his paiwr on tlio

Coleopterns, genus Pamatter (* Trans. Asiatic Soc. of Jnimn,' vol. ix.).

The travellers' pests are the mosquito (" Ka "), the black-fly (" Buyu "), a tjad-fly

(" Abu *'), and a minute and oxceetlingly poisonous sand-fly (" Nuka "). The latter

leaves marks lasting for two weeks.

Some years ago the farmers in the southern part of Yezo suifored from invasions

of locusts, which, in spite of trenches cut to catch the larvas, the firing of guns,

beating of drums, &c., and lighting of fires, succeedod in partially destroying the

crops. Fortunately, thii iiest has now disappeared.

Although at the request of friends I have often collected specimens of Nourop-

tera, Lepidoptera, and other insects when travelling in Hokkaido, my entomological

knowledge is too small to permit my venturing on more than the abovu few

In conclusion to these remarks upon the zoology of Yezo, a small river crab

(AbIixicus Japonictu) must be mentioned on account of its geological interest. It is

common in many streams, and their banks, like the lower water of the Toyohira,

are so thickly perforated by its borings that it cannot fail but accelerate the

action of the river in the destruction of its banks.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.

SHonTLY after my arrival in Japan I devoted considerable attention to the oxplora-

tion of kitchen middens or shell-heaps, pit-dwcllingH, and the perusal of ancient

documents relating to the aborigines ; and several communications were made to

societies detailing the results. Much of the information was derived from Yc7,o.

The results obtained, which have been confirmed by subsequent iuvestigations, are,

I consider, sufiiciently important to be epitomised.

To commence with, according to the researches of Prof. B. H. Chamberlain and

other investigators of early Japanese history, the first authentic date is a.d. 461, nnd
" even the annals of the sixth century must be received with caution." Up to the

end of the twelfth century we read how the Japanese in the main island warred

against the aborigines, and some monuments testifying to these struggles are still

existing.

Place names and family names of Ainu origin are common throughout Japan,

and Prof. Chamberlain has written specially on this subject. Ancient kitchen

middens are numerous, and along with shells, fragments of the bones of animals,

pottery, and stone implements, we find human bones (as, for instance, Platycenemic

tihim), which are, so far as I can learn, peculiar to the Ainu. The pottery found on

the main island is in all respects similar to that found under similar conditions in

Yezo.

In Yezo, kitchen middens are common, and from their structure, the nature of

their contents, and the historical evidence that the Ainu once knew the art of pot-

making, and used stone implements, it may be concluded that they are of Ainu

origin.

At Sapporo, Mororan, Kushiro, and on many of the Kuril Islands, there are the

excavations of pit-dwellers. These are said to be remains of the " Koropokkuru" of
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the Aina, who stato that Ihoy fought with thcao i^oplo and oxterminated thorn. In

Eturup I have seen hundreds of those pits, and in Shumshu, the most northern of

the Kuriles, I saw tlio so-culled Kurilsky dwelling in luoh pits.

Those people, of whom there are about sixty remaining, have been gathered

together and placed by the Japanese Oovernmont authorities on the outlying island

of Shikotan, at the southernmost rvtremity of (he Kuriles.

The conclusion is, that the Japanese, advancing from the south, to a limited

extent mixed with the Ainu, as they do at the prusent day, and at the same time

drove them northwards ; the Ainu in turn pressed upon the " Koropokguru," the

remnants of whom may possibly he represented V- the Kurilsky.

In 1886 the Ainu in Yezo numbered 14,400. There are also a number in

Saghalin. There are t asons for believing t':at at one time the Ainu formed an

extensive and mighty . nation, of which thore only remains the selvedges. The
Kurilsky, whatever the.^ may I ave bee ., are nearly extinct.

YEZO—GENERAL NOTES.

Imasmuor OS Japanese civilisation , i' .tced from the s ,tii towards the north, it is

but natural that the northern isl nd, v^'ich is ofiBcially known as Hokkaido, should

have been one of the last parts of (he empire to receive attention.

In the seventeenth century the Shogun, leyasu, placed the isUiiu ander the

charge of the Daimiyo Matsumai Yoshihiro, who built a castle and established a

capital at Matsumai, or Fukuyama. From this time on, Yezo became a land for

fishermen, who eventually penetrated to Saghalin and the southern Kuriles, and the

Ainu aborigines were forced to reg-n^. the Japanese as conquerors.

The Shogunate, however, did not appear to have given strict attention to its

gradually acquired possessions until about 1869, when it was alarmingly evident

that Russia was advancing from the north.

A Russian church and village existed on Urup, and others had been built on

some of the islands to the northward. Saghalin was well occupied, and a Russian

church and Consulate wore established in Hakodate. To stem this northern tide,

the Qovemmant Tc^kio recognised that Yezo must receive further attention,

and be populated

Definite limitations of territory were arrived at by Japan accepting the more or

less iMurren Kuriles to the north of Eturup, in exchange for the southern part of

Saghalin, an exchange that was anything but l)eneficial to those Japanese who hod

establishoi^ t^shing stations on the latter island, and which is yet referred to from

time < imij with bitterness by the Japanese press.

In 1869 a Colonisation Department, called " Kaitakushi," W);8 established ; a

clearing was made in the woods, the official capital, Sapporo, built, and General

Capron, with a stafiT of foreign employes, engaged to assist in the development of the

country.

In 1882 the "Kaitakushi" was dissolved, the government of the island being

incorporated as three prefectures with that of the main island. This lasted until

1886, when a further change in administration took place; the "Kens" were

abolished, and a military governor-general appointed, under the control of the War
Office for military affairs; and the Home Office for civil affairs; and this l^ the

system under which Yezo is at present governed.

Altogether, recent developments in Hokkaido have cost the Imperial Govern-
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ment some 30,000,000 dollars ; and although writers on Yezo have spoken of the

prosperity achieved as " fictitious," and the dissolution of the " Kaitakushi " as the

bursting of a bubble, my own opinion is, that in the main the money has been well

employed.

Since 1875, in my own time, I have seen the population of Hakodate increase

from 10,000 to nearly 60,000, villages grow into towns, and towns spring up where

formerly there were primeval forests.

In 1869 the population of Yezo was 49,000; in 1886 it was 226,000.

Many of the inhabitants were brought to the island by assistance from the

Colonisation Department, and a large number of them, say 2000, are farmer-soldiers

(" Tonden hei "). These latcer, with their families, are settled in six localities. In

1877, at the time of the Satsuma rebellion, they were in active service.

One hundred and ninety-six miles of railway are nearly completed, roads have

been constructed, farms of various descriptions established, coal mines opened,

canning establishments, hemp, and other mills started, and fisheries encouraged.

In the endeavours to make an accurate trigonometrical survey of the island, to

establish sugar factories, and some other things, money may have been squandered,

and there is no doubt that most of the Government undertakings have been

unprofitable ; still, the fact remains, that largely, if not almost entirely, owing to the

Government's assistance, Yezo is becoming populous and self-supporting. The towns

have a better appearance than many of those on the main island, and the inhabitants

are comparatively rich.

Taking the trade of Hakodate (which may be looked upon as a gauge of the

prosperity of the island}, for 1890, we find

—

Exports :

—

Foreign trade . . £129,315 Domestic trade . £1,017,742

Imports :

—

Foreign tra<ie .

In 1874 these were :

—

Exports :

—

Foreign trade .

Imports :

—

Foreign trade .

109,936 Domestic trade . 1,016,044

£239,251 £2,033,786

£63,227 Domestic trade . . £7,819

4,003 Domestic trade . . 1C,727

£67,230 £18,546

The chief articles of export are, fish-manures, sea-weed, various marine products,

sulphur, and coal. The principal import is rice. At one or two places attempts

have been made to cultivate this article of food so indispensable to Japanese, but

they have generally resulted in barely covering expenses of production.

With the above figures, which have been obtained from Consular reports, before

us, and the fact that the population, with the stimulus of Government support, has

increased during the last few years nearly fourfold, whatever views may be held

with regard to Government expenditure, it is certain that Yezo is rapidly assuming

a position of considerable commercial importance.
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BOTANICAL NOTES.

BoTAmsTS who have written on the flora of Japan are many, but those who have

actually worked in Yezo are few. Mr. Louis Boehmer, who for some years resided

in Sapporo as Government Horticulturist, wrote a report for the Government on his

journey round the island. Mr. Charles Maries collected conifers and other botanical

specimens for Mr. Yeitch ; and lately Dr. Heinrich Mayr spent some months in the

forests of Tezo, chiefly devoting his attention to the conifers.

I have no pretension to any botanical knowledge, but having travelled so often in

the country, and from time to time collected plants for friends, I venture to express

an opinion on those which I regard as peculiar or common.

The aspect of the flora of Yezo to the ordinary traveller is strikingly different

from that of the main island. Instead of meeting groves of bamboo, cryptomeria, and
plants with a semi-tropical appearance, oak, elm, birch, and other trees familiar to

every Englishman, are common. Bound Sapporo, rather than the interminable

paddy of the main island, we find meadows of well-known grasses, and fields of

barley and other cereals. One of the most striking features is the enormous size

attained by certain familiar-looking plants. During the last summer I rode by
the side of—or, I may say, beneath—thistles over 14 feet in height ; whilst the

coltsfoot, or rhubarb-like looking " Fuki " (Petcuites Japonica, or P. gigantea), is

abnormal. On shady slopes circular leaves 4 feet in diameter are common.
Capt. Blakiston, in his ' Japan in Tezo,' mentions a leaf 6 feet in diameter ; and in

the island of Urup, my friend, Mr. N. Fukushi, measured a leaf 7 feet in diameter,

which was carried on a stem 12 feet high, and 2i inches in diameter. Leaves like

these, although in an island which during the winter is surrounded by a frozen

ocean, rank amongst the largest known in the vegetable world.

Forest Thees and Shrubs of Yezo.

The following list of forest trees and shrubs found in Yezo, with notes on their

uses, is a translation of a Government report (' Hokkaido Jumoku-shirio
'), published

in 1889 by Mr. Sugiyama Kiotoshi for the information of the Forestry Department.

The list is reproduced partly because translations from Japanese are not easily

accesiiible to Europeans, partly because it is a recent publication, and partly because

it may be of use in connection with the trees and shrubs mentioned in my
notes of travel. Here and there, with the assistance of Mr. Fukushi, I have

added a few remarks respecting distribution, comparative frequency of certain

species, &c. The trees which have attracted the greatest attention have been the

conifers ; and for Japan, Dr. M. T. Masters enumerates 41 species, 22 of which are

regarded as endemic. For Yezo, 8 species are given, and all of these are found on

the main island. In the Kuriles there are two species, Pinus Cemhra and Picea

obovata, which are not found in Yezo or on the main island.*

Abbreviatiosb and EqcrVALENTS.

Sieb. et Zucc. . . . = Siebold et Zuccarini.

D. C = DeCandolIe.

Bail = Baillon.

Planch = Planchon.

• 'On the Conifers of Japan.'

Limean Society, vol. xviii., p. 473.)

By M. T. Masters, u.d., r.R.s. (Journal of the
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Mi^V . V . . . = Miguel.

Max = Maximowicz.

Rupr = Buprecht.

Thunb = Thunberg.

Fr. Schm = Schmidt.
'•

, „ Fr. et Sav = Franchet et Savatier.

L = Linnceus.

Bl = Blume.

Turcz = Turczaninow.
'' Benth. et Hook. . . = Bentham et Hooker.

Lindl = Lindley.

Beg = Regol.
'

Pall = Pallas. •
' !

Scop =• Scopoli.

Torr. etGray . . . = Torrey et Gray.

Gaertn = Gaertner.
'

Sm = Smith.

Dietr. = Dietrich.

Roxb = Roxburgh.

Wall = Wallich.

Hook. f. et Thorns. . = Hooker filius.et Thomson.
Lam = Lamark.

Traut = Trautvetter.

Pers = Persoon, 0. H.

Cham = Champion.

Nutt = Nuttall.

Wild = Wildenow.

Ait = Alton.

Anders = Anderson.

Other authorities are quoted in full.

I

'!•''., No.

5

6

10

No. Name, with J«p«ne«e Synonym.

Cercidiphyllum Japonicum (Sieb.

et Zucc.) = Katsura.

Cercidiphyllum Japonicum (Sleb.

et Zucc.) var. ? = Higatsura.

Magnolia hypolcuca (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = Honoki.

Magnolia kobus (D. C.) = Hiki-

sakura.

Remarks on Uses, ka.

Building (houses, boats); drawing-boards;

furniture; making a dye. On a cer-

tain festival, the Matsuri of Eamo, the

leaves are used as decorations. It is a
large tree. Common, and from a dis-

tance not unlike the £cho (Salisburia

adianti/oUa), for which it has been mis-
taken. See Miss Bird's 'Unbeaten
Tracks in Japan.'

Cut into boards. Used when large slabs

are required. Rare.

Boards; sheaths for knives; shafts for

waggons ; cheap stamps or seals. As a

garden plant. Because the bud is Uke
a Japanese brush or pen, it is called

the " tree-brush." Common.
Posts ; shafts for wnggcms ; small articles.

As a tree for gardens. The flowers

used as medicine. Common.

11

12

13

1-J
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No.

6

6

7

Ntm«, with JapuieM Synonym.

Schizandra clunensis (Bail.) =
Matsubusa.

Berberis vulgaris (L.) = Tori-to-

marazu.
Actinidia arguta (Planch.) =

NikiyO.

Actinidia polygama (Planch.)

Matatabe.

Remarks on Umi, fto.

9

10

11

12

13

14

StachyuruB praecox. (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = Iwashiba.

Tilia cordata (Mill.), vai*. Japonica
= Sbina-no-ki.

Tilia miqueliana (Max.)=Obash-
ina.

Zanthoxylum piperitum (D. G.) =
San-shyO.

Phellodendron amurense (Rupr.)

= Shikoro.

Skimmia Japonica (Thunb.) =
Yama-shikimi.

A vine-like plant. The nut is eatable.

A bush. Yellow dye is made from roots

and shoots. The thorns are poisonous.

A common vine. Thick stems used as

ornamental columns, for small trays,

teapots, &c. Thin stems for walking-
sticks, or in the place of rops at ferries.

Fruit is eatable and good for stomach-
ache. A liquor is brewed from it, and
n kind of jam made. In the mountains
where there is no water travellers

drink the sap.

A vine somewhat rare. Thin stems may
be used as a substitute for rope.

Paper made from bark. Young leaves

are edible with vinegar and " Miso" (a

bean extract). The taste is hot. The
fruit, which is also edible, may be dried

or salted. It has a gooseberry-like

taste, but the skin may hurt the lips.

Gats are extremely fond of the snufT-

like ix)wder made from the dried

leaves. It is said that if the plant is

burned the smell will attract cats from
a long distance.

A bush.

Used as planks, and making furniture.

Inner bark used for rop. Various

kinds of roper and rough cloth made
from it. It is also used to make mos-
quito-nets, and a kind of cloth used in

filtering, called "Mada-nuno." Gom-
mon.

The uses are the same as for No. 10, but
it is inferior. Bare.

From the wood boxes are made.
Young leaves may be eaten. The
bark has got a hot taste; but when
cooked it is sweet; it is then called

" Kara Kawa." The bark mixed with

charcoal ash is sometimes thrown

into streams to kill fish. The seeds

are used as a spice, which is eaten after

eating eels. Rare.

Used as a building material ; for making
boxes and cups. The inner bark yields

a dye, and is used as a medicine

=

Obiyaku of the Chinese doctors. The
outer bark can be used for making
corks. In some places it is used for

making floats for nets. The Kiso

Mountains yield good Obiyaku.

A bush. Used in paper-making. Flowers

yield a ijerfume.

J
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»«.

15

M*ine, with JtpuwM Synonym.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Picrasma ailanthoides (Planch.)
= Nigaki. ,

Ilex crenata (Thunb.) = Inutauge

Ilex sugeroki (Max.)rr Akamino-
inutsuge.

Ilex Integra (Thunb.), var. Leuco-
clada (Max^=Hime-mochi.

Ilex rugosa (Fr. Schni.)=Tsuru-
tsuge.

Ilex macropoda (Mig.) = Kosa-
buna.

Euonymus alatus (Thunb.) =
Yawadzueri-maki.

Euonymus alatus (lliunb.), var.

subtriflora (Fr. et Sav.) = Hime
erimaki.

Euonymus Europsens (L.), var.

Hamilitonianus (Max.) z=

Inu erimaki.

Euonymus oxyphyllus (Mig.) =
Erimaki.

Euonymus sachalinensis (Max.)
=Otsuri-bana.

Euonymus Japonicus (Thunb.),
var. radicacs (Mig.) = Tsuru
masaki.

Celastrus articulata (Thunb.) =
Yama gaki.

Rhamnus Japonicus (Itlax.)

:

Kuro-mame modoki.
Vitis labrusca (L.) = Budo .

^sculus turbinata (Bi , . ochi-

no-ki.

Acer spicatum (L.), var. Ukunin-
duense (Max.) = Hozaki-

kayede.

Acer capillipes (Max.) = Mine
kayede.

Acer Japonicum (Thunb.) = Oba
hana itaya.

Remark! on Vhb, ke.

Used for making boxes, carts, farming

tools, &c. It yields a dye, and a medi-
cine which causes vomiting. The Ainu
make hoops from the bark, carve on it,

and some of the women make neck-
bands from it.

Used as an ornamental bush in gardens

;

also for handles for tools; in making
combs and seals.

Uses like No. 16. A bush.

A bush used in gardens.

A bush used in gardens. The Ainu obtain

from it a medicine for toothache.

Common in the southern part of Yezo.

A bush. Used for wooden nails, and
planted in gardens.

A bush. Used for walking-sticks, making
wooden nails, and as an ornamental
shrub.

A garden plant.

Used in ornamental furniture, and for

making bows, stamps, and combs.

Used as a garden plant.

A vine-like plant used in gardens.

A vine-like plant. Wood used for small

articles. Inner bark is white, and fibres

long. The Ainu use it for fishing lines.

It might be used for paper.

Used for small work. The leaves are

bitter and poisonous. A bush.

The common vino, which not only climbs

tall trees, but in places makes almost

impenetrable tangles. The fruit is eat-

able, and can be used for making wine.

The runners used as rope.

A common tree. The wood is used for

various purposes. The bark of the

twigs may be used in place of quinine.

From the nut starch or dough may be

made.
Used for wood and charcoal. An orna-

mental tree.

Used for wood and charcoal.

Somewhat rare. Used for posts in houses,

boxes, gun-stocks. The Ainu use it

for sheaths of knives.
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Mo.

3i

30

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49
50

51

52

53

54

55

56

it

Nimc, wUb JapanMe Synonym.

Acer i)almatum (Tliunb.) = Ilaua
itaya.

Acer pictuin (Thunb.) = Itaya .

Acer miyabci (Max.) = Kiirobi

itaya.

Acer tataricum (L.), var. Ginnala
(Max.) = Yachi itaya.

Acer cissifolium (C. Koclt) =
Mitsuba kaycde.

Staphyca bumalda (Sieb. et Zuoo.)
= Hashi noki.

Rhus semi-alata (Murr.), var.

Osbeckii (D. C.) = Gomagi.
Rhus trichocarpa (Mig.) = Yama-

urushi.

Rhus toxicodendron (L.), var.

Radicans (Mig.)= Tsuta-urushi.

Coiiaria Japonica (A. Gray) =
Doku-utsugi.

Lespedeza bicolor (Turez) = Hagi

Gladrastris amurensis (Benth. et

Hook.), var. Floribunda (Max.)
= Enju.

Prunus pseudo-cerasus (Lindl.) =
Sakura.

Prunus Maximowiczii (Rupr.) =
Shiro zakura.

Prunus Ssiori (Fr. Schm.) =
Shiuri.

Prunus Fadus (L.) = Kalmzakuri.
Spiraea media (Schmidt),var.Seri-

cea (Reg.)=Shimo fieri bana.

Spiraea betulifolia (Pall.) =
Miyama, shimo furi bana.

. Spiraea chamae dryfolia (L.), var.

Ulmifolia (Scop.) = Obo shimo
furi bana.

Spiraea salicifolia (L.),var.Lanceo-

lata (Torn et Gray)= Ezohagi.
Spiraea Eorbifolia (L.), = Ho-zaki-

nana-kamado.
RubuR crataegefolius (Bunge) =

Ki-icbigo.

Rubus phaenicolasias (Max.) =
Kuma-ichigo.

Remtrks on U««s, &c.

VOL. in.—PART IV.

Same as No. 33. It ix, however, more
common.

Common. Used for posts in houses,

sheath and handles for knives, Sec. It i.s

used as wood and charcoal. Sugar may
be made from the juice, which is col*

Iccted in February anl March.
Same as No. 35.

Used for boxes, furniture, &c. The bark
used for paper and for starch-making.
Rare.

Used for wood and charcoal. Common in

Tokachi and Urakawa.
A garden plant.

The nut is used in chemical works and
dyeing.

A shrub. Boxes, &c., made from it.

Leaves used as a dye.

Leaves poisonous. Used as a medicine.

Sometimes planted in gardens. Com-
mon.

A bush. Leaves collected in the hottest

part of summer, and used as a dye.

The fruit and leaves poisonous. Used to

kill rats, and therefore called " Nozumi
Koroshi," or rat-killer.

Common shrub. Hedges made from it.

The twigs used in floral decorations.

Used for posts in a house, making trays,

axe>handleB. It yields a dye. Some-
times planted in streets.

Cherry-wood. Used in making wood
blocks for engraving, rulers, bowls, &c.

Used to make small articles ; also for

making the best charcoal.

A tough wood, used for oars. Rare.

Like No. 48. Rare.

An ornamental busb, planted in gardens.

A pretty sbrub, planted in pots.

A garden plant.

A pretty shrub for the garden.

A garden sbrub.

The fruit is edible.

Fruit edible. The stems have red hairy

thorns, which from their appearance

are called "Yebi-gara," or lobster-

shell.

2
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Vo. Name, with JapaneM Synoiiym.

67

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

Rubus parvifolius (L.) = T8uru-
ichigo.

Boea multifloro (Thunb.)« van
Adenophora (Fr. et Sav.) =
Ya-shyo-bl.

Rosa rugoaa (Thunb.) = Haroa
nasu.

Rosa acicularis (Lindl.) = Ko-
hama-nasu.

PyruB Toringo (Sieb.), van Incioa

(Fr. et Sav.) = Zumi.
Fyrus ainifolia (Koch) = Eata-

BUgi.

PyruB auouparia (Qaertn.) =
Kana-kamado.

GrataegUB ohlorosarca (Max.) =
Yacni-zakura.

Pbotinia villosa (D. G.) = Eama-
tsuka.

Hydrangea paniculata (Sieb.) =
Sabita.

Hydrangea Thunbergii (Sieb.) =
Sawa-ajisai.

Hydrangea petiolaris (Sieb. et

Zucc.), var. Gordifolia (Max.)
= Tsuru-ajisai.

Schizopbragma hydrangeTides
(Sieb. et Zucc.)=Uchiwa guru.

Ribes petracum (Wulf), var.

Tomentosan (Max.) = Tar
maka-aianto.

Hamamelis Japonic. (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = Maosaker.
Aralia spinosa (L.), var. Cane-

scens (Fr. et o&v.) = Taran
bosen.

Bemukf on Uiw, ke.

Acanthopanax ricinifolium (Sieb.

et Zucc.) = Onisen.

Acantbopauax ricinifolium (Sieb.

et Zucc), var. (?) =
Nukasen.

Acanthopanax sciadopbylloides

(Fr. et Sav ) = Aburako.
Acanthopanax divaricatum (Sieb.

et Zucc.) = Oniuko-gi.

Fatsia norrida (Sm.)=Eumadara

Fruit edible.

As a garden plant, and for hedges.

Flowers beautiful. Fruit edible. Used
as a medicine and as a dye.

A garden plant.

Used for furniture making, and for char-

coal.

Used for making small articles, wooden
hammers, charcoal, &c.

Used for small articles.

The fruit is edible. Used for making
nosepieces for oxen.

Used for small work, like wooden nails.

Starch is obtained from inner bark. It is

also used in making a perfume for hair-

oil. Common.
A garden plant. The leaves are sweet,

and are used in making a certain drink.

On account of flowers it is used in gardens.

The bruised tendrils are very sweet.

Common.
A garden plant. Common. ••'".'

A bush. Fruit edible.

A garden plant.

Used for making clogs, boxes, &c. The
pith is made into toys, called " Shichiu-

Ea." These are small spills, which,

when placed in water, expand to a re-

latively very large size, and float about

in the form of flowers, fish, &c., into

which the pith had been previously cut.

The plant is also known as "Tsuno-
otoshi," or "Horn-dropper," because

when new leaves appear, which are eaten

by deer, they lose their horns. Common.
Used for building, making boats, spars,

rods. Sec. Young leaves edible. Com-
mon.

Remarks like No. 73. Common.

Used for boxes, clogs, furniture.

leaves edible.

A bush.

A bush.

Young
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No.

78

79
80

81
82

Ktme, with Japanese Synonym.

Ing

83

84

85

86

87
88

89

;90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

Helwingia Japonic > (Diotr.) =
Hanaikata.

Marlea begoniacfolia (Roxb.)

Coraus macrophylla (Wall.) =
Mizuki.

Aucuba Japonica (Thunb.) .

iSambucus racemosa (L.), var.

Sieboldiana (Mig.) = Kobu no
ki.

Viburnum dilatatura ('l'hunb.) =
Gomi.

Viburnum Wrightii (Mig.) =
Yani-azomi.

Viburnum furcatum (Bl.)=Biva
ka.

Viburnum opulus (L.)= Medo-no-
ki.

Lonisera coerulea (L^= Yo-no-mi
Lonicera Morrowii, (A. Gray) =

Futago^shiba.

Lonicera Glenni (Fr, Schm.) =
Oba-bushi-dana.

Lonicera cbrysantha (Turcz.) =
Oni-bushi-dana.

Di'jrvilla Jaix>nica (D. C.) =
Gajia-shiba.

Vaccinium Japonicum (Mig.) =
Aku-shiba.

Vaccinium vitis-idaea (L.)= Twa-
momo.

Vaccinium nirtum (Thunb.), var.

Smallii (Max.) = Stmo ki.

Vaccinium ciliatum (Thunb.) =
Suiba.

Gaultheria adenothrix (Max.) =
Aka dana.

Gau.theria pyroloides (Hook. f.

et Thorns.) = Shiro-tama.

Leucothae Grayana (Msxx.) =
Hana-fusube.

Cassandra calyculata (Don) =
Yachi-tsu-tsuji.

Andromeda campanulta (Mig.)=
Yen-tsu-tsuji.

Remarks on Uses, &c.

A shrub. Large stems used in furniture,

but Mr. Sugeyama remarks that he
never found one. A garden plant.

Tool handles. A garden plant.

Handles for tools. Making toothpicks

and tooth-brushes. Bark of twigs and
roots used for medicine.

A garden plant.

Used for making furniture, boxes. The
Ainu in the east use this wood ia

making paraphernalia connected with
funerals. The charcoal or ash is used
as a medicine. Ainu will not throw
this wood into the sea, as it is said to

interfere with the fishing. Common.
Used for wooden nails. Fruit edible ; in

some parts eaten with rice. In Tamba
it is called " Usi-korosW," or "ox-
killer." It is used in making nose*

pieces for oxen.

Remarks like No. 83. Common.

Wood used for small articles. Fruit not
eatable.

Used for fences. Fruit edible; may be
made into wine.

Fruit edible.

A bush with red berries. Very poisonous.

A bush.

A bush.

Beautiful flowers. Might be used in.

gardens.

Fruit edib'e.

Fruit edible.

Fruit edible.

Fruit edible.

Fruit edible.

Leaves and twigs have a hot taste and
strong smell. Thrown in the w.c., they
kill insects and prevent smell.

Beautiful plant for garden. Take the bark

off, and the large stems may be used for

ornamental columns in buildings. Near
Esan there are plants 10 feet high and
5 feet in circumference.

2 2
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No. Name, with Japanese Synonym.

101 Pliylodloce pallasiana (Don) =
Himc-ouko.

102 Elliottia panioulata (Bentli. ot

Hook.) = Uozaki-tsii-isuji.

103 Elliottia broctcata (Bentli. ct

Hook.).
104 Ledum paliistro (L.), var, Dilata-

tum(\Vahl.) = tlime-sliakunagi.
lOo Rbodouendron bracliycarpum (8.

Don) = Byaku nagi.

106 Rhododendron Metternichii (Sieb.

et Zucc.^ = Shiaku-nagi.
107 Rhododenaron cbrysauthum

(Pall.) = Kibana-shiaku-nagi.
108 Rhododendron indictim (Sweet),

var. Kaenipfuri (Max.) = Tsu-
tsugi.

109 Rbodo<lendron Albrcchi (Max.)
= Murasaki-tsu-tsugi.

110 Menziesia petandra (Max.) =
A6-t8uri-gane-tsutsugi.

111 Menziesia ciliicalyx (Max.) =
Murasaki - ad - tsuruigani - tsu-

tsugi.

112 Clethra barbinerris (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = ^ada meshi.
113 Symplocos crataegoides (Don)=

ACdama-no-ki.
114 Symplocos prunifolia (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = Uai-no-ki.

115 Styrax obassia (Sieb. et Zucc.)
= Ho-bi-ro.

116 Styrax Japonica (Sieb. et Zucc.)

= Gisha-p.o-ki.

117 Syringa amurensis (Rupr.), var.

Japonica (Max.) = Dosu-naru.
118 Fraxinus Mandshurica (liiipr.) =

Yachi-damo.

119 Fraxinus longicuspis (Sieb. ct

Zucc.) = Addamo.

120 Ligustrum medium (Fr. ct Sav.)
= Itashi.

121 Clerodendron tricotomum (Th.)=
To-tt-no-ki.

122 Oallicarpa Japonica (Thunb.) =
Kome-no-ki.

123 Linedera serica (Bl.) = Tori-ko-

shiba.

Ri'inarki on UiMt &c.

This is an evergreen, with a perfume.

may be planted in ppts.

A garden plant.

It

A garden plant.

Small straight stems, used fur rulers. A
garden plant.

A pretty plant for garden.

A garden plant. Leaves used for medi-
cine.

A garden plant.

A garden plant.

A garden plant.

In the interior some have stems 5 feet in

circumference.

Used in gardens. Young leaves edible.

Used for carving ; making ladles. A gar-

den plant. Ainu use leaves as tobacco.

Same as No. 115.

Used for small work. Seeds used ns

medicine. Rare.

Used for making furniture, boats, oars;

for charcoal. On the stem a kind ot

mushroom (Damodake) grows.

Used for wooaen hammers, tool handles,

charcoal. Ainu women use the soot

from the smoke of this wood as a dye
in tattooing. It burns without drying,

and is called " Ainu matches."

Used as a hedge plant.

Roots and leaves used as a medicine for

fever. Dried leaves edible. An insect

found on this tree, called "Kusagi-

mushi," is given to children as medi-

cine.

Makes good handles for chisels. Ash used

as a dye. In Akita ken the ash is used

to dye deer-horns.

Used for hedges ; also in making matches

and tooth-picks. Common in iSoulhern

Yezo.
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No.

l'-'4

125

126

127

128

129

130

i;ii

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

13!)

140

141

142

143

Nunc, with JapuMM Syoonyin.

Daphno junoonsis (Max.) = Nani-
bratsu.

Daphne chinensia (Lam.), var.

Flore breviore (Max.)= Karaau
shiklmi.

Elaeagnus uribellata (Thunb.) =
Gumi.

Viwium album (\j.) = Hoya.
Daphniphylum glaucoacona (Bl.)

= Tuzuri-ha.

Ulmus campestris (Sm.), var.

Lavis (Planch.) = Aka-do-mo.

Ulmns campestris (Sm.), %'«r.

Vulgaris (riaiich.) = Kobu-
damo.

Ulmus camiiestris (Sm.), vnr.

Major (Planch.) = Cliigiri-

diuiio.

Ulmus montana (Sm.), vnr.

Lacinintft (Traut.) = 0-hi-yO.

Celtis sinensis (Pers.) = fi-no-l<i.

Morus alba (L.), var. Stylosa

(Bureau) = Kuwa.

Juglans Sieboliliana (Max.) =
Kurumi.

ruiiicarya rhoifoliii (Sieb. et

Zucc.) = Yashi.

Myrica Gale (L.), var. Tomentosa
(D. C.) = Yachi-yana^i.

Betula alba (Fi.), var. Vulgaris

(D. C.) = Ganpi.

Betula MHximowicziana (Reg.)

= Makaba.
Betula Ermani (Cham.) = Dosu-

gampi.

Alnus viridis (D. C), var. Sibirica

(Reg.) = Dakeba.
Aluus firma (Sieb. et Zucc), var.

Multinerria (Reg.) = Shiba.

Alnus maritima (Nutt.), var.

Arguta (Reg.) = Yachiba.

lUmuki on UtN, Ac.

A garden plant. Used in making paper.

A common busu. Inside bark is white,

anu snakes strong paper.

Common bush. Fruit e<lible.

Used in gardens. The wood used for

small articles. Leaves used in certain

ceremonies. At Kumano young leaves

are eaten, and are calk-d " ShO-gatsu-
ha " (" January leaves "). Common.

A common tree. Used as timber, and
for charcoiil ; ship- building, making
waggons. Sap used for medicine. Inner
bark i* woven into a coarse cloth.

Uses like No. 129. Rare.

Uses like No. 129. Rare. r<eave8 are

used as a fine snnd-paper, just as the
leaves and stems of the " Muker " are

used.

Used for cliarcoal, and as timber. Prom
the inner baik or fibre ("Atsu") the

Ainu weave a coarse fabric called
" Atsu-shi." Commor.

Used as firewood and charcoal.

An ornamental tree; used fur makiug
boxes, furniture, paiK!r, Ac. The Ainu
UHc it for making Im)ws, or curve it as

runners for sleighs. Fruit O'lible.

Useil for furniture, gun-stocks, boxes.

Juice from bark used to dye fishing-

nets. Hark and leaves used as a pro-

tection from fleas and other insects.

Used for makiug clogs ; suitable for boxes.

From the bark a trny-like basket is

made.

Common tree. Bark used for roofing.

Used by fishermen for torches. Used
for tool handles, ladles, &c. Firewood.

Common. Uses like No. 138, but the

bark is better.

Uised as firewood. Bark and seeds used
as dye.

Bush. Uses like No. 141.

Common. Small stems, made into char-

coal, used in making gunpowder. Bark
used as a dye. From wood, furniture,

keels for boats, &c., are made.
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No. Num. with JtpMMM BynoDrm.

144 Alnuiii ncana (,Wild.), var. Nir-

cuta (Spaoh) = Uanno-ki.

146 Carpinus cordata (Bl.) = Euchi-
gUPO.

146 Carpinus corodata (Bl.) =
Sone.

147 Corylus rostrata (AltA var. Sic-

boldiana (Max.) = HoHhibanu.
148 Ostrjra virginioa (WiUa) = Asada

149 Quercus deutata (Tb.) = Kashiwa

150 QuerciiB crispula (Bl.) = Mon-
ara.

151 Quercu8 grotserrata (Bl.) =
Mizu-nara.

162 Quercus grandulifera (Bl.) =
Ishinar.

153 Gaatanea vulgaris (Lam.), var.

Japooica (U. C.) = Kurl.

154 Fagus sylvatica (L.), var. Asiatica

(D. C.) = Buna.

155 Sa]ixacutifulia(WiId.)= Eawara-
yanngi.

156 Salix caprea (L.) = Oba-yaimgi

.

157 Salix multinervis (Fr. et Sav.)=
Kori-yanagi.

158 Salix viminalis (L.) = Uraziro-

yanagi.

159 Salix repens (L.), var. Bosma-
rinilofia (Anders.) = Koba-
yanagi.

160 Salix Japonica (Th.) = Yo-yanagi

161 Salix pwlifolia (Anders.) = Tcbi
yanagi.

162 Populus suavolcns (Tisch.) =
Doro.

Rfmuki on Umi. ko.

Used as wood for furniture. Bark UHcd
aa a dye. Yields a gunpowder charcoal

better than No. 143.

Rare. Used for making furniture, cliar-

coal, &c.

A bush. The seeils edible.

For making sleighs, flooring-boards, fur-

niture, and charcoal. Common.
Used as wood, and for charcoal. Bark
makes a dye used for fishiug-ncts.

Acorns as food for nigs. According to

shape of leaves, there is the round-
leaved Kashiwa, the broad-leaved
Kashiwa, &c.

Used in ship-building, making furniture,

charcoal, &o, A certain kind of mush-
room grows on this tree.

Uses like No. 150.

For making t-leighs, water-tubs, and ns

charcoal. 'J'annin and dyes extracteil.

Common.
Used in ship-building, making buckets,

sewer- ]iipcs, railway sleepers, piles, and
for furniture. Sap from bark used in

painting. Nuts edible. The charcoal

from the nuts used in welding iron.

Common.
Commoii in Southern Yezo.

Boards on which things are cut. For
fuse it is iuferior to Hakoyanagi (No.

163). Aa fastenings in retaining walls,
' and for charcoal ; used in making gun-
powder. Common.

Used in making boxes, boats; and as

wood and charcral. Common.
Used in making fascines, and for hedges.

Used in fascine work.

Uses like No. 158.

Uses same as No. 158.

Planted to give support on sand and mud
embankments.

Used for "dug-out" canoes; making
boxes and matches. Paper and mat-

ting made from a fibre obtained from

the seed. The fibre is smooth, flat, and
short, but as the fibres are of different

lengths it cannot be used in cotton

mills. Common.

V<
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Popuhm tremula (L.), var. ViUosft

(Wesmaol) = Hako-yanagi.
EiupctrumQigrum(L.) c Kokeiio-

Thuya dolabrata (L.) « Hiuoki .

Juniperua littoralis (Max.) = Tso-
sugi.

Juniperut chinensia (L.) = Twa-
matsu.

CephalotaxuB drupacoa (Sieb. ot

Zuco.) = HiyObu.

Taxus cuspidata (Sieb. ct Zucc.)
= OnkiJ.

Pinu8 parviflora (Siob. et Zucc.)

= Go-yomatsu.
PinuB pumela (Reg.) = Hni-

matsu.

Pinus ajanensis (Fisch) = Kzo-
matsu.

Picea Qlehni (Schin.) = AkaSzo .

Abies sachalinensis (Masters) =
Todo matsti.

Larix dahurica (Turcz.), var.

Japonica (Max.) = Sbikutau-

matsu.

Smilax China (L.) = Saukira .

bambusa tessellata (Munro) =
Zidake.

Bambusa tessellata (Munro) =
Shakotau-cbiku.

Arundinaria Japonica (Sieb. et

Zucc), var. (?) Kagodake.

lUinwki on U(M, fee.

Uses like No. 162.

Seeds edible, raw or salted. The leaf stem
ib used to catch the end of the silk

fibre from ooooons.

Rare in Yezo. Used for buildings and
timl)cr. A rope-fuse is mndu from the
bark. A garden tree. A record tells

us that in 1684 nearly half the Hinoki
of Vezo was burned.

A garden shrub. Seeds used as a medi<
cine and as a perfume.

A garden shrub.

Ainu use the wood for bows. Oil is made
from seeds, the outer parts of which
are edible.

Seeds edible. Used to make boards,

boxes, small arrows, combs, pencils.

To colour the combs they are builcd

with the ashes ofa shell called " Hotate-
gai."

Somewhat rare. Used as a garden plant

;

also in building, but it decays rapidly.

Common. Use*! in gardens. Used as

timber. Seeds edible. Bears said to

like them. This is the " Shimpo-furi-

matsu," and not the " Hai-matsu."
Common ; 40 feet to 50 feet high. Gives

good lumber. Used in ship-building

and hoU8e-^7ork. Twigs used for deco-

ration. A mushroom from this tree is

used as an antidote for certain poison.

Uses same as No. 172.

Used as lumber; for ship-building, as

masts. Some trees are 100 feet high.

Twigs used for decoration.

Used for building purposes. A mushroom
from it used as medicine. A brown
mushroom from the dead tree used fur

sore eyes and stomach-ache.

Used for walking-sticks. Dried leaves,

prepared in tobacco-water, are sold as

tobacco ; value, 7-10 " sen " per lb.

Used for hedi^es, making fascines, baskets,

paper, and, in winter, food for cattle.

The Ainu eat the seeds. Common.
Used for umbrella hamlles, walking-sticks,

pipe-stems, &c. Bare.

Used for making baskets. Common.
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A JOUENEY BOUND YEZO
AND VF ITS

LAEGEST EIVEES.
By A. Henry Savage Landor.*

Kap, p. 540.

I BEQAx my journey from Hakodate, the most southern port of the

island of Yozo. Yezo and the Eurile Islands, taken together, are called

by the Japanese the Hokkaido, and it is in this part of the Japanese

Empire that are found the remains of that strange race, the hairy Ainu.

Yezo is by no means as yet a well-explored island, though from

its position on the charts we see that it is comparatively within easy

reach of civilised Southern Japan. From a geographical point of view

especially, Yezo has been much neglected. However, we have a very

interesting account of Capt. Blakiston's journey in the Journal of this

Society ( Vol. XLII. 1872), and I wish to draw attention to Capt.

Blakiston's paper, for, having travelled over all the parts of the coast-

line visited by him, besides many parts which he did not visit, I am
pleased to say that 1 can fully corroborate nearly every statement which

he made as regards the country and its inhabitants ; in his descriptions

I invariably found him remarkably accurate, impartial, and open-

minded. I only read his accounts of Yezo a long time after I. had

returned from my journey, and therefore had formed my own impressions.

I shall not dilate on my object in visiting the hirsute people, for I

had no bpecial object beyond simple curiosity and love of adventure.

The preparations which I made for the long journey I was to accom-

plish did not trouble lue much. I took next to nothing in the way of

clothing, besides what I wore, no provisions, and no medicaments. It was

my idea that if the natives could do without these things, I could also.

My art was less neglected. Three hundred small wooden panels for oil-

painting, and a large supply of colours, brushes, and sketch-books packed

in two Japanese baskets made my equipment.

Travelling in Yezc is entirely done on ponies, or on foot, therefore

the less one takes the better. As to friends, companions, servants or

grooms, I had nobody with me, and had it not been for my palette and

Paper read at the Royal Geographical Society, January 20th, 1893. Mr. Lander's

map has beon prepared from the latest charts of the English Admiralty, a map of Yezo

by Mr. N. Fukushi of Sapporo, and the sketches of the oonrses of the Tokachi and

Kushiro Bivcrs by Mr. H. S. Landor.
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brushes, I would have certainly died of loneliness in my one hundred

and forty-six days' ride around Yezo, up its largest rivers, and during

my trip to the Euriles. I set off alone in June 1890, with a light heart

and light baggage.

In the neighbourhood of Hakodate, Japanese civilisation has set in,

and no Ainu aro loft till one comes to Volcano Bay. A road has been

cut from Hakodate to Mori, a distance of 30 miles, passing the lovely

lakes of Zenzai and Ko-nunia with the pretty and thickly-wooded

hills which surround them. The larger of the two lakes seems of

comparatively recent origin. Its level has been raised, as is apparent by
the number of submerged tree-stumps. This may have been caused by
the action of the neighbouring Komagatake volcano. There aro evident

proofs in the strata of tho soil round these lakes, that not only one

but several eruptions have been tho main causes of their formation.

The Komagatake volcano rises to a height of 4011 feet above the

level of the sea, and it forms part of what we might call tho " Oshima
Volcanic Zone," which extends from south-east to north-west,^from Capo
Esau to Yurapdake Mount, and from south-west to north-east, from

Shirukami Cape, the most southern point of Yezo to tho Komagatake
Volcano, on Uchiura or Volcano Bay. Tho Komagatake mountain is

extremely beautiful, rising as it docs from tho sea in a gentle curve. Its

lower slopes are thickly wooded, and its higher altitudes are barren and

rich in colour. The vegetation on and about Komagatake consists

mostly of maples and oaks on the middle altitudes, and poplars, alders,

ash, and smaller trees in the neighbourhood of the lakes.

From Mori I went across Volcano Bay to Mororran, 28 miles north-

east of Mori, in a straight line. At the entrance of Mororran Bay, one

has to pass between the broken cliffs on one side, and the pretty island

of Daikoku, which stands high, on the other. Mororran, which is

divided in Kiu-Mororran and Sliiu-Mororran, was formerly called

Tokarimoi, or *' home of the seals," by the Ainu. I dare say that if

Mororran were in more speculative 'lands it miglit become a great rival

to Hakodate. The harbour, though not of very largo capacity, is well-

sheltered on all sides, and when a railwoy will joii-. this place to Sapporo

and the Porouai coal-mines, there is no doubt that a great deal of the

slapping will bo transferred from Utkodate to this place. North-west of

Mcjrorran on Volcano Bay are found the villages of Mouibets, and then

(Jbo and Aputa, the two latter being the largest Ainu villages on

Volcano Bay.

Tliroe or four miles west of Ai)uta is a large circular lake, the Toya-

kn, with tliree pretty islands in tlie centre. The largest is of conical

shape. This lake also, I should think, was formed by volcanic action.

On its shore is found tho Usu Volcano rising about 18(58 feet above sea-

level. It has two warmly-tinted peaks and a smaller pinnacle. Part of

its summit is terraoe-liko and quite horizontal. The mountain is rugged

and)
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and piotiircsqne, but it does not possess the graceful lines which Koma-
gatake has.

The Ainu which I saw at Ubu and Aputa were the first I came

across. They aro those most talked about, because they are easily

accessible from Hakodate. The Volcano Bay Ainu are those who have

had most intercourse with their conquerors, the Japanese. They have

to a certain extent adopted Japanese clothes, customs, and manners,

and some live on Japanese food of poor quality. Intermarriage between

the two races is frequent, not to say common ; and therefore a largo

average of the population, in that part of the coast, is composed of

STOBE-HOnSES AT PIBATORI.

half-castes and even second and third crosses. It may bo interesting

to note that whcn^intermarriage takes place in the first instance, it is

generally and almost invariably a Japanese man that marries an Ainti

woman. Seldom the reverse, tliough 1 have known a half-caste woman

marry an Ainu man. The ofi'spring of this curious mixture, of tho

dirty and hairy Ainu with the extremely unhaivy and clean Japanese,

are undoubtedly peculiar. They aro usually not so hairy as the real

Ainu, and tliey aro not so good-natured ; nor do they inherit the quick

perception and brightness of their Japanese relations. In fact these

half-breeds seem to have acquired all tlie bad qualites of both the Ainu

and the Japanese, and not to have retained any of the good ones.
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Leprosy especially is quite common among half-castes, while I,have seldom

seen a real Ainu siiffering from it. Many travellers, basing their state-

ments on these half-castes, have come to the conclusion that the Ainu be-

long to the Mongolian race, and that they are closely akin to the Japanese.

From Aputa I rode back to Mombets, and from there to Mororran,

I then proceeded towards the east, where I halted for the night at a

village, half Ainu, half Japanese, called Horobets. This village stands

on the level ground between the sea and the thickly-wooded hills at the

back. The Ainu settlement here is quite large, and their huts arc

scattered along the beach for some distance.

Nine miles further north-east, along a level road of pumice, between

the sea on one side and a thickly-wooded mountainous mass on the other,

one comes to Noboribets. It is quite evident, as has been said by others,

that the land here gains much on the sea. Volcanic walls, cliffs, and head-

lands, which to all appearance must have not long ago formed the shore-

line, are now some distance inland, and in some places even miles away
from the sea. Roughly speaking, most of the present shoie-line between

Mororran and Yuhuts and a great area of the plain in whioh Sapporo is

situated is covered by a pumice layer, forming the surface-soil.

I pushed on to Tomakomai, the largest Japanese fishing-village

between Mororran and Cape Erimo. The sardin" fi«hpry, whioh is the

principal and indeed the only industry of the place, is done in a practical

way. The end of a long net (about 200 yards long by 3 yards wide) is

fastened to the shore, while the bulk is placed on board a large boat,

which is then launched and rapidly rowed by twenty or thirty strong

men. The net is dropped as the boat goes along. Having described a

semicircle the boat is beached. All on board jump out and the net is

pulled on shore among the shrieks and yells of the excited fishermen.

Myriads of sardines are caught each time the net is hauled in. They

are very plentiful all along that coast about the month of July. Look-

out houses are erected on four high posts, whence a watchman signals

the arrival of the shoals. The sea is so dense with them that it

changes its colour, and those moving banks of sardines are distinguish-

able 4 or 5 miles from the coast.

Between Tomakomai find Yuhuts the volcanic mountain mass comes

to an end, and in the soil there is a depression which extends across that

part of Yezo in a northerly direction, as far as the basin of the Ishikari

river on the west coast. It is not improbable that this depression in

the mountainous regions, which, as we have seen, has all the apj-saL:i:}ce

of having been raised above sea-level by volcanic action, was in former

days submerged, and that it divided the Island of Yezo into two islands.

This stretch of land, covered as it is with volcanic ashes and pumice, is

quite unfit for farmijjg operations, although trees seem to thrive fairly

well on it. At Tomakomai the road branches off for Sapporo via Bibi and

Chitose. Between these two places the ground is somewhat better, and
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near tbe road, here and there, small squares are under cultivation

mainly of root-crops.

Eastward along the coast from Tomakomai the road becomes a more
horse-track. Many fishermen's huts are scattered along the coast

between Horohuts and Yuhuts (9 miles), and, still following the sea-

beach for some time, one then leaves the sea on the right, and, by a
very uneven track over hills, one reaches the Mukawa Biver some 14

miles distant from Yuhuts. From Yuhuts the coast-line tends towards

the south-east. I halted for the night at Saru Mombets, about 4 miles

beyond the Saru River. I left here part of my baggage, and the next

day rode over the hill-track to the village of Firatori, one day's journey

up the Saru River. The scenery is neither grand nor beautiful, but the

numerous Ainu huts and villages, the profusion of firs, and the oak

trees on the higher terraces, certainly made this part of my journey

pleasanter than riding along the monotonous barren coast. The Sam
district is interesting, for it is along the banks of the river which

intersects it that the largest settlement of Ainu in Yezo is to be found.

Firatori, about 15 miles from Saru Mombets, is the largest of the

Ainu villages, or to be more correct, it is a string or succession of many
villages. It is prettily situated on a high cliflF overlooking the river.

The Ainu found here are decidedly purer in race than those found on

Volcano Bay ; but even these have unfortunately adopted some Japanese

garments and a few Japanese customs.

All Ainu villages, with the exception of size, the variation of shape

in the huts, and a few small details, are pretty much alike wherever

found. The huts are generally set at short intervals in a row (especially

along sea-beaches), and almost every hut has its small store-house built

separately on posts some few yards off. Ainu architecture is by no

means elaborate, not to say beautiful ; but though it is so simple it is to

a cert In extent varied, differing according to the exigencies of the

climate and locality. Huts of one district vary from those of another

both in small details and in the whole shape ; and if the shape is the

same the materials are different. The principal characteristic of the

Volcano Baj. and Saru River huts is, that they have angular roofs and

are thatched with tall reeds and Arundinaria. Each hut possesses a

small east window about the size of a handkerchief, and a small door,

the " fittings " of both these apertures being a rough mat. Huts are

occasionally provided with a small porch, which answers the double

purpose of kennel and fire-wood store. The Ainu hut has a fireplace

in the centre, or rather I should say a fire is burnt in the centre of

the hut. The fire is lighted by friction of two sticks, or with a flint

and steel (a method learnt from the Japanese). The more civilised have

adopted matches. A hole in the angle of the roof acts as chimney, but

unfortunately more in name than in practice.

The Ainu are not much burdened with furniture. A mat or two, a
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few skiuB, a wooden bow], a moustaohe-liftor, a bow and a few arrov/i,

and oooasionally a rough weaving-loom, are about all the articles of

their own make which thoy posBOBs. In winter, when the days are

short, they sometimes light their dwellings with a stick, to which is

fastened a piece of animal fat. This is hung up, and when the lower

end is lighted, the fat slowly melting servos to feed the flame of

this primitive lamp and keep it alight. Another mode of illumination

is by fixing a lighted piece of biroli-bark on a stick previously split at

the upper end. The third way ia by filling a large oyster-shell with

fish-oil or molten fat, and burning in ii. a few strings of elm-fibre. The

refuse of the house is either thrown into a corner of the hut or flung

outside the door and left there. It is, indeed, difficult to say whether

the inside or the outside of an Ainu hut is the dirtier. Heaps of

stinking refuse arc accumulated round the dwellings, ai\d in summer-

time these heaps are alive with veruiin, mosquitoes, horse-flies, common
flies, and black-fliei}. These black-flies are terrible, and the natives

themselves suBer much from them. They are so small that they are

hardly visible, and so numerous as to make life almost unbearable at

timcp. In the space of a minute every available part of unprotected

skiu is covered with black itching marks, loft by the stings of these

imperceptible devilkins. Inside the huts you are no better off. Fleas,

the taiJcki of the Ainu, are innumerable, and of all sizes, not to

mention other well-known, but usually anonymous enemies of the human
skin. The first night I slept in an Ainu hut, though I >vas provided

with insecticide powder, I was literally covered with bites. My skin

got so inflamed by them as to produce a strong fever, which lasted two

or three days.

The store-houses stand about G feet abuvo the level of the ground,

and are generally on four, six, or eight piles. Tpon each pile is placed

a square piece of wood turned downwards at the sides so as not to be

accessible to rats and mice. Upon these pieces of wood rest horizontally

four rafters, forming a quadrangle about 8 foet square. The small store-

house has as a base this quadrangle, and is schioai high enough to allow

c f an adult to stand erect inside.

The next noteworthy point in connectiun with Ainu habitations is

the skull-trophy, at the east end, outside of the hut. This is made of a

number of bi-forked poles, upon which are placed the skulls of the bears,

wolves, and foxes killed by the owner of the hut. Then come the rough

quadrangular cages whore one or more bears are kept alive and fattened,

to be eaten at bear-festivals.

At Piratori I made friendtt with the good-natured natives, and with

Benry, the well-known chief of the village, who has been spoken of

already in English literature by Miss Bird and others. I was treated

kindly by the hairy Firatorians. I witnessed one of their rare festivals

—a solemn performance, which consists mostly of all the male members
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of tho ooiumutiity getting helplessly dnink, while the reproscntatiTrs

of the fair box, dressed up in their alzia, a long ^ovrn woven of tho inner

fibre of the Uhnua eampettrit, indulge outside in a curious and i-ude form
of dancing. Tlio dancing is accompanied by rhythmical sounds

imitating the noises produced by implements in ovory-day use, as the

squeaking of a paddle by its friction on the canoe, or tho cry which

accompanies tho pounding of millet with pestle and mortar, the blowing

alight of tho fire, and similar sounds. Time is kept by clapping the

hands and by vociferations, which tell the partners what position or

action to assume, each action being accompanied by a different sound,

but all performed while tho hopping is kept up. The dancers form a

circle with sometimes one or two children in tho centre.

The Ainu have no history, no bookH, no .writing ofany kind, and the

majority of them cannot oven count. 'J'heir own form of government is

Himplo. Each village has a chief, the chieftainship being hereditary to

a certain extent. All that is required to fulfil the duties of the office is

that the man be brave, and sound in mind and body, nnd also, 1 should

""-'^^'- ^:%r
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add, that ho have an extra large capacity for intoxicants. In this last

respect, Benry, the chief of Piratori, beats by far all the other chiefs it

was my good fortune to meet in Ainuland. Chiefs have no very great

authority over their subjects, though their tribesmen have a certain

respect for them. T'leir grade is merely honorary, and they take the

lead in bear-huntii or fishing expeditions, and are allowed or allow them-

selres to drink more than ordinary hairy mortals at festivals or on

similar occasions.

The Ainu have no laws and no morals. Piinishmonts are very rarely

inflicted on any trilwsman, and capital punishment is not practised.

Quarrels are generally settled between the parties concerned ; but

naturally if any member should interfere with tba happiness of the

community, undoubtedly he would be taken and flogged, or probably

disabled by the cutting of the tendons of his feet and hands. Tho

Ltter punishment, however, is very seldom inflicted. The Ainu stand

low in the scale of humanity. Apparently thty have always been low ;

they L.ive not sunk, for they have never risen.

VOL. ni.—PART IV. 2 p
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The Ainu are polygamiBts. To civilised oars, what, for want of a better

word, I shall call " their laws of marriage " are simply disgusting.

Intermarriage among the nearest relations is frequent, and among
relations in general it is an everyday occurrence ; for members of one

village seldom marry those of another. When asked why they marry

their closest and nearest relations, as their own children and brothers or

sisters, the reason they give is that bears, dogs, and other animals do

it, and they, the Ainu, do not think themselves any better. In this

conclusion, of course, I t.m sure that most people will agree.

The Ainu language is extremely poor in words. It is a language

apart from any belonging to the neighbouring countries.

Of religion the Ainu know nothing. They have a few superstitions,

and that is about all. They have no supreme God and no intelligent

Creator. They are not Polytheists ; indeed they are not worshippers of

any unseen power, for taking the word in its real meaning, the Ainu
worship nothing. Like all animals they show a certain amount of

respect and fear for anything which supports their life or can destroy it

;

but as we would not think fur a moment that a dog barking at the

moon is worshipping the oib at night, neither are wo entitled to say

that the Ainu worship tbo sun, because they have an east window to

their huts ; that they worship the fire because they sit by the side of it

to warm themselves, or rivers, mountains, etc., because they drink the

water of the first, and climb the heights of the second. In fact, if the

learned wiiters who have put the Ainu down as Polytheists had relied

more on their common-sense than on their imagination, they would have

found that the reason why they have an east window is that on that

side the aperture gives more light and warmth than it woiild were it

looking towards any other point of the compass. I shall not discuss this

question at length, and shall content myself by describing the Ainu as

having superstitions, but no religious beliefs.* Having thus introduced

the hairy Ainu, I shall continue with xaj journey.

A few miles east and also north-east of Firatori coals are found in

small quantity. I retraced my steps to Saru Mombets on the coast. I

felt a pleasant sensation on leaving Saru Mombets, for after that point

I was altogether out of the beaten track of most travellnro to Ainuland.

As we follow the coast towards Capo Erimo, at a dis cance of 7J^ miles

from Urakawa, the beautiful boulders, rocks and pillaTO of Shamanc

come into sight. Standing boldly out from the sea, and of a rich brown

tint, they are most picturei^que and fantastic in shape, and the small bay

in which Shamane village lies may be said without exception to be the

loveliest spot on the south-west coast of Yezo. Shamane is a village

of a few houses built on the site of a promontory jutting out into

tl

oi

* In 'Alone with tho Hairy Ainu,' by A. H. Savage Landor, now in the press

(Marray), this subject is fully discussed and developed.
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the wa. From there looking towards Urakawa there is a lovely view

of all the small islands and pioturesque rooks standing like huge jewels

in the water, while on the Horoizumi side, as far as the eye oan

•ee, are only cliffs of peculiar shapes and marvellously rich in colour.

I pursued my journey to Horoizumi for nearly 20 miles. There were

rocks, rooks, nothing else but rocks.

The riding was heavy and difficult, and my ponies stumbled and

were on their knees all the time. Near Shamane a large natural stone

archway (Shiushma) emerges from the sea. Holes have been pierced

through the rocks in several places to give safe passage and ^>revent

wayfarers from being carried away by the waves. The rivers in this

part of the coast are not wide, but they are extremely swift and

dangerous to cross. Sardines are very plentiful all along the south-

west coast. Long coarse seaweods also abound, and are collected for

exportation to Ohinese markets.

Horoizumi, a village of one hundred and fifty houses, is built on the

side of a cliff, and from a distance it reminds one of the pretty spots round

the Gulf of Spezia in Italy ; 7i^ miles south-east of Horoizumi is Cape

Erimo (August 10th), the most southern point of that coast, which from

this point sharply turns to the north-east. Thick fogs are prevalent

along the south-east coast, and a lighthouse has been recently erected

by the Japanese Maritime Department. A steam fog-horn has also

been provided for the greater safety of navigation. A reef of rocks

and a stretch of shallow water extend out in the sea for about 2j^ miles

from the cape. The fog-horn, I was informed, was only blown when the

lighthouse-keeper suspected some ship was likely to make for the rocks

;

a likely thing, indeed ! The light, however, was shown every night.

The Jlfaf^ Tatham, an English screw-steamer, while on her journey from

Shanghai to Oregon, was lost in 1882 with nearly all lives on board

about 2 miles from this Cape.

From a geological and geographical point of view Cape Erimo is

interesting, as it is the terminating point of the backbone of the main

portion of the island, formed by the range of mountains which extends

from near Cape Nossyap to Cape Erimo, from north-north-west to south-

south-east. At the foot of the Erimo cliffs is the small fishing village

of Okos. The sea is shallow, and there are many low-lying reefs which

afford abundance of kelp and seaweeds. Between Horoizumi and Cape

Erimo three high pillars (Utarop) stand out of the sea.

Before leaving the south-west coast it is well to mention that it

entirely lacks good harbours, or even fairly well-sheltered anchorages.

There are no roads, and it possesses no very large extent of ground

suitable for farming purposes.

Having returned to Horoizumi I moved on to Shoya on the south-east

coast by the mountain-pass, which the natives said was very dangerous

on account of bears. The trail is through thick woods, and, nearing

2 p 2
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Shoya to tho Bonth-west, a luvely viow of Cape Erirao lies like a pioture

before your eyes. There f. it) aiboat thirty houses at Shoya at the foot of

the cliffs, and the place nki^^'it be described as a "miserable hole."

The rough weather and several land-slides had broken all communi-

cation between Shoya and the next settlement north-east, so I wa»
delayed half a day. I oould get no one to carry my baggage on the

rough mountain trail, as it was impansable for my ponies. They all

said that the mountains were infested with bears, and no one wished to

risk the danger of nn encounter. The cliffs near Shoya are remarkable

for their beauty, especially a huge archway not more than one mile

from the settlement. The rocks are mostly eruptive rooks.

It was before sunrise when the tide was at its lowest that I left

Shoya and pushed my way along high cliffs, boulders, among rooks, and

through occasional artificial tunnels, heartening my horses with howls

as well as stirring them up with my whip. In the clear morning light

of the rising sun the scenery between Shoya and Saruru was magnificent,

and I was just in time to get through before the tide rose ; but from

Saruru I was compelled to follow the mountain trail, which rises rapidly

and necessitates a stiff climb among thick shrub until the summit of the

mountain range is reached. On the other side at a lower altitude I got

into the thick forest and shrub, and finally reached Biru, or Moyoro, as

it is called by the Ainu.

Biru is a village of forty houses situated on a small bay, in the centre

of which several gigantic pillars stand out at a great height. Sardine

manure and kelp and seaweed collecting are here, as well as on the

south-west coast, the main industries of the few inhabitants. Between

Biru and Ferohune I had to cross four deltat, of which the one on the

Toyoi Biver was the largest. At Ferohune there is only one house.

North-east of Ferohune I passed two lakes, or lagoons, the Tobuts and

tho Yuto. Both are divided from the sea by a narrow sand embank-

ment. The coast for 22 miles is deserted, and the shore-line is covered

with a great number of drift-logs which had been washed on shore.

During the summer months the fog is always intense along this

coast, owing, I believe, to a warm current, probably the Kuro-shiwo, or

Japan current, which parts from the main stream near the south-west

extremity of Japan, and goes through the Corean Strait. One branch of it

passes through the Tsugaru Strait, while another runs along the west

coast of Yezo, then through the La Ferouse Strait into the Sea of

Okhotsk, and ultimately having come through the channels between the

islands of the Kuriles, turns again south, following the south-west coast

as far as Erimo Cape. Here, in all probability, it meets a colder current,

which, coming in contact with the warmer, causes the intense fogs.

On August 15th I reached Otsu, a small Japanese village, situated

on the western mouth of the Tokachi Biver. The present situation is

not well suited for the prosperity of the settlemeiic; first, because this

iWWi
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mouth of the river is frequently blooked by drift-sand, and also on

account of the scarcity of good drinkiug-water. The Tokaohi Biver

ia one of the throe large rivorB in Yozo. It is not navigable for large

oraftfl, but dug-outs and canoes can navigate it for about 60 miles from

its mouth.

The upper Tokachi region is the part of Yczo which was j'et

unknown, and whore even Japanese civilisation had not reached. I

Fomohuw formed an idea that some pure typos of Ainu might be found far

up the river-course, and, without thinking twice ovor it, I decided to

attempt the expedition. The rcj»oit8 which I heard at Otsu, of the

flavngc of the natives who were cupposed to live inland, the quantity

of yi bears, and the thick jungle of high grass and reeds, were not

eucuurugiug, but I started all tho same, having determined to go and

see for myself. I soon camo to the jungle, and the high reeds and tall

grass wore higher than myself on tho pony's back. I had not been long

in it when I was simply devoured by horse-flies, black-flies, and mos-

ERIHO OAPB.

quitoes. I kept along the river-bank, or not far from it, as much as

I could, being guided by the sound of the running water. During

many wearisome hours I rode through this jungle, the dividing

reeds often producing deep outs on my hands and face with their

razor-edged long leaves. The river-course has a general direction of

north-west to south-east.

Some 25 miles from tho coast I passed two large swamps which

forced me to make a grand detour. After about as many more miles,

still among this troublesome grass, I finally came to a few Ainu huts.

I was half-starved when I reached this place. The natives were much
astonished at my appearance ; they spoke a slightly different dialect of

the Saru-Ainu language; and J. found them extremely good-natured,

notwithstanding what has been said in one of the last publications by

an author—who by the way, has not been within a few hundred miles

of here—that these particular \atives are cannibals. Men and women
were half naked or had a fe«v rags of Atzis cloth, or skin. They were
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extremely hairy, but their features were in no way like those of Mon-
golian races ; in fact they had more the oharnoteristics of Aryans.

Chiota (seven huts) and Yammakka (ten huts) were the first two

villages I came across. Up to this point from the coast all is a level plain

»

but from this in a westerly direction the ground rises in a gentle incline,

therefore there is a complete absence of the high and troublesome reeds

which I had found in the vast marshy plain I had crossed to get here.

Leaving this point, and on information collected from the natives, I

pushed on west by a smallHrail to the villages of Ikambets (twelve huts),

Ohiroto (eleven huts), Mokambets (six huts), Pensatsunai (six huts),

Obishiro and Frishikobets (thirty-four huts). At Frishikobets there is

a large extension of flat ground, partly wooded. The huts are scattered

about a few hundred yards one from the other and some of them are hidden

in the wood. A peculiarity of these dwellings is that they are covered with

the bark of trees, instead of being thatched with Arundinaria, as is the

custom among the Ainu of the Sarn Birer and Volcano Bay. I

measured a number of natives, and it may be interesting to quote a

strange fact. With arms outstretched from tip to tip of fingers, the

Ainu invariably measure 3, 4, and 5 inches more than their own height,

which shows a remarkable length of arm. Their toes also are ab-

normally long. Ainu women are in the habit of tattooing a long

moustache across the face, ending in a point close to the ears. One
straight line, or two, are occasionally tattooed on the forehead, and a

rough geometrical pattern is tattooed on the hands and forearm. The
Ainu of this region were very hairy.

Due north of Frishikobets, at a distance of about 10 miles, a moun-

tain like a huge white clifi^, called Shikarubets Otchirch, rises perpen-

dicularly on the bank of the Shikaru Biver. This mountain stands very

high, and can be seen from a great distance, especially in a north-east,

north-west, and northerly direction. The Ainu use it as a land-mark when

out hunting bears, and owing to its light colour it is visible even at

night. I am the first European that has ascended it, and it was only

with the greatest difficulty that I was able to do so. From the summit

the whole of the Tokachi valley was stretched before me as far as the

sea, and the greater part of the winding course of the Tokachi with all

its numerous affluents could be distinguished, intersecting the green

background of grass and reeds. As a farming region the Tokachi

valley, plains and terraces, are certainly the most fertile in Hokkaido.

All the requisites for successful agriculture can be found. The mild-

ness of the climate, the richness of the soil, the quantity oi water for

irrigation, etc., besides the facility for making roads on such flat ground,

are all advantages not found in other parts of Yezo. It is indeed a pity

to see so much good land wasted, and the fertile Tokachi valley so

deserted. Hemp, wheat, com, potatoes, beans and all kinds oi

vegetables and cereals could be grown with advantage, and the produce
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carried down the river to the sea with little expense or di£Boulty. At
Yammakka, as we have seen, the land rises, but only to form a plateau,

tbe top of which is another large plain reaching to the foot of the

Oputateshike Mountain mass. The Otopke Mountain is the highest

peak of this range, and it resembles in shape the Fujiama of Southern

Japan. On the north-east side of this mountain are the hot springs ot

Nipiripets. The Otopke is the very centre of Yezo, ari the Volcanic

Mountain mass, which branches in three directions from it, forms the

backbone of the main portion of Yezo. One branch goes to the north to

Gape Nossyap and Bishiri Island ; the second goes to the east to Cape

Shiretoko ; the third south to Cape Erimo, forming, as we have seen, the

watershed of the Hidaka and Tokachi districts. North-north-west of

Frishikobets, on the east side of the Tokachi, there are the following

villages : Uparpenai (twelve huts), Memuroputo (sixteen huts), Ottoninai

(fourteen huts), Kinney (seven huts).

The largest tributary of the Tokachi is the Toshibets, which sheds

its waters into the larger river about four miles south-east of Yammakka.
There are several Ainu villages along the course of this river, as Beppo
(eleven huts), Eanashpa, Furokemashpa (three huts), and Pombets

(twenty-two huts). Tbe largest Ainu village in the Upper Tokachi
is Tobuts (sixty huts), a short distance south-east from where the

Toshibets joins the Tokachi. The return journey to the coast was
marked by a small incident with a black bear; but excepting this, it was

as monotonous as going up. From Otsu, moving north-east, the traveller

can appreciate the beauttfnl delta formed in the low alluvial valley by
the Otsugawa and the Tokachi, two large mouths, nearly 2 miles apart,

by which the Tokachi Biver enters the sea. The track for 20 miles

is flat and eandy, lying mostly under high clay banks, some of which

form picturesque headlands. The country is not mountainous in the

proximity of the coast, but is of a moderate elevation all through,

and is well-wooded with deciduous trees.

The formation of the south-east coast from Cape Erimo to Oape

Noshafu is in many ways unlike that of the south-west coast. The

south-west part is more mountainous, and is still further characterised

by the absence of extensive plains. The coast-line is indented, and

there is a striking want of broad beaches. Precipitous rocks are also

frequent along the south-west coast, and thick deposits of pumioe are

lying over quaternary rocks filling up the declivities of mountain-lands

and river-shores. In the west part the tertiaries are more tufaceous than

on the south-east coast, and are mainly distinguished by the presence of

shales and andeeite-breccia. The south-east part is characterised by the

almost entire absence of volcanic rocks. After leaving the range

of mountains forming the watershed east and west of Cape Erimo,

high land is met all the way along tho south-east coast. Pumice is

found in the basin of the Tukachi Biver, and also in that of the Kushiro
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Kiver, but it does not cover large areas as on the sonth-western

portions of the coast. The di£ferent aspect in the tertiaries of the east

and west coast may be accounted for by the presence of brecoiii

and conglomerate, shales and sandstone in the western part, while on

the . eastern coast beds of lignite, coal of inferior quality, and diatom

earth, are found in the strata. If it were not for the total want of

harbours, or even moderately sheltered anchorages, this south-east

portion of Yezo, with its agricultural resources, its milder climate and

the facility that it offers for the construction of roads and railways,

ought to support a large population. As things stand now, there are

no colonists inland, and the coast is deserted and desolate. Thick fogs

prevail along this coast, and the light-hearted Japanese apparently find

them depressing to their spirits, and trying to their nerves.

Shaubets (20 miles north-east of the Tokachi), is a village of eleven

Ainu and one Japanese hut. At the mouth of the Charo Biver, near

Shiranoka (10 miles {h)in Shaubets), coal and lignite of inferior quality

are foimd. Twenty-one miles on fairly level ground brought me to

EuBuri, or Eushiro (five hundred Japanese houses), as it is now called

by the Japanese.

From its favourable situation Eushiro is likely to become one of the

chief towns in Yezo, though unfortunately it does not possess a good

harbour, and is much exposed to westerly winds.

East of Eushiro is a lagoou, the Harutori (2 miles long and ^ mile

wide, divided from the sea by a very narrow strip of sand, through

which the water of the lagoon finds an outlet iuto the sea. On the

east side of the Harutori, they have found coal which seems to be of

fairly good quality, and 3 miles further, quite close to the coast,

coal was dug out some years ago, but the quality was so inferior that

the works had to be abandoned. There is a considerable area of good

land in the neighbourhood of Eushiro, and it is to be regretted that

Japanese farmers do not emigrate from the main island of Nippon to

work it. An immense loss occurs every year, because no one is there to

take the profit.

Besides the mineral resources, Eushiro exports salmon and herrings,

fish manure and seaweed. On the hills near Eushiro numerous pits

are found which belonged to a pre-Ainu race of pit-dwellers called the

Eoro-pok-kuru. This seems to have been their capital, and several forts

and camps can be seen yet, where flint arrow-points, stags' bones, etc.,

are found.

The Eucharo or Eushiro River is navigable for small boats for nearly

20 miles from its mouth. I made my way on horseback along the banks

of this river. A badly-mude road has newly been cut between Eushiro

and Shibetcha, a distance of 30 miles. The country all around seems

fertile and the soil rich. Half way on the east side of the Eutcharo

are three lakes—the Takkobe, the I'ori lake, and the Shirin. The
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Tori is tLe largest. Its length is 5 miles, its width about 1 mile.

The road often runs through dense forests, and, occasionally, on the

higher lands, are lovely bits of mountain-scenery towering over the

shimmering water of the underlying lakes.

At a distance of about 25 miles north of Shibetoha (sixty-eight

Japanese houses) there is a sulphur mountain, Yuzan, on which the most

valuable sulphur deposits in Japan are found, the quantity of the mineral

being practically unlimited. I ascended this mountain, and near the

summit is a huge pinnacle of volcanic rook standing up perpendicularly

and of impossible access. : , "
.

,

From Yuzan a mountain trail goes due north to Abashiri on the

north-east coast. I did not follow this track, but went instead in a

south westerly direction, making my way for Lake Eutcharo. The
large lake is surrounded by high mountains, and it has a pretty island

in the centre. On the west side of the peninsula, which projects almost

ABASHIRI IHI.ANI).

as far as the island, a small active geiser is found, which rises to a

height of 10 or 12 feet, and acts spasmodically. The Eushiro Biver is

the outlet of the Eutcharo lake. From this point I returned south-east

towards the coast, where I came out on the bay of Akkeshi, 42 miles

east of Eushiro.

Nearing the coast I passed the colonial militia farming settlement of

Hondemura. The distance between Shibetcha and Akkeshi is 30 miles.

Akkeshi lies at the north-east side of the large bay which goes by the same

name, and which is the best anchorage on the south-east coast of Yezo. It

is about 7 miles in a northerly direction and 6 miles across its widest place.

Its mouth is to the southward ; the bay is prolonged inland by a large

lagoon called Se-Cherippe, which contains many shoals and low islands,

where are beds of oysters of immense size (from 10 to 18 inches in

length). Bound the bay and lagoon there is a kind of plateau 200 or

300 feet above sea-level, and the higher ground is thickly wooded with

deciduous trees, as the Todo and Yezo Matsu, two spruces as found in
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many parts of Yezo. With its good harbour, the export of oysters,

salmon, herrings, seaweed, and its seal-fishery, besides the quantity of

good timber easily cut and transported down the lagoon, it is not

surprising that Akkeshi has become, after Hakodate, the most important

settlement on the whole of the southern coast. It has nine hundred

Japanese houses and sixty Ainu huts. I have no doubt that in future

the sulphur of Mount Yuzan will be brought here for shipment instead

of to Eushiro, owing to the safety of its harbour, and Akkeshi will

then become the most important port of Yezo.

From Nemuro I proceeded (August 30th) to the Euriles by sea, then

I returned and continued my solitary ride round the coast, moving due

north along the east coast. The Nishibets Biver is supposed to be the best

river in Yezo for salmon, but nearly all rivers on the east and north-

cast coast abound in this fish in autumn. As one goes further north

ponies were difficult to obtain, and I was forced to walk'great distances

to save my animal. Naturally there are no roads, and to make things

more uncomfortable the ground is generally swamj^y. Eight or nine

miles north of Bitskai is the No.-'hike Peninsula, jotting out into the

sea like a hook for about 5 miles. It is caused by drift-sand which,

brought by the current, accumulates with wonderful rapidity, and causes

all the river-mouths of the cast and north-east coast to be blocked, or

forces them to tend towards the south. From Wombets to Shiretoko

Cape the coast is almost impassable. The Shiretoko Peninsula is of

A'olcanic formation, and on Baushi Yolcano accumulations of sulphur

are found. Owing to the ruggedness of the coast, and the lack of a

safe harbour, the cost of freight would be too heavy for the protitable

working of the mine. There is a pass from Shibets to Shari (37 miles)

across the peninsula over the range of mountains. It is a long day's

journey, among forests of birch-trees, maple, oak, and mountain-ash.

The north-east coast of Yezo has nothing attractive in any way.

It is as desolate as a coast can well be, and everything that Nature

could think of to make travelling uncomfortable can be found between

Cape Shiretoko and Cape Soya, treacherous swamps, quicksand rivera,

stinking, decayed vegetable matter and seaweed, innumerable horse-

flies and mosquitoes, scarcity of huts and food, everything in fact which

makes life a burden was at hand here. Abashiri (one hundred Japanese

houses, fifteen Ainu huts) is the settlement of most importance on this

coast. It has a peculiar cylindrical island and a bold volcanic, rocky

headland jetting into the sea, which at first sight resembles basalt.

The portion of the coast between Shari and Abashiri, and between this

place and Mombets, is veiy swampy. Large lagoons are formed by the

rivers, the outlets of which have been blocked by the sea, and they are

a continuous danger to the wayfarer. The Abashiri Lake, the Kotoro

Lake, and the Saruma Lake, are the three largest. The Saruma is about

20 miles long and 7J miles wide. It is separated from the sea by a

ro\
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TOW of sand-hills and a long strip of sand. Its outlet into the sea has

been forced to the south-east by the drift-sand travelling in that

direction from the north-west. The rush of water in and out of the

lagoon is very strong. Seals and mallards are numerous in the vicinity

of these lagoons, and banks of large oysters are found in the Saruma
Lake itself. i- -

Besides these lagoons there is nothing very noticeable from a geo-

graphical point of view, and the riding is more and more monotonous

every day along the sand-hills until Poronai is reached. Here again we
have volcanic rooks as far as Esashi, then mezozoio in approaching the

Soya Cape. There are no anchorages to speak of in all this long stretch

of coast, and the climate is extremely severe in winter. About the end

of December drift-ice sets in from the north and gradually fills up all

indentations in the coast, forming a solid mass which extends for 8 to

10 miles out at sea. A lighthouse has been erected on Cape Siliusi,

near Soya. Between Cape Soya and Cape Nossyap is a large semi-

oiroular bay, then the coast-line turns sharply south. Wakkanai

(September 20th), on the Nossyap side of the bay, is a growing settle-

ment in this outlandish part of Yezo. All communication with Southern

Yezo is done entirely by sea, as the western coast is, if possible, even

more inhospitable than the north-east. The volcanic islands of Bishiri

and Repunshiri are visible from Bekkai ; and Bishiri, 6000 feet high,

looks majestic, rising as it does at this great height directly from the

sea. There is a trail joining Wakkanai to Bekkai ; then, along a coast

strewn with wreckage, I moved slowly southward. This wreckage is

partly of ships which have got wrecked immediately here, partly of

others which the strong current has drifted and left on that coast,

previous to entering the narrow La Perouse Strait between Yezo and

Saghalin.

As the river-mouths on the north-east coast tend southward so

those of the west coast tend northward. Even the large Teshio Biver,

which carries an enormous body of water, works in the same general

direction. It runs southward parallel to the sea for several miles, and

then forms a small lagoon, the mouth of which tends to the northward.

The Teshio Biver is very broad and deep, but unfortunately the sand

bar at its mouth prevents crafts from entering it. The coast-line

which as far as here is sandy altogether changes its aspect. Wo have

high cliffs of clay, and a narrow slippery beach most unpleasant to

travel on.

From Tomamai the coast begins to be more inhabited by a shifting

population which migrates there during the herring and salmon

fisheries. Bumoi, Onishika, and Mashike are but a long string of fisher-

men's huts along the coast. I was unfortunate enough in wading the

Mashike River, swollen by the heavy rains, to be carried away by the

current and to break my right foot. With the help of two men I was
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carried over the Mubhike mouutain (3800 feet), a steep and difficult

mountain trail, and after many days of painful travel, partly by canoe,

partly on horseback, I reached Ishikari. It seemed a pity now that I

had nearly completed the whole circuit of Yezo and been up the most

important rivers, that I should leave the upper Ishikari unvisited, and
though I was suffering the most atrocious pain frommy accident I would
not be beaten.

Previous to my moving eastwards, however, I may mention that at

the mouth of the Ishikari is the village of Baishats, where a tiibo of

Saghalin Ainu were imported by the Japanese Government when the

southern half of that island was exchanged with Russia for the Eurilos.

The Ishikari River is of groat importance, as the autumn salmon fishery,

though carried on with primitive methods, gives large returns, the river

at that time of the year being simply thick with fish.

The banks of the Ishikari are mostly of alluvial mud. For about

5 miles from its mouth it lies in a southerly direction, the next 12 from

west to east, and then for 40 or 50 miles the winding course has a general

direction of north-east. It then bends towards the east up to its springs.

The Soraohi on its east side is one of its largest affluents, and from here

one strikes the new road, made by convict labour, leading to Eamui-

kotan and then to the Chupets valley. Here the site for the future

capital of Hokkaido, in the very heart of Yezo, has been chosen by the

Japanese Government. It will go under the name of Eamikawa.

The Eamikawa plain is 342 feet above the sea-level. When I

visited the future capital of Northern Japan there were but five houses,

two of which were inhabited by the convicts employed to continue the

road leading across the island to Abashiri on the north-east coast.

Hundreds of hands were at work, and the road was progressing

rapidly.

To my idea the resources of the small Eamikawa plain will hardly

be sufficient to support a large population; in fact, I believe the

Government half thought of abandoning the project of having their new

capital so far inland.

I returned to Soraohi, and from there by a wide, but baiUy-kept road,

in which my pony sank to its belly in mud, I struck directly south

for Foronai or Ishikishiri as it is also called. Between Foronai and

Sorachi at a place called Otaussi-noi the road branches off; and at a

distance of 10 miles are found some rich coal-mines which had then

newly been opened. The Foronai coal-mines are well-known, and I

shall not speak of them. They are joined to Sapporo by a small railway,

which then continues to Otaru, the shipping port. The railway was

being continued to the new mines, and eventually, I believe, it is to be

carried on farther.

Sapporo, as you all know, is the present capital of Hokkaido, and the

Government has spent much money in starting industries, farms,
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colonial militia BottlotnentB, and opening roads, but unfortunately their

enterprises have not been supported by private capitalists, so that many
a well-started scheme has already fallen flat.

From Otaru I followed the north coast to Yoiohi and Eawamura and

then went across the Shakotan peninsula by the mountain track to

Iwanai, and the Iwao Nobori volcano (3374 feet above sea-level).

Slowly travelling along the coast in a south-west direction, I reached

Barabuta, but from here the trail became so bad that no ponies could

get through, and I, in the miserable condition in which I was, and not

being able to walk, had to return north-east to Shitzo, and from there

take the road south to Oshamambe across the peninsula. Once again on

Volcano Bay the travelling became more easy, as there is a fairly good

road round the bay between Oshamambe and Mori, passing through the

small villages of Eunnui, Turap, Tamakushinai, Otoshibe. Between

YaiQakuBhinai and Mori the road is very good. Instead of returning

to Hakodate vid the lakes, I followed the coast in a south-east direction,

and passed the hot springs of Obune, Eakumi, and Isoya, previous to

reaching Esau Volcano (1740 feet) and the Cape of the same name.

Sulphur accumulations are found near and around the craters of Esan.

The mineral is of very pure quality. From Gape Esan the coast turns

to the south-west as far as Toi, then again to the north-west to Ishisaki

and Yunokawa, after which one comes to the Hakodate isthmus and

peak. Having taken a day's rest at Hakodate, I travelled to Esashi by

the well-built road, one of the few fit for wheeled vehicles which as yet

have been made in Yezo. The distance direct from Hakodate is 57

miles, and it took me sixteen hours in a wretched cart to accomplish the

distance. I visited the part of the coast north of Esashi which I had

not gone through before up as far as Cape '>t >, and then returning to

Esashi proceeded south along the coast to Ishis-'ki, Eramaohi, Nepta and

Shirakami Cape, the most southern point of Yezo. North-west of here

is Fukuyama or Matsumae, the old capital of Yezo. This west coast of

the southern peninsula of Yezo has no harbours. Fukuyama itself to

the south is a little more protected than any place along the coast

between Cape Ota and Hakodate, but it also is far from being a safe

anchorage. I then returned to Hakodate, after one hundred and forty-

six days from the day I first left it, having accomplished the whole

circuit of Yezo, and having been up all its largest rivers.

According to Japanese maps the journey which I took would be over

5000 miles, but from my own notes I do not think that I went over

more than 3800 miles. This distance was almost entirely ridden on

horseback, and, what is more, on a pack-saddle.

My cruise to the Euriles is not included in this estimate of distances.

From the day I broke my foot to the day I reached Hakodate was a

space of fifty-eight days, during which I was with no medical assistance

whatever except my own, and I can assure you that riding on horseback
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with a " broken bone " is anything but a treat. However, I had to do it,

rather than bo forced tu Hpuiid tliu whole leyere winter in aamall fishing

village, where I am Buro I should have aaooumbed to cold and loneliness.

Having thos given a brief and very imperfect sketch of my jonmey,

I shall say farewell to you with the Ainu compliment " Fopka*no-okka

yan," which, translated into English, means, "May you be kept

warm!" ...

After the reading of this paper, and that of Professor John Miloe on his journey

in Teso, the following discussion took place :—
Mr. Mbik : I have very great pleasure In complying with the President's

request to speak about this island, always called in this country Yeso. Of course

the Japanese now call it Hokkaido, but Yezo is not even the proper original

name, it ought to be pronounced as if spelt Ezo. Mr. Lander has referred to

Mr. Blakiston, the first European who has left any record of his travels in Yezo.

There is no doubt that Captain Blakiston has been over pretty well most of the

ground covered by subsequent travellers. Captain Blakiston, in addition to being

a very skilled and accurate observer, was also an enthusiastic naturalist, and

has left behind him writings to this Society's Journal and those of various

American societies, containing full accounts of birds, animals, and numerous other

matters relating to Teso, and I think this country and the whole world owes a

tribute to him fcv what he has done in Yezo. At the same time I quite allow that

there is ample field for further exploration, and I am glad to hear that my friend.

Professor Milne, has taken up the work commenced by Captiun Blakiston. I

resided for three years in the island in the service of the Japanese Government,

and had both to go round the island to fix upon suitable sites for harbours and to

explore its rivers with a view of developing communications. I travelled all round

Yezo and gave very full reports; but imfortunately the Japanese are not very

wealthy, so practically nothing has been done since I was there as to developing

the island, with the exception of the Sorachi-Mororran railway, which has been

made in the last three or four years, the railway to Poronai having been made

ten or twelve years ago with a view to develop the coal-mines. I often came

across the Ainus in my travels and never had any difficulties with them.

Perhaps it was that my Japanese friend, who was also a great friend of

Captain Blakiston, and knew the country thoroughly, always suggested sak^, for

which the Ainu has a strong liking, and which smoothes all things and makes

travelling easy. Mr. Landor made reference to the fo(?8 on the south-east coast;

these are very prevalent in summer, and are so thick that on the coast you cannot

see 20 yards ahead, but one mile in the interior you are quite out of them. They

are entirely local and are caused by the cold current setting down from the Behring

Straits, past the Euiiles along to Cape Erimo, thence to Kinkuasan on the Japanese

main island. This current is 20 miles wide, and is, as a rule, 12" to 15" colder

than the rest of the sea. The consequence is that seaweed, known to the Japanese

as Kombu, flourishes luxuriantly and is a great article of commerce, being exported

into China; it grows as long as 90 to 100 feet. It is used in China and also

Japan as an article of diet, and is very nutritious. I would point out that a warm

current, a branch of the Kuro-siwo, sets through the Straits of Tsugaru and meets

this cold one east of Cape Erimo, then turns off to the Pacific. These warm and

cold currents are rather complicated, and I only mention it to account for the fogs.

A salt-water lagoon lying at the upper end of Akkeshi Bay is filled with oysters,

sometimes as much as 18 inches Icng on the shell ; two or three furnish a good
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meal for the European. While there I obtained a tin of them, • preeeryod for

the Ghineee marliet, lent them home and was accused of trying to poiaon the

whole family. The Ohineie lilce them high, and the Japanese, to meet the taste,

preserve them in rancid oil, which gives them a very unpleasant taste. Mr. Landor
has referred to Kamikawa as the future capital. I don't think the Japanese will

ever make this the capital of the isUnd, as the present capital, Sapporo, has

already a population of fifteen to sixteen thousand. If it is moved at ndl it will

be to Hakodate, the largest eommereial town In Teso, and the only town open to

Europeans in the island. Travelling, I may remark, U not unpleasant ; it is a

pleasant climate in the summer-time, with only aand-flies and horse«flies, which
you must put up with in every unopened country more or lest. Professor Milne

makes a remark about the timber in Yezo being worth an enormous sum. It is

very true that the island is covered with a great deal of timber, but I think not

of so great a value as he makes out. No doubt there is some fine timber, but

that on the coast is not of much value. It if only that grown on the higher

lands that is of any marketable value. At elevations of over 800 feet first-rate pine

timber is met with, which is very useful. The Ishikari is the biggest river in

the island and discharges more water than any other river in Japan ; the other two

rivers of any consequence are the Tokachi and Teshio. The Ainu has been

described as hairy ; so he is as compared with the Japanese, but not compared with

European races. The average Englishman has just as much hair on bis face if

he allows it to grow, but the Ainu has no barber or hairdresser to trim his flowing

locks. I think the greatest authority on the Ainu question is the Rev. John
Batchelor, a missionary of the Church Missionary Society, who has done more than

any other man for the tribe, and has contributed papers to the Asiatic Society of

Japan with regard to them, and published a dictionary of the Ainu language.

If any of the audience are anxious to follow up this matter you could not do

better than refer to his writings.

Professor Pebbt : I have been three times in Yezo, but never further north

or east than Sapporo. I lived in Japan a number of years in intimate relations with

Professor Milne, and I have been with him over some parts of Yezo, but nothing

that I can say would add to the Society's information concerning the island. To
those who do not know Mr. Milne I would say that he is an indefatigable observer as

a physicist, meteorologist, geologist, botanist, and entomologist, and when he commits

himself to a statement, it may be relied upon as having received most careful con-

oideration. I should like to ask the last speaker, when he said that the late Captain

Blakiston hod been over pretty well the whole ground described in these papers, did

he mean that Professor Milne's paper had not described new ground ? It is to be

understood that I have the highest respect for Captain Blakiston's work and feel

very grateful for his kind hospitality, but I should like to know whether it is not

true that what is described in Professor Milne's paper had not been described

before. I think he would not hare sent a paper to this Society which had not

something very new in it. At all events I feel sure that Professor Milne is the

first to describe the country one sees in tho interior of Yezo, say, in crossing from

Yubets.

Mr. Meik: I think Professor Perry is right; Captain Blakiston never went

across from Yubets or from Ishikari. He went as far as Kamikawa. I do not,

in making these remarks, wish to take away from the credit due to Professor

Milne, and I quite agree with Professor Porry that anything he writes may be

relied upon as accurate, and it was far from my intention to detract from Professor

Milne in anything I said about Captain Blakiston.

The President: If no one will continue the conversation I think there is
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nothing for lue to do except to lay that I am certain you wili wlilt me to tlmnk

all the gentlemen who have provided ao much entertainment for ui to-night.

Mr. Savage Landor haa struck into a very different line of worlc flrom hia illuitrioui

grandfather, hut I am sure he haa ihown enough energy to be worthy of hia name.

Both Professor Perry and Mr. Meik have contrihuted very much to our information.

To each and all of them you will desire me, I think, to return your best thanks.

I may remind the Society that Captain filakiston, who h** heen so often alluded to

to-night, received the patron's medal in the year 1862 from this Society, chiefly

for his great survey of Uie Yang Tse Uiver.
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EXPEDITION TO THE N06AL VALLEY.

By Tiioutcnant E. J. E. Svatni.

M«y, p.560.

In January, 1891, my brother, Captain Swayno, R.E., and myself,

were directed to make a reoonnaiuanoe into the Horn of Africa, with a

view to obtaining a AiUer knowledge of the main caravan trade routes

into the interior, and also in order to determine roughly the tribal limits

of the Habr Toljaala and Dulbahanta tribes of Somalis.

In making a preliminary sketch-map of our proposed route, we
discovered, from native information, that we would be going into the

country Speke once attempted to reach, and consequently we hoped to

discover the Nogal Valley, about the existence of which he and other

travellers had heard so much from the coast Somalis. Since Speke's

expedition, an account of which is to be found in Sir Richard Burton's

' First Footsteps in East Africa,' no further efforts had been made to

reach this district.

We reached Berbera towards the end of January, 1891, and at once

began our preparations for a three months' journey, collecting men,

camels, and food to form a caravan. It had been decided that the

escort should be composed of Somalis only, and that no Indian troops

should be employed, as the expedition would be required to penetrate

to tribes not before visited by Europeans ; tribes who were known to

have a rooted dislike to natives of India, and who were said to be of

uncertain temper.

Thirty Somalis were therefore engaged as camel-leaders. They wero

armed with long Snider rifles, roughly drilled, and taught to shoot..

Two of these were selected to act as head-men, various duties being

assigned to each, and tho services of a caravan-leader were obtained, to

be over all.

Care had been taken that some of the men engaged should be men

belonging to the tribes we were likely to meet, and the Political

Resident at Berbera lent us the services of two elders of tribes, to act as

guides, and be generally responsible for the safe conduct of the caravan.

One of these men was a Habr Toljaala, and the other an Arasama

Dulbahanta. Both did everything they could to help us ; and although

2 Q 2
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there was at tioies a little jealous friotion between them, we on the

whole got on very well together, and parted great friends.

A Somali interpreter, speaking English and Hindustani, had been

sent us from Aden ; but being a town man, he was very suspicious

of the intentions of the inland tribes, and not unfrequenUy communi-

cated his nervousness to the men. Most of our men knew something of

Hindustani, and we generally conversed with them in this language,

and presently picked up sufficient Somali to be able to get along fairly

well with such people as we met on the way.

We discovered when too late that three of our men were Hajis—that

is, men who have made pilgrimages to Mecca ; and these men, having

each considerable influence, divided the camp into three rival factions.

They had separate prayer-meetings, and constantly quarrelled with each

other. It is a good thing to have one Haji in the camp, as he will lead

the prayers, and if a good preacher, will attract at sunset all the tribes-

men who happen to bo grazing their flocks in the neighbourhood, thus

giving the expedition prestige. Sometimes two or three hundred men
would be performing their devotions in a long double line in front of

our tents, the preacher intoning the service standing well in front ofthe

centre of the line.

Thirty desert camels were purchased at a cost of about £2 10s.

a-piece, and also the necessary camel-mats and ropes.

These mats are made by the Somali women by chewing strips of the

bark of a kind of acacia thorn-tree called Galol. The frayed-out strips

of bark are woven into a mat, so as to leave long soft tags on one side of

the surface. Two of these mats are placed one on top of the other over

the hump of the camel, and are lashed firmly on with ropes made of

aloe fibre or raw hide. Two long stakes are then lashed one on each side in

the form of a V, the point of the V being tied together above the hump,

and the ends of the stakes bound together beneath the belly of the camel.

The load, carefully divided into two equal portions, is then lashed

across the stakes on each side. In rainy weather, when the camels are

unloaded, the stakes are planted in the ground and tied together, and

the mats thrown over them, thus making a round, brown water-tight

hovel, called by the natives Gurgi. Certain camels were told off to carry

water only.

For this purpose we bought a number of hans—grass-woven vessels

—

made water-tight by a coating ofmutton fat. These vessels, which also are

made by the women, are very elastic, and not so liable to be broken as

others. They will hold about two gallons of water each ; but the grease

gives an unpleasant taste to the water, which, however, we were obliged

to get used to, as we sometimes had to go for several days without

finding a well.

Two months' supplies were luid in, such as rice, dates, clarified

butter; also bales of American and Indian cloth, to be used as presents.

in
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Amongst other instrument^ we carried a theodolite, carefully packed

in a deal hox, and swaddled in pieces of camel-matting. We thus

carried it safely for about 2000 miles, during this and two subsequent

expeditions.

Starting from Berbera in the middle of February, we crossed the

stony plain called Guban in two days, and climbed up to the Sheikh

plateau by a difficult pass. This part of the Gk>lis Bange is about

35 miles from the coast, and can in clear weather be easily seen from

Berbera, as can also a bluff called Gan Libah, further west, and a moun-
tain called Wagger, 30 miles to the east.

The tomb at Sheikh is situated on the highest point of the caravan

road to the interior, and the Golis Range rises on both sides to an eleva«

tion of about 6000 feet—grassy and well-wooded, with cedar trees and

euphorbias, with a fair supply of water, the constant abode of various

sub-tribes of the Habr Gerhajis and Esa Musa, who here find grass for

their flocks and herds all the year round.

Seen from the coast, the range presents the appearance of a line^of

blue rocky bluffs following the general direction of the coast-line, some-

times approaching nearer to the sea, and sometimes retiring further

inland—the barrier between the hot stony maritime plain, called Guban,

and the cooler and pleasanter upper plain, called Ogo, which slopes

gently down to the interior, and merges into the Hand waterless plain.

About 4 miles to the west of Sheikh begins a line of towering cliffs

called Fudwein, which is continued westward in a succession of bluffs to

Gan Libah (the lion's hand), some 40 miles distant. Further westward

the range gradually sinks, and melts into the maritime plain which rises

to meet it, and is there called Ogo Guban—the word meaning a country

between Guban and Ogo.

About 30 miles to the eastward of Sheikh is situated a well-wooded

mountain called Wagger, divided up into a number of peaks, the highest

of which is about 6800 feet above sea-level. Between these peaks are

fertile valleys, splondidly-wooded slopes and broad pastures, supporting

herds of sleek cattle.

Over the Sheikh Pass lies the most direct road for caravans coming

to Berbera from the Habr Gerhajis tribe ; but owing to the difficulty

and danger of bringing laden camels this way, many caravans prefer to

go round 40 miles to the Miria Pass, a much easier though longer road.

The Sheikh road was some years ago put in order by an English

engineer officer, who blasted up some of the more difficult places ; but

since then the rain has washed down many boulders and broken away

the road in not a few places, and the natives were now anxious that we

should do something towards putting it in order again, as many

baggage camels were now lost yearly, and wator-hans, etc., destroyed.

The Sheikh plateau, on which stands the tomb from which it takes

its name, consists of plain red soil, and is in one place cultivated by a
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village of mullahs, or priests, who have lived here from time immemorial.

Their oamel-mat huts are pitched amongst some ancient ruins, sur-

rounded by a high and thick thorn fence—a defence against lions and

lootei-s. The latter, however, generally leave mullahs alone, unless hard

pressed for food.

Whei'ever cultivation is carried on in Somali-land, it is done by tho

mullahs, who alone enjoy comparative immunity from molestation at tho

hands of the marauding bands which constantly wander about the

country. There are very few of these settlements in the land, and they

are generally separated by a 100 miles or so of thorny acacia shrub.

Near the tomb there is a large ancient graveyard, containing some 5000

graves ; and the place is reputed very holy, being one of the first Ktrong-

holds of the Arab sheikhs who came over from Arabia and intermarried

with the Galla women ; and having thus founded a powerful tribe, drove

the Ckkllas every year further into the interior. The work is still

carried on by the various Somali tribes, which are descended from tho

early Arab settlers, who, they boast, were near relatives of the Prophet.

Having selected one of the bluffs of Fudwein from whencewe should

be able to take observations on Berbora, we left the heavy baggage in

charge of the priests, and, climbing up by a roundabout way some 1500

feet or so, we reached the summit, and camped at the edge of the cliffs,

which here fall sheer 1000 feet down to a continuation of the Sheikh

plateau, called Mirso—a high ledge running round the foot of the cliffs,

much cut up by ravines and covered with thorn jungle. All around us

were fine cedar trees and euphorbias ; the former, however, appeared to

be too much twisted to be of much use as timber. A short distance back

from the edge of the cliffs there were long grassy glades, the soil being

plain red alluvial, and the ground generally sloping gently down
towards the interior. We were unable to take satisfactory observations

for nearly a week, as it rained frequently and the sky was overcast ; but

at length we saw Berbera lighthouse, distant 35 miles, glimmering

white through the theodolite telescope, and obtained azimuths and

latitudes. Thus we fixed the first point in our chain of positions. An
azimuth also was obtained on to a hill called Yirrowa, 45 miles distant

in the interior.

Our method throughout of fixing positions was by means of azimuths

and latitudes, both being determined by numerous stellar observa-

tions, the sextant being worked at the same time as the theodolite. The

general direction for 150 miles was S.E. ; and the country after leaving

Oolis being very open, and the atmosphere clear, and distant peaks well

defined, we found no di£Sculty in carrying a chain of azimuths as far as

we went ; but on our direction changing to east, we were obliged to

zigzag a little to fix points by triangulation, and were finally obliged to

make a departure due south to the edge of the Hand Desert, in order to

fix Bur Anod and Shile Madu, two mountains in the Nogal district.
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After 'whioh, on our return journey, we had plain sailing again to a
point near Karam, and then worked westward by means of latitudes and
azimuths on Wagger Mountain, which had previously been fixed from

Berbera and Fudwein. Heights were worked out by aneroid, barometer,

and thermomotor readings, oheoked by boiling-point thermometer.

Arrangements were made for having simultaneous observations taken at

the coast.

Up to the time that we reached the Dulbahanta country—that is, for

about 150 miles—although we sometimes at night heard men shouting in

the distance, I do not think we met more than 200 men, the country

on our line of march being much dried up for want of water, as the Dair,

or short rains, had failed, and the tribes had driven their flucks to better

grazing-grounds in the mountains. Our men were at first much in fear

of raiding parties, and there were constantly scares by day and by
night; but as they became more confident of themselves, there was
presently very little confusion, every man going quietly to his place, and
remaining on the alert.

After crossing the Golis Range, we entered the Tug Dehr Valley, and

leaving Burao on our right, marched to the wells of Ber, distant from

Fudwein about 50 miles, our way lying through thick thorn jungle,

everything being very dried up, and no water to be obtained until we
reached Ber. Generally, wherever we passed over a waterless country

we were enabled to make longer marches, as no people were met with

on the way, and so there was no inducement to stop, even had the

limited supply of water carried in our hans allowed of it.

We did not go to Burao, where we might have got water, as it was

slightly out of our way, and we did not wish to be delayed by the Burao

people, the Habr Qerhajis, as they would expect presents; and we
required all we had for the Dulbahanta and Hubr Toljaala people. On
making a night bivouac about 5 miles from Burao, however, we were

visited by a number of horsemen, who showed us the usual equestrian

exercises, and demanded cloth. Besides these men, we met no others up

to the time we reached Dabr Dalol, some 40 miles S.E. of Ber, excepting

stragglers returning from what they said were unsuccessful searches

after stolen camels. Although we thought ourselves far from any tribes,

yet it was just in this plain that our men most anticipated attack,

partly because the country was entirely new to most of them, and partly

because it is just in these desolate places that looting generally takes

place. Also, we were gradually nearing Bur Dab, a blue hazy mass of

hills, becoming more distinct and bolder as we advanced—the reputed

rendezvous of a large band of robbers recruited from the Musa Abokr,

Sad Yunis, and Mahmud Qerad, three very turbulent sub-tribes in-

habiting the country 150 miles east of Bur Dab. As we neared this

mountain we crossed the fresh tracks of a large body of horsemen

deeply imprinted in the red powdery soil ; and many were the discussions
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the right of these hoof marks gave rise to amongst the men. At night

men shouted to ns from the thorny jungle that they would attack us.

• »*•»•
The latter next day aottially oame into collirion with a large party

of robbers just after a Somali oaravan, whioh happened to be passing at

the time, had been looted, and some thousands of sheep captured. The
robbers, who were composed of spearmen and slingers, attacked so boldly,

that it was, unfortunately, found necessary to open fire on them to drive

them off. The sheep that had been looted were abandoned by the flying

robbers, and returned to the owners.

Our Aden men, bom and bred in a town, some of whom had never

been outride one, were terrible scaremongers, and often infected the rest,

and were with difficulty prevented from firing on occarional men seen

roaming about in the bushes near the camp ; but with the exception of

one or two hopeless ones, by the time we reached the Dulbahanta

country they had lost their fears, and on a sudden alarm at night

would get to their places and kneel there quietly, ready for orders. So

much so, that often the only sign of uneasiness would be the sudden

jumping to their feet of our camels, and on our going outside the tents

we would fiind the men kneeling in a circle round the camp with rifles

ready, not a word being said.

On our return journey we virited Bur Dab, and examined the wells,

and also went on over the tops of the bluffs ; but we found no robbers

there, and subsequently, after our return to Berbera, we heard that the

robbers had quitted on our approach, for seeing our tents, they thought

we were the same party with whom they had come into collirion, and so

withdrew.

The rock, in some places more than 1000 feet above the plain, com-

mands a view of the whole country 70 miles around, and men were said

to be constantly on the outlook for passing caravans, and to raid at a

distance of 50 miles. The looters were supposed also to send out spies

to examine the ground in the vicinity of the wells of Ber and elsewhere,

and to follow any fresh caravan-tracks they might there find, returning

to inform the robbers.

Bur Dab generally divides the Habr Toljaala from the Dulbahanta

country, and all caravans to Berbera must pass either on one ride or the

other; thus the looters, sometimes three hundred in number, obtain

much booty, and only vacate the place when caravans have been

frightened off the regular routes, and taken to the long and tedious

Hand Desert journey, where they must carry a ten days' supply of

water, none being obtainable on the way.

Having thus completely paralysed all trade, the looters return to

their several tribes until such time as a return of confidence on the part

of traders holds out a prospect of further booty.

They are generally all young men, who, having got tired of thft
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inactivity of home life, band themselves together, and come to Bar Dab
for two or three months in the year, and there live on the camels, sheep,

and goats which they are lucky enongh to capture from passing cara-

vans, every now and then organiuing a diutant raid on some hostile

tribe. They return to their families when rain has fallen, and the

young grass gives prospect of fat sheep for food, and a life of ease after

the hardships of a period of outlawry.

So much for the robbers. Balding is always carried on between

tribes at feud with each other; but trading caravans are, as a rule,

respected, except by these Bur Dab robbers, and the Jibril Abokr on the

west. Hostile tribes, carefully avoiding each other, and on the alert

after a recent raid, gradually become careless, and leave their camels

and flocks in charge of women and children, whilst the men sleep and
dawdle; then the more enterprising tribe collects its horsemen, and
they, taking a supply of dried meat on the saddle-bows, ride o£F in the

night, surprise the enemy's flocks, and, killing such men as are in the

way, drive off the animals before the hostile tribesmen have had time to

assemble.

If pursued, the captured sheep and goats are left to fall into the hands

of their rightful owners ; but the camels are driven on at great speed

into the mountains, and then all chance of recovery is gone.

Looting horses will often go for two or three days without water,

and we hear of five thousand camels being captured in this way at one

swoop—a valuable prize, worth, say, £l2,000, to be divided amongst the

lucky spoilers. When the raid has been arranged by horsemen combined

with men on foot, the share of the horsemen is always twice as large as

that of the others.

Feuds between tribes vary in intensity according to the number of

men that have been killed, and the manner in which it has been done.

It is a point of honour with a tribe not to be satisfied until an equal

number of the enemy has been killed ; and the feud is carried on from

generation to generation, after the Corsican method, until the tally is

correct.

Thus, if a single man of the enemy is met with at a desert well, bis

life is not to be despised, and he is mobbed and murdered, and the score

reduced by one. Tribes, however, get very tired of this sort of thing,

and a price of seventy camels per man has been fixed upon as blood-money

;

and if both sides are willing, the feud is settled by the side having the

greater number of slain receiving seventy camels for each man who is

killed in excess of the enemy's dead. Since the British have occupied the

coast, the tribes have been encouraged to accept our arbitration in these

matters ; and many settlements have been made, sometimes, however, to

be broken over some dispute in connection with the quality of camels

paid as blood-money—some being too old, others too young, etc We
have now a settled price of 700 rupees to represent the fine of seventy
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camels. Good camels would actually be worth more than three times

that amount, but in oases of blood-money a nominal value only is

paid.

When a private murder is committed, the murderer must either be

handed over to the fumily of the murdered man, or else the tribe must
fight for him, and arrange payment of blood-money. If the murderer is a
" good man " (that is, if he has murdered many others, and looted many
camels), the tiibe refuses to give him up, and fights for him; if he is

not a " good man," he is handed over, and mothodioally led out to have

his throat cut.

The Dulbahanta, like other large tribes, are split up into many sub-

tribes, and these again into smaller sections and families. They gene-

rally occupy the Nogal Valley, which we entered after leaving a place

called Eirrid. Nogal is the name given to the whole district comprising

the Ain, Tug Dehr, and other valleys. In the centre of this district Bur
Dab, Bur Anod, and Shile Madu are masses of rock forming islands in

the broad Nogal Valley. The hills are generally composed of trap-

rock ; but gypsum is found in the valleys ; and all the wells are sunk in

this, the water being very foul, partly owing to the sulphuretted hydro-

gen latent in the water, and partly owing to the surface scum which

drains into the wells after the departure of the flocks and herds which

have been watering there during the season whon grass has been

abundant in the neighbourhood. We suffered much from bad water, as

some of the wells we drank at had not been used for a long time, and

were consequently very foul. The water in the wells becomes fairly

sweet after flocks have been drinking from them for some days, as the

bad water becomes exhausted, and a fresh supply filters in. Most of the

wells have been quarried out of the rock by the race of men said to be

Gallas, who inhabited the country prior to the Somali invasion, the latter

disdaining to dig any wells except with his hands in soft sand. The sub-

tribes have each their own separate pastures and watering-places, and

will not lirink at each other's wells unless on terms of intimate friend-

ship. With such thousands of camels, goats, sheep, and ponies, the

watering has to be done very methodically, different hours for this

being allotted to different families. The men descend into the wells, say,

20 feet down, and water is passed up from man to man in skin buckets,

and poured into skins arranged in the form of basins with sticks, and

propped up by stones. The herds are then driven up to drink, and

driven off again to give place to others. All the time the men engaged in

the wells are singing songs, and others sing and whifiLie encouragement

to the camels. The white gypsum rock in the vicinity of the wells is

ground into dust by the continual passage of beasts, and is glaring, and

very trying to the eyes. At sunset all the beasts are driven off, and

collected by families inside thick thorn fences; fires are lighted, sheep

killed, and songs and dances kept up until a late hour. The position

of el

whiJ

chilJ
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of each sub-tribe is maiked by thirty or forty brown zerebas, inside

which oamel-mats, rigged up on sticks, afford shelter to the women and
children.

The Dulbahantas had never before been visited by Europeans, and
were very suspicious of our intentions. We were therefore obliged to

remain at some distance from the wells until they had finished watering,

as they suspected us of designs of poisoning the water. Tribute was often

demanded under the name of " presents," and it is difficult, with so many
sub-tribes, to carry sufficient cloth to satisfy them. Our only plan was
to find out which was the most powerful, and depend on them for

choking off the others. Thus wo got on fairly well with most of them,

though they all expected more, and tried the effect of demonstrations to

impress us ; but there were only one or two men of any note of whom
we had any reason to complain.

At Badwein, in the centre of that part of the Nogal Valley which is

occupied by the Arasama sub-tribe, we discovered extensive ruins of an

ancient city, and close by a large tank quarried out of the gypsnm rock.

The deserted ruins covered an area of about 40,000 square yards,

choked up with cactus and aloes, the haunt of leopards and hyaenas.

Most of the houses have been reduced to mounds of stone and rubble,

covered with straggling mimosa bushes, but here and there the walls of

houses were better preserved. We rode into one house, whose walls

stood some 10 feet high, and found it divided into many partitions, the

building being in the form of a parallelogram, with sides 200 feet long

and 100 feet wide. Curious niches here and there would seem to have

been used as fire-places. r,,-:,-? /.. ;,

Seeing these things, we listened with respect to the Somali legend of

a civilised people who had long passed away before the onset of the

savages whose guests we now were. The Somalis said this civilised

people cultivated all the lands around, and occupied large cities, that

they could read and write, and that when their (the Somalis') fathers

came to the country, many buildings bore truces of writing which had

long since been worn away by the work of time. They called the

people " Harli," and said they were there prior to the Gallas. The
latter had dug the rocky wells at Eirrid which we saw on first entering

the country, and had cut a rude Christian cross in the face of the cave

—

the only ancient sign existing of a rude form of Christianity in the laud.

We tried to decipher what was said to be writing on the pillar of a door-

way ; but it was impossible to make out any letters, as the surface of the

gypsum stones, of which all the houses were built, had become much
decomposed by the action of rain, and looked spongy, like pumice-stone.

We rode with our party of Dulbahantas in amongst the ruins, out of one

house into another, and, standing on hi^h heaps of debris, let our eyes

range over a landscape dotted with crumbling grey walls imbedded in

clumps of aloes and cactus. As we picked our way among the fallen
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blocks, we dibtnrbed a herd of deer fcediog inside the remains of an

old building, and everywhere guinea-fowl, of the species called vulturine,

scuttled out of our path. We wished much to dig amongst the ruins

for ancient pottery, etc., but were prevented from doing so by the

suspicion and prejudice of our hosts, who consider any tampering with

these places as sacrilegious. There were many old graves, some of which

seemed to be built in the form of a cross ; they were plastered over

with a mortar composed of pounded gypsum and water. The Dulba-

hantas now make their graves in the same manner, only Moslem in

design ; always in the vicinity of water, as certain rites, for which water

is necessary, have to be carried out. In some cases dead men are carried,

strapped on camels, long distances in order to be buried near water.

We much wished to remain some days and explore this dead city, but

various sub-tribes of Dulbahantas were very unew^y and suspicious of

our intentions, so we thought it advisable not to prolong our stay.

They could not understand why we roamed about in desolate places

instead of accepting the hospitality of their wandering camps, where the

whole place was infested with camel-ticks ; and having seen us working

the theodolite, they credited us with designs of presently bringing an

army to take the country. They dissuaded us as well as they could from

proceeding to the outM}f-the-way peaks we had fixed upon as points of

observation, and placed many obstacles in the way, assuring us we

should be attacked by savage Iribes, and that we were going into a

country utterly waterless, that our camels would be devoured by lions,

etc. Seeing, however, that we went all the same, and discovered water

in spite of them, they gave up the attempt, and we were better friends

after.

We were obliged to make a departure south from El Dab, as Muyo,

the place we intended to go to, and which was said to be on the Toljaala-

Dulbahanta frontier, lay nearly due east of us, and so its position could

not be determined by means of azimuths and latitudes. This departure

south carried us to a stony range of hills bounding the great Haud
Desert', and our observations were made on a high bluff called Galfai

—the place of the Gallas—where many large cairns spoke of the former

occupation of these people.

On our return from this place we examined the tank at Badwein,

and found it to be an oblong hole quarried out of gypsum rock, about

120 yards long and 80 yards wide, with perpendicular rocky sides. The

water, which was 40 feet from the surface, presented the appearance of a

lake of ink, very foul and unpleasant. Ponies and sheep, however, are

driven down to drink at a place where one of the sides has fallen in.

Thick evergreen bushes flourished in all the crevices, and vulturine

guinea-fowl came in long lines in Indian file to drink. We shot some of

these birds, and found them very palatable ; but the Somalis would on no

account touch them, as they never eat birds of any kluu. They are very

I
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faBtidiouB also as to eating game, only certain kinds of deer being

considered good, and these must have their throats out in the orthodox

Mussulman way, high up under the jaw. We preferred to sever the

head from the body low down the neck, in order to make better speci-

mens for setting up ; and many of our specimens were spoilt by the men
rushing in to the wounded game before we could come up.

At Muyo we were at the eastern end of the Bur Dab Range, having

the Tug Dehr Valley, now 20 miles wide, on the north, and the Ain

and Shilloli Valleys on the south. The whole district is called Nogal.

Bur Anod, the hill which we had heard so much about, was within easy

reach of us, and very distinct, whilst Shile Madu was easily seen a little

further east, and the positions were fixed in our maps. Near Muyo
there are a few rocky wells—a bone of contention to the surrounding

tribes, situated as they are in debatable land between the Arasama Qerad

and the Mahmud Gerad, two Dulbahanta tribes, who have been for a

long time past fighting out a blood feud. Raiding parties from both

sides water their ponies here, and we actually met a party of Arasama

horsemen, who had just come back 70 miles from an unsuccessful attack

on the Habr Toljaala tribe. We now and then on our march saw knots

of horsemen on the brows of the hills, and in some cases they would

charge up to us to try to throw the caravan into confusion ; but on

seeing us undisturbed, they would pull up when a short distance off, and

parley, and demand cloth. Muyo was the furthest point of our journey,

and we turned back thence on our return journey by another route

to Earam, having penetrated well into the Nogsd district. We marched

back to Badwein, and thence through thousands ofcamels of the Arasama

and Barkad Gerad to El Dab, where we made some parting presents, and

then struck off to the northward, accompanied by a large native caravan,

which wished -to take advantage of our protection past the northern end

of Bur Dab. Our way for a day's march lay amongst stony hills and

up a thorny valley, until we reached the summit of a low range which

separates the Habr Toljaala from the Dulbahanta country, and is here

called Laba Gardai (two views). We then descended on the other side

to the Tug Dehr Valley, and, turning to the left, marched to the wells of

Arreged, situated in a cleft between two bluffs of Bur Dab, and said to

be the headquarters of the robbers. We had thus in coming and going

made a complete circuit of Bur Dab. Although we were disturbed at

night by spies, we were not attacked, and completed our observations

without hindrance. We ascended a high bluff of Bur Dab about 1000

feet above camp, and found that the hill was composed of trap-rock,

the inside falling away to a basin tunnelled in all directions by caves,

said to be inhabited by robbers whenever they come here. The regular

stratification of the rocks and the general formation did not seem to

warrant the assumption that this basin is the crater of a volcano, as

stated by some travellers to the Italian Geographical Society. The
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nativM told na that no Europeans had ever been there before. It is

possible that the word Bur D&b, meaning a rocky hill, was mistaken for

Bur Dab, meaning a hill of fire, or a voloano.

The native oaravan wo had been escorting left ns at Arreged, and

went on to Berbera, via the Miria Pass, to Hnguf. The merchandise

consisted of gum arabio, myrrh, frankincense, hides, and ostrich

feathers, also a number of fat-tailed sheep ; and after disposing of theso

at Berbera, the natives intended bringing back cloth, dates, and rice.

Most of the thorn trees iii the Dulbahanta country produce gum arabio,

and clear transparent knobs could be seen sticking on the naked

branches. The inside of these knobs is fluid, and sweet to the taste, and

the Somalia eat great quantities; but only when near water, as they

require to drink much at the time.

Bur Dab itself is chiefly noted for its myrrh. Caravans do not gene-

ntUy go to Berbera from the interior, except at t'. certain season, when
rain has fallen near the coast, and the maritime ^ lain, at other times

almost devoid of vegetation, is covered with tufts of short grass, and the

mimosa bushes are in leaf. Then the tribes in the vicinity camp about

the town itself, and caravans come in from the interior. The goods are

stacked in a stone enclosure under the control of Customs officers, and the

camels are driven out intb the plain to graze.

The tribes immediately around Berbera demand tribute from other

tribes sending caravans through thi<tn, and the tribute has been fixed at

so much a head per camel, and is, under the present arrangement, paid

into the British Customs, to be subsequently divided amongst the elders

of the coast tribes. There arc two roads ohiefly used by caravans from

the Dulbahanta country to Berbera ; one is vid the Sheikh Pass, and one

is via the Miria Pass, the latter being by far the better, and although

much longer, it is, as a rale, preferred to the shorter but more precipitous

Sheikh road, where camels often come to grief. Also, the road vid the

Miria Pass only passes through the Habr Toljaala country—a fairly

peaceable people ; whereas the Sheikh road passes through the Habr
Tunis and Esa Musa, the former being frequently at war with their

neighbours or amongst thomselves. Both these roads are commanded by

Bur Dab, as caravans must either pass to the south by Eirrid, or to the

north by Arreged ; and the more inland trade is effectually stopped when
this mountain is occupied by a large number of robbers. The latter are

recruited from several sub-tribes, the Musa Abokr, Sad Yunis, and

Mahmud Gerad, who all occupy lands to the east of the Miria road,

stretching up to the sea, and so are enabled to cut in on the lines of

march of caravans. The Habr Toljaala are a powerful tribe, and make

it a point of honour that caravans shall have safe passage through their

country, and they receive a part of the dues for this purpose. When this

tribe is down in the maritime plain, however, the looters come up to

Bur Dab and raid all aroimd. In the summer, when the Habr Toljaala
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oome up to the oooler and more grMsy oonntry about Bur Dab, tke

Mahmud Qerad, etc., raid all along the maritime plain, and have

been known to loot all the camela off the plain immediately around

Berbera, and carry them oif to the mountains before they oould be

pursued.

The Habr Toljaala say they haye much more trouble keeping the

roads safe than the Esa Musa, who live immediately around Berbera,

where the British oooupation keeps looters at a distance, and so they now
demand a larger portion of the dues.

A camel corps has now been raised at Berbera, composed of Somalis,

equipped with Snider rifles, and properly drilled by the Political

Besident. The camels of this corps were imported from Arabia, and

were supposed to require jowary for food ; and consequently, in order to

supply this want, a stimulus was given to the cultivation of jowary at

the Dubar wells, where are the gardens of Berbera, distant 7^ miles.

Water is brought in pipes from Dubar to Berbers, where it is collected

in tanks, the whole being the work of the Egyptians before our occupa-

tion. The Arab camels are in the rainy season daily driven out into

the plain to browse on the low mimosa bushes ; and although new to this

kind of food, they have soon become used to it, and thrive so well that

there is now no danger of the supply of fodder ever running short, suffi-

cient jowary being easily raised to supply the camels' food during the

dry season. Jowary is grown in the interior wherever mullahs, or

priests, have settlements, they only being fairly secure from molestation.

On a subsequent expedition we visited the largest of these settlements,

the only inland village in Somali-land before reaching Faf, on the Webbe.

It is called Hargaisa, and is surrounded by extensive jowary crops. The
soil here is generally plain red alluvial, topped with a fine lajer of sand,

the same exactly, and not a bit better, that we had seen stretching for

more than 100 miles down the course of the Tug Dehr and other valleys.

Bain is continually falling at all seasons on the elevated Golis Bange,

which shuts out the stony maritime plain from the elevated interior

;

but as we retire from the hills we only have rain at certain seasons.

One season is called Dair (the short rains), the other being called Gu
(the big rains). It was the season of the Dair rains when we started

from Berbera ; bat they failed, and the country we passed through was

much dried up, the soil being powdered and driven in clouds by the

wind as it was knocked up by the camels' feet.

The highest mountain we ascended in the Golis is called Wagger,

and is about 6800 feet high, and inhabited by the Mahamed Esa, a sub-

clan of the Esa Musa, not on very friendly terms with the Habr Toljaala

owing to a dispute anent road dues. On this mountain many fat cattle

wandered knee-deep in grassy glades, and there were flowers everywhere,

and birds sang in all the trees. The trees, chiefly cedar and euphorbia,

in some oases grew to a height of 100 feet, and I measured one cedar
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which WM orer 21 feet in oironmferenoe at the bMe. Then are alio

ome high hMwdan treei, a peoiea of euphorbia, ftrom which ezndei a

white flery fluid, producing, when manufactured, a kind of gutta-percha.

Elephant! had tunnelled pathi through the thick foreet right up to the

rammit of the highest peak, called Tawawur, and following one of theae

patha, we eaiily ascended the mountain, and presently emerged out of the

gloom of the interlaced trees on io the summit, where lay a large split

boulder. Kudu could be heard crashing through the underwood, and

ftem a valley down below came the voice of a panther. A cloud

presently enveloped us, and after waiting some hours to try to obtain

observations on Berbera, we were obliged to return to camp in a grassy

glade between the two main peaks of Wagger, called respectively

Bakawa and Tawawur. A thunderstorm burst on us during the night,

with torrents ofrain ; but a sunny morning followed, and again ascending

to the top of the mountain, we were enabled to take the necessary

angles. On this mountain, as on Fudwein, water is fairly abundant,

and during the winter months the temperature is all that could be

desired. In April the temperature in the shade on Wagger varied from

68° Fahr. at night to 75° in the middle of the day. Wagger is about 45

miles from Berbera, and is reached by an easy road passing through the

Daga Mahalable gap in the maritime hills.

There were many karias of the Mahamed Esa scattered over the

mountain, and numbers of chubby childien were playing about amongst

the calves. The whole population live entirely on milk, sheep, and an

occasional cow. The men were very civil, and assured us that they

were not troubled by raiders, who usually swept past the foot of the

mountain, not caring to trust their ponies on the broken ground of the

mountains. Most of the looting is done by horsemen, and .consequently

the tribes which keep most ponies are generally the greatest raiders, as

men on foot are unable to drive off the booty snfBciently quickly.

Before closing this paper, I would like to say something about the

Hand. This is a broad waterless plain beginning at the Abyssinian

frontier, near a peak called Moga Medir, and i-unning eastward, gradually

widening until it reaches the south of the Dulbahanta country, where it

is over 200 miles broad. During this journey we skirted its northern

limits near Qalfai, and during two subsequent journeys we reached

points on its northern boundary further westward at Toyo and Moga
Medir. The western portion of the Haud, called Bun, west of Toyo, is

a grassy plain without a bush on it, separating the Jibril Abokr and

Gudabursi Somalis from the tribes under Abyssinian domination—the

BertorS, Giri, and others. The plain, which consists of red alluvial soil,

is here about 30 or 40 miles wide, soon increasing in width, however, as

it is continued eastward, so that between Hargaisa and Milmil it is over

100 miles broad. Further to the east the ground loses its prairie

character and becomes rolling, and covered with broad-crowned mimosa
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buahoa. The Ilaud, although uninhabited at other tiinoa of the year,

ihiring the ruini is the paature-ground of nearly every tribe, both on tho

iKirthorn and southern side of it, nearly every tribe having a right of

vay into it, and returning after the rains to their own Hide of the Haud.

Thus tho Ilaud effeotually separates the northern Somalis, the TTabr Awal,

Habr Qerhajis, Habr Toljaala, and Dulbahanta from tho Ogadeyn and
Derthore tribes, lying on the south of the Haud, Most of the Ogadeyn
tribes trade with Obia and the south coast of the Horn, belonging to tho

Italians, but a few of the tribes nearest the Haud nend caravans across

to Berbera. When we were at Muyo wo received an invitation from the

Mahamed Qerad Dulbahantas to come and see thorn. Thoy said they

would kill camels and sheep for us and feast us, and profossed much
friondsbip. Wo were not able to go, however, as wo hatl come to the

end of our provisions and presents, and had to return to Burbora. Had
we gone we should have struck a point of the Haud further east than

Galfai. We were told that after rain the grass grew no high and beoamo

80 tangled that the only way for men to get from one part, to another

was by following the lanes made by the camels as they wajulered about

feeding.

The Haud is a noted haunt of lions ; we saw several on the western

(tide, and heard many tales of their ravages in the DulUtihanta country.

The lions are, by the natives, supposed to require no water, but to suok

the dew from the grass in the early morning, and tboy told us that often

on cutting open lions which had been killed, grass was found inside

them. Wo actually shot two lions at least 30 miles from water, and I

sat fur two nights near the only water-hole for 30 miles around, and

although we once or twice heard lions, they did not come to drink. The
Haud swarms with game, espeoiuUy springbok, hartebecst, and ostriches.

Thousands of antelopes may be seen feeding knee-doep in grass, looking

in tho distance like long brown strips, and it is easy to shoot as many as

aro required. The Bun, on the west side of the Haud, seems just suited

to ostrich farming.

Attached are lists of latitudes and longitudes ; also of barometrical

and thermometrioal readings.

Large revised maps of the whole of Somali-land are now in progress,

and the results of this journey will be entered on them.

A genealogical tree of the Dulbahantas has also been mado out.

Map TO Lieutenant Swaynk's Papeh.—The map illustratin: this paper has

been coDstructed from the observations and report, accoinpnniod by a sketch-map

jirepared roughly on the journey, sent to the Koyal Geograpliical Society by
Lieutenant Swayne; the coast-line from the Admiralty chart of tho Qiiii of Aden
(No. (\ B.) 1888 ; and the country around Berbera from a map of tlio Habr Awal
country compiled by Lieutenant Swayne, scale 3 miles = 1 inch, Poena, 1887.
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A List of Latitudes and Lonoitude8.

I.-IIL—By Oapt. Swayne, it.E., and Lieut. Swayne, 16th Bengal Light Infantry. The
longitudes are determined by azimuths and difi'urcnces of livtitudes ; allitudcH by

oneroid, corrected for diurnal range, and referred to Berbera. lY.—By Gapt.

Paget, B.N. v.—By Mr. Hooper, H.M. Indian Marino Survey.

II.

1. February to April, 1891.

Berbera—Pier (from Chart)
MuBJid .

Residency . .

' Sheikh, Lower ....
t „ Upper ....

Fudwein
' Garasgoe
; Dubur

Yirrowa, East ....
Ber
Shilleli

Kirrid
Dabr Dalol—Top . . ,

Camp . .

Warda Magoi ....
shela Oro,
Kabr Ogaden ....
liumbur Salmo....
Biyo Addo—Camp . .

Top . . .

Hagr Agoler ....
Muyo—Camp ....

Top ....
Laba Gardui ....
Arreged—Gamp . . .

Top ....
Waridad
Lascal—Camp ....

Top of loek . .

Hugiiff
Dufleho—Camp . . .

Karingabili

Jid Arho, A
„ B

Tawawur Peak—Summit

.

GadkiGobleh ....
Karam
GolaMidik
Eldarad

Altltaile. Latitude N.

i
-

May to July, 1891.

Gan Libah ...
NuBO Hablod—On neck
Bohol Gibbli—Hill .

> Yuffun—Camp . , .

Elephant rock

EgadinHUl . . .

Sikuba
Hug, Lesser

Hill ....
Mirid
DariuUbi ....

Feet.

30

2800
4698
6374

.S324

3215
33U6
3214

2945
877.H

2697

S33»
2856

3183
3102

3733
4M0
3168
8730
4849
2080
1929
1893

2305
6819
40
2
70

5929
4680

4945
5116

4601
4216

2992
305U

10 26 24
10 26 1

10 26 7
9 59 44
9 56 18
9 57 28
9 53 46
9 51 20
9 24 45
9 19 48
9 2 52
8 58 33
8 57 20
8 57 18
8 54 29
8 55 18
8 56 17
8 51 21
8 42 40
8 42 88
8 58 59
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

4 55
4 58
5
8 30
8 26
17 8
53 35
52 40
56 49

9 59 45
10 8 4
10 20 14
10 20 18
10 2 57
10 41 35
10 50 29
10 46 40
10 43 44

9 52 52
9 34 58
9 42 47
9 42 54
9 48 4
9 55 9
9 55 57
10 1 49
10 2 1

10 6 40
10 11 85

Longitude E.

45 89
45 49
45 r>2

45 5 34
45 12 41

45 43 51

46 2*;

46 8 5S
46 19 44

46 18

46 27 5S

46 35 1<.>

46 48 21!

46 12 2(1

45 51 Xi

45 48 44

45 48 49

45 25 54

45 4'i its

44 47 2S
44 6 Hi

43 39 2*i
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Karima Goraiyu . .

Kudkuduha—Camp .

Turki—Hill
BuUiar, P

,, (Chowki) . .

III. September to October, 1891.

Damal
Aw Boba
Lnamaan—Stone zeribii .

Ucmul
Aligilla

Alimaan
Darinwwla
Fulla, I^wer—iiiecoDd camp
„ Upper ....

Bub-gorbag ....
Zaila Besidoacy . .

AlUtude.

Feet.

2410
2256

15

3925
5()97

1950
1744
1969
8022
2082
1395
1649
1822

IV. Habr Gerhoji'a country.

Warren ....
Upula ....
Burao ....
Aumng'g'a . .

Suriagunza.
Ballieeii . . .

Bohordii . .

Garabrho . .

Com Barri . . .

Jibril Abokr country.

Jebel Kemass .

Taranah . . . .

Biji

Garas
Dadcinbu Ged Lasgcd
Hug
E Leblao . . . .

Harg'aisa . . . .

Jalele

ElDemet . . . .

Alelablue . . . .

Debradowanlcy
Sctowar

LaUtnde N.

10 9 20
10 8 85
10 7 16
10 23 6
10 23 6

9 41 52
10 4 30
10 44 52
10 as 85
10 27 10
10 15 34
10 26 89
10 49 45
10 45 12
10 47 42
11 21

9 86 4
9 21 22
9 30 89
9 25 51
9 20 3
9 8 13
9 6 14
8 54 12
8 47 3

10 17 52
10 10 52
10 9 .57

10 7 51
10 7 27
10 1 44
9 53 15
9 32 ai
9 44 56
9 50 85
9 54 17

9 57
9 59 37

Longitude R
t It

44 25 5S
44 25 59

42 51 28

42 54 n
43 28 20 *

45 35 40
45 39 42

46 6 5

* Lougitudo calculated from Efat Island, as given on chart, viz., lat. 11° 29' 36" N.

loug. 43° 27' 13" E.

3 R 2
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-'; THE SIYIN CHINS.
By Major F. M. Rondall, d.8.o., 4tli Gnrkha BifleB.

(Late O. 0. Chin Hills, and Tolitical Offloor, Northern Chin Hills.)

Xap, p. 586.

A SHORT time ago I had the honour of presenting to the Library of tho

Boyal Geographical Society a copy of a small manual I had compiled oi

the Siyin dialect, spoken in the Northern Cbin Hills. This manual,*

together with one of the Baungshe dialect, compiled by Lieut. Macnabb,
Political Officer at Haka, and published almost simultaneously with mine,

are the first attempts, so far as I am aware, at reducing to Mrriting these

hitherto wholly unknown languages. But as I believe that, speaking

generally, not much is known about the Chin tribes, their country and
their customs, I venture in this paper to give what information I can,

and I trust it will be found in some measure interesting.

I have been often asked, "Where are the Chin Hills?" and I

remember one of my brother officers receiving a home letter while wo
were serving in that " comer of the earth," in which an aunt of his

wrote, " I had no idea you had gone to China." It is, perhaps, needless

for me to say that the Chins have nothing whatever to do with China,

and have never even heard of such a place. In fact, the tribeb in the

Ohin Hills do not even call themselves Chins, and the word is, I believe,

either a Burmese one or of Burmese origin. What it means I do not

know, as I am wholly unacquainted with the Burmese language.

The Chins are sometimes confounded with the Eachins. I need

hardly say the two nations are wholly distinct, and the countries

occupied by them lie very far apart.

Position of the Chin Hills and Lines of Approach.—An idea of the

position of the Chin Hills may perhaps be most easily conveyed if I say,

that a line drawn from Mandalay to Chittagong passes at longitude

03-45 almost through the centre of the Chin country. The boundaries

of the country may be roughly stated as the Manipur valley on the

north, the Arakan Hill traotb on the south, the Eubo, Eale, Myittha,

and Yaw valleys on the east and south-east, and the Lushai Hills on the

west. To reach the Chin Hills a traveller starting from Mandalay

would first proceed by steamer down the Irrawaddy to Pakoko. He
would then change into a steamer going up the Chindwin Biver, and

* Printed and published by the Superintendent of Uovemment Printing, Bangoon,

Burma. Price R8.2. ,,«.<-
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travol to Kalewa. From Kalowa ho would proceed by country boat up
tito I^Iyittha Hiver aa far aH Kalomyo. All tlio above places are to bo'

fuund in any good atlas. Arrived ut Kalomyo, he would iiud himself at

the edge' of the terai lying ut tlio foot of the Northern Chin Hills, and

about 30 miles by road from Fort White, which lies nearly duo west of

Kalomyo. Fort White is our principal post in tbo Northern Ohin Ilills

;

and to reach ITaka, our principal post in the Southern Chin Ilills, ho

could either proceed from Fort White by the road which huH been recently

made southwards over the hills through TaHhon Ywama (now Fuhim)

to Haka, or he could go from Kalomyo by country boat up the Myittha

as far as Kun, and proceed thenoo westward to Haka, which lies sonw

60 miles from K&n.

Oeographical Fcaturet.—The Chin Hills are, I understand, spurs from

the Himalayan Kange, which finally disappear in the soa ; but I have

heard it said that the Andaman Islands are a portion of these spurs

cropping up again for the last time out of the ocean. The Chin andl

Lusbai Hills run from north to south in parallel ranges, of which tho'

LStha Kange, on which Fort White stands, boasts, I believe, of having the

highest peaks. When I was serving in these hills, Kennedy Peak, some

6 miles north of Fort White, was supposed to be the loftiest peak in

the Chin Lushai Hills, and its altitude is close on 8800 feet above sea-

level. But I am not at all sure that there is not a still loftier one lying;

40 miles further north, and called Mwelpi, i.e., big mountain, and

which certainly appeared to me to be higher than Kennedy Peak. The
L6tha range forms the watei-shed for the Kale and Kubo valleys on the

oast, and the valley of the Nankatho, or Manipur Biver, on the west.

This river is called by the Chins, Ngunpi, i.e., big river, but itH

average breadth ia not more than 50 yards at the outside, and it»

average depth G feet or less, though deep pools are frequently met
with. The hills are exceedingly steep and precipitous, the eaetern

slopes of the Lctha Bange being clothed with dense primeval jungle,,

while the western slopes are generally comparatively open, except for

scattered trees and long grass which is burnt annually. There are no
fine valleys to speak of, for the spurs and ravines run steeply down to-

the banks of the rivers and streams, and the banks themselves are often

precipitous. The beds of the rivers are full of rocks and boulders, and

the current is very rapid. The most open and level ground of any

extent that I have seen in the Chin Hills is at Haka, where the country-

partakes more of the nature of downs. The principal rivers in the Chin

Hills are the Manipur River and the Koladyne, which is known as the-

Boinu near Haka. The Manipur Biver runs south for the greater part

of its course, but turns eastward near Tashon Ywama, and runs into the-

Myittha, which flows northwards. The Koladyne flows south at first»

and then turns to the westward into the Lushai Hills. I do not know

for certain what course it then pursues. The ranges of hills are narrow

at the
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at tho top ; in sorao places they doBorve the name of razor-backed ranges.

Thoy aro nioHtly oomposod of shale, but I have mot with a groat deal of

rook, though I cannot say of what nature tho rock is.

Origin of the China.—Tho origin of the Chins is quite unknown. I

believe some peoido aro of opinion that they wore aboriginal tribes ot

Upper Burma, and were gradually forced back into the hills, driving

back in thoir turn tho Lushais, who dwelt in tho hills now occupied by
the Chins ; tho Lushais retreating across the Manipur Itivor still further

into tho hills. Others think that the Chins had always boon tho abori-

ginal tribes of the hilly districts thoy inhabit at the present day. Tlio

Chins themselves can give no information whatever oh to thoir origin.

As the old men amongst thorn are not venerated or respected, traditions

are not handed down from father to son, and I only came across two
traditions amongst them. One was, that there was once a groat flood on

the earth, which drowned everybody except a few persons, who escaped

by going up to Kennedy Peak, on the Letha Range. Tho other was, that

a great teacher (Buddhist?) once taught some Chins who had gono to

Burma how to write, and gave them instructions, which they wrote on

leather (parchment?). On the return of these Chins from Burma a

feast was given to welcome thorn, and, while they were all engaged in

drinking, a dog or some rats ate up the leather books. They then wrote

all they could remomber of the teacher's instructions on wooden books

;

but the house in which these were kept caught fire and was burned

down, and so the wooden books were destroyed. After that no further

efforts were made to preserve the instructions of tho Laihilpa (teacher),

and they were forgotten, and the art of writing perished ; and so, the

Obins add, this is the reason they have no written language.

Tribal Divisions.—The tribes inhabiting the Chin Hills aro numerous,

and each has its chief, while every village has its headman. Almost

every tribe was nominally tributary to the Tashons when we first

penetrated these hills. The tribes are distinguishable from each other

by different dialects—some of which amount to different languages—and

also by the way in which thoy wear their long hair. The following is a

list of the tribes under the control of the Political Officer of the Northern

Chin HUls :—
(a.) The Siyins, whoso villages are in the immediate vicinity of

Fort;White, and whose territoiy borders the Kalo valley.

(6.) The Kanhows, who occupy the hills north of Fort White

stretching from a village called Walawun (about 10 miles

from Fort "White) to the high hill known as Mwelpi, which is.

marked on the last Survey maps,

(c.) The Shinshinngoyuwa, whose villages lie south of tho Siyins, on

the east bank of the Manipur Eiver.

(d.) The Mobingyis, who are apparently half Siyins half Kanhows,

and who at some time or other broke away from the main
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branolies. Thoir villagoB Ho to tho ROUth-woRt and weit of

the Siyin territory.

(e.) Tho Ngunngala, who live uoroiM the Manipur Bivor (spelt iu the

newspapers NwengalH).

(/.) The Ngwit6 and Zatu, who oooiipy tho hills north of the Kan-

hows, and, I believp have villages almost up to the Manipnr

valley.

(>/.) Tho Haitsi-LtJpa, who live on tho eastern slopes of tho L^tha

Kange, bordering tho Kubo valley.

For a list of tho tribes under the control of tho Political Officer at

Haka I would refer tho reader to Liout. Macnabb's very interesting

report on that district.*

Climate. —Tho climate of tho Chin Hills is generally ponsidored to bo

most unhealthy, and undoubtedly our troops snfforod frightfully from

fever of a very severe typo, and from dysentery, at Fort White and other

places ; but at the samo time it is a well-known fact that some of the

posts were in veiy fairly healthy situations. It is difficult to assign a

reason for the unhealthiness of places like old Fort White, and medical

men have failed to discover the cause. Men who have suffered severely

from fever in India either did not get it at all, or had it slightly ; while

some who had never had a day's fever in their lives, even when living

in well-known feverish places in India and elsewhere, went down before

the Ohin Hill malaria, and had to be invalided. The generality of

officers and men suffered very severely. The hot weather may be said

to commence about tho middle or end of April ; ])ut the heat is by no

means excessive, and one does not require punkahs. At about the end

of June the rains set in heavily, but I am unable to give the average

rainfall. The rainy season is the most unhealthy time of the year in the

Northern Chin Hills, and it continues till the beginning of Septtimber,

when the weather becomes finer and more sunny, though heavy mists roll

up in the morning from Burma. By the middle or end ofOctober the cold

weather may be said to commence. In the cold weather one gets frosty

nights; but rain falls about Christmas-time, and also in the end of

February or beginning of March. The two coldest months of the year

are January and February. I have never seen snow fall in the Chin

Hills, but good hard frosts are frequent.

Becuona for our Occupation of the Chin Hills.—The Chin tribes have

undoubtedly only themselves to thank for our invasion of their country.

They forced themselves prominently and unpleasantly upon our notice

after the conquest of Upper Burma. But at the same time the exist-

ence of these tribes had long been known to the Government of India

principally in connection with the feuds of the Eanhow Chins with the

* Printed and published by the Superintendent of Government Printing, Bangoon,

Burma. Price Bs.l. 8a. Op.
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Liishais and Manipnrii. A ino«t interesting account of those will \w

found in Sir A. Maokonzie'a book, ' Tribea on the North-Eaat Frontier,'

in which, if I remomlwr right, the Kanhows aro referred to i;nder their

proper Chin name, Sokt^ or ScSktatv, the name " Kanhow " being given

them by the Burmans. After our subjugation and occupation of Upper
Burma the Chins began to bo a thorn in our side, just as they had been

to King Thibaw and his predecessors. Thibaw had tried sending an
army to invade their country ; but it was ignominiously defeated, and
the troops retired aftor doing more harm than goo<I to the prestige of the

Burmese army. The Chins told mo tha*' they had heard rumours of our

figtiting in Upper Burma, but they imagined our troupa were no better

than King Thibaw's, and so, bursting from their hills in sudden and unex-

pected raids, they pillaged the Burman villages in our newly-acquired

territory, slew all who resisted them, carried off into slavery all whom
thoy succeeded in capturing, and murdered such of their prisoners as

could not keep pace with them in their rapid retreat to their mountain

fastnesses.

Or perhaps an old Chin chief died, and as Chin custom requires

human heads fur the adornment of a chiefs grave, a head-hunting party

would visit our territory for the express purpose of taking our subjects'

heads. I have asked both Chins and their Burmese slaves how a raid is

conducted, and they describe the mode of procedure as follows. I must

first explain that every Burman village which is situated in the valleys

lying at the foot of tho Chin Hills is surrounded by a very strong double

stockade, which bristles with formidable chevaux-de-frite of sharpened

bamboos, so stoutly fixed and interwoven into the stockade, that were a

village pluckily held by the inhabitants, no number of Chins could

possibly succeed in forcing an entrance. Thus, an attack by day has no

chance of success. The Chins, therefore, have to depend on friends and

informers, who let them know when the village night-watchers will be

likely to fail in their duty ; or these same friends and informers will

contrive to admit the enemy. In either case, just before dawn as a rule,

the Chins, yelling and firing off their guns, rush the village, slaying

those who resist, with their spears, swords, &o., while the panio-stricken

villagers bolt in every direction into the jungle. The Chins do not

bum down the village as a rule, because they say that in that case the

villagers would go elsewhere, and it would be as foolish in their eyeb ui

bum a village as it would be in ours if we first shot over a covert and

then destroyed it, and compelled the remaining birds to go elsewhere.

But a geneial pillage takes place, and everything of value is carried off,

together with as many captives as they can secure. The Chins, however,

do not stop in the village any longer than they can possibly help, but

hurry back to their hills with their captives and booty. To retard

pursuit and drive off their pursuers, should there be any, they have

previously carefully erected stockades in places where the pursuers
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would be completely at their mercy. If the marauders expect to be pur-

sued, they leave some of their party to man one or two of these stockades,

to take which requires a mountain battery gun, or, at any rate, well-

disciplined and fearless troops.

A purely head-hunting party pursues somewhat different tactics.

The Chins know well what forest paths in the terai are most frequented

by Burmans travelling from one village to another. A head-hunting

party will therefore select some one or other of these paths, and then lie

in ambush in the early morning close to the side of the road (by close,

I mean literally a yard or two from the footpath, the denseness of the

jungle allowing them to do this). Then, when a party of hapless Burmans

reaches the spot, the Chins fire into them with fatal effect at this

exceedingly close range, and so secure some heads. A Chin is not

particular as to whether the heads are those of men, women, or children

;

in fact, I have been told that he will even rip open the corpse of a

murdered woman and cut off the head of her unborn babe, and coTint it

as a trophy. Sometimes, again, when villagers' fields are surrounded by

dense jungles, a party of Chins will attack the unfortunate unarmed

peasants who are tilling the fields, and carry off their heads. I have

often asked the Chins why they raid the Burmans, and they answered

that, to begin with, they require slaves, for no Chin will work as the

servant of another Chin, except in certain cases ; another reason they

gave is, that the Burmans raid the Chins, and that tit-for-tat is fair-

play. Now, I know that there are Chin captives amongst the Burmans,

but I find it difficult to believe that a Burman raid into the Chin Hills

was a common occurrence, or even that such a thing could have ever

taken place ; for while it is a comparatively easy matter for hill-men to

raid villages in the plains, it is obviously a very different matter for

plainsmen to venture into wild and difficult hills and raid the villages

of hill-men. The latter, in his native hills, has the plainsman at a far

greater disadvantage than the plainsman has him when he ventures into

the plains. I am inclined to think, therefore, that the Chins wilfully

exaggerate when they say the Burmans used to raid them, and that the

few Chin slaves which are held by the Burmans in captivity were never

taken in what a Chin would consider a legitimate raid; they were

probably captured whilst visiting friends in a Burman village. However,

I am open to correction. The Chins further forced themselves into our

notice by harbouring dacoit leaders whom we were using our best

endeavours to catch—men whose existence at large , implied fresh and

serious outbreaks of rebellion. When Government found that the peace

of certain of our newly-acquired districts was being rudely disturbed by

the hill tribes, negotiations were opened up with them in the hopes that

we and they might come to some satisfactory understanding. It soon

became apparent that nothing but a punitive expedition would suffice to

keep these wild tribes in check.
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Punitive Expeditions.—For the last four cold seasons our troops havo

been operating in the Chin Hills. The first expedition was sent in the

winter of 1888-89, under General Faunce. The force started from

Kaleiuyo, and advancing towards the Lotha Range, naot with determined

rohistance the whole way. As our force advanced we constructed

stockaded posts at convenient spots, in which small garrisons were left

to guard our rear, furnish escorts for convoys, &c. These posts were

known by their numbers, such as No. 2, No. 4, &c. A good road, at a

fairly easy gradient, was also made as time went on, and has since been

greatly improved. It would take up too much space to give any
detailed account of the campaign ; suffice it to say, we lost many men,

chiefly through the unhealthiness of the primeval forests through which

the troops worked; and though we drove back the tribesmen as we
advanced, still they showed subsequently, by their undiminished mis-

demeanours, and by the incessant harassing of our posts and convoys,

that they had not the slightest intention of giving in without further

chastisement. Our troops, however, did very excellent work, as anyone

will acknowledge who has ever attempted to force his way through a

wholly unknown country, and operate in wild rugged hills where no

supplies whatever are obtainable, and resisted, as we were, by hardy

hill-men, who fought us pluckily every step of the way, and knew how
to turn to the best account every coign of advantage oflFered by dense

jungle or precipitous hill-side. General Fuunce's force pushed down the

western slopes of the Letha range, destroyed many villages, built Fort

White, and penetrated, by means of small columns, as far as the principal

Eanhow village of Tiddim. The Chins could not at all understand who
the white men were who thus invaded their hills. For some time they

set us down as spirits of some sort ; and 1 remember that some of them

came to General Symons, when he was operating at Haka, in 1890, and

begged him, as we were all spirits, not to plague them with diseases.

Some of them also told me that they thought we were children of the

sun. They did not at all realise, either, that the troops were going to

stay in the hills, and they consoled themselves by saying, " The troops

will stay as long as their rice supply holds out, and then they will have

to go back to Burma." I never could mako the Chins understand where

England is. They had no idea of there being any other country but

Burma, and they dreaded being sent there as prisoners. Once when
I caught two incorrigible telegraph-wire cutters, and sent them to

Myingyan for a sight of theVorld outside the Chin Hills, their friends

came to me in great grief, saying they knew they would never see the

prisoners again. On my inquiring why they said this, they replied,

" The Queen of England will see them, and as she has never before seen

Chins, she will be so taken with them that she will keep them."

During 1889, Government decided to send a further expedition into

the hills, and endeavour to make a road right through them froa

IN
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Ghittagong to Burma. General Symons was entrusted with the supreme

command of this force, which worked in three columns. One, under

General Symons, marched from Pakoko, on the Irrawaddy, up the Yaw
Valley to Kdn, a village on the Myittha, and struck into the unknown
mass of hills west of that place. This column worked its way to Haka,

which had been selected as the objective also of a second column operat-

ing from the Ghittagong side, through the Lushai hills, under General

Tregear. The third column, under the late Colonel Skene (murdered

afterwards at Manipur), operated southwards from Fort White, and

effected a junction at Tashon Ywaraa with General Symons' column.

The work done by these three columns was very great; but so un-

tamable and wild are the tribes that, at the close of the operations in

May, 1890, directly the main bulk of the troops was withdrawn, the

Chins commenced giving trouble again. The Lushais rose and attacked

the posts of Changsil and Aijal, while their brethren south of these

places were becoming troublesome. The Chins in the Haka district

were defying ub, ambuscading convoys, and doing eveiything they could

to annoy us ; in the Northern Chin Hills, the Kanhows refused to deliver

up their Burman slaves or come to terms with us, and committed

several serious raids on Burman villages, and laughed at the idea that

we could ever succeed in penetrating their country and punishing

them. Accordingly, in the cold season of 1890-91 fresh troops were

moved up, and small punitive expeditions again operated through the

Chin-Lushai hills.

I had been entrusted with the political work of the Northern

Chin Hills, and had had the good fortune to succeed in getting in touch

with the Siyins, the most warlike of all the tribes ; but I knew that

ova friendly relations with this tribe were in their infancy, and an ill-

advised speech, or anything which could be construed into a repulse

at the hands of the Kanhows, would bring the Siyins about our ears

again at once. The expedition against the Kanhows, which I had the

honour of commanding, fortunately turned out a success, and they were

taught a severe lesson, which had a favourable effect upon the tribes in

the Northern Chin Hills. In the Haka district the various expeditions

were in the main successful, and though operating columns have again

been working through the Chin Hills this cold weather, they have

met with no opposition to speak of, if one may judge from telegraphic

reports in the newspapers. I believe there has been a slight disturb-

ance in the Haka district lately ; but we cannot expect wild tribesmen,

who have never known either law or order, to turn all at once into a

peaceable and law-abiding people. There must be some lawless, restless

spirits amongst them, just as there are still in our own civilised

London.*

* The above was written and printed some months ago. Since then the Siyins

and Nweogals rose und gave much trouble. It is more than two years since I left the
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Dreaa and Appearance of the Siyin China.—Taken as a whole, the

Siyins are a finer race of men than the Burmese, and have well-deve-

loped arms, chests, and legs, though their average height does not, I

think, exceed that of the Burman race. Their features are different to

those of the Burmese, and of a rather darker colour. The Siyins have
often, too, some hair on their faces, though not much. Some of the men
have fairly good-looking countenances, but as they advance in life their

faces show the marks of intemperance. The women for the most part

are very ugly, with fat, flattish faces, but their limbs are sturdily built.

The men gather their long hair into a knot behind their heads, and they
have a small plait of hair on each side. For a head-covering the

Siyin wears a dirty white flat turban. In the rains he uses a broad-

brimmed hat, made of plantain leaves inclosed in a latticed framework

of thinly-sliced bamboo, slightly tapering to a saiall cone at the top.

For clothes, the men wear but one garment, usually a coarse dirty

white or coloured cotton sheet, which they throw carelessly and loosely

round them, and which they discard altogether sometimes without

the slightest shame. The women wear no head-covering, but arrange

their hair in great stiff curls on either side of their faces, with the

remainder lumped together in a knot behind, the whole being saturated

with pig's lard, the smell from which is most offensive. Girls and boys

in early childhood run about naked generally, but little girls of seven or

eight years of age usually wear a small strip of cloth round the loins. As
they grow older they increase the size of this, or else wear a sort of short

petticoat made of hundreds of strings, each of which hangs loosely and

separate from the others from a narrow band round the waist. One
would imagine that a garment of loose strings could not possibly be

decent ; but it is so, though the strings do not reach to the knee. At
about the age of fifteen or sixteen the women wear a coloured cotton

cloth woven by themselves. This is wrapped once round the hips, and

barely reaches to a foot above the knee. Some women wear a cloth

round their breasts also. Nearly every man wears a necklace of some

sort; camelian beads, both large and small, are much prized, and

coloured beads from Burma are also largely used. The women wear

quantities of necklaces, and prize greatly a large spiral shell which, they

say, is obtained from tribes living near the sea.

Disposition and Nature.—The Siyins aro undoubtedly a bravo and

Chin hills, and I do not at all know what caused the rising. Just as the Afghan

tribes on tho North West Frontier of India (notably those in the vicinity of the Black

Mountain) are continually giving trouble, so, I suppose, will the tribes on our frontiers

in Burma fret and chafe at the power which has been the first to hold their untamed

spirits in check. Undoubtedly the only way to deal successfully with such tribes

is to hit promptly, and to hit hard ; it saves them and us future bloodshed, and

untold expense ; and a stitob in time, if it is a; good one, will probably save more

than nine.
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hurdy race. It is their boast that one Siyin is worth five of any other

mon ; and the other tribes, generally speaking, acknowlodgo their superior

pluck. I was told that long ago the Kanhows, Tashons, and Burmans
Itandod together to exterminate the Siyins, and succeeded in surrounding

llioir head village ; but the Siyins made a desperate and sudden sally,

aud boldly rushed their enemies, who incontinently fed. The Siyins

are very independent, and the free and easy way in which they put

their hands on your tshouldor and stroke you is apt to bo resented by

new-comers, who do not understand that this is not meant for impertin-

ence, but friendship. Their chiefs do not possess much authority over

them, chiefly, I think, because they are usually more drunk than sober.

The women are by no means bashful, and though they aie more or less

in subjection to their husbands, they are not aa a rule badly treated ,by

the men. It is true they do most of the drudgery and agricultural

work ; but the men help them a good deal, though they consider that a

man's proper work in life is to drink, hunt, and raid, and get slaves to

help his wife. The Siyins are doubtless cruel, but I do not think

they are nearly so cruel as the Burmese, and they are easily moved
to mirth, and readily understand and appreciate a joke. They are by

no means dull of apprehension, and I should put them down as a quick-

witted, intelligent race, who would readily take to education.

iS>/^t» Villages.—The villages are always built on the hill-sides where

either natural springs exist, or where water can bo brought from abovo

by means of wooden troughs. These are made of hoUowed-out saplings,

and are about six inches in diameter, and by means of them water is

often brought from some spring a mile awaj' from the village. Villages

are of various sizes, but I do not think t)ie largest Sijin village con-

tains much more than two hundred houses. They are very fairly

clean, as pigs are kept not only for food but also as scavengers. Every

house is built on ground which has been terraced, and is on piles

three or more feet from the ground. In front of each house of any

size there is a wooden platform, where the owner sits and basks in

the sun, and receives his friends. Wooden steps lead up to this platform

from the ground, and at the further end of it is the house, which is

constructed of jilanks and beams, with a woU-thatched roof. There

is one door, but windows are scarce ; consequently every house is dark.

The larger houses contain two or more rooms, and the smoke from the

fireplace, having no other outlet, wanders about, and escapes partly

through the door and partly through chinks and crannies, and blackens

the inside of the house. The chiefs' houses are larger than those of the

others, and are sometimes over a hundred feet long ; they usually have

a large private enclosure fenced with a stockade of pine-logs ten feet

high. A chiefs house has also a finer platform outside it than the others.

Every house stands apart, with plenty of space between it and the

neighbouring ones. Underneath the houses the pigs and fowls live, and
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other live stock, and all refuse is thrown down to them through a hole in

the floor. The Siyins, like all other Chins, adorn the outside walls of their

houses, just where the door is, with trophies of the chase. I have seen

hundreds of skulls of all manner of animals, including those of tigers,

bears, and panthers. Villages are rarely stockaded all round. Stockades

are usually met with wherever the village is most easily approached.

The jungle is allowed to grow around a village so as to afiford the Chins
good cover both for ambuscading and attacking an enemy, or for making
good his escape from one. The stockades are generally very difficult to

attack, being purposely built in spots very disadvantageous to an attacking

party ; and to take a Chin village which means to oflfer an obstinate re-

sistance is a task which requires less skill than pluck—pluck of the best

quality that can be got. Volleys fired out of an unexpected stockade,

or out of thick jungle at a distance of a few feet, where you cannot

even see your enemy, try the pluck of men and officers considerably

;

and as the Chin almost invariably fires low, the wounds received are

usually fatal ones in the stomach. The ground is also sometimes
" pangied "—that is, thickly studded with bamboo spikes, which are

difficult to see, and which inflict severe wounds in the leg, and are a

formidable obstacle to pass. A Siyin village is a picturesque sight when
the apple, apricot, or other trees in it are in full blossom.

Household Utensils.—These are extremely few in number, and are very

primitive. A few earthenware pots and gourds, a spinning-wheel of

Korts, and liquor-pots and gourd-spoons are about all they have, unless

one includes empty jam tins picked off the rubbish heaps at our various

camping-grounds. There are no tables, chairs, or beds, and the men and

women of course eat with their fingers. They have, however, shelves

in their houses. For pounding millet or rice the Siyin cuts a block of

about thirty inches or less off the solid trunk of a tree. This he

excavates conically for about sixteen inches, and to lighten it he chips

away at the outside till it assumes the appearance of two cones with

the apex of each meeting in the centre of the block of wood. While

chipping he leaves two or three handles to enable him to carry this

heavy mortar. As we were hard up for chairs we used these rice

mortars as stools, inverting them so that the hollow part rested on the

ground. To husk rice in these primitive mortars the Siyin pours a

handful or two of the grain into the hollow end and pounds it with

a long heavy pole.

Hospitality and Drunkenness.—T'-«i Siyins, like other aboriginal tribes

I have met, are much addicted to drunkenness, a propensity which is

inherent in their nature. This is not a vice acquired from civilised

nations, for they had had no dealings with the civilised world till they

came into contact with us a short while ago. The Chin liquor is made

chiefly from millet, and in taste is not unlilre cider. I do not think

they keep the actual liquor itself for long, but „he dry ingredients from

VOL. III.—PART IV. 2 s
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which it ia made are improved, so they think, with age. When
liquor is required a large narrow-neoked earthenware voBsel about

two feet eix inches high is partially filled with the dry ingredients

;

a long hollow reed is then thrust into it and cold water is poured into

the vessel till it is full. The liquor thus formed is then either drawn

off by a syphon into a gourd, if required for refreshment on a journey,

or ia sucked up through the reed. It is rather heady if the ingredients

lire old, or mixed with a small quantity only of water, and men and

women get very drunk off it, though they say it produces no nausea or

headache in the morning. Dininkenness is no vice in their eyes, and

the man who can curry more liquor than his fellows is rather looked up

to than otherwise. I believe there are two kinds of Chin liquor, but

none is imported. Crimes committed when a man is drunk are not

punished. The Siyin, like all other Chins, is extremely hospitable, and

it is thought an insult to go to a Chin village and not partake of the

hospitality offered. To get drunk is considered a delicate appreciation

of their hospitality.

Smoking.—The Siyins grow inferior tobacco, and the men rarely

bmoko. The women smoke for thorn, and collect the tobacco juice in the

bowls of their pipes, which arc made largo for the purpose. When the

bowl has received a good supply of tobacco juice it is mixed with water

or saliva, and then put into a little gourd flask for the use of the men,

who sip it. This custom, I believe, obtains amongst the Akas in Assam
also. The horrible concoction is not swallowed, but is held in the

mouth behind the lower front teeth, and no cotincil or palaver of any
sort is held without the nicotine flask, or tui bu Am as it is called, being

passed round ; and when one Chin meets another, instead of offering a

snuff-box or a cigar, he will offer his tui hu urn. The women and little

girls smoke from morning till night, and what with the reek of the

tobacco juice, and the horrible odour of the pig's lard in their hair, and
the general filthiness of their bodies, it is hardly to be wondered at

that whenever duty compelled me to hold a conversation with a woman
I always carefully noted the direction of the wind ; and I have been

guilty, on more than one occasion, of the rudeness of contriving that the

lady should stand forty yards from me during our conversation.

Caste, Beligion, and Morah.—The Siyins, like other Chins, have

absolutely no caste whatever, and will partake of food cooked and

offered by anyone. They will eat pigs, fowls, goats, oxen, dogs, cats,

rats, and snakes—in fact, anything ; and an armadillo is considered a

great delicacy. But they do not understand the milking of cows, and

so do not use either milk or butter.

rAs regards religion, I cannot say I discovered anything worthy the

name of a religion amongst them. I believe, but am not sure, that some

of these hill tribes acknowledge one Supremo Being, but I could not find

that the Siyins believe in anything but spirits of the wood, water, trees,
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and house. Of course they are believers in ghosts and witchcraft, but I

failed to discover any one chief spirit ; and their religion, if it be called

so, does not teach them that any particular act is a sin ; it has no moral

influence over them. I believe the only sin is detection as the author of

an injury to a fellow man or woman. Curiously enough, the word ahtam,

which means to work, i).l80 signifies to pray, and this of course recalls to

one's mind the old motto, Lahorare est orare. There are individuals amongst

them for whom I can find no better name than medicine men. Not that

they deal in any medicine except charms. The Hiyin uses no medicine

except what we have lately dispensed to them, and thinks that every

hurt or sickness can be cured by an offering to the dwatte, or spirits.

The medicine-men profess to be able to tell them what spirit has afflicted

them, and directs what conciliatory offerings are to be made. Sometimes

these take the form of merely little clay balls threaded on a string, and
fastened on the tree where the spirit dwells ; but more often the medicine

man will order a goat, dog, pig, or fowl to be killed, according to the

means of his patient, and ho himself comes to help cat the viands thus

provided. He also officiates when treaties are made, and mutters charms

over the head of the beast which is to bo slaughtered. The Siyins have

various methods of determining whether a venture will bo successful or

not. One is, I think, worthy of being mentioned. A small piece of

ground, say two feet in diameter, is marked off with a stick into three or

more divisions. In the centre a small tripod a few inclios high is erected,

and an ogg with the top cut off is balanced on this; fire is placed

under the egg, and if the white bubbles up and falls over on an unlucky

side the venture will not be undertaken. All Siyins are more or less

dirty in body, and in mind too. 'J'o wash the body is considered a sign

of faulty intellect, and a habit out of which a man should be chaffed. I

have said a Chin loves a joke, but he would think it a serious joke if

you playfully spread a rejiort about that he was in tlie habit of washing,

for he would be laughed at more than he cared to be. The morals of

the Siyins are decidedly loose, though adultery is occasionally punished

either by heavy fine or death. Before marriage a man may have inter-

course with an unmarried girl so long as she consents ; if she is forced

against her will it is considered a crime. Should a child be born before

marriage it is destroyed. Murder and theft are punished by death or

fine if the murderer is not too influential to be meddled with.

Marriage and Divorce,—Beyond oft'erings to the spirits the Siyin

does not make his marriages a religious ceremony. When he wishes to

marry he employs a fiiend to go to the girl's parents, and settle what
price he is to pay loi- his bride. This of course is paid in kind—either

grain, mythun, or j^oats, &c. Should the price be too heavy for the

wooer's means, he either gives up the idea of marrying the girl, or, if he

marries her, hb works ott' his debt as a bondsman to his father-in-law.

Sometimes marriage debts are not paid off for years. There is of course'

2 s 2
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a marriage feast, and the bride receives prcsonts from her friends, and a

pig or mythun is killed, according to the means of the family. I never

saw a Siyin marriage, and do not know exactly what ceremonies are gone

through. A Siyin may marry us many wives as ho can afford to keep,

but only the most wealthy amongst thoin have more than one wife. It

is not easy to say what are considered Huiliciontly good causes for a man
to divorce his wife ; for the Siyins have such lax ideas of female purity

thot adultery is only a crime if the woman can prove she was forced

against her will ; and again, if she can satisfy her husband that though

she sinned willingly she was drunk at the time, then the adultery i»

not considered a crime. A Siyin would probably divorce his wife if sho

oomniittod the offence very often. Again, if a girl finds she cannot get

on with her husband, she can run away back to her father's house. If a

man divorces his wife he can demand back the price he paid for her; but

whether he gets it or not is another matter, and depends a good deal on

whether he has more influence and position in the tribe than his father-

in-law. The Siyins are very fond of their children, and treat thora

kindly.

Funeral Obsequies.—The Siyins bury their dead, but not immediately

after death. The body is ko}>t in the house for sometimes a year or

more, being dried and cured by smoke and by the sun. They do not

use any method of embalming, and do not even remove the intoRtines,

and why the bodies of the dead do not become oilensive I do not know.

I remember once going into the hut of a miserable old man who was
paralysed from his waist downwards. lie had only one child, a littlo

girl of nine, to look after him. It was a bitterly cold evening, and I

found hiin sitting stark naked by a wretched smoky fire in a but tho

walls of which let in the cold wind everywhere. I asked him where

his cloth was, and ho pointed to a shelf. I lifted the cloth up, and found,

to my surprise, tho corpse of his wife, destitute of all clothing. The old

paralytic had given up his only garment to cover his dead wife, who, I

learnt on inquiry, had been dead four months. I doubt if many men could

have left that hut untouched by tho sight. In spite of tho woman
having been dead so long there was no smell whatever, and the body

seemed shrivelling up into parchment. There are various funeral cere-

monies, such as lying in state, or taking the body outside tho house for

the general public to come and view it, and offer food to the corpse ; this

is called ihi mat. Then there is the (hi pJie\ which is keeping the body

in the house, when only relations aro admitted, and they offer it food.

Placing the body in a coffin and removing it to its final resting-place in

a cemetery is termed thi tni. The Siyins hold regular wakes for their

dead. I attended one such gathering when three bodies were waked.

Numbers of guests had been invited, and on a raised platform outside a

hut I found a large number of men and women dancing round the

corpses. The three bodies were swathed from head to foot in cloths of
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various colutira, ho Uiut nut even thoir i'eaturos wovo visiblo. Thoy wore

deokod out with uU uitrta uf uruainontu, and poacockH' foathors nodded
on thoir huads. All thrco wore Hocnrod in an xi|iri]{ht position in a

Mtout bamboo framework whiuh wuh carried Ijy 8omo men, while the

i'omale rulutions of the doccaHod stood by the bier weopin}; and shrieking.

Ono of the bodies was that of a young man, and, couHocjuently, a bamboo,

i-opresenting a gun, was fastened over ono of his shoulders, while a
powder-horn was slung over the other. The bearers and weeping women
ibrmed the centre of a circle of men, who danced round them. Each
man had ono arm round the nock of the man in front of him, and the

•other arm round the wuist of the man behind him, and they danoed a
«low measured step, singing the following words :

—

lliing Hunn ihjI lidng liou liou!

'J'oug Hiion po ! Tong liou liuu I

Tong hi suond,

Hdng Buond,

Kltutiing ii\i\6 bang,

Fial mod.

This being fairly literally translated, runs :

—

Brave relations, all ! brave, again and again

!

Feast relations, all ! feast, again and again

!

Our relations (i.c. the corpses) have had their feast;

Our bravo relations are cauglit (by death) oh ia a trap.

They cannot get free.

Each time the song or chant ended the men would stamp loudly with

their feet, and laugh merrily if anyone stamped out of time. Outside

the ring of dancing men women perambulated, who sang and wailed by
turns. In the hut and its verandah crowds of men and women were

seated round a dozen large liquor-pots, sucking up the liquor through

reeds, and getting drunk rapidly. I d^d not notice any signs of quarrel-

«omene8S as they grew intoxicated ; all seemed to be in a good humour,

and simply bent on getting as drunk as they could. The only musical

instruments were a ^rong and a small drum. Towards evening guns

'^vere loaded with blank ammunition and fired into the air. Many of the

men brought their guns to me and requested me to help on the wake by

firing them.

Diseases.—The Siyins suffer from fever, dysentery, and eye diseases.

They are also occasionally visited by cholera and small-pox. They do

not, as far as I could make out, suffer from contagious diseases, and I

never came across a case of syphilis or leprosy, though I believe the

latter disease is not unknown amongst the other tribes. They know

absolutely nothing of the healing art, and have no medicines, and do not

nnderstaud the healing properties of any herbs.

Agriculture.—The Siyins have no fertile valleys with level patches

•of ground, as their hills run down precipitously to rocky watercourses.
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Tboy are, therofore, oompellod to make clearings on the iteep hill-

Bidea by cutting down trees and burning the jungle. When a clearing

is made they do not terrace the hill-side, but merely dig it up rudely

with a mattock (they have no ploughs), and, when necessary, irrigate

the crop by little troughs made of hollow tree», which conduct water

from the nearest spring. The crops sown are cotton, Indian corn,

millet, the aunglak bean, a little rice, yams, sweet potatoes, and a few

other vegetables, such as pumpkins, a kind of cucumber, and a sort of

elongated French bean. Sowing is usually commenced in March, and

the reaping of various crop« begins about August, and goes on for some

time, accordiug as each crop ripens. The fruit-trees commonly found

are plantains, oranges, limes, a poor kind of mango, and indifferent

apricots. The wild medlar, cherry and apple also grow in the jungle.

Minerals.—The hills do not seem to afford much mineral wealth. I

have come across traces of iron, and have seen quartz. The Siyins

themselves do not b em to know what gold, silver, and copper are»

though they have names for them. They have no ornaments made of

these metals, and they do not appear to be able to extract iron from the

soil, but get it from Burma. The telegraph-wire was a great boon to

them, and they annoyed us excessively by perpetually cutting it, and

carrying off several miles' length of it at a time. I found that out of it

they manufactured knives and agricultural implements, and also

bullets. Salt is found sparingly in the hills, and is greatly valued,

being procured by the process of evaporation frdm the soil. The Siyins

had no money or tokens until we settled amongst them. They refused

our money at fii-st, andlwould only take brass buttons end empty

tobacco-tins, &c., in exchange for fowls, eggs, or anything else which

they brought for sale. Now, however, they have begun to learn tho

value of money.

Han^cra/ta.—The Siyin women manufacture, with rude looms, a

ooane cotton cloth, the threads of which are sometimes white, sometimes

yam-dyed with some vegetable dye they procure. They also get dyed

yam from Burma. I noticed that tho patterns differed with different

tribes in the Chin Hills, so that one might almost classify them as clan

tartans ; for though members of the same tribe did not exactly tie them-

selves down to one pattern, yet one would find that some particular

pattern predominated in each tribe.

Amongst the men some follow the trade of blacksmiths, mending

guns, and making spears, knives, and agricultural implements. Their

bellows are very ingenious, and consist of two large hollow bamboos,

about six inches in diameter and three feet high, placed vertically in

the ground about eighteen inches apart. From the bottom of each of

these hollow uprights ran, horizontally, two small iron tubes, which

converge till they almost touch each other, ai a distance of about

three feet from the uprights. To drive a current of air through these
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iron tubes, and blow up the fire placed over their extremities, two
pistons are worked in the uprights by an aesiatant; theue pistons aru

circular pieces of wood, with bamboo piston rods, and each circular

piece is made to fit the cylinders tightly by quantities of feathers securely

fastened round them. I possess one or two small swords and knives

made by Siyin blacksmiths, and very neatly made they are too, and well

sharpened.

Carpentering is an enormous labour to the Siyin, for his tools are so

few, and so inferior. He has no saw, file, or plane, and his axe is a very

indifferent one. To obtain a plank he chips away at a tree which has

either fallen of its own accord, or which he has felled partly by chipping,

partly by burning it through at the base. Out of one tree he at last

chips away one plank, and it is wonderful how, with no other imple-

ment than an indifferent adze and a knife, he will smooth the surface of

his plank. The labour of cutting planks is so fO'^t that it will be

readily understood how greatly planks are prized by the Siyins.

Domeatic Cattle.—Beyond a few goats and some mythun, the Siyin

has no domestic cattle. Occasionally he succeeds in raiding oxen and

buffaloes from Burma. The mythun, known amongst the Siyins as sAiel,

are a kind of wild cattle, I believe, but they are very harmless and

docile. In colour they are generally black, with white legs. They

have thick, short, curved horns, and powerfully-built legs. The village

mythun are allowed to graze over the hill-sides, and are not herded at

night, being prevented from roaming too far by means of fences. They

are only kept for slaughter on big occasions, such as weddings in well-to-

do families, treaty-making, &o. They are never used for agricultural

purposes or as beasts of burden, nor are the cow mythun ever milked.

Weapotu.—Besides flint-look muskets, the Siyins still use occasionally

bows and arrows, and spears. They also possess swords, or dahs, some

of which thoy make themselves, while others are bought, or stolen

from the Burmans in raids. They are said to manufacture their own

gunpowder, and I believe the aunglak bean enters largely into it»

composition ; but I never saw any gunpowder being made, and they

can get it, or oould get it a short time ago, from the Burmans. They

have a coarse-grain powder for the actual charge, and a finer grain for

the priming. The coarse-grain powder is carried in a hnndbcrab

powder-horn made of the horn of the mythun, the wild ox, or the

bison, and it is more or less ornamented with lacquer, which is also

used in the ornamentation of their guns. This lacquer is the gum of

some tree, and is red, but to obtain black lacquer the Siyins mix

powdered charcoal with it. The fine-grain powder for priming is kept

in a small horn about the size of a she-goat's horn. These powder-

horns are carried by a strap passing over the shoulder, and areprettily

ornamented with cowries and beads. The Siyin's bullets are usually

made of hammered iron. He values his gun more than anything else
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ho pcMBeiMes, aiul takoa great oaro of it, keeping it cloan and bright on

tho outaide, though the insido is usually very dirty. I asked the Siyins

where they got thoir gunH from, as they all bear our Tower mark. They
said they bought some, and took others from the Burmans in raids.

Fort^atioiu.—-The Siyins, and indeed all Ohins, aro very clever in

tho coustruotion of defencos such as atookades and stono walls, and they

invariably select tho strongest and best positions for them. SometimoH

a ditch is dug lujross a narrow neck between two knolls, where an enemy

is obliged, by the nature of the ground, to pass. The ditch is covered

with buUot-proof logs, and you come upon it suddenly, and aro only

aware of its oxistonoe when a volley greeta you, fired apparently out of

the ground. The ditch will have two exits, one at either end, to enable

the dofendera to escape if neoeasary down tho steep hill-side; and

it is always made where the hill-side is covered with dense jungle,

and so steep that an enemy would find it difficult to work along it.

Stockades and walls are also constructed in poaitiona which aro

extremely difficult to turn, and where an attacking enemy are brought

auddenly under a dose and heavy fire. Stockades are generally con-

structed of atout pine loga some ten feet high, roughly loopholed, and

with occasionally a second row of loga placed behind the interstices of

the front row. Sometimes they are constructed of opon-work bamboos,

with thick bristling ehevaux-de-frise of aharply-pointed bamboos firmly

interwoven with the uprights and cross-pieces. Such a stockade in

extremely difficult to take. It requires great care and time to cut

it down, owing to the huge ehevauz-de-fri$e extending from top to

bottom, the spikes of which, pointing in every conceivable direction, give

wounds which fester badly ; and those who attempt to try and cut it

down are exposed to a heavy fire from the defenders, who, lying down con-

cealed in dense jungle a few feet in rear, fire with deadly efiect through

the open bamboo framework. Stone walls are constructed at a height

of about four feet from the ground, and logs are placed on the top to

give head-cover to the defendera. The jungle is also out down for a

little distance in front of stockades and walls, so ae to bring an enemy
well under fire, and deprive him of cover.

Treaty-MaktHg.—Formerly, whenever a dweller in the plains wished

to obtain exemption from being raided, he would, if he had the boldness

to do it, vibit and interview an influential chief by whom he feared he

might be raided. If the interview were successful, the chief would

give him a large camelian bead, and as long as he had this bead in

his poaaesaion he and hia were suppoaed to be safe ; but it was not an

easy thing to get one of these beads. The ceremony, however, of treaty-

making between the Siyins and the English is a different matter, and

the ceremonial observed when any Chin tribe makes a treaty with the

English is very much the same as that which obtains amongst the

Siyins. Terms are explained and discussed for days, two of the principal
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points being abstontiou from raiding British territory, and the delivering

up of all Burman glaves. When a Batisfaotory understanding has been

arrived at, and the small amount of tribute, and the fines for past mis-

doedti, havo been paid up, tho English rcproaentative and the Chin chiefs

proceed to a convenient spot, whore a uiythun is tied to a stake firmly

driven into the ground. The medioino man .prinkles water and Chin

liquor over the animal, and mutters various charms. When he has

finished his task, the head chief takes his gun and shoots the animal

through the head, killin*; it instantly. The carotid artery is then cut

and the blood is caught in a vessel, while the medioii € man outs off tho

mythun's tail, dips the end of it in be blood, and strik js every principal

person with it, including tho BrilJ.- li representative. He then digs a

hole in the ground, and pours some liquor and blood into it, and then

i^ets up a stone firmly in the hole asa witnc^a. 7 he slaughtered mythun
is cut up, and portions of it are giv .n to thr; English r QQcerh as well

as to the Chins, who carry away every bit they can g ' including the

entrails. The pajier on which the terms of the tre i were written is

after this burnt, and the ashes are placed in a cup, wiiich is th. '>. filled

with Chin liquor, and the chiefs, English v-tdnoal, and othex ^£9cers,

each drink some of this nauseous mixtu e. ?he ceremony is then

completed, though I cannot say the treaty is always kept inviolate

by the Chius.

Flora of tite Siyin Hills.—I am, unfortunately, not a botanist, so I can

only give a general description of the flora of the Siyin Hills. Endless

varieties of orchids are found, and they bios .om at different times of the

year. A very large variety of white lily, with a delicious perfume,

grows abundantly near old Fort White, at the end of the rains ; also

tiger lilies, lilies of the valley, oleanders, acacias, the common red

rhododendron, daisies, primulas, purple cowslips, violets (white and

purple), anemones, and hosts of other flowers. Amongst trees I may
mention a species of ilex, the ..-]>,% teak (at low elevations), and a pine

tree, very like the Pinus loi.jjdia. In the primeval forests, trees,

creepers, flowers, and ferns of various kinds abound.

Fauna. Hunting and Fialting.—The wild animals found in the Siyin

Hills, and in the adjar^^mt. ranges and terai forests are the elephant,

. rhinoceros, tiger, p> n iii;r, black bear, wild boar, gural, sarrao, sambhur,

wild ox, bison, wild buffalo, four-homed deer, barking deer, hare,

hoolak monkey, langoor, small brown monkey, fox, wild cat, and

jackal. Amongst the birds there are, I think, three distinct kinds of

pheasants, including the Phasianus Horsfieldii, about three kinds of

partridges, two or three different kinds of quail, woodcock, snipe, the

common wood-pigeon, the blue rock, the imperial, and the green pigeon,

jungle fowl, larks, thrushes, blackbirds, crows, doves, and sparrows.

Amongst birds of prey an occasional eagle will be seen ; also vultures,

kites, and hawks. The rivers are fairly well stocked with fish, amongst
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which mahseer seem pretty plentiful. The Siyins oatoh the fish with

nets, or else by poisoning the stream. They are great hunters, but how
they manage to kill elephants and tigers with their wretched guns i»

a mystery to me.

Muaical Inatrumentg.—The only musical instruments I have ever seen

or heard in the Siyin district are gongs, drums, and a little pipe made
of a hollow bamboo, and capable of producing two or three dismal little

notes. But near Tashon-ywama I was presented with a curious instru-

ment. It was made of a small gourd, with eight small hollow bamboos,

about eight inches long, fastened into the gourd with beeswax. Four of

these pipes sloped at a slight angle outwards, and four of them sloped

towards the performer. There were various holes bored in each pipe,

and to produce a sound the thumb and fingers of each hand had to cover

certain holes; you then blew into the neck of the gourd as hturd as

your lungs would allow, and one really harmonious but fleeting chord

was produced. But the sound was only momentary, for the gourd and

pipes let out the air instantaneously ; and so great is the effort required

to produce the sound, that after two or three prodigious blows the

performer has to lie down and rest.

Language.—When I first went to the Chin Hills I found that no

European was acquainted with any of the dialects spoken there, and it

was rather up-hill work at first learning the Siyin dialect and reducing

it to writing. As far as I know none of the tribes possess a written

language, and I could only get at the Siyin dialect by means of an

intelligent Burman who knew English very well indeed, and a Chin

who knew Burmese very well. I claim no great merits for my * Manual,'

for I merely intend it as a stepping-stone for those who come after me,

and whose duties lead them to the northern Chin Hills. The Siyin

dialect is well understood in the northern Chin Hills, though its proper

home is in the villages around Fort White. The dialects of the Kanhows,

Nwengals, and other tribes in the northern Chin Hills, differ from that of

the Siyins; but, as I say, they all understand Siyin suiBciently for most

purposes. The dialects of Haka and Tashon, however, differ very widely

from Siyin, as will be seen by comparing the following sentences taken

from my book, and from Lieut. Macnabb's ' Manual ' of the Haka dialect.

Which is your

eldest son ?

It is raining.

How far is Burma
from here ?

Siyin.

Nangmd tapdlienbil

akw6 yim f

Ng6 yu hi.

Misunpdn Kaulpi ahhd-

Id yim ?

Haka.

Na fa a-upa-hyih

a-ho-dd-ehi ?

Btea-pi a-ahur hjo.

Morhin Koi-kwa

ye-yd-dd dhlat ?

At the same time there is a connection between the two, inasmuch as

many of the commoner words, such as father, woman, &c., are the same

in both dialects. I believe the Siyin dialect would be properly classed

as a mo|

in it.

a few el

meanind
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am a monosyllabic language, though one will find agglutinative particles

in it. Words that I have spelt as one long word can, I believe, with

a few exceptions, be split up into monosyllables, each having its own
meaning. Thus, take the word for " eldest son." I have written this

as one word, tapdlienhil, because I think it is easier for a beginner who
has to learn where the accent comes in pronouncing a compound word
like this. But tapdlienhil is composed of td=oh.i\6i, pd=male, lien=hig,

and bit, the sign of the superlative, answering exactly to our eat in

biggest. Again, in anhwinnd=& cooking-pot, the nd may be termed an

agglutinative particle ; an means food, hwin means to cook, and na is the

sign of the agent, or instrument rather, in this case. I can hardly in

this paper give a minute description of the language, but I will try and
give, as shortly as I can, a brief summary of what will be found at

length in my ' Manual.' There is no r in the Siyin language, and / is

only used in one or two words. There is no article, properly so called.

Where a in English can be translated as definitely meaning one, and

one only, the Siyins would then express it by hhat=one ; the is expressed

by miaAt^= thi8, or mta<At^=that, when necessary to be explicit.

There is no inflexion of substantives to express case, gender, or

number. Masculines are expressed by the suffixes pd and tal, as tapd=a,

male child, i.e., son, and kieltal=& he-goat; feminines by the suffixes n&

uadpui, as tonu=a female child, i.e. a daughter, and hielpui=A she-goat.

The plural is often not expressed at all ; when it is, the suffix tS is added

to the singular, as Mto<!=a village; Mioo<e= villages. Adjectives follow

the substantives they qualify, and are not inflected, nor do they undergo

any change or addition to express gender or number. Degrees of com-

parison are expressed by $dng .... zau for the comparative, and bil for

the superlative degree; thus, anat=near, sdng anai zau=nearer; and

anat&t7= nearest. The pronouns are indeclinable, and the personal and

possessive pronouns are the same. The infinitive is the only form of

the verb ; by using certain words in conjunction with it the tenses are

formed. Infinitives end in no particular letter, nor are they of any

particular form. The personal pronouns in a shortened form are

generally added as pronominal affixes to the infinitive. The persona]

pronouns and their shortened forms are aa follows :

—

I=kSmd; a shortened form used as pronominal prefix, ka.

Thou 0Tjaa=n6md and nangma ; a shortened form used as pronominal

prefix, na.

He, she, it=a»id; a shortened form used as pronominal prefix, a.

We=k6md ; a shortened form used as pronominal prefix, ka.

'£hej=amdtS; a shortened form used as pronominal prefix, a.

The present tense is formed by adding hi or hi to the infinitive.

The past tense is formed by adding y6 hi and td hi.

The continuative past (by which I mean " used to ") is formed by

adding t6 hi to the infinitive.
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To express an action complotoly finished, or, as the Madrassies would

say, " done finish," the words phayo hi or hlumng are added to the in-

finitive.

The future is expressed by adding tu hi or tu wS to the infinitive.

The conditional future is expressed by adding yd tu hi to the infinitive.

The imperative is expressed by adding 6 for the singular, and w6, teo,

or- tSun for the plural.

The following examples will show how the tenses are formed, and

how the pronominal afiSxes are used.

I am throwing a atone=Kemd suong (stone) kasep hi (8ep=to throw).

Thou art throwing a stone =iV(9in(/ma aumg nasep hi.

He threw a stone= ^ma 8u6ng asep yd hi.

We used to throw stones=£omd auongtS kasep te hi

They will throw stones=ilmd/e auSngte asep tu hi.

Throw a stone =/S>uon(/ naaepo.

The verb to he is the word 6m. If any of my readers are acquainted

with Theosophy they will remember the stress Theosophists lay on the

meaning of the Sanskrit word om, which also signifies bdngy existence, and

is believed to have a deeply mystic signification.

In interrogative sentences the words or particles yim, mo, nge, and

ne are placed at the end of the sentence to show that a question is asked.

The potential mood is expressed by the words yd, z6, or the= can, or

able, added to the infinitive form.

The agent is sometimes defined by the particles na and pa.

The passive voice is expressed sometimes by the words nga(t), do,

and khdm, all of which mean to bear, suffer, or endure ; they are added

to the infinitive. But if possible the sentence is turned ; thus. He ioill he

killed, would generally be rendered by Others will kill him, or So-and-so

mil kill him. Again, The man teas killed hy a tree falling on him, would be

expressed thus, A tree having fallen on that man, he died.

The idiomatic uses of tenses, verbs, auxiliary endings, &c., cannot of

course be treated of in this paper, and really can only be learnt by a

careful study of the numerous sentences I have given in the ' Manual.'

The present and past participles are formed thus:

—

kap= to cry;

Zrafcop= crying; 2;ajpd=having cried; W«/jf=to shiver; ZaZtn^= shivering:

//»/;»= having shivered.

There are a large number of adverbs and prepositions.

The simple rules of syntax are :

—

1. Adjectives follow the substantives they qualify.

2. There is no distinguishing sign of the possessive case ; the object

possessed follows the possessor.

3. The dative case is not usually expressed, though sometimes the

words hong or horn are used. To me is always expressed by those words,

but not so to you, to him.

fif
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4. The personal pronoun, or the subject of the verb, usually stands

first in the sentence.

5. The verb and its auxiliary ending come last, unless the word not

occurs in the sentence, when bd or long=jxot, comes last. If there is a

question asked, the interrogative particle comes Itut ; and if both not

and an inteirogation occur in the sentence, the interrogative particle

ends the sentence immediately after 16 or bong=not.

6. Pronouns sometimes follow and sometimes precede the nouns
they qualify.

7. Conditional sentences are distinguished by the word Z^=if, occur-

ring at the end of that portion of the sentence which expresses the

condition.

Of course thoro are many idioms in the Siyin language, but nothing

like what there are in Persian and Pashtii.

Being an unwritten language the Siyin vocabulary is not large. I

succeeded in getting hold of about seventeen hundred words only, and
I doubt much if that number can be largely added to.

Poetry.—The Siyins have many songs, both for grown-up people and

for children ; and they are great hands at making impromptu songs.

In fact, at a wake, marriage, or any festival, the head man is expected to

make impromptu verses in honour of the occasion, and the individual

who makes the most of these couplets, distiches, &c., is considered tho

wit of the party. The night before I left the Chin Hills a feast and

dance were held to bid me good-bye, and many songs were sung in

praise of me ; and though I was by no means sorry to be returning once

more to civilisation, yet I felt that a bond of union had grown up

betwixt these savages and myself which I was in a measure loth to

sever. Those who take the interest in them that I could not help

taking, will find that there is something in them to admire, and much,

very much, to pity.

Major BundalVa Map.—This map is based on the Indian Trans-

frontier survey, with additions from route maps made during the recent

military operations.
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A SURVEY JOURNEY IN SANTO DOMINGO,

WEST INDIES.

By James W. Wells, M. Inst. C.E.

Hap, p. 004.

On April 6th, 1892, 1 landed at the oity of Santo Domingo, in the iuland

of that name in the West Indies. As the object of this paper is purely

geographical, I cannot venture to touch upon the great historical events

which have occurred hero, " the cradle of the New World." Here we find

the old tree which, tradition says, is the same mentioned in Columbus's

diary, to which he secured his caravel on his first landing ; the fine old

picturesque citadel hoary with age ; the yet massive but crumbling

walls and roofless palace of Diogo Columbus ; the old convent of San

Francisco; the city walls, and many other relics of the departed

grandeur of the past of Santo Domingo. All these features and also

the scenes of its modern life are well described in Hazard's 'Santo

Domingo.' That work was written in 1873, since which date con-

siderable progress must have been made. Hazard refers to " the quay,

entirely deserted of shipping," and says, " The general business of the

city appears very limited indeed, and there are only one or two really

large and extensive stores with general assortments of goods." This

description is no longer applicable, for now there are numerous stores

and new buildings, busy streets with tramways and cabs, and long lines

of wooden quad's or stcges newly-erected or being erected, which are

anything but " deserted of shipping."

At midnight, April 9th, in company with two companions and some

half dozen strangers I embarked on board the JoaSfita, a small coasting

sloop bound for Barahona in the Bay of Neyba, a port about 100 miles

to the west.

The hour of departure was late, it being necessary to await the

coming of the land breeze which was, as usual, not very punctual in

its arrival. The little sloop was crowded with cargo and passengers,

and while we were seeking for some softer couch than the edge of a

barrel, or the comer of a box on which to spread a rug for the night,

VOL. III.—PART IV. 2 T
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iliero ooourrod an inoidont which Hiiffioiuntly indioatod tho tato of

toniion in which tho inhal)itanta livo.

Lato in tho aftornoou of tho noxt diiy I landed uu tho Hhoroa of thu

Bay of Ocoa, and walked a niilun inland to tho anoiout but HUiall town

of Azua. At loaat tho site of tho town is anciunt, tho flrat town having

boon built in 1504 by Diogo Columbus ; but tiiat and auocooding towoN

were doatroyed by fire, battle, or earthquakes. Iloro ia tho entrance into

tho dobatablo land, extending to tho frontiers of Haiti, once held by tho

unoonquerod Indian ciiciquo Enriquillo, then raided by bands of French

and Spanish maroon nogroos, and finally by tho armies of Haiti or by

Santo Domingo rovolutiouists ; this little-known region is what I was
about to trnvorso.

Tho streets of Azua aro wide and straight, but the majority of tho

houses aro small frame houHOS covered with split palm staves, and

thatched with palm loaves or roofed with aheets of zinc. Some few of

the stores aro largo and woll-providod with goods, and a considerable

degree of quiet prosperity is distinctly perceptible. Tho sunroundiug

country, at tho time of my visit, was parched dry from tho effoota of an

unusually long drought of fourteen months ; not a blade of grass was

visible, and barely a tree could show a leaf; strange indeed was the

consequent wintry appearance of withered oaoti, thorny mimosa, and

bush in suoh a torrid heat as I experienced. But I found an exception

to the prevailing scenes of desolation, for about two miles to tho west is

a region perpetually green with tho most luxuriant vegetation—trees,

grass, sugar-oane, and other agricultural produce growing in a most

extraordinarily prolific manner. The soil, a white, marly loam, is

identioal with that about Asua, but no fertilising water is to be seen.

Tho cause of this oasis is to be found in the faot that the land very

gently rises in a steady slope to tho hills and mountains beyond Azua,

and further down tho slope and near tho Kiver Hoiira there appear

innumerable springs of water^in the dryest season; whenever a well is

made in this favoured region the water rises to near the surface of the

soil. These facts seom to indicate a water-carrying sub-soil formation,

which probably exists at a greater depth and below the reach of the

roots of vegetation the higher tho land rises, but approaches nearer the

surface on the lower levels. It probably originates in the hilly country

miles away.

The sugar-cane is so rich and luxuriant, and in such quantities, that

there are not mills sufficient to crush it or local capital to purchase

machinery. There is actually enough cane planted to annually yield

twenty thousand bags of sugar of 300 lbs. each. Cattle are fed on tho

surplus canes, which can be bought for 68. per ton. I brought away

some samples nearly 4 inches in diameter; but unfortunately the

boatmen ate them, as they not unnaturally observed on the reprimand I

gave them, " Who would imagine anyone valuing the food of cattle."
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} Alter waiting at Aiua two days whilat our paoket*boat wai unloading,

wo arrived at Barahona on tho 13th. Tlio ooaat paaaed on the way
IN high and rugged, rising from lofty porpondioular blnflk to much
higher ground inland, graaay and thinly iprinkled with baah, affording

a noble ooaat aoenery aomowhat limilar to that of tho ooaat of Oomwall.
The approaoh to Barahona in Tory pleaiing. Conaiderabl* lofty

hilla aurronud tho Bay of Nuyba right and loft of the moutha of the

Rio Yaoki, from whonoo, almoat duo weat to l*ort«au-Prinoe, in Haiti,

atretohea a low valley, bordered on the north and south by lofty moan-
tain rangea. Thia hollow it ia praotioally the main purpoao of this

paper to deaoribe, for it is a portion of tho island little known to thoae

who have written on Santo Dutoingo.

Barahona posaossos a wonderful little natural harbour. On an
otherwiau open ooaat a coral roof oztonds about 2 miles from, and
parallel with, tho shore, forming a natural breakwater to a considerable

inoloauro, 12 to 30 feet in depth. Many submerged rooks in thia

natural harbour are a danger tovessela entering or going out; but aa

the ohannols between are olear And distinct, the port pilots oan easily

conduct a ship in or out of port, but a steam-tug would greatly

minimise possible existing dangers to aailing vessels. Thoro has not

been any Admiralty survey of the southern coast of Santo Domingo.

Hills of oonsiderabie .elevation, covered witb woods, rise' up to the

rear of the little town, and form a*very pleasing aspeot from the sea.

These elevations run almost due west to the opposite extremity of the

island, in the Republic of Haiti, and in places rise to 5000 to 6000 feet

above the level of the sea. From base to summit they are covered with

foi-est, rich in mahogany, lignum-vit», fustic, lance-wood, satin-wood,

and other valuable timber, the greater part of whioh cannot at present

bo felled and transported for want of roads ; to devise a means of over-

coming this difficulty was one of the objects of my mission. The exports

of Barahona are almost exclusively timber, chiefly lignum-vitaB ; but

the trade has fallen off very much of late years, owing to all the near

and easily agoessible regions having been denuded.

Unfortunately, I landed at Barahona in Holy Week, when work of

every kind is prohibited ; and my requirements for a troop of horses

were met, at first, with, a steady refusal by any of the inhabitants to

endanger their souls in supplying me with animals for a journey at such

a time. With some difficulty I eventually surmounted their objections

by writing an undertaking to be responsible for their sins in furnishing

me with horses for the ocoasion, and I was thus enabled to get away the

next day. The necessity was urgent, for in about three weeks the rains

would be due, and, in the rainy season of the tropics, little outdoor work

could be done of the character I had before me.

Finally, on April 14th, I left Barahona, accompanied by my two

companions, Seiiors Caminero and Cambiaso, SeSor Mota—a timber

2 T 2
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cutter and trader—and a peon as guide and baggage master, and osoortod

by the oommander himself of the military forces of this region, Qenerat

JoB^ Alta Gracia Coello. The General carried a Remington rifle and a

revolver, and his crimson military saddle-cloth and purple holsters, all

gold-braided and decorated with the arms of the Kepublio, and some

brass buttons on his cotton tunic, served to indicate the rank and

constitute the undross uniform of a general in the Dominican Army.

The General was a pure dark descendant of the African race—it is not

good form to st*y Negro—and proved himself to bo a really good follow

throughout uU the journeys, active, ever willing and obliging, con-

siderate of others, good-tempered and patient under trials. We were all

mounted on very fair padng mustangs, and saddles and harness were

equally fair ; the hire of each horse was one peso per day (about three

shillings), u very moderate charge.

Leaving Barahona, the road, after passing over a low shoulder of

the hills, through thin woods, emerges on to a small, grass-covered

savannah, flooded in the rains, then on through more thin woods and

bush, and over gently rising and falling ground (the bases of the foot-

hills of the dark, forested Siorros on our loft), finally reaching Rincon.

Nearly all the way the soil showed a white, marly loum, freely covered

with rounded boulders, large and small, of a white, soft, close-grained

stone. Excepting in the Rio Yacki, whoso course we followed, and also

in a small, stately, palm-bordered lagoon passed on our way, no stream

of running water was seen until near Rincon, whore there are several

clear, quickly-flowing streams. Therefrom irrigation canals have been

conducted, and thus the neighbourhood, which abov.nds in noble trees,

is rich in brilliant verdure and soft shade, with plots of cultivated land,

ivhere plantains, maize, sugar-cane, cassava, tobacco, etc., grow in tho

most desirable luxuriance.

Rincon is a somewhat large but scattered accumulation of isolated,

and more or loss dilapidated, frame, palm-thatchod houses, and a very

plain wooden church, erected on the summit of a low hill overlooking a

fine sheet of fresh water, the Laguna Rincon, 3 miles wide, 5 miles

long. This lagoon, at certain seasons of the year, abounds with fish to

an enormous extent ; numerous fish-currals jut out from the shores, into

which the fish are driven, then caught, killed, salted, and exported to

oil parts of the island. The lagoon has an outlet to tho River Yacki,

which river washes the base of the hill on which Rincon is situated.

The river is quite navigable for barges down to its mouth, and for

15 miles up-stream. At the mouth, however, a bar prevents exit of

the craft to the bay, only shallow canoes being able to cross it.

Rincon and its immediate neighbourhood are said to contain about

four thousand inhabitants, engaged in agriculture, timber-cutting, stock-

raising, and fishing. There is also a garrison of four hundred soldiers.

To the south of the town, about 6 miles away, rises the very imposing
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|nne-tree and " oloud-cappod " sumTnit of Monto Laho,°or Le Haut (5000
feot high); from its baso to its summit, and extending all over the

range of which it forms a part, the surface is covered with woods and
forest, green in the valleys, but lens so on the ridges of the spurs.

Leaving Binoon we proceeded in this direction. The road, after

descending from Rincon, passes for about 2 miles through level, well

watered and rich land abounding in woods and scattered homesteads

and plots of cultivation. Beyond, the road or trail rapidly begins to

ascend, and is extremely dry, stony and scoured with deep gullies.

A thin vegotatit)n of bush and small timber covers the hollows and hill-

sides, whore some indifferent lignum-vitae were observed. Further on,

as the track becomes stoopor, more stony and winding, the vegetation

is still poor, but Hgnum-vito) is more abundant. In one and a half hours'

ride is reached the deep gorge of Canada Fonda, whose lofty perpen-

dicular sandstone walls and deeply scoured dry channel indicate what a

mighty rash of waters there must bo here in the rains. The height is

1850 feet ; mahogany now occurs, the vegetation is more dense and trees

are moro lofty. Onwards, the ascent becomes more and more steep, the

path often being only the boulder-strewn beds of dry watercourses

shut in by stoop hill-sides densely clothed with forest. Orchids are

most abundant, mahogany and lance-wood are constantly in view, dnct

on the higher levels very fine cedars are met with. Finally, after a

severe climb of four hours, the summit of the pass is reached, 3590

feet high. The situation is picturesque and delightful, the air is cool

and fresh, being 65° at 5.30 I'.m. Rich forest of fine timber is seen in

all directions, and although mahogany has not been seen after 2900 feet

of elevation, here art great quantities of cedar 4 to G feet diameter.

The soil is rich and most fertile, and although too high for coflfee or

cocoa, there is an abundance of localities lower down each side of the

ridge odmirably adapted for the purpose. High above the pass rises

the lofty 6\immit of Laho, its dark mass wreathed in white drifting

clouds of mountain mist, in the intcr\'als of which are seen masses of

tall pine trees rising high above their surrounding vegetation. Laho is

about 5000 feet high.

Descending the southern slope, the track winds in and out of deep

gorges, or climbs over sharp spurs of the steep hill-side through dense

forest for 800 feot. Here at nightfall we found a small farm known as

Pueblo, and to our chagrin, deserted. This had been our destination

for the night, consequently, foodless and shivering in our thin garments

in the fresh mountain air we passed the night. At 5 a.m. the thermo-

meter registered 59° and at 7 a.m. 64°. Pueblo is situated by the side

of a long valley extending to the sea. On its opposite side is a long

spur of hills reaching from the main range to the coast and known as

Las Lomas Ruperto.

Returning to Rincon we proceeded westwardly the road traversing
f.i|
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the fertile regions of its near neighbourhood watered by the Hios

Savello and BartoUo. Thoro are here many plots of cultivation and

homesteads, and also many others nestling amidst tho palms bordering

the southern uhores of Laguna Kincon ; but at half an hour's ride from

Rinoon, the road passes through Tory thin leafless woods of small timber

parched dry with drought ; the watercourses wore all dry, and the soil,

naturally rich in the elements of fertility, was baked hard, cracked and

dusty.

Near tho south-west extremity of the lagoon a track leaves the main

trail for Pueblo de la Pnenta de Loma, a small hamlet of thirty to forty

houses about 2 miles away. On leaving tho lagoon the road pursues a

north-west direction towards the low hills of Salinas, crossing first tho

flat grassy Savannah de Buena Vista, and then proceeds over gently

rising ground, a buff-coloured sandy marl, firm to the tread in wet or

dry weather, and thickly covered^with many varieties of cacti, aloes and

thorny mimosa.

Meandering amongst tho low hills of the settlement known as

Salinas, the sweet-water river of that name serves to irrigate the little

valleys of the place, and as the road follows up tho course of the stream,

it proceeds through densely shaded avenues of very fine trees, or skirts

numerous "canucos" or cultivated plots, each one with its isolated

homestead. The settlement is only eighty years old and contains about

one thousand five hundred inhabitants, whose houses are much scattered.

Cattle-raising on the plains of Neyba is the main industry. The
temperature is here very high, the thermometer registering 96° under

the breezy shelter of the thick grass roof of a house.

A short distance beyond Salinas is a low range of bare brown bills

extending west for about 4 miles, from 200 to 300 feet in height.

These have long been celebrated as the Salt Hills. Exaggerated accounts

had been given to me of their " springs of salt brine " and " glistening

palisades of salt," which I failed to perceive. Undoubtedly there are

in these hills, and extending throughout their length, several great

veins of very fine white crystal rock salt 10 to 15 feet thick, but as the

surrounding material is eoft and much resenibles in appearance dry

London clay, timbered galleries and shafts would be neces.iry to get

out the salt, and the value would not repay tho expense except for local

requirements, for which it is much used. There is also white marble in

these hills.

From these hill-tops a very extensive view is obtained over the level

Savannah 'Ic Neyba, covered with the sad grey of thorns and oaoti

which, 8trtf,< J))ng far away north to the Kio Yacki, forms a great plain

without a hroHAt in its level surface or monotonous colour, without a

blade of grass or living thing : a veritable desert. In the rainy season,

however, it is covered with rich grass, and forms a huge grazing ground

for cattle.
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From Salinas to tlie Bio do laa Marias the road orosses this Savannah

.

It is not quite mo flat as it appears, as it very gently slopes east and

west, to the Lagouns Biucon and Euriquillo, and north-east to the Bio

Yacki. The height of the divide is, however, only about 156 feet above

the sea. It is a dry, arid, wind-swopt region iu this season of the year,

and contains about 170 k<xuai'o miles. On this exposed plain, with its

heat-radiating surface, the warmth of the rays of the sun from a cloud-

less sky^resemblcs that of the front of a furnace, but it is rendered

endurable by the fresh sea breeze which constantly sweeps over tho

iSavannah, driving tho fine particles of the dry soil into long drifts 1o

tho leeward of the clumps of parched and drooping thorns and cacti.

Notwithstanding the desolate aspect of tho weird-looking vegetation,

Huoh as cacti of every imaginable form, size, and variety, mingled with

thorny mimosa sadly draped with tho grey filmy masses of Spanish

moss streaming to the breeze, still, the fresh breeze, the bright light

and the rapid paco wo travelled over tho firm smooth soil, rather tended

to a feeling of exuilaration than of exhaustion or ennui. Although

tlio thermometer registered 134° in tho sun, tho air was so dry and the

breeze so strong, that the perspiration evaporated as soon as it occurred.

The route is often intersected by extremely tortuous and fieeply

Ncoured dry watercourses, indicating a heavy rush of waters in the rains.

Not a stone is to bo seen, and in the watercourses the marly soil is

deposited in horizontal strata. I am led to the belief that this valley

of Noyba has gradually been raised by deposited denudation from the

adjoining mountains, which has eventually separated the salt water. of

Laguna Enriquillo from wliat once formed part of the sea. I further

believe it to bo not too extravagant to consider that the whole of tho

mountain ranges on the south side of tho valley formed a separate

island divided by a strait of the sea from the main or northern island.

Throughout the valley all stones and rocks, largo and small, whether

on the surface or exposed in woshoitts, are rounded as the pebblep

of a sea-shore. Extensive and solid bods of coral are often exposed

along tho shores of La<^una Enriijuillo, which has retained its salt

water, because, unlike the other lakes, it has no outlet or overflow;

Laguna Bincou is 18 feet, Marias IGO feet, Fonda I'JO feet, Limon 155

feet above sea-level, whereas Enriquillo is practically level with the

sea. The aqueous evaporation in the dry season over tho considerable

surface of Enriquillo is probably more or loss in volume equal to tho

amount of water from the few small streams which enter it.

The Savannah terminates at the Bio dt las Marios, from tho other

side of which river, and extending to Neyba, and from Barbacoa in the

west to Cambronal in the east, is a well-wooded, fertile tract of about

12,000 acres whore lignum-vitic and fustic are most abundant.

The town of Neyba is a woU-laid-out town of broad straight streets

at right angles to each other. A very plain and simple wooden

* i
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structure is tho oburoh in tho northeiii and highest part of the town.

It is a prominent objoot from many distant points of view, and formed

one of th^ main points of triangulation * for the oonstruction of the

map herewith submitted, tho details of which were sketched in whilst

passing thraugh tho country seated on the back of an ambling horse,

whose even movements allow of taking notes. A small pooket-composu

(not too lively), a pencil, book, aneroid, and a watoh for distances, show

by this sketch map what can be done by simply riding through a

country.

Good Friday was the day of my arrival, and it was truly remarkable

to observe the throngs of orderly and gaily-dressed people which filled

the streets and surrounded the church densely packed with devotees.

As in most Roman Catholic countries the church bells are silent on this

day ; but some men energetically paraded the streets and made day and

night hideous with the sounds of lusty wooden clappers. Most of the

men carried fighting cocks, and the next day cock-fighting was the

universal amxisoment, accompanied by betting, excitement, and shouts

of glee.

There are supposed to be about five thousand inhabitants in tho

town and its neighbourhood; but it is only a rough estimate, as no

census has been taken. There are a few stores, if one may so designate

the mean little stocks of dry and wet goods observable. The fact is, the

major part of the goods of the outside world required by the people of

this region are mainly obtained at Fort-au-Frince in Haiti, and

smuggled over tho frontier by Laguna Fonda.

luv^uiries made at Neyba failed to elicit any information whatever

as to any reported minerals in the surrounding region.

From Neyba to Esterro is aboxit 2 miles, and all the way lignum-

vitaj and fustic are sighted, the former is rather second-rate, but the

fustic is very fine. There are also many caya amarilla (^Zanthozilum

coriaceum), a tree much resembling satin wood, but without the odour.

Esterro is a small collection of about one hundred inhabitants, and

a little further on is Barbacoa, a In.rge scattered settlement. The

people appear quite numerous, and all, without exception, are well-clad

and perfectly independent, for a vorj' email rniount of labour supplies

their simple requirements. This neighbourhood is dotted with home-

steads and plots of flourishing cultivation, and upon examining into

the cause of such productiveness in fiuch a dry season and generally dry

soil, it was found that near the lagcon are many springs of delightfully

cool, fresh water, flowing over rocks. Tho inference is that these

springs come from the highlands at the north of Neyba, and the water

filtering through the deposited Irumus or disintegrated material of the

hill-sides, pasbcs below the soil over imiiervious strata and finally

emerges at a low level near tho lagoon ; if that be so tho existence of

By priBiuatic compass.
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this subsoil flow of water is quite sufficient to aooount for tbe fertility

of an otherwise wate/lcss region after a long drought. It is similar to

the fertile oasis near Azua both in cause and effect.

At Barbacoa, hearing of a reported existence of salt some way u])

the mountains, I made an examination. The distance is about

3 miles, and mainly up the white boulder-strewn beds of hill-sido

gullies. The soil of the land traversed is a light yellow marl, and,

where exposed, shows dense underlying beds of soft rounded white

stones. The vegetation is thorn and cactus, a region now valueless

;

but it might be made productive by making dams in the numerous dry

watercourses to catch the water of the rainy season. In times gone

by some good timber grew here, if one can judge by the stumps of big

trees in a locality whence forest has now quite disappeared. After a

tough climb up 500 to COO feet, the alleged salt deposit proved to bo

merely the surface of a limestone rock, between some small interstices

of which a little moisture was oozing, and, as it was probably charged

with some acid, it deposited, in the shape of foam, a very small

quantity of saline matter on the rocks. To see thk,, a dollar had been

paid the guide, and a severe climb on foot on a sultry tropical morning

had been undertaken before breakfast. But the ascent served to show

that the whole of the region, between Neyba and the hills at the rear,

was covered with only thorns and cacti.

At Barbacoa, and up to about GO feet above the level of the lagoon,

are vast beds of cor il and coral rock in every shape and form, inter-

spersed with numjrouB marine shells. There is no doubt that the

coral is solid rock and not a superficial deposit.

From Barbacoa to Postrerrios the road passes through a dry and

uninteresting region. Two streams only of running water intersect

the route in a distance of 1 2 miles ; many coral reefs were met with

on the way, and also many dry but deeply channelled watercourses.

The ground is undulating, dry, and parched, and the vegetation is

thorn and cactus, the latter occasionally occurring in dense masses.

Even to 2 or 3 miles inland the same dry, arid appearance prevailed.

On the more distant mountain slopes the vegetation is greener, but not

of any degree of richness.

At the house of a Senor Gregorio Sierra, a little west of the Kio

de los Rios, is a very curious relic of the past in the form of an

ancient six-proDfjed anchor. This relic, in conjunction with the

existence of such extensive beds of coral around the lagoon, and its

salt water and low level, seems, to indicate that Laguna Enriquillo was

once an arm of the sea. The anchor was found embedded in the shore

of the lagoon, near Bebedeiro, 50 feet above present water-level, by

General Soza, when ho was living hero as a workman, in 1844, and

employed by him on a boat which he then used on the lagoon.

The valleys drained by the Rio de los Rios and its feeders are an

i

lii
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exception to the poverty of the vegetation of this region, for there the

preflenoe of vrator, as elsewhere, causes the curiously, apparently dry

and arid, but really fertile soil of this valley to blossom with vegetation,

and much valuable timber is there to be found.

Aftor passing the Rio Fostrerrios, one again enters an extraordinarily

fertile oasis. Irrigation channels intersect the road, and in all direc-

tions are plantations of the greatest luxuriance, mainly consisting

of oano, plantains, maize, a little tobacco, and cassava. The people of

Fostrerrios seemed to be most industrious and energetic ; our host

especially, a young man, was so vivacious, and withal so hard-working,

that it was quite refreshing to meet and know him in this land of

" dolce far niente." "Still," as he said, with a shrug of his shoulders,

" here one can grow anything, but wo can only give it to orr cattle."

From Fostrerrios I proceeded north-east with the view of examining

the reported rich lands in thai; direction. Bnjond Fostrerrios there is a

short stretch of thorns and cacti until the narrow valley of Postrerrios

is reached, where fine lignums are sighted about 40 yards apart, fustic

much closer, a little small »izo mahogany and great quantities of can-

delon (Colvbrina frrmginosa). There are clumps of lance from 10 to 20

yards apart ; somo of this is very fine, tall, straight and 10 inches thick

;

it is mostly, howrever, under G inches at the base, being little more than

good-sized saplings. There is no satin wood or cocus wood.

A little before reaching the small homestead of Guayabal the llio

Fostrerrios is found emerging from under the rocks of the base of a hill

in a quickly flowing stream 12 feet wide and 12 feet deep. Guayabal

is but a hut or two owned by a Haitian negro and his family. Their

surroundings were squalid in the extreme, but here wo passed a night.

The place is situated 900 feet above sea level, at tho end of a lovely

valley surrounded by mountains covered with woods, and despite the

fact that the head of tho family was practically lord of all the land

within sight, with a rich soil capable of producing any tropical products,

as could be seen by the negro's adjoining plots of cane, tobacco, cassava,

bananas, yams, beans, coffee, etc., yet nowhere could be witnessed more

squalor, filth and savagery.

F;om Ih's point all signs of the drought disappeared, the vegetation

was fresh and luxuriant, the soil being kept moist by mountain dew.

On the hill-sides surrom-.ding the valley of (iuayabal are mahogany and

fustic, und an abundance of fine lance wood.

Leaving Guayabal, crossing the dry gorge of the Cachoncito and

proceeding in an easterly direction up a wide valley drained by La

Estella, following the tracks made in 1844 by General Soza for tho

purpose of removing mahogany, one sees in tho valley an abundance

of fine lignum-vitt© (rough bark varietj') tall, round and straight, and

up to 24 inches diameter, mingled with fustic and lance-wood, and on

the surrounding hill-sides there is very fair mahogany and abundance
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of fine lanoo-wood. The road continues to aaoend the hills by very

steep ascents, with deep gorges in the hollows; hill-top and valley

are all alike covered with thick woods abounding in niembrillo (CeraauB

occidcntalia), the wood of which has a scent like that of aniseed, and

from which a perfume is manufactured in St. Domingo city. Lanoe-

wood is seen in all directions, and by the side of the track are many old

rotten logs of mahogany. Mahogany is small and not very abundant,

but away from the track the slopes of more distant hills show masses of

the light green small foliage of what must be numerous and fine

mahogany trees 20 to 100 feet apart. Lanco-wood is abundant, but

only about 20 per cent, is good for felling. Fustic is good, and one sees

in various placos in the woods from five to nine within sight in a radius

of about 80 feet. Many old coffee and orange trees exist in the woods,

the tombstones of a departed era of prosperity and activity in what is

now a wilderness. Higher up the hills cedar appears, some trees 3 to

4 feet diameter. Finally at 11 a.m. an elevation of 2180 feet above sea-

level was reached; the temperature was delightful, 76" Fahr., the air of

the finest and the soil very rich. Here the trail ended, but beyond and

around are higher elevations all covered with rich but yet second-

growth forest

Some years ago a trail existed leading on to the table-lands distant

about three hours' journey, but it is now overgrown, and would require

ten men working five days to clear it. This table-land is reported to be

covered with dense virgin forest and to be most abundant in mahogany,

fustic, lance-wood and cedar. This statement is probably true, because

the same conditions were eventually found on the adjoining table-land

of Los Pinos. The table-lauds are generally known as Los Manieles,

and the regions of the ascent to them as Los Tibisiales.

Duo south of Postrorrios is the Island of Cabritos, appearing as a

low-lying sand-covered land dotted with bush. Many curious Indian

relics have been found there, and many are believed to still exist, as

well as numerous goats ; but, most unfortunately, neither at Postrerrios

nor at any other place on the shores of the lake, could be obtained a

raft, canoe, boat, or any means of getting to the island. This island

is especially interesting, as it was the headquarters of the unconquered

last cacique of the Indi.'^ns. Of the millions whom the Spaniards found

in the island not one individual is left.

Leaving Postrerrios the road quickly quits the pleasant cultivated

laud, and, skirting some low hills, passing over dry and stony lands of

bush and scrub, it eventually reaches the shores of the lagoon, where the

wavelets curl and break like those of the sea. For nearly 2 miles the

road is hemmed in between the lagoon and bare, brown, st^eep hill-sides ;

then the hills retire somewhat from the shore, where a stream enters,

moistening the soil and fostering the growth of a narrow belt of forest.

Here, at the foot of the hills, by the side of the stream and road, is a

m l!
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spring of mineral water, called by the people " the sulphur waters."

The water is clear and tasteless, but the odour is quite oiTensiTe, liko

that of sulphuretted hydrogen. An etnorald-green slime is deposited ou

the rooks covered by the waters, and every kind of vegetation is killed .

by contact with the water.

The road coatinues for about 1^ miles to more or less skirt the

shore, passing through woods containing some lance-wood, then enters

on slightly-rising ground abounding with the rich cultivations of La
Discubierta. Irrigation channels are again met with, and again they

are the sole cause of fertility ; but here they are not conducted from a

stream of running water, but from natural springs, bubbling from the

earth as at Esterro and at Azua. The scattered plots of cane, plantains,

etc., extend about three quarters of a mile in length, and yet between

the plantations one sees the dry and apparently arid soil, bearing only

the thorns and cacti, which is so characteristic of this region. It is

evident proof that the soil is eminently fertile when supplied witli

water.

La Discubierta is a collection of separate farm homesteads, and

its population attend to their home agriculture, and raise stock and

cattle in the valley to the rear of the b.^ttlement. Amongst their other

occupations is that of bee-keeping, an industry which, in fact, is very

general throughout all the settlements of the region from Barahona to

Laguna Fonda, and the wax and honey form no inconsiderable portion

of the exports at Barahona. The process adopted is a very simple one.

The stem of a soft wood palm is cut into lengths of 3 feet ; the interior

of each piece is cleared out, leaving a hollow cylinder of 12 to 18 inches

diameter. These cylinders are then laid horizontally on the ground

near the house. The bees speedily adapt them as hives, and fill them

from end to end with combs.

From La Discubierta an exploration was made of the highlands to the

north-west. A few minutes' ride over the stony land and bush brought

us to the foot of the hills, where a steep climb led us up the gorge of u

dry watercourse, filled with huge rounded boulders. On the hill-sides,

about half-way up, is a fair supply of lignum-vit8e, and in the gorge are

clumps of lance-wood, but small and distorted. On reaching the

summit fairly thick forest appeared, covering an undulating table-land.

Quite a number of clearings had boon made for plantations. Mahogaiiy

is repeatedly seen.

There is no lignum, fustic, satin-wood, or cocus-wood, but some fine

cedars are occasionally seon. The elevation of the plateau is 1680 feet

above sea-level. The climate is warm and humid. The soil, a rich,

dark, vegetable mould, is most admirably adapted for cofi'ee and cocoa.

Leaving Discubierta the road passes round the gently-rising ground

of Savannah-en-Media, which forms a cape in the lagoon. Here the

country is again dry, and thinly-covered with scrub, thorns and cacti

;
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dry, brown, bare, and uninteresting, aro alike level ground and hill-side

all the way to fiebedeiro, where plots of oultivation and woods again

appear, and in which fustio abounds ; again, in the bush around Boca

de Cochon and Tierra Nueva it is even moro abundant. On the hill-

sides, to the north of this place, the light green foliage of lignum-yitaa,

and of almaoigo, furnish nearly the only green seen on the otherwise

brown surface of these hills ; but the loftier and more distant hills aro

abundantly covered with green verdure. The resin of the almaoigo

furnishes the incense of the churches.

From Boca de Cochon the ground rises by imperceptible gradients.

The soil is good, but dry and parched. The vegetation resembles some-

what that of a fruit orchard, amongst which are numerous lignum-vitae,

some as much as 3 feet diameter, and of most desirable quality and

conditions.

The shores of Lagnna del Fonda, half of which lake is in Haitian

territory, consist of sand and mud ; the water is brackish, but quite

drinkable. North and south the hill-sides slope to the water's edge. On
the shores were seen lying many old mahogany curls,* and their appear-

ance of age indicated how neglected has been this industry of late

years. The land between Lagunas Enriquillo and Fonda is gently

undulating and covered with bush and scattered trees of small growth.

The soil is eminently fertile when supplied with water. The settle-

ments of Boca do Cochon, Tierra Nueva, and Bobedeiro, consist of a

number of scattered homesteads, where the people seem to be very poor,

and the homes are little more than a shady place in which to sling a

hammock to sleep in or to avoid the rain.

Beturning to Boca do Cochon, we proceeded to explore the south

side of Laguna Enriquillo. From Boca de Cochon the road soon strikes

the low sandy-mud shores of the salt-water lagoon, and continues to skirt

it until near the Arroyo Blanco stream. Up to this point the ground

traversed is tame and uninteresting, low-lying land thinly covered with

scrub and thorns. At Arroyo Blanco another plot of cultivated land

occurs, watered by irrigation channels, and blooming with the rich

verdure of woodland. Many houses are scattered about here, and the

fields of cane, etc., are filled with rich and succulent products.

At Gemani, a little further on, is another small group of homesteads.

Here the expedition was joined by the Commander of the Forces of this

region, a practised woodcutter, who accompanied the exploration as a

guide to timber lands. At this place are also mineral springs, similar

to those on the other sido of the lagoon, and also some very good

* A mahogany curl is 4 to 6 feet in length, nnd is cut from (ho trunk from just

above the junction of a branch. It is very valuable when the two hearts of the trunk

nnd the branch are separate and distinct at the end of the curl, for then the intervening

wood offers tlie finest grain for veneering purposes, and, owing to its size, it is portable

on horseback, whereas the logs are not, owing to their weight.

'I m
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lignum-vitw trees, but they are confined to a very limited area, Dot

perhape more than 100 acres. "
' <

'mw '.s* i >

Leaving Gemani tho road takes a lionthomly oonrae, winding in and

ont of valleys, and over ridges 400 to EOO leet high, all alike brown and

parched, and practically devoid of vegetation of any value. But Airthor

to the south on a range of hills (Las Lomas de Cavan) tho guide stated

that mahogany and cedar are abundant, but have never been worked
;

thd soil is good for coffee and cocoa, and a distr.nt view showed the

hills to be well covered with forest. This region has long been famous

OS the haunts of Maroou or runaway negroes, so long, in fact, that men

and women have been captured there in a state of absolute savagery

—

«' wild men of the woods."

All the hills and land between Lagunas Limon and Enriquillo

are only thinly covered with scrub, thorns, and cacti, but the hills on

the south side of Laguna Limon are densely covered from base to

summit with very fine timber. An ascent was made to the height

of 950 feet above the sea with very satisfactory results. In the plain

at the west end of Laguna Limon is an abundance of excellent

lignum-vitea of both smooth and rough bark, and all the way up the

hill-side, either in the gorges or ridges of spurs, is encountered in great

abundance lignum, fustic, lance-wood, and some satin-wood, 15 inches in

diameter. In the upper region mahogany is also abundant ; there are

numerous trees 4 feet in diameter, tall, straight and round,-and 25 feet

ta lowest boughs. This is certainly the finest timber region yet seen,

(vnd the hills continue to rise to quite 2000 feet, everywhere covered

with fine timber ; mahogany and cedar being especially abundant in the

upper regions.

The water of Laguna Limou is fresh and abounds with caymans.

The settlement of Limon is a small group of homesteads of stock

and cattle raisers, as is also Florida at the east end of the lake; with

these exceptions, there is nothing to note, either as to habitations, or

timber, until the road skirts the little cove on tho shores of Laguna

Enriqnillo, near La Furnia, where there is some lignum-vitae, and a few

houses ; and also at Abaitoa. The road now skirts the shores of the

lagoon, having steep hill-sides on the right. No timber of any con-

sequence is noticeable, but another mineral spring is here met with,

producing precisely the same unpleasant odour as the two already

mentioned. It gushes out from the hill-side and meanders through a

beautiful grove of palms, forming certainly the prettiest scene on the

generally uninteresting shores of Enriquillo ; but here the road is quite

impossible for any wheeled vehicle, for huge boulders cover the steep

side-long ground and render locomotion even on horseback a difficult

matter. As the hills recede from the lagoon the land again becomes

flat, somewhat wooded and cultivated, and houses are often mot with.

San Jose is quite a little village, and from here onwards to Las Damas
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the vegotation improves, and plots of oultivation arc more frequent.

The Rio de las Damaa is a good stream of rushing water, providing

excellent water-power for any purpose.

^ '•' The town of Las Damas is a great hollow square of houses, with a

few parallel streets at the rear, built on a flat. The houses are neat,

plain, and as comfortable as one may expect to find in a country town

in this land. There are more white inhabitants than one usually sees,

and some of the women are handsome, in fact. Las Damas has long been

noted for the charms of its female inhabitants, some of whom are quite

types of Spanish beauty.

An excursion was made to the summit of bills south-west of Las

Damas. The Rio do las Damn \'b from the woHt through '\ savannah

of'bushand grass, a great plu^ lor cattle. The main range of moun-

tains to the south is well wooded and lofty, the summits showing pine-

treea: This range of mountains is known as the Sierra Borohuca,and up

to quite recent times was occupied by Maroon or refugee negroes. There

is-no track now existing in that direotion. Some thirty years ago some

IT ihogany curls were exported from these hills, and mahogany is re>

^ . rted 'to bo fairly abundant. Undoubtedly they are well wooded, and

there is no reason why they should not produce all the timbers found

in similar localities and conditions. . .

From Las Damas to Neyba the road passes over a flat all the way

;

it is quite devoid of interest in the way of vegetation. There are long,

bleak stretches absolutely devoid of anything green, and a few thorns

and cacti comprise the rest. Many deeply-scoured dry channels of

surface drainage are passed on the way, and between Caohon de la

Gruasumilla and Rio de las Marias the soil is wet and very slippery,

but firm. Here, in the rains, the waters of the lake rise and extend

thus far, so flat is the land here.

From Neyba to Cambronal the road passes through open woodlands,

which are the most prolific lignum-vitse and fustic-producing districts

of the whole of the region examined. Here are all sorts and conditions

of both trees, good, bad, and indifferent. Some of the lignums are

perfect, 30 feet of straight trunk, round, free from knots, and 28 inches

thick. Others are most indifferent, and in places there is an average

of thirty lignums and twenty-eight fustics to the acre ; and near Cam-
bronal that is a fair average. This lignum-vitse and fustic-bearing region

is estimated to contain 12,800 acres. Half-way to Cambronal the road

passes between a short range of bare hills on the left—the Sierra de los

Remedios—and a lagoon thickly studded with palm-groves on the right,

known as Laguna de las Marias. Just about here the lignums and fustics

cease, but are again found in great abundance beyond the lagoon.

Cambronal is a wooded region, threaded by canals and streams in all

directions. The soil is fertile, and the locality possesses great poten-

tialities for agriculture after the lignums have been cle*^ t A out. There
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are a good many iohabitants scattered about, and many small plots of

onltivation, but there is no energy whatever amongst the people.

From Cambronal to Salinas is a hot, dusty, uninteresting ride across

the sun-blasted and wind-swept dry savannah, sometimes across stretches

of land absolutely bare of any vegetation whatever ; at others through

lanes amidst dense masses of candelabra cacti and mimosas, draped with

the weird, filmy, grey masses of Spanish moss.

From Salinas to Barahona I completed a journey through what had

been a most certainly interesting and little-known region, yet full of

historical memories and physico-geographical problems not lightly

solved.

From Barahona to Santo Domingo, partly by land and partly by

sea, my travels terminated, with the exception of a fow days' explora-

tion of the gold regions to the north-west of the capital, whidi, consider-

ably to my astonishment, I found to possess much of the characteristios

of the best-known gold regions of Brazil with which I am familiar.

Before concluding, I must mention that there is no detailed English

chart of the interesting southern coast of Santo Domingo.

Besides Barahona there is another very fine harbour of refuge, the

easily-accessible but land-locked Fort of Salinas, where the vessels of

Columbus sought refuge in a gale, and which to this day has not been

surveyed. As a natural port and harbour it is perfect, with deep water

alongside the shores.
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THE CHATHAM ISLANDS

:

THIIR

RELATION TO A TOUMEll SOUTHERN CONTINENT.*

By Henry 0. Foubes.

Xftp, p. 638.

The Chatham iHhinds—tho portion of the Earth's surface which I take

to-night as the text of my ohscrvations—aro of very small dimensions.

Few of my hearers would I suspect care to he called upon suddenly

to indicate their position on a map of the world. There is, moreover,

more than one Chatham Island delineated on our maps. In the

Galapagos Archipelago off tho west coast of South America we have an

island of this name, and another is situated in the Andaman Group in

tho Indian Ocean. Tho Chatham Islands of which I intend to speak

lie on the extreme verge of the western hemisphere, heing just to tho

east of the 180° meridian, and 500 miles oast of Port Lyttelton in tho

south island of New Zealand. In size they are all very small except

two, and from a commercial or strategical point of view they are of little

or no importance. Wharekauri, the largest of the group, is 36 miles

long in an east to west direction, and 27 miles at its v dtjst part from

north to south, while Bangiauria, the next in size, is J tiiiles long by
miles Avide. They wore discovered by Lieutenant Brouguton just over

a hundred years ago when in command of H.M. Brig Chatham, one of

the vessels that composed Vancouver's expedition to the north-west of

North America in 1791. These islands soon after their discovery became

tho rendezvous and victualling ports of the sealing and whaling vessels

which prosecuted their trade in the South Pacific and Antarctic Seas, an

intercourse which later on proved very disastrous to the natives. Tho
Chatham Islands were in 1840 visited by Mr. Hanson in the Cuba, and

purchased by him as agent of the New Zealand Company. He had on

board the distinguished naturalist to tho company, Dr. Dieffenbach, wha
wrote an account of his visit, which was read before this Society in 1841,

and printed in Volume XI. of our Journal. After that date there are

few records of any importance of the condition of the islands till tho

year 1867, when they were visited for scientific purposes by Mr. H. H.

* Paper read at the Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, March 13th, 1893.
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Travers, prinoipally in the interests of botany. An account of their

flora was written, from the herbarium collected on that occasion, by

Baron F. von Mueller, of Victoria, and forms a valuable oontributiou

to the natural history of the region. Mr. Percy Smith, the present

Surveyor-General for New Zealand made a survey of the group in 1800,

and contributed many additional data tu our knowledge of them. Mr.

Travers made a second botanical exoiUBiou thither in 1871. I believe

that in 1855 Mr. (now Sir Walter) BuUcr also visited the group. Since

Dieffenbach's visit, now half a century ago, considerable changes have

taken place in the outward aspect of the islands. The extensive

forests that grow on many parts of the land have mostly disappeared

to make place for sheep pastures or cultivated fields. The Morioris, or

original inhabitants of the Archipelago, were first thinned out by an

incursion of Maoris from New Zealand, who had themselves trans-

ported thither for the express purpose of feeding on them. They
have now all but vanished, and only a family or two remain of a race

that within the next decade or so will have to be numbered with the

Tasmanians and with the wonderful birds that once inhabited with them

this isolated spot of land. The Maoris, who sinco that incursion have

possessed, by right of seizure, I suppose, a considerable part of the land,

are also fast decreasing in number through disease and drink. The
greater part of the islands, therefore, is owned by European run-holders,

and stocked with sheep and a few cattle. As my stay was limited to

three weeks I could visit only the central and southern portions of

Wharekauri (the main island).

The whole surface of the islands, especially of Wharekauri and

Bangiauria, is covered with a bed of peat in places over 40 feet in

depth—deeper in the northern than in the southern portion of the

former—traversable in safety only by those well acquainted with the

country; for to the inexperienced eye there seems in most places no

difference in the surface which can carry with safety both horse and

rider, and that on which the lightest-footed pedestrian cannot venture

without being engulfed. The surface of some of the larger and wetter

depressions in the ground is covered with a brilliantly coloured carpet

of luxuriant mosses, emitting an aromatic fragrance, spread out in gaily-

ooloured patches of rich commingled green, yellow, and purple, and

endless shades of these, warning the traveller of the existence of dan-

gerous bogs beneath, and brightening miles of treeless moorland, which,

but for those floating gardens, would be uninviting and uninteresting.

In many places all over the islands the peat is on fire, and has for

years been smouldering underground, or glowing in the exposed faces

of the great pits which have now been burnt out. Dr. Dieffenbach men-

tions their existence at his visit in 1840, and states that the combus-

tion had begun before 1834, and " may," he says, "indeed be traced to a

much earlier period, and, in consequence, the soil in the neighbourhood
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is gradually sinking." Tlioso fires, as far as I oould gather, had been

burning in one part or another of the island over since Dieffenbaoh's

visit. Whether the soil has been lit accidentally or on purpose, or has

spontaneously become ignited through the decomposition of the peat

and lignite, I could not ascertain. A peculiarity in the main island that

at once strikep the visitor, is the occurrence of many lakes and tarns.

These lakes are, for the mont part, on the eastern side, at the back of

the low hills facing Petrb Bay. The largest is 15 miles long, over 40

miles in circumference, and about lOJ^ miles at its widest part; and,

therefore, occupies a large portion of the area of the island. Some of

the tarns occur even on the highest part of the southern highlands,

which ascend to about 1000 feet.

My purpose, however, is not to dwell on the Chatham Islands them-

selves, but to make them, as I have said, only the text, round which

I shall group the observations and opinions I have to lay before you -

to-night. In January of last year there was brought to me in New
Zealand from the Chatham Islands, a fragment of a bird's skull, which

excited my greatest interest and surprise. As it was incomplete and

unassooiated with any other bones of the skeleton, I was unable to

determine with absolute certainty the bird of which it had once formed

a part. There was enough, however, to lead me to believe that it must

have belonged to a genus—if not to the same species of that genus

—of birds known to have lived only in a widely-different zoological

region of the earth, separated from the Chatham Islands by nearly

half the circumference of the globe. If this determination were correct,

it was a discovery bearing on many questions in zoological geography of

the highest interest and importance. As there was a steamer then just

about to start for Wharekauri, I determined to proceed thither at once and

investigate the question on the spot. Within a few days of my arrival,

I had the satisfaction of disentombing from their ancient burial-ground

in the sand-hills of the Waitangi beach, the complete head and the

greater part of the skeleton, certainly all the more important bones, of

the bird to which the head belonged, in association with those of a tall,

extinct coot, and a largo raven of an ancient type. I was thus able to

confirm my uncertain identification of the bones, that the bird which in

ancient days had lived in the Chatham Islands, was no other than a

species of Aphanapteryx, a large and remarkable member of the rail

family, which lived contemporaneously with the celebrated dodo in tho

Island ofMauritius. This was (till the previous January) the only place

in the world where it was known to have existed, and where with the

dodo it preserved its fading race down to about two hundred years ago,

when both of them passed away and perished for ever from among

living things. In the Chatham Islands I found the remains of the

Aphanapteryx in kitchen middens of the Morioris, showing that in this

region of the world also it had survived down to comparatively recent
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date, jiiHt a» tho raoa had in Now Zealand. To find bonos of this bird

was, thoroforo, tho main object of my viHit to tho Chatham iHlands, but

I had in view alHo to Hoaroh for oviduncuH of tho former oxiBtonco thuru

of tho moa, tlio aptoryx and the wcka, oharaotoristio birdH of the Now
Zealand fauna, and to indicate tho value nnd importance to natural and

to geographical aoienco, of tho occurrence of these birda in this iuland,

is the chief object of my papor to-night.

It may bo thought porhapH by Honiu that I have made a nuHtakc

in tho Society I have soloctud to read my papor before; and that

not tho Koyal Geographical, but the Liniioan, Zoological, or the

Geological, was the more iitting Society for a Rubject concerned with

biological and palinontological details. I hope, howovor, thiit I may
bo ablo to establish to your satiHfaction the claim of my ])apor to

bo read and disoussod here, because it is CHsontially goographical.

Tho subject with which this Society conoornH itself, deals not only

with tho contiguration of the present continents and islandH of the

glol)o, and the conditions of tho ocoans which now surround them, but witli

tho tracing out of tho coastlines of lands that have now sunk beneath tho

sea, and tho boundaries of tho oceans in earlier epochs. Tho scionco of

geography is based on all tho other sciences
;
geology is its sister science,

while biology and palosontology in an especial manner contribute

evidence to geography in regard to the configuration of tho land in

tho past. Tho majority of tho papers contributed to this society are

devoted to tho physical details of areas of tho j^lobe nowly discovered,

or to odditions to our knowledge of already known regions ; while to

other societies or sources of publication has been loft the duty of eluci-

dating tho changes that have taken place with the lapse of ages in tho

goographical features of the earth, proved only by biological evidence

—^3'et in its results a subject belonging peculiarly to tho province

of this Society. Nor ought tho story of the rise and fall of ancient

continents, and tho con8e(|iient wanderings and strange vicissitudes of a

fauna and flora, to prove less interesting than the narratives of personal

adventure, or of the successful mapping of lakes, mountains, and rivers

in freshly discovered lands which it has been our pleasure so often to

listen to in this room. Those features in fact, the mere discovery and

surveying of which occupy so much attention, can only be fully

understood by considerations regarding their origin ; and the distribu-

tion of living creatures is ono of our principal guides in this direction.

On the last occasion on which I had the honour of addressing tho Society

I bad to speak of personal wanderings in remote and unexplored isles in

the eastern seas, and I trust you will receive with equal indulgence my
attempt to-night to trace tho probable wanderings of their fauna and

flora across tho Austral regions of the globe, and to lay before you tho

conclusions which, in my opinion, may bo drawn therefrom.

Deduced from the study of the distribution of species, it is now
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an aoooptod axiom that, "Wlionovor wo find that a ounsiderablo

number of tho inammalH [or what Ih pnictioully thu Hatno thing, of

flightloHH birds] of two oountrios exhibit diHtinot marks of roIatiouHhip,

wo may bo suro that an actual land oonnootion, or at all oventa an
approach to within a vory fow miles of each other, has at one timo

oxisted " (Wallace, ' iHland Life,' 2nd, ed. p. 74). Now, besides tho

boncH of this remarkublo Aphanajdcryx, I gathernl on tho Chatham
Islands those of other birds now extinct there, but identical with species

yet living in Now Zealand, and some of them chariicteristic of that

island. Of theso I may mention the keu (Nestor), that peculiar parrot

which has so changed its diet within recent years that, forsaking fruits,

it attacks and kills sheep by eating through tho back into tho vital

organs ; tho flightless wood-hen, a species apparently identical with

that of the Soutli Island (Ocydromm auatmlis); a species of owl (Olauei-

dium novee-zcalandiw) and tho smaller of tho two species of New Zealand

hawk. In addition to theso I obtained a species of swuu which (though

now extinct) onco lived in New Zealand ; and tho tuatara, a 'curious and

ancient form of lizard now absolutely confinod to an islet oif tho coast

of tho North Island of tho colony. Tho occurrence in tho Chatham
Islands of theso species, many of which could not have crossed tho

intervening 500 miles of sea with tho organs of locomotion they possess,

proves that tho Chatham Islands must havo had at one time a con-

tinuous land connection with New Zealand. Its geological structure

shows it to bo a continental island, for though essentially volcanic,

it possesses sedimentary rooks of paleozoic, secondary, and tertiary

ago, and its flora, in its closo relation to that of its larger neighbours,

confirms this opinion, as well as tho shallowuoMt of the intervening sea,

where tho old whalers, it is said, found soundings.

Though I was unsuccessful in discovering any remains of the moa

or the aptoryx, the traditions of the Morioris point very circum-

stantially to the existence in past ages of the Poiiwa, as they call the

Dinomia. One of the oldest of the survivors of this race, himself told

me how when a boy ho had seen their great bones sticking up in the

mud of the lake into which the birds were driven and killed beforo

being cooked in pits on the shore. His father, who had got the story

from hia father, had told him that the bones belonged to great birds

which his grandfather had helped to kill and eat. The narrative of

Tapu (as this native was named) left a strong belief in my mind that

the moa did once exist here. They had, however, no knowledge oi

tradition of a bird that could with any certainty be identified with

the kiwi or apteryx.

There is confined now to one of the smaller—though another species

lived half a century ago on the larger—of tho Chatham Islands, a

flightless species of crako of a genus {Cahalua) kin to tho woodhens,

but which, while quite unknown in New Zealand, strangely enough
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reappears again in Lord Howe's Island, far to the north-west» in the

Tasman Sea. In Norfolk Island there lived down to recent times a

species of Nestor, related to the kea, andj of Notomia, a genus now
confined to New Zealand. On the other hand, in the Antipodes,

the Auckland, the Macquarrie and the Campbell Islands, far to the

south, there live birds such as the New Zealand woodhen, and a parrot

vei-y nearly related to the crimson-headed parakeet (^Cyanorhamphus)

common both to the mainland and to the Chatham Islands, as well as

many plants common to one or more of these southern islands, and to

New Zealand or the Chatham Islands, proclaiming that these island

specks are but the fragments protruding above the surface of the sea,

of a continent or continental island now broken up, and all but totally

covered. It seems pretty certain, therefore, as Mr. Wallace has indi-

cated, that " the Bampton shoal west of New Caledonia, and Lord Howe's

Island further south," and, perhaps, also New Caledonia and Fiji, formed

the northern and western limits ,of this former extensive continental

island—which I have called Antipodea, which almost certainly also ex-

tended east to the Chatham Islands, and most probably south and east

to the Macquarrie and the Antipodes Islands. Mr. Hedley, of Sydney,

has, in a recent paper which he has been kind enough to send me, confirmed

this in his very interesting account of the distribution of Placostylm,

a genus of land MoUusca. Its distribution defines very sharply a

province comprising the Solomon Islands, Fiji, the New Hebride,^, the

Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia, Norfolk Island, Lord Howe's Island,

and New Zealand. The genus is absent from Australia, and Mr. Hedley

believes that it was never connected with the Flaoostylus province.

New Zealand and New Caledonia he thinks were early separated from

the Northern Archipelagos.

Now turning for a little to another quarter of the globe, to the

region of the Mascarene Islands, we find that Francois Leguat, the French

Huguenot emigrant from Europe to South Africa, who lived in several of

these islands, and recorded with great exactness and veracity all that ho

suffered and all that he saw, has given us a long account in his ' Voyage

'

—^republished recently by the Hakluyt Society—of the birds he saw

in Bodriguez. He specially describes the solitaire, a great flightless

pigeon, " very hard to catch in the Woods, but easie in open Places,

because we run faster than they," and also a woodhen, or gelinote, with

a red beak and red borders to its eyes. " They cannot fly, their fat

makes 'em too heavy for it. If you offer them anything that's red,

they are so angry they will fly at you to catch it out of your hand, and

in the heat of the combat we had an opportunity to take them with

ease." Bemains of this bird have been discovered along with those of

the solitaire, and have been determined to belong to a great species of

crake, nearly related to the woodhens of New Zealand. From its hostility

to red the generic name of Erythromachua has been applied to it.
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The Island of Mauritins, 95 miles to the south-west, was inhabited

by the great dodo (^Didus ineptui), whioh was also a gigantic flightless

pigeon, living on the ground. It was a very near relative of the

solitaire, aa was finally proved by an examination of the large collection

of its bones received in Europe in 1866. Leguat in his account of

Mauritius speaks of a large gelinote somewhat resembling the bird he

had seen in Rodriguez. As no remains whioh could be referred to this

bird were for nearly tw^o hundred years brought to light, Leguafi}

account was long discredited. Among the dodo bones, however,

collected in 1866 there were several of another bird which was then

and continued to be unknown, till the year 1868, when Herr von

Frauenfeld discovered in the parchment libravy of the Emperor of

Austria the picture of a remarkable bird, a tall crake or woodhen, so

closely agreeing with the gelinote described by Leguat as to leave no

doubt as to its identity. This painting had been made by a Dutchman
who had seen the bird alive either in Mauritius, or in Europe—perhaps
in the royal menagerie in Amsterdam. The bones found mixed with

those of the dodo turned oiit unquestionably to belong to this fine

woodhen, whioh received the name of Aphanapteryx. Both birds, how-

ever, the one from Bodriguez and the other from Mauritius, were of the

closest kin to each other, and must have had a common ancestor ; but

their nearest relatives elsewhere are the wekas, or woodhens, of New
Zealand, which are also flightless, and possess that singular charac-

teristic of the Evythromachus, "if you offer them anything that is

red .... they will fly at you to catch it out of your hand,"

for the New Zealand woodhens are easily caught, through their

bold inquisitiveness, by anyone camping in the bush, by a red rag at

the end of a stick, as they come prowling round his tent. At the

present day there are no birds in either Bodriguez or Mauritius nearly

related to the Ocydromine group of the rails. " The zoological popui-

lation, so rich and varied, of the Islands of Mauritius, Beunicn, and

Bodriguez, including wingless birds," says Prof. Milne-Edwards,

" gigantic tortoises, saurians, and other terrestrial animals, does not

seem as if it could have been born on lands of so restricted an extent."

Professor Newton also and his brother, Sir Edward, consider it "im-

possible on any other reasonable supposition than that of a common
ancestry to account for the distribution of the animal forms that they

present. These authors are compelled to the belief that there was

onco a time when Bodriguez, Mauritius, Bourbon, Madagascar, and

the Seychelles were cunuected by dry land, and that that time is suiE-

ciently remote to have permitted the descendants of the original

inhabitants of this now submerged continent, named Lemuria by Dr

Solater, to become modified into the many representative forms which

are now known. . . . That the solitaire of Bodriguez and the dodo of

Mauritius, much as they eventually came to differ, sprang from one and
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the same stook, Beems a deduction bo obvious that the authors can

no more conceive any one fully acquainted with the facts of the case

hesitating about its adoption " (* Voyage of Francois Leguat,' ii. p. 356

—Hakluyt Soo. 1891.)

On comparing the bones of the Aphanapteryx brought from the

Chatham Islands with those of the bird from Mauritius, I have found

them to be so closely related as to be specifically almost inseparable.

Indeed, these bones from Wharekauri and Mauritius, over 120° of

longitude apart, are more nearly related to each other than the

Erythromachua of Bodriguez (an island of its own archipelago, only 95

miles distant) is with the Aphanapteryx of Mauritius. The Aphanapteryx,

as I have already stated, belongs to the Ocydromine or Weka group of

rails, exclusively confined to the Southern Hemisphere, and so far as is

known, to the island continents I have just described in the New
Zealand and the Masoarene regions. They were heavy birds incapable

of flight, and unable to swim or to fly from the one region to the other.

The question at once arises how came these birds to inhabit such

widely separated regions? There is only one deduction, the members of

the genus must have reached their respective homes by some continuous

land connection between the two places. In order, however, to make as

clear as possible the route by which I believe these descendants of a

common ancestor reached habitats so far apart, I shall ask your

attention to some points of distribution in some other regions of tho

same hemisphere.

In the southern portions of the great continents, in the southetn

part of South America, in South Africa, in Australia, and in New
Zealand, we have forms, either still living or now extinct, so closely

related to each other as to indicate that they have sprung from a common

ancestor. In New Zealand there occur the remains of that extra-

ordinary bird, the moa, which stood over 10 feet in height, a member of

the ancient family of the ostriches. It lived down to comparatively

recent times and goes back to about the Pleistocene or to the newer

Pliocene age. We have also here a somewhat aberrant form of the same

family, the kiwi, or apteryx, still living. In Australia there existed a

now extinct genus of the dinornithine ostriches, the Dromornia ; and two

genera alive, the emu and the cassowary—the latter extending into

Australia from its home in New Guinea and its surrounding islands.

In Madagascar we find in a fossil state tho bones of a large species of tho

same group, the JEpyomit, specimens of whose bones recently received

in the British Museum I have closely examined, whose similarity to

those of the moa is so great that if they had been discovered in New

Zealand they would, I believe, undoubtedly have been referred to a

species of Dinomis. In Africa we have the ostrich itself—an aberrant

form. While in South America, where the rheas occur, there has lately

been discovered in the Lower Tertiary strata of Patagonia the remains
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of great flightless birds—the Brontomis—^belonging to the Struthionidae.

This family (all the members of which are flightless though probably

descended from very early ancestors that conld fly) is, therefore,

practically confined to the Southern Hemisphere. Again, the beautiful

family of the Trogons is confined almost entirely to regions south of the

equator; they are found in South America, Tropical and South Africa,

and in the Indian Begion. The penguins {Spheniscidse) form a group
still more rigidly restricted to southern latitudes. Two ancient forms,

Paleeeudyptes and Palaeospheniscui, are known in the early Tertiary strata

of New Zealand and of Patagonia. They now range from South America,

South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand, to the Antarctic Islands,

but are unknown north of the Equator. To the south of South America,

to the Falkland, the Crozet, and the Eerguelen Islands, the family

of the Chionidae, a peculiar group of white birds related to the plovers,

is also restricted. The great group of the parrots (Paittacomorphse)

have, as pointed out by Professor Huxley long ago, related but very

distinct families in Australasia and in South America ; they are feebly

represented in India and South Africa, and have only a straggler here

and there in North America. They are essentially a southern, or as

he has termed it, Notogsean group (in contradistinction to Arctogsean

applied by him to Northern Hemisphere forms). They have also been

found fossil in the Miocene of France.

In the Mascarene Islands we have the dodo and the solitaire,

immense ground pigeons, whose nearest relative is the little dodo (the

Didunculus), of Samoa. In the same islands, as I have already pointed

out, we have representatives (^Aphanajpteryx and Erythromachua), of the

woodhens, which are known only from New Zealand, the Chatham,

and surrounding islands.

Turning to another section of the animal kingdom, we find wonder-

fully developed in Australia, and in New Guinea, and some of the

neighbouring islands, the marsupials, or kangaroos and wombats, a

group occurring nowhere else except in South America; but the

marsupials living now in Australia are not very nearly allied to those in

South America. In the Pliocene age, however, there lived in East

Australia Thyladnm and gigantic forms of the family, the Diprotodon,

the Nototherium, the marsupial lion (Thylacoleo), aai others; and quite

recently remains of genera (Proihalacinua, Amphiproviverra), closely

related to the Tasmanian Devil (Thylacinua), and to other BasyuridaB

(native " cats ") of both Tasmania and Australia, have been discovered

in the older Tertiaries—the Eocene—of Patagonia.

Another very extraordinary group (the Edentata), the ant-eaters,

slothSiland armadillos, now lives in the southern parts of South America.

In more ancient times the order was represented by still more bizarre

forms, such as the Glyptodon, the Mylodon, and the Megatherium. In

South Africa are the Aard-varks (Oryderopidse), while in India, and
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some of the Indian Islands, we find Pangolins, or ant-eaters (Manidae),

-which are all members of the same order. They are scarcely known in

the Northern Hemisphere, and then only in its warmest regions ; but

they have been recently found fossil in Upper Miocene beds in Samoa
by Dr. Forsyth-Major.

Of Amphibia, confined to Notogaea, or the Sonthem Hemisphere, wo
have the well-known examples of the Cystognathidee, found in Australia,

Tasmania, and South America.

Of fresh-water fishes, we have the sonthem salmon (^Haplochitondee),

and the southern pikes {OalaxiidsB), families both unknown north of the

Equator, occurring in New Zealand, Chili, Patagonia, and the Falkland

Islands. Dr. Gunther points out that the similarity of the African

fresh-water fish fauna to that of Australia is limited to two regions,

possessing Dipnoon and Osteoglossid types, while with that of South

America it is striking, "yet with many points of close resemblance,

the African and South American genera are distinct, which shows that

the separation of the continents must have been of an old date."

Among lower orders we find Peripatua in South Africa, in Australia,

and in South America and the West Indies ; while a genus of scorpions,

as Mr. Pooock has kindly pointed out to me, Cerc(yphonim, is unknown

except from South-east Australia and South America.

If we turn to plants, and taking only groups that are confined—or

nearly so—to the Southern Hemisphere, we find among the Saxifragese,

a genus Donnatia, distributed only in New Zealand, Tasmania,

Chili, and Fuegia ; while two of its tribes {Eacallonieae, consisting of

seventeen genera, and Cunonteae, with eighteen genera), are confined

(almost) to New Caledonia, Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, the

Mascarene Islands, South Africa, and South America. Of these thirty-

five genera only two cross the equator into the Northern Hemisphere.

Of the Proteacese, or family containing the Banksiaa, which is composed

of forty-nine genera and nine hundred and fifty species, only twenty-

five species cross to the north side of the Equator, otherwise they are

distributed to all the southern continents with Madagascar, Tasmania,

New Zealand, and New Caledonia. Some members of the family occur

in Miocene and Cretaceous strata in Europe. The Monimtacete, a family

nearly related to the laurels, with twenty-two genera and a hundred and

fifty species, are found to have the same distribution, and one of the

genera, Laurelia, is common to Chili and New Zealand. The genus

Cryptocarya, of the Peraeaeese, is common to New Zealand, South Africa,

and South America. Of the cypress sub-family of the Coniferee, the

genus Callitris is found in Africa, Madagascar, and Australia; and

Fihroya, in Chili and Tasmania. Of the three genera of the Podocarpeee,

one genus is found in Tasmania, one in Chili and South America, and

one common to South Africa, Australasia, and New Zealand, which also

runs north to the highlands of Tropical Asia and on to Japan. Todea
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barhara ooonrs at the Cape of Good Hope and [in Australia ; Lomaria

alpina at the Cape, Australia, and South America ; Fuchsia and Passiflora

ia New Zealand and South America.

How can this distribution of so many groups common to such

widely separated regions be explained? Much has been written

on this subject pre-eminently by Dr. Sclater, Dr. Wallace, Sir Joseph

Hooker, ProfesHor Huxley, and Dr. Blanford. These great authorities

do not all agree in the explanations they offer. :,

Mr. A. B. Wallace in his * Island Life ' considers that : " The three

most important south temperate land-areas, south temperate America,

South Africa, and Australia, have in all probability always been

as widely separated from each other as now. The resemblance

(between the vegetation of South Africa, and that of Australia,

Now Zealand, and temperate South America), has been supposed

to imply some former land connection of all the great southern

lands, but it appears to me that any such supposition is wholly un-

necessary. . . ." As he explains the presence of marsupials in Australia

and America by the preservation in these localities of remnants of once

wide-spread types, so he considers the genera of plants common to

Australia and South Africa as remnants of an ancient vegetation, once

spread over the Northern Hemisphere, whose landsjare practically con-

tinuous, driven southward along these continents by the pressure of

more specialised types, and now finding a refuge in these widely

separated southern lands. "And eo far as the peculiar birds of New
Zealand are concerned we have nothing whatever to do," he continues,

"with any possible connection by way of a southern continent, or

Antarctic Islands with South America and South Africa, because the

nearest allies of its moas and kiwis are the cassowaries and emus, not

with the ostriches and rheas, and we have distinct indications of a

former land extension towards North Australia and New Guinea,

which is exactly what we require for the original entrance of the

struthious type into the New Zealand area" ('Island Life,' p. 525,

et »eqq.).

Mr. Darwin, on the other hand, in the ' Origin of Species ' (ii. p. 190,

1888), says :
" New Zealand is plaiuly related to South America, which

though the next nearest continent is so enormously remote that the

fact becomes an anomaly. This difficulty disappears in the view that

New Zealand, South America, and the other southern lands have been

stocked in part from the Antarctic Islands, when they were clothed

with vegetation during a warmer tertiary period before the commence-

ment of the last glacial epoch."

Dr. Blanford, in his address to the Geological Society of London

in 1890, after treating the subject very fully, concludes that "the

biological evidence of a former laud connection between South America

and Africa " is very strong, and that " if the difficulty about the depth
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of the intervening ocean is overcome, there is no improhability in the

anggestion that at some period of geological history an important

continent having connections with South America, South Africa, and

New Zealand may have occupied the Antarctic Area. . . . That some

families of living animals may have originated in the southern hemi-

sphere is shown by such examples as the Amphiahanidse .... and

especially by the Oalaxiidee and Haphchitonidee "—the southern pikes

and salmons referred to above.

In considering the number of genera, or species of the same groups

that have reached the three terminal regions of the land in the Southern

Hemisphere, it seems almost too remarkable to believe that it should

have been the same forms in all three that have alone been able to

survive the vicissitudes of retreat against "the pressure of more

specialised types " through such different lands from the north to the

south, without leaving often a single representative north of the

equator, and yet should have successfully resisted being driven right

into the southern sea. It has hitherto also been held almost an axiom of

Biology that two identical species have never independently arisen in

distant localities.

In attempting to account for the probable origin of the flora and

fauna of New Zealand, when living there, I arrived at the conviction

that to explain all the forms of life common to such remote regions

demands a great southern land, not a number of separate islands.

The light which is every year being thrown on this most diflScult

question by new discoveries and the closer investigation of the subject,

tend to lessen its di£Bculties. Most of the facts that I have adduced

above are well known—except those from the Chatham Islands—and have

been discussed by many of these able naturalists, and to the results of

their investigations I shall now allude.

Professor Huxley, in discussing in 1868 (P. Z. S., p. 294) the distri-

bution of the gallinaceous birds, points out that they are divisible into

two sections, of which the families of one (Alederopodea) are practically

confined to the Northeiii Hemisphere, and the families of the other

(^Periateropodes, with the hind toe touching the ground) are equally

restricted to the Southern. This Southern Hemisphere section is

composed of two great families—one in South America and one in

Australasia—t.e., the curassows in the former, and the megapodes ur

mound-builders in the latter; Africa has no representative of this

section. Now, the curassows of South America and the mound-builders

of Australasia are so closely related, that they must have sprung from

a common stock. As none of these families are represented in the

Northern Hemisphere (and the section, the Periateropodea, to which they

belong, passes but a little way over the equator), it seems to me there

is left but one inference, that their common ancestors must have

developed on some large area in the Southern Hemisphere, from which
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there was access botli to South America and Australasia but not to

Africa.

The distribution of the parrots points in the same direction ; they

are almost confined, as Professor Huxley has shown, to the Southern

Hemisphere, and are divided into families occupying chiefly Australasia

and South America, feebly represented in India and South Africa, a few

stragglers finding their way into North America. The Psittacomorphous

families in the east are widely di£ferent from those in the west, yet

their common ancestry is proved by many links—such as the relation-

ship between the nestors of New Zealand and the macaws of South

America, for which there appears to me no explanation, unless we
suppose some extensive southern land connected with all these regions,

on which their common ancestors multiplied, became modified and

eventually spread outwards towards the Equator.

Evidence, perhaps still more remarkable, comes from the studies

of our most penetrating embryologist, the late Professor W. K. Parker,

the foremost of the interpreters of those passing structures in the

embryo, which appearing but for an hour, and vanishing as if they had

never been, yet so surely proclaim its pedigree and inheritances. In his

paper on the skull of the JEgithognathous birds, he says, " The crows have

always been to me divided into those of Arctogsea and Notogsea. More-

over, the terrestrial habits and earth-born physiognomy of several of the

larger and middle-sized southern Passeres have attracted my attention

.... for I strongly suspected that these have had a much more direct

and immediate struthious parentage than .... the songsters and crows

of our own hemisphere. This rooted belief has grown into something

like certainty to me. ... In the south we find the most struthious

types, and in the north the highest. . . . The taxonomio value of the

facial characters lie somewhat deeper " than the mere external characters.

"... The lyre-bird " of Australia is one of the " lowest forms of the true

but rough-voiced Coracomorphse, all of them belonging to Notogsea. . . .

Supposing it to have had an ancestry amongst the extinct Turnicomorphse,

they must have been far less passerine, and much more related to " South

American Tinamous than the modem forms.

The Australian wood-swallow (^Artamus leucorhinus) oscillates between

a Bomean Pitta and the American Grallaria. Homorua (unicolor) of

the Neotropical family of the American-creepers (Dendrocolaptidte),

underlies the piping crow (Oymnorhina) of Australia, just as the Challaria

underlies the wood-swallow. The palate of the ripe chick of a piping-

crow superimposed on that oi Homorus, "shall, for lack of difiTerence, be

indistinguishable " from it. This bird, with its own peculiarities, and

an evident tendency towards the southern crow-type, is related very

intimately to the members of the American creepers. " Oymnorhina [or

Australian piping-crow] is merely a more highly specialised, more

completely metamorphosed Dendrocolaptine bird. It is the culmination
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of a very different branch from that of the Northern Hemisphere orowa.

There are not many internodes between them and the Chilian and
Brazilian birds." *' The peculiar styliform transpalatines are fonnd, as

far as I have seen, only south of and upon the Equator, and their very

«uriou8 character, always correlated with ether differences, might justify

one in dividing the Coracomorphse (or orow-like birds) into those of the

Southern Hemisphere (Notogwa) and those of the Northern (Aretogma).

The piping-crow is a Southern Hemisphere form, ** an ascent from the

ehort-billed American-creepers of the western regions of Notogeea."

Petroica bicohr, an Australian warbler, has aflSnity not with the

wrens and warblers of the Northern Hemiuphere, bnt in its palate at

least it approaches the wood-warblers of America, or MniotiltidtBt which

lire confined to the Panama district of America, and of which one genus

reaches to Chili, and several to Brazil. Professor Parker expresses in

the same paper (in the 2Van«. Zool. Soc, Vol. X., p. 251 et aeq.), from

which I have taken the following facts and quotations, his belief

that in South America we have representatives of the Miocene birds of

our own geographical area.

These birds are now so differentiated from each other as to be

classified in distinct families, yet to the trained eye watching their

structure in the embryo, and following their history up from the

distant past, before " Nature," to use Professor Parker's own poetic

oppression, " with her cementing ' osteoblasts,' had obliterated the once

distinct and shapely stones of which each was gradually built," their

common ancestry is evident. It is difficult not to infer from these

facts that the stock from which those different groups sprang had its

development on an extensive land which was evidently not in the

Northern Hemisphere. This evidence, in my estimation, is of the

weightiest kind towards the support of the hypothesis that there

oxistod a large land extension, which I may name Antarctica, round

the South Pole joining South America and Australia, and approaching

to, or intermittently only connected with. South Africa, possessing a

genial climate, on which, amid a luxuriant forest, the progenitors of

these groups common to Australia and South America, which have now
lost their nearest relations, could multiply, became modified, and

eventually migrated northward on the advent of colder epochs, or on

account of the subsidence of the land.

Before considering how far the presence of such an Austral continent

will explain the distribution, I shall refer to the climate of the

Southern Hemisphere during the later geological periods. In South

Africa, in South America, in Australia, and in New Zealand, there

are evidences of extensive glaciation, dating from so comparatively

recent an epoch that the rock striations and the moraines are still

unobliterated by denudation. In South Africa this glaciation occurs

between 27' and 30° south latitude, and Mr. Wallace in referring
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to it, saya, " We may well believe that it was mainly due to (he

same high eooentrioity, i.e., in the Fleiatooene, that led to tho

glaoiation of Western and Central Europe, and Eastern North America,

for the appearances are too recent to be accounted for by a greater

elevation of the mountains which have since been denndated to their

present level, for then also tho glacial nitiea and moraines would
have disappeared also." Elsewhere Mr. Wallace speaks of the con-

current accumulation of ice in both hemispheres. Mr. Darwin also

speaks, as I have quoted above, of the Antarctic Islands being clothed

with vegetation "during a warmer tertiary period before the com-
mencement of the last glacial epoch," when the northern regions of tho

Globe were also warm, or even bub-tropical. Sir Robert Ball, however,

who has made an important addition to Dr. Croirs well-known ex-

planation of the cause of the Ice Age, by establishing, mathematically,

the different percentages of heat that are received in the summer and in

the winter of each hemisphere, says emphatically, " It is an essential

doctrine of the astronomical theory of the Ice Age that the respective

glaoiations of the two hemispheres were not simultaneous." They were

alternate. When it was a glacial age in the Northern Hemisphere,

it was a genial age in the Southern, and vice versd, and ** clusters of

genial and ice ages " may have followed each other before each period

of high eccentricity which originated them passed away. **If it

could be shown that the ice ages in the two hemispheres were

concurrent, the astronomical doctrine would have to be forthwith

abandoned." This glacial age, of which evidences have been found

in the southern continents, must, if Sir Robert Ball's assertion bo

correct, have taken place during a genial period in the Northern

Hemisphere. Now during the Miocene Age there was such a warm
period, doubtless due to a per!iod of high eccentricity, when a luxuriant

flora flourished in the Arctic regions to within 6\° of the Pole. Ihering

has reoenly stated in Da$ Aushnd, that the Pampas formation in the

Argentine Republic is an inter-glacial loess of Pliocene Age. The
evidences of glaciation in Africa extend as far north as from 27° to 36°,

and in Australia to 35° south latitude. It is evident, therefore, that if

a large land area existed in the Antarctic Ocean in Miocene times, both

its fauna and its flora would be driven north beyond these latitudes

and perhaps even over the Equator, a journey in which many forms

probably would perish, and its surface would require to be re-stocked

on the passing away of the cold period. The distribution of the Sirenia,

as Dr. H. Woodward, F.B.8., has shown (^Oeol. Mag., 1885, p. 423), goes to

prove a via a tergo in southern latitudes, driving tropical forms to the north.

"Assuming, as I think we may," he says, " that the Sirenia at the present

day belong exclusively to the tropical regions of the Earth, and that Bhytina

in its boreal home was simply a surviving relio from the past ... we must
conclude that the presence of twelve genera and twenty-seven species

VOL. lU.—PART IV, 2 X
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of fouil Sirenio as widely distributed then as the reoont forms are at

the presont day, but with a range from the tropio of cancer up to

00" of N. latitude, affords a most valuable piece of evidence attesting

the former extension of subtropical conditions of climate which must

have prevailed over Europe, Asin, and North America in Eocene and

Miocene times." 'i .,» •
; . <:

The glaoiation, so far as we have evidence, seems to have extended

farther north, and to have been more severe in Africa than in tho

Australasian lands; and if, as some Now Zealand geologists believe,

there was only a glacier, not a glaciated ago in New Zealand and East

Australia, the milder climate there may have been due to the narrow

enclosed sea between and terminating not far to the south of them,

being open to tho warm northern seas. The fugitives might have there-

fore been driven loss far north in the two Australasian Islands, of East

Australia and New Zealand ; and when, in the late Miocene and in the

Pliocene, the warm period (corresponding to the growing cold period

of the Northern Hemisphere) was advancing, and the land surface fit

for peopling was increasing, there would be a slow return of life to

the Antarctic land. Whether or not there was such a glacial period,

there must have occurred in southern latitudes a very mild age during

the height of the Olacial Age of the Northern Hemisphere, during

which the fauna and flora (of which Pringlea of Kergnelen and Fuogia

is a remnant), now common to the terminal areas of the three great

continents, could have developed and intermingled.

Which region chiefly acted as feeder, when the time came, on the

passing away of the Southern Gold Age for the return from northern

latitudes of the Austral fauna and flora, depended on the distribution of

land and water during the period of their northern trek, and on

whether the climate had been equally severe between all meridians.

At all events, from the best-stocked and most accessible of the lands to

its north would the Antarctic Continent receive back the progenitors

of the fauna and flora now common to the southern terminations of the

great continents when driven south during the on-coming and duration

of the great northern Glacial Epoch. There would then have been in

the Southern Hemisphere a correspondingly or, perhaps, even more

genial climate, if, as has been supposed, the Gulf Stream was then

deflected south across what is now tho Isthmus of Panama, and the

shores of the Austral Continent were open to the warm water of the

Tropics. On this land, therefore, would be developed those Notogsean

forms of which wo have no representatives now, if ever they existed, in

Arctogaea.

The presence of the Aphanapteryx and other Ocydromine birds both

in the Mascarene and in the New Zealand continental Islands supports

other evidence already accumulated, pointing to an extension of that area

south by Marion and Eerguelen Islands, and of New Zealand south, or
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tho Antarotio laud north, by way of the Macqaarrie, Auckland, and
Antipodes Islanda.

The islands to the south-east of New Zealand—the Auckland, the

Maoquanie, and the Oampbell Islands—lie within a radius of some
600 miles ; and both their fauna and flora indicate a close relationship

with New Zealand. Some of their number—the Antipodes, the Bounty,

and the Oampbell Islands—are entirely composed of igneous rooks, and
are [probably the summits of former yoloanio heights of the Austral

continent. The evidence, as a whole, goes to support the view that they

wore all probably part of one large continent. In the Ohatham and in

many of the other Islands, extensive areas are covered with bogs and
peat mosses ; and both there, and in the Auckland Islands there occur

beds of bitumenouB peat. Kerguelen Island is likewise covered with

peat bogs, and has large lakes and pools in the hills, where " measure-

ments of the map afford no very trustworthy basis for estimates of tho

time needed for a journey of given length in a certain direction." Its

geological structure is volcanic ; but it contains coal, or lignite beds.

Its flora indicates that it is the " remains of a much larger land area,

which, though peopled with plants mainly from the southern extreme

of South America, 4000 miles to the westward, possessed an endemic

flora of its'*, own, which included forest trees of considerable dimen-

sions." Mr. H. Travers observes, in his account of the Ohatham
Islands, that large trees are visible in the holes which the under-

ground fires have excavated there, "greater than any seen on the

island." The prevalent features of the vegetation of Kerguelen are

Fuegian. Of the flowering plants that are not peculiar to the island,

Cotula plumosa is found elsewhere only in the Auckland and Oampbell

Islands, south of New Zealand; Banunculus Irullt/olUu is Fuegian;

B. moaeleyi is closely allied to a Fuegian species, and Uncinia eompacta is

a native of the mountains of New Zealand and Tasmania, and it is

nearly allied to a Fuegian species. The supposed endemic Kerguelen

genus Lyallia has now been discovered in Fuegia. It contains six speciea

common to America, New Zealand, and the islands south of it, three of

them being European. The American aiBnity established by flowering

plants is shown by cryptogams, amongst which, however, the only

evidence of migration from South Africa occurs, i.e., Polypodium vulgare,

known in the southern temperate zone only, from Oape Colony, Marion,

and Kerguelen Islands. " Various phenomena .... common to the three

archipelagos—Kerguelen, Crozets, and Marion—favour the supposition

of these all having been peopled with land plants from South America ;

.... [that] these islands constitute the wrecks of either an ancient

continent or an archipelago wliich formerly extended further westwards,

and that the present vegetation consists of the waifs and strays of a

mainly Fuegian flora, together with a few survivals of an endemio one.

The Falkland Islands and South Georgia indicate a botanical identity

2x2
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with Fuegia. Marion Iihnd, 1650 niilei, and tlie CroMti 1200, west (vf

Kergnelen, oonUin leveral Fuegian apeoiea not yet found in Kergnelen.

Marion haa two ferna (an Atptenium and an A$pidium) in oommon

with the Gape, and it alao containa the genua PringUa, oommon t«

Kergnelen, "pointing to an ancient land oonneotion between thoM

ialanda, for ita aeeda are periahable, and not likely to bo oonreyed by

birda. The distinctneaa of the genua also pointa to a former wido

extension of land, on which ita progenitura became developed. Tbo

eziatence of foaail tree-trunka in the Crozeta and Kergnelen Ialanda pointii

to aimilar oonditiona."

Amsterdam and St. Paul's Islands, separated by one degree of

latitude, approximate in their flora to South Africa. One fera only i»

common to Kergnelen (Lomaria alpina), one is peculiar (Nephrodeum

at^aretieutn), but allied to a Mauritian »pecies, and two others are nativeH

of the Cape ; but neither Polypodium vulgare nor A^lenium mohrioidei haro

been found in either island, though the former is common to the Cape,

Marion, and Kergnelen, and the latter to the two first of these localities.

The flora of Tristan d'Aounha is Fuegian, with an admixture of Cape

genera, but without the characteristics of Kergnelen Island. It containa

also Bome Amaterdam Island genera, and Fuegian and Falkland Island

plants, not found in the islands routh and east of them, are more

numerous than its Cape genera, and it contains also the strictly American

genus Chevreulia.

The aboye eyidenoe from the southern islands, for which I am
indebted to Professor Moseley's and Mr. Hemsley's writings, therefore,

also points in the direction of a more extensiye land in the Antarctic

Seas, and it is supported by the giant tree-like sea-weeds growing on

many of the Antarctic Islands.

To sum up, this extensive land is necessitated by the occurrence of

families of marine and fresh-water fishes; by the occurrence of the

genus Pringlea in Kergnelen and in Marion Island ; by the distribution

of certain large groups of^birds, such as the Peritleropodea, the Parrott,

the Struthioua, and BalUne birda, and, above all, by the deep-seated

resemblances shown by Professor W. K. Parker to exist between

South American and many Australian birds; and as none of them

have representatives in the Northern they must have had a oommon

ancestor in the Southern Hemisphere. This last is more far-reaching

evidence than the mere occurrence of a species or genus oommon to

two or all of these regions.

The outlines of this conlineut it is of course impossible to trace with

anything approaching to accuracy, till we are in possession of a larger

number of ocean soundings. But it is not improbable that the great

meridional masses of laud—or world ridges—which are probably of

primeval antiquity, extended to meet northward prolongations of the

Antarctic continent. There is some evidence that the direct union
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of Antipodea with South Afrioa was not Gontemporanooui with, or for

BO prolonged a period <>», ita connsotlon with the others.

If the Antarotio sea- fI or were elevated to a height not exceeding

2000 fathoms the expoaed land would form approximately the continent

which I think the evidence adduced in thia paper aeems to demand

;

practically none of that area is now below what Dr. Mill in hia valuable
' Kealm of Nature ' terms the line of mean tphere level.

Thfi geological evidence, as pointed out by Mr. Wallace, goes to

show that New Zealand was separated from Australia during all the

Tertiary period, and that East and West Australia existed as two islands

during a portion of the Cretaceous and Tertiary ages ; so that in the

early Tertiary period, at least, there were three separate islands. West
Australia, East Australia, and New Zealand, the two latter with southern

extensions. The Antipodean eastern shore-line of this continent extended

probably from tho Chatham Islands, by Young Island, to Victoria-Land,

where the Pacific trough runs far to tho south ; and north-west from the

Chatham Islands, by Norfolk Island, near to—and probably including—

New Caledonia and Fiji; southwards, by Lord Howe's Island to the

west of Stewart and Maoquarrie Islands, where, turning south and

westward, it united with the eastern shore of East Australia, prolonged

south by Tasmania to the Antarctic Land. The northern extension

of East Australia, probably connected the Oreat Fapuasian Land (New
Guinea, the Solomons, New Britain, and New Ireland), across Torres

Straits—West Australia at this period, and for a long time previously

and after, ramaining a large and isolated island. The western shore of

East Australia then ran southward and westward to Wilkes Land, where,

about the longitude of 90" E., the trough of the Indian Ocean extends

south towards the Pole. The shore line of Antarctica once more

trended northward by Kemp Island, and Eerguelen Land to join the

Ethiopian region, either by the Mascarene Island-continent Lemuria,

mayhap with an African commissure, or, perhaps, for a time with

Africa directly. The South Atlantic Ocean whose trough seems to

extend far south into the Antarotio, would separate the Ethiopian

prolongation from the South American Antarctic connection (which

included the Falkland Islands, South Georgia, and the Sandwich

Group, to Qraham and Alexander Lands), and its shores would run

westwards to unite with the eastern shore extending south from the

Chatham Islands to Victoria Land. Our knowledge, however, of the

sea floor to the south of Africa is still very imperfect.

This arrangement of land will, I think, explain the anomalies of the

migrations of the flora and fauna, not less satisfactorily than that by an

entirely northern route.

The monotremes and marsupials in Australia are supposed by Mr.

Wallace to have come to West Australia, when isolated from East

Australia, at a very anoient period from Asia, vid a land connection
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across the Java Sea, and to have entered East Australia only in the

Tertiary Age after the union of the two islands into a conjoint Australia.

Nearly all the fossil remains, however, of these groups are found in

East Australia, and their present distribution is in northern and eastern

Ausiro-Malaya and Australia. Now there have been found in Patagonia,

as already stated, in early Eocene strata fossil remains, " nearly allied to

the carnivorous Thylaoine of Tasmania and the native cats, or Dasyures,

that occur both in pliocene and pleistocene beds in Australia, or live now
in Australia and Tasmania." No fossil remains of these southern forms

have been found elsewhere out of Australia and Patagonia. It is not

therefore at all improbable to suppose that the South American

Thylacine-like forms multiplied and developed in the Southern Con-

tinent during the glacial epoch of the Northern Hemisphere—that is,

a warm age of the Southern—and reached East Australia from that

continent, then^spread north through Tasmania into New Guinea and the

Paptiau Islands. Why they are not found in New Zealand is difficult

to say ; some temporary subsidence or other barrier may probably have

prevented their reaching it. It does seem to me strange, however, if

the marsupials reached Australia vid the Java Sea, Timor, and the belt

of the Austro-Malayan Islands to the west of it, that with the exception

of a CuBCtu, which may not improbably have been introduced, thei-e are

no marsupials in any of the South-Eastern Austro-Malayan Islands,

where there are no enemies not found in New Guinea and Australia,

especially in Timor, which is so Australian in its climate and vegetation.

The ancestors of the present marsupials in South America, which have

no near affinity with the present Australian forms, came probably

enough vid North America from Europe. Moreno and Mercarat have

also asserted the occurrence of a large monotreme in the same strata,

" which, if confirmed," to quote Mr. Lydekker, " will strongly support

the connection of the South American Tertiary fauna with the existing

fauna of Australia."

The ancestors of the cassowaries, the moas, and the kiwis are sup-

posed by Mr. Wallace to have come from New Guinea into the north of

East Australia, and to have spread thence to New Zealand in Cretaceous

times. Again, the Eocene of Patagonia has produced the remains of

giant struthious birds

—

Brontornis burmeitteri—which may have been

the nearest relatives of the ancestors on the Antarctic Continent,

of the Australian Dromomia, the New Zealand Dinomis, of tho

JEpyornia, and of the remaining tridactyle form of Madagascar.

Bemains of ^pyorniSf recently received at the British Museum, show

that its tibia, or leg bone especially, very closely resembled that of

the moa—indeed, so close that if it had been found in New Zealand

it would not have been suspected, I believe, to be other than that of a

different species of Dinomis. It has no osseous bridge for the extensor

tendon at the distal end of the bone; but in this respect the nearly-
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related moas and apteryxes also differ from each other. The former

has a strong bony bridge, while in the latter it is cartilaginous. The
metatarsi and the femora of the moa and of the JEpyomis also show many
points in common. The Madagascar, the Australian, the New Zealand,

and perhaps the Patagoniau ostriches would seem to have had a common
ancestor. In New Zealand I discovered, and have described, moa bones,

indicating a new genus, Palteo-caauariua, which show a wonderful re-

semblance to those of the cassowaries. Indeed, the moa itself is said to

have been found in Australia ; if this be indeed so, then probably the

genus Dinornia entered Australia and New Zealand from the same

common laud. If this identification should not be confirmed, the

common ancestor, in the Antarctic Continent, of both these groups

may have given origin to moas and kiwis in New Zealand, and to

Dromomia and emus in Australia, and in the far north to cassowaries.

If, as Mr. Wallace believes, the ancestor of the emu, moa, and apteryx

came south from New Guinea into East Australia, why did not some of

the marsupials there accompany it also ? And why, if the latter reached

New Guinea from Australia, were tbey unaccompanied by the emu or the

Dromornia f If the ancestor of Dromomia came into East Australia from

New Guinea, it has not yet been discovered either in Australia or New
Zealand, and yet from it have descended cassowaries in Papuasia, emus

and Dromomia in Australia, moas and apteryxes in New Zealand. The
moa and the apteryx are more numerous in the south than in the nortl.

island of New Zealand—there being three or four apteryxes and moas in

the latter to one in the former. The crowding together of so many species

of moa into New Zealand can be accounted for by their having been

developed in a large land area—as in the supposed southern continent

—

quite as well as by supposing, as has been done by Mr. Hutton, that

these species must have become isolated on different islands in order to

become different species, and then when these islands became finally

submerged, the various species were driven into one island. The species

of Dinornia have been inordinately multiplied, based on differences of

fractions of an mch in the length or breadth of their bones, so that

in reality there are not so many species as there are specific names—

I

speak after having examined hundreds of bones. Nor are those that

may be allowed as species at all easily distinguishable from each other,

their chief differences being those of size and superficial variation in the

ibrm of the skull, and very similar to those that arise in a group of

barn-door fowls, free from enemies, and with plenty of food. But even

if they were all good species, they might have been developed on a large

continuous area, quite as well as on isolated islands.

The total want of identity between the species of winged birds of

New Zealand and those peculiar to Australia, which is remarked on by

Mr. Wallace, may be explained by supposing both islands, East Australia

and New Zealand, to have received their inhabitants mostly from a
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common land, for though species common to both are rare, yet most

of the genera occur in both, and the twenty-one genera peculiar to

New Zealand are related to Australian genera. Of these genera seven

only are allied to exclusively Australian genera, four are of doubtful

affinity, three are peculiar and probably had their origin in New
Zealand, but they belong to groups—the Struthionidee and parrots

—

peculiar to the Southern Hemisphere. Three of the starling family have

an Oriental origin ; of the remaining four, two are ralline birds character-

istic of the New Zealand region, having their nearest allies in the

Mascarene Islands, and two belong to a family—the snipes—widely

spread in the Southern Hemisphere, which may have probably become

modified into species since they reached New Zealand. If the southern

Ice Age were less severe in Australia and New Zealand, as some

geologists think, a remnant of its former bird fauna may have remained

in their northern parts ; and since both Australia and New Zealand

had northern extensions towards the tropics, a certain admixture

of tropical forms might be expected. Of the large number of genera

peculiar to Australia, and confined, more or less, to its temperate

regions which are totally absent from temperate Now Zealand, the

same explanation may be offered: they have developed in temperate

Australia since they reached that latitude, unable to return south or

advance north to a region common to the two countries. In the

same way the distribution of the lizards of the two countries ; Lygoaoma

in New Zealand and Australia may have entered both countries from the

north, as it is found in the Pacific Islands and New Caledonia. Australia

with New Guinea has a peculiar family and twenty-one peculiar

genera. Then the fresh-water fishes of both Australia and New
Zealand are of types related to South America, which must have had an

origin common to all three regions.

As regards the plant-life of New Zealand, two hundred and fifteen

out of two hundred and eighty-five genera of its flowering plants are

common to Australia, Polynesia, South America, the Antarctic Islands,

or Europe. Only thirty-two out of three hundred and ten New
Zealand genera are absolutely confined to New Zealand and Australia

;

one hundred and seventy-fuur are South American (of the remainder

some are Antarctic or European, and some Polynesian). Mr. Wallace

says, "A large proportion of the natural orders and genera [of the

plants] of New Zealand are more common to Australia than to any other

country, but the species common to both are few." This affinity of

genera and diversity of species may be explained in the same way as

I have done the fauna. The floras of Australia and New Zealand may
not improbably have been derived from a contiguous area of Antarctica

which travelled north on different extensions ; and may also have derived

some of their Polynesian and European forms from the north by their

northern extensions ; while the peoiiliar and less exclusively temperate
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West Australian forms may have remained from those pre-tertiary times,

when New Zealand had a north-westerly union with Australia, as has
been so beautifully unfolded by Mr. Wallace. That the chief current

of dispersion has flowed from south to north, and not vice versd, has
considerable support lent to it by the results of Sir William Mac-
gregor's recent botanical collections in New Guinea and of others from
Mount Eina-balu in Borneo. In ihe highland vegetation of the former
country, along with an extensive display of heaths and whortleberries

—

forms of vegetation which are scanty in Australia—there is also a
marked preponderance of far southern types, belonging to Australian,

New Zealand, and Antarctic species. In Boi-neo also have been

found plants common to the Papuan highlands, and also to Australia

and high southern latitudes. So many plants from high southern

latitudes of common origin, typical of Tasmania, of continental

Australia, of the Southern Ocean, and of Patagonia, point to a land

connection of portions of New Guinea with an Antarctic continent.

It must be borne in mind that when the Antarctic flora began to be

driven north, as the warm Antarctic Age (contemporary with a glacial

age in the Northern Hemisphere) commenced to tend towards a colder

era, the flora mainly followed and kept pace with the temperature

—

and that it was a semi-tropical, or very temperate, not an Antarctic

flora—in the present sense—that travelled northwards. The presence

in New Zealand of wholly temperate or Alpine species' of tropical

or sub-tropical genera of Australian plants, is explained by Mr. Wallace

by their having "migrated across the sea" to New Zealand in the

temperate zone, and finding the temperate and Alpine regions in

New Zealand unoccupied by the tropical forms and their modified

descendants, they were best able to establish themselves there. But I

fail to follow how the Australian sub-tropical forms got so far south

as to be able to cross to New Zealand, since the middle of its north

island lies nearly 17° S. of the Tropic of Capricorn. If there were

continuous land from across the naiTow strait at Lord Howe's Island

to New Zealand, to which the sub-tropical flora might have reached, it

might have been driven south by a later subsidence of the land to the

north, and reached all parts of what is now New Zealand ; but then it

would be on the same footing as that of the northern sub-tropical area

of the New Zealand extension. If New Zealand had received these

now tropical and sub-tropical genera from the same common southern

genial clime, the different vicissitudes they have experienced may
account for the species occupying different habitats in the two countries

;

indeed, Mr. Wallace himself suggests that these genera may have

reached both countries from an Antarctic source.

In order to account for the distribution of life in New Zealand and

Australia, Mr. Hutton, who says he has abandoned the hypothesis of an

Antarctic continent, has supposed a great bolt of land stretching north-
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west across the Faoifio Ocean from Chili, vid the Pacific Islands and Fiji.

According, however, to Professor Goikie (who says in his address to the

Geographical Section of the British Association, 1892), "so abruptly

does the continental plateau rise from the ooeanic trough, that a

depression of the sea-level, or an elevation of the plateau for 10,000

feet would add only a narrow belt to the Pacific Coast between

Alaska and Cape Horn," and notwithstanding the evidences in the

fiords of Chili of recent submergence, the trough of the Pacific has

existed as deep sea over since the oceanic islands of the Pacific came to

the surface on " the mightiest of all the submarine buckles of the earth

crust." Such a bridge, therefore, as Mr. Hutton suggests, seems very

improbable on physical grounds.

It is to be observed also that the great Glacial Epoch passed

away with the lessening of the eccentricity and the gradual more

or less balancing of the Northern and Southern Hemisphere climatic

conditions; and that there has not yet occurred a glacial age in the

Southern Hemisphere in succession to the last northern one. The

attainment of the present interglacial conditions has been gradual,

and oonsequeutly few of the Australian or Antarctic types would

be driven so far or so strenuously toward or across the Equator, as

the northern typea in the reverse direction by the northern loo

Age. This is, probably, the explanation why so few of the southern

plants are found north of the Equator, and not because of " their less

hardiness from not being developed in a colder region, or where Alpine

and Arctic conditions prevailed." The northern flora, indeed, according

to Mr. Wallace, was developed from Cretaceous to Pliocene times under

a warm climate, and was driven south by the cold of the Pliocene and

Pleistocene. The flora on the supposed Antarctic continent probably

experienced also a glacial or at least a very cold period during the very

warm Arctic period, when temperate plants flourished vigorously within

the Arctic circle, at all efents the cold conditions would not be less

marked in the southern than the genial in the northern regions.

I have already mentioned the chief points of resemblance in the

fauna between South America and Australia. In New Zealand and

Australia we have identical and closely-allied South American fresh-

water fishes. " Although geographically widely separated from each

other, the freshwater fishes of the three divisions (the Taamanian sub-

region, the ^eto Zealand sub-region, and the Fuegian gub-regum), are

nevertheless so closely allied that conclusions drawn from this group of

animals alone would hardly justify us in regarding these divisions

as sub-regions."* And as to plants. New Zealand and temperate

South America have seventy-four genera in common; of theso

eleven species are identical, and thirty-two others are close allies or

* GUuther :
' The Study of Fishes,' p. 249.
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representative Bpeoies. I have already mentioned some of those, and the

ooourrence of so distinct a genus as Pringlea in Eerguelen and Marion

Islandu, points, as the inter-relationship between the Dendrooolaptine

birds and the Oymnorhine crows does, to the necessity for an extensive

land on which ancestors of these forms could have been developed.

Mr. Wallace himself has pointed out how insects, as a whole, show a
decided inter-relation between Australia and South America. Indeed,

he believes that the Buprettidse—a family of beetles—had their original

development in temperate Australia, and spread thence to temperate

America, and to tropical Asia and Africa. And as to the longioorn

beetles, of which there are four genera common to South America and

Australia, he says there mxist have been some means of communication

between these countries (and, I may add, with New Zealand) other thaa

at present. As these insects are tree-borers, which live on rotting wood,

the route of their inter-communioation demands a wooded area—a genial

Antarctic continent, not merely a series of far separated islands as

stepping-stones.

The connection between South Africa and South America has been

well shown by Dr. Giinther, so long ago as 1880 : " Here, again, there

are marked cases of a£Snity between the fresh-water fishes. For example,

two of the most natural families^of fishes, the Chromidea and the Chara-

drndxt 9X6 peculiar and (with the exception of the genus Eutrcplusy

restricted to them." Three out of the sub-fitmilies into which the latter

is divided are both African and South American. This important fact

proves " a very large amount of communicationbetween the two areas, it

being manifest that members of all three sub-families were transferred

from one to the other continent after extensive differentiation had taken

place." Yet with all these points of close resemblance, the African and

South American series are generically distinct, which shows that the'

separation of the continents must have been of old date.* This family

is unknown in a fossil state, or as an inhabitant at any time of Eurasia

or North America. The snake-fauna of Madagascar is very much
more American than African, proving an alliance between the twa
countries, as in Madagascar there has been isolated and preserved a

portion of the old African fauna, kept from contact with the Falsearctio

forms ttiat overran Africa in the Pliocene and Pleistocene Ages,

and ousted many of the forms that it possessed in common with South

America. Among these is the family of the Iguanidse, typical of

South America, of which two out of three non-American genera occur

in Madagascar, the other being found in Fiji, whither it probably

wandered via the Antarctic continent and New Zealand. It does not

concern us at present to discuss the peculiar relations of Madagascar

and the Mascarene Islands with India and Africa further. Mr. Wallace

Giinther : • Study of Fishes.' pp. 232, 233.
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and Mr. Blanford have fully accounted between them for their possessing

forms of life from bo many regions. I have already pointed out, on the

authority ofso good an ornithologist as Professor Newton, that at one time

Madagascar and the Mascarene and the Seyohelle Islands were united

together into an island continent, which may be spoken of under Dr.

Solater's name of Lemuria. In Mauritius and in Australia we have a

genus of lizards, Cryptoblepharut, common to both. As I have already

indicated, the JEpyomia of Madagascar is a branch off the same stock

as the moa of New Zealand. A relationship between Lemuria and the

Now Zealand Island-Continent is strongly supported by the discovery

of the Aphanapteryx in the Chatham Islands, which is congeneric with

the Aphanapteryx of Mauritius. Lemuria most probably, therefore, had
a separate connection with the Antarctic land.

It is not necessary to suppose that all these southemly extending

arms were connected contemporaneously with an Antarctic Continent.

It is impossible to account for the presence, for instance, of some South

American forms in Australia and not in New Zealand; of Mascarene

forms in the New Zealand region and not in Australia, or in Africa,

while we are unacquainted with the orography—the rivers and moun-
tain barriers—of the submerged southern continent, and its various

commissures which may have been open at one time and closed at

another. As there are, moreover, abundant evidences of great volcanic

action over all the region, in New Zealand, South America, Lemuria,

-and the Antarctic Islands, the permutations and combinations of the

Ups and downs of these lands, the openings and closings of the gates,

the making and obliterating of paths, or stepping-stones, are beyond our

oomputation.

Shortly, therefore, "it is highly probable," as Mr. Blanford says,

'* that many forms of terrestrial life .... originated in the Southern

Hemisphere; and .... it is far from improbable that the Antarctic

continent was the [an] original area of development." It seems to me,

more and more certain that Professor Huxley's and Professor Kitchen

Parker's division of the Globe according to the distribution of life, into

a northern and into a southern land—an Arctogoea and a Notogoea—will

turn out to be its two fundamental biological divisions. That there

was an area of development for certain groups at both poles ; and that

the wanderings and migrations of the fauna and flora, northwards or

flouthwards, from age to age, and from one side of the Y ri&tor to the

other, were regulated by glacial and genial periods, b^ tho elevation and

subsidence of the land, and the flux and flow of the sea over wide

areas of the continental shelf.

These deductions as to an Antarctic continent, made on biological

grounds, are supported by the depth of the circumpolar sea, so far as it

ts known. The submarine shelf of the Austral land slopes northward

all round the shores of the known lands more gently than along any
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other coast, and would seem to indicate that, if elevated, the land would
form in great extent a continuation of the three primal ridges of the

globe southward, coalesced and spread out round the Pole, with, between

these arms, the terminations of the great and permanent ocean troughs.

How far this new view of the form and boundaries of land in the

Antarctic—founded, in great part, on the investigations and conclusions

of many distinguished naturalists, geologists, and geographers—may
be substantiated or refuted by future discoveries it is difficult to say

;

but the discovery of those interesting Aphanapteryx bones on the

Chatham Islands must always remain an important piece of evidence

bearing on the solution of this most difficult and intricate question.

Before tho reading of the Paper the President made the following remarkn : Mr.
Forbes, to whose Paper we are about to listen, is no stranger to this Society.

Going out to the East in 1878, he travelled very widely in Java, in Timor, and, in

fact, through a very large portion of the islands which strew that portion of the

ocean. He then returned to this country, and read a Paper beforr> ua in 1883.

After that he published his ' Wanderings of a Naturalist in the Eastern Archi-

pelago '—wanderings during which . he was accompanied by his wife—herself a

distinguished naturalist—whom we have tho advantage of welcoming here to-night.

After some stay in England he went out—I think in 1885—to New Guinea

with the intention of undertaking a very considerable expedition. A series of

unfortunate circumstances, over which he had no control whatever, prevented his

making that expedition ; but he took service under our Government in New Guinea,

and attempted to do very valuable geographical work by ascending Mount Owen
Stanley. His designs were frustrated, partly by various diflSculties, and partly by

an attack on his camp made by tho natives. He then returned once more to

England in 1888, and then went out in the position of head of the museum in

Canterbury, New Zealand. While he occupied that position he made the re-

searches, the benefit of which he is to give us to-night.

After the reading of the paper, the following discussion ensued :

—

Mr. P. L. Sclateb: As an old student of geographical distribution, a science

which combines the attractions of zoology with those of geography, I have

listened to Mr. Forbes's remarks with great interest, and wish to thank him much
for bringing this subject before us. While, however, I quite appreciate the value

of the facts he has collected in relation to the question of an old Southern

Continent, I cannot quite agree with the conclusions which he seems to have

arrived at. Almost the only additional piece of evidence he has brought before us

01 this much-debated question is that of the large and remarkable Roil, of which he

found remains in the Chatham Islands. At first I believe Mr. Forbes was inclined

to Consider this Bail absolutely identical with the Aplianapteryx of Mauritius.

Subsequently, if I nm not mistaken, he modified this opinion so far as to refer it to

a different genus ; * so that he now allows that tho two birds (from Chatham

Island and Mauritius respectively) are not so closely allied as was uu first supposed.

Now the Bails and their allies are a very widely-difi"used group, and much afiect

insular areas. I have not made any special examination of these two fonns (t.e,

Aphanapteryx and Diaphorapteryx), but 1 think it quite possible that their long

• DiaphorapUryx. See Bull Brit. Om. Cl.,'No. IV., p. xxi. (December Slat, 1892.)
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bills—which teem to render them so much alike—^mayhavo heen evolved firom

different lines of ancestors. It is, therefore, in my opinion hardly necessary to

extend the former Houthem Continent all the way from the Chatham Islands to the

Mascarene Group in order to find a home for a set of supposed common ancestors of

these two rails. We should all recollect, even in a question of geographical distribu-

tion, the excellent advice of the classical poet

—

"Neo deus intersit nisi dignns vindioe nodus Excidit"—

that is, we need not invent a special continent stretching half round the world in a

case where it is possible to account for the facts before us without this somewhat

large assumption. As regards the smaller question of the formerly greater size of

New Zealand, however, I am quite agreeable to Mr. Forbes's views. There can bo

no question that the gigantic Moas must have required larger space than is afforded

them in the present islands of New Zealand for their development. Old New
Zealand, as indicated by Mr. Forbes, may probably have extended to the eastward

as far as the Chatham Group, Antipodes Island, and, perhaps, the Campbell and

Auckland Islands, and have formed an insular mass, perhaps equal in area to one-

third of Australia, to which the name Antipodea would be appropriate. But to

extend Antipodea all roimd the Antarctic Circle seems to me to be quite erroneous.

Mr. Forbes himself admits that such an Austral continent is not necessary to

explain the existence of Marsupials in South America and Australia alike.

Marsupialism, wo know, was the former typical form of mammal life all over the

world, which has been driven out into these, its two last refuges, by the more

highly-developed Placental Mammals. Exactly in the same wuy I am disposed to

account for the existence of the Southern Pikes and Salmons (Oalaxiidx and

Haplochitonidm) in both Australia and South America. Except in a few points,

the animal life of the Australian and 2icotropical regions are so utterly different

that I cannot believe that they have ever been joined together by a bridge of land

across the Southern Pacific, as Mr. Forbes invites us to suppose. Nevertheless I

am quite of opinion that our best thanks as geographers are due to Mr. Forbes for

his energy in visiting the Chatham Islands, and for the interesting facts he has

placed before us. They are, in fact, of such interest—so far as they relate to these

islands—that a further exploration of this group is evidently advisable, and some

means, I trust, may be found, on behalf of geography and biology alike, to bring it

to pass.

Dr. GiJNTBER : In former years, when I had more leisure to devote to research

on the geographical distribution of animals, I myself was greatly interested in cases

in which the so-called disruption of continuity of the range of species was instanced.

I myself found several instances which, perhaps, were of quite as great significance

as this most interesting discovery of Mr. Forbes—the existence of the same typo

of Rail in Chatham Island, and in the Island of Mauritius. I may only remind you

that in these very islands, in the Mascarene Islands, a large type of tortoise

exists which is found nowhere else on the globe except in the Galapagos Islands.

It is a question how the distribution of this peculiar type has come about. It

was thought to be possibly in this way—that some smaller type of tortoise had

reached from the South American Continent the Galapagos Islands, and, finding

itself there under altered conditions, but especially that of living in an island per-

fectly undisturbed by any enemy, or by man, gradually developed and grew to its

present extraordinary size. So, also, it might have been thought that from the

African Continent some small ordinary type of tortoise reached the Mauritius and

other parts of the Mascarenes, and living there for ages under tho .ame conditions

as those on the Galapagos Islands, developed into the same form, in fact, that wo
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had an instance of two exactly rimilar types, inbabiting distant regions having a

different origin. Well, this seemed to be plausible, and it may be applied here

in the instance of the Rails, only we have never been able to point out with any
certainty the ancestor of the Galapagos Islands fonn, or the ancestor of the

Mauritius tortoise on the African Continent, and therefore we had to abandon that

theory. We then bad recourse to the hypothesis of former land connections-

These instances of the disruption of continuity in the distribution of the same
type are rather numerous ; and as we biologists got into the habit of accounting

for almost every case by the disappearance of some former land connection, we
have come to this—that it Is necessary to assume that what now is terra flrma
must have been submerged under the sea at one time, and what is now the bed

of the ocean must have been terra firma, and all these changes must have taken

place in the period duriog which the principal types of our present fauna were

already in existence. This you will admit is a very large order on the part of the

biologists, and we must leave it entirely to the geologists and the geographers to

show us to what extent we are justified in assuming such former land connections.

In my further remnrks I will limit myself to a most interesting portion of the fauna

of New Zealand and inquire whence we may assume the component parts havo

been derived. I myself have, as some of you know, paid particular attention to the

class of Beptilia and Freshwater fishes. These are animals which never can have

traversed great stretches of ocean, or overcome terrestrial obstacles on account of

their defective means of locomotion. Now when Mr. Forbes told us that in the

Chatham Islands he had found the remains of the large New Zealand lizard (the

Tuatard), this alone was, to my mind, proof sufficient that the Chatham Islands at

least must have been connected in some way with New Zealand, and, as soundings

show, there is nothing improbable in that Another fact bearing upon the question

that has been raised by Mr. Forbes is found in the distribution of the New Zealand

freshwater fish. They consist of two families only—one analogous to our trout and

grayling, the other to the pikes; but both have such distinct characteristics

anatomically as well as externally that no ichthyologist has ever found any'.difSoulty

in placing them entirely by themselves. Now when you have in New Zealand

two such very peculiar forms, it is extraordinary that they should be repeated

on the southernmost parts of the South American Continent and the Falkland

Islands. These fishes are strictly freshwater fish, and there is no evidence that

they were ever able to live in salt water. Look now towards Australia, where we
find these two families again, in Tasmania and South-east Australia. We cannot

account for their co-existence ia these three very distant parts of the Southern

Hemisphere except by assuming some land connections. Yet I am unwilling to

accept Mr. Forbes's theory in toto ; but must leave it to the geographers to prove

or disprove. The lizards of New Zealand are very few in number, and may
have been easily introduced, as they are often nowadays ; truly indigenous is a large

lizard which attains a length of 2 feet (the Tuatara), most peculiar in its osteological

and anatomical structure, and found in no other part of the world save the Chatham
Islands. This form of Saurian has been very abundant in former geological ages

in the Northern Hemisphere. We have been informed that the remains of forms not

f«r removed in external appearance and osteological structure have been found in

Germany and of many others in North America. Now how has that type reached New
Zealand ? I think it can only have been derived from the Northern Hemisphere by

means of some of those oscillations of climate and the Earth's crust which Mr.

Forbes described. Certainly not from a southern continent, because reptilian life and

cold climate are incompatible. Thus also with regard to the single batrachian

which is found in New Zealand. Australia and South America are thickly peopled
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^ith b«trachiani, and aeveral apeciet lire in Tierra del Fuego ; bnt the nearest

allies of the New Zealand frog live nowaday! in Europe. This frog then can

hardly have ooroe fh)m an Antarotio continent, but must have been derived from

the Northern Hemisphere. I thought it right to place before you aome facta which

aeem to be in favour of, as well as others which appear to militate against, Mr.

Forbes'a views.

Dr. Woodward : At this late hour I am rather trespassing on your forbearance.

I am delighted to hear Mr. Forbcs's pnper. He is well aware that this Antarctic

Goptineat is to a great extent hypotlietical. [At the same time his facts are

incontrovertible, aud if they are as /;apablu of a favourable vcriflcation at that of tho

fresh-water fishes, he has made a very fair show in favour of his argument. The
permanence of continental and of oceanic areas is one of those phnses of geological

thought which have their entrances and exits, and it is now arriving at its exit.

Professor Lapworth argues strongly in favour of the non-existence of permanent

ocean areas, that is, that all areas have bad their periods of submergence and

elevation, and whenever we find a series of islands in an area with their floras and

faunas showing sigus of former land connection, as has been p% i.Ued out to-night,

I think we need not adopt St. Augustine's argument " that thay were carried there

by angels." If Mr. Forbes cannot find any stronger argument against Dr. Sclater

be must adopt St. Augustine's, but I hoi^e Dr. Sclater will not be too bard, as

' Mr. Forbes has made out a good case for the hypothesis of the former Antarctic

land connection. I think that Professor ' Huxley has pointed out that the

Australian aborigines had strong Sonth African Negroid affinities. How did they

arise save by some former land connection ? Dr. Giinther mentioned the curious

isolation of the Galapagos tortoise, that would be explained by Mr. Forbes* theory,

because the islands are ofiT the American coast, aud the Antarctic land would form

a bridge to the Mascareno Islands and also t> imerica. There must have been

aeparation for a long time between the island oi Madagascar and the African coast,

as the ostrich has become more modified than the other struthious birds, it having

only two toes. On the other hand, the Madagascar ^pyomis, from recently-

obtained specimens, shows the characteristic ti'idactyle foot like the Dinornis of Now
Zealand. I must congratxdate Mr. Forbes, who has, I think, made out a good cnse.

The President : I am sure you will desire me to return your very best thanks

to Mr. Forbes and all the speakers who have addressed us. I think you will feel

all the more obliged to Mr. Forbes when I tell you that he has read his paper under

very distressing circumstances, as he has been suffering much the whole of this

evening.

Mr. FoBBES : In heartily acknowledging your kind vote of thanks, I have just

one word to add as to the identification of the rail I found. When I first examined

it I imagined it to be related to the Mauritius bird. On the suggestion of a

distinguished naturalist I changed it to another genus, and then last week, after

personally examining the type specimen, I have gone back to my original opinion.

Mb. Forbes requests that tho following remarks may be appended to his paper

:

As the lateness of the hour prevented my replying to Dr. Sclater, I beg permission

to make the following statement. With regard to Dr. Sclater's observations, I may
be permitted to remark that I have distinctly disclaimed any originality in the facts

I have adduced in support of my opinions, with the exception of those referring to

the remains I was so fortunate as to find in Wharekauri. As to the name of tho

nul I discovered there, I at first identified it as belonging to the Mauritian genus ;.

but on the suggestion of Professor Newton of Cambridge, who has the type in
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kNping, and to whom I had ahown the Chatham Island forms, I placed it in a new
genus Diaphonpterym, On personally making the comparison, after the publica-

tion of the description of this new generic title, I felt unable, with all deference to

that distinguished ornithologist's opinion, to oonvinoe myself of the generic distinction

of the remains from the two localities. Throughout the paper, therefore, I have
Spoken of the Chatham Isknd rail by the same generic name as is applied to the

Mauritian bird. But even though some ornithologists or osteolo^ts should

consider that these Chatham Island remains ought to be assigned to a new genus on
account of their somewhat larger size, the mere change of name can make no
possible difference to the fact that the two forms are without the slightest question

most nearly connected, so that the argument is in no way impaired. My examina-

tion and comparison of these birds lias been most carefully made, not only of

their bilLi, but on the corresponding bones of both which are known.

I quite agree with Dr. Solater when he says it is hardly—I should have said

quite un—necessary " to extend the former southern continent all the way from the

Ciiatham Islands to the Masoarene group to find a home for a set of supposed

common ancestors of these two ndls." I have^ as is very patent from my paper,

made no such extravagant assumption. I have made this supposition to account for

hundreds of forms of life, unknown in the Northern Hemisphere, that are distributed

to the widely separated southern parts of the continents below the Equator. As to

the marsupials of Australia aud South America I have not made myself clear to Dr.

Sclater. I hold that the Antarctic continent is not necessary to explain the relation-

ship between the j}re«en< marsupials of these two regions; but that its existence

was necessary to account for the relationship between the/oM»2 formt of Patagonia

and of East Australia, forms unknown elsewhere. Those points in which the fauna

and,flora of the Australian and the Neo-tropical and other southern regions agree,

are, as I have pointed out in my paper, so remarkable that an Antarctic continent

would a£ford a clearer and an easier explanation than in the supposition that the

forms common to both are the remnants of groups, ones more widely distributed,

which now exist at the terminations of the great continents only, and have di»-

appeared everywhere else throughout their length. Although the extension of

continent all round the Antarctic circle is pronounced to be, in Dr. Sclater's opinion,

" quite erroneous," nevertheless the &ct8 above enumerated demand an explanation

mdle satisfactory than any hitherto offered. I quite agree with the opinions expressed

by several sprakers that many of the forms known in the south side of the

equator are of northern origin. In my paper I have confined myself, however, to

the discussion only of those which have their greatest development in the Southern

Heftisphere on more than one continental termination.
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MODEEN AND ANCIENT EOADS
IN

EASTERN ASIA MINOR.

PART I.

PASSE3 OF THE EASTERN TAURUS AND ANTI-TAURUS.

By D. G. HooABTH.

Kapi, p. 73'J.

The journeys upon which the following paper is based were undertaken

during the summer months of 1890 and 1891. In the former year I

accompanied Prof. W. M. Bamsay (as I had done in 1887), and we were

joined by the Bev. A. C. Headlam, Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford.

We set out from Diner, the head of the Ottoman Bailway, on June 16th,

and proceeded by slow stages to the Lake of Egerdir. After rounding

its southern end we struck through the mountains in an easterly direc-

tion, and descended upon the Lake of Beisheher, whence we proceeded to

Eonia. From that point we turned south into the Taurus, and crossed

the mountains to the valley of the Gyuk Su (Calycadnus), which we
descended to Selefke. After spending a short time in the mountains

north and east of that place (the district of Olba and Eorykos, described

by Mr. J. T. Bent in a paper read before the Eoyal Geographical Society

in 1890), we regained the central plateau near Eregli, and proceeded

by Bor and Nigde to Eaisariye. Here we left for a time Mr. Headlam,

who was in bad health, and made an excursion to Gyurun, in the region

of the Anti-Taurus, returning by Shahr (Comana) and the pass called

Kaz (or Gez) Bel to a point south of Eaisariye. Prof. Bamsay, who
was obliged to return home to resume work in Aberdeen, left me there,

and, having been rejoined by Mr. Headlam, I went southward to the

neighbourhood of the Cilician Gates, and thence worked westward by

Bor, Nigde, and Akserai to the Great Plains. We eventually regained

the Ottoman Bailway at Chivril, near Ishekli, on September 2nd.

In 1891 the original plan had been that Pi of. Bamsay, who had been

travelling for seven weeks in tho west and centre of Anatolia, should meet

myself and Mr. J. A. B. Munro, Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford, at

Mersina, and accompany us into the Anti-Taurus region ; but he fell ill

:l!

^\
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before roaoliing the ooaHt,and was ol^liged to return directly to England.

Mr. Munro and myeolf, therefore, started without him from Adaua on

Juno 27th, and, passing the mountains, rejoined the track of the previous

year's journey at Shahr. Wo turned south-oastwards from that point in

order to follow the lino of the Roman military road to the east, and to

explore the south of the Anti-Taurus region. We reached Albistau,

and made thence what was intended to be a short dStour through the

Taurus by Zoitun to Murash, before continuing our journey along the

eastern road to Malatia. An accident, however, detained us many days

in Marash: the cholera also became epidemic in Aleppo, and the

province, in which wo wore, was placed in quarantine. Accordingly,

when at last able to recross the Taurus, we had lost much valuable time,

and saw certain detention on the frontier before us : the wisest course

appeared to be to make for the province of Sivas, where the quarantine

regulations were reported to be less strict than elsewhere, and we

reached the frontier at Arslan Tash, not far from Deronde. There we were

detained, and, on release, went due northwards by Gyurun to 'Sivas,

abandoning our project of exploring the Euphrates. In order to examine

the neighbourhood of Nicopolis we journeyed up the Halys from Sivas

and crossed the watersheds of the valleys of the Iris and Lycus, the latter

of which streams we descended eventually to Niksar. Thence we went

to Tokat, and followed the waggon-road by Amasia to Samsun on the

Black Sea, which we reached on September 1st.

As our journey in 1891 was intended to complete the work we had

begun in 1890, I combine their results in the following paper ; but I

have left out of account the earlier part of the former journey {i.e. the

route from Diner to Eonia) and the end of the latter {i.e. from the

Taurus northwards to the Black Sea), and confined the present report to

the homogeneous subject of the passes of the Eastern Taurus. I hope

some day to travel again in the interesting region of Eastern Asia

Minor, north of the Taurus, and to be able to coiubine our notes

of 1891 with the results of wider and more leisurely observation.*

The first part of our journey in 1890 (which I described orally

to the Society on December 8th, 1891) I have omitted in this paper,

because the route which we took then, though interesting for archajo-

logical reasons, has little value geographically, being off the direct line

of traffic, and traversing no passes of importance : and also, I find that,

owing to the fact that I suffered in the Pisidian hills from a sharp attack

of fever, my notes are too scanty and my recollection too much con-

fused to enable me to give an account of the region of the Lakes which

could possess any independent value.

Throughout the paper I owe much to the notes and observations of

Prof. Ramsay, with whom I was in 1890, and whose general principles

• Some desoription of our journey there in 1891 appears in Part III. of thia papar.
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of travel I have endeavoured to follow when not fortunate enough to be

accompanied by him in person. Mr. Munro, who travelled with me in

1891, and Mr. Headlam, who joined our expedition in 1890, have assisted

most materially in the following paper: the former took the photo-

graphs, shown to the Society on December 8th, and the latter almost all

the barometrical and thermometrical observations recorded by us whilo

he was of our party.

The districts visited by us in the past two years are among the most

remote in Asia Minor, but only in Pontus did we explore virgin soil.

The Eonia district has been traversed by many before us, by Prof.

Bamsay himself more than once, and by myself in 1887. In the "Low
Taurus " we followed, more or less closely, the lead of Messrs. Hamilton,

Laborde, Davis, Colonel Stewart, and Mr. Theodore Bent. The Anti-

Taurus has been visited by Mr. Aiusworth, Sir Charles Wilson, Major

Bennet, and Messrs. Sterrett and Bamsay, not to mention others les»

definitely bent on exploration ; and our sometime-consuls traversed all

important passes in the High Taurus. Asia Minor is, therefore, far

from unknown, and the Geographical Society itself has heard a lucid

and comprehensive account of it from Sir Charles Wilson : but neverthe-

less the peninsula is so large, so difficult to traverse, and withal of bo

varied a character in different districts, that much explort^tion must still

be undertaken before either its ancient or modern geography can be

known satisfactorily. To the arohsaologi^c it is the teira incognita of all

others, which still hides among its mountains and under its soil the relics

of a dozen civilisations : to the geographer it is a land of wild scenery

and remarkable natural phenomena, a meeting-place of many races and

creeds, the bridge between Europe and Asia now as in the past. No
one who traverses it can avoid noting some new fact, and in the hope,

therefore, that a good deal which I have to^ say may not be known
already, I offer the following paper.

That part of the Taurus which bounds the plain of Eonia and
Earaman on the south forms a section easily to be distinguished from

the continuation of the range west and east. From Earaman to the

western end of the Bulgar Dagh, near Eregli, the system takes the form

of a great ridge, sloping gradually from the plain to a broad summit,

varying from 5000 to 6000 feet above sea-level, and falling to the

southern sea in a series of steps ; so distinct is this section from the

broken ranges south of the Great Lakes on the west, or the tremendous

walls, of which the Bulgar Dagh is the first, towards the east, that the

general title of the Low Taurus may be applied to it appropriately

«nough ; not because the elevation, which roads must attain to cross it,

is much inferior to that of the passes through the other parts of tho

range, but because no peaks rise above the general level, and tho

gradual slopes give so easy a character to the hill roads, that the
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eTidenoo of the aneroid is needed to give the traveller any juit idea o(

the height to which he haa olimhed.*

As the course of the roads, which traverse this section of the Taurus,

is not conditioned by the presence of marked depressions or defiles,

there would be little to ohooso between several alternative routes, all

crossing at about the same elevation, if it were not for the scarcity of

water in this region : the latter consideration, however, marks out

4«rtain linos which trafllio has followed for many centuries and still

adheres to, so far as there is any transport trade at all between Eonia,

Earaman, and the southern sea-board.f

These routes radiate from Earaman and Erogli, the chief centres

on the southern limit of the Plains, to Ermonek, Mut, and Solefko, the

* It is reported that, whenever the Ottoman Railway Company reach Konia, they will

surrey a line to tlie Mca, to cross Taurus at this point.

t See infra, p. G53. The vast majority of ttiis trade now goci west and north from

Konia. either to the Ottoman Rail' ay at Diner, or to Constantinople direct. Little

more than local traffic oroases Taurus.

The following; altitudes are computed from observations taken by Prof. Ramsay and

ourselves in 1800 and 1891, in the region north of the Tuurus. Prof. Romsoy (W. M. B.>

used R. O. 8. aneroid No. 15, Mr, Headlam (A. C. H.) a private instrument. The
heights in feet are na computed by the R. Q. S. calculator from our readings of

aneroid and thermometer, which I have added, wherovor possible, in tho second and

third columns. It must bo stated, however, that, wherever comparison is possible, tlio

estimates of the surveyors of tho Ottoman Railway between Diner and Konia are leett

than onrs by from 200 to 400 feet. Ours are probably excessive all through.

Journey from Dineb to Koma. (W. M. R., 1891.)

Diner. Feet. Deg. F.

May 29. Jerit 3053 268 73-4

Chundir 30«8 26-08 77-9

DuzBel 5320 21-81 82-5'

Menteah 4140 25-87 79

„ 80. Bandukli 4210 25-76 77
Karkin 4853 25-26 84

Poss 7106 23-20 81-5

Juno 1. Yiprak 5026 2507 78

„ 2. YasiliKaia 6260 2404 8»

„ 8. KaradiUi 4634 2507 77

Aresli 4141 25-85 83

Geneli 3758 26-23 77

„ 4. KarnjaUren 4084 25-96 82

„ 5. Dere Sinek 4206 25'7 60-S

Midas Fount 8822 26-1 75-2

„ 6. AkSheher 3720 20-24 78

Devrent 3773 26-24 82

„ 7. ArkutKhan 8847 26-16 77-5

Ilghin 3702 26-32 81

Bulasan 8617 26-37 83

„ 8. Kulitolu Yaila 3710 26-22 76

ShahUren 4376 25-70 82

„ 9. Ladik 4048 25-97 77

Ridge 4427 25-6 86

Konia 8718 2616 81 &
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chief towns of the seaward slopes. South of the Taurus in this region

tliere is hardly any lovel country at all, tho mountains falling to tho

water's edge, except where a river, like the Gyuk Su (Calycadnus), ha»

thrown out an alluvial tract into tho sea : it was no doubt the absence

of plain and the barren character of the hills, rather than any special

ruggedness, which earned for this part of Gilioia in ancient times its

epithet of Tracheia.

The throe roads which lead south from Karaman are described

briefly (from Colonel Stewart's estimates) by Prof. Ramsay.* Wer

JovRMET nioH KoMiA TO Erioli. (W.M. R., 1891.)

KONIA. Feet.

June 10. EloUluren SS04 20-32

Bhatir S6G1 20'20

HiiirOglu 3083 20-21

Ismil 8738 26-19

Marah 3705 20-22

Ridge 3048 2000
KaraBunar 3705 2022
Ridge 4004 2.5-95

Eregu 4123 2.'>-83

Journey rROii Beisueuer to Karauan. (A.C.H., 1890.)

Fctt. Deg. F.

June 26. Beibheher 4220 25-74 79-5

Oulgurun 4537 25-50 84

Ohiohikler 4568 25*41 80>5

Bulumia 5103 24-94 84

Chair Bagh 4336 25-59 75-5

Konia 3748 2C-16 81-5

Plain 3822 2600 75-5

KhatinBerai 4175 25-82 70

Appa .. , 4079 25-67 82-5

Almasen 4297 25-90 75-5

Gudelissm 4114 25-62 78-5

Iliara 3983 25-86 75-5

Karaman 4063 ^l.^}
83

I add here, for purposes of comparison, the following heights, communicated to

W. M. R. by Colonel Stewart :—
Fe*t.

Beisbeher S700

KechiBorlu 3200

Tatarli .S781

Geneli 3400

KarajaUron 3600
' Chai 8550

Sakli 3550

AkShehir 8545
^

KadinKhan 3400
"*

'

Konia 3453

> Hist. Oeog. of Alia Minor,' p. 302.
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followed in 1800 a route to Mut slightly di£ferent from Oulonel

Stewart's, in that wo made an olbow to the east in order to visit the

ruins, first soon by tho Kev. E. J, Davis,* on tho upper waters of the

Chivi Su, an aftiuont of the Calycadnus.

After leaving Fisandun (Gi^ miles from Karaman) about 3 miles

behind us wo forked left from the direct road to Mut, and ascended a

stream (Ak Su ?) flowing between cliffs honeycombed with oaves : from

this circumstance a village in this gorge, about 10 miles above Fisanduu,

derives its name of Ak In, or the " White Caves "
: the peasants dwell

in oatacumbH excavated out of argillaceous rock, and tho huts seen by

the traveller who enters the villago are mere porches to tho rook-

dwellings behind. tSiuiilar troglodyte habitations are to be met'with in

Gappadocia both in the Anti-Taurus and in the region between Hassan

Dagh and Erjies Dagh ; tho Kurds and Avshar who occupy valleys at an

elevation of from 4000 to (iOOO feet above sea-level, find that these sub-

terranean dwellings aro warmer in winter and cooler in summer than

log-huts or oven more substantial buildings.

The gorge of the Ak Su leads up to a desolate plateau, which swells

gradually to &500 feet, and falls away as gradually on tho farther

side. The dreary monotony of stunted herbage, stony water-courses,

dry except when tho snows melt, and hillocks, whose summits are

indeed some GOOD to G500 feet above sea-level, but hardly higher than

the surrounding waste, is almost unbroken by human habitations. Not

till the watershed had been left behind, and a considerable descent

made in the valley of the Chivi Su, did we find Yuruk tentH, and a

less forbidding landscape.

A thousand feet below the watershed, however, a great and welcome

ohange comes over the scenery : the traveller descends into open grassy

valleys, fringed with pine-forest, through which run the infant tribu-

taries of tho Calycadnus. These coalesce presently in the Chivi Su,

force their way through a cailon, impassable for horses, and break into

the valley of the main stream.

The great valley of the Calycadnus, the most considerable in this

part of Asia Minor, cleaves tho mountains from north-west to south-

east with a fissure twenty miles across, and fully four thousand feet deep

at certain points. When we first saw the river from the brink of the

northern wall we wore standing at 5360 feet ; we reached the water at

Karadikon, below Mut, at 834 feet. Mut itself is 1479 feet above sea-

level, situated on a shelf which projects towards the river from the baso

of the sheer wall.

The lower slopes of the northern and southern walls are thickly

clothed with a forest of pines on the higher ground, and ilex, wild-olive,

arbutus, lentisk, juniper, and other kinds of dense undergrowth on the

* • Life in Asiatic Turkey,* p. 325. See infra, p. 652,
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lowor. Wo found the temperature in tho bottom of the valley, owing to

the (lumpnosa of tho atmosphoro, more opprosHivo than anywhoro olae in

Anatolia: at tho villago of Yapanli (1007 foot), 5 miles north of Mut,
tho thorniometor rogifltorucl 106° iit tho ehado at 4 p.m., on July 6th.

The |)oa8ant8 of tho valloy go for tho most part to yaila <' the hoightH

(luring Hummor to find pauturago and good water for thoir floclcB, and to

oscapu mosijuitoca and fevor. On tho suuthnrn wall, however, whore tho

villages are singularly rich in orchards, tho peasants appear to bo moro
Htationary, probably fruin Itabit ongonderod by the necessity of gua^din<;

tho fn crops. All arc Musulmans with tho exi option of a small Gr 3ek

and Aimenian colony, ustablished recently h. Mut, and a sohiary

villago, Ala Klisia, about 20 miles distant from Mut .^n the southern

wall, inhabited entirely by Christians: wo found thrt thij isolated

community had lately built themsolvos a church, in which they

worshipped according to tho Orthodox rites, but only tho pri' »t

(a Samioto) spoke Greek. A mined church, hard by tho new one, spr. n,

to date back to the ninth or tenth century a.d., and the trao tion

of tho villagers is that they have inhabited Ala Klisia, .vlrced from

kinsmen or co-religionists, over since tho conquest of he ^illey by
the MuBulnmns. The facial type is quite distinct from that of the

latter, and is characterised by clear-cut features, large brown eyes, and

crisped hair.

There sootns no reasrjn to doubt that in Ala Elisfa we have a remnant

of the Isaurian church, dating back to the days wh n the great

monustory of Apadna was founded on tho opposite side of the valley (see

infra) ; and that its peasants rank with other interesting survivals

of pre-MuBulman populations in Asia Minor, who for the most part

profess the Orthodox faith, though they retain little enough even of the

form of its rites and nothing of its spirit. Instances of such " Greeks "

are to be found at Pormondo, near Ak Shober, " i Isbarta, Olu Borln (Apol-

lonia), and on the island of Nisi in the Lakt^ 1 iigerdir, but they have

little enough Greek blood in them and are in the main descended no doubt

from the Fisidian mountaineers, who troubled successive masters of

Asia Minor, oven in Boman times. Tlie colony on the island near

Egerdir has a peculiar interest, as br~' j^ perhaps descended from those

Christians who in 1142 resisted the Emperor John Oomnenus, preferring

Musnlman domination to Byzantine.* Mr. Headlam and I visited

Nisi in 1890, and found t'lat the Christian community had dwindled to

about fifty families, living among a larger Musulman population. They

have a now church, served by twopapas, who represent as low a grade as

Orthodox clergy can fall to in a Moslem land : neither priest spoke or

* Nioet. Ghon. 50, Ginnam. 22, and see Ramsay, 'Hist. Geog.,' p. 389, who, however,

ia inclined to place the islands in question in the Beisheher Lake. Prof. Oostav

Hirechfeld visited Nisi in 1871, and mentions it in Zeittchrift d. OeseU.f. Erdkunde tu

Berlin, 1879, p. 292.

11
I inn
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understood Greek, and no service is apparently held in their chnrch

except on the greatest festivals. The congregation possesses a vellum

MS. cvayy^Xiov bearing date 1462. 1'ho Christian islanders seem to

be making some attempt to better their miserable condition, by com-

municating with their more prosperous co-religionists at Isbarta and

sending children to be taught in the school at that place.

A Christian colony has survived to these days at Sille, 3 miles from

Konia, some of whose members were evidently employed as skilled work-

men by the Seljuk Sultans ; * it is still the see of an Orthodox bishop,

and the residence of the possessors of most of the trade of Konia. The
region south and west of Erjies Dagh contains many Orthodox Christians,

survivors of the church of Basil and the Gregories, but not Greek-

speaking : they are miserably poor for the most part and ill-treated by
the petty ofiBoials of the district, but derive some protection from the

presence of an Orthodox bishop at Kaisariye (Caesarea). Lastly,

far up the course of the Pontic rivers, Yeshil Irmak (Iris) and

Kalkid Irmak (Lycus), we found in 1891 a number of Christian villages,

which retained not only Orthodox rites but a language manifestly

Greek, differing so far from that spoken elsewhere that neither wo
nor our Greek servant could understand it. These villages lie in deep

valleys, completely isolated from the outer world, and their inhabitants

aro ill-spoken of by the Turks of the district, because, being, like the

neighbouring Kurds, men of their hands, they have resisted interference,

and retained sufficient wealth to live better than their neighbours and

erect churches.

The Calycadnus or Gyuk Su (Blue Water) is fordable only at a few

points below Mut : we crossed it at Karadikon on July 9 th, and found

the water under the left bank rise to our girths. The stream is at

that point about 50 yards broad and of a dark blue colour. A mile

above the ford is a ruined Byzantine bridge, remarkable for the

structural fault of having round holes pierced in the piers at the spring

of the arches in order to relieve the pressure of a flood. The result

has been that the bridge has been weakened at the very parts which

most needed strengthening, and accordingly the breakage has taken

place there. This bridge, which is seven miles from Mut, is probably

that crossed by Frederick Barbarossa and his army of Crusaders on

June 6th, 1190 : he followed thence a difficult hill-road, and on attempt-

ing to recross the river lower down near Selefke was drowned .f

* The Qyuk Medresso at Sivas bears an inacription recording Uiat it was built for

Kai Khoeref, eon of Kilij Artilan, by one Kalootjan (i.e. Ka\o 'Iwdvuris) of Kouia. I owe

the translation of this inscription to Sir. Hubbard of Sivas.

t There is some difficulty about tho Emperor's route : Tagcnoii (p. 14) says of his

army, " Quondam altissimum montem in litore praefatae aquao (i.e. thu Calycadnus)

tranaivit
; " and describes tho extreme difficulty of the road. Yet the modem hill-road

is not of a very difiScult character ; nor, had the Emperor taken it, would he have needud
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The modem upper road passes by Zeine, Ala EIiBfa,and Gyuk Belen,

which is a summer yaila of Selefke.* After ascending to about 3000

feet, it runs along the north face of the southern wall, winding roiind

the heads of the valleys, and at Gyuk Belen penetrates through a nick

in the wall and joins the unfinished waggon road from Selefke to

Ermenek. From this point the well-wooded, well-watered hill-side is

exchanged for a series of stony arid steps, down which the road winds

and enters Selefke under the south side of the castle.

Laborde noticed but did not examine closely the remains of an

aqueduct between Ala Klisia and Gyuk Belen : f unfortunately this fact

was not known to us till after our return, and, attracted by the report

of a Kale in the opposite direction, wo left the main road at Ala Klisfa,

struck into the hills to the south, and discovered in a glen about eight

miles away a small temple in antia and the ruins of a Boman village.

Thence we crossed the mountain wall to Aine Bazar, a yaila of Kelendri

(18 miles south), and next day travelled to Gyuk Belen along the

Ermenek road, south of the wall.

An aqueduct would not exist unless the site of some considerable

city existed also not far away, and it is natural to infer that we might

have hit on the ruins of Diocaesarea had wo kept to the main road

south-east from Ala Klisia. j: It is not easy, however, to make out where

Laborde actually saw this aqueduct, nor how near he approached to it.

The Austrian explorers, Messrs. Heberdey and Wilhelm, have been in

this district since our visit, and report no discovery of any considerable

site : the ruins of a hill-fort, which they saw, seem to be those which we
found on the brink of a rocky bluflf overlooking the valley from the south

:

they are just to the left of the direct road from Ala Elisia to Gyuk
Belen, seven or eight miles from the latter. Several courses of finely-

squared and fitted masonry are standing, and there is a fortified

"approach from the north. Some rock-cut tombs and sarcophagi bear

crosses, and are proved therefore to be of the Byzantine period, to

which general considerations would naturally lead an archaeologist to

assign the fort itself.

Interesting also to archeeologists are the considerable ruins at Mut,

where we found an inscription confirming at last Colonel Leake's § guess,

made ninety years before, that it was anciently Claudiopolis. Six miles

to recrosstho river before reaching Seleucia. He did so, however, and was drowned in it

(though Tagenon does not tell us so). I would suggest, therefore, that he took a road

keeping nearer to the river, but was obliged to climb the hills at some points to avoid

the precipitous gorge ; and to refurd the river somewhere before it emerges from the

mountains. A low road is said to exist now, but no European has explored it.

* See Ramsny, ' Hist. Geog.,' p. 302, note 1, for Colonel Stewart's distances and alti-

tudes along this road.

t See his ' Voyage en Orient,' p. 123.

% Bamsay, ' Hist. Geog.,' p. 364.

§ See bis 'Asia Minor,' p. 117.
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to the north, on a precipitous hill called Sinabich is a sacra ttV

with inscribed sarcophagi and a wilderness of ruins, probably thoHo

of the Byzantine bishopric Dalisandus.* Following the direct road

back towards Earaman, the traveller, who halts at a fountain about

12 miles from Mut, sees high up on the hill to his right a great grey

ruin. This is the monastery, now known as Koja Kalesi (Alaja Kalesi

of Laborde), probably that called Apadna in ancient days, which

Procopius t states to have been restored by Justinian I. A tomb within

the precinct bears date 461 a.d., and the architectural features of the

church, whoso shell is almost intact, are uniformly of a century as

early as the fifth, and perhaps the fourth. X There is little trace of

Justinian's restoration, and we may regard this as the earliest church

in the Eastern world which retains its primitive form and architectural

features: indeed, the singular absence of Christian symbolism, and

the ornamentation both of the church and the other ruins, suggest that

Eoja Ealesi was built while heathen traditions were very vigorous.

The main features of the church are its basilica-form, combined with

a Byzantine central tower, its beautiful monolithic columns and

Corinthian capitals, its galleries within and without, and the orna-

mentation of its three square-headed western doors. It stands at the

eastern end of a shelf under the topmost cliff of the northern wall of the

valley : west of it are extensive remains of the monastery buildings,

and of a portico open to the south, surrounding the court before the

church. The whole is entered from the west by a remarkable gate,

richly ornamented on the outside, and bearing winged figures carved in

low relief on the inner side of its posts. The perfect preservation and

singular character of the church, the extent of the monastic buildings,

and their remote and beautiful situation, make Eoja Ealesi better wortli

a visit than any Christian relic that I have seen in Anatolia.

Only less interesting are the ruins of a large city already alluded to

as those first seen by the Bev. E. J. Davis, about 15 miles to the north-

ward, below the yatla of Eestel, a little to the east of the direct road from

Earaman to Mut. Here we have another early church crowning the

site : south of it can be traced a long street, flanked for some distance by

colonnade, and by a bewildering mass of ruined houses, churches, and

public buildings : this leads to the citadel, of which the square towers

and curtain-wall are standing on two sides, while the enceinte of the

town-wall can be traced round almost the entire circuit. Outside are many
tombs, arched structures and sarcophagi. Nothing on the site is early

;

* Ramsay, ' Hist. Geog.,' p. 367. See a paper by Mr. A. G. Headlam in * Journal

of Hellenic Studies.'

t De aedif., v. p. 328, cd. Bonn.

X This is the opinion of every architectural authority who has seen our plans and

photograplis. We have published a full account of this monastery in the 'Journal

of Hellenic Studies,' to supplement the imperfect description of Laborde, the only other

explorer who has seen the ruins. He travelled in 182G in this district.
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a good deal {e.g. the citadel) is distinctly very late ; and there can be

little doubt that the town is that Sebilia, whose Armenian prince came
out to welcome Barbarossa on his march from Laranda to the Calycadnus.

Prof. Bamsay thinks that the important city of Coropissos, afterwards

renamed Hierapolis, preceded the Armenian Sebilia on the same site. *

The following are the observations taken by us on this road. The
observations given in ' Hist. Geog. of Asia Minor./ p. 362, may be com-
pared. [Taken by A. C. H., 1890.]

Feet. Deg. P.

Julys. Kabaman 4062 25-92 83

Uren Ohik fountain .. .. 4807 25-22 82

Watershed 5556 24-70 84

Da Bazar ruins 4952 25-07 77

Summit on road to Mut .. 5780 24-45 79

North brink of valley .. .. 5363 24-78 81

Yapanli 1007 28-80 82

KojaKalessi .. ., .. .. 4779 25-22 80

Mut(Kahv^) 1479 28-30 75

Karadiken (river level) .. 834 28-95 84

Zcine 1584 28-22 81

Jelle 3450 26-45 81-5

South brink of valley ,. .. 4518 25-50

Torganlar 4319 25-65

Aine Bazar 3740 2615 76-5

South brink above Kurtkoi 4598 25-43

Kurtkoi 3613 26-32 83-5

Gyuk Belon 3223 2662 75

Selekke 292 29-51 76

The direct road Karaman-Maghra-Selefke crosses the mountains

some distancO to the east of the route last described. It was chosen by
Said Pasha when governor of Eonia, as the line for the chaussee which

he planned to connect his capital with the nearest seaport. His road

was completed in 1887, but is not much used, partly owing to

the fact that water is not to be met with on the road itself between

a point 6 miles from Earaman and Maghra (50 miles), nor again

between Maghra and Selefke ("about 45 miles) without making a detour

to UzunjaBurj (Olba): partly because of the rough state of the roadway,

badly constructed originally, and allowed since to fall into hopeless

disrepair : and partly owing to the unsatisfactory nature of the fever-

stricken and ill-sheltered port of Selefke (Ak Liman).

It is unnecessary to treat of this road in detail, since its measure-

ments are given by Professor Ramsay (l.c. p. 302, note 5), and the

country through which it passes is similar in character to that

described on the route Karaman-Mut. There is the same gradual ascent

to an arid plateau (6100 feet) seamed with rocky ridges like the bones

of the earth laid bare, and the same long descent over shelves wooded,

but less beautiful and well watered than the downward grades on the

• ' ITist. Gcog. of Asia Minor,' p. 366 ; see Tagenon, l.e. supra. •
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former road. The lower slopes on the sea face have been described by

Mr. Bent, who visited Uzunja Burj and Maghra in 1890, and a few of the

additions or corrections, geographical or a.-ihaeologioal, which we had to

offer with regard to his report were incorporated in his map and the

articles written by himself and the Bov. E. L. Hicks in the ' Journal of

Hellenic Studies.' The features of Olba, of Ura, of the hill-fortresses,

the oave-shrines, the scattered hiera and heroa in the Lamus valley and

on all the slopes, and the great chasms near Corycus have been set

forth, though not very fully, by Mr. Bent, whom good fortune led

to a veritable Pompeii, many miles in extent, left to decay on the

desolate hills when the artificial water-cLannels fell into disrepair.

With only a few brackish wells, and hardly any perennial streams,

wandering Yuruks alone are able to maintain a precarious existence

on this rocky waste. Nature is more slow to destroy than man, and

thus have been preserved for us between Olba and the sea the Boman
roads, towns, and villages, almost as they were when the Arabs first

began to harry Gilicia. I will make especial mention here of one

thing only in this wonderful land of the dead, because it is of distinctly

geographical interest, namely, the paved road which connects Olba

vfith Corycus. For 25 miles almost every stone of the pavement is in its

place, and the milestones lie by the roadside or stand in situ recording

the distance from Corycus and the titles of Emperors who restored the

road. After leaving Jambazli it runs along the crest of a spur,

passing through groups of ruined houses or tombs at every three miles

or less; the traveller looks down on either side on villages showing

white among the undergrowth ; and, attaining the brink. of the lowest

-shelf, can see the finely engineered curves of his road winding past

tombs and hill -forts to the walls which still stand round Corycus. If

over Asia Minor becomes a land in which Europeans travel to see the

marvellous, the district enclosed by the Lamus, the Calycadnus, and the

«ea will become famous : the ruins of Olba are the most remarkable in

the peninsula, except those of Ilierapolis on the Lycus, and perhaps of

Adada at Kara Bavlo in Fisidia, whose lonely situation makes it as

strange as, though in extent it is inferior to, the Cilician city: but

Olba is only one, if the chief, among a scov-i ' sites in Cilicia which

remain to bridge the gulf between the old ^.siu. jlinor and the new! *

* A more careful examination, than has yet been made, of these and other ruins in

€ilioia is needed to determine how much of the standing wallii and towers belong, like

tho citadel of Coropissos, to the Armenian period. Corycus (Gorrhigo) played a great

part in the guerilla warfare of Christian and Musuliuan, while protected by kings of

Cypnu, or knights of Bhodes, in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and flfteenth centuries.

Tho conversion of the temples ot the Corycian cave and Olba into churches probably

dates from this period; and the paved road, described above, seems to have been

repaired at a late date, to judge by the fragments of columns, &c., built into it. In fact,

a large proportion of tho remains in Cilicia, ascribed by Mr. Bent to tho Pirates, may

belong rather to the Byzantine or Armenian period.
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Two other roads of some importance traverse the Low Taurus;

one leads from Earaman direct to iMersina, and passes through

Korash.* The other crosses this at Korash, in its course from

Eregli to Maghra, a village situated on the Earaman-Selefke road.

We followed this track in 1890: it coincides for 10 miles with the

Earaman post-road, then leaves the plain and strikes over bare swelling

hills to Divle, a large Turkish village. From this point to Eorash, a

double village on a stream flowing towards Earaman, the ascent is gradual

and the landscape treeless and uninteresting. Three miles further a

park-like grassy country, thickly studded with cedars, is entered, and

the ascent becomes steeper up to Perchin Bel, the watershed between the

Plains and the Mediterranean : the fine grazing land attracts to this

spot a large Yuruk yaila in summer-time. The road now lies for some

distance down the course of a stream whose banks afford rich grazing, on

which large herds of horses and camels are maintained in summer. This

stream flows to the Lamus.

After following the water for about five miles, the path climbs over

the bare hills on the left bank and descends a rocky gorge to the

Selefke road, which it joins rather more than six miles above Maghra.

The following are rough measurements and altitudes on this road :

—

Miles. Feet.

— EnEGLi 4123

20 ,. Divle

27 .. Hamza Yailti, a little to right of the road

43 .. Korash

50 .. Perchin Bel 6350(?)

53 .. Stream

60 .. Summit G200(?)

71 .. Mnghraroad
77 .. Maghra 4590

The native estimate is 24 hours for the whole distance : we wan-

dered a little from the direct path between Hamza Yaila and Eorash,

but not enough to vitiate seriously the measurements given above. The
abundance of grass on the eastern half of the Low Taurus as compared

with the western is very remarkable, and speaks to a colder climate

;

we recorded, indeed, much lower sunrise temperatures than on the Mut
road, viz., 48° on July 20th at 6200 feet, and 47' on July 21st, at about

1000 feet lower.

The High Taurus begins again with the Bulgar Dagh, which extends

* Colonel Stewart communicated the following observations, taken on the direct road

Mcrsina-Karamau, to W. M. R. :

—

Feet.

Mcrsina Sea-level.

Chatal Cheshme 2550

Dumbdt'k Pubs 7000

Kuchuk Korash 5000 ",

,^

Kararaan 3262

VOL. m.—PART V. 3 A
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from a point west of Eregli to tbe Cilician Gates. The northern slope

is precipitous, and there are no important gaps in the long crest ; the

average elevation is about 10,000 feet, and the sumraits are never quite

free from snow. The Bulgar Dagh rises like a wall out of a lacustrine

plain which is the easternmost extension of the Axylon country : north

and east of the basin are mountains, the Hassan Dagh, an extinct volcano,

and the Ala Dagh, the first and highest of the north and south ranges

which have received the general name of Anti-Taurus. Its central peak,

a squire tower of rock so steep as to admit of snow lying only in

crevices, is only a less conspicuous object than the cone of Erjies.

Two outlets from the lake-basin exist, one in the north-east corner,

where, by crossing a depression between the Hassan Dagh and the

foothills of Ala Dagh, the traveller attains to the plateau south of

Erjies : and in the south-east corner, where the valley of a tributary of

the Zamanti Su leads to the Cilician Gates.

This eastern corner of the Great Plains is a region interesting both to

the geographer and the archroologist : among its remarkable natural

phenomena are a great spring, which emerges as a full-grown river

from under the Bulgar Dagh near Ivriz, flows down through a paradise

of verdure to Eregli, and the lake in the lowest part of the plain,

and, in winter, flows out on the north, plunges into a chasm, and is seen

no more ; and again the boiling pond near Ekuzli Hissar, once sacred

to Zeus Asbaniaeus, and still resorted to from far and wido by all

afflicted with skin diseases. The archoeologist recognizes in this plain

the Tyanilia, ruled formerly by the priest-dynasty of the city of Tyana,

whose remarkable ruins may be seen in the north-eastern corner at

Ekuzli Hissar, of all sites in Asia Minor the most tempting to the

excavator. Some day it will be shown perhaps that this priestly kingdom

preserved to a comparatively late time the earliest written character—the

80-called " Hittito " script—used in the peninsula, together with the seat

of one of the eai'liest worships : the great rock-relief of Ivriz, erected

probably by the Tyanean priests, is too Avell known to need more than

mention; and we have now published other monuments, hardly less

remarkable, from Tyana itself, and its silver-mines in the Bulgar Dagh.*

The High Taurus may bo said to extend for 250 miles to the

Euphrates, on which it abuts between Malatia and Samsat. The Anti-

Taurus is an integral part of it in the same sense as the ranges about

the Great Lakes further west : in both cases the watershed has been

shifted far to the northward, and the streams seem to flow through

Ihe Taurus from the north, instead of down from its seaward slopes.

This is a phenomenon particularly remarkable in tho case of the Zamanti

Su and the Jihan, which rise in tho levels north of tho main chain, and

• In the ' Reoueil cles Travaux relutifa U la Philologio,' etc., vol. xiv., edited by

Professor G. Maspcro.
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fftrike straight through the hills by gorges often impassable even on foot.

In the Anti-Tanms region, however, the east and west line is preserved

better than south of the lakes, and both from the north and the south

presents the appearance of a wall cleft transversely Ly three great rivers,

the Zainanti Su, Saros or Seihun, and Jihan.

Through the whole system from the Bulgar Dngh to the Euphrates,

nature and man have rendered only six roads practicable for anything

less agile than a goat or a Zeitunli Armenian.* These are, in order, the

Cilioian Gates : the pass leading from Sis into the Anti-Taurus, and

bifurcating to Feko an<l Hajin: the three routes which radiate from

Marash to Gyuksun, Zeitun, and Albistan (the last two coinciding for

more than 20 miles) : and a pass, approachable either from Marash or

Samsat, and leading by Behesne to Pulat and Malatia. The last-named

defile and that from Marash to Gyuksun I have never traversed ; but as

the others, important in ancient times and still much travelled, have

not been so fully described, so far as I know, I will give some particulars

of them here, f

1. Sis lies at the extreme northern limit of the Oilioian plain

country, two days' journey from Adana by a newly constructed but

unfinished chauaaee chiefly notable for the ruinous condition of its

bridges, entire absence of villages, and great scarcity of water. No
light arabaa travel upon it, and the roadway is disappearing fast iu

the more marshy parts of the plain north of Sai Gechid. X

* For example, this is said to be the character of tbc so-called road from Fraktiu or

Ferak-Din to Adana.

t All are doscribetl to some extent 'in Ritter's • Erdkunde,' vol. xix., mainly from

lie accounts of Von Moltke, Tchihatoheff, Ainsworth, and Von Vincke, compared with

native geographers, of whom the moat important is the Armenian lujijian.

X We were so short a time in this plain (for we hurried to thi; niountixins to cscapu

Juno heat) tliat I cannot supplement to any purpose the account recently communicated

to the Royal Geographical Society by Mr. Theodore Bent. I subjoin, however, some

observations and notes of the Sis road :

—

Miles. F"='- Detr. F.

— Adana 2'J« 29-50 88

7 .. Summit ."iOD UifSO

21 .. Welli)elow Buruk 4!I 2!V40

an .. Plateau «S9 21» 10

28 .. Summit llll '/SCI

31J .. Kh in Dere spring H(t7 'J!) 10 87

.S8J .. Sai (Jechid 50O 2)30 8)

47 .. Turmulu Chai bridge ....

55J .. Sis bridge

56 .. 6is(Serai) 755 2t) 15 87 "

The estimated distance— 14 Adana to Sis—quoted from Mi>j'>r U riiiet by Prof. Ramsay
(' Hist. Goog.,' p. 281), is by a dillorout and shorter road, llis roadings are—Adana,
125 fo3t; Sis, 500; Missis, lUO; Marash, 2300 or 2200.

3 A 2
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The plain near Adaua is highly cultivated. English agricultural

machines have been introduced, and cotton-growing encouraged. The

low ground near Sis is undeveloped, but would grow rice or cotton

in abundance, as do the Lyoua marshes near Niksar. We found many
Yuruk camps on the plains, despite the scanty water-supply and the

prevalence of fever and insect pests. The highest temperature, re-

corded by us, was 94° I'ahr. at 4 p.m. on a thunderous afternoon on

June 28th at Sis : at night the mercury hardly fell below 80°. The
temperatures do not seem high, but the damp makes the air very

oppressive, and we experienced much depression and lassitude during

the four or five days we spent on the plain.

Sis, the capital of the kingdom of Lesser Armenia in the 13th cen-

tury, and still the titular see of a Catholicos, is a decayed town of not

more than 3500 inhabitants, almost exclusively Armenian Christians.

The houses (many of them mere ruins) are widely spaced over the

eastern slope of the isolated castle hill. A massive building, once a

church, but now a Moslem tehhe, half-way up tho castle rock, and old

houses here and there in the lower town, testify to better days. It is

still the capital of a sanjah, and probably the smallest town in the

Ottoman Empire which enjoys that dignity.*

Two important roads converge, shortly before reaching it, that from

Adana, already mentioned, and one from Missis and Osmanie, which

communicates with Alexandretta and tho south country. On leaving

Sis the united road strikes due north into the hills and surmounts the

first rooky ridge (1300 leet) after a course of two miles. A mile further

it bifurcates, the left-hand path going to Feke, the right towards

Hajin. We followed the latter,']' keeping up on the mountain side and

ascending gradually to a low bel (1470 feet) whence an abrupt descent

brought us to the Eirgen Su (940 feet), a tributary of the Saros. Tho

road then ascends the valley for about twelve miles, crossing and

recrossing the rapid stream by shallow fords.

The valley is very hot in summer, and infested with insect pests,

but of wonderful beauty, enclosed by lofty crags and filled with various

forest growth. It appears to contain no villages, only a mill or two,

and in some years a yaila. On attaining 1500 feet, the path strikes up

the steep eastern slope, at first by zigzags for 750 feet, then more

gradually through pine woods to 3200 feet, whence a slight descent is

made into a grassy valley which stretches to the foot of the first maiu

• Sis ie very fully described in Bitter, ^vol. xix. pp. 67-96 : our stay there was

very short, owiug to tho heat, and we have littlo or nothing to add to Bitter'n

account.

t Briefly described, on the authority of Colonel Stewart and Major Bennet, in 'Hist.

Geoj.of A.M.,'p. 281.
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chain of Taurus, and ia studded with scattered Yuruk hiits to which the

name Tapan has been given.

The ascent of the main chain to the Eiraz Bel (5130 feet) is abrupt,

and, after a small grassy hollow has boon crossed, there is an almost

equally abrupt descent on the north side to the Saros, whose tromondous

canon must be crossed before Hajin can be reached : the town ;.«

seen from tho brink of the valley, but at a distance of at least five

hours' ride. The wooden bridge which spans the deep, wildly rushing

Saros (2300 feet) is reached in 2^ hours, and the river can be seen

emerging from one pathless gorge and disappearing again into another,

even more impassable. Although nature has pierced these mountains

in three places, not one of her ways can be trodden by loaded animals,

and tho roads climb laboriously from spur to spur instead of following

the valleys. The path from the Saros bridge to Hajin ascends by

easy gradients to 3200 feet ; some attempt has been made to construe r.

a chausseS, but, as none of tho more difficult portions of the track

have been dealt with, it is quite useless.

From Sis to the Saros tho path traverses a wild and Vioautiful country,

destitute, as it appears, of permanent villages and inhabited only by

nomadic Yuruks. Water is abundant all along the line, and the valleys

contain good pasturage. Though a Roman, or at least Byzantine, road *

must have followed the same route, we could detect little or no trace of

it—nothing more than abutments of a bridge and a little pavement in

the Kirgen valley, not necessarily pre-Turkish, or at least pre-

Armcnian. After tho Saros has been crossed, Armenian settlements

appear, and the hill-sides are planted with vines, whose grapes are used

as food only and constitute, when dried, or boilod down to a paste,

the staple relish of tho Hajinlis. Hajin I itself contains] about 10,000

Armenians, and a few Musulmans : the town hangs, house upon house,

on the sides of a steep hill, jutting southwards into the valley: all

denominations are represented, Gregorian, Catholic, and Congrega-

tionalist Protestant, supported by a small mission station served by

American ladies. The inhabitants are the most miserable and poverty-

stricken population that I have seen in Turkey, equally devoid of the

spirit and daring of the Armenians of Zeitun, and the commercial

enterprise and capacity of those of Marash or Eaisariye. The lowest

type of Turkish official seems habitually to be banished thither, and it

is one of the few administrative centres still destitute of a telegraph.

The Byzantine station of Badimon was not far from Hajin, but the

present Armenian town is said not to be of great antiquity. There

is no trace of it in the chroniclers. Christian or Musulman, of Lesser

• See « Hist. Geop;.,' I.e.

t A view of Hujin,. taken from the path to Urumlu, is given in Tobihatoheff'a

Atlas. . .
'• -•
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Armenia or of tho later Byzantine Empire, and it seems probable thorefora

i hat, like Zeitun, it was a city of refuge colouiHod by broken Armenians

4ittor the collapse of their Cilioian kingdom iu the 14th century.*

It must, however, have been far less successful than Zoitun in main-

taining its independence of the Ottomans.

North and north-west of it are several Christian villages, ArmciJan

and a few Qreek, all miserably poor. In tlie open valley uf Shnhr

Moslem Circassian refugees have been settled in large numbers, and

like all new-comers from tho (/uucasus, enjoy a very bad reputation for

maltreatment of Christians. I will .oturn to the subject of these rofu-

gees and their relations with the Armenians when treating of the Anti-

Taurua, which may bo said to begin with the plateau of the upper

8aro8 (5200 feet) : to which the north road ascends in two hours from

Hajin.f

2. The next pass to the eastward, is that from Marash to Gyuksun
(the ancient Cocusus) which livs in a depression between the wall of

Taurus and tho end of the eastern Anti-Taurus range, the Bimboa

Dagb.

I have seen nothing of this route except its last section in tho

Ciyuksun plain, but can record the concurrent testimony of several

natives of Gyuksun, of the Hajin Americana, who traverse it fre-

quently, and of both Americans and Armenians of Marash, that it is now
by far the easiest road through tho Eastern Taurus.^ The gradient on

the south is said to be remarkably easy ; that on the north is certainly

not particularly steep. The pathway is said to be duz, i. e. level ; the

* Bitter (xix. p. 157) assertg positively that Hajin and Zeitun vera founded bj

Armeuian exiles after the surrender of King Leon at Gabaii in 1375; but he quotes no

authority nnd is probably arguing from tho silunoe of the clironiclcrs. I failed to hear

of any native tradition vhich might establish tho point; the Ror. T. Christie of

Marash says, however, that the general Armenian belief there coincides with Ritter'ii

statement. Armenians were settled in this district in the eleventh century, for

"Vahga," which Roupen took, is probably Feke, and other fortresses, mentioned in

Armenian chroniclers, eg. Pardzepett rnd Goromozol (founded by Roupen), beloug

tn the Hajin district. Hnjin may very well have been originally a Roupenian

village, which emerged from obscurity wlieu the mountains, which had been deserted

for the rich southern plains, were once more lllled with Armenians. Wo saw a

castle outlined against tho sky on a lofty peak west of the Feke road, some ten mile»

north of Bis : this may bo Fardzepcrt, taken by Roupen, and later mailo a treasure-

house of the kings of Sis.

t The anoient road, Hajin -Oyuksun, is described briefly by Sterrett in his 'Epi-

graphical Journey,' p. 239. I have not traversed it.

I Von Moltke travelled from Marash to Gyuknun on his way north from the battle

of Nisib. He describes his road as difficult (* Briele, etc., in der Turkei,' p. 808); but

ho had not seen the other passes tbrougli Taurus except those near Malatia. He aluo

Lad to tiike an unfrequented route to avoid tlie Kurds and Turkmans, and may not

have travelled by the ordinary caravan road at all, but by some jiouutain path..
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diitanoe ia stated at eighteen hours, and no villagef, but only rammer
yaila$, are reported on the route. The Kev. 0. H. Bobinson, who
crossed this pass in the early part of 1892, confirms (in a letter to me)

the -view, here recorded, of the easy character of the route ; he also

mentions a Ohristiun village, Takir, on it some sixteen hours from Marash

;

but he wandered so much from his road in the snow that I cannot be

sure that this village is on the direct path. ConHidering the difficulties of

the Albistan-Marash route, and its greater distanoe from Kaisariye, the

ancient centre, it is remarkable that that pass should have been so much
more important in ancient times than the Gyuksun-Marash road. The
latter was taken by the Emperors Basil in 877, and by Bomanus
Diogenes in 1068, but the former had to out his way through the forests

along au evidently little-used track. The explanation of the invariable

use of the more easterly pass probably lies in its having been the more

direct in early times when Pteria, not Mazaca-Caesaroa, was the capital.

The monuments found by us at Arslan Tash and Izgin point to the

existence of an early civilisation on the line of a road leading due north

from the pass, which would condition the course of the great south

road in after ages, as the great cities in northern Cappadocia con-

ditioned the course of the Persian Boyal Bead, long after their

civilisation had become a thing of the past. It must also be noted

that the difficulties of the modem Albistan-Marash road are probably

far greater that those of the ancient. (See infra, p. 668.)

8. The other routes leading northward from Marash were' traversed

by us in 1891. They coincide as far as the Jihan bridge, 21 miles:

to avoid a long detour the north road crosses by very steep and

rooky gradients the Akkar Dagh, which rises 3000 feet above Marash.

The Jihan is thus reached, and its left bank followed for about four

miles to a small devrent built for the protection of travellers, and espe-

cially to guard the bridge, so often destroyed by the Zeitunli Armenians,

and rebuilt for the last time about a year ago. This place is called Paj.

The Jihan (anciently the Pyramus) is the most considerable river which

flows to the Mediterranean from Eastern Asia Minor. Bising as it doen

from springs of extraordinary volume, and being joined almost imme-

diately by the Sogutli Irmak, the Ehurman Su, and the Gyuk Su, it is an

unfordable stream almost from its birth : we rode through its tributary,

the Khurman Su, with some difficulty near Izgin, but could not have

forded it three miles lower down after the great springs west of the

village had added their contribution. The Qyuk Su comes in on the

right about five miles lower still. Throughout its course the Jihan is

of an ochre tint, and extremely rapid, its fall being 2000 feet in (about)

80 miles. At the bridge of Paj, 21 miles from Marash and about 80 miles

from the source, we estimated the width of the main channel in mid-

summer (July 30th, after a spell of fine weather) at 150 feet, and it was

evident from marks ou the banks that in spring it flowed at that point
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fully 400 foot broad. In apite of the amount of earth held in solution,

ita water waa quite drinkablo in July.* , , ., ,

Tho roada tu Zcitun and to Albiatan diverge nt thia point.

a. That to Zoituu orossca to the right bank of the Jihan by the Taj

bridge, which apana the niiiiu channel by tho help uf a pier of mortarud

maaonry, roating on a rook in mid-8troam. A causeway of aimilar con-

atruotion with one opening carriea the road acrosa tho apring-flood bed

;

the roadway ia of wood, with a roil on each aide. The whole atructuru

ia flimay, and not sufficiently elevated above tho water.

Tho path Boon loavoa the Jihan and follows the course of a tributary

stream, tUo Zoitim Su, for about four niilca through aparae, atuutud

forest : in order to cut off u corner it then cliraba the slope of tho left

bank and proceeds over a cultivated plateau, passing at throe miles a

hot spring called Ilija Haniam, whose waters we tested, and found to

be 104° Fahr. ; it emits a smell of sulphur, and is of a greyish tingo.

The Zeitunlis, who suffer much from akin diseasca and scrofulous

maladies, value it highly. From that point to Zeitun the path keepa at

about the same level, rounding the heads of earthy gullies which run

down to tho Zeitun Su.

The population of Zoitun is reported to bo about the same as that of

Hajin, and the town hangs in the same way on three sides of a spur

jutting northwards into the gorge of the Zeitun Su ; at the extremity is

a castle. The town, however, extends more over the hill behind tho

spur, ia more picturesque, better built, cleaner, and more alivo than

Hajin. On a hill which commands it from the aouth-wost the Ottoman
Government have built a fort and battery, connected by telegraph with

Marash. The slopes of the gorge on both sides have been covered by the

energetic Armenians with vineyards, orchards, and corn-fields wherever

nature allows, and few prospects in Asia Minor are moro charming than

this magnificent valley, with its tumbling stream, scattered gardens,

and the picturesque town perched on an eyrie above. We found it hard

to realise that in this smiling region more trouble had passed during

the last century than in any other part of Asia Minor. .?. v^; oj (»»(,>

So, however, it is. Zeitun has been the robber-town par exeeUenee,

a thorn in the side of every Pasha of Marash, the fighting remnant of

the independent kingdom of Lesser Armenia, whose last prince was

captured in 1375 at Gaban, not far from the point where the Jihan

emerges from Taurus. The facial type and spirit of tho free Armenians

have survived here : tall, handsome, though somewhat sharp-featured,

agile as goats and brave as lions, the Zeitunlis maintained their independ-

'

,
* Seo for a description of the Jihan at its source. Von Moltke, * Briefe, eto.,' p. 329.

The Jihan Fasa wes important as a trade route in the time of Leon II. of Armenia (1 199)

;

for he reserved it, with three other passes, for certain seigneurs, wlien he leased the

otutoms of his kingdom to the Genoese (Oulauner in Armenian vol. of ' Beoueil des

Hiat. dea Croirades,' intr. pp. xzvi. xcviii.). t:'.; •.•:.',» i. -i, j-
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onco till Borao fourteen years ago, when the Turku made a great effort to

break their Htubborn backs, and built the fort which now oommatida the

town.* They have more than onco been Havcd from Btomer ohastiaoment

by the Btrennoua mediation of the American misBionarioH at Marash, one of

whom, the Itov. T. Ghriatio, at one crisis rode the four daya' journey from

Marash to Aleppo in a day and a half in order to carry a letter of remon-

stranoo to the Vali of the province. The Zoitunlia, indeed, are not quite

subdued yot: hardly a year ago they were in open revolt, and were

saved from bombardment by the Americans. The cause, in the last

instance, seems to have been injudicious conduct of the former Pasha

of Marash; and fuel was added to tho flames by a report that a

Qovemment doctor who had been sent to vaccinate tho children

was really a poisouor.f Bpios wero murdered, the Paj bridge burned,

the passes blocked, and guerilla warfare begun ; but a display of forco

and mediation brought in all but the boldest brigands in a few daya,

and tho energetic measures taken by the Government, who promptly

arrested the bishop and other notables, have resulted in the place

being cowed for tho present.

From their own point of view tho Government has been justified

in showing severity towards these obstinate Ishmaelites, who in the

days of their dere hei/a, and more recently under Babio and other

descendants of tho native princes, have blocked the passes and grievously

impeded communication in tho Taurus. Peace and quietness are not

likely, however, to be secured permanently, so long as a policy of simple

coercion is practised towards a people so vigorous and proud as tho

Zeitunlis ; if the Porte would replace the old chiefs by a Zeitunli

Kaimaham acceptable to the natives, and allow the Zeitunlis to collect

their own taxes and pay a fixed percentage to the Pasha of Marash,

thero would be some chance of peace in this hornets' nest. So long as

they hold the fort the Turks can command the town, but unless a

policy of conciliation is carried out they will have continual trouble

in the passes and outlying districts. A limit should also be imposed

to the encroachments of the Circassians from the direction of Funduk.j:

An amicable arrangement might then close a struggle which has been

carried on with energy and courage on both sides ; and an interesting

remnant of the mediosval kingdom would not be utterly obliterated, t

* The history of their troubles, up to about 1856, is told briefly in Bitter, vol. xix.,

pp. 158/. 37.

t This was npparoutly a wholly unfounded accusation : Zeitunlis, men, women, and

children, are impregnated with hereditary disease, aggravated by centuries of close

inbreeding; some of the more weakly infants died of tlieir vaccination sores simply

owing to badness of blood. Of this I was assured by Armenian doctors, wlio would

not have excused tho Ottoman Governmont bad thoy really thought it guilty of

a sinister intention. •,.. , ,.i, , >. ..i . ,„, '' "".-.* ..in- ;,*. hJTvE

J See below, p. 676. .- •, \
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The early history of Zeitun is wrapped in obscurity. The only

Byzantine tovra, to which it could correspond, is the " famous " fortress

Adata * or iladath, evidently a place of great strength on the north

road from Germanicia (Marash). Prof. Eamsay thinks, however,

that Adata was nearer to Marash and the mouth of the pass than Zeitun

(see infra, p. 668) ; and it must be admitted that the latter town seem»

to contain no vestiges of antiquity. If it was originally an Armenian

foundation it may be one of the robber towns from which the Boupenian

princes descended in the eleventh century, or a city of refuge, founded by

the Christians in the fourteenth century, after Marash had been lost.

Like Hajin it is never mentioned by chroniclers before the fall of the

kingdom, nor does it occur in any list of Armenian strongholds.! As

Bitter states (six. p. 15V), this remote and defensible valley was the

natural place for the broken Armenians to fly to after they had lost

Gaban ; but (as in the caso of Hajin) it must be remembered also

that all the line of Taurus from the Cilician Gates to Ehesun and Behesne

was occupied by Armenians in the eleventh century, and numerous

villages must have existed which remained nameless till the Armenians

returned northwards in the fourteenth century. Also, as the story of the

banishment of St. John Ghrysostom at Gyuksun shows, these hills were

full of robber strongholds in the fifth century. It is hardly safe

therefore to argue either from negative evidence or vague tradition

that chere was no settlement at all in the inviting vale of Zeitun before

the fall of Gaban in 1375: though no one will contest the assertion

that all the importance of Zeitun as well as Hajin dates from Ihat

catastrophe-f

On leaving Zeitun the path descends to the water again, crosses

it by a stone bridge, and immediately ascends the right bank by

a series of eteps and zigzags to avoid the gorge from which the

stream emerges at this point. This difficulty passed, the trcvellor

continues to climb more gradually up the narrowing gorge, and

crosses and recrosses the water several times. Before him he sees

the snow-streaked cliffs of Beirut Dagh (a section of the main chain of

Taurus) round whose western shoulder he must go. Emerging at last

at the head of the valley, he finds himself at 7450 feet on a spur of

the mountain, but must cross a depression 700 feet deep and reasceud

again to a col over another spur equally high, before he is well round

the comer. Since leaving Zeitun he will have seen no village of any

• • Hist. Geog.,' p. 278.

t Such as that given on pp. 636-8 of the Armenian volume of the • Eecucil des Hist,

des Croisades.' The list enumerates the seigneurs present at the coronation of Leon II.

on January 6th, 1199.

{ Paul of Aleppo (' Travels of Macarius,' p. 451) refers to Zeitun as " the well-

known Armenian town." He gives a vivid picture of the dilHoulties of the Albistan-

Zeitun-Marash road.
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kind ; in summer a small yaila is established left of the road near the

Ala Bunar, not far from the crest of the first spur : the gorge is ex-

ceedingly narrow and precipitous and the path often perilous enough.

A steep but not difficult descent leads from the second summit down
the Beirut Jebel passing a yaila right and another left, 10 minutes and
30 minutes respectively from the highest point. Snow was lying in

patches on the northern slope of Beirut Dagh as low as 8000 feet on
July 10th. The highest point of the mountain must be between

10,000 and 11,000 feet. At the northern gate of the pass is a little

MuBulman village, Erejik, garrisoned by about 40 Arab soldiers, in-

tended to shut the Zeitunlis from the rich plains. The foothills which

decline to the Gyuk Su and Jihan from this point, are inhabited by
Turks and Circassians ; the lower levels are exceedingly rich, both iu

arable and grazing land, and are dotted with numerous villages. The
Khurman Su is crossed five or six miles from Albistan by a rickety

wooden bridge. The features of the plain of Albistan may be con-

sidered more appropriately iu connection with the Anti-Taurus.

b. Beautiful as the Zoitun route is, it is eclipsed by the grandeur

of the Jihan gorge, through which passes the direct track from Marash

to Albistan. It divei^es from the Zeitun road at Faj, and keeps

to the left bank of the river, proceeding for about six miles along easy

slopes or the grassy strip which borders the water. All at once, this

belt of turf ceases and the sides of the gorge, which have been gradually

rising higher, approach and enclose the stream between walls of rock

2000 feet high. On the right bank hardly a goat could clamber : on

the left a fringe of fallen rock., affords a ppssible passage for about a

mile, until a great rock which juts from the mountain wall and falls

800 feet sheer to the water bars the way. Eight under this rook we
saw the ruins of a bridge, whose abutments on either bank and pier

on a rock in midstream remain : the masoiry appeared to be Byzantine

so far as we could judge from a little distance (for the bridge is

absolutely cut off from approach by the precipitous neture of th&

banks) and it was obvious to us that the ancient road was carried, perhaps

by artificial embankment, to this bridge, across the Jihan, and then

along the right bank, which presently becomes more practicable. In

this way it avoided the great jutting crag which we had to ascend by

a ladder rather than a path, and descend by a way hardly less difficult.

This part of the ro'<id is known far and wide as the Kusauk, the most

precipitous path throTi<ih the Taurus : its difficulties add at least

one and a half hours to the tiino occupied on the route, and the

8train of the ascent and jar of the descent are serious drawbacks.

Compensation, however, is to be found in the magnificent prospect

I'rom the summit of the crag : southward a ribbon of water winds

between tremendous walls, which can now be seen to their full height.

The Beirut Dagh on the right is not less than 10,000 feet. The
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sotithern face of the rock which the traveller has just climbed

is thickly clothed with trees clinging to crevices and overhanging

torrents which dash in a series of falls to the main stream, and far

belpw a belt of trees fringes tho river. The upper slopes of both

walls are covered with pino forest, out of which rise the bare crags of

the summits. Northwards the prospect is similar, but more open.

We found the narrowest part of the gorge swept by a strong northerly

wind, which roared through the pass and added a terror to the worst

parts of the path.

The track reaches the water-level again at a small guard-house, having

been met a quarter of a mile earlier by a path brought from the right

bank over a modem bridge of similar construction to that at Paj : this

path, we were informed, comes direct from Yarpuz. The Albistan track

presently passes a small Turkman and Armenian village called Hajin

Oglu, situated at the point whore the gorge opens out into a fertile

valley, wooded on the west to the river's edge, but spreading in a belt of

cornfields and grassland on tho east. The worst difficulties, but not the

fatigue of the route, are now over : the river gorge contracts again, and

the path leaves the stream-level and takes to the hills, no longer pre-

cipitous but still steep. A weary climb brings the traveller to a plateau

2000 feet above the river, bare but fertile, dotted with threshing floors,

or cultivated by Marashiote Musulmans, who establish a yailn every

year upon it. No permanent village exists nearer than Ambararasi, a

very small hamlet six hours south of Albistan. Throughout the eastern

Taurus villages are rarely met with : the difficulty of communication

with the plains on either side, and the predatory habits of the moun-

taineers,* Lave no doubt contributed to deter both Musulmans and

Christians from settling in the well-watered, well-wooded valleys:

Circassians are now beginning to ascend higher and higher from the

northern plains, but until their arrival, a few Turkmans only intruded

on the western mountains ranged by tho Zeitunlis, or the eastern, newly

colonised by the Kurds.

From the Marashiote i/aila (Chilal Oglu Kurtul) to Albistan the

path is tedious in the extreme, constantly varying in level as much as ti

thousand feet in crossing the foot-hills which border the Jihan and

fall gradually to the plain, and descending into or climbing out of the

vallfiys of tributary streams. Their earthy slopes for the most part arc

bare of trees, but support several villages, Armenian and Turk (of which

Ambararasi, Okukoi, Jellinga, and Kukuje are on or near the path), and

* This hna been tliclr cticiracter for many centuries, as witness tho " Isaurian " free-

Ijooters who harried Gyuksun and Yarpuz while John Clirysostom was in banishment

in this district (404 a.d., v. infta, p. 717). Later on the Turkmans broke into tho

higher valleys (see Vaghram of Edessa, Chron. rimee, p. 527, linos 1252/.. ed. Dulaurier

in ' Rec. des Hist, des Croisados '). '
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" f

yield all kinds of crops abundantly. Four hours from Albistan is a

famous medicinal spring (Ichme Su), reported by the local Armenian
doctors to have powerful diuretic properties : the water is applied both

externally and internally: we tasted it and found it a strong saline,

impregnated (with iron. About a dozen tents were pitched round the

well. The following table will show roughly the variations of level on

both roads, and the approximate distances :

—

Miles. Feet. Seg. F.

— Marase (top of the town) .. 2628 27-23 85

4 .. Puss over Akkar Dagh .. r<562 24*60

9 .. ChamBunar 3462 26-45

14 .. BetliChai

21 ., Vaidevrent 2330 27-47 67

X V
29 ,. IlijaHamam 3858 26-10 85

84 .. Zeitun bridgo 3833 26-10 78

Summit of zigzags .. .. 5210 24-90

48 .. Ala Bunar yaila 6758 23-50 61

48i .. First summit of Pass .. .. 74ol 23-05

52

j

.. Second do. do 7426 23 07

54 .. Yuruk yaila 6517 23-75 69

58 .. Erejik

C6 .. KawakAgach 4295 25-65 65

6d . • Khurman Su bridge ....
7*^ .. Albistan 4100(?)

25i .. Spring

27i .. Foot of "ITuMtt/c" Crag

28J .. Summit do. do 3401 26-50

31 .. Devrent

32} .. HajinOglu 3202 26-60

38 .. Summit of steep ascent .. 5071 25-00

45} .. Chilal Oglu Kurtul ynila .. 6061 24-15

52} .. Ambararasi

55 .. Summit 5882 24-30

58 .. HalaSu 4350 25-65

59 .. Icbme Su (medicinal) ..

66} .. Summit 5669 24-30

71 .. Albistan 4100(?) ..

These are the roads in modern use between eastern Asia Minor and

northern Syria. Which of the two last described corresponds to the

famous pass from Arabissos (Yarpuz) to Marash (Germanicia), so often

traversed by Byzantine and Musulman armies?* Probably neither the

one nor the other exactly. The ancient road from Yarpuz to Marash would

have had no occasion to touch Albistan (whose importance is of recent

growth), but would have followed a track still in use, which turns off

south from the Albistan readjust before reaching the great springs west of

• See 'Hist. Gcog. of Asia Minor,' pp. 276/. and 311.
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Izgin, and, roanding a comer of the hill, joins the Albistan Zeitnn track,

five miles from the former town and just south of the Ehurman Su bridge.

It did not, however, I maintain, continue vi& Zeitun, for on the

one hand there are no traces of an ancient road on that route, and

on tho other there are remains in the Jihan gorge which show beyond

question that a road passed that way in Byzantine times. I refer to the

ruined bridge mentioned above, and to cuttings in the rock and traces

of pavement on the left bank below the bridge. I believe, therefore,

that the ancient track, instead of taking the Zeitun route or climbing

the foot-hills on the left bank, hugged the right bank of the Jihan all

the way to tho now-ruined bridge. When (coming from Marash) we turned

up to the hills on the right at tho yaila of Hajin Oglu, we saw a track

continuing to follow the opposite bank at the bottom of the valley : we
were assured it was little used (as is no doubt the case, since it would

not lead to the modern centre, Albistan, but to what are now unimpor-

tant villages in the flat plain of the upper Jihan, and to Yarpuz), out of

repair, overgrown, and very narrow. This, I feel sure, was the line of

tlie old road. After crossing to the left bank by the bridge, near tho

KussuJc, the ancient road coincides with the modern, as far as the point

y miles below Paj, where tho modern track to Marash leaves the river and

strikes over Akkar Dagh ; on that track, however, there are no further

traces of an ancient roadway, and, therefore, it is probable thai iLe

Byzantine highway continued to hug the river till it had rounded

the western end of Akkar Dagh, and that it came into Germanicia

along tho level. Tho " famous fortress," Adata, thcrefoi'e, which

guarded the mouth of tho pass, must bo looked for where the Jihan

•emerges from the Taurus into tho plain of Marash, some miles west of

the city.

The ancient route was, therefore, much easier and shorter in time, if

a litt^o longer in distance, than tho modern. It eschewed those great

variations of level which render this route so toilsome at the present

day, and circumvented the notorious Knusnli- ; but it has fallen into

disuse owing to the shifting of the trade-centre on the north from

Yarpuz to AUnstan, and, probably, to some ca'.astrophe wliich ruined the

bridge beh)w the KusauJc ; sooner than repair tho easier route the Turks

would scrambKi over the rocks till the day 0/ doom I

This remarkable defile may be better known to Europeans some

•day than now, for it will afiford the best possible passa^;e for a railway

between Asia Minor and Syria. Tho Jihan has hewn a stupendous

cutting fiom the flats north to tho flats south of tho Taurns; the fall

throughout is regular if rapid, and tho construction of a railway would

«flFer no serious obstacle to modern engireers. The gorge of the Jihan

presents far fewer difficulties than those of tho Zamanti and Saios, and

gives more direct access to the Euphrates valley : a railway conducted

by either of the other defiles would still have Amanus to cross between
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Cilicia and Syria, whereas by the Jihan route the Euphrates could be

i-eaohed at Birejik without any further obstacle of a serious naturo

having to be overcome.*

The Ahti-Taurus, properly so-called, consists of two ranges which
enclose the valley of the upper Saros, and lie at right angles to the

general direction of the Taurus ; but it is usual to include under

the term the Ala Dagh, which runs due north for about fifty miles from

the Oilician Gates, and has been described as one of the loftiest ranges

in Asia Minor. There is really more affinity between this mountain

and the westernmost of the Saros ranges, than between the latter and

the Bimboa Dagh on the east of the river : for the last named belongs

to a distinct system, and is divided from the main mass of Taurus by a

deep and wide depression ; whereas both the Ala Dagh and the range

west of the Saros (it has no single name) are jointed to the Taurus

At their southern extremities and hardly distinguishable at first from it.

It would bo very hard, for example, to say at what point the Saros

ceases to flow through the Anti-Taurus and enters the Taurus.

The western Saros range springs up abruptly on the east of the

rolling country of western Cappadocia, where east and south of Erjies

the Ottoman Government has settled a medley of tribes, Kurds,

CircassiauH, and Avshar, amorig the Greeks, Armenians, and Turks.

This region is almost entirely treeless, very fertile, and, being of an

average height of 4000 to 5000 feet above sea-level, is cool in summer.

Northwards both the Saros ranges are merged in the higher plateau of

Uzun Taila, the Circassian stronghold, a vast rolling expanse well

watered but treeless and seldom elevated less than 6000 feet above the

fica. In this, the most northern point of the Mediterranean watershed,

the Znmanti, the Saros, and the Khurman Su take their rise.

The western range is composed of several small mountain groups

mostly rising to about 10,000 feet, w ih low intervening depressions.

The traveller coming from the west has a choice of seven passes whereby

to enter the Saros valley, but of these only three are in common use. The
seven, taken in order from the novth, are:— 1. Yedi Oluk. 2. Eabak
Tepe. 3. Kuru Chai. 4. Kuru Bel. 5. Gyi.k Bel. 6. Dede Bel. 7. Kaz

or Gez Bel.

I have crossed Nos. 1 and 7, but unfortunately have never seen the

most important pass of all. No. .3, the Kuru Chai. The rest are unim-

portant and difficult tracks. No. fi, crossed by Sterrett in 1884, being

perhaps the mo^t frequently used.

The three principal passes (Nos. 1, 3, and 7) are all fairly easy

;

• The eaBtcmmnst puss from Bilitraue to Malatia I have never traversed. An account

of it ia contaim <1 in AiiiswortU'a • Tiavcls,' i. p. 2G2 ; and the nncient routes in that

<7iatrict are enu'iiuratud in ' Hist. Gcog.,' p. 280. Hafiz Pai^ha dragged guns ever the

Behesne Puk? in 183l>.
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a good carriage road conld be made over any one of them vrith very liitle

cutting or embanking : in fact, we took a light waggon over both tho

Yedi Oluk and tho Eaz Bel in 1890, iu tho former case with much
difiSoulty, owing to the trees which block the path on both sides

of the summit; in the latter with comparative case, though the

road had not been prepared for wheel-traf&c. I believo that no

four-wheeled araba has crossed either pass before or since, but our

venture shows how easily a good wheel-track could be made. The

Euru Chai is reported easier even than the Kaz Bol: it is the defile

through which the Boman military road to the east was carried,* and

it is traversed by a principal route between Eaisariye and the Albistan

district at the present day.

' The Tedi Oluk is really a pass leadinp^ southward from Azizie (on the

edge of Uzun Yaila) into the Saros valley, but it can be entered from

the west by crossing a depression north of Eaia Filiso Dagh,f and

striking Ihe Azizie road near the Avshar settlement of Guljuklar. Pro-

fessor Bamsay doubts whether the Bomans used this pass as a direct

route to Caesarea, but r'ecides that a road from Ariarathia (Azizie)

came this way to join the great east road after its descent from the

Eum Chai. From Gu'ijuklar the track runs due south up the valley of

a tributary of the Zamanti, crossing and recrossing the bed : the incline

is very slight and the track smooth. After 7 miles, near tho head-

waters of the stream, the path turns to the east and climbs to the

watershed which is here comparatively low. For horses the ascent is

quite easy, but as no attempt has been made to engineer the road, or

lop the trees, the last gradients proved terribly difficult for our waggon

;

indeed we spent one and a half hours in surmounting the last 200 yards,

and had to unload everything. A track similar, but more thickly beset

witli trees, leads diagonally down the farther side, and we found that

it was not feasible to take the wa<2:gon down the path ; we were forced,

therefore, to adopt the hazardous expedient of locking its wheels and

letting it down a dry watercourse with ropes, which, strange to say,

we accomplished without disaster. Once down the first steep we found

a fair, unemu-.nberrd track leading down by a tributary of the Saros,

but our troubles were not over, for careless driving on the part of our

arabaji at a steep side incline resulted in waggon and horses rolling

down the mou/itain side for about 50 feet ; luckily tho latter were not

hurt, and we patched up the waggon sufficiently to admit of its pro-

• Ramsay, 'Hist. Geog.,' p. 271, and Part II. of this paper. Most unfortunately wo

left our a'leroid t)ebind ua in Kaisariye in 1890, and did not discovtr the fact till too

late to send back. I can give no altitudes, therefore, in the northern part of the Anti-

Taurus region.

t In * Hist. Geog.,' p. 271, a atatoment of distances, &c., is given ; Sterrelt ( Epigraph.

Journey,' p. 300) states that he crossed by this pats, but gives hardly any details.
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cepdiztg to tho Saros without further miBhap. It must be conceded,

however, that the Yedi Oluk is not yet exactly " practicable for wheelB."

The distance through the pass from the Zamanti to the Saros is

24 miles.

The Kaz (or Gez) Bel is the southernmost pass and carries an im-

portant road from Eaisariye to Hajin, and so to Sis and eastern

Cilioia (see p. 658). This route, reached from Syria through the gap

between Amanus and the Giaur Dagh, was perhaps used by Assyrian

armies in their expeditions to Tyana and south-western Cappadooia.

It is possible also to reach Comana or Gyuksun (Cocusus) directly ;by

this pass: for, onco tho western range is crossed, tracks are found

leading across the broad, rolling valley in all directions.

More labour has been bestowed on this road than on that through

the Yedi Oluk, and we experienced little difiBculty on either slope. The
pass begins at the small Turkish village of Seraijik, and ascends

gradually in an easterly and then a northerly direction, keeping high

up on the right bank of a stream which flows to the Zamanti. The
valley is finely wooded but contains no villages. Tho level of the

stream is reached about three miles up, near its source, and then begins

tho ascent of the watershed, a sharp ridge up which the road 'is

engineered in very steep zigzags, intended for the passage of bullock-

arabas, but not impracticable, though difficult, for lighter vehicles. The
eastern slope is easier, and the upper plateau of the Urumlu Chai is

reached in about three and a half hours from Seraijik. The main road

turns south-eastward to Urumlu ; that to Shahr north-eastward, and

reaches the level of the Saros valley by an easy descent of two hours.

Not having had an aneroid when we crosstd the Kaz Bel, I can only

guess at its elevation : Urumlu is about 4950 feet and Shahr (Comana)

about 6000 feet above sea-level : the pass rises to fully 3000 feet above the

latter, and the mountain north of it (Kozan Dagh) is quite 2000 feet

higher still, i.e. about 10,000 feet. The mountains immediately west

ot Shahr (Dede Dagh and Elgeran Dagh), to judge by the amount of

snow upon them in August 1890, and also in July 1891, must be higher

than Eozan Dagh. They fall towards the Saros in tremendous precipices

and form by far the most imposing part of the western range of Anti-

Taurus.

The valley of the upper Saros which divides the western and eastern

ranges is as striking a region as any in Asia Minor. Penned in between

precipitous walls it lies apart from the rest of Cappadocia and possesses

a character of its own ; and it is easy to understand how it attained

a mysterious sanctity in very ancient times, as the seat of the great

goddess Ma, and preserved for so many centuries a worship alien to the

Aryan population which had spread over the peninsula. At the present

day it is the main stronghold of a singular nomadic race, the Avshar,

who appear to have come from northe.n Persia and to have been forced

VOL. in.—PART v. 3 b
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southward from Uzun Yaila by Circassian immigrants not many yearg

ago. The allegiance which they profess to the God of Islam and to

, the Sultan is equally dubious: like the Kurds of the eastern Taurus

they are idolaters and ofiferors of sacrifice, and defy alike the con-

scription and the tobaisco laws. The Turks of the western plains shake

their heads at the name of Avshar, whom they hold drvil-worshippers

and broken men, but, nevortholess, we found them hospitable, intelligent,

and trustworthy. The women, as in Kurd villages, mix and talk freely

with the men, and seem more intelligent and spirited than true

Moslem women ; thoy hardly veil themselves at all even in the presence

of infidels. Both sexes wear brilliant colours, bright blues and reds,

and the women adorn their heads with large yellow kerchiefs and the

long pendent plaits of their hair with a profusion of gold coins. The

plaits are thin and numerous, and are strung upon transverse sticks,

which servo to keep them apart and away from the wearer's shoulders

and face: in fact, they serve much the same purpose as combs in

western coiffure. Both sexes are well built and handsome. Certain

of these Avshar migrate in winter to the plains south of Taurus where

Mr. Bent found them in 1890; the rest remain in the villages.

Nomadic habits are still strong oven with the most settled of these

people : the inhabitants of Kemer, 5225 feet above sea level, situated

near abundant springs and in the midst of rich, grass, remove two or

three miles away to yaila during the summer months, and we found

the inhabitants of Koiyere and Yalak encamped not 200 yards from

their own doors.

The valley varies in width from about four miles at Koiyere and

Kemer to hardly half a mile at Shahr : between the first and lust-named

places, which are 12 miles apart, the fall of the Saros is about 1000

feet ; its flow is sluggish and its banks and bottom soft at first, but it

800n becomes rapid and the bed more rocky. Near Kemer the river

turns westward, and as the Bimboa Dagh maintains its southerly

direction, a great bay of rolling plain opens south of the river,

through which the road to Gyuksun takes its way. The stream

begins presently to cut its way deeper into the plateau, and flows for

some distance beyond Shahr through a very narrow gorge : an interval

of open country dotted with villages, Circassian, Turkman, and Armenian,

succeeds, and then the river plunges into the Taurus and flows down

a canon whose sides are more than 1000 feet high, to the point where

we crossed it below Hajin (see p. 659). From Shahr to that bridge is

about 40 miles, and the fall of the Saros in that distance is 2570 feet.

Shahr, the modem representative of Golden Comana, is the chief place,

from an administrative point of view, in the valley : it is a miserable

Armenian village of 100 houses, about twenty-five years old, built among

the ruins of the old city, of which a theatre, fragments of a bath, part

of a temple (now a church) and numerous walls, and doorways, are
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alx>ve ground : more lies beneath, to judge by the hillooky appearance

of the soil at the bottom and on the right of the valley.

The eastern wall, formed by Bimboa Dagh, is impassable at any
point for 1)east8 of burden or wheel-traffio, and the traveller who
wishes to reach the country oast of Anti-Taurus must double either tho

northern or southern end of the range, whose snow-streaked cliffs rise

to 9000 feet on the farther side of the Saros. The northern route

ascends from Eoiyore in one hour to a high rolling plateau which

strotobes northward and eastward of Bimboa Dagh : at first the country

is park-like, but tho trees become gradually more sparse and cease

almost entirely east of the Khurman Su, whose deep valley is the only

notable feature on the road to Gyurnn. The track is naturally smooth

and easy, and requires little assistance from roan: for the most part it

ascends gentle acclivities out of one river basin and descends gentle

declivities into another—from the Saros valley into that of the Ehurman
Su which flows to the Jihan, and from the latter to the head waters of

a stream flowing to the Tokhma Su, and eventually to the Euphrates.

Thus, near the village of Bash Uren no less important a watershed is

crossed than that between the Mediterranean and the Persian Qulf.

The Avshar villages cease as soon as the eastern plateau is reached

and the Akja Kurds begin. The latter, however, do not monopolise

this region, for many villages either partly or wholly Armenian are

met with, especially on the upper waters of the Tokhma Su, where

they were founded in the eleventh century, when the Armenians

migrated in great mimbers from Greater Armenia towards the west

and south. Circassians also have strayed southwards from (Jzun Taila

and inhabit a few villages north of the Gyurun road : and there is a

sprinkling of nondescripts who call themselves Turks and are probably

Turkmans, inhabiting one or two villages east of Gyurun, e.g. Eizil

Gyurun, and many in the valley of the Tokhma Su and the depression

between Derende and Albistan.

The Kurds,* who are found in such numbers in the triangle of

which Malatia is the apex, and the Tokhma Su, the Taurus, and Bimboa

Dagh the sides, are for the most part orthodox Sunni Musulmans (at least

in name)y whereas the Eurds who possess the mountains east of Sivas

from Divrik to Shabhan Kara Hissar are Shiite, and included by the

Turks with other heretics under the generic term of contempt, Kizil-haeh.

The last-named Eurds have retained their tribal organisation more com-

pletely than their congeners south of the Tokhma Su, and are regarded

as more intractable and dangerous. Not that much good has ever beeu

said of the Anti-Taurus Kurds : Sterrett calls those settled between Arga

and the Tokhma Su " an inhospitable, murderous set of filthy villains "

;

* See Ainsworth's account of these Kurds, ' TraTcls,' vol. i. p. 249.

3 B 2
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and all the Turkish villagers in tho Anti-Taurus give their EurdiHh

neighbourH a bad name. For our own pa: ., >vo experienced both in

1890 and 1801 more spontaneous hospitality ut tuoir hands than at thoso

of any Turk, and were always delighted with the courtesy, intelligence,

and fair dealing of our hosts. Wo have slept in their houses, camped

near their villaj^cs or among their tents, and been dependent on them

for food for many days : it is true that ou one occasion they attacked

one of our servants when separated from us, and I have heard a hey

stigmatise his own tribesmen as " thieves to a man " ; but, on tho

whole, our experience has been that they trust and delight to honour a

European who treats them courteously, docs not allow his guards (if ho

has any) to hector or rob them, and is not accompanied by their pet

aversion, a Circassian.

They retain, indeed, some measure of tribal organisation, for almofit

every village is ruled by its own agha or beij, and they are essentially

nomadic in their habits. Owing to the great elevation of their plateaux,

on which snow lies for five months or more, their houses are generally

either sunk many foot below the level of the ground, or, where the rock

is soft, hollowed out in tho hill-sides. It is not until a night is spent in

one of their houses that the traveller discovers that what appears to

be a little group of small log-huis on a slopo is really a veritable

ant-hill.

A lew villages of true Kizil-baBh Kurds undoubtedly exist in this

distric*, shunned and despised by their neighbours : Kara Kuyu, about

eight miles west of Gyurun, is an instance ; and we noticed exceedingly

unorthodox traits in the religious beliefs of Kurds in the valley of tha

Gyuk Sa and on the southern slopo of Taunis above Marash. The former

set up wooden crosses over new graves, and tie three rug dolls to tho

cross-bar to receive tho spirit of tho deceased person. One of these dolls

I secured, and have presented to the Pitt-Kivers Collection in Oxford.

The latter certainly oflFer animals and fruits on stone altars, and their

hojcts are priests of a more primitive faith than Islam.

The northern route forks at Urtulu, one road going by the valley of

the Khurman Su to Yarpuz and Albistan (this was traversed by

Sterrett *), the other continuing duo east to Gyurun. We followed tho

latter, and I give mugh estimates of the mileage along it from tho

Saros :

—

18 Khurman Su at Akdere yaila (Kurd).

22 Bush Urcn (Kurd and Armenian).

29 WntorBhtil of Tokhma Su valley.

32 Kara Kuyu (Kizilbash Kurd).

— Koiyere.

1| Koiyere yRiln.

3 Edge of plateau.

5 Porrot (liurd).

8 Urtulu (Kurtl).

12} Bozuk (Kurd).

15 Watershed of Khurman vuUcy.

34 Kizil Gyurun (Turk).

39 Gyurun, 4950 feet.

* 'Epigraph. Journey,' pp. 290 302 30(j.
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Gyurun •—Ptolemy's Gauraina—is a clean, well-built town, extend-

ing, with its suburbs, about five miles down the narrow valley of the

Tokhma Su, which descends to the town from the north through a very

narrow gorge. The course of the river is marked for miles by gardens,

whose beauty is enhanced by the treeless aridity of the neighbouring

hilli) ; the water-supply never fails, even in the hottest summer. The
inhabitants are about 10,000 in number, mainly Armenians, but in-

oluding a considerable moiety of Musulmans, orthodox and heretical.

Owing to the proximity of Uzun Yaila, Circassian influence is pre-

dominant.

Two notable " Hittite " inscriptions, seo' v Sir C. Wilson in 1879, ar
•

«arved on the rock near the point wheit le Tokhma Su emerges from

its narrow gorge. The triangle east of Bimboa Dagh is a land of the

" Hittites," and must have been the seat of a remarkable civilisation in

«arly times. At the Falanga chiftik, not far from Derende, we found, in

1891, an archaic statue with an incised "Hittite" legend running round

it, and a smiU basaltic lion is built into a wall hard by: a few miles

south two ' irge lions, first seen by Yon Vincke,! stand in a roadside

cemetery, cue site, perhaps, of a forgotten palace : and one of the most

curious monuments of the " Hittite " class stood for long in a graveyard

near Izgin, and has now been conveyed to Albistan, namely, a stono

wedge about nine feet high, inscribed on all fuur sides. News has

reached us lately of the discovery at Malatia of a monument of the

same type with incised inscription; and, doubtless, the Kurdish

mountains and the Euphrates valley will yield others when thoroughly

explored.^

The southern route leaves the river at Eemer, and passing through

Yalak (where a road from Shahr comes in), rounds the southern end of

the main chain of Bimboa Dagh, crossing a depression which separates

the chain from the foot-hills of Taurus, and descends to Eeklik Oglu,

And thence through a Circassian district to the valley of the Oyuk Su.

The river itself is reached at Gyuksun, the chief town of this district,

an modem as in ancient times. It is a semi-troglodyte town of 300

dwellings, excavated for the most part in the soft rock of an isolated hill

which rises out of the plain : twenty-eight of its families are Armenian

Christians, the rest call themselves Turks, but vary little in type or

• Ainsworth, p. 239.

t Sterrett, by somo confusion, ascribes tho discovery of those lions to Von Moltke.

Tho latter never mentions them in his ' Letters,' and Ritter quotes Von Yincke when he

<lcacribes them.

X The " Hittiie " monuments, found by us in the Anti-Taurus region in 1891, have

been published in the ' Becueil des Travaux relatifs a la Philologie,' &e., edited by Prof.

Masp^ro, as a sequel to the paper on the Tyanean monuments, &c., published prev' «'jly

in that journal by Prof. Ramsay and myself.
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habits from the AvBhar and Eurds in their neighbourhood.* It is a

niiMrable ant>hill of a town, out of the line of trade, and robbed of the

fruits of its rich valley by the Gircasdians whom the Ottoman Govern-

ment has allowed to settle about it.t The Circassian villages north of

Gyuksun are tho earliest settlements made by this raoe in the Anti-

Taurus, and under the rule of three feudal beys, Mehemet, Mahmoud,
and Tahar, prosper exceedingly and overawe the Turks and Christians,

and even the local officials. Having stipulated for immunity from

interference, these beys keep their tribesmen quiet and enjoy (com-

paratively speaking) a good reputation. East of Gyuksun, however,

a large bumber of Circassian villages have been founded more recently,

of which the principal is Funduk on the right bank of the Gyuk Su,

for whose inhabitants no one, Musulmau or Christian, has a good word

;

they beset, the Albistan road, they rob the older Turkman and Kurd

villages which dcour at intervals on the left bank of the river, and

murder with comparative impunity those who resist:—^'* Just a hard

lot " was the verdict passed upon them by an American mission lady who
has passed many years in travelling about this wild district. Their

villages continue right down to the junction of the Gyuk Su with the

Jihan, and they are , i^ continual collision with the Zeitunli and Hajinli

Armenians.

It would not be fair to say that the Ottoman (javemment makes no

attempt to keep these unruly strangers in order—the fact that we foimd

fhe prison at Albistan full of them proves the contrary—but no one can

toftert that with the small force at its disposal it can cope adequately

with so large a body of tribesmen, strong, insubordinate, and re-

Bourceful. The Armenians themselves believe that .these vigorous

Musulmans have been imported to be a menace to themselves, and

that much is overlooked on condition that they watch and harass the

Zeitunlis. I do not know how &x this is true, nor whether the Gov-

ernment is really cognisant of the outrages committed by Circassians.

I'dnly call attention to the fact that during the past twenly-five

yeiars very large bodies of Caucasian immigrants have been admitted

into eastern Asia Minor, and distributed among the Atmenians without

any adequate provision being made for the restraining Of their natural

ferocity and predatory habits. Consequently every high road from the

Gulf of Iskenderun to the Black Sea has become unsafe, and brigandage

is carried even into the towns, as was shown recently by an outrage com-

mitted in the middle of Samsun, the chief port of the Black Sea littoral.

r'.PThBj ate donbtless of the Turkman race who bep;an to invade this port of the

Taums about the twelfth century ; they were then a purely nomadio race, living in

ytdku (Yaghram of Edeua, he. $upra, p. 666).

t Oyokaun nhowe little nowadays of such civilisation as that seen by Tndebodius

(' I^t de Ja. Itin.' th. iv.), who oalls it "qniednm civitas nomine Goxon, in qua eiab

iii^Tima nbextas, atque stipata omnibus bonis qua nobis erant necetsaria."
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From Gyuksun two roads lead eastward, one by the south bank of

the river direct to Albistan, the other to Yarpuz keeping some distance

to the north of the Gynk Su under the southern slope of a low range
which, springing from the Bimboa Dagh, runs parallel with the Taurus
as far as the Elhurman Su, and encloses on the south the rolling plateau

described above in connection with the northern road to Gyurun. The road

crosses three affluents of the Gyuk Su, and continuing north-east (while

the river bends rather south of east), crosses a low chain, the Atlas Dagh,
into the valley of an affluent of the Ehurman Su, at whose head-waters

is situated Yarpuz, the ancient Arabissos, once important, butnow robbed

of all trade by Albistan,* 18 miles to the south-eastward. The inhabi-

tants are true Turks with a few Armenians—one and all wretchedly

poor and living in a collection of ill-built huts. I have seen no town
or village in Asiatic Turkey wherein the conditions of life were less

agreeable.

Some miles before reaching it, trees cease, and a bare, rolling

country, all too familiar to travellers in central Cappadocia, stretches

towards the horizon, relieved only by a distant prospect of the forests

and snows of Beirut Dagh on the south, and the rank vegetation of the

marsh in which the Sogutli Irmak, the Ehurman Su, the Jihan, and

the Gyuk Su meet. The most remarkable feature on the road is an

immense source a mile west of Izgin, where a number of streams of icy

water slide out from under arid rooks, and form a large pond, beside

which nomads pitch their tents in summer; the pond discharges a

large volume of water into the Ehurman Su just before its junction

wiUi the Jihan, and like all the springs in this region, is full of small

trout.

Albistan is situated on the Jihan itself about two miles below its

main source, at the southern end of an extensive plain which contracts

gradually to the northward, and forms a clearly marked depression

between the western plateau of Bimboa Dagh, and the hills which divide

the valleys of Jihan and Euphrates. The town is mainly Armenian,

but strongly garrisoned as an outpost against Zeitun. Its 1500 houses

are well built, and its bazar$ large and busy, but its development is

hindered by the notorious unhealthiness of its situation, due doubtless

to the neighbouring marsh.

The southern valleys of Anti-Taurus contain the most remarkable

remains of a Boman military frontier road which exist in Asia Minor.

The roadway is so well preserved, and the milestones so numerous, that

* Albistan is mentioned several times under the name of Ablastha by Armenian his-

torians ((B.g. Matthew cf Edessa, p. 261, ed. Dulaurier), but not before the eleventh

century. It was held by the Franks 1097-1105. In 1154 it was cnlled the capital of

Dchahan (Jihan), and was ceded by Kilij Arslun in 1161 to Yakub Arslan. (See

Dulaurier, intr. p. xlv. Arm. toL of ' Recueil des Hist, des Croisades' ; and also Paul of

Aleppo in * Travels of Macarius,* p. 450.)
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I have thought it worth while to subjoin to thia paper a detailed

aooount and map of the road in the valleys of the Saros and Qyuk Su.

The following table gives approximate distances and altitudes on the

southern road from Shahr to Albistan.*

Mile*. Feet. Deg.F.—.
^

Shahb.

S •• Kemer (Avflhar) 55G0 24-50 61

8i • • Yalak , , , ,, ,,

12} • • Watershed of Oyuk Sa . . .

.

6569 23-65 • »

13 • • Keklik Oglu (Kurd) .. .. 6215 23-95 • a

17 .. Tahar Bei Koi (Gircaasian) • • • • • >

17J aa Mahmad Bei Koi „ ,, • • ,,

20 ,, Mehemet Bei Koi ,. • • • • • •

24* • • Gtcksun (Turkman and Arm.) • • .. • •

89 • • Kanli Kavak (Turkman) .. • . .. ..

43} • • Karaman Oglu „ 5028 24-90 48

48 .. Giroasaian village (new) 5375 24-75 ..

f>7 .. Yabpcz (Turk and Ann.) .. 4865 25-20 80

6G .. Izgin(Turk) .. .. ..

75 • Albistan 4100 (?) *• ••

.',
'

--'

"
: Vi'

< ^'w i PART II. - • t'T- J

THE MILITARY ROAD FROM CAKSAREA TO MEUTENE ON THE EUPHRATES. ,r

By D. G. HoQARTH.

Professor W. M. Bahsay states, in his * Historical Geography of Asia

Minor,' f that " the backbone of the Boman road system is the great

road from Ephesus to the East," which Strabo % describes on the authority

of Artemidorus. Eastward of Caesarea, Strabo tells us briefly that it

passed by " Herphae " to the Euphrates, and finally reached Tomisa ; and

we have to supply from modem exploration the exact course followed in

the mountainous region of the Anti-Taurus.

Fortunately, however, this can be done, not because Artemidorus'

Koivii oSos has been better preserved to the east of Caesaroa than to the

west, but because the last section of it was transformed into a great Boman
military road, when Cappadocia had become a frontier province, looking

across the Euphrates to the east, where Boman influence extended but

a short way beyond the points of the legionaries' pikes. Armenia—

a

hotbed of intrigue and disturbance, even when nominally under Borne

—

and Parthia, the stronghold of the avowed rivals of the masters of the

West, could either of them throw an army into Cappadocia at short

notice ; and, as soon as the emperors found that no scientific or assured

* The shortest road does not touch Kemer, but goes direct from Shahr to Yalak.

t Page 49. „ , J Pago 663. ,,.,,-,.
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frontier was to be found farther eaat, tHe Eophrates was fortified with a

line of standing camps, connected by military roads.

Much of this great line of defence needs further exploration before it

can be adequately described ; but one, and a most important, part of it,

of which remarkable traces still exist, has now been partially explored,

namely, the road which connected Melitene, the central point of the

Euphrates lines, with Caesarea-Mazaca, ran under the northern face

of the Taurus, and commanded the heads of the passes through its

eastern ranges. The section of this road which lies between Caesarea

and the Anti-Taurus has not yet been examined carefully by anyone

trained to follow the line of an old highway; but it is probable

that not much trace of it will be found in a district continuously

inhabited and frequently cultivated. No sooner, however, does the

traveller emerge from the Kuru Chai Pass into the valley of the Saros,

than the old road appears visible to his eyes as a low embankment
running over smooth and rough ground, now lost in a marsh or broken

by a torrent's bed but soon found again ; ruined bridges mark the

points where it crossed the river; groups of milestones lie embedded by
the track, or stand in wayside graveyards; and hardly a village in

the valleys of the Saros or Gyuk Su does not possess some records of

the Roman road-makers. The causes of the preservation of the road are

to be sought in the character of the ground over which it runs—^not

near enough to the hills to su£fer from landslips, or to the rivers to be

washed by floods ; and in the fact, which is patent (though its cause

is obscure), that these valleys were never thickly inhabited, and indeed

had been almost deserted for some time before the Kurds, Avshars, and

Circassians, who now inhabit them, appeared upon the scene. The two

races last mentioned have invaded this district within the past thirty

years, the tenure of the Kurds (offshoots of the "Akja" Kurds,

settled between Arga and Albistan,) is probably not older than the

century, and there do not appear to be half a dozen villages in the

Anti-Taurus of a date earlier than the advent of these peoples. To the

possible causes of this paucity of inhabitants I shall recur later in

dealing with the history of the road.

For more than 65 Boman miles, from the southern end of the Kuru
Chai to the crossing of the Khurman Su at Izgin (see map), the old

roadway can be traced with few interruptions, and its milestones read.

It is lost for a time in the deep plain of the Jihan, but the due
may be picked up again in the valley of the Sogutli Irmak, which is

crossed by a bridge, a solitary pier of which stands at Giaur Uren. It

is said to become evident again near Arga, on the eastern side of the

Kurdish hills, but we cannot speak of it there from personal observation.

We propose to describe, in the present article, the section from the

Saros to the Sogutli Irmak. The milestones discovered upon it are

perhaps the most perfect series known ; and certainly of no Boman road
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in Asia Minor of equal length is so muoh visible evidenoe in existence.*

From this one section, so singularly preserved to our days, we can know
how the most important military road in Asia was engineered, constructed,

and repaired.

We may claim to be the first travellers who have traced the actual

line of the road by its visible remains, and fixed the mile stations

along it. Professor J. B. S. Sterrett followed its general course in 1884,

and read a number of its milestones,! some having been discovered

already by Mr. Clayton in 1881 and Professor W. M.'Bamsay in 1882.|

In 1890 the latter was still uncertain whether the road crossed to the

Saros valley by the Yedi Oluk Pass or no ; but he settled that point in

the negative by traversing the defile itself and the upper Saros valley,

and finding no trace of the road ; while in the following year we found

a bridge over the Saros at Kemer, which made assurance doubly sure

that the road descended from the Euru Chai. The notes on which the

following paper is based were taken mainly in 1891 ; a few milestones

are published from our discoveries in 1890.

it'"

A.—Deacrijption of the Botul.

i-i^'i

^' We take up the road at the point where it reaches the right

bank of the Saros, after a long and tortuous descent from the defiles of

the western range of Anti-Taurus, whose foot-hills rise abruptly from

the river bank itself. The Euru Chai, by which it crosses the mountains,

is not a difficult pass : even at the present day wheeled vehicles can

traverse it in spite of the fact that there is no made road ; and it is

reckoned distinctly easier than either of the principal defiles north or

south—^the Yedi Oluk and the Gez Bel—through both of which we took a

light waggon in 1890. The western Anti-Taurus is a barrier far more

formidable in appearance than reality : seen either from the west or

east, its long serrated ridge, crowned- by crags whose summits are from

9000 to 10,000 feet above sea-level, promises difficulties of no ordinary

kind ; but on a nearer approach to any of the three great passes, long

valleys are found to lead by moderate gradients to low depressions

in the main ridge, which close inspection shows to consist rather of

small separate mountain groups than of one continuous chain—a fact

recognised in the multiplicity of names, Eara Eilisse, Elgeran, Dede,

* The vonderful road from Olba to the Cilician coast is in more perfect preservation

still, but it is not above 25 miles in length, so far as we could see in 1890. It is quite

possible, however, that it could be traced for many miles north of Olba in the direction

of OoTopissus (Kestel).

t See his ' Epigraphical Journey in AsiaMinor ' (Papers of Amer. School at Athens,

ToL ii.), pp. 240/., and the Supplement to vol. iii. of the 'Corpus Inscr. Lat.,' part i.

pp. 1252^.

t See ' Bulletin deCorr.HelWnique,'vii., pp. 144/. ' -'"i ' '"^ i^^ -i-
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Bei Dagh, and bo forth—^bestowed on the range by the modem in*

habitants of the locality, in contrast to the unbroken chain east of

the SaroB, which] bears but one title, Bimboa Dagh. The highest

and steepest crags of the western range rise to the south of the Kuru
Ohai, behind the site of ancient Comana, forming a grand background

to the view across the strait gorge in which lie the ruins of the holy

city.

The exact point at which the Saros was crossed is still marked by
the ruins of a Boman bridge at Eemer, a village of newly-settled

Avshars. The river, though swift, is not deep here, and is fordable in

summer : its width is not more than 25 feet, which the bridge used to

cross in two spans. The arch abutting on the left bank remains almost

intact, together with the approach from that side : it afforded a roadway

10 feet wide, and is built of large limestone blocks laid four abreast

without mortar. Bemains of a stone parapet appear in the approach,

but all trace of it and of the roadway has vanished on the aroh. A
pier rests on a rock in mid-stream ; on the right bank the abutment

of the aroh only remains. The level of the Saros at this point is 5560'

feet above sea-level.

From the bridge the course of the road lies at first S.E., round the base

of an isolated hill on the right. For some distance no sign of the road-

way itself can be traced in the cultivated tract near the village ; but two

miles from the river the traveller begins to perceive a low embankment,

running now on the right, now on the left of his track. Baised a few

inches above the general level, it is further marked by the different

colour of the herbage growing on its surrace, and by the stones—remains

of the nucleus—with which it is thickly strewn. Now and then larger

" confining " blocks can be seen on either side at the edge of the em>

bankment. The road runs along the bottom of the broad valley of an

insignificant tributary of the Saros, a mile or two from the western base

of the Bimboa Dagh, and for eight Boman miles lies in plain country,

cultivated but recently in rare patches by the nomadic villagers of

Yalak and Kara Eiliese. The line of the agger is consequently preserved

with little interruption throughout this valley.

The graveyard of Eemer is full of Boman milestones, bnt none are

tn tiiu, although, as I shall try to prove later, a mile station, the

ISlst from Melitene, stood at or near the village, probably at one

end of the bridge over the Saros. The first group which is unmistak-

ably tn ntu * occurs two miles on, where, at a point on the right of the

ancient track, we found six inscribed stones, lying almost wholly buried,

and spent several hours in unearthing and deciphering them. Five bear

the numeral 149 in Greek, or Greek and Latin, the remaining one being

* The 152nd group, six in number, was still tn situ as lato aa 1882 ; but three of its

•tones had been removed before 1890.
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a mere fragment. The stones on this leotion are all of rough limestone,

ronnded, about 7 feet high, and from 1 foot 3 inches to 1 foot 6 inches

in diameter. Thoy are generally shaped to a rude point at the top.

About three feet of the stone were embedded in the soil, and the

lettering begins close to the top, except in the case of certain stones

of Septimiua Severus, whose inscription was often arranged in long lines

almost encircling the stone. The numeral, always most deeply cut, is

usually divided by a clear space from the rest of the text ; next to it in

«ice and depth of cutting ranks the initial IMFCAES. As 80 per

oent., however, of the stones on this road bear two inscriptions at least,

one superscribed over the other, it is often difficult to determine how the

original text was out. Bed pigment was doubtless used to throw up
the lettering.*

The road-embankment {agger) is uniformly about 10 feet wide, and

•till slopes slightly towards the crown in the more perfect sections

east of Eanli Eavak. It thus conforms to Yitruvius' f rule that the

digger should have a foutigium . , . . tn pedes denos digitos bino$. The
surface of the most perfect section which we saw was composed of

small stones hammered down, and confined by larger lateral blocks ;|
underneath was a layer of rough boulders, large and small, probably

thatutcleua of Yitruvius, Which, in the case of an elaborately-constructed

road, was laid on a foundation of solid masonry {statumen), itself rest-

ing on a bed of some loose substance, such as straw. We nowhere

«aw any trace of this statumen, nor again of any upper pavement of flat

blocks—the tumtna crutta—familiar to those who have seen remains of

Boman roads in Italy or elsewhere.

" Flag " pavement is so commonly considered an essential part and

token of a Boman road that a few words must be said about the prob-

ability of its having been laid originally on Severus' road. The fact

that we never saw a single inch of such a pavement, even on sections

where the agger is in almost perfect preservation, is no way conclusive

ihsA it never existed ; for, if milestones have been carried nearly twenty

miles from their stations to serve for modem head8tone8,§ a fortiori the

email paving stones might have been stripped off entirely by peasants

in want of building material. Yillages, tbough not numerous in the

valleys of the Saros and Gyuk Sn, are still not insufficient, when
combined with the towns of Gj'uksun and A.lbistan, to account for the

total disappearance of an upper pavement.

The fact, however, that the surface is perfectly " dressed " at the

<* On a milestone of Hadrian, found by us at Ashkhar, on the road from Sebastea

to Nicopolis, the red pigment is now as bright in the letters as the day it was first

applied.

t vii- i-

i "Marginet," of. Llvy, xli. 27. -^

§ E.g. from near YaltJc to Gyuksun, sec 141 i., infra. ..4 .

1
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preaent day between the confining marginei, and ahowB no trace of

haying carried an upper layer, distinotly snggests that the road was
" macadamised ; " in fact, coated with glarea, nut ailex or lapU. That
many Boman roads, more especially outside the towns, were so finished,

appears from several passages in ancient authors, notably Livy, xli.,

27, who says of the censors, Q. Fulvius Flaccus and A. Post. Albinus,

that they were the first to put out to contract via$ $temenda$ tiliee in

urhe, glarea extra urbem eubatruendaa margtnandaeque, TJlpian * draws
a similar distinction in speaking uf viae terrenae, or mere cross tracks.

It is unlawful, he says, tn viam terrenam glaream injicere : aut atemere

viam lapide quae terrena ait, vel contra lapide atratam terrenam'faeere ; and
TibuUuB t mentions both kinds of roadway in Etruria :

—

"Namque opibua eongesta tuts hie glarea dura

Sternitur, hie apta jungitur arte silex."

Tbe roads paved with ailex were naturally those least easily destroyed,

and therefore are observed most often nowadays. The above passages,

however, prove the existence of an inferior system of paving, and it must
be allowed that the present condition of Severus' road suggests that

(thanks to the deserted state in which the Anti-Taurus valleys have
been for a long period) a rare instance of an agger paved with glarea

has been preserved to us.

Two more milestone groups were passed on the right of the track

before the village of Yalak is reached. A group stood in or near the

village itself, represented by two stones in the graveyard. Tbe
villagers are Avshars, not long arrived in the district, and prone, after

the manner of their race, to mark graves with upright poles or chunks

of timber rather than stones. The rapid disappearance rf the forests,

however, will soon effect a change in this usage. Continue ur^ its course

southwards, tbe ancient road gradually approaches the eaBi^rn range,

beginning to rise perceptibly, until after four miles it bends south-east-

ward, and zigzags up to the summit of a low pass, which intervenes

between the southern end of Bimboa Dagh and the rough hills, whidi

trend away south-westward to the Saros. This is the watershed between

the latter river and the basin of the Jihan. The summit crossed is 6570

feet above sea-level, and the Bimboa Uagh rises fully 3000 feet more on

the left. In the pass, and for several miles beyond it, the old track is

conspicuous. It appears as a " dyke " of loose stones, from which all

<' dressing " has disappeared, and at a point two miles south of Eeklik

Oglu, where broken country has to be crossed, it becomes a very

* TJlgest, xliii. 11. De via pubh et itin. pM. reficiendo.'

t Meg. i. 7, 59. I owe these quotations to Bergier's somewhat prolix monograph
published in 1665-

pp. 246, eto.

-'Histoire des Grands Chemins de I'Empire Bomaine,' vol. i.
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ooniiderable embankment from two to four or five feet high. Milestone

groups in «tlu—the 137th and 186th—occur at, and a mile beyond, the

Knrdish hamlet of Keklik Ogln, a troglodyte nettlement of dwellings

mainly hollowed out of soft rock, and furnished with wooden porches.

The fall to the valley of the Qyuk Su is more rapid than the ascent

from the Saros, and consequently gullies and broken country are

encountered more frequently. Owing, probably, to this fact, we lost all

traoe of the road for many miles from a point three miles south of

Keklik Ogln, with the exception of a doubtful section near Mehemet
Bei Eoi. About its general direction, however, between the rough

hills which enclose the stream flowing down from the pass, nature

has left no possibility of doubt. From this part of the road the

milestones have been carried in large numbers to Gyuksun, one of the

oldest settlements in this district, and we found very few on the road.

A highly crystallised, but not durable, limestone is found in this

neighbourhood, and the stones made of it are of less diameter than those

of coarser material. They have the double disadvantage of being less

deeply inscribed owing to their original hardness, and of having rotted

on the surface, to counterbalance the doubtful advantage of a somewhat

more finished appearance.

In the deep marshy plain of Gyuksun no trace of the roadway is to

be expected. The three cemeteries of the town contain nearly a score

of milestones, most of which, to judge by their weathered appearance,

have stood there for centuries. The town—anciently Cocusns—stands

at or near the 126th station. It is a semi-troglodyte settlement, hol-

lowed out of an isolated hill, and inhabited by a dark race, who dress

like Avshars, but call themselves Turks. The majority are probably

Turkmans.* Mixed with them now are many Circassians, and a few

Armenians, the latter numbering twenty-eight as against about three

hundred Moslem families. The place is a petty administrative centre,

the seat of a mudir, and has a small and ill-supplied bazar. To judge

by numerous fragments of cornice and mouldings in the cemeteries and

houses, it was anciently a well-built town.f Several inscriptions of the

Byzantine period have been published by Sterrett, and we copied a few

more in 1891.

Cocusus is the most southerly point touched by the road. Thence it

turns E.N.E. down the Gyuk Sn, keeping high up on the slopes left of the

stream, which flows on the right side of its valley close under the rugged

foot-hills of the Taurus. The fine views of the great mountain wall,

especially of the snowy cliffs of Beirut Dagh, and the broken wooded

valley, make the section from Gyuksun to Tarpuz the most picturesque

part of the road.

* See infra, p. 718. The Avshars themselves, it must be;romarked, aie a " Turkish "

noe.

t ^9' in 1097 (ef. the aoooont quoted, supra, p. 676, and infra, p. 718). ] . ^ ^^. ..,.

.
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For ten milea after leaving QyuksTin the traveller will look in vain

for the ancient roadway, for the Gyuksualis and the CircauianB, lately

settled in villages on the right of the road, have cultivated all this part

of the valley and obliterated the traok. Pouihly in autumn its line

might be traced here and there : we passed in summer, when the com
was standing thick and high. Throe groups of milestones, however,

will bo found at 40 min., 1 hr. 5 min., and 1 hr. 40 min. respeotively

from Oyuksun.* It is impossible to be sure that any of these stones

are in situ, for, unlike the groups between Kemer and Yalak, they stand

in modern roadside graveyards. It is very probable, however, that the

graveyards (near which no traces of villages exist) have grown up
round the groups, the peasants being attracted by the mysterious

sanctity of old " written stones " or simply by the convenience of having

headstones ready to their hand. The great weight of the stones would

dispose them to carry the dead to the stone rather than the stone to the

dead. Once a graveyard has been formed, then other stones are brought

from a distance. The transportation, however, of these stones over long

distances is so common ] that it is not safe to assert positively that the

graveyards between Gyuksun and Kanli Eavak were formed round mile-

stone groups, without more accurate measurements of distance than the

pace of a horse or native reckoning by hours afford. At a rough

estimate these cemeteries are not far from the 124th, 123rd, and 12lBt

stations respectively ; but it is impossible to be more precise.

The 118th station was almost certainly where the cemetery of

Eanli Eavak is situated now. It formed the nucleus round which the

peasants of the village, a mile to the north, began to bury and collect

other stones from all sides, till over twenty-five milestones stand at this

day, proclaiming the names and titles of Boman emperors over nameless

Turkman dead.

The valley, which so far has been open and cultivated, now becomes

narrow, and often broken by gullies running down to the Gyuk Su.

The ancient road runs about half a mile to the north of the modem
track for more than three miles, passing a cemetery full of stones from

.
the 115th station. Close to the 114th (whose stones are tn situ near a

Circassian hamlet in the Dunyat Bel) it rejoins the modem horse-roaci,

and is once more plainly visible. The 113th station is almost wholly-

buried by earth-slips, but one stone remains—the last we were to find

until we reached Yarpuz. ;^ ai.,%.

Crossing a considerable stream, the traveller enters broken, pine-clad

foot-hills, on whose slopes the old road can be seen more plainly than

anywhere else. In the ease of its gradients, the bluntness of its curves,

* See Sterrett, le.

t Kg. at Gyuksun there ia a stone from the Hist station which has been con-
' Teyed 15 miles ; and apparently one has been carried fW>m the S8th station to

AlUstan, about 25 nules.
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nod the condition of iti surface (though unpaved), it ii far luperior to

the modern track beside it, and if cleared of bruahwood, would make an

araba road without fVirther expenditure of labour, except in a fow placet

where torrents have cut through it. After a course of five or six miles

over the foot-hills the road emerges on a baro plateau, over which, still

plainly visible at intervals, it runs towards Yarpuz, and is lost at last

in the sharp descent to the town itself.

A stone from the 100th station was found by Sterrett at Ziyaret

Serai, a village some distance north of the road, and three miles west of

Yarpuz ; but neither he nor wo could discover what had become of the

rest of the stones from sixteen stations. Some are doubtless buried

under earth-slips or silt ; more, perhaps, were carried long ago to Yarpuz

and built into walls. Only two are to be seen in the cemetery there,

and we searched diligently but unsuccessfully for others in the houscM

and courtyards.

Yarpuz—anciently Arabissus—now a mean little town, inhabited by a

few Armenians and many Turkish families of old standing, was formerly

the most important place on the road between Caesarea and the

Euphrates—an importance to which nothing but a few Byzantine

epitaphs and mouldings remain to testify. Here a great road from

Sebastea, and an alterhative route vid Ftanadaris from Ariarathia and

Caesarea, joined the main arter}', while the road into the great pass of

the Jihan turned off southwards a few miles to the east, and was

controlled from Arabissus.

From Arabissus the road bends S.E. for four miles, turning again

E.N.E. at a point marked by a small graveyard, in which stand three

milestones, probably part of or brought from the 04th station. For

three miles beyond this point the old roadway, lost since Arabissus, can

be seen once more on the left of the modern track. It runs down a

stony treeless valley towards the plain of Albistan, and a mile west of

Izgin skirts the head of a great spring or group of springs, which well

out from under limestone hillocks and collect into a large pond before

flowing to the Khurman Su.

All trace of the ancient roadway is lost finally before Izgin is

reached. In the deep marsh which fringes the Jiban it has probably

long ago sunk many feet down, nor should we have succeeded in picking

it up on the eastern side of the plain but for the ruins of a bridge over

the Sogutli Irmak at Qiaur Uren. These consist only of the rubble

core of a pier on the right bank, and traces of an abutment on the left.

Perhaps the 76th station stood at the bridge. At Demirjilik, two miles

down the stream, are two milestones, both illegible, and ten at least have

been conveyed to Albistan, but one and all deliberately, though not

quite successfully, defaced.

We spent a whole day trying to pick up the clue again beyond

Qiaur Uren, but failed. The bare hills are crossed nowadays only
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hj ibeep-track*, and thero is nothing to indnoe the trayeller to prefer

one naked valley to another. None but a few nomad Eurdi^ ill-

acquainted with the district, roam here in aummer; and we could

extract no information from them. The exiatenoe, however, of the

bridge at Giaur Uren proves that Prof. W. M. Ramsay was right

(* Hist. Geog. of A. M.,' p. 273) in concluding that the road took the

direct line by the Sogutli Irmak valley to Arga, and not the more
southerly modem route from Albistan to Malatia, on which Sterrett

failed to find any ancient traces.* The track followed by Mi^or

Bennett f due east over the Kurdish hills is now completely disueed,

but no doubt represented until recent times the last section of the

Roman road to the Euphrates.

There must have been a bridge over the Ehurman Su east of Isgin,

but we saw no trace of it.| Except at Gyuksun and Yarpuz there are

hardly any signs of an ancient site on the road ; even at Kemer, whioh
FrofesBor Ramsay identifies with Sirica, there is hardly anything

remaining. Osdara and Dandaxina, the other stations recorded between

the Khurman Sn and the Euphrates, either were further east than our

journey extended (as Prof. Ramsay places them) or have disappeared.

At a site called Seraijik, about five miles soalh of the road, at the

entrance to the defile whioh conducts from Gyuksun to Marash, is a
graveyard full of Byzantine remains—perhaps those of Callipolis, passed

by Basil in 880 on his march from Cocusus to Germauicia—and

numerous Byzantine (or Armenian) mouldings, columns, etc., exist at

Buyuk Yapalak, north of Albistan, and about six miles ofi* the line of

the road. The situation seems too remote from the direct route to be

that of Osdara, and no other Byzantine town is recorded as having

been situated in this district. i- i; < r i •

B.—The Mileatonea.

The mile stations on ithe map appended have been determined by the

position of certain groups found in situ. These are the 152nd, 149th,

148th, and 147th, at all of which the stones lie by the roadside at the

proper mile intervals, and not in cemeteries; also the 136th, to which

the same description applies; the 115th, which, though in a cemetery,

is proved to be practically in situ by the recurrence of the same numeral

;

the 114th and 113th, which still lie beside the road. These are fixed

* ' Epigraph. Journey,' p. 298. It is perbai^ worth recording that an old Albistan

zttltieh asserted to nie that a paved road existed a short distonco west of Arga.

t ' Hist. Geog.,' p. 273.

X The modem track, however, making for Albistan, probably runs a good deal to

the south of the ancient, and the old bridge should be looked for higher iip the stream

than Izgin.

VOL. m.—PART. V. 3C
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points from which inferences can he drawn safely, and thus we reckon

that such stones in the cemetery at Eemer as bear the numeral 151

have been moved a few yards only ; those in the cemetery at Yalak

are from the neighbouring 146th station ; those at Eeklik Oglu from

the 137th, which must have been in the modem village ; those at

Kanli Eavak have been collected round the original group of the

118th station. The question of road-side cemeteries has been discussed

above : if it is conceded that they have grown up round pre-ezistent

groups, then representatives of the 131st, 124th, 123rd, 121st, and 94th

stations are probably in situ.

The shape, size, material, and style of cutting have been described

above. The numerals are reckoned from Melitene, the caput viae,

near the left bank of the Euphrates, where Legio XII. Fulminata

was stationed. Modem Malatia is not very near the Euphrates,

but the older town, deserted in 1840, is much nearer to the river

bank.*

The stones, up to the present moment found and deciphered, belong

to the reigns of ten emperors, ranging from Septimius Severus to

Diocletian and Maximian. A great number of stones bear no numeral

—a fact about which mistake is not likely to occur, as that part

of an inscription is most deeply cut, and therefore best preserved. A
considerable number of stones are not inscribed at all, and a v^ry

large proportion have been used twice or thrice, to the sorrow of the

modem epigraphist. On the whole, most respect has been shown by

subsequent lapicides to the stones set up by Septimius Severus. Of

later emperors, Gordian and Philip seem to have used most new stones,

or to have had previous inscriptions most thoroughly erased. The last

of the series, Diocletian and Maximian, never use a new stone, and

their inscriptions are the most inextricably mixed up with earlier ones.

The formul83 are generally as follows :

—

1. Septimius Severus.

Imp. Caes. L. Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax Aug. Arab.

Adiab. Parth. Max. pont. max. trib. pot. vi. imp. xi. cos. ii. p. p.

procos, et Imp. Caes. M. Aurel. Antoninus Aug. [et P. Septimius

Geta] restituerunt per G. Julium Flacoum Aelianum leg. pr. pr.

2. Elagahalus,

Imp. Caes. divi Sever! nep. divi M. Autonini fil. M. Aur.

Antonino pio felici aug. milia restituta per M. Ulp. Ofellium

Theodorum leg. aug. pr. pr.

* See Bterrett, ' Epigraph. Journey,' p. 301 ; and for a good description of the tovrn

at tlie e|och of (he migration, Ainswortb, vol. i., p. 255.
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3. Severut Alexander (twice only).

Imp. Oaesar M. Aurelius Seyenis Alexander pins felix aug.

trib. pot. COS. p. p. vias et pontes vetnstate oonlapsas restitait.

4. Maximin.

Imp. Caes. Gaio Julio Yero Maximino pio felici invioto ang.

p. m. trib. potest, p. p. per Lioinnium Sereniannm leg. aug. pr. pr.

5. Oordian III. (Names of Balhiima and Pupienna erased.)

Imp. Caesari Maroo Antonio Gordiano pio felici augusto

Testituerunt {aic) per Cuspidiuiu Flaminium Severum legatum

propraetorem.*

«. Philip. '

Imp. Oaesar Marcus Jul. Fhilippus pius felix invictus aug. et

Marcus Julius Fhilippus nobilissimus Oaesar vias et pontes vetustate

oonlapsas restituerunt per Antonium Memmium Hieronem leg. augg.

pr. pr.

7. Decius (once only).

Imp. Caes. Trajano Decio aug. et Q. Herennio Etrusco Maesio

Decio et G. Yalonti Ostiliano Mesio Qninto nobill. Caess

8. OaUtu and Voltuianua.

Imp. Oaesar G. Yivius Trebonius Gallus et Imp. Oaesar G.
Yivius Yelduminianus Yolusianus pii folic, invicti augg. vias et

pontes vetuRtate conlapsas restituerunt per A. Yirgilium Maximum
Y. 0. leg. augg. pr. pr.

D. Aurelian (once only).f

Imp. Oaes. L. Domitio Aureliano pio felici invicto aug. trib. pot.

cos. p. p. vias et pontes vettustate conlapsas restituit (nc).|

10. Diocletian and Maximian.

Impp. GO. Gaio Yal. Diocletiano et M. Aur. Yal. Maximiano

pp. ff. invi. augg. et Flavio Yal. Oonstantio et Gaio Yal. Maxi-

miano nobb. Oaess.

The following catalogue of milestones includes all known at present

'* See, however, 162, iii., infra, for a variation duo to more thorough change of the

formula of Balbinua and Pupienus.

t See note. p. G99, infra.

I In this formula (if correctly copied), as in that of Oordian (owing to the enuraie

of the names of Balbinus and Pupienus), there id a confusion between "Imperator

, . . restituit" and "Imperatori . . . milia restituta," used by Elagabalus, Haximin,

Dccins (?), and Diocletian. Probably Aurelian's inscription was fitted into an older

one, and thus an ungrammatical formula has resulted.

3 c a
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on this section of the road. Those known previous to 1890 are all in

the * 0. I. L. ' (suppl. to vol. iii. pp. 1252 ff.), and I simply give a

reference to them. Several found by us were so hopelessly superscribed

as to be beyond reproduction by any process but photography; and

in many cases we contented ourselves with discovering what emperorS'

the entangled formulw represented, without spending houra on com-
pletely unravelling the inscription. In such cases we merely bracket,

the emperors' names ; but all other milestones previously unpublished

we give in full. As far as may be we have arranged them by the

stations to which they belong ; but a large proportion which are not

•n Mto, and bear no legible numeral, cannot be referred to certain

positions. We follow the road from west to cast, as in the description

given above.* ,^_

163.

(i.) « C. I. L.,' 6952.

Maximiu. F N T
(?)(iL) €. I. L.,'6950.

Sept. Severus.

IB2. tr-' «l^

(i.) '0.1.^6955.
fPhilip.

(Diocletian.

It is certain that these two wero

brought at the same time from

the same place for a single pur-

pose.

PNB.

The description which Professor Eamsay gave of the milestones

trhich he copied in 1882 is too vague to be of any use. The hurry

of his journey across an unmapped country (one day crossing the

mountains to Comana, one day in Comana, one day from Comana to

Azizie) gave him no clear idea of the geography. Only in 1890 Jie

found out that Nus. i. and ii. were found iu the Kuru Chai Pass. He
stayed behind the rest of the party to examine the group of milestone*

at the 152nd mile, but before he had nearly finished, a violent thunder-

storm forced liim to take refuge in the Avshar village, Mollah Oglu, at

the entrance to the Kuru Chai. His guide then conducted him by a

track across tlie hills to join Sir C. Wilson, who had taken the Kabak

Tepo Pass. Accordingly, • C. I. L.,' 6950 and 6952, which were found

in this village inside a house, forming the posts on each side of the

fireplace, must be very near their original position at the southern

end of the Euru Chai Pass.

•0. I. L.,' 6953, 6954, 6955, were all m situ in the year 1882, along

•with three others; 6953 and 6955 are still in the same place; 695-i

• In the case of stones not copied in 1891, 1 have indicfttcJ the copyist by initinla

(B. = Bamsay : II. = Uogurth).
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lias been brought to the graveyard at Eemer. The violent storm

obliged Professor Bamsay to leave in 1882, almost immediately after he

had begun to copy them, and before he had succeeded in deciphering

«ny of them completely. The branch road to Comana diverged from

the main road at this point. The total distance, Melitene to

Comana, was probably 152 + 4 = 156. The distance, 151, given in

' Hist. Geog. A. M.,' p. 274, from Melitene to Kemer is right. The
distance, six from Eemer to Comana, is one too many.

(ii.) E. 1890. In the cemetery at Kemer : formerly one mile away in

«»to by the Shahr road, where R. copied it in 1882. Vide B. 0. H.,*

Tii.,p. 144; ' 0. 1. L.,' 6954.

IMPCAES
A.MAVR

ELIVSSEVER
ALEXAND

ERPIVSPELIX
AUG 6 TRIB..

TEST dcOSJpP
(JVIA.ETPO

.TESVETOSTA
TECONLAPSA
SRESTITVT

PNB

Imp[erator] Caes-

a[r] M. Aur-

elius Sever[us

Alexand-

er pius felix

aug. trib. [po-

test. COS. p. p.

via[8] et po-

ii]te8 vetosta- '

te conlapsa-

8 restitu[i]t.

PNB.

:Mm

(iii.) R. 1890.

* C. I. L.,' 6953.

In situ one mile from Eemer, on the road to Shahr.

IMP
CAESAR

[Six lines erased.]

MANTONIVS
DIANVSNOBILISIMVS
AESARRESTITVIT
PERCVSPIDIVMPIAN
TMSEVERVMLEG
OPRETOREM

MP

Imp[erator]

Caesar

[Names of Pupienus and Balbinus

erased.]

M. Antouius

Gor]dianus nobilis(8)imuB

C]aesar restituit

per Cuspidium [Fl]a[m]-

iui]um Severum leg-

atum pr]opretorom

M.P.(PNB).
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15L

a)|;|;j;| InthecemeteTratKemer.

IMFCAES
LSEPTIMIVS
SEVERVSPIVS
PEBTINAXAVG
ARABADIABPA
RTHMAXPONT
MAXTRIBPOTVI
IMPXICOSIIPP
PBOOOSETIMP
OAESMAVREL

ANTONINVSAVGET
[Erasure.]

..RESTITVERVNT
PEROIVLIVMFLAC
CVMAELIANVM

LE PR. PR
OLI . PNA.

Imp[erator] Cae8[ar]

L. Septimius

Severus Pius

Pertinax Aug[u8tUB]

Arab[icu8] Adiab^enious] Pa-

rtli[iou8] Max[imusj pont[ifex]

inax[imu8] trib[unioiae] pot[e8tatis] vi

imp[erator] zi cos. ii p[ater] p[atriae}

procoB : et Itnp[erator]

Cae8[ar] M. Aurel[iu8]

AntoninuB Aug[ustu8] et

. . restituerunt

per G. Julium Flac-

cum Aelianum

Ie[gatum] pT[o] pr[aetore]

CLI.PNA.

(ii.) R. 1890. In the cemetery at Eemer, upside down, fragmentary.

OLI PNA

(iii.) Newly excavated on the hillside, min. from Eemer, right

of the path to Shahr. Very rudely and irregularly inscribed.

IMP Imp. [Caesar

.... V S Maro]us [Jul. Phil-

. . . U S PI U S ipp]us pius [felix

INVIOTVSAVG - : invictusaug.

I U S et Marcus Jul]ius

SSI... Philippus nobili]88i[mus

A.E.PONT.S Caesar vi]a[s] e[t] pont[e>

V ATE... v[etust]ate [con-

LAPSASRESTITU ?: lapsas re8titu[erunt

[per Antonium Memmium]
" ....ONE.LE ,

Hier]one[m] le[g. aug.

TO... proprae]to[rem.

149.

(i.)I

S
P

ARi
M

TR]
CO
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150.

a' \ 1890. In the cemetery at Kemer.

IMPOAES
SEPTIMIVS

SEVERVSPIVS
PERTINAXAVG

ARABADIABPARTH
....PONTMAX

TRIBPOTVIIMPXI
IPPPROCOS

ETIMPCAESMAVR
ANTONINVSAVG

[Erasure.]

[Erasure.]

RESTIT
VERVNT

PERCIVLIVM
FLACCVMAELI
.NVMLEPR..

CL PN

Imp. Caes.

L.] Septimius

Seyems Pius

Pertioaz Aug.

Arab. Adiab. Parth.

Max.] pont. max.

trib. pot. vi. imp. xi.

COS. i]i p. p. proooB.

et Imp. Caes. M. Aur.

Antoninus Aug.

restit-

uerunt

per G. Julium

Elacoum Aeli-

a]num le. pr. [pr.

OL PN.

149.

• ,< > « ^ V :- ' •« i.

(i.) By the roadside, 27 min. from Eemer, towards Yalak.

IMPCAL
LSEPTIMIV

SEVERVSPIVS
PERTINAXAVG

ARABADIABPARTH
MAXPONTMAX

TRIBPOTVI.IMPVI
COSIIPP.PROCOS
ETIMP.CAES

MAVRELANTON
..VSAVG

RESTIT
VERVNTPERIVLFLAC

C VMAELIANVM
LE.PR.PR ,

CXLIXPM0

Imp. Ca[esar

L. Septimiu[s

Severus Pius

Pertinax Aug.

Arab. Adiab. Parth.

Max. pont. max.

trib. pot. vi. imp. [x]i

cos. ii. p. p. procos.

et Imp. Caes.

M. Aurel. Anton-

[in]ns Aug
restit-

aerunt per [G.] Jul. Flaq-

cum Aelianum

li le. pr. pr.

CXLIXPM0
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140

—

continued.

(ii.)

IMPER
OAESASMABO
OANTONIOCO
RAIANOPIOFE .

lOIAVGVSTORESTI
TVERVNTPER
OVSPIAIVMFLA
MINIVMSBV
ERVMLEGATV
MPROPRAET

OREM
CXLIX
PM0

(iii.)

ES VIA
NTESVi

AT.OONLA.
ESTITVE

PERANT
VMMEMM

IVMHIERONEM
LEGAVG
PR PR
PM®

(iv.)

IVG
IB
IMPOAES

EESTITVERVNT
CAIOVAL

AIOCLETIAO
IAN

Imper.

Cae8ar[i] Marc-

o Antonio Go-

rdiano pio fe[l-

ioi Augusto resti-

tuerunt per

Cuspidinm Fla-

minium Sev-

erum legatu-

m propraet-

orem

CXLIX
PM©.

[Imp. Caesar M. Julius Philippus

pius felix invictuB aug. et M. Julius

Philippus nobilissimus]

Ca]eB[ar] via[s et

po]ntes v[et-

ust]at[e] conla[p-

sas r]estitue-

runt]perAnt-

oni]um Memm-
I ium Hieronem

leg. Aug.

pr. pr.

PM®.

This fragment bears part of two inscriptions; the upper one has

been imperfectly erased, and reatituerunt has remained. The lower one is

/ -.: Imp. Caes.

a Gaio Val.

Diooletia[n]o(I

\ ;

•«....•
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149—continued.

(v.) IMPCA S
USSEPT M

AIAMOA PIOA
VER
ENNIOA
CCOMAESI

CAESICETIMP
ENTIOSTIOS
NOMESIO
INTONO

BILLCAESS
PM©

Imp. Ca[e]B.

Tr]aia(n)o (D)[eXo)io a[ug.

et Q. Her]ennio [Et-

ru](B)co Maesi-

(o D)e(o)i(o) et (G.)

Val]enti 08ti(li).

a]iio Mesio

Qujinto no-

bill. Caess.

PM0.

The insoripiiou of Deolus has been Buperscribed upon one of

Septimius Severus.*

(vi.) Bears nnmeral CXLIX FM0. The stone ia fragmentary, and

the inscription is in hopeless confusion, out of which nothing intelligible

can be made.

148.

Two stones in situ, which we had not time to dig out.

147.

By the roadside, 52 min. from Eemer towards Yalak, lying face

downwards beside another milestone.

We had no time to dig it out, and could only read the following

letters on the under side. The inscription seems to be either of Gordian

or Philip.

PI
-: Gvs .

•

'•:-

IE .

^- -- •-^^- -:'-- '--

ME . I,, -:•
.

M^^:';" - .

146.
Yalak.

(i.) • C. I. L.,' 6947.

Philip. No numeral.

(ii.) ' C. I. L.,' 6948.

(?)

* The oredit of detecting the formula of Deoiua in this imperfootly-deoipherod

iasoription belongs, not to the oopyiato, but to my friend Mr. 0. H. Tumor, Fellow of

Magdalen. ' •
^j' <
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146.

None.

144.
* 0. 1. L.,' 6949 in Talak (Greek).

(?) PMA.
143.

None.

142.

None.

141.

(i.) In the southern cemetery at Gyuksun. Much defaced.

The indications suit the formula of

Gallus and Yolusianus best, but

are not dear. Perhaps that of

Sept. Seyerus* has been also used.

IMP
CAESAR
VIAI .1

NO
• • • • Xv • • • • • JN X

• • • • Mr • • • • • • •

• • • • J.J • • •
I (^ • • •

....AMPC
MO v..
PIAOGT

AIE...
• • • • Vr • • • • J\ • • • • •

OXLIPMA
On the opposite side the following letters of another inscription can

be read:

—

CO
MTHEO

This is part of the formula of Elagabalns.

(ii.) 'CI. L.,' 6934, 6935, ibid.

Gordian

Diocletian (?)

(iii.) 'C. I. L.,'6933, tfetd.

I PMA.

Maximin
Diocletian (?)

}PMA.

140.

None.

* Mr. F. Haverfield suggests thatP IA O O T in line 11=FLAGGU[M (which is

a possible epigraphio coDfasion) : A I E of line 12=$ L E [O, and line 18 contains the

remains of pr]o [pr]a[etoiem. I have to thank Mr. Haverfield for other helpful

suggestions and corrections.
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139.

None.
'

188.

• 0. 1. L.,' 6946, at Eeklik Oglu.

Maximin P A H.
| ^

187.

(?) • 0. 1. L.; 6946, at Eeklik Oglu.

Philip.

186. "

(i.) One mile from Eeklik Oglu, on the road towards Qyuksun
Upper part erased.

[Imp. Caes.]

[Gaio Julio Vero]

...IMINOPIO Max]imino pio [fel.

...ICIAVGTRIB inT]ic(t). aug. trib.

[pot. pont. max.]

p. p. pe]r L[ioi]n[ium, ..PL.. .N....
AVG [Serenianum leg.] aug.

PR. ..PR pr. pr.

PAS PAS

(ii.)

IM. Im[p.

CAE... Cae[sar

VIVI G.] Vivi[us Trebo-

N...GAL... n[iuB] Gal[lus

E..MP ^ e[t I]mp [Caesar

.VIVIY8 ^
^ G.] ViviuB

.ELDVMI... V]eldumi[nia-

.VSVOLV... n]us Volu[8ia-

.VSPIIPELICI... n]uB pii felio. i[nv-

AVG ioti] aug[g. vias

.TPONTES.. e]t pontes [ve-

VSTATECON. • tjustate con[l-

.PSASRESTITY. ajpsas reBtitu[e-

V..VTPERAN i']u[n]t per A. (V)[irgiliuin

MAXIMVM.. Maximum [v. c.

...AVG. PR.. leg.] aug[g]. pr. [pr.

^O,
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135.

134.

In the eastern oemeteiy at Gyuksun, miiob defaoed.

PR
ANORVPO

TSS

SET
IIGEN

CX PAA

133.
* 0. 1. L.,' 6930, at Oyuksnn.

ElagabaluB. PAP.

132.

In the eastern cemetery at Gyuksnn. Qnly the numeral is

legible.

MOXXXIIPA[B

13L
Li the graveyard near Mehemet Bei Eoi, on the high road to

Oyuksnn ; right of the road. * 0. 1. L.,' 6944.

IMPCI..L iPhUip.

DIOCLETIANO IDiooletian.

ESMA
• • A. JN • • •

• • • • XV xJ • • •

AVGG...TITV..
• • • • JXL • • • • .

V IE... •

13a
(?) (i.) • C. I. L.,' 6942, 6943, ibid.

f Philip.

. (Diocletian.
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130

—

eoHtinued.

600

(ii.)' 0. 1. L.,' 6940. AtGynlnnn.

PA
120.

Kone.

128.

None.

127.»

None.

126.

None.

126. .

(?) (i.)
• D. I. L.,* 6931.

ElagabaluB.

(ii.) Gyuksun, in the Bouthem cemetery a Sterrett, No. 277,

«O.I.L.,'6939.

Imp. [Caes.

Luo. [Domitio

Aureliano

i]nv[ioto ang.

trib. ,L|po[t.

. cos. Q p. p. [vias et

IMP
LUCE
AVRELIANO

N
NV
TRIB JPO

COS^PP
TESVETTVSTA

NLAPSASRESTITV
PKE

pon]tes yettusta[te

cojnlapsas restitu-

T^ i.^ PKE

This is the only milestone of Aurelian identified on this road.f

(iii.) • C. I. L.,' 6924, at KanU Kavak.

PKE

* 127 ia given in ' Hist. Gcog^ of A. M./ p. 274, as the exact distance fiom

Melitene to Gocusus.

t Prof. Mommson (in Addit. Suppl., vol. iii., G. I. L.) ia of opinion that this atone

has been miscopied, and should be ascribed to Alexander Severus and read as

No.l58,ii. ,
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124.

(?) (i.) Iq a small oemotory 40 min. east of Oyukiun. ' 0. 1. L.,' 6928.

IMPOAESAR
LSEPTIMIVSiSEVERVS

PIVSiPERTINAXAVOARABADIAB
PARTHMAXPONTMAXTRIBPOTVI

IMPXIOOSIIiPPiPROOOSiETiIMPiCAESi
MAVRELiANTONINVSAVGi

ETiSEPTIMIUS AVOO RESTITVERVNT
PERiOIVLIVMFLAOOVMAELIANVMiLEGPRPR

Imp. Oaesar

L. SeptimiuB Severtu

PiuB Pertinax Aug. Arab. Adiab.

Farth. Max. pont. max. trib. pot. vi.

imp. xi. 008. ii. p. p. prooos. et Imp. Caes.

M. Aurel. Antoninus Aug.

et [P.] Septimius [Geta] restituerunt

per G. Julium Flaccum Aelianum. leg. pr. pr.

Ay G G is written large over the erasure of Geta's name.

(?) (ii.)

X • • •

CAES
DIVISEVE..
NEPDIVIM..
TONINI
FIL

MAVRAN..
NINOPIOFELIC.

AVG
MILIARESTITV

TAPERMVLPOFELL
IVMTHEODORVM

LEG AVG
PR PR

I[mp.

Oaes.

divi Seve[ri

nep. divi M. [An-

tonini

fil.

M. Aur. An[to-

nino pio felio[i

aug.

milia reatitu-

ta per M. Ulp. Ofell-

ium Theodorum

leg. aug.

pr. pr.

(?)(iii.) •C.I.L.,'6936.

Gordian.

(iy.) 'C.I.L.,'6938.

Diocletian.
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123.

(i.) In a roadside comotory about 70 miu. cast of Qyukiun.

[Imp. Caos.]

VSIV Marojus Ju[l. Phil-

S F U ippuB piu> f[elii In-

V S I E T viotus a]u[g.] et [MarouH

P Jul. Phili]p[pu8nobili-

I . . S HB]i[mu]a [Caesar vias

OF ot p]o[ntea vetuatate

C O N S S S A con[lap>[a8 rest-

A T P E T L A ituerun]t pe[r Anton-

M E M M I y M inm] Memmium [Hieronom

LEO AV leg. Au[g.

PRPE pr. pr.

(ii.)

A
PH IP
E T . . . A . .

.

TBIBP
....PC...0

122.

(?) (i.) '0. 1. L.,' 0927. In a cemetery 1 hour 40 miu. E. of Oyuksnn.

Sept. Severus.

(ii.) 'C. I. L.,'6932. <; ^^v
Mazimin. PKB. . ,,'•;•:.•

121. '-^i.K'

(') (i.) • C. I. L.,' 6929.

Sept. Severus.

(?)(ii.) • C. I. L.,' 6941.

Philip.

(?)(iii.) • C. I. L.' 6937. .

Diocletian.

120.
• C. I. L.,' 6925. At Kanli Kavak.

PK
. .

^

119.
"".'.." T\- ..-/- ':

' -

None.
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118.

(i ) lu the cemetery at Eanli Eavak.

N• • • • • t .i>l • • •

• • U • • • Jx • • • ^ KJ X • • •

GVSTORI
EROVS

MINIUM
ATVMPEOPR
EM

PIH

Imp. Caes.

[Marco A]n[ton-

io Gordi]a[no pi]o felioi

au]guBto r[esti-

tuerunt p]er Cu8[pidium

Fla]minium [Severum

legjatnm propr[ae-

torjem

PIH
(ii.)

PIH II PIH V-'!

The following stones in the cemetery at Eanli Eavak belong to

stations unknown :

—

.

(i-)

p]e[r] CuBpi[dium

Fla]min[ium (Severum)

legatum] pr[o]p[raetorem

The name of [Ant. Memmium H]ieron[em], Philip's legate, also

appears on the stone. '<

E.CVSPI
MIN lEKON

PR P

(ii.) The stone is very much worn, and may be identical with Ster-

rett, No. 314, where only the last line is given = * C. I. L.,' 6926.

IMP Imp. ^ '

CAESAR Caesar*

IIAvgp
ERV
GMAX max.

COSPROCOS cos. procos.

IV

(iii.)

AVG
PR PR

VOL
INVICTI

[leg.] Aug.

pr. pr.

Vol[n3iamis pii felic.

invicti [Aiigg.

* Mr. Ilavtrflt.'lil tuggcsts Mazimiii, as the only £olc rulur who inscribes leg. aug. on
his stanes ; but calls utteution to this unique occurrtncc of cos. i>roco8. here among
milestouos on this ropd.
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118—eoii<iti»«<{.

(iv.) Lower part only.

T vias et pon]t[es vetus-

N . A P S .

.

tate co]n[l]ape[a8

. . . . T V . . . N T . . .

.

re8titTi[eru]nt [per A.

...CII ' Vir]gil[iiim Mazi-

MVM G....S mum [vimtn] c[lari]s[8imam

QAVGG leg. angg.

PR PR '' pr. pr.

(v.) A stone on whioli four inscriptions are hopelessly entangled,

a. (?).
^ ^

h. Mazimin (?).
-

,

e. Philip.

d. Diocletian.

(vi.) '0.1. L./ 6923.

Diocletian.

(vii.) * 0. 1. L.,' 6926.
'

A

(viii.) 'C. I.W 6918, 6919, 6920.
.

[Magabalus.

-{Gallus and Yolusianus.

^Diocletian.

(is.) • 0. 1. L.,' 6921, 6922.

jSeptimius Severus.

(Diooletian.

(x.) CI. L.,' 6917. '
. .

Philip.

(xi.) 'CI. L.,' 6915, 6916. »

I Philip.

(Diocletian.

(xii.) • C. I. L.,' 6914.

Philip.

(xiii.) • C.I. L.,' 6913.

Gordian.

(xiv.) 'CI. L.,'6912.

Elagabalus. P K I, i.e. P K r (?).

(xv.) « C. I. L.,' 6911.

I Sept. Severus

I Diocletian.

117.

None.

VOL. m.—PART V. '30
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lie.

None.

. , < 1' / . I'

115.

(i.) In a small cemetery about half an hour oast of Eanli Eavak, to

the left of the modern road. :. '/

IMPCA..
LSEPTMIVSiSEVERVS

PIVS iPERTINAX I AVGi VEARiADIAR
PARTHMAXPONTMAXTRIRPOTVI

IMPXICOSIIiPPiPROCOSiETIMPCAESi
MAVRELANTONINVSi AVG I

T I T V E R \ .

.

PERCIVLF...CVMAELIANVM1LEG1PR1PR1

Imp. Cafesar

L. Sept[i]miu8 1 Sovenis

Pius I Pertinax 1 Aug. I [A]ra[b]. 1 Adia[b].

Parth. Max. pont. max. tri[b]. pot. vi.

imp. xi. COS. ii. 1 p.p 1 procos 1 et Imp. Caes 1

M. Aurel. Antoninus 1 Aug 1 . . .

res]tituer[unt

per G. Jill. r[lac]cum Aelianum 1 leg 1 pr pr

(R is written for B throughout.)

(ii.)

PERC...IVMFLA.
CVM A.ijIANVMCLS

(iii.)

IMP
CAESDI

VISEVERI
NEPDIVIMAN
TONINIFILM
AVRELANT. ..

NOPIOFELIOI
AVGMILIA

RESTITVTAPER.
VLPOFELLIVM
THEODORVMLEG

AVG PR PR
MPIE

per G. [Jul]ium Fla[c-

cum A[el]ianum [leg.

[aug. pr. pr.]

Imp.

Caes. di-

vi Soveri

nep. divi M. An-

tonini fil. M.

Aurel. Ant[oni-

no pio felici

aug. milia

restituta per [M.

Ulp. Ofellium

Theodorum leg.

aug. pr. pr.

MPIE
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115

—

continued.

(iv.)

CIC
C..APSASB c[onl]apfla8 r[e8tituerunt

PERANTO ,^, ^ ,
• per Anto[nium Memmi-

. . . I E . N .

.

urn H]ie[r]on[em

(v.) Stump with only tho numeral left.

PIE PIE
<vi.) .:

E .... .,^

VA^ G „ . , ., .,

Lower fragment of a stone in the Dunyat Bel.

113. -
.

^ - -:
'-- ': ^''[rX'U \

By the roadside, 1 mile from the Dunyat Bel stone. Broken R.

LSEPTIMIVS , -

PIVSPERTIN .'

PARTHMAXPON
IMPXI'COS'II'PPPR
MAVREL'ANTO..
NVSAVGET

RES
PERCIVLIVM
CVMANVM'L

[Imp. Caes.]

L. Septimius [Severus

Pius Pertin[ax Arab. Adiab.

Parth. Max. pon[t. max. trib. pot. vi.

imp. xi. COB. ii. p. p. pr[ocos. et Imp. Caes.

M. Aurel. Anto[ni-

nus Aug. et . . .

.

res[tituerunt

per G. Julium [Flac-

cum [Aelijanum l[eg. aug. pr. pr.

3 D 3
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112 to 101.

None.

100. -v.;,--,./:,

(i.) • C. I. L.,' 6907 at Ziyaret Serai.

Sept. Severus. P.

(u.) * C. I. L.,' 6910, tbid.\

Sept. Severns. (?) 0.

09 to 05.

None.

In Yarpnz are two stones of nncertain provenance.

(i.) 'C. I. L.,'6908.

Philip (?).

(ii.) «C. I. L.,'6909.

04.

(i.) ' C. I. L.,' 6906. In a cemetery about 4 miles E. of Yarpnz

;

broken at the bottom. V,

IMPflCAESAR
MAVRELIVSSEV

V SALE
PIVSrELICT..TR
ib([potest(Icos

PPfl VIASETPONT
ESVETTVSTATE
NLAPSASREST

^ S
(ii.)

G R (?)

VIOVL VS
XI MI.. P..

FELIC. AVG..

..LEG

Imp. Caesar

M. AureliuB Sev-

er]us Ale[xander

pins fel. i(nv). [Aug.] tr-

ib. potest. COS.

p. p. vias et pont-

es vettustate

oo]nlapsas rest-

itui]t.

I[mp.

C[ae8a]r[i

G]aio [J]ul[io Vero Ma-
ximi[no] p[io

felic[i] aug. [p. m.

[trib. potest, p. p.]

[per Licinnium]

[Serenian-]

nm] leg. [Aug

[pr. pr.]
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93 to 69.

None can be certainly ascribed. The following are of uncertain

provenance :

—

(i.) '0. 1. L.,' 6905. At Izgin.

IMPCAES . . ,.

MANT :"-'

,

:.;.,

COEDIANO 1' !

PUSFE
UO CAES •;-' --^^'--- / '

MAXIMIA
TBIBPOTEST * ' .

ESBESTIT
PEBCUSPIDIUM >

p AM ^ ^^*
''-'

; ,
, .'

UG :,,,.,;.-
^ .

-

Of this only a fragment is published in * C. I. L.' The formula of

<jk>rdian is fairly complete. Confused with it is that of another

«mperor, who records his tribunician power, and therefore is not

Diocletian, but almost certainly Maximin.

(ii.) • C. I. L.,' 6904, i6«.

> Sept. Severus.

(iii.) Albistan, in the cemetery. Sterrett, No. 345. « C. I. L,' 6903.

...CAES Imp.] Caes. ,
,

V E B . N E P divi Se]ver[i] nep.

\BI [divi M. Antonini fil.]
' '""

I

N . u M . .

.

M. Aur. A]n[t]on[ino

.... E .... A V G pio f]e[lioi] aug.

BESTITVr. milia] restitut[a

. . . M V L PO F E L L I .

.

per] M. Ulp. Ofem[um ' -

THEODOBUM Theodorum

...AVGPEPE leg.] aug. pr. pr.

(iv.) Ibid.y intentionally defaced. A few letters have been over-

looked-by the defacer on the extreme left, viz. :

—

. . . E B .

.

Sev]er[u8

. . A B Ar]ab.

(v.) Ibid.t intentionally defaced.

[Several lines gone.]

vetust A T E C ulapsas

BEstituiT per

Antoni] Y M Memmium H I E B onem
leg.AVG

An inscription of Philip. .
..*
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93 to 60

—

continued.

(yi.) Jbid.; half buried, upside down. Traces of red in the letteriog

..GUS
ANC ISJ v.. Apparently the remains of an
E F CIG inscription of Diocletian.

NOBBCy ES t>'>! ./. :

»i 1! 'I :>

1*

• il
(vii.) On the other side of the same stone.

lUU . . .- . .• :r_

COC..ANTIO
i

Co[n8t]antio f.

ICA . , .- ,

NOO
• • (S

•l*J

(viii.) Ibid.

An inscription of Diocletian. K' ' '

. \

LI" S B
. . .,

•

i'-'fi ' AV
BIS T

M T • . . ...... „.. . '• '-'
'

SB.
il (:'-

„ , -A J ...

,'
. |; \

Ibid.

olear.

; surface

.!.. \y> i.'

deliherately damaged. The numeral,

GAVG
N H

however,

»

i»

From these milestones and other sonrces Liebenam's* list of

governors of Cappadocia may bo emended and supplemented to somo

extent.

(?) A.D. 177-181. L. Alfidiua (?) Herennianm (?)t (Tertullian, 'Ad
Scap.,' iii.).

(Lieb. No. 17.) 198. G. Julius Flaccua Aelianus can be dated pre-

cisely.

(Lieb. No. 20.) 218. (?) M. Ulpius Ofelliua Thcodorus [not " Orellius"],

Ought to be placed before Nos. 18 and 19 (?).

* ' Forschungen z. Verwalt. d. rumischen Kaiserreicbs,' p. 119. (A. '
'.-. I. L.' iii.

Sp. 1262.

t This 18 Prof. Romsay's conjecture for the name in • Ad. Scap.' iii., usually rend

CI. Lucius HirminianuB, but variously given by tlie MSS. and commentators (od.

Mignc. p. 702). Prof. Ramsay thinks that the name L. Alfldius Hercnnianus (who

was Consul it 171 a.d.) suits the circumstances alluded to by Tertullian, aud

explains the MSS. variants.
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(Lieb. No. 21.) 236-6. (?) Xtctnnttw Serenianm.

Prof. BamBay refers to Cyprian, • Epp.,' 76, 10, where Serenianus,

"aoerbus et dirus persecutor," is said to have been Governor of

Cappadooia in 235 a.d.

(Lieb. No. 22.) 238. Cu»pidiu» Flaminiua Severm.

244-5. (?) Antoniua Memmius Hiero.

This is the M. Ant. Memmius Senecio placed in the 1st century by
Liebonam (No. 6, p. 122). Whether the M. Antonius Memmius (c/.

* B. 0. H.,' vii., p. 38), governor of Galatia while " praetorius," is the

same person, as Liebenam states, or no, must remain uncertain, as we
do not know his second cognomen. Frof. Bamsay, however, says that

the lettering of the Galatian inscription suits a 3rd century date.

251-2. (?) ilwZtM FiV</i7itw Jlfa»mtw. (.,!>.„. • ?. -i 'juii^uiv'

;-• ,.-.,.,..,. .-^ , ,; ->
J,

:

', •' " ' C.—History of the Bond. ''

The history of the road is to be learned from its milestones. As
a made road, it probably does not date farther back than the end

of the 2nd century of our era, when it was constructed for military

purposes, as part of the defences of the Euphrates frontier. A trade

rotttet however, traversed Anti-Taurus at least as early as 100 b.o.,

when Artemidorus described it. Strabo (p. 663) quotes from him
that the eastern section ran from Mazaca to the Euphrates /t<xpt

Tofiio'tDV xwpiov rrji Swc^i/v^s 8ta 'HptjiHv iroXi^n^s \lXioi TtrpaKoaiou This

meagre notice is not of much assistance in determining the exact line,

for *Hp«^ai or *Hp7ra, as we know from Strabo himself (pp. 637-539),

was situated on the Zamanti Su, which is west of the point where the

roads to the Yedi Oluk and Kuru Chai Passes diverge. There was a

route over the Yedi Oluk, and thence round the northern end of Bimboa
Dagh, in Boman and Byzantine times, which, though slightly more

difScult, is shorter in point of distance to Arabissus than the Kuru Chai-

Gyuksun line. If, however (as we shall try to prove), Severus was the

first constructor of the military chaussee, the use of " reatituerunt " in

the formula on his milestones implies a track previously in use,

reconstructed by him as a Boman made-road ; and if that be so, there

can be little doubt that the track which preceded the military chauaaee

was the well-known koivtj 68ds to the east. It was doubtless of similar

chaiacter to that of modem main tracks in the Anti-Taurus—that is to

say, it was engineered, and, to some extent, built up. Precipitous places

were banked or cut, and steep grades rendered easier by zigzags ; but no

roadway was laid on stone foundations until Boman builders came into

the district, whose advent can hardly have happened before the end of

the first century of our era at the earliest : for there is no evidence, in

the shape of colonies or other cities bearing the names of emperors, to

show that any of the groat colonising princes of the first two
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oenturieB ooncemed themaelvea with Oataonia. The milestones make
it practically certain that it was at the very end of the second

century that the construction of the Homan road was actually

begun.

Out of 89 stones collected from 60 miles of the road, there are

none earlier than the reign of Septimius Severus ; and it must be

remembered that at least one apparently complete group—the 149th-^

has been found. The chances are, therefore, very strongly against any
stone of an earlier emperor existing. The inscriptions of Septimius

Seyerus are, in all oases that we have seen, cut on a fresh stone, not

over any erased lettering ; and, as has been remarked above (p. 654),

have been respected most frequently by the lapioides of later reigns,

who have defaced so freely the inscriptions of other emperors.

A further argument may be drawn from a comparison of the

formula of Severus with those of his successors. His stones only are

dated precisely to a certain year in the middle of his reign, whereas all

the other formulsE) imply either the first year of the several emperors,

or a vague period in their reigns, not specially marked.* -"* '

The date of Severus' work seems to be late in the year 198 A.n. His

milestones are inscribed with his Vlth tribunicia poteataa (December 10th,

197, to December 9th, 198), but later than the assumption of Caracalla

and Geta (probably June 2nd, 198). As, however, the emperor was in

his Xlth imperium (198-199, according to Cagnat f), and had assumed the

title Farthicus Mazimus, not known otherwise before 199, we must bring

down the date of the stones as late as possible in 198, to the end of

November or the beginning of December. The assumption of the title

Farthicus Maximus would be known first in the East, where Severus

himself was at that period, and, therefore, might easily appear on

Cappadocian milestones before it bad been published generally through

the empire.

If Severus be accepted as the emperor under whom the construction

of the military road connecting Caesarea with Melitene was undertaken,

we can credit him with a wise measure of defence, quite in keeping with

his subsequent policy in Britain. How great a part he played in the

organisation of the whole scheme of the Eastern frontier defence will be

better known when the Euphrates valley has been carefully examined

;

on the slight evidence now available it is impossible to say definitely

who first planned the lines. According to Dion Cassius (Iv. 23), there were

two legions stationed in Cappadocia as early as the time of Augustus

—

XII. Kcpawo^opos and XV. " ApoUonia," certainly associated later with

Melitene and Satala : both were in Cappadocia in the time of Corbulo

(Tac. ' Ann.,' xv. 26). It is improbable, however, though not impossible

Oom
cam}

had

and

Arm(

Sheri

the

Arm(

* Preoiao dating, however, beoomos rare on milestones everywhere after Severus.

t ' Conrs d'fipigraphie Bomaine,' p. 189.
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tliat the eaatra $iativa date from so early a period. To the reign of

Vespasian, who made Cappadooia a consular command,* and reduced

Oommagene to a province, we might refer the laying out of a line of

camps and posts along the frontier which, though defined by Pompeius,

had required further definition by Corbulo, and been but little respected

;

and there exists one piece of positive evidence of Vespasian's work in

Armenia Minor in the shape of a milestone found by BorS at Meiik

Sherif, which lies somewhere near the site of Arauraca, on the line of

the frontier-road from Melitene to Satala.f Dion's X account of Trajan's

Armenian expedition, however, makes It appear that no permanent

Boman garrison was holding Samosata in 107 a.d. ; and, according to

Frooopius (' de Aedif.,' iii. 4), Melitene owed its foundation as a city

to Trajan. Tiie southern section of the Lines, therefore, seems to be

of a later period than that of Vespasian.

Beyond the fact of the foundation of Melitene, however, there is no
evidence that Trajan laid out any lines on the Euphrates; no mile-

stones bearing his name have yet been found on the roads in the valley

of the river. The earliest on the Caesarea-Melitene road are those of

Septimius Soverus; the earliest found by Professor Sterrett in Syria

belong to the same prinoe.§ Further, as Froressor Bamsay has pointed

out to me, this negative evidence derives much weight from a com-

parison with Galatian and Pontic milestones, on which the evidence

for the construction of the main road system in the north-centre of

Asia Minor by Nevva-Trajan (i.e. Trajan in reality), is so abundant

and clear.ll that it would be most unaccountable that none should exist

on the Euphrates had Trajan really made the roads there also.f

We have to choose, therefore, between Vespasian and Sevems ; or,

perhaps, to ascribe the northern section of the Lines to the former, the

southern to the latter. The milestone of Vespasian, quoted above, is

proof positive that he constructed in 75 a.d. a road in Armenia Minor

;

but whether that was the road Satala-Melitene, or one from Nicopolis

into Armenia Major, cannot be determined at present. Further south

the evidence all tells in favour of Severus ; and we may conclude with

fair assurance that the latter either extended or completed, if he did

* Suoton. Veap., 8.

' t 'C. I. L.,' iii., 306.

X 68, 18.

§ Wolfe Expedition, Xos. 649 (ou the load Palmyra—Hamath-Epiphania (?})> 651.

To Garacalla belong 648, 650.

II
See • 0. 1. L.,' vol. iii. suppl., pp. 1251 /.

^ The probable presence of Legio XII. Fulminata among the Quadi in the time of

Marcus Aureliua might be used to confirm the supposition that the regiment was not

stationed at Melitene till a period later than Trajan, if it had not been so frequent a
practice with the emperors to call regiments far away from their itativa for campaigns

of importance. At a later period, however, this famous legion is always associated with

Melitene, e.g. by Dion Cassius (* Ep,' 71) in relating the story of the " Miracle" among
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not fint lay out in its entirety, the system of lines on the Euphrates

which served to keep the East at bay for five centuries. The question

naturally arises, why the Euphrates was not thoroughly fortified earlier,

and, in the present state of our knowledge, this cannot be answered

precisely ; but there can be little doubt that the key is to be sought in

the Armenian policy of Severus as contrasted with that of earlier

emperors. He was the first prince, in fact, to recognise definitely that

Armenia was a hostile country, pertaining to the East, not the West,

and outside the sphere of Boman influence. The formal recognition

by Corbulo of the Euphrates as the Roman boundary* in 62 a.d.,

sufficiently proves that Fompeius' convention, made in 63 b.c., had

become a dead letter, and that Home had constantly regarded the

trans-Euphratean states as her clients, and her real boundary as lying

farther to the cast than the river. In spite of Corbulo's convention,

we find Trajan once more interfering in Armenian affaira in 107,

and reducing Armenia Major for a short time to the rank of t Roman
province.f In the reign of Marcus Aurelius, however, it vcs onco

more under its own king, and requiring the presence of Lucius Verus

himself to restore Roman influonco. No later emperor of Rome, with

the exception of Frobus, who made a raiding expedition, seems to have

meddled with the internal afiairs of Armenia Major, which fell under

Persian influence about 238. It is a probable supposition that Marcus

Aurelius was the last to treat it as a client state, and that Severus

the Quad!. Dr. Lightfoot has treated admirably many points relating to Legio

XII. in *Epp.' of St. IgnatiuB, i., p. 474 Jf. lean oidd to the instances there

enumerated of Fulminata = ictpawo^6pos the following inBcription, copied by J. A. R.

Munro and myself at Adana in June, 1891. It is a limestone pedestal, slightly broken

on the left : it came originally from Kara Tash (Mallus), and is now built into

a wall of a cotton-factory near the railway station.

AIONrAIOTTION Tcuoy 'loi']\toy Tofov vlhv

AOTIANONTEJJA .... ^X^aoviavhv rtaai.-

APflNXEIAIAPXjONnAA piav iiv]tf&v X*i><iapxov it\a-

MONAErEnNOSfBKEPAT riai{]liov Xtyt&vos ij9 K«f>av-

.. . .OIOTKAIAErEnNDS A 5. voil>]6(p)ov Kal Ktyiuvos S

...eiKH20IIEPEI2TH2AeHNA2 ^KV^OtK^s ol Itpits rrj! 'A0nvas

MAT ONEATXaNnOAEITHN Kaflapalas T;\ht> iain&v iroXtirriv.

Lino 2.—The space at the beginning of the lino would require a longer name than

Flavianus, unless a contracted form of a tribe-name be inserted.

Line 3.

—

rtaadpwv ivSp&y is a rare literol rendering of " quattuor virorum," t.e. ho

was "IVvir viar. cur.," one of the ofiSces of the vigintiv irate, the first stage of the

senatorial cursus honorum (compare wKariaiiiiov).

Line 7.—Atliena of Magursa is mentioned • C. I. G.,' 5875 b ; ef. Arrian, ' Exped.

Alex.,' ii., 5, 9. Magarsa (or Magarsus) is placed by Strabo (p. 676) on the Pyramus

near Mallus, and said to have been the burial-place of the heroes Amphilochus and

MopSUB.
, k , ,>.,, .,:! .

* Tfto. •Ann.,'xv.,17.
,

^J.,'^-

t SoeLiebenam, 'For8oh.'etc., pp. 49, 122. . , ^ ; i-
'
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emphasifled the abandonment of a dream, and his tardy aoquiescenoe in

the advice of Augnatus

—

"intra finea coereendi imperii"—by completing

the fortified lines on the Euphrates of whioh the road which we followed

forms a part.

Fur the disposition of the camps and troops on the frontier in

Severus' time we have very little evidence ; the following are the only

certain data—
Satala Legio XV. Apollinaris.

Dascusa ala II. Ulpia Auriana.

Melitene Legio XII. Fulminata.

.

,

Samosata .... Lesio VII.*

For the later disposition we have the command of the "Dnx
Armeniae " in ' Xotitia Dignitatum,' cap. 35, and, as we find that the

troops there assigned to Satala, Dascusa, and Melitene (Samosata is not

mentioned), are the same as in the time of Severus, we may infer that

much of the disposition dates from an early period. Unfortunately, it is

impossible to say on what principle (if any) is based the order of the

place-names in the ' Notitia,' many of which are not easily to be

identified, or connected with those in the Antonine Itinerary, Veutinger

Table, Ptolemy, or other authorities. The general line of the frontier

runs southwards from Trapezus to Satala, and thence down the right

bank of the Euphrates ; but the known names along this line are not

enumerated in geographical order from north to south, but partly

according to the character of their garrisons, and their status on the

military lists ; partly perhaps on some geographical system of strategic

interconnected groups, which only exploration of the country itself will

elucidate satisfactorily.

From other authorities, especially the Antonine Itinerary, we know
the stations on the direct line of the frontier ; almost all these occur in

the * Notitia ' as points where troops were quartered, but mingled with

them are other names, some unknown, some definitely placed by other

authorities on cross-roads leading from western centres like Nicopolis

and Sebastea, to Satala and Melitene. The system of defence for Asia

Minor, therefore, appears to have consisted of three great atativa at Trape-

zus, Satala, and Melitene ^to which Samosata may be added), connected

by a continuous lino of posts, mostly held by auxiliary cavalry (alae)

or infantry (cohortei) ; while from these radiated chains of posts in

various directions.

The scanty authorities which exist for the 3rd century of the Empire

furnish no warrant that any of the emperors whose names appear on

* Eamsay, ' Hist. Geog.,' pp. 273-6. But c/. Biioking, ' Not. Dign.,' p. 388, notes, for

the posaibility of Legio IV. or XYI. Laving been originally at Samosata. Later Legio

XYL was stationed at Sura and IV. at Oresa (or Ourfu?).
..;'.>; J-
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the Melitene milestonefl travened Severui' road. On the only one

of SevenM* own marohei to the East, described in detail,* the emperor

followed tho recogniaed route of all rach expedition!, viz., a diagonal

line acroas Asia Ifinor to the Cilioian Gatea, and through the Syrian

Qatea to Antiooh-on-the-Orontes. The latter city waa always the

nJlying-point of armies destined to co-operate with the Cappadooian,

Oommagenian, or Syrian legions.

Though the milestones record no restoration later than that of

Dioolotian, it is practically certain that the maintenance of thin, as of

other roads in the empire, continued to be an Imperial concern for

nearly a century longer. Down to tho time of Arca^ius the names of

emperors continue to appear on milliaria in yarious parts of the East

and West, though the instances become rarer and rarer. For example,

milestones of Constantino are frequently met with ; those of Julian are

not uncommon in the West (e.g. < C. I. L.' x., 6884, 6006 : Italy, etc.)

;

Jbvian's short reign is commemorated both in Italy (6844, Via Appia)

and in Cyprus (iii., 210, iv.) ; stones of Valentiuian and Yalens

appear in Italy (x., 6075), and, with Gratian's name also, at Noricum
(iii., 5740) ; of Theodosius I. and Yalentinian II. in Gallia Narbonensis

<(zii., 5404) ; of Theodosius, Aroadius, and Honorius on the Via Labicana

in Italy (x., 6885, 6010, 6013, etc.); and of Aroadius and Honorius in

Attica (iii., 572, 573).

After the reigns of Aroadius and Honorius no emperor's name bas, I

believe, been found upon a milestone. The explanation is to be found

probably in the Codex Theodotianus, the provisions contained in which,

under the heading De itinere muniendo (xv. tit. 3, ed. Gothofred.), show

that from the time of Constantino onwards the burden and care of

repairing the roads was thrown more and more on local communities

in the provinces through which the highways passed.f For example,

by an enactment of Constantino, promulgated in 3 1 a.d., it was enjoined

:

Emphyteuttcarii jiosaeaaorea . . . ., aicul ceteri provinciales, ohsequium auum

muniendit itineribua impendant : nulla enim ratione debent ab hoc, quod in

•commune omnibua profulurum eat, eaae aejuncti. Again, - in 387, under

Yalentinian II., Theodosius I., and Aroadius, ordinary immunities from

this service were abrogated; and extraordinary privileges in this

respect were revoked under Aroadius and Honorius in 300 propter

immenaaa vaatitatea viarum. A notable enactment is that contained in

section 6, including " domoa divinaa ac venerandaa eceleaiaa" in the liability

for road-rates, and beginning with the words, " Abait ut noa inatructionevt

viae publicae et pontium atratorumque operam titulia magnorum principum

dedicatam inter aordida munera numeremua," which seem to imply the final

* By Herodian, iii. 3 : 195 ad.

t The actual cost of the repairs had probably been bonie for some time by the

ftroviacials ; but the imperial officials were btill tespoasible.
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iranifercnce of the roadi from imperial to local control. This law it

dated in 423.

The vanity of the emperon who defaced and rewrote insoriptioni,

or erected new stones where five or six existed already, would not b«
imitated ^ y local bodies. The older roads were already supplied

abundantly with mile-marks, which sixteen centuries havu not effaced,

and the ponderous columns of the earlier emperors were not renewed.

iSidoniuB ApoUinaris, in the middle of the fifth century, speaks of

them as relics of a former age

:

" agger

Cujui per spntium Rutin vetuatii

Nomen Caesareum virct columnis." *

Thus the practice of erecting mile-pillars was disoontinuod in th»

beginning of the fifth century of our era, and not revived till almost

modem days ; but for many centuries the old stones must have sufiiced

as a standard of measurement and a solace to the traveller.

" Intervalla viae fesflia praestaro videtur

Qui notat inscriptus millia crebra lapis." f

How the mile-intervals were marked, or whether they were marked

at all, on roads made later than this period, it is impossible t> say.

We travelled in 1801 along the line of a Byzantine road fro u Sis

(Flavias) to Hajin (near Badimon), without finding any trace of

mile-marks ; and the same may be said of the road which led down the

Lyons valley from Colonia to Neocaesarea, the embankment of which

may be seen in many places. Wooden marks, if any, must have

been used.

The cessation, therefore, of milestone-inscriptions on Severus' road

might be looked for naturally not long after Diocletian's time. The
fact that they actually ceaso with Diocletian himself, and do not record

uiiy restoration by Constantino or his immediate successors, may be

explained variously. Milliarta of Constantino, though not rare, are

much less frequently met with than those of Diocletian, or such of his

predecessors as had long reigns ; and it is possible, therefore, that

Constantino had his stones erected only on nowly-raade roads, or M'here

the older stones really required replacing; in fact, that he did not

continue the boastful and iinnecessary practice of adding a ninth or

tenth to the smull groves of stones which already marked the mile-

intervals. It should be remarked, however, that the later milliaria are

generally of small size, and, therefore, more easily buried under silt,

or conveyed to a distance to servo as modem building material, than

* Carm. xxiv., 5, quoted by Ootholrediis, I.e.

t Rutil. Gall. Itin. ii., 7. Professor Kaiusay compares ' C. I. L.' iii., snppl. 7080,

vhcre a similar idea is expressed upon ii milestone of Valentinian, Arcadius, and.

Theo.\oBma ut AsBW, dedic&tcA ad solacium lavorie (fit) festinationis.
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the older pillars ; and therefore that their rarity may be due partly to

the greater difficulty experienced in finding them. When allowance,

however, han been made for such causes, it still remains probable that

inscriptions on milliaria (like all inscriptions upon stone or marble),

did become rarer and rarer as the 4th century advanced.

One point remains to be mentioned in this connection. There exist

on Severus' road, as on other Roman highways, a considerable number
of uninacribed milestones, which may belong to a restoration other than

those recorded. We found such stones lying with groups in situ at the

136th and 114th stations, and many others were noticed both by
Professor Sterrett and ourselves. The fact that they are found in the

groups with other inscribed stones makes it improbable, though not

impossible, that they are merely surplus material, never put into the

lapicides' hands ; and it seems not unreasonable to suppose that they do

represent a later restoration than Diocletian's—perhaps one carried out

by the local communities, and commemorated niore antiquo by a stone,

but one bearing neither emperor's name, nor (as so many records of the

distance already existed at each station) any numeral.*

When Justinian f constituted the province of Armenia Tertia with

Melitene for its capital and Arga, Arabissus, Cocusus, Comana, and

Ariarathia for its principal towns, Severus' road must have served as

its main artery, for all the places abovementioned are on the direct line

of the road. The importance, however, of the easternmost section ceased

with the beginning of the 8th century, when the Byzantine emperors

lost all permanent control of Melitene
; J and we do not hear of this

part of the road again, although it continued to be used for local traffic

until quite recent times. But the section west of Arabissus, whereby

access was obtained to the Jihan Pass, still continued to be of some

military and commercial importance; over it passed, for example, the

raids of Basil in 877, and Bomanus Diogenes in 1068, and the crusading

expedition of Eaymond, Bohemund, and Godfrey in 1097.

Lying as they do on the direct route from Constantinople through

Angora and Eaisariye to Syria and Baghdad, we should naturally infer

that the valleys of the Saros and Gyuk Su were traversed by a much-

frequented road until the period at which the introduction of steam-

ships brought the " half-sea " route by Samsun, Sivas, and Malatia into

prominence. It must be confessed, however, that appearances in the

Anti-Taurus region itself are not favourable to such an inference, and

seem to point to the road in these valleys having fallen into compara-

tive obsolescence many centuries ago. In the first place, the state of

pr
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* The numeral is oftcn'omitted on stones otherwise inscribed in full,

t Novell, xxxi. ; r/. Ramsay, • H. G.,' p. 313.

X • H. G.,' p. 277. It was held for a short time by Constantiue Copronymos in 752,

but never again by a Byzantine emperor.
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preservation in which the Boman roadway and milestones are found at

this day is such as can only be paralleled in districts long deserted, like

Cilicia Tracheia ; secondly, the absence of old settlements and old popula-

tions in the valleys is very remarkable. Even in Gyuksun we found

only Turkmans, still in a partially nomadic state, and a dying remnant

of the Armenians who colonised the region in the 11th century. The
villages around are, with hardly an exception, new settlements of

Turkmans, Kurds, Avshars, or Circassians ; and only in Yarpuz does there

appear to survive an old •* Turkish " element. There are no old khana

on the line of the road, and it is obvious that the Jlhan Pass itself has

not been a trade route of importance for a long time, so thickly over-

grown and so utterly broken up is the roadway. It is hard to believe

that a district which preserves so faithfully relics of the 3rd and 4th

centuries, but has so little to show from that date until our own time,

and withal has no population older than the Armenian, can have been

traversed by a first-rate trade route up to fifty years ago

!

The reason for the desertion of this road for those through the

Cilician and Amanic Gates, or by Sebastea and Melitene (if desertion

there was), is perhaps to be explained by the insecurity which it owed
to its long course among, or close under, mountains. As early as 404

we learn from John Chrysostom's letters, written at Coousus, that the

whole district, including even the towns of Cocusus and Arabissus, was

continually exposed to the raids of the " Isaurian " brigands,* and the

Archbishop draws a vivid picture of the miserable condition of his place

of banishment, a picture which, even when allowance is made for an

exile's point of view, does not suggest that Cocusus was even then

on a flourishing trade route.

When the Armenians of the Exile came southward in the early part

of the 11th century, they seem to have found in south-eastern

Cappadocia a No-man's Land, for every place of importance now existing

in that region was either, like Egin, Arabkir, and Albistan, founded by
them, or, like Gyurun, so thoroughly "Armenized " that it is difficult to

suppose that any considerable population was found already in posses-

sion.! '^^^ Anti-Taurus district was the first home of these energetic

exiles ; in 1064 Constantino Ducas gave " Dzamentav " (Tsamandos-

Ariarathia, i.e. Azizie) to Eakig of Ani, j: and all the chief towns between

* The references to the " Jgaurians " are legion. Cf. Ep. ad Olymp. xiii., p. 610

(ed. Migne), where it is said that the brigands were strong enough to defy the soldiers

in garrison at Coousus ; cf. Ixx., p. 647, for the state of siege in which Arabissus

was kept.

t See St. Martin, ' Armenie,' i. p. 180, &c. Also note that Tudebodius (». infra)

calls even the tract between Eregli and Kaisariye " Hermeniorum terra" in the 11th

century.

X Dulaurier, in the introduction to the Armenian volume of the ' Becueil des Hist,

dcs Croisades,' p. h.
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tho Tokhma Sa and the Taurus date from about the same peiiod. The
change in the condition of Cocusus is shown in the contrast between

John Chrysostom's description and that of the monk Tudebodius, who
followed that section of the crusading army which passed down the

Saros valley in 1097, and found "Coxon" (Gyuksun), "stipata

omnibus bonis quae nobis erant necessaria." * Such prosperity was
probably short-lived, for the more adventurous spirits pressed on
southward, and presently established themselves south of the Taurus,

leaving the northern towns on debatable ground between themselves

and the Seljuk sultans ; f for the frontier of Cilician Armenia was the

Taurus, as is shown by an enactment of Leon II. with regard to

a customs-house in the Jihan Fass4

The fall of the Cilician kingdom in 1375 saw the establishment of

Zeitun as a centre of guerilla warfare within two days' march of

Gyuksun, and the Armenians must have made trade through this part of

the Taurus practically impossible: I was assured in Marash in 1891

that it was only within the past fourteen years that the passes had been

opened. It is not wonderful, therefore, if merchants preferred long

routes to inevitable encounters with Zeitunlis and Hajinlis.

I rely, therefore, both on the present aspect of the Anti-Taurus

region and historical probability in advancing the view that Severus'

road has been obsolete for many centuries. The revival of prosperity

by the Armenian immigitttion was only temporary : Turkmans soon

descended into the valley of the Gyuk Su, and maintained them-

selves there among the fast disapp<'iiing Chri8tians,§ and in recent

times successive immigrations of unruly Kurds, Avshars, and Circas-

bians have effectually prevented any return of trade. If merchants

or muleteers wish to go from Marash to Eaisariye, unless a very large

caravan can be collected, they make a circuit of twelve days by Adana
and the Cilician Gates, instead of going in six days by Gyuksun.

||

Hence it has come about that the region of Anti-Taurus is so wild a

land at the present day ; and that the traveller may observe in the

valleys of the Saros and Gyuk Su relics of an old order which have often

been lost elsewhere, and study among new peoples the signs of a new
order which may affect deeply the future of the Ottoman Empire.

* 'Hist, de Hierosol. itin.' ii. 5, ed. Migne. Soo p. 650, supra.

t See p. G77, note, tupra, for the condition of Albistan, which is a case in point.

% Dulauricr, op. cit. pp. xxvi., xcviii.

§ Tliere are only 28 Christian families now in Gyuksun.

II
Our Kaisariote muleteers waited ten days in Marash in 1801, until a cnravan

of 30 could be got together, and even then one preferred to take his animals by the

longer route rather than risk a meeting with the Zeitunlis or the Musisulman nomads

of Anti-Taurus.
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PART III.

NOTES ON ROADS IN THE VILAYET OF SIVAS.

By J. A. R. MuNRO.

TTuE road-systems on either side of the upper Halys, northwards to the

Black Sea and southwards to the Taurus, converge upon Sivas. From
this centre radiate roads leading to Kaisariye, Gyurun, Malatia, and

Devrik on the one side, and to Yuzgat, Samsun, Unie, Ordu, Kara

Hissar, and Erzinjian on the other. The great highway of communication

between the north and west and the south and east lies over the

Chamli Bel and the passes south of the Halys, which is spanned near

Sivas by two stone bridges. By this route pass the post-road to

Baghdad, and a considerable caravan and araba traffic. It is easy to

understand the importance of Sivas in such a situation.

That importance is of no recent growth. Sivas is the modern

representative of the ancient Sebastea, which was probably Pompey's

Megalopolis, renamed in early imperial times. The lack of inscriptions *

and other relics of antiquity may suggest that tho modern town does

not occupy the ^xaot site of the ancient; but several magnificent

buildings attest the ftv.'it that Sivas was one of the earliest seats of tho

Seljuk power in Asia Minor. The position has, indeed, been of capital

importance ever since there were roads in the country; and quito

i^ecently (1884-5-6), a complete network of good chausseea^ has been

extended from this centre throughout the vilayet. Sivas is thus tho

natural stavting-point for an account of the roads in this part of Asia

Minor, whether ancient or modern.

Sivas lies in the flat plain of the Halys, about a mile from the right

bank, at an elevation of 5077 feet (24'9o : 71°) J above sea-level. The
river-bed is here about 80 yards wide, and is crossed by a stone bridgo

of 18 arches, with a slight bend against the current in mid-stream.

The river, although not large in summer, is fairly rapid; and great

quantities of timT "^ are floated down from the hills along its upper

waters to the bridge, where they are hauled on shore by teams of oxen.

The other bridge is a couple of miles lower down.

One from Pilkinik, " one mile or more from Sivas ;

" « Jonmal of Philology,' 1882,

p. 150.

t They are, however, already in need of repair. Many of the wooden bridges in

particular have rollapsod, and torrents have swept away the road in places.

X The heights throughout Fart III. are given as computed from our observations

;

T add the latter in brackets. We need B. G. S. aneroid No. 15, and the Fahr. scale,

vol.. III.—PART v. 'd &
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I.

—

Boada south of the Halys.

Of the roads south of the Halys we are here concerned only with

those which lead from Sivas to the valley of the Tokhma Su, one to

Malatia, near the Euphrates, the other to Gyurun, at the upper end of

the valley, just above the junction of the two branches of the river.

The former is the highway from Constantinople to Baghdad ; the latter

has only recently been made practicable for wheels. For the first 25

miles they coincide.

Leaving Sivas by the upper bridge, the road ascends abruptly

1300 feet, and descends again by a long gully to the Turkish village of

Bardabash, which lies beside a small salt lake about half a mile to the

light. After crossing a second ridge (6818 feet : 24*30), an open, well-

cnltivated valley is reached, where beside two large salt lakes is the

Christian village of Ulash, six native hours from Sivas. The village

contains 140 houses, and has a prosperous air, rich in crops and cattle.

Very large salt-pans exist near it, and gypsum is to be seen everywhere

where rock crops out. An araba road (not a chausaee) from Tones and

Kaisariye comes in hero.

Through travellers will save a wide dStmr by taking the track to

the left of the main road before reaching Ulash, and following the

telegraph along the eastern shore of the salt lakes close under the

Terja Dagh.

An hour south of Ulash the road forks to Gyurun and Malatia.

The Malatia branch bears away to the south-east, up a grassy valley

watered by a clear stream, to the pass of Delikli Tash. This pass is

the one striking point between Sivas and Eangal, and forms the

watershed between the Halys and the Euphrates. The road is ooti'

fronted by the wall of a plateau 1000 feet high, up the face of which i<

climbs under precipitous crags. The most prominent of these is the

great Delik Tash, which gives its name to the pass. There is no

ravine—merely a steep winding ascent. The view of the valley and

scarped slopes of the Terja Dagh from the summit is impressive but

dreary. At the base lies Maghra, an Armenian village, and half a

mile over the edge of the platform is the village of Delikli Tash. The

upland extends for about five miles, sloping very gently to the south>

and is succeeded by open, undulating country, over which the road

winds for two hours to Eangal. The levels over this section of the

route are: Ulash (5483 feet: 24*60:71°); a mill on the stream below

Delikli Tash (6711 feet: 24*40); village of Delikli Tash (6879 feet:

23*40 : 67°) ; Kangal (5582 feet : 24*6). On August 10th the thermo-

meter registered only 67° Fahr. in the shade at 11 a.m. at Delikli Tash.

The general aspect of the country is much alike on both sides of the

watershed. If there is a distinction, the south is even more bare and
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monotonous than the north. The whole land lies so high, that the

hills lack character; they have no striking outlines, but rather run

in continuous ridges. There is a total lack of trees, and the not

inconsiderable area of cultivation, chiefly corn-land, is lost in the

general barrenness.

Eangal is reckoned 14 caravan hours from Sivas and 33 from

Malatia. It is a large village, half Turkish, half Armenian, situated in

a wide shallow basin between low hills. The land round about is well

cultivated. There is a mosque with a new minaret, and an Armenian

church. The village is evidently of Borne antiquity, for the ohurohr

now mostly of wood, has been rebuilt partly of older materials, and

fragments from buildings are to bo found in the cemetery. In the

church is treasured an illuminated Armenian manuscript of the Gospels,

with a rich binding ornamented with brass figures and red stones, said

to be eight centuries old. The Boman road from Sebastea to Melitene

must have followed much the same course as the modern route; and
Professor Ramsay* has very plausibly placed the Euspoena of the

Antonine Itinerary at Eangal. •*.>?*
.

i •

We here leave the Malatia road and strike south-westwards to*

rejoin the Gyurun road at Manjulik. The intervening country is arid

and bare, open valleys between low white earthy hills, and very

desolate. The only village on the road (which is easy and fairly level,

although not " made ") is Tirza Khan, a group of miseraUe hovels witk

a bad reputation,'!' about 2J^ hours from Kangal. A mile farther on the

little Chamali Su must be forded, and three quarters of an hour later

a direct road from Derende to the north is crossed, half an hour before

reaching Manjulik. A wooden bridge leads across the Ginolu Su to the

village, which straggles up a lateral dere. There are 120 houses, all

Armenian. At the top of the village is an old church and monastery^

well built, but in rample style. It was in Manjulik that we copied »
little Greek sepulchral inscription, the only antiquity encountered

between Gyurun and Sivas.

To the south and west of Manjulik stretches T7zun Yaila, an.

elevated tract of country, very sparsely inhabited, and haunted by

predatory nomads, chiefly Circassians. It is traversed by cross-roads

to Azizie, south-west, and to Tones, north-west, whence Ainsworth

reached Manjulik. The Gyurun chauasSe runs straight across a level

plateau for about an hour and ^ half, and then for an equal distance

over uneven ground to Buyu Delik, a poor Turkish village nestling

under steep crags. The road here enters on a barren upland. Two

* 'HiBt. Geog.,' p, 275.

t Although not in Uzun Yaila, this district contains many Circassions, whose servioes

to Turkey in the last Bussian war are rewarded by a degree of immunity from official

control which does not conduce to the safety of the r'>ad8. The inhabitants of Tina
Khan, however, are not Circassians, but Turkmans, described to ua as "all robben.""'

3 E 2

III

I
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^lioura later the old horse-traok diverges to the left, and offers a welcome

short out to Gyurun with the following stages:—1 hour 20 min., a

watershed ; 40 min., a bridge over a small stream at the bottom of a

broad valley ; 1 hour, a spring at the entrance to a rocky defile ; 1 hour,

Gyurun entered from the lower end of the long straggling township.

It is easy to recognise in Ainsworth's description of his ride from

Manjulik to Gyurun the " black stony upland " at the beginning and

the " narrow ravine " at the end ; but the new chaussie seems to follow

a different lino from his road. At least, it is difficult to identify on

the present route the pass " called by the Turks Sakal-i-Tutun."

The Boman roods of the whole of Central Cappadocia are in great

confusion. I imagine that when the country is better surveyed and

more sites are identified, it will bo found that the Antonine Itinerary

incorporates branch roads in main routes, much as a bungling clerk

might incorporate the branch lines in the main lines of a modem
railway tim -table.* For the present, as Professor Ramsay remarks,

"the roada are too corrupt, and the localisation of every point too

uncertain, to justify any scheme of reconstruction." There is much to

be said, however, in favour of his own reconstructionf of the direct road

from Arabissus to Sebastea, which must, he argues, have followed

much the same route as that already described. The pass at Delikli

Tash is a fixed point on a road running south-east, for the Terja Dagh
precludes circumvention of it towards the east, and the situation of

£angal is admirably suited to Euspoena.

II.

—

Stvat to Enderes and the upper Lycua Valley.

Let us now return to Sivas, and make a fresh start eastwards along

Hha north bank of the Halys to Enderes. The road, a new chaussSe, in

fairly good order, keeps the river valley, but at some distance from the

river itself. The ground is mostly level, a bare and dry but fertile

plain, broken by occasional knolls. Distant mountains close the view

* Formstance, the short road which appears as

a Gocuso . . . lii.

.1 .
Ptandari. . . xxviii.

«iiglit to be read as

Arabisso. .

a Gocuso . .

. xxiiii.

Ptandari . xxviii.

Arabisso . . . xxiiii.

the branch road to Ptandaris, situated at Tanir la the valley of the Khurman Sa,

diverging before Arabissus.

t 'Hist. Gcog.,'pp.274,275.
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on either side. There is a considerable timber traffic, and we noted

that the harvest was being gathered with European pitchforks and
rakes—a sign of the influence of the model farm recently founded

at Sivas.

The road passes between two Armenian villages about three hours

from Sivas, Hanza on the left and Boyudun on the right. An hour

later it reaches Guvre, a very mean place, supplied only with brackish

water. Here a low spur is crossed, and the road gradually approaches

the river until at Koch Hissar (6271 feet: 24- 80: 75°), five hours from

Sivas, there intervenes less than a mile. Opposite to Koch Hissar a bold

bluff projects from the end of a low ridge into the stream, and astride

on the neck of this promontory is Kemis, a mixed village of 55 houses,

which obviously preserves the name of the ancient Camisa, an important

station and fortress on the road from Sebastea to Nioopolis. Exoept a
splinter of column and some fragments of an old church, there are few

traces of antiquity.

A wooden bridge crosses the Halys under the eastern face of the

rook, and it is probable that there was an ancient bridge at about the

same point ; for, although there is no reason to suppose that the Boman
road followed the south bank of the river rather than the north, and

Eooh Hissar, itself a strong position on a precipitous rise commanding

the road, may claim to represent the more important part of Oamisa,

yet if Eumeis is really a corruption of Camisa (as the distance to Zara

suggests), the direct road of the Itinerary from Arabissus to Nioopolis*

seems to imply a bridge there. The military importance of the station

also favours this hypothesis. The Halys is, however, easily fordable in

summer on the other side of the rock.

Strabo (p. 560) mentions not only an old fort at Camisa, but also salt

mines ; and the presence of salt in the soil is attested by a series of

small brackish lakes a little farther to the east. The road keeps along

a low ridge between these lakes and the river, through undulating

country partly under com, but bare and treeless except about the

villages. Of these the most prominent are Yarasa, an hour and a half

from Eoch Hissar, and Yenije, half-an-hour to the south-east, on the

opposite side of the river. The road then descends to the Halys, and

skirts its bank for some distance, passing the rickety wooden bridge

whereby the track from Yenije crosses. There follows .-another piece of

uneven ground, where the road again runs between salt lakes and the

river, until it enters a long straight valley with high walls, which

leads up to Zara.

Zara (5451 feet : 2:1*65 : 76°) is reckoned 12 hours from Sivas. It

is rather a little town than a village, with a small bazar and modem

* I do not understand why Professor Bamsay (' Hist. Geog.,' p. 275) doubts the

existence of this road between Euspoena and Camisa.
,
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Ohuroh, and lies at the junction of a tributar}' stream from the north

with the Halys. A new high road from Devrik, said to be 18 hours

diBtant, here orossos the river on a long wooden bridge with stone piers.

Zara still retains its ancient name, but we could hear of no antiquities

except a fragmentary Greek inscription of late date and no importance,

built into a corner of the ohuroh of an Armenian monastery, a mile

outside the town.

We here leave the Halys and ascend the side valley to the north. A
short cut over a ridge (6413 feet : 23*80) takes us in 2 hours 10 minutes

to the roadside khan of Arabja Eupru, at the bottom of a wooded glen.

The road, which is often bad and very heavy after a night's rain,

although just practicable for an araba, enters a narrow gorge cut by

the stream, and then climbs up steep slopes, through the pine forest to

the watershed (5699 feet : 24 '40) between the Eizil Irmak (Halys) and

Tozanli Ghai (Iris), reached in 8^ hours from Zara. The hills are every-

where thickly clothed with pine trees, and much timber is felled for

the Sivas market by savage-looking woodcutters, who cart it on buUock-

arabas down to the Halys. A cool upland valley, inhabited by Greeks

and Circassians, where the com is still green in the middle of August,

is succeeded by a long gradual descent to the head stream of the Iris,

forded * two hours after crossing the summit. The stream bears away
westwards down to the left, rapidly descending between beetling rocks

amid luxuriant and varied woods and undergrowth. About an hour

lower down in this beautiful valley is the hamlet of Istoshun, on a

horse track to Tokat. Built into the chimney nook, one on each side

of the fire, in an underground chamber of one of the houses, stand two

large split columns, on the flat side of which are carved in relief a

liiumber of strange symbols, perhaps early Armenian.

The Enderes road, however, mounts the slope opposite the ford for a

mile and a half to a khan (5945 feet : 24* 10) over against Eechiut, which

lies across a wide open dip to the left. In the village churchyard we
fimnd a Greek inscription, which seems to record a pious foundation or

restoration by the Emperor Justinian.f The stone is said to have been

Ixrought from a place known aa " the pointed hill " (Sivri Tepe) about

tiiree hours distant to the east. If this be true, Sivri Tepe may be the site

of Dagalassos, on the direct road Zara-Nicopolis. The road continues

round the hills to the watershed, between the Iris and the Lycus,

reaching Dermen Tash in the Lycus valley in four hours ; but there is

a shorter horse-path from the back of the khan up a long ravine run-

ning nearly due east. The path is almost level as far as Gyusuk,

'(1 hour), a village of 80 houses with a large new church, inhabited

f^i^"?.;;* '(' .'--',
, ^ ? , .. ; . ;

* The bridge has collapsed.

t To be published, with other inscriptions of this district, in a collected form

shortly.
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solely By Greeks who speak an indosoribably oomipt dialect of Greek.*

A mile to the right is Bazar Gyusnk, shared between Greeks and Kurds.

The walls of the ravine are steep and bare, but the level land at the

bottom is cultivated, and harvest was in progress on August 17th.

From Gyusuk there is a gradual ascent for three quarters of an hoar up
a little stream to the edge of the Lyons valley, 6837 feet (23>45). The
view which at this point bursts upon the traveller is a very fine one

:

at his feet the ground suddenly drops 1200 feet, on the right wooded
spurs run up to the bare rock, and diagonally in front stretches the

river-plain flanked by magnificent mountain barriers. A steep difSoult

descent leads down to a rivulet (5582 feet : 24 -50) in 35 minutes, and
thence the path winds over the roots of the hills to the Greek village of

Dormen Tash (1 hour). Bermen Tash is 2^ hours firom Enderes by
the ehautsie, but it may be Ivorth while to keep up to the right of the

road and visit Sis, an Armenian monastery, prettily situated on an upper

slope (5447 feet: 24*65 : 75°) among trees and gardens. The church

seems to be of some antiquity, and is said to have been built by thd

Armeniali king of Sivas, Senhacherim, in the 11th century. The monas^

tery is spacious and well-kept, with a large entrance hall or refectory.

It is the occasional residence Of the bishop of the district, but is usually

almost deserted. Bough cross-country tracks lead to Dermen Tash in

two hours and Enderes in one and a half.

Enderes (4363 feet : 25* 60 : 74°) lies above the plain on the western

edge of a deep gully. It is a pleasant little town of 800 houses, more

than half of which are Turkish, well supplied with water, and sur-

rounded by gardens and patches of real green turf. The Lycus valley

is here broad, straight, and flat, although broken by occasional spurs

and watercourses from the hills. The river keeps well to the northern

edge of the plain, some distance from Enderes. An easy horse-road^

f^il'ly level except for a dere here and there, leads along the base of

the hills eastwards to the Armenian village of Furk, about thiide miles

from Enderes, on a fertile plateau. The considerable ancient remains

at Furk would suffice, even without the evidence of inscriptions, to

identify it with the Roman Nicopolis, founded by Pompey on the field

of his' victory over Mithridates, and thenceforward tluroughout an-

tiquity the most important civil and strategic centre in this region.

The highway from Fontus and northern Cappadooia to the Euphrates

and Armenia lay through Nicopolis. It was here that the roads up the

Lycus and up the Halys united. The modern routes from Zara direct

to Devrik, over the Kara Bel, and from Trebizond to Erzerum were

not then developed. The military roads up the Euphrates, and from

Trapezus, the naval station of the Boman Black Sea fleet, and the

* See part i., p. 650.

'«:

• -<i ..'; ••-I'
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atatlva of Legio I. Pontioa, met at Satala, the headquartora of Legio

XV. Apollintoris, higher up the Lyous valley, and were continued we§t-

wunU only through Nioopolis.

The anuient site is of an oblong shape, and projects to the north of

tho tpodern village. The whole north wall, and tho northern half of

the eadt and west walls, are easily traced by their rubble and cement

core. Here and there a few courses of tho stone casing remain, and,

ut the north-east angle, a considerable fragment of a square tower

is still standing. It is, perhaps, not impossible that the name Furk is a

corruption of Uvpyoi, and the legend recounted by Bort'i * an etymo-

logical fiction attached to a survival of a Pagan festival. The north

wall, a short side of the oblong, must be about a quarter of a mile long.

The enclosed space, as far as the village, is cultivated as a vegetable

garden. In the village, many fine, squared blocks of marble, oapi|

fragments of cornice, etc., are to be seen built into the houses. Inscrip-

tions are less numerous than might be expected ; we found only three

Greek epitaphs and a Latin fragment. Bora's inscription,! which names
Kicopolis, seems to have disappeared or been forgotten. On the top of

the hill overhanging the village, lies a broken sepulchral ttelc, a bust

in relief of a Eoman lady, over a panel which has never been inscribed.

Twenty-two minutes east of Purk is another village, on a steep,

.rocky spur projecting into a small ravine, and easily approached only

from the south-east. The topmost crag forms an acropolis of great natural

strength, which has evidently been fortified, and still displays vestiges

of a stepped ascent and a cistern on the summit. The superior defensive

position and the name of this village, Eski Sheher, i.e. Old Town, suggest

that the original settlement must have been here and not at Purk, but

transplanted to the latter site either by Pompey or at a subsequent

date. That the supposed transference was later than Pompey's foundation

is a view perhaps favoured by Hirtius' description X of the second battle

of Nioopolis, in which Phamaces defeated Caesar's lieutenant, Domitius

Calvinus. Domitius seems to have marched along the hills, past

Kicopolis, and encamped near Ashkhar, in the narrow valley described

below, whence he descended to attack the enemy under the walls of thfr

town. Phamaces, seeing that the attack must come from the south-east,,

prepared the ground by digging trenches across the exposed level. The
36th legion penetrated round the trenches to the eastern wall of Nioopolis,

and, afler the defeat, withdrew to the roots of the hills, and finally

retired up the Ashkhar road to the Halys and Cappadocia. The site of

Eski Sheher seems to fit this description better than the more open

* Quoted in Bitter'a 'Erdkunde,' xviii., p. 214. The feBtival of the Nicotimia, it

genuine, is particularly interesting.

t Ibid, rp Ao^irporctT*; /3oi;Xp ica\ rf Hparlffr^ 8^M4> 'ASpicbn^s ViK<nt6\to>s,

X
' De bello Alexandrino,' 36-40j ef. also the 'ASpidmis of the inscription.
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position of Piirk. In tho ocmotery of the village wo copied a Greek
sepulchral inscription.

A mile and a half beyond Eski Sheher, after passing below the hamlet

of Jausli, the little rivor Ulu Chai is reached, and crossed by a wooden
bridge. It is an affluent of the Lycus, and flows down a narrow defile

from tho southern hills. Up tho right bank runs an easy horse-road to

tho small village of Ashkhar, or Akshchorabad (4478 feet : 25*50 :
74''))

whence it crosses to tho upper valley of tho Ilalys, and reaches Zara in

twelve hours. This road is in common use by travellers between Kara
Hissar and Sivas who wish to avoid the Mtour by Enderos.

It is certain that the Boman road from Nicopolis to Sebastea took

tho same course. The wanderings of the stream and landslips from the

stoop earthy slopes have indeed almost obliterated all traces of it, but its

lino may still be marked by an attentive eye in ono or two places, and

in a garden hedge at Ashkhar lies a milestone with the following

inscription :

—

IMP
CAESARIDIVITRAIA
NI PA ETHIC IP DIVINER
VAENEPOTITRAIANO

Imp.

Caesari divi Traia-

ni Parthici f. divi Ner-

vae nopoti Traiano

Hadriano aug. p. m.

trib. pot. xiii. cos. iii. p. p.

Civitas Nicopolita

nor(um)
MP
VII

H..DRIANOAVGPM
TRIBPOTXIIICOSIIIPP
CIVITASNICOPOLITA
NOR

MP
VII
3 Z.

.

Ashkhar is just about seven Roman miles from Purk. The stone i»

reported to have been found in the bed of the stream immediately below

the village, near the point where there is a fragment of masonry which

may possibly have been the abutment of a bridge. The red colour in

the letters, however, is as fresh as the day they were painted. Possibly

the stone was buried, and washed out by the stream.

Both at Enderes and at Purk we were told of ancient remains at

Sushar, about 13 hours—say 40 miles—farther east, up the Lycus valley.

There was some difference of statement as to the precise locality, and

Sushar seems to be a wide term for a whole district ; but no doubt these

ruins, wherever they are, represent the Roman Satala, which Eiepert, on

the strength of the similarity of the names, has conjecturally identified

with Sadagh. Sadagh, however, if the maps may be trusted, is rather

too far east, and the place most frequently mentioned to us was Jelat»

said to be near some mines on an unfinished road to Erzinjiau, wher&

there are repoiiied to be two written rocks or stones. But Satala

lay beyond the scope of our tour, and must be reserved for another

expedition.
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III.

—

Down ihe Lycutfrom Endere$ to Niktar.

Tho Lyous ia known either as the Qormili Chai or as the Kalktd

Irmak. Qerinili or Gormori, Kalktd or Korktt, aro places near tho

(louroo of the main or southern stream, which unites with the northern

branch a little below Kara Ilissar. In ao name Kalktd has been

plausibly roooguisod a corruption of tho Armenian Kail Kyod = Wolf

river = Lyons.* If this idontifioation is correct it is difficult to decide

whether the Greek name or tho Armenian is tho earlier.

From the junction of the two streams down to Eudores, the Lyous

Valley is broad and open, but just below that point contracts to a narrow

defile, and except for a momentary expansion at Koilu Hissar, nowhere

opens out to more than half a mile's breadth until the plain of Niksar is

reached. The course of the river is fairly direct, but a largo section is

represented only by a dotted line on tho maps, and the region traversed

is little known or explored. It is a rough hilly countiy clothed with

pine forest ; on the left is the ridge of wooded heights which divides tho

valleys of the Lyous and Iris. It must have been along this ridge that

Domitius Calvinus advanced from Comana Fontica to Nioopolis, keeping

the hills for fear of sudden attacks from the enemy's cavalry
.f

To the right stretches the rugged tract which Strabo seems to regard

as a continuation or part of the Paryadres Range, and spoaks of as dotted

with scarcely accessible fortresses, wherein Mithridattts stored his

treasure.

The Lycus, as has been mentioned, runs along the side of the valley

opposite to Enderes, close under the northern mountains. The road to

Koilu Hissar, gradually descending, strikes across to tho mouth of the

gorge at the north-east comer of the plain. The actual river-channel

is at length reached by a sharp descent over steep oarth-slopes near the

junction of a tributary stream, two hours out of Enderes. There is

a road on each side of the river; the usual route from Enderes,

which is followed by the telegraph wires, keeps to tho left bank, but

the horse and post-road from Kara Hissar, often a mere track, skirts the

right bank. ^ We cross to the latter 40 minutes lower down, at Aiyas,

il cluster of a dozen Turkish houses among gardens. The level of the

river is here 3065 feet (26 • 80) above the sea. The ford is only practicable

when the water is low, for the Lycus is already a largo stream, turbid

and rapid, with a breadth of about 60 yards. A mile below the ford are

Vestiges of a large village, possibly Byzantine. The steep walls of tho

rav

riv

of

* Vide Rittor's ' Erdkundo,' xviii., p. 201.

t ' De bello Alexandrino,' 85.

X See for a rather exaggerated description of this road, Ker-Porter's ' TraTela,'

vol. ii. pp. 688,/.
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f ihe

ravine then draw together, and the road becomes difficult in places. The
river haa evidently wandered to and fro, and brought down avalanches

of earth first from one aide, then from the other. There is plenty of

undergrowth, but not much timber except on the heights. Two hours

from the ruined village there oomos in sight the picturesque modiieval

oastle of Koilu Ilissar, whioh crowns a group of lofty pinnacles of rock

overhanging the right bank. The colour of the rooks is very striking

—

a brilliant yellow streaked with red. The precipitous oliifH are inacces-

sible from this side, and although the castle is so near, there is a long

oircuit to be made before reaching Koilu Hissar. First we ride through

a series of finiit gardens, then a mile after passing the castle the ravine

opens out, and wo emerge upon a broad new chausaSe—the high-road from

Sivas to the port of Ordu, which diverges from the Enderes road near

Eeohiut, and here orosseB the Lycus on a covered wooden bridge with

stone piers. The distance to Keohiut is reckoned six hours from this

point. The chauts^e presently turns up a valley to the right, and

ascends steadily to the ca/i and small bazar of Koilu Hissar, 65 minutes

from the bridge. The town is much scattered, straggling up the

glen for several miles among trees and gardens. There are said to be

three or four hundred houses. Melet, the capital of the tanjah, is

reckoned six hours distant, and Ordu twenty-four. A stone carved

with threo crosses, doubtless a lintel from a church door, seems to bo the

oldest object in the place. The town as a whole wears a look of recent

prosperity, and has probably benefited by the new highway.

The ordinary, and no doubt better, road from Koilu Hissar to

Niksar is through Melet and across the hills, but there is also a horse-

track down the Lycus, which is here described.

From the cafS we descend again, cross a bridge over a rivulet to

the other side of the glen, and reach the Lycus in 50 minutes. About

three quarters of a mile lower down, the valley is almost blocked by

a gi'eat rock, which juts out from the hills on the right. On the top

is a mosque and holy tomb, but there are clear traces of an old fortress

visible from below, which is known as Asha Kale = the Lower Castle.*

The base of the rock is washed by the swirling current, and the opposite

bank is a precipitous bluft*. The path has to be carried round the point

by cutting, and abruptly crosses the rivor on a new bridge to the lower

land behind the bluff, where there is a deserted khan, a strong loopholed

building. Asha Kale must always have been an important position ; it

is certainly the most striking and defensible point in the whole middle

course of the Lycus. Pi bably this lower castle was meant to guard the

river road, Koilu Hissar the hill road, the two forming complementary

parts in one scheme of defence.

I

„-:«<')! Noticed by Ouseley from Koilu Hissar. Bitter, op. eit., p. 218.
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So far there is some attempt at a made road, and the new bridge

seems to indicate an intention to develop the river route ; but below

Aska Kale there is only a track, and that steadily grows worse. The
scenery is pretty, even beautiful in places ; as, for instance, where the

rapid river rushes round some projecting spur. The pine forest

descends to the foot of the slopes on each side, and the river banks

are green with grass. Villages occur at intervals. Three hours from

Eoilu Hissar and a mile from the Lycus, up a dere to the left, is Gweba,

a settlement of Kizilbaah (i.e. heretic Mussulmans) (3170 feet: 26 '70).

Opposite on the right bank is Eksi, a Mussulman village, and two miles

lower down Mudasu, on the left bank, whence there is a cross-path to

the Iris valley and Tokat.

Both at Gweba and elsewhere we found the Eizilbash most

hospitable and friendly to strangers. There are five or six villages of

these heretics, who are not Kurds, but aborigines to all appearance.

They are almost completely ignorant of the world outside, and their

agricultural implements are of an extremely primitive character. It is

probable that they represent the dying remnant of an original popu-

lation of the valley never thoroughly converted to Islam. They have

the delicate facial type and timid manner which one associates naturally

with a worn-out race. It was in the heretic villages that we first

observed a curious form of araba without wheels. The back ends of the

poles are bent round under the cart, and form runners, upon which it

rests like an elevated sledge, thus avoiding the difficulties of the rough

ground.

After Mudasu the road becomes difficult, often climbing the

steep earth slopes to avoid bends of the river. An hour below the

village the level of the water is 2530 feet (27*30) above the sea, and

half an hour farther down Alama is passed—a Turkish village on the

other bank. Yet another hour and a half and the road crosses a

bridge to Eundu, a group of wooden cabins among gardens belonging

to the village of Taurla, which lies higher up in the hills. Near

this place we first encountered traces of an ancient road. Twelve

minutes above the bridge of Taurla (2486 feet : 27*35 : 80°) there stands

a fragment of a Soman bridge finely cased with masonry. It is the

abutment on the right bank, to which the road must have crossed

at this point. Below Eundu, after a slight riso has been surmounted,

the dyke of the ancient road is traceable at intervals for about an

hour, and reappears for a moment even farther down ; but for the most

part it has been undermined and swept away by the ever-changing

curves of the river. Enough, however, remains to prove that there

must have been a Eoman road up the Lycus from Keocaesarea to

Nicopolis.

The modem track runs, now across bare fiats, now through low

bushes, here on the strand, there up the bank, but grows ever fainter

audi

shei

on

knol

vaUJ
and
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and fainter. Two hours and three quarters from the bridge a few

shepherds' huts and folds are reached, not far from Chal Dere, which lies

on the other (left) bank. Our guide had long been beyond his

knowledge, and the path was here reported to be so difficult, and the

valley so sparsely inhabited, that we thought well to leave the Lycus
and turn up into the hills to the right.

A fairly good horse-road was soon hit upon, which led to a Turkish
village—Bardakli—50 minutes from the Lycus valley. The upland
slopes, back from the river, are to a largo extent cleared and cultivated,

and are thickly dotted with hamlets and villages. Half an hour to the

west of Bardakli is Kara Tash, and at the same distance to the north

lies Maghodun (Turkish), evidently an old village, dominated by a

ruinous fortress. Twenty minutes beyond Maghodun a summit is

crossed, and a short abrupt descent leads down into a most beautiful

little glen. Lofty cliffs and towering heights close in the upper end,

a bright lake lies in the hollow, and mirrors the rock and foliage of

the steeps on both sides, which are clothed with a dense growth of

oak, cherry, and other trees, and through the dainty green meadow
above the lake dances a clear brook crossed by a rustic wooden bridge.

It is a view that, after the monotonous pines and scrub and dreary

yellow earth-banks of the latter part of the Lycus valley, has a singular

charm, even at the close of a long day's ride.

We pass the bridge and mount the other slope to Zina (4769 feet

:

25*20 : G6°), a Turkish village on an open grassy hillside commanding

an extensive view across the cleft of the Lycus. We lost our way
and some time in the wood; but Zina cannot be more than an hour

from Maghodun. It was a welcome surprise, and pleasant indication

of the comfortable rural life sometimes latent in an out-of-the-way

Turkish village, to find ourselves sumptuously entertained in a hand-

some panelled room, the fittings and decoration of which were both

rich and tasteful. Several villages, or rather groups of chalets (for

one name is given to huts spaced widely over two or three square

miles), are within view from Zina to the south or south-west : Tinia

Bagh half an hour lower down the hill, Yenishe more remote, on the

opposite side of the Lycus, and others. The whole upland country

is pretty—cornfields and pasture interspersed among woods and rocks,

and sprinkled with clusters of wood chalets.

Leaving this region, the road—which, although not metalled and

rather narrow, is practicable for rough wheeled traffic—winds down
round wooded hills and through cultivated valleys to the brink of the

Niksar plain. On emerging from a thick pine-forest near Zina there is

a rapid descent ; but this full is partially recovered by an ascent to

Uljak (4155 feet: 25 "80), three hours and a half from Zina. Thence

there is a rough drop by a short cut to Tenevli(2642 feet : 27*20: 79°),

a group of log-huts and gardens about an hour and a quarter beyond
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Uljak. But the araba road avoids Tenevli, and pursneg a more level

course along the hillside. Tonevli to Niksar is nearly two hours.

There is nothing to note on the way except the steep descent at the

end, where the road is paved in places.

Niksar (2070 feet above the sea : 27 • 75 : 84°) lies in a fold of the hills

opening from the north-east on to the broad flat plain through which the

Lycus flows after emerging from the forest ranges. The situation is

striking. In the middle of the grassy ravine, and mounting upwards

towards its head, rises a rocky crest, which formed the acropolis of

Neocaesarea. It is crowned by a ruined castle of great extent and

strength. Most of the building seems to be not earlier than the Byzan-

tine period, but there is one hexagonal tower of good Roman masonry

near the western extremity of the citadel. The northern side of the

ridge is precipitous, but the whole of the steep southern slope is in-

cluded in the outermost wall of defence. Against this outer wall is

picturesquely planted the main street of the modem town, divided from

A large outlying quarter by the stream at the bottom of the valley.

From the modem bridge may be discerned remains of an older struc-

ture a little farther down, and on the outskirts of the town are several

ruined buildings, a series of rubble arches, and a Seljuk gate and tomb.

The houses are of wood and stone mixed ; the flat mud roofs of the

interior here give place to the sloping tiles characteristic of the northern

towns. There are two very late reliefs built into the wall of the hmak,

and local tradition tells of written stones taken to Stambul ; but we
failed to find any inscriptions.

Neocaesarea is mentioned by Pliny (* Nat. Hist.' vi. 8), but unknown

to Strabo, to wh<nn the principal town of this district was Cabin'a.

Cabira was a royal residence of Mithridates, refonnded by Fompey as

Diospolis, and afterwards named Sebaste by Fythodoris.* The sug-

gestion of Mannert and Hamilton that Cabira-Diospolis-Sebaste is to be

identified with Neocaesarea is extremely probable. Cabira was about

twenty miles south and east of the junction of the L^^cus and Iris, at

the eastern extremity of the plain of Fhanaroea (Strabo, p. 556), on the

way to Armenia, near the Lycus, and on the right bank, for Mithridates

crosses the river into the plain (Tash Ova) when he advances against

Lucullus (Flut. * Luc' 14, 15), and not far from Comana, whither he

retires after his defeat (Appian, ' Mithr.,' 683, 82). No situation has

been suggested which better fulfils all these conditions than Niksar*

IV.—Niksar to Tohat.

Niksar is about two miles from the Lycus. The plain is marshy,

and grows quantities of maize, rice, etc. The river flows in several

* Strabo, 556-567.
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streams down a very wide bed ; it must oome down in great volume
when swollen by the melting of the winter snows. The height above
the sea is here 1393 feet (28*40). A bridge, which cannot be less than

300 yards long, with stone piers and a crazy wooden superstructure,

carries the road to the opposite bank. Thence it is an hour's ride to

Duneksa, at the foot of the hills, so the Lycus plain must be at least

five miles broad. On the slopes about Duneksa much tobacco is

cultivated. From this point the road, a highway in excellent order,

ascends a wooded valley for nearly an hour to an elevated plateau, on

which it passes between the villages of Oktap (3280 feet: 26*60),

70 minutes from Duneksa, on the right, and Almush, on the left, half an

hour farther on. Ten minutes beyond the latter village the watershed is

reached—3489 feet (26*40)—and there follows an easy descent of thre»

quarters of an hour to the Iris valley. The new chaussSe runs straight on,

keeping a couple of miles to the right of the river, and crosses a nick

in the ridge of Earakaia, which bars the valley half an hour lower

down. We preferred to strike off to the right to join the old horse-road

at Omala, where the Iris, coming down from Eeohiut,* issues from

'le hills.

A.t Omala we found and copied several inscriptions, a couple

of Greek tombstones, and the two following fragments of Boman
milestones :

—

a). IM
. \.XIM
AVGPR
.NICIAE
3STATI.
AMPES

I • '/ X • • • •

m]azim-

us] aug. (t)r-

ibu]niciae

pote]stati[s

vi]am [r]es-

tit]ui[t per

(1.) On a stone, much broken, in the stable of Ibrahim Effendi.-

• • • Mi V ^V Xa • • • •

DIOCLETIANO

[Impp; Gaess.] •: .ij^i;'

C. Au]r. Val[erio ; ,•.;-.;

Diocletiano

(2.) On the back of the same stone : the upper lines are confused by

a superscribed text. The stone was in the darkest comer of a stable,

lighted only by a door ; and it was quite impossible to unravel the tangle

of letters under the circumstances. The superscribed text does [not

seem to be an imperial formula at alL- -

V. aupra, p. 726.
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OH HUATI
A PAPE

NV...P.AESTIURCO ... Im]p. [CJaes. (Fl). V(a). Co[n-

S..N..N..ICTORIAC s[ta]n[ti]n[o v]ictori ao

. RIUMFSEMPERAUG t]riumf. Bomper aug.

ETPLCLOONSTANTIO etFl. CI. Con8tanti[n]o

lULCONSTANTIO et Fl,] Jul. Constantio

[et Fl. Jul. Constanti]

[nobb. Caess. etc.].

There can be little doubt that the stones belong to the ancient road

from Comana to Neocaesarea, which must therefore have taken the

«ame course as the Turkish horse-road, not the new chaussie. The
possibility of a direct Roman road from Oomana to Nioopolis up the Iris

is not perhaps entirely excluded, but is scarcely probable ; for not only

is the LycuB route easier, avoiding the high pass at Eechiut, but we
have also found independent evidence of a road up the Lycus valley,

and a second at so short an interval seems superfluous.

Between Omala and Gumenek, the site of Comana Pontica, we
discovered no more traces of the Roman road, unless the cuttings,

whereby the point of the Earakaia ridge is rounded close above the

waters of the Iris, may be counted as such. But beyond question the

ancient road kept down the river and round this point. The horse-

road rejoins the chaiisaee about two miles short of Gumenek, near the

hamlet of Eizil Eoi. The total distance from Omala to Gumenek h
about two hours and a half; from Gumenek to Tokat one hour and

a half.

The river below Earakaia winds through a wide open plain, until

at Gumenek (2743 feet: 27 '10) it once more approaches the hills on

the left. At this point a low hillock, about half a mile in circumference,

rises from the right bank. It is covered with the debris of buildings,

squared stones, rubble walls, blocks of marble, and fragments of columns,

the wreck of the great temple. At the base on the river-side are the

abutments of a Roman bridge,* and a few yards higher up is the new
bridge, into which are built fragments of an inscription that makes

mention of ^ 'IcpoKaurapcfoi' Ko/*avcW TToAis.j'

The remains of buildings extend over the level to the east of the

hillock, but nothing is standing except two ruinous structures, both

of them very late work, and the larger probably an old khan.'^ The

* So lately as the year 1836, the two extreme arches of this bridge were still

perfect; vide Hamilton, i., p. 350. Here, as on the Halys above Siras, quantities of

pine logs are floated down the Iris from the hills.

t Cf. 'Journal of Philology,' 1882, p. 152.

) QT- Hamilton, 'Researches,' vol. i., p. 319.
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temple mound itself is deeply buried in rubble of the same charaoter

;

and as there are no villages in the vioinity, but only a few scattered

farms, and the distance to Tokat is not inconsiderable, the ruins have
never been exploited to any extent, but ought to yield a good result io

the excavator. A mile or so to the west, on the right hand, is an old

chapel or tomb, possibly the ancient tomb described by Hamilton
(' Kesearches,' vol. i., p. 350), but we had no time to visit it. The road

to Tokat (2530 feet : 27'30 : 76°) after crossing the bridge keeps to the

left of the river along the base of the hills.

i-i--' ->f

V.

—

Sivaa to Samaun.

At Tokat we come upon the great road from Sivas to Samsun, which

is as well known as any in Asiatic Turkey, and need not bo again

described in detail. One or two points may, however, be briefly

noticed in connection with the ancient roads and sites in this region.

The road comes over the Chamli Bel from Sivas to Tokat, but that this

route is older than the growth of the latter town to importance seems

to require proof. Professor Bamsay * adduces evidence of the road

from Amasia to Comana, but no hint of a road from Comana to

Sebastea except the conjectural identification of Yerisa and Bolus.

When Strabo (559) speaks of Comana as ifiiropiov tois airb rrji 'Apftcctas

d^idXoyov, he is evidently thinking of a connection through Nicopolis,

not Sebastea. May not the traffic from Sebastea have been satisfied

with the equally direct route through Sebastopolis and Zela to

Amasia? It would do no harm to shift Yerisa a little farther west.

At any rate, until there is some further evidence of a Roman road over

the Chamli Bel, it is safer to connect the milestones of Tokat—^both

that copied by Bore (' C. I. L.,' iii. 307), and the following almost

illegible fragment found by us in the great square at the lower end

of the town—not with a problematical road to Sebastea, but with the

road to Comana and Neocaesarea, and the milestones at Omala. The
inscription runs :

—

IMP

[Imp. Cues. C. Aur. Yal.]

[Diocletiano et]

Imp. [Caes. M. Aur. Yal.

Maxim[iano pp. ff.

inv[i]c. ^A]ugg. [et ri]av.

Yal.] Coustanti[o

et Gal[er.] Ya[l.

Maxim]ia[no nobb. Caess.

MAyiM..S. A...
INY.C. YGC ..ESAV
...CONSTANTI.
ETCAL.PYA.
lA

• «Hi8t.

VOL. HI.—PAUT V.

Gcog. •p. 262. ' ^ ^
•>•''.:
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From Tokat the road follows the broad grassy valley of the Iris to

TnrkhaL The identification of Qazioura with Turkhal seems almost

oertain. Strabo (547) says that the Iris, after flowing westwards

through the rich plain of Dazimonitis (lias Ova), cTr iirttrrpit^i irpot

T&c ipKTOvi nap' airit rk Fa^tovpa, iroAotdv fiaoikttov, vw 8' iprifiov. Turkhal

with its oastled crag exactly suits the description, and there are several

Took-out panels with Greek inscriptions, the lettering of which appears

to be pre*Roman. Moreover, between Tokat and Turkhal we found an

inscription of the Emperor Maurice, which proves that an Imperial

estate lay in the Eaz Ova, doubtless an old royal domain, which had

descended from the priestly rulers of Comana first to the kings of

Fontus and then to the Roman emperors, and was connected with the

royal castle of Gazioura.* Professor Ramsay f has fixed Ibora at

Turkhal. The ruined Gazioura may well have revived as Ibora. Can
the syllable Gaz- be a separable prefix preserved in the modern * Kaz,'

and Ibora equivalent to -ioura? {

Perhaps it is worth while noting that we were told of ancient

remains at Cham Eoi, two hours south of Turkhal, on the Tokat-Zela

road, which nevor crosses the Iris, but keeps to the left bank.

Below Turkhal the road leaves the Iris and strikes across the

Chengel Dere Pass to Ine Bazur (2880 feet : 27-00 : 87°). It does not

rejoin the river till near Amasia. From Amasia there is a choice of

routes. The new chauttee runs straight to Eavsa, but it is possible

to make a detour either to the left through Marsivan to Kavsa, or to

the right through Ladik and Ahmed Serai, to rejoin the chatutSe short

of Eavak. Now, at Eavsa we found three Roman milestones ; the

first two are said to have been recently found near the stream just

above the town, and now lie in the courtyard of the Serai ; the third

we dug out of the hillside to the loft of the main street. The inscrip-

tions are :

—

(i.) I M P A («ic)

NPRVAE (sic)

Imp
Nervae

CAESARI Caesari

AVG-
PONTIE («ic)

MAXIM-

aug.

ponti(f ).

maxim.

T R I B P T trib. pot.

PAT RI-P-P (aic)

cosm
patri p. <p>

COS. iii.

XVI IP Xvi. IT

* The inscription rans : + "Opoi T[ai]i' 0(w^v\(U[rwi'] iin&y Stvwor&v [Tt/3.J t\[a.]

MavpiK(o[u Kol] 9(oSft)0'(o[v icpa]Ta[(a»' luWijwfi' aiyoioruf K.r,\,

t • Hist. Geog..' pp. 326-328

i For loura = Ibora, cf. Oura = Ourba = Olba, 'Hist. Geog.,' p. 22. For Gas =
Turkish Kaz (goose), cf. Amorion =: Hadji Omar Ova. Ibid., p. 280.
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(ii.) IMP Imp.

CAESA.DIVI OaeBa[ri] divi

TRAIA^IPAR. Traiani Par(thioi)

riI.DIVI.3ERW fi(l). divi Nerva(e)

iepotitraia;o nepoti Traiano

ADRIA'O. A^G.PON Adriano aug. pon(tifioi)

»KXI. TRIE. POT. maxi[rao] trib. pot

VI. COS. Ill vi. COS. iii.

AYTOK.KAIEAPI AvTOK^pdropi) Kalaapi

GEOYTPAIATOY 6tov Tpatavov

nAP.YlOJ.© EOY UapidiKov) vXq etov

lEPOYAYlCJVWTPA '. Ncpova vlfov^ Tpa-

IATojADPIATOJEEB (sic) lavif 'ASpiavif a'c)9(aa'T<p)

APXI.AEr.DHVkPX («c) apxi(tpti) /*ey(i'o-T<p) gjy/iopxCtK^*)

EaOY.TO.I^.YHA i$ov((riai) to ff* vnd(Tif)

T . r . M I XVI TO y Mi. xvi.

IF tr'. .

Ciii.) IMP ^ Imp.

NERVAE Nervae

CAESARI Caesari

? .
i

AVGPON aug. pon-

... TIF IC IMA tifici ma-

XIMTRIBV ' xim, tribti-

NICIAPOTES iiicia potes- •
*

TATE ATRIP tate [p]atri p-

'' '
'

^

' [atriaj]

(No more is legible, and the stone is broken below.)

Two questions have to be decided : In the first place, what is the

caput tiae ; and, secondly, what is the direction of the road. Evidently

the road came down the little side valley in which Kavsa is situated,

cither from Marsivan to the south-west, or from Vezir Kupru to the

north-west. Both these towns are important knots in the network of

roads ; both are reputed ancient sites ; both are reckoned five hours from

Kavsa, and would fit the 16 Roman miles of the stones. To the east,

on the other hand, no suitable site can be found ; and the milestone of

Diocletian numbered 23, which was copied by Professor Ramsay* at

Ahmed Serai, and clearly belongs to the same road, is enough to prove

that the road ran from west to east, not vice versd. It is difficult to

decide between Marsivan and Vezir Eupru without further exploration

;

but the claims of the latter seem at present rather the stronger. Both

places are in immediate communication with the direct Ismid and

Stambul road through Osmanjik; and the northern road from Tash

* 'Journal of Philology,' 1882, p. 156; 'C. I. L.,' iU., mppL, 6805.
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Euprn and Sinob to Yezir Eupru may be set against the southern

road from Ohomm to Marsivan. But Marsivan seems never to have

had the importance of a caput viae, for ancient remains are scarcely

to be found there. Further, the modem road from Marsivan to Eavsa
coincides for some miles with that from Amasia; and we saw no

ancient traces upon that section. There is, on the other hand,

evidence to connect Yezir Eupru with an important city. Consider-

able relics of antiquity were'observed there by Hamilton and Ainsworth,

and Sir Charles Wilson * was informed that a Boman bridge still exists

there.

Now, there can be little doubt that the hot baths of Eavsa, which

are still frequented, represent the Oepfia vSara tS>v 9al^r]fioviTS»v

(Strabo, 560). Marsivan has been generally accepted as the site

of Fhazemon itself. But if Yezir Eupru be preferred for the caput

viae, it is probably to be identified with Fhazemon, where Fompey
established his colony Neapolis. Andrapa Neo-Claudiopolis, the only

alternative which suggests itself, seems rather to have lain to the west

of the Halys.

There remains the question of the destination of the road. Did it

continue eastward to Eupatoria-Magnopolis and Neocaesarea, as Sir

Charles Wilson suggested, or turn northwards to Amisus ? Fossibly it

may be proved that both these roads existed ; but, at all events, there is

already clear evidence of the latter. The milestone at Ahmed Serai

is not, indeed, conclusive, for it must have been carried.f But between

Eavsa and Eavak the Boman road may be plainly traced on the high

ground for more than two hours (in some places f even the pavement is

preserved intact) ; and at Eavak we found a small late milestone in a

cemetery in the middle of the village. The inscription, which has

either been added to by later scribbling, or superinscribed on an

imperfectly obliterated monument, is as follows :

—

DDNN N
C0NSTANTIN0'AvGSF^3,AL
VENEBANDAEMEMORIAEAYG
IMFCAESFLL ,. .

CONSTAYTIO G ET , , ? .

FFSEMPAYG SAb3 . ^ , 1- ;

IMFCAESFLIYL . - ;, -

CONSTANT EPFAYGAYG -t .^. «

FLACHILIVS JA . . r =

* Quoted by Prof. Ramsay, * Jotun. of Phil.,' loo. eit.

. t According to Prof. Bamsay's information Ahmed Serai is four hours from Eavsa,

whei«as the stone is the seventh from those copied by us. Three hours, however, is a

fairer estimate of the distance ftom Kavsa.

X E.g. near a gnaid^housa to the left of the modem road it is particularly well

preaerred.
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D(ominiB) n(o8tri8) [Imp. Oaos.*

Constantino aug. (p.) f. <ati[g. (?)>
venerandae memoriae <aug.>
Imp. Caes. Fl. (J)[ulio

ConBta(n)tio [au]g. <et>
p. f. 8emp(er) aug

Imp. Cues. Fl. Jul.

OonBtant(i) p. f. aug. <aug.>
PL AohiliuB

This ineoription presents remarkable features. It has evidently

been altered in part after the death of Constantine II., and the words
" venerandae memoriae " out in a spaoe where " victori ao triumfatori

"

(or some such formula) had been erased. TL? constant repetition of
•• aug." is probably the work of a scribbler, for the words on the extreme

right appeared to be mere scratches. Flavins Aohilius is perhaps a

new governor of Oappadooia to be added to the list on p. 708.

Beyond Eavak we found no more traces of the road. The suggestion

may be hazarded that it kept down the valley of the Merd Irmak,

instead of following the line of the modern ehausaSe, which winds over

the ridges to the left of the river.

There is, however, no necessary connection between the milestones

at Eavsa and this road to Amisus, for the continuation of the road

through Eavsa eastwards to the Lyons is quite probable a priori, and

it is tempting to see in Fompey's colonies, Pompeiopolis, Neapolis,

Magnopolis, Diospolis, and Nicopolis, a series of stations on a great

trunk road through Bithynia and Fontus.

* Foasibly this ought to have been copied D]DD N N N= D(omiiii8) n(oBtri8 tribus),

as Mr. Uaverfleld suggests. Prof. Mommseu suggests that lines 2 and 8 ought to

bo read
.. ;

Constantino aag[n]8(t.) ao

venerandae memoriae Aug.
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NiMi-( 'iM'Hiirea, 71.5, 7.12

Nt'o-(Mau>liop()lig, 730

NiropoliH, 614, 711, 713, 725, 726, 739
Niijili'. 643

Nik«w. 658, 728, 7.12

NiHi, 640

Okl'KOI. 666

(H1.U. f.Ci. t;.'i3. 6.54

Oiii llorlii (A|K>liuuiu). 640
Oiimlii. 733, 734

Oniu. 710, 720

().>Mlnrii, t!87

Oitiiiaiiie, 658

PaJ, 661. 665

I'lirymlrcH rniiffc. 728

rt'rchiii Itt'l, 655

rtriiu'iulii, till*

I'haiKircini, 732

I'liazemon. 738

PomjH'io|>oliH, 730

I'nrrot, 67

1

I'Uinaiiariit, 686

I'ulat, 657

Purk. 724. 725. 726

Py mill us. .nV.' Jihan

Roads, ancioiit, 651, 6.50, 661 . 667, 670, 677,

678/.. 723/. 720, 732. 735, 737, 740
Rouil I'uuatructiou, 682, 715

Hadaoii, 727

Sai GechiJ, 657

SaiDOsata, 711, 713
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PamMt, ri.K R57

Hwiutin. «;h. •!"«. 7lrt. 719. TS.^

Hiutw. .>vr St'iliiin.

HaUln. 710. 711, 713. 7J«, 7'.'7

K'U«U>. 7:12

»N'l«u.toa, ••kSC. 7I:«. 710. 7:w

M<ilia. <'..VI

H'iliun, Snron. «;.">7. <'.:.S. t'kM», «>U). fMW. M9
H« Irfko. «;.V). lUM. (kVI

Hcwijik. t;7l. •M7

HImhr. f.ia. titH). «7I, r.72. 71fi. 7.l.'i

Hill««. «-..•«)

Hinktiirh. ^..^3

Hiiioh. 7UK

Hi.. ••Ci7. «y4H. tW, (r7l. 71S, 722

hivnw. r,4l. 7I«. 7 It*. 7JO. 727. 72;t. IXi

.*»ivri T<i>o. "21

SoRiilb Irinak, «»C1, 077, (i7'.', t»8*», (J87

Sushar, 727

Tahab Bri K'>i. irrH

Takir. ('i«il

Tap»ii, «k>i»

T«.h 0»». 7:i2

TttiirU. 7:ttt

T«'iiippr»timii. t;»;i. 055, C5*<, 72:»

Ttnefli. 731

Ti-rj* I)«Kh. 720

Tiai<i Ilagh. Till

Tiraa Khan. 721

Tiirklml, 7:15

'I'linniilii (
'liai. (>57

TyaiiK, •i.Vi, )i7

1

1*1 Ami. 720

lljak. 7:il

riu Chili, 727

I'lii.', 711*

rniiOliik. (hVI

frtulu. t;7l

rniiiilii. •i7l

rriiiiilii Clini, 1:71

r«iii>ji» Miiri, •'..>:», •'•.M

I'xun Yaila, (iC'.t. t;72. ti7:t. 721

Vr/iii Krrm-, 7;t7

YwAK, «;72. f'i. r'H, »WI,«82, BM,6M8,
t',y:i. «;;!. •;;»;

Ya|>aiili. t'ii:». «;:i:i

Vari.ijz. tWiO. tW.T. •',»•,«. r.7».| C78, fihJ, CS."),

•!«•',. 70»'.. 70'.», 71t;. 717

Ynrn«i, 72U

Y<«li « link. (](>'.), «>70, (MU, 700

YeiiiH. 723

Y> iiIhIk', 731

Y< xliil Irtimk (Iria). <'iH, CM, 730

Y'iimik. iW,

Ynruk.tMS. t;.'.4, «.W

Yu/.i.'al, 7rJ

Tokat, tiM. 7:i<>. 732. 7.!5 Zamanti Sr, CM), ()<*.«, frfV.)

\
Tokhnm Sti. t;73, 720 Zara. 723. 72*

TomiM. >'>1H Z.inr. i;.'>l, ^\,'>^

TolKKt. 720 z- ituii. t;44. <;.'>7, »;.vj, ««;o, •',02, g»5», 077

TorfcanUr. •153 Zrit<in Sii. t'it'i2, 717

Toxanli Chai (Iris), 72

»

Zila, 73.'>
1

Trapczui. Sr^ Trctjixoml. 1 Zlirn. 731

'i'rcbizond, 713. 725
1
Ziyan-t tkrai, C8C. 700
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